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AMATEUR WORK, ILLUSTRATED.

AN EGYPTIAN COFFEE TABLE IN TURNED LATTICE WORK.
B« C. H. OZASNE.

SHE coffee table shown in the illustrations

makes a very effective piece of furniture

for a drawing-room. It can be made in

beech or walnut ; if in the latter a richer

effect will be produced by making the

star-shaped pieces and the small upright pillar in the

lattice work of lemon or other light-coloured wood.

In putting together a piece of this lattice work (called

in Egypt Mushrabiyeh work) in walnut, a native work-

man almost invariably makes the portions shaded in

Fig. i oflemon ; and oc-

casionally real ebony,

or more often wood

stained black, is used

for the smaller beads

as a further contrast

to the lemon.

The table looks

very well in plain

beech, and it would

be cheaper than wal-

nut.

Without the top

the height of the table

is 14 inches, and the

sides are each 15 j in.

in width. The top

generally used is a

circular tray of en-

graved brass ; but as

these trays are expen-

sive in England a top in keeping with the Oriental

style of the rest of the table can be made of wood
covered with Persian carpet. The writer obtained

a square of imitation Persian carpet from Mr.Whiteley,

Westbonrne Grove, Bayswater, IV., measuring about

21 inches.

To describe the construction—Four rails as shown

at a, Fig. 2, are first made, and as all are alike the

description of one will answer for all.

Take a piece of wood one inch thick, if inch wide,

and 1 3J inches long
;
plane this up and divide its

thickness into three equal parts ; the centre third will

FIG. 8.—EGYPTIAN COFFEE TABLE—PERSPECTIVE VIEW.

be the tenon, the two outer thirds shoulders as shown
at G, Fig. 2 ; the tenon projects § inch beyond the

outer shoulder, and jj inch beyond the inner shoulder.

The upper fourth of the tenon is cut away as shown
at A, Fig. 2, and the lower corner cut off at an angle of

45° ; the two equal sides of the triangle so removed

being each | inch in length. The four rails being so

far finished four legs are next made; all four are alike.

A, Fig. 3, shows the outer side, B the inner. To make
one take a piece of wood 1 A inch square and 12 inches

long
;

plane this up,

and at one end cut

away the wood to re-

ceive the end of rail,

A, Fig. 2 ; the leg so

cut is shown at Fig. 3;

sink a mortise to re^

ceive the tenon on end

of rail, A, Fig. 2, the

dotted line in Fig. 6

shows the position of

the tenon when driven

home. Next take

eight pieces of wood

J inch thick, 7! inches

long, and one inch

wide, B, Fig. 2 ; tenons

are cut on one end of

each of these pieces,

one-third of their

thickness, and both

corners of the outer shoulder are cut off at an

angle of 45°, the inner shoulder being left square,

as shown at H, Fig. 2, which is a view of d' from

above, and which shows the construction of all the

mitred tenons. Two mortises are cut in each rail,

A, Fig. 2, to receive the mitred tenons on bb'; the

dotted lines in a, Fig. 2, show the position of these

tenons when driven home. The outer bottom corners

of B and b' are taken off" with the chisel.

Four rails are now made as c, in Fig. 2, of J inch

wood and of the same thickness as B and of proper

length to keep B and b' parallel, and are mortised and

VOL. VII.—
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AN EGYPTIAN COFFEE TABLE IN TURNED LATTICE WORK.

mitred into them as explained above. Eight pieces,

D and d', Fig. 2, are made \ inch thick and one inch

wide, and of length to keep B and b' parallel to the

legs, see Fig. 7 ; these are mitred and mortised into

the legs and into B and b'.

The lower edge of rail A, Fig. 2, is cut away from

end to end with a gouge, leaving a groove \ inch wide

and g inch deep ; and § inch above this a line -^ inch

wide and TV inch deep is cut. Similar grooves and
lines are cut on both edges of B, n', c, d, t>'. The four

bottom corners of each leg are taken off as shown, and

the two outer edges of each leg are grooved and lined

like the rails. To make the feet four pieces of wood

2j inches square and 3! to 3} inches long are re-

quired (the feet are drawn of the same thickness as

the legs, but it will give the table a firmer look if they

are made 2j inches square) ; they are turned up as

shown at Fig. 3, and a tenon -j to f inch long and ^

inch diameter is turned on the upper end of the feet,

and a mortise to receive this tenon is bored with a

centre-bit in the bottom of each leg ; these tenons are

glued and driven into the mortises in the legs.

The drop pieces, E and F, Fig. 2, of which eight of

each will be required, are then cut with the fret saw
of 5- inch wood—though I have never tried it, I should

think that the 3-ply wood spoken of in " Notes on

Novelties," Vol. IV., p. 92, would be suitable for these

pieces, as I have found ordinary wood splits when
used for them.

Forty pillars, as in Fig. 5, are now turned, and
twelve drops, as in Fig. 4.

The mushrabiyeh work in Fig. 1 is made by turn-

ing up the two side pieces, A and is, each in one piece
;

the two cross-pieces, c, and the two D are also each in

one piece ; the star-shaped pieces at top and bottom

are each in three pieces, that marked E F is in one

piece ; the other two portions of the star are separate

pieces and let into the centre bead as shown by the

dotted lines. Holes are bored in the side-pieces, A
and E, to receive the ends of c and D and of the stars

E F. and in the beads D d' to receive the ends of the

small centre pillar.

It will be found somewhat difficult at first to put

this mushrabiyeh together. Take a in the left hand,

and with the right hand fit E F into it, then fit G into A
and turn E F half round so as to allow G to enter the

hole in the centre bead of it ; do the same with the

lower E F and c; ; next insert the pieces D d' into a

and the centre pillar into D', and turn D slightly to

receive the other end of the pillar. Lay B in position

on the fingers of the left hand, with the holes inwards
;

insert the extremities of D, d' into the holes in B pre-

pared for them, clasp B lightly with the fingers of

the left hand, and press the ends of both E F's into their

holes but not to their full depth, then complete the

stars by gently forcing in the remaining piece of each
;

press the fingers of the left hand so as to force the

points into their respective holes, and then insert c at

top in a and draw B gently at that end away from A,

taking care not to relax the grasp of the left fingers

enough to let any of the points escape from their

holes ; insert C into its hole in B and press B to A ; do

this at the other end, and the whole will adhere

together.

The holes to receive the various points should be

drilled slightly larger than the pins, so as to allow of

sufficient play to put them together ; and, as the pins

are of smaller diameter than the pieces on the ends

of which they are cut, the holes will not be seen when

all is put together ; no glue is ever used in joining

mushrabiyeh work.

The above specimen is very simple, it is more try-

ing to the patience to put together a piece of mush-

rabiyeh of some forty pieces, each of them so small that

it is difficult to pick them up with the fingers; but the

result repays the trouble, as it is so close as to scarcely

admit a large knitting needle between the interstices. .

Many of the designs are of great beauty.

The writer has spent many spare hours in the Cairo

bazaars, talking to the workmen and examining various

designs in all stages of manufacture ; and it is the

invariable rule to make the design on uprights in one

piece, as shown at A and B, Fig. I of the present ar-

ticle; and in no case has he seen any of the work made
with all the pieces let into each other as in Vol. II.,

p. 560, Fig. 2 ; nor can he understand how work so

made up can be firm.

The table can now be put together. In the under

edge of A and in the upper edge of c, Fig. 2, drillholes

to receive the ten pillars as shown in Fig. 7. In the

under edge of A, outside of E, drill two holes, and also

outside b', and two holes in the upper edges of both

D and d' to receive the mushrabiyeh (Figs. 1 and 7).

The three drops, Figs. 4 and 7, are glued into position,

and the two drop pieces, E, are glued and tacked into

their places with fine points at the corners, Figs. 2

and 7. The two pieces, F, are similarly fastened. If

the 3-ply wood is not used it will be found that the

points will split the wood, and in that case the drops

E and F might be mortised into the rails as shown in

the sketch. The four sides are now framed together

without the legs, and the mortises glued up ; no glue

should be used to fasten the mushrabiyeh or pillars

(Fig. 5) 'n position. Take two sides so framed and

at each end of both fasten a leg by gluing the tenons

and driving them into the mortises ; fasten F in each

corner by points or mortises, and there will be two

sides, as in Fig. 7, and two sides similar but without

legs. When the table is put together the two sides

with legs will face each other, and the two legless sides
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FIG. 3.—LEG OF TABLE.—A, OUTER SIDE ; E, INNER SIDE.—ONE-FOURTH FULL SIZE.

FIG. 6.—MORTISE
AND TENON JOINT
OF LEG AND RAIL.

ONE-FOURTH FULL SIZE.
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join them. These legless sides are not glued into the

legs, the tenons are only inserted in the mortises, and

are made to fit so that they can be knocked out with

a mallet when required. The pieces f of these sides

are not fastened to the legs but only to the rails, D and

D' ; this will allow the table to be taken to pieces in a

moment for travelling. If, however, it is not desired

to make the table so as to be able to come to pieces,

the four sides can be glued into the legs alike.

The top is made of $ inch pine tongued together

and clamped to prevent warping, as explained in para-

graph 608 of " Every Man His Own Mechanic." If

preferred, slips of wood can be screwed across the top

at each end to prevent warping, paragraph 607,

of "Every Man His Own Mechanic," in which case

the slips must be fitted to come within the square

formed by the four sides.

The top should project slightly over the sides, but

not more than an inch or two, or it will hide them
;

about 1 \ inch will be found a good allowance.

The carpet is now tacked on so as just to reach to

the sides, and a triangular piece cut out of each corner

to allow it to lie flat at the corners of the table-top.

It may be found necessary to take off about £ inch of

the carpet all round.

If the table is not to be made to travel, the top can

be screwed down on the rails, and the screws will no

doubt be sufficient to prevent its warping.

If required to travel, the top can be fixed by driving

pins of hard wood into it with glue, and boring holes

in the upper edges of the top rails to receive them;

one in each rail will be sufficient, two if preferred. If

fixed in this way the table must not be lifted by the

top, but by its legs. No doubt other methods of

fixing the top will suggest themselves.

Fig. 8 shows the table complete. This table can

be made up as a stool by cutting the top so as not to

project beyond the sides, and then stuffing hair, wool or

chaff between the wooden top and the carpet. It

would perhaps be as well in this case to round off the

bottoms of the feet so as not to cut the carpet.

For a music stool it will be found six or seven

inches too low, as the table complete is 15 inches high.

The extra height might be made up by the stuffing

and an extra cushion, but it is not advisable to increase

the length of the legs as it would then look awkward.

However the height is increased, it is to be hoped

that no one will raise it on casters as the writer once

saw done by a friend who had had one of these tables

sent from Cairo ; the effect of the brass casters with

the Oriental style of work was not pleasing.

[" Table height," or in other words, the height of

an ordinary table, is generally taken to be 29 inches.

The coffee table described above is only 15 inches

in height, complete—that is to say, just i inch over

half the height of the tables in common use in this

country. As it is, the coffee table does not even

reach "chair height," which is 17 inches. In its

present form, therefore, it is likely to be serviceable

only as a low seat, or a stand for a large vase or

anything else that may well be placed on such a

stand. Taking the height at 15 inches, the relative

proportions of its parts seem to be—top, 1 inch ; legs,

12 inches; turned feet, 2 inches; but the feet are

longer than 2 inches by actual measurement, and by

the dimensions given in the description as well. To
render it suitable as an occasional table, let the top

be 1 inch thick, and the turned feet 4 inches long,

and the legs double the length, i.e., 24 inches instead

of 12 inches. Just above the turned feet, insert

brackets, as at F, in Fig. 2, but reversed, so that the

length runs along the rail instead of the breadth,

which is tenoned to the leg. On the brackets place a

rail, and another above it, at just sufficient height to

take the two short styles, and turned work and

spindles, shown in the upper part of Fig. 7. By
doing this, a broad ornamental piece of work, similar

to the upper part of the table, will be carried round

the bottom part ; and if the lower rail be so con-

structed as to receive thin wood so as to form a

bottom, a nice deep tray will be formed, which will

prove a handy receptacle for music, etc., etc.

—

Ed.]
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;

OR, A FAULT IN LATHE CONSTRUCTION,
AND HOW TO REMEDY IT.

By F. A. M.

HE following observations are offered, not

merely to show how to correct a very

common fault in lathe construction, but

because they will help to throw light

upon the subject of points in general.

We shall seek to make our directions as pointed as

possible.

Many back-centre lathes are fitted like Fig. I.

Here the centre screw, c, is tapped into the metal of

the headstock, H, and it is fixed by a lock-nut, L ; this

plan has serious faults which are sure to make them-

selves unpleasantly manifest before long. First, the

mandrel is too short, and this will prevent anything

long (say longer than itself) being turned without the

support of the poppit. A more serious fault still, is,

that the downwards pull of the belt on the pulley P,

wears down the top of the point of the back-centre

screw c : this destroys the fit of the mandrel neck in

its collar and causes a chatter. If the chuck of such

a lathe be firmly pressed to and fro a knock will be

heard, and this knock cannot be taken up by advanc-
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ing the back-centre screw ; because, the point having

•worn down, if it be turned round, it will act like an

eccentric, and both throw the mandrel out of truth

and jam it fast.

A lathe in the writer's possession was constructed

in this way, and, although both mandrel end and

back-centre point were perfect!}- hard, yet, in course

of time, the back-centre point

was worn down so much, that,

when the screw was turned, the E.

end of the mandrel could be

distinctly seen to rise and fall !

This evil had been aggravated

by two causes : first, as seen in

Fig. i, the strap is so close to

the back-centre point when run-

ning on the small speed, that

almost the whole weight comes

on that point, instead of falling

chiefly on the front collar, where

it would have done no harm;

secondly, it was greatly aggravated by the obtuseness

of the point, which was turned to an angle of about

90 , instead of to an angle of 6o° as it should have

been.

Now, if the back-centre point could have been

turned half round from time to time, say every month

or two, the wear might have been equalized, but with

this form of construction it could not be done, since,

being screwed into the headstock, it cannot be turned

without advancing or withdraw-

ing it. A partial remedy may
be found simply enough by fit-

ting the headstock with a new
back-centre, which should pass

through a plain hole instead of

a screwed one.

To do this, borrow a taper

rhymer which will just enter the

screwed hole, and remove with

it the greater part of the thread

in the casting. To ensure the

rhymer working straight, turn a

rod of wood about 18 inches or

a foot long to such a size that

you can just push it through

the collar of the mandrel ; bring the end of the

wood to a point, and, having removed the mandrel,

push the pointed end of the wood through the

collar with the poppit screw, till it meets the end
of the rhymer, as it comes through the back-centre

hole. By keeping the centre mark of the rhymer
on the point of the wood as you wotk it forward,

you will ensure the hole pointing truly to the

centre of the collar. Now have a new back-centre

made with a point to fit the end of the mandrel, a

plain unscrewed body to fit the hole made by the

'

rhymer, screwed at each end for two lock-nuts, and,

having a small square at the opposite end to the point

to hold or turn it round by. Fig. 2 shows the new
back-centre with its nuts separately, and in position

in the headstock. Then proceed to grind together

with emery powder both the

collar and the back-centre point,

taking care to turn it round as

you do so, several times, by

means of its squared end. Then

if you remember to turn it half

round every month or so you

have it in use, the point will not

wear down but will remain fairly

central.

As to the best angle for

points, lathe centres, etc., opin-

ions differ. It will be under-

stood that the point has to

directions : first, a thrust tending to

and, second, a side pressure

FAULTY FITTING FOR BACK-
CENTRE LATHE.
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resist in two

drive it back endways

(such as that produced by the belt in the case just

considered), tending to displace it sideways. The
thrust would be best resisted by an obtuse point, and
better still by a flat ended one ; the side pressure

would require a sharper point, or, better still, a cylin-

drical form. When, therefore, the thrust is the

greatest, the point should be blunt or obtuse, say 90 ;

when the side pressure is most

important the point should be

sharper. 6o° is considered

rather a sharp angle for lathe-

centres in England, but it is

widely adopted in America ; it

is a very convenient angle, be-

cause it is so easy to file a notch

in a bit of sheet metal with a

" three-square " file to make a

template that will measure the

point correctly ; the angle of a
" three-square '' or three sided

file being 6o". In England, 8o°

is often adopted, because it does

not so easily break off, but it

will not so well resist side pressure, and, conse-

quently, work is more apt to jump out of the lathe

when that angle is adopted. Altogether, seeing

how important it is to obtain uniformity in these

matters, it would probably be better to adopt 6o°,

since then, any tools, mandrels, etc., which had

been turned on one lathe could be mounted on any

other, with the certainty that the centre-holes would

fit and the mandrels run true.

2.— PROPER FITTING FOR BACK-
CENTRE LATHE.
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ELECTROTYPING FOR AMATEURS.
By CHAS. A. PARKER.

I.

—

Introduction—the .Single-cell Process—Gutta-

percha Moulding Material—Fusirle Alloy-
Plaster of Paris—Beeswax Compounds—Elas-
tic Mould—Plumuago— Sulphate of Copper—
Stopping off Varnish — Backing Process-

Finishing Busts — Tinning Metal — Backing

Metal.

HERE is, perhaps, in the whole range of

electrical science no branch that is

capable of offering more varied attrac-

tions to the amateur or student than

that of eletrotyping, which of late years

has grown into a very large branch of industry, and

now constitutes one of the most valuable applications

of the power of electricity.

It is now known to be an established law, that

wherever chemical action occurs, there is a disturb-

ance of the electric equilibrium, and the consequent

development of free electricity.

When different metals are brought into contact

with an intervening fluid, electricity will be constantly

elicited ; a singular sensation is also produced by

making a piece of zinc and a piece of copper meet

over the moist tongue when placed in the mouth.

Supposing that these two plates are pressed together

and then suddenly separated, they will be found to

assume opposite electric states—the zinc having be-

come positive and the copper negative ; that is to say,

the zinc will have acquired more than its natural

quantity of electricity, while the copper will have lost

some. Again, supposing a plate of pure zinc is

immersed in a glass of very dilute sulphuric acid,

hardly any action will be observable, nor would any-

thing take place if a similar plate of silver were

placed in the same glass, so long as the metals are

separated from each other, but immediately that their

extremities out of the liquid are brought into contact,

a decomposition of the water will take place, its

oxygen combining with the zinc to form oxide of zinc,

which is dissolved by the acid, the hydrogen passing

over to the surface of the silver, where it collects, and
ultimately escapes in the form of gaseous globules.

The action may be thus explained : A current of

electricity being set free at the zinc plate moves
through the solution to the silver plate, and while

doing so the hydrogen gas is set free, which having

but little affinity for the silver escapes from the solu-

tion in its gaseous state ; meanwhile, a current of

electricity is passing continuously from the zinc plate

across the liquid to the silver, returning again by

metallic contact to the zinc. As a natural conse-

quence, the observation of this electrical action led to

the construction of a battery, a familiar form of which

consists of a series of zinc and copper plates

soldered together, and then immersed in a trough

containing a dilute acid or saline solution. This

apparatus was called after the inventor, Dr. Babbing-

ton. Various modifications and improvements on the

above arrangement were made, but in all of them the

electric power was liabie to fluctuation, while nume-

rous causes induced such a diminution in the evolution

of electricity as to render them inconvenient, or

almost useless, when a continuous current was re-

quired. This falling off of the current was caused by

the bubbles of hydrogen gas clinging to the surface

of the negative element, to avoid which Smee pro-

vided his silver plate with a rough coating of

platinum, thereby furnishing them with a surface

specially adapted for the dislodgment of hydrogen,

which always clings to a smooth surface. This form

of battery will receive notice later on. The most

important modification of Dr. Babbington's battery

was the one devised by Professor Daniell, in 1836,

which he termed a " constant battery." In the use of

this cell a most important discovery was made. One.

of the exciting liquids employed consists of a solu-

tion of sulphate of copper, and it was found that when

the current passed through it the sulphate was decom-

posed ; the copper then separated from the acid with

which it had been combined, and was deposited in a

very fine metallic state on the inner surface of the

vessel that contained the liquid. It was found, on

removing such a film of copper from the vessel, that it

presented an exact counter type of the surface on

which it had been cast when separated from the acid

by the electrical action. This discovery was speedily

turned to account by various persons, three of whom
claim to be the first to render practical what had only

been known previously as theoretical. It would be

out of place in papers like the present to enter into

an examination of these claims, or the numerous

experiments that led to the discovery of the art of

electrotyping ; but, suffice it to say, that the whole art

is founded on Professor Daniell's battery. If the

amateur or student has made no experiments in this

branch of electro-deposition, by carrying out the

following simple instructions, which I will endeavour

to make as clear as possible, he will soon become an

adept in this fascinating art; his production resembling

in some respects the results of photography, the most

delicate line or defect being faithfully reproduced

—

the process being equally adapted for the production

of copies of coins, medals, busts, etc., as it is for

copying a colossal statue or similar work of art. Elec-

tro-deposition has of late years advanced with very

rapid strides— copper, silver, gold, and nickel being

the metals more generally deposited ; nickel during

the past few years having been extensively employed
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in the cycle and many other different trades. Copper

is the metal which will, however, engage our atten-

tion in the present papers. With this brief preface, I

will commence the process of electrotyping with the

description of the simplest and cheapest form of appa-

ratus known.

The Single-Cell Process.—This was the process

originally employed in copper-plating and typing,

and it formed the foundation of the entire electro-

type art. It will be found the best and easiest

process for small articles, such as coins, medals, etc. ;

it can also be set up at a very trifling cost in the

following manner : First procure an earthenware or

glass vessel of about a gallon capacity, and into this

place a white close-grain porous cell of about three

inches in diameter, and a little taller than the outer

earthenware jar ; this serves the purpose of separat-

ing the liquids, but at the same time allowing the

current to pass. A zinc rod, or cylinder, with a bind-

ing screw attached, and amalgamated with mercury

(as will be described a little later en) is placed in

the porous cell, the charge for which may be brine

or water, slightly acidulated with sulphuric acid ; the

zinc must not touch the bottom or sides of the

porous cell, but should be suspended by two pieces of

stout copper wire passed through holes drilled

crosswise in the zinc. The solution for the outer

cell is made by dissolving crystals of sulphale

of copper (pure) in warm water to saturation,

or until the water refuses to dissolve any more.

When cold, this is poured into the outer cell, and
if the zinc is amalgamated, half an ounce of sul-

phuric acid should be added to each quart of copper

solution, and a dilute solution of sulphuric acid should

be used for the porous cell instead of brine ; but it

must be understood that brine may be employed for

the inner cell, and simply a saturated solution of the

sulphate of copper for the outer cell, the zinc in this

case requiring no amalgamation ; but the great draw-

back of this is its slowness of working. A piece of

perforated copper must now be obtained, which should

be bent to the form of a box or shelf, and suspended
at the upper part of the outer cell ; on this are to be

kept crystals of sulphate of copper, so that as the

copper is deposited upon the articles it will be re-

plenished, and the solution kept at the required

strength. A muslin bag hung on a rod placed across

the vessel, and allowed to dip into the solution, will

answer the same purpose. A stout copper wire, bent

to the form of an L, has its shorter end inserted in

the hole in the binding screw of the zinc, while the

free end, to which the coin or medal is to be attached,

is allowed to dip into the copper solution in the outer

cell. Having rigged up the above, the entire appa-

ratus will be complete and ready for immediate work-

ing. The arrangement will easily be understood by
referring to Fig. I. The clamp required for the zinc-

rod will be seen by Fig. 2. It allows the wire carry-

ing the coin to be adjusted at the requisite distance

from the porous cell. Having charged the cells, and
got everything ready, take a copy of a coin or medal,

in intaglio, if nothing better can be obtained, a penny
or a sovereign, the latter coin being quite as scarce to

some people as a rare antique medal is to a numis-

matist. The side it is intended should be electro-

typed must first be cleaned with any metal polish that

happens to be handy. Next bend a piece of copper

wire round the edge of the coin, so that it is held

firmly (see Fig. 3), and twist the top portion as tight

as possible, without breaking the wire ; now varnish

the back or side not to be taken with some insulating

material, such as beeswax dissolved in spirits of tur-

pentine ; the face or polished side of the coin is

next brushed over well with plumbago (blacklead),

which will prevent the actual adhesion of the metal,

which would otherwise take place—being careful to

brush the plumbago well over edge of the coin, or

where the contact of the conducting wire takes place,

at the same time observing that none of it gets to the

back of the coin, or any other spot where it is not

required. Having been thus prepared, the free end of

the conducting wire is inserted in the hole in the

binding-screw attached to the zinc, a turn being given

to the screw until the wire is grasped firmly. The coin

is now placed in the solution with its face towards

the porous cell.

Previous to the immersion of the coin, it should be

thoroughly moistened with v/ater, which will overcome

any tendency of the plumbago to repel the solution.

(A neglect of this precaution is frequently the cause

of air-holes in the finished electrotype.) On the coin

being immersed in the solution, a bright red deposit

of metal will appear at the extremity of the conduct-

ing wire; this will gradually extend over the entire

surface of the coin, or wherever the plumbago has

been spread. In from twenty-four hours to a day or

two (according to the thickness desired), the "type"

will be found sufficiently stout to be separated from

the original ; but on no account attempt to remove it

too soon, otherwise it will in all probability be torn or

broken. If it is impossible to detach it immediately,

it may generally be separated by plunging it in hot

water, or slightly heating over a lamp. The "type"

will usually be found to be very hard and brittle ; it

should, therefore, be annealed by placing it on an

iron shovel, and heating to redness over a clear fire,

and then placing aside to cool.

A relief may be taken from the intaglio that has

been thus obtained by treating it in its turn in exactly

the same manner as the original coin ; the resultant
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" type " being, as a matter of course, in relievo,

instead of intaglio, as before.

Before describing the preparation of

the various moulding compositions, it will

be as well to explain in full the working

of this process : Having carefully pre-

pared a mould in the material we intend

to employ, it should first be ascertained

that the conducting wire from the porous

cell is perfectly clean, and that there is

metallic contact between the face of the

mould and the conducting wire, for any

fault at these points will either greatly

retard or entirely stop the deposition. It

is also highly important that the mould,

before immersion, should be well wetted,

this will prevent any air-bubbles clinging

to the plumbagoed face. Should the

copper, during deposition, appear very

dark, or almost black, it signifies that the

current is too strong, therefore the

mould should be moved further away
from the porous cell ; if, on the other

hand, the " type" appears pale and crystal-

line, or tardy in forming, it is due to the current

being too weak ; in this case the solution in the

porous cell should be strengthened by the addi-

tion of a drop or two of sulphuric acid, or the

screw at the top of the zinc loosened, and the

mould brought nearer to the porous cell, being

careful to screw the nut tight again. When the

copper appears to be depositing the copper in a

satisfactory manner, it should be allowed to

proceed. Employing a single cell apparatus of a

gallon capacity, a good electrotype of a medal
should be obtained in about twenty-four hours

;

but supposing it is wished to be tolerably thick,

with no after backing, the action

may be continued for a week or

more ; but in an ordinary way the

thickness of cartridge paper, or a

visiting-card, is considered to be

sufficiently solid to bear ordinary

usage. When the desired thick-

ness has been obtained, the mould

may be removed from the " type "

by plunging it in hot water, or by

carefully separating them by means

of a penknife ; but care must be

taken not to tear or bend the

"type "in effecting its separation

from the mould. It will be ob-

served that those portions of the mould that are

most sunken, have received the least deposit, while

the more prominent portions will be comparatively

FIG. I.—SINGLE-CELL DE
POSITING APPARATUS.

A, Outer Stoneware Cell ; B.
Inner Porous Cell ; C, Amal
ganiated Zinc Rod ; D, Per-
forated Copper Shelf : E,
Terminal for Zinc Rod
F, Medal and Wire.

FIG. 2.

TERMINAL
FOR ZINC.

FIG.3.—COPPER WIRE BENTROUND MEDAL

thick : care must therefore be taken not to remove the

mould too soon, otherwise the deposit will be thin

in parts, and liable to tear. When both

sides of a mould have to be deposited

upon simultaneously, it should be turned

round very slowly while the deposition

is proceeding, as the copper will always

be found the thickest at those portions

of the mould nearest' to the porous cell.

When the action is required to be con-

tinued for some time, nodules are apt to

appear on the electrotype ;
immediately

that any of these troublesome excre-

scences are perceived they should be

nipped off by means of a pair of cutting

pliers, and the burr filed down ;
if they

are allowed to remain they will be found

to increase in size very rapid, thus

rendering their removal rather difficult

without injuring the electrotype.

When the type has been annealed,

it is a good plan to place it in a dilute

solution of sulphuric acid for half a

minute, then remove, rinse well, and dry
;

after which the surface may be brightened by

means of rottenstone and oil, or any polishing

powder or paste generally employed by the opera-

tor. I myself have used "Polybrilliant," "Davis^s

Plate Polish" {very good indeed), and " Brookes's

Soap." The latter is an American soap just intro-

duced into this country, and is well worthy of the

attention of amateurs, being equally adapted for

household purposes as it is for polishing metal.

The price is 4d. per bar.

The surface of the electrotype, on being re-

moved from the mould, will be found to present

a beautiful bright appearance ; but this soon be-

comes impaired by exposure to the

air. It therefore becomes neces-

sary, if it is desired to preserve this

appearance, to warm the deposit

and apply a coating of pale lacquer

by means of a flat camel-hair brush.

Other methods of improving the

appearance of the electrotype will

be given a little later on.

A great many may be deterred

from attempting a study of the

phenomena of electricity by reason

of the expensive apparatus, whether

bought or of home manufacture ;

but the veriest tyro can soon set up

a " typing " apparatus out of very ordinary materials,

the cost being according to the class of work to be

done ; and if the foregoing instructions are carefully
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carried out, there will be little

chance of a failure.

Having explained the

method of fitting-up and
maintaining a single cell ap-

paratus, we will turn our at-

tention to the preparation of

the various moulding com-

positions spoken of "in the

course of these papers.

Gutta Percha and Marine
Glue.—A good moulding ma-
terial for coins, etc., is ob-

tained by mixing two parts

of gutta percha and one

part of marine glue ; cut the

materials into very small

strips and place them in an

old iron pot and heat over

a moderate fire, meanwhile

stirring it well to ensure perfect mixing. When nearly

cold, roll it into the form of small balls, which may
be placed aside in a box and used when required.

It is not advisable, when making a moulding compo-

sition, to heat it in any saucepan that is likely to be

required, as it would be totally unfit for anything else

afterwards ; an old iron pot should be kept specially

for the purpose.

Fusible Alloy.—This is more expensive than the

above, on account of the high price of bismuth ; but it

can be used time after time, and may be employed in

the moulding of any object that can withstand the

temperature of 212 3
Fahr. It yields splendidly sharp

impressions, and requires no after-preparation, being

conductive in itself. There are several to select

from ; but the following will be found the simplest

and easiest :

—

Bismuth, 8 ounces.

Lead, 5 „

Tin, 3 „

Procure a clean

iron pot or iron

ladle, and melt the

lead first ; then stir

in the tin, and
finally add the bis-

muth. The metals

should be well mix-

ed and made as

homogeneous as

possible. The fus-

ing point of the

alloy is 212 Fahr.,

being the same tem-

perature as boiling

FIG. 4.—TINNING AND BACKING THE ELECTROTYPE.

water. I find that the best

method to ensure a perfect

mixture is to pour the alloy

on to some cold surface such

as hearthstone, collecting all

the buttons of metal, replac-

ing them, melting and re-

peating the operation again

several times. Always re-

move the alloy from the fire

immediately it begins to

melt ; the heat of the con-

taining vessel will be suffi-

cient to effect the complete

fusion of the metal.

Plaster of Paris.—This

substance is too well known

to call for any special com-

ment, its chief merits being

cheapness and the rapidity

with which it sets ; but it does not yield so perfect a

copy as other moulding materials—still it is very use-

ful when pressure cannot be applied. It is highly

important that it should be fresh, or else it will set very

slowly, and sometimes fail to set at all. It can gene-

rally be obtained in three degrees of fineness; the

finest should be employed, and it is important to keep

it in closely-stoppered bottles. When required for use,

first warm it by placing for a few moments in an oven,

then mix with water to a thin paste, and paint the

surface of the object with it first before pouring the

bulk of it on. After which it should be placed aside

in order to set.

Beeswax Compound, No. 1.—The following will be

found a good beeswax moulding material, and may be

employed for any article that can stand pressure, such

as a medal :—Com-

mon bees wax, 9 ozs.;

Venice turpentine,

1 oz. ; fine plumba-

go, \ oz. The bees-

wax, which should

be free from all grit

or foreign impuri-

ties, is melted in a

suitable vessel, and

the turpentine and

plumbago added

with continuil stir-

ring, so as to thor-

oughly incorporate

the ingredients (at

a low heat). It may

be worked up again

and again for
-MODE OF HOLDING BUST WHEN SOLDERING THE TWO HALVES.
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moulding purposes, giving clean and sharp impres-

sions. The melting point is about 155 Fahr.

Beeswax Compound, No. 2.—Another cheap bees-

wax compound may be made by melting together in

an old iron pot :

—

Beeswax, 2 lbs.

Rosin. if lb.

Tallow, \ „
Stir the materials well during the heating, in order to

thoroughly incorporate them.

Elastic Mould.—This is especially suitable for all

undercut work. The method of preparing it is as

follows :—Break up two parts of the finest glue, and

soak it in cold water until it has become quite soft and

flabby
; all the water that is unabsorbed is then poured

oft", and the gelatinous mass placed in an ordinary

glue pot, and mixed with half a part of treacle and the

eighth of a part ofbeeswax,and then heated to the tem-

perature of 212 Fahr. (Note. To do this there will be

no necessity to employ a thermometer, as it will be re-

membered that a glue-pot consists of two pots, one to

contain the glue and the other merely filled with water

;

therefore, the heat from the fire will fail to raise the

glue to a higher temperature than that of boiling

water, as any heat that passes into the water after

2I2 Q Fahr. has been attained is then absorbed by the

conversion of the water into steam, so that it is

impossible for the temperature of the glue to exceed

that of boiling water—that is to say, 21 2 Fahr.) Whilst

the mixture is being heated it should be constantly

stirred, so as to thoroughly incorporate it.

If this elastic moulding material is required to be
placed in an ordinary depositing solution it will be
found to absorb the water, and consequently swell, and
the proportions of the figure will be much impaired

;

some preparation of this elastic mould becomes neces-

sary in order to render it waterproof. The best

method to prevent the absorption of water is

to incorporate with the hot mixture a small quan-
tity of tannic acid, to the extent of two parts of

acid to each hundred parts of glue. Another
method of attaining the same end is to immerse the

mould in a weak solution of bichromate of potash,

this being performed in the dark, and the mould then
dried in the sun. By this means the glue will be
rendered insoluble, and will thus withstand the

action of the solution.

Having described the preparation of the various

moulding materials, we will now turn our attention to

the other substances employed in electrotyping, and
the manner of finishing the " type."

Plumbago.—This is a combination of carbon and
iron, and in consequence of its high conducting power
it is one of the most useful substances known for

forming a good conducting surface. It is procured

for electrotyping purposes in the form of a dead black

powder, which when rubbed assumes a bright metallic

lustre. It is highly important that the best quality

obtainable from a wholesale chemist's or electrician's

should be employed ; it will be found the cheapest in

the end, as it will not require so much to cover a

larger surface ; it is therefore economy to use the

best quality only. As a precaution against any

grains that are too coarse, it will be found a good

plan to sift it through muslin. The ordinary black-

lead used for household purposes should not be em-

ployed, as it is generally a common quality, and there-

fore a bad conductor. I should not advise its use, as

it would most likely result in a failure. It should be

kept in tightly-corked bottles, and applied to the face

of the mould by means of a soft round brush about

1 inch in diameter. Why it is called blacklead I am
at a loss to say, as there is not a particle of lead in its

composition.

Sulphate of Copper.— It is of first importance that

this salt should be pure, but it very frequently happens

that it is adulterated with iron. Pure sulphate of

copper occurs in large crystals of a splendid deep blue

colour. It presents a greenish tint if there is any

sulphate of iron or copperas present. It should there-

fore be carefully avoided, or a small sample purchased

and then tested in the following manner :—Make a

solution of the suspected salt in distilled water, then

carefully add to it with constant stirring ammonia
until the blue precipitate which forms is redissolved.

Allow the blue liquid thus obtained to remain undis-

turbed for soma time, when the clear portion of the

liquid should bs poured off, and some fresh distilled

water added to the sediment, and it should be again

allowed to settle. Then again pour off the clear por-

tion of the liquid, and should there be any iron pre-

sent it will appear in the form of a reddish powder at

the bottom of the glass.

Stopping off Varnish.— It must be understood that

if the copper is allowed to deposit where it is not

required there will be a waste of the metal, and its

removal will be difficult, if not an impossibility. It

therefore becomes a necessity for those portions of

the mould to be stopped off or varnished with some

insulating material. A good varnish may be made by

dissolving india-rubber or gutta percha in bisulphide

of carbon, which may be obtained from any chemist

and druggist. Great care must be exercised in the

use of this highly volatile and extremely unpleasant

liquid. It is also dangerously inflammable even at a

low temperature, and should therefore be kept at a

respectful distance from a flame ; and the smell is

abominable. Another stopping off varnish may
be made by dissolving a small quantity of beeswax

in turpentine.
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Backing Processes.—When it is requisite for the

electrotype to withstand hard or rough wear, it will be

found necessary to provide a backing of some cheaper

and more easily fusible metal than copper. Indeed,

it would be false economy, and no advantage would

be glined, by making the shell sufficiently thick to

stand hard wear without backing. The process of

backing may easily bs accomplished in the following

manner :—The shell or medallion is first placed face

downwards on a sheet of wire gauze, and held over

the flame from a gas jet or a spirit lamp. The back-

ing metal and the copper shell possessing no affinity

for each other, it becomes requisite to apply a medium
that will cause the two to unite ; the back should

therefore be thoroughly brushed over with killed

spirits of salts—that is to say, hydrochloric acid in

which zinc has been dissolved to saturation, which is

called soldering fluid. A small piece of pewter solder

is now placed on the back of the shell, and made to

cover the entire surface ; this may easily be done by
moving it about over the flame ; or it may be made
to spread over the surface by means of the brush used

for the soldering fluid (see Fig. 4), care being taken

to ensure the whole surface of the copper being covered

with the solder. To make sure of this, apply suffi-

cient soldering fluid, as the backing metal will not

adhere to bare places. When the back is entirely

covered with solder, melted lead rjr proper backing

metal, mentioned below, is poured on to the shell, a

quarter of an inch, or even less, being considered

thick enough. The lead will readily take to the solder,

whereas it would not adhere to the bare copper, the

use of the solder, or as it is mostly called tinning

metal, is thus made apparent.

Finishing Busts, etc.—When we have electrotyped

a bust in two parts, the edges must first be filed with

a keen file until they exactly correspond when placed

together; they are then brushed round with solder-

ing fluid, and then tinned with tinning metal and a

soldering iron, or as it is more properly called, a tin-

man's bolt, care being taken not to use this "weapon "

too heavily, or else it may make its appearance
through the electrotype. The two halves are now
placed together, and the flame from a spirit lamp
(see Fig. 5) or a gas jet made to heat them just suffi-

cient to melt the solder and thus secure them together;

the join is then filed and bronzed over. A blow-pipe

will be found useful for causing the solder to flow, or

failing that the stem of a tobacco pipe will answer the

same purpose.

Tinning Metal. — The solder or tinning metal

referred to above may be made by melting together

equal parts of lead and tin, and then running it into thin

strips, or pouring it through wire gauze into a pail of

water, v/hen it will be found to separate into the form

of small granules, solder prepared by this method
being called grain solder.

Backing Metal.—-This may be made by melting

together-

Lead, 1 pound.

Antimony, 1 ounce.

Tin, 1 ounce.

Melt the lead first, then add the tin and antimony.

To ensure perfect mixing, it will be well to pour the

metal several times into a pail of water, each time

collecting the metal, re-melting, and repeating the

operation in the same manner. Ordinary melted lead

will be found to answer very well for backing pur-

poses ; or the above mixture may be purchased all

ready prepared.

In my next chapter I shall explain the method of

fitting up and working the separate circuit process,

which consists in employing a larger cell or vat for

deposition only, a Daniell or Smee cell supplying the

requisite current. Later on, I shall give in full the

methods of obtaining moulds from the above com-

position.

, {To be continued.)
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PATTERN-MAKING FOR AMATEURS.
By ARTHUR J. SOOTT.

VIII.—A Pi.ummer Block or Pedestal Bearing.

Pj|!||55pgJIV10NGST the requirements of a small

iSJBI workshop, especially where power is

attached in the shape of a small gas

engine, etc., a good shaft bearing, in the

shape of a pedestal or hanger, is very

often needed. To get a good design, which shall

be cheap and easily made, is not always, available,

and for those who might need and are needing a

couple of designs for such, I have specially written

this paper and the next.

Figs. 120, 121, and 122, represent three different

views of the pedestal when complete : Fig. 120 being

the side or front elevation; Fig. 121 the plan, that is a

view looking from the top ; Fig. 122 the end elevation

containing sectional parts. Figs. 123 and upwards

show a detailed construction of same, which will be

noticed in due course.

To begin with the pedestal itself, you would re-

quire a piece of wood (bayivood preferred, if not at

hand, pine may be used) about 6 inches long,

2| inches wide, and if inch thick ; that is, if the

actual size of the pedestal drawn is adhered to, the

drawings being half-size. If a larger bearing is

required, it would be better to construct out of three
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pieces instead of one, letting in the side stocks as

shown' by the dotted lines in A, Fig. 120, and made

additionally secure by screwing from underneath

the sole, A. The washers, b, ought, in any case,

to be fastened on and made separate. These to be

perfectly true ought to be turned in a lathe.

To continue the example before us with the piece

6 inches by 2§ inches by if inch, planed parallel

every way and square at the ends, we can now pro-

ceed to set the design out, bearing in mind what I

have always insisted on in these articles—viz., work-

ing from centre lines. By so doing it will almost be

impossible to make a mistake ; but as soon as you

turned upside down. We should then get a section

very much like an old-fashioned silk hat, larger at the

top. Now, anyone filling the same hat with sand will

know perfectly well that the sand could not leave the

hat without first breaking. As it is with the hat, so

it would be with the mould : the least bit of under-

cutting will break the sand when you commence to

draw the pattern.

If we have worked all according to the directions,

we may now sand or glass-paper the pattern all over,

getting as smooth a surface as possible. The pattern

is not yet complete, for the prints and core-boxes

for the various bolt-holes require yet to be made. For
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PEDESTAL ON PLUMMER BLOCK,

WITH BALL BEARINGS,

FOR SHAFTING 4 INCHES BORE.

FIG. 120.—SIDE ELEVATION.

FIG. I2CW.—PRINT NOT UNDER CUT.

FIG. 121.—PLAN.

FIG. 122.—END ELEVATION, WITH SECTIONAL

PARTS.

commence measuring from each edge your mistakes

will also commence from the same source. The side

stocks or pillars, C, are oval in section, gradually

diminishing into the flat sole, a, and the two washers,

D. If you have no carving tools your penknife will be

found most useful in cutting out the curves shown.

To construct the washer, B, I must refer to Fig. 124,

and in the central recess, A, you will find the

curvature necessary to be turned in the washer.

This must afterwards be sprigged securely in its

proper place. There is one point, however, I should

like to notice ; that is, not to undercut from a central

line any portion of the side pillars, c. As shown
roughly at I20rt, you will perceive that the distance

of A is rather shorter than B, so that, to show more
explicit, we will imagine this to be circular and

the holes, F, you will want a couple of prints fastening

on their respective positions : about \ inch in thick-

ness will be sufficient in this case ; and to make the

core you require a box as in Figs. 131 and 132. So

many different times have descriptions been given in

this journal of the method of making such a box that

it would only be taking up valuable space for nothing

if I were to do it. The slot core for the cap-bolts,

however, is a much different and more difficult box to

make. This I will explain in detail.

At Fig. 126 I show a sectional view of a part of

the pedestal, for, in the complete view, if I had

shown all the different prints attached, it would, per-

haps, have rendered it more difficult to have grasped

the construction of the whole ; therefore, I show a

detail sketch in Fig. 126, A being the print, B the slot.
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In casting c, the T head of ditto, the size of bearing

under consideration has only been intended for \ inch

bolts, or -fg inch at the largest. Of course, in a larger

bearing this would be increased in the same propor-

tion. The print, A, Fig. 126, will then be -^ inch in

width at the point, and T% inch at the head next the

sole, the thickness being about | of an inch. These

should be sprigged in the centre of sides, C, Fig. 120,

quite secure from shifting, when the pattern will be

complete of itself.

The core-box is shown in Figs. 129 and 130, and

is constructed out of two pieces, as shown by the line

This, I think, will finish pattern complete, with

core-boxes. The cap, G, Fig. 120, is really such a

simple pattern that I believe no detailed construction

is necessary, only to turn the washer, B, separate in

the case of making the pedestal. The oil dripper, H,

is rather more difficult, but after the admirable

articles on carving that have appeared in this serial,

it would almost be waste of space devoting detailed

instructions. I will, however, notice a little point

which must not be overlooked ; that is, in cutting out

the dishes, A, Fig. 133, to use a templet, as shown in

Fig. 134. This being rubbed with the marking sub-
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FIG. 123.—INVERTED PLAN OF CAP. FIG. 124.—ELEVATION OF BEARING, SHOWING NOTCHED PARTS. FIG. 125.—METHOD
OF SETTING OUT BEARING. FIG. 126.—SECTION OF PEDESTAL CHEEK, SHOWING T SLOT. FIGS. 127, 128.—ALTER-
NATIVE VIEWS OF BEARING. FIGS. 129, 130.—CORE-BOXES FOR PEDESTAL CHEEK. FIGS. I3I, I32.—CORE-BOXES FOR
PEDESTAL BASE. FIG. 133.—PLAN OF OIL DISH. FIG. 134.—TEMPLET FOR OIL DISH.

A A, each half finding its own place by dowels as

shown. Fig. 129 shows the top view, or rather plan
;

Fig. 130 the bottom plan. The thickness of B to C is

exactly the thickness of print A, Fig. 126, plus depth

of slot B, Fig. 126. To mark out this box you gauge

from one face, either top or bottom, the line d in

Fig. 126. This will divide the thickness, B, C, Fig. 130,

into two distinct parts, one of which being the thick-

ness of print, and the other the slot required. You can

then select one face, as shown in Fig. 129, and the

other as in Fig. 130, not forgetting in each instance

that you will require to leave out the dotted lines.

The surplus stuff now can easily be taken out by

chisel and saw.

stance before alluded to, will enable you to tell when

you have got out the quantity of stuff. Leave all

corners nicely rounded, and finish well with glass-

paper.

The bearing, I, Figs. 120 to 122, I show in detail

in Figs. 124 to 128. This pattern to be done well will

require to have a little patience and time spent over

it, as if not careful, you will probably not succeed at

the first time of making. To commence, you will

require two pieces of baywood, preferably, the length

of bearing—viz., from a to B, Fig. 129, and the thick-

ness of A to B, Fig. 125, excepting the half (Fig. 127),

which ought to be so much thicker, as you intend to

put the guide strips, C, c, Fig. 127. In this case they
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ought to be almost an a inch, and the spaces shown

white and marked D, Figs. 127 and 128, ought to be

recessed or rabbeted down to this thickness, which

being done, and each cut out to the required bore by

gouges, then each half ought to be a fit and joint

without any lateral or side shake. You must allow, in

making this pattern, for boring ; and when you take it

to the foundry ask them to cast it for you as soft as

possible.

Figs. 124 and 125 show the next process of

setting out the flats required on one half, as reason

here given. You will know that to construct the oil-

cups out of the solid piece, as shown at I, Fig. 122,

would take a lot of time and a clever manipulation of

your tools, a much quicker and preferable way is to

saw and rabbet a couple of flats, as at B, B, Fig. 124,

and then turn a couple of separate pieces exactly the

right shape and depth to fill up. Gluing these in their

place is almost the last job. For the centre, A, if not

a large bearing, you might turn the following way
without disturbing or recessing the piece ; but this

would have to be done at the first commencement,

and the centres then made would have to be strictly

adhered to afterwards. The method I propose is to

bore a hole with a centre-bit, as shown at c, Fig. 125,

in both halves. You may then turn a pin on your

face-plate to suit ; this will centre it while you fasten

it secure, which being done, you may easily turn the

top to the required shape. If you find this way too

hard, turn two loose pieces and recess them in as you

did the oil-cups, B, b ; and for more graphic illus-

tration I append my way of setting out same in

Fig. 125 by scribing block. Before gluing these into

place turn a piece of wood exactly same diameter

as the bore of bearings ; then lay each half on, and

secure well by screws. This will enable you to turn

the outside as far as the lines, c, c, from either end of

Fig. 124. The rest you will require to finish with the

chisel, but not till after gluing all into place.

This pattern will complete the whole set of

patterns for a pedestal or plummer block, which I

will guarantee will satisfy all the requirements wanted

from it, the chief peculiarity being the swivel arrange-

ment. This can be applied with the same advantage

to a hanger-bracket, a view of which I will show in

my next article.

The requirements of business, I maybe allowed to

say, render it most difficult for me to keep up a regu-

lar succession of my papers on Pattern- Making in

" our " Magazine. However, as my chapters are for

the most part complete in themselves, I have the satis-

faction of knowing that the maintenance of an un-

broken sequence is not so much a matter of necessity

in the subject on which I am writing as it is in most

others {To be continued!)

PURE REPOUSSE WORK,
AND HOW TO DO IT.

By LANCELOT L. HASLOPE, Author of " Repouss6 Work
for Amateurs."

V.

—

Some Designs for Amateur Repousse Workers
—Flat Candlestick—Crumb-Knife—Card -Rack
—Paper-Holder—Conclusion.

S a sort of supplement to what I have

already written on this subject, I pro-

pose now to give directions for making a

few simple articles out of brass, to be after-

wards decorated en repousse. They can

be made by any amateur who has been accustomed

to work at all in metal, and, consequently, they do

not require any special tools. A pair of tinmen's

" snips " are a necessity, and a " hatchet stake

"

nearly, if not quite so. If they do not already possess

it my readers will not regret adding this to their stock

of tools, as it comes in so handy for a variety of pur-

poses, particularly where it is required to bend sheet

metal to an acute angle.

The designs I have given are intended merely as

suggestions, and numerous other forms will doubtless

occur to my readers, the variety of articles suitable

for repousse
1

work being very great. Amongst the

number I may mention brushes, bellows, candlesticks

of various forms, inkstands, boxes, letter-weights, to

be afterwards filled with lead, stands and trays. The

latter the amateur can make for himself, or procure

from Mr. Gawthorp, as he prefers. The stamped

trays, however, look much nicer than home-made

ones, as the border gives them a finished appearance,

and the forms are better than any that can be made

by hand. Very pretty trays can be made by spinning

when the workman is skilful enough to do it.

Fig. 1 is intended for a flat candlestick ; Fig. 2

shows it when completed. The outside dimensions

are 65 inches square. It will be worked more readily

if the piece of brass out of which it is made is

8 inches square. The design, though a simple one,

comes out very well. The only parts that require

raising are the bodies of the flies and spider ; the rest

may be done in flat chasing. When more than one

candlestick is in use it is as well to vary the design,

using any figures that suggest the idea of night, such

as moon, stars, bats, owls, etc.

I have already given directions for making the

sconce, so I need not recur to this. A candle ring is

rather an improvement. This is merely a broad ring

of brass, 2i inches in diameter, the centre hole being

the exact size of the inside of the tube. It is not to

be fastened to the sconce in any way, the candle

keeping it in position. It may either be plain or

worked over with a fine mat. The edge of the candle-

stick may be cut either with bent " snips " or with a
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piercing saw ; the latter is the quickest method, as

very little riling is required afterwards. The handle

must be made out of a piece of brass rather more

than an inch wide to allow of the bead on each side

being formed. The easiest and best way of making

these beads is with a tinman's "jenny." This makes

them very rapidly and accurately, but it very seldom

forms part of an amateurs kit. Failing this, the beads

may be worked by beating the brass down into a

groove of iron or hard wood, and then turning them

over on the hatchet stake. A wooden mallet, and

not a hammer, should be used for this purpose. The

beading being satisfactorily finished, the handle can

be bent into shape round a mandrel, the fingers being

principally used to avoid indenting the metal. The

handle may be either soldered or riveted on. I much

prefer the latter, as I think it looks best, and it

enables the polishing to be done before the handle is

fixed, which is a great convenience ; this applies also

to the sconce.

Fig. 4 is a crumb knife, the details of which are

shown in Fig. 3. This, like the preceding design,

should be ornamented before it is cut out. The

dimensions are, length, 7 inches ; breadth, f inch.

The blade requires to be slightly hollow, particularly

at the front edge, so that it may take up and retain

the crumbs the more easily, bending it with the

hands round a pipe stake, or failing that, a round

piece of wood, is the readiest way to get the right

shape. The back can be raised into position over the

hatchet stake, and the sides bent round with the

fingers. They must be made to fit very neatly on to

the bottom, so that the joint may show as little as

possible. If brazing metal has been used, the sides

may be hard soldered ; but if ordinary yellow brass,

soft solder only is available. I have made several of

these knives, and have always found the latter suffi-

ciently strong if the polishing be carefully done. The

soldering-iron should be well tinned and held against

the outside edge of the bottom until, looking inside,

the solder can be seen just to fill the joint. The iron

must on no account be used, on the inside, or a neat

joint cannot be made ; there should be no superfluous

solder on the inside of the joint. If there is any on

the outside it can be readily removed by scraping or

filing ; but either of these methods would spoil the

surface if they were used on the inside. It is a great

assistance in making a neat joint if the work is held

at an angle of 45* over a block of wood or the edge

of the bench. The handle is made of sycamore, beech,

or other close-grained wood, ebonized, and has a

brass ferrule. The piece which connects it with the_

blade is made out of brass. | inch thick, with a ham
mer and file. It should be worked into shape first,

and then bent as required afterwards, and riveted on.

Fig. 5 is intended for a card rack. It consists of

four pieces—the back, and three smaller pieces, which

are fastened to it, for holding letters, cards, etc. The size

of the back is 10 inches by 5 inches, and the smaller

pieces are 4 inches by 2^ inches. To this will have to

be added about J inch in width, which is doubled

down and attached to the back. The method of fit-

ting up the whole is shown in Fig. 6. These pieces

may either be soldered on or fastened with rivets ;

perhaps the latter is the simpler way.

The places where the front pieces are to be at-

tached to the back is shown by dotted lines in Fig. 5.

Either a loop of brass wire may be soldered to the

top of the back, or a hole made in the centre of the

sunflower to hang it up by. The polishing must, of

course, be done before the front pieces are attached.

This design looks very well with four, instead of

three, front pieces, the back being lengthened in pro-

portion. It may be worked either in flat chasing or

en repousse; but the former is the most suitable, as

there is then nothing to interfere with the papers,

etc., which may be placed in it.

Fig. 7 is the front of a paper-holder. It will re-

quire a sheet of brass, 7J inches wide and io| inches

long ; this is bent as shown in Fig. 8, and attached

by screws to an ebonized wooden base of the form

shown in Fig. 7. The part forming the back should

be square, and either left plain or matted, according

to taste. It is useless to expend much time or labour

on this part, as, practically, it is never seen. The

front may be worked different ways : either it may
have the figures raised on a square flat surface, or

the brass may be cut away to the outline ; or, again,

it may be pierced all over. Probably the second

method would look the best, the ground being close

matted with a fine tool. To work this design really

well it will be necessary to tool it over the face after

it is beaten up from the back ; indeed, it is a class of

design which will give full scope to the artistic

abilities of the workman, and will require a good deal

of skill to work perfectly. The scales on the tails of

the figures should be beaten up from the back, as

they look flat and tame without it.

In the foregoing remarks I have endeavoured to

the best of my ability to give my brother amateurs

an insight into the method of working en repousse,

and I trust that I may succeed in inducing them to

do their work in the regular professional manner,

and not suffer themselves to be led astray by the

numerous writers in various periodicals, who vaunt

the rough work done on wood as true art, and decry

real repousse work as inartistic. This is the age of

shams — imitation stained glass, painted china,

carved wood, etc , all perfectly worthless when done,

seem to claim the attention of amateurs ; while real
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FIG. 3.—DETAILS OF CRUMB KNIFE.—TWO-THIRDS' SIZE.

art work is almost neglected ; whereas, if the same
time that was required to do the inferior work had
been expended, after proper tuition, on something

better, the result would have been "a thing of beauty

and a joy for ever," instead of mere rubbish, which no

one with any true feeling for art would care to

possess. The excuse generally is, " I cannot manage
pitch;" but there really is nothing to manage about

it. Having procured a pan full of pitch, the upper

side has but to be warmed with one of Mr. Gaw-
thorp's blowpipes and the plate laid upon it, and a

perfect and most attractive surface is at once secured

for the artist to work upon ; so that, in fact, the re-

gular professional method is really easier, as well as

beyond all comparison, better, than the imitation one.

We certainly owe something indirectly to the man
who invented the rough work, as it has led art metal

workers to open their studios to amateurs ; but now
these are available, and instruction easily to be pro-

cured, I fail to see any reason for remaining at the low

level where some folks would keep us.

I have been led to make these remarks by a letter

on the artistic aspect of metal work, which I received

FIG. 4 -SKETCH OF CRUMB KNIFE, COMPLETE.

FIG. 5.— CARD RACK.— FOUR-SEVENTHS' SIZF. FIG. 2.—SKETCH OF FLAT CANDLESTICK, COMPLETE.
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shortly after com-
mencing these arti-

cles, from Mr.
Gawthorp. an emi-

nent art metal
worker, in which he

says, " The fact is,

that people, through

a disregard of

those who really

know something

about the work,

have just started

where the savages

FIG. 6.—MODE OF FIX-

ING SLIPS IN CAKD-
RACK.

FIG. I.—DETAILS OF FLAT CANDLE-STICK.—HALF-SIZE.

%* FIGS. I, 3, 5. 7.—FOR FULL-SIZE WORKING DRAWINGS ENLARGE

CAREFULLY ACCORDING TO PROPORTIONS GIVEN.

of ancient days did,

and where those of

West Africa are at

the present time,

instead of carrying

on to greater per-

fection the skill al-

ready acquired. So

blind are the ma-
jority of these ama-

teurs to anything

but this burlesque

of art that they

cannot see the dif-

\
c 3

FIG. 8.— MODE OF FIX-

ING PAPER-HOLDER
ON BASE.

FIG. 7.—DESIGN FOR FRONT OF PAPER-HOLDER.—TWO THIRDS SIZE.

VOL. VII.— R
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ference between their child's play and the work of

Morel Ladenils, Barbedienne, or Franz, to which

their's bears about as much resemblance as a penny

Lowther Arcade wooden doll does to a statue by

Phidias or Praxiteles. If they do see something to

which they have not attained, they say it is not

artistic to be so thorough and painstaking in one's

work. To many art seems to be immensity and

glitter. Something of this may be seen in the Artisans'

Section of the Manchester Exhibition, where a small

piece of good work by a properly trained and clever

workman has been passed over in press notices, which

give great praise to (so-called) imitations of old German
designs never intended for metal, with their character

entirely missed ; the productions of country labourers

after six months' training from imperfectly instructed

tutors."

I need hardly say that I cordially agree with the

above, and consider these suggestions well worthy of

the consideration of all amateurs, not only with re-

ference to Repousse' Work, but as relating to all work
they may undertake.

{Concluded.)

A MUSIC CANTERBURY.
By D. B. ADAMSON.

»

( For Illustrations see the Folding Sheet issued with this Part. )

HE Canterbury is an article of furniture

which is not now so fashionable as it

was a few years ago, when it was con-

sidered an almost indispensable adjunct

to the piano or whatever the favourite

musical instrument of the household may have been.

Did space permit, it might not be uninteresting

to trace the reasons for its having fallen into such

comparative desuetude, that few designs are to be

found which accord with modern aesthetic require-

ments. Here and there one may be met with, but, as

a rule, they harmonize more with the style of furniture

in vogue before the present renaissance in art had any

appreciable influence on domestic fittings. I make
these remarks, in order that those who prefer the

usual Canterbury of some twenty years ago, or even

less, may understand to some extent, the principles

which have actuated me in producing a design of

what may seem to them, at first sight, plain and bald,

as no doubt it will to any whose ideal of beauty in

woodwork is a conglomeration of meaningless and

elegant—save the mark—scrolls of fretwork and

applied carving, in what has been aptly termed, by

one of the most accomplished practical writers

on art furniture, the " twirly-whirly " style. If so, I

crave their indulgence and possible scorn for my lack

of good taste and knowledge, which, however, are not

so limited as to prevent my seeing many defects in

the design illustrating this paper. As this is some-

thing like an admission of carelessness in not

remedying these defects, I would only plead in the

words of Dante, as translated by Cary :

"That . . . oft-times, but ill accords the form
To the design of Art, through sluggishness
Of unreplying matter . . .

."

my best services having, in this instance, been put

before the readers of Amateur Work, who have

before them joinery, for cabinet work is nothing else

than light carpenter's work, turnery, fret-cutting, and
carving, in one article. It would have been far easier

and involved much less thought, had I been content

to reproduce a stereotyped Canterbury in the style to

which I have alluded, but I imagine it will be more
satisfactory to those who want something up to date,

as it is, faults included, than if the other had been

adopted. Besides which, I learn from the cover of

Amateur Work that " guidance for self-helpers" is

one of the objects of the Magazine, and such as it

is, mine is offered, in the conviction that those whose

stand is on a higher platform of knowledge will not

object to a helping hand being given to others less

advanced.

Perhaps it may be thought that a Music Canter-

bury cannot be a very useful piece of furniture, or it

would be more extensively used. Well then, let us

see in what its merits consist, and compare it with

other pieces of furniture, such as music cabinets, etc.,

made for the same purpose, viz., to hold pieces and

bound volumes of music. Each naturally has its own
advantages, and in stating those of the Canterbury I

am not denying the merits of other receptacles for

music.

The Canterbury is a piece of furniture which can

be placed in any part of a room ; not necessarily

against a wall like a cabinet. It is light, and can

easily be wheeled close to the musician with its con-

tents ready to his hand, without his moving from his

seat. It can be placed under a grand piano when not

required, and so be out of the way, without occupying

ground space that can, perhaps, be better utilized. In

fact, it may be considered in the light of a tender

both to the instrument and to the cabinet. It is, how-

ever, not suitable as a stand for a large quantity of

unbound music, as the greater part of the sheets

stand on edge, but for bound volumes nothing can be

better. Loose sheets, if left long on edge, soon

assume a dilapidated appearance, and are by no

means evidences of care and neatness of their owner.

The drawer is provided for loose pieces till they

accumulate sufficiently to form a volume, when the

proper place for the book is in the rack above.
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Having now given the why and wherefore, we may
proceed to study the illustrations with a view to con-

structing the Canterbury, of which the sketch gives a

general idea, though to avoid complication of lines

the back is omitted. Fig. 1 Js a full sized working

drawing of the left-hand half of the front, the right

side being precisely the same reversed. Fig. 2, is a

full sized working drawing of the left-hand half of

the right-hand end. Owing to the space being limited,

only halves have been given, but there will be little

difficulty in reproducing the other halves, if wanted,

though it will not be necessary to do so if the details

given be understood. Before going any further it will

be well to state that at present the assumption is that

back and front shall be alike in appearance, if indeed

there is, strictly speaking, any back and front, though,

for convenience, that side on which the drawer opens

may be considered as front.

The various parts are shown by the same letters

in both Figs. 1 and 2, and as there is reason to

believe that working drawings have sometimes rather

a tendency to confuse instead of elucidating con-

struction, to those unaccustomed to them, the follow-

ing explanation is given for the benefit of any who
may need such assistance.

Beginning at the extreme left, we have the

column, a, which is partly turned and partly left

square. Fig. 1 shows its substance across the front

;

but to ascertain its thickness, we must refer to A,

Fig. 2. which, it will be remembered, is an end view.

This shows the same measurement, hence the column
is square, or rather the parts which are not turned

are so. This can also be seen by looking at A, Fig. 3,

which is part of plan from above, drawn for another

purpose, to be explained presently. The shaded

parts on A represent sections of the end, or what we
should see, were A transparent, of the different pieces

forming the end. Thus C (Fig. 1) shows end of end

rail c on Fig. 2, with the tenons fixing B and c to A.

The same remarks apply to the corresponding por-

tions of Fig. 2.

Lower down on A, Fig. 1, the end of the top, D, is

seen as well as the bottom, e, both of which will be

recognized on Fig. 2, where, by the dotted lines, they

are seen to be slightly housed or sunk on the inner

side of A. In the same way, on Fig. 1, L shows the

end panel, O o the drawer slides, and N the side of

the drawer. These are further shown at U, on Fig. 2,

with the addition of the slips, v, holding the drawer-

bottom, Vf. Under E, in both Figs. I and 2, are the

ends of the stretchers, R and P, which, by the dotted

lines, are also seen to be sunk to the depth of J inch

or so into A. On Fig. 1, a little further to the right

along the rail, B, a section will be seen showing the

relative position of the upright, f, to it ; at the bottom

of F, for a similar reason, a section of d with M, the

drawer front and attached mouldings between it and

E, below which is P.

Further to the right, still on the line G, is another

section, showing the moulding of G and F, with rebate

for panel, K, and beading to keep it in. Above this

section will be seen the dotted lines, S, cutting through

the rail, B. This is merely drawn to show the way in

which the upright, T, is fixed. This upright is shown

by dotted lines where it goes behind the panel and

spindles, and by a solid line where it is visible when

viewed from the front. The distance of this pillar, as

well as the rail on top of it from the front, are seen

by looking at Figs. 2 and 3. From the section of it,

immediately under the letter T, it is seen to be square.

The plan of quarter, Fig. 3, might have been omitted,

all details on it being shown elsewhere ; but it has

been given to prevent any possibility of miscon-

ception. It represents a quarter of the top of the

Canterbury looked at from above, and, bearing in

mind what has already been said, there ought to be

no difficulty in recognizing the different parts; though,

perhaps, the lines in, or rather behind, A, might con-

fuse a novice without a little explanation. The line

on the extreme left shows the front edge of A, the

indented parts being the outlines of the turned beads

and quirks. Further to right a straight line showing

the front of F, which by this is seen to be set back a

little from the front of A, but linable with the back of

it, as are also the small spindles, J, one of which is

indicated for this purpose. G, G are the end views of

the frame holding panel, which is again shown by k.

h, H are the ends of the turned spindles which con-

nect A with F.

I think I have made the drawing and explanation

as clear as possible, but if anyone is in doubt on any

point, and will write through " Amateurs in Council,"

I will try and be more explicit. Please do not however

ask any questions till you have endeavoured to

understand the drawing for yourself, by referring to

the various parts, and, especially if a. novice with

working drawings, do not be discouraged if you are

unable to trace the bearings of each part at first sight.

Every working drawing requires thinking over, and, if

I may say so, reading carefully. It would be as un-

reasonable for anyone to expect to know the contents of

a book by merely glancing at the cover, as to follow

the parts in a working drawing without study.

A word of apology may be due to those who could

have done with less detail. Any departure from

custom in drawing has been in order to make every-

thing as clear as possible, the object of this paper not

being so much how to set out a working drawing, as

to show how the Canterbury may be made. So far

only theory has been dealt with, and if it has been
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understood, the work will be greatly facilitated.

Getting to actual work, it will be found that the

following pieces of wood are required for the job,

thicknesses and measurements being given for the

planed up and finished stuff, so that in first cutting

lengths, a little may be allowed for waste :

—

4 pieces, A, 1 8 in. long by i in. square.

2 „ B, 10^ ,, ,, 4 ,, ,,

2 „ c, Hi 3) JJ

3
4 J» )»

I piece, D, i7t J? 1J 14! Ji
wide by § in. thick.

i » E, i7i J» )» i4l » jj

6

4 pieces ,F, 9i )) JJ

5
))
square.

4 „ G, 8
?> J!

5
JJ )»

8 „ H, 4i )J »
_1_

J) ?j

20 „ J, 2
)> J)

,t

)) >>

I piece, K, 8 )J J) 5 JJ wide by g to | in. thick

2 pieces,L, I3i » )) 3 7) )* § thick.

i piece, M, 15* )> » 3 n )i I „

2 pieces.P, iSf )) )1
i it )» i to f in. thick

2 „ R, 13& 1» » I jj jj

1 3
4 »J 8 ))

2 „ s, i6i ?> )>

3
4 n square.

4 „ T, 91 3J ))
1

n j>

or eight pieces if uprights are to be put at ends of Can-

terbury, as shown in sketch on right hand, as well as

from the centre rails, s. In addition to the wood
named, some will be wanted for drawer bottom, back,

and sides, drawer-runners, O, slips, v, moulding round

drawer-front, beading round fret panel, and a piece to

enclose back of lower part in which the drawer is.

This will be the same size as drawer-front, but need

only be the thickness of L.

The spindles, J, as well as H, if the lathe is long

enough need not be cut and turned separately, but in

such lengths as the machine will allow, a pin being

left at the end ofeach spindle for insertion into a corres-

ponding hole in the rail to which it is to be fixed. Those

whose lathes are too small to allow of A being turned

in one piece, may turn it in two or more lengths, tak-

ing the precaution to make the joints between two
j

beads, or, better still, between a bead and a square. If
\

the joints are neatly made, it will be impossible al-

most to see that the column has been done in parts,

nor, with a good stout pin connecting them, will

strength be materially impaired.

Some may not be able to turn, so for their benefit

Figs. 4 and 5, which may be used for a, are shown. Fig.

5 will look the lighter and better of the two, but,

special attention will have to be paid to the joints

between it and b, c, d, e, and h, either by sinking

them into it flush with the centre hollow, or by filling

this up neatly. Take care that all joints are perfectly

true, as otherwise the result will not be satisfactory,

as for instance, if D be only a trifle longer than E and

b, the columns, a, will either have wide joints with

them or have to be bent and consequently strained to

make them close. Figs. 6 and 7 are given as alter-

natives for turning ; either of them will look well, and

they are simpler in character than the set-out pattern.

The turning and moulding of edges being done as

shown, mark off carefully on each piece the places

where the joints are to be, and prepare them. B and c

are attached to a by mortise and tenon. The tenon

of c is shown much larger than that of B, so that

when the mortise for the latter is cut through it, the

two parts are to some extent locked together and

bound. F is also fastened with the joint into B and D ;

G tenoned into a mortise in F. The same joint is

also used to fasten S to C, and T to S and D. For all

the others dowels may be used. In the case of the

spindles, the pin left at the end of them serving for

the connection. The top and bottom, D and E, must

have corners cut out to receive A, into which it is pre-

ferable that they should be housed or sunk a little at

the back of the front columns, and at the front of the

back columns (a).

Instead of the dowel in each corner a mortise and

tenon joint may be used, as it is sometimes in similar

circumstances. It is not generally adopted, but it is

one that can be recommended, especially for thin stuff,

in which it might not be practicable to fix a dowel

easily and well, and if only for the sake of variety, it

may be useful to show it. This is done in Fig. 13,

where x represents the tenon, which, of course, fits

into a corresponding mortise. It will be perceived,

that it is stronger than a dowel joint under the same

circumstances could be, though generally for practical

purposes, one is as good as the other. The ends, L,

and back may also be fastened by dowels into both D

and E, or by dowels into D, and by screws from be-

neath into E. If desired, they may be slightly housed

all round, though this is not absolutely necessary.

The shaped stays, P, R, are merely -sunk into the

uprights, and have two or three screws to bind them

to the bottom, E. When all the pieces are prepared,

they should be fitted together, but " dry," that is, with-

out glue, temporarily, so that any parts which require

altering or modifying, and some are sure to, may be

dealt with. It is, of course, assumed that the dowels

and tenons fit so closely into their counterparts as to

allow of the work being fitted without tumbling to

pieces as soon as put together, unless glue is used.

The order in which the parts are fixed together is as

follows.

The top, D, sides, L and back and E, are connected,

forming a box without a front. Fit G to F. The bot-

tom spindles into the lower G, F, and these spindles

into D. The top spindles into upper G, and on them

the rail, b. The side spindles H into F. The square

columns T into d, and on them s. This being done,
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both back and front, it only remains to connect back

and front A by C and R, when the end should, with a

little manipulation, be easily driven close up to the

various members of the back and front. Possibly

there will bz a little trouble in adjusting all the parts

of the back and front to the ends, but if the work has

been truly done, it ought to be very little. When both

ends hive been roughly fitted, cramp up, and note

carefully any defective joints or shoulders for rectifi-

cation, and if any seem hopelessly bad, it will be

better to prepare a fresh piece instead of attempting

to bide a fault by " botching."

When the cramp is removed every part ought to

fit as closely and accurately as if the work had been
permanently glued up. There should be no spring or

give leaving open or faulty joints, for glue should

only be used to cause adherence. It cannot conceal

bad work or fitting, though it may hold pieces close

which would otherwise not be so. Everything being

arranged, the parts may be taken asunder for polish-

ing, which can be done much better than after the job

has been permanently fitted. Of course, the polishing

will have to be touched up again to remove marks of

cramp, etc., but a very little will suffice. A plan often

adopted with turned work is to polish it in the lathe,

using the polish rubbers, instead of cutting tools,

while the work is revolved at a low rate of speed. A
little more trouble is involved by this method, but the

result is quite worth the extra labour and time.

No instructions have been given for making or fitting

the drawer, as it may be supposed that anyone who
attempts to make the Canterbury will have previously

learned how this should be done. A reminder with

respect to it may not be out of place. What I would
say is this, that it must run smoothly and accurately,

for the whole piece of furniture is so light, that if .he

drawer should jamb even slightly in opening or shut-

ting, the Canterbury will move instead of the drawer,

therefore take care to have both drawer sides and
slides true. The drawer front on Fig. i is shown plain,

with mitred mouldings round it, but on Fig. 1 1 is

shown a design for enriching it. The design is

intended to be fret cut, the substance of the wood
being good thick veneer, that is, saw-cut veneer, not

knife-cut. Being thin, several veneers can be cut at

the same time, or should only one be wanted, put the
veneer between two thin waste pieces of wood and cut

through all. This avoids the annoyance and risk of

breaking the veneer fret while cutting. Another way
to protect the veneer is to put it on top of a thin

piece of waste wood, to which it is attached by a piece
of soft paper between them, all being glued together

;

or to be more precise, glue the paper on to the waste,

and above the paper glue the veneer. When the fret

has been cut a knife blade between the veneer and the

waste will easily separate them. The same plan may
be adopted in fastening several veneers together for

fretting, or they may be fastened at the ends or in any

of the pieces to be cut away by a few needle points

driven through all and broken off level. The fret

being cut, it is glued on to the drawer front, and as the

mouldings should be planted on the edge of the fret,

that is to say, the veneer should be the same size as

the drawer front, a good wide margin should be left.

This margin is not shown on Fig. i r, which merely re-

presents the veneer up to the mouldings, not under

them. The same principle also applies to the fret-

panel designs, where the wood hidden by the rebate is

not shown. This style of ornamenting flat surfaces by
means of overlaid or onlaid fretwork was one largely

employed by that great master of cabinet-making,

Chippendale, in the latter half of the last century.

That period, by the way, was a noteworthy one in

the history of English furniture: Chippendale, Hep-

pehvhite and Sheraton, all of them men who did

much to elevate the designing and manufacturing of

furniture to the rank of a fine art, having been in

business as cabinet-makers. Think of that, ye little-

great critics of art furniture, who glibly quote " Chip-

pendale " as a great and unimpeachable authority, the

while proclaiming in your ignorance that nothing but

vulgarity, with all manner of shams and deceptive

construction, is to be expected from a mere furniture

designer—or cabinet-maker. In addition to the

drawer front, the ends and back of the part enclosing

the drawer may be ornamented in the same way
;

mouldings being planted all round them. If this is

done, the ends and back must either be thinner to

allow of the mouldings being kept from projecting

beyond D and E, or, what will answer the same pur-

pose, setting them all back more from the edges so as

to allow cover for the mouldings. In the centre of

the drawer front fret, that is at the bottom of the de-

sign for it, a plain piece will be seen.

This is for the brass handle, which it is intended

should be used, and in making the Canterbury look

the same at the back as in front, do not attempt to

convey the idea that it is a drawer there, too, by

putting another handle on. This may seem a needless

caution, but is it so when we note the numerous in-

stances in which some part of a piece of furniture is

made to look other than what it is ? Take, for example,

the familiar pedestal table, in which, because one pe-

destal has real drawers which are not "easily disguised,

the other pedestal, which is in reality a cupboard,

must have the door so made as to look like drawers,

in order, forsooth, to have uniformity. A uniformity

which in this case is false, and therefore, bad.

The Canterbury may be enriched by ornamentation

to almost any extent and thus be made into a really
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valuable piece of furniture. Much loving care may

be expended on its decoration, by, among other

methods, carving the squares of the columns, a (sug-

gestions are given in Figs. 8, 9 and 10), and be sure

that every little carefully-worked out bit will be not

only a source of joy to yourself but to the beholder, to

yourself as an example of difficulties surmounted, and

an encouragement to future effort.

In this as in all other matters worthy of attention,

the injunction of a well-known writer, who has been

considerably quoted, may with advantage be remem-

bered and acted on. You have very likely heard them

before, as usually rendered into English his words are

" Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy

might." A piece of good sound advice from one who

did not go about with his eyes in his pocket, though

by some of our remarkably clever present-time people

"who know a thing or two," he is regarded as a trifle

old-fashioned, quite mistakenly.

However, I am not an orthodox forty-five minutes'

pulpit dogmatiser, and therefore, I won't do more
than leave the hint I have just thrown out to take

care of itself, in helping you to make your little piece

of work a success.

HERALDRY

:

ITS APPLICATION TO DECORATIVE PURPOSES.
By ARTEUR YORKE.

I.

—

Preliminary Remarks—An Amateur Heraldic
Chandelier—An Armorial Cornice.

ROM the title prefixed to these papers

the reader will not, it is hoped, infer

that he is threatened with any regular

treatise on the heraldic science. Such
a treatise, to be complete and satis-

factory, would rather demand a bulky volume than

a short series of articles, and would, moreover, be
outside the scope of a purely practical publication like

Amateur Work.
Our department will be applied heraldry merely

;

that is to say, we shall deal with heraldic matters so far

only as we can make heraldry applicable to decorative

purposes. With its science, we shall trouble ourselves

as little as possible, and regard the subject from its

practical side only. Whilst looking at it from this

point of view, we shall find that its forms may be

employed to good effect for a variety of purposes, and
in a variety of materials. Much of the space allowed

us will necessarily be occupied in detailing the pro-

cesses and mechanical means by which such decora-

tions are to be effected; and by designs showing

how such ornamentation may be used, which

designs the amateur can exercise his skill in working

out.

At the same time it will not be possible to avoid

entering upon some matters which are not purely prac-

tical. Some of the more necessary laws of heraldry

must be quoted, and some of its more usual terms

explained. Without this, what has to be said would

neither be found useful nor even intelligible. For the

mere practice of heraldic decoration, a man may not,

in the widest sense of the term, need to be an accom-

plished herald, yet it is necessary that he should have

some familiarity with the principles and language of

heraldry, otherwise, he will be sure to fall into gross

and ridiculous errors. Such information as is indis-

pensable will, however, be given as briefly and clearly

as possible, and from a stand-point, different from

that of most heraldic writers—we shall regard heraldry

as an art and not as a science.

Possibly, what has to be said under this head may
be found useful to many who are not merely amateurs.

Ignorance of the first rudiments of heraldry is a

frequent source of the most ludicrous blunders among
professed art-workmen. A story is told by Mr. Cus-

sans of a sculptor who had been directed to carve

the family arms of a person deceased upon his monu-

ment. As the arms borne by the grandfather of this

person happened to be in the same church, he simply

copied them. The result was a statement in the

language of heraldry that the deceased, a boy of ten,

had been married to his own grandmother ! Such

absurdities, it would be well for all—whether profes-

sionals or amateurs—to know how to avoid.

Of the value of heraldry as a source from which to

draw material for decorative purposes, it can scarcely

be necessary to insist. This has been fully shown,

by the experience of some six centuries and more ;

although it is true that in this country, since the Com-
monwealth period, heraldic ornamentation has been

made use of less freely, and certainly with less judg-

ment, than earlier. As connected with architecture,

the revival of the Gothic and Elizabethan styles in

our Victorian age has again brought about a liberal

use of armorial decorations ; nor is there any reason

why we should not avail ourselves of it for uses apart

from the province of the architect. In these papers

it is proposed to show how this may be done in various

departments, and to point out how the decorative

artist—amateur or otherwise—has a resource to his

hand, without drawing on the hackneyed styles of the

day ; one also which will often give him an excuse for

the introduction of gold and colour, which otherwise

could not have been brought in without violence to

good taste.

Heraldic Chandelier.— It recently happened that

the writer visited at the house of a person who, as well
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as being a clever (amateur) decorative draughtsman

and painter, had a knowledge of heraldry ; and he

was much impressed with the novelty and effective-

ness of the chandelier, which was suspended over his

host's dining-table. Its most striking decorations

were three shields : one bearing its owner's paternal

arms, one those of his University—he was an Oxford

graduate, and the third, those of his college. The
frame of the chandelier was very simply made of

wood, but its contriver, as well as emblazoning the

shields, had decorated this framework in colour, with

so much taste as to make it highly ornamental. This

chandelier suggested the design given at Fig. 1.

As in making this Heraldic Chandelier it may be

desirable to adapt its size to that of the room in which

it is to be placed, the illustrations have not been

drawn to scale; but, made of a fair medium size, it

would measure 18 inches from angle to angle. This

would allow a width of 4, and a depth of 5 inches to

the shields ; and to the three nondescript monsters a

length of 6k inches from crest to tail.

A glance at Fig. 1, and at the plan of this chan-

delier, Fig. 2, will show the great simplicity of its

construction ; its most important component part is

the plain triangular board shown in Fig. 2. Pine

might suffice, but it is advised that mahogany, as

being least liable to warp or split, should be em-

ployed throughout ; and for this triangular piece,

inch board, when planed down, will be about the

proper thickness. It will not look too clumsy, as

little beyond the edge of it will be seen, and this

should be wide enough to afford sufficient space for

the lettering. The three candle-holders shown are

supposed to be turned in wood, and, if so formed,

they should be fitted with tin sockets which may be

bought ready made. If preferred, however, small

brass candle-holders, very suitable for the purpose

miy be bought. These will, of course, be screwed

into the board. Wooden ones may be either screwed

or glued in. The pendants, A and b, are turned in wood,

and glued in their places.

The shields, Fig. 3, should be slightly thinner

than the horizontal piece, and also of mahogany—say

of f inch board, planed down to i of an inch.

Even if pine be used for other parts it will be well

that the heraldic monsters, Fig. 4, should be cut from

mahogany, since their peculiar shape would expose

them to accidents if formed of wood liable to split.

They may be of the same thickness as the shields.

The outline of one having been drawn to full size on

card or stiff paper, and cut out ; the three can readily

be traced from it on the board, and sawn out with the

fret-saw. As shown, they are touched up with a little

carving—the result of a few strokes of the chisel

merely—which makes them more effective ; but' if

the worker is no carver, he may very well rely on

getting this effect afterwards in colour, with the

brush, and content himself with neatly rounding and

finishing-off the edges with file and glass-paper.

In the illustration, Fig. 4, these monsters are

made in two pieces, the upper of which is let into a

shallow mortise at D, Fig. 2, and beside being glued

there, is secured by a couple of screws from beneath.

These screws are driven from a corresponding mor-

tise below into which the lower half of the monster

has afterwards to be glued. Mere gluing will suffice

for the lower parts, as they will simply have to support

their own weight ; the upper parts will need to be

fixed more firmly, because, by the chains attached to

their necks, the entire weight of the chandelier will

be thrown upon them. These monsters might be still

more strongly fastened to the horizontal board, and

with less trouble, though not perhaps so neatly, by

making each of them in a single piece. If this is

done the mortise at D will require to be cut quite

through, and two pegs should be driven through each

of the monsters at the level of the bottom of the hori-

zontal board, as at C c, Fig 4; the monster can then

be driven upwards through the mortise till the board

rests on the pegs, and there secured. If the worker

has a pair of zinc shears, and any skill in handling

metals, the collars which surround the necks of the

monster may readily be cut from slips of sheet brass.

Otherwise, the collar can be simply gilded and a

picture-frame ring screwed into the wood to receive

the chains. Suitable brass chains may be bought at a

trifle per pound.

In addition to the shields, the art of emblazoning

which will be dealt with in a later article, the whole of

the woodwork of the chandelier is to be decorated in

gold and colour. The monsters may be of a neutral

green, picked out with gold. The edge of the horizontal

board, which is to bear mottoes, may be cream-colour

with an edging of vermilion, and the lettering in

black or Antwerp blue. The candle-turrets and pen-

dants, if of wood, may be of dull with bands of bright

red. The arms, with the mottoes proper to them, may,

of course, be varied in many ways to suit individual

requirements or tastes. For instance, the worker may

choose to use his paternal arms with those of the

families of his mother and grandmother ; or he may
wish to combine his own shield with that of the town

in which he resides, or of which he is a native, and

that of some guild or society of which he is a member.

In the design, it is presumed that the worker is a

citizen of London, and a liveryman of the Salters'

Company, and that he uses his own coat with that of

the City of London and that of the Salters. The

arms, crest, and motto of the Worshipful Company of

Salters are on the side shown. Their motto, Sal
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sapit omnia, is especially fitted to

figure over a dining-table.

The crest, E, Fig. 3, is supposed to

be carved in wood, painted in its

proper colours and mounted on a

turned pedestal. This pedestal is fixed

to the centre of the horizontal board,

and its outline is indicated by dotted

lines at f, Fig. 1. In

making such a chan-

delier there is, how-

ever, no absolute ne-

cessity for showing

any crest ; and it

must be remembered
that one only of the

three shields can

have this ornament.

So that if the worker

is no carver, its place

may well be supplied

by merely a turned

ornament of wood
rising in the centre

to about the same

height.

Armorial Cor-

nice.—At Fig. 5 is

shown a design for

heraldic decoration

on a more extended

scale. It is a portion

of a cornice for a

dining-room or hall.

Although to orna-

ment a large room in

this manner would

involve the emblazon-

ing of a considerable

number of shields,

the writer is in a po-

sition to assert that

the undertaking is

not specially formid-

able, since he has

carried out an almost

similar cornice, con-

sisting of thirty dis-

tinct shields, round

his own dining-room.

It will be better

and cheaper to use a

steam-struck mould-

ing. The writer had

his from Messrs. FIG. 2.—PLAN OF HERA '.DIC CHANDELIER

Sandell and Co., Waterloo Bridge

Road, Lambelh, S.IV., an excellent

place for procuring things of this kind.

This moulding, given full size at Fig. 6,

struck in yellow pine, would cost, say,

from 30s. to 35s. per hundred feet run.

A hundred feet would suffice for a

room 25 feet square. The writer

ebonized his wood,

and painted the ed-

ges of his shields

black to match ; but

the colouring of these

things ought of

course to depend on

the general tone of

the room : a dark or

neutral colour will,

however, be best cal-

culated to show to

advantage, the bright

tinctures of the

shields. For the mot-

to-scrolls, a creamy

or parchment tint will

best bring out the

lettering.

The writer's plan

was first to fix up his

moulding, taking care

that the nails by

which it was fastened

to plugs in his wall,

should be so placed

as to be eventually

hidden by the shields,

and afterwards to fix

up the shields ; which

last was a very light

affair. The upper

edge of each has to

be fastened to the

member of the

moulding above it, by

a couple of dowels
;

whilst its lower part

is secured to the

member against
which it rests by one

or two needle-points

driven through it,

which, if not imper-

ceptible without, may
easily be concealed

with a touch of paint
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HG. 5.—ARMORIAL CORNICE.

FIG. 6— SECTION OF ARMORIAL
CORNICE.—FULL SIZE.

FIG. 7. — SHIELD FOR COR
NICE.—FULL SIZE.

FIG. 8.—STRIK-
ING OUT SHIELD.
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Well seasoned A inch pine was in the instance

quoted the material for the shields, and nothing better

is needed. One of the shields, 5 inches by 4, is

drawn at full size in Fig. 7 : it is of 14th century

shape, but slightly elongated to allow for foreshorten-

ing. Concerning the different forms of shield which

may be used, something will have to be said further

on, meanwhile, it may be observed that this is one of

the forms mo^t generally useful, and that it will be

well to know how to strike it out correctly by rule to

any required size.

Fig. 8 illustrates the method of doing this. Draw
the line A B equal to the width of the required shield,

and from its middle, c, let fall the perpendicular c, D,

equal to the height of the shield. Divide C, D, into

three equal portions, as at E and F, and at E draw g,

H, equal and parallel to A B. Then with E as a

centre, and with E, F as radius, describe the arc of a

circle cutting G, H, in I and K. Afterwards, with I as a

centre and with D as radius, describe the arc D, H;

with K as centre and with d as radius, describe the arc

D, G
;
join b, H, and A, G, and you have the required

shield.

In a room, of which the general tone is some-

what sombre (in that decorated by the writer, the

fittings and furniture were of dark carved oak) the

introduction of such a cornice, with the gold and

bright colours of its shields, had a most enlivening

and cheering effect. Apart from this, the scutcheons

have an interest of their own. In the instance re-

ferred to, about thirty different shields—those of

families from which the emblazoner was descended

or to which his own had been allied—were made use

of. They thus formed a species of genealogical

record, each one being associated with some family

history, or in some cases it recalled historical asso-

ciations of a wider nature. Their value was thus far

beyond that of mere ornaments.

Another arrangement may be employed. The
worker's own arms may be repeated and placed alter-

nately with the shields bearing those of his connec-

tions. This will save the finding of one-half of the

required number of coats, and the way in which the

most important one will be emphasized by repetition,

will not have a bad effect. It was with a view to such

an arrangement, that in Fig. 7 a stencilled lion ram-

pant has been introduced. This shows how, when
arms are repeated, labour may be saved by stencilling

in the charge before finishing and shading it with the

brush.

Other suggestions might be offered. Should any

person desire such a decorative cornice, and yet not

care for legitimate heraldry, he might make his

shields sentimental rather than genealogical. He
might, say, charge them with the emblems of the

virtues : as with the Bee, denoting Industry ;
the

Serpent, Wisdom ; the Tortoise, Silence ; the Lamb,

Innocence ; and so on : but giving to these emblems

an heraldic character. Or, again, he might wish to

express the various professions and callings in life, in

which his ancestors and relatives had been engaged ;

and this he could do by introducing the recognized

symbols of each occupation. These things are, how-

ever, but passing suggestions. Such emblems may

be made to look heraldic, by treating them in accord-

ance with those heraldic rules which will hereafter be

given ; but they cannot properly be said to belong to

that heraldic decoration with which it is our present

business to deal.

To fit them for painting upon our wooden shields

will require priming, but directions for this may be left

till we come to speak of emblazoning. And before

doing so, it will be desirable to give the worker some

insight into the nature and manner of disposing of

those heraldic forms which he will have to employ.

{To be continued.')

PRACTICAL TIN-PLATE WORKING.
By D. N. FENSTOW.

Introduction—Tools and Appliances—Copper

Bit—Snips—Pliers— Flux or Spirits—Solder—
Boxwood Mallet—Chisel—Punches—Bolster—
Mending Kettle—New Spout to Teapot—New
Bottom to Teapot or Kettle.

HAVE no intention in these pages of

attempting to teach a man the trade of

a tinman, but shall confine myself en-

tirely to such work as can be done by

amateur workmen. There are scores,

nay, I might say hundreds, of men with quite enough

mechanical ability and constructive skill to make

good amateur mechanics in many branches, but fail

to do so ; in fact, fail to do many jobs well simply

because they have never been shown the proper

method, and not from a want of mechanical skill.

I shall not trouble the readers of Amateur
Work with any theories, but simply give practical

instructions ; and if the instructions given here are

properly followed, any man of average intelligence

may, by a little practice, become a fair workman.

Tools and Appliances.—The first thing necessary

will be the tools, etc, for odd jobs of tin work. These

are not many, nor are they very expensive. The first

thing required will be a copper bit ; Fig. I and 2 show

the shapes. Fig. 1 is a straight bit, and Fig. 2 is

called a hatchet-shaped bit. It is not absolutely

necessary for the workman to possess both tools, but

the hatchet bit will often be found very useful ; but he
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must have a straight bit, Fig. 1. The next tool

required is a pair of snips, or small shears, for cutting

the tin-plate into shape, also a pair of round-nosed

pliers and a pair of flat-nosed pliers. All other tools

required I shall describe as we want to use them.

Some flux, or, as it is called in the trade, " spirits,"

will also be wanted. This is made by dissolving

small scraps of sheet zinc in spirits of salts until

the acid will dissolve no more, then add about one-

tenth its volume of water, and it is fit for use. Care

must be used when making this flux that it is not

done inside a house, or where any bright work would

be affected by the fumes arising from it while dis-

solving ; it is not only very offensive, but it will also

rust every bit of bright iron or steel work which it

touches. It is best to pour the spirits into an old

gallipot and set it in the open air until it has done

fizzing.

Having made the flux, the next thing will be to tin

the copper bit. I must now digress a little. The
copper bit, or, as it is sometimes called, the soldering-

iron, can either be bought ready made from the iron-

monger or toolshops, or it may be made by a " black-

smith" from a piece of "bar copper''; and I think

this is the cheapest way. If it is decided to have one

made, it is best to buy three-quarters or a pound of

bar copper, take it to a blacksmith, and get it drawn

into shape, as shown in Fig. 1. Having got the bit

made, the next thing will be to tin it, or cover the

point or face with solder. It should first be

moderately heated in a fire—the kitchen fire will

do

—

not red hot, but so that it shows a dull red in

a darkish place ; then file the point or face of the iron

bright, dip into a little of the spirits, and rub it well

on a small piece of solder placed on a piece of tin-

plate. Another way is to file the face bright and pro-

ceed as before, only use a little resin instead of

spirits. If this is done properly, a face or coating of

tin. or rather, solder, will cover it. Having done this,

the tool is ready for use.

I have, perhaps, gone a little too fast, inasmuch

as I have not given instructions for making the

solder. Tin-plate workers differ slightly in their com-

position of solder, but the following will be found

right for use with the copper bit, viz., four parts

pure tin, two parts lead. If this is too fine, use

equal parts of tin and lead ; but if at any time the

solder is found to be too coarse, viz., will not flow

properly, the addition of a little pure tin will

improve it.

A boxwood mallet will also be required, similar to

Fig. 3. This may be bought ready made, or may be

ordered from a wood turner's. A pair of snips, shown

open in Fig. 4, and closed in Fig. 21, and a hammer
Similar to Fig. 5. The last is not absolutely neces-

sary, as other kinds of hammers may be used ; but this

is the most convenient shape, and is called a square-

faced hammer. A pair of round punches, Fig. 6, also

a steel chisel, Fig. 7, will be required. The punches

for punching rivet holes, and the chisel for cutting

wire, etc., also what is known to tinmen as a

bolster, viz., a piece of steel about one-and-a-half to

two inches square, with a hole in the centre. This is

for punching holes on ; but for ordinary tin work and

jobbing a piece of lead, about four or five inches square

and half inch thick, will be all that is necessary. A
few screwed nuts of different sizes will be found

useful for punching sheet iron on. This is repre-

sented in place of Fig. 8.

The amateur who has provided himself with the

tools that I have described above, and has carefully

noted that which I have said about the manner of

using some of them, will be in a position to proceed

to actual work. I will, therefore, follow what I have

already said with instructions for carrying out a few

repairs of an ordinary character, such as are most

frequently required in a family, and which are

generally handed over to the peripatetic tinman and

grinder of knives and scissors. Mending should

always precede making—at all events in tin-working,

for the man who can accomplish a mending job in an

efficient and workmanlike manner will find no diffi-

culty in making an entirely new article if he be called

on to do so.

Mending Kettle.—First, for example, let me sup-

pose that the amateur has a large kettle, such as is

used in many houses for cooking, and, in some in-

stances, for washing purposes, and the bottom or side

has become " leaky." The first thing to do will be to

find the defective part. This may be done usually by

holding it up to the light and looking carefully inside.

If the hole does not show by this means, the pot, or

whatever it may be, should be filled with water ; hold

the vessel up by the handle and give the side a rap or

two with a light piece of wood, and then carefully

look round the sides, seams, and bottom of the vessel.

If the leak is a large one, it will be indicated by the

water running from it ; if only a small one, it will

show by a fine drop, in any case large or small.

The next thing will be to repair it. Get a piece of

steel, an old file will do, bend it to shape of Fig. 9,

sharpen the edge of it, and scrape the part of the

vessel clean where the hole exists. If the hole is only

a small one, about half an inch scraped clean will do.

Now brush it over with a little of the soldering spirits,

and having got the copper bit hot enough, dip the

face of it for an instant into the spirits. To clean the

face, take a strip of solder in the left hand, hold it

over the hole and apply the " iron," and well rub or

sweat the solder into the leak. If the hole is only a
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small one this is generally sufficient to make a job
;

but if it is a large one, and there are two or three

small ones near it, it will be best to put a patch on.

The surface of the tin must be cleaned, as before

described, until all the defective portion is exposed.

It will be found that in all cases that the tin has

either worn off or has been burnt off. It will be

necessary, therefore, to tin round the hole to be able

to solder the patch on. Fig. 10 will show what I

mean. Having tinned round the space indicated, cut

a patch the proper size with the snips ; and if you

happen to turn the edge of the patch up while cutting

it, flatten it with a mallet on some flat surface, lay the

patch over the hole, and solder round it. Care must

be taken to have the surface of the old plate well

tinned, or the worker will not make a job of it ; the

new patch of tin is sure to be all right.

My principal reasons for giving instructions in re-

pairing tinware in the first article are these : If the

amateur should happen to spoil his first two or three

jobs—and this is very likely to happen— it does

not cost a deal to replace them, and it is therefore not

so bad as spoiling a lot of new plate in a vain attempt

to make new work before he can repair old work.

Every apprentice is obliged to learn how to use

the "soldering iron," "tin it," put patches on, etc.,

etc., before he is allowed to cut up, and, perhaps,

spoil new plates.

New Spout to Teapot.—Suppose the spout of the

teapot has holes in it, and after scraping it, it is

found not to be worth repairing ; a new spout will be

required. The first thing, then, will be to get the old

one off. To do this, scrape all round the seam where
it is soldered to the pot, and when quite clean, get the

iron hot and brush round the seam with spirits, melt

a little solder into the seam with the bit, and work
round it with bit just the same as though you were
soldering it on. When the solder begins to melt in-

sert the point of a knife or sharp piece of steel be-

tween the pot and spout, and follow the soldering-

iron round as it melts the solder on the old joint,

gently levering off as you follow the "iron" up.

When the old spout is off proceed to make the new
one. For the amateur who has no patterns it will be

best to be guided in cutting a new spout by the form
of the old one ; it will, therefore, be necessary to un-

solder the old one, flatten it out with the mallet, and
mark another one from it. Fig. 13 is the shape of the

pattern for a straight spout ; but if a curved one, like

Fig. 12, is required, it will have to be bought ready

made from the ironmonger's. Supposing it is a

straight one, cut out a piece of tin the shape of

Fig. 13. This should be struck out with a pair of

dividers first, or marked from an old one. Having
done this, bend it round on a piece of round iron, in

the absence of a proper mandrel, as shown in Fig. 14.

If this cannot be got, use a piece of \ inch, J inch, or

1 inch iron, according to size of spout, bent like

Fig. 15, and one either screwed in a vice or wedged
fast in a hole in the work bench or other convenient

place, work it round until one edge overlaps the othet

about I inch ; then solder the seam down, and if it is

not quite round, put it on the mandrel and work it

round with the mallet. Now try how it fits to the pot,

and if not a good fit, make it so by cutting with the

snips. A little practice will be necessary, but patience

works wonders. Having fitted it to the pot, soldei

it on.

New Bottom to Teapot or Kettle.— If the bottom

of a teapot or kettle is, on examination, found to be

too bad to repair, it will be necessary to bottom it.

The first thing to do will be to get the old bottom off;

this is best done with a hammer and chisel. Put the

article on the bench, and with the hammer and chisel

cut straight down the side all round the pot or kettle,

taking care not to injure the side if it can be avoided.

Having done this, it will be found that the edges of

the kettle are very ragged where the bottom has been

cut off. These must be flattened with mallet on either

a mandrel or any other suitable piece of iron, and

then cut round level with the snips. Having done

this—and in doing it care must be used not to cut

more off one side or in one place than in another, or

it will leave the article rather lop-sided— having got

it flat and cut clean, the edge must now be turned up

to spring the bottom ; but before doing this it will be

best to mark the bottom out. Put the article

bottom down on a sheet of tin about ^ inch larger

round than the kettle itself, and with a piece of

pointed steel mark the bottom off; then cut the

bottom out about T\ inch larger than the mark in-

dicates. This is turned up either in what is called a

"jenny," or on an "hatchet." Fig. 16 shows a jenny.

This tool does the work a vast deal quicker and
better than it can be done on the hatchet ; but as it is

rather expensive, I do not suppose many amateurs

will be likely to use it, and the work can be done to

answer as well, but it takes longer when done with

hatchet and mallet. Fig. 17 shows the tool I mean.

This is steel-faced, but any piece of iron of similar

shape will answer for occasional work. This is

screwed firm in the vice or in a square hole in the

bench ; now take the piece of tin intended for the

bottom, and turn the edge up all round by using the

mallet. Hold the piece of tin in the left hand, and
let the edge of it overhang the edge of the hatchet

about 5 inch ; then use the mallet and turn edge up

all round, then keep working it round and using the

mallet until the edge turns inward slightly. Fig. 18

will show what I mean. Now take the kettle or pot,
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FIG. 3

FIG. I.—STRAIGHT COPPER BIT. FIG. 2.—HATCHET-SHAPED COPPER BIT. FIG. 3.—BOXWOOD MALLET. FIG. 4.—PAIR OF

SNIPS OR SMALL SHEARS, OPEN. FIG. 5.—TINMAN'S SQUARE-FACED HAMMER. FIG. 6.—PUNCH FOR PUNCHING RIVET

HOLES. FIG. 7.—CHISEL. FIG. 8.—BOLSTER. FIG. 9.—SCRAPER. FIG. 10.—TIN KETTLE SHOWING PATCH ON BOTTOM.

FIG. IT.—STRAIGHT SPOUT. FIG. 12.—CURVED OR MOULDED SPOUT. FIG. 13.—SHAPE OF PATTERN FOR STRAIGHT
SPOUT. FIG. 14.

—

iron MANDREL FOR SHAPING SPOUTS—A, Rounded end of Mandrel on larger scale. FIG. 15.—BENT
IRON AS SUBSTITUTE FOR MANDREL. FIG. 16.—JENNY FOR TURNING UP EDGE OF TIN-PLATE-A, Guide for Jenny.

FIG. 17.—STEEL HATCHET FOR TURNING EDGE. FIG. 18.—PIECE OF TIN-PLATE WITH EDGE TURNED. FIG. 19.—KETTLE
FITTED WITH NEW BOTTOM. FIG. 20.—HANDLE OF BENT WIRE. FIG. 21.—SNIPS OR SMALL SHEARS, CLOSED. FIG. 22.

—

RIVET SETT. FIG. 23.—CREASING TOOL.
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and having cut the edges level all round, turn the

edges outwards about T
'

? inch all round, as shown in

Fig. 19. When this is done take the piece for the

bottom and spring it on to the kettle. The learner

will probably find some little difficulty in doing this

at first ; but I daresay most of the readers of

Amateur Work have at some time or other found

some little difficulty in getting a lid to go on a round

tin box, and have had to spring it on by pressing the

tin with the thumb or fingers. This bottom may be

sprung on in a similar manner ; but if the worker finds

he has closed the edges or turned them in too much)

and he cannot spring the bottom on, he must open the

edge of the bottom a little or cut off a little from the

flange he has turned up on the kettle itself ; then

spring the bottom on ; then lay the kettle bottom

downwards on a flat surface—an old flat iron will

do—and with the " pane " of the hammer knock the

edges together by knocking the flange of the bottom

close on to that turned up on the kettle. This will

leave what looks rather a broad, flat rim ; this must

now be turned up to lie close to the sides of the

kettle. It should be put on the round end of the

mandress (shown on a larger scale at A in Fig. 14),

and the flange knocked down close first with the

mallet and then finished with the hammer, so as to

make the joints as close as possible before soldering

together. It should then be soldered all round,

either inside or out, or both inside and out, if pre-

ferred. If a handle is required it should be first

bent into the shape of Fig. 20, then put into its place,

and the ends turned up to hold it in its position, as

shown in Fig. 19.

I have mentioned the ^tools that the amateur will

find indispensable, but I may as well describe here

two other appliances which he cannot well do without.

They are illustrated in Figs. 22 and 23. The tool

shown in Fig. 22 is a rivet-sett, and is used for draw-

ing the rivet through two pieces of plate, instead of

first punching the holes on a block of lead. A, is a

hole drilled through. The rivet is placed under the

plate in the place it is intended to come through, and
the sett is then placed over it so that the hole, A, will

cover the spot where the rivet will come through.

By striking the sett a sharp blow or two with the

hammer, it drives the plate down on to the rivet head,

and draws the rivet through the plate. The rivet is

then hammered down, and the head rounded and
finished with the counter-sunk hole, b. This is not

drilled right through the tool, like A, but is merely

sunk in about 3V inch, so as to snap or finish the

riveted end of the rivet. Fig. 23 is a creasing tool,

for creasing the seams, or shaping them, before they

are hammered down and soldered.

I shall, in my next, give instructions how to make

a lid for pot or saucepan, as I shall expect that by the

time the reader has read and followed the in-

structions he will be capable of trying to hammer or

hollow a lid.

Just a few words before closing this article : Do
not be discouraged at the first failure. There is no

royal road to knowledge even in such simple things

as I have been describing; and always remember that

one ounce of practice is worth a ton of theory any

day. Also be very careful when soldering old work,

viz., repairs, to scrape the surface of the tin-plate per-

fectly clean before attempting to solder together. It

is utterly impossible for any man, workman or

amateur, to make a good joint unless both parts are

perfectly clean and free from rust or dirt.

{To be continued.)
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MODEL ENGINE-MAKING.
By JORN POCOOK.

XIII.—Marine Engine.

HE engine I am about to describe is a

double-action oscillating-cylinder marine

paddle-engine. In construction, it

varies considerably from any engine

previously described, and although com-

paratively easy to make, it forms a particularly

handsome little model when finished.

The engine I now have in view was made from

castings supplied by Messrs. Lucas and Davies, and
the set includes the following items :

—

Two plates as shown in Fig. 132, one forming the

bed-plate, and the other the top-plate of the engine.

Two cylinders as at Fig. 133, differing from the

cylinders of the other engines in having a round

plate on one side, and a trunnion on the other.

Four pillars, Fig. 134, to support the top-plate
;

four cylinder covers ; two pistons ; two stuffing boxes
;

two crossheads cast in one piece, Fig. 135 ; one steam-

block, Fig. 136; two standards, Fig. 137; three

bearings, Fig. 138 ; four paddle-wheel sides, Fig. 139,

making twenty-seven separate castings in all.

We will suppose that the cylinders are bored, and

the piston, piston-rod, covers, and stuffing boxes are

all fitted, these parts being precisely the same as in

the other engines described. We shall, therefore,

commence with the steam-block, Fig. 136. This

must be filed up bright and smooth, care being taken

to get the sides square with the bottom of the block,

and parallel with each other. Now mark off the

centre on each side of the block, centre-punch and

drill a 3\ inch hole from each side, the holes meeting

in the middle. The next thing will be to make the

steam-ways, and for this we shall require a special
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tool. A pin drill, with the part between the pin and

the outside cutting edge ground away would do, but

in Fig. 140 is shown a tool which may be made in

ten minutes, and with it both steam-ways may be cut

out in another five— the writer having recently made
this use of the tool from which the drawing is made,

can guarantee both its speed and its efficiency. The
tool is prepared in this way :—a block of box or other

hardwood is to be screwed to the face-plate of the lathe,

and the face of this block turned down smooth ; then,

while it is still in the lathe, a hole under 3
3
y inch in

diameter is to be drilled in the centre, and then a

s.iw-cut \ of an inch deep is to be made passing

exactly through the centre of the face of the block.

A piece of straight j\ of an inch steel wire must

be hammered into the hole, and a cutter of the shape

shown in Fig. 141 is to be filed up from a piece of

sheet steel (for example, a bit of an old saw), and

after it has been hardened and tempered, this also

must be hammered into the saw-cut in the block of

wood, the inside edge of the cutter being | of an inch

distant from the centre-pin. In use, the centre-pin

of the tool, of course, works in the centre hole in the

steam-block, and the latter being fed up to the cutter

by the screw of the lathe, a circular groove about

-jj of an inch deep will soon be scraped out.

This groove having been cut in both sides of the

block, a line is to be marked across each side of the

block at right angles to its base, as seen in Fig. 142,

and holes of the same diameter as the annular groove

drilled through the block at the points where the line

cuts the groove. Now heat a piece of brass wire of

the right size for the purpose, coat it with solder, and

put it through the holes just drilled ; heat the block

until the solder runs, and when cool, file the ends of

the wire down smooth with the faces of the block.

Now drill a | of an inch hole into each end of the

steam-bloc!:, j of an inch deep, and two -fs of an inch

holes leading from each groove into the J of an inch

hole upon its own side of the block. Fig. 143 is a

section of Fig. 142 on the line A, B, the dotted lines

showing the steam-ways and exhaust.

After the sides of the block have been filed

smooth again a piece of Jf of an inch steel is to be

fitted into the centre hole of the block, and filed off

to such a length that it will project about J- of an inch

upon each side of the block, and the lugs of the

latter must be drilled to allow the passage of the

i of an inch screws by which it will be attached to

the bed-plate.

The steam-block being now complete, we will

turn our attention to the cylinders. The steam-face

and end of trunnion must be filed up smooth and
square with the ends of cylinder ; now mark and
centre-punch the centre of the steam-face, and draw

a line from end to end of the cylinder, passing

through this centre mark ; now upon the line so

drawn, mark off a distance above and below the

centre equal to the distance from the centre of the

steam-block to the centre of the groove in the same.

Centre-punch at these points, and drill three -,
3
,- inch

holes y of an inch deep, one in the centre of the

steam-face, and the other two at the points marked.

Into these two latter holes drill steam-ways from the

two ends of the cylinder, as in the case of an ordinary

slide-valve cylinder. Fig. 144 shows the steam-face

finished.

Now stand the cylinder on end upon a level

surface, and mark off on the trunnion the height ot

the centre of the steam-face, and drill a -rs to & inch

hole a little way into the trunnion. Now take the

two standards, and having carefully filed them up

square and smooth, stand them upon a level surface,

and mark across them with the scriber the exact

height of the centre of the steam-block. Centre-

punch and drill, and tap for j inch screws ; also drill

the feet of the standards to clear j
3
,- inch screws.

The s inch screws for the standards must be filed

to a smooth round point, and either lock-nuts should

be fitted to the screws, or set screws should be fitted

into the top or at one side of the standards, otherwise

the bearing screws will work loose with the motion of

the cylinders.

The four pillars, Fig. 134, may next be turned up,

the top and bottom of each being screwed, and nuts

fitted to the bottom pins. The top and bottom plates

must be filed up quite smooth, and drilled at the

corners. It is best to clamp them together in the

same position with respect to each other as they will

occupy when finished, and drill through both at once.

Use in the first place a f inch drill, and screw the

holes in the top plate to suit the top screws of the

pillars ; the holes in the bottom plate are to be

enlarged to allow the lower pins of the pillars to pass

through them.

Draw centre-lines across the upper surface of the

foundation-plate, and placing the steam-block so that

its centre coincides with the centre of the plate, mark

upon the latter the position ^of the holes in the lugs

of the block, and drill and screw the plate for | inch

screws.

Mark and drill the holes for the T
3
j inch screws

which are to fasten the standards to the bed-plate,

taking care that they are in perfect line and square

with the steam-block, and also set near enough to

the ends of the bed-plate to allow the cylinders to

work between them and the steam-block.

The crank-shaft may now have our attention ;

this may be made in the manner already described,

or as shown in Fig. 144, the latter form having the
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advantages that no special casting is required for it,

and of giving a more equable motion to the paddle

wheels. The shaft itself consists of three straight

pieces of steel, upon which are keyed four discs of

iron or brass, about T\ of an inch thick ; these discs

are connected in

pairs by pins, upon

which work the

heads of the piston-

rods. The drawing,

Fig. 145, which,

however, is not to

scale,will make this

quite clear. The
crank-shaft should

be left of ample

length, say nine or

ten inches, until

the width of the

boat is known, in

which the engine

apart, and drilled and screwed for the piston-rods ;

each head must then be sawn across and screwed

together in the same manner as the head of the

connecting-rod in the other engines described, and

the heads bored for the crank-bearing. Now the

final adjustment of

thecylinders should

be made, the cy-

linder-faces being

ground to the faces

of the steam-block,

and it is best dur-

ing this process to

stop up the steam-

ports in the cylin-

der-face, otherwise

the abrading mate-

rial used may find

its way to the in-

terior of the cylin-

der, which it will in

FIG. 146.—ENGINE FITTED TO WORK PADDLE-WHEELS.

is to work. The three crank-bearings must be
screwed upon the top plate so that the centre line of

the shaft will be directly over the line running

through the centres of the steam-block and the

cylinder-standards.

The piston-rod heads (Fig. 135) must be sawn

no way improve. The engine being now finished,

with the exception of the paddle-wheels, it may be

screwed together, and the tops of the supporting

pillars filed off level with the upper surface of the top

plate.

The floats for the paddle-wheels may be about
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FIG 137

FIG. I32.— PLATE. FIG. 133 —CYLINDER. FIG. 134.— PILLAR. FIG. 135.—CROSS-HEADS. FIG. 136.—STEAM BLOCK.

FIG. 137.—STANDARD. FIG. 138.—BEARING. FIG. 139.—SIDE OF PADDLE-WHEEL. FIG. I40.—TOOL FOR CUTTING
STEAM WAYS. FIG. I4I.— CUTTER. FIG. 142.—LINES AT RIGHT ANGLES ON FLOCK. FIG. 143.— SECTION OF FIG. 142

ON LINE A B. FIG. I44.—DIAGRAM SHOWING MODE OF MAKING CRANK-SHAFT. FIG. 145.— SHAFT WITH IRON

DISCS KEYED ON IT.

VOL. VII.-
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i J inches in length, by J inch wide. The length

here given is not in the proportion used for large

steamers, for Molesworth gives the following as the

dimensions of the paddles of one of Maudslay and

Sons' Marine Engines:—"Diameter of paddle-wheels

to centre of floats, 19 ft. ; length of floats, S ft. 6 in.
;

breadth of floats, 3 ft. 4 in.;" and the same propor-

tion would give a length of over 2 inches to the floats

of our small paddle-wheels. The floats should be

made of thin sheet brass or other metal cut to size.

The sides of the wheel in hand being clamped

together, the centres must be drilled to take a piece

of stout tubing, of a size that will just fit over the

ends of the shaft ; this piece of tubing should be

fitted with a set screw in the centre. The sides must

now be clamped, with some small pieces of wood

between them to keep them just \\ inch apart all the

way round. The centre-tube is first soldered in,

taking care that the set screw will come between two

of the floats, so that it may be reached with a screw-

driver. The floats must rest upon the bars provided

for them, and will project slightly upon each side of

the wheel.

A finish may now be given to the engine by

painting the bodies of the cylinders green, and the

paddle-wheels the orthodox bright red, and if the rest

of the engine has been worked up bright, one of the

prettiest models we have yet constructed will be

the result.

By fitting up this engine as shown in Fig. 147,

instead of according to above description and illus-

tration Fig. 146, it may be adapted to working a

screw instead of paddle-whaels.

{To be continued.)

HOW TO CUT AN INDEX.
By G. C.

" office-knife " suits admirably) and a sharp point ; a

flat rule, one foot long (or eighteen inches, if it is

desired to operate on large books), divided into

eighths or sixteenths of an inch ; and a piece of stout

cardboard, not smaller than the book about to be

dealt with.

The index may be one of two kinds, the first ex-

tending only a few pages into the book, as in ordinary

letter-copying books ; the other occupying the whole

of the book, for example, when it is desirable to have

customers' names and addresses alphabetically ar-

ranged for easy reference. As one plan is merely a

modification of the other, it will be sufficient if the

latter one is described.

We will suppose that the book under question is

one with the leaves 5 inches wide and 8 inches deep,

and that it contains 100 leaves. The first thing to be

done is to decide upon the number of leaves to be

allotted to each letter. For ordinary purposes the

following would be a good proportion for the book

we are going to inde-: :

—

N these days of cheap stationery, when
one can buy books with an index ready

cut for the sum of a penny upwards,

"index cutting" may be regarded as

almost a superfluous accomplishment.

Cases may, however, arise where a book of a particu-

lar size and pattern is required for use which cannot

be purchased ready indexed, and which it is desirable

to have indexed, thereby adding greatly to the value

of the book, and facilitating ready reference to its

contents. With these few prefatory remarks, I will

proceed to give sufficient information in as few words

as possible, to enable the reader to cut an index to

any book he may wish, the only tools required being

a moderately strong knife, with a fixed blade (an

A . 4 leaves. H ... 6 leaves. p,Q • . 4 leaves

B .. 8 ,, 1,1... 2 ,. R 6 ,,

C . . 8 ,, K 1 ,, S 6 „

D . 4 L .. 6 ,, T . 6 ,,

E . • 4 M .. 8 ,, U,V . . 2 ,,

F . • 3 ,, N .. 4 .. W . 3 „

G . . 6 ,, O .. 2 ,, X,Y,Z. .2 ,,

After this has been decided, make out a list as

above of the number of leaves to be appropriated to

each letter, and keep it by you while you are cutting

the book. The next thing is to fix the size of each

"opening," i.e., the space which contains the index

letter on the finished book, and which is the only part

of the page visible when the book is closed. If the

scheme given above is adopted, twenty-one openings

will be required. The depth of each opening will be

the depth of the page (8 inches) divided by the

number of openings (21) = nearly J inch. The width

of each opening, i.e., the amount of margin to be cut

away, may be f or£ inch—say the latter. Now take

your rule, and from the margin of the first leaf in the

book mark and cut off A inch from the top to the

bottom of the leaf. On the edge that is now left, make

a pencil mark for each of the openings required, in

this case dividing the edge of the page into twenty-one

equal parts. Now place the cardboard under the

fourth leaf of the book, and mark on the second leaf

(that is the leaf next following the one already

cut) the lower limit of the first opening : this will be

about J inch from the top of the pag», the pencil mark

on the edge of the first leaf will guide as to the exact

place. Then, with the cardboard placed under the

fourth leaf, take the rule and place it parallel with the

edge of the leaf, and, with the sharp-pointed knife, cut

right down through the three leaves, Then cut
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across at the top in the same way where the first guide

mark is. This will finish the division of the book

appropriated to letter " A."

Tick off "A" on your list to show that letter has

been finished. Now count eight more leaves (for

"' B "), and place the cardboard under the eighth.

Proceed in the same manner as before, by marking

the position of the lower limit of the second opening.

Cut across at this point through the eight leaves, then

cut down in the same way right to the foot of the leaf,

half an inch from the edge, of course using the rule

to guide the knife. " B " is now finished ; tick it off

on your list and proceed with the remainder of the

alphabet. Be careful to keep the cut down the page

parallel with the edge of the leaf. To ensure this,

make a pencil mark (or a slight indentation with the

point of the knife) half an inch from the margin at

the top of the opening (where you commence to cut),

and another near the foot of the page. When cutting

keep the rule firmly pressed to the paper with the

left hand. Your work is now practically finished, but

it will help to keep the corners of the leaves from

turning up with use if a small piece of linen or stiff

paper is gummed to the bark of the first leaf of each

opening, just behind where the index letter is written

or printed. There only remains now the marking of

the alphabetical letters on the first leaf of each open-

ing. These should be neatly and legibly printed with

red or black ink, or alternate letters red and black.

A PHOTO-ENLARGER FOR AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHERS.
By J. BALL MCRARDSON.

O an amateur photographer of moderate
ambition the art of enlarging or reduc-

ing his pictures has special attractions.

Few words, indeed, are necessary to

recommend it. There is a certain satis-

faction in the knowledge, that when a good negative

has once been obtained it may be duplicated to any
size, as it may be convenient. In this way, too, those

who happen to belong to International Clubs, may
turn to most advantage the negatives received from

the United States in exchange for English views, as

they are not bound to keep within the small dimensions

of the originals. Also much may be advanced in

favour of reducing. Photographing a sheet of print

with sufficient clearness to make small type legible is

admittedly good practice, and there is a good deal of

pleasure in the reproduction, on a lesser scale, of a

good engraving. Again, in the preparation of fac-

simile or accurately reduced maps, drawings, plans,

etc., the aid of the camera is invaluable.

Closely allied with this branch is that of photo-

graphing dried or living plants, such as form the

collections of a botanist, for the same conditions

apply as I shall presently show. Similarly all kinds of

natural history specimens, shells, butterflies, etc., etc.,

may be photographed.

The results of which I have spoken are in general

secured to a greater or lesser degree by amateur

photographers in two ways. Those of them who have

not a dark room at command rely upon the box camera,

a cumbersome machine, not easily to be worked, and

by no means perfect. On the other hand, when the

dark room difficulty has been got over and the box

camera is no longer indispensable, photographers

appear to content themselves with a rather primitive

arrangement, by sticking the camera on its tripod,

and the object to be reduced upon an easel. This

methodfentails a vexatious amount of dodging about

in the almost vain attempt to get everything rectan-

gular, as it should be. Anyone who has tried it will

be familiar with this guessing process, and will un-

derstand what a waste of time it involves.

To obviate this nuisance and to facilitate the work

altogether, the contrivance which is sketched in Fig. I

has been designed. The drawing, a front view of

the machine in perspective, is upon the scale of

one inch to a foot ; and I may say that the appa-

ratus in actual operation has more than fulfilled the

anticipations which were formed by its inventor. As
will be seen, the enlarger, as I will call it for brevity's

sake, consists of the stand or bed, A, the main purpose

of which is to furnish a pair of parallel rails, absolutely

steady and true. Upon these rails, or bars, travel

backwards and forwards (i) the camera carriage, B,

to which is fitted a table adjustable to any height within

limits ; and (2) the object frame, C, which has a draw-

ing-hoard attached to it.

When in use the enlarger is placed at right angles

to the window of the dark room, the camera being

nearest to it, standing upon the table, as shown in

Fig. 1. If an enlargement of a photograph is desired

the ground glass of the camera is brought as near to

the window pane as possible. The window, however,

is blocked up almost wholly ; and the light which is

required must be strained through a non-actinic

medium, such as yellow or red glass, or golden fabric.

It is usual to have outside the house a reflector,

placed at such an angle as to throw the light from the

sky into the camera. The lens is turned toward the

drawing-board of the object frame. Upon the board

is affixed a sheet of white paper, and the frame is then

moved either backward or forward, and the lens ad-

justed until the image, which appears upon the paper,

is of the size required and is in focus. When this

result is forthcoming, the frame is made quite fast and
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stationary, the camera carriage also being immovable.

Then the position of the picture on the white paper

is marked, and the bromide sheet is affixed accordingly,

care being taken to have it flat and square. Drawing-

pins are used to attach the paper to the board.

Of course, the duration of the exposure varies, but
3" ifalongand

perfectly
undisturbed

period is

obligatory,

the enlar-

ger may
safely be

left without

fear of ac-

cident. In-

deed, dur-

FIG. 3.—SECTION OF CAMERA TABLE,
WITH UPRIGHTS PASSING
THROUGH CARRIAGE.

ing the dark days of the winter

it has been left with a small stop

for as long as twenty-four hours*

without the least effect of move-

ment having been apparent.

When the machine is to be

employed for reducing or copy-

ing purposes, or for photograph-

ing plants, etc., the object is

fixed to the drawing-board and
the frame is made fast upon the

rails. The camera table is then

moved nearer to the drawing-

board, or further away from it,

until the picture of the size required is in focus,

when the camera carriage is also rendered a fixture.

I shall presently have to describe the simple

mechanism by which the requisite rigidity is main-

tained. This quality, so essential to success, is the

governing principle of the apparatus, and I would

here advise amateur woodworkers who may follow

out these instructions, ever to keep this idea in view.

The enlarger, I need not say, is much to be pre-

ferred to the happy-go-lucky tripod and easel method

to which allusion has been made ; for as everything

is at right angles to commence with, there is none of

that inherent difficulty so fatal to unscientific expe-

dients. The machine is also capable of infinite ad-

justment, and the process throughout is thoroughly

interesting.

In dealing with the several parts and details of the

enlarger, it is unnecessary to expend much time in

describing the stand or bed, a. In length, it mea-

sures 4 feet 10 inches, and the breadth, over all, is

1 foot 11 inches. The ends of the top rails, it will be

noticed, project a little beyond the legs, which are

slanted trestle-fashion to give firm foothold. Both

pairs of legs are hinged, so that when neces-

sary they may be folded up, to make the machine

portable. In that case, the lowermost side bars,

which are kept in position by thumb or window screws,

are removed.

In all the measurements given, I have taken it as

understood that planed deal is used ; that is to say,

the measurements are those taken after all the plan-

ing and fitting have been done. If rough quartering be

purchased, allowance will have to be made. In order

to increase solidity and therefore stability, the timber

is substantial, viz.: the four legs, each I foot 10 inches

long, are i\ inches by if inches ; the upper rails are of

the same, with the narrowest side at the top ; the

short cross-bar connecting them is 20 inches long,

3 inches by 2^ inches, but the

two short cross-bars, of which

each pair of legs wants one, are

somewhat smaller, z\ inches by

1 k inches. There is very little

mortising, or joinery work to be

done, but it will have to be done

neatly.

Let me here remark, that

having finished the bed, A, all

parts subsequently made should

be fitted as the job proceeds,

in order that errors may be

promptly discovered and cor-

SECTION OF THE CARRIAGE
OF CAMERA (B).

rected. A
m i s t ak e

should not

be detected

too late.

The ca-

mera table,

B, must

next engage

attention. I

prefer to

treat it as

formed of two distinct portions, firstly, the table,

and, secondly, the carriage ; but it will be seen

that they are really not detachable. In Fig. 3 is

given a sectional view depicting the mode by which

the two legs, or uprights, of the table are passed

through two square holes cut in the carriage to admit

of them. This operation is, of course, performed

before the square board at the top is dovetailed to

FIG. 5.—CROSS BAR HOLDING OBJECT
BOARD (C) IN POSITION.
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the two uprights. This board is S inches each way, and

its sides are flush with the sides of the legs, which

are of the \\ in. stuff (planed), and are 19 inches

Ion"-. The outside measurement is 8 inches. The

square board, or table, will have to be pierced with

holes, if the camera is attached to the tripod by a

screw, but if it be of the ''self-contained head"

type an iron cramp will be

necessary on each side.

We now pass to the car-

riage, the construction of which

and the shape to some extent

resembles a fiddle. The section,

Fig. 3- indicates the lower and

duly determined a carpenter's ordinary wooden

cramp is introduced. A cramp of the pattern requisi-

tioned, consists of two pieces of beech, each 8iin. by

1 ^ in. by 1 \ in. (deep), forming a pair of jaws, that on

being screwed together nip tightly what is between

them.

In Fi°-. 2 the black squares represent the holes

through which the legs of the

camera table pass. It follows,

that when the beechwood jaws

are brought together, they

press against the legs and

hold them firmly. It is neces-

sary to bear always in mind,

-A

i

I.—PERSPECTIVE \TEW OP PHOTO-ENLARGER, COMPLETE, DRAWN ON SCALE OF ONE INCH TO ONE FOOT.
FIG. 4.—FOOT OF FRAME (C) WITH BUFFER OF LEATHER AT BACK.

upper sides of the fiddle. The upper, which is shaded,

I shall term the cover, and for the purposes of explana-

tion shall now take it off, when the view presented of

the " works " will be that shown by the section in

Fig. 2. The carriage, as will be seen, has to serve a

double purpose, namely, that of conveying the camera

table, and at the same time to permit of this table

being raised or lowered at will. To preserve the

table in a fixed position when the height has been

that the pin of the cramp is in reality a screw at one

end only, and that the end nearest the handle is not

threaded, consequently, it would revolve loosely in

the block at that extremity, whilst it is being screwed

into the other block, but for the fact that there is a

shoulder to the handle. This shoulder or rim, of

course, brings pressure to bear upon the unthreaded

jaw, and the grip is produced. In the sketch, the

block into which the pin is screwed is shaded. This
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portion of the cramp must be screwed to the upper

and lower sides of the fiddle.

In the remarks which have been offered about this

cramp arrangement, care must be taken to avoid con-

fusion with the smaller cramp which is also drawn.

The principle is identical, but in this case, only a part

of the article is wanted. The blocks or jaws are cut

in the form of a wedge, their purpose being not to

nip anything between them, but to bring lateral pres-

sure into play against the side rail of the bed, a.

Thus when the wedge is driven home, the camera

carriage becomes immovable. It will be observed

that a piece of wood has to be screwed to the fiddle

at an angle parallel to the wedge, but not to the side

rail. There is also a strip of wood screwed at the

other end of the fiddle as a support.

With^regard to the measurements, on referring to

the section, Fig. 3, it will be seen that the lower

board of the fiddle is 20 inches long, the width at its

widest part being 8 inches, and at its narrowest, 4^
inches (see also Fig. 2). The upper side or cover of

the fiddle is longer, as it is required to overlap the

side rails. There are also dovetailed to this upper

portion two wings, 3j inches deep. These wings,

one of which is seen in Fig. 1, prevent the side rails

from bulging outwards, and offer the necessary resis-

tance to the wedge.

It is now necessary to describe the object frame,

C. It is constructed of if in. wood, and the uprights

are 3 feet long, their ends bearing directly upon the

side rails of the bed, A. The top bar projects two
inches on each side. This is to allow of the insertion

of curtain rods, held fast with a pin dropping into a
socket. Curtains are sometimes useful to increase

the visibility of the image in enlarging, or to modify
the light in reducing.

The lower ends of the uprights are provided with
feet, that is to say, triangular side blocks are at-

tached to them, so as to make it impossible for the
frame to tilt either way. These blocks are delineated
by dots in Fig. 1. The feet are rendered the more
secure by the addition of outer lappets, bottle-shaped,

which press against the rail similarly to the wings
belonging to the camera carriage. In Fig. 4 the back
of one of these lappets is given with the object of
showing the oblong piece cut out of the wood. Into
the space thus formed, is inserted a strip of leather
which moves freely beneath two screws in slots, and
acts as a buffer. The thumb screw, which is seen in

Fig. 1, by working against the leather, cannot injure

the wooden rail, and the perforation of the leather
itself is guarded against by the introduction of a bit

of tin, which forms a shield to meet the point of the
screw. The lappet is of birch, 8 inches broad, and
1 1 inches high from the neck to the base. It is firmly

fastened to the angle supports of the object frame,

and to the uprights as well by stout screws.

There is nothing remarkable about the drawing-

board attached to the object frame. It has clamped

ends, and the size is 2 feet 6 inches by 1 foot 10 inches.

At the back, however, there is fixed a bar and a cen-

tre iron pin, upon which a second bar moves round.

The first bar is intended to prevent undue strain or

drag upon the board, whilst adding to its strength.

The second and loose bar is sufficiently long for its

ends to overrun the uprights of the frame ; and when
so placed, it will be found that the drawing-board is

adequately secured. There is an additional advantage

attending this method of the attachment, in that, if a

slight adjustment be deemed advisable, it can easily

be got by a little gentle tapping.

COLOURING MARBLE.
By G. H. BLAGROVE.

HE commonest kind of marble used in this

country—that called Sicilian, which is

white with grey veins and spots—some-

times wearies us with the plainness of

its appearance. We cannot always afford

to have mantelpieces and ornaments of coloured or

variegated marble, and yet there is no reason why we
should not apply tints to that which has a nearly

white surface. There are firms in London who under-

take to produce imitations of several varieties of

coloured marble, simply by staining the ordinary

material, but the processes by which this is done are

kept secret. The effects produced are often remark-

ably successful : so much so, that the uninitiated

public are prone to exclaim in admiring wonder,

" How is it done ? " I cannot pretend to answer

this question literally, being ignorant of the particular

processes adopted, but I am able to give some

recipes for colouring marble, which, if properly

applied, will impart to it some of the most agreeable

hues. Mere surface colouring is not here intended or

advocated, for of course that could be done by means

of paint. The great beauty of all colour in marble

arises from its being, not only upon, but in the

material itself, which is the reason why painted imita-

tions of marble upon wood, plaster, or paper so often

fail to produce any satisfactory effect. With very few

exceptions, there is a certain degree of transparency

about all kinds of marble, as is proved from the diffe-

rence to be observed between the appearance of a thin

slab and a thin block ; we can, in short, always see to

a certain depth below the surface. Hence, in colour-

ing marble, it is necessary to apply the tints in such a

manner that they may sink in ; and, of course, t^e.
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resistance offered by the close, compact character of

a polished surface is to be avoided. Marble should be

unpolished when it is coloured, and should be free

from dirt or grease.

It must be understood that in applying colour to

marble, we cannot insure its preserving any clearly

defined outline. The colour will spread a little at the

edges, giving it a clouded, but none the less natural,

appearance. The marble should be bid down in a

level position, so that the colour may be allowed to

soak in, which it could not thoroughly do if the marble

were in an upright position. The colour must be

sufficiently heated to simmer at the surface when it is

laid on, and it will then penetrate deeply enough to

acquire the character of a permanent dye.

A blue stain may be given to marble by means of

a tincture of litmus or archil, used hot. The litmus

is bought in the form of a powder, and when a suffi-

cient quantity of it is mingled with spirits of wine to

colour the liquid this forms the tincture. A tincture

of gamboge prepared in a similar manner will give a
yellow stain, while shades of gre?n can be imparted

by staining first with blue and then with yellow. Red
is obtained with a tincture of alkanet root, cochineal,

or dragon's blood, and gold with equal parts of white

vitriol, sal ammoniac, and verdigris. White wax is

used as a medium for opaque colours, and when
tinged with alkanet root and used very hot it gives

that flesh-like hue noticeable in some varieties of

Devonshire marble. In colouring marble, as in most

other things, it is practice that makes the adept, and
on first commencing it is well to try experiments upon
some waste fragments.

Patterns in mosaic-work might be made with small

pieces of artificially-coloured marble, and would form

elegant pavements for halls, vestibules, conservatories,

etc. Ordinary cement or mortar should not be used

in jointing marble, as it is apt to cause discolouration

in it Plaster of Paris is the material most in use,

and one mode of preparing it deserves mention here.

The plaster is soaked in a saturated solution of

alum, baked in an oven, and then ground to a

powder. When required for use it is mixed with

water as wanted. It will set hard, and take a high

polish.

It is often desirable to mend marble with a cement
that can be coloured. To do this the following pre-

paration is recommended : Some eight or nine dozen

snails are caught and kept fasting for upwards of six

weeks, any dirt being occasionally removed from

them. They are then sprinkled with a little water to

make them quit their shells, any excess of water being

at once poured off. A pinch of common salt, the juice

of five lemons, and a few drops of vinegar are now
sprinkled upon the snails, and the whole is beaten up

together. The snails give off their mucus, which is

collected separately and well mixed in a mortar with

i ounce of gum tragacanth, i£ ounce of garlic juice,

and about 6 ounces of spirits of wine. The paste

thus formed is used cold, but the joint should after-

wards be exposed to a gentle warmth. The cement
keeps opaque, and can be coloured to match the

material.

ELIZABETHAN FURNITURE.
WITH PRACTICAL HINTS ON ITS CONSTRUC-

TION.

By Rev. ALGERNON TKOROLD, M.A.

VIII.

—

Some Goon Old Specimens of Carved Work
Settle — Corner Cupboard — Cabinet — Con-
clusion.

MONGST even fine and picked specimens

of made-up work few can excel the beauti-

ful cabinet and settle shown in Figs. 66

and 68. Both of these are of mixed design

and very florid in their ornamentation, yet

while neither of them are introduced here as pure ex-

amples of the characteristic work of any definite period,

their design, excellence of workmanship, and general

beauty, render them well worthy of our attention. It

is not, perhaps, every amateur carpenter who would

venture to embark on the construction of such pieces,

but in looking at them it may at least be encouraging

to those who have followed the previous pages of

this article to contemplate the possibility of such

possessions. All our past work has, more or less,

been spent on pieces bearing various degrees of

relationship to the cabinet species. It may be well,

therefore, to give our first attention to the settle

shown in Fig. 66.

The ancient settle was, doubtless, the very great-

grandfather of our modern sofa, and probably, in its

day, marked a great advance in comfort over the low

stool or bench, which old pictures show as the ordi-

nary seat of company at banquets, and on other

occasions. Of course, it could not be brought up

to the table ; but when the guests gathered round the

great open fireplace, the high-backed settle would add

greatly to the comfort of those who used it, in the

shelter it afforded from the cutting draughts which

must continually have swept through the open doors

and long passages of the cold stone castles.

The particular settle of which we are about to

think, and which we will proceed to dissect, never, of

course, saw those so-called, good old days—at least,

not in its present form—as even, for a settle, it is more

than usually luxurious. Fig. 66 shows it when looked

at from the front. The seat, it will be seen, is very
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low, and of the total height from the ground half is

given to the legs proper, and the other half to the

seat and its framing, which latter we observe, is

hollow and so arranged as

to allow for a long drawer,

the leopard heads below

the nosing of the seat

being the drawer handles.

The seat, or rather the

slab which forms it, above

the drawer, is considerably

hollowed, or shaped into a

deep sweep between the

back and front ; the edges

project beyond the framing

I inch all round and are

rounded. The back of the

settle, which is exceeding-

ly fine, is composed, as can

be seen, of a double set of

panelling, the upper series

of which is magnificently

carved. The centre panel

bears the legend " Welcome
home " over grotesque

figures of mermaids, who
are furnished with combs
and mirrors as though

about to perform their

mid-ocean toilet. Upon
the right hand panel two

churches stand side by side,

one of which has a spire

and the other a tower. On
the other panel is a ship

under full sail.

The arms of the settle

are in keeping with the

rest of the work, being well

designed and massively cut

in resemblance of the head
and shoulders of sea ser-

pents. Above them again,

to the extreme right and
left of the panelling, are

solidly carved female

figures, Elizabethan inter-

pretations of the Carya-

tides, which support the

cornice and form the side

stiles of the framing.

Upon the cornice itself,

given in a former chapter, is fixed a row of scallop

shells, wonderfully true in themselves to nature and
finished with great care and skill. In the centre of

this row of shells is a narrow canopied back, bearing

a griffin cut from the solid in deep relief. The rail

below the cornice is much wider than any of the

others and carries a most

elaborate running design.

Upon the two outer sides

of the back posts above

the seat, finely carved and

worked buttresses run

from the cornice to a point

below the arms, Fig. 66;

these, and also the front

supports of the arms, are cut

from 2 inch stuff. The heads

of the serpents, which form

the arms, are as wide as

the supports below them,

viz., 4 inches—though be-

yond the neck the bodies

taper rather' towards the

posts to more slender pro-

portions. The carving oh

the long horizontal centre

rail and upon the front of

the drawer below the seat

are identical. The panels

of the back are run in

grooves in the rails and

stiles in the usual way.

The shell work above the

cornice is cut from the solid,

one long strip being used

for the purpose, the centre

ornament, a small canopied

back, being let in over it.

The feet are also cut from

stuff, 2 inches by 4 inches,

and are carved with lions'

heads. The height of the

back and the general mas-

siveness throughout, ren-

ders this settle a very

heavy piece of furniture,

suitable only for a room of

large dimensions or a

spacious hall. Its general

appearance is very striking,

every detail being beauti-

fully finished without te-

diousness to the eye. In

a word, the great charm of

good old work is here admirably shown ; everything,

to use an old expression, being very " busy," and yet

all appearance of overdone work carefully avoided.

Fig. 67 shows another unusual piece of oak, a

CORNER CUPBOARD IN CARVED OAK.

section
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corner cupboard, the

upper part of which is

fitted with a glass door,

the lower one, however,

being panelled and de-

corated with good old

English carving and in-

laid flowers. This piece

is suitable for a mode-

rate-sized room, and

may be copied with

advantage as moreover

it is not by any means
difficult of construction.

The body is a simple

frame, 7 ft. in height and

2 ft. 6 in. in width, the

sides ofwhich are laid at

right angles to each

other, to allow the cup-

board to fit as close into

the corner of the room

as the skirting-board will

allow. Upon this

skeleton, the carved

front is laid first of

all, piece by piece,

or in one, like the

framing of a door

without the panels.

The upper part, it

will be seen, is di-

vided by a shelf,

which is cut suffi-

ciently far back

from the front to

allow the glass

door to close with-

out touching it.

Another shelf lies

on the carved cross-

piece, below the

bottom rail of the

door. If it is

thought desirable,

the lower part or

closed cupboard

can also be fitted

with a shelf. The
plinth below the

solid door is made
to project 3 inches

beyond the face of

the cupboard ; a

frame-work for the FIG. 68 —FINE OLD CABtNET IN CARVED OAK.

purpose being fixed

upon the uprights to

give the necessary

shape. This both gives

stability to the struc-

ture, and adds boldness

to the design.

When the carved

work is fastened upon

the framing, we may
proceed to fill in the

sides with matchboard-

ing. This should run

horizontally, the end

edges On one side over-

lapping the end edges

on the other over the

backbone of the cup-

board. The front carved

pieces, forming the ap-

parent posts of the door,

must be set sufficiently

beyond the side frame-

work, to allow the

matchboards to be

bevelled neatly up

to their under sides,

and finally, as a

finish, two strips

should be fastened

at an obtuse angle

upon the carved

fronts to hide the

bare edges of the

matchboarding, see

Fig. 67. The edges

of these supple-

mentary strips must

be bevelled to a

sufficient angle to

allow them to meet

the edges of the

carved front strips.

Old fashioned
hinges and handles

must be used.

The cross-fram-

ing of the glass

door should be

made on the prin-

ciple of a continu-

ous Oxford frame,

but if thought pre-

ferable, the inside

cross-framing need
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not be rabbeted to carry separate panes of glass, but

One large pane can be inserted in the usual way, in

the main outside frame work of the door and fastened

in with fillets. In this case, the cross-framing will fit

close upon the surface of the sheet of glass.

The interior of the upper cupboard will now re-

quire attention, as the white deal matchboards will,

of course, be very unsightly. Two courses are open

to us. The wood can either be simply stained to an

oak colour, or if a better finish is desired, an old

gold coloured figured velvet may be tacked upon the

sides and over the shelf with great effect, or a thick

Japanese paper glued neatly over the sides. With

regard to the colour of the oak used for the carved

fronts, any shade, of course, can be obtained by the

use of stain, and probably this course will generally

be adopted, since newly-worked wood, even if it is old,

is much lighter below, than the surface leads us to

expect. But the old rule must not be forgotten, that

no more colouring matter must be used than is abso-

lutely needful, to bring all the wood to one good soft

colour, through which the grain and silver flower of

the wood is distinctly to be seen. A dry polish

with beeswax is preferable also to the use of varnish.

The Cabinet shown in Fig. 68, is a still larger,

though hardly more important, piece than the Settle.

In style, it bears the same indications of the modern

designer, though much of the carving is old. Taken

as a whole, it is very striking, and the workmanship,

like that of the settle, is excellent throughout. It will

be seen that it is composed of two parts, the lower,

a table, and the upper, a half-press or cabinet, upon

which again is placed a heavy moulded cornice.

The front of the top, or press portion, contains

much elaborate work, both in carving and inlay, the

fine triplet of figures supporting the cornice especially

calling for notice. Between the figures, and behind

semi-circles supported on columns, are inlaid panels,

which a closer inspection shows to be the recessed

portion of the doors, and at first sight one would

suppose the doors would hang between the columns.

This would, perhaps, have been the proper method, but

contrary to expectation, the whole combination of

panels, arches, and columns are made to swing on the

posts behind the right and left hand figures.

The plan thus followed in this cabinet is after the

defective style of some of the later Jacobean work,

and its only excuse in the present case is found in

the fact that it gives free access to the interior.

The supports upon which the cabinet rests in front,

are clearly old table legs, but very good of their kind.

By an odd coincidence, the central figure on the upper

part is apparently the fac-simile"of the right hand

figure above the arm in the settle. There is also the

same idea of buttress supports at the end. The de-

sign of the lower, or table portion, requires but little

comment. The ordinary laws which are usually ob-

served in such pieces being adhered to. But this

cannot be said of the work bestowed on the surface

of the wood itself. All the carving is most excellent,

and much more accurately and delicately finished

than usual. A very slight examination, indeed, shows

that nothing has been left to guess-work, but that

careful measurements have been bestowed on all the

details. The double-faced figures forming the front

legs are worth special notice.

It is not proposed, at present, to add further

specimens of old oak furniture to those we have now

been considering. Not that we have exhausted the

subject ; for nothing has been said about the curious

tables, wonderful looking chairs, stools, and deed

boxes, which in their way are as interesting as the

larger pieces already treated ; but for the time, enough

and more than enough work is before those who have

any mind to copy the antique, as suggested in this

article on Elizabethan furniture.

At a future day some additional pages may -be

offered to those readers who care to go further in the

work, and I have little doubt that when the first steps

have been taken, and one or two of the suggested

designs carried out, the work done will serve as an

unfailing incentive to fresh efforts, and the preliminary

to even greater triumphs.

(Concluded.)

NOTES ON NOVELTIES.
By TEE EDITOR.

T. Smith & Sons' Fine Art Exhibition. 2. Chase's

Liquid Glue. 3. Journal of Microscopy and

Natural Science. 4. Gawthorp's Designs for

Repousse Work. 5. Churchill's Free Stcechio-

logical Dispensary for Consumption. 6. Mel-

huish's Reeding Hand Tool. 7. Melhuish's

Composite Pliers. 8. Melhuish's New Screw-

drivers.

HE pressing demands on the space of the

First Part of a New Volume oblige me to

restrict my " Notes on Novelties " to the

least possible limits. I have heard of many

things on the way that are likely to be useful

and helpful to one section or other of the numerous readers

of this Magazine ; but as these are still in the future, I will

refrain from doing more than alluding generally to them

now, and touch on one or two matters that of necessity

claim attention at the present moment.

1. T. Smith and Sons' Fine Art Exhibition.—First ot

all, I must make brief mention of Messrs. T. Smith & Sons'

" North-West Norfolk Fine Art Exhibition," to be held at
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The Music Hall, Kings Lynn, Norfolk, on November 9th,

and following fourteen days. It is "An Exhibition of Oil

Paintings, Water Colour Drawings, and Paintings on China,

Terra Cotta, Crystoleum, Wood, Silvered Glass, Silk,

Tapestry, Lincrusta-Walton, etc., etc., Designs for Christ-

mas Cards, Wood Carving, Fretwork, Etching, etc.," by

professional and amateur artists. Many and various prizes

will be given in gold, silver, and bronze medals, and money.

There are 44 Classes for which the subjects for competition

are well defined, besides extra classes for various kinds of

work. In addition to the medals and money prizes men-

tioned above, diplomas of merit will be given for work

commended by the judges. I have given the earliest possible

intimation of this approaching Exhibition, but regret to say

that the very late period at which the notice was sent to me,

rendered it impossible for me to call attention to it before,

as I should have liked to do. Prospectuses and forms to be

filled up by intending exhibitors may be procured of Messrs.

T. Smith & Sons, Art Photographers, The Studios, 60,

High Street, Kings Lynn, Norfolk, and 47, Wra'.oby Street,

Brigg, Lincolnshire. I hope the Exhibition may meet with

the success that it eminently deserves, but I fear the an-

nouncement of it here will come too late to enable many,

if any, of the readers of this Magazine to compete for

prizes unless they have anything ready to send. There is

nothing like giving timely notice of events of this kind,

and if Messrs. T. Smith & Sons find it worth while to enter

on another venture of this kind, I trust they will enable

me to give my readers early notice of their intention.

2. Chase's Liquid Glue. — Such is the inclination of

human nature towards competition, that as soon as a good

article appears and obtains a good footing in the market,

other makers immediately turn their attention to trying to

produce something just as good or better Thus a formidable

rival to Le Page's Carriage Glue has appeared in the shape of

Chase's Improved Liquid Glue, a fine pure glue, manufac-

tured by Joshua S. Chase, Boston, U.S.A., who claims for

it that it is a superior cement and the best in the world.

I will not commit myself so far as to say ditto to Mr. Chase
in the closing clause of his assertion, but I may go so far as

to say that it is an excellent glue, and does its work well.

Full directions for use are given on the can. The sample

supplied to me is apparently a half pint tin, but the price is

not named. I believe, however, that it is I s. 6d., the same

as Le Page's Carriage Glue, per half pint tin. But of this I

will make sure and mention the matter again at a later date.

It is supplied, I believe—want of sufficient information

compels me to write thus—by the London Paste Company,
Arlington Street Works, Nevj North Road, London, N., who
also supply " Superior Preserved Paste," an adhesive pre-

paration that has been in use in America for more than

twenty years, and although only recently introduced into

England is now used by most of the leading bookbinders in

London. I have not yet seen this paste, and have had no

opportunity of testing it, but I will apply for a sample and
do 30. It is cheap enough, being sold in barrels, 2 cwt. net,

at 14s. 6d., and in kegs, 56 lbs. and 28 lbs. net, at 56. and
3s. respectively. Samples, I may add, are sent free of

Charge and carriage paid to those who may wish to test it.

As it seems to keep sweet and good for some time without

turning sour or fermenting, it will be found useful by amateur

bookbinders, and as it will bear dilution with water, hot or

cold, it will be equally useful to amateur paperhangers.

3. Journal of Microscopy and Natural Science.—This

useful and interesting quarterly, edited by Mr. Alfred Allen,

Honorary Secretary of the Postal Microscopical Society,

whose journal it is, deserves the attention of all who are

interested in microscopic research. Its cost is is. 6d. pel

quarterly part. This, the 24th part, closes the Sixth Volume,

and the Sixth Volume completes the first series of the

Journal. With the new part to be issued in January several

new departments of interest to the microscopist and the

student of natural science will be entered upon.

4. Gaivthorp's Designs for Repousse Work.-—I have

much pleasure in calling the attention of my readers to the

beautiful and artistic series of designs recently published

under the title of " Original Designs for the Amateur

Repousse Worker," by T. J. Gawthorp, 16, Long Acre,

London, many of which will be found to be as useful and

applicable for the purpose of carving in wood as they are

for metal work. As some of these designs have been

reproduced in the Folding Sheet that accompanied Part

71, and as Mr. Haslope has described the designs given,

and pointed out the manner of working them and their

capabilities, I need say nothing more here but that the

pages of the book before me are 15^ inches by 11^ inches,

and that they are sixteen in number, and contain fifty-one

designs.

5. Churchill's Free Slccchiological Dispensary Jor Con-

sumption.—Let me recommend all readers who may have

relatives afflicted with consumption, or any disease of the

lungs, windpipe, nose, and throat, to send for the " First

Report of Dr. John Francis Churchill's Free Stcechiological

Dispensary for Consumption," etc., published by Dr.

Churchill at 99, Marylebone I\oad, London, W., and for-

warded post free on demand. Dr. Churchill's remedies are

the Hypophosphites introduced about thirty years ago, and

Spirone, a more recent discovery for local treatment by

inhalation. I may say that Dr. Churchill receives the poor

daily throughout the week, from Monday to Saturday, in-

clusive, for advice and treatment gratis. The Spirone Spray

is stated to be most effectual for the cure of croup, whooping

cough, diphtheria, bronchitis, and hay fever.

6. Melhuish's Reeding Hand Tool.—It will doubtless be

remembered by regular and constant readers of this Maga-

zine, that from time to time descriptions have been given of

the method of making small reeding tools or routers, for the

purpose of running beads or reeds, and cutting mouldings of

various patterns, and for clearing the surface of sunken work

in wood carving by means of small pieces of steel, cut and

sharpened in the various forms necessary for the purposes

for which they are designed. It cannot be denied that there

is considerable pleasure and satisfaction in turning out home-

made tools to meet our varied requirements ; but it is, at

the same time, equally true that there are many wood-

workers who really have not time to make many things that

they need or desire, and must therefore buy something to

meet the want, or go without. Noil cuivis adire Cori/ithum,
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wrote Horace, and what held good in his days holds good

now, and will to the end of all things. To the help— if not

rescue—of those who have no time to make routers for them-

selves, have come Messrs. Richard Melhuish & Sons, of

85 and 87, Fetter Lane, Holboni Circus, London, E.C., with

a neat little appliance which will be found a most useful

small hand tool for reeding and moulding work, and which

we may call a "Reeding Hand Tool." An illustration of

A

FIG. I.—MELHUISH'S NEW PATENT HAND KEEDER AND
CUTTERS.

this tool is given in Fig. 1, from which it will be seen that

the handle is of cast iron, held by placing the thumbs of

both hands in or against the holes in either end and the first

and second fingers on the opposite side. The instrument is

then worked up and down by the action of the hands until

the desired effect has been produced. The reeding, grooving,

or moulding is done by means of cutters, six of which, all

different in form, are sent out with each tool. The shapes

of these cutters are shown in the lower part of Fig. 1, and

it should be said that the drawings of these and the repre-

sentation of the instrument itself are exactly half-size.

At the back of the reeder, and in the middle of it, a

loose block is fitted in, and the cutter to be used is pushed

up between the tool and the block to a sufficient depth,

and there held in place by the screw terminating in an

eye, which, with its washer, is clearly seen in front.

The projections at A are the upper part of the cutter No. 6,

which is shown in the instrument ready for use. Below is a

fence, which is used to regulate the distance of the cutter

from the edge of the work, and which may be placed on

either side of the tool as required. Fretworkers will find

this appliance very useful, and so, indeed, will all classes of

woodworkers. It is being rapidly bought up by professional

carpenters, who show a just appreciation of its merits. No. I

Cutter is a cutting gauge and grooving tool. The uses of

each cutter will be recognized from its form, but it may be

said that Nos. 4 and 5 are well adapted for taking out the

rebate of picture frames, mirrors, etc; and that No. 5 may

also be used for chamfering. No. 6 works a neat pattern

round the upper surface of any hole, whether circular or oval,

or round the edge of a cover, and serves for making a neat

reeding along the edge of a shelf. The price of this useful

little hand-reeder is only 2s., or 2s. 3d. free by post. I am

sure that no one who buys one will regret making the pur.

chase, for it will enable him to do many a piece of orna-

mental work that he could not manage without having this

in his possesion, or without making something to serve as

a substitute.

7. Melhuish''s Composite Pliers.—This is another remark-

ably cheap and extremely useful tool recently produced by

Messrs. R. Melhuish and Sons. Its form is shown in Fig. 2.

It will be noticed that the pliers are unusually massive and

strong in appearance, and straight in the handles. This

straightness is to admit of the end of each handle being

filed down to a fine edge so as to form a screwdriver. When
the jaws of the pliers are opened, it will be seen that the

upper part of each jaw is straight and roughened, to be used

as ordinary pliers, while the inner part is hollowed and

grooved so that they maybe usedasgaspliers also. On looking

beyond this, a slot will be seen running horizontally across

the base of the jaws. If a piece of wire, or a wire nail of

some substance, be placed in the slot and pressure exerted

on the handles, it will be cut in half with the greatest ease.

The price of these pliers—a most useful adjunct to the ordi-

nary contents of the tool-basket—is only is., no more and

no less, post free !

8. Melhuish's New Scrnvdrivers.— Messrs. Melhuish and

Sons have also been turning their attention to the production

of cheap screwdrivers, and the improvement of tools of this

class. The London Screwdriver, with flattened sides to its

handle, is well known to all amateurs. Messrs. Melhuish

and Sons, recognizing the inconvenience—and, I might say,

the ugliness— of the whole affair, blade and handle, have

improved the former by making it more in accordance with

the engineer's pattern— that is to say, a circular shaft pro-

ceeding from a tang, broad at the upper part, and of good

substance, and terminating at the other in a well- formed

wedge-shaped edge. The handle is of considerable width

at the lower end, and nicely rounded so as to present no

edge. Its flattened disc-like form renders it easily grasped

in the palm of the hand, the first and second fingers gripping

each side of the handle at its smallest part. Screwdrivers

of this form, 5 inches long in the blade, may be had at 8d.

each ; and a smaller size, 2,3
? inches in the blade, is supplied

from the window

—

i.e., to anyone who calls and carries away

his purchase with him—at 3d. Messrs. Melhuish and Sons

are also producing a screwdriver with a very short blade,

useful in cases where it is desirable to get close to one's

FIG. 2.—MELHUISH'S NEW COMPOSITE PLIERS.

work, as in taking off and putting on locks inside drawers-

I must not forget to say, in drapers' parlance, that they have

a " desperately cheap line" of goods of this class. With

stiff blades, 2!=,; inches long, in fluted ebonised handles, with

steel ring, at 2d. each, from the window. It is a screwdriver

of German make, and one would think, to look at it, that

the manufacturer had stolen the material and forgotten to

pay the men who worked it up. It is not a charitable notion,

I allow, but it seems the only way for accounting for the

appearance of not a few cheap things that are offered for

sale in these days.
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AMATEURS IN COUNCIL.

I. INSTRUCTIONS TO CONTRIBUTORS
AND CORRESPONDENTS.

1. Contributors to Amateur "Work, and
CorrespoDdents asking or answering
Questions in "Amateurs in Council," are

requested to write on one side only of the
paper.

2. "When Illustrations or Diagrams are
necessary, draw them on a separate piece

of paper, and do not insert them in, or mis
them up with, the Manuscript that they
are intended to explain, or in which they
are described. This is necessary, because
the Illustrations go to the Engraver and
the Manuscript to the Printer, and it is

not fair to the Editob to put him to the

trouble of separating them.
3. In writing to the Editob, whose ad-

dress is simply, " Editor of Amateur
"Wore, Warwick House, Salisbury Square,

London, E.C-," there is no necessity to

adopt the conventional epistolary form in

asking or answering queries. Put the
question you wish to ask, or the reply you
wish to make, as briefly as possible, and
write every separate question and every

separate reply on separate pieces of paper.

Sign each with initials, nom-de-plume, or

name and address, as preferred.

4. When replying to questions put forth
under the heading Information Sought,
let the reply be headed, R ply to Isforma-
tion Sought bt , page — , and then
give the heading of the query as it appears
in Amateur Work.

5. It must be fully understood that
Letters or Communications and Manu-
scripts in which these Rules are not rigidly

observed may possibly be put aside and
passed over without attention.

6. The Editob reserves to himself the
right of refusing a reply to any question
that may be frivolous, or inappropriate, or
devoid of general interest. Replies to
queries cannot be sent by post. Correspon-
dents mast bear in mind that their queries

cau be answered only in the pages of the
Magazine, the information sought being
supplied for the benefit of its readers
generally, as well as for those who have a

special interest in obtainiDg it.

n. AMATEUR WORK, SALE, PUR-
CHASE, AND EXCHANGE NOTICES.

1. All Notices of Articles for Sale, Pur-
chase, or Exchange sent to the Editor
appear in the Red Advertising Pages of this

Magazine. They must be prepaid, and
accompanied with Penny Postage Stamps,
as follows : For Twelve Words, or less than
Twelve Words, 3d ; and for every additional
Four Words, or less than Four Words, Id.

2. Every Single Article (unless the Ar-
ticles advertised are of the same kind or
nature : as Books, Tools, Organ Materials,

etc ) most form the Subject J a Separate
Advertisement.

3. No Trade Advertisements can be in-

g£7ted in this Department, which is open
to hona jide Amateurs only. The Editor
reserves the right of refasing to insert any
Notice, in which case Stamps sent will be
duly returned.

4. Persons who reply to any Notice, must
write direct to Advertiser, and place the
application in an envelope sealed down, with
a Penny Stamp attached in the upper right

hand corner, and the Numbbb of the Notice
in the lower left haud corner, ia the
position shown in the annexed form

:

5. Letters thus sealed, stamped, and
numbered, must be enclosed to the Editor,
who will write the necessary addresses on
them and forward them through the Post to
the persons for whom they are intended.

6. It is necessary that the above Rules
should be strictly observed. Notices sent

without Stamps will be returned to the
senders, and, with regard to replies to

Notices, no attention will be paid to any in

which the forms prescribed above are not
complied with.

7. It is desirable that those who reply to

Notices in this Department should enclose

to Advertiser, with their application, a

stamped and directed envelope, in order to

ensure an answer. When this precaution is

not taken, the non-receipt of a reply within

reasonable time can only intimate that the

article in question is disposed of, or that

the proposal made is declined.

Subjects in "Amateur Work."

R. C. H. (St. Peter's, Kent).—I am iudeed
interested that you made your "first

acquaintance with 'Every Man His Own Me-
chanic ' and four vols, ofAmateur Wore on
the shelves of the Public Library in Hobart,"
and "have gone through them with much
interest and profit." I am glad, also, noting
the place from which you write, to find

that you are in the old country once more,
and can now get Amatbue Woee some time
in advance of the date at which it reached
the shelves of the Public Library at Hobart.
Spite of all this, you will not, I think, be
astonished when I say that, notwithstand-
ing the glamour of genuineness and authen-
ticity that has been very cleverly thrown
over your communication, there is much
about it that leads me to the conclusion

that you know far more about, well, things
in general, than you wish me to suppose.
"Surely in vain the net is spread in the
sight of any bird." Ingeniously as you put
the matter, as long as I am Editor, tailoring

will not be treated in this Magazine. If

tailoring, why not other kinds of needle-

work ? You have, however, a remedy. If

you so much desire information on tailor-

ing, write to the Publishers of this Maga-
zine, and they will doubtless endeavour to

meet yonr wishes by issuing a hrochxrc on
the subject. So much for tailoring : any^man
can sew on a button, or even put on a patch,

I should think, without the help of instruc-

tions through Amateur Work. A contri-

butor has promised to supply articles on
the manufacture of Saddlery and Harness,
and I am disappointed at not having
received the promised papers long before

this. Lastly, when the lime comes for the

resumption of hints and suggestions on
and for " Handy Work in Farm und Gar-

den," the subject will not be forgotten.
Meanwhile, tVere is much to be done in
English farming, speaking broadly, which
at present is almost totally neglected.
British farmers at the present moment are
allowing about £3,500,000 to go out of this
country yearly to continental countries for
eggs and rabbits, without making any
serious effort to keep this money at home.
And yet we are told that there is no money
to be made in farming !

Experiments -with. Wimshurst Induc-
tion Machine.

J. E. (Ardieick).—As the electricity

generated by a Wimshurst is of high
tension, such experiments as heating wires
and producing chemical effects cannot be
performed by it. The experiments must be
similar to those made by the ordinary elec-

tric and coil machines. Lighting vacuum
tubes is always an interesting and pleasing

erperiment. Place yourself on an insulated

stool made by a piece of wood standing on
four glass tumblers, with one hand resting

on the conductor, with the other let a spark
pass to a gas-burner with the gas turned on,

as a spark leaps from your finger tip it will

ignite the gas. Whilst on the insulator,

challenge anyone to kiss you (Prohpudor!
O.B.-Ed.) that they may have a shock before
their lips will come in contact with yours

;

charging Leyden jar?, etc.; in fact, try any
of the ordinary experiments referred to in an
ordinary text-book-—O. B. [In his appli-

cation for instructions in the \ise of the

Wimshurst Induction Machine, J. E. (Ard*

io/cfc) says:—" I have succeeded in making
one, and I may say, for the benefit of those

who have a difficulty in getting the plates

cut with the hole right through, that 1 pro-

cured mine from Mr. Joseph Robisher,

Vine Street, Higher Opcnshaw, near Manch.es'

ter, at Is. 6d. each, for 16-iuch. diameter,

with hole through centre."]

Shooting Edge of Board with Iron

Plane.

R. C. H. {St. Peter's, Kent).—You wish to

know " What is the proper method of dis-

posing the fingers of the left hand in

'shooting the edge' of a board with an iron

plane of the ordinary American pattern ?
"

and say, " I have not had an opportunity

of seeing this in professional hands, and
' Every Man His Own Mechanic ' con-

tains no particulars on the subject. In

planing up the face I simply grasj) the knob

at the front end of the toolwith the left hand,

thumb upwards ; but in shooting the edge,

neither this nor any other position of the

fingers that I can devise gives such com-

mand over the tool as is obtained by the

usual side-grasp applicable to a plane of

the old wooden pattern." You must press

on the knob with the thumb, and hold your

hand with the x>alm towards the plane, just

as you would in using a woolen plane.

I have never seen a carpenter use an iron

plane, but this is the way I should use one
myself.

Appliances for Boot Making-.

R. C. H. (St. Peter's, Kent).—Iron lasts,

men's size, and all appliances necessary for

boot and shoe-making cau be obtained re-

tail of Mr. Ellworthy, 3a, Shoe Lone, Fleet

Street, London, B.C.
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Steam Gauges.
D. G. T. (Ilminster) writes:— The reply

given by Olla Podrida, in Vol. V.,
page 92, in reference to steam gauges, con-
tains no information whatever as to the
mating of the same, and as no one seems
inclined to give the necessary information,
I send the enclosed cutting from the
English Mechanic of Jan. 30th, 1885. I see

no reason why a gauge made from these
instructions should not be quite reliable

and safe. The writer in the English

Mechanic says :

—

•'Sketch of gauge herewith. The case
is a ring of brass, with a brass back,
similar to the orthodox kind. Secured
to the case is a small casting, a, bored
out ; in it elides a tubular piston, b,

with a light spiral spring, c. A spindle
working through the guide, and secured to
b, carries a light rack with a joint, e is a

STEAM PRESSURE GAUGE,
strip of metal bent to carry outward end of
index spindle. This is a piece of pinion
wire, with the end turned down to form
pivots and carry the index finger. It will

be easily seen that the spiral spring presses
down the piston b, whilst the pressure
coming through p tends to force it up. To
keep the water in the siphon (not shown)
from passing b, a disc of thin oiled leather
or elastic sheet rubber is inserted in the
joint between d and a. A light spring
fixed to e holds the rack up to the pinion.
The spring c must be very light, and the
instrument should be graduated on the dial

(which is shown removed) from a standard
gauge. A siphon filled with water, as

usual, transmits the pressure from the
steam to b."

Pattern-making Toothed Wheel.
Thomas.—Full instructions of wheel-

making in spur and bevel will shortly be
given in my articles on Pattern Making.
For the present I should advise you to turn
a wheel, fall size, out of baywood or syca-

more, the wheel to be the diameter to the
point of the tooth, then to set it out to tbe
required pitch, and gouge and pare out the

intervening spaces ; if many are required,

an iron pattern would be preferable. To

the first part of the query i with reference

to the tapering of the teeth, this is hardly

needed in such a small depth, as they would
be in your wheel, which is 9 inches in dia-

meter, § inch wide on edge, and of the

lightest construction possible, with arms,

unless of very fine pitch, then a little may
be. allowed, such as may be given by sand-

papering.

Caustic Soda for Soap-Making'.

E. C. H. (St. Peter's, Kent).—I am not
aware of the name and address of the

London agent for the sale of the caustic

soda manufactured by the Greenbank
Alkali Company, St. Helen's, Lancashire.

The Company, I may say, will supply any
quantity, however small, and a letter to

Mr. "Walter Menzies, at the Company's
Works at the address above given will meet
with immediate attention.

Drilling Glass.

A. M.—You will find a description of the

drill used, and the mode of using it, in a

paper entitled, " How to Mend Broken
Glass, China, etc., with Rivets or Clasps,"

in Vol. V., page 309, of this Magazine.

Modification of Slide-rest for Shaping.
Stadt Dresden writes:—"As you will

observe, I drew my second sketch in page

285 for a non-screw cutting lathe, where the
slide-rest is fixed by a clamp ; in this case,

the top slide would have to be used as is

sometimes done in cutting keyways. I

prefer the lever to the rack and pinion, as

it is quicker and less laborious. I enclose

a sketch showing how, with a different

form of apron, the slots of a three or four-

jaw chuck could be planed out." [I found
no sketch in the envelope in which your
communication was enclosed. Possibly, as

you append a note to the effect that " these

letters have been mislaid since June," the
sketch was lost altogether before you sent

them. The remarks that were appended to

the above Were not of sufficient interest or

importance for publication.

—

Ed.]

Tightening Saw Blade.

R. C. H. (St. Peter's, Kent).—You ask:—
What is the best way of tightening the
blade of a saw when this works loose in

the socket ? " You mean " handle," do you
not, when you say "socket"? Look at

the handle again, and you will see some
brass bolts and nuts passing through
blade and handle, which require screw-

ing up by means of a little instrument,

whose end is shaped as in the margin. Any
'i i dealer in tools will

' supply you with
one if you explain
to him what you
want it for, but you
may easily make

an appliance to serve the purpose.

Fat Oil Varnish.

R. C. H. (St. Peter's, Kent).—You ask :—

"What is ' fat oil varnish' ? " and continue :

" This is one of the ingredients in a recipe

given in a note to an early edition of
* Brewer's Guide to Science,' for a compo-

sitioa ,

-to protect bright steel from rust,

viz., 5 parts of highly rectified spirits of

turpentine to 1 of fat or varnish, but I have

never yet found anyone who could tell me

IMPLEMENT FOR
TIGHTENING NUT IN

SAW HANDLE.

what tbe latter is." To this I may reply
that Br. E. C. Brewer probably means fat

oil, an expression sometimes used for fish

oil, or oil obtained from animal substances
in contradistinction to vegetable oils. The
word varnish is a redundancy. Dr. Brewer,
I believe, is still [living, and a letter ad-
dressed to him through the Publishers of
his " Guide to Science," asking for expla-
nation would reach him.

How to Turn a Cra~k.
D. G. T. (Uminstor) writes :—I notice in

Mr. Pocock's able description of the
method of making the various Btyles of

model engines, he recommends using long
centres for turning crank pins. I find the
following method, which is taken from the
English Mechanic, a much better one. One
pair of quadrants will do for nearly all the
cranks an amateur model engineer will

require. The writer in the English Mechanic
says:—
"In crank forgzngs, that part intended

for the pin and crank is usually forged

as a solid web. The forging is next
marked off as follows : Scribe a centre line

along one side and across the ends of the
shaft, and a second one across the web for

the centre line of pin. Mark off the size

of pin and width between 'jaws' of crank
upon the web ; then cut away the part not
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DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING MODE OF
TURNING CRANK.

required out of the web. Perhaps the best
way to accomplish this in such small
cranks would be to drill a hole through the
web ' near the pin, and then saw the

piece out, taking care, however, to keep
well clear of the marks, so as to allow for

machining. Next, mount the shaft in the
lathe, and turn down to about ' three

sixteenths' above finished size; after this

fit a ' quadrant' (as we call them here) on
each end of shaft, and fix them firmly by
means of keys or set bolts. Now, mark off

and carefully drill a ' centre ' in each
'quadrant,' measuring from 'centre' of

shaft—the distance between the 'centres'

in the shaft and those in the quadrants
being equal to the 'throw' of crank; and
take care that the two centre lines are

truly parallel with each other. The whole

is then mounted in its new ' centres ' in

the ' quadrants * and the pin turned.

After turning pin, the ' quadrants ' are

taken off, and the shaft mounted in its own
* centres ' and finished. But, before doing

this it will be necessary to fix a 'stay*

between the 'jaws' to prevent the shaft

springing out of truth when the back

centre is sci ewed up. I append small

sketch whi.,n will doubtless tender my
remarks somewhat clearer."

Model Elecfcric Launch Motor.

J. E.(ArdtcieJe).—The electric motor de-

scribed in pages 502—508, Vol. VI. (that is,

in the September part—Part 70), will drive

an electric launch of 3 feet in length, X ,
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think it would act best in working a model

paddle boat, the armature spindle being

lengthened to form spindles for the

paddles. To ensure the stability of the

boat, it will be advisable to work the

motor upside down, i.e , with the F.M. coil

:'n the bottom of the boat. If you under-

stand how to ax a screw, with spring and

thxus: block, to withstand the thrust of

the screw, and thus prevent jamming of

the armature, you may try the motor in

this way. The chief difficulty to be over-

came in applying electrio power to a model
lumch will be found in. the storage of the

batteries in the hold of the model- You
will, in this case, require not less thau six

quart eel's. They should be of the flat

type, or of a shape easily adapted to the

form of the hull with a view to economy of

Space, and if you can get them made of

isulite, or a similar light material, so

much the better. I have heard of a man
who made his own battery cells of wood,

lined with sheet gutta percha, and fitted to

the hull of his boat, bat I do not know how
he succeeded with them. Yon should have

the double fluid chromic a-rld cells for your

battery, i.e., a solution of chromic acid in

the porous cells with carbon plates, and a

solution of sulphuric acid in the outer cells

with amalgamated zinc plates.—G E.

Catting and Polishing Pebbles.

J. Y. (Seme mil).—Yon will find in-

siruetioas ou cutting and polishing pebbles,

anion making suitable apparatus for doing
ao, ia "Catting and Polishing Rocks and
Rock Sections," "Vol. V., page 470, other-

wise Par; 57, and in " Catting and Polish-

ing Pebbles," Vol. TV-, page 505, otherwise

Pare 43. If yoa find yoa require assist-

ance, I can give you the name and address
of a good lapidary.

Amsthtst.—See preceding reply on this

subject to J. Y. {Seme HtU).

Bourdon Pressure Gauge.
3. M. L. (Golsnch, Cana la).—I am sorry

that I cannot assist you in this matter fur-

ther than by giving a sketch, and even this

would be of less value thau an examination
o? an ordinary-sized one. The tube could
not be made without special appliances ; in

fact, the whole result would be unreliable

and unsatisfactory, unless turned out by an
expert in that branch. I would strongly

tu&riae you to purchase one from some
maker of repute in these things, an 1 thus
avoid a lot of worry and possibly useless

labour. I repeat my regret at beinf unable
tasfactorDy comply with the terms of

your courteous letter.

—

Olla Pod&ida.

Painting Dog Cart
W. I*. (Golb)rne).—In reply to your

questions re Painting Dog Cart, the fault,

I think, lie* in the varnish brush, and the
way in which it is haniled. Yoa use the
arniah too sparingly, or yoa press upon
the varnish too hard, or eUe you touch
the varnish with the brush after it has set.

Any of these three will cause the panels to
have a streaky appearance. Dip your brash
in the varnish and rub over the panel, keep
dipping the brash in the varnish until you
hj.ve coverid the panel with varnish. Rub
tha brash all over the piael until it is even.
How press all the varnish out of the brush

ou the elge of varnish-can or pot, and

stroke very lightly tfotcn from the top to the

bottom, letting each stroke slightly over-

lap the other. Finish a panel off at a time,

and on no account touch it after you have

finished with the panel. Be sure that the

varnish brush is perfectly clean, f»ir if there

be the least particle of dirt iu the brush or

on the panel, the brush will break it up in

hundreds of minute pieces, and the varnish

always magnifies it, and it has a very bad

appearance; strange to say that it shows

more on black thau on any other colour. I

congratulate yoa on your good taste for

colour, hoping that you will succeed in

getting the varnish to work right.—W.P.
Boot and Shoe making.

Shoemaker.— I am glad to find that

Amateur Work is as amusing to you as it

is useful ; thus far you are better off with

regard to what you get from me, than I am
with what I get from you, for your Utters,

though intensely amusing, are in no way
useful. Yon have covered sixteen pages of

note paper in trying to be sarcastic at the

expense of other?, and have utterly failed

iu your purpose. Change of nom-de plume
from "An Admirer" to "Shoemaker,"
the extension of the address given from
" Northampton," pure and simple, to

"Blacker ii-oir, Northampton," aud a most
transparent and flimsy attempt at disguise

of handwriting, are not sufficient to show
that my Northampton correspondents are
two iu number instead of one, ani one
only. My experience of the readers cf

Amatedh Work, generally speaking, is that

when any one of them feels he can show a
better plan of doing any kind of work than
that which has been put forth by another
writer, he commits his views and mode of

procedure to paper, and thus affords far

more assistance to those who are wanting
to learn than he could possibly do by mere-
ly finding fault with what has been ad-

vanced by the first writer. If you can
writ9 a better paper on " Cutting and
Fitting" than Mr. Murray has, you will be
helping your fellow- readers far more than
by writing long letters, which only waste
your time to write and miue to read, and
time, I suppose, is money iu Northampton
as well as in London.

Bee Hives and Bee Furniture.
YotTSGBsiE-KBBpeE.—The first two errors

you point out in page 203, are distinctly

wrong measurements, which I had not ob-

served before ; I am really grateful to you
for discovering them. No printer's errors,

I expect ; but a slip of the pen in writing,

and a still bigger slip of vision when cor-

recting the proof sheet. The next two,
namely, the 4J in. depth of the section

rack, and the 1J iu. width of the lath to
snpport the sections, as far as I remember,
T meant what I wrote. I have some of my
racks made 4J in. deep and some 4$ in., and
the same for the 1 in. and 14. in. width ; but
all round, the corrected measurements are

the be5t, I think. The last point, in line 14,

is an error, pen and vision again at fault.

It is so evidently an oversight, that I am
not so ashamed of it as I ought to be. In
giving exact detailed dimensions, as I have
done, it requires great care to prevent

slips ; I am sorry that any have crept in.

As regards your suggestion, to make the

outside width 19 in., except for simplicity,

I do not see any other special advantage.
The outside dimensions were cooked to suit

iuside dimensions and a I in. space, and
not rice versa, as I should have had to do if

I had taken 19 in. as my outside width.

Chacun a soi-meme. None did compel.

Success to your bees.—W. J. S.

Silvering Glass.

C. F. J. F. (Hammersmith).—To silver

glass, the glass itself must first be made
perfectly clean. A sheet of tin foil, slightly

larger than the glass to be covered, is then

laid on the silvering stone, a slab of slate

or marble with a perfectly flat aud smooth
surface

;
quicksilver is then poured over

the tiu foil, with which it combines, forming

an amalgam. The glass is then caused to

gently slide over the amalgam thus made
until it rests entirely upon it Cheap look-

ing glasses are silvered with a solution of

nitrite of silver, ammonia, aud Rochelle

salts. When silvered the plate is washed

thro s or four times, and allowed to dry

and when dry it is varnished. To describe

the processes at length would take up more
space than can be spared ; but I think

enough has been said to show that they are

both delicate and difficult, and such as no

amateur could undertake with reasonable

hope of success, or with any chance of

making at a cheaper rate than he could

purchase, which, letting alone amusement
and employment for spare time, is the chief

end and aim of all amateur work.

Lithography.
Fitzhkrbbrt.—You will find all necessary

instructions in carrying out Lithography

iu " Lithography for Amateurs," which you

will find in Vol. IV., pages 261, 330, 395,434,

495, 522, 558, otherwise Parts 41—47 inclusive.

Mounts and Mount Cutting.

J. A. W. (Stoke Newington).—Two papers

entitled "Mount Cutting: and all About

It," appeared in Vol. IV., pages 536, 581,

otherwise Parts 46, 47. You will fiud in

these papers all the information you re-

quire.

Pianoforte Making.
H. L. O. P.—Pianoforte Making will be

treated in this volume. Although volun-

teers have come forward to write on Har-

monium Building and American Organ
Building, and their proposals have been

accepted, they have gone no further thau

this. So you see, as far as I am personally

concerned, these subjects would have re-

ceived attention in the Magazine long before

this, if engagements entered into were

faithfully carried out. As it is, I shall be

glad to hear from any gentleman who can

and will take them up.

Eechab.—The first paper oa Pianoforte

Making is in type, and the series will be

commenced at the earliest possible oppor-

tunity.

Thauma.
F. B. (Leeds).—Mr. Adamson haB his

hands pretty well full just now, but he will

describe "Thauma," aud the method of

managing the illusion, at the first con*

venieut opportunity.
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Softening Preserved Skins.

J. T M.—You might try the process used
by glove-makers on skins which are, like

yoar own, preserved with alum, namely,
that known as "staking." For this a blunt

knife, semi-circular in shape, is firmly fixed

upright, and the skin is drawn backwards
and forwards across it till the rigidity of

the fibres is overcome. Greater pliability

is ensured by saturating the skin some
days previously with yoke of egg. With
regard to stripping skin of fox's tail entire,

have yon tried wrapping it in a damp cloth

before skinning P—M.

INFORMATION SUPPLIED.

Silvering- Clock Dial.

Ma. G. Edwinson writes in reply to

Tkmpus :—Instructions for simple silvering

clock dials, were given in Part 1, Vol. I ,

in the article on "Electro-plating at

Home." First clean off all the old varnish

with warm spirits of wine, or with some
liquid ammonia. Then well scour and
polish the dial with powdered bath brick

and water, until an uniform brassy surface

has been produced. Rinse off all traces of

the brick in warm water, then apply, whilst

the dial is wet, the following mixture, with

a pad of clean linen rag on a bottle cork.

Dissolve a piece of silver in warm nitric

acid, diluted with a little water; add to

this a solution of cooimon salt until it

ceases to produce a precipitate
;
pour off

all the clear liquid, wash the precipitate

with water, carefully drain off all this, and
then add to the wet precipitate of silver

chloride enough common salt to make it

the consistence of cream Rub in this

mixture until the surface has been silvered,

then rinse clean in warm water, dry in hot

sawdust, and varnish with clear varnish

whilst the dial is warm.
E. B. (Bedale) writes to Tempos, in the

matter of resilveriug and lacquering a clock

dial (Vol. VI., page 528) :—" The manner in

which this was done forty years or more
ago by my father, a clock manufacturer, was

as follows : Thoroughly clean the part to

be silvered, being careful to leave not even

the perspiration from the fingers upon the

plate, theu apply with plate powder or pre-

pared chalk (to be obtained of any chemist)

a part of the following solution: pure

crystal nitrate silver. 32 grains ; cyani le of

potassium, 2 drachms ; liquor potash, 24

drops ; water, 2 drachms ; mix, and label

poison. This gives a coating of pure silver,

and is also useful on electro-plated goods

when silver is worn off, but it must be

understood it oaly gives a thin coating, and
if wanted for wear and tew in use, requires

fresh applications. For his brass work, he

used the ordinary brass lacquers. An easy

way to make one is to obtain ordinary

French polish, add gum gamboge for a light

and bright yellow, and add anatto, if

required for a deep colour, so as to vary

the shades, if there are cast pieces affixed to

the dial. These lacquers should be applied

to the brass when it is as hot as the hand
can conveniently hold it, and the brush
frhould not pass over the part a second time

or two thicknesses of varnish will spoil

effect."

INFORMATION S0U31T.

Bore of Flute.

J. G. B. (Nelson, N.Z.) repeats hisqueries,

made in Volume VI., page 48, " How is the

bore of a flute male conical? Are any

special tools required?" He adds : "Sirely

amongst all your readers, some one can

answer how the bore of a Ante or other

tube is made conical." [1 have had in-

quiries re flute-making from only one other

person besides yourself, which leads me to

infer that Flute-Making is not a subject of

sufficient interest to be treated in Amateur
Work. With regard to boring a conical

hole, this is done with a taper bit in ordi-

nary carpentry, and in flute-making would

be done with a drill constructed for the

purpose, and in the lathe. At least, this is

my supposition ; but I have no knowledge

whatever of flute-making. Can Mr. Lukin

or F. A. M. give J. G. B. any useful hiuts ?

Ed.]
Beale's Choreutoscope.

J. G. B. (Nelson, N.Z.) also repeats an-

other query made in Vol. VI., page 48:—
" Will any reader kindly inform me how to

make Beale's Choreutoscope? Full direc-

tions required." [Can O. B. or any cor-

respondent who is acquainted with scientific

instruments generally assist J. G. li. ?]

Market for Uncut Stones.

Amethyst, writing from Jubbulpore,

India, says that the district in which he

lives is "full of beautiful stones of all

kinds"—agates, jasper, bloodstone, cat's

eyes, etc., etc , and asks if it is possible to

find any market for uncut stones in London,

and the names of firms to whom he might

write. ["Possibly a letter to Mr. Edwin
Streeter,'Jeweller, etc., 18, New BondSt.,W.,

might obtain Amethyst the information he

desires.— Ed.].

Stencil-Plate Cutting.

C. F. J. F. (Hammersmith) wishes to

know what are the tools used in stencil-

plate cutting, and where they can be ob-

tained. [If the material for stencil-plate

be thin metal, the ordinary plan is to etch

the lines, surrouuding the portions to be

cut out with two parts of nitric acid to one

part of water, and when the metal is lightly

etchei with this solution, to clear away the

parts enclosed by the lines with a graver.

If the material be thin cardboard or stitf

paper prepared for the purpose, all that is

absolutely necessary in th s way of tools

will be a steel straight-edge, and some
knives or cutting tools with a keen edge.—

Ed.]
Ethoxo Lime Light.

E. B; {Eastbourne) asks : - Can any of

ours give me their experienceof tbe Echoxo
Lime Light, described in page 8 of the price

list of Mr. A. Pumphrey, Birmingham?

Bottle Bichromate Battery.

H. E. G. (Barnsbury) asks:—Can any
reader of Amateur Work give me in-

structions how to make a Bottle Bichro-

mate Battery, with sliding zinc rod?

Repairing Oxygen Gas Bag.

E. B. (Eastbourne) asks:—How can I re-

pair an Oxygen Gas Bag which has burst in

the seam ? The bag is very good all over,

except for about 6 inches of one of the back

seams. The bag is made of thick black

twill, and has not been much used. It has
been sent to tho place where it was bought,

and returned as unrepairable. This seems
strange, as, if the seaui3 can be done when
new, why not afterwards? If any of ours

can assist, they will greatly oblige.

Polishing Horns.

A Wanderer asks: -Can any reader tell

me of any more simple plan of smoothing a

few pairs of black buck-horns, than scraping

with glass. They are just in the rough, as

I brought them home from India some nine

years ago. They are spiral in form, and
the glass seem3 endless work, besides

destroying the sharpness of the spiral

curves. I shall be much obliged for any
hints on polishing the horn3, and giving

them that black appsarauce one see* on
them in the Piccadilly and other shops.

Enamel for Cycles.

Stadt Drbsden writes :—" What is the

best enamel for cycles ? I have tried

Ardill's, but find it does not dry hard or lie

flat, brush marks being visible"— [I do

not insert your query as to Cycle Makers.
Opinions of riders will differ, and no object

will be gained in appropriating space to

what, after il', will be nothing more than

expressions of individual opinion.

—

Ed.]

Cement for Oil-Stone.

R. C. H. (St. Peter's, Kent) asks :—What
is the composition of the cement used in

attaching German oil-stones to their

backing ?

Canvas-covered Canoe.

H. M. H. I. M. writes :—" Will Matthew
Stickleback kindly inform me if the canoe

with the sails, as shown in the drawing,

carries anything much of a weather helm,

and also whether it would carry a little

more sail?" [The canoe to which H. M.
H. I. M. refers was described and illus-

trated in Vol. IV., page 274—otherwise
Part 41. I have no means of communi-
cating with the writer of the article, and
it is uncertain if the above request will

meet his eye. If it does, he will doubtless

reply, but, meanwhile, an answer will be

welcome from any reader of Amateur
Work who has experience in sailing in

canoes.

—

Ed.]

Coffin Making and Mounting.

J. G. asks:— (1) Can anyone give me the

address of a firm where coffin mounting can

be had, or is there such a thing as an illus-

trated catalogue of coffin mounting ? If so,

where can it be had ? [W. Hart and Co.,

Coffiu Furnishers, 93, Blat-kfriam Road,

Lou ton, S.~\ (2) How are oak boards bent

at the shoulder of coffins ? and how are oak

and eln coffins varnished and polished,

and the quickest manner it can be done ?

An y information that would enable me to

complete the above will be thankfully re-

ceived.

LETTERS RECEIVED UP TO OCT. 12.

A Young Binder (Reply for you is on
the way at last) ; H. M. B. (Nova Sc>Ua) ;

S. M. L. (Goderich, Canada); W. H. S.
(Brockley) ; Fbnhan ; C. F. J. F. (Hammer-
smith) ; E. B. (Eastbourne) ; A. J. C. [Wel-
lington) ; G. G. (Gartley) ; S. T. P.; AcoRN ;

Ssabe tour Knowledge ; D. G. T. (Somer-
set) ; H. T. (Brighouse) ; Brimborian;
H. J. W. (Newport,Mon.); Magnet; A.B.C.;
Lancashire Lass; T. J. W.
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A TRIPLE BOX,
By PROFESSOR L. MA.RISSIJ.UX.

FIG. 3.—BOX WHEN OPEN.

WAS the other day at a friend's house, and
saw there a box which, I thought

,

would please some of the readers r _

of Amateur Work. '

I looked

at it carefully so as to be able to

give an account of it here. It is a very handy
and pretty-looking box. It may be used for

different purposes, and will be thought a very

useful article of furniture by many ; and,

which I think best of all, any amateur fret-

sawyer can make it ; it only wants a little

precision in its construction. The one I saw i

was meant for a paint-box. It contained a
small pallet, three or four saucers, as many
brushes and a good number
of paints, beside a whole

collection of pencils, era-

sers, stumps, etc. I will

give a description of the

one I made, with its exact

dimensions. As a matter

of course, it may be made
on a different or larger

scale, and could be used

then as a small necessaire,

a work-box for ladies, a

jewel-casket, and so forth.

The triple

box, as / call

it, consists in

three thin-

wood-made
lat boxes, | in.

leep (outside),

i inches long,

nd 6 inches

oroad. Two of

the boxes are

lidless, but the

third one has

a lid § inch

deep. (See
Fig. 1.) When
the three boxes

are put one on

the top of the other, the composite box thus formed
is 3 inches high, 8k inches long, and 6 inches broad.

Cut now two of Fig. 2 in some hard wood | inch

thick, rather less than more ; when they are cut

all round, bore the holes at the proper place, and
place them as shown in Fig. 2. On the smaller sides

of the three boxes joined together and, with a brad-

fig. 5.—
wire spring.
half size.

FIRST BOX

FIG.

awl, work out the places for the screws, taking care

to put them exactly at the same place on the two

sides, and then cut them into three pieces by following

the pointed lines. These six pieces are, so to speak,

the hinges of our triple box. If there were some

French polishing to be done, this operation

must be gone through before fret-sawing the

hinges and screwing them on. Fig. 3 is a

rough sketch of the general appearance of

the box when opened, the part A serving as a

fulcrum for the whole thing Of course, the

top of it might be made prettier with some

tastefully drawn inlaying in coloured wood,

or improved by gluing on it some fine design

in fretwork.

The next things to be made are the

fastenings. Get some thin sheet brass and

cut out of it two of Fig. 4,

with four holes for screws;

give them a slight curve in

the middle so as to allow

a thick wire to fit in.

Now with thick brass

wire (| inch or so) bend

two fastenings as in Fig. 5;

the pointed lines show

where they must be just a

little curved so as to act

like springs, and to allow

the fingers to catch hold of

them easily

when the box is

to be opened.

One of these

f as t eni n gs
must be fixed

in front of the

bottom box by

means of one

of the small

brass plates

(Fig. 4), and a

thick round-

headed brass

nail is a t-

tached on the

top-box lid on

which the
spring catches. Do the same with the other spring

;

but instead of fastening it on the bottom box, screw

it on the top and fix the small brass knob on the

bottom one. With reference to materials, I may add

that thin wood, well fitted for the purpose, will be

found in cigar boxes, which may be easily taken to

pieces and cut to suit the requirements of the maker.

vol. VII.—

P

FIG. 4.—PLATE OVER ENDS OF

SPRING.—HALF SIZE.

—ONE SIDE OF BOX, COMPLETE. FIG. 2.— PIECE CONNECTING PARTS OF BOX.

TWO-THIRDS' SIZE.
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ELECTROTYPING FOR AMATEURS.
By CHAS. A PARKER.

II.

—

Definition of Electrical Terms—Daniell's

Battery—Bunsen's Battery—Smee's Battery—
Platinizing the Silver Plate — Zincs for

Batteries—Amalgamation of the Zinc Plates-
Porous Cells—Terminal for Carbons—Ter-

minals—The Separate Current Process—The
Electrolytic Vat—Conducting Fittings.

HE current required for electro-deposition

may be obtained from either of the

three following sources : I. Voltaic

Batteries, which are undoubtedly the

cheapest in the end for the amateur or

student. 2. Dynamo Electric Machines.—The most

economical for large establishments, or where steam

power is employed. 3. Thermo Electric Batteries.—
Wherein the current is derived from heat supplied by

gas, coke, or charcoal.

Bearing in mind that these papers are being

written for the benefit of the amateur or student, I

shall simply demonstrate the various processes of

electro-deposition by the aid of voltaic electricity
;

indeed, there are very few, if any, amateurs, who would

require to practise the art of deposition on so large a

scale as to render it necessary for them to establish a

dynamo, or any similar expensive plant ; in reality, it

would be out of the domain of Amateur Work.
In the course of these papers I will endeavour to

use as few scientific terms as possible, but the follow-

ing, to which I shall have occasion to refer, may as

well be explained at the outset :

—

The vessel in which the deposition takes place is

called the electrolytic cell, or vat. The electrodes are

the conductors for the purpose of leading the current

to and from the vat. The positive electrode is that

which leads from the negative plate of the battery,

and leads the current into the vat. The negative

electrode is connected with the positive plate of the

battery, and leads the current out of the vat. The

positive electrode is connected with what is called

the anode rod of the vat, from which is hung a stout

sheet of pure copper, about the same weight as that

required to be deposited ; this is dissolved by the

solution to make up for the copper abstracled to form

the electrotype. The negative electrode is always

connected to the cathode rod of the vat, and from this

the mould is hung, upon which the deposit of copper

takes place. With the battery, the active element, or

whichever is dissolved by the solution, is termed the

positive element of the cell, while the extremity of the

wire attached to it is termed the negative pole, the

wire connected with the negative, or passive element

of the cell, being called the positive pole. I! will be

seen from the above that the mould or cathode, as it

is termed, upon which the copper is to be deposited,

must always be connected with the positive element

of the battery—that is to say, the negative pole ; for

example, when connecting a Daniell cell to the vat,

the cathode, or mould, is attached to the zinc element

of the battery, whilst the anode, or plate of copper, is

connected with the copper element of the cell.

Having briefly given the definition of the principal

terms made use of in deposition, I will now give a

detailed description of the construction and main-

tenance of the three batteries mostly employed for

deposition. Daniell's or Smee's cells are the most

suitable for electrotyping, the former being by far the

cheapest, both as regards first cost and maintenance.

Bunsen's battery is the best to employ for brass or

iron deposition, to be described hereafter.

Daniell's Battery.—This battery was invented in

1836 by Professor Daniell ; its construction is as

follows : The outer cell consists of an earthenware

vessel of the capacity required ; in this is placed a

porous cell half the internal diameter of the outer

one ; in this is placed an amalgamated cylinder of

rolled Belgian zinc \ inch thick, in the outer cell is

placed a roll of sheet copper. The charge is, for the

outer cell, a saturated solution of sulphate of copper,

with a supply of crystals suspended at the upper part

of the solution, in order to keep up a uniform

strength. In the porous cell one part of sulphuric

acid to twenty parts of water.

Two cells of the above size will be found sufficient

for ordinary use, although it will not always be

requisite for them both to be employed, unless the

cathode happens to be a bust or similar undercut

design, offering a greater resistance, and thus

requiring more pushing power than could be got

from a single Daniell cell. In this case the two cells

must be coupled together ; but more of this anon. I

strongly recommend the use of Daniell's battery, as I

believe it would be difficult to find a more steady and

reliable cell. A writer once said, speaking of this

cell, "With all thy faults, I love thee still, O,

Daniell." This may have been " werging on the

poetic," as Mr. Weller would say, but it is neverthe-

less true, for no cell has yet been invented to compete

with it for constancy ; and, as I have already said,

it is open to doubt if there ever will be a cell more

steady and reliable. The cost of maintenance is quite

as low as that of Smee, and, in comparison, the first

cost is trifling, being about one-tenth that of Smee,

It can also be made of materials in ordinary use for

electrotyping, as, for instance, sulphuric acid and

sulphate of copper.

A few hints with regard to the maintenance of this

battery will be found of assistance. With a battery of
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two cells, ten minutes' attention every other week will

keep it in excellent order, and the current ought not

to vary to the extent of one per cent. It will seldom

be found to give any trouble if it is just looked to

occasionally and kept clean both internally and ex-

ternally. Pass a damp cloth over the top of the

porous cell to free it from any crystal of sulphate of

copper that may have been deposited there, and
should any copper have been deposited on the zinc

cylinder, or if it appears dirty, it must he cleaned and
scraped, and then re- amalgamated. Zincs that have
been frequently amalgamated require careful

handling, as they are very brittle. When the battery

is not in use it will be found a saving to remove the

zinc cylinder, and if it is not likely to be required

again for some time, the porous cell should also be re-

moved and placed in clean water.

There will be no need for the copper cylinders to

be thick, for instead of wasting away they will be
found to considerably increase in thickness, on
account of the copper being deposited upon them.
The zinc must not be allowed to touch the sides of

the porous cell, but should be suspended by means of

stout copper wire, or a piece of wood across the top

of the porous cell is a good method of suspending the

zinc. This may be done as follows : Take the zinc

cylinder and bend a piece of stout copper wire round
it, about i inch from the top, then solder. Now pass

the cylinder through a disc of wood having an open-

ing the exact size of the zinc : the copper will be
found to form a stop by allowing the zinc to remain
suspended, the wood also forming a lid to the porous

cell. (See Figs. 6 and 7.)

Never allow crystals of sulphate of copper to

remain at the bottom of the stoneware cell, but keep
the solution at a constant strength by adding fresh

crystals to the quantity placed on the shelf at the top

of the cell. Should any lumps of copper appear on
the outside of the porous cell, chip thern off im-
mediately. No advantage is to be gained by
employing a copper vessel for the outer cell. Hints
with regard to the selection of the porous cell will be
given later on.

It will be found a good pian to cut an opening in

a perforated piece of copper, the size of the copper
cylinder, and then secure it to the cylinder by means
of a few rivets. The method of cutting the copper
will be better understood by referring to Fig. 8, and
also to Fig. 9, which is a section of a Daniell cell

charged for use.

Bunseris Battery.—This was the battery invented
by the Chevalier Bunsen. The current obtained from
it is very powerful on account of the internal resist-

ance being very low, about one-twentieth of that

given by a Daniell cell of the same size. It is a very

useful battery for steel facing, or the deposition of

brass or nickel. It consists of an outer stoneware

vessel of the capacity required (in our case one gallon

would be the most suitable), a cylinder of stout

Belgian zinc, with a terminal or a piece of stout

strong copper riveted to it ; the zinc must be

thoroughly amalgamated with mercury, as will be

described a little later ; a porous cell, half the internal

diameter of the outer stoneware vessel ; and, lastly, a

block of gas carbon with a suitable terminal attached.

These parts will be seen in Fig. 10. The outer cell is

to be nearly filled with a solution of sulphuric acid of

the strength of one part acid to ten parts of water ;

the zinc is placed in this, and inside the zinc cylinder

the porous cell, which is then filled with the strongest

nitric acid to exactly the same height as the solution

in the outer stoneware cell. The battery is now
complete, as will be seen in Fig. n, and it forms one

of the most powerful cells known, the only drawback

being that the current continues at the same strength

for about four or five hours, when it will be found to

fall off. Hints for the selection of the porous cell,

and a method of providing a terminal for the carbon,

will be found further on.

The carbon block may be made in the following

manner : Procure a quantity of well-baked coke

and pit coal, and grind it to a fine powder ; then

heat the mixture over a low charcoal fire in a cylind-

rical iron mould of the size required (this may be

made by bending a piece of sheet iron to the form of

a cylinder). The mixture must now be immersed in

a saturated solution of sugar, and then dried and

exposed to a white heat in a covered vessel, after

which it may be allowed to cool. The carbon blocks

can, however, be obtained at reasonable rates, so that

it is hardly worth the trouble to make them.

Smee's Battery.—This battery was invented by

the late Alfred Smee, the writer of that admirable

work on electro-metallurgy, and is employed more

than any other for copper deposition ; but I expect

the first cost would be too great for many amateurs,

but there may be some to whom the cost would be no

object, therefore, I will describe in detail its con-

struction and management.

Procure an earthenware or glass vessel of the

required size—a gallon is a useful size ; across the

top of this fit a bar of good hard mahogany, well

varnished, the width of the wood being 1 inch. The
platinized silver plate is made secure in a groove cut

in the bar of wood ; two zinc plates, longer and wider

than the silver, are placed on either side of the bar of

wood and parallel to the silver, both being secured to

the bar by means of ordinary screw clamps, which

also afford a means of attaching the conducting wires

from the battery to the depositing vat. The electrode
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from the silver plate should be a stout piece of strap

copper soldered to it and led out through a slit in the

wooden bar, and terminating in a binding screw. The
arrangement will easily be understood by referring to

Fig. 12. There is only one exciting solution required,

which is made by mixing one part of sulphuric acid

to eight parts of water ; the acid should be added

slowly, and the water well stirred with a stick.

Another method of suspending the platinized

silver plate is to mount it in a frame of wood about

i inch thick and ij inches wide, grooves being made
in the centre of the frame for the plate to fit in. A
stout piece of strap copper having been soldered to

the top of the silver plate so as to form a terminal,

it is ready to be fitted in the centre of the frame, and

the copper strap led out through a groove cut in the

top of the frame, after which the zinc plates are

placed outside the frame and

on either side of the silver,

and are secured together by

means of a couple of screw

clamps. A small piece of

wood is affixed to the bottom

of the frame, and projects on

each side a little, this forming

something for the zinc plates

to rest upon. The top of the

frame should be of sufficient

length to allow the ends to

rest on the edge of the jar

when placed in it. Fig. 13 will ex-

plain this method of suspending the

plate, which is adopted by many ; but

I prefer the one previously mentioned,

as it is not so dirty or troublesome.

Sometimes a plate of copper silver plated and then

platinized is employed, but it is a bad plan, and certain

to prove expensive in the end, and also cause disap-

pointment, as the plate will become oxidised, and the

acid of the solution taking up the oxide, will deposit it

on the surface of the plates, thereby producing local

action and then stopping the deposition ; and, again,

it is false economy to purchase the silver too thin :

t should, at least, be as thick as a visiting card. Its

first cost is great, and depends, of course, on the

weight. Rolled silver can be obtained at the market

price, and when it is done with it may always be sold

for old silver. The size of the plates must be

governed by the opening of the jar ; if it is a straight

jar the plates should be in about the same pro-

portions as those in the illustration.

Platinizing the Silver Plate.—The

FIG. 19.—PLAN OF LEDGING FOR TOP OF ELECTROLYTIC
vat.—C, C, Cathode Rod

; A, A, Anode Rod.

which is hung, from a copper rod, a plate of

amalgamated zinc, the porous cell being filled with

dilute sulphuric acid (one part of acid to eight parts

of water). On the other side of the cell place

another copper rod, and ftom this hang the silver

plate ; then fill the cell with a solution of sulphuric

acid and water (one part of acid to nineteen parts of

water). Now add a saturated solution of bichloride

of platinum to the extent of one part of bichloride

solution to thirty parts of the dilute acid. Connect

the rods at each end by means of a piece of copper

wire, and the deposition of platinum on the silver

plate will at once commence. (See Fig. 14.) In about

six minutes, or when the plate appears dark brown or

black, it may be removed ; but it is best to let it

remain in long enough, say, seven minutes, then it

should be taken out and thoroughly rinsed, after

which it may be dried by

placing upon some hot sur-

face. Before platinizing the

plate wash it in caustic soda

solution, or clean the surface

with fine glass paper. While

it is being fixed to the bat-

tery it should be carefully

handled so as to keep it

flat, for if it is bent it may
be apt to touch the zinc

plates, which should be

strictly avoided.

The object in platinizing the silver

plate is to provide it with a roughened

surface, which prevents the liberated

hydrogen gas adhering to the face of

the plate, and it thereby increases the

silver plate

used in a Smee cell may be platinized in the follow-

ing manner : Procure an earthenware vessel, prefer-

ably a flat cell, and in this place a flat porous cell, in

FIG. 20.—ANODE (A) AND
CATHODE (C) CONDUCTING RODS.

constancy of the battery, preventing polarization, and

rendering the silver more electro-negative, and cap-

able of producing a stronger current. If the plati-

nizing is only required to be done occasionally, it

would be almost the cheapest to send the plate to

some large firm who would undertake to platinize it,

thus preventing the outlay in the somewhat expensive

solutions which are not required for any other purpose.

When in active work the plate should be

platinized every six months, or when it appears to be

of a light colour. Never allow any mercury to come

in contact with the surface of the silver, or it will be

apt to make it brittle ; should this, however, occur,

gently heat the plate for some time, and then re-

platinize it. During the action of Smee, Daniell, and

other cells, sulphate of zinc is formed in large

quantities, rendering the solution very thick and

heavy, and thus offering a high resistance to the

current ; therefore they require looking to occasion-

ally, and a little water should be added, or the zincs
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FIG II FIG 3
FIG. 6.— WIRE SOLDERED TO ZINC CYLINDER. FIG. 7.—ZINC IN POROUS CELL SUSPENDED BY WOODEN COVER. FIG. 8.—PLAN

O? PERFORATED COPPER FOR DANIEI.L'S CI- LL. FIG. 9.— SECTION OF DANIF.LL'S CELL CHARGED FOR USE. FIG. IO.—
PARTS OF BUNSEN's CELL—A. Stoneware Jar ; B, Zinc Cylinder ; C, Porous Cell ; D, Carbon Block. FIG. 11.—BUNSEN's
CELL. FIG. 12.—SMF.E'S CELL. FIG. 13.— FRAME FOR PLATINIZED SILVER PLATE FOR SMEE'S BATTERY. FIG. 14.

—

APPARATUS FOR PLATINIZING SILVER PLATES FOR SMEES'S CELL. FIG. 15. — ARRANGEMENT FOR COPPERING
CARBONS. FIG. 16.—TERMINALS. FIG. 17.— SECTION OF ELECTROLYTIC VAT. FIG. 18.— SECTION OF LEDGE FOR
electrolytic VAT

—

A, Anode ; C, Cathode.
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removed and washed and a little acid added. If

attention is paid to the cell, it will be a considerable

help in keeping the current at a uniform strength.

Zincs /or Batteries.—Rolled zinc is the best, on

account of its being closer in texture than cast zinc;

and therefore easier to amalgamate ; it should also be

as pure as possible. When purchased it should be

stated for what it is required, as the ordinary com-

mercial zinc is not suitable. Stout rolled Belgian zinc

is the best, and is very cheap as received from the

rolling mills; it should not be less than a \ inch

thick. Its consumption is about equal to the amount
of copper deposited. If the deposit were weighed, it

would be found to equal the quantity of zinc absorbed

by the solution
; it therefore becomes obvious that it

would be a good plan to keep similar plates ready, so

that they can be replaced directly they are required.

To make a zinc cylinder such as are used in

Bunsen and Daniell cells, place the zinc in boiling

water, which will have the effect of softening the

metal, thus enabling its being easily bent over a

former of wood to the iequired shape, using a wooden
mallet to assist the operation. Zincs will need to be

frequently examined, in order to ascertain how they

are wearing. Should the surface appear of a dark

lead colour, it is due to the mercury having been

absorbed, thus exposing the metal to the direct action

of the acid. This is also noticeable by a loud hissing

noise, accompanied by the evolution of bubbles of

gas ; and if this is allowed to go on unchecked the

zinc will soon be eaten away into a hole, causing the

lower portions to ultimately fall away. This is called
" local action," which means the rapid absorption or

eating away of the zinc by the sulphuric acid con-

tained in the battery solution, which has a great

affinity for zinc. Immediately local action is per-

ceived the zinc should be cleaned with sand and a

hard brush, then re-amalgamated. Local action may
generally be detected by a brisk effervescence at the

surface of the solution, or by the operator feeling a
tickling sensation in the throat, which is caused by
the escape of hydrogen gas from the cell in which the

defective action is taking place.

Amalgamation of the Zinc Plates.—The zinc may
be protected from the too violent action of the acid,

by spreading a coating of mercury or quicksilver over
the entire surface, thus forming an amalgam ; it may
be done as follows : On account of a large percentage
of grease being used in the manufacture of rolled zinc,

it will be necessary to first wash it well in a strong

caustic soda or potash solution, which will remove
all impurities, such as grease, etc., then rub it over
with some dilute sulphuric acid, by means of a pad of

felt or some pieces of flannel tied to the end of a
short stick, so as to form a mop. Pour a small

quantity of mercury into a dish, then add just a little

sulphuric acid, dip the mop into the mercury, and
apply to each side and the edges, well rubbing in

with the mop until the entire surface presents one

uniform silvered appearance, it may then be placed

in a perpendicular position to drain off all the super-

fluous mercury, after which it can be fixed, or

merely placed in the battery as the case may be. It

is important that the mercury employed for the amal-

gamation of zinc plates should be pure, or nearly so,

for if it is adulterated with lead, copper, or tin, it will

be found to do more harm than good, and instead of

preventing local action it will in all probability tend

to promote it ; a good zinc well amalgamated will be

capable of resisting a much stronger solution than a

common one badly amalgamated possibly could.

While local action is going on little or no work is be-

ing done by the battery, the amount of current being

considerably reduced.

When the solution in a Smee cell deposits crystals

of sulphate of zinc on the plates, it must be changed,

a solution in constant work will last about a week.

Porous Cells.—Generally the white porous cells

are the best, as they are somewhat hard, and prevent

the solutions from interchanging. Test the cell for

porosity before using it for the battery ; fill it with

water, and if it is found to run off quickly, it is too

porous ; should it appear in an hour or so in the form

of a heavy dew, it would be suitable for a Bunsen.

The red cells may be used for Bunsen's, as they are

generally soft, and therefore offer but little obstruc-

tion to the passage of the current. For Daniell's, the

hardest cells obtainable are required, through which

it takes the water some time to appear. The best

quality porous cells are glazed top and bottom, in

order to prevent the solutions from creeping, if

these cannot be obtained, the top and bottom of

the cell should be warmed and about a half an

inch of it painted with Brunswick black, a coat being

also be applied to the top of the zinc and copper

cylinders. Where it is possible, it will be found an

advantage to leave the porous cell in a basin of clean

water overnight, this will have the effect of clearing

the crystallised salts out of the pores ; if a cell that

has been used is unemployed and allowed to get dry,

it will be found to crack and flake off, being thus

rendered useless. If the top of the porous cell is not

black varnished, the solution will be apt to creep, and

thus bring copper into the cell.

Terminal for the Carbon.— A good connection

may be provided for the carbon blocks in Bunsen's

battery by depositing a cap of copper upon it. This

can be done with a single cell apparatus, or one

Daniell cell, removing the copper cylinder. The ar-

rangement will be seen by Fig. 15. It consists of an
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outer stoneware vessel, three parts rilled with a

saturated solution of sulphate of copper, in this is

placed a porous cell with a rod or cylinder

of amalgamated zinc, the solution for the porous
cell being one part of acid to twenty parts of

water ; a stout copper wire having been attached

to the bottom of the carbon block, the free end
of this wire is passed through the hole in the

terminal of the zinc and the screw tightened. About
one inch of the carbon block is allowed to dip into the

sulphate of copper solution contained in the outer

cell ; in about a couple of hours a good coating of

metal will have been deposited, it should be placed in

boiling water to clear all the copper salts away ; it

must now be provided with a terminal screw or a

piece of stout strap copper soldered to it, after

which the carbon should be warmed, and a coat or

two of Brunswick black applied to the cap, in order

to protect it from the action of the nitric acid, the top

of the zinc cylinder being treated in the same manner.

The carbon blocks can be obtained from the local gas

works very cheap, and by means of a little muscular

exertion and an old saw (neither of which an amateur

should mind using), they may be fashioned into blocks

of the required size. Good carbon should be very

hard and of a clear grey colour, and of very close

texture.

Terminals.—These are the clamps and binding

screws for soldering to the elements of the battery,

etc. They are generally made of brass, but copper is

the best if they can be obtained. The forms required

for the batteries I have described are exhibited in

Fig. 1 6. i is the binding screw for the zinc and
copper cylinders in Daniell's cell, and the zincs in a

Bunsen ; i is a large clamp for the carbon blocks in

a Bunsen cell, or for clamping the zinc plates together

in Smee'scell; 3 is the terminal for connecting the

silver plate in Smee's cell to the bar, or frame of

wood.

Sufficient having been said with regard to the

battery, it behoves us to direct our attention to the

electrolytic vat, or the vessel in which the deposition

takes place.

The Separate Current Process. — This is un-

doubtedly the best process, it consists of an electro-

lytic vat for the sole purpose of deposition, and
therefore allows the use of any kind of battery for

supplying the requisite current ; its working is quite

as simple as the single cell process previously

described. The mould having been plumbagoed
is hung on the cathode rod of the vat which is

connected with the zinc plate of (preferably) a

Lianiell cell ; the anode which consists of a

stout sheet of pure copper, is hung on the anode

rod attached to the copper plate of the battery, both

these hanging below the surface of the solution in the

vat. The action that takes place may be thus ex-

plained : When the current enters the vat, the sul-

phuric acid of the sulphate of copper moves towards

the anode with which it combines, dissolving it, and

thus forming fresh sulphate of copper ; the metal as

it is set free appears at the cathode (mould) to which

it adheres, the deposit thus formed being the electro-

type.

The Electrolytic Vat.—The impecunious amateur

must understand that he is not tied to any particular

mode or form of vessel to be employed as a depositing

vat, there are generally a hundred various kinds of

vessels to be obtained at a low figure that will answer

quite as well as the more expensive ones ; therefore,

he must be guided by circumstances. The best

possible vat is an enamelled iron one, possessing all

the advantages of a porcelain vat with the strength of

an iron one. I will first explain the method of fitting

up a first-class electrolytic cell or vat, and will con-

sider the various makeshifts afterwards. If much
work is likely to be done it would be false economy to

have a small vat, as a larger solution can always be

worked better and with less chance of a failure, it also

yields a more rapid and uniform deposit in much less

time than a small one, dissolving the anode quicker

and being in every way better adapted for the produc-

tion of good work, which should always be the aim

of an amateur.

A vat of four gallons' capacity will answer all the

amateur's requirements, and enable him to produce

electrotypes of large objects. Supposing an

enamelled iron vat has been obtained, it should be

mounted in a strong wooden case (see Fig. 17) in

order that it shall have a good seating as equal as

possible. It is highly important that this should

be attended to, or else when the heavy solution of

sulphate of copper is poured in it will cause the iron

to twist and thus chip off some of the enamel. When
it has been properly mounted in a satisfactory manner,

a ledging of wood should be made to extend all round

the upper edge of the vat ; Fig. 18 it will be seen is a

section of this ledging, which should be three inches

wide ; extending along the upper and lower surfaces

is a rectangle of \ inch copper tubing, secured in

position by about ten screws to each piece ; a binding

screw must be soldered to the extremity of each

rectangle. The tubing on the top ledge should support

the anode, and the lower ledge the cathode rods (see

Fig- 19)- These should be of f inch stout copper

tubing bent down at each end in order to clutch the

tubing along which they slide, thus allowing them to

be passed from end to end of the vat without being

displaced (see Fig. 20).

The Conducting Fittings are frequently made of
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brass, but it is a great mistake, as the current will

soon affect the zinc element of which the brass is

composed, and ultimately cause it to perish, and

possibly break, letting the mould fall to the bottom

of the vat, most likely spoiling it. All the connections

between the binding screws, conducting rods, etc.,

must be perfectly clean, otherwise the passage of the

current would be retarded. The binding screws, tubing

round the vat, and the conducting rods should be kept

clean and bright by means of emery cloth, for if they

are allowed to become oxidised, the passage of the

current will be obstructed, and the deposition seriously

affected. All the ledging at the top of the vat should

be well black varnished except the upper surfaces of

the rectangle of tubing, which must be kept bright by

being frequently rubbed with emery cloth, as above

directed. The conductors that lead the current from

battery to vat should be of stout strap copper about

5 inch wide. Thin wire should not be used as it does

not contain sufficient copper to conduct the requisite

amount of electricity, and thin wire should never be

used, as it offers a high resistance to the current, and

therefore retards its passage ; it is almost better for

them to be rather large than too small. All the con-

ductors between the battery and the vat should be

insulated with gutta percha or black varnished. A
good electro-depositor, whether amateur or profes-

sional, will always be found to clean the bright por-

tions of the conducting fittings of the vat each

morning before commencing work. The battery

should always be placed behind the vat so that the

coast is clear in front of the operator. I shall next

describe some cheaper forms of vats for the benefit

of those who do not wish to employ a first-class cell,

such as that already given, and yet wish to turn out

some large work.

{To be continued.)

ARTIFICIAL CHRISTMAS TREES:
HOW TO MAKE THEM.

By DONALD BEDS.

O the younger members of the family,

nothing perhaps in the whole round of

the season's festivities affords so much de-

light, wonder and admiration, as a Christ-

mas tree laden with the fruit of careful

industry, and brilliantly illuminated by the fairy-like

taper—the delight and admiration to the older mem-
bers, who are called upon to contrive and construct

one, however, very mixed with the difficulties of gett-

ing the fairy-like illusion into a satisfactory condition.

First, there is the difficulty of getting the tree itself,

for it must be shapely, not too thickly grown nor too

" straggly,'' not with weak attenuated branches, or

the weight of the toys, etc., will bear them down and

make a very unsightly appearance ; or if too thick, the

larger decorations are not seen to advantage. Then
there is the worst difficulty of all, with the ordinary

Christmas tree—that of the danger of the whole thing

taking fire from too close proximity to the flame of

the lighted tapers. Having wrestled with these and

other attendant difficulties for several successive sea-

sons, I determined to make an artificial tree, whose

outlines should correspond to my taste, be reasonably

rigid, and strong enough to bear a considerable strain,

and, moreover be uninflammable, with the additional

advantage of being able to be used over and over

again. Having succeeded in my intentions, the

object of the present article is to show the readers of

Amateur Work how to do likewise.

The material required will be some thick galvan-

ized iron wire, some zinc tubing, and some plaster of

Paris, in quantities which, of course, will vary as to

the size of the tree it is intended to make. One about

three feet from top to base, by about 20 inches at its

widest part, would probably suit the requirements of

the majority. For this size, get a length of zinc tubing

32 inches long by 1 inch thick, this when purchased

will have a split on one side all along, take a pair of

pliers and pinch in one side of the zinc all along, so

as to form it into a gradually tapering stem, with the

exception of about 4 inches which will form the part

by which the tree will be held in position. It does

not matter how roughly this is done, the rougher the

better. Get the top part tapered as small as possible,

and then complete the 36 inches by soldering in the

centre a piece of thick galvanized wire building up

from the taper tube to the wire by soldering on some

strips of zinc. Now solder up the seam in the tube,

right along roughly and strong, using spirits of salt

as the soldering fluid. This being done, the trunk

or stem of the tree is practically complete. Hav-

ing procured about a couple of pounds of Nos. 10

and 12 galvanized iron wire, proceed to make
a number of holes clean through the zinc tube,

corresponding to the number of projecting

branches it is intended that the tree shall have.

These holes, while being made clean through, should

not be opposite each other upon a straight line,

but presenting a somewhat careless appearance.

Now cut off suitable lengths of the larger wire, and

pass through the holes so that they project upon the

other side a convenient distance to the operator's taste,

then solder the wires to the tube at the two holes.

It is better to commence this operation of putting in

and soldering the branch wires from the top, gradually

putting in longer wires as you work down. After
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soldering each in position, bend the wires into crooked

irregular forms, and then cut and fasten on, crosswise,

short pieces of the smaller wire, as shown in Fig. I.

The exact position of these being easily determined

as you proceed by keeping in mind the use to which

the branches will be put.

Take care that these cross-pieces are securely

soldered on (the branches being

secured through two holes can

take care of themselves).

Having got a few branches into

their places, you will at once

see that the symmetry of your

tree depends entirely upon the

artistic way (or oherwise) in

which you imitate nature in

branches, leaving 6 inches or so clear at bottom.

Now comes the question of a stand for the tree. A
flower pot as ordinarily

used being not at all suit-

able, from being some-

what top-heavy, but in-

verted, it is just the thing

-TREE COMPLETE AND SET IN INVERTED
POT, WHICH FORMS THE STAND.

spreading the branches

so that no two are alike

in shape ; moreover, do

not crowd the branches

too thickly, remembering

that the effect of fulness will be gained when the

tree is dressed up, and also avoid any two branches

hanging one over the other. Proceed in the above

manner, until you have made a sufficient number of

3.—PORTION OF WORK
FITTED WITH GAS.

U
FIG. I. — STEM AND WIRE
BRANCHES, IN COMMENCE-
MENT.

Pass the bare end of the

tree trunk through the

drain hole of pot, and

fill up the space loosely

with stones or cinders, lay

a piece of paper on a flat

WEK board, and having filled

up the pot with plaster

of Paris, of the consistency of cream, cover with the

paper and board and turn over quickly on to it, hold-

ing the tree upright until the plaster sets, or the

plaster may be poured in at the drain hole, if first

chipped out sufficiently large. You have now a wire

tree rigidly set in a convenient stand, as in Fig. 2.

The next process will add very materially to its

appearance. Stand it in the yard or any place where

the mess can be easily cleaned up, and well rinse
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with water, dry it, and having prepared a thin cream

of fresh plaster of Paris, sprinkle every part of 'he

tree thoroughly, and as soon as one coat is set, repeat

from the top, a whitewash brush will do for this job or

a large paint brush ; do not let the brush touch he

work. The object of this process will be obvious,

that of giving the tree a snow-covered appearance, it

will also have added very much to the strength and

thickness of the parts When thoroughly dry, pro-

cure some frosting powder from the stationer's, and

having gum washed those parts it is desired should

be touched up, sprinkle some of the powder on before

the gum is quite dry. The stand may now be covered

with fancy paper, or, what is still better, painting its

rough surface with a brown tint and touching up the

projection with bronze powder.

The material for the foregoing should have cost

about is. 6d. or less, in return for which and the labour

of love it has caused, you have a very substantial and

I doubt not, pleasing novelty. Should the amateur

be capable of undertaking and completing the neces-

sary work, the Christmas tree may be made still

more attractive (when in use) by making it so as to

burn gas, in which case, instead of the careless joint-

ing of the stem, the seam must be soldered up per-

fectly, and in lieu of the branches being made of solid

wire, they should be made of brass tube which can be

obtained at about the same thickness, the pieces

forming the branches should be nicked through with

the file in the centre, so as to pass gas at the part

which will be enclosed in the stem. The ends should

be pinched up gas tight, and a fine hole drilled in the

upper part, which when supplied with gas and lit,

would give what is known as a small " rat tail " flame

on the end of each branch.

The cross branches should be of wire as before.

A tap with a rubber pipe connection should be fitted

to an elbow joint and be easy of access, and the tree

should be tried with gas alight and all defects, if any,

made good before covering with plaster. I trust no

amateur feeling a desire to make a Christinas tree

upon these lines will be deterred by a thought that it

is a difficult job, as it is not so ; and any one who can

solder, ever so roughly, can turn out a first rate tree

with really very little labour. In decorating the fin-

ished tree, all the articles should be made with a

small loop of cotton or small string, which should be

hung, not tied on to the branches. The taper holders

should be made firm to the extreme ends of the

branches. The lightness of the material and colour

of this form of tree will enable a much larger number

of articles to be hung on with advantage than the

ordinary kind. In conclusion, permit me to hope

that I have helped to make some of our young friends

a Merry Christmas.

UPHOLSTERY AT HOME.
By DAVID ADAMSON.

VII.

—

Small Chair with Buttoned Seat—Marking
Position of Buttons on Seat -Marking Position

of Buttons on Covering—Fastening Buttons—
Pleating.

N all the seats we have thus far considered

they have been plain covered, without

buttons, or where these have been

mentioned, it has been with little more

intention than to keep the seat fiat, or,

perhaps, slightly to break the monotony of a perfectiy

plain seat. We may now go a little further, and see

how a buttoned seat is upholstered, although I think

I have already said that I do not much care about

these, and that plain seats are at the present time

preferred. You, however, may think differently; and

as it is the endeavour to make this series of articles

as generally useful as possible, it could hardly be

considered reasonably complete without a few in-

structions devoted to buttoning.

If you want to know why I do not care, as a rule,

for buttoned seats, I may as well confess that I can

hardly tell you. I might, I dare say, decry them at

some length for aesthetic reasons, if I could think

you would care to read my remarks ; but as you

would be sure to skip, I refrain; whatever I might say,

at the root would lie the all-powerful, if illogical, " I

do not like them." " I like," or " I do not like," as the

case may be, is, I fancy, the principal reason for a good

many specious arguments to convince other people

that we ourselves are right in our own pet notions.

Therefore, I do not try to persuade you that buttoned

seats are not so good as plain. All the same, I stick

to my own notions, and I think you will find no

difficulty in agreeing with me that buttons should

only be used where the covering is plain, one without

a pattern on it. If you do not agree with me, I can

only say, distort the pattern if you like by buttons

and the necessary pleats, but do not blame me if the

result is not quite satisfactory, as it is almost certain

not to be.

Perhaps I ought also to remind you that the pleats

between the buttons are resting places for dust, which

often finds them so comfortable, that it remains there

in hiding. Buttons sometimes come off seats, and a

much-worn buttoned seat is not a pleasant thing to

behold. It has such a dilapidated look about it

when the nice curves in the course of years get

flattened and pressed out of shape. Yes, I am aware

some think they look better, whether new or old, than

plain seats, so again I say, " please yourself," and

have either style you prefer, as opinions are divided

on the subject. For the nonce I will even go the
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length, being in an uncommonly good humour, of

saying you are right, if you want buttoned seats.

Let the decision in re " Plain v. Buttons " be deferred

for a more fitting occasion, which will probably be

some time in arriving, as so many decisions seem to

be when that mysterious v. comes between the names
of people, under the skilful guidance of those un-

winged angels, "in whom there is no guile."—the

lawyers. Well, that point's settled to our satisfaction,

so what I have got to say is as follows :

—

Proceed as directed when instructions for double

stuffing were given till the first stuffing is completed,

as thus far there is no difference in the work. When
that has been done, the position of the buttons must
be marked on the scrim, which, you will no doubt

remember, forms the covering at this stage. Before

proceeding further, it will be as well to decide on the

number of buttons to be used on the seat, and I do not

think we can do better than determine on ten, which
is as convenient and more generally adopted than

any other for an ordinary small chair.

Now with a piece of chalk draw a line, a, Fig. 39,

from back to front on the scrim, dividing the seat

into two equal parts, and another line, B, parallel with

and about three inches back from the front edge of

the seat. "The point of intersection of the two lines

shows the position of the centre button (1) of the row
nearest the front of the chair, from which the others

are marked off.. Next draw another line, c. parallel

with E, seven inches further back, which gives the

position of a second button (2). On the lines B and c,

measure off on each side five inches from the centre

line, a, in order to arrive at the positions of buttons

3, 4, 5, and 6. Diagonal lines are next to be drawn
between 2 and 6, 1 and 5 on the right hand side, and
corresponding lines on the other, giving the position

of buttons 7 and S. The places for the remaining

two buttons maybe found by extending the lines from

4 and 6 beyond 2, and either drawing lines parallel

with a, through 7 and 8, and the extended diagonals
;

or by drawing lines from 3 and 5 parallel with 4, 2 and
6, 7. It may seem that the measurements given are

not adapted for all chairs, owing to their different

sizes, so I may as well say that the distances given

are those suitable for an ordinary dining-room chair,

measuring on the seat about 18 in. by 18 in., which
will be found a fair average.

Of course, for a larger chair the distances between

the buttons will be increased, for a smaller one
decreased. Indeed, had I said when stating the

distances that they are approximate, perhaps I should

have been more in accordance with practice, as any-

one who has taken the trouble to examine a number
of buttoned chairs will have perceived that the space

between buttons varies. Still those given are reliable

for the beginner to take as a standard. Sometimes
more than ten buttons are used, but not so often as

formerly, and then, I think I am correct in saying,

principally on drawing-room or fancy-chair seats.

The position of the various buttons, however great

the number, is arrived at the same way, dividing them
equally over the seat. For example, in a seat with

six.een buttons they would be arranged thus, in rows

from the front to the back of the chair, 4, 3,4, 3, 2= 16.

When the places for the buttons are fixed on,

make a hole through the scrim at each place big

enough to allow a finger to be put through, say about

the size of a sixpence. With a finger work away the

hair till the canvas is reached. The reason for this

s that the buttons which have afterwards to be put

on may sink well, which they would not otherwise do.

In making these holes, of course, take care not to

greatly disarrange the surrounding hair, but always to

have it well equalized.

Now proceed to fix stringings as directed for other

seats; but be careful that none of the strings pass over

the holes, as they would interfere with the button ties.

Then spread the hair on as before under the string-

ings, or rather, over the seat, using a little more of

it than in the seats already described, and working

it more firmly. When this is done, a piece of wad-

ding in one thickness, that is to say, split, should be

laid on, with the sized or stiffened sjde downwards.

It is well to break or soften this skin or coating of

size by crumpling the wadding up, in order that it

may lie and shape better to the buttons. If well

softened, it does not much matter whether the skin

side be up or down ; but, perhaps, it is safer always

to lay it down. Do not fasten the wadding, but let it

lie loose, and cut it if anything rather larger than

smaller than the top of the seat.

Leaving the chair for the present, the covering of

the chair next requires to be prepared, by marking the

position of the buttons on it. Spread the material

on a table or other flat surface, and it will be con-

venient to suppose that leather, either morocco or

roan, is to be the covering, though I certainly do not

advise the novice to set about a buttoned seat covered

in any valuable material till he has made at least a

trial with something inexpensive, that is, let him do a

chair, say in a cheap leather-cloth by way of experi-

ment before working with a morocco, as he will be

almost certain to find little hitches occur at first, with

the result, that a skin would probably be spoilt.

Buttoning a seat properly is an art not to be picked

up in a moment, and care will be necessary at every

stfge of the proceedings. I have noted down a fairly

long list of cautions, as to what should be and what

should not be done, but pen and ink are unsympathetic

aidsjtq the conveyance of practical information ; so
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all I can do in the absence of a little viva voce in-

struction and ocular demonstration is to indicate

broadly the leading principles, leaving your own taste

or perception to guide you further. Did I tell youi

when you laid the skin down on the table, to have the

wrong side uppermost ? No, that is one of the little

matters that almsst escape one's notice, as it seems

ridiculous to give instructions on a detail about which

a mistake could hardly be made by an upholsterer.

It is often so much more easy to do a thing than to

describe how it is done in such a way, that one who

has never seen it done can understand.

But to proceed with

our work. A skin of

morocco being on the

board, it will be seen to

be irregular in outline,

as it is finished very

much of the same shape

as when taken from the

animal. The rugged

edges are useless, but as

some of the pieces that

have to be cut off are

fairly large, they are

sometimes used in but-

toned seats by joining

together, the joins being

so arranged that they

come within the pleats

to be described later on.

I do not know that I

should mention this,

were it not that the

amateur may occasion-

ally find the knowledge

of use to him, in re-

pairing old chairs, or

possibly new ones, on

which puss has been

making some experi-
FIG. 40.—SETTING OUT SKIN ON KEVERSE SIDE FOR BUTTONS.

ments with her claws, without due regard to the in-

tegrity of the leather. I do not know why, but cats

do seem to like clawing at a leather covered seat.

Well now, after the wrinkle I have given you, do not

imagine that because a corner of a seat has been

scratched that you must entirely recover, if you wish to

remedy the injury. Simply remove the damaged piece

and replace with a cutting, the join as I have said, lying

within the pleat. The same plan may also occasion-

ally be of service in rendering a skin usable, which

would otherwise be worthless from having a flaw in it.

I cannot go the length of saying that I recommend
the adoption of piecing to any large extent, but I do

not think there can be any objection to it, when ade-

quate necessity arises. I shall probably have some-

thing more to say about this when treating of couches

and other big work.

Fig. 40 gives a general idea of the shape of a

morocco skin. Draw a line, or if you prefer to do so,

cut away the rough edge nearest you, that is, the part

at the bottom of the illustration, in a straight line and

at right angles to this line or edge, do the same on

the right hand side. It will be better for the amateur

to content himself with drawing lines, as he will have

a little margin, and though not the invariable custom,

it is the general practice not to trim the skin till

afterwards. Now mea-

sure on the chair the

distance from the top of

the moulding to the

first row of buttons, if

it is a chair with a

rounded front measur-

ing to the middle one

of the three, add one

inch to the measure-

ment so obtained, and

draw a line on the skin

at that distance parallel

with that first drawn

on it. Thus, supposing

the rise of the stuffing

to be a couple of inches,

and the distance of the

first row of buttons to

be three inches, we have

five inches, to this add

one inch, making to-

gether six inches, which

is to be the distance

between the starting

line on the skin and that

next drawn.

Do the same thing

on the side, the measure

being from the moulding, to the place for button No. 4,

and mark off on the skin along the line last drawn.

This gives the position of the first button, from which

the others are to be worked.

In setting out the skin it must be remembered

that certain allowances must be made for the folds

between the buttons. What the extra measurement

on the covering should be depends on circumstances;

but those now given are good standards for leather,

such as morocco, with buttons moderately sunk, and

are accurate enough for general instructions.

Referring again to the seat, the distance between

B and c is 7 inches. To this add ij inches, and draw

a line across the skin accordingly, 8i inches distant
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from the one last marked, and

parallel with it. Then on the

scrim again, measure the dis-

tance between the positions of

buttons i and 4, add ij in.,

and mark off from the point

arrived at as the position of

the first button. All this

sounds, I fear, very compli-

cated; but the setting out of

the skin for buttons is really

very simple, when the plan is

understood, and I do not

think it can be necessary to

describe in detail the position

of eveiy button on the cover-

ing, as, with the exception of

the fulness to be allowed, the lines

given in the marking of the scrim are

sufficiently explanatory7
. When draw-

ing the lines on the leather, do not

use a hard point such as a lead pencil,

which would be almost certain to mark through the

leather, but a piece of chalk. On some materials a

pencil may be used with impunity, but not on leather.

When the skin has been marked, make small holes

with a bradawl, the point of the regulator, or some-

thing similar, to show, when the skin is turned over,

right side uppermost, the position of the buttons. In

doing this, several skins if needed may be punctured

at the same time, so that, if more than one chair of

the same measurements has to be covered, the ne-

cessity of setting out each skin separately will be

avoided. It may occur to

the reader that it might be

more easy to take the

measurements on the chair

before the scrim was

covered with the hair and

wadding, as the exact posi-

tion of the buttons can be

more easily seen. Of course,

he may take them when he

pleases, as the operations

of marking the skin and

laying the hair, etc., are

independent of each other,

only he must bear in mind

that the seat will be a

little thinner when mea-

sured on the scrim than

over the whole stuffing.

After the skin has been

marked, it must be creased

along the lines forming the

FIG. 39.—CHAIR SEAT MARKED OUT.

diamond-shaped spaces, and

to the edge, as shown in

Fig. 41, as it is along these

that the pleats are formed.

The creases greatly facilitate

the pleating, especially when
the covering is hard; with soft

materials they are not so ne-

cessary. When creasing the

leather, be careful only to do

so along the lines to be pleated,

and not beyond them.

It is always a good plan

with a leather covering, to

strengthen the parts under the

buttons by backing with a

piece of canvas, calico, or any

FIG. 42. — DIAGRAM SHOWING DI-

RECTION OF PLEAT. F,Front;B, Back.

FIG. 41.—CREASES FOR PLEATING.

sufficiently strong fabric. The object

of this tufting is to assist the leather

to bear the strain of the tied down

buttons, as otherwise the covering is

apt to tear away. With roan cover-

ings it is absolutely necessary that tufts should be

used ; but as morocco is stronger, they may be

dispensed with, though it is better to have them.

They need not be large, the size of a shilling is ample,

and no advantage is gained by carefully cutting them

all to one size or shape. They are best fastened to

the leather with strong paste, as glue, unless carefully

used, is apt to soak through and make an ugly mark.

The same applies to paste if allowed to soak through

the leather. If glue be preferred, it should not be

applied too hot nor in excess ; but, on the whole, it will

be best to use paste. The

tu'ts should be on and

dry before the creasing is

done, in order that they

too may be creased.

The covering being

ready may then be laid

on. To do this, place it

on the seat, and having

a needle (10 or 12 inches

is a convenient length

for this) threaded with

some two or three yards

of buttoning, or, in its

absence, stitching twine,

start at the two back

buttons. Put your left

hand on the scrim under

the hair, taking care not to

disarrange this more than

can be helped, till one of

the holes is felt. Then put
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the needle through the corresponding hole in the

covering, down the hole in the stuffing, to which it is

guided by the left hand, and through the canvas and

web on the bottom. Draw a few inches, say 10 or 12,

of the string through, and take the needle off. Now
put the other end of the string—the part which is

above the seat—through the needle, thread the but:on

on the twine, and send the needle through the seat as

before, catching a \ inch or f inch on the bottom.

Make a slip-knot, and having drawn the button down
to the cover, cut off the twine 6 inches or so below the

bottom of the seat—that is, leave a bit about that

length hanging down.

Proceed in the same way with the other buttons,

those nearest the edge of the seat being stitched

before the others, leaving the centre one (No. 2) till

the last. None of the buttons during this preliminary

tying should be pulled down tightly ; they should

merely be brought down to lie on the skin without

creasing it, as the pleating is not done while stitching,

but as a separate operation.

The remainder of the work requires great care

and some skill to do well, and if the amateur can

manage it even passably, it will be all that he can

expect. He may do it as well as a skilled upholsterer,

but if he cannot, he has no reason to be surprised.

Perhaps this may be taken to imply that all the work

that has been hitherto described can be done tho-

roughly well by the novice ; if so, the supposition is

erroneous as however well, comparatively speaking,

he has managed, he would not have succeeded like

a trained upholsterer.

I only wish to call attention to the special difficul-

ties he will encounter in finishing a buttoned seat, and

to recommend special care. An improperly uphol-

stered plain seat is bad enough, but a slovenly

buttoned seat is worse. The pleat folds between the

buttons are made with the flat end of the regulator,

and great care should be taken to get them even.

The beginner will find it advisable to form them
gradually, that is, he should scarcely attempt to make
the pleats and draw down the buttons at once, but

should alternately form the pleats slightly and tighten

the buttons a little all over the seat. The slip knots

on the string, if made tightly, will prevent the buttons

springing up again, at least they ought to.

Another little matter requiring attention is the

direction in which the pleats are made. This should

always be towards the front of the seat. It is not very

easy to make an illustration showing this, but pro-

bably Fig. 42 will remove any difficulty there may be

in understanding what is meant. The upper part of

the pleat folds over towards the iront of the chair

and the lower or recessed fold towards the back.

Were the direction of the pleat to be reversed, the

action of sitters would disarrange it, but pleated to-

wards the front, the sitter unconsciously keeps the

fold right, as the tendency is generally to slip forward

when sitting.

A remembrance of this will fix in the mind the

direction of the pleat and prevent fogginess about it,

if the amateur forgets which of the two, backwards or

forwards, the pleat should be. In arranging the pleats

and buttons, it will be necessary to have recourse to

the regulator to keep a nice shape, free from creases,

in the rounded parts caused by the depression in the

pleats, and to see that the pleats are uniform in ap-

pearance.

There is a considerable difference in the way up-

holsterers finish off with buttons. Some pull them

down very far, others only slightly, but definite in-

structions can hardly be of any service, as this is one

of the points where personal skill and taste rather than

cut and dried rules come into operation. When all

seems right, the buttons should be securely tied and

surplus string cut off. Here I may mention, that in

t^e case of spring-stuffed seats, where it is obviously

impracticable, or, at any rate, awkward to tie under-

neath, the loose end of the twine should be on the top

of the seat instead of below it. The knots can easily

be made and hidden under the buttons. Do not for-

get, that in the manipulating with the buttons, always

work from those nearest the edge to the centre, other-

wise, the hair is apt to be displaced from the middle

of the seat towards the edges. Also that the buttons

towards the middle of the chair should be a little

higher than those nearer the edge.

The covering may now be tacked down to the

frame, but temporarily only, as pleats from the outer

buttons to the mouldings must be made. Bearing this

in mind, put a tack in as near the moulding as possible,

midway between every two buttons, thus the temporary

tacks in front will be opposite to buttons 7 and 8, or

midway between 1 and 4, 1 and 6 just above the mould-

ing. A little hair or wadding should be pushed under the

cover, to fill out and stiffen the edges, but take care

that it does not come over and so spoil the shape of

the rise as the- tacking proceeds. The pleats must

then be formed from the buttons over the edge of the

seat to the moulding. Those from the front and

back buttons should be laid to the right and left alter-

nately, folded towards the nearest side of the seat,

that from the middle one in front, No. 1, being formed

either way. The pleats at the sides are folded to the

front. In cutting the coverings for the back legs, do

not go quite so far as in the case of plain seats, in

order to allow for the filling up. If the cut be made
too long, it will be seen on top, when the extra hair is

in. When all the pleats are satisfactorily done, edges

nicely filled up evenly arid regularly, all that remains
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to be done is to trim the covering, by cutting the edges

to fit to the moulding, and to gimp or band as in

the case of other chairs.

{To he confinned.)

«=4=~>
HERALDRY

:

ITS APPLICATION TO DECORATIVE PURPOSES.

By ARTHUR TOEKE.

$F. Emblazoning prom Drawings, or from Verbal

Descriptions of Arms—Terms Explained.

OR carrying out either of the foregoing

designs, it may be that our decorative

artist will find the arms he requires for

the various shields ready emblazoned to

his hand in their proper tinctures, and

that he will have nothing to do but to copy them.

The chances are, however, that he will be less fortu-

nate. More probably he will find only plain prints

or drawings, or what are technically termed

" blazons," that is, mere verbal descriptions, which

from the language in which they are expressed will

appear unintelligible to him.

If he has an uncoloured print or drawing, he will

find the different parts of the shield shaded with

different arrangements of lines and markings. To

those who understand heraldry these shadings show

at a glance what the tinctures of the shield should be.

Tinctures, it should be explained, is a term which

includes the various metals, colours, and furs used by

heralds. These tinctures have all their heraldic

names, which are given below in italics. Of the two

metals—gold (or) is expressed by dots, as at A,

Fig. 9 ; and silver (argent) is left blank, as at E,

Fig. 10. Of the five generally used colours—red

(gules') is shown by vertical lines, C, Fig. 10 ; blue

(azure) by horizontal lines, D, Fig. 9 ; black (sable)

by vertical and horizontal lines crossing at right

angles, E, Fig. 11
;
green (vert) by diagonal lines as

at F, Fig. 12 ; and purple (purpicre) by diagonal lines

in the opposite direction, G, Fig. 13. Of the com-

monly used furs

—

ermine, which is white with black

spots, is shown as in Fig. 16; vair consists of small

shields arranged and shown as in Fig. 17 ; in coiuiter-

vair the shields are arranged and shown as in

Fig. 20 ; in potent, crutch-handles are arranged and

shown as in Fig. 18; and in counterpolent these

are arranged and shown as in Fig. 19. In these four

last furs the tinctures are always silver and blue, un-

less otherwise specified. There are some {ew other

colours and furs, but these are so rarely used in

English heraldry that it is practically useless to en-

cumber the memory with them. The heraldic terms

used above, and others to be used hereafter, may look

somewhat uncouth, but the eye soon becomes familiar

with them, and it is absolutely necessary that the

practical armorist should learn to know them. Many
of these terms are derived from French sources, they

are, however, generally pronounced as written.

What has been said above will enable anyone to

understand and make use of a seal or any armorial

drawing ; but before the decorator can work from a

mere Blazon, or written description, he will have

something more to learn.

For example, let us suppose that he has before

him a drawing of the arms of Fletcher, Fig. 46. He
will see that the general ground, or field, of the shield

is left blank, and that it is therefore silver ; that this

is divided by a cross with jagged edges on which are

both vertical and horizontal lines, and that it is there-

fore black ; and that in each corner is a round object,

black like the cross, and surmounted by an arrow-

head, which is white like the field. A Blazon of this

shield would, however, run thus, " Argent, a cross en-

grailed sable between four pellets, each charged with a

pheon of the first" And this would probably perplex

him.

He must bear in mind the first term in a Blazon

always refers to the field or ground of the shield,

which is in this case argent. Then the charges, that

is, the objects placed thereon, are described in the

order in which they are laid, or supposed to be laid

upon the field ; the more important charges taking

precedence of the small ones. Thus, the second term

refers to the cross which lies directly on the field, and

is an important bearing, being one of the nine

honourable ordinaries. Then come the four pellets,

which also lie on the field. Lastly come the arrow-

heads, or pheons, which are laid on the pellets. The

tincture of the pellets is not mentioned because

pellets are always black ; and the pheons are

described as " of thefirst," and not " argent" because,

to avoid the confusion and clumsiness of repetitions,

the name of a tincture is never repeated in a Blazon
;

"[o( the first," " of the second," etc., being used

instead.

The Cross was mentioned as an ordinary, the

principal ordinaries are :

—

The Chief, which fills the upper third of the

shield, Fig. 9.

The Pale, an upright central band one-third the

width of the shield, Fig. 10. The Pallet is a smaller

Py.le, filling one-sixth of the shield only.

The Bend crosses the shield diagonally, as in

Fig. 11. When uncharged it occupies one-fifth of the

shield, but when charges are placed upon it, one-third.

Its diminutive, the Bendlet, is one-half its width.

The Bend-sinister differs only from the Bend in
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crossing the shield in the opposite direction. The
Bend-sinister, notwithstanding its vulgar reputation

to the contrary, is as honourable as any of the other

ordinaries. It is its diminutive, the Baton, which is

one-fourth of its width, and the ends of which do

not extend to the edges of the shield,

which is used as a mark of illegitimacy.

The Fess, Fig. 12, crosses the centre

of the shield horizontally. It is of the

same width as the Pale.

The Bar is also a horizontal band,

but narrower than the Fess, filling only

one-fifth of the field. The Fess is

always single, and in the centre ; but

the Bar may be placed in any part, and

one Bar only is never borne. The Closet

the Pallet is the only one that may be charged.

Frequently in a Blazon the decorator will find

various parts of the shield alluded to in terms which

he will not understand. The points most commonly
mentioned are those indicated by letters in Fig. 28

—

A, is called the Dexter Chief ; B, the

Chief; c, the Sinister Chief; D, the

Fess Point, which is the centre of the

shield ; E, the Dexter Base ; F, the Base

;

and G, the Sinister Base.

Again, he will meet with such ex-

pressions as " Party per pale" " Party

per chevron" etc. (or more frequently

merely "per pale" or "per chevron"

the "party" being understood). This

means that the field is not all of one

and the Barrulet are respectively half "G. 46-—arms of fletcher. tincture, and that the partition line is
EXVLANATION OF BLAZON. , ii_i.il. c _udrawn through the centre of the smceand quarter as wide as the Bar.

The Chevron, Fig. 13, is one-fifth the width of the

shield. Its diminutive, the Chevronel, is half its width.

The Sal/ire is the St. Andrew's Cross, shown in

Fig. 14.

which a Pale, a Chevron, etc., would occupy. Thus

Fig. 29 would be " Party per pale argent and azure ;
"

and Fig. 30, " Parly per chevron or andgules"
The partit'on line is not, however, always a

fig. 36. fig. 37. FIG. 38. FIG. 39. FIG. 40.

"SS^S2-SZ AMAA
t_n_n_n_ .jzs^szste YZXZY7S

FIG. 42. FIG. 43. FIG. 44. FIG. 45.

EXAMPLES OF VAKIOUS FORMS OF LINES USED IN HERALDRY AS PARTITION LINES.

straight one. It may be varied in either of the

following ways :

—

Engrailed (Fig. 36) ; Invected

(Fig- 37); Wavy (Fig. 38); Nebuly (Fig. 39) ; Indented

(Fig. 40); Danatte (Fig. 41), in which three indenta-

tions only are ever shown ; Embattled {Fig. 42); Potent

(Fig. 43); Raguly (Fig. 44); and Dove-

fig. 41.

FIGS. 36—45.

The Cross, Fig. 15, is an ordinary, which assumes

a vast variety of different forms, and which have

distinctive names.

Next to the ordinaries come the Sub-ordinaries,

of which are :

—

The Pile, Fig. 21 ; the Quarter,

Fig. 22 ; the Canton, Fig. 23, and

which is smaller than the Quarter, since

it occupies but a third of the Chief.

The Cyron, Fig. 24, is half the

quarter. This is usually repeated so

as to cover the entire shield, which is

then termed Gyronny, Fig. 25.

The Bordure, Fig. 26, surrounds the

shield, and is one-fifth of its width. It

is considered as surmounting, or lying

upon, all other ordinaries except a Chief, fig. 47.—example of counter-

The Inescutcheon or Shield of Pre- change of tinctures.

fence, Fig. 27, is also considered as lying above all described as

other charges. It fills one-fifth of the centre of the

shield. On this the arms of an heiress are burne by
her husband.

The above ordinaries and sub-ordinaries are

frequently charged, that is, other and smaller objects

are placed upon them. But of their diminutives

tailed (Fig. 45); with some others little

used. Were one of these lines em-
ployed the divisions would be described

as "Patty per pale wavy," "Parly
per chevron potent" or whatever the

line might be. These lines are also

used for bounding the ordinaries, as in

the shield of Fletcher before us, Fig. 46,

the sable cross is engrailed.

Sometimes he will find a shield

blazoned as quarterly. Thus the Royal

Arms of Great Britain would be shortly

"Quarterly of four: 1st and 4th Eng-
Scotland

;
3rd Ireland" (Fig. 31).

Quartering is a convenient contrivance by means
of which two or more coats can be arranged, or

marshalled, on the same shield. Its most frequent

use is to enable a person entitled to other arms than

those of his own name to display therm Thus the

land ; 2nd
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FIG. 9.

FIG. 14. FIG. 15. FIG. 16. FIG. 17.

FIG. 19. FIG. 23.

_ .. .,

// 1

FIG. 26. FIG. 27.

FIG. 29. FIG. 30. FIG. 3r. FIG. 32. FIG. 33.

FIG. 34 .

FIGS. 9—35. -SHIELDS ARRANGED AND DRAWN TO EXHIBIT THE
TINCTUKES, THAT IS TO SAY, THE METALS (FIGS. 9, 10), THE
COLOURS (FIGS. 9— 13), AND THE FURS (FIGS. 16—20), ORDINARILY
USED BY HERALDS ; THE CHARGES OR ORDINARIES THAT MOST
FREQUENTLY APPEAR IN COATS OF ARMS (FIGS. 9— 15 AND FIGS.

21—27) ; THE PARTS OR POINTS OF THE SHIELD (FIG. 28) ; PARTI-

TIONS OF THE SHIELD (FIGS. 29, 30) ; QUARTERING OR MARSHAL-
LING (FIG. 31), AND OTHER MODES OF DIVISION OF THE FIELD

(FIGS. 32—35). FIG. 35.

VUJL. VII.—

E
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son of an heiress would bear his father's arms in the

ist and 4th quarters, his mother's in the 2nd and 3rd.

In case his paternal grandmother had also been an

heiress he would bear his paternal arms as before,

his mother's in the 2nd, and his grandmother's in the

3rd quarter.

There are other ways in which the decorator may

find the field described as divided. It may be said

to be "Paly," "Bendy," "Barry," etc. One of the

Montfort coats is blazoned as " Bendy 0/ eight, argent

and azure," and would be drawn as in Fig. 32. Had
it instead been " Paly," the divisions would have

been perpendicular, following the directions of the

Pale. Had it been " Barry" they would have been

horizontal, following the direction of the Bar. It is

always understood that Paly, Barry, or Bendy, imply

an even number of divisions. There will also be

such terms as Paly-bendy. This results from com-

pounding the lines of the pale and the bend

(Fig. 33); Paly-bendy-sinister, Barry-bendy, and Barry-

bendy-sinister, which are compounded as their names

indicate. Chevrony also is a term which explains

itself. Cheque, Fig. 34, resembles a chess-board.

Lozengy, Fig. 35, is repeated lozenges. In Fusilly

the lozenges are more elongated. Fretty, Fig. 50

(for which see the next Chapter) is formed of

strips interlacing like the bottom of a sieve.

Sometimes the term " counterchanged" will occur.

Thus the shield at Fig. 47, would be blazoned " Per
pals argent andgules, a chevron between three mullets,

all counterchanged." This means that of the two

tinctures named the first describes the field on the

dexter, the second the field on the sinister side of

the shield, and that the tincture of the charges on

each side will be that of the field on the opposite

side. {To be continued.)

A HOME-MADE WASHING MACHINE.
By OllA PODRIDA.

{For Illustrations, see Folding Sheet issued with this Pari.)
" For 'tis scrub, scrub, scrub.

And scold, scold away
;

There's little pleasure in the house
Upon a washing day."

Olde Songe.

I.—Introduction — General Description—Details
— Tub — Legs— Vertical Spindle— Revolving
Heaters—False Bottoms.

[HAT there is a deal of truth contained in

the above stanza must be admitted by
many a poor struggling husband and
father, especially where the olive

branches are numerous and the income
bears an inverse ratio. This natural and very com-

mon combination of circumstances, as a matter of

course, lays a heavy tax on the income, and leaves

none, or, at the most, but a small and totally inade-

quate margin wherewith to indulge in the luxury of

labour-saving appliances whereby the heavy burden

of household duties devolving on the mother may be

lightened.

Amongst these burdens, the slavery of the washing

day ranks first, as being the most trying and laborious

when performed by hand, leaving out the risk of chest

complaints brought on through a protracted spell of

bending over a steaming wash-tub. To mitigate this

evil as far as possible is the duty of every true-born

married Briton studying the health and interests of

the other seven-eighths of himself; and to assist those

in the furtherance of such domestic philanthropy, this

article is written and addressed to the amateurs walk-

ing in the humbler paths of life. To be clearer, it is

the intention of the writer to deal with the subject so

that the construction of a simple washing machine

suitable for ordinary domestic purposes shall be made

as clear, practicable, and inexpensive as possible, so

that it may be brought within the reach of the ordi-

nary amateur carpenter with thirty shillings a-week

at his back and a moderate amount of intelligence in

his head. After that, anybody else that likes may
tackle the job.

The machine about to be brought under descrip-

tion is almost entirely made of wood. The only

metal parts are the wheels and spindles. The handle,

although shown of iron, may be made of wood also

if desired. The barrel or tub consists of a cask,

which, if not already at hand, may be picked up for

a shilling or so. The other parts requiring to be

made of wood will cost little if purchased judiciously.

The wheels will, relatively, be the only expensive

detail, and this will be but trifling.

That a clear understanding of what is going to be

done may be obtained, it will be well to review the

Folding Sheet presented with this Part, and which

represents the machine complete in plan and eleva-

tion, together with most of the parts in detail.

Fig. 1 is a sectional elevation of the machine, or,

in other words, for the sake of clearness, represents

the interior of the machine as it would appear if cut

exactly in halves in a vertical direction, and the front

half—that nearest the eye—removed, so that the in-

ternal arrangement may be clearly seen.

Fig. 2 is a plan of the machine complete, as it

would appear when looking down upon it as it stands

upon the ground. The remaining figures represent

the different details. These latter will be treated and

fully explained later on.

For constructive purposes, Figs. 1 and 2 will

amply suffice. On examination of Fig. 1. the machine
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will be seen to consist of a portion of a cask, x, sup-

ported by wooden legs, D, the legs being " splayed "

out, or spread at the feet, to give greater stability

to the machine. In the centre of the cask a square

vertical spindle, A, shown separately in Fig. 3, is

fitted, carrying four beaters, B, and a revolving false

bottom, H. The spindle, A, is of wood, and is carried

on a pivot, s, received by a plate on the bottom end.

The upper end of A is provided with a small iron

spindle, m, working through the cross bar, E. On the

upper end of m, where it projects above E, a small

mitre wheel, w, is fixed so as to gear into or engage

with another similar wheel, x, keyed on the driving or

handle spindle, f, which works in two bearings, F, F.

On the outer, or right hand end of f, the handle is

fixed so as to swing clear of the side of the machine.

The foregoing will give an idea of the working or re-

volving parts of the machine. We will now turn our

attention to the fixed or stationary fittings.

Around the inside of the tub, or cask, six beaters,

C, are fixed at equal intervals, or as nearly equal as

the pitch of the staves will allow, each beater having

to be fixed in the middle of a stave. In the bottom

of the tub, between the two legs opposite to the

handle, and near one side, a plug, p, is fitted for the

purpose of drawing off the dirty suds. If preferred,

a cock may be substituted, but it must not project

much, otherwise it would interfere with the removal

of the bucket or pail, shown by dotted lines. The
cock might be fitted into the side of the tub between

the end of C and the bottom, but in this position it

would be liable to be knocked about and loosened,

thereby causing inconvenience from leakage, so that,

on the whole, the plug in the bottom is the best,

seeing that it is also the cheapest.

The foregoing description should give a tolerably

clear conception of the machine, and we may there-

fore proceed with the details of its construction,

commencing with the tub or cask.

Tub.—This is the most important portion, and
therefore claims first attention. In Fig. 1 it is shown
as part of a strong cask. The best for the purpose

is an old benzoline cask, which may be purchased at

any ironmonger's shop for a few shillings. The
writer has priced them recently at 3s. 3d.

Of course, any other kind of cask will answer

quite as well for the purpose, providing that it is

strong and properly made. A slight objection

attaches itself to the benzoline cask, in that it takes a

little time and trouble to cleanse it thoroughly ; but

this is outweighed by the suitability of it for the pur-

pose. Another reason for the employment of fha

latter is, that being only used once or twice in carry-

ing oil, they can be more readily obtained than tha

other description, which are generally worn out in ser-

vice. The first thing to be done, after purchasing the

cask, is to saw it off at the required height, within an

inch or two of the most convenient hoop, so as to

retain the hoop around the mouth of the tub. For

guidance in sawing, and to ensure a neat job, a line

must be drawn around the outside at the height

required, or as shown in Fig. I. This can readily be

done by tying a piece of stout twine around the barrel

and adjusting it equally from the hoop or the bottom,

and then, when properly set, drawing a pencil line to

it all round.

The next move is the purification of the tub.

This is accomplished as follows : First light some

shavings in it, and burn it out thoroughly until the

inside surface is slightly charred. Now scrape it out

all round, and on the bottom, with a three-cornered

scraper or any other convenient tool, until the surface

becomes tolerably clean. Next dig a hole in the

garden, or any other convenient spot, and bury the

tub, mouth upwards, filling and covering it over with

earth. It must be left in this state for about ten or

twelve weeks, at the end of which time it will be

found perfectly sweet and wholesome. After resur-

recting it, it must be thoroughly washed and dried,

being afterwards well painted inside with a couple of

coats of white paint. It is then ready for receiving

the legs, to which our attention will next be given.

Legs.—These may be made of spruce : it will be

quite good enough for the purpose. Each leg will

require a piece 2 feet 6 inches long by 6 inches wide

and 3^ inches thick. If the above thickness is dif-

ficult to obtain, 3-inch stuff may be substituted.

Each piece should first be planed up to facilitate

the marking out of the shape which is given in Fig. 4.

An easy way of marking the first will be to draw the

outline upon a piece of stout brown paper. Then
cut it out, and, laying it upon the wood, trace the

outline with a pencil. After one leg has been made,

it may be employed as a template in lieu of the brown

paper one, for marking the others.

After the outline has been marked upon the

wood, the leg must be carefully sawn out and cleaned

up with the plane and spokeshave. The outside

corners should be chamfered off for about half an

inch.

The upper ends of the legs, where fastened to the

tub, must be slightly hollowed out, so that they may
bear fairly on the staves, and also recessed or cut

away to clear the hoops as they occur. In carrying

this out, each leg and its relative position must be

marked to avoid confusion in fitting.

The legs must not be fastened in position until

the fixed beaters have been fitted and screwed in

place, otherwise the fastenings may foul each other,

both being secured from the exterior of the tub. The
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legs, when fixed, must be secured by four stout wood
screws in each end. The length of these screws

must be arranged so that the points may not pro-

ject through the sides into the interior of the tub,

otherwise there will be the danger of tearing the

clothes in wash. Brass screws should be used.

We will now pass on to the internal fittings, and,

as the fixed beaters cannot be fixed until the revolving

ones are in place, the preparation of the latter with

the spindle and false bottom will occupy our next

attention.

Vertical Spindle.—This should be made of ash or

other tough hard wood, as it has to stand a con-

siderable amount of strain. A piece I foot 8 inches

long by 2£ inches square when finished, will be re-

quired. This is shown in Fig. 3. It must be planed

up truly, and the ends nicely squared. The short

iron spindle in the upper end must be fitted in

truly central, but not driven very tight, for fear of

splitting the spindle. The best way of fitting this

part will be to first bore a | or | inch hole with a

screw augur into the centre of the wooden spindle to

a depth slightly greater than the distance filled by the

iron centre. In boring this hole, care must be exer-

cised to ensure its being central throughout its length,

or rather depth.

Fig. 11 shows the best way of accomplishing this

matter. The vertical spindle is clamped on the top

of the bench—the clamps are not shown, but will

readly be comprehended—in such a position as will

permit of the handle of the augur clearing the end of

the back, as shown. A small ,wooden V-block, A, is

fixed in line with the spindle, and the notch or v cut

in it, so that the centre of the augur shank shall cor-

respond in height with the centre of the spindle. For

setting them laterally, measurements may be taken

from the edge of the bench. The spindle having

been set and clamped firmly, and the v-block adjusted

and secured by a couple of nails, the augur must

then be started in the centre of the end of spindle,

and the hole bored to the required depth. In boring,

a downward pressure must be maintained, so as to

keep the augur steady in its bearing in the vblock.

To find the centre of the spindle, draw two diagonal

lines between the corners. The proper centre will

occur at the intersection of these lines.

A square brass plate is fitted on the lower end of

the spindle, and fixed by means of four brass screws.

A hole, \ of an inch in diameter, is drilled in the

centre of the plate, and countersunk to receive the

point of the pivot screw at j. The pivot must be of

brass, with the point filed up smooth
; galvanized iron

will do almost as well, but may not be so come-at-able.

A substitute for the screw may be made by riveting a

short pointed piece of brass into a plate of similar

material, and fixing it on the inside bottom of the

cask by screws. The screw is, however, the best, as

it permits of vertical adjustment.

Revolving Beaters.—These, which are shown in

Fig. 5, may next be taken in hand. They should be

made of close, tough, clean wood, such as beech,

sycamore, or ash. To make the four, a piece 3 feet

6 inches long by 7J inches wide and 1 inch thick,

will be required. This may at first sight appear too

small, but if a piece of paper is cut out to the shape

full [size, and applied on the timber, with a little

judgment the four will be got with little waste.

The stuff should first be planed up smooth on the

sides, and the edges and ends nicely squared. A bow
or sweep saw will be required for cutting them out,

and the curved edges must be rounded and got up

nice and smooth. This done, they may be fixed in

place on the spindle by a couple of stout brass screws

in the upper, or small, end of each. The bottom ends

will not require any fastenings, as they will receive

ample support from the fillets and false bottom, to

which our attention will now be devoted.

False Bottom.—This may be of the same material

as the spindle, and may be made in one piece, if stuff

20 inches square is obtainable. If not, then a piece

3 feet 4 inches long by 10 inches wide and 1 inch

thick, will be required, and the joint must be arranged

so as to come between the beaters. The joint may
be grooved and tongued for security, and the angle

pieces screwed to the beaters and to the false bottom

by brass screws. The ends must be faired off to

correspond with the curve of the beaters, and all

sharp corners are to be removed.

Space being limited, the description of the re-

mainder of the details must be left for another

chapter.

{To be continued.)

THE FORMS OF TOOLS.
By A FOREMAN PATTERN-MAKER.

-Introduction—Tools of Chisel Type—Mechani-
cal Principle—Diversity of Operation—Classi-

fication of Tools of Chisel Type—Earliest

Known Forms, as found in Flint Implements—
Tools of Palaeolithic Age — Tools of Neo-

lithic Age.

N these articles I propose to review the

types and the principles which underlie

the Forms of Tools, looking at them

from the standpoint both of a worker

and of a student. The subject-matter

naturally divides itself under four heads :— 1. Tools of

the chisel type ; 2. Scraping tools
; 3. Shearing
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tools
; 4. Miscellaneous tools, which do not come

under either of the other divisions.

We all make use of tools to a greater or less extent,

and it will deepen our interest therein if we learn to

regard them from a more philosophical standpoint

than we are accustomed to do, and pursue the appli-

cations of underlying principles into extremely

diverse forms. N'o evidence as to the material pro-

gress of a people can be more unequivocal or of a

more matter of fact character, than that afforded by

the comparative study of tools. These supply the

only tangible criterion of man's condition, in those

far off shadowy ages, respecting which the voice of

History is utterly silent. By means of their tools, the

civilized nations of the present age have won, and still

retain, their supremacy over the inferior races. From
the rude celt or arrow head, from -the bone needle or

harpoon of the caves and river gravels to the modern
hardware of Sheffield, to the machine tools, the iron-

clad, the locomotive, the electric light—how great a

transition ! But each step in the long and laboured

interval has been a step in the path of material

triumph, and has been marked by trophies won from

rugged Nature and brute force by the agency of tools.

I fear the tendency of the present time is to make
men slaves of their tools, to sink the individuality of

the worker, and assimilate him to the automatic

character of the mechanism by which he works.

Hence the greater need for the pursuit of amateur
work in all its branches, so that the depressing and
fossilizing influence of the unvarying routine of daily

labour may be controlled, counteracted, and to a
certain extent neutralized. Many a man works during
the whole or the greater part of a life at a machine of

one type only, or performs his manual tasks with a
very limited number of tools of a simple character,

without so much as understanding, or giving a passing
thought to their underlying principles of action, or to

the analogies which they have in common with others

of diverse forms. Hence, as a philosophical recrea-

tion for some, and as a study of daily interest and
mingled daily occupation for others, an appreciative

knowledge of the forms of tools will be of interest

and service.

I.—Tools of the Chisel Type.

Under this head are included the chisels proper
for wood and metal, the gouges, sets, planes, boring
tools, lathe and machine-cutting tools, and many more
referable to the same broad type. Let us trace them
through their various classes.

Tools of the chisel type are neither more nor less

than wedges, and the principle of the wedge is illus-

trated b/ the diagrams, Figs. 1 to 3. Neglecting
friction, in Fig. 1, it is obvious that if a weight, W,

has to be raised to the perpendicular height, H, it is

much easier to draw it up the inclined plane, c B, than

to lift it from A to B direct. The total amount of

work done, is, of course, the same in each case, but

the actual labour per unit of time is less when drawing

up the inclined plane, in the proportion which the

length of the plane bears to the height. Thus, if the

load were a hundred pounds, and the height, H, 6 feet,

and the length, c, B, 20 feet, the power necessary to

draw the load up would be ———— = 30 lbs., and in
20

each case 600 foot pounds of work would be done.

Hence the rule: When there is equilibrium, the power

bears the same ratio to the weight that the height

does to the length of the slant line. A wedge is to be

regarded as two inclined planes placed back to back,

Figs. 2, 3, and the weight is the resistance acting

against the slant lines, c and D and C and E, and the

power is the pressure applied against the head D, E.

Then by forming a parallelogram of forces, and taking

the line, a, b, to represent the pressure acting on the

head of the wedge, the ratio between the length of

the line, A, B, and of the lines, A, c ; A, D will repre-

sent the ratio between the pressure or power applied

at the head, and the resistance to be overcome.

By comparing Figs. 2 and 3, it is seen that the

greater the length of the inclined plane relatively to

the height, the smaller the amount of power which is

required to overcome the resistance, so that a thin

edge is more economical of power than a thick one.

Since a chisel is a wedge, and all tools of the chisel

type are wedges, we may bear this fundamental prin-

ciple in mind, and it will be instructive by and bye

to note how other conditions come in to influence the

typical wedge form, and cause considerations of

strength and durability to modify the cutting angles

of tools, making them assume forms apparently

anomalous in character.

Tools of the chisel type embrace a very great

number of forms diverse in appearance and in mode
of application, yet having a common affinity to the

wedge. A wedge may possess the splitting property

merely, or it may divide by cutting, the difference

depending partly upon its degree of obtuseness, partly

upon the manner in which it is presented to the

material, partly also upon the nature of the material

operated on. Thus, an axe if driven into the end of

a piece of wood, in the direction of the grain fibres,

will not actually cut, but will divide the wood by

splitting alone. But if it be employed at the face of

wood, where the layer of fibres is so thin as to yield

readily, the purely cutting action will predominate.

The same remarks, will hold good of a chisel used in

the same way. But if the wood is to be divided in a

direction transversely to the fibres, neither axe nor
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chisel will operate by splitting, but the cutting action

must of necessity be continuous throughout. In the

case of a carpenter's plane, except when set very fine,

both actions will be combined, for the iron will cut

only at minute intervals, and split and lift up the

fibres at the intermediate portions. This action is

best seen by examining a coarse shaving taken from

a jack plane, more especially from a single iron jack

plane. In a fine trying plane shaving evidence of

splitting is almost entirely absent, and in the finest of

all is, I think, not to be detected. The tools for metal

work, as roughing tools, gravers, cold chisels, and

sets, act by cutting only, and not by splitting at all.

So also do knives, razors, gouges, boring tools, and

soft wood turning tools.

I propose to treat of these tools under two heads,

namely, those (i) which depend for their efficiency

on the aid of manual directive skill alone, and those

(2) which are employed on the guide principle. The

latter embrace the planes, the former the chisels,

gouges and similar tools. Afterwards, we shall dis-

cuss those tools which are employed chiefly for metal

work, and which are guided either by the hand or

automatically.

Of the tools in the first named division, we note

the existence of two broad distinctions; that of the

single, and of the double bevels of the cutting angles,

a distinction which roughly corresponds with that of

the cutting and splitting processes before mentioned.

This contrast is clearly seen in the axe and adze, the

former being employed chiefly for splitting, the

latter for squaring up and dressing to shape. Re-

garded in this light, the chisel might almost be rele-

gated to the class of guide tools, inasmuch as its flat

unbevelled face becomes in some degree a guide for

accurate cutting. But, its value in this respect is

confined only to flat surfaces of small area, those of

large area being invariably made true with the plane.

Still it has a very marked value, since it is apparent

that a small surface could not be pared even ap-

proximately true with a doubly bevelled axe, simply

because it has no extent of guide surface to steady

and control it.

It will be no less instructive than appropriate to

commence our survey of chisel-like tools by an ex-

amination of the earliest known forms. Going up the

stream of Time, we find the flint flakes, hatchets, and

adzes, furnishing the rudest types of tools ; the first

weapons with which man in every land has armed

himself to do battle with his foes. In the far-off ages

of which we veil our ignorance under the term Palae-

olithic, these are the only types of tools yet dis-

covered. Nay, further, they are almost the only

evidences we have of the existence of man in the

period when the bear, the mammoth, the lion and

the hyena, roamed about a continental Britain.

These tools have been exhumed from caves, dug

out of stalagmite and breccia, recovered from the river

gravels, ploughed up from the surface soil, and

dredged from the shallow seas around our coasts.

We regard them with a feeling akin to awe, as

being almost the sole surviving relics of primeval

man, and of that earlier race who saw Britain united

to the continent, who followed the retreating glaciers,

and perhaps lived between the glacial periods, and

who saw these lands occupied by a fauna, of which

few species now remain in their ancient habitat, while

many have become totally extinct. We designate

those unmeasured periods of time after the character-

istics of the rough-hewn implements which constitute

their chief mementoes and relics
—

" Palaeolithic,"

palaios, old, lithos, a stone—the old stone age.

There are implements so rudely fashioned that their

very human origin has been called in question, so rude,

indeed, that only a practised eye can distinguish them

from the unhewn fragments of flint which occur scat-

tered naturally over various localities. Others, again

of later age are, as we shall see, highly polished and

beautifully symmetrical implements on which a deal

of patient and loving labour has been evidently be-

stowed ; while between these two extremes, celts in all

stages of transitional character are found. From
three, to six or eight inches in length, is about the

average, but many are found shorter and longer than

these. They were in the earliest ages, rudely chipped

from nodules of flint alone, but afterwards from other

hard materials.

The Palaeolithic implements were struck off" first

as successive flakes from around a central core of

flint, and their edges afterwards trimmed more or less

with a succession of blows, or a process of surface

chipping. " Flakes " are the splinters or spalls broken

off by percussion from around a central nodule or

core, and appear to have been the rude material from

which were fashioned scrapers, javelin, and lance, and

arrow heads, tools for boring, and for a multitude of

purposes besides. The hatchets and adzes, so-called,

have been formed by the sui face chipping of a core of

flint, being heavier and more massive than the thin

flakes. The implements present diverse appearances,

according to their age, amount of weathering, and

the nature of the substances with which they

have come into contact. Many have become

of a dirty white colour, more or less patchy,

many wear the natural hue of the flint, but are

darkened and glossy, others are discoloured with

stains of oxide, or marked with arborescent forms

or calcareous incrustations.

Two typical implements of flint are shown in

Figs. 4 and 5, the first of ovoid form from Kent's
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Cavern ; the second, ovate lanceolate, from the river

drift. They are both of very high antiquity, and like

all others of their types are simply chipped, without

any attempt at grinding and polishing. An acutely

pointed flake is shown in Fig. 6, also from Kent's

Cavern, while Fig. 7 shows an implement from the

river drift which differs from that in Fig. 5, in being

more pointed.

Cutting tools, for so indeed they are, of these and

of types not very diverse therefrom are all that re-

main to us from the Palaeolithic ages. It is quite

impossible to say to what particular uses they were

put, or in what way they were held, though we shall

find such analogies in neolithic times, as will permit

of reasonable speculation thereon. To quote Sir

John Lubbock :
—" Almost as well might we ask to

what would they not be applied. Infinite as are our

instruments, who would attempt even at present to

say what was the use of a knife ? But the primitive

savage had no such choice of tools. We see before us,

perhaps, the whole contents of his workshop; and with

these weapons, rude as they seem to us, he may have

cut down trees, scooped them out into canoes,

grubbed up roots, killed animals and enemies, cut up

his food, made holes in winter through the ice,

prepared firewood, built huts, and in some cases at

least, they may have served as sling stones."

In all the long period termed Palaeolithic, there

are no signs of improvement in the finish of these

tools. They are merely chipped rudely over the

facets and round the cutting edges. The jagged edge

was doubtless imparted by a succession of sharp

blows from a hammer of similar material. The hard-

ness of the flint and keenness of the fractured edges

gave them their cutting power, and through countless

ages they appear to have fulfilled all man's purposes for

attack and defence, for constructive ends, and domes-
tic use. These tools could not have been used for

cutting fine shavings or chips, they must have owed
their efficiency to percussion mainly, except when
they were used as scrapers. Seeing that the use of

metals was not yet known, the primitive races must,

perforce, have been content with their flints, knowing
nothing better, just as our fathers were content to

travel by stage-coach and sailing-ship, not knowing
the potentialities of steam. Though the flints appear

to us very inefficient cutting instruments, by reason of

their wide cutting angle and friable character, yet

when properly hafted and wielded by a strong arm,

they were probably formidable both as weapons and

• For the ancient types of tools here figured, the author

begs to acknowledge his indebtedness to the admirable

volumes of Dr. Evans, " Ancient Stone Implementi," and

of Dr. Keller, "Lake Dwellings," in which many hundreds

of these early tools are illustrated and described.

tools, and they remained, in fact, without improvement

during unknown centuries.

When these races passed away, and the men of

the new stone age occupied their places, the imple-

ments preserved the same broad typical forms, but

were modified and gradually improved. The men of

the neolithic or new stone age mostly ground their

" celts " either in part, or over their whole surfaces,

notwithstanding that many roughly-hewn forms are

also common.
Fig. 8 shows a celt of neolithic age, and is an

example of what is termed secondary chipping, a

remarkably keen edge being produced without any

grinding whatever. A common form, also not ground,

is shown in Fig. 9. A celt ground at one edge only

is illustrated in Fig. 10. A celt polished all over is

drawn in Fig. II.

These axes are called " celts" by the antiquarians.

The word is derived from the Latin celtis, a chisel, and

it is applied in a comprehensive sense to all these

chisel-like tools. No more suggestive illustration of

their high prehistoric antiquity can be adduced than

the fact, that from very early ages they have been

regarded with superstitious awe, by all nations alike.

Orientals! Greeks, Romans, and European peoples

have all regarded them as of supernatural origin—as

thunderbolts and elf arrows, and as possessing a

talismanic or healing character. And further illus-

tration is found in the standing over of old habits

into later times, lingering longest in religious cere-

monial and rite. Thus Herodotus, Euterpe ii. 86,

speaking of the embalmers of Egypt, says that " with

a sharp Ethiopian stone they make an incision in the

side, and take out all the bowels." Zipporah, Ex. iv. 25,

used a " sharp stone." Joshua made "sharp knives of

stone," see the Septuagint Ch. v. 2, 3 ; and in the same

version, Ch. xxiv. 30, it is said, and is remarkably

illustrative of the burial customs of the past, that they

put " with him into the tomb in which they buried him,

the sharp knives of stone with which he circumcised

the children of Israel." Similar allusions occur also

in the classical writers.

Whether or no the long narrow pointed chipped

implements of flint, dignified by archaeologists with

the names of chisels and gouges are to be regarded

as veritable wood working tools, is a question upon

which many of my readers may be divided in opinion.

Certainly on first thoughts, we might deem it impos-

sible to use them as such. But bearing in mind the

slender requirements of a savage, and the slight

estimation in which time is held, we can imagine that

these chisels and gouges, together with the heavieraxes,

were adequate for his constructive wants, being used for

splitting, abrading, reducing wood and other materials

to shape and size, and also as weapons of offence and
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defence. Fig. 12 shows a chisel so

called, ground sharp at the bottom
edge. Fig. 13 is a highly finished

stone chisel in a hafting of bone.

Fig. 14 is a bone chisel. Fig. 15 a

stone chisel hafted in bone, the last

three being from the Lake dwellings

of Switzerland. These are '"merely

typical of many hundreds of

similar implements in existence.

Intimately bearing on the

question of the adaptability of

these tools to the wants of man
is the manner of their hafting.

Two examples of hafting have
just been illustrated, but how
were the celts, axes and
adzes handled ? To deal

an effective blow, or for

guidance, or to avoid in-

jury to the hand, they
must, unless of exception-

ally large size, have been
hafted in some fashion. And
fortunately, in a few in-

stances, wooden handles in the last stage of decay have
been found, having celts attached thereto. But the per-

ishable nature of wood will account for the paucity of
such remains. Celts were hafted in some cases
through a hole in the handle, placed at some distance
from the end. Specimens have been found at Solway
Moss, Fig. 16, and in the county of Cumberland, on
land which once formed the bed of a lake, in Ireland,

and in the Swiss Lake dwellings. Fig. 17 is from
Robenhausen in one of the Swiss lakes, this being
one of the commonest modes of hafting in the Lake
dwellings, that in which an intermediate piece of stag's

horn formed the connection between the hatchet and
its handle. The hatchet wis let into one end of the

horn, the opposite end of the horn being tenoned

into the handle. Dr. Keller says that thousands

of such handles, perfect

and broken, occur in

the lakes.

The reason of this

method of haft-

ing is obvious :

the labour of

perforating such

an obdurate ma-

terial as flint,

or, indeed, any

of the other

stones used for

the same pu>

d

pose, would, in those " rude ages,

have been a most herculean task

in comparison with the boring out

of a stick. The stick was, of course,

very liable to become broken in

pieces, but then it could be readily

replaced. Apparently to minimise

the occurrence of this casualty, the

hole for the reception of the

celt has been found at a con-

siderable distance from the

end. In some cases the prac-

tice of modern savages was

anticipated, the celt being se-

cured by thongs of bast or

vegetable fibre tightly wound

rouad'and crossed. In every

case, the handles, when

found, have been in an ad-

vanced state of decay, re-

minding us that in countless

other instances, though the

imperishable stone has re-

mained, the wooden handles,

3.

—

illustrations of principle of wedge. where;'fsuch existed, must

have succumbed to the influence of heat and moisture

in the course of long centuries.

When examining the piles used for the founda-

tions of some of the Swiss Lake dwellings, Dr. Keller

found them all sharp pointed, the pointing.being effec-

ted in some instances by fire, in others by cutting tools.

He took the opinion of several carpenters and joiners

as to the nature of the tools by which the ends were

hacked to a point, and they came to the unanimous

conclusion that no implement of metal could have

been used for the purpose. But stone celts were then

tried on green poles from the forest, and they effected

the actual results which they were credited with the

performance of. Probably the larger celts, and

celts used for special purposes, may have been held

in the hand alone, being sufficiently weighty to be

used without handles.

Indeed, a few speci-

are in existence,

which slight de-

pressions occur

on opposite
sides, apparent-

ly to receive the

thumb and fin-

ger. In addition

to the beauty

of their finish,

another distinc-
16, 17.—CELTS HAFTED IN HOLES

.

n handles. tion between the
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! IG. 4. — FLINT IMPLEMENT—OVOID. FIG. 5.— DITTO.—OVATE LANCEOLATE. FIG. 6. — ACUTELY POINTED FLAKE.

FIG. 7.—MORE POINTED OVATE LANCEOLATE. FIGS. 8, 9.— CELTS OK STONE AXES OF NEOLITHIC AGE. FIG. IO.

—

CELT GROUND AT ONE EDGE ONLY. FIG. II.—CELT POLISHED ALL OVER. FIG. 12.— FLINT CHISEL, SO CALLED.

FIG. 13.—HIGHLY-FINISHED FLINT CHISEL IN HAFTING OF EONE. FIG. 14.— BONE CHISEL. FIG. IS-—STONE CHISEL

HAFTED IN P.ONE.
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tools of the later neolithic and the palaeolithic periods,

is, that while the latter are almost invariably made
of flint, those of the former are fashioned from various

other materials, mostly from volcanic or metamorphic

rock, basalt, greenstone, serpentine, porphyry, mica-

ceous grit, etc. We look in vain, however, in the

stone ages for that differentiation of tools which we
find later on.

Hammers, saws, boring tools are there, but of true

cutting tools nothing essentially distinct from those

types which we have already noticed. Even in the

ages which produced the beautiful polished axes, we
find nothing answering to our specialised chisels and

gouges, save certain celts narrow and tapering, and

which being in many cases found mounted axially in

sockets of stag's horn were presumably used similarly

to our chisels and gouges. Manufactories of flint

tools have been discovered in many localities—hun-

dreds of flints in various sizes and stages of prepara-

tion, appearing to indicate that the making of these

tools was a specialised trade.

A visit to almost any provincial museum will

enable the student to compare these ancient tools

with those of similar or identical character, made use

of by savage tribes in the present day, or until quite

recently. Much light is thrown upon their mode of

hafting and use by a comparative study of these ex-

isting forms, obtained from North American tribes,

natives of Tierra del Fuego, New Caledonia, New
Zealand, New Guinea, South Africa, and the islands

in the Pacific and Australasian archipelago.

In taking a glance at the cutting tools of the

stone ages, I have, I know, but lightly touched a mat-

ter which is of deep interest to the antiquarian, but

the scope of our special subject warns me not to

linger there longer. Let us award the men of those

earlier races their meed of praise. I have often

thought that perhaps we give those, our remote pre-

decessors, too little credit for the mechanical skill

they possessed and for the work they did. Although

we have advanced on the lines they struck out, and
are become their legatees, we are too apt to pity and
despise them, and to undervalue their achievements.

Is it not the case of the dwarf on the giant's

shoulders again ? To me these old flints speak elo-

quently of earnest centuries of fight against tremen-

dous odds, when the very existence of the human race

trembled in the balance in that struggle for existence

with the carnivora of the forest, specimens of whose
dreadful canines and gaunt bony framework now lay

quietly reposing in the glass cases of our museums.
Truly, there were giants in the earth in those far-

off days. For they conquered the initial difficulties

of the race, and opened the path to progress.

{To be continued.')

FRETSAW WORK AND MARQUETRY
CUTTING.

By D. B. ADAMSON.

I.

—

Introduction—Advantages of Fretworking—
As an Industrial Recreation—As a Means of

Money-making—Professional Fret-workers of

Celebrity — Value of Knowledge of Fret-

cutting to Professional Wood Workers.

T has never been doubted among civilized

nations that to become an adept in any

of what are called the fine arts, is a laud-

able ambition. Those gifted ones, who,

by the faithful application of their highly

organized faculties, have been able to transform things

rude or commonplace, such as a block of stone, a

lump of wood, a piece of canvas, a leaf of paper

into lasting monuments of beauty, have in all ages

been looked upon as holding a first rank amongst

those chiefs of mankind, who, when all other

distinctions have faded, constitute the glory of the

several countries which gave them birth, or in which

they laboured. Modern Society has, however, strangely

thought that there was something low or mean in

the pursuit of the mechanical as distinguished from

the fine arts by a somewhat arbitrary line of demarka-

tion. However, a great change in this country, at

any rate, has taken place in the more enlightened

public opinion as to the honour due to the skilled

artisan—whether professional or amateur. Indeed,

the conviction is rapidly growing in strength that no

education can be looked upon as complete which does

not develope the manual, as well as the mental

faculties, for surely our hands are given to us to con-

struct what our brains conceive. It is beginning to

be thoroughly understood that the acquisition of dex-

terity in a mechanical art has an invigorating influence

on the intellectual powers, and greatly conduces to

their healthy expansion. Hence it is no longer con-

sidered derogatory, but praiseworthy and beneficial, to

devote a portion of time to some handicraft, although

not forced to do so for pecuniary gain. It cannot but

be expected that the professional mechanic, who with

thought-directed industry strives to make himself as

expert as possible in his own department, must attain

to an excellence of workmanship therein at which the

amateur artisan can seldom hope to arrive. But no

amateur ought on that account to be daunted. He
should remember that nature has provided him with

the same number of fingers as the professional, and

that, though it is not given to all to do great things,

everyone has it in his power to do little things well.

He will find that if he puts his hand to any work,

with full determination to do his best, although what

he produces may be far from satisfying his ideal, still
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he has been amply rewarded for his time and labour

both by the increase of skill his efforts have given

him, and above all, by those influences for good on

his moral character which result from all honest

painstaking endeavours to do well every work that

lies before him.

But honesty of purpose, even when directed by a

well-balanced intellect, is not enough to make even

passably proficient the amateur artisan. He who
aspires to do his work so that it may be done without

unduly discouraging him, will find himself en-

countered by difficulties in the acquisition of the

knowledge requisite for the practice of the art he

desires to cultivate, which, if he be not under proper

guidance, cannot but put his earnestness and perse-

verance to a severe test, and perhaps cause him to

abandon a pursuit which might otherwise have been a

source of pleasure to him. Unless he can obtain

somewhere that instruction, without which no prac-

tical work, which is new to him, can be successfully

begun and carried out, much time, material, and

patience must be wasted in tentative operations

to find out certain things which are in reality so

simple that one initiated could, in a few words,

accompanied, mayhap, by apt illustration, impart all

the information needed about them. Look, for in-

stance, at what is involved in the initial question as to

what tools and appliances are requisite for any

mechanical art. It is easy to see that without the

aid of one qualified to give it him, an amateur could

obtain no adequate answer to this question except by

the slow and unreliable process of picking it up little

by little, here and there. Then as to the deft use of

tools—although, no doubt, this can only be gained by

practice, anyone who has had aught to do with them

knows how much time can be saved, and how many
bad habits, which can only be with difficulty unlearned,

may be avoided when the right mode of handl'ng

them has been taught. It is with a view to relieve

those who wish to cultivate the art of fret-cutting, of

as many as possible of such difficulties as oppress an

amateur when beginning a new branch of work, that

this paper is written, and although the instructions

given are specially intended for novices, I am not

without a hope that even proficients may find some-

thing conducive to increased skill among them. For

the amateur artisan, cabinet-making and wood-

working in its various branches seem to possess a

peculiar attraction—nor is this to be wondered at.

For if he is fond of his home, and this he is almost

certain to be, who seeks his recreation mainly in some
form of useful labour alien from his ordinary occupa-

tion, he naturally desires that the results of his self-

imposed industry shall find a place in that home and

add to its comfort and beauty. Hardly anything to

which the amateur mechanic can devote his spare

time can so well and so easily gratify this commend-
able desire as the construction of diverse articles out of

wood. Not only can he produce such things as are

essentially useful, but he can cultivate and satisfy his

Esthetic taste by making them not merely useful but

beautiful by giving them both symmetry of form and
artistic ardornment, for, as Locke has well said,

" Solidity, or even usefulness, is not enough, a graceful

way and fashion in everything is that which gives the

ornament and liking."

Of all kinds of handicraft in wood there is none

which has more to commend itself to the amateur

than fretwork. Not the least of its advantages,

especially for those who are anxious for speedy results

from their labour, is that pleasing effects can be

obtained from simple fretwork after very slight prac-

tice. The art is rapidly acquired by anyone possessing

ordinary dexterity, and though, perhaps truly, this

branch of fretwork may be regarded as a very minor

fine art, increasing skill will, I take it, tempt to bolder

essays and lead up to elaborate inlay or marquetry

work. To the wood carver also, facility in fret-cutting

will be no slight assistance, indeed, the two arts go

hand-in-hand. Among other advantages may be stated

the small cost of materials and tools. All that is

actually necessary, not only for a start, but for good

work, is an outlay of a few shillings. The demand on

the physical powers is also small. The work can be

carried on in an ordinary sitting-room, without, if a

little care be taken, making so much litter or mess as

could offend any good housewife who is not afflicted

with an irritating mania for tidiness. There is no

reason why fretworking should not be a favourite form

of recreative employment with ladies, especially with

such as do not care in their spare moments to be con-

tinually using their fingers in making " anti-

macassars," seldom highly, though no doubt suffi-

ciently, estimated by the male members of the

household, or other so-called " fancy-work," which too

often, as someone, I think John Foster, remarked, "is

red with the blood of murdered time." Those of the

gentler sex who may be induced to try what they can

do with the fretsaw, will find that with no greater

physical exertion on their part, even if they work it by

a treadle machine, than is needed for the sewing

machine, they are able, at a comparatively small cost,

to enrich their homes with many an article, which,

though they would not have thought of buying it, adds

greatly to their pleasure. No doubt some ladies do go

in for fret-cutting, but many seem deterred from it by

the erroneous notion that working in wood is an

unfeminine occupation. Although joinery in its heavier

branches may be so, the same can hardly be said of

plain fret-cutting, while delicate marquetry work
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seems peculiarly adapted to woman's skill. When it

is remembered that many ladies have become pro-

ficients at the much harder labour of wood-carving, it

is not to be wondered at that many do turn their at-

tention to fret and inlaid work, either as a source of

pleasure or pecuniary profit. A cabinet-maker can

readily be found to undertake any fitting required as

well as the coarser work of cutting and preparing wood.

However, as will be seen later on, wood specially pre-

pared can be obtained.

But methinks I hear some good housewife, full of

house pride, exclaim :
" What ! would you wish me to

introduce into my house a work which I am sure will

make a nasty litter of shavings and sawdust?" Cer-

tainly not, my dear Madam, nothing could be further

from my intention than to advocate any form of

untidiness, and I assure you, you are labouring under

a great delusion as to the litter-engendering powers of

fretwork. Of course you know of such a being as a

dressmaker, one who, to the great delectation of

frugal matrons, goes out to work by the day in the

houses of her employers. You do not object to a visit

from her, although it cannot be denied that the room

in which she works is put by her, with perhaps your

assistance, in the shortest possible time into a state

of admirable disorder. Well let me tell you a person

must do a lot of fret-cutting, and work hard, with the

express purpose of making a litter, to be able to cause

as great a mess in a day as the tidiest of dressmakers

will, without the slightest effort, made in a short half-

hour. With the most ordinary precaution, such as

putting a newspaper on the floor, and another on the

table, you will have no cause to complain, however

fastidious you may be, of any mess made by fret-

cutting.

As an industrial recreation for children, fret-cutting

is admirably adapted. The work best suited for such

a purpose is one which, while, as a source of varied

interest and amusement, it relieves the mind of any

strain put upon it by the more serious operations

required in teaching the young idea how to shoot,

developes the instincts of industry, and otherwise has

direct educational power.

Now fret-cutting answers all these ends as well as

any, and better than some constructive or decorative

arts. It needs no strenuous forth-putting of energy,

either mental or physical, to learn how to make use

of the fretsaw to some purpose. Hence a child can

acquire this knowledge as easily and with as little

effort as is needed to master the intricacies of some

game. Thus, as what is intended primarily to amuse,

never becomes a drudgery, it always presents itself

to the child's mind as connected with pleasurable

emotions. So much so was this the case in one in-

stance, which came under my notice, that a little boy

was only reconciled to the notion of submitting to a

surgical operation by the promise that as soon as he

recovered from the chloroform, he should be allowed

to use a fretsaw for the rest of the day—if he wanted

to. Poor little fellow, he did not want. The charms

of the fretsaw had gone for a time. The almost

infinite variety of effects that can be produced by the

agency of a fretsaw, keeps awake in the child-artisan

a keen feeling of interest and curiosity, and these

form strong factors in the production of the purest

amusements. Is it, therefore, to be wondered at

that children with a mechanical turn of mind

regard with pleasure the hours spent on fretwork.

Moreover, the use of the fretsaw fixes those natural

tendencies which whole-hearted steady work has to

increase the inclination constantly to leave those

things that are behind and to stretch forward to

those which are before. He who early learns to

employ his head and hands to produce tangible

effects with such a spur to persevering action as is

supplied by experience, that by care and attention

he can improve on what he has already done, has

the desire engendered in him to occupy himself

with such work as shall, by his growing skill, become

more and more profitable to himself and others. It

need hardly be pointed out that for a child fretwork

supplies abundance of such wholesome impulses to

healthy mental and physical growth. It trains the

eye and makes it more keen to note what is beautiful

in design and excellent in form, for as it has been

described by an American writer on the subject, "Fret-

work is a study of outline." Culture is given to the

hand whose nerves and muscles are trained to dex-

terity, so that the fingers, which at first acted like

" all thumbs " soon became expert, and
" feel each coming hour

New consciousness of power."

In common with all constructive arts, fretwork also acts

on the moral character by promoting self-respect and

self-reliance, through driving away the spirit of mean
dependence on circumstances or on our fellow-men,

and expelling morbid distrust and contempt of stlf.

By all means let us encourage our youngsters to

develope any mechanical ability they may possess,

at the least it will be an amusement for them " to

make things," while, who can tell what length their

skill may not in after years attain. Their first efforts

will, probably, not be more crude than were those of

the boys who grew to be men renowned in art. The
work even of a juvenile Michael Angelo could hardly

be expected to look well.

Let it not, however, be thought that fretworking is

an employment fit only for children, or that I regard

the fretsaw as a mere toy. On the contrary, I would

urge its claims as a work in which any intelligent
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person may engage and take an interest in, for in the

higher branches of the art there is great scope for

skill, the closest attention and considerable dexterity

being required if one would achieve good results.

What these are may be seen by studying the works

of such masters of inlaid fretwork as Boulle,

Roentgen—usually known by his Christian name,

David, alone—Riesener, Crescent, Boucher, etc., etc.

Not only the excellence of the workmanship, which,

in many instances, seems perfect in construction and

finish, but the beauty of their design calls forth

admiration. Indeed, it seems hardly too much to

say, when we regard these masterpieces, that a clever

work of marquetry may be fitly placed on a level

with the great bulk of the works of those who make
canvas speak. At any rate, they are both the products

of genius, or at least, of the artistic instinct. These

remarks may, perhaps, tend to show that fret-cutting

is a difficult art, and so discourage some one from

attempting it, because he is conscious that the highest

point is beyond his range. That would be folly, in-

deed, for the fact is, that pleasing objects can be

made in ordinary fretwork with very little practice.

The worker may certainly never attain, nor hope to

attain, to the skill of a Damiano, whose masterpiece,

the choir of the Cathedral at Bologna, is said to have

taken nine years in execution. But what of that ?

Should the consciousness that he can never become

a Raphael, or a Turner, daunt anyone from doing his

best to make himself a good painter, or hinder him
from learning to draw with a lead pencil ? Of course,

it is only the born artist, the genius as he is called,

who will excel in any of the arts, be it music, sculpture,

painting, or even fret-cutting. All others who cultivate

them, must in spite of themselves, be content to

stand on a level with the vast majority of their com-

panions.

This much, however, may be said of a great num-
ber of mediocrities in every art. They derive pleasure

from their work, sometimes even much satisfaction

from the notion that they are geniuses, and that what-

ever the profane vulgar may think of them, there are

a select few—including themselves—who can appre-

ciate their efforts. Thus many a canvas dauber swells

with what he thinks honest pride, when he is told by

some not very discerning, or it may be, flattering,

friends, that a picture which has in it little worthy of

praise is a work of the highest merit. And not a few

who 'cruelly outrage our love of sweet harmonies by

the emission of what to the musical ear are little

better than murderous sounds, are highly exalted in

their own esteem, because they have mistaken the

loud and hearty " thank-yous," which denote the

general relief because a torture has ended, for an out-

burst of gratitude, for the great treat their musical

abilities have afforded. Would any but a churl

deprive these deluded ones of the happiness their

self-deception brings to them ? If there are any fret-

cutters who are gifted with the power of self-laudation

over their commonplace productions, why, unless we
saw in them possibilities of better things checked by

their conceit, should we disturb their pleasure by

endeavouring to remove their satisfaction ? The fret-

worker, who is really an artist, will not be deceived

either by the praises of partial friends or the com-

mendation of those who, from ignorance, are unable to

give a true judgment. He will see or feel more
defects in anything he has done than others can show

him. We, as lookers, may perhaps see defects, but

they will probably be those that lie on the surface

and require no great discernment to perceive. The
blemishes the worker himself sees may be invisible to

the superficial observer. But this is far from saying

that he does not derive as much pleasure from his

work as the man who thinks he has licked creation in

some piece of poor stuff that has been produced by

him. He of a truth takes the same kind of interest

in his work that a father takes in his children, keenly

alive to their defects, but still joyful and interested in

their growth. It is a truism that the best kind of

recreation is a change of occupation. Anyone whose

work in life is of a sedentary nature, and makes
demands on his brain, though this is hardly correct,

for what work does not—will find that most kinds of

manual labour give him what he wants. Some handi-

works, though, require too much from the muscles to

suit those unaccustomed to bodily labour. This is not

the case with fretworking, which is by no means too

fatiguing. It will be noticed that I have used the word

recreation not rest, for I presume no one wanting

absolute rest will undertake any work, however light

and easy it may be, for the time being. But few, if

any, really healthy and therefore active men can be

happy with too much rest or idleness, which becomes

to him, when in excess, more fatiguing than work.

As a rule he can get as much rest as he wants when

he is asleep in bed. He desires in his leisure hours

recreation, that is, change to an occupation which

interests him, and does not cause too much fatigue.

This he can obtain by cultivating the art of fret-

working.

I have hitherto treated of fretwork mainly as a

pleasant and useful employment for leisure hours, and

as a very agreeable means of obtaining relaxation. It

must not, however, be forgotten that there is another

aspect under which it may be, and indeed ought to

be, viewed, namely, the pecuniary results that can be

derived from it—of course ordinary fretwork has not

much monetary value, but there is no reason why any-

one should be content to produce merely that kind of
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work, rather, indeed, should the effort be to produce of

the best. In any case, however, with even moderate

skill and very little labour, articles of wood or other

materials can be enhanced in value by fret-cutting. It

is quite possible, nay, even easy, to transform a piece

of wood, worth intrinsically, perhaps only a shilling,

into something, such as a bracket, which shall be worth

many times as much. Even if it should not be ne-

cessary to turn the ornament into money, there will be

the satisfaction of having transformed raw material

of comparatively little value into an article worth more

by the intelligent skill brought to bear on it. I need

hardly say that such an article as the one indicated,

and other odds and ends, are always acceptable for a

bazaar. As an example of what may be done in

ordinary channels of trade, with a fair amount of

proficiency in fretwork, I may give an instance which

came under my own notice. No professional fret-

worker being available, an amateur, who had practised

the art, was applied to in an emergency to do a piece

of inlay, or rather several pieces, which were necessary

to decorate an otherwise plain and almost valueless

article of furniture. He undertook the work with such

complete success that, a trifling amount of joinery

included, when finished it realized more than five

times the cost of material, some of which, by the way,

was very costly, otherwise the proportion would have

been much more. Had wood alone, or in conjunction

with a common metal, such as brass or copper been

used, the increase in value would probably have been

twenty fold. As it was the profit is not a despicable one

when it is taken into account that the time occupied

would otherwise have been spent in doing nothing. Do
not, however, let me raise in the minds of any a view

of a possible mechanical El Dorado. Such a piece of

work as I have alluded to is not in every-day demand,

still, opportunities may easily be found by those who
care to seek for them of turning their proficiency in

fretwork to good account. More especially does this

apply to inlaid fretwork, i.e., marquetry, an art little

known or practised in this country by amateurs, or

indeed by any, except the few who make it their

business, and in whose hands, with one or two notable

exceptions, it had sunk to a very low ebb. At the

present time it is in good demand for the decoration

of furniture, and both in design and execution the

work is being improved in this country. But I shall

have more to say on this subject later on.

Having given an instance of what has been done,

let me give a couple showing what might be done,

and I trust the suggestions conveyed may be appre-

ciated by those for whom they are chiefly intended,

viz., those who are as artisans connected with the finer

branches of wood-working, carving, cabinet-making,

etc. Not that it would be desirable for them to

become Jack of all trades and masters of none, but

they should not, at all events, be completely ignorant

or unskilled in every detail but their own. The
tendency towards subdivision of labour, though it

may lower prices to the purchaser, and on the whole

be a benefit from an economical point of view, does

not ennoble the individual worker who is too apt to

become a machine—a skilful one, if you like, in cer-

tain work, but not a thinking one, not one to be

relied on in any departure from the beaten track.

The man who can at a pinch undertake work out of

his regular course, will always be more valuable to

his employer or himself than he who cannot.

Recognising this, one day in a large furniture factory

where a fine fret machine stood constantly idle, I

remarked to worthy Mr. Macfutty, the foreman, who,

I knew, took an interest in instructing his apprentices,

that he might set the boys now and again to do a

little fret-cutting, as they would be none the worse for

it. His reply was, " Why, man, they're caabinet

mekkers, no fretcutters; what for wull they learn to

work yon jiggering thing ? " It was useless for me to

attempt to show that even a " caabinet mekker

"

might be more valuable occssionally if he understood

fret-cutting, for Macfutty belonged to the country

north of the Tweed. Had he thought differently, on

one occasion at least, an apprentice of his would have

found it of advantage to be able to use " yon jiggering

thing." Again, happening to call on a wood carver, I

found him in a bad humour, because though he had a

quantity of work on hand to be got through by a

given time, he was not then able to get on with it

owing to the fretcutter he had employed to do some

of the shaping, having kept him waiting for some

hours. The fret-cutting it seemed, ought not to have

taken more than half-an-hour or so, and had the

carver done it himself, several wasted hours of valu-

able time would have been saved. Something like

the following conversation took place

—

" Why don't you do the fretting yourself? "

" I have never learned
;
you see I am a carver.''

" Well, but why not learn now, even if you don't

manage so quickly as a fretcutter, you will save a lot

of time. You could easily learn, could not you ?
"

" Oh yes, I could learn it in an hour or two, and

do all I want as well as any fretcutter, but it is not

worth while, as fret-cutting is not my business."

I am afraid he has not yet found it worth his while,

but that he still endures the wasting of his time by

another's default. He complains of bad times, but

does nothing to remedy them. Query, is not the

complaint of " bad times " too often another way of

spelling " neglected opportunities ?
"

Here let me put in a caution against drawing a

false conclusion from what this wood-carver said
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about the ease with which he could acquire the art of

fret-cutting.

It might be true that he, a man accustomed for

years to one of the highest forms of manipulating

wood, was correct in the assertion he made. Any
novice, however, who imagined he could make any-

thing like such rapid progress, would soon find that

he was labouring under a delusion. There is no royal

road to skill in fret-cutting any more than there is in

any other art. The learner will find that there are

difficulties to be overcome, false notions and pre-

judices to be cast away, bad habits to be avoided,

technical mysteries to be initiated into—all of which

call forth thought, determination, patience, persever-

ance, and labour. In this paper it is my wish to in-

dicate as clearly as may be the road which has to be

traversed by all who would become proficient in fret-

cutting, so that without unnecessary waste of time,

they may learn as much as possible of what they

ought to do to attain success. Some may find fault

with parts as being of too elementary a character,

and doubtless they are to any who have acquired

some degree of proficiency. For the novice, how-

ever, it is essential that he should be instructed in all

manner of detail, and any difficulty in knowing what

to do has, it is hoped, been anticipated, and will be

found sufficiently explained.

(To be continued.)

WOOD-CARVING IN IRISH BOG OAK.
By ALEXANDER WATT.

VI.—Boo Oak Crosses (continued)—Finishing the
Plain Cross—Ornamental Crosses—The Mal-
tese Cross— Antique Cross— Round Tower
Watch-Stand—Forming the Tower—Forming
the Stand.

JOG OAK CROSSES (continued.)—h will

now be necessary to employ a keen, flat

file, to obliterate the marks of the saw,

and in doing this, great care must be

observed to file each surface of the sides

or edges flat in the fullest sense. This may be most
conveniently done by resting the part to be filed on

the corner of the bench or table, so as to admit of the

free use of the file, and at the same time to enable

the unfinished piece of work to be held firmly against

the left angle of the bench. In using the file, the

smooth edge of the tool must be turned leftward, so

as to prevent the inner corners of the wood from

being unduly cut into with the file ; these corners may
afterwards be cleared out and squared by reversing

the tool, as will be readily understood. When all the

eight surfaces round the edge of the cross have been
filed flat, and duly examined to ascertain if there be
any irregularity, all the four corners between each

of the respective angles must then be trimmed with

the file with the greatest possible care. The file

marks should next be erased with fine glass-paper,

laid over the file, by working the tool from left to

right, and back again repeatedly, until the surface is

sufficiently smooth to receive a final touch with very

fine and well-used glass-paper. The four ends may
now be attended to, and these must also be filed per-

fectly flat, and then rubbed upon glass-paper ; or they

may be treated in this way without having recourse

to the file ; each of the ends must be perfectly square.

The front and back of the cross are next to be rubbed

very lightly upon the finest glass-paper, placed on a

very flat surface. The cross may now be stained, as

before described, and when perfectly dry, it should

be burnished all over. The finished article may be
mounted with a suspending ring in the usual way.

Ornamental Crosses.— Amongst the, numerous
designs for crosses of an ornamental character, the

Maltese cross is one of the most popular, and forms

a very pretty brooch or pendant when neatly executed

in bog oak. A simple form of this cross is shown in

Fig. 25, - and may be produced as follows : A slice of

bog oak is to be cut end way of the wood, about

1 J inches square and \ inch thick; this must then be

rubbed upon glass-paper, on both sides, coarse paper

being used first, to remove saw marks, and finer paper

afterwards, to render the surfaces as smooth as pos-

sible. The design is then to be drawn on the best

side of the wood— if there be any difference between

the two surfaces—and the outline cut with the graver

as usual. The spaces between the cross and the inner

circular line must next be cleared away, for which

purpose a hole should be drilled in the middle of each

space, when the scorper may be used to remove most
of the remaining surplus wood ; a small half-round

file may then be employed to finish this part of the

work. When each of these spaces is finished, all the

surplus wood beyond the outer line of the pattern

must be removed, which may readily be done with

the \ inch chisel, by laying the wood on a flat surface,

and giving the tool a gentle tap with a small hammer
while holding it in a vertical position. It will be

advisable to remove only very small pieces of the

timber at each cut, otherwise the wood is apt to split.

In the event of such an untoward accident occurring,

* The cross represented in Fig. 25 is what is termed in

Heraldry, a Cross-Patonce, or Cross-Flory, but the circle on

which it is superposed forms no part of this heraldic cross. The
cross shown in Fig. 26 is more like what is generally known as

a Maltese Cross, but called in Heraldry, a Cross-Patee. The
cross in Fig. 27 is a Cross- Botony.

—

Ed.
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FIG. 25.—CROSS FOR BROOCH, ETC.

In clearing away

the fracture may be repaired in this

way: Dip a thin, flat strip of wood, or

stiff paper, in any good cement that is

sold in the shops for joining broken

china, etc., and, gently opening the

cracked part of the work, smear both

surfaces of the fracture well with the

cement ; then allow it to close, and bind

a piece of tape tightly round the article,

and leave it until the following day,

when, after removing the bandage, the

operations may be re-commencei.

the surplus wood from the outer edge of the cross,

etc., with the chisel and hammer, it will be well not

to approach too close to the outline, but to leave the

removal of the remainder of the wood to the chisel

applied with the hand alone ; this part of the work

may then be finished with a half-round file, with

which tool the proper form of the design must be

carefully worked ; in filing this outer edge it should

be slightly bevelled towards the back, as directed for

the view brooch. The next thing to attend to is the

circular portion of the design, which must be reduced

in depth to the extent of about one thirty-second of an

inch, for which the small chisel may first be used,

taking care not to cut into the outline of the cross.

The half-round file may next be em-

ploye:!, with which each of these sur-

faces should be rendered uniformly

smooth and of equal depth ; a final

rubbing with glass paper, placed over

the file, will be all that is required

prior to burnishing. To give the cross

a higher finish, a thread should be cut

all round with the graver, as shown in

the illustration, and if this be done

neatly the effect will be very pleasing.

If it is desired to enrich the surface of

the cross by some kind of ornamen-

tation, cross-lines, made with the

graver, with an impressed bead,

formed with the beading punch, in

the centre, as in Fig. 27, will be very

effective.

Another form of cross, suitable for

a brooch or pendant, is shown in

Fig. 26. This is produced from a

similar piece of wood to the last, but

of somewhat smaller dimensions, say

about 1 j inches square, and j inch

thick. Both surfaces of the newly-

cut wood must then be rubbed on

glass-paper, and the design traced as

before. The piece should now be laid

on the bench, and all the superfluous

JSP
FIG. 29.—ROUND TOWER WATCH

ST41>1>,

wood outside the pattern removed with

the chisel ; when this is done, the

space between each segment of the

cross may be partially cleared by a

few steady cuts with a small tenon saw,

which may be conveniently done by
holding the wood firmly against the

edge of the bench, and allowing the

part to be cut to project about half an

inch above. In doing this, however, the

saw should not be pressed heavily, but

allowed to cut chiefly by its own weight. When the

four necessary cuts have thus been made, the re-

mainder of the wood in these spaces may be removed
with the small chisel, finishing with a half-round

file. To leave the acorn, or such other object as the

carver may prefer, in relief, it will be better to trace

an oval outline in the centre, and to trust to after

manipulation to give form to the acorn. Having
proceeded thus far, we must now place the work
in such a position that we may reduce the timber

forming the four divisions of the cross with tolerable

ease. To accomplish this, two brass pins, wire

nails, or small screws, about half inch long, may be

driven into the bench, near its edge, at such a

distance apart that they will firmly hold the wood
top and bottom, while the timber on
the right is being reduced with a file.

The pins should not be allowed to

project above the table more than

about one-eighth inch, so as to allow

the free use of the file without touch-

ing them ; if preferred, a third pin or

screw may be fixed on the left, mid-

way between the other two, and at a

right angle from the centre of the

unfinished cross when placed ready

for filing. Assuming the wood to be

in the position indicated, a tolerably

arge file, say a 6 inch, should ba

taken, and held in a perfectly hori-

zontal position; the tool must be

worked vigorously across the surfaces

to the right of the oval, avoiding its

outline, until the wood is reduced by

about one-sixteenth of an inch; the

work must then be shifted, and the

corresponding surfaces treated in the

same way until the oval centre, from

which the acorn is to be formed, is

found to project about one-sixteenth

of an inch. The file marks must next

be removed with glass-paper, spread

over the file, as usual. The acorn may
next be attended to, and the outline of
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that object drawn upon the projecting

oval surface ; when this is done, all the

superfluous wood must be cleared away

carefully with the small chisel, and the

acorn and its cup properly rounded off

on each side ; the former must next be

reduced a little, so that the cup may
project beyond it, as will be well under-

stood. In finishing off this part of the

work, the directions given in the last

paper may be followed. The outer edges

of the four divisions of the cross should

next be neatly smoothed with a file, and

in doing this, the article must be accu-

rately filed into shape ; the plain surfaces

of the cross may then receive a final

touch with old, fine glass-paper, after

which, the article may be

stained, and when] dry,

polished all over, the flat

surfaces of the cross being

lastly burnished. If to be

used as a pendant, a ring

should be attached to the

upper segment of the cross,

and if required as a brooch,

the joint, catch, and tongue,

can be mounted as de-

scribed in a former paper.

The Antique Ornamen-

tal Cross, illustrated in

Fig. 27, from an electrotype

produced by the writer

many years ago, if well exe-

cuted, forms a very unique

and handsome pendant. A
good piece of bog-oak (cut

end way) sufficiently large

to carry the design given,

and rather more than \ in.

in thickness, must first be obtained,

and rubbed flat on both sides as

usual. When the outline of the

design has been traced and cut

with the graver, all superfluity of

wood must be removed with the

chisel in the usual way. Before

entering into further details, we
must call attention to an essential

feature in this design, namely, that

the outer margin—indicated by

the double lines— is to be in re-

lief, that is to say, all the surfaces

which are crosscut in the design,

have to be reduced to the extent

FIG. 28.—SIMPLE PENDANT.

FIG. 27.—ENRICHED CROSS WITH FIGURES IN PANEL

-ORNAMENTAL CROSS ON CIRCLE

of about one sixty-fourth inch below the

marginal outline, leaving a raised edge

or border. The shaded spaces above, and
surrounding the figure in the centre, must
also be reduced to the same depth as the

surfaces last mentioned. On either side

of the head of the figure is a pillar, which

must be left the same height as the

border. Having given these few hints as

a guide, we may now get to work. In the

first place it will be advisable to fix the

wood to the bench, by means of pins or

screws, as before directed, to keep it

firmly in position for carving. With a

small chisel, well sharpened, we may now
commence to cut down the wood from all

surfaces which are cross-cut in the en-

graving, taking great care

to preserve the outline of

the border. As this cutting

is only required to be about

one sixty-fourth inch in

depth, small shavings of

the wood only at a time

should be removed, and

this must be done with a

very steady hand, for should

the tool slip and cut away

any portion of the border,

especially when near com-

pletion, the injury will pro-

bably be fatal to the work :

with patience and a steady

hand no such mishap need

occur. If the part to be

operated upon be placed

near the edge of the table

or bench to the right of the

carver, he can then use the

small chisel, with its handle

in the palm of his hand and the tip

of his thumb pressing against the

edge of the table, after the fashion

of a graver, by which means he

may regulate each cut with great

precision and delicacy. When all

these surfaces have been cut to the

proper depth, and rendered as

smooth as possible with the chisel,

the same tool may then be used to

scrape them all over until all marks

of the chisel are effaced ; for this

purpose the blade of the tool

should be held between the finger

and thumb, about half-an-inch

VOL. VII.—

F
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from the point and perfectly upright, when, with a

few well-directed strokes, the surface will soon be-

come sufficiently smooth. In treating the upper part

of the cross, the outline of the niche in which the

figure is placed must be carefully preserved, to form

a raised border similar to that round the other por-

tions of the cross, and the niche itself must be cut

down to the same depth as the other surfaces up to

the border. In doing this the wood must be cleared

away where the surface is white in the engraving,

down to the foot of the figure, leaving the wood from

which the latter is to be formed in relief. This part

of the work may be done with a small scorper, or

gouge. The figure may now be formed, and since

this is not required to be in high relief, the requisite

form may be given chiefly with the graver, using the

small scorper to form the folds of the drapery and

such hollow surfaces as the engraving suggests
;

for instance, the crown of glory above the head

should be depicted by scooping out the wood from the

white space above the head of the figure. Although

there is but little timber to work upon in forming the

figure, very good effects may be produced with the

two tools named, if guided artistically. If the carver

has sufficiently mastered the use of the graver to

enable him to cut perfectly straight lines with regu-

larity and certainty, the cross-cuts on the flat hollow

surfaces of the cross may be, as shown in the engrav-

ing, in double lines, which will add greatly to the

richness of the work ; he must be very careful, how-

ever, to avoid breaking into the border with the point

of the graver. When all the cross-cuts are made, the

small beading tool, heated in the flame of a candle,

may be used to form the beads in the spaces between

the cross-lines ; this tool, however, must not be made
so hot as to impress the wood too deeply. The more

uniformly these details are accomplished, the better

will be the effect. The outer edge of the cross should

next be trimmed with the chisel, and afterwards

neatly filed, with a slight bevel towards the back at

all points. The back of the cross may now have a

final rubbing on old and fine glass-paper, and the

object is then ready for staining. The border and

the pillars on either side of the figure may afterwards

be brightened by burnishing, and the entire surface

should be polished with a brush, as directed in a

former paper. The cross may now be either mounted

as a brooch or furnished with a ring at the upper end

so that it may be used as a pendant.

The cross shown in Fig. 28 is very easily made,

and may be produced from a piece of bog oak cut

plank-way of the wood. After having rendered both

surfaces of the selected piece of timber smooth in the

usual way, and drawn the outline of the design, as

much of the surplus wood as possible should be

removed with a small tenon saw, since the ordinary

method of chipping, as applied to the wood when cut

transversely, or end-way, will not be applicable to"

timber cut longitudinally. A small fine-toothed tenon

saw, skilfully applied, will enable the operator to

remove a considerable portion of the waste timber,

and the remainder may be cleared away with the

chisel and half round file. When the cross is thus

put into shape, its front surface should receive a final

dressing with glass-paper ; when this is done a thread

may be cut with the graver, as shown, a short distance

from the outer edge all round.

Round Tower Watch-Stand.—The famous round

towers of Ireland, the origin and purposes of which,

we believe, are unknown, always form a striking

feature in the beautiful landscape scenery which

generally surrounds them. Thinking that a model of

one of these remarkable structures would form an

appropriate subject for a bog oak ornament, we will

endeavour to explain how this may be carried into

effect in as simple a way as possible, and in doing

this will divide the intended article—a round tower

watch-stand—into two parts, namely the tower and

the stand, each of which will require separate treat-

ment, and the two parts afterwards connected by

means that will be suggested. In forming the model

we shall require two pieces of wood, one piece cut

plank way, about 7 inches long and \\ inches in dia-

meter, for the tower ; and a second piece, cut end-

way, about 3! inches square and 1 \ inches thick, for

the stand or support of the tower. Since the treat-

ment of these must be considered separately, we will

commence with

Forming the Tower.—Having procured the neces-

sary piece of bog oak, we must first determine which

is the most suitable end to form the lower part, or

base, of the tower ; having done this, the wood must

be made to taper a little towards the upper end, or

apex, of the tower; and in doing so we must round off

the wood gradually, for which we may use an inch

chisel at first, and continue the work afterwards with

a keen rasp, the markings from which will give a use-

ful ruggedness suitable to the model of a tower of

many centuries' antiquity. When the wood has been

duly tapered, as shown in the cut, the upper (or nar-

rower) end should be scooped out a little with a

gouge, say to the depth of about -} inch, and the edge

which is to appear as the front of the object should

be cut into an irregular outline—like a broken wall.

Keeping this surface as the front, or face, of the

article, we must next trace in pencil the forms of

stones—with which these towers were built—begin-

ning at the bottom (or widened) end, causing them to

decrease in size gradually towards the top, to give the

effect of perspective. This stonework should be con-
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tinued all round the entire circumference of the tower,

and must be properly drawn according to the rules of

perspective. As soon as the drawing of the stone-

work is complete, the pencil-marks should be cut

tolerably deep with a graver. To prevent the pencil-

marks from being rubbed off with the hand while

applying the graver, a piece of paper should be folded

round that part of the model which is grasped by the

hand during the
.
process of engraving. When all

these lines have been cut in this way, a small flat

scorper may be used to deepen and make wider the

divisions between the stones, rounding off the corners

of each so as to make them look as stone-like and

irregular as possible, not only in size but also in form.

When this part of the work is well executed, the rough

surface produced by the rasp will be found to have

greatly improved the character of the model. A few

scratches with the end of a broken file, here and there

on the surface of some of the stones will improve the

effect, especially near the top of the tower, by modify-

ing the uniformity of the surface.

Forming the Stand.—In this portion of the model

it is proposed to represent masses of large stones, or

boulders, carelessly disposed at the base of the

tower, and if this is well carried out the stand, or sup-

port, will contrast very pleasingly with the surface

produced on the tower itself. As it is intended that

the rough stonework of the stand should project a

little above the base of the tower, it will be necessary

to form a slight hollow in the flat block of wood de-

stined for the stand before proceeding with the carving

of this part of the work. To do this the block should

be laid flat on the bench, and secured from shifting

by pins ; a half-inch gouge is then to be taken in

hand, and a hollow about ii inches in diameter and

h inch deep scooped out in the centre, to receive the

base of the tower. When this is done, we may pro-

ceed with the carving of the stonework, as repre-

sented in the engraving, for which purpose a 3- inch

chisel may be used.

I might proceed to fill many pages with a descrip-

tion of many articles that might be made of Irish

bog oak, and ornamented with carving ; but I think

enough has been said to put any reader in the way of

executing the ornamentation with the carving tools

that have been enumerated as necessary for the work,

and therefore in another paper I shall bring my
remarks to a close. The present paper will suggest

the means of elaborating the flat surfaces of many
articles in wood, in the material named, such as the

covers of blotting books, picture frames, and especially

frames for photographs, pen trays or stands, and paper

weights in which lead may be encased to render them

heavy enough for the purpose for which they are in-

tended. ( To be continued?)

ANOTHER CHEAP MICROSCOPE.
By L. D. J.

»

AM indebted for the idea of my Cheap
Microscope, as well as for much of the

matter of this short paper, to the Rev. O.

Beckerlegge's article on " A Cheap and
Useful Microscope," p. 155, Vol. II. of

this Magazine. Shall I assume that every reader of

these lines will have seen that article ? Yes. I believe

this Magazine is like the German's horse-shoe, when
one finds one part of it he soon goes in quest of the

whole horse ; that is to say, procures the back num-
bers in all haste. Taking for granted that that article

has been read, I shall not lengthen this paper by

needless repetition of details that are so ably given

by the writer whom I have already named. I may,

however, be permitted to reply in anticipation to any

reader who may be inclined to say, " We have already

been told how to make one Cheap Microscope, why
then trouble us with the description of another?"

that even in killing a cat, there are more ways than

one of attaining the desired end; and that in carrying

out this, and everything else, it is useful to have the

choice of an alternative if possible.

This microscope, like most others, consists of

three parts. What shall we name them ? We will

say body, block, and stand. The body consists of a

piece of thin brass tube of 1 inch bore and 8 inches

long, shown in Fig. 1, and marked E.

I fixed my lenses in the following manner:

—

I turned a small nozzle, F, and bored a tapering

hole through it, and fitted the object lens into it from

the outside, then fitted on the nose a small brass cap

with an aperture of | inch. The other end of this

nozzle fitted into the large tube, E. For an eye-piece

I cut a length of 1^ inches of a brass tube, D, Fig. 1,

fitting nicely into E ; I then filed a short bevel inside

the edge at one end of this short tube, making it very

thin right on the edge. The field lens now just

entered the tube far enough to allow the thin edge to

be turned down, or rolled upon it, making it quite

fast. I then turned a piece of wood of the size and

shape represented by C, Fig. 1, and pushed into the

short tube right up against the field lens. This

formed a stop or diaphragm. I then turned a piece

of hardwood like A, Fig. 1, into which the eye lens

fitted exactly ; a central hole was bored through for

the application of the eye. All these parts were

blackened inside and fitted together, and the body of

the instrument was complete.

Since making my Cheap Microscope, I have noticed,

from time to time, inquiries in " Amateurs in Council "

respecting the construction of microscopes. One
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inquirer wanted to know whether double-convex lenses

would do for the eye-piece, and I think the reply

stated that double-convex lenses were not suitable for

that work, and the optician was blamed for supplying

such lenses. Now, my eye lens and field lens are

double-convex, and they answer the purpose admir-

ably, and, moreover, I know of no law in optics that

establishes any material difference between double

and plano-convex in this respect. However, as I in-

tended writing these few lines, I thought I might as well

make sure whether the manufacturers gave any prefe-

rence to plano-convex.

I accordingly wrote to
, dS.

Messrs. Lancaster and

Son, and they very

kindly sent me the

following reply :
" You

may use either

double or plano-con-

vex lens for eye-piece

work, some of our

best eye-pieces (really

the best) have double-

convex field lenses.

You may use double-

convex lenses for eye

lens and for field

lens, and if you

wanted to get a per-

fect eye-piece plano-

convex would be use-

less."

The next part of

our instrument is what

we shall call—for the

want of a better

name—the block. I

cut a piece of maho-

gany, about 9 inches

by I i inches by I inch,

and planed it true.

This is a in H, Fig. 3.

I screwed on the \\ inch face of this, two strips, c c,

Fig. 3, cut as shown in section it) x, the upper side of

each strip being A inch they formed a groove A inch

wide in the top and 1 inch in the bottom. The
"Dovetail Slide" or "Slip Dovetail," described in

page 569, Vol. VI., of Amateur Work, will be

neater and stronger, but that Part of the Magazine had
not appeared when I put together my contrivance.

Into this groove I fitted another slip of wood, e, about

3 in. long, to slide easily along between the pieces c c.

Section y z, shows this in its place. Into this

movable piece I fixed the stage k on a small pillar,

entering the hole, g, bored through the piece e. I

then bored two holes through the piece a, and fitted

into them two pegs h h, Fig. 3, to work like violin

pegs, in a square hollow made in piece a, shown in

the shaded part in J, Fig. 3. I then attached a piece

of very fine catgut to each end of the sliding piece, e,

and fastened the catgut to each peg. By means of
the pegs, the stage may be adjusted for focussing. .A
piece of mahogany, 6, about £ inch thick, was then
screwed on a to cover the peg and hollow. A piece
of the same thickness, d, was screwed on the

other end. A hole was bored through d to receive

the shank of small

pillar holding the

mirror,/, and another

hole, f, bored through

b into a to receive

the shank of the

pillar G, connecting

the body with this

block.

There remained

now, nothing but

mounting this com-

pound on a stand.

The stand consists of

a piece of mahogany,

L, any convenient

size, with two up-

rights, K, about 2^ in.

apart. A square

washer is sunk and

secured by small

screws to the right-

hand upright, and a

nut of the same shape

is similarly fixed on

Fig. 3.—Platform for Mirror, Stage, etc.—H, Elevation ; a, Solid the outside of the left-

Bed of Mahogany ; i, c, d. Slips Screwed on a
; /, Socket for Pillar

; hand upright. Then
g. Socket for Stage ; z, Hole for Bolt

; j, Mirror ; k, Stage. I, Plan. a Drass bolt Fi". 4—e, Movable Slip for Sliding Stage; // /;, Pegs to Wind Catgut. . , ' ,
j!

J, Plan with Slips Removed Showing Hollow for Pegs and 1!

Catgut attached. the washer and

through the block, and

screwed into the nut in the opposite upright, thus

bringing the pieces solidly and firmly together.

Between each upright and the block a small disc of

wood is placed, through which, also, the bolt passes,

to form pivots on which the body and block swing

easily. This is shown in Fig. 6. Lastly, in order

that the sliding piece e might move easily and with-

out jerks, I rubbed it well on the sides and bottom

with litharge.

Now the Cheap Microscope is complete, and any

omission or want of distinctness in the description

of it will, I hope, be made up by the illustrations,

which are drawn one-third actual size. Fig. 5 shows
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all the parts put together, bearing the same reference

letters as they do when drawn separate.

I have fitted another eye-piece and three other

objectives to mine ; I have also mounted several ob-

jects lately, and I believe I shall not require any

better instrument to examine them for some time,

than the one I have just described. The lenses are

chromatic, of course, but that makes very little

also with valuable information, in the most generous

manner. I paid for the set of three, 3s. 6d. All

the other parts did not cost me above 2s. 6d., as

I made odds and ends do service where they fitted
;

if all the materials were bought, it would come
under 8s., and would, even then, be a cheap micro-

scope, and not only a cheap instrument, but a good

one in every respect. Without this quality, indeed,

Fig. 1.

—

Parts of Body of Microscope.—A, Pipce c f Wood to receive Eye Lens ; C, Diaphragm or Stop ; D, Tube for Eye

Piece ; E, Body Tube ; F, Xo2zle for Object Lens ; a, l>, c, Lemes. Fig. 2.

—

Pillar connecting Body with Stand.—
a. Screw for Tightening Body Tube ; b. Aperture for P.ody Tube ; c, Shank to Enter Socket in Stand. Fig. 4.

—

Bolt,

Nut («). and Washer [w), of Brass. Fig. 5.

—

The Microscope Ready for Use. Fig. 6.

—

Front View, showing
Manner of Fixing on Stand.

difference ; the pegs and catgut focus so well that

very little inconvenience is felt. I mounted a r.-.eal

mite {acarus /arinaf) the other day, and had an

opportunity of examining it under a costly and power-

ful instrument, but this failed to reveal any feature

hidden from my humble contrivance at home, and
which cost me less than six shillings. I bought my
lenses from Messrs. Lancaster and Son, Colmore

Row, Birmingham, who supply their customers not

only with the excellent products of their trade, but

cheapness of production would be useless, for a

cheap instrument is not worth having at any price,

if its cheapness signifies want of excellence, and

this applies specially to all appliances and appa-

ratus that are grouped together under the term of,

and are described as, optical instruments. To turn

out instruments such as may be bought of Messrs.

Lancaster and Son requires much time and skilled

labour, and hence it is that their prices rule so high

in the market.
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PRACTICAL TIN-PLATE WORKING.
By D. N. FENSTOW.

II.

—

New Lid for Saucepan—Flat Lid for Coffer
Saucepan — How to Tin Copper, Brass, etc.—
Funnel—Fish Slice.

WILL now proceed with my instructions

for repairing tin ware, varying them with

a description of the method to be

followed in making some entirely new
articles, if I may call them so—namely, a

new lid for a saucepan, in place of one that we may
suppose to be either worn out or lost, a funnel, and

fish slice, etc. These articles have the merit of

being very useful, simple in construction, and easy

to make. It is desirable that every amateur who
does his repairs at home should be able to make
such simple articles as these, as well as to mend
anything that is worn so much as to be past use in

its dilapidated condition; and hence it is that the

plan I propose to follow of combining instructions for

making and mending needs no apology.

New Lid for Saucepan.—Suppose a new lid be

required for a saucepan, and it requires to be hollowed

out, it will be necessary to cut it out the right size

before beginning to hollow it out. In this case it will

perhaps be best to take the compasses and strike it

out about an inch larger than it is required to be when
finished, if this is not done, it is quite possible, and
very likely, that the worker will get it too small.

When cut out to size required, it will be necessary

to hollow it out, so that it may be slightly raised like

one side of a convex lens. This is done on a stump
of wood, out of which a very shallow hole has been

hollowed. Any piece of hard wood will do. Tinmen
usually have a piece of a tree placed on end, but this

is not necessary for odd jobs. Now take the piece of

tin in the left hand, and hold it over the hole in the

piece of wood, and with a block hammer, as shown in

Fig. 24, beat it out, beginning from the middle of the

piece of tin and working to the outside.

It will be found that this hammering will buckle

the piece of tin at first, but keep on following up the

line of blows, all the time working from the centre to

the outside, and as the worker, by repeated hammer-
ing, hollows it out, he will find it will gradually work
smoother, and he will find that he, by the continuance

of the blows of the hammer, will take the buckling

and wrinkles out. This process is not so difficult as

it at first seems, it only requires a little care and
patience. Having hollowed out the plate, cut to the

size required, allowing about | inch to turn over on

the rim.

When hollowing a piece of tin-plate, as above

described, it is best to keep a piece of brown paper

under it while beating it hollow—namely, between the

tin and wooden block; this prevents, to a great extent,

the surface of the tin being injured.

When it is hollowed out sufficiently, turn the edge

inward on a tool, similar to Fig. 25. A good substi-

tute for this is a piece of iron filed to the shape of

Fig. 26, this will answer for many jobs, and should be

screwed tight in the vice while in use. Take the lid

in the left hand, and with the mallet turn the edge

down inwards, but do not close it too much.

Now make a rim, say, from a strip of tin about

1 inch wide, bend it round to the size required; this

may be seen by trying it inside the kettle or pot, as

the case may be. Cut it off to size required, leaving

about i inch for lap for soldering. Then turn the

edges outwards so as to spring them under the edges

turned down in the hollowed lid. Fig. 28 shows

section of lid, Fig. 29 section of rim. If the worker

finds much difficulty in getting the rim in its place-

viz., the edges under the edges of the top — cut a

little off the edges of the rim, it will then go on easier
;

when it is together, hammer down the edge of Fig. 28

close on to edge of Fig. 29. The best hammer for this

purpose is similar in shape to Fig. 27, but the worker

need not have one exactly like this. Any hammer

with a square pane will do if the one edge is properly

closed over the other ; in this case it will not require

soldering. A handle will now be required ; this is

soon made by cutting a piece of tin the size required
;

turn the edges down over the hatchet, close a bit of

thin wire under each edge, and bend to shape. Fig. 30,

then solder it on to lid, and then put two rivets in,

riveting from the outside.

Flat Lid jor Copper Saucepans.—In the case of

copper saucepans a flat lid is generally used. This

will be found somewhat easier to make, as it requires

no hollowing out on the block. Cut your piece of tin

to size, turn the edges up the same with the rim, and

finish as before. It very often occurs that copper

goods of all descriptions get by frequent use, the " tin
"

worn off from the insides ; when they get in this state

they are not only very unwholesome, but very often

dangerous to use, by reason of the grease affecting the

copper : they should be re-tinned at once. This

process is made a great secret of by many people

in the trade, but it is really a very simple process ;

but before describing it, let me caution the reader

against wasting either time or money on any of

the wonderful receipts and processes very often given

for the purpose of re-tinning, most of these receipts,

etc., being given by people who never handled tools

in their lives, and know nothing practically about

what they describe.

How to Tin Copper, Brass, etc.— If the reader will
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follow the instructions I am about to give, he will be

able to tin either copper, brass, or iron, but not cast-

iron. We will suppose a copper saucepan requires

re-tinning. First scour it thoroughly bright and clean

(yellow sand does as well as anything for this pur-

pose), then put it for a few minutes over a slow fire,

to get it moderately warm or hot—this helps the

copper-bit. Now brush over about two inches of

the inside with soldering-fluid, and have the copper-

bit heated and tinned ready (one similar in shape to

that shown in Fig. 31 will be found convenient for

this purpose and many other jobs besides). Having
all ready, melt a piece of pure tin (solder will not do

for this purpose, as it contains lead) on to any part of

the inside, and work it about with the copper-bit until

you have covered about as much as one heat of the

iron will do, re-heat the bit, and keep following it up

until the inside is covered with a coating of tin
;

never mind about it being a bit rough on the surface,

we will see to that after.

When the article is covered over in every part, it

will be found that the tin has been laid on very un-

equally. Now put the article over a slow fire, and

take a piece of tow, made into a sort of ball ; as soon

as the tin begins to melt inside the saucepan wipe

the superfluous tin oft" with the tow, beginning at the

bottom first, and then wiping round the sides. This

wiping out may be done for small articles over the

gas. Where they are larger a fire is best ; in doing

this care must be taken not to burn any part of the

article ; the worker will easily see when the tin is

hot enough to be wiped off. Before I finish on this

subject, I may say that absolute cleanliness in tinning

is required ; that is to say, the metal must be quite

free from oxide or rust, grease or dirt of any kind, or

it is impossible to tin the surface properly ; and I may
add that the great secret, if secret there be in tinning

and soldering, is a clean surface or a clean joint, as

the case may be ; added to this a good clean tinned

face on the copper-bit.

Funnel.—A funnel is a very useful article in the

house, and is easily made. Figs. 32 and 33 show two

different patterns : of these, Fig. 32 will form rather

an acute one, and Fig. 33 the reverse ; but in making

these articles it depends upon what they are wanted

for to determine the shape ; but any shape may be

made by altering the size of the piece cut out. To
mark out these patterns, set your dividers to about the

size required ; take a piece of tin and draw a straight

line on it ; make a point on the line, and strike half

or three-quarters of a circle, depending on the shape

you want it ; then, without shifting the dividers from

the point made, strike another arc, about the size

for the pipe, turn the edges E, E— I am referring to

both figures—up, one edge inside and the other out-

side, and bend round a cone, and make the edges

clip ; then close them with a creasing tool ; they

should then be soldered. I give, in Fig. 39, a repre-

sentation of the tool used in the trade for this pur-

pose, but it can be dispensed with by carefully work-

ing the plate round any piece of round iron or paper

mandrel. When got into shape close the joint with

the creasing iron and solder the seam. If the worker

does not care to go to the trouble of seaming it, the

two edges may be soldered together flat, giving a good

lap, and soldering inside and out ; this makes a good

strong job, and there is not as much trouble as there

is in creasing it. Now turn the top edge down and

wire it. Now cut a piece of plate, similar in shape to

Fig. 34, and large enough to allow T
'

5th inch lap when
bent round on a mandrel, and to fit the hole in Fig.

40, which is the funnel without the spout. Before

bending the piece for the spout or pipe, chequer it

like Fig. 35, by striking it with the mallet over the

edge of the hatchet ; bend it round to make a pipe,

as shown in Fig. 41 ; solder the two edges down, put

inside the hole in Fig. 40, and solder inside and out.

Fig. 36 shows a piece of plate cut to shape to bend

round a piece of wire, shaped as shown in Fig. 37.

When the plate is bent and placed over the wire, it

will be similar to Fig. 38 ; this should be soldered on

to funnel to hang it up by. Fig. 42 shows the funnel

complete.

Fish Slice.— In Fig. 43 is shown a fish slice. This

is a very useful article for more purposes than one.

The best way to make one is to take a piece of stout

plate, any size from 4 \ inches by 5 \ inches, according to

size required, and strike a half-circle ; cut it round the

line, as shown, then turn the edge, A, down, and then

bend up at the line, B. Make a handle, as shown in

Fig. 44, rounding it on a mandrel first. Then solder

the seam ; flatten the end as shown, and punch two

rivet holes in ; then bend it in the vice to shape, and

rivet on to the slice. In making any kind of cook-

ing utensil always use tinned rivets ; they can be

bought at a trifle more per pound than the black

rivets, and are much better for the purpose.

Fish Strainer.—In Fig. 45 is shown a fish strainer.

These are very useful for boiling fish on, as the fish

can be lifted whole out of the pot when cooked, with-

out fear of breaking it in pieces, as occurs very often

when lifted out with forks, etc. It should be made of

stout plate, and the edges turned down, but not wired.

A series of \ inch, or larger holes, should be punched

out while it is held on a piece of lead. They may be

punched to any pattern or not, according to fancy.

The two handles at the ends are to lift it in or out

of the kettle.

Repairing Coal Hod.— It very frequently happens

that the coal hod, vase, or bucket, as the case may
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FIG. 24.—BLO :K HAMMER. FIG. 25.—TOOL FOR TURNING EDGE OF PLATE INWARD. FIG. 26.—SUBSTITUTE FOR TOOL SHOWN
IN FIG. 25. FIG. 27.—HAMMER FOR CLOSING EDGE OF ONE PLATE ON EDGE OF ANOTHER. FIG. 28.—PART OF LID

SHOWING EDGE TURNED. FIG. 29.—PART OF RIM SHOWING EDGE TURNED. FIG. 30.—HANDLE FOR LID. FIG. 31.

—

COPPER BIT FOR TINNING. FIGS. 32, 33 —PATTERNS FOR FUNNELS. FIG. 34.— PATTERN FOR FUNNEL PIPE. FIG. 35.

—

TIN FOR PIPE CHEQUERED. FIG. 36.—PLATE CUT TO BEND ROUND WIRE. FIG. 37.—WIRE LOOP. FIG. 38.—FLATE
PLACED OVER WIRE. FIG. 39.—MANDREL ON WHICH TO ROUND TIN FOR FUNNEL. FIG. 40.—UPPER PART OF FUNNEL.

FIG. 41.—PIPE OF FUNNEL. FIG. 42.—FUNNEL COMPLETE. FIG. 43.—FISH SLICE. FIG. 44.—HANDLE TO FISH SLICE.

FIG. 45.—FISH STRAINER. FIG. 46.— PIECE FOR REPAIRING COAL HOD.

be, gets worn at the bottom, and sometimes the sides

also ; but I should not advise the worker to pull

either of them to pieces with the idea of re-bottom-

ing them. The best way to repair them is to cut out

a piece of good sheet iron the size required, and
similar in shape to Fig. 46. Hollow it with block

hammer, turn the small pieces up, which are shown
for riveting, put it inside the vase or bucket, mark
the holes and punch them, but be careful to put the

bottom in the same way the holes are marked, or else

they will not come right ; then rivet up on a mandrel.

{To be continued?)
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THE BANJO

:

II DW MADE, AND HOW PLAYED.
By F. E. TSEBl A.

-Popularity of the Banjo—Six-Stringed Bvnjo

Recommended—Dimensions of Handle—Man-

ner of Making the Hoop—Band—Rim—Vellum
or Parchment—Brackets—Tail-piece—Bridge
—Pegs—Frets—Stringing—Tuning—Playing.

HE Banjo, although a beautiful instrument

when well played, has not hitherto gained

5 much favour in this country, being gene-

g rally associated with Nigger Minstrels,

blackened faces, et hoc genus omnc. In

America, on the other hand, it is a most popular

instrument, even ,£20 (the price of a fair piano) not

being considered too much for a good instrument, and

this banjo fever is gradually extending to our own

country, as may be shown by the numbers of banjos

exhibited for sale in the various musical shops.

I purpose giving two papers on banjo making ; the

first intended chiefly for those readers of Amateur
Work, who either do not wish, or cannot afford, to

go to much expense in the matter, and will show how
lo make a serviceable banjo at but little cost besides
l: elbow grease"; while the second will describe a

banjo, superior in every respect to the former one, and

will well repay, by its handsome appearance and

excellent tone, the extra money laid out upon it.

Banjos are made with five, six, or seven strings
;

but the most useful, in fact, the best "all round" one

is the six-stringed banjo, as it can, when occasion

requires, be tuned to the same notes as a guitar, of

which instrument it is a very good imitation when a

mute has been added to soften the tone.

Fig. 3 represents a six-stringed instrument ready

strung. Fig. 4 being a back view of the same. It

will be noticed, that five strings go the whole length

of the instrument, but the sixth string ends at the

side peg, A. Figs. 1 and 2 show the shape of the

handle and the way in which it is cut from the solid

wood.

First, procure a piece of wood, walnut being the

best, 34 inches long, 2^ inches wide, 2^ inches thick,

and having planed the top surface perfectly smooth,

proceed to cut out the handle according to the dia-

grams, with a fine keyhole-saw. The distance from

B to c, is 12 inches; from B to D, 18 inches ; and
from D to E, 4 inches. The width at c, is -J inch ; at

B, I inch ; at H, 2j inches ; and narrowing down to

2 inches at F, where the side peg is fixed, and to 1 J in.

at D. The thickness at D is 1 inch, and the shape of

the backs shown at K, l, in Fig. 4. The figure, ac-

cording to these dimensions, should be carefully

marked with pencil on the wood and then sawn

through, Fig. 1 being sawn first. When the handle

has been cut to shape, it should be gone over with a

round file to take away any asperities left by the saw,

and then sandpapered.

Particular care must be taken so as to have the

finger-board perfectly smooth and level, as any irregu-

larities] will be sure to make themselves heard by an

unpleasant jarring noise.

Having now disposed of the handle, our attention

must next be directed to the hoop. This is made of

a thin strip of oak, \ inch thick, 2} inches wide, and

should be about 37 inches long. The ends must be

bevelled off, as shown in Fig. 10, and the whole

piece should then be steamed until it can be bent into

a hoop, 11 inches in diameter; the two ends being

fastened together with screws. When this has been

done the handle and hoop should be varnished or

French polished, the latter being the best. Another

hoop cr band must now be made, in a similar

way to the former, \ inch thick and \ inch

wide, and when it has been steamed and the ends

joined by countersunk screws, it should just slip over

the larger hoop. Two square holes must now be

made at opposite sides of the large hoop to admit the

heel of the handle ; these holes should be carefully

cut, so that the handle will accurately fit them with-

out any side shake. A wedge of wood, as shown in

Fig. 4, at B, passing through a hole in the handle,

will firmly grip the hoop and make the whole thing

rigid.

Now take a piece of iron wire, T\ inch diameter,

bend it round into the form of a circle, so that when

the two ends have been properly finished off and

soldered together, it will be exactly the same diameter

as the band. This rim of wire is used to hold down

the parchment when the latter is stretched over the

hoop. Next get a piece of clear parchment or vel-

lum, without any blemishes, and cut a disc out of it

13 inches in diameter ; lay this on the top of the hoop,

and placing the rim of wire on the parchment, press

it down over the hoop until the wire is about £ inch

from the top ; then wrap the edge of the parchment

up over the wire, so as to cover it, and finally slip the

band over all. The mode of doing this is shown in

Fig. 6 ; A, A, is the hoop, B, B, the parchment, C, C,

the band, and D, D, the rim of wire. The pressure of

the band on the wire will be sufficient to prevent the

parchment from slipping away. The band is now to

be held down permanently with brass clamps, F. F, or

brackets as they are usually called. These must be

bought as they are rather too difficult for most ama-

teurs to make. Six will be required, or, better still,

eight, and as they are only about 3d. each, the cost is

not very ruinous. When the hoop and parchment are

fixed in their places, the exact distance should be
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FIG. I.—HANDLE.—SIDE VIEW. FIG. 2.—HANDLE.-

STRINGS. FIG. 4.—BACK VIEW OF INSTRUMENT.
STRETCHING PARCHMENT OVER HOOP. FIG. 7.-

-VIEW FROM ABOVE. FIG. 3.—FRONT VIEW OF INSTRUMENT WITH

FIG. 5.—LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF INSTRUMENT. FIG. 6.—MODE OF

-TAIL-PIECE. FIG. 8.—BRIDGE. FIG. 9.—PEGS. FIG. IO.—MODE OF

JOINING ENDS OF HOOP OVER WHICH PARCHMENT IS STRAINED, SHOWN IN SECTION.

measured and holes bored at equal distances through

the hoop to admit the screw of the bracket, H, which is

fastened on the inside with a washer and nut. The
parchment may then be screwed down quite tight

like a drum-head.

The tail-piece may then be made. It is shown in

Fig. 7, and is made of brass, 2 inches long and ij

inches wide. The last \ inch of the length should be

turned up and bored with six holes at equal distances

to receive the ends of the strings ; and if two holes

are bored at the other end it can be fastened to the

banjo by a piece of copper wire passing through the

two holes and looped over the end of the handle.

The bridge, Fig. 8, is made of boxwood or any
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hard wood, and is 2} inches long, and about fg inch

high. It should be made in the form of a triangle,

that the stiings may only just touch the thin edge at

the top, and should be cut away in the middle, as

shown in the figure ; six notches on the top, to keep

the strings in their place, will complete it.

The pegs, Fig. 9, are made of boxwood, about 2\

inches long, and may be turned with a large ball at

one end in a lathe, the shaded parts being afterwards

cut off and a hole bored near the top for the string

to pass through. The stem of the peg should be made
slightly conical, and when these are finished the

corresponding holes in the end of the handle should

be bored and finished off with a rimer so as to match

the pegs. It is best to make the pegs first, as it is

less difficult to make the holes in the handle fit the

pegs than vice versa. The side peg, A, in Fig. 3, is

much smaller in every respect, being only ij inches

long.

At D, Figs. 3 and 5, a notch must be cut in the

handle with a few strokes of a saw and a narrow piece

of hard wood be let in and fastened down with glue,

so as to stand about f inch above the surface of the

handle. Small slits, similar to those on the bridge,

must be cut to receive the strings, which here are only

five in number. A similar notch must be made and

piece of wood let in just below the small peg A, for

the sixth string. This slip of wood must not be more
than r\ inch long, or it will make a jarring noise by

coming in contact with the next string when it is

struck.

In Fig. 3, across the handle, may be seen short

fine lines, which are called frets, and serve to show the

exact position of the different notes on the finger-

board. They are not absolutely necessary, but are

recommended as they save a vast deal of trouble

when learning the instrument. The simplest way to

make them is to cut a narrow notch with a few cuts

of a fine tenon or fretsaw, before the handle is

polished. These notches may either be left as they

are or filled in with slips of light coloured wood. The
exact position of these frets will be given in the next

paper.

The banjo may now be strung. The string on the

right hand is called the first, and so on to the short one,

which is the sixth. The first, second, third and sixth,

are made of thin gut, and are about the thickness of

the E string of a violin. The fourth string is thicker,

and similar to a violin D, and the fifth string is a violin

G, and is covered with wire. This string, which is the

lowest note of all, is tuned to G, the first line in the

bass or an octave lower than the G of the violin. The
fourth string is tuned to D, in the ascending scale, the

third string to G (the violin G), the second string to

B, the first string to D, and the sixth string up to G,

the second line in the treble. The proper place for

the bridge is about 3 inches from the bottom of the

hoop, and the strings should be struck about 1^ inches

above the bridge.

In Fig. 3, at m, between the bridge and the tail-

piece, may be seen a mute, which is used to soften or

deaden the tone, and which is considered by many
''next door neighbours " a.sinegtia non. It is simply a

very thin strip of wood, which is passed over the first

and sixth strings, and under all the others. When
this is used and the strings are struck at H, the tones

are much softer and very like those of the guitar and

harp. There are several tutors published from which

anyone can learn to play, and with such an instrument

as I have described, the Amateur Christy can " turn-

turn " to his heart's content.

( To be continued).

NOTES ON NOVELTIES.
By THE EDITOR.

9. Marion and Co.'s Universal Ten per Cent.

Developing Set. 10. Zilles' Designs for Fur-

niture. 11. Zilles' Fan Wood. 12. Aird and
Anderson's Price List. 13. The Decorators'

Assistant. 14. The Pattern-Makers' Handy
Book. 15. The Brassfounders' Manual.

ARION AND CO.'S UNIVERSAL TEN
PER CENT. DEVELOPING SET.—
Messrs. Marion and Co., 22 and 23, Soho

Square, London, the well-known dealers in

photographic appliances of every kind,

have just introduced a new means of developing dry plates,

which cannot fail to prove of great value and assistance to

all photographers, whether professional or amateur. To
this they have given the name of " The Universal Ten per

Cent. Developing Set." The complicated formulas for the

developing of the different dry-plate makers' plates have

long been a worry and a difficulty, not only to amateurs,

but also to the professional photographers. The Universal

Ten per Cent. Solution, however, at once gets rid of all

difficulty, and makes the matter simple and so correct,

that there can be no mistake. he Set consists of three

bottles — namely, the Bromide Bottle, the Pyro Bottle, and

the Liq. Ammonia Bottle. Each bottle bears a large

label, on which is printed in bold type the name of the

solution it contains. Below this the label is divided into

three columns : in the first column, general directions are

given, explaining how the solutions are to be used ; in the

second column, a list of the leading plates, eleven in num-

ber, is given, with the quantity of solution required from

each for every ounce of the developer required ; and in the

third column are given directions for using the developer in

equal parts. It is at once evident that in practice all that

is required for the development of any particular plate is

to pour the stated quantity of each solution into a glass
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measure. No weights and no calculations being necessary,

the trouble involved in mixing the developer is reduced to a

minimum. To do everything with the least possible trouble

and with the best possible effect, is, or ought to be, the

constant aim of every worker, whatever may be the work he

undertakes, and photographers of both classes will find

themselves wonderfully helped to this end by the adoption

and use of Messrs. Marion and Co.'s Universal Ten per

Cent. Developing Set.

10. Zincs' Designs for Furniture.—Mr. Henry Zilles,

9, South Street, Finsbury, Loudon, has sent me for inspection

a very nice set of plates, in Twelve Parts, supplied at 3s. each

Part separately, or the Twelve Parts complete for 30s

,

bearing the general title of " Entwiirfe zu Einfachen

Renaissance-Meuben," otherwise Designs for Renaissance

Furniture, by Fr. Lechleitner. The designs are, generally

speaking, striking and handsome in appearance, and if not

in every case strictly carried out in every particular, they

will serve to furnish suggestions and hints for furniture of a

similar kind to those illustrated, that cannot fail to prove most

valuable. That I may not be mistaken, I will explain my
meaning by saying, that the wood-worker, whether profes-

sional or amateur, who may desire to construct any par-

ticular piece of furniture, but may not care to carry out the

design precisely as it is given, will nevertheless gather from

it the general principles on which it is made, which he may
follow, introducing such modifications of his own as he may
think desirable. It is not possible for me to give a list of

the designs contained in the Twelve Parts, but I am sure

Mr. Zilles will cheerfully supply this to any applicant.

1 1. Zilles
1 Fan Wood.— It is possible that there are many

fret-cutters who may wish to exercise their ingenuity in the

manufacture of a fan. If so, Mr. Zilles now supplies sets of

prepared fan wood, consisting of two ends or covers, and

sixteen intermediate rays or plates of less substance than the

ends. This fan wood may be had in white holly and walnut

at 6s. per set ; in imitation ebony and rosewood; genuine

violet wood, which emits a pleasant perfume; amaranth wood,

which assumes a violet tint on exposure to the air; and box-

wood, at 9s. per set ; and in genuine ebony and rosewood at

12s. per set, post free in every case. The sample of fan

wood submitted to me was of good size, the covers and

blades of wood being broad and capable of elaborate deco-

rative work in fret-sawing, and considering the cost and

labour involved in their preparation, the sets cannot be

regarded as being otherwise than fairly cheap.

12. Aird and Anderson's price List.— Country buyers

sometimes ask where good and reliable tools are to be pur-

chased in their respective localities ; and it is really a very

difficult matter for me to advise them, considering that I

have no special knowledge of the locality in question, and

of those who live and trade therein. I have, however, a

plan working out, by which I trust this may be accom-

plished, and in which, at no very distant day, I may ask

my readers to lend me a helping hand. Meanwhile, to

judge from the modest and unpretending price list issued by

Messrs. Aird and Anderson, Mechanical, Engineering, and

Edge Tool Manufacturers, 12, Wliitechapel, Liverpool, I

think amateurs within easy distance of that city, in want of

tools, would do well to pay this firm a visit. I note that

they have a " Rust Preventive," for keeping tools bright for

any length of time, sold in tins, at 3d. each. I should like

to know something about this, as it must manifestly be of

use to the amateur who is compelled by force of circum-

stances to lay any particular tool by for some length of

time. Messrs. Aird and Anderson are agents for the Bri-

tannia Company in Liverpool ; and I hope they will be

successful in inducing a good many of the amateurs of

Liverpool and the vicinity to invest in the new £4 4s. Lathe

which the Britannia Company have in preparation.

13. The Decorators' Assistant.—This is one of the many
useful publications issued by Messrs. Crosby Lockwood and

Co., 7, Stationers' Hall Court, Ludgate Hill, which should

be found on the bookshelves of every amateur. It contains,

in its 160 pages, upwards of 600 recipes, rules, and instruc-

tions for mixing, preparing, and using dyes, stains, oil and

water colours, varnishes, polishes, etc., for painting, gilding,

and illuminating on vellum, card, canvas, leather, wood,

metal, stone, glass, pottery, porcelain, etc , with a variety of

information for general work connected with every class of

interior and exterior decoration. The recipes, etc., are pre-

faced by remarks on " Painting as applied to External

Architecture," by H. Atkinson, Architect, and " Decorative

Art as applied to Internal Decorations," by A. Hessell Tilt-

man, M.R.I.B.A. These combine with the rest of the prac-

tical information to be gathered from every page, to render

this book what it professes to be, namely, " A Modern Guide

for Decorative Artists and Amateurs, Painters, Writers, and

Gilders." It will satisfy one of the many wants of amateurs,

and the demand for it should be large.

14. ThePattern-Makers' Handy Bool;.—This is another of

the series, entitled, "Handy Books for Handicrafts," in pro-

cess of compilation by Mr. Paul N. Hasluck, A. I.M.E. , and

published by Messrs. Crosby Lockwood and Co., at2s. each.

It affords a brief but clear account of the various processes

followed in pattern-making and moulding, a glossary of

terms used in moulding and founding, but it does not go very

deeply into the making of patterns for castings intended for

special purposes, such as are found in Mr. Arthur J. Scott's

papers, now appearing in this Magazine, but this the author

had no intention of doing, his book being so contrived and

written as to be "especially useful to the beginner." In

carrying out this intention he has been successful.

15. The Brassfouuders' Manual.—This is the seventh

edition of a work by Mr. Walter Graham, first published in

1861, containing instructions for modelling, pattern-making,

moulding, alloying, turning, filing, burnishing, bronzing,

etc., as connected with brass casting. It forms a volume of

Weale's Rudimentary Series, and is published at 2S. by

Messrs. Crosby Lockwood and Co. The amateur, as well as

the professional brass caster, will find much useful informa-

tion in its pages. The chief additions to the present edition

are, a table of the new Imperial Standard Wire Gauge,

prepared by the Iron and Steel Wire Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, and another giving the Properties of Materials, by

various authorities. The amateur who requires to make

castings in brass will derive much assistance from the infor-

mation given on modelling, moulding, casting, and finishing.
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For ' Instructions to Contributors and
Correspondents," see page 45 of this

Volume, or Part 72, page 45.

Book Case and Hat-Stand.

Acosx writes:—"I propose making an

oak book-case for a dining-room, and a hat-

stand, also oak About what time will the

promise J articles—'A Cabinet Book-Case,'

and ' Hat aud Umbrella-Stands '—appear in

next volume ? " [To this I can only reply,

that I cannot say with any possibility of

certainty. I can only say, as soon as exi-

gencies of space, etc., permit of their inser-

tion.

—

Ed.]

Electric Telegraph.
W. H. S. (Broc&ey).—! regret to say that

Mr. Eiwiu^on is ill, and is compelled to

take rest for some weeks. He will give you
the information you require as soon as he
i3 well enough to take up his pen again.

Skinner's Samples of Wood.
Bbimbokh5.—To mount these effec-

tively, plane up the edges to make them all

esi .tiy the same size, then prepare a panel
of suitable size, ebonize it, and on it glue

the samples of wood in order, and at

regular intervals. Then put the panel in

a frame—a gilt frame would look as well as

A

ASH.0*K.
|

B

MODE OF MOUNTING SAMPLES
OF WOOD.

any. The annexed diagram will make my
meaning clear, a is the freme, b, the panel

and two pieces of wood and part of

another are shown mounted in place.

Across the bottom cf each piece paste a
strip of paper with the name of the wood
neatly written or printed on it. You will

not want any instruction in the matter be-

yond this.

Carving in Stone.

H. T. { Brighouse) .—Letter -cutting in

stone will be treated, but T do not think it

Lble forme to give you such instrue-

tioLs ;u ^ro-jitectural cirving in stone that
would mate you a competent trade-man.
Ton will find Davidson's "Gothic Stone-
work," published at 3s. by Ca=sell and
Company, Limited, La belle Siuvage Yard,
Ludrjiie Hill, London, E.C., useful to you;
but in order to learn the handling of the
Lammer and chisel, my ad vice to you would
be to acquire them in the yard of some
efficient stone-worker.

Panels for Screen.

Acoc* writes:—"I want to fill in a draw-
ing-room screen with hand-painted work.
What material shall I paint on ? I do not
want it to be wood. How would canvas,
Calico, or paper do, and what preparation
would it require? " [To this I may reply,

you can use canvas or calico, if you like, but

I recommend you to use " "Willesden

Paper," which is a light, hard, durable

material, impervious to wet when painted.

It can be easily fixed in the framework of

the screen, and needs no special prepara-

tion beyond priming and putting on the

necessary ground colour. Canvas and

calico require straining on a frame, which

would have a clumsy appearance. The
latter must be sized to take colour.

—

Ed.j

Small Brass Castings.

G. G. (Gartly).—A correspondent, F. W.
(Bra-ton), stated in Vol. V., page 236, that

some brass castings which he required

were executed well and cheaply by Mr.
Gardner, Wyvil Street, Wyvtt Riad, South

Lambeth Boid, Mr. Gardner, he said, was
ready to undertake any castings in this

metal, commencing at lid. per lb. for large

castings. I cannot say whether or not Mr.

Gardner is at the same address. You might

also write to Mr. Arthur J. Scott, Vulcan

Work*, Mount Street, Stockport, about any
metal castings you might require. I am
sure he will help you if he can.

Dubbing.

S. T. P. writes:
—" I do not know for what

purpose the dubbing wanted by W. A. D.

(Stroud Green), Vol. VI., p. 569, may be re-

quired ; but an excellent preparation for

boot leather is as follows : Linseed oil,

1 pint, mutton suet, £ lb., beeswax, \ lb.,

resin, 1 oz. To be boiled together, aud
applied warm. While for boots, shoes, or

saddlery, castor oil and mutton fat in equal

quantities (the fat being first dissolved and
pressed through a cloth, the oil being

stirred in while hot) makes a less solid

compound, and one that can be applied

with a flannel."

'• Amateur Work" and "Every Man
His Own Mechanic."

Bbimbobian writes:— "I have tried

several thing3 from the pages of Amateur
"Woek, all of which have been complete
successes. My last job was the Music
Stand, by Nepenthe, which was no sooner
finished when it was sold, and I began to
make another. I for one am certainly vury
much indebted to Nepenthe for such a

simple, yet beautiful design. Some time
ago I invested in a copy of ' Every Man His
Own Mechanic,' which, I am glad to say,

has turned out one of the best investments
I ever made. You would actually laugh at

me for being so far baik, were I to tell you
how much I have learned from it." [If I

Lmghed at all, it would only be a kindly

smile, which would show that I felt genuine
pleasure at your success, and at having
been helpful to you, and I trust, give you
encouragement to go on.

—

Ed.]

Stereotyping for Amateur3.
Bhimborian.—The papers on this sub-

ject, two in number, will appear in the

course of this Volume.

Earns' Enamelline.

Shake Your Knowledge writes :
—

" Fellow-readers of Amateur Work maybe
glad to know of a new, cheap, aud effective

material for making imitation terracotta
and china tile?', plaques, panels, etc., of

wo d or cardVurd. It is called 'Earns*

Enamelline,' and cau be obtained of the

maker, W. Earns, 44, Grafton Road, Ke fish.

Towfi, N.W., for eight stamps per bottle. I

have made plaques and x>anels ol it, and
find it equal to what is claimed for it.

Directions are also given for a new style of

surface decoration for Amateur Wood
Carvers, which, doubtless, is equally as

valuable. I enclose the circular that was

the means of my trying it." [Thauk you

for your letter and enclosure. I have not

heard of Earns' Enamelline before.—Ed.]

Solder.

C. F. J. F. (Hammersmith).—Yon do not

say for what purpose you require the solder.

Tin and lead occur in various solders in

different proportions; thus, plumbers' soft

solder is composed of tin and lead in equal

parts. Solder for tin plates is made of two

parts of tiu to one of lead, and, if it is

wanted for pewter, one part of bismuth is

added.

Making Oxygen Gas.

E. B. (Eastbourne) sends the following

method of making Oxygen Gas, which he

described in the EnglUh Mechanic about

eight years ago, and which he has since

found so serviceable to him that he thinks

it may be as useful to the readers generally

of Amatfcr Work as to himself. " Having

always found an immense inconvenience in

obtaining this gas for lantern work without

water getting into the bag, I have devised

the following scheme, which, after trial, I

find to be a complete success. Of course I

APPARATUS FOR MAKING OXYGEN GAS.

iim aware of the dodge of putting the puri-

fier on the floor and the bag at an tlevated

point ; also, by putting less water in purifier.

But these do not always succeed, wbereas
my idea has never fail-, d. The sketch will

almost explain itself. Retort b, connected

up to purifier p, two-thirds filled with water

as usual. Now, instead of carrying this to

bag, interpose another purifier, d, rather

deeper fan ordinary glass picfele-bottle will

do well', only put no water in it, and of

course connect the leading tube with tag n,

and there you aie ; the water forced out of

p drops into D, and remains there, leaving

b free from water or damp."

Ilectiic Pen.

C. H. L. (Stroud).—Some time ago I saw
in a periodical a sketch of an electric pen,

but the description given there was not
sufficient to enable anyone to make one. I

should be very much obliged, and it may
be of some use to others, if any contributor

would give a short description and sketch

of one that won'd be of practical use.

Portable Dark Room.

W. H. S. (BrocWcy).—It is impossible,

in a short paragraph, to describe the

construction of a dark tent, but Mr. C. 0.

Vevers, when he can find time, will write

an article on various forms, so that you
can make whichever su.t ; yon best.
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Ends of Copper Boilers.

S. M. L. (Goderich, Canada).—" Turn
over " the ends of the bottom before mak-
ing the corrugations. These latter do not

run all the way along-, but start gradually

at each end. The preceding is for longi-

tudinal corrugations. When the corruga-

tions are transverse it is an easy matter to

flatten them out for riveting to the sides of

the shell, and I would prefer the latter

method. Launch engine requires a boiler

8 inches long by 4 inches in diameter. The
boat would be about thirty inches to three

feet long, and about six inches to seven

inches beam, with fine lines fore and aft,

and full body. Fitting a pump to engine,

or making a Giffard's would be time
wasted. Use a small hand pump to fill the
boiler. This will be quite sirfficient, as

seeing that you cannot go to sea in such a

craft, the attention needful to the adjust-

ment of a power pump or injector, woull
be impossible.

—

Olla Podrida.

Irregularities of Electric Clocks.

Ravacar.—The annoyances you mention
come chiefly from your not having pro-

perly made the springs B, c, and h (see

FIG I

ACTION OF BRASS PIECE OVER SECONDS
WHEEL ON BREAK.

Part 49, Folding Sheet, Figs. 1 and 2). They
must be either too weak or too strong. On
the other hand, to prevent the break, a,

from pushing more than one tooth at each

beat of the pendulum, you might screw on
the board at the top of the plate a piece of

thick brass twisted in the proper way,

which would hang over the seconds wheel,

so as to hinder break, a, from going, on

the left hand, further than the extreme

end of one tooth, the highest one (see

Fig. 1) ; and on the right hand by means of

stop, a, just far enough to escape from it

(see Fig. 2). A friend of mine who made
this clock was bothered with the same
thing. I advised him to put at the place I

spoke of a simple brass screw of the proper

size, against which break a comes kno^kii.g

at each beat. Perhaps would a screw do iu

your case, too ? Hut, then, being altered,

if the springs are too weak or too strong,

or i£ springs b and c are too short or too

long, your clock will not go. You must be

patient and grope your way out of that

difficulty, and you will, no doubt, succeed

at last. The proper working of this clock

rests almost entirely on the combined

action of springs b, c, aud h ; and this is

not impossible to realize, as E. W., Hollo,

way, N., wrote in Part 57, that he "made
the clock, and that it keeps remarkably

good time ; " and so does mine —L. M.

Water Line of Boat.

H. M. B. (Nova Seotia).—T presume that

you refer to a model boat. Then the proper

MODE OF DRAWINGWATERLINEOFBOAT.
T, Table ; W, W, Wedges ; H, Hull

;

W L, Water Line; P, Pencil; B, Block,

way of marking the water line is as follows:

Mark the height of the water line at the

bow and stern, then pack up the model on

a plane surface, table top for instance, and

set the marks at 1k>w and stern to an equal

height from surface of table. Then take a

block of wood and fix a pencil on the top of

it, so that when resting on the table, the

point shall correspond to the marks. Slide

the block along, keeping the pencil against

the hull, and thus join the bow and stern

marks. Repeat the operation for the other

side, and the line thus drawn will be a true

guide for the division of your colours or

the painting of a water line. The accom-

panying diagram may assist you.

Slip Dovetailing.

J. W. A. (Leeds).—The joint you inquire

about may be made clear to you by explain-

ing it as a dovetailed tenon. It is, in fact,

merely a modification of the dovetailed

slide as already referred to in reply to your

former question. Grooves shaped as shown

by a, must be cut in the ends of the ward-

robe from the back to within a short dis-

tance—say 1 inch- from the front. On the

ends of the shelf corresponding tenonB, b,

dovetail-shaped, must be cut; or, if pre-

ferred, the whole of the end may be cut

into a dovetail, though this is more

troublesome. In front the corners must be

cut away, as the groove is not carried right

through to the front of the ends. It may

be, but then the joint is not so finished in

]

>'
SLIP DOVETAILING.

A, Shape of Grooves ; B, Tenons on End of

Shelf, in Plan ; B', Tenon, in Section.

appearance. If you have not the special

plane made for such work (and I imagine

you have not from your inquiry) you can-

not do better than use a chisel, which is

the tool commonly employed in making
joint by cabinet-makers and others. The
plane that is used is an expensive tool, and

not worth getting unless there is frequent

occasion to use it. The shelf, when pre-

pared, is inserted from the back, and from
the construction of the joint it binds the

ends together. It is by no means necessary

that the shelf should be so fixed as in such
a case as that described, where the top and
bottom of the wardrobe are probably dove-

tailed to the ends; it maybe equally well

done by simple mortise and tenons or

dowels, either of which involve less work.
It is a useful form of joint to employ in

fastening a shelf or stay between too long

ends in order to prevent them bulging out-

wards, but it is not an easy one to con-

struct perfectly.—D. A.

Pipe Cleaner.

H. J. W. (Newport, Mon.) writes: — "I
send a sketch for a Pipe Cleaner, thinking
it may be useful to more than one, and I

hope it will be convenient to insert the same
iu Amateur Work. The body I cut 10^

inches long, having a \ inch lap from same,
by 2J inches wide; the spout is cut 6£

long, the same shape as Fig. 1. To make
the bend at end, I file a notch with a saw
file, and then bend it over, as in Fig. 2, and

r _™

Fig. 1.—PATTtRN of Tubb before Turning.
Fig. 2.

—

Pipe Cleaner, CosirLBTE.—A,
Bottle Screw. Fig. 3.—Tube Turned
and Notched fob Bekdisg.

allow j\ inch for lap of spout. I then cut

two I inch circular holes in cover, after

being blocked—one in centre and one in side

—put a bottle-screw in hole at side, which
will cost 3d. or 4d. at an ironmonger's, and
a pair of ears to hold wire handle, cost-

ing about l£d. After completed (Fig. 2),

fill three-quarters full of water, and put on

fire to boil stilly, with stem of pipe on

spout, for about a quarter of an hour.

Should the stem of pipe be too small, put

in bowl. It answers the same."

Cutting Teeth in Circular Saws.

D. G. T. (Somerset) writes:—"The article

on ' The Traversing Bar,
1 which appeared

in Vol. "VI , suggests the following method

of cutting teeth in small circular saws,

such as might be used in the Universal
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A

\

Cutting Frame, as made by the Britannia
Company, and mentioned in ' Notes on
HoTelties,* in Vol. VI., page 41, of Ama-
teur Work: Tate a piece of tool steel

1 inch, diameter, chuck it true, and bore a

J inch hole £ inch deep, and cut off the piece
bored out. Drive this piece on a mandrel,
and turn up true to f inch wide on the face.

Put a sleeve on the chuck, as described in
the article on 'Traversing Bar," of eight
threads to the inch, and cut a thread on
the piece of steel before mentioned with a
tool shaped as in the accompanying illus-

tration. This will cut a thread with one
side at right angles to the axis and the
other side inclined. This done, file or cut
with a circular cutter, a groove across the
screwed stud, not straight, as in a tap, but
inclined as in a twist-drill. Harden and
temper as for a tap, and replace on the
mandrel for use. This I call the hub-taps
The blank for the saw is cut out of a piece
of cast steel the required thickness, the
central hole bored and turned outside.

This blank is fixed in its

place on the Universal Cutting
Frame, and fed up to the hub-
tap, which is placed on the
mandrel between the lathe

centres. The lathe is then
set in motion. The slightest

touch on the blank will feed

it round and show if an entire

revolution of it will bring
out the teeth without over,
reaching, and any error can
he rectified by turning down
the blank slightly. If the
Universal Cutting Frame is

not used for mounting the
hlank.it must be mounted on
a bar set in the ordinary

tool post, with a stud and
Bcrew and washer, which permits the blank
to turn in a horizontal plane. The slight

inclination of the hub-tap would not affect

the direct action of the saw, even if the
thread were as coarse as four threads to

the inch. In fact, it would be an improve-
ment in circular cutters of considerable
width of face. A hub-tap of four threads
would require to be 2 inches diameter."

Copper Boiler.

8.M. L. (Goderich, Canada).—Your boiler.

if well made, will stand a working pressure
of 20 pound s per square inch, but it must
be proved to 40 pounds on the square inch
by cold water pressure hefore steam is got
up. You can do this with a smjll force

pump.—OLIA Pi'DRIDA.

Irregular Striking of Clock.
Fenmas writes:—"I would respectfully

seek the advice of A. B. C. on the following
specimen of horology : It is an old-fashioned
kind of thing, the works in a sort of box,
the weights and pendulum visible and un-
protected. It is a good time-keeper, but
strikes anyhow. It bears some resemblance
to Fig. 9, page 153, Vol. I., but that has no
striking arrangement. I have frequently

put it in striking order by moving the hour
i
hand; but it invariably strikes right, per-

i
haps for five or six hours, and then lapses
into its former irregularity. I have care-

fully read the remarks on page 44, Vol. VI.,

bat they do not seem to fit. The nnmber

TOOL FOR
ctrrrrsG
THREAD.

appear to often run into one another.
Sometimes it strikes 23—11 and 12; some-
times 15, etc."

A. B. C. replies to the above :—" If Fen-
man will unhang his clock, first take off

weights and pendulum, and look at the
back of it, he will see pegs or screw to
fasten the hack to the rest of the case.

When that is off, he will see on the left

hand side a wheel about 2 inches diameter,
driven by a small one pinned to the large

wheel of striking train, that has a rim on
it cut into unequal parts, and an arm or
hook coming from the inside, and dropping
in the notches. Now, this hook falls in a
notch, and stops the striking; and I think
he will find that, owing to wear, that

sometimes it catches on one side or the
other of the notch, and so cannot fall deep
enough to stop the striking, just give a
slight bend to the hook, and see that it

falls fair in the middle of each notch, and
at the same time see that it does not touch
the bottom of the notch or the wheel part.

If still goes wrong, write again, or pack
securely in box and send to me, and I will

cure free of charge, except carriage." [If

Fenman likes to take advantage of

A. B. C.'s offer, I will give him A. B. C.'s

address; but I trust that he will remem-
ber that " the labourer is worthy of his

hire."

—

Ed.]

Inlaid Veneers.
A. J. C. (U/idingiton) writes that "Mr.

Wilmersdorff, the agent . for Austrian
Veneers and Inlaid Veneers has removed
from 72, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.,

and that letters to that address fail to

reach him. I am not aware of Mr. Wilmers-
dorff's present address, but I will give it as

soon as I become acquainted with it, or
if I learn that the business has been trans-
ferred to other hands. Meanwhile, A. J. C.

cannot do better than place himself in com-
munication with Mr. H. Zilles, 9, South

Street, Fimbury, B.C., or Mr. G. Busschots,
33, Park Lane, Liverpool, who have beautiful

specimens of inlaid veneers in stock."

Housebreaking.
Crtptoconchoidstphonstomato.—Your

letter is amusing and cleverly written,

and was never intended to be taken au
serieux. Possibly you are seeking to see

whether or not I take notice of all letters

that are sent to me. If so, in this you have
your answer.

Polishes and Glaze.

Acorn asks, re Receipts for Polishes
and Glaze given by Yorkshire in Vol. VI.,

page 228 of this Magazine. Are these to be
put on wood in the same way as varnish,
or as French Polish ? [The query proposed
by Acorn is difficult to understand, as

Yorkshire is very explicit ; but possibly
it may have been asked from not knowing
that polish, unless otherwise stated, may
be taken to mean French polish when wood
work is concerned. If Yorkshire's direc-

tions are carefully followed, I hardly thiuk
itpossibletomistakethem. Of course, if the
nature of the work won't allow a rubber to

be used, a brush must be substituted

—

e.g.,

on a carved surface. Speaking generally,

varnish is applied with a brush— (French)
polish with a rubber.]

Copying- Printing Machine.
Pbok. L. Marisstacx writes in reply to

J. J. M. (Holywood), Vol. VI., page 480:—
"For a machine for printing in black (not
from types), write to the 'Autocopiste
Conipagnie,' 107, Boulevard de Sevastopol,

Paris. The complete apparatus, in a box,

printing 16 by 25 centimetres, costs 35
francs ; and without a box, 20 frs. ; 25 by
32, 40 frs. and 25 frs. ; 31 by 49, 50 frs. and
35 frs. ; and so on. I do not know if this

apparatus is patented in England; at any
rate, if the Editor should desire it, I shall

have the pi en sure of writing a description

of mine for insertion in Amateur Work.
I think it would be welcomed by my
brother amateurs ; the more so, as the

accessories, ink, etc., can be had sepa-
rately.

Telescope Making.
Specdlum. — To would-be telescope

makers resident at a distance from London,
I can only suggest that they should write to

some well-known firm and ask cost of mate-
rials, stating requirement. Thus an amateur
requiring materials for a 6J inch would write

stating that he wanted (for mirror) 1 disc

of plate glaas 1J inch thick, 6[ inches in

diameter; (for tool) 1 disc of same glass 1

inch thick ; then write to the emery manu-
facturer in the same manner. The letter

is snre, if the firm is worth dealing with, to

be courteously attended to. I can suggest

the following firms, hut the London Direc-

tory will give others : The Loudon and
Manchester Plate Glass Company, Black-

friars Road, S.E. Thomas Farmiloe,

Rochester Road, S.W. From the latter firm

I got my own glass. Of course, if it is re

quired smooth it will cost more ; it is

mainly sent out roughly chipped to a

circle.—E. W. F.

INFORMATION SUPPLIED.

Naxos Union Company.
Stadt Dresdvn writes :—" It would be an

advantage if this Company would keep its

branches better informed of the places

where it has agents. The manager at

Deuben distinctly told me there was no

English agent, and stated he would be glad

to hear of one. I had, however, in my
possession a piece of emery cloth marked
' The Naxos Union Company, London,
Glasgow, and Frankfort.' I therefore

thought there must be two companies."
[Perhaps the manager at Deuben " didn't

know," and so accidentally told what plain

speaking people call a lie. Well, it has been

put in your power to set him right, and I

can only hope you have done so.— Ed.]

Cheap Black Varnish.

Stidt Da»sDEN writes in reply to

Grooved Barbel, Vol. VI., page 384:—
" You will be unable to make a ' good black

and cheap varnish,' for a cheap one will be

of a bad colour and not good in any sense

of the word. I advise you to buy some
Berlin black, it is excellent for machine
tools, vices, stoves, etc. I used to give

Is. 6d. per quart for it in Loudon colour

6hops. It dries with a fine polish in about

half an hour, and is not sticky like Bruns-

wick black. It is also a blue black. Berlin

black can be bought at any oilman's."
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Twist Drills.

Stadt Dhesdln writes in reply to A. F. C.

(.Bombay) :— " The cause of twist drills

catching1

is that they are ground to too
Bharp an angle."

Speaking Tu>)es.

Stadt Dresden writes in reply to R, A.W.
{Dublin) Vol. VI., page 480: — "Three-
quarter inch tubing is about the smallest

that will convey the voice distinctly. I

once tried to speak through a short length

of $ inch tube, but no words could be dis-

tinguished; there was only a roar." [A
very interesting piece of personal experi-

ence.

—

Ed.]

Entrance of Rain through French
Windows.

Stadt Dresden writes in reply to Oak-

leioh, Vol. V., page 570 :—" This query was
put about a year ago, but as no answer
appeared, I might give my experience in

the matter. All the houses here (that is,

say, in Dresden.—Ed.) have French win-

dows, and many are the devices to keep the
rain out, but none are efficient. The only

thing which is satisfactory is an inclined

gutter to catch the leakage in with a \ inch
bore pipe le idiug outside to let it out." [If

Oaklkigh had written again and given a
transverse section of the valves of his

window, and explained where and in what
way the rain beat in, I would have helped
him, but I cannot give advice unless the
matter on which advice is sought is put
clearly befoie rue by description and dia-

gram. You are as vague in stating your
cure, as ab^ve, as Oaklhigh was in stating

his complaint.—Ed.]

Bleaching Pianoforte Keys.
Lifb Boat writes in reply to the query

put by Thomas in Vol. VI. page 570 :—
"Thomas says his keys have turned a nice
yellow, if he could whiten them his piano
would look twonty years younger. Perhapa
friend Moody, in his articles, ' Pianoforte
Repairing,' may have something to say on
the subject of keys. Meanwhile, I offer

you my experience. I have had, during the
last six years, upwards of 4,00) pianos,
organs, and harcnoniuots pass through my
hands—of all sorts, conditions, and makers
—and must confess I have never yet met
with one, which, by the simple process of
whitening the keys, has been made to look
twenty years younger. Keys are now
covered with other material than ivory,
namely, celluloid and artificial ivory. Real
ivory turns with age—a nice brown, or
smoky colour; artificial ivory turns brown
and strongly marked with a veined bone
appearance ; celluloid turns a yellow, or
green cast, sometimes most strongly in the
middle of the keyboard, where the fingers

touch the keys most. So you will see from
this that.I incline to the opinion that your
keys are not ivory, but celluloid. You say
right when you say it is almost impossible

to bleach them by the usual process as used
for small ivory, viz , sun's rays. In large

music warehouses, ivory keys are much
improved by taking off a thin shaving with
a sharp finely-set smoothing or iron-faced

plane, or scraper, papering with No. 1 and
No. 0;glnss paper, afterwards polishing on

a pad of felt, or cloth, with whiting and

methylated spirits. For planing, it is

necessary to first prepare a block of wood,
say 2 feet long by 3 inches wide and 1 inch

thick, to be screwed to the bench. Take a

key, lay it on the board, nail a strip— say

I inch wide—on both sides of the narrow
p.xrt of the key, thus forming a groove when
planing. Work from the front to the back

of the key. In papering, take a b jnrd—say
II inches wide, 2 feet 6 inches long—screw
to the bench, nail on with clout or sacking

nails, half a quire each of No. 1 and No.

paper; turn the keys face downwards on 3

at a time, and rub briskly, with a backward
and forward motion, first on the No. 1, then

the No. 0. "When all are done, take a piece

of No. paper in your hand, and paper off

all sharp edges previous to polishing, which
can best be done by nailing a piece of cloth

or felt on a board, and using whiting and

spirits. This may Beem a tedious process,

but I have seen hundreds of sets done, and

a good workman can make a decent job of

them in three hours to the set. If the keys

are artificial ivory the process is the same,

but as a rule is hardly worth the trouble,

the improvement being so slight. If cellu-

loid, prepare as for polishing, but in place

of whiting and spirits, use putty powder
and linseed, oil, finishing on a pad of new
wash leather with dry powder. The white

enamel which you say you have seen I have

used, but only for the fronts of the keys.

I know there are a few unscrupulous dealers

who use it on the tops, only for the purpose

of making the instrument more saleable,

and it will not wear long.

Trumpeter Clock.

A. B. C. writes in reply to C. F. F. :-" I

do not think it possible for you to make a

Trumpeter Clock unless you have some
knowledge of clockmaking, as to work the

trumpet noteB it requires a train of wheels

as if for striking a bell, with this difference,

that it works a bellows and has a barrel

with pins and loops in it that works the

levers for opening the valves over the

notes similar to a German concertina; but

if you hail from near here (i.e., Upper Park-

stone, Dorset), I can show you one, as I

happen to have a good one, and you will be

welcome to make drawings, etc., of it."

Silvering Clock Dial.

A. B. C. writes in reply to Tempos : - " If

you will buy Brittan's ' Watchmaker's
Handbook,' you will find in it full instruc-

tions for silvering and lacquering your

clock dial, besides much of other useful

information to amateurs as well as profes-

sionals, the price is 5s, and I think well

worth it. At the same time, I may say that

the job you propose to take in hand is one

that requires some little practice to turn

out well, and I venture to advise you to try

first on a piece of plain brass both silvering

and lacquering. To varnish the silvered

part I always use photographer's spirit

varnish, it dries well and quickly without

heat."

Electrical Locomotive.

Magnet writes in reply to J. D.,

Vol. VI., page 570, re Electrical Locomo-
tive :

—" If J. P. will place himself in com-
munication with me I may be able to help

him over his difficulty, as I have tried and

failed to make a woikable model from

J. T.'s instructions, and am now engaged
on one which will work when completed-
Editor has my address."

INFORMATION SOUGHT.

Varnish and Lubricating Oil for

Cycles.

Professor Matussiaux asks :— (1) Can
any of my fellow-readers tell me if there
exists some better varnish than Japan to

paint or mend the cracks in the so-called

enamel of cycles, when shakes, knocks, or
trepidations cause it to come off ? (2) Lu-
bricating oil for cycles is a very expensive
stuff : a shilling bottle is gone in no time.

Could anyone tell me of an amateurish way
of making a good, ch?ap oil? Would not a

mixture of poppy oil and petroleum do ?

If so, in what proportions ? I do not mean,
of course, to make the oil myself. I should
like to hear of mixtures of different sorts

of oil that would do for the use I want to

make of them. I require an oil that will

not thicken or become sticky.

Empty Cotton Reels.

T. J. W. writes:—"I have a great quan-
tity of empty cotton reels, various t-hapes

and sizes. I should be glad if you could
suggest [some way of using them. I had
thought of a summer-house; but I shall be
thankful for any ideas." [Possibly some
reader may be able to offer you a better

suggestion ; but the reels may be arranged
to form a trellis in imitat :ou of the Mus-
haribyeh work mentioned in the paper en-

titled, "An Egyptian Coffee Table in

Turned Woik," in page 1 of this Volume.
As a border they might be placed in a row,
vertically or horizontally, and for the centre

of panels they might be threaded on rods
made of iron wire, or pegged together by
means of small crosses of wood made of

pieces halved together in the centre —Ed]
Clog and Sole Cutting.

Lancashibe Lad writes :
—" Willyongive

us an article on Clog and Sole Cutting?
There are many clogs worn as shoes in

Lancashire ; and by so doing you will con-

fer a great boon on the Lancashire com-
munity." [I will with pleasure, if aDy
reader who understands the work will

write a paper on the subject.— Ed."]

Section Ladder.
W. C. C. (Highbury Vale) writes :—" Can

any reader give instructions for making a
' Section Ladder ' in three or four sections

of 7 or 8 feet each, similar to the ladders

used by the 'Fire Brigade'? The points

I wish to be enlightened upon are as fol-

lows : What si2e should the sides be?
Width at top and bottom, and the iron-

work to hold the sections together? What
wood should be used?" [I shall be glad

to receive a paper on this subject.—Ed.]
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CHAINS CUT OUT OF SOLID WOOD.
By PROFESSOR L. MARISSUUX.

THINK that many amateurs \vi

to know how this is done,

chains are sometimes

wanted for sundry pur-

poses ; for instance, for

1 be glad

Wooden

FIG. l.—SQUARE PIECE OF
WOOD.

hanging up a fret-cut chandelier, or a

hall-lantern, and such like. Besides, the

chain in itself is a real piece of curio-

sity for any one who has

not yet seen one.

1 have made a few yards

of this chain, and I must

say, that it is a pretty long

and hard work, at least, at
FIG

-
=--wood ruled for work.

on a rather thick piece of wood, about one inch.

Draw now at each end a cross, as shown in Fig. 2,

and draw the two lines on each side, all along the

piece of wood, joining the two crosses. With a rebate-

plane, take off the shaded parts, so as to leave Fig. 3.

This being prepared, the links must be

drawn ; begin by the first one, leaving

a short space between it and the second,

the beginning of which is to be drawn

inside of the first one and the end inside

of the third one, which contains the

beginning of the fourth,

and so forth.

A > F'g' 3) will form all

the odd links and B all the

or vice versa.even ones,
fig. 3.-W00D rebated. when al i is drawn, as in

yffiffiffiffijffift

Awmm.

IIP

II I 1 I I

FIG. 7.—mode of making chain with single and double LINKS.—A, Section.

fig. 8.- MODE OF MAKING AN ENDLESS CHAIN. -A, Section.

FIG. 4.—COMMENCEMENT TO CUT LINKS. FIG. 5.—CHAIN WITH RIGID LINKS.

the beginning ; it

goes quick enough

when you have made
a dozen links or so.

The explanation on

paper is no easy

matter, especially for me, being a

foreigner ; but I will try to be as clear

as possible. If I do my best to make
myself understood, I hope that my
fellow-readers will do theirs to under-

stand me.

Get a piece oUiard wood (boxwood,

if you can get it, will do beautifully, especially for

small-linked chains) in the shape of a ruler ; I do not

mean an English ruler, a round one ; but a French
ruler, a square one, Fig. I. The sides of this piece of

wood must be of the same width as that of the links. I

advise those who wish to make this chain to try first

Fig. 4, take off with

a fret-saw the empty

spaces between the

inks on the four

sides. If I have

FIG. 6.—WOOD SCREWED FOR
CUTTING.

been well under-

stood, the square ruler must already

have the rough shape of a chain whose

links are full, rather rigid and im-

movable, as in Fig. 5. We have now
to make a hole with an awl in each

link, and cut out the inside of it.

But this operation cannot be gone
through without a little preparation. If you try to cut

the wood inside of the links in the usual way, viz., while

holding the wood between your fingers, it will keep

slipping, and you will break either your wood or saw.

To prevent this, you must fasten with a few small

screws, two little pieces of wood (deal will do) on each

VOL. VII.—

G
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side of the lower part of the chain, to allow it to rest flat

on the table of the sawing-machine. When the links

are hollowed out on one side, you turn the piece of wood

upside down. (See Fig. 6.) Our chain is still in one

piece, but the links stick together just at the place

they would touch, if the chain were loosely hanging

down. That part has to be cut, and with a small file

each link to be rounded in- and outside, and the chain

will be finished.

Fig. 7 (a being a section) shows the way how to

prepare the wood for a chain, with simple and double

link, and Fig. 8 (a, in this also showing section)

how to make an endless chain. I think it useless to

enter into more particulars, as what has just been

said will be found quite sufficient. The piece of wood
must give an oblong section instead of a square one,

and a double cross instead of a single one.

THE FORMS OF TOOLS.
11<1 A FOREUAX PATTERN-MAKER.

II.

—

Stone, Bronze, and Iron Ages—Copper Age—
Copper and Bronze Chisels—Flat Celts- Pal-

staves—Tanged Chisels—Celts of Cast Bronze

—Points of Difference in Old and New Forms

of Tools—Introduction of Steel.

ERHAPS I shall not be overstating the

case, if in all the history of discovery

I assign the foremost place to that of the

working of metals. If my assumption

be correct that the human race is in-

debted for its material progress to its tools, then it is

certain that without the discovery of the uses of metal,

a time must soon have arrived when the limitations

imposed by the imperfections of stone as a material

for cutting, must have raised a barrier to all future

progress. But once the keen-edged metal was intro-

duced, the history of the future became merely a story

of development in a course without apparent limit.

There has been a time in the history of every

nation which has arrived at civilization, when the use

of stone gave way to that of bronze, to be in turn

superseded by that of iron. Hence it is usual to

designate the three great periods of human culture

viewed in their material aspect, by the names of the

stone, bronze, and iron ages. And although exception

has been taken to this arrangement by reason of the

difficulty of drawing any chronological lines of division

because of the overlapping of contiguous ages, yet

taken to represent simply three broad epochs of cul-

ture, the distinction is correct and convenient. All

the world over, even in the seats of primeval civiliza-

tion, '.India, Chaldea, Palestine, etc., the evidence

hitherto accumulated goes to show that the age of

bronze preceded that of iron, and the use of stone

that of bronze ; and that a rude unpolished stone age

preceded that of the polished type. Numberless

allusions in the poets and historians bear out the dis-

coveries of archaeologists, and testify to the unvarying

general sequence of these ages.

Though no serious objection can be taken to this

broad arrangement into periods, it is scarcely wise to

apply anything like hard and fast lines of chronology

thereto. Hundreds of years in the more modern, and

thousands in the more ancient, are the least factors

which can be dealt with,and then but uncertainly. Fur-

ther, there is no coincidence in these periods among

different nations, for while we have been in the midst

of our iron age during 2,000 years, there are many
tribes who are yet in their age of stone. Many tribes

also who have come into contact with superior races

have never passed through a bronze period at all, but

have made the transition from stone to iron at once.

Then, again, the old and the new materials were used

probably for centuries by the self- same people, tena-

cious of use and wont, and the old implements, as we-

mentioned in our last, were used in religious rite and

ceremonial long after they had been superseded in

common life by the superior material. Also, in the

tombs the stone and bronze, or the bronze and iron,

are found buried together with their possessors.

Some have contended for the existence of a copper

age, and copper unalloyed with tin was probably used

for a longer or shorter period in different districts,

before the discovery was made that the addition of

tin thereto would increase its hardness and fusibility.

But the very few implements of pure copper dis-

covered scarcely justify archaeologists in conferring

upon that metal the dignity of a separate age, at least,

not in Europe. But copper in certain districts, both

in Asia, and notably in that of Lake Superior in North

America, where very pure native copper abounds, has

been utilized by hammering or casting, in the manu-

facture of celts. Copper chisels have been found also

in Hungary, and the Swiss Lake dwellings, and Dr.

Schliemann found one at Hassarlik. Bronze chisels

were abundantly used among the successors of the

neolithic races, while those of copper are rare. Allu-

sions occur in Homer to copper, tin, bronze, iron, and

steel, but the two last must have been scarce at that

time. By about 500 or 600 years B.C., iron appears

from numerous discoveries and literary allusions, to

have been in common use. With this summary we
must be content, and pass on to examine a few of these

ancient tools, first of bronze and then of iron.

Fig. 18 is an illustration of the flat type of celt,

and is one of the simplest character. It was driven

at the small end, for about the space of two inches,
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into a handle. Several of these have been discovered,

in some cases ornamented. The largest ever dis-

covered in Britain is in the museum of Edinburgh,

having been found near that city. It measures

13J inches long by 9 inches at the widest portion, and

weighs 5lbs. 7oz.

The next type, Fig. 19, brings us sensibly nearer

to modern forms, forms which could only be possible

when the casting of metals was adopted. For we

have numerous examples of celts occurring with the

" stop ridge," which is a decided move towards the

socketed chisel. Fig. 19 is recessed for the haft,

which is stopped by the semi-circular ridge, in the

transverse direction. The metal flanges flanking the

recesses are termed " side wings," their purpose being

to give bearing surface to the handle. Celts of this

type are termed palstaves by the archaeologists. The
side wings are found of increasing dimensions until

in many specimens they become quite folded over as

if to embrace the haft for the purpose of affording

lateral steadiness, quite a necessary provision on the

supposition that the celts were used as heavy axes.

Again, many of these palstaves have a loop at the

side (Fig. 20), apparently to afford a point of attach-

ment for thongs by which to bind the celt for better

security to its handle. Many others have two such

loops, placed opposite to each other on opposite sides.

In these examples the tool was thrust into the

handle, the union being partly like that of a tang,

partly like a socket, the mid rib corresponding

in function with the former ; the side wings and

stop ridge with the latter. But there is another

large class, markedly in advance of these, in which

the hafting is that of a socket pure and simple,

the hollow portion of the casting completely en-

closing the end of the handle ; hence the term

"socketed celts" applied to these. Fig. 21 is an

example of a socketed celt. The mouth of the socket

is strengthened with a beading, and the loop also

is present. Celts of this kind are usually narrow,

and are therefore to be regarded as chisels. Their

varying lengths tell of wear and tear by long usage

and frequent re-grinding. The shapes of the sockets

are variously rectangular, with the sharp angles of the

corners obliterated by rounding; or oval, or circular.

Many celts of this kind are ornamented with ribs

running lengthways, and various forms and modes of

ornamentation occur in others.

We cannot help remarking the conservative prac-

tice of the old founders, gradually evolving improved

forms. The flat celts (Fig. 18) are precisely like

many of the stone implements in outline, and were

handled similarly. But, by-and-by, the bronze workers

got out of the groove rendered venerable by the

practice of ages, and so felt their way to the much

improved and more highly specialized socket form of

hafting.

But true tanged chisels, also with their shoulders

or side-stops, have occurred in various localities in

England, Ireland, and France. One of this type is

shown in Fig. 22. It was found at Carlton Rode,

Norfolk, and is now in the Norwich Museum. Large

numbers of these chisels are spread out and widened

at the cutting edge. In some of the socketed chisels

the cutting edge is so narrow as to suggest the idea

of the modern mortise chisel. In all these chisels

the edges are doubly bevelled, like the edge of an

axe, so that they lack the efficiency of the modern

chisel with one face flat. Socketed gouges of bronze

are also common. Fig. 23 is an illustration of one

found in Suffolk, now in the British Museum. Dif-

ferences both in length and in width are also com-

mon in these. Tanged gouges, though not unknown,

are rare.

All the bronze celts were of necessity cast. For-

tunately, we are not in the dark as to the means

made use of by the early founders: for much of their

"plant" and their handiwork remains, so that we

are sure that the first principles of the founder's art

were kno.vn to, anl practised by, those prehistoric

men. The moulds were " open " in some cases,

stone moulds of this kind being common ; but these

were only suitable for the thin, flat celts and knives.

For tanged and socketed celts, the moulds were made

in two parts, jointed with veritable " dowels," and the

socket recesses were formed of sand cores. The

halves of the mould were bound together with

string, grooves for which are sometimes found at

intervals around the halves of the mould. The celts

were cast " upright," with " head metal,'' the cutting

edge being downwards, giving the denser and

sounder metal where most required. Castings rough

from these moulds, with the " runners " merely

knocked off", and not trimmed or fettled ;
castings

with " fins," showing the joint of the mould very dis-

tinctly ; castings with the sand cores for their

sockets yet remaining in situ, and baked hard ever

since the day when the molten metal was poured, are

plentiful. It even happens occasionally, as in modern

moulds, that the joint has slipped, for weapons have

been found with a "lapped joint." Castings having

their socket cores "out of centre," and become

"wasters" in consequence ;
"runner-heads" remain-

ing just as when they were knocked off ; crucibles or

ladles for the metal ; all these, thousands of years

old, still remain mute -more incontrovertible records

of the marvellous past than much which goes by the

name of history.

The knowledge that bronze, when heated to a low

red, was extremely brittle, was also known, for the
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alloy, when smelted, was cast in a dish-like mould, and
before it cooled down was broken into smaller frag-

ments for convenience of re-melting. Practical use

was also made of the fact that the alloy could be

hammered when cold, and that its

hardness and density would be in-

creased thereby ; for all the tools have

apparently been hammered along the

cutting edge.

When we consider the probable

conditions under which those early

founders laboured, the insecurity of

life and property, the difficulties of

subsistence, the wars, raids, rapine

arising from the unsettled state of the

land, and contrast those conditions

with the security of these later times

—we must award great merit to those

pioneers. Yet the men who could

fashion weapons of war, and tools,

would probably enjoy a consideration

proportionate to their value to the com-

munity, similar to that accorded to the

smiths in the middle ages, and this may have ensured

them some protection in lawless times. Next to war-

riors and priests, perhaps the ancient and most wor-

shipful order of founders were held in highest respect.

One illustration of

a half mould made of

metal is shown in Fig.

24. There are five

dowels, and the side

wings, and the stop

ridge, and the hollow

receptacle at top for the

pouring of the metal,

and which, after forming

the " head,"was knocked

off the Casting, are all

very clear.

At length, in the

story of the develop-

ment of tools, we come
to the dawn of the iron

age, before whose ad-

vent the implements of

bronze disappeared,

superseded by a mate-

rial as far superior to it

as the bronze was superior to stone. The change

was not effected at once, or even rapidly, in either

case, but the old and the new kept each other com-

pany during many centuries, so that the iron tools are

often found side by side with the bronze. Any
attempt to fix the dates of transition can, by the vague

19.—CELT KNOWN
"PALSTAVE."

FIG. 20.—PALSTAVE WITH LOOP
AT SIDE.

nature of the evidence, only approximate to the truth

within the limits of centuries.

Mr. Evans, to whose exhaustive works I am
indebted for several of these illustrations, Considers

that the age of iron, in the southern

parts of England, dates from the fourth

or fifth century B.C., and that by the

second or third century the use of

bronze had practically ceased. Yet

the same forms continued in use in

the earlier ages of iron, so slow are

men to devise improvements on the

old methods. In Denmark socketed

celts of iron have been found still

attached to their handles. In the

Austrian cemetery of Hallstatt iron

palstaves have been found. In Eng-

land, a few socketed celts of iron have

been discovered. A few examples

will conclude this, the archasological,

portion of our subject.

Fig. 25 shows a socketed hatchet

or chisel of iron resembling closely in

outline some of those in bronze. Fig. 26 is remark-

able as being hafted like one of our modern axes into

the head itself, and in it, therefore, the transition from

the ancient to the modern types is essentially com-

plete. Fig. 27 shows

another axe, also of

iron, similarly hafted.

All of these are from

the Swiss Lake dwell-

ings, and are figured in

Keller.

We have thus ar-

rived, as far as the es-

sential shapes are con-

cerned, at the modern

forms of the typical

cutting tools, which in

their main characteris-

tics have remained un-

changed during perhaps

2,000 years, notwith-

standing that in many
minor points of detail

and proportion they

have undergone modifi-

cation. The chief dif-

ference in our modern tools and those of our

immediate predecessors consists in the superior

excellence of temper, proportion, and finish which we

are able to impart to them, and not in any essential

difference in design, the forms themselves having

been evolved thousands of years ago.

24.—METAL MOULD FOR
CELT.
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It is not difficult to understand how steel came

to supersede iron at a period even earlier than the

age of Homer. Probably accident in the first place

led to the discovery that iron could be '' taken out of

the earth ; " but the discovery once made, the know-

ledge that when certain conditions obtained in the

smelting furnace, iron of more or less steely nature

would be pro-

according to the more or less steely character of

the metal. The low temperature of the primitive

type of furnace is favourable to that slight degree of

carbonization which produces steel. The difficulty

lies in the obtaining of that amount of carbonization

sufficient for the production of steel ; but in our

modern blast-furnaces the temperature is so high

that carbonization

occurs in excess,

producing of ne-

cessity cast iron.

This much is

certain, that ex-

cellent steel was

known several

hundreds of years

B C.
;

probably,

also, simultane-

ously with iron.

Were it not beside

our subject, a

large number of

apt allusions bear-

ing on this in-

fig.27 teresting history

could be culled

from the pages of

classic writers. I

must be content,

however, with

showing that the

knowledge of

steel followed as

a matter of course

from that of iron,

and pass on at

once to the

modern forms of

cutting-tools.

It may, perhaps,

be just possible

that some readers

FIG. 18.—FLAT TYPE OF BRONZE CELT. FIG. 21.—SOCKETED CF.LT. FIG. 22.—TRUE _ '
"

TANGED CHISEL. FIG. 23.—SOCKETF.D GOUGE. FIG. 25.—SOCKETED CHISEL, introduction of
HATCHET, OP IRON. FIG. 26.—HAFTED IRON AXE. FIG. 27.—ANOTHER

fjjggg papers into
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duced, would fol-

low as a matter of

course. The same

occurs in the

primitive furnaces

still employed in

India, Catalonia,

and Africa. The

iron which is na-

turally produced

in the primitive

charcoal furnaces

is remarkably free

from carbon, and

though melted

and cast, it is

really very pure

malleable iron,

superior to our

very best brands

of wrought iron,

so that it is ca-

pable of being

drawn down and

bent under the

hammer, both hot

and cold. Yet in

different portions

of the same fur-

nace, differences

in the relative pro-

portions of fuel,

ore, and tempe-

rature cause de-

ferences in the

degree of carbo-

nization to exist

;

and the reasons

for these differences are so patent, that without any

chemical knowledge to explain the reason why,

the smelters are able to modify the conditions so

as to produce, within certain limits, desired results.

As a matter of fact, in the Indian steel woo/z,

which has been manufactured since the time

when Aristotle described the method of the opera-

tion, it is the practice to sort out the products of

the same heat from the same smelting-furnace,

OR HATCHET, OF IRON. FIG. 26.-

FORM OF HAFTED IRON AXE.

on the plea that they are not on the strict lines of a

Magazine which is, or assumes to be, strictly prac-

tical, and whose special aim is to give instructions

for making articles of various kinds and carrying out

various processes: it will be found, however, as I

advance, that I shall not only touch on the forms of

tools, but show also the effects they produce, which

in itself is practical teaching of a most helpful

characte r. (To be contitified. )
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FRETSAW WORK AND MARQUETRY
CUTTING.

By D. B. ADAMSON.

\.\TTIQUITY AND MODERN PRACTICE OF THE ART.

-: ^ji:ftx4 LTH OU G H no pretence is made that this

little treatise is an historical one, its

object being practical, it may not be un-

interesting to cast a retrospective glance

at the venerable antiquity of the art or

combined arts of fret and inlaid work. I use the

term " combined arts " because, though little may be

known of simple fretwork till mediaeval times, the

presumption is that ancient inlaid work was produced

by methods not dissimilar to those now in vogue.

This is, however, uncertain ; but there is abundant

evidence that the art of inlaying was known to the

Assyrians and Egyptians, and among the Ancient

Romans veneers were so much employed that it is

difficult to believe the inlay on their furniture could

be done by any 'cumbersome process of cutting into

the solid material. Indeed, if we turn to any nation

of whose furniture or woodwork any specimens or

accounts have been preserved, we find that this mode
of decoration has been used.

Among the Chinese the art has been practised

from time immemorial, and it has been stated there

are still in existence frets cut over three thousand

years ago. Whether this be correct or not, the deli-

cacy of their pierced ivorywork is really marvellous,

and those who wish to see to what perfection fretwork

may attain, should examine the models of Chinese

villa5 , captured on the way from China, whence

they had been sent as presents to Josephine,

wife of Buonaparte, as well as the group of garden

pivilions, presented by the Rev. Dr. J. Gott to the

South Kensington Museum, where they are all pre-

served. So fine is the work that it is almost tantalizing

to the connoisseur that the necessary glass case pre-

vents the minute inspection which its accuracy invites.

It seems almost impossible how the slender threads

of ivory, by no means one of the easiest things to

cut, could hold together while the work was proceed-

ing, but it would be rash to assume that it has been

done by the saw alone.

The Chinese plan seems to be a system of piercing

holes and filing away, instead of sawing out the sur-

plus material, and this view may be rather confirmed

than weakened by an examination of their tools—
some of which may be seen at South Kensington.

During the space of time somewhat vaguely called

the Middle Ages, the art of inlaying was in high

repute. In Italy, the artists of the Renaissance period

designed and executed much inlaid furniture. In the

South Kensington Museum there is a spinnet by

Annibale dei Rossi, of Milan, dated 1577, which is

interesting from being ornamented with fret-cut ivory,

not inlaid, but applied to the body of the work. As

the decorative materials besides ivory are costly, con-

sisting of pearls, lapis lazuli, garnets, etc., it may be

inferred that ordinary fretwork was not considered

unworthy to rank with the more complicated inlay.

The fret-cut ivory is slightly carved, but otherwise the'

design is so simple that it might be cut with very

little practice.

The fretwork fingerboard of a violin, by J. Tielke,

Hamburg,dated 1681, is also an interesting specimen,

but there are so many examples to be seen at Ken-

sington that it is impossible to refer to them all,

scarcely a country being unrepresented.

In our own country " Cabinets, etc., were inlaid,

but scarcely with delicacy during the early Elizabethan

period. The art was developed during the reign of

James."—(J. H. Pollen.) Plain fretwork was also

much used in woodwork of the Tudor and Stuart

periods. Later on in the seventeenth century, during

the reign of William and Mary, furniture profusely

decorated with marquetry, much of it strangely un-

couth, was imported from the Netherlands, whence

also came at the time many skilled inlayers. Though

the work was well executed, the purity and beauty of

the Italian Renaissance is not to be found in it, the

colours being gaudy and the designs coarse, the appa-

rent intentions of the artists being to copy natural

objects. The result, as might be imagined, is not

pleasing. So general was marquetry, that to its influ-

ence may be perhaps partly attributed the change

which took place in the construction of household

furniture, the heavy Tudor style giving place to wood-

work of slighter form and more suitable for veneering,

such as has in the main prevailed till now.

By the way, how is it that so little inlay is used in

modern so-called Queen Anne furniture ? The fact

that marquetry was a favourite method of ornamenta-

tion in her day seems to have been to a great extent

overlooked by cabinet-makers ; and even by those

great and good men, the architects, who having, it

may charitably be supposed, become masters of their

own profession, kindly condescend to design any-

thing—from a teapot upwards, and sometimes with fair

success. During the early part of the second half of last

century, the fashion of relieving flat surfaces by plain

fretwork largely prevailed, that great master, Chippen>

dale, having relied almost entirely on it for effect in

many of his earliest and best productions. He rarely

employed inlaid fret. The purer and more classical

styles, of which Heppelwhite and Sheraton were

worthy exponents in domestic furniture, prevailed,

during the latter part of the century, and with their
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names are associated many excellent specimens of

inlay, distinguished for richness and delicacy of

design as much as for workmanship. Satinwood,

than which no more beautiful wood is known, and

choice figured Spanish mahogany were largely used

at this time.

After Sheraton's time, the 'artistic features of fret

and inlay gradually disappeared, till the increased

attention to art in every branch of manufacture

during the last few years has brought them again into

prominence ; and it is hardly too much to say that,

thanks to improved appliances and facilities for study,

many of the present day productions rival, if not sur-

pass, anything that has been produced in the past.

Some of the chief French workers in this art have

already been referred to by name. Many specimens

by them are to be seen in the Jones' collection at South

Kensington.

Although it goes without saying that everything

contained in it is valuable, some things may be referred

to as being specially noteworthy by the student of

inlay. There is the little " Escritoire a Toilette,"

which formerly belonged to the unfortunate Marie

Antoinette, a circumstance which, no doubt, has

something to do with the large sum at which it is

valued, £10,000 having been refused for it by its late

owner, who gave between ,£5,000 and £6,000 (£5,600,

I believe) for it, rather more than twenty years ago.

It is by David (Roentgen) and Oeben. The inlay

consists of flowers, trophies, village views, etc.

Close by it is the table with inlaid figures by J. H.

Riesener. Looking at the two principal inlays, it is

difficult to realize that the pictures are formed of so

uncompromising a 'material as veneer. A couple of

tables by G. Jansen, representing garden scenes, are

curious from the heads of figures introduced, being

of ivory. The magnificent wardrobe of Boulle work

is also worthy of the closest study, as a fine example.

In mentioning these pieces of furniture, I would

by no means desire to inculcate the notion that they

are to be copied merely, for copying alone can never

produce the class of work which will be regarded

with respect. At the present day, the best marquetry

•cutters are French, though by some the Italians are

•considered equal, if not superior.

In saying this I would not disparage the few not-

able exceptions to the general rule in England, some

still living, whose works, may be, in time, will be as

much sought after as those of Riesener, David, etc.

Who shall say that the collector of furniture in the

year a.d. 2000 will not, lamenting the degeneracy of

work in his own evil days, point with regret to the

years in which sprang up the wonderful Victorian

Renaissance (misnamed among ourselves Queen

Anne, etc.) as times when the worker threw con-

science into his work, forgetful, or ignorant of the

fact, that the rubbish has gone to its own place, and

that only the best has been preserved.

As we have only the best of past ages reniaining

with us, so will only the best of our day be in exist-

ence in his. Why, therefore, should the connoisseur

consider that the old only is good. Let him look

about him, and he will find that no better work has

ever been produced, either in design or construction,

than now ; but he must discriminate, and not be for-

getful that we are just emerging from a period of

lethargy in art, and that, perhaps, it is hardly fair to

expect that we, watching the growth of the new-born

art, still in leadings strings of bygone styles, shall be

able to tell what a glorious maturity is before it.

It remains with us, the present day workers, to

help in rearing the vigorous Renaissance to an

honoured place, and even fretworkers may do so by

eschewing meretricious designs and producing

nothing in a slovenly manner. Even if the best

within the powers of any be not very good, let it be

the best he or she can do, not forgetting the old in-

junction
—" Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it

with thy might."

If fretwork is not considered a worthy work, do

not undertake it ; if it is, then peg away and try all

you can to make yours the best of its sort. No book

can lead you further than the threshold of work, after

which it must leave you to your own resources.

Most of the instructions in this treatise are the

result of my own experience, and where they are not

they are obtained from men of more extensive know-

ledge, chiefly personal friends who have kindly given

me the benefit of their observations. One part the

reader will please hold only me responsible for, viz.,

any omissions or inaccuracies, of which I cannot hope

there are none, though I trust they are trifling in

number and extent.

( To be continued.)

HERALDRY

:

ITS APPLICATION TO DECORATIVE PURPOSES.
By ARTHUR TORKE.

-Hints and Rules kor EMblaZonErs.

N reading blazons, there are certain

conventional charges so frequently

named, that the worker will do well to

acquaint himself with them. Of these

is the Loacngc, Fig. 48, which is often

cut away or voided through its centre so as to sho\v

the field beneath, Fig. 49 ; it is then termed a Mascte,

If the opening is round, Fig. 51, it is a Rustre. The

Fusil, Fig. 52, is longer and narrower than the lozenge.
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The Billet, Fig. 53, was originally a letter. The Fret is

shown in Fig. 54; Fig. 50 is Fretty. The Mullet, Fig. 55,

is a spur-rowel with five points. Others are the Mill

Rind,Fig. 56; the Water Bouget,F\g. 57; the Annulet

Fig. 58 ; the Star, Fig. 59 ; the Crescent, Increscent

and Decrescent moons,

Figs. 6o, 61, and 62;

and the Fleurde-lys,

Fig. 63.

Couttes, or Gutta,

Fig. 64, are sometimes

rendered perplexing by

being described by

separate names accord-

ing to their tinctures.

When gold, they may
be called Gouttes (For;

when silver, Gouttes

d'eau ; when red, Gouttes

de sang; when blue,

Gouttes de larmes ; when

black, Gouttes de poix ;

and when green, Gouttes

d'olive.

A like difficulty at-

tends the small circular

objects known as FIG. 70, FIG. 71.

roundels, which are figs. 48, 49, 51-53. 55-74

never described as such except in cases of

countercharging, where half the roundel will

be of one tincture, half of another. At all

other times it will have a distinct name ac-

cording to its tincture.

If or, it is the Bezant,

Fig. 65 ; if arg., the

m

The terms which indicate the position of animals

used as charges, are often obscure, and are sometimes

applied to one kind of animal only. Thus, the Lion

is Statant, when he stands looking straight before

him ; Passant, when walking and looking straight

before him ; Passant-

guardant, when walk-

ing as before, but with

the face turned to the

spectator, as in the

Lions of England in

the Royal Arms ; Pas-

sant-reguardant, when

walking as before, but

with the head turned

backwards ; Rampant,

when erect and resting

on the left hind foot, as

in Fig. 7, Chap. I.;

Rampant-guardant and

Rampant - reguardant,

indicate the same gene-.

ral attitude as above,

but with the head turned

less or more. He is

Salient, when springing,

with body erect and the

FIG. C3.

fig. 59.

b
FIG. 64.

^5£
FIG. 69.

4*
FIG. 74.

Plate, Fig

FRETTY.

FIG. 80.-

the Tor-

teau, Fig.

67 ; if az.

the Huer-

ie, Fig.

68; if Sa-

ble—as in the case of our

Fletcher shield, Fig. 46—the

Pellet, Fig. 69 ; if vert, the

Pomme, Fig. 70 ; and if barry

wavy of six, arg. and az., the

Fountain, Fig. 71. The term

Company, applied to a bordure or other ordinary,

means that it is divided into alternate squares of

metal and colour. If there be two ranges or tracks

of these squares, it will be Counter-compony ; if more,

it will be Cheque. The term Proper (ppr.) applied

to any charge indicates that it is to be painted in its

natural colours.

-EXAMPLES OF CONVENTIONAL CHARGES.
h ;nd ^ tQgether and

the fore paws together ; Sejant, when sitting

on his hind quarters ; Couchant, when lying

with the head raised ; and Dormant, when
lying with the head on the fore paws, as in

sleep. But in describ-

ing the attitudes of a

Stag, the heralds use

other language. If in

FIG. 81.—DRAGON.

ERASED.

that posi-

tionwhich

in a lion

would be

statant,

he is said fig. 79.—lozenge.

to be At Gaze j if passant, Trip-

ping ; if running, At Speed;

instead of salient he would be

Springing; and instead of

sejant, he would be Lodged.

The lion and the stag are

among the most frequent of common charges.

When animals are described as moving towards

the left or Sinister side of the shield, which is the

reverse of the direction in which they are usually

represented as moving, they will be said to be Con-

toume ; if they are set back to back they will be

Addorsed. When an animal of prey is described as

FIG. 82.—COCKATRICE.
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Armed, the term applies to its teeth, beak, claws, etc.

Thus a lion, the general tincture of which is Gules,

may be Armed or; Langued, in the same way,

applies to the tongue ; Corned to the horns ; and
Crined to the hair of a human being or the mane of a

beast. The
heads of ani-

mals are often

used as charges,

and will be

found described

as either Couped

or Erased. The
first term im-

plies that the

head is cut

straight off; the

second, that it

is torn away
leaving three

ragged projec-

tions, as in Fig.

80. A few other

terms will occur, so important as to demand special

explanation. Fimbriated is applied when a charge

of one tincture is surrounded by a narrow border of

another. Thus on the Union Jack, we have the Cross

of St. George gu., Fimbriated arg. A field described

as of one tincture and Seme cf certain small charges

of another, means that it is strewn over with an

indefinite number of the latter. Thus the field in the

arms of Phillipps is Sa. Seme of fleurs-de-lys or.

When a charge is Voided it is implied that it is so

cut through as to show the field beneath; Fig. 76

would be blazoned as Gu. a cross arg., voided

throughout.

The expressions In Chief, In Pale, In Fess, etc.,

used in describing the position of charges, means that

FIG. 83.—EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT FORMS OF SHIELDS FOR THE DISPLAY OF ARMS.

creatures, three of the most frequent have been

figured. Fig. 81, is the Dragon, Fig. 8:, the Cocka-

trice, and on the shield in Fig. 5, At. I., may be

seen the Wyvern. Sketches of thesj creatures have

been introduced to give the worker some idea of the

right style in

which to repre-

sent such things.

As figured in

heraldic books

they are too

often poor and

spiritless.

The above

explanations in-

clude some of

the more impor-

tant and usual

terms, and will

enable the read-

er to understand

many others

with little diffi-

culty. For fuller information he must be referred to

heraldic works, among which Mr. Cussan's " Hand-
book of Heraldry " is one of the most generally useful.

In a good English Dictionary, however, such as Web-
ster's, or Ogilvie's Imperial Dictionary, the worker

will find most of the heraldic terms explained and
illustrated by cuts. With an attentive reading of the

contents of these articles, and occasional help from

such a dictionary, he will have little need for a book

on heraldry.

In carrying out his work the decorator will find

the following observations of use to him:

—

In delineating a shield, it is well to make the

charges fill the given space, and to cover the field as

nearly as possible. This was the practice in the best

FIG. 54.—FRET. FIG. 72.—LABEL. FIG. 76.—VOIDED. FIGS. 77, 78.—DIVISION OF SHIELD FOR MAN AND TWO WIVES.

the charges are arranged in the position of the ordi-

naries named. Thus the three Lions of England are

arranged in pale, that is in a perpendicular row down
the centre of the shield, as a Pale would run. Had
they been placed in Chief, they would fill a horizontal

line along the top of the shield ; if in Fess, a hori-

zontal line across its centre. Of the imaginary heraldic

periods of the art. To attain this object, it is allow-

able somewhat to distort heraldic objects from their

normal forms, and to elongate or shorten them as

may be necessary.

When animals or other natural objects have to be

depicted, a better effect results from treating them in

a conventional and heraldic style, than from attempt-
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ing closely to imitate nature. It is towards the dexter

side of the shield that animals must be made to look

and move, unless otherwise directed. The more im-

portant parts of inanimate charges are also, as a

rule, turned in that direction.

It is held as a strict rule among armorists that

colour should not be charged upon colour, nor metal

upon metal ; but this rule does not apply to a charge

described as proper, that is, one which is of its own
natural tinctures.

In reading blazons it will be well to remember
that the word over must always be understood to

mean upon and not above.

The following general laws it will also be most
necessary to remember when delineating arms :

—

That a bachelor bears simply his father's arms,

differenced with his proper mark of cadency if a

younger son, and, if an elder son, during his father's

lifetime. The marks of cadency are :—Eldest son a

Label, Fig. 72 ; 2nd, a Crescent, Fig. 60 ; 3rd, a Mul-
let, Fig. 55 ;

4th, a Martlet, Fig. 73 ;
5th, an Annulet,

Fig. 58 ; 6th, a Fleur-de-lys, Fig. 63 ;
7th, a Rose

;

8th, a Cross Moline, Fig. 74 ; and, 9th, a Double-

qualrefoil, Fig. 75. These marks of cadency are

laid upon the shield, as in Fig. 72, surmounting all

other charges ; and being mere differences and not

integral parts of the arms, the law forbidding colour

on colour and metal on metal does not apply to

them.

That no person has any right to use the arms of

his mother, grandmother, or other ancestress, unless

she has been an heiress, in which case he is entitled

to bear them quartered on his paternal shield.

That a married man bears his wife's arms with

his own. If she be an heiress he places them on a

shield of pretence, Fig. 27, upon the centre of his own
shield. But if she be not an heiress, he simply

impales them, that is to say, on a shield parted per
pale, as at Fig. 29, he places his own arms on the

dexter, and those of his wife on the sinister, side. If

he marry two heiresses, he will impale the arms of the

two on his shield of pretence. If he has two wives

not heiresses, he usually divides his shield in one of

the two ways shown in Figs. 77 and 78, placing his

own arms at 1, those of his first wife at 2, and those

of his second at 3.

That a widow bears her arms on a lozenge, as in

Fig. 79 ; her late husband's coat being impaled with it

and occupying the dexter side.

That a spinster also uses a lozenge, with her

father's arms. If her mother were an heiress she

quarters her arms, but not otherwise. All daughters

are considered equal by birth, and their lozenges are

not, therefore, like the shields of sons, differenced by
marks of cadency.

With regard to the forms of shields used for the

display of arms it may be useful to say that they are

arbitrary and follow no fixed rule. Eight examples

of forms are given in Fig. 83. Of these A is in the

form of a kite, and closely resembles the shield used

by the Norman soldiery in the time of William the

Conqueror ; B is a simple spade-shaped shield ; C, an

elongated form of the same shield, augmented by the

superposition of a square top ; D and E are orna-

mental forms of the tilting shield, and are found on

carved panels, etc., of the Tudor and Elizabethan times ;

F, G, H are modern conventional forms. Any of

these will serve for the display of a single coat, but

for this purpose c, perhaps, is preferable ; it is drawn

very much on the lines of the shield shown in Fig. 5,

Chapter I. For armorial bearings, borne parly per

pale, as in the case of a man and his wife, the same,

form will do, but the forms E, F, G, H, will in many
cases be found more convenient and especially suit-

able for arms borne quarterly, as affording more

room for the coats in the lower quarters.

This necessary information having been given, we
shall in next article be able to go on with more prac-

tical matters.

(
To be continued.)

UPHOLSTERY AT HOME.
By DAVID ADAMSON.

VIII.

—

Seats with Welted Edges and with
Corded Edges.

HUS far only seats in which the covering

has been all in one piece have been

considered, but as instructions for

stuffing small chair seats in a variety of

ways are now completed, it may be as

well here to describe another mode of treating the

covers, in which the borders are not of the same piece

as the top of the seat. This style is known as the

welted or piped edge. Please do not think because I

am about to describe that I recommend it, for I

do nothing of the kind. To my eye, it adds no

beauty to a small chair, though some think it gives a

finish to the edges not otherwise obtainable. Be this

as it miy, it seems somewhat unreasonable to cut a

border off just to stitch it on again with a small

doubled slip, the welt, inserted between the two pieces.

However, as I have said, some people like it, and

when well done it gives a sharpness, though I think

an unnatural one to a seat. I refer only to those in

which the border is of the same material as the seat,

as for instance, in morocco covered chairs, for drawing-

room or other fancy seats hardly come under the
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same category. In these the border is often of an

entirely different material from the rest of the

covering, or, perhaps, I should rather say was often so,

for I do not think the desire for coverings of more

than one material is so marked as it was a year or

two ago ; still, quite a large number of chairs of the

fancy kind are so covered, and it is anything but un-

fashionable. These however, are not done with welted,

but with corded edges, about which I shall have

something more to say later on.

It must be a matter of consideration for the up-

holsterer whether the extra work entailed by welting

is compensated by any advantage. If he thinks it is,

this is how he must go about the work, during which

it will be well to enlist the services of some one who
can sew with an ordinary needle and thread, besides

being able to use a thimble, which I am given to

understand no male amateur can satisfactorily do.

In my bachelor days I tried to once or twice, and

pricked my fingers, broke the needle, and otherwise

came to grief. I have no doubt thimbles are an assist-

ance, but not to— I was going to write—the lords of

creation ; but I refrain in case some female friend of

the reader's, whom he may ask to sew the welting,

should happen to look into this present number of

Amateur Work. Sewing through four thicknesses of

morocco is not exactly easy work, so it will not do to put

anything down that is not quite flattering to the

exalted abilities o; those beings who, as somebody—is

it Scott? tells us are "uncertain, coy, and hard to

please." But, after all, it is your friend, not mine, who
is going to do the sewing, so what does it matter

; you
can quote Scott, too, and prove her to be a ministering

angel, as he says she is, " when pain and anguish rend
the brow." They are pretty certain to if you, unac-

customed, use a thimble.

Before you begin a welted edge seat, it may be
desirable for you to know that this form is hardly

so durable as a plain edge seat, if subjected to constant

wear. The mode of stuffing is the same as that

described for the other seats with stitched roll, the

only difference, if difference it can be called, for it is

only comparative, is that the upholstery should be, if

anything, firmer, especially on the edge and the hair

spread very evenly. Unless these two points are

attended to, the seat will not keep its shape long, or

rather the wear on the edge will be more conspicuous
from the welt emphasising, as it were, any uneven-
ness or irregularity.

Let us suppose the seat is to be plain on top,

without buttons, as it is a simpler piece of work, and
any additional instructions can be given after it has
been described. The skin, or a piece of it sufficiently

large to cover the top of the seat, is laid on the stuffing

and fastened by a few pins driven through it into the

stuffing. There is a special kind of pin, or small

skewer, sometimes used for the purpose, but a good

sized pin will do as well as anything ; in fact, almost

any piece of wire three or four inches long will serve

if it can be driven through the leather. Those long

steel pins with a fancy knob at the end, which ladies

use to fasten the hair they buy (I do not know what the

present fashionable make-up is called, but I daresay

if you ask any young lady she will tell you) on to their

heads, are just the very thing. Mentioning this re-

minds me that the pin is used just in the same way

to fix the morocco down that the said hairpin is when

devoted to its original intention. It is simply thrust

through into the hair, just as a nail would be into the

frame. I give this second explanation for the benefit

of those who have not had opportunities of noticing

how ladies build up their hair. To married men it is

superfluous.

The pins should be driven through close to the

edge of the morocco, which should be a trifle larger

than the seat of the chair, that it may overhang a little

when smoothed down, and stretched tightly but not

excessively. Two or three pins on each edge will be

sufficient, as they are only needed to keep the covering

in position whilst it is being marked to the exact size

it is to be cut down to. The marking is done by

drawing a line with a piece of chalk all round the

skin just on the edge of the chair, so that when the

margin is cut off, the top of the seat shall be just

covered, and no more, by the leather. I have omitted

to say that notches must be cut, when pinning, for

the back leg, as already directed.

Now cut the bordering, which is best if in two

pieces only, one of them being for the back and the

other for the sides and front. If a sufficient length for

the latter is not convenient, it may be made in three

pieces which should be stitched together, so that the

join just comes on the corners, or the pieces may be

skivered and fastened with strong paste. A good ad-

hesive medium is made by adding a little resin to

ordinary flour paste.

Skivering, as it is called, is done by shaving away,

or bevelling, with a knife, the two pieces where they

are to join. One piece is bevelled on the face, the

other on the back of the skin, and joined by putting

the latter over the former. Strong paste is necessary,

and, as already mentioned, when giving directions

about buttoned seats, care should be taken that it does

not stain through. A well-made join of this kind

almost escapes notice, but, on the whole, I prefer the

sewn corners. When cutting the borders the top

edge should be cut evenly ; the lower one is not so

important, as it can be trimmed off afterwards.

The border should have at least J inch fulness in

the width. Much more would be waste, but less can
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hardly be done with. Both back and side borders

must have an extra length or fulness of not less than

i inch to allow for turning under at the back legs. Pin

the bordering- on to the chair temporarily, stretching

it fully. Make notches on it and on the covering

when in position, so that on sewing the two together

they may fit rightly. The notches, of course, must not

come beyond the edges which are turned in, other-

wise they would disfigure the seat; one on each side

and another on the front will be sufficient. Another

piece is required for the welt. This should be a strip,

say J inch wide, and as long as the bordering. It

should be in one length, that is, for.the front and sides,

and if a join has to be made, it should be done by

skivering, not sewing. A piece of string, in thick-

ness varying according to the desired bulk of the

welt will also be necessary to serve as what may
be called a core for the welting leather. Ordinary

whipcord, or stitching twine, is as useful as anything

for this purpose. I do not know whether it

is necessary to explain for the benefit of any who may
not understand what is meant by a welted seat, which

I have endeavoured to show in Fig. 43, but as it is

difficult to convey the correct impression, and the

illustration may not clearly convey its meaning except

to those who already know what a welted seat is,

I may refer to an ordinary mattress as being the

most familiar example I know of. True, all mattresses

have not have welted edges, but many— I may say

most of the good ones—do. On looking at it, see if

between the cover on top and the border there is a

small strip, rounded, sewn into the edge. If there is

it is made wall a welt, and a similar style is just what

is wanted in the chair. To sew the welt, border and

top together, after folding the welt strip, put the pieces

in their proper order with their edges even, Fig. 44.

The top covering will have its right side uppermost,

the welt folded with the string shown by the black

dot within it, the bordering above it with its right or

surface side downwards. The edges are now to be

sewn together by stitching or " whipping" round them
with strong needle and thread. And here the advantage

of the notches will be felt, as without them it would be
difficult throughout the whole length, to preserve equal

tension of the top and the border. With them a kind

of check is given (about) at every third of the length.

If any difficulty, even with three of them be experi-

enced, there is no reason why several more should not

b; made, but in practice, three notches are generally

found to be sufficient. It is not convenient always to

to make a notch ; so if the work is being covered in a

material which it is not judged advisable to cut, a chalk

mark, or, indeed, any mark, such as a stitch, may be
made instead.

No great care is necessary in doing this part of

the work as the stitches need not be very regular nor

close together, \ to \ inch being near enough. When
this sewing has been done, another row of needle and

thread work, requiring more regularity and fineness

in sewing, must be put in. Good strong thread must be

used here, and if it is waxed it will be the better. The
stitches must go through the four thicknesses as close

to the cord as possible, and the row be made up of

" backstitching." I think this is a common term not

peculiar to upholstery work, so it need not be ex-

plained further, but if this supposition is wrong any

difficulty will be removed by application through the

" Council " pages. When the stitching has been done,

the cover may be put on the seat and sewn to it. This

sewing may be, and often is omitted, but it will be

hardly advisable for the amateur to do without it, even

though an experienced upholsterer occasionally may
dispense with it. Then, again, coarse sewing will do

as well as fine, the great matter being not to distort

the straight even line of the welt. The stitches are

merely to attach the covering to the seat, and as they

are close to the welt, being run through the fourfold

edge into the seat, it is obvious that when the chair is

in use, the covering cannot so easily be displaced as

it otherwise would be. When sewing the covering

down see that it is well and evenly stretched, and that

the welt is straight from end to end. If it should not

prove to be so when the sewing is finished it will be

better to undo and sew again, as it would never do to

allow the cover to remain with the welt on the edge of

the seat in one place, and half an inch over the top

or down the border in others.

All that now remains to be done is to turn the

border down and fasten in the usual way, finishing off

with gimp, banding, etc., as already described. The

border ought to be drawn tightly down, otherwise, it

will soon look puffy and loose. To prevent this ap-

pearance, it is not at all a bad plan when, or rather

before covering a welted edge seat, to pull down the

stuffing by a few ties in order to flatten it. The ties

should be fastened underneath the seat that they may
be removed when the covering is on. The stuffing

will then spring up to its normal state, with the result

of a well-distended tightly-stretched covering.

When buttoned seats are welted, the proceedings

are altered to a small extent, as the border and welt

are sewn to the top of the covering after this has been

attached to the chair by the buttoning, and the pleats

have been formed. The buttoning is done as already

described, after which the covering is trimmed to the

top of the seat ; the welt and border are then sewn on

Before this, however, in order to prevent the pleats

from the buttons to the sides, back, and front, from

being disarranged while sewing on the welt, it is always

a safe plan just to stitch them at the ends. This prevents
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them unfolding during the subsequent sewing, and

ensures each being kept on. Perhaps I ought to say

that the pleating is confined to the top of the covering,

it being stopped by the welt, so that the border is

plain and without any pleats.

Corded Edges.—Corded edges, I think I have

already said, are principally used on drawing-room

and other fancy chairs when the coverings are of two

different materials, as, for example, a tapestry top and

plush borders. The appearance of the edges is very

much the same as in the class of coverings which

have just been treated of, only in place of the welt

there is, a fancy cord either of one colour, or a com-
bination of the colours in the covering. The mode
of working is, in general, the same as for welted edges

though there is sufficient difference to justify a

separate explanation without going any very great

length into details.

To begin : after the stuffing

has been done, cut the cover, ^
i.e., the part for the top of the

seat about an inch larger than

it will show when finished.

Place it on the seat and fasten

temporarily to the back edge

with a couple or three pins of

the kind already named, and

smooth it over to the front,

and fasten in a similar manner,

after which do the same on

both sides, stretching tightly.

Cut at the back corners for the

legs ; and here I may say, as

I find I have omitted to do

so before, that the harder the

material the seat is covered with the closer to the leg

must the cut be, as a soft thin covering is more easily

turned in. Only experience, however, will teach

exactly the relative hardness or softness of coverings,

but as some guide it may be stated that plush is a

soft, and morocco a hard covering, one of the hardest,

indeed, in general use, if we except pigskin, though
this can hardly be called an ordinary material, yet—

I

say yet advisedly, as I have very little doubt that it

will become popular. By the way, in the second

article of this series, I made some remarks about pig-

skin which I mentioned in a somewhat doubtful way,

from not having then had sufficient personal experience

of it as now prepared for upholstery purposes by a

leading firm of tanners of pigskin for saddlery. I

promised to inform my readers if I found it not equal

to my expectations, and as it is always more pleasant to

give a word of praise to well-directed efforts in the es-

tablishment of a new industry, I am glad to be able to

say from personal experience that the pigskin has my

FIG. 44.—DIAGRAM SHOWING BORDER WELT AND
TOP IN POSITION FOR SOWING.

<a 1 1 i * j *>»

FIG. 43.—WELTED SEAT.

unqualified approval. Certainly, I have only had it in

use for some months, but during that time it has been

well used, I may almost say unfairly used, so far as

my boys are concerned in my desire to test it

thoroughly. In my opinion, it is a most durable

covering and free from the objections that have

been often justly urged against pigskin for upholstery

purposes.

On account of its comparative hardness, however,

it is not a material so suitable for the amateur to

commence upholstery with as something softer. Pig-

skin in connection with corded edges seems rather

out of place, so, please, excuse my rambling pen, which

somehow or other will bring in remarks in not the

most judiciously chosen places. It and I have many
little quiet confabs, as to whether it should be allowed

to write down any details at the time they occur to

me, or whether they shall be deferred till a more ap-

propriate time. The pen

generally gets its own way,
—

-

and for it, poor stupid thing

(it came from a goose), I

apologize. If you have not

discovered its vagaries yet, I

will tell you all about them

some other time, as the seat

must be attended to for the

present.

The cover being pinned on,

cut it evenly round, leaving a

fulness of about 4 inch outside

the pins. Then turn the edges

under, putting more pins in as

the work proceeds, say ii in.

distant from each other, so

that the cover may be kept well in place. The
border is then stitched on with strong thread—that

used in making carpets does very well. Ordinary

sewing cotton is not strong enough. The covering is

then sewn to the edges of the seat as in welting, the

pins being removed as the sewing advances. 1 he

bordering may then be tacked down to the frame.

To complete the edges, the cording must be sewn on

just along the join. Tie round the cord to prevent it

fraying out, as directed forgimp, and start at the back,

preferably near the leg. In bringing the cord

past this to the side of the chair, do not stitch it on the

top, but press it down between the stuffing and the

wood, so that it is not seen. Continue the sewing en

the side, as close to the leg as convenient, and fasten

it round the seat till the starting point is arrived at.

I ought to have said, when beginning to cord, do not

sew quite at its end, but leave 5 an inch or so loose,

and cut off the other end in the same way when the

stitching is finished. These two ends are then stuffed
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through the seam between the top and the border, so

that the join may be as little perceptible as possible.

It occasionally may happen in cutting the top of the

covering, that there is sufficient to hang over as far

as the wood of the frame to which it may be nailed,

instead of being cut close to size and pinned. In

such a case, for instance, where two seats can be got

out of a width of material with a few inches to spare,

but still not sufficient to use for any other purpose

—

in fact, waste—no object would be gained by cutting

the covering exactly to the top. I merely throw out

this hint for what it is worth, as there is no fixed rule

and can be none, where so much depends on the

material which is used. It is exactly in such cases

as this that the art of the upholsterer comes in.

We must now take our leave of small chair seats,

and in doing so I would express a hope that the inten-

tion of these articles, viz., to render Upholstery at

Home practicable, has been accomplished as far as may
be. I would ask, though with some misgivings, whether
this is so ? I would also like to ask upholsterers—

I

mean professional, not amateur—whether any of them
still think I am doing them an injury by "letting the
public know so much ? " Apropos, I may just repeat

a remark made the other day by one who may be
taken as having about the same amount of knowledge
of practical upholstery, as most people (exclusive of
upholsterers), viz., none. He said, " I had no idea that

there was so much method or skill required in

working up a chair. There is more in upholstery
work than I imagined." Quite so, and by letting the

public know the difficulties and niceties of our trade,

I am elevating it in their eyes. Further comment is

needless. In the next article I hope to treat of
various styles of padded backs for small chairs. Till

then, as the midnight oil— it is paraffin, and smells-
is burning, Adieu.

(To be conti/uted.)
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MODEL ENGINE-MAKING.
By JOHN POCOCK.

XIV.—Model Locomotive—Its Parts and Con-
struction.

HE locomotive, the last model to be
described in this series of articles, will

tax to the utmost the amateur's skill in

fitting, but when finished, the result will

be a complete and handsome model of
which the maker may well feel proud.

The castings from which the drawings for this
article are made are by Messrs. Lucas and Davis, and
cost 28s. In addition to the parts shown in the

illustrations, the boiler tubes and one or two other

necessary pieces are included in the above price.

The various parts of the boiler should be brazed

together, and the few amateurs who would be able to

undertake such an operation will hardly require in-

structions as to how to set about it, and those not

thoroughly accustomed to such work should not try

their hands at boiler-making, but should get the boiler

finished by the makers.

The steam tap should be fitted before the dome
(Fig. 166) is brazed on, so that this will have to be

included in the making of the boiler, but as it is

advisable that the amateur should know the construc-

tion of the steam tap, I shall describe it, together with

the valve and steam whistle, in another article devoted

to the various fittings and additions common to all

engines and their boilers. In this, however, as in the

previous articles, I shall confine my description mainly

to the working mechanism of the engine.

In the working drawings, two of which are on a

scale of 3 inches to the foot, and one on a scale of

4 inches to the foot, the same letters apply to the

same parts in each drawing. Fig. 178 shows the

engine in elevation, Fig. 176 in section, and Fig. 177

shows the working parts as seen from underneath
;

A, is the fire box, B, the boiler. C, C, the tubes, of which

there are four, D, the smoke box, E, the smoke box

door, F, the steam tap, and G, the handle to the same.

Fig. 171 shows the inside of the front end, and

Fig. 172 the outside of the back end of the furnace

box, and Figs. 169 and 170 are the two ends of the

smoke box. The sides to both are made of sheet

brass riveted inside the flanges of the ends, the lower

part of the furnace box being, of course, left open for

the lamp. The boiler is supported by Figs. 170 and

171.

The ends of the fire and smoke boxes are to be

bolted to the bed-plate by means of small angle

plates.

The casting for the furnace door is seen at Fig.

175 ; the half hinge seen at the lower part of the

casting is to be cut off from the door, and forms the

part of the hinge which is to be screwed to the back

plate of the fire box.

Fig. 164 is the base, and Fig. 165 is the top of the

funnel ; these parts should be brazed to the funnel

tube (full instructions in the art of brazing will be

found in an early number of Amateur Work) and
the funnel is then to be riveted or bolted to the top

of the smoke box, in which, of course, a hole must

be made rather smaller than the diameter of the

funnel.

The cylinder, Fig. 14S, has two lugs cast upon
it, which are drilled and tapped for screws. These
screws fasten the cylinder firmly to the bed-plate,
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passing through the latter from above. The cylinder

cover, Fig. 149, will be found somewhat "different in

construction to that which have been previously de-

scribed, a piece being cast on it which serves to sup-

port the guide bars. While the cover is in the lathe,

a hole for the piston rod must be bored, and where

this passes through the oblong casting on the top of

the cover, it must be enlarged and threaded to form

the stuffing box.

The castings for the slide-valve and chest, and for

the stuffing boxes, are similar in all respects to those

for the engines already described.

Fig. 150 shows the form of the crosshead and also

for the axle blocks, and Fig. 151 shows the support

for the back ends of the guide bars ; these latter

should be screwed into the top of the cylinder cover

and the support drilled for the other ends. The
guide bar support is shown in situ at H, Fig. 17s-

The crosshead is to be fitted to the guides and piston

rod, and the top drilled and sawn off to take the pin

by which the connecting rod is attached to it.

The connecting rod is a forging, and is forked.

At its top end it works upon a pin screwed into the

driving wheel ; and outside the connecting rod the

coupling rod works upon the same pin, both rods

being kept in place by a nut upon the end of the

pin.

The coupling bar is a piece of flat steel bar bent to

the shape shown in Fig. 177 ; the spring blocks, Fig.

150, should have a small boss cast upon one side : this

boss is drilled to allow a pin which projects a little

below the flange of the bed-plate, to enter it, and a

spiral spring which surrounds this pin bears upon the

boss on the axle block, and takes the weight of the

engine.

A piece of metal is screwed on across each of the

openings for the axle blocks, to prevent these latter

from falling out when the engine is lifted up. The
blocks should, of course, be sawn across, and the two

parts screwed together and drilled for the wheel axles.

At 1, Fig. 176, is seen the guide to the slide valve rod ;

this is a small casting screwed on to the bed-plate as

shown.

There are two eccentrics to each valve, the eccen-

tric strap and rod being cast in one piece, as seen at

Fig. 152. These are fitted as usual, but instead of

being attached direct to the slide-valve rod, they are

attached to either end of a link. The links which are

cut out from pieces of flat iron, must be marked out

with a pair of compasses, taking the distance from

centre of shaft to the end of eccentric rod as the

radius for the curve of the slot. A number of holes

are then drilled where the slot is to be, and the links

are roughly cut out, leaving a lug at top and bottom

for the attachment of the eccentric rods, and another

at the extreme lower end for the attachment of the

lifting rod, as seen at K, Fig. 176. The links should

now be fastened together and the slots filed out, and
both finished off before they are separated. The valve

rod head is really a short fork which clasps the outer

side of the link, and is bolted to a piece of brass

which slides in the slot of the latter.

The rocking bar, L, will present no difficulty. It

may be made to work between the points of two-

screws, screwed through the bed-plate on either side,

or in small brass blocks screwed to the inner side of

the bed-plate. On the rocking bar are three levers, to

two of which the lifting rods are attached ; to the

centre one the reversing rod, M.

Figs. 153 and 154 show the quadrant in which the

reversing lever works ; the lever itself being shown

at Fig. 157. As will be seen, it consists of the main

lever, and a catch bar lifted by a small handle and

lever at the top. The handle is bent, as shown, and

is attached to the catch bar by a short link, the bar

working in two bands which are riveted on the

reversing lever. The catch bar is kept down in the

niches in the quadrant by the spring at the top. Fig.

156 is the starting lever, and 155 is the quadrant for

the same; it is shown at G, in Figs. 176 and 17S.

The quadrant should be engraved with the words
" on " and " off."

Fig. 158 is the casting for the steam tap ; Fig. 159

is the name plate ; of Fig. 160 there are two castings,

one forming the stuffing box through which the

starting rod runs, and for which Fig. 161 forms the

gland, and the other forming the man-hole, Fig. 162

being plug for same.

Fig. 163 shows one of the buffers ; the rounded

portion is to be cut off, and the pillar then left at the

back of the square piece should be threaded, so that

the buffer, when finished, can be screwed into the

buffer beam. A hole j\ of an inch in diameter must

be bored right through the portions of the buffer last

mentioned, that is to say, from the front through the

screw at the back. This hole is to be enlarged to

I of an inch for the first half inch of its depth. The
front portion of the buffer must be turned, the back

being made to slide | of an inch into the | of an inch

hole in the back ; into the back of the front part of

the buffer is screwed a piece of T
3
5 inch steel iA inches

long ; round this a spiral spring, 4 inch long, is put

immediately behind the buffer, and the two parts

being put together, a small nut is screwed on to the

end of the piece of T
3
5 inch steel projecting at the

back of the buffer box, when this part is now finished.

The " cow catchers " are made from pieces of flat

bar iron, and are bolted to the front of the bed-plate,

a recess being cut for them in the buffer beam which

is screwed on over them.
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-CYLINDER.
-CYLINDER TOP.
-AXLE BLOCK AND

CROSSHEAD.
-GUIDE SUPPORT.
-ECCENTRIC AND

ROD.
-REVERSING QUAD-

RANT.
- DO. FOR LEVER.
-STARTING QUAD-

RANT.
-STARTING LEVER.
-REVERSING

LEVER.
-CASTING FOR

STEAM TAP.
-NAME PLATE.
-MAN -HOLE AND

STEAM TAP
STUFFING BOX.

-GLAND FOR FIG.

160.

-MAN-HOLE PLUG.
-BUFFER.
-LOWER END OF

FUNNEL.
-TOP OF CHIMNEY.
-STEAM DOME.
-FRONT WHEEL.
-DRIVING WHEEL.
-FRONT OF SMOKE

BOX.
-BACK OF SMOKE

BOX.
-FRONT OF FIRE

BOX.
-BACK OF FIRE

BOX.
-GUARD FOR DRIV-

ING WHEEL.
-BED-PLATE.
-FURNACE DOOR.

FIG. 176.—SECTION OF LOCOMOTIVE.
Scale, 3 inches to 1 foot.

FIG. 178.—SIDE VIBW OF LOCOMOTIVE.
Scale, 3 inches to 1 foot.

»» Figs. 148—156, 158—165,
and 175, are two-thirds full

size, or on scale of 8 inches
to 1 foot. Figs. 157, 166

—

173 are one-third full size ;

and Fig. 174 one-sixth full

size.

FIG. 177.—PLAN OF UNDERSIDE OF ENGINE.—Scale, 4 inches to 1 foot.
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Fig. 164 shows one of the driving wheel covers or

boxes, the coupled wheels have no boxes, they being

covered by the tanks at the side of the foot plates.

These tanks, together with the side plates, are cut out

of stout tin-plate, and where there is so much heat,

rivets are better than solder for joining the edges of

the pieces from which the tanks are to be formed to

the slide plates.

The spring seen over the small wheel is only a

sham one, and may either be made from separate

pieces of spring steel bound together by a brass

strap, or in one solid piece. In putting the engine

together, the exhaust pipes from the cylinders must

be brought up through the bottom of the smoke box,

and cut off just below the funnel.

(To be continued.)
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A CART FOR THE COUNTRY.
By A. SA.VIL.

>

( For Illustrations see the Folding Sheet issued with this Part.

)

I.—Introduction—Body of Vehicle—Materials —
Sides—Setting Sides at Proper Angle—Floor
—Front, or Footiioard—Supplementary Sides—
Falling Footboard at Back—Hooks for Chains
—Lock for Footboard—Front Seat- Support

for Back—Iron Stays for Back Seat, etc.

jjARRIAGE BUILDING, on a small scale,

has proved a source of pleasure and profit

to the writer—pleasure in the work, and

profit in saving the great expense of

purchasing from the makers : therefore,

he now ventures to give the result of his experience,

hoping that the same advantages may accrue to some
of his broiher amateurs.

There are few things more " paying,'' in both of

the above senses, than the constructing of a useful,

light vehicle, such as that represented in Fig. 1 in the

Folding Sheet given with this Part. The scope for

skill is wide and varied, embracing several distinct

trades—carpentry, iron working, painting, upholster-

ing, etc. Some amateurs may be able to undertake

all these branches, but we will presume that all who

desire to attempt to build a "trap" are prepared to

execute all the woodwork themselves (except wheels),

calling in the aid of a professional only when abso-

lutely necessary.

If carried to a fairly successful issue, the result

will be that we shall possess a vehicle worth, at least,

£20, at an outlay of less than half that sum ; and if

the following directions are follow ;d by a skilful

workman, the value will be conside: ibly more.

Body of Vehicle.—Without further introduction I

now proceed to give the plainest and most concise

directions in my power for the construction of our

subject. But first let me suggest that the sheet of

working drawings, given as a Folding Sheet with this

Part of Amateur Work, or a well-defined tracing

of it, should be fixed in a prominent position on the

workshop wall, so that the worker may have easy

access to it. In this paper I shall describe the

various parts of the "body" of the vehicle, leaving

the directions as to other portions for a future article.

Fig. 2 represents this body in perspective.

Materials.—The sides and back may be of elm,

birch, American walnut, etc. I prefer the first-

mentioned wood myself, but either of the others are

excellent for the purpose.

The floor may be of red, or white, deal, the latter is

cheapest, and answers well when of the best quality.

Should a very substantial vehicle be desired, the

sides and floor should be an inch in thickness, but

I inch stuff is quite strong enough for a durable, light

trap of this kind. In these remarks we refer, of

course, to finished work, and perhaps the best

method will be to obtain timber an inch thick, in

the rough, which, when cleaned up, will be of the

proper substance.

First procure, say, four boards of elm, 5 feet by

\\ feet by 1 inch, or, better still, three boards, 5 feet

by 2 feet by 1 inch, as these dimensions will be more

economical. See that there are no cracks or

" shakes," and, if possible, choose dark-coloured,

well-seasoned wood, with no sap showing. One

board to be chosen with knots, and as handsome in

the grain as possible. Also two boards of white deal,

12 ft. by 9 in. by 1 inch, of best quality, and free from

knots. Now clean up this timber thoroughly, making

sure that the elm is of the same thickness throughout,

finishing with a steel scraper and sand-paper.

Sides.—Next mark out the sides according to

Fig. 3, upon two of the elm boards, being very careful

with measurements and angles. A large square and

a bevel will be necessary in this and subsequent

operations. Cut out these sides accurately with a fin<;

hand-saw, true the edges, and, placing them together,

see that they are exactly the same size and shape.

As the sides of the body are to be at an angle of

1 1

5

with the floor, the upper and lower edges should

now be bevelled, so that the boarding of the floor and

the back seat (to be described presently) may be

fixed as represented at A, B, c, D, Fig. 4.

Setting Sides at Proper A?igle.—The next step is

rather difficult, i.e., the setting of the sides at the

exact angle, so that they shall be parallel to each

other, and the proper distance apart.

The surest method is to tack them in their places

by means of temporary stays fastened across the

back ard front ; also one or two stays across the
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bottom and top which may all be removed when the

back seat and two of the flooring boards have been

screwed on. A wide level bench, or workshop floor,

is essential throughout these operations.

The floor is to be 2S inches wide, measuring from

the inside angle made by the sides. This distance

should be marked upon two battens, about 3 \ feet by

3 inches by 1 inch, which are to be tacked across the

bottom, and then two similar ones tacked across the

top, like stays, may be placed across the back and

front also. We should now have the sides in their

proper places, the whole being fairly rigid, and pre-

senting an appearance like that shown in Fig. 5.

Floor.—Next from one of our deal boards we
cut two lengths, 31 inches long. Here I may remark

that before joining any portions of the vehicle to-

gether, as in the present instance, the points of

juncture should be painted with white lead and a little

lampblack, mixed with drying oil, or carriage varnish

may be used, and all screws should be dipped in the

same before insertion ; the joints may then be

wiped clean. Now with \\ inch screws fasten these

flooring boards in the following positions across the

bottom, viz., one, which I shall call No. I, at the

extreme front, and the other six inches from the back.

Three holes to be bored in each end of the boards

with a suitable gimlet, and then countersunk for the

screw heads. These holes in the floor, and also the

corresponding ones in the sides must, of course, be

bored at the same angle as the sides.

Now screw firmly down, seeing that the boards are

perfectly square with the sides, and it will be found

that they are sufficiently long to allow a margin of

about |- of an inch on each side of the body, which

margin should be rounded so as to fit when in posi-

tion, as represented at c and D, Fig. 4. Next cut a

piece of elm, of the same substance as the sides, to

form the back seat, which also serves as a stay for the

sides, at the top. To place this in position, a piece

corresponding in width and thickness must be cut out

of each side (see E, F,.Fig. 6). The dimensions of

this seat should be 36 in. by 12 in. by 1 inch. When
this is fixed in its place, using four 2 inch screws to

each end, the upper surface should be flush with the

upper edges of the sides, the ends should be flush

with the outer surfaces of the same, and the back edge
of the seat should be flush with the ends of the sides

also (see e. Fig. 6).

Next cut and fix No. 2 flooring, then No. 3, and so

on, until the last already fixed, is reached, truing

up each with trying plane, and painting the edges.

The whole floor in now set, with the exception of

the space of six inches at the back before left vacant

;

this is to be filled by a piece of elm of the same
length and thickness of the rest of the flooring, using

three 2 inch screws at each end. The back edge to

correspond with the angle at back of the body

(see E, Fig. 6).

The rounded ends of the flooring, which form a

semicircular bead on each side, may now be gone

over with a sharp plane and sandpaper, to remove

any unevennesses (a small American metal plane will

be found admirable for this purpose).

Front or Footboard.—The front, or footboard, Fig.

7, is the next to engage our attention. This is also

of elm, same as sides, etc., and should be cut so as

to fit the angle made by No. 1 flooring board, and

also to continue the bead (see G, Fig. 6). Secure

firmly, using four z\ inch screws at each side.

Countersinking deeply for the heads, which are to be

covered with brown putty made to match the colour

of the wood as nearly as possible. This putty is

made with whiting and linseed oil, colouring with

black Japan, which also causes it to dry quickly and

set very hard.

The flooring boards should next be stitched

together with 2 inch battens or " sprigs,'' three

stitches to each joint, and then all unevenness removed

on both sides with a smoothing plane.

To further strengthen the floor and give it solidity,

it is necessary to bind it with hoop iron, which should

be" about two inches wide, and reach from back to

front, about 9 inches from each edge, two inches

being allowed to lap over the footboard, the whole to

be fastened with f inch screws, placed in a zig-zag

line, and not less than three screws to each flooring

board.

Supplementary Sides.—We next come to what we

may term the supplementary sides, Fig. 8. These are

of elm, the same as the rest of the body, and 8 inches

in depth, they are to overlap the sides by 3 inches,

thus adding 5 inches to the depth of the whole,

which will then be 21 inches deep, including the

floor. Secure these to the body by 3 bolts 2 \ inches

by \ inch on each side (see Fig. 6) the heads of

the bolts on the outside, putting a suitable washer on

with each nut on the inside.

It is also desirable to chamfer or slightly round the

inside of the upper and the outside of the lower

edges of these supplementary sides. (See Fig. 4.)

Falling Footboard at Back.—The falling foot-

board at the back comes next in order, and should be

formed out of a handsomely grained piece of elm.

Having chosen the wood, place it against the

opening at the back, and mark it with a pencil

along the back seat, sides, and bottom of the

body. It may then be cut out, leaving sufficient

margin to allow for continuing the bead at the sides (as

above), and also for bevelling at the top and bottom,

so that the upper and lower edges may be flush with
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the back seat above and the under surface of floor

below.

The footboard is to be attached by means of

specially shaped hinges, held in position when open

by chains, and fastened with a lock when shut.

A very common fault in vehicles of this description

is, that there is insufficient leg-room behind when
ordinary hinges are employed ; we therefore con-

structed special hinges for the purpose, the object of

which is to throw the footboard further back and
also considerably lower when open, while it fits in its

place, closing the back exactly, when shut.

Fig. 9 gives the reader an idea of the working of

these hinges, and Fig. 10 gives the details of the

hinges themselves.

If the worker is not equal to the task of making
these in iron, he may make a full-size model in wood,

and any intelligent blacksmith will make the hinges

for him. They should be of the best description of

iron, and of the dimensions indicated in Fig. jo.

Hooksfor Chains.—For fixing the chains four iron

hooks will be required, two upon the inside of the

body and two upon the footboard. These must also

be of the best iron and of the shape suggested in

Fig. ii.

The chains used by the writer are of galvanized

iron,about 2 feet long, and maybe covered with leather,

leaving four or five links at each end uncovered, so

that the length may be regulated as required.

Lock for Footboard.—The lock suitable for the

footboard may be had at most ironmongers, and is

similar to those used for railway carriages, with a

simple square key.

To fix the lock in the present case a small block

should be attached to the footboard, in which to in-

sert it, and the metal plate which receives the bolt

can be fixed upon the under surface of the back seat

in the centre, but the method of carrying out these

minor details will suggest itself to the worker.

A small brass escutcheon with falling cover may
now be added, and the construction of the whole body
proper is complete.

Front Seat.—The front seat, which is movable,

comes next in order. It is shown in Fig. 12. This

should be of deal or pine, not less than \\ inch in

thickness, about 14 inches wide, and the length to be
such, that resting upon the upper edges of the sides,

it shall move easily between the supplementary sides.

It will be seen that in this position the seat may be

moved backwards and forwards along the whole

length of the body, the back seat having been let in

that this may be the case. The obvious reason for

this is, that the movable seat may be adjusted to

balance the vehicle, according to the number of per-

sons or amount of baggage to be carried.

Support for Back.—Now this seat must have a

support, as shown in Fig. 12, for the backs of the

persons who sit upon it, which shall also serve the

same purpose for those occupying the hind seat.

This support is formed by means of two uprights of

£ inch round iron. These uprights are made by

taking two pieces of iron as above, 20 inches long,

bending each at right angles 8 inches from the end.

flattening the shorter arm and boring three holes in

each, flattening the other ends for about ij inch in

length, and boring one hole in each.

They are then attached to the seat with strong

ii inch screws, three to each upright, a backboard

6 inches wide and 35 feet long is then attached to the

upper ends by two small bolts, which backboard is

to be upholstered to match cushions, to be described

in the next chapter.

Since this seat is movable it will be necessary to

provide some means whereby it can be fixed at any

point between the extreme back and front to meet the

exigencies of balance.

The simplest arrangement consists of two iron-

plates, 2 inches by & inch, firmly screwed upon the upper

edges of the body, and supplied with a row of i inch

holes at intervals of 2 inches, through the part that pro-

jects inside. For form and construction of this plate,

see Fig. 13. Underneath the seat, 3 inches from

the front on each side, two small pins are fixed.

These pins being slightly curved forwards, as shown

in Fig. 14, and made to fit the holes, not only prevent

the seat shifting its position from the vibration of the

vehicle, but also serve to prevent it rising upon any

sudden movement, etc.

Iron Stays for Back Seat, etc.—Although the body

is now complete, as far as the woodwork is concerned,

it requires to be further strengthened. The back seat

being the only stay holding the sides together at the

top, it will be necessary to have an iron strap, or stay,

which shall give these sides the required rigidity.

This stay is of half-round iron i\ inch wide, and

should reach from about an inch from the top of each

side downwards and across the bottom, i.e., it is to fit

the inside of the body exactly, the sides being each

14 inches, and the bottom 28 inches, outside measure-

ment.

The best position for this is about two inches from

the front, so that the top end on each side may be

secured by the same bolts that fasten on the front

ends of the supplementary sides. There should be at

least three bolts on each side, and two through the

floor. Those through the sides being fastened up

with suitable washers on the inside of the vehicle,

and those through the floor on the outside, cutting off

overlengths of bolts close to the nuts with a back-saw

(a direction which is of general application).
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The other stays necessary

are to be placed at the back to

take the floor and sides, run-

ning up to the top on each side,

and only sufficiently long to

take one bolt each, through

the floor. The form of stay and
position of bolts are shown in

Fig. 15.

Priming Body.—The inside

of the body should now receive

two coats of priming colour

(whitelead and lampblack),

painting only as high as the

seat on each side. The bottom
should also receive two coats,

but I must remind the amateur

coach-builder that no paint

should be allowed to appear

upon the bead or outer edge of

the floor, as this is to be varnished with the outside

{To be continued!)

HOW TO MAKE SMOKE PICTURES.
By A. H. SMTH.

MOKE PICTURES are very simply made.

Anyone who can draw decently with

pen or pencil, may, with a little prac-

^ tice, do interesting work. When well

framed, they form neat little presents,

and are very successful in bazaars for charitable pur-

poses. The materials are inexpensive, and the

pictures have, in many places, the advantage and
attraction of novelty.

2.— COMM - NCEMENT OF I'ICTUEE, ALL HICH L

FIG. I.—ROUGH SKETCH SHOWING GENERAL EFFECT OF SMOKE PICTURE.

One requires to have a little knowledge of what is

known as " effect." Moonlight scenes make the best

pictures, but everyone must choose his subject for

himself and add his own originality. There is no

limit in that direction. Anything that can be done in

sepia or Indian ink is suitable for the smoke picture

process. The materials are very simple. A card or

two, a composite candle or tallow dip, some needles,

a camel-hair brush, and a knife. The cards may be

of any size ; but the larger they are, the more difficult

it is to avoid smudging. A very convenient size is

about five inches by three. Any of the plain material

sold for Christmas and birthday cards are suitable.

The needles, say three in number, are stuck into

the wooden part of a pen-holder with the aid of a

pair of pliers, leaving about half

an inch exposed. A number

10, 6, and a 3 size is sufficient.

Etching needles, or dissecting

needles for the microscope, are

the handiest of all, if they are

within reach, and a good picture

can be made by using one

needle alone throughout.

Fig. 1 is a rough sketch,

which will give some idea of

the effect produceable, and will

serve to illustrate the method

of working.

Light your candle, and tak-

ing the card, hold it gingerly by

the edges, or a corner, over the

flame, moving it gently back-

wards and forwards until it is

evenly covered with the brown
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soot. It is better, at first, to keep it of the brownish

tint ; but as you proceed and have had a little ex-

perience, you may graduate the tones from a soft

velvety black to almost light. yellow. Take care and

do not put too thick a layer of carbon on the card,

otherwise it will flake off.

You may, if you choose, darken the card from

edge to edge, or you may vignette the picture. The
latter is, I think, the most artistic ; but it wholly

depends upon the subject you intend working up.

Be cautious not to char the card, or scorch it, and do

not let it touch the wick of the candle. Of course,

there is no outline on the card, and if there were, it

would be obliterated by the layer of lampblack.

Suppose you have a subject like the one above—

a

moonlight one. Begin by drawing the outline care-

fully with one of the needles. Do not press heavily,

as the slightest pressure tells. Mistakes once made
are not easily remedied, although they may be doctored

after a fashion. After finishing the outline you may
" take out " the moon with the point of a sharp knife,

previously outlining the circle. Keep the edge of the

moon true and clear, and avoid erasing or cutting the

surface of the paper.

The picture will now be in a state like Fig. 2.

Now take the small brush which is used dry, and
see that it has a fine point. With it go carefully over

those parts which are in the light—such as the tops

of trees and the reflection of the moon in the water,

drawing upon your stock of artistic feeling as you

proceed, because it is upon this part of the work that

the effect depends to a great extent. If you have

clouds, touch them out with the brush ; but be gentle

and let the brush move about lightly, as a rough, slip-

shod style of slashing along is not meritorious in this

medium. Some very good sky effects can be got by

using a small feather. You then proceed, bringing

'out the effect by the aid of the needle and brush,

heightening and graduating the lights, and, if con-

sidered necessary, deepening the shadows with the

light of the candle.

Some subjects, which have trees or buildings, or

stones and reeds, etc., in the foreground, can have the

principal features done with Indian ink or sepia, and

then smoked and worked up with the needle and brush.

The picture being finished, you may proceed to

frame it. You may put it into a cabinet portrait

frame or any other suitable, being cautious not to

smudge or spoil the picture, as it is very easily

destroyed with rough handling when unprotected.

The mount should be as deep as possible, so that the

glass may not touch the picture. They are quite

permanent, unless accidentally rubbed or damaged,

and, this being the case, they require no fixing like a

chalk or charcoal drawing.

PRACTICAL TIN-PLATE WORKING.
Bs/D.N. FENSTOW.

III.

—

Putting New Handle to Jug—Useful Grid-

iron—Another Form of Gridiron—Toasting
Fork—Gridiron, of Bar Iron—Spirit Brush—
Oil Tin with Tap—Venetian Ash Pan—Conical
Beer Warmer— l Shovel—Flour Scoop-
Zinc Spouting.

WILL begin this chapter by showing

how to do a bit of repairing, which will

have the merit of bringing into use again

many a vessel that will hold water, but

which has been placed on one side be-

cause it is without a handle.

Putting New Handle to /tig.—In Fig. 47 I have

shown a pitcher, or jug, that has had the handle

broken off. A jug of this description need not

be thrown away "if otherwise sound, as they can

be made serviceable articles still. When a handle

is broken, it generally leaves the two ends sticking

to the jug ; they must be knocked or chipped off, care

being taken not to break or crack the jug in the pro-

cess. Now take two strips of tin (moderately strong,

for this purpose) about from £ inch to f inch wide, x,

x, bend this round the jug and solder in the same line

as that in which the handle is to go
;
give them a good

i inch lap. Now take a piece of tin, and turn the

edges up and wire it similar to Fig. 48, and bend into

shape for handle, H, Fig. 47, and cut and solder a piece

of tin on to it, like A. Now strongly solder the

handle on to the two tin bands. If these operations

are properly carried out, the worker will have the satis-

faction of possessing a serviceable article, stronger

than it was before the handle was broken.

Useful Gridiron—Fig. 49 shows a useful kind of

gridiron. This is made any size, from 6 inches up-

wards, by bending a piece of | inch wire in a circle, and

looping the two ends tightly together, then cross it as

shown by pieces of thinner wire ; it should be tinned

for this purpose. If the worker cannot buy tinned

wire, he may tin it himself, by rubbing it bright with

emery cloth, brush over with the spirits, and tin with

copper bit ; when the wire is tinned, it will be found

to be rather rough, the bit not laying the solder on

equally. Now pass it through a jet of gas, and as the

solder melts on the wire, wipe it off with a rag, when
you have enough wire tinned, cross it and re-cross as

shown, looping the wire tight on to the circular frame ;

but to make it a strong job, the wire should be passed

under and over each other alternately. Then make
a handle, by twisting two pieces of \ inch, or even

fc inch wire together, and loop on circle as shown.

Another Form of Gridiron.—Fig. 50 shows

another form of gridiron very easily made. Take a
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piece of 5 inch wire about 2 feet 6 inches to 2 feet

10 inches long, and bend it in the middle until closed

within about 1 inch, screw the two ends very tightly

n a vice, and with a piece of h inch or f inch round
•'ron, twist it up tightly, as shown in Fig. 50 ; there

imust be enough left untwisted to form a circle about

1 foot over. Bend this round and loop the two ends
tig'itly together, then cross and re-cross with the

thin tinned wire and it is finished.

Toasting Fork.—Fig. 51 shows a toasting fork,

this is mide of J inch wire, two pieces being used of

about 2 feet 6 inches each ; these are bent round in

th; middle as before described, and all four ends
s crewed tightly in a vice about 6 inches from the

ends, they are then twisted together as before de-

scribed, the prongs, viz., the untwisted ends, are then

bent into shapj with a pair of round-nosed pliers, the

points flattened with a hammer and then filed sharp.

Gridiron made of Bar Iron.— Fig-. 52 shows a
gridiron made of \ inch by \ inch sq'-are iron, it can
be worked into shape with a par f strong pliers, and
the two ends should meet at a, it should then be
bound round at each end of the handle with strong

binding wire.

Spirit Brush.—Tig. 53 shows a spirit brush, this

may be made with a few bristles from a sweeping

broom, put into a little tin socket and the end closed

over the bristles with the hammer, to hold them
tightly. When soldering either galvanized iron or

zinc, use raw spirits of salts, not that which is killed

with the zinc scraps.

Oil Tin with Tap.—Fig. 54 shows an oil tin with

tap soldered in. Fig. 55 shows the body of tin with the

edges turned in and out to form the joint, spring these

together and close with creasing tool, then solder seam
from the inside, then turn the edges of both ends out-

wards either with jenny or with the mallet over the

hatchet, turning up about § of inch. Now take the

dividers and strike a piece out for the bottom, turn

the edge up either with the jenny or over the hatchet

stake, spring it on and close the seam with hammer;
turn the seam down flat over the sides and solder from
the inside. Now take a piece of plate and with the

dividers mark out a piece of plate similar to Fig. 56,

it must be large enough, so that when formed into a
cone, it will fit over the top of the body, as shown in

J

F'S- 54> and allow about \ inch, to turn inward over '

the turned-up edge of the body. First turn the edges

A and B up the reverse way to each other, bend the

piece round a cone or a piece of round iron, it will !

then be in the shape of a large funnel, it must be
notched at the ends A and B. Now close it, the seam,

!

with a creasing tool, hammer the seam down flat and
solder inside the seam.

]

The cork hole must now be made and soldered in.
!

This can be made by cutting a piece of plate like

Fig. 58, wire the top edge, leaving about \ inch of the

wire longer than the edge, and the wire must be this

much shorter at the other end ; when the wire is closed

bend the piece of plate round a mandrel, and insert

the wire A into the crease, then solder the edges, and

if it is not quite round it may be rounded on the man-

drel, it should then be soldered into the funnel shape

top, B, Fig. 54. To make this top, take the dividers

and strike out a piece of plate similar to Fig. 56, as I

have already said.

It will be the best if the worker gets a pattern in

stiff cardboard, first, as he is very liable to cut these

too small unless used to the work. Having got the

pattern mark the plate off from it, allowing about | of

an inch to form the seam. When this is done, bend

into shape of c, Fig. 54, not forgetting to turn up the

two edges A and B, as shown in Fig. 56. These should

then be closed with the creasing tool and soldered

inside.

Fig. 57 shows section of cone top. If a tap is

required to be put in, make a hole in the side, by

punching out a piece of the seam ; this should be done

before putting the bottom on. Having made a small

hole, open it large enough to admit the tap T, which

must fit well, then well solder it round. When this

is done, cut a piece of plate similar in shape to a

funnel, and solder round the tap and on to the body

of bottle, S shows the shape, put a handle on, and it

is complete.

Venetian Ash Pan.— Fig. 59 shows what is called

a Venetian ash pan. A set of bars are required for

this, but as both pan and bars require a good work-

man to make them, I shall only describe how
to mend them. The two holes shown are gene-

rally the places in which these ash pans wear out

first, and when this occurs I should not advise the

worker to try to re-bottom the pan, but to put a patch

inside, covering the whole of the parts worn through.

Suppose the pan is in the condition shown in Fig. 59,

it will require a piece to cover the whole of the bottom

and back. Cut a pattern first, with a piece of brown

paper, and large enough to fold over A ; fit this in

neatly, and when cut to right shape mark a piece of

sheet iron off the same shape. Slate pencil is the

best thing for marking sheet iron. Now cut out the

piece and bend it up to cover A, then rivet the old

plate and the new plate together, in the places indi-

cated by the dots in Fig. 59. The top edge may then

be turned over at A.

Conical Beer- Warmer.—A useful little article for

quickly boiling water or warming any liquid, may be

made as shown in Fig. 60. To make it, a piece of

plate should be cut of the pattern shown in Fig. 61.

Turn the edges up, bend it round, seam it and solder
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FIG. 47.—JUG WITH TIN HANDLE. FIG. 48.—PATTERN FOR HANDLE. FIG. 49.—USEFUL GRIDIRON. FIG. 50.—ANOTHER
GRIDIRON. FIG. St.—TOASTING FORK. FIG. 52.—GRIDIRON OF SMALL BAR IRON. FIG. 53.—SPIRIT BRUSH. FIG. 54.

—

OIL TIN WITH TAP. FIG. 55.—BODY OF TIN. FIG. 56.—PIECE FOR TOP OF TIN. FIG. 57.—SECTION OP TOP. FIG. 58.

—

PIECE FOR CORK HOLE. FIG. 59.—VENETIAN ASH-PAN. FIG. 60.—CONICAL BEER-WARMER. FIG. 61.—PATTERN FOR

BEER-WARMER. FIG. 62.—COAL SHOVEL. FIG. 63.—PATTERN OF SHEET IRON FOR SHOVEL. FIG. 64.—HANDLE FOR

SHOVEL. FIG. 65.—REPAIR OF WORN EDGE OF SHOVEL. FIG. 66.—FLOUR SCOOP. FIG. 67.—PATTERN FOR FLOUR
SCOOP. FIG. 68.—IRON FOR BEAD IN ZINC. FIG. 69.—ZINC SPOUTING. FIG. 70.— BRACKET FOR ZINC SPOUTING.
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the seam outside ; then flatten about I inch of the

bottom, turn it over i inch and solder ; make a

handle and rivet it on with one or two tinned rivets,

and solder the head of rivet inside.

Coal Shovel.—Fig. 62 shows a coal shovel. Take

a piece of stout sheet iron the size required. Say a

piece 10} inches by 8 inches, this will make a useful

sized shovel, draw a line with slate pencil where the

dotted lines are shown on Fig. 63, and then cut a

shape of Fig. 63. Then bend the parts down over the

hatchet where the dotted line runs, turn A down

f> form a bead, and rivet in the places marked. When
the edge of the shovel gets worn by use, cut the worn

portions off and rivet a fresh piece on, as shown in

Fig. 65. Fig. 64 shows a shovel handle made from

1 [- inch by y inch fish back iron, this shaped iron

can be got from most ironmongers.

Flour Scoop.—Fig. 66 shows a flour scoop. Fig.

67 shows the pattern for it ; this should be rounded

on a mandrel or a piece of iron water pipe, or a piece

of round wood will do if large enough in diameter ; the

point A should be turned up and down, and seamed
as before described, the back and handle soldered on,

and a stocking, a, soldered round as shown.

Zinc Spoutin%.—Suppose a piece of zinc spouting

is wanted for any purpose, this can be made very

easily and for very little more than it costs to repair

old spouting. Measure the size required with a narrow

strip of tin or zinc, then cut out the piece of plate the

required size, length, and breadth, turn both edges down
over the hatchet from \ inch to \ inch deep, then with

mallet, close them round a piece of \ inch to % inch

iron, similar to Fig. 68. When a nice round bead has

been obtained by closing the edge down with the

hammer, draw out the piece of wire and treat the

other side in the same way. When done, bend into

shape, as shown in Fig. 69, with the hands. Working
the zinc over a piece of Tound iron spout or a round

piece of wood will do in the absence of the former
;

the spouting is usually made in lengths of 3 feet, and
then soldered together. The spout is then held in its

place by hold-fast, or brackets, similar to Fig. 70.

This may be made from either \ inch by \ inch iron

or 1 inch by \ inch iron, depending on what weight it

has to carry, they should be made about 7 inches long,

one end being drawn out to a sharp point, and a hole

\ inch punched in the broad end to rivet a strip of

sheet zinc to, as shown in Fig. 70.

All articles of tinware, such as are not used in

cooking, maybe very nicely japanned by thinning down
some Brunswick black with turpentine, then brush

the article evenly over all sheet iron work, such as ash

pans, coal vases, etc. ; on bright tin-plate it shows a

nice dark brown, and on black iron a shiny jet black.

{To be continued.)

ELECTROTYPING FOR AMATEURS.
By CEAS. A. PARKER.

III.—Cheap Electrolytic Vats—Solution for the
Electrolytic Vat—Working the separate

Current Process—The Anode Plates—Gutta-
percha Moulding Composition—Plumbagoing
the Mould—Moulding from Fusible Alloy—
Moulding in Plaster of Paris—Moulding in

Beeswax—Elastic Moulding.

HAVE yet a few words more to say with

regard to the electrolytic vat, and as they

relate to a cheaper form than that already

described, they will most likely prove

acceptable to the average amateur. As
before stated, there are a number of inexpensive

vessels that will be found to answer quite as well as

those of a higher figure. If a raid were made on the

kitchen during the absence of the cook, doubtless

some household utensil could be annexed at a very

slight cost, provided that the said cook is not of Irish

extraction or of a pugilistic turn of mind, in which

case I should advise the purchase of a little more

expensive vat, although this is the cheapest method

of obtaining one that I know of, but should not be

resorted to by lovers of peace of mind. A square or

rectangular vessel will be found the most convenient,

but an oblong preserving pan, [or .anything that is

cheaper, may be employed with success. A house-

hold pan of red stoneware, glazed inside, can be

obtained for is. Sd., the capacity being about four

or five gallons. If one of this form were used, the

conducting fittings would have to be arranged on a

wooden ledging in the manner shown in Fig. 19 (see

page 52), as it would be impossible to fix the wooden

ledging to the pan itself, it would be requisite to make

a wooden cover to entirely envelope it ; and as it does

not call for any special description, I will simply refer

the reader to Fig. 21, the position occupied by the

pan being indicated by the dotted lines. A more

convenient cheap form of vat would be a square

white stoneware bath— I have one in use, the capacity

of which is five gallons—and the cost was the low

figure of five shillings ; these may be obtained from

any china warehouse, and if it is decided to employ

one of them, the conducting rods will have to be fixed

on to a wooden cover (as above described) to fit over

the bath, all the woodwork being well painted with

black varnish. The form of these baths and the

arrangement of the fittings will be understood by

referring to Fig. 22, in which the front portion of the

woodwork and bath has been removed, thus exposing

the interior.

A wooden vat may be used provided that it is

firmly bolted together and lined with marine glue
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(which may be obtained, commercially, easier than it

can be made). To work the glue, place it in an old

can over the fire to liquefy, then, having warmed the

wood well, proceed to paint it thoroughly with the

glue, care being taken to ensure a complete lining. If

well done this makes a very good vat ; but, to my idea,

is not so satisfactory or cheap in the end, as one of

the earthenware vessels previously mentioned. They
are also made of wood firmly bolted together and

lined with plate glass, the joints being made of gutta-

percha or marine glue. I like this idea very much
myself, but a great objection to it is that the joints

are apt to perish by reason of the acids in the solu-

tion ; or, again, the glass may be cracked by a mould

falling to the bottom of the vat. When we have

finished our arrangements for the vat, the preparation

of the solution will next claim our attention.

The Solutiojt for the Electrolytic Vat.—The solu-

tion to be employed in the electro-deposition of

copper maybe prepared by either of the two following

methods :

—

i. Nearly fill the depositing vat with warm water

(preferably distilled water), and suspend, by means of

the anode rods several muslin bags full of sulphate

of copper crystals, frequently agitate, and add fresh

crystals until the solution is saturated—that is to say,

until the water ceases to dissolve any more of the

crystals. Now add gradually, and with constant stir-

ring, four ounces of sulphuric acid to each gallon of

solution, which will then be ready for immediate use.

The function of the sulphuric acid is to dissolve the

anode in order to keep pace with the deposition, and
lhus maintain the strength of the electrolyte ; but

there is no need for such a large quantity of acid to

be used as some depositors will be found to recom-

mend, for the above solution will dissolve the anode

quite sufficient to compensate for the loss of metal

deposited upon the mould.

2. The Battery process. The solution prepared by

this method presents no special advantage, unless it

be a lesson in the art. Prepare in the vat an acidu-

lated mixture of sulphuric acid water—from the anode

and cathode rods are suspended plates of copper

—

then a current from the battery is passed in the usual

manner. When sufficient copper has been dissolved off

the anode, and the solution is in a condition for work-

ing, the deposit will appear on the copper plate em-

ployed as a cathode. The simplest method is that

first described. When a good solution has been

obtained it will not be found to weaken in the least,

as its function consists simply in carrying the copper

from the anode to the cathode ; and the anode will

therefore be found to dissolve just as fast as the metal

is deposited upon the cathode.

Rain or distilled water will be found the best ; but

before it is poured into the vat just ascertain that it

is perfectly clean. Rain water collected in the country

is generally clean enough, but the same, if obtained

in a town, and drained from the roof of a dwelling-

house,' would be so impregnated with smoke, and very

likely lead or zinc, as to render it totally unfit for use.

Pump or spring water oftens contains metallic in-

gredients, therefore distilled water is the best, unless

rain water can be collected as it falls. (An excellent

still has been described in Amateur WORK, Vol. IV.,

page 457, Part 45.) Pure copper only should be

used, the test for which has been previously given.

It should always be remembered when adding

sulphuric acid, to add it gently and with constant stir-

ring, as great heat is evolved, and on no account pour

the water on to the acid, or an explosion might

result, causing injury to the eyes, face, etc.

Working the Separate Current Process.—Having

described the method of making the various appa-

ratus required in the art of electrotyping, I will now
give detailed instructions for the successful working

of the same. Most of the previous remarks with

reference to the single cell process, apply equally to

the separate current method. The vat should first

be filled with the solution of sulphate of copper, as

above described ; the battery must then be placed be-

hind it, and a conductor of stout, strap copper (black

varnished) led from the positive pole of the battery,

and connected with the anode rod of the vat ; another

similar conductor should be brought in the same

manner from the negative pole of the battery and

connected with the cathode rod of the vat (the

cathode rod is the one on which the mould is hung).

A plate of copper, clean and bright, is now suspended

from the anode rod by means of hooks passed through

holes that have been drilled in the plate. The mould

of the medal, or whatever it may be, is then

thoroughly moistened with water, and afterwards hung
in the solution from the cathode rod. Everything be-

ing in working condition, the current passes from the

battery into the solution, then the decomposition and

the deposition of the metal commences. The deposit

of copper will first appear on the conducting wire, and

then the edges of the mould, gradually advancing to-

wards the centre of the mould, until it is completely

covered. It is impossible to state the exact distance

that should exist between the cathode and the anode,

as this must depend on the strength of the current
;

they may, however, be placed five or six inches apart

first, and the effect noted. The best method of ascer-

taining whether the cathode is too near the anode, is

to notice the appearance and colour of the deposit

;

a good deposit should be of a bright red colour, or

even an orange tinge, and if it looks dark it may be

allowed to remain untouched, but should it appear in
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the form of black grains, it must be placed further

away from the anode. Any thickness may be ob-

tained by allowing it to remain in long enough. A
couple of days, generally speaking, will be found

sufficient, for if more metal is required than could be
deposited in that time, it could be done quicker and
more economical by filling it up with backing metal,

as previously described. When it is considered that

the deposit has attained sufficient thickness, it should

be carefully parted from the mould by the aid of a

penknife, care being taken not to damage the electro-

type. If any of the metal has spread too far over the

edge, it should be removed by means of a pair of

cutting pliers and a keen file. This is sometimes
caused by the plumbago getting accidentally on the

back or edges of the mould ; it should, therefore, be
borne in mind that the plumbago is the conducting

surface, and due care exercised to guard against it

getting where the copper is not required. If any of

it happens to get on the back of the mould, some diffi-

culty will be experienced in separating the type from
it ; should the plumbago have got where it is not

wanted, a little insulating varnish applied to the spot,

will thus prevent the deposition of metal there. While
the mould is being deposited upon, care must be taken

not to keep it out of the vat for any length of time, or

cause it to become dry. When it is required to be

removed, it must be kept under water until it can be

put back into the vat ; should the mould have been
touched with the fingers, the metal will fail to deposit

there. If the solution is agitated occasionally, a more
even deposit is likely to be gained. The hooks for

the purpose of hanging the moulds from the cathode

rods should be made of copper \ of an inch thick,

turned up as in Fig. 23; those portions of these hooks

that are in contact with the solution will become
covered with a thick deposit of copper ; this must be

periodically chipped or filed off, and the hook cleaned

with emery cloth.

A solution that is maintained at an even tem-
perature of 6o° Fahr. summer and winter will be
found to work the best, and give the least trouble

;

if the temperature is very slightly raised or lowered,

it will be found to have a great effect on the electro-

type, the necessity therefore becomes apparent for

keeping the solution at a fixed temperature. The
conductors for leading the current from the battery

should be as short as circumstances will conveniently

admit. Do not employ more wire for suspending

the mould than is absolutely necessary, or else the

anode will be wasted by the metal being deposited

upon that instead of the mould.

The Anode Plates.—The best possible copper that

can be employed for the anode plates is electrotyped

copper ; it is not practically any more expensive than

the common rolled copper, because it is more likely

to be pure, thereby enabling the exact amount it

is desired should be deposited to be weighed ; but

it is not always pure, for if the current be strong,

zinc is often deposited 'with it, still, if the solution

be prepared from pure salts, the copper thus obtained

will be superior to the purest rolled copper. This

is on account of the lead which is sometimes

present in the plate being insoluble in a sulphate solu-

tion, and the other impurity, zinc, which is often found

in rolled copper, is too electro-positive to be deposited

with the copper; thus by employing electrotyped copper

for the anodes, the metal is free from these two

common impurities. The ^preparation of an electro-

typed anode plate is simple enough : a thin sheet of

copper the required size, has two holes made in the

plate near the top at either end, through which pieces

of stout copper wire are passed and bent in the form

of hooks, so that it can be hung in the vat from the

cathode rod, and the metal from a stout copper anode

deposited upon it until the plate is about the third of an

inch thick (this is about the usual thickness), but any

thickness required may be deposited. This operation

should not be done in an ordinary solution employed

for general purposes, as it will become charged with

any impurities there may have been contained in the

copper anode. It will be found a good plan before

placing the electrotyped anode in the vat to heat it,

and then plunge into cold water ; this will have the

effect of softening the metal, and causing it to yield to

the influence of the current in a more ready manner.

The anode and the cathode (mould) should be of

about the same size, and the anode must be parallel

to the cathode, thus a convex cathode should be faced

by a concave anode, or vice versa. If a small anode

is employed, the deposition will go on slowly, and the

deposit will, in ail probability be hard and brittle, it

should present a surface as near as possible equal to

the cathode, or if anything larger. If it is attempted

to employ a flat anode for the purpose of depositing

upon a rounded surface, the copper will be found the

thickest on those portions of the mould that are

nearest to the anode, and from thence it will graduate

off to nothing, proving how important it is that the

anode should be parallel to the mould ; to deposit

upon a rounded surface it will be necessary to employ

one or more concave anodes, being curved to the

shape of the mould, and sometimes it will be requisite

to employ several anodes. When both sides of a

mould are to be deposited upon at the same time, it

should be suspended between two anodes, or sand-

wiched between a plate of copper bent to the form of

Fig. 24, being careful to allow sufficient space for the

solution to circulate freely.

Having described all the apparatus required, and
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also given the instructions for the management of the

solution, etc., I will now explain in detail the pre-

paration of the moulds from the materials given in

the first chapter. (I would urge the reader to study

this and the following chapter in particular, as in the

course of them I shall endeavour to give the cause

and remedy of all known failures, thereby rendering

their occurrence with ordinary care very rare if at all.)

The best course for the amateur to pursue will be to

start first with small articles such as coins, medals,

etc. ; if these are in good order and deep relief, he

could scarcely have anything better for the purpose

of practising. Instructions for copying a coin in in-

taglio have been given in the first chapter, and there-

fore requires no further mention.

Gutta-Percha Moulding Composition.—A very

good mould may be obtained by using this material.

Supposing that a medal or similar object is to be

moulded from, the surface should first be plumbagoed,

which will prevent the moulding composition adhering

to it. In order to soften the composition, and thus

enable the mould to be taken, a lump of the required

size should be placed in hot water (not boiling) until

it is soft and pliable; then place the medal on the table

or wood bench in front of you, face upwards (the side

to be copied), and place the lump of composition in

the centre of it. On the top of this place a piece of

wood and press it down with all your might, working

it outwards so as to ensure all air bubbles being

excluded. A weight should then be placed on the

mould, and the pressure maintained for two or three

hours before it is removed.

Plumbagoing the Mould.— The mould having been

successfully obtained must now be plumbagoed. The
moulding material being a non-conductor of electricity,

it becomes requisite to cover the face of it with some

material that is a conductor, without which the metal

would fail to deposit on the mould. Plumbago,

or graphite, also commonly called blacklead, is a good

conductor, and can also be easily applied, which is a

great consideration.

To plumbago the surface of the mould we have

just obtained, proceed thus: Take the mould and hold

it in the left hand, face upwards, now take a soft

round brush, about one inch in diameter, and with the

hair cut short (see Fig. 25), and dip it into the

plumbago, which should then be quickly brushed over

the entire face of the mould, repeating the operation

until it presents a uniform metallic lustre closely

resembling a stove that has been b'.ackleaded.

Always be particular to brush the plumbago well into

the crevices, so as to ensure perfect conduction.

Having plumbagoed the mould, take a stout copper

wire and heat one end of it, and place it right across

the back of the mould, pressing it gently until it be-

comes imbedded slightly in the mateiial, when cold the

joint should have a little plumbago brushed over it, so

as to ensure electrical contact between the face of the

mould and the wire. The mould having been thus

prepared, should be hung in the vat from the cathode

rod, by means of the free end of the wire attached to it.

The subsequent details are such as have received

notice before, and therefore do not require repetition.

When the desired thickness has been deposited, the

wire attached to the mould separated by means of

a pair of cutting pliers, the type removed from the

mould, backed with " backing metal," and the edges

neatly filed off, after which the electrotype is bronzed

or coloured as desired.

Mouldingfrom Fusible Alloy.— In order to obtain

a mould from this, a sufficient quantity of the metal

is melted in a ladle, or iron spoon abstracted from the

kitchen, and then poured into some kind of a holder

a little larger than the coin or medal, the lid of a box

will do very well, such as a pill box lid if it is a small

coin
;
just before the alloy cools the surface should be

skimmed with a piece of card, and the coin or medal

dropped on it, and pressed down lightly until the alloy

is cold, when the two may be separated, and a conduct-

ing wire attached to the back of the coin, by heating

the end of a stout copper wire, and when sufficiently

hot pressing it on to the back of the mould a little

way. If a small quantity of resin were powdered along

the line of the wire, the two metals will unite all the

better. The back of the mould must be varnished

with some stopping off varnish previously described.

When it is wished to take both sides of a coin or

medal at the same time, the following plan should be

adopted :—A circle the exact size of the medal is cut

in a piece of thin cardboard with a sharp knife, it is

then varnished with some kind of varnish containing

shellac, and the medal is fitted into the opening thus

made, being divided into two halves (see Figs. 26

and 27). A piece of wire is then bent round the

medal, and the surface coated with prepared turpen-

tine (stopping off varnish) in order to prevent the

actual adhesion of the metal ; it i. then hung in the

vat and turned every two hours until the deposits

which are separated by the cardboard may be con-

sidered to have attained sufficient thickness. They

are then separated by running a knife between them

and heating both sides ; the results being in intaglio.

A complete coin may be obtained as follows :

—

Make a bed for one half of the electrotype by

cutting a hole in a block of wood, place one of the

sides in it face upwards, then melt some fusible alloy

(as above), wipe the surface with a piece of card, then

pour it on to the face of the electrotype that is

imbedded in the wood. Again skim the surface of the

alloy with a card, and rapidly place the other half of
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the medal in position, face down-

wards, on the alloy, apply a little

pressure in order to expel any

superfluous metal, and when set the

result will be an exceedingly sharp

and perfect copy of the original

medal. It may be placed in the

vat for a short time in order to

obtain a slight coating of copper if

desired, or the edges may be simply

trimmed up with a file, and the

medal allowed to remain as it is,

and with no subsequent improve-

ments.

Moulding in Plaster of Paris.—
Plaster of Paris of the finest de-

scription makes a good mould when
the object will not stand pressure.

The article should be slightly oiled, or a little of the

ever-useful plumbago lightly dusted over the surface ;

and if it is a medal, a paper rim must be bent

round it. The plaster, which should be mixed to the

IG.25

FIG. 28.—EXAMPLE OF BUST MOULD,
SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF LEADING
wire system. C, Cathode Rod.

face of the mould with water.

Other methods, in which the

plaster forms the moulding ma-

terial, will be given later on.

Moulding in Beeswax.— In

order to obtain a mould from a

coin, medal, or similar object in

one of the beeswax compounds
before mentioned, a sufficient quan-

tity of the material should be

melted in some suitable vessel and

then poured on to a stone slab or

similar surface, the face of the

object having been cleaned and

rubbed over with a little plum-

bago, is then placed face down-

wards on the hot mixture, and

some heavy weight placed on it.

When cold, it should be carefully removed and

examined ; supposing any of the mixture has adhered

to the face of it, the mixture will require to be re-

melted and another attempt made. A good mould

h

FIG. 27 FIG. 24-

FIG. 26.—COIN FITTED INTO PIECE OF CARD. FIG. 21.—CHEAP ELECTROLYTIC VAT. FIG. 24.—DOUBLE ANODE.
FIG. 23.—CONDUCTING HOOKS. FIG. 25.—BLACK-LEADING BRUSH. FIG. 27.— SECTION OF FIG. 26.

consistency of treacle is poured on, beginning at the

middle, so as to prevent the possibility of any air

bubbles. When set, the mould will require to be

saturated with wax, on account of the plaster itself

being porous ; this may be

done by placing the

mould, face downwards, in

a vessel containing melted

wax. When it is saturated

it will be found to present

an appearance like ivory.

It should then be removed,

bound with wire, and well

plumbagoed, in order to

receive a good conducting

surface, after which itmaybe
immersed in the vat, having

previously moistened the
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FIG. 22.—LARGE VAT WITH FRONT PORTION REMOVED
THUS SHOWING INTERIOR IEADY FOR WORKING.

having been secured, a small quantity of plumbago is

sprinkled on the dry surface, and then, by means of a

brush, is made to entirely cover the face of the

mould. A wire is now attached to the mould by being

bent round the edge of it,

a small quantity of plum-

bago being brushed over

the spot where the contact

between the two takes

place. Having been thus

prepared, the mould may
be hung in the solution to

receive the deposit. The

resultant type may be

tinned, backed, and the

edges finally trimmed with

a file.

Elastic Moulding.—The

'-'
I.
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amateur having become proficient in copying coins,

medals, and flat surfaces, may next direct his atten-

tion to more elaborate and intricate work. It may
happen that he possesses a bust or similar large

object he would like to obtain an electrotype copy

from. To do this successfully, he must employ
the elastic moulding material, and proceed as follows :

—

Supposing, for instance, that the bust is in

plaster, it must first be rendered non-porous, in order

to prevent the elastic composition from sinking into

the pores, and thus rendering the final separation

from the mould an impossibility. The bust should

be placed, upside down, in some suitable vessel con-

taining oil, and allowed to remain there until it is

thoroughly saturated. I recommend the use of a

pail, as, on account of its tapering, it may be used

throughout the subsequent operations. If the bust

should happen to be a metal one, it will simply re-

quire well oiling in order to prevent the composition

adhering to it. If it is hollow and light, fill it with

sand, and paste a piece of paper over the orifice at

the base ; the object of this is to render the bust

heavy and thus allow it to sink into the composition.

When considered to be saturated with the oil, it may
be removed from the pail, and the oil poured off for

future use, the pail being well drained but not "washed

out. The bust should be well drained of all the oil,

but not absolutely dried, and then replaced in the

oiled pail and suspended upside down by means of

twine, leaving at least half an inch at the bottom clear.

When this has all been arranged satisfactorily,

and a chalk mark has been made on the outside of the

pail to indicate the position of the back of the bust,

melt a sufficient quantity of the elastic moulding

material, and then pour it steadily into the pail, but

not too quickly, or else it will be apt to prevent the

escape of any air bubbles that may have collected

under the more prominent portions of the bust.

Should any of these appear on the surface, scrape

them away from the bust by means of a bit of stick or

a feather. When the composition is about half an
inch above the bust, it should be placed aside in a

cool place for a couple of days, in order to allow the

mixture time to thoroughly set. The pail is now
turned upside down, and by dint of a little shaking

and a tap or two the composition will be released

from the sides of it, and will, in a few moments, slip

out. By means of the chalk mark on the outside of

the pail the position occupied by the back of the bust

will be known. The solid mass, in the interior of

which the original is imbedded, must be placed in an
upright position ; that is to say, the base of the bust

downwards. Now, with a thin knife, make an incision

in the mould over the back of the head : then pass

the knife carefully down the back of the figure, at the

same time keeping close to it, but not sufficient to

damage it. All the composition that has set over the

base of the figure may now be cut off with a knife. By
means of careful handling the mould can now be

opened, while some one carefully removes the bust

from the interior. The mould on being released will

close up to exactly the original shape. A piece of tape

must now be carefully tied round the upper part ; it

should then be turned upside down again and re-

placed in the pail. This mould can, if it is wished, be

deposited upon ; but it is rather an awkward task for

an experienced hand, therefore, I should not advise

the amateur to attempt it, as it is always best to form

another bust inside the elastic mould. To do this a

sufficient quantity of the second beeswax compound
mentioned in Chapter I. is melted and placed aside

until the mixture has nearly set ; it should then be

poured gently into the open end of the elastic mould
until it is quite filled, the pail being placed aside until

the mixture has quite set. When the wax has

thoroughly set, the pail is again inverted and tapped

until the mould slips out ; the tape round the top is

then untied, the mould opened, and the wax bust re-

moved from the interior.

The electrotype from the beeswax copy of the

original may be obtained by two methods. I shall

first describe the most accurate, and which I consider

the best, first, and shall, in the next chapter, give the

second process, which may be employed with almost

equal success, although the first mentioned is con-

sidered to give the best results.

The beeswax figure when taken from the elastic

mould, should have a stout copper wire run through

it, each end being turned up, as in Fig. 28. It must

now be well plumbagoed, and as it would be difficult

to ensure an even deposit over a surface of consider-

able extent, such as this, care should be exercised to

the arrangement of what is called a " leading wire

system." This consists in twisting a number 01' short

wires round the main conducting wire, and leading

them to those portions of the mould that are farthest

from the anode ; these, if well distributed, will have

the effect of leading the current to a great extent, to

the hollow or more remote portions of the mould.

Sometimes the ends of these wires may be inserted in

the mould, but, as a rule, the extreme points should

only just lightly touch it. The method of making

these arrangements will be seen in Fig. 28. In the

case of the present mould, the wires should just touch

it ; when everything is considered to be favourable to

obtaining a good deposit, it is to be hung from a

cathode rod, and then gradually immersed in the vat.

When a tolerably thick deposit of copper has been

obtained (sufficiently stout to bear the subsequent

operations) it should be taken from the vat, thoroughly
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washed under a tap, and placed aside to dry. The

wax model must now be removed ; to do this, get a

jar or dish sufficiently large to contain all the wax with

which the copper shell is -filled, and put it in ; then

place them in a moderately warm oven and melt out

all the wax. When this has been done, pour some of

the oil, recently used, into the copper shell and twist

and turn it about until every side of it has been

covered with the oil, then insert it over the vessel

in which the oil is kept, until every drop has

ceased to flow, this may take several hours. Now
take the copper-shell towards a window, throw

a cloth over your head, so as to exclude all the ex-

ternal light, after the manner of a photographer, and

critically examine the interior of the shell for any

••pin holes " through which the light would shine ; do

not be in too great a hurry to decide, if it appears to

be opaque, as the eye will not become accustomed to

the darkness immediately. If any are perceived stop

them out carefully on the outside with a little melted

wax. Having become satisfied that the mould is as

perfect as it is possible to make it, place it in an in-

verted position inside a tall jar or box, which should

then be filled with sawdust, paper, or rags, so as to

hold the mould in position without bending it. Now
fill it with the ordinary sulphate of copper solution.

Having previously soldered to it a piece of strap

copper, which is now connected with the zinc

element of a Daniell cell and from the copper

element lead a piece of strap copper, to the end of

which is attached a good stout sheet of electrotyped

copper. This forms the anode, and should be allowed

to dip into the solution contained in the mould,

which thus forms the depositing vat. A bar of wood

placed across the top of the mould will answer well to

suspend the anode from. The substance of the re-

sultant electrotype can be calculated by the weight of

the anodes, which should be renewed as often as

occasion requires, unless an anode of the required

weight can be employed to begin with.

When the required amount of metal has been de-

posited, disconnect the battery, pour off the electro-

lytic solution, pour several changes of warm water

into the mould, so as to clear away all the copper

salts, and then proceed to remove the outer shell of

copper. This must be done carefully by means of a

pair of pliers ; as soon as a piece at one corner has

been got hold of firmly, it may easily be peeled off

piecemeal. The finished electrotype, if these instruc-

tions have been carefully followed, will present accu-

rately every line and feature of the original bust, and

should be something for the amateur " electrotypist
''

to be justly proud of, amply rewarding him for all

the trouble involved in its preparation.

(To be continued.)

A HANDY TOOL-CHEST FOR AMATEURS.
By Rev. A. THOROLD, M.A.

IVEN so and so, says Euclid, to prove so

so, and many of us in other days would

have been content to leave the proof,

whatever it may have been that was

expected, to that accomplished tor-

mentor of our youth.

But now we say to our brother amateurs, given a

workshop and tools, show how to take good care of

the tools, and I doubt not that we shall all be willing

enough to listen.

We are told by sages that if we take care of the

pence, the pounds will take care of themselves. I

have often been inclined to think that these wiseacres

can have had very few pounds indeed at their dis-

posal with which to make their experiments, or their

experiences would have been different. Few things

take care of themselves. They have an unfortunate

knack of getting old-fashioned or too small, or they

get rusty, or forgotten, or lost, or something happens

which everybody says never did or can happen ; and

the unfortunate things, be they what they may, never

do, as it is expected ithey should do— take care of

themselves, but very much the reverse, go hopelessly

to the bad.

But of all things which are most pronounced in

their determination not to take care of themselves,

tools of all sorts and kinds are ever to the front.

Leave the window open for a night, in a moment of

forgetfulness, and in the morning each tool on the

bench is in a state of incipient decay, and the spirit

of rust will have left his finger-marks everywhere.

Leave your tools uncovered and unattended to for a

month, and the edge is off, and hours of labour are in

store for the thoughtless or forgetful owner.

In every well-ordered workshop, therefore, con-

siderable care over the contents is a sine qua non, and

for the due regard of those contents the first of all

necessities is a good and convenient chest.

Such chests, like most other things, vary. There

are costly and complicated chests, in which the

cabinet-maker preserves his delicate and beautifully

made tools, and there are the solid everyday chests of

the master carpenter, and besides these, there are the

simpler chests of the amateur, who has not yet

aspired to be the possessor of either of the before

mentioned.

I have a very convenient chest in my own shop

which was made in each detail to supply an ex-

perienced want. If you set to work to make one on

the fixed principles of the ordinary carpenter's chest,

you will doubtless have a very useful adjunct to your

shop, but probably, also, you will not have exactly
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what your everyday experience will at length show

you that you really need. For some time I used a

chest which certainly held everything I possessed in

the carpentering line, but there was the decided dis-

advantage about it that nothing that was wanted could

ever be found till the

entire contents were on the

floor. This perpetual sort

of hunt the slipper game

grew tedious after a time.

It was all very well if you

had no particular work on

hand, but to pull everything

out in your search for each

fresh tool required became

too exciting for the good of

one's work when even every

tool at last was before one.

The chest I am about

to bring to my brother

amateurs' notice has two characteristics : it is both a

chest and a cupboard.

If the tools are to be packed away, and the chest

and its contents conveyed to another place, nothing is

simpler or more convenient for the purpose ; if, on

the other hand, the tools are in daily use, and wanted

one after another, the cup-

board holds and presents

ihem in due order for our

choice. And about this

cupboard-chest there is a

point which I am sure we

all shall appreciate. How
many have been the cracks

on the back of one's head

in the old days when the

chest stood on the floor,

from the lid descending

with a vicious rapidity, just

when we could not see what

it was about ; but there are

no more of these distracting

contusions for those who

use the cupboard chest.

How often, too, we have

half broken our backs in

unavailing diving into the

almost bottomless and dark

recesses of the old-fashioned chest ; but now this is a

bygone, and we can stand to choose our tools at our

ease in the light.

The chest *I formerly used was like all chests, a

solidly made box with the lid hung on butts, and

opening upwards, and being 4 feet long, 2 feet 6 inches

high and 19 inches wide, it easily contained, as

FtG. I.—TOOL CHEST BEFORE ALTERATION OF FRONT.

FIG. 2.—TOOL CHEST AFTER ALTERATION OF FRONT.

I said, at first all my tools, and when required, all the

etceteras also of my shop. The whole height, how-

ever, from the ground to the lid was not apparent

when looking inside from the top, since I foot 10 inches

down was a false bottom, below which were two

drawers. These drawers

were side by side, and could

be drawn out from the chest

front by brass handles.

After submitting to the

many trials of having my
head periodically broken

by the lid, losing my tools

in the depths of this box,

and of not being able to

get easily at the drawers,

I set to work to make
the alterations which

experience had taught

me were absolutely neces-

sary to order and convenience.

Fig. 1 shows the chest as it originally was—

a

simple box with the lid opening upwards, and with

two drawers below. Of course, this was a very

primitive affair, and hardly deserved the name of a

tool chest at all, but as necessity is the mother of

invention, my old chest is

really deserving of praise,

since its very inconvenience

compelled me to apply a

most radical process both

to its interior economy and

exterior appearance.

Figs. 2 and 3 show what

I did. From Fig. 2 it is

seen that the front of the

chest into which the drawers

are set was cut vertically in

three places, from A to B, C

to D, and E to F, and hori-

zontally from P to Q. Cutting

the front from A to B and C

to d, parts it from the sides,

cutting it from P to Q di-

vides it from the drawers,

and cutting it from E to F

halves the entire front to

form doors, as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows the internal arrangements. The
doors, A, B, are hung with strong butts to the inside of

the sides. H is a rail inserted between the extremities

of the sides to strengthen the front and form an

abutment for the doors. M M is a nest of drawers to

be used either for small tools, or divided into squares

for nails and screws. N n are trays which are made
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to slide in and out upon the runners, R R. These

trays can either be fixed at regular intervals between

each other, or at varying distances. The latter is the

more convenient plan, as the lower tray may thus

best be used for planes, and the upper ones for chisels

and kindred tools requiring less space.

The drawers, K. K, which are shown in Fig. 4, are

Fig. 3, at S S, fastened on in loops with round-headed

brass nails ; small tools of all sorts are thus kept in

constant view, and need never be far off when wanted.

T T are bolts, one also being inside the rail at z to

keep the lid in place ; O is a lock. A coat of stain

and varnish completes the work, and we are then

furnished with as handy a tool-chest as can be wanted

also fitted with trays (Fig. 5) which lift out, fitting

down one on the top of the other when in place.

These trays are used for carving tools, fine tools for

clock cleaning, etc., and are simply invaluable from
the great number of small things which can be kept

in order and yet be always handy.

The lid it will be seen also still lifts up, being kept

in place by a knuckle joint arm, R, and is used for

saws, which are kept in place by leather straps. Upon
the inside of the doors also are straps, as shown in

FIG. 3.—CHEST WITH

DOOR AND LID OPEN

TO SHOW ARRANGE-

MENT OF INTERIOR.

FIG. 4. — DRAWER

FITTED WITH TRAYS.

FIG. 5. — TRAY FOR

DRAWER, AS SHOWN

IN FIG. 5.

in any amateur's shop. The old chest, as I said at

first, used to stand on the floor, but as no more

room was occupied by its being exalted in the world,

but rather less (for many things can be packed

underneath, glue pot hung, etc.), I made a stout four-

legged frame stand, and put the chest upon it, as

shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

The stand speaks for itself, and will need but little

explanation ; its construction, indeed, being suffi-

ciently indicated in Figs. 2 and 3, but in case any

VOL. VII—
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reader may wish for a few remarks on this point I will

add them here. First take as uprights for legs four

pieces of quartering, not less than 2 inches square,

and make their length equal to the height at which the

tool-chest is desired to stand above the ground. These
are shown at C, C, c, C, in Fig. 3. Then of the same
material cut four longer rails, as shown at D, D, and
four shorter ones, as shown at E, E. Cut tenons at

the ends of these pieces, and make mortises in the

uprights to receive them. When these pieces have

been fastened together by pegs or two-inch screws,

a stout frame will be obtained which should corres-

pond in size to the bottom of the chest, so that when
the chest is placed on it, the exterior surface of the

frame will in every part be flush with the front, back,

and sides of the chest. To the facing of the upper

rails nail a strip of h inch stuff all round, covering

either the entire surface of the side or only part of it,

as shown at F, f. This should be put on so as to be

about s of an inch above the top of the framing, and

form a shallow recess into which the chest may be

dropped. This ledge will prevent any lateral move-

ment. It will, moreover, be found useful to nail boards,

as shown at G. G, G, on the upper surface of the lower

rails ; these will form a strong and useful platform on

which to place anything, which would find a better and

more suitable resting-place there than on the floor of

the workshop.

I was advised, when about to make my stand, to

construct it with the legs splayed outwards at each

corner, on the plea that the base which the whole

affair would cover would then be greater. In the

stand made as above the direct pressure exerted by

the chest passes through each leg in a direction

parallel to it, and the construction is much more easy

because, in making the tenons and mortises for tying

the legs of the stand together, they are cut at right

angles to the stuff, whereas if the legs were splayed

they must all be cut at certain angles.

The amateur who has no repository whatever in

which to keep his tools, and is not even the owner of

a box which he can render suitable for his purpose,

as I did mine, will in due season reap his reward if

he sets to work with a will, and makes fo* himself a

tool-chest such as I have described. In doing this,

however, sundry improvements will suggest them-

selves, such as panelled doors for the front, instead of

plain doors, consisting of the original front of the

box, cut in half. The lid, too, may be made in the

form of a tray, so as to contain the saws, etc., within

it, thus leaving the space which they occupied in my
box, within the rail, t, at liberty for the maker to

form another shallow receptacle for more saws, if he

have them, by dropping a bottom into the space

enclosed by this rail and the top of the back and sides.

SOME SIMPLE DESIGNS FOR WOOD
TURNERS.
By LOIDIS.

m

HE following is a description of a few

simple designs for turners, which I hope

will be acceptable to those who, being

possessed of a turning lathe and a

modicum of skill in the use thereof,

are sometimes at a loss to know what to do with

them. They are all useful, and I hope ornamental;

and they all are also very convenient for presenting

to your friends.

Fig. 1 is a watchstand, consisting of a circular

base 3 J inches diameter and J inch thick, two pillars

5! inches long and f inch diameter, and a half a ring

3! inches diameter and f inch sectional diameter, and

a small hook. With regard to the hooks, I found that

I could not meet with any suitable in any of the iron-

mongers' shops in this town ; but I obtained what did

very well for the purpose—viz., some small iron screw

eyes, as B, Fig. 1, which are easily converted into

hooks by opening them a little ; or one might easily

be made by tapping a thread on the end of a brass

wire and then bending it into shape.

When making this kind of watchstand it is best to

make two, as you are obliged to turn a whole ring.

To turn the ring take a piece of wood 4 inches dia-

meter by I inch thick, put it on a taper screw-chuck, or

screw it on a wood-chuck, and turn one side; then turn

it the other side out and do that, and be careful when

cutting through, or the ring may fly in pieces.

Fig. 1 shows the way of fitting the pillars into

the base : the lines represent the moulding round,

and the small circle, the pillar, for which a re-

cess 5 inch diameter is made in the moulding to

fit the base, and then a small hole is bored for

the pin. I think the best way is to clamp the

base on a faceplate, or, if you have one, an eccen-

tric chuck, and turn the recess and the hole for the

pin at the same time ; or they may be bored out with

centre-bits. The ring must be cut in half, and

a small hole bored in each end to fit the pins on the

top end of the pillars as shown. (N.B.—Dotted lines

in all cases show section.) The bottom may be

inlaid as described in " Box-turning and Inlaying,"

Vol. IV, which will improve the appearance.

Fig. 2 is a needle-case, which needs very little de-

scription. The top part is supposed to represent a

head and hat ; the hat is made to take off the

head, and the head off the body, as shown by the

dotted lines. To make it, take a piece of wood 5 inches

long by J inch thick, and fasten it very firmly in a

chuck, and turn it to -& inch diameter ; then turn

the hat, with the inside at the end of the piece, and
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cut it off, and then turn a short pin to fit it, and then

the head with a pin as shown ; then bore out the

inside to the depth shown, and so as to fit the pin on

the bottom of the head ; then turn the mouldings

and cut off.

Fig. 3 is a vase made of part of a cocoanut shell,

with a wood base. I see somebody is before me in

the field with regard to the cocoanut shell business
;

but my design is very different from the one in

Part 56, so I feel no compunction in sending it ; and I

also have a much better way of polishing the shell

than is there de-

scribed ; also this

vase is much
easier to make, as

the base is of

wood. Get a co-

a rasp and then a rough file till it touches the shell all

over; then take a smoother file and do likewise; then

run the lathe quickly and sand-paper the shell right

well, first with rough and then with smooth sand-

paper. By this means you can get a splendid surface,

much better than by hand ; then turn the end of the

shell true and take it off the stand. The scollops on

the top can be cut with a file. By putting a little

electric cement over the screw head the vase may be

made watertight, and if the shell does not fit the

hollow in the base a little cement run in hot will help

it. This cement

is made of 5 parts

of resin, 1 part of

beeswax, 1 part

of red ochre, and

1 part of plaster

coanut about the size shown, and cut a small piece off

the top and extract the kernel ; then balance it upside

down on a point and mark the centre, and bore and
countersink a hole for an inch screw; then cut as much
of the soft part of the husk offas you can with a penknife

or chisel ; then take a piece of wood for the base

4 inches long by 3 inches square, and turn it to fit a

chuck ; then turn a small hollow in the end, as shown
by the dotted lines, to fit the bottom of the cocoanut,

and screw it in. Care must be taken not to have this

hollow too deep, or you will be sure to break a piece

out when screwing the shell in. And now for the

polishing. Make the lathe run slowly, and apply first

FIG. s.

of Paris, all melted together. Fig. 4 is another watch-

stand, which is not entirely made in the lathe. The
bottom and top should be 4 inches by 3 inches and

the thickness shown, and a hook may be put at each

side, so that two watches may be hung. The pins

on the top ends of the pillars go right through

the top into the finials. All the articles described

look well made of rosewood, but any other wood

will do ; but to my fancy, rosewood is as nice as

any. Instructions for polishing have appeared in

this Magazine ; but I may say that the vase looks

best done with white polish, as the yellow makes the

shell go very dark.
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A HANDY TYPE CABINET.
By "FAUST."

>

NE of the greatest difficulties experienced

by amateur printers is the getting of

type cases to suit their requirements.

The ordinary printer's cases take up too

much room, and the small founts in the

possession of the average amateur are lost in their

capacious boxes. The cases made specially for

amateurs are expensive, and not, as a rule, very

satisfactory ; while those which the enterprising

neophyte manufactures for himself, are generally, for

want of a proper idea of the mode of their construc-

tion, simply worse than useless. The divisions are

badly fitted, the bottom does not lie close to them,

and the general result is that the spaces and the

thinner letters slip all over the case, and maybe found

in every box but their own one, thus causing pie and

vexation. With the purpose of obviating, at least, a

few of these annoyances which beset the enthusiastic

amateur printer, I will endeavour to describe, as well

as I can, a handy and compact type cabinet which I

have constructed, and which is capable of being con-

structed by the average amateur who can handle a

few carpenter's tools.

The advantages I claim for it are : simplicity of

construction, economy of space, extreme handiness,

preservation of the type from dust, and last, but by

no means least, to most of us, cheapness.

It will hold more type than a dozen of ordinary

cases would, at a thitd of the cost, and if nicely made
and varnished, will form an ornament to the amateur

printing office. The upper part of it can be used as

a desk, and will be useful to hold the composing stick,

brass rule, or copy. It also possesses the advantage,

if the possessor tires of his printing hobby, of being

converted into a coin cabinet, or receptacle for fossils,

specimens, etc., by removing the divisions of the type

boxes ; or the cabinet may be constructed by the

amateur numismatist or geologist to suit their own
particular requirements.

First, then, let me say that all the wood used in

the construction of the cabinet should be of good

yellow deal, free from knots or blemishes, and should

be purchased a week or two before commencing the

work, and allowed to stand in a warm dry room to

season, so that when put together it may not shrink

or warp, and so spoil the appearance of the whole job.

A reference to Figs. I and 2 will show at once the

construction of the cabinet, and as they are drawn to

scale, you can take your sizes from them. The wood
of the sides, top, and bottom, is § inch thick, the

shelf at the top to form the bottom of the desk is

£ inch thick, the fore-edges between the drawers are

2 inches wide and J inch thick, while the fillets or

runners on the sides for the drawers to slide on, are

£ inch square. The back is lined with A inch match-

board. The drawer fronts are J inch wood, and the

backs, sides, and bottoms are of f inch wood. The
sides of the cabinet should be dovetailed into the top

and bottom, and the piece for the desk bottom

grooved into the sides, j inch, the fore edges also

must be let into the sides 5 inch. When you have the

carcase put together, take the piece for the desk lid,

and cut it 3 inches shorter than the width over the

sides, and put on two pieces of the same thickness

across the ends to prevent its warping, these pieces

must be 2 inches wide, and should be glued on and

fastened with a few long brads ; when the glue is dry,

plane up the top smoothly, and strip it up | inch

longer than the width of the cabinet, so that when
you hinge it in its place it will project \ inch over at

each end.

Take the pieces for the drawer fronts, plane them

up on one side and edge, and then fit them in, com-

mencing at the bottom, and numbering each one as .

you fit it, so that they may not get mixed up while the

drawers are in course of construction. To fit them

properly proceed as follows : lay the planed edge of

the drawer-front on the bottom of the space it is to

occupy, keeping the planed side of the wood to the

inside, and fit one end carefully with your hand plane,

then mark off and fit the other end ; then strip up to

the width, keep the fronts a rather tight fit, as when

you come to finish off the drawer it will then go into

its place easily, but if the fronts are fitted too slack to

begin with, the drawers will be too loose when fitted,

and will not work smoothly
; proceed in the same

way with the remaining fronts until all are fitted, and

I would suggest that you mark the number of each

front on the bottom edge, so that you may not make any

mistake and turn the front wrong edge up when you

come to put the drawers together. When your fronts

are all fitted, take your drawer backs and strip them up

\ inch narrower than the fronts—this is to allow for

the thickness of the drawer bottom ; then lay each

one separately under your several fronts, and mark it

off to the length, putting the same number on each

back that is on the front from which you marked it
;

do not mark them with a pencil, but with the point of

a penknife or the edge of a sharp chisel, as a pencil-

mark is too vague for neat work. Make your sides

the same width as your fronts, and square up the

ends to h inch less than the inside width of the

cabinet. You are now ready for dovetailing, and I

will assume that the intelligent reader of Amateur
Work knows how to dovetail a drawer together ; if

not, he must refer to back numbers, where the opera-

tion is described. After dovetailing, take the sides
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and fronts, and cut a groove along the inside of the

bottom of each drawer ; this groove should be

\ inch wide, i inch deep, and about \ inch

from the edge, it is best done with a f inch match
plough, but it can be done by running two deep

scratches with a long pointed marking gauge, and

taking out the piece between them with a narrow

chisel. Put the drawers

together with glue, and lay

them aside to dry while

you prepare the bottoms.

Having planed them up,

proceed to fit them in by

stripping up one edge

straight, and squaring the

ends from it. Do not strip

them to the width until

A
FIG. 3.

bottoms fitted, give them a touch of warm glue along

the edges, and slip them into their places, putting

three or four brads into the back of the drawer to

hold the bottom firm.

A reference to Fig. 7 will give you some idea of

how the grooving of the sides and the bevelling of the

bottoms ought to be done. When the glue is dry, you

can fit your drawers into

their several places, and

when all are nicely fitted,

plane up the fronts and give

them a rub of fine sand-

paper. Now put on two

small knobs on each

drawer, about 4 inches from

the ends ; also glue small

pieces of wood to the backs
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ARRANGEMENT OF CASE FOR THREE SMALL
FOUNTS.

FIG. I.—ELEVATION OF TYPE CABINET.

FIG. 6. — METHOD OF
NOTCHING SLIPS FOR

DIVISIONS.
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FIG. 7.— MODE OF GROOVING AND
BEVELLING FOR DRAWER BOTTOMS.

FIG. 2.—ENDOFCABINF.T
SHOWING FILLETS AND

FORE-EDGES FOR DRAWERS.

FIG. 4.—ARRANGEMENT OF CASE FOR TWO FOUNTS.

they are in their place, and you are finishing off the

drawer ; fit each bottom separately, and bevel off the

front edge and the ends from the under side so as to

fit the groove in the sides and front of the drawer
;

to do this neatly, groove a piece of wood about three

inches long with the same groove that you have in the

drawers, and as you bevel, keep trying it along the

edge until it slips along easily. Be careful about this

fitting of the bottoms, and you will be repaid for your

extra care in the firmness of your drawers. All the

FIG. 5 —ARRANGEMENT OF CASE FOR LOWER CASE.

so as to make the drawers stop flush with the front

of the cabinet.

Now for the interior arrangement of the drawers,

or cases, I suppose we must now call them. The three

upper ones should be fitted to hold small fancy founts

of Nonpareil, Brevier, and Long Primer. Get three

pieces of wood, J inch thick, and li inches narrower

than the inside width of the cases : cut them to

the proper size, so that they may fit tightly length-

wise ; divide one of them into three equal parts by
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gluing small strips of wood across, 1 inch wide and

5 inch thick ; divide the other two in the same
manner into two equal parts. Take the piece you

have divided into three, and bore rows of holes in it,

as shown in the sketch—seven rows lengthwise in

each division, and six crosswise ; bore the holes with

a f inch centre-bit right through the wood. See that

your bit is sharp before you begin, and bore slowly

and steadily, or your holes may run into each other,

and so spoil the usefulness of the case. Having bored

this piece, bore the other two pieces in the same
manner, but with if inch holes instead of f inch

;

put the pieces in their respective cases, fix them close

against the back, and secure them firmly with a few

if inch screws through from the bottom. You will now
have a space ii inches wide between the block of

wood and the front of the case ; divide this into six

divisions to hold quads and spaces for the founts you
put in these cases. Fig. 3 will give you a clear under-

standing of how these drawers should be done ; it

shows the drawer with the three divisions, but the

arrangement of the other two is practically the same.

Those three drawers will now hold seven founts of

type, which you must put into the holes standing on
end, with the face upwards. With a little practice

you will find that they are just as easily picked up or

distributed as in an ordinary case, while the face

being always up prevents the type being battered.

The next four drawers you will have to treat

differently, and divide them with wood so as to hold

two larger founts in each, the arrangement of the

divisions is shown in Fig. 4, and the method of half-

checking them where they cross each other, in Fig.

6. The thin wood of cigar boxes, or that of the

boxes in which Hudson's soap powder is sent out,

makes a capital material for these divisions. Before

beginning to fit them in, paste a piece of thick

cartridge paper on the bottom of the case, and divide

it into two equal parts with a piece of wood £ inch

thick across the centre, put two screws through

from the bottom into it, this gives additional strength,

and also serves to distinguish the founts from each

other. The two remaining drawers you can divide as

lower cases, or you can leave one without divisions,

and keep your electros, etc., in it. The method of

dividing the lower case is shown in Fig. 5. Of course,

these divisions are not arbitrary, and may be altered

to suit the special requirements of particular cases as

may be seen fit.

Your cabinet is now finished, and should hold

sixteen or seventeen founts of type in a compact and
handy form

;
you can varnish it with oak varnish, or,

if you like it darker than the natural colour of the

wood, you may stain it walnut. I daresay the

Staining is preferable, as, when the wood is dark, it is

not so liable to show the imprint of a dirty finger,

which is an almost inseparable adjunct of the busy

printer. Should it be desirable to keep meddlesome

fingers out of the cases, you can bore a hole right

down from the desk bottom, through the fronts of the

drawers
; put down a long wire with the top end bent

over at a right angle (so as to allow of its being drawn

up again), and by putting on a lock and locking up

the desk you can keep out all intruders.

One other thing just suggests itself to me, which

I have omitted in my own cabinet, and which I think

would prove most useful—that is, a narrow slip of

wood screwed along the front edge of the desk top.

You could then take out a case, place it on the top

of the cabinet, and use that as a frame, the piece of

wood, of course, preventing the case from slipping off.

A WIRE COVERING MACHINE.
My TUBAL CAIN.

OOKING back through the earlier parts

of this periodical, one may conclude,

judging by the number of articles and

the arguments about them between

"Amateurs in Council" on electrical

matters, that the subject is one of general interest,

and, consequently, the description of a machine for

covering wire with insulating material may not be out

of place, particularly as the writer will endeavour to

follow the lines of other papers, and explain, with all

necessary detail, the several parts of the machine, so

that anyone possessing a fair amount of skill in the

use of tools, can, with little difficulty, add this piece of

machinery to his stock.

It cannot, of course, be claimed for the apparatus

about to be introduced that it will produce work

vying with that sent out from manufactories set apart

for this especial class of electrical material ; but by its

use it will be possible for the amateur to obtain insu-

lated wire of fair average quality at the cost of the

raw materials and his own labour, which, with the

non-professional workman, counts as nothing ; so the

computation may be made at the cost of the raw

materials alone, which consist of copper wire at iod.

to is. 3d. per lb., and the covering material—silk,

cotton, or wool—the value of which is a mere baga-

telle.

Notwithstanding the fact that the machine is not

perfect, it is very suitable for producing insulated

wire for electric bells, and for line wires for the instal-

lation of the same, working well on sizes between and

including Nos. 18 and 34, B. W. G.

Ordinary sewing cotton gives a good covering,

and it can be put on thickly, or the reverse, either
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by varying the number of reels used, or the pace at

which they revolve round the wire ; or in special

cases, where extra thickness of insulation is required,

by passing the wire twice, or even thrice, through the

machine. To assist explanation, your attention is

directed to Figs. 1, 2, and 3, where the machine ap-

pears respectively in plan, elevation, and angular per-

spective. It will be seen that the framework consists

of a base, three uprights, two struts and tie-rails, for

supporting the several parts of the machinery. In

action the bare copper wire, starting from a bobbin at

the left hand of the figures, passes between two discs

of metal or hard wood, pressed one on another by a

small coil spring, the tension of which is adjusted by

a milled nut—thence over a pulley and through a

tube, at the right-hand end of which it receives its

covering of silk, cotton, or wool, as the case may be,

from the reels shown on the disc
; passing on from

this point, it goes over the second pulley, and thence

to the second bobbin, on which the wire (now covered)

is coiled.

This second bobbin has lateral movement on its

shaft, (which we will here designate the receiving

shaft,) on which, however, it is kept from revolving

independently, by a long feather, for which a slot is

cut in the hole through the bobbin core.

The pulley No. 1, is driven from a fly-wheel,

which can be the large wheel of a lathe, and with it

revolve tube No. 2, with its other fittings, the cage-

wheel No. 3, and the disc No. 4. Wheels Nos. 3, 5,

6, 7, 8, and 9, are all cogged, but in the figures, for

ease of draughtsmanship, the teeth are omitted. No.

3 is a wheel of 28 teeth or leaves, (called, the writer

thinks, a cage-wheel,) made as hereafter described.

It engages with No. 5, a spur wheel of 28 teeth ; on

the same spindle is the pinion No. 6, having S teeth

or leaves. This pinion engages with the spur wheel

No. 7, of 46 teeth, carrying on the same spindle

the pinion No. 8, of 8 teeth or leaves, in turn

engaging with the last wheel No. 9, of 78 teeth. On
the same spindle with this last is the pulley No. 10,

having three speed., in diameter respectively, 2 inches,

i£ inch, and 1 inch, from either one of which, as may
be required, a band passes to the pulley, No. 11, fixed

on the receiving shaft, on which the speeds are 2^
inches, 3 inches, and 4 inches.

Now, the object of thus using cogged wheels, is to

reduce the speed of the receiving shaft (technically

known as gearing down), so that the tube and its

fittings shall revolve, say 215 times, whilst the re-

ceiving shaft is making but one turn. This is merely
quoted as an example, and would be about the case

when the band from No. 10 pulley was on the i-inch

speed and passed to the 4-inch speed on No. 1

1

pulley on the receiving shaft.

It will be observed that the rate at which the wire

travels can be varied, by using one or other of the

three speeds on the two pulleys, and this should

always receive consideration, for the wire must travel

more quickly when covering with thick material, such

as crewel, cotton, or wool, or when the wire is of small

gauge, the traverse being adjusted in accordance with

the proportions existing between the substance of the

covering material and that of the wire to be covered.

Theoretically, therefore, it would only be necessary

to arrange a number of different speeds on the two

pulleys, so that wires of any gauge might be covered,

but in practice the machine has only been found to

work satisfactorily on sizes between certain limits, as

before mentioned, wires of smaller gauge being apt to

alternate between covering, and being covered, with

the silk or cotton, as it may be, owing, perhaps, to

variations of tension, caused by the unevenness of the

receiving bobbin, etc.

No doubt this could be obviated by introducing

balance springs, or pulleys, but the trouble expended

would hardly be repaid. Again, sizes larger than No.

18 require so high a tension on the wire, that the

pulley bands slip under the strain. This could be

arranged by discarding pulleys, and substituting

cogged wheels throughout ; but in such a case, all the

wheels in the machine must be of increased strength,

for the strain, when covering the larger sizes of wire,

is very excessive on the lower wheels of the train.

After the above general explanation we can pass on to

the details of construction.

The framework should be made of hard wood,

beech or oak, for instance. The base, A, has the

three uprights, B, C, and D, mortised right through it,

glued, and wedged up. The struts carrying the

receiving shaft and appurtenances, are fixed to the

two uprights by screws. They should also be slightly

let into the uprights, their bevels being cut at a more

acute angle than they would make with the sides, so

that the points may enter the wood and receive the

thrust which would ordinarily fall on the screws alone.

The two side tie rails are fixed as shown in Fig. 4, the

mortise of the front rail being also shown in the

figure, as also the mode of cutting the bevels of the

struts. The greatest care should be exercised in making

the framework, as the jar, (inseparable from the running

of cogged wheels one on another,) will assuredly find

out any weak points in the fitting, and make itself

manifestly apparent on the work, in the form of

lumps and inequalities in the covering on the

wire. The drawings are made to scale of 3 inches

to one foot, but it is well to give dimensions as we
proceed. The base is 2k inches by 2 inches, the up-

rights 2 inches square, the struts 2 inches by l| inch,

and the tie rails l| inches by q inch.
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The tube No. 2, can now be taken in hand ; it is

made out of a piece of \ inch iron gas-pipe, and

must be accurately straightened, the end filed up

squarely, and then plugged up with pieces of iron or

first, and the only one of the whole train that must be

made, shall receive precedence. Procure a piece

of thick brass tube with a bore just under ^ inch, i£

inches in length, mount this on a mandrel in the

brass furnished with centre point holes, as shown in

Figs. 5 and 6. The tube is now to be mounted in the

lathe between centres, and finally corrected to

straightness. Its accessories, the pulley No. 1, the

cage wheel No. 3, and the flange No. 4, must be

attached in a certain order, the cage wheel, being the

lathe and face up the two ends ; when this has been

done, the length will be just over I inch. Now to the

distance of \ inch from each end, turn the tube down,

leaving a sharp shoulder against which the two

flanges will abut. These are made of T
3
5 inch brass

1 1- inches in diameter, so as to allow of turning down
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to 1 J inches when fixed to the brass tube by brazing

or soldering. This wheel is to engage with spur

wheel No. 5, and necessarily therefore must be of

like pitch, to enure which, it is best to take the said

taking great care that the holes in each are in a line

—

in other words, that the wires, when put across, are

parallel to the axial line in all positions. These pieces

of wire should be riveted down into the holes and thus

FIG. 3.— PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF WIRE COVERING MACHINE.—Scale, 3 inches to I foot. FIG. 4.—STANDARD AND FIXING OF TIE

rails.— Scale, 3 inches to 1 foot. figs. 5, 6.

—

centre point holes.—Section and Plan. figs. 7, 8.—brass tube and
disc. fig. 9.— rod for axle.— Scale, 3 inches to 1 foot. fig. 10.

—

tension.— Scale, 3 inches to 1 foot. fig. ii.—bent
wire.—Scale, 3 inches to 1 foot. fig. 12.

—

plan of flange.—Scale, 3 inches to 1 foot. fig. 13.—L piece and fittings.

wheel No. 5 (which, at present, is not attached to

any spindle), place it on one of the flanges, and

marking a point between each of the wheel teeth,

drill holes through the flange at these points for iron

wire of a size to fit between the teeth of the wheel,

No. 5, rather loosely. Do the same to the other flange,

fixed. When the flanges have been fixed to the brass

tube, the whole should be mounted on the mandrel on

which the tube was turned, and the flanges faced up

and trued before marking the holes for the wires

(see Figs. 7 and 8.) The tube No. 2 must now be

turned, so that the cage wheel will pass on rather
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stiffly to the position shown, where it must be keyed
or otherwise fixed. The pulley, No. I (a piece of

beech or elm), 3 inches in diameter in the rough, is

next to be fixed on, and, last, the flange, No. 4, 6J
inches in diameter in the rough, made of two pieces

of f inch elm glued together with the grains crossing,

and a smaller piece of the same wood also glued on.

Now put the tube in the lathe and turn the pulley and
flange, the former to 2 1 inches, the latter to 6£ inches

in diameter. The journals, or bushes, No. 12, in which

the iron tube will revolve, can either be made out of

castings of the usual shape, or each bush of two solid

blocks bolted together with two or three thicknesses

of stout brown paper intervening, fixed on a face-

plate, faced, then reversed, faced again, and bored to

size. The bottom half of each bearing must, of

course, have two extra holes for the screws to fix it to

the top of the uprights. In fastening these bushes down,
care should be taken to get them in a line and parallel

with one another. When fixed the tube should be
placed in the lower halves, and the places for the

bearings accurately marked, after which it should be
returned to the lathe, and a small portion between the

marks turned away, but only just sufficient to prevent

lateral movement when revolving, otherwise, the tube

will be unnecessarily weakened.

The next wheel, No. 5, and pinion No. 6, are fixed

on a spindle of iron or steel and run on centre points,

or in bushes of brass.

Supposing the wheel No 5, (which, together with

all the rest may be got out of an old clock of English

make,) has a hole through its centre of \ inch, and the

pinion No. 6, a hole of \ inch. To fix them on the new
shaft, we proceed as follows : Take a piece of f inch

rod, 5i inches in length, centre it, turn up the

ends, and give it a light cut all over. Now reduce

it to \ inch for a certain distance from one end, and
to \ inch at the other, bringing the reduced portions to

sharp shoulders, against which the side of the wheel,

and that of the pinion will severally abut.—Fig. 9, The
reduced portions must be each a tight fit for its hole.

A good way to fix the wheel and pinion on to the bar

is to tin the part reduced each end, then put on the

wheel, and, what is technically known as "sweat ''it

on, which consists in placing common solder round a
joint and then heating up, adding powdered resin the

while, until the solder has run through every part of

the joint. The pinion must be treated in like manner,

and if each of these parts were in addition keyed, it

would be of advantage, especially on the lower wheels

of the train. If the holes in the wheels are small, and
it is thought inexpedient to enlarge them for fear of

throwing the centre out, it would be advisable to make
the ends of the spindle the male, and those in the

adjusting screws the female centres (see Fig. 9).

It is unnecessary to describe in detail the making

up of each spindle and wheel, ex uno disce omnes.

The other portions of the machine are very

simple. Nos. 13 are small grooved wheels of brass

or hard wood held between forks of brass, into the

bases of which rods of iron are riveted, the other ends

of the rods being furnished with screws, whereby they

are fixed to the uprights.

No. 14, (" The Tension,") is formed out of a piece

of brass or iron, bent at right angles, and on to the part

thus bent, are passed two small discs of wood or

metal, behind which is a coil spring, followed by a

screw nut whereby the pressure of the discs is adjusted

and the requisite tension given to the wire. Fig. 10.

E is a small wooden framework mortised together,

the base and sides being of the same section, 2 inches

by 1 inch.

No. 15. The bobbin on which the bare wire is

stored, is composed of a bar of wood with a flange

glued on at each end, a piece of iron rod running

through and forming the axle. The bearings for this

portion can be of the roughest form, but so made as

to allow of the bobbin being easily removed from

them, for you will find it convenient to have two or

three of these for different sizes of wire, which you

had better wind on to one of them directly you buy

it, to avoid getting it tangled, which is bound to occur

if it is left in the hank. The receiving shaft, No. 16,

is a piece of f inch iron gas pipe, the ends plugged

with pieces of iron, furnished with centre points deeply

drilled, on it are fixed the pulley No. 11, (composed of

a block of elm, in which three speeds are turned

measuring in the bottom of the grooves, 2h inches,

3 inches, and 4 inches,) and the receiving bobbin

No. 17, made of a bar of wood with a flange glued on

at each end ; the hole through the core should be of

a size to fit loosely on the receiving shaft.

The feather on the receiving shaft (shown by a

thick line) can be made in the following way. Drill a

hole into the tube where one end of the feather

begins, and another where it ends, see that you get

these holes in a line with one another. Now get

a piece of thick wire half an inch longer than the

distance between the two holes in the tube, and bend

down \ inch of each end at right angles, Fig. 11.

If the two portions bent down are hammered into the

holes in the tube, the length of the wire will lie along

the tube, and form a ridge or feather; for additional

security the wire may be soldered along its length.

A plan of the flange No. 1, is shown in Fig. 12, on

it are placed four L pieces of brass or iron, attached

by screws to the flange, and the upright portions

having spindles, on which are the reels holding the

covering material, one of these L pieces and fittings is

shown in Fig. 13. A flat piece of metal, iron or brass,
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is bent at right angles, with two holes for fixing it by

wood screws to the flange, at the end of the other

portion ot the L, which stands out from the flange, a

spindle is fixed parallel to the foot ; the other end of

the spindle has a screw cut on it. A small washer is

first put on to the spindle, then a reel, then another

washer, followed by a coil spring acted upon by a

milled nut on the screwed portion.

The threads from the reels pass through holes,

either in a plate fixed on the end of the tube, or

through wire eye loops, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. If

a plate were used, which for some reasons would be

better, as, when using three reels the thread could

pass through three holes, equally spaced round the

circumference, in addition to the four regular holes.

The plate being used in preference to the wire loops,

the holes must be countersunk on both sides, and

burnished, to prevent fraying of the covering material.

To obviate the slipping of the bands between the

pulleys at the bottom of the train (Nos. 10 and 1 1) it is

well to have them thick, and fairly tight, the grooves

being well-dressed with powdered resin.

It may here be mentioned that with a similar

machine to that described, many hundreds of yards of

wire have been covered in a manner suitable for

using in the manufacture of electric bells and alarums,

as also for line wires, and, apart from the considera-

tion of the financial saving thus effected by the

manufacture at home of this item of electrical

material, there is the satisfaction of dispensing with

all assistance from outside quarters, albeit, if you are

making any delicate apparatus, such as for instance,

a galvanometer necessitating the use of very fine and

evenly-covered wire, it will be well to purchase the

finished article from some good maker, to insure, as

far as may be it being without faults, a very rare

occurrence in the finer sizes of wire wherever you

may get it.

This apparatus will not occasion an average work-

man any unreasonable amount of trouble, for with one

exception, the wheels can be got out of an old clock,

of good and strong make, or picked up second-hand

;

the pitch of the teeth being of little consequence, so

long as the speed of the top-pulley or tube, and that

of the receiving shaft be kept in the same relation to

one another as in the machine set out above.

Now as to tools, it is the rule to stipulate that they

shall be " sharp and their temper accurately adjusted

to their work," as your own no doubt will be, after

" chasing the glowing hours with flying foot,"—be it

understood with that foot which is ministering to the

treadle of the grindstone, and you will certainly find

those hours fairly glowing ones.—Amongst the tools,

a lathe must be considered an indispensable item, it

being quite impossible to adapt the description to

meet the exigencies of those unsophisticated ones,

(happy in the possession of nought save the ever

useful hammer, saw, pickaxe, or other precise instru-

ments) with whose difficulties, arising from the uncom-

promising character of their kit, the writers of some

papers have endeavoured to cope.

The present one cannot do this, as it induces

weariness and vexation, by recalling the time when

the spirit moved liim to mutilate material with tools

cumbersome, fragile, or blunt ; in a word, unsuitable

—

scheming and contriving now to adapt the tool to the

work—now the work to the tool—working at some
handicraft, working, aye slaving under the lash of de-

termination, at the pastime of being a carpenter, black-

smith, or plumber ; carpentering with the household

tools—the saw, which only bites when a nail gets

in its way; the hammer which has so small a face,

that it is a matter of extreme doubt as to whether you

hit the nail to be put in, or that of your thumb; black-

smithing at the kitchen fire, to servants' disgust and

your own ;
plumbing with a toy bit, such as that sold on

a card with other things, and called the " Set of gentle-

man's soldering tools," with a picture of the gentleman

doing some ideal job on large pots and pans, and

directions as to how to go and do likewise. No, when

anyone goes out of his groove to do manual work, it

is only worth while when there are materials and

tools, adaptable to his aspirations.
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By TEE EDITOR.
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j6. The Britannia Company's New Wood Turning
Lathe, No. 10.

T last I have the pleasure and satisfaction of

putting before my readers a description in

detail, and an illustration of the Britannia

Company's New Wood Turning Lathe, No.

10, to which frequent allusion has been made

during the last two or three months while the machine

has been in preparation. Before I go any further, it is

desirable to say a few words on the subject of cost. It was

originally the intention of the Britannia Company to offer

this lathe to the public at £4 4s., but at that time the Com-

pany were only able to give an approximate estimate of the

price, such as they hoped it would be. Experience gathered

in the process of manufacture has shown the Company that

they cannot offer the lathe at a less price than £4 10s. with-

out sacrificing every chance of deriving any profit whatever

from its sale, and that even at the price named, the remu-

neration to be reaped on each lathe sold is such as does not

offer any powerful incentive to a speculation of this kind.

Nevertheless, it may be said that the Company have kept

faith with and benefited the public, and especially amateur

woodworkers, by enabling them to acquire the best possible

and most useful machine at a minimum of price, and I can
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only hope, that in less than six months, at least a hundred of

them will have found their way into the workshops of

leaders of this Magazine who want a truly serviceable

lathe that is not a mere toy, but who cannot afford the out-

lay necessary for the acquirement of one of the mora ex-

pensive and highly finished lathes made by the Company.

The dimensions of the machine are as follows :—height

from floor to top of bed, 36 inches ; height of centres from

bed, 5 inches ; extreme distance between centres, 36 inches.

Total weight, 144 lbs. Thus it will be seen that the new

lathe has a long bed and high centres that render it

thoroughly efficient for all purposes for which pattern-

makers, joiners, and amateur woodworkers usually require

lathes ; for example, the length between centres is sufficient

to enable us

to turn the leg

of a table, or

the standard

of a dinner

wagon, and

what more can

be wanted

since four-post

bedsteads are

out of fashion.

The machine,

whose appear-

ance when set

up, may be

gathered from

the illustration,

>s made en-

tirely of iron

and steel, ex-

J
"&*%.

cept the treadle, which is made of hard wood for the sake of

lightness, and quietness when the lathe is running. The
planed cast-iron bed is 4 ft. long and 4 in. in width and

depth. It is securely bolted to cast-iron A standards, arranged

with automatically-adjusting swivelling bearings for the steel

wheel shaft which runs through the bearings, and is fitted

with a crank at each end, outside the standards, for the two

pitmans of the treadle. The driving wheel is about 21

inches in diarheter, is made with'a very heavy wheel, having

two speeds. The heads are milled to fit the planed bed,

and the parallel bearings of the fast head to the left are

split and fitted with screws to take up wear. The steel

mandrel is made with a collar forged on and truly turned,

with a J inch [nose-screwed Whitworth standard, to which

most of the ordinary chucks in use may be fitted at any

time, as may be desired ; it is further bored up and coned

for fitting centres. The tail "end of this mandrel carries a

balance wheel, and on the shaft is a turned cone pulley,

furnished with two speeds, corresponding with the two

speeds in the driving wheel. The loose head, or poppit, to

the right, is fitted with a} inch steel spindle, screwed at the

back end and bored up and coned for centre at front end.

The means by which the loose poppit and rest are clamped

to bed at pleasure are shown in the engraving. The centres

are of turned steel with taper shanks to fit into spindles. A
face-plate, 5 inches in diameter, figured at foot of left hand

standard, a fork driver chuck, hand-rest, and 9 inch T-rest,

spanner, and belt, are sent with each lathe.

It is difficult, nay, impossible, when strength, power,

size, capability, and price are together taken into account,

to find any lathe that will prove more generally useful and

efficient for the

purposes of the

amateur wood-

worker, and

the Company

may be said to

have hit the

right nail on

the head when

they declare it

to be a "Mul-

tum in parvo

lathe," and

"the best that

can be made

at the price."

Small work

can, of course,

be done in it,

but, as it has

been already shown, work up to 3 feet in length can be

turned out also, while, as it is a five inch centre lathe, a

bread platter, nearly 10 inches in diameter, may be turned

on it. It is this capability of doing large work that renders

it particularly valuable for the amateur of all work, if I

may call him so, who wants something more than a lathe in

which he can only turn chessmen and spindles, and little

things of this description. The cheap lathe so long looked

for by amateurs is no longer a possible thing in the more

or less distant future, but is a fact achieved and positively

with us. The Britannia Company are to be congratu-

lated on having occupied ground from which it will be

a matter of the greatest difficulty to dislodge them, and

as special efforts such as this can only be made remu-

nerative by a large and steady sale, I can only hope that

the demand will be beyond even the most sanguine expec-

tation of the makers,
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For "Instructions to Contributors and
Correspondents" see page 45 of this

Volume, or Part 72, page 45.

Tne Britannia Company's New Four-
Goinea Lathe.

A Two Teaks' Subscriber writes: —
" Enclosed is a letter from the Britannia

Company, Colchester, England. Having writ-

ten to them in reference to their Four-

Guinea Lathe, it may be of use to you to in-

form Irish readers of Amateur Work of the

conditions the Company send the lathe to

this country." [The price ultimately fixed

for the Britannia Company's New No. 10

Lathe is £4 10s., but as the letter to which

reference is made affords particulars as to

the size of the new lathe, which I have not

named in my notice in the preceding page,

and names the favourable terms on which

the Britannia Company will supply tbe

lathe in Ireland, I have much pleasure in

giving it. I may also say that printed par-

ticulars may now be had, aud that the price

of the Lathe has been amended since the

Company's letter was written.

—

Ed.]

"As yet we have no printed matter re-

lating to our new £4 4s. Lathe, but we
give you particulars as follows :— 5-inch

centre single geared ; 2 speed cone for gut-

band ; spindle, i inch ; body t inch and nose;

bed, 4 feet long by i\ inches on face, by 2J

inches deep ; fly-wheel, 20^ inches diameter;

2 turned speeds for gut ; wheel shaft entire

length of bed, running in swivel bearings,

with cranks outside standards at both

ends. Terms of our hire-purchase system

will apply only to England, but we shall

have no objection to supply as follows: —
30s. deposit, with order, and balance 10s.

per month, on your furnishing satisfactory

references. Britannia Company."

Vehicle Moved by Spring, etc.

Stadt Dresden kindly sends the follow-

ing supplement to his latest remarks on
this subject, to be found in Vol VI., page

479 :
—" When writing on this subject, I for-

got to mention the fact tbat the law in Eng-
land ia against the use of motor-driven vehi-

cles, except in the form of traction engines.

The law requires the wheels to be 12 inches

wide, speed not exceeding four miles an
hour, and a mau with a red flag to walk in

front, and many other vexatious things

that I do not now remember." [Yes ; there

are many vexatious things in England as

well as in Dresden, which sorely afflict and
harass society in general, but I do not

think the EDglish law would peremptorily

compel any one who wished to ride a spring-

driven vehicle to furnish it with wheels 12

inches wide, or to form the second item in

a procession of two behind a man with a

red rag tied to a stick, an emblem which is

becoming as irritating to John Bull, as it

is proverbially to the animal from which
John takes his name.

—

Ed.]

Wood-Boring Bit.

Limden.—The wood-boring bit that you
kindly sent for me to examine and test, is

a very useful tool. There is nothing like it

on sale in this country, but Messrs. E.

Melhuish and Sons, at my request, will try

to introduce them. The bit, independent
of its value as a counter-sinker, is especi-

ally serviceable in boring holes with flat,

even bottoms for dowel pegs, and in other

cases where it is desirable that the hole

made should terminate at bottom in an
even and unbroken surface, which cannot

be effected when a centre-bit or twist-bit is

used. These bits are evidently made, like

centre-bits, in sizes, so as to bore holes of

different gauge. The bit you send is a

3 inch bit. At the end of a steel shank,

about five and a half inches long, and shaped
at the tipper end so as to enter the brace, is

a circular cup about three-sixteenths inch

in depth. Within the cup are two cutters,

so disposed that the cutting edge of each is

parallel to that of the other. These cutters

have their edges on a level with the upper
edge of the circlet of steel which contains

them, and incline in opposite directions

until they reach the upper edge of the

circlet, from which indeed they proceed. A
nick is made in the side and top of the

circlet, and this affords means of clearing

the fragments cut away by the edges of the

cutters. The nature of the tool will be

better understood from the accompanying

WOOD-BORING BIT.

engraving, in which a represents the under
part of the bit, and shows the cutters,

while B shows the tool as seen from below.

Limdkn says : "I am sending you a wood-
boring bit. I purchased it in Philadelphia

in the summer of 1886, and I have never

seen anything like it in England. Of
course, as there is a screw on the bit it is

liable to jam in a deep hole unless you take
it out and clear it, but the great advantage
of it is that it will cut at almost any angle,

and it will enlarge a hole already made. I

should say that I bought it of W. P.

Walter, 1233, Market Street, Philadelphia,

U.S.A. It cost, I think, 50 cents, or 2s."

Polishing Horns
T. J. J. (Cardigan) wishes for instruc-

tions relative to polishing and preserving

horns. The following is a brief resum^ of

the method of polishing: As horn is a
durable material, not liable to deteriora-

tion, nothing is required by way of preser-

vation. The first thing to be done is to

scrape the exterior of tbe horns, so as to

obtain a perfectly even surface. This may
be done with a steel scraper, such as the

edge of a knife held nearly upright, or with

a piece of glass. This will remove the

natural roughness, but the horn will still

present a dull appearance, devoid of lustre

To impart the desired polish, make a pad
of cloth or fl innel, and having mixed some

finely powdered bathbrick and oil, rub the
surface well with it. This will give smooth-
ness to the horn, and all that is now neces-
sary is to make another mixture of rotten
stone and oil, and apply with a flannel or
cloth pad, rubbing for some time, as the
longer the rubbing is continued the better
will be the polish. Finish with dry flour or
a little whiting, applied with a piece of

chamois leather or a piece of linen rag, fine,

soft, and clean; and complete the gloss
which this will produce by rubbing with
the palm of the hand, on which a little

whiting has been sprinkled. If the polisher

has a lathe, the polishing may be effected

by a wheel covered with cloth ; and with
twisted horns this would be far more
effectual, as it would be easier to reach all

the convolutions of the horn in turn with
a narrow wheel with a rounded edge.

Printers' Inking Rollers

.

C. H. L. (Stroud).—For new rollers use
1 lb. of best glue to 4 lbs. of treacle, adding j
lb.more glue for rollers to be used in summer.
The glue must first be soaked in water for

an hour or two, aud then melted in a
saucepan or tin placed in another saucepan
containing water; then add the treacle to

the glue, aud allow the mixture to remain
until the ingredients are thoroughly incor-

porated, which will be in about two hours.

The mixture should be allowed to boil once
after the addition of the treacle, aud then
be kept just under the boiling point until

it is ready. When ready, it must be poured
into a cylindrical mould of tinned iron

plate, in which is a core, consisting of a

wooden cylinder with iron wires projecting

from each end. The composition is left in

the mould eight or ten hours, aud, with
the core, is then slowly pulled out.

Wimshurst Induction Machine.
R. S. {Harbome) .—As a " thoroughly suc-

cessful" maker of electrical machines, you
must be aware that with an alteration in

size all other conditions must corresx>ond.

Without seeiDg the machine in question, I

can only guess where the fault lies, which I

judge to be in the number of sectors. With
twenty sectors on a disc 9 inches in dia-

meter, they must certainly be very close

together, and within striking distance—
hence the electricity " seems to cover the

plate "—the jars, too, seem to be too large.

Reduce the number of sectors to ten, and

reduce the height of the foil in the jars if

needs be, but I think the chief fault lies in

the sectors. Another point is : how close

are the collecting combs to the discs ? the

pins or teeth may be increased, perhaps, to

advantage. You must not forget that some
ebonite is very faulty, as an insulator, espe-

cially if the surface is in any way de-

composed. Shall be pleased to answer any
further enquiry.—O.B.
R. S. (Harbome),—In addition to what

I have already said in answer to previous

questions, I will say (1) that there is a

better proportion between tbe size of jar9

and discs than at first. 2. I consider a

31 inch spark a very fair result with 9 inch

discs. 3. If the sketch is fairly correct,

then there are two serious errors iu the

machine; a, the ends of the rods carrying

the comb, show no balls. Now, if the ends

are left square, then, that there is a brush
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discharge between them, is the only thing
possible. As a '* successful" constructor
of electrical instruments, R. S. must know
that a sharp point or edge will discharge
electricity, hence in all such machines, even
woodwork must be left without sharp
points or edges. I think, in my article, I
offered as an alternative, caps of india-

rubber; p, the balls at the ends of discharg-
ing rods are shown the same diameter, if

the drawing is correct, then that part is

wrong. I can offer no theory on the matter,
but to obtain the best results in practice,

they must be of a different size. 4. I have
previously remarked on the number of
sectors for the size of plates, you have too
many. 5. Have you adjusted the neutraliz-
ing rods at various angles to see where the
best results can be obtained ? 6. You ought
to get results at once, without ten minutes*
grinding. I am afraid there must be some
fault in the ebonite. Have you tested the
jars for insulation? 7. Connect one of the
discharging rods to one wire of vacuum
tube, the utber end to "earth," that is to
say, some thing outside and independent of
the macbine, and not to the other discharg-
ing rod

;
you ought to get good results. In

conclusion, I would repeat that I judge the
number, and perhaps size, of the sectors on
such amall disco form a convenient path
between th« collecting- combs, and so it

escapes as a brush instead of being- dis-

charged at tbe proper bulls. If the matters
referred to are remedied, I see no reason,

why the machine should not do all it is

reasonable to expect it to do. I may con-
clude by asking—Are the discs and sectors
varnished, except in the sectors where the
brushes touch ? What is the distance be-
tween the ends of rods carrying combs and
the ball carrying neutralizing rods r And
what the distance between the sectors
across the diameter of plate? These are
all points of importance.—O. B. [It is

difficult for 0. B. to judge of the defects of
your- machine without seeing it. You live
in Warwickshire, and 0. B. in Derbyshire.
If you would like to have his address with
the view of submitting your machine to his
inspection, I will send it to you ou hearing
from you to that etfect.—Ed.J

Caustic Soda.
Messrs. Chukchi ll & Son (Pharma-

ceutical Chemists, 118, New Street, Birming-
ham) write, iu reply to K. C. H. (St.

Pefcr's, Kent), in the October Part of
Amateur Work :— " Caustic soda can be
obtained, in London, of Harvey & Co., Red-
cross Street, E.C. May I add that it can be
obtained from us in Birmingham, as also

"Spencer's Polish.' " [Your letter, acci-
dentally addressed to Messrs. Longmans,
was kindly sent on to Warwick House.—
Ed.]

Exhibition of Repousse Work.

Mr. Haslope thinks that many readers
of AaiATtUH Work will Lke to know that
ho kas heard from Mr. Gawthorp, to the
effect, tbat the Second Exhibition of Re-
pousse Work is to be held at Mr. Baden
Powell's, 8, St. George's Place, Hyde park
Comer, early in February next ; and it is

hoped that H.E.H. the Princess Louise
will open the Exhibition in person.

Rubber Stamp Making Apparatus.
Yorkshire Man.—Write and mention

your requirements to Messrs. Rechford
and Co., -Novelty Warehouse, 149, Fleet

Street, London, E.C, and say that the

Editor of this Magazine has recommended
you to do so.

Fat Oil Varnish.

J. J. B. (Liverpool) remarks, in reference

to my reply to R. C. H. {St. Peter's, Kent) :

—You are wrong iu suggesting a fish oil.

A " fat oil," in the varnish trade, is under-

stood as a good old linseed oil. Oak, copal,

aud other gum varnishes, well aged, will

come under the term used. [I shall be

very glad to have a paper or papers from
you on oils, paints, and varnishes, the

mode of making them, and their applica-

tion and suitability for different purposes.

It would be useful and helpful to many.
My inference was suggested to me from
haviDg noticed that some of the paints

supplied in tins are made up with fish oil,

and that they are thicker in consistency

and, therefore, more " fatty," as I should

term it, than paints made up by the oil and
colourman.

—

Ed.]

Rope Making.
Faust (India).—This shall not be for-

gotten. I can easily imagine that a know-
ledge of the modus operandi is desirable for

residents in our colonies and dependencies.

It cannot, however, be touched in the pre-

sent Volume.

Lock Making.
Faust (India).—A paper on Lock Mak-

ing would be insufficient to cover the
manufacture of " tumbler and lever locks,

something on the principle of the famous
Chubb and Hobbs' locks, with keys," etc.

Remarks on the rehabilitation of locks,

how to open a lock when the key is ivnfor-

tuuately lost, and how to file and cut blank

keys to supply the place of missing ones,

might be desirable ; but it is impossible to

go into lock making thoroughly, and de-

scribe the locks of which you speak.

WiUesden Paper.

J. M. (Stockingjord).—Willesden Water-
proof Paper can be obtained direct from the

Willcsdeu Waterproof Paper Company, to

whom application should be made for

specimens, prices, etc. The London office

of the " Willesden Paper and Canvas Co.,

Limited," is 3-t, Cannon Street, E.C.

Kaleidoscope, and Dolls' Furniture.
W. C. C. (Highbury Vale).—I have not

forgotten the promises made relative to

papers on the manufacture of the Kaleidos-

cope and Dolls' Furniture. As soon as Mr.
R. Thompson sends me his papers, ar-

ranged for some time ago, on the former
instrument, they shall appear ; and I take

this opportunity of calling on him to do so

at the earliest possible date. It is some-
what hard on the part of contributors, who
have promised and vowed, to impose on me
the burden of writiDg reminders. The
whole of the work—clerical and editorial

—

connected with this magazine (the adver-

tising department only excepted) is done
by me, and by me alone. For months—

I

may say years—I have not been able to

write a line in Amatsur Work, save and

except that which I must write in my
capacity as Editor, and this is precisely the

reason why I have not as yet been able to

give instructions for making Dolls' Furni-

ture. I will, however, do, what I was going

to say is the next best thing, but which, in

all probability, is very much better, namely,

refer you to Nos. 787 and 78S Doll's

Kitchen and Furniture, in German Renais-

sance style —examples of tasteful and
exceedingly pretty things in this way

—

supplied post free for 5^d., by Mr. Henry
Zilles, 9, South Street, Finsbury, London,

E.C.

Varnishes, Paints, etc.

Messrs. Miles, Williams & Co. (Limi-

ted), of Booth, Liverpool, have just received

the Gold Medal, the highest award at tbe

Antwerp Exhibition, for the excellence of

their exhibit of varnishes, paints, lubri-

cating oils, dry soap, and other prepara-

tions. This makes the fourth time this

firm has carried oif the highest honours for

their special class of goods. At the late

Building Exhibition they had an excellent

display of their now well-approved Bri-

tannia Patent and Prize Medal Staining

Varnish, which gives a bright, smooth,
enamelled surface ; Britannia Brunswick
Black, which imparts a quick-drying and in-

tensely black surface ; B ritannia Varnish,

for protecting all kinds of silver and metal
goods, and is impervious to rust, chemical
action, or oxidation of any kind, whilst it

is equally adapted for picture frames,

especially, as it can be readily cleaned

from surface dirt by washing. The Bri-

tannia Furniture Cream is an excellent

composition, as it is both a polishing and
renovating compound, and imparts a good,

hard surface. Their Patent Varnishes for

carriage painting, ship decoration, and
wood staining, is an invaluable non-

absorbent compound, which quickly and

permanently gives a brilliant, durable sur-

face, to imitate any kind of wood. These
compounds, though new, have been tho-

roughly tested by experts, and subjected

to severe tests at the various trials to

which all the foregoing specialties were
submitted before the awards were given.

They are also spoken highly of by the trade.

[It must be understood that tbe above
is a communication received from Messrs.

Miles, Williams & Co. (Limited), and is

inserted for the information of my readers.

I have never used any of the preparations

made by the firm, and therefore cannot

bear testimony to their excellence ; about
which, however, there seems to be no room
for doubt.

—

Ed.]

An Example for Others.

Iago Crui writes:— " I received from
you a packet of leaflets for distribution,

last week, which I did in our workshop the

following morning. I can distribute any
quantity you like to send me. I have two
ironmonger's and one grocer's shops I

could take them to, and they could use

them for packing purposes, if you think

that would do. I think it a great pity that

so many young men should waste their

time and money in such a useless habit as

tobacco Bmoking, when for the price of

half an ounce a week they in a month could
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buy one Part of Amateur Wobk, and for

the remainder of their wasted money they

could get the materials to work anything

they would like from it; and I am sure

they would fill their heads with something

better than tobaeco smoke ; and the

drinkers can get something here, too ; and

I wish * ours ' every success it has a claim

to." [Undercurrents are not perceptible

on the surface, though they may be known
to exist. Ton will have discovered that

underneath the ostensible purpose of

Ajiatecb "Work, which is patent to all,

there lie other purposes, like undercur-

rents, of which one of the strongest is to

suggest work for idle hands, and to save

Satan the trouble of providing mischief

for them to do, thoagh nothing may ever

quench his desire that way.

—

Ed.]

Utility of "Amateur Work."

J. J. B- {Liverpool) writes:—**I am oue
of those who have been benefited by Ami-
tetth Wobk, I have erected a greenhouse,

9 feet by 8 feet, and made two Overmantels

and a Hall Looking-Glass Frame, from
•Information Received,* in the Magazine."

[These are satisfactory results, and must
be considered as excellent returns for the

money invested in the purchase of the

Magazine from the commencement.—Ed.]

Silicene Glass Painting.

The Kev. E. J. Simpson llletton Sectary,

£ou(jht<;>t, Xortcicl) writes :—"Seeing the

advertisement of the art of ' Silicene Glass

Painting* in Amvtece "Work, last year.

I wrote for the materials aid set to work.

I am exceedingly pleased with the process,

and have succeeded in painting three win-

dows in my church ; one as a memorial to a

deceased parishioner. The effect is quite

equal to stained glass, and the windows
are much admired. I should like you to

toention this in Amateur "Work, as an
encouragement to others to follow my
example " [I insert yoor communication
with the utmost pleasure, as it is an
example that I should like to see followed

by all clergymen who have leisure and skill

to do so.

—

Ed.]

Hand Power Flour Mill.

Facst (India).—This matter has been
taken in hand by Olia Podeida. He is

making experiments with a mill of his own
const ruction, and when he has obtained a

result satisfactory to himself he will de-

scribe the mill for the information of your-
self and other readers interested in the

matter.

Vevers' Burnisher.

A. F. K. [Oxford) writes:— "For the

benefit of those who may desire information

on the subject of the burnishing of photo-

graphic prints, I may perhaps be allowed

to say that I have purchased one of the
6)-inch burnishers supplied for Us. 6d. by
Mr. C. C. Vevers, the well-known author of

the articles on ' Dry-plats Photography,'

in previous issues of Amat?ur Work; and
I have obtained very satisfactory results

with the machine. The only fault I have
to find with it is, that in its present form

iteel roller to which the

wheel is screwed is round, and consequently

the wheel sometimes tends to slip while

the print is passing through the burnisher.

Mr. Vevers informs me that he intends to

remedy this defect at once ; and no doubt

the machine will then be an excellent one

— quite as good as could be wished for by

any amateur photographer."

INFORMATION SUPPLIED.

Grain Tim: Where to get it—Solder,
etc.

J. B. (Seaford).—Grain tin can be bought

from most ironmongers, or what does just

as well, viz., tin in the " ingot," most large

ironmongers keep the latter, the price

varies according to the market and quality,

from Is. to Is. 6d. per pound. It should

be melted in an iron ladle over any fire, as

the tin has a low melting point like lead, I

do not recommend home-made solder for

either of the reasons stated by J. B., but

simply because it is very convenient to

make your own solder, and the quality can

be varied to suit the class of work it is

wanted for. A solder of a finer quality is

used for blowpipe soldering that is gene-

rally used for the copper bit, and a much
finer quality is used for soldering white

metal goods or plated ware. Most tin-plate

workers mix their solder by rule of

thumb, and can tell by the colour and spots
or streak down the middle if it will do.

Further on, I shall give a complete list of

solders, with the heat they melt at; for the

present, let J. B. try either of the follow-

ing : 1£ part tin, 1 part lead, or 1 part tin,

1 part lead. If at any time the solder is

found to cling or drag, and not to flow

freely, remelt it, and add more tin. Always
use sheet lead, or scraps of lead water pipe

will do. Never use any of the "composi-
tion gas pipe " for alloying with tin. When
melted in the ladle, add a bit of resin to it,

this cleans it, it should be run into strips

on a piece of iron plate, it will be found

more convenient for use in this form than

when in mass.

Boot and Shoe Making-.

J. S. {St. George's).—The papers on boot

and shoe making, entitled " Boots and
Shoes: How to Make and Mend Them,"
appeared in Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, and 10,

comprised in Vol. I. of this Magazine, and
Part 21 in Vol. II.

Organ Building.

W. F. D- (Brighton).—1. The scales given

in Part 13 are quite sufficient for a chamber
orgau. Bead the concluding remarks in

Chapter II. 2. Yes, the Iueblicht Gedacht
CC block will be of the same size as Tenor C
Open Diapason. 3. Oak is better than pine

for pipes, but the latter gives very satisfac-

tory results if well sized as directed, and is

not so costly. 4. Octave on swell would be
useful, but not absolutely necessary. It

would be better to make it draw separately

from the other couples, as it would enable
you to use either at discretion. 5. The ar-

rangement of draw-stops will do very well.

6. A "mixture" two or three ranks might
be added, using a separate slider for each

rank, but no bearer need be placed between

them, as the sliders will work all right

against each other, and thus save space. If

you make each of your other sliders and
bearers a trifle narrower, you will gaiu suf-

ficient room for the "mixture" without
widening the soundboard. Buy your
" mixture," and bore the holes for the feet

the same size as for the Flageolet pipes of

the same length. It should be very lightly

voiced, or the effect will not be good.

—

M. W.

Launch Engine Boiler.

Stadt Dresden writes in reply to

H. H. D. B., Vol. VI., page 3S4:-"I do

not recommend you to have a multitubular

vertical boiler as they do not heat well.

Better have one with a cross tube in the

fire-box, and a coniGal uptake as per sketch.

Material—£ inch Lowmoor iron for shell,

b, b ; for fire-box, cross tube, and uptake,

b, b, b ; these latter might be T% inch

thick with advantage. I strongly advise

you not to make such a boiler yourself, as

the result would be far from satisfactory,

and perhaps even disastrous. I suppose

you are looking for cheapness in doing the

work yourself. I was of that opinion once

until I had actual experience to the con-

trary. If you want to get the job done
cheaply, write to a maker of small boilers,

or to any boiler-maker (sometimes the

former folk are more expensive than the

latter, and sometimes it is vice versa), and
make as good a bargain as you cau. Cor-

bould or Cobbold, of Middlesboro*, works
cheaply ; his price for such a boiler would
be about £7, of course, without fittings.

Dimensions of boiler—Height, excluding

ash space, 36 inches ; diameter, 18 inches
;

fire-box, height, 21 inches; diameter at

bottom, 15 inches— at top, 12 inches; up-

take, 5£ inches tapering to 4} inches ; water

tube, 3£ inches tapering to 3 inches ; fire

hole, 9 inches by 6 inches ; arm hole, 6

inches by 4ji inches ; mud holes, 2J inches

by S\ inches. The measurements are all

inside. Engine would have been better if

2J inches by 3| inches, but the present one

will probably do if driven at 200 revolutions

per minute. Diagram of screw, 11 inches,

two bladed."

Coffin-Making and Mounting.

Iago Cybi writes in reply to J. E., page
48:— "1. Ton can get price lists from
Messrs Oswald, Caldicott and Son, and
Messrs. Hickman and Clive, of Birming-

ham. 2. Oak and other boards used iu

coffin-making, are bent at the shoulders by
kerfing them to within about one-eighth

inch of being through, they are generally

kerfed three times, about three-quarterinch

between each kerf, and the boards are bent

very gently and carefully, if too stiff to

beud, cut a little deeper, but take care not

to cut through ; if the wood is too dry,

toak it with hot water. 3. I know of no

way of polishing, only with French polish ;

of course, the grain is filled up first. I have

seen many so-called quick-drying varnishes

and polishes tried in our shop, and we
make a great number of coffins every year,

both polished and unpolished, and we have

found none to give satisfaction so far. Nos

dawch,"
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Glaze Wheels for Polishing Iron,

Steel, and Metals.

Faust (India) asks:—"Will any reader

be kind enoagh to give me some informa-

tion on the making of glaze and polishing

wheels that may he used on a spindle that

could be attached to a lathe." [Cover the

edge of a wooden wheel with huff leather,

and powder the surface with very fine

emery powder, rotten-Btone, or any polish-

ing powder.—Ed.]
Polishing Horns.

Nbpenthb writes in reply to A Wan-
derer, page 48 :

—" I have met with excel-

lent success in polishing horns, by using

glass for first smoothing, then a sponge

dipped in powdered pumice stone and
water, then powdered ' rotten stone ' and

oil applied with chamois leather, and finally

oil alone, followed by dry rubbing with

clean leather. With any plan, plenty of

elbow grease is necessary."

Canvas-Covered Canoe.
Deadwood writes in reply to H. M. H. I.

M., page 48 :
—" The canoe with the sails as

illustrated will not sail on a wind at all,

unless the helm is hard a-lee, in which case,

of course, good sailing is out of "the ques-

tion. This is supposing she is in proper

trim. To be more explicit, if the head of

the canoe were very much depressed, and
the stern almoBt out of the water, Bhe

might be kept to the wind, but the per-

formance would not be at all satisfactory,

putting aside the absurdity of boring aloog

like a bottle-nosed whale. The mast should

be placed at least 18 inches nearer the stern,

and the bowsprit dispensed with, the tack,

or outer end of jib, being carried to the

etem-head. The canoe will then, or ought
then, to carry a little weather-helm. With
regard to the amount of sail shown on plan

(over 60 square feet), T think it more than
enough, and if added to, a, capsize will

most likely result; indeed, for anything

like a breeze, the area would most probably

require considerable reduction. I will, .at

no distant date (if the Editor approve.) give

drawings of, and instructions for building

a canvas-covered canoe with centre-keel,

and the same style of craft, but iu wood.

In the meantime, if you require to know
anything further, I shall be most happy to

assist you."

Nepenthe writes iu reply to H. M. H.

I. M., page 48 :—" Noticing your cor-

respondent's enquiry about the canvas

canoe, described in Vol. IV., page 274, I

venture to say that I think Sticklkback's

sail-plan a well-balanced one, and that such

a boat would not carry a 'weather helm.'

But in so small a boat, after considerable

experience in touring with canoe, I iroufd

not US3 a jib at all, one sail being all that

the single-handed ' crew ' should attempt

to handle under circumstances where risks

are sure to be encountered. It has hap-

pened to me to be obliged to lower my
mainsail in view of an approaching fquall,

and then to find that my jib halyards were
' jammed,' preventing my putting the boat's

head to the wind, with the result of being

carried far out of my course before the sail

could be secured, not to speak of the im-
minent peril of such misadventure. I doubt
if more s\il could be safely put upon the

boat, as planned, unless ballast were
carried, which is sometimes much in the

way. Any advice I can give to enquirers in

canoe sailing, I Bhall gladly contribute

through your pages, or otherwise.

Enamel for Cycles.

F. G. H. writes in reply to Stadt
Dresden, page 48 :—" You might try Black

Japan, which will dry hard and smooth. If

found too thick, add a little turps."

F. E. {Driffield) writes in reply to Stadt
Dresden, page 48 :

—" I have always found

Ardill's Enamel perfectly satisfactory,

provided the article is clean and free from
grease. You have plenty of choice, how-
ever, for there is Harrington's ' Arab
Black,' J. Price's ' Chez Lui* enamels (any

colour), Myddleton's ditto, etc. Consult

'Wheeling,* * The Cyclist,' or 'Bicycling

News.' "

J. J. B. (Liverpool) writes in reply to

Stadt Dresden, page 48:—"Black Japan
is the best black. Coloured enamels for

amateurs are be3t obtained by colouriug

spirit varnishes, and apply by rapid brush-

ing in warm room."

Repairing: Oxygen Gas Bag.

J. J. B. (Liverpool) writes in reply to

J. B. (Eat tboume), page 48 :
—" Re-stitch the

seam, and coat over with solution of india-

rubber (or caoutchouc) dissolved in ether."

INFORMATION SOUGHT.

Bone Setting.

Young Bone-Setteb writes:—"Can any

one give me advice how I may attain

greater proficiency in the art, and also

what are the best books on the subject of

bone-setting, sprains, and fractures ? Is

there any society where certificates may he

obtained for their treatment ? " [I am glad

that you add—" Of course, bone-setting is

beyond the scope of Amateur Wore, but I

hope you will do your best for me." I in-

sert your query, and, as far as my own
knowledge goes, say that the St. John's

Ambulance Society is the only Society I

know that grants certificates to those who
have qualified themselves to render aid in

cases of emergency to those who have re-

ceived any badily injury. Classes for in-

struction are formed at certain times iu

most large towns under the auspices of the

Society.—Ed.]

Furnace for Brass Boiler.

M. W. F. T. writes:—"Can any corres-

pondent of Amateur Wore kindly tell me
if it is possible to have a coal or coke

furnace for a small horizontal, cylindrical

brass boiler, 9 inches long by 3J inches

diameter? If so, I shill be much obliged

for directions, and if possible, drawings

for its construction. Is there any other

way of heating a boiler like this which is

not so expensive as methylated spirits ?
"

Sharpening Saws.

J. B. (Seaford) asks :—What is the proper

way to sharpen Disston's great American
one man cross-cut saw, for ordinary fir

timber ? At what angle to the blade should

the file be used ? I presume two files are

necessary, one triangular and one flat. I

notice some sawe are filed nearly square

to the blade, while others are bevelled to

an angle of 45°. Why is this ?

Pianoforte Tuning.
Chromatic writes: —" I live far away from

any pianoforte tuner3, and, consequently,
am obliged to tuue my own, as I cannot
afford to pay the exorbitant fees charged by
those who come from a distance. I tune by
the equal temperament, but cannot entirely

get rid of the ' Wolf ;

' my difficulty is, iu

not knowing when the intervals are suffi-

ciently imperfect. Is there any good work
published that would help me? Could I

get a set of tuning forks giving the exact
4 bearings * of the middle octave ? Any hints

or advice would greatly oblige."

Bears Choreutoscope.
O. B. writes in reference to the query put

by J. G. B. (Nelson, N.Z.), page 48:—"I
have seen your note re

4 Beal's Choreuto-
scope/ I must confess I do not know what
J. G. B. means ; perhaps the reason why
his request has remained unanswered is,

that others are as ignorant as myaelf. Does
J. G. B. mean Dr. L. Beal's Camera Luceda,

or arrangement for drawing microscopic

objects ? If that is what he means, then I

shall have pleasure in sending description

and working drawings of it. Whether this

is the instrument J. G. B. means or not,

perhaps others would be glad to know how
to copy faithfully, objects seen by the

microscope." [I have never heard of a
" Choreutoscope " myself, nor can I recog-

nize from the name what the instrument

might be. Unless words of this kind are

very plainly and legibly written, it is pos-

sible to. make a mistake in putting them
into type. Had the word been Choreato-

scope, I should have thought it to be an

instrument resembling the Praxinoscope

and Zoetrope, which caused apparent mo-

tion in figures drawn on slips of paper. J.

G. B., however, when he wrote a second

time, did not say there was any error in

the spelling of the word, so we are bound >

to take it that the instrument is what be
calls it, namely, Beal's Choreutoscope. I

await with some curiosity the solution of

this scientific enigma.

—

Ed.1

Lantern Slides in Transfer.

The Rev. R. J. Simpson (Metton Reotory,

RougMon, Norwich) writes:—" I have seen

lately, at a toy-shop, some very beautiful

lantern slides, issued by a German firm,

whose name and address I cannot discover.

They are evidently transfers, and are sold

at a very cheip rate—viz., a set of 12 for

3s. Can anyone possibly ascertain for me
where the transfers can be obtained ?

"
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N inductorium,
d for Amateur Work, Illustrated, by the Rev. O. Beckerlegge.

References to Letters in Figs. 1, 2, 3.

itinum Pointed Screw
ing Screw; </,Platinum
the Terminals of the
through the Binding

2ct Battery with Coil

;

Hammer to Vibrator
;

g, Standards of the
sonnection between the
ar, c

; j, and m, Ter-
;s to lock the Platinum
:t. Connection is to be

made as follows : From the Battery Terminal a, to the first end
of the Primary at m, through the Coil to the other end at j.
From /by a wire under Base 'Board tog; g is in connection as
the Commutator is drawn with /, which is joined under the Base
to /', which is in connection with/; from / to b the other
Battery Terminal /; and i are extension, as before said, from the
two pirts of contact break to the Condenser.

F'g- 3

—

«, Iron Pole extension screwed to the Bundle;
b, Iron Bundle

; c, Primary Coil ; d, Ebonite Tube ; e, Short
Ebonite Tube to fix the Coil in position

; /, Disc to ends
of Tube (see Fig. 7.); g, Ebonite Discs ; h, Secondary Coil in
Sections, /; Condenser.

Fig. 2.— Plan Showing Connections
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MOUNTING OSTRICH EGGS.
By F. A. M.

m

HE illustration given in Fig. 1 herewith,

will, I think, prove that this is work which

well repays a little time and trouble.

While not able to pretend to great ex-

perience in this

direction, the writer has just

finished three eggs, and
thinks a short account of

how the work was done may
prove interesting.

The eggs were brought

over by a friend from the

Cape ; some of them were

full, and, though three or

four months old, proved quite

good, and one egg would

suffice for several omelettes,

being equal to about thirty

hens' eggs. I understand

the eggs when full can be

obtained for about ninepence

each at the Cape.

The first thing will be to

bore a hole to let out the

inside. This can be done

with a centre-bit (about

half an inch); care must be

taken to get the hole as

nearly as possible in the

middle of the end. This is

very difficult to do by the

eye alone, and as the egg

will have to be chucked to

cut and bore it truly, it is as

well to chuck it at once.

To do this a large chuck

of soft wood will be required,

for the size of the eggs is

considerable. The largest of

the three dealt with by the

writer was 5^ inches in dia-

meter and 6 inches long,

about ; the smallest was FIGc

about i inch smaller both ways,

hardly oval at all, that is, it is easy to mistake

the larger end ; they are not very far from

spherical, and are slightly flattened sideways to the

extent of about —§ of an inch, which makes it more
difficult to manage them. The shells are hard and

brittle, chipping off in small flakes ; they are strong

to resist compression, but weak in every other way,

and would not require great force to burst them open

from the inside. Perhaps the best way to make the

chuck is to build one up of segments, as patterns are

made. It is not necessary in this case to make joints

of the ends of th segments as in a pattern, so it will

not be at all a difficult task. Take a J inch planed

board of pine, or even deal, cut out a 7 inch round,

and screw it on to a face-plate ; now cut a pattern for

your segments, of card or

thin wood, set the com-

passes to 3£ inches and then

to 2 J inches, and strike out

arcs ; now as you want six

segments to the circle, mea-

sure with the radius on its

own arc, and that will be the

length of the arc you re-

quire, viz., one-sixth of the

circle ; now saw out the

pattern and use it for draw-

ing out other segments ;
you

will want four rows of six

each, and then a row of

wider ones struck with 3.^

inches and 2^ inch radii, so

as to leave a hole of 45

inches, or about the diameter

of your smallest egg. Glue

on a row of segments,

trimming the ends with a

chisel, and leave to dry at

least two hours ; then you

can face up that row with a

very light cut, and glue on a

second row, taking care to

lay the ends of the second

row on the middle of the

first so as to break joint, put

on a weight and leave to

dry as before.

The chuck being finished,

bore it out to fit the smallest

egg, and press it in pretty

hard with the hands (no

danger of crushing it), and

get it to run as true as pos-

sible. Now bring up the

graver, scratch a circle

about f inch in diameter on the end : the graver

is held with the ground face up and the handb

down, and it soon blunts. Go on cutting till you

begin to get through, then take off the chuck and

stand the egg up, and rap gently on the little round

piece of shell till it cracks round and you can

take it out ; now put in a little stick, and, breaking

through a thick skin, stir up the inside matter ;
then
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The eggs were rest, and, using a small
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put the egg over a large basin, and the contents will

drain slowly out : you can now wash the inside with

hot water, and replace the egg in the lathe. When
the edges of the hole have been trimmed and trued

with the graver, you can begin to cut the shell in two.

Here, be content to make haste slowly, and use a very

slow speed ; you must also allow your hands to give

way a little, as the high parts of the shell come round,

and then follow it up again with the tool so as to cut

to an equal depth all round. When you get about

half way through, you can finish the cutting with a

hack-saw, but mind the half shell does not fall off or

it will break. Now having laid aside the top half of

the shell, proceed to trim up the edge of the half still

in the chuck, then turn your hand-rest inside it, find

the centre with the graver.andput a small drill through;

thus all the centring will have been obtained at

one chucking. Probably you cannot get at the bottom

of the shell to cut a J inch hole, but you have deter-

mined the centre and can enlarge the hole afterwards

from the outside by a centre bit, or*by drilling a circle

of small holes and then filing smooth.

You can now take the half shell out of the chuck

and treat the other eggs in the same way. After this

they will require to be cleaned. Boil them first in a

saucepan with strong soda and water ; this will remove

the worst and loosen the tough layers of skins inside

the shells, when the first and thickest skin can be

pulled out. Now wrap a rag round the end of a stick

and dipping it in acetic acid rub the shells with it

thoroughly ; it takes time to get off all the skins inside.

^X

FIG. 3.—RING IN SECTION, AND FIXING OF PINNACLE.

Not much need be said about the wood mounting,

because no one who had not had some experience in

turning would attempt such a piece of work as this.

The ring is, howe/er, rather troublesome from its

size, and the difficulty of getting a piece perfectly

sound ; one piece the writer thought was sound flew

into about ten pieces the moment it was cut off!

Rosewood can be got large enough, and it is generally

sound ; Orangetta wood looks well, its brown colour

harmonizing well with the cream colour of the shell

;

a piece of plank n inches by 5^ inches by 1 inch

thick will do to mount one egg, and the piece cost

about one shilling : it must be

sound. Indian red-wood is a fine WKWM
red colour, and turns very pleasantly, ||l»i
being slightly softer than the other lili
two, but also rather apt to split or iiiHL 1

chip : it is very even in its grain. It
llllllp!

is not necessary to cut out two large wSfr-x
'

rounds for the ring and the bottom,
llfifmil 1

as the ring can be cut off the piece

for the stand with the parting tool.

This is shown in Fig. 2 ; the ring is

glued to the cover, the edge of which

not having been trimmed in the lathe

since the sawing off, can only be

smoothed a little with a file, but this

will be of no consequence when
glued into the ring. When the cover

is lifted off it leaves the edge of the

body quite bare, which is the reason

why that part should be more

carefully finished. The lower edge

of the ring, including the fitting lip, can be made first,

before the ring is separated from the stand : it will

then require to be pressed into a wood chuck to finish

the outside and make the fitting for the top part of

shell. Fig. 3 shows the section of the ring and how
the pinnacle is affixed to the top by a wooden nut in-

side. For all such screws as these, in the absence of

a traversing mandrel, the traversing bar comes in very

well. It is most necessary that the ring should be per-

fectly dry before attaching it to the shell, and to en-

sure this it would be best to leave it a week or two

after separating it from the stand ; unfortunately the

writer omitted this precaution, and the result was that

in one case the ring came loose, and in another, it

contracted upon the shell and cracked \ of an inch

off half way round.

A HOME-MADE WASHING MACHINE-

FIG. 2.—DIAGRAM
SHOWING HOW
TO CUT RING
AND BOTTOM
OUT OF ONE
PIECE OF WOOD.

By OLLA P0VR1DA.

II. -Fixed Beaters—Cross-piece—Bearings—Spin-

dle for Driving—Handle—Mitre Wheels—
Alternative Form of Tub—Conclusion.

HE revolving beaters and false bottom

were treated upon in detail at the close

of the last chapter—page 68 ; the next

item in order, therefore, that is to

be considered, is the fixed beaters,

which are secured to the inner wall of the tub.
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Fixed Beaters.—These are six in number, and

should be made of similar material to that employed in

the manufacture of the revolving ones. Each beater

will require a piece of stuff 20 inches long by ih inches

wide, and \\ inch or if inches thick. A piece 20

inches long by 16 inches wide of the above thickness,

will give the number required, or a piece 5^ inches

wide and 5 feet 1 inch in length. In marking them

out on the stuff, a templet of stiff brown paper or

cardboard should be used. The term " templet '' may
not be understood by everyone. It is the technical

name of a pattern, or mould, representing the form of

any piece of work in outline where similarity of repro-

duction is required with economy of labour and time.

The preparation of the templet in the present case

is a simple matter. In the first place, a pattern of the

curvature on the inside of the tub, must be made by

fitting to it the edge of a thin piece of wood. This,

with the aid of a sharp pen-knife, will soon be accom-

plished ; after which, the curve as found must be

transferred to the paper or cardboard, and that por-

tion of it which occupies the position of the beater

when fixed, used as the base line from which the

width and contour is to be struck, or rather set off.

Although this outline is not very important, yet that

given in Fig. 1 (see Folding Sheet for December)
should not be seriously departed from.

When the outline has been satisfactorily drawn
upon the paper, it must be cut out. This done, the

templet is complete, and all the beaters may be

marked from it direct, by laying it on the stuff" and

tracing the outline with a pencil.

It will be observed on reference to Fig. 2 (see

Folding Sheet for December) that these beaters are

tapered sideways, being iHnches thick at the root,

and 1 inch thick on the inner or rubbing edge. This

taper should be given to the stuff before cutting to

outline, so that the benefit of square ends in planing

may be retained. Each beater must be fitted sepa-

rately, and all their relative positions marked to avoid

confusion. They must be well bedded and very firmly

screwed to the sides of the tub, as they are liable to

he^avy strains in event of the clothes being jammed or

packed tightly. Brass screws must be employed, and
driven from the outside of the tub. The curved and
rounded rubbing edge of each beater must be finished

off smoothly with sand paper.

Cross-piece.—This member, marked E in the

illustration, is given in detail in Fig. 6. If conve-

nient, beech, or ash, should be employed, but failing

that a piece of sound spruce will do. The dimensions
are, 2 feet 7 inches long by 5 inches wide and i\

inches thick. It must be shouldered down at the

ends, and fitted tightly into the mouth of the tub.

The hole or bearing for the upper end of the vertical

spindle must be marked and bored central to the

inside of the tub, and should be slightly charred with

a hot iron, so as to obtain a better working surface for

M. The cross-piece, is kept in place by screws,

through the side of the tub into the shoulders. It will

be safer perhaps to forego the final securing of this

part until the whole machine has been fitted together

and everything adjusted.

Bearings.—There are two of these, marked F in

the plan and elevation, and given in detail as to pro-

file in Fig. 7. They must be made of hard tough

wood, arranged so that the grain runs parallel to the

base. The holes for the bearings of spindle must

correspond in height and must be treated with a hot

iron, similar to the one on the cross-piece. To make
these bearings, a piece of wood io\ inches long by

3 \ inches wide and 7.\ inches thick will suffice for both.

The height from the base to the centre will be

governed by the size of the driving-wheels, so that

unless wheels of similar dimensions to those drawn

are used, this dimension will have to be obtained

before cutting out the bearings, and, in fact, before the

stuff can be provided, as it will directly affect the

width. Each bearing is secured by two brass screws

driven from the top of the feet. The distance of the

inner bearing from the centre of the vertical spindle

will be determined by trial setting, so that the wheels

shall run freely ; between the outer one and the handle

a loose washer is interposed to clear the arm of

handle and side of tub.

Spindle.—This part, shown in detail in Fig. 8, may
be made out of a piece of common round bar iron, 1

inch in diameter and 14J inches long. If a lathe is

come-at-able, it should be centred and turned true, and-

the small end turned down to half-an-inch in diame-

ter for screwing to fit nut. In the absence of a lathe,

recourse must be had to the file, and the spindle

brought as near truth as possible by checking the

progress with a pair of callipers. The squared shoulder

and the small end for nut may be roughed out with a

cold chisel, and finished with a file. If preferred, the

handle may be riveted on, in which case the nut

would be dispensed with, but an attendant disadvan-

tage would be that the portability of the handle would

be lost, it would become a fixture, but, of course, this

would be a matter of choice to the builder.

Handle.—The form of this part will be clearly

understood from the view, given in Fig. 1, assisted by

the detail in Fig. 9. To make the web, or lever part

of the handle, a piece of iron 16 inches long by i\

inches wide and * inch or \ inch thick, will be

required. It may be marked and cut out to the pro-

file given in Fig. 9, or left parallel ; either will do, if

being merely a matter of taste. In the end fitting on

square, a hole J of an inch in diameter must be drilled
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and squared with chisel and file. At the other end,

a f inch hole is also drilled so that a piece of f inch

round bar iron may be driven on tightly, and riveted

as shown. This forms the handle, and is cased with

a wooden sleeve or tube, revolving freely so as to

obviate friction on the hands when at work. To make
this part of the handle, a piece of J inch round iron

1 1 inches long will be required. The wooden sleeve

is kept in place by a washer, secured in turn by

slightly riveting over the end of the handle. The
wooden casing should be made of ash, and in doing

this the hole ought first to be bored in the manner
shown in Fig. 11. After which, the case may be

turned in a lathe or planed up smooth. A substitute

for wood, may be adopted by making a leather cover-

ing with a stitched seam, or, simpler still, by bending a

piece of smooth sheet iron, or stout tin until it enve-

lopes the handle completely.

FtG. 12.—ALTERNATIVE GEAR.

Note.—Figs. 12 and 13 are Half Size.

of this the speed would be slightly diminished, but,

on the other hand, the power would be raised in

the proportion of i£ to I. In any case, when
ordering the wheels at the foundry it will be neces-

sary to decide which is to be used, and show the

sketch to the founder, or, if ordering from a distance,

a rough sketch or copy of Figs. 10 or 12 will be suf-

ficient. The wheels should be cast of gun-metal,

cast iron being liable to rust. A neat wooden case

should be fitted over them to guard against accidents

to the clothes or fingers. In ordering the wheels the

size of spindle should be specified, so that they may
be bored to a suitable size. In keying or fixing

them on the spindles, a square groove or key-way

must be cut through the eye of each, as shown in

Fig. 13. Corresponding with these key-ways, flats

must be filed upon the spindles, and keys of the form

given in Fig. 14, fitted and driven tightly. The gibbed

30 TEETH

Mitre Wheels.—A detail of these is given in Fig.

10. They will have to be purchased, and, except for

the distance from centre to back (2| inches) the

particulars'given need not to be strictly adhered to.

Most foundries possess patterns of different sizes, from

which a choice can be made, and the nearest corres-

ponding size selected. For instance, instead of twenty

teeth at % inch pitch, twenty-five teeth at £ inch pitch

would do, or sixteen at f inch, provided that the dis-

tance given differs little. In any case, it will be best

to buy the wheels first and fit the gear to them after-

wards. Of course, instructions might be given

whereby a pattern to suit might be made, but this

would be rather a heavy job for an amateur, and, be-

sides, the saving would be next door to nothing. Fig.

12 shows an alternative form of gearing, which it

would be wise to adopt, if there is likelihood of much

heavy work, such as blankets, etc. By the adoption

FIG. 13.—ELEVATION
OF KEYWAYS.

head is for convenience in withdrawing the keys,

should it become necessary at some future time to

take the machine to pieces for repairs.

Alternative Form of Tub.—For the benefit of

those who may prefer constructing a tub, or who may

not be able to conveniently obtain a cask for the pur-

pose, the following instructions are given, in order

that they may be able to carry out this part inde-

pendently. Fig. 16 is a plan of this form, and Fig. 15

an elevation of the same. It will be seen to consist

of twelve staves, bound together by three hoops.

The inside diameters are equal and parallel, but the

outside is tapered, being at the bottom half an inch

less in diameter than the top, in order that the hoops

may drive tightly and hold. The total depth, or,

rather, length of stave, is 2 feet, and there are twelve

staves, each 6J inches wide at the widest part. To

make the staves, we shall therefore require a board
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FIG. 15.—ELEVATION OF ALTERNATIVE FORM OF TUB.

FIG. 17.—SECTIONAL ELEVATION IN PART OF
ALTERNATIVE FORM OF TUB.

A, HAMMERED GROOVE WITH TWINE
LAID IN IT.

FIG. 16.—PLAN.

FIG. 19.—DETAIL OF STAVE IN SECTION BEFORE ROUNDING
AND HOOPING.

Note.—Tig. 14 is Full Size. Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18, are One-eighth
Full Size, or on Scale of ij inches to a foot. FIG. 18.

—

plan of bottom of alternative form of tub.
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8 feet i inch long by 20 inches wide, and i£ inch

thick ; the staves being \\ inch thick at the top and

\\ inch thick at the bottom. Fig. 18 shows a plan of

the bottom, as marked out into a polygon of twelve

equal sides, accomplished by first dividing into six,

and then subdividing into twelve. The bottom is

1 inch thick, and should be in one piece, if procur-

able. To facilitate the building, a piece similar in

shape should be prepared to support the staves at the

other end. This piece may be of \ inch or f inch

stuff as convenient, and should be of precisely the

same form as thebsltort. The stuff for the staves

must first be cut to length and width, and planed on

one side. Then three pieces must be taken and
bevelled on the edges, to correspond with the angle

of the dotted lines and sides, as in Figs. 18 or 19.

These three pieces must first be fixed temporarily on

the bottom and the other similar piece, and their posi-

tions mirked by figures in order. The other staves

may then be fitted singly, care being taken that they

bed fairly and evenly against each other. When this

has been done, and they are all fitted edgewise, they

may be planed down to the required taper—namely,

\\ in. thick at the top, and \\ in. at the bottom.

This done, they must next be rounded to correspond

with the radius of the outside, after which the hoops

may be driven. The measurement of the hoops must

be carefully taken by trial and a little allowed for

stretching, as if a shade small, they may be enlarged

by hammering, but if too large, the hoop is spoilt.

Before putting on each hoop, it should be hammered
all round on the inside of the upper edge, so as to

make it slightly conical, to suit the taper on the sides

of the tub. In putting the staves and bottom together

for hooping, each stave and side on the bottom should

be well smeared with whitelead or thick paint to

ensure watertightness. Another plan to ensure this

on the edge of the bottom is to hammer a groove with

a round peaned hammer and lay a string into it in

the position shown black in Fig. 17; the tendency

of the wood when wet being to recover its former

shape, the string is thereby forced tightly against the

inside of each stave. Each hoop must be well driven

home with a set and a heavy hammer; but before the

upper one is driven tight, the temporary end must be

removed. The timber used in the manufacture of the

bottom and staves may be of pine or spru:e, provided

that it is quite free from " shakes " or knots, and

it should be dry, so as to give every chance to its

properly expanding and keeping watertight while

in use.

The difference in form between this alternative

and the half cask illustrated in connection with the

previous matter, will entail some slight modification in

the fixed beaters, c, legs, D, and the cross-piece, E ;

but it is considered that, after what has been said, this

will readily be grasped without further explanation.

I trust that the foregoing may be of use to those

who stand in need of such a domestic labour-saver

;

and, in concluding the present paper, would intimate

that, with the kind permission of the Editor, it is my
intention, in the near future, to supplement these in-

structions with others descriptive of the construction

of a simple and efficient wringing-machine, which, like

the washer, shall be almost exclusively built of wood.

THE FORMS OF TOOLS.
By A FOREMAN PATTERN-MAKER.

III.

—

Bottom Rake, or Angle of Relief—Tool
Angle—Classes of Tools of Chisel Type—Adze,
Axe, and Hatchet—Handling—Kdge of Adze,
etc.—Percussive Tools -Smith's Chisels—Mill-
wright's Paring Chisel — Turning Chisel—
Carver's Chisels— Timber Scribe— Gouges —
Gouges of Carvers and Turners—Handling
Chisels and Gouges.

T is a fundamental principle, to be ever
"

borne in mind in connection with this

subject, that in all cutting tools, no

matter how diverse their forms, the

strength of the cutting edge is governed

by the angle which that face of the tool lying to, or

next the material which is being operated upon,

makes therewith. In technical language this angle

is termed " bottom rake,'' or " bottom clearance," or

the "angle of relief." In Fig. 28 the cutting edge is

strong, being well supported by the mass of metal

below it forming the body of the chisel ; and in this

case it so happens that there is no angle of relief at

all. In Fig. 29, whi:h is an ordinary roughing tool

for use in the metal-planing machine, there is

abundance of strength behind the cutting edge, and,

as in all tools of this class, there is a small angle of

relief, A. Lut in Fig. 30, leaving out of consideration

the incorrect mode of application of the tool as a

chisel, it is evident that, supposing it to be forced

along and constrained to move only in the direction

of the arrow, mounting it, say, in a stock like a plane

iron, the edge would not stand, but would become

broken away in contact with any but the most yielding

materials. Therefore, it is always necessary, as far as

practicable, to keep the tool face as nearly as possible

in a line with the surface of the material which is

being operated upon (as in Figs. 28 and 29), both to

retain a keen cutting edge and to lessen the labour of

operating it.

Also, the nearer the top face of the tool coincides

with the face of the material being cut, the easier

will be the task of removing that material. This is

obvious from a comparison of the Figs. 28 and 3r,
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and we all know it in a practical way. Between the

top and bottom faces is included the " cutting angle,"

or " tool angle." Hence we get the ideal chisel form in

Fig. 28, viz., the lower face coincident with the face of

the work, the top face or bevel as nearly coincident

with it as the angle necessary for strength will permit

of; the smaller that angle—strength not being sacri-

ficed, the better. Therefore, we have to bear in mind
these two points—the maintenance of the most acute

cutting angle which the nature of the material will

permit of, and the presentation of the tool to the

work in such a manner that the two conditions just

named shall be fulfilled with as close an approximation

as the nature of other conditions will permit of.

Merely stating these principles now, we shall return

to them when occasion arises.

Tools of the chisel type may be conveniently

divided into two classes—those which are driven to

their work by a percussive action, and those which

are actuated by simple thrust or pressure. In some
of these tools no such distinction can be made, as

they are employed in either way indifferently. The
distinction is quite arbitrary, not affecting the prin-

ciples of the tool forms, but is one which exists in

fact, and we may conveniently make use of it.

Taking the tools of the percussive type first, we
note the axe, hatchet, and adze, forming a group by
themselves. We need make no distinction between

the two first tools, because there is essentially none,

the chief point of difference being that the one is

heavier than the other, and is used with both hands.

All axes and hatchets are doubly bevelled, and the

handle is in line with the cutting edge ; and in these

respects they are broadly distinguishable from the adze.

Being doubly bevelled, it is scarcely possible, without

much practice, to produce even an approximately

true face with them ; their chief use, therefore, lies in

dividing and splitting rather than in dressing to

shape. When splitting, the cutting function is nil,

because the timber divides at some considerable

distance in front of the cutting edge, being forced

apart by the thicker portion of the implement. But
all wood workers use the hatchet more or less for

dressing roughly to outline, as when roughing down
wood for the lathe, or to save labour in planing down
an excess of thickness, chamfering edges, and so on.

Then, according to the thickness of the chips re-

moved, the action partakes partly of splitting, partly

of cutting. Unless the chips are very thin, the

splitting predominates. When using the hatchet or

axe, it is difficult to start cutting to a line on the face

where the tool first enters ; but it is easy to cut to a
line down an edge situated vertically, or to cut

down a face very broad. The reason is, of course,

that in the latter case the stuff itself becomes a guide

to the tool ; while in the first case, the eye and hand

are the only guides available. In no case can a true

plane be produced by an axe or hatchet, because of

the manner in which the bevelled edge enters, cuts,

and is deflected off from the face of the material.

The adze (Fig. 32) is a tool bevelled on one face

only—the inner one, hence the outer face becomes a

guide, quite efficient for the purposes to which it is

applied, such as the dressing over of heavy timber of

more or less curved outline. Sincethe tool is swung
in an arc of large radius, the face is curved accord-

ingly, and the face of the timber, when dressed,

presents a perceptible wave-like surface. The swing

of the adze is controlled by allowing the wrist and

forearm to strike against the right thigh at the ter-

mination of each stroke (Fig. 32).

The handling of each of these tools is that best

suited to the purpose for which they are employed.

The axe is liable to become loosened through the

wrenching to which it is often subjected when stuck

fast in a deep cleft; and there is also the tendency to

fly off when being swung. Hence it is hafted like a

hammer, the inner portion of the eye resting against

a shoulder on the handle, a wedge on the outside

holding it fast. The tendency of the adze is mainly

to fly off ; besides which, unlike the hatchet or axe,

it requires to be removed from its handle for grinding.

Hence its only fixing is that of being slipped over a

tapered handle, the larger portion of the taper being

outwards, or in the direction in which the adze

would fly. (See Fig. 32.) Thus, the head can never

go off centrifugally, but it can be detached in an

instant for grinding by striking the butt end of the

handle upon the ground. Again, the handles in each

case are long, to enable the workman to swing them

with acceleration of speed in the descanding stroke.

By sliding the hand to and fro, he is enabled to lift

near the head, but to strike at some point nearer the

butt of the handle, exerting power in the first in-

stance, but speed in the second, the force being

applied about midway between the fulcrum (the left

hand) and the load (the head), as in levers of the

third order. The curving of the handle lengthways

enables the hand to accommodate itself to the

varying angles of the tool without that weariness

which would result from the use of a straight handle.

The section of the handle is oval, so that the

workman has more command over the tool than he

would have if it were circular, and is able instinc-

tively to direct the cutting edge to any required angle.

One peculiarity in the formation of the cutting

edge of an adze, axe, or hatchet cannot fail to be

noticed, the curving lengthways. This is imparted for

the same reason that a rebate plane is made skew

mouthed, and a turning chisel bevelled, or that a firmer
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FIG. 28.—CUTTING EDGE STRONG. FIG. 29.—ROUGHING TOOL, CUTTING EDGE STRONG. FIG. 30.— CUTTING EDGE WEAK.
FIG. 31.—CUTTING EDGE STRONG. FIG. 32.—THE ADZE, SHOWING ITS USE. FIG. 33.—CURVED EDGE OF ADZE.

FIG. 34.—COMMON CHISEL, FOR METAL CUTTING, AND ITS USE. FIG. 35-—"SETT" OR CHISEL HANDLED LOOSELY.

FIG. 36.—SETT OR CHISEL HANDLED WITH WITHYS. FIG. 37.—ANVIL CUTTER. FIG. 38.—PARING OR FIRMER CHISEL

HELD TO CUT VERTICALLY.
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FIG. 39.—PARING OR FIRMER CHISEL HELD TO CUT HORIZONTALLY. FIG. 40.—CARVER'S CHISEL. FIG. 41.— CARVER'S
PARTING OR V TOOL. FIG. 42.—FRONT BENT GOUGE. FIG. 43.—TIMBER SCRIBE OR TOOL USED FOR MARKING
DIMENSION LINES ON TIMBER. FIG. 44.—WOOD ENGRAVER'S GRAVER. FIG. 45.—BACK BENT GOUGE. FIG. 46.

—

CURVED GOUGE DRIVEN BY PALM OF HAND USED AS MALLET. FIG. 47.—MODE OF USING GOUGE AND SIDE
CHISEL.
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or paring chisel, is moved diagonally when cutting,

that is in each case, in order that the wood fibres

shall be attacked obliquely and in detail ; for if the

hatchet or adze were ground straight across, all the

fibres would be divided at once, which cannot be so

effectively done, as their division in detail, or in suc-

cessive sections around the curved edge, Fig. 33.

These tools are of the utmost service for the

heavier kinds of woodwork and are common to several

trades. The other examples of purely percussive tools

are of more limited use, though more generally em-
ployed than are some of those to be noted presently.

The socket and mortise chisels are the heaviest chisels

made. The first takes its name from the unique mode of

handling employed, the wood of the handle being

driven into, and enclosed by, a socket, which forms a

continuation of the tool itself, and this, as we see, is

a survival from the days of the old bronze users.

The purpose of this is to avoid, as much as possible,

the splitting of the handle, due to the constant per-

cussive force which is exercised upon it. The mortise

chisel is very stoutly handled, the shoulders being

broad and thick, and the handle of a massive oval

section, yet it often splits down. These chisels are

always actuated by the mallet. Mortise chisels usually

range from \ to J in width, advancing by rVths. A chisel

of the exact width of the mortise is always used, but

it is -fa narrower next the tang than at the cutting

edge, the taper being necessary to allow the tool to

clear itself. Since the leverage on these tools is very

great when scooping out the chips, the thickness is

about half as much again as in the width, so that

there is hardly any risk of fracture taking place.

Among the purely percussive tools must be classed

the chisels used by engineers and smiths, which,

though of various forms, are not essentially different

from the tools we have been considering. The main
distinction consists in their more obtuse cutting

angles, due to the difference in the hardness of the

materials which they have to attack. Fig. 34 shows
the common chisel employed for general pur-

poses, and its mode of use. Minute differences in the

cutting angle and in the mode of grinding are made
for different classes of work. For steel the angle

should be slightly more obtuse than for brass; for

steel and wrought iron a greater width of chisel can

be used than for brass and cast iron. But, actually

the same tool is often used for all metals indifferently,

but it is of importance that the cutting edge should be
either straight, or slightly rounding transversely, never

hollow, for a hollow edge will dig into the metal and
draw the tool out of its level course. An edge quite

straight will do for heavy work, but for light chipping

a slightly rounding edge is preferable, as finer and
narrower chips can then be removed. The smith also

uses this chisel, but he employs besides, what are

termed ' ; hot sets " and " cold sets," that is chisels

handled loosely (Fig 35) or with withys (Fig 36) ; the

only difference being that the hot sets are ground

more acutely for cutting off hot iron, than the cold sets

for cutting off iron cold. The anvil cutter, or anvil

chisel, is also a smith's tool (Fig. 37), which is placed

in a hole in the anvil face, while the bar to be divided

is laid across it and nicked by striking on the bar

so laid, with the hammer.

Cape chisels, round nose, cow mouth, diamond

point chisels, and other forms, are simply modifications

of the chipping chisel, and are used in the same way

as purely percussive tools. The chisels which are

actuated indifferently by percussion and by thrusting

are of numerous forms, according to the class of work

for which they are designed, as firmer, paring, mill-

wright's, coachmaker's, and others. All are ground

with a single bevel, but vary in length and in

strength of cross section. The firmer are the

shortest and are used for ordinary and common-place

work of the most general character, both with and

without the aid of the mallet. The paring chisels are

about twice the length of the firmers and are thinner

in proportion to their length than any other kind.

Made originally for the use of engineers' pattern-

makers, who found the firmer chisel much too incon-

venient for the paring of large superfices, they have

since come into most general use among cabinet-

makers, carpenters, and joiners. They are too slight

to bear much of the percussive action of the mallet,

but are usually thrust by the pressure of the hand

alone. Fig. 38 shows how a paring, or a firmer chisel

is held when cutting vertically. Fig. 39 shows the

same tools when cutting horizontally. When cutting

to a line vertically, it is the practice to steady the

chisel to the line by placing the forefinger of the

left hand on the stuff and against the chisel face
;

when cutting horizontally the three forefingers of the

left hand are often pressed lightly on the chisel to

keep and guide it to its work.

The millwright's paring chisel was the precursor of

the pattern-maker's chisel, differing from it only in

being about twice as thick. It is used with and with-

out the mallet, and its main purpose is the paring

through of the hard wood cogs of mortise wheels, and

the rough heavy work about a mill, for which lighter

tools are unsuitable. Of the coachmaker's chisels we

need say nothing, they occupy a position between the

firmers and the millwrights' tools, so we pass on to

the non-percussive tools. They are not many, but

comprise the turning chisel, the draw knife, and some

few of the carver's and wood engraver's tools, besides

some minor forms peculiar to special trades. We
must dispose of these rapidly.
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The turning chisel is almost the only doubly-

bevelled one of the series, and is used with the mini-

mum of muscular effort. Adroitness, which can only

be attained by practice, is more essential than strength

or pressure, the secret being to keep the acute corner

clear of the revolving wood and to hold the tool

sufficiently firm to prevent it from striking backwards

and outwards by centrifugal force. Its action rather

approximates to that of the plane than of the chisel,

both in respect of the angle at which it is presented,

and in the continuous nature of the shavings which it

removes. If we seek to pursue the analogy we may
note the guide principle in an elementary fashion in the

edge of the rest upon which it is supported and tra-

versed. Turning chisels may either cut or scrape

according as they are presented to the material. To
cut perfectly clean, a side chisel must be presented at

a tangent to the work, and obliquely, so that it shall

cut diagonally through the grain. This is necessary

when turning soft woods, to avoid tearing up of the

grain. With hard woods it is not so essential, but

the side and also the firmer chisels may be presented

normally, or perpendicularly to the material, and so

scrape, leaving a clean surface ; but they require to be

well sharpened. It is thus that hard woods can be

turned into elaborate outlines with scraping tools

whose edges are counterparts of those outlines, while,

with soft woods such is impossible, but much dexterity

in the manipulation of gouge and side chisel becomes

. necessary.

The chisels of the carver are of very special

forms ; the firmers taper backwards towards the tang

like mortise chisels, but the taper is more pronounced,

and there are right and left-hand "corner" firmers, in

appearance like turner's side chisels. The chisels of

this type are also bent similarly to the gouges and are

made both square across (Fig. 40), and right and

left-hand corner. The parting or V tools are also

modifications of the chisel, and these are made
straight and curved (Fig. 41), and still more curved

or bent, like the gouge (Fig. 42). These various forms

are necessary because of the irregularly curved and

angular outlines of carved wood.

The timber scribe is a chisel-like tool (Fig. 43),

doubly bevelled, used simply for the marking, or

rather cutting in of dimension lines into timber.

The gauges also are true chisel tools, the nicker

cutting a shallow groove into the wood by which the

workman is guided when planing or cutting. A
blacklead line is not suitable for exact work, and is,

moreover, liable to become obliterated. But a scribe

or gauge effects an actual separation of the grain

fibres, and immediately the chisel or plane reaches

the line so marked, it is seen to have penetrated the

wood to a sensible distance, and the workman stops,

therefore, within a hair's breadth of the dimension

desired. These tools are employed on the guide

principle, the scribe against the edge of a straight-

edge or of an irregularly shaped templet, while the

gauge is guided by its own adjustable head sliding

against the edge of the material. Fig. 44 shows the

graver used by the wood engraver, made in different

degrees of acuteness.

Gouges are in their varieties and modes of use

almost identical with the chisels, and their cutting

angles are similar ; the broad distinction between the

two being that the latter are employed for the cutting

of plane surfaces, while the former are used for curves

or arcs of circles. The idea of producing a curved

surface at one operation rather than by a laborious

and rude process of gradual abrasion, occurred to

mankind at an early stage of culture, since " hollow

chisels " remain to us from the later stone age. There

are five classes of gouges, firmer, socket, paring,

carving, and turning. The first three are about equal

in length, width, and substance with the chisels of

these respective classes. There is a broad distinction

between firmer and paring gouges. The firmers are

always bevelled upon the rounding or outer face, so

that the cutting edge is on the inner radius, while the

paring tools are always ground upon the inner radius,

the cutting therefore being on the outer face. This

indicates the difference in the manner of employing

the tools, the firmer gouge being used as a scoop, cutting

in a direction curvilinear with the axis of the tool,

the paring cutting in a right line similarly to a chisel.

The gouges of the carvers are essentially light

firmer tools, either straight, or curved in the direction

of their length. The object of this curving is to

facilitate the cutting out of ornamental work when it

is hollowed or recessed so deeply that a common
firmer tool would not take the curve readily, but scrape

and chatter. For very quick curves " bent " gouges,

or " spades," which are gouges of flat sweep, are

used (Fig. 42). Gouges bent in the contrary direction

(Fig. 45) are also made, and these are termed " back

bent gouges," to distinguish them from the " front bent

gouges " (Fig. 42). These are all ground on the outer

face, and are used with or without percussion. A light

mallet is often employed, but quite as commonly

the palm of the hand is improvised as a mallet, as

in Fig. 46, which shows a " curved gouge."

The turning gouges are the stoutest of their order.

They are of about the same length as the side chisels

but of greater substance, in order to withstand the

inevitable shocks incidental to rough turning. While

all the other gouges are ground so that the cutting

edge has the slightest amount of transverse curvaturei

these are ground very nearly to a semicircle, in order to

give the tool penetrative power without an excessive
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amount of muscular exertion, and to allow of free

manipulation at all angles without great risk of the

corners of the tool catching in the wood. Fig. 47
illustrates the mode of holding both the gouge and
the side chisel, by which rigid control and perfect

power of guidance are exercised.

In axes, hatchets, adzes, mortise chisels, and in

the heavier tools generally, the cost of the best cast

steel precludes its use for all except those portions

where the cutting, or the force of impact comes.

Hence the cutting faces and edges only of these tools

are made of steel, and in the case of axes, etc.,

usually the heads also. The line of weld is always

distinguishable by the bright appearance of the steel.

Chisels and gouges are handled in three ways
according to the uses for which they are employed.

First with a tang only, as in turning tools which are

never struck with the mallet ; second, with a tang and
thin shoulder, as in firmer, and paring, and carver's

chisels and gouges, the shoulder being a necessary

provision when the mallet is occasionally used, in

order to prevent the tang from being driven too far

into the handle
; third, with a very stout shoulder, as

in mortise chisels, or with a socket, when the use of the

mallet is habitual and severe. Lastly, in all chisels

the handle is well rounded to prevent the spalting out

which results when the mallet strikes angular edges.
The shapes of handles depend very much upon the

taste and fancy of the workman, but there are certain

conventional forms which have been evolved by use
and custom, and which are, presumably, the best

adapted for their purpose ; several of these are
illustrated in the engravings.

{To be continued.)
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A FRET-SAWING MACHINE FOR
LARGE WORK.

By PITCEP1NE.

GOODLY number of fret machines have
from time to time been described in

these pages, and it, perhaps, needs some
little apology for introducing yet another,

but the machine here described is in-

tended for a wider range of work than can generally

be accomplished by an ordinary fret saw, and this,

together with its extreme simplicity of construction,

will, I trust, recommend it to some of the numerous
readers of this Magazine.

I lay no claim to any originality in the design, the

machine from which I have made my drawings

having been made some years since from a design, the

origin of which I cannot remember. This, however,

will not detract from its usefulness, which, after all, is

the main object. The range of work which may be

done with this machine is considerable, for it may be

satisfactorily used—not only for delicate fretwork, in

which case the larger table is often of great advantage

in supporting the work and preventing breakage—but

also for circular work and fretwork of more than

ordinary thickness, say 4 or 5 inches, for which the

compass saw is generally used, the work being much
easier of accomplishment with the machine than with

the compass saw.

In considering the drawings, my readers will bear

in mind that similar parts are distinguished by the

same letters in each figure ; for instance, the four

uprights, B, b, B, B, in Fig. 1, are the same as B, B, in

Fig. 2 ; but the latter figure, being drawn to a larger

scale, only half the length of the table and saw frame

is shown, the corresponding half being similar in all

respects. Fig. 1 is ^th in. scale, or in other words, on

a scale of J inch to 1 foot, and shows the table ready

to receive the saw frame. The saw frame itself, fixed

in position on the table top, is shown in Fig. 2, which

is drawn to a larger scale for the sake of clearness in'

the details of construction.

The table should be well and strongly put together,

so as to stand firmly while the saw is working. Please

take note of this, for if the table is at all rickety, the

machine will be a dismal failure, but it is not a

difficult piece of joinery to put together, and to most

of our old friends, will be mere child's play.

The framework, A, A, A, A, may be of 3 inch

quartering, so as to form a strong substantial base.

The four uprights, B, B, B, B, are 2 inches square,

and strongly mortised into the framework, A, A. It

will greatly add to the stability of the table if the two

back uprights are connected by a cross bar, not shown

in the drawing, about half-way between the table top

and the floor.

The cross bars, C, C, are mortised into the uprights,

B, B ; and B, B, the upper edge of these cross bars,

being 6 inches below the under side of the table top.

The top of the table, D, should be made of some

hard wood, such as oak, ash, beech, or elm, the top

of the uprights, B, B, B, B, being let into it. The
object of having hard wood for the top is that the

work slides round more easily upon it. If the top

were of deal, the work would be apt to stick, to the

great detriment of any curve you might happen to be

cutting at the time.

The treadle, E, of oak or ash, is hinged on to the

front bar, A, with a couple of strong butts. At the

front part of the treadle a steel screw ring is inserted;

through this is passed the cord, F, F, by means of

which the saw frame is worked up and down. This

completes the table or stand, and we have now to fit

the saw frame to it ; in doing this be careful to have.
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everything perfectly

square and nicely fitted,

so that your saw may
work smoothly and

steadily.

The saw frame con-

sists of the upper saw

bar, G, and the lower

saw bar, H, both if in.

by I inch. These, as

well as the rest of the

woodwork now to be

described, must be

made of oak or ash.

The slides, J, measuring

if inches by § of an

inch, are firmly mortised

into the upper saw bar,

G ; they pass through

mortise holes cut in the

table top, and through

similar holes in the lower saw bar, H. These slides

should fit very accurately in the mortise holes cut in

the table top, but at the same time should slide up
and down with perfect ease. Holes, i inch apart, are
bored in the lower end of the slides, J, through which
pegs may be passed, so as to regulate the distance
between the upper and lower saw bars to accommodate
different lengths

of saws.

The uprights,

K, K, are I inch

square, and are

fastened to the

ends of the

table for the

saw frame to

slide between

;

consequently,

the distance at

which they are

placed apart is

the same as the

thickness of the

saw bars, G and

H, and they

should be care-

fully fitted so

that the saw
bars may slide

up and down
easily, but with-

out shake. They
are screwed to

the end of the

FIG. I.—TABLE READY TO RECEIVE SAW FRAME. -fa Scale.

FIG. 2.—SAW FRAME FIXED IN POSITION ON TABLE TOP.

table and to the cross

bar, c. It will help to

steady them if they are

slightly let in before

screwing.

The cross bar, L,

if inches by i inch, is

firmly screwed between
the uprights, K, k. The
top of this bar is 16 in.

above the top of the

table.

The saw frame is

attached to the cross

bar, L, by means of two
indiarubber springs, one
of which is shown at

M. They are made of

solid, lound indiarub-

ber, if inches in circum-

ference, and 5 in. long.

A good method of securing them to the bars is to take

a piece of thin cane, 4 inches long, and split it in

half. Smooth each half on the inside, and thin them

in the middle, leaving 1 inch at each end full size.

Cut two or three notches on the inside of each end.

Soak the cane in water until it will bend into a loop

without breaking. Wrap a bit of thin leather (a piece

of old kid glove

will do) round

the end of the

indiarubber,
then bend the

cane in a loop

over the end of

the indiarubber,

with the ends

an inch down
on each side.

Now bind the

loop on as

tightly as pos-

sible with wax-

end. The springs

may then be

fastened to the

cross bar, L, and

the upper saw

bar, G, with

strong twine

passed through

the cane loops.

The clamps

for the saws are

put through the
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centre of the saw bars, and to prevent them turning

round as the work is turned against the saw, a small

iron or brass plate, I inch wide, is let into the lower

edge of the saw bar, G, and into the upper edge of

the bar, H, and the clamps pass through these. A
wing nut on each screw serves to tighten the saw

to the proper tension, a brass collar being passed over

the screw first to prevent the nut from biting into the

wood. Of course, a hole has to be made in the centre

of the table for the saw to pass through. The cord,

F, F, which may be a length of cat-gut, is passed
through the eye at the end of the treadle, E, and each

end is attached to an eye screwed into the under side

of the saw bar, H, exactly opposite the springs, M.
Upon pressing down the treadle, the saw frame is

drawn down, and, when the pressure is released, the

frame is drawn back by the indiarubber springs, M.

PRACTICAL SCENE-PAINTING FOR
AMATEURS.

By HENR7 L. BENWELL.

XXIV. —Street Wings—The Painting of Inte-

riors—Hut Scene.

N the sensational and domestic drama of

to-day, street scenes are in great de-

mand by the author, who finds them
extremely handy in working out the

plot of his play. This is because it is

much easier to bring the various characters together

just when wanted, in a public thoroughfare, than
within the precincts of a room, which obviously can
only belong to one person or family at a time, and
where rich and poor alike have no common footing.

Hence, for convenience' sake, the publi'- street reigns

supreme. Now, as these street scenes often run
throughout an entire act, it is necessary to devote ex-

treme care to their production, and we have already

emphasized this remark in giving several typical de-

signs of streets. These back cloths, of course, want
to be appropriately accompanied by suitable wings,

in order to make an harmonious whole ; in fact, to

give—as, however, should always be the case, what-
ever the scene—a faithful picture of the place or

country indicated by the author in his work. We there-

fore conclude the first portion of these articles by
giving a few more specimens of street wings which
are likely to be of general use on a small stage.

There is one thing to be remarked anent street

wings : they should all be of a totally different design

in order to give variety to the picture. But as three

or four pairs are generally requisite on even the
smallest stage, and as it is impossible to give illustra-

tions here of more than one pair of each description,

we shall be happy to make coloured drawings of extra

pairs when required.

In Fig. 127 we have a pair of modern street wings,

which are so modified as to be suitable for either an

English or continental scene of the present day.

These should be painted in a more careful and formal

manner than those which depict glimpses of a past

age. The same remark applies in a certain degree

to the harlequinade wings (Fig. 128). This class of

wing is not entirely restricted to pantomime. On the

other hand, they are even necessaiyin such dramas

as "The Streets of London," "In the Ranks," and
" Alone in London."

Olden time wings (Fig. 129) should be painted

with less distinction in order to give them that rugged,

age-worn, picturesque appearance which assists to

give us that idea of romance which we are apt to con-

jure up in our mind's eye when associating ourselves

with things of a bygone age. The scene-painter can-

not fail to experience the greatest pleasure and delight

when he is lucky enough to be painting an ancient

street and a set of wings from a good, reliable design.

Work of this kind has, in fact, led us many a time to

speculate on the habits and modes of those, our fore-

fathers, who once used to .inhabit these houses; and

we have, during the morning's or afternoon's work at

the canvas, thought out an interesting and instructive

subject. This has had but one result—a craving for

knowledge of olden times, which has led us to read

with intense interest the best works of our old authors,

and also incited a mania for collecting old views, both

of which pursuits might otherwise have been lost to us

for ever. It has also born fruit within the area of

scenic art, for it has furnished our brains with a cer-

tain amount of archsological knowledge, which the

scene-painter finds of such valuable service to him
when preparing his designs. The knowledge of the

scenic artist, it will be seen, can know no bounds, for

besides learning and knowing his art, and becoming

proficient in drawing and the manipulation of colours

in relation, we should say special relation, to stage

effect (on which point he is always learning something

new), he may become, should he choose, a fervid

student of general literature and a better read man
than any other profession would have, of its own ac-

cord, and for the love of the thing, induced him to

become ; and every bit of knowledge thus gained will

some day prove of value, either directly or indirectly,

in the puisuit of his art.

The Painting of Interiors.—In taking a critical

view of a stage interior of the present day in any of

our best theatres, it will frequently be noticed that the

art of the scene-painter is conspicuous by its absence,

and that much of the stage decoration has fallen into
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the hands of the builders' ironmonger, the art fur-

nisher, and the upholsterer, respectively. This is all

the result of the present craving amongst managers

and public for that realism which is so destructive to

illusion—the true keynote of scenic art. The rule

now-a-days is to have everything as real and lifelike

as possible ; in fact, we lately saw a stage setting in

America that did not exhibit a single sign of the

scene-painter's brush. In this case the canvas was

covered with Japanese leather paper, and the archi-

traves, styles, panels of the doors, and windows, were

all made up with what looked like Lincrusta-Walton
;

whilst there were real brass handles and finger-plates

on the doors, etc. But at these we do not grumble be-

cause they are really required. The scene was com-

pleted by a solid marble chimney-piece, or a very

good imitation in papier-mache ; massive Japanese

ornaments, and hangings of pale amber satin. Now,

if our readers intend going in for this class of stage

decoration in regard to interiors, our task is at an

end; but we think amateurs, on the whole, prefer stick-

ing to the old order of things and their best friends,

the paint-pot and the brush; so we at once proceed to

make a few preliminary remarks on the painting of

interiors in general.

These are of three classes: First, the modern "box,"

or enclosed chamber scene, by which three sides of

the stage is completely enclosed, and a more perfect

representation of a room thereby attained ; and the

second the olden style, which consists of three

"flats" or a "cloth" at the back and the ordinary

wings at the sides. For the amateur stage, which is

usually very small, the latter description of scene is

very often the best and most convenient of the two.

Thirdly, there is a special class of scene, such as a

baronial hall, an ancient palace, an underground cave

or cavern, which it is still deemed advisable to mount
with side wings to obtain the best possible effect. And
the last mentioned have also borders to match, and

so carefully painted and drawn as to make them ap-

pear a part or a continuation of the wings, whether

they be the pillars of a palace or the roughly-hewn

rocks in a cavern.

As we have already said, interiors on the modern
stage—that is, in regard to rooms, etc.— are arranged

on the '• box " system. In large theatres, when they

want to represent a garret or an attic, or any room
with a low ceiling, it is usual to have a flit ceiling of

painted canvas stretched on a wooden frame of the

requisite shape, and resting on the top of the flats all

the way round. This has always a very good effect,

and we cannot see why amateurs should not make
extensive use of this method of covering in the roof of

their stage. In cases where no head-lights or gas-

battens are used, it would prove of great service in

concentrating all the light from the footlights on to

the stage. Another feature is that it acts as a sort of

sounding-board, and throws the actor's voice well

forward into the auditorium.

There is, again, a vast difference between exterior

and interior work, for whilst the former is art of a

pictorial order and necessitates the employment of a

thorough artist, the latter, in many instances, is high

class decorating, pure and simple, which can be

undertaken by any clever journeyman house-painter

who has a thorough knowledge of distemper work.

In setting to work on an interior scene, the first duty

of the artist is to prepare his cardboard model. Most
professionals construct these to a scale of half an inch

to the foot, but we would advise amateurs to make
their design or model at one inch to the foot, as they

will find it much easier to work from the larger of the

two when they come to transfer their work to the

canvas. It is needless to say that these models

should show all the openings (accurate to scale), such

as doors, windows, fireplaces, and cupboards, so that

the carpenter may know how to make the framework

and which parts to cover with canvas.

When the painting commences, it will be found

that the straightedge is constantly in use ; in fact, it

is handy to have at least three or four of these, and all

of different lengths. In ruling lines with a fitch and

the straightedge, the amateur, at his first attempt, may
meet with some disappointment, but a very little

practice will overcome all difficulties—indeed, it is

surprising how quickly he will learn to make bold,

clear lines, and execute his work with rapidity and

confidence. We have already mentioned with regard

to interiors that real objects are often associated with

the painted ones ; and in cases where they are used, it,

of course, saves a great deal of painting, and gives an

apparent degree of naturalness to the scene ; but in

this the painter has been warned not to go to extremes.

He should, therefore, confine himself to such objects

as pier-glasses, window cornices, bell ropes and one

or two pictures of a quiet tone.

In designs which contain a large amount of orna-

mental work, the scene-painter now largely uses a

stencil plate, not only for the cornices, borders, and

architraves, but also for dados and the imitation of

wall papers and other material. He also decorates

panels on the wall and doors in this way ; and it is

wonderful how a quickly whole "set" may be com-

menced and finished off with these mechanical aids to

decoration.

Stencilling not only saves a vast amount of labour

and time, but it ensures all parts being of the same

size, and gives a symmetrical appearance to the whole

design when finished. It may here be necessary to

give a few hints on the preparation of stencil plates,
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since they will play so im-

portant a part in the next

and succeeding chapters.

The material used is strong

cartridge paper, the design,

which for stage scenery

should be of a bold and

clear description and not

too elaborate, is first drawn

upon the paper with a hard

and sharp pencil and with

a firm hand. The paper

j 5 now laid upon a hard

surface, and the necessary

parts cut away with a

sharp penknife, the paper is

afterwards treated with a

couple of coats of patent

knotting (wood naphtha

and shellac). It is necessary

to keep this preparation in

a stoneware jar, and tightly

cork, otherwise it soon

goes bad ; the brush also

should be left in the liquid,

as being a spirit it dries

very quickly. We must not FIG. 129.—OLDEN TIME SIDE-WINGS.

forget to mention a speci-

ally prepared material for

stencils known as the

" Willesden Waterproof

Paper ;
" this has many

advantages, and is meeting

with great favour among
the leading scene-painters

of the day. The makers

claim for it that it cuts

clean and sharp, and
does not require knotting.

Prices and samples of the

paper may be obtained of

Messrs.W. N. and R. Dack,

PatricroftjtearManchesier.

We shall describe in the

next chapter the few re-

maining processes employ-

ed in interior work, and

give the necessary instruc-

tions for laying out, draw-

ing and painting an easy

scene to represent a room.

Fig. 130 is a specimen

of an American amateur's

first attempt at scene-

F'G. 127.— MODERN SIDE-WINGS. FIG. 123.— PANTOMIME. SIDE-WINGS
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painting; the illustration is taken from a rough pencil

drawing, made by the painter himself from the scene,

and although faulty here and there, it is given to show

our readers at what point they may commence, and to

prove that anyone so disposed may learn to paint

scenery by following my instructions, however poor

they may be. The scene in question was not a cloth

but a box scene, consisting of seven " flats " and a

slanting roof, and was painted for use in the prologue

of " The New Magdalen." The painter got his idea

from a coloured lithograph, but altered the colouring

according to his own fancy. In a succeeding chapter

I hope to give a brief description as to the best

way of painting this scene.

{To be co?itinued.)
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A CART FOR THE COUNTRY.
By A. SAVIL.

II.

—

The Shafts—Transom or Cross-bar—Straps—
Steps- Splashboard—Lamps—Springs and Axle
—Wheels—Wings—Hind Step— Painting and
Varnishing—Leather on Shafts—Tug Stops—
Upholstery and Cushions—Mat.

AVING completed the body of the cart

including the moveable seat and falling

footboard, we next proceed to speak of

the shafts, and those portions imme-

diately connected with them, viz., the

transom, splash-board, steps, etc.

With regard to the material of the shafts, there

are many kinds of timber from which to select ; this

will, of course, depend upon the builder's taste and

requirements. Should the vehicle be intended for

light work, such as ladies' use, the shafts may be of

hickory or American elm, but if meant for rough

country work, ash will suit admirably. I have used

the American elm in the vehicle which is the original

of the sketch, Fig. I , and find it give very good results,

being strong, tough, springy, and looking well when

varnished.

Shafts in any of the woods generally employed,

may be obtained, in the rough, at any large timber

yard, they are bent to the required shape by steaming,

but require to be "trimmed " and modified to suit the

particular vehicle in hand. They may also be ordered

of any shape or substance, but the builder can

generally suit himself amongst those in stock.

The price varies according to the wood, the

American elm used by me cost ios. the pair, about

1 2 feet long.

I need hardly remind the reader that in selecting

shafts he should see that the grain runs straight, that

they are free from knots or " turns," as any defect

here may cause very serious consequences. As to

shape, much will depend upon the height and size of

the horse : the cart at present before us is intended

for a 14-hand cob of average girth ; but if it is desired

to use a larger animal the curve of the points of the

shafts should be greater than represented (in Fig. I,

and vice versa. Another point to be decided here is,

whether the shafts are to be fitted inside or outside the

body ; I have mine on the inside, to suit my own cob,

but it may be more generally useful to have them

placed on the outside, as this gives about 5 inches

more room for a stouter animal, but if this latter ar-

rangement be adopted, the inward curve toward the

points will require to be greater, otherwise they will

be too far apart. However, these remarks are merely

suggestive, and the builder will be guided by his own
requirements.

Assuming that a pair of shafts are procured about

12 feet long by 2J inches wide, by 2 inches thick,

which I believe to be the average dimensions in the

rough, and bent in accordance with out requirements,

they may now be cut 8 feet from the points and

trimmed with the spokeshave. This operation should

be commenced 5^ feet from the points, or where the

transom or cross-bar is to be placed. Fig. 18 shows a

section of the shaft in the thicker part, that is, until

the curve toward the point is reached, when it becomes

more rounded on the top, and inside tapering gradu-

ally to fit the brass or iron "tip." (See Fig. 19.) If

the shafts are to be fitted inside the body, a piece

must now be cut out of the footboard at each side.

This should be just sufficiently large to allow of the

shafts passing through without touching the board

toward the inside, and flush with the sides of the

body. (See Fig. 20.)

In this case the shafts must also be fitted to suit

the angle of the inside of the body, e.g., the right

hand side of the right shaft is to be bevelled to lie

close to the body. Fig. 21, which shows section of

shafts and body, will explain this. Should the builder,

however, elect to place the shafts on the outside, the

other side of the shaft will be bevelled, and in this

case the footboard will not be interfered with, except

to remove a portion of the bead to allow the shaft to

lie close. In either case the bevelling is to commence
at that part of each shaft where it touches the side

of the vehicle, i.e., 5 feet 9 inches from the points.

Fig. 22 shows section of this alternative method.

For a light cart of this description it is unnecessary

to have iron plates running the entire length of the

shafts, as in some other vehicles ; a plate 2 inches

wide and £ inch or jZ inch thick being quite sufficient.

These plates should run from the extreme end to a

point about 18 inches from the transom, and should

be firmly secured with I 1 inch screws, inserted zig-
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zag, about 2^ inches apart, the front end having a

small bolt running through the centre of the shaft.

These plates should be painted before fitting, a good
coat of priming colour being also applied to the under

side of the shafts, before screwing on. The shafts

may now be fixed to the body with three 1% inch bolts

through each, the first bolt about i\ inches from the

front, the third 2 inches from the end, and the second

midway between these. (See Fig. 1.)

The upper surface of the shafts is to be flush with

the sides of the body, and the holes should be care-

fully bored with a bit of the exact size of the bolts.

The heads of the bolts must be slightly bent to suit

the angle of the sides. (See Figs. 21 and 22.)

Since the first bolt has to bear a considerable

strain, and the hole through the side is necessarily

near the edge, this part will require strengthening.

This is accomplished by means of two small plates,

with a hole to receive the bolt and at least five coun-

tersunk screw holes. If the shafts are on the inside

these plates will, of course, be outside (see Fig. 1),

and the bolt hole will be square, but if the shafts are

on the outside the plates will be on the inside, and the

bolt holes round. When made as suggested in Fig. 1,

and painted black, these are not at all unsightly,

and being securely fastened to the sides, will bear

any reasonable strain.

We now come to a very important item, namely,

the transom, or cross-bar ; this should be of the same
material and strength as the shafts, one of the over-

lengths of which will be found most suitable.

The length of the transom will depend upon
which of the above alternatives is adopted, but as the

mode of fixing, etc., is the same in either case, the

following directions will be sufficient :

—

It is to be placed across the shafts immediately in

front of the footboard just sufficiently far from its edge
to prevent its touching, but the nearer the better to

guard against mud splashes passing between. The
method of fitting and the shape are indicated at Fig.

16 (Folding Sheet, Part 74).

The piece cut out to receive the shaft should be
about I inch deep, and should fit exactly. The ends
to project \\ inch outside the shafts on each side.

The holes for the iron strap to be \ inch in diameter,

and bored so that the circumference of the holes shall

just touch the edge of the groove.

The straps should be of the best Swedish iron,

and of the shape indicated at Fig. 16. The bolts

which form the ends being i inch, fitted with care-

fully made nuts, and sufficiently long to pass through

the transom, and also take the step and iron of the

splash-board to be explained presently. When fitting

the strap to the shaft underneath, a piece of leather

well soaked in varnish should be inserted, and the

straps hammered so as to fit close, and being of

Swedish iron they will bear this treatment well.

We are now ready to proceed to the steps. (See

Fig. 17.) The sketch will give the reader the best

idea of the shape of these, and the only direction

necessary will be to point out that the holes must

correspond exactly with those through the transom,

and on the other hand the projecting ends of the

transom should fit close to the angle of the steps ; for

this reason these ends should be left sufficiently long

in the first instance, to allow of their being thus fitted.

With regard to the length of the steps the builder

will be the best judge, but for a cart of the size under

consideration, 18 inches from the shoulder will be a

convenient height from the ground.

Before leaving this part of our subject, I should

point out that, although not absolutely necessary, it

will be a great addition to the look of the trap, and

will serve to protect the shaft from wear, if a small

plate about 4 inches wide, 9 inches long, and | inch

thick, roughed like a step, is fixed upon the edge of

the side projecting inwards over the shaft in the place

where the foot rests when getting into the vehicle.

We next come to making and fixing the splash-

board. The ironwork consists of two pieces which

are very simple in form, and may be made by any

blacksmith. (See Fig. 23.) The portion to which

the board is attached is of half round iron about an

inch wide, to which the ^ inch rail is welded. The

neatest way of fixing the board is with small screw

head bolts, the heads being countersunk in the iron.

The size of the splash-board, and, therefore, the

dimensions of the ironwork, will depend upon circum-

stances and the taste of the builder. If the shafts

are inside the body, these irons will be fixed to outer

bolts of thei transom strap ; if outside, they will suit

best upon the inner bolts.

The board should be sufficiently long to project

about I inch on each side, about 14 inches deep,

^ inch thick, and should almost touch the transom at

the lower edge. It may be of any light wood if the

builder intends it to be black, but if to be varnished

it should be of birch, walnut, etc.

If lamps are required, suitable sockets should be

purchased with them, and to the shanks of these a

T-shaped piece of iron is welded with holes to match

two of the small bolts, by which the splash-board is

attached, by this means the socket can be fixed in the

position indicated at Fig. 1. A pair of small lamps

with sockets may be bought for about thirty shillings.

The splash-board being complete, it may now be

fitted to the strap-bolts, and the whole tightened up,

the straps being hammered close during the opera-

tion, and the overlengths of both cut off with a

hacksaw.
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Spiings and Axle.— The springs are the next

items to engage our attention, and are about the most

important part of our subject.

For a vehicle of this kind I prefer elliptic springs,

as shown in the illustrations, chiefly because they are

the most simple and most easily fitted. I consider

that they are also as serviceable and quite as " easy,"

if not so "good to look at," as the platform spring.

These springs can be obtained of various lengths

and strengths, but for our purpose a 3-leaf spring,

3 feet long, if inch wide, and 12 inches pitch, will

suit admirably.

Those which I placed in my cart in the first

instance, and which are represented in the working

drawings, were 4-leaf; but I recommend the 3-leaf

to my readers, as strong enough for ordinary work.

I purchased mine from Messrs. Henshaw, of Dublin,

for 30s. the pair. They have the bolt-holes at top

and bottom, 4 inches apart, for § inch bolts.

I also obtained a Collinge's Patent Axle from the

same firm, for 28s., with solid flaps, which I had
bored to correspond with the holes in the springs,

much preferring this method of securing them to the

ordinary clamps. (See Figs. 4 and 6.)

The springs should first be taken asunder, and
all parts should receive two coats of paint, the first

priming and the second black. When dry, they are

put together, and all unevennesses in the paint rubbed

down with pumice. They should next receive another

coat of black paint, mixed with about 10 per cent, of

black japan ; again rubbed down, and receive a final

coat of pure japan. This treatment of the springs

is necessary, because when once fixed it would be

impossible to paint them, whereas the other portions

of the vehicle may be painted when put together.

I have endeavoured to make my working drawings

as plain as possible, so as to speak for themselves,

and hope that they will be found to convey a clear

idea of this part of our subject ; so I hasten to

speak, first, of the method of fixing the springs, and
then of the way by which to calculate the exact

length of the axle.

The iron brackets, shown at front and side ele-

vation at Figs. 6 and 4 respectively, are made of

half-inch " boiler plate." The semicircular portion is

6 inches diameter, the flange is 2\ inches wide, and
the angle at which it is bent is, of course, the com-
plement of the angle at which the sides of the body
are pitched, viz., 65 , so that it rests horizontally upon
the block over the spring. This bracket is to be

secured to the body by three r% bolts, a semicircular

plate being placed in the inside.

The position of these brackets upon the side of

the body is of the utmost importance, as upon this

depends the balance of the vehicle. I have repre-

sented it as placed at a point one-third of the length

of the body from the back, or in the centre of the

higher portion of the side, because it is so placed in

my trap ; but this arrangement was adopted to meet

my own particular requirements—that is, for one or

two persons who always occupy the front seat.

Next, with regard to the height of the bracket, or

its distance from the floor of the cart, I have placed it

at 5 inches ; but if a lower cart, and a greater dis-

tance between the wheels, and, consequently, a

greater degree of steadiness, be desired, this distance

may be increased, and vice versa.

Now with regard to the mode of calculating the

exact length of the axle. It is evident that the distance

between the centres of the solid flaps

—

i.e., between the

centres of the bolts by which the springs are attached

to the axle (see dotted line, Y, Fig. 4)—must be the

same as between the centres of the bolts by which

the springs are fitted to the brackets ;
otherwise, the

springs would not be at right angles to the axle.

Therefore, to find the distance Y, we measure the

distance x

—

i.e., the breadth of the body, outside

measurement—and add twice the distance of the

centres of boltholes in bracket from the side

—

e.g., in

my cart x is 29 inches. The distance of bracket-

holes from side is l| inch ; therefore, Y = 29 + (if

X 2); or, Y = 31 J inches.

Having obtained this distance accurately, the

axle, which is purchased in two parts, may now be

closed, and I cannot impress too strongly upon the

reader the necessity for great accuracy in this

operation.

The springs and axle are now ready to be fitted

to the body, small blocks 6 inches long by if inch

wide, and i£ inch deep, being placed between the

springs and the brackets above and between the

spring and the axle flaps below. These blocks should

be of hard wood, shaped to fit the curves of the

springs, the holes corresponding exactly with those in

brackets, spring, and axle. The bolts should not be

less than | inch, their length depending upon the

thickness of the springs, blocks, etc.; but 4 inch bolts

will generally suit. Fig. 6 will be found to give the

reader a correct idea of the method of carrying out

the above directions.

Not having sufficient time at my disposal, and

doubting my ability to accomplish the difficult task of

wheelmaking, I procured a light and beautifully-made

pair from the " City Wheelworks," Dublin, where I

also had my axle closed and the " boxes" fitted. The

wheels are 4 feet in diameter and are shod with £ inch

flat tires. The cost of wheels, shoeing, etc., as above,

was £5 10s.

Wings.—These should be of the same wood as

the splash-board. The dimensions are 2 feet 10 inches
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by 6 inches by h inch. The upper edges may be

bevelled to a width of about an inch and to the depth

of half the thickness of the edge. Each wing is sup-

ported and attached to the body by two irons ; these

may be of f inch by -^ inch iron. The longer arms

will be 9 inches; thus the wings will be 3 inches from

the side of the cart. Fig. 24 shows section of wing

and method of fixing. (See also Fig. 1.)

to about midway to the ground, as they thus serve to

support the vehicle when it is " heeled up," for wash-

ing, etc.

I take this opportunity of pointing out that by

mistake the hind step is represented in Fig. I, as on

the inside of the hinge.

We have now built our cart, and it only remains

to give some directions for " finishing."

FiG 20 \ 1

FIG. 18.—SECTION OF SHAFT—Full Size. FIG. 19.—TIP OF SHAFT— Full Size. FIG. 20.—NOTCHES IN FOOTBOARD TO
RECEIVE SHAFTS. FIG. 21.—SHAFT FIXED INSIDE BODY. FIG. 22.—SHAFT FIXED OUTSIDE BODY. FIG. 23.—SPLASH-

BOARD AND ITS IRONWORK. FIG. 24.—SECTION OF WING AND MODE OF FIXING. FIG. 25.— HIND STEP. Scale of

Figs. 20, 21, 22, 23, i inch to 1 foot. Scale of Figs. 24, 25, 2 inches to 1 foot.

Hind Steps.—Fig. 25 gives shape of the hind step,

which should be fastened under the body by two

J inch bolts, one of which should also secure the

back-stay (see Fig. 15), thus giving greater rigidity to

the step, and providing against the danger of spring-

ing the floor of the cart. Although one such step

would be sufficient for the legitimate purpose of

mounting, it is desirable to have one on each side,

and to make them reaching backward and downward

Paint and Varnish.—The ironwork of my cart is

all black. The body is stained a rich brown. The

splash-board and wings are also black, and the wheels

and shafts are merely varnished. This looks well,

but the reader may prefer other treatment.

Should the body, etc., be of American walnut, as

suggested at the outset, no staining will be necessary,

and the ironwork might be painted a rich chocolate

brown ; but I shall confine my remarks to the former
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treatment, and here I may mention, that to avoid

complicating my directions hitherto, I have barely

mentioned the subject of painting, but I would advise

the reader to paint each portion of the ironwork as it

is made, first with a coat of priming, then one of

black, which, when dry, should be rubbed down with

pumice until quite smooth.

This process of rubbing down is of great import-

ance, and deserves a word of explanation in case the

reader is unacquainted with it. Take a large file half

worn, and a piece of pumice stone, and having placed

some rain water in a vessel rub the pumice upon the

file, keeping both well wet, and washing off as the

fine mud accumulates. The sediment formed in the

vessel by this means is then applied with a soft cloth

to the work until the surface is perfectly smooth ; then

wash with fresh water, removing all trace of pumice.

The work may now receive another coat of black

japan ; a good black is thus obtained, which when
varnished in two coats will last for years.

Assuming that the woodwork has been carefully

finished, and that the surface is therefore quite

smooth, those portions which are to be merely var-

nished should now receive one coat of good hard

.drying carriage varnish, which, when thoroughly dry,

should be rubbed down. Next apply two coats, rub

down again, and apply the final coat.

The greatest care will be necessary during these

operations to avoid dust, as each particle falling on

the wet varnish will show. Should the reader follow

my suggestion of black splash-board and wings, these

should first receive a coat or two of priming, and when
rubbed down, may be blackened with the following

stain :

—

Drop-black ground and thinned with turpentine

with a small quantity of black japan to give substance.

This is " quick black" and dries in a very short time,

when the work is ready for pure japan, of which it

should receive two coats before varnishing. The
reader must not be deceived by the bright and finished

appearance of japan when dry, as it requires to be well

varnished, or it will very soon lose both blackness and
brilliancy.

The inside of the cart may be painted according

to taste, but a light brown or drab is most suitable.

The shafts should be varnished in at least three or

four coats, and the wheels similarly treated.

A strong bar of round iron about 16 inches long,

inserted about 3 feet from the ground in a heavy block

or post, and at an angle upwards upon which the

wheel can be made to revolve, as on an axle, will be

found most useful in the operation of varnishing

wheels.

The iron mountings of naves and the inside por-

tion roqnd the brass caps should also be japanned

and varnished, and now when the seats, both back

and front, have been similarly treated, this portion of

our work is completed.

The points of the shafts are now to be covered

with leather ; this requires neat work, but if set about

in the right way, is comparatively easy.

Take a piece of brown harness leather, 20 inches

long, sufficiently wide for the edges to meet round the

shaft, and not too thick. Soak it thoroughly in water,

and when soft and pliable, place it in position on the

top of the shaft, the front end close up to the " tip ;
"

with small tacks fasten it temporarily, at each end

on the top, then at the sides, stretching it well until it

meets underneath, it will now be found much too

large, so with a sharp knife pare away the superfluous

leather, leaving just enough to meet when the edges

are pulled together.

Next procure a long and very strong four-ply wax

end, a saddler's needle, and a strong awl, and com-

mencing at the point, stitch it along the whole length.

Drive one tack through upon the four sides of the

shaft at the ends of the leather. The stitches should

be close together, but not too close to the edge of the

leather.

If the leather has been cut so that the edges will

just meet when strongly pulled together in stitching,

the result will be a good neat job.

Another piece of leather, about 8 inches long, is

put upon each shaft where the breeching strap is

fastened, and in case a kicking trace is used, other

similar pieces will be required for it.

These leathers may be blackened with copperas,

or left brown, according to taste. I prefer and have

adopted the latter in my cart.

The tug stops are the next item. I have used

brass stops, placed upon the side of the shaft, having

three holes in each, 3 inches apart, into any of which

the strong brass pin, which forms the stop, may be

screwed to suit different lengths of draught. The two

holes not in use being fitted with short smooth-headed
" dummy " screws. These stops are 9 inches long,

cost 2s. the pair, and with the brass runners for the

breeching, and brass " tips," look remarkably well.

(See Fig. 1.)

And now a word more and I conclude. The back-

rest has to be upholstered and cushions have to be

provided. Figs. land 12 will give the reader a fair

idea of the former, but I fear I should pass far

beyond the prescribed limits of this article, were I

to attempt to give detailed directions for the manu-

facture of cushions, and I shall, therefore, merely

throw out a very few suggestions which may be of

use to my readers.

I made my cushions and upholstered the back-rest

of my cart in dark brown velvet cord mottled with
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yellow, with " tufts," gimp, and " lace " to match.

This material, which is manufactured specially for

this purpose, is most durable and very comfortable.

For the front seat two cushions are required ; that

upon which the driver sits should be nearly twice as

thick as the other, and considerably higher at the

back than the front. The back seat has one cushion

of the same thickness as the thinner one in front, and

all three are secured by straps and buckles. There

should be a " fall " of the same material, about

10 inches deep, bound with lace and lined with

American cloth, fastened upon the front edge of the

front seat. The materials for the above cost me 12s.,

and both cushions and back-rest are stuffed with

curled hair. The back of the rest should not be

upholstered, as this would take up too much room, but

may be covered with American cloth, or with the

velvet cord put on flat.

The falling footboard may be covered with some
fancy oilcloth, but I recommend brown linoleum as

more serviceable and harmonizing well with the colour

of the cart.

The usual practice of covering the floor of vehicles

of this sort with oilcloth is most injurious, as water

gets under it, and if washed regularly, the floor is

never dry, and therefore soon rots. An indiarubber

or cocoa fibre mat is much to be preferred.

I must conclude with a hope that any reader of

Amateur Work who is anxious to make an attempt

at coach-building may find some help from these

papers.

HERALDRY

:

ITS APPLICATION TO DECORATIVE PURPOSES.
By ASTSUB TOSKB.

IV.

—

Heraldic Emblazoned Decoration on Wood—
Preparing and Painting—Heraldic Carving in

Wood, Stone, etc.—Heraldic Tii.es.

ERALDIC EMBLAZONING ON
WOOD. — Having gained so much
knowledge of the laws and terms of

heraldry as is essential to our purpose,

we may now proceed to more practical

matters. The wooden shields which appear in the

designs in Chapter I.—the chandelier and the cornice-
have to be emblazoned ; but before this can be done

—

before gold, silver, and colours can be applied, some
preparation will be necessary in order to secure a firm,

even, and non-absorbent surface, and one on which
our work will dry properly. For the shields in the

chandelier, mahogany was recommended, but for those

in the cornice well-seasoned pine will be quite suffi-

cient. The wood having been well planed and

smoothed, has to be primed. For this yellow ochre,

ground down fine with japanner's gold-size, will do ad-

mirably, especially if there is much gilding in the

devices to be emblazoned ; or to give a lighter ground,

on which lines will be better seen, whiting may be used

instead of ochre. Flake-white, or good white lead,

mixed with boiled oil, is used by some, and this gives

a good surface for drying. The wood should receive

two or three coats of whatever priming is used, and be

rubbed smooth with fine glass-paper stretched over a

piece of level wood between each. In preparing the

shields for my own cornice, I used driers and boiled oil

for one of the priming coats, and had no reason to

regret having done so. I believe that the colours dried

better in consequence.

On the ground thus formed, the devices of the

shield have to be drawn. It is presumed that the

worker will first draw them to the actual size on paper,

and then transfer them to the wood. If there is or or

argent—gold or silver— in the field ox charges, it will

be well to lay it in first, and thus avoid all danger

of gold or silver leaf adhering to and disfiguring the

imperfectly dried paint of other tinctures, which it

might do if it were not applied till later. Oil gold-

size is best for this work, that which is to be bought at

the colour shops in a state resembling putty, and

which is to be thinned for use with boiled oil. As in

all gilding, the size should be laid on very evenly, and

it will become dry enough to receive the leaf in some

eight or twelve hours, according to circumstances. It

must be just a little sticky to the touch, not wet

enough to smear or rub, but somewhat more moist for

the heavier silver leaf than for the thinner gold leaf.

I am thus far minute for the benefit of those who

may wish to do heraldic work, but who are not other-

wise accustomed to gilding ; and as in heraldic work,

such as that of which I am treating, the gilding is

upon flat surfaces, a very slight amount of skill only is

demanded for it. Such persons will probably not

possess or be able to use a gilder's tip, but on these

flat surfaces they may apply their leaf quite as well by

a very simple and easy dodge, If a piece of thin paper

is well waxed, it will, on being laid upon the leaf in the

book and slightly rubbed, adhere to and take up the

metal. The leaf can then be laid on the sized surface,

and another slight rubbing will cause it to leave the

waxed paper and remain on the more adhesive gold

size. This plan could not, of course, be practised on

irregular surfaces, to which the paper would not adapt

itself as the tip does ; but it is sufficient for our pre-

sent purpose.- The superfluous gold or silver is after-

wards to be dusted off with a little ball of cotton wool,

and any imperfections which may appear in the work

may then be mended with scraps of leaf.

As colours for this work the ordinary tube oi
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paints will

doubtless be

employed.
For gules it

will be well

to use ver-

milion ; for

azure,French

blue, or Ant-

werp - blue,

with a little

flake-white to

give solidity;

for sable,

lamp-black

;

for vert, Ant-

werp - blue

and chrome-

yellow ; and

for purpure,

Ant w e rp-

blue and

crimson lake

with a little

flake - white.

Most charges

will demand
some little

shading to

give them

proper effect,

not except-

ing those in

gold and sil-

v e r. For
shading the

former burnt

sienna is

generally
used, but the

writer pre-

fers Vandyke

brown thin-

ned with var-

nish ; whilst

for shading

the latter

nothing is

better than

lamp - black

FIG. 85.—SUGGESTION FOR DATE TABLET IN STONE

FOR FRONT OF HOUSE.

FIG. gr.—CORNER OF HERALDIC PICTURE FRAME.

SHIELD AND CREST A SEPARATE APPLICATION

TO COVER MITRE. SCROLL FOR MOTTO APPLIED

TO MOULDING.
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made transparent with varnish. Bold outlines to

the charges, especially when, as in the cornice,

the shields will only be seen from a distance, tend

greatly to increase the decorative effect of the

work. Unless there are special reasons for giving

such protection, the emblazoned work will look

better not Tarnished, as whatever may be its result

on the colours, varnish will decidedly injure the lustre

of the metals. It is to the brilliant effect of these

metals—gold and silver—that heraldic emblazoning

unquestionably owes much of its beauty and attrac-

tiveness, yet there maybe circumstances under which

the artist is unable to make use of them, and has to

content himself with colours only. In this case flake-

white must be his substitute for argent, whilst for or

he should use yellow ochre with chrome-yellow added,

to increase its brilliancy, yellow ochre alone being too

dull and chrome-yellow too gaudy for the purpose.

Owing to their pointed bases wooden shields are

awkward things to place on an easel for painting.

They will not stand unless a rest be" provided to

receive them, with a notch for their bottoms. In the

absence of such a contrivance it i3 better to lay them

flat on a table, using, whilst painting, the simple rest

for the hand shown with a shield beneath it in Fig. 84.

Heraldic Carving in Wood, Stone, etc.—Although,

according to the theory of heraldry, arms are always

supposedlo be emblazoned in metals and colours, they

have in point of fact, in all ages, been quite as much
used for decorative purposes when merely carved in

relief. In carved ornament, whether architectural or

otherwise, they have always formed an invaluable

resource to the designer, and the purposes to which

the amateur carver may, with a little knowledge on

the subject, apply heraldry, especially in the decor-

ation of the house, is almost endless.

When arms have to be given in relief, as in

carving, modelling, and die-sinking, it is of the utmost

importance that the relative prominence of the various

charges should be kept in mind. The order in which

they are theoretically placed upon the field was

touched upon in my last article, but in merely em-

blazoning this order is not always apparent, whereas,

in relief, it necessarily must be; and the carver must

remember that, first—the original plane of the shield

—

comes the field ; then minor charges upon the field
;

then ordinaries, then minor charges upon ordinaries
;

then bordures, then minor charges upon bordures (ex-

cept when the arms contain a chief, a chief only being

supposed to surmount a bordure) ; lastly come those

bearings which are accidental, and form no integral

part of the shield, such as the mark of cadency and

the scutcheon of pretence. If, as a preliminary sketch

from which to work, the heraldic carver models his

shield, he will find himself greatly assisted by so

doing in getting the relative relief of various bearings

correctly, since, in modelling, he will actually build

them up in their proper order.

And here I must take occasion to explain a matter

which is likely to perplex both painter and carver

—

namely, the arrangement of small charges on shields,

which is not always specified in blazons. The usual

order is in horizontal lines (heraldically called tracks),

the number of charges in each track decreasing to-

wards the base. Thus the Sheldon shield, Fig. 85, has

the most usual number of charges, which is three ;

and these 3 sheldrakes are arranged in the most

usual manner, which is 2 and 1. Had the given

number of sheldrakes been 6 instead, their natural

order would have been 3, 2, and 1. If, however, the

field is crossed by a bend, the above order is not

attempted, and the charges are placed as they will

best fit in. Small charges described as placed on an

ordinary, axe supposed to occupy a line along the

centre of that ordinary ; thus, if on a pale, they

would be arranged in a vertical line down the centre

of the shield ; if on a chief, in a horizontal line along

its top. Sometimes the blazon describes charges as

in pale, in chief, bendwise, etc. This means that they

are to be placed on the field in the same order that

they would occupy if on a pale, a chief, etc.

There is another point of interest to those who
represent arms in relief on which it is not possible to

speak definitely, and that is the introduction of lines

or markings to express tinctures. In seal engraving

and die-sinking, generally, these indications are usually

given, and could it be done in all sculptured represen-

tations of arms, it would doubtless add to their in-

terest and completeness in the eyes of those who
understand heraldry.

Nevertheless, in reliefs of arms on a large scale, we

most frequently find these lines and markings omitted.

In wood- carvings—at least in those in oak and other

coarse-grained woods—there are sufficient practical

reasons for not giving them, namely, that the grain of

the wood forms a serious obstacle to cutting a series

of parallel straight lines, besides which, when cut,

their effect is not pleasing in such materials. In

architectural stone carving, also, heraldic enrichments

are commonly placed so far above the eye that such

markings, were they given, would be unintelligible,

and would destroy breadth of effect to no purpose.

The question is one which, in many individual

cases, must be left to the judgment of the worker
;

but it may be remarked, in a general way, that in

wood carvings in dark-coloured and coarse-grained

woods, and in all work to be seen from a distance

only, they are best omitted, whilst they ought to be

introduced in delicate carvings in box and similar

light and fine-grained woods ; as also in stone
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carvings, which, like the shields in the mantelpiece,

Fig. 86, are intended to be in fine material, and

brought close to the eye. In marble, too, there is

rarely sufficient reason for leaving them out. The
fine texture of this material admits of the introduc-

tion of such details, its value and nobility entitle it to

a high degree of finish, and it is rarely intended to be

placed far from the eye. In practice, moreover, the

carver will find that in some cases it may be desirable

to enrich by giving the tincture of the field, whilst, for

the sake of breadth of effect, he omits that of the

charges. It scarcely seems necessary to add that

whenever there is an intention of afterwards colour-

ing the carving, no tincture markings should be used.

In modelling arms where these markings have to

be introduced, a useful dodge may be mentioned.

Instead of incising the lines of thefield or ordinaries

in the clay, incise them in the plaster mould taken

from it. They can thus be made much more quickly

and much more regularly ; and in the cast they will

appear raised, which has a far better effect.

In Fig. 85 a design is offered to the amateur carver

in which no indication of tincture is intended to be

introduced. It is a suggestion for a " date-tablet " for

the front of a house—a subject on which much fancy

was formerly bestowed. The arms, crest, motto, and

initials would, of course, give place to those of the

owner of the house. This design shows how much
the mantling of the helmet may be made to add to

the decorative character of heraldic work. This

mantling is said to be derived from the covering of

drapery which the knight of the Middle Ages wore

over his helmet to protect his head from the sun, and
which, by rough usage, was often worn to shreds and

tatters. Its artistic value arises from its giving free

scope to flow of line.

Such a tablet, placed 16 or 18 feet from the ground,

might be made, say, 2 feet by 1 foot 9 inches (the

drawing is not made to scale), and with a relief of 3

or 4 inches would be very effective. In Bath or Port-

land stone it would stand weather, and could receive

quite as much finish as would be required for the pur-

pose. For the information of those not accustomed

to carve in stone, though used to wood, it may be

observed that all soft stones—such as Portland or

Caen—can be worked with wood carving tools, and

with less difficulty than wood, as there is in stone no

grain to be dealt with.

The mantelpiece shown in front elevation in Fig.

86 is also especially designed for execution in stone,

but for this Caen, white lias, or some other equally

delicate and fine-grained soft stone should be chosen.

It will be in a position in which it will be exposed to

close and constant examination, and should therefore

receive elaborate finish. This would be an instance

in which the tinctures should be indicated. Fig. 87

shows this mantelpiece in side elevation ; Fig. 88 is

an end elevation of its centre ; Fig. 89 gives a section

of the jamb. The spray-work which supports the

heraldic ornaments may strike the reader as being

novel in type. It is so in this country, but is in reality

a development of late Gothic ornament in stonework,

which was, in the earlier part of the sixteenth century,

used to a limited extent on the Continent, though

never introduced here. It has, when carved, a

pleasing effect. The tympanum over the central

shield is intended for the crest proper to that shield,

which would probably be made to bear the arms of

the owner of the house. The medallions over the

shields in the jambs may also receive crests, or, what

will give greater variety, they may be devoted to

badges. The scrolls are for mottoes.

Greater variety might, if desired, be given in such

a piece of carving as this by properly emblazoning

the shields in gold and colours. For such treatment

we have much good authority of the best periods. If

this method should be resorted to, some preparation

will be necessary before emblazoning. Whenever

paint is applied to a portion only of the surface of

stone or marble—and more especially when it is the

delicate statuary marble—there is danger of the oil

running and disfiguring the parts adjacent, unless

preventive measures be taken. It is, therefore, well

first to go over the parts to be emblazoned with

japanners' gold size. Over this, where gold is to be

applied, a coat of yellow (ochre) paint is recom-

mended, and gilding done upon this with oil size will

stand well, even out of doors. The parts to be

silvered or coloured should have over the japan size a

coat of white (flake-white) paint.

With but little modification this design would also

admit of being carried out in wood.

Fig. 90, the Heraldic " Byzantine" capital, is also

capable of adaptation to wood, or stone; or to model-

ling in clay, casting in plaster, and emblazoning. It

has not been designed with any idea of being executed

on a large scale for architectural purposes, but for

interior decorations. In this example the crest or

badge would fill the medallion above the shield.

Fig. 91 is a design exclusively for the wood- carver,

and it shows how heraldic devices may be adapted to

the enrichment of a picture-frame. To a family por-

trait such a frame might be peculiarly appropriate.

In this example the decoration is intended to be cut

out as fretwork from hard wood, carved, and affixed

to the frame to cover the mitre line.

Heraldic Tiles.—In connection with our heraldic

mantelpiece may be mentioned another use of armo-

rial decoration which may well be employed in com-

bination with it or otherwise, namely, for ornamenting
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the tiles now so frequently used in fire-places. China

painting has already been treated in these pages, so

that my business will only be to give to the amateur

worker in that art some hints as to how he may
render his skill effective in this direction. The
annexed illustrations will do this. In Figs. 92, 93,

94, and 95 he will see a variety of artistic arrange-

ments of separate shields on tiles ; and in Figs. 96,

97, and 98, designs of shields in combination.

Armorial designs were in much favour with the

tile decorators of the Gothic period ; but the tiles then

decorated were encaustic tiles for the floor, and these

would scarcely come within the scope of the amateur,

whereas these tiles for the fire-place, to which I now
desire to draw his attention offer a fair field for his

talents.

(To be continued.)

Ml II

HOW TO MAKE A PIANO.
By J. A. BABUOO.

I.— Introductory—Necessary Tools—Drill-Stock
—Drill Bow—Frame Saw—Heel Plane— Cramps
—Hand-Screws -Stools—Belly-Board.

N writing these papers, I do not purpose

to write a series of articles on the theory

of Pianoforte Making, as I think that

pure theory is out of place in a work

like " Ours," and, instead of helping

Amateurs, it rather tends to make them impatient.

Besides, there are books devoted to the history and

theory entirely, notably the "Pianoforte" of Rim-

bault's, from which they can get all the theoretical

information they may require. Of course, I do not

mean to say that I shall confine myself to rule of

thumb instructions, but shall give reasons for doing

certain things, as one can always do work better if

one knows what such work is intended for and why it

is done in a particular manner. The instrument I

shall describe will be a small one, but it will require

the greatest care on the part of the maker, as any

particular process not properly carried out will spoil

the whole thing.

The tools required will be the usual wood-working

tools, and some special ones, as follows:

Drill- Stock.—Fig. 1. This important tool, which

is one that a piano maker could not well do without,

is shown in Fig. I. It is used principally for boring

holes in the wrest plank, bent side, and bridges. The

cost is £1 is., and iron pads to fit it cost 2s. 6d.

each extra ; wooden pads can be bought for a great

deal less, but they are of course much inferior to iron

ones. The stock is something like a sculptor's drill-

stock, except that the drills do not fit the spindle, but

are fixed in pads which fit the stock, and are held in

place simply by friction. It is quite possible to bore

the plank, etc., with an ordinary bit and stock, but as all

the holes of a particular series require to be bored at

the same angle, you will see that the drill-stock is

wanted ; and when we consider that in an ordinary

piano, there are nearly 1000 holes to bore to receive

pins, you will see that, with an ordinary stock the

labour would be something enormous.

Drill-Bow.—This, as its name implies, is a bow to

drive the drill-stock, it is shown in Fig. 2. It may be

of wood or metal, the metal ones can be bought at

Buck's, Tottenham Court Road, I believe, at about

2s. each, but I cannot say for certain, as the usual

plan is for "markers off" to make their own from a

broken go-bar, to be described later on ; but amateurs

not having any of these articles will be obliged to

buy one, or to make one out of any odd piece of tough

springy wood they may have. My own is of lance-

wood, 2 feet 9 inches long, J inch wide at one end,

tapering to S inch at the other, and \ inch thick. At

the wide end, two pieces of mahogany are glued on,

6 inches long and | inch thick, one each side of bow,

making it I inch thick, this is rounded off for a handle.

At £ inch from the point and handle holes are bored

large enough to admit a piece of gut -j^ inch thick,

this is passed through and knotted at each end, the

gut must be long enough to go once round the drill-

stock and bend the bow enough to keep it from touch-

ing the stock when at work.

Frame-Saw.—This is used for cutting out bridges,

and is something like that used by German cabinet

makers, but the blade is much narrower, in this saw

it is only \ inch wide.

Heel-Plane.—This is a smooth plane, with the

sole rounded lengthwise to fit hollow of bridges, but

may be dispensed with and a spokeshave used instead,

the spokeshave, however, is not nearly so good.

Cramps.—These are most necessary, and are

rather expensive, but can always be sold at very slight

loss, as they are always valuable
;
you will want at

least six 14 inch cramps, also two 3 feet 6 inch shift-

ing cramps, with lengthening pieces to 5 feet.

Hand-Screws are also very necessary; you may
get six 12 inch and six 8 inch, and a few smaller ones.

These are the more expensive tools required, the

others are cheap and can be left until wanted, but

these must be had to commence with. We shall now

want a couple of stools, belly-press, belly-board and

go-bars.

Stools.—These are usually made of what is known

in the trade as "bracing stuff," i.e., stuff used for

making bracings or struts, which, when made up into

a frame or grid, is called a "back,'' this stuff is 4^

inches wide by 3 inches thick. It is not absolutely
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Fig. i.— Drill-Stock—A, Pad. Fig. 2.— Drill-Bow. Fig. 3.—Parts of Stool—A, Top; E, Leg. Fig. 4.— Stools,

Board, and Press ready for Work—A, A, Stools ; B, Belly-Board; C, Press ; D, Support for Press ; E, E, Corner-

Irons ; F, F, Cleats on Belly-Board. Fig. 4 is drawn on a Scale of 1 inch to 1 foot.

necessary that the stools be made of this heavy stuff as

3 inch by 3 inch properly made stools will be quite

strong enough for the instrument we are making, but

as the heavier stuff is mostly used, I shall adhere to

that size, and makers can reduce if they want to.

Get two lengths of 3 inch by 4J inch stuff, 4 feet

6 inches long, and plane them up true, these are the

tops ; next get out eight lengths \\ inch stuff, 4i inches

wide and 2 feet 2 inches long, plane these also up true
;

these are for the legs. Make a mark on each leg to

show which is the inside, square a line across the

inside of each leg at 4 inches from one end, cut down

this line to the depth of half-an-inch, gauge a line

on the end grain parallel with the outer face, and

half-an-inch from it mark a line on each edge, from

this line to the bottom of the saw-cut already made,
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and cut this piece out. The leg will now be as B,

Fig. 3 ; cut all the others the same way, and the legs

are ready.

Now take one of the long pieces, mark the top

edge, and lay it on its side on the bench ; take one of

the legs and place it in a position at 8 inches from

the end of long piece, seeing that the shoulder is quite

up and the leg square with the top, mark the top

piece on each side of the leg, and mark this leg No. i,

and make a corresponding mark on the long piece

outside the leg marks. Take another leg and mark

its position at the other end of long piece, number it

(2) as before, turn the long piece over and mark for

the other two legs. When this is done, take the other

long piece and mark the places for the four legs the

same as before, numbering them 5, 6, 7, 8, to avoid

confusion ; when all are marked, gauge a line on each

edge of both long pieces, \ inch from the sides, and

cut out the pieces where the legs are to go ; the two

pieces are shown at this stage in A, Fig. 3. Fix each

leg in place with glue and four stout screws. At 6

inches from the ground, fix a piece of inch stuff 6

inches wide across each pair of legs to stiffen them,

now level off the tops of the legs, and see that the

stools stand firmly on the floor. In cutting off the

bottoms of the legs, see that the tops of the stools are

not in winding with each other, as if so, your work

will never be steady on them. They are now finished,

and if carefully made, will stand a lot of rough work,

and last a very long time.

Belly-Board.—This is used for jointing up belly on

planing them up, and putting on the bars and bridges;

it is usually made of three thicknesses of \ inch stuff

glued together, the middle thickness crossing the other

two to prevent twisting; but for our purpose a single

thickness of 2 inch stuff will be all that is necessary

if it is clamped.

Get out six pieces of 2 inch pine 3 feet 10 inches

long and 9 inches wide, plane these over and joint them

up ; when the joints are nicely planed, warm them
;

while they are warming get the glue ready and set the

cramps to the width ; when the boards are warm glue

the edges rapidly, see that the ends are even, and put

the cramps on and screw up, taking care that the boards

are level on the face ; when dry, plane up the ends and

glue on two pieces of I inch stuff, when this is dry

put two inch dowels through these pieces into the

ends of each board for about 3 inches ; when all is

dry, cut off any extra width to reduce the board to

4 feet square and plane up all over. Now get out two

pieces of 1 inch stuff 3 inches wide, and glue them

on one face across the ends of the boards, using stout

handscrews to hold them down ; when set, clean up,

and the belly-board is finished with the exception of

the bridge recesses, which can be cut out later on.

Belly-Press.—We now require a belly-press. This

is the chief difficulty in piano making at home, as it

is necessarily a cumbrous affair, but it must be got

over somehow, the press itself is the same width and

length as the belly-board, but need only be \\ inch

thick. Get six 4 feet lengths of i\ inch deal 9 inches

wide, tongued and grooved, and glue them up to

make a board 4 feet square ; when dry plane it over,

and fasten on the back across the boards four lengths

of 4 inch by 2 inch deal, two at the ends of the

board and the other two between them at equal dis-

tances. This is the press, the difficulty is to suspend it.

When in use, the belly-board is laid on the stools

and the press suspended over it, pieces of wood called

go-bars are sprung between them, and so exert pressure

on anything that is laid on the board. What we want

to do then is to fix the press to something that will

hold it up, and at the same time resist the pressure

of the go-bars. The best method is to make a self-

contained or bedstead press, this consists of four

posts framed together 4 feet apart. The press is

fastened to the top framing, and the board rests on

the bottom framing. The posts then support the

press, and take the strain off the go-bars ; but as a

press is only required for two operations in piano

making, this kind is not adapted for amateur work,

as it would be in the way, and take up a lot of valu-

able room ; whereas, if we can suspend the press in

any way, we can lay the board on the stools directly

underneath it, and when not wanted can stand the

board aside and use the stool for other purposes. A
very good way is to fix two pieces of quartering across

the workshop 3 feet apart, and to screw the press to

these, then have four iron rods, one at each corner,

connecting the press to the stools ; this is the method

I should advise amateurs to adopt.

The underside of the press must be 6 feet from

the floor, and the top of the stools 2 feet, you will

now want four iron rods \ inch in diameter, with the

ends turned up to form square hooks ; these hooks are

to hang on the outside stiffening pieces of the press,

and slip on the ends of the stools ; be careful to have

the hooks turned the right way. This makes a capital

press, but I must leave amateurs to suspend the press

in a way most suitable to their places ; but the prin-

ciple to be observed is the same as I have just

described. The press, with irons on ready for work,

is shown at Fig. 4. You will now want some go-bars ;

these are of lance wood. You want four dozen ; they

can be got at Hopton's, George Street, Hampstead

Road, or at most timber bender's. Order them 3 feet

8 inches long, | inch wide, and J inch thick, any hard

springy wood will do, as hickory or ash, but lance

wood is usually used. When you get these home you

must taper them—that is, plane them thinner at the
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ends, about i inch by \ inch will do ; round the ends

slightly, just enough to take the corners off, and they

are ready. We have now got all our tools ready for

work, and in the next chapter I shall commence in-

structions for making our piano.

{To be continued.)

FRETSAW WORK AND MARQUETRY
CUTTING.

By D. B. ADJ.MSON.

III.- -Tools and Appliances— Saws—Saw
Saw Clamps—Drills.

Frames-

Hen beginning a new piece of work, it

is only natural that the tools and other

appliances which are used for it should

be considered, not only as to what they

are, but where they may be obtained,

for though it is easy enough for those who know all

about it to obtain the requisites, the novice often

requires to be informed where he can purchase them.

He may buy things which he afterwards finds to be

superfluities, and, again, he may have overlooked

some apparently trifling tool, without which all the

others are useless, or comparatively so. The follow-

ing list contains all that is necessary in connection

with fret-cutting, and after what I have said about

the few tools required, it may occur to the learner

that it seems rather a long one. I think it better,

however, to mention all the things that though not

absolutely necessary for elementary fretwork, are

certainly to be recommended as, at any rate, con-

venient to have when a certain degree of profi-

ciency has been arrived at. Without such handy

things the worker might occasionally be at a loss to

know what to do, and they can be added as occasion

requires. I have already alluded to the desirability of

stating where things may be got. Unfortunately

when the name of a manufacturer or dealer is men-

tioned in such a handbook as this, the reader is

sometimes inclined to jump to the conclusion that

they are given as " trade puffs," and not always from

disinterested motives. Permit me to say once for all

that any names given in connection with tools, etc.,

are mentioned solely with the object of telling the

beginner where he may get the various articles, in

case he should be at a loss, and that I do not write

with a view to the prominence of any manufacturer.

If he could not obtain them through not knowing to

whom to apply, it would be comparatively little use to

tell the novice that certain things exist. Of course, I

do not for a moment wish it to be supposed that

there are no other reliable dealers besides those

whose names I give in connection with fret-cutting,

as I do not pretend to have compiled a complete list

of them, and if the would-be purchaser knows of a

good place in his own neighbourhood at which he can

obtain what he wants, by all means let him deal there.

In the majority of our larger towns he will be able to

get many, if not all, the things he wants, as in most
of them at least one tool or fancy ware dealer lays

himself out to supply fret-worker's needs. Too much
reliance must not, however, always be placed on the

dealer's advice, as it cannot be expected they should

all be practically acquainted with the work their tools

are intended for, and it is well for the purchaser to

have some notion of the qualities he wants. The
following incident will explain my meaning ; it took

place not a hundred miles from where I write.

An amateur fret-cutter had made a small box, and
requiring hinges, he took it to a shop in which he

had noticed some saw frames on sale, to get them.

The salesman admired the work, and finally asked

what sort of tools were used. He was told some
were in his shop window, but could not credit it till

the use of the fret saw was explained to him. This,

no doubt, was an exceptional case, but it serves to

show that too much confidence need not be always

shown in the seller, and a little knowledge on the

buyer's part will not be amiss. I may give another

instance proving this. Requiring some very fine

saws I called on a well-known dealer whom I asked

for some 000 saws (about the finest that are made).

He was unacquainted with me, and thinking I had

made a mistake, with consideration for my supposed

ignorance, he politely explained that 000 saws were

too fine for general use, and that he presumed I meant

No. 3, which I would find much more serviceable.

Very likely I should have done so for some purposes,

but for what I then wanted they would have been

utterly useless, and by knowing what I wanted much
loss of time was avoided. After getting to know all

he can about any particular tool and being still in

doubt as to its applicability to the purpose he intends,

the novice cannot do better than apply to one of the

firms who make fretwork appliances a special branch

of their business, for information ; and I do not think

I am wrong in stating that he will invariably get

sound advice. To the best of my judgment I re-

commend only those things which I consider reliable,

and though not infallible I can safely say the opinions

are honestly given, and I trust will therefore be of

use. Nor do I wish to force my own preferences on

workers ; those who have obtained proficiency are

equally as competent to judge as myself, and while

freely expressing my own ideas, my aim is to be strictly

impartial and not to condemn one thing merely

because I happen to prefer another. This would be
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extremely unfair to dealers, and, besides, would pre-

vent this book being as useful as I hope it will prove

to many.

For a beginning the only tools necessary are a

few saw-blades, a frame to hold them, and something

to bore holes, such as a bradawl, gimlet, or drill,

according to the work. To these, though not abso-

lutely necessary, a cutting board may be added with

advantage. Such things as glue, designs, glass-paper,

etc., may be left for consideration later on. The
blades or saws used in fret-cutting, are thin strips of

steel with teeth very similar in appearance to those

of ordinary saws, though with few exceptions without

any "set," that is, the teeth are in a straight line, not

bent alternately to right and left. In length they are

about 5 inches, a short space at each end being plain,

without teeth. There are also for exceptionally heavy

work coarser and stronger blades of greater length,

but they are so little required by the amateur that

they need not be further considered. All fret-saws,

of whatever make, are known by numbers corres-

ponding with various degrees of fineness, ooo, oo, o,

i, 2, and so on up to 12, or even more. The
coarsest being the highest figures, and the finest the

ooo, or even oooo. These latter are very fine, so

much so that the teeth are hardly distinguishable

except to the touch, and it will be some time before

the beginner will be able to use them. Those most

useful to him are the Nos. I, 2, or 3, and, as

practice begets skill, he can add coarser or finer

according to his requirements. A little experience

will soon show what will best suit the work in hand.

Generally speaking, the thicker the wood the coarser

the saw, but one thing must not be forgotten, and that

is—a coarse, large toothed saw does not necessarily

cut faster than a small one. It is not, however, so

easily broken ; therefore, it is as well not to begin with

too fine a blade.

Several brands of saws are in the market, and

almost any of the more popular are to be relied on,

though it can hardly be said that any special make
is equally suitable for all kinds of work. For

instance, some that are excellent for cutting soft wood
are by no means the best for sawing metal. It seems

almost the custom for amateurs to confine themselves

to one make of saw. This may be all very well for

those who use only similar materials, but those who
use anything ranging from soft pine to brass in their

work, will find it better to select their saws accord-

ingly. It is true that in each bundle of saws differ-

ences exist, but a blade that is not up to the mark for

one piece of work may do very well for another. They
may be classified according to their temper and sharp-

ness. The former is ascertained by the colour, those of

a golden or brown tinge not being so hard as those of

bluish tinge. In very inferior blades though, this

distinction cannot be made, but even those that look

like plain iron do very well for soft wood. It is well

to note that the blades which have the highest degree

of temper are naturally more brittle than the others.

The sharpness of a blade can easily be ascertained

by passing the finger along the teeth, a little experi-

ence will soon enable anyone to distinguish those

which are sharpest. Occasionally a blade will be

found which is worthless, but not often in the better

known brands. When such an one is met with its

faults are, generally, that it breaks almost at the first

stroke, either from some defect in the metal, or that

it has been almost filed through between two of the

teeth 1 1 does not take long to find out this defect in any

particular blade when the practical test of cutting is

applied.

Another fault in some blades is that they can

hardly be made to cut evenly along a line from which

they will wander with an obstinacy worthy of a mule.

In this case, they usually have a twist, not readily

discernible till cutting is begun, and they are worth-

less for accurate work. More often the irregularity

of a line is to be attributed to the sawyer, still the

blade is sometimes at fault. It goes without saying

that bad saws are dear at any price, and as the cost of

the best is very trifling, no fretcutter need labour

under the disadvantage of being compelled to use

inferior blades. The ordinary sort are of German or

Swiss make, at least they are known as such. They
are the least expensive, and many of them are really

excellent, quite equal to some of the more costly. The
chief difficulty when purchasing them is, that unless

the reputation of the dealer affords some guarantee,

one does not know that he is getting serviceable

articles. Those supplied by the dealers, can, as a

rule, be depended on, and many expert sawyers use

no other. The general appearance of the teeth, which

are filed, will be gathered from Fig. 1. One variety

of German saw deserves mention as possessing some
qualities not found in most of them. They have

a broad edge and a thin, rounded back, and

the width of the saw from front to back is very

short ; or, in other words, the saws are as narrow as

it is possible to make them. The advantage of this

make and the difference of thickness in back and

front is, that the saws will go more easily and more

rapidly through the wood than the ordinary fret saws,

which are equally thick at back and edge. The effect,

indeed, is the same as that which is produced by

bending the teeth of a hand-saw or tenon-saw with a

saw set or himmer; for the opening of the teeth pro-

duces a wider cut—wider, in fact, than the thickness

of the blade, which is thus enabled to pass through the

wood without encountering any appreciable resistance
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from friction. The narrowness of these saw blades

also enables operators to turn the comers of any

design more neatly and quickly. This quality renders

them useful to the beginner especially, though to the

practised cutter it does not make much appreciable

difference. They are made in two kinds—one for

ordinary woods and one for harder materials, such as

with a minimum expenditure of power. The teeth

differ considerably from the German, being cut or

notched instead of filed, and they are much further

apart, see Fig. 2. It is claimed, and with some reason,

that from this construction they are stronger than

ordinary blades.

The Star saw, also American, is very similar

FIG. I.— TF.STH OF ORDINARY SWISS OR GERMAN ELADF., ENLARGED TO SHOW SHAPE CLEARLY. FIG. 2.—TEETH OF GRIFFIN
SAW BLADE, ENLARGED. FIG. 3. - 1 'Ol BI.E-EDGED SAW BLAIE, ENLAR'.EP. FIG. 4 -ACTUAL SIZES OF STAR SAWS.
FIG. 5.—STEEL SAW-FRAMF. UG. 6.—WOODEN SAW-FRAME. FIG. 7.—W OOD SAW-FRAME FOR AMATEUR CONSTRUCTION.
FIG. 8.—SAW CLAMP. FIG. 9— END OF HANDLE TO BE FASTENED TO FRAME FIG. 10.—ANOTHER FORM OF WOOD
FRAME. FIG. It.— IMPROVED DRILL STOCK.

metal, ivory, etc , obtainable from Mr. H. Zilles, 9,

South Street, Finsbury, E.C.

The Griffin saw, an American made blade, is

deservedly popular for general use, and works well

and easily whether in machine or hand frame. For
many purposes it is unequalled, and I question

whether a better blade for general use is to be found.

In price they are higher than the German, but per-

haps quite as economical in use. They are very fast

cutting blades, enabling the sawyer to do his work

though with coarser teeth. It is a little lower in price,

and though equally good for machine use I cannot

say I like it so much in the hand frame. It is, though,

undoubtedly, a good brand, with very few defective

blades. Both Star and Griffin saws are readily ob-

tainable from any dealer.

Among the best blades which I have used are

some imported from Italy. They are very similar to

the German, but superior to many of them. In price,

they are about the same. Their hardness renders

VOL. VII.— M
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them very useful for metal cutting. I believe they

are only to be obtained in this country from Mr. G.

Busschotts, of Liverpool, who also sells another saw,

which I have not seen elsewhere. Its peculiarity con-

sists in its having a double edge, which is said to be

an advantage in cutting corners when the work is too

big to be turned round. In some cases, it may be

useful as it cuts either forwards or backwards, and I

am told some find it an assistance. Personally, I do

not care for it, but it is only fair to say that my practi-

cal acquaintance with it is limited, and I don't think it

will be increased. From so much of the metal being

cut away, it is naturally not so strong as saws with

plain backs.

Saws known as the Hibernia are also popular ;

they are the same as Star blades. It must not be sup-

posed that the illustrations, Figs. I and 3, represent the

size cf blades, as they are given on a large scale to show

the formation of the teeth. Fig. 4 gives a fair idea of

the Star saws, from Nos. 1 to 10, the smaller sizes,

0,00,000, being left out, as, owing to their fineness,

any representation of them would be more likely to

mislead than to assist the novice. The saws of various

manufacturers differ slightly from one another, but

those of any given make are always to gauge. Of what-

ever sort, saws are sold in bundles of one dozen, at from

about 3d. per dozen. By taking a gross, or 1 dozen

bundles, a considerable saving is effected, sometimes

as much as one-third being allowed.

By themselves the blades are useless, or, in other

words, they are not complete tools. To render them so

they must be used in conjunction with a frame worked

direct by the hand, or with a machine actuated by the

feet, or, as some of them are, by hand. The ordinary

hand frame will be considered first, leaving machines

to be dealt with in a chapter devoted to them.

Hand frames are made either of wood or steel, the

latter being the general material and sufficiently good

for ordinary purposes. For some fine work, as will be

seen later on, those of wood are to be preferred. Fig. 5

represents a steel saw frame, the handle only being

wood. The blade held in position by clamps is shown

by A. The illustration is from a good style of frame,

the clamps being slightly adjustable to take saws

which, from breakage or otherwise, may not be up to

the normal length. Cheaper frames do not allow of

this being done, but, otherwise, they are equally useful,

or almost so. An improved variety allows the saw-

blade to face in any required direction, which for very

large work is a decided advantage. The measurement

of saw frames is reckoned from the blade to the back

of the frame ; thus, a 12 inch frame means that there

is this space between A and B, Fig. 5. The ordinary

sizes are from 12 inches to 20 inches, increasing by

2 inches. Of course, the larger the frame the larger

the piece of wood that can be sawn by its aid ; but it

must not be forgotten that the weight may, and, in-

deed, is, sometimes irksome ; therefore, it will not be

advisable to get a very big frame for ordinary use. A
14 inch or 16 inch will be quite sufficient for general

purposes.

Though these frames are mentioned, it will be

understood that it is not necessary to have one if a

machine is used. The work can be done much more

easily and quickly with the machine as a rule, but the

outlay is comparatively heavy, so that hand frames

still hold their own.

Somewhat lighter are the wooden frames, as Fig. 6.

One of this description, differing only in details, may
readily be made by the amateur, and for sake of those

who prefer to make their own tools, the following in-

structions are given : Two pieces of birch, or similar

strong, not brittle, wood, each 15 inches to 20 inches

long, or even more, according to size of frame desired,

1 inch wide by J inch thick, are shaped as A A, Fig. 7,

the narrow ends being rounded to fit tightly into

pieces of metal tubing an inch or so long. Three or

four inches from the other end cut mortises to receive

the tenons at the ends of the piece B. This piece, ex-

clusive of tenons, should be 5 inches long, and as thick

as A A, into which it may be fastened either with glue

or a couple of brads, or it may even be left fitting into

them without either. If not fastened, the disadvantage

is that the frame is apt to fall apart, not a serious

matter, as the parts can be replaced instantly. The
more than compensating advantage is that the frame

can be adjusted to take a short broken blade. The
tenons should fit fairly tightly into their respective

mortises. An inch or so from the ends, behind B, cut

a notch in each piece, A, to prevent the string, or,

better, catgut, from slipping off. This being carried

round several times, insert a strip of wood of sufficient

strength in the open space between the string, which

must be twisted till the opening at the other ends of

A is judged to be right ; then slip the wood forward

till one end catches B, and so prevents the twine un-

twisting, and the result, when saw clamps and a handle

have been added, ought to be a thoroughly efficient

frame, equal to any for usefulness.

The saw clamps had better be purchased, if a

suitable pair can readily be found ; otherwise, I think

their construction will be understood from Fig. 8.

Two will be required—one for each arm of the frame
;

and the thumb-screws tightening the parts of the

clamps between which the saw-blade is inserted,

should be on the side of the frame shown by Fig. 5 ;

i.e., on the side of Fig. 7, which is not seen. This

may seem too trifling a matter to be regarded, but, as

will be seen later on, it is really of considerable im-

portance, though, perhaps, a "left-handed" worker
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might find the other way better. I have said nothing

about the necessity of the frame being neatly and

carefully made, presuming that no one who is not

fairly accomplished in joinery will attempt to make
it The handle, c, may easily be fitted by shaping

the end to be attached to the frame, as indicated in

Fig. 9—A being fitted into the slot shown. Glue and

a couple of screws, especially if aided by a piece of

brass tubing fitting over the end of the handle, should

make all secure. Fig. 10 shows a still better wooden

frame, similar to those used by practical marquetry

cutters. With trifling variations, these frames men-

tioned may be taken as types of all their class. The
advantage a well-made wooden frame possesses over

a steel one is that it is much lighter, and there is not

the same amount of vibration when sawing.

The other tools used in fretwork are of a more

ordinary kind ; and though sorts specially suitable

for the work are kept by firms who devote themselves

to supply the fret-sawyers' needs, they can generally

be obtained from any tool shop. Beginners who do

not care to take the trouble to buy their tools sepa-

rately, cannot do better than get one of the fret-

cutting outfits, prepared by several dealers, at from

2s. 6d. per set, including one or two designs. I have

do wish to draw invidious comparisons, but may
recommend Skinner's outfit, at 3s. 6d., including, as

it does, sufficient planed wood to make up the four

designs supplied with it, as being one of the best for

the money I have met with. Of course, these cheap

outfits do not contain all the tools used in connection

with fretwork, but they comprise what is absolutely

necessary. It may almost be said that any wood-

working tool will come in handy at some time or

other in making up fretwork, but it will not be neces-

sary to do more than refer to a few of the most useful.

A boring tool of some sort is indispensable. For
some work a bradawl does well enough ; but as the

wood is apt te be split by it in making the holes

through which the saw-blade is inserted, it is much
better generally to bore with a drill. These, with the

stock known as the Archimedean, can be purchased

anywhere. An improved variety (Fig. 11), giving

continuous action, has recently been introduced.

With it holes may be bored very rapidly with a

minimum of labour. It is on sale at most good tool-

shops. It may be well to state that the drill-points

supplied with the lowest-priced stocks are often very

inferior, and quite unfit for boring anything hard.

Good drills are, however, to be had separately, at

id. or 2d. each, and with such the fret-sawyer should

be careful to provide himself, especially as the cost is

by no means prohibitory, as is the case with many
things the poor amateur can only look at and long for.

{To be continued.)

AN INDUCTORIUM : HOW TO BUILD IT.
By Sev. 0. BECKERLBGGE.

{For Illustrations, see Folding Sheet issued with this Part.

)

I. — Introduction— Essential Parts—Fascicule—
Primary Coil—Insulating Tube—Secondary Coil.

O say that no branch of physical science

is so popular as that of electricity, is to

make a statement which no one will

attempt to refute. There are many
reasons why it should be so. I re-

member when quite a boy—some thirty-five years ago

—reading a book, which, though now out of date, was

to me, at the time, a revelation and inspiration. I

refer to " Dick's Christian Philosopher." Optics and

chemistry had a rare charm for me, but my passion

seemed to be centred in Electricity. My ambition

was to make up a galvanic battery, and reproduce

some of the experiments given.

I then became acquainted with a medical coil, the

construction of which was a constant subject of specu-

lation and wonder. All I could learn of its owner was,

that the shock depended somehow upon the length of

wire forming a coil. What a treasure such a magazine

as Amateur Work, or the " English Mechanic

"

would have been ! but there was not a single book

known to me that could give the information I needed.

At last I got hold of a little handbook by Dyer. This

gave me a fresh start; I now began in earnest to con-

struct a coil. I can recall the intense excitement I

experienced when I produced the first spark from the

primary wire. I felt myself standing on a lofty pinnacle.

/ was an electrician ! Close the shutters that the fire

may blaze out more distinctly ! Call the family to

witness my triumph ! Yes, that was a time of excite-

ment. Don't smile sarcastically, I was a young en-

thusiast, and, perhaps, you, gentle reader, have had

your triumphs, too ; if so, you will not think hardly of

me because I was somewhat elated.

But even the joy of that hour was small when

compared with the excitement given by the first shock.

How deeply was every trivial circumstance impressed

on the mind. There was the coil so far completed

that I could use it with an extemporised contact-

breaker. Couple up to the cell—hark ! there was the

faint, deep hum. Hurrah ! it works—touch the

terminals—-what a shock ! Friends were called in

that they might be shocked. Here was an instru-

ment built with my own hand, and the outcome of

years of anxious thought. As I look back upon it now

(it was pulled to pieces many years ago) and com-

pare it with other and more perfect instruments, I

confess it was a poor affair, but considering that I

had never seen such an instrument, except the medical

coil referred to, I am yet of opinion that it was a
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decided success; and Archimedes, as he leaped out of

the bath, shouting, " Eureka," was not prouder of his

triumph, nor had need to be. But why do I trouble

my readers with this bit of autobiography ? For no

other reason than to stimulate them in the pursuit of

knowledge. I remember the difficulties of my early

experiments—difficulties which do not now lie in the

path of the young scientists (though I do not know if

they are exactly to be congratulated on their so-called

advantages), and, remembering these, I am anxious in

this paper to give such directions, both theoretical and

practical, as shall render the building of a coil " as

plain as the nose on your face."

Already directions have been given for the con-

struction of a coil of small dimensions of the " shock-

ing " type. The work I set before me is to describe

one suitable for lecture experiments, etc., giving a two

or three inch spark.

For the production of a coil, there are two re-

quisites, knowledge and skill. The first can be com-

municated, but the second can only be acquired by

due care. But let me here say that no skill is needed

which cannot be acquired by any person with ordinary

manipulative ability. It is my ambition to impart the

first, let it be your ambition to acquire the second. If

my instructions shall be faithfully carried out in an in-

telligent, thoughtful manner, then I am confident the

result will be a coil, of which you may be justly

proud. Let me say another word before we enter our

workshop. Do not be in a hurry ! Do not scamp,

never for a moment think what you have done is

" well enough," if you by possibility can do it better. A
single bit of careless work may render the whole of

your after labour useless. The great, and often fatal,

danger, to which amateur workers are exposed, is the

desire to see their work completed. They have not

patience to see their work grow step by step. I speak

from experience, and trust I have learned wisdom

from the same. It is this, and often this only, which

renders the amateur's work less valuable than the

professional man's. The principle applies equally to

the artist, scientist, and mechanic.

The lecture is finished, let us step from the platform

into the workshop.

An induction coil is composed of the following

essential parts : The fascicule, or bundle of iron wire,

the primary coil, ebonite, or other insulating tube,

secondary coil, contact break, condenser, and stand.

Whether a coil is large or small, these are essential.

We, for convenience, will fix upon a definite size,

which, if the coil be well made, shall give a two or

three inch spark. This size is not beyond the powers

of a clever amateur, and is large enough for ordinary

lecture work. I would not, however, advise any one to

attempt a larger one as a first effort.

The Fascicule.—Procure a quantity of good iron

wire, say \ lb., of a size similar to birdcage wire. It

is of importance that this wire should be of the best

possible kind. I believe Swedish is reckoned the best;

the softer the better. Iron and steel, as it is well known,

retain magnetism in proportion to their hardness.

Cut off a sufficient number of pieces 7 inches long, to

make a bundle, say f inch in diameter. Procure a

length of good nailrod, \ inch by "]\ inches long, at one

end cut a screw thread for an inch, and let the other

end be sharpened to a point. Take the bundle of wire,

and see that each wire is perfectly straight, and bind

it in several places with wire, making it as solid as

possible. With a hammer, knock one end perfectly

level, and if the other end is not fairly level, make it

so with a file. Now take the rod we have prepared

with a sharp point, and pass it into the centre of the

bundle ; with a little care, this can be done to a great

nicety. There will be a projecting piece left with the

screw cut on it. The piece we have inserted will

wedge the bundle solid. This must be annealed,

which can be done by putting it into a clear fire on

going to bed, by the morning it will be cold and very

soft. It will be covered by a coat of oxide, which

must not be removed, except that which a soft brush

will do. If you let it fall on a solid body it will yield

a dead heavy thud, like lead, or at least should do, if

properly annealed. We may, with safety, remove the

binding wire, as the oxide will have cemented the

bundle solid. Take a length of tape, and wind it

around the bundle from one end to the other ; let the

ends be fastened off neatly with a stitch or two of

thread. Procure a dish long enough to hold the

bundle. Purchase a pound of paraffin wax, or if that

is not available, though it can be procured of most

druggists, take some white paraffin candles, the best

you can procure, and melt them in an oven in the

dish. When melted, lay the bundle in it, and let it

remain there for an hour, until it shall have penetra-

ted between the rods ; after which, take it out, let it

drain, and harden.

Primary Coil.—Our next step is to lay on the pri-

mary coil. I may say here, that there is some difference

of opinion amongst workers as to whether the best

results are to be obtained by two spirals or three; that

is to say, whether the primary should be laid in two

or three coils. Then again, the exact size wire for a

given coil is somewhat an open question. For

example, suppose the range shall lie between Nos. 16

and 14. It will be obvious that in the small size there

will be a larger number of convolutions in a given

space, but larger resistance.

Now what is wanted is the largest number of

convolutions with the least resistance. Resistance

means, in this case, heat that is to say, a certain
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measure of energy which should have developed

magnetism has been diverted from its object and

developed heat, which is not required. If, on the

other hand, we use a larger wire, none, or but little,

of the force is lost in heat ; but as there must, of neces-

sity, be fewer convolutions in a given space, there

will be correspondingly less magnetic intensity.

There is another reason why we should get the

largest number of convolutions possible. As is well

known, a coil of insulated copper wire is really

changed into a magnet during the passage of a cur-

rent of electricity, and manifests all the usual features

of polarity. Now in a coil, each convolution acts as

a magnet on its neighbour, and enforces the current;

thus, the larger the number, the greater the intensity.

I have said so much that the worker may have an

intelligent idea why he does this or that. Taking,

then, all the facts of the case into consideration, I

should advise that in the coil we are building, the

primary should not be smaller than 16 nor larger than

14. About I lb will be sufficient.

There is, however, one point in which all practical

workers are agTeed ; that is the wire should be silk

covered. It is true, cotton-covered wire is somewhat

cheaper, but the advantages are all on the side of silk.

A covering of silk being so much thinner, the wire can

be packed closer, much space is thus saved and'a larger

number of convolutions can be put on in a given

space. But there is «ven another element to be con-

sidered. Magnetic induction is governed by the

square of the distance. Example, if a magnet attracts

with a given force at a distance which we call I, then

at a distance of 2 the attraction will only be \ ; at 3,

£, etc. Hence, it will be seen that as in fact, the coil

is a magnet and induces magnetism in the bundle, it

is of importance that the coil shall be as near the

bundle as possible, so that even the thickness or thin-

ness of the insulation of the wire will determine, to

some extent, the amount of magnetism in the bundle
;

and so many are the avenues, so to speak, by which

the force may be lost, that to be successful in our

work, we must watch every point. Indeed, it is this

knowledge and care which makes the professionally

built coil, as a rule, so much superior to the amateur's.

The secret of success, then, is, stop all leakages.

Begin to wind the wire on the bundle by leaving

two or three inches free, starting from the very end
;

a thread tied around the end will keep it from coming

off. Wind it on to the other extremity, and back

again. See to it that the wire goes on without kinks

or bends, and that each convolution is close to the

last. If attention is paid to the first coil in this re-

spect, the second coil will go on evenly without sink-

ing between the convolutions of the first, which would

be a weak point, and, consequently, has to be guarded

against. When brought to the end, tie it firmly with

silk or thread, so that it shall not unwind. Prepare

a bath of paraffin, by placing some wax or candles in

a dish and melting the same in an oven, when melted,

lay the primary in it for about half-an-hour, or until

such a time as the wax has soaked through the two
coils. When this is accomplished, take it out and
drain, smoothing away any lumps which may be

on it.

When cold, it will be a firm cylindrical mass. Some
interesting experiments can be performed, and lessons

learned at this stage. Connect one of the free ends

of the coil to the carbon and the other to the zinc of a
battery, and you will find that the bundle is converted

into a powerful magnet. Now remove one end,

instantly the magnetism disappears. Now bring a

wire from the C, and with it touch the wire coming
from the z, and you will see the faintest spark. Now
replace the coil and we shall find the spark greatly

augmented. Fasten a file to one of the elements of

the cell, and one of the ends of the coil to the other.

Now draw the other end of the coil along the file,

and a torrent of sparks will be the result. We may
by this simple device even gain a little shock if we
include ourselves in the circuit, which may be done

by holding the free end of the coil in one hand which

should be moistened, and in the other hand a piece

of wire which must be drawn smartly along the file.

Every time the wire passes from one tooth to another

contact will be made and broken, which will set up a

series of little shocks through the hands and arms.

Insulating Tube.—Next we must get and fit a tube

to contain the primary. In small shocking coils this is

sometimes made of paper, and will supply all the

insulation needed. But as we are not making such an

one, I will make no practical remarks on it. For

our Inductorium we need the most perfect insulation

possible. Now there are two materials available—
ebonite and paraffin. As far as I am aware their in-

sulating property is about equal ; but there are two

matters to be considered. If money is but of little

importance, then I should strongly advise ebonite.

As to the probable cost I shall refer farther on

;

but if it is a point of economy, and time and labour

are not highly valued, then I would with confidence

propose a tube built up of paper and paraffin. I

have had considerable experience with this as a

substitute for ebonite, and know its value. I will first

consider the tube, without reference to the material.

Our primary is 7 inches long. With a callipers, or by

any other method available, obtain the exact dia-

meter. To guard against any little unnoticed irregu-

larity, or a slight bend which may possibly be in the

coil, calculate your measurement T
'

s inch larger than

the actual measurement, which, we will assume, would
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bring the required size up to ii inch. The tube must

on this basis be 10 inches long, -^ inch thick when
finished, and i^ inch diameter, inside measurement.

Two short tubes, r£ inch long, must be fitted to slide

into the long tube. Two discs must also be provided

and fitted to stop the ends of the tube.

Supposing my reader has a lathe, the cheapest way
will be for him to procure the tube, etc., in the rough

and turn it himself. The disc can be made with a

flange, as in Fig. 7, and with a screw thread cut in it

or left smooth, as may be deemed most desirable.

Now, supposing we do not feel disposed to go to

the expense of ebonite, and prefer a paper and
paraffin tube, it should be made as follows : First,

procure a piece of wood a shade larger than the coil,

and wrap writing paper around it, gumming down the

outer edge until it is & inch larger than the coil.

Procure a quantity of good unsized paper, such as

used by printers, let it be as thick as possible. Cut

it in strips about 11 inches wide. Fix the wooden
mould on which we propose to build the tube in the

winder—to be described in due course. Melt a quan-

tity of paraffin in the bath, and pass the strips of

paper through it ; do this slowly, so that the paper

becomes saturated. Whilst the paper is still soft,

wrap it around the mould, and turn the mould around;

at the same time work the remaining portion of the

strip with the other hand, so as to bring the two sur-

faces in contact. Have a flat iron, such as is used in

the laundry, kept warm, and as soon as two layers

are laid on pass the warm iron on the tube so as to

partially melt the wax, and make the tube solid. This

course must be pursued until the tube is T\ inch

thick, when, if care has been taken, a good solid tube

will be the result. Put the mould in a lathe, and cut

the tube down to 10 inches long. Make two short

tubes to go into this, of the dimensions given ; also

make two discs of mahogany to fit the ends. In the

centre of one let there be a central hole £ inch dia-

meter. When these discs are turned, let them soak

in melted wax for an hour or two until they become
perfectly saturated. The tube will be improved in

appearance if it be blackened. I have succeeded in

doing this by mixing " drop-black" with brush polish,

and laying it on with a brush like varnish.

We must now cut off the ends of the coil, leaving

each, say, J inch long. With a round-nosed pliers

turn each end into a small loop. Now put the coil

in the tube, insert the short tubes, and place the discs

in position, when the coil will be retained in the

centre of the tube. As a matter of fact, the length

of the adjusting tubes will have to be cut, so that

when the discs are inserted the coil will be firmly

retained in the centre of the tube ; Fig. 3 gives a

view of the coil and tube when completed.

Secondary Coil. — We must now build up the

secondary coil. For this purpose procure, say, 2$ lbs.

of silk-covered wire, No. 36, this is the best size for an

ordinary coil. We shall also need a number of insu-

lating rings and discs. For the former we must pro-

cure a tube, either of ebonite or paraffined paper, of

such a size as will pass over the other tightly ; it may
be about six inches long, and T

3
F in. thick. Put it in

a lathe and cut it into a number of rings—five 5 inch,

six -^g inch, and the remaining number i inch wide.

We shall then have about forty rings, provided there

is no waste, which is somewhere about the number

required, leaving a margin for accidents.

The insulating discs must be our next care. For

these procure a quire of the best blotting paper and

cut 160 squares 4£ inches by 4i inches. Take four

at a time and soak them in the wax bath. Firmly

press each four together, and drain off all superfluous

wax by holding them before a fire. Let them cool

and harden under pressure ; when cold they will be

very firm and solid. With a compass strike two

circles in each of the forty pieces, one 4J inches

diameter, another just a little larger than the diameter

of the tube, so that it will go on without the slightest

pressure. We are now ready to wind our secondary,

as soon as the appliance for the purpose is constructed,

which is the next matter that shall engage our atten-

tion.

Fig. 5 will give an idea of a winder. A, 1 inch

board 12 inches by 8 ; B b', standards ; C, fixed centre ;

D, live cenfre with a square shank, on which is fitted

a crank handle ; E, a set screw for retaining the dead

centre in its place. The standards may be secured

by two strong screws, or, what is better, by tenon and

mortise. Next we shall require two discs of wood, 4j

inches in diameter, and, say, i£ inches thick, with a

centre hole to admit the tube. They must fit tightly.

These discs should be cut with the grain of the wood,

longitudinal with the thickness, and not out of a plank

or board ; by this means there will be less danger of

warping. In addition to these matters, solder the

ends of a piece of stout copper wire across the bottom

of our bath, on the inside, leaving the centre portion

of the wire unattached to the bath, so that our

secondary wire can pass under it, the reason for

which will presently be apparent. We will proceed

to wind our secondary as follows :

Pass through the reel on which the wire is wound

a stout wire with each end filed to a point, bend

the wire into the form of a staple and drive the ends

firmly into a block of wood, put another reel in the

winder and wind off the wire from the first reel on to

it, being careful that an inch or two of the wire is left

free. When it is wound off connect the wire to a

galvanometer to test its continuity ; if the needle
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deflects, the wire is sound and continuous, but if there

is no Reflection, there is a break somewhere—the wire

must be gone over carefully and the damaged part

repaired, thus : Uncover each end of the severed

wire, and twist them around each other once or twice,

and solder them, using resin, and not a soldering

fluid, then carefully cover the wire again with the silk.

We will consider a galvanometer further on, and how
to use it, as this is, at least, an essential instrument

in the building of a large coil.

Fix the reel of wire as at first, so that it can un-

wind freely. Raise the wax bath from the table, so

that a small spirit lamp can stand under it, and when
lighted keep the wax melted ; take the free end of

the wire and pass it under the wire which has been
soldered to the bottom of the bath. It is clear now,

that, as the wire passes on, the silk covering will be

saturated with the wax, which will increase the insula-

tion, and also form a kind of cement, giving solidity to

the coil. Now plug the ends of the tube with wood, that

it may be centred in the winder. Place one of the

i inch insulating rings on the centre of the tube—be
accurate, and place an insulating disc on each side.

In one of the discs—say the left-hand one—make a

pinhole on a level with the diameter of the ring, and pass

the wire between the two discs, the free end coming to

the outside of the left-hand disc. Now put on the wood
discs, one on each side, these will prevent the wire

from wedging out the insulating discs. Hold the wire

between the fingers and thumb of the left hand in a
bit of cloth, this will wipe off all superfluous wax.

With the right hand wind away as fast as you like.

Put pressure on the wire just sufficient to get it solid

on the tube, and keep a sharp eye on the space

between the discs that the wire does not catch any-

where, but go on regularly, and see that it does not pile

up by the side of one of the divisions. All these

little matters must be attended to. Fill the space to

within \ inch of the discs. When filled, cut off the

wire, leaving an inch or two for future connection.

Take the tube out of the winder and put a \ inch ring

on each side of the filled division, making a pinhole

in the /<?//-hand disc as in the first case, and again put

on the wooden cheeks or discs.

The next point is a matter ofthe utmost importance.

In replacing the tube in the winder reverse the ends,

so that the disc, that in the first instance was to the

left, is now to the right. The ends of the tube must be

reversed each time two fresh discs are to be filled. The
reason of this is that the wire must go on in the same
direction from beginning to end. Now, a moment's

consideration will show you that if the wire to be
wound were joined to the projecting inside end of the

coil already wound, and the handle were turned in the

same direction, the coil not being reversed, the second

section would be wound in an opposite direction to the

first. If it is not mentally clear, make an experiment

with a bit of cotton on a reel, and you will see that if

the outside end looks towards you, the inside end will

look from you. Now turn the reel over from left to

right, and you will see that the inside end will look

towards you and the outer from you. I would not be

so prolix on this point, only I know that many young

and inexperienced amateurs fail to comprehend at

first sight the reason for either reversing the ends of

the core or winding in an opposite direction. Of

course, the latter would be in the end the same as the

former ; but' it would be somewhat awkward to do,

and would introduce a little confusion. My desire to

make a somewhat obscure subject clear is my apology.

Join the wire to the free inside end of the coil in the

manner previously indicated—namely, cleaning the

ends, twisting them, and solder, carefully covering the

joint with silk, and fill as before. Cut off the wire, and

pass it through the pin-hole in the left-hand disc, and

fill as the other two. Ultimately these two outside

ends—the one from the left-hand coil and the one

from the central one—will be joined, when you will

see that they are quite continuous in one direction.

Again take out the tube, and put two other \ inch

rings on ; reverse the tube, and fill as before, when

there will be five \ inch divisions. We must now put

three T
'
5 inch rings on each side, and fill to within

I inch, after which use the i inch rings, decreasing the

quantity of wire for the first three divisions on each

side about | inch, which will be J inch from the cir-

cumference of the discs. The remainder of the wire

should be put, gradually diminishing the quantity

i inch each three sections.

Now, it is a well-known fact that the disruptive

force of a current of electricity is greatest at its poles
;

the tendency to disrupt gradually decreases till at the

centre of the coil it is nil. Now, by building the coil

in the form of a double cone with their bases joined,

it is seen that the bulk of the wire is placed, where

there is the least tendency to spark, into a neighbour-

ing coil. Having wound all the wire at our disposal,

say two or three pounds, our coil will need careful

handling, as it is not built of very adhesive material.

The first thing to do is to carefully join and solder all

the outer pairs ofends, testingwith the galvanometer for

continuity as each pair is joined up. When everything is

so far completed, pour melting paraffin into the sec-

tions, making it as solid as possible, after which smooth

off all lumps. When cold, take tape, and glue six or

eight pieces longitudinally, letting their ends lap over

the outer discs. If another length is wound diagonally

around it, the result will be solidity, and there will be

no danger of the various sections separating.

{To be continued.)
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NOTES ON NOVELTIES.
By THE EDITOR.

17. The Britannia Company's Link Spanner and
Pipe Wrench. 18. The Britannia Company's

New Cheap Die Chuck. 19. The Britannia Com-
pany's Improved Fan Forges. 20. Armitage's

New Turnscrew. 21. Smith's Tables and Me-
moranda for Engineers. 22. Pattern Making.
23. The Amateur. 24. Repousse Brass Work.

HIS month I have the pleasure of calling at-

tention to some very useful specialities of the

Britannia Company, Engineers and Tool

Makers, Colchester, and at 100, Houndsditch,

London, and I may take advantage of this

opportunity to remind my readers that all orders for goods

should be addressed to Colchester, but that the goods them-

selves may be seen and examined at the Company's show-

rooms at the address just given, so that residents in London
and visitors to London from the country can have facilities

for looking at any speciality of the Britannia Company, and

determining whether or not it is exactly the thing they want

before purchasing. Nevertheless, anyone who buys an

article or appli-

ance manufac-

tured by the Bri-

tannia Company
will be sure to get ES
all his money's

worth, for if Grif-

fiths be a "safe

man ", it is equally

certain that the Britannia Company is a safe Company. More
than this, lessons in turning can be had at the show-rooms

in Houndsditch, of which it is well to make a mental note.

17. Britannia Company's Link Spanner and Pipe

Wrench.—A good wrench or spanner is an indispensable

adjunct to the contents of the tool-chest, as it is frequently

in request for the adjustment of nuts and bolts pertaining to

machinery of all kinds. It is true that wrenches are mostly,

if not always, supplied with any machine, but they are fre-

quently mislaid, and it is a matter of doubt if the owner of

a machine, unless he be an exceptionally careful man, can

lay his hands upon the particular article in demand just

when he wants it. For example, the special spanner be-

longing to one's mowing machine, who can be sure of its

precise locality at any time when it is urgently wanted for

immediate use ? Having this in view, and remembering the

many purposes for which a wrench is required by the ama-

teur, how much better is it to have one special tool of the

kind which, as all tools ought to be, is always kept in a

special place, and can always be produced at a moment's

notice. The question then is, what particular spanner to

buy, and here the Britannia Company steps in with a practi-

cal answer and exhibits their self-adjusting, self-gripping,

and self-acting Link Spanner and Pipe Wrench for bolts,

nuts, tubes, gas-pipes, etc., etc., a strong and powerful

instrument, which, comparatively speaking, takes up but

FIG. 4.—ARMITAGE S NEW SCREWDRIVER.

little room, and is easily stowed away in the tool-chest.

The spanner is made of steel throughout. Its form and

action will be easily recognized from Figs. I and 2 in one

of which it is shown as being used as a pipe wrench, and in

the other as gripping a hexagonal nut. The greater the

pressure exerted on the lower end or handle of the wrench

the harder the jaws bite. It can be quickly applied, and as

quickly released, and no time is lost in screwing up or

screwing down the movable jaw of the ordinary wrench, no

matter what the size of the nut or pipe may be, whether

small or large, the spanner is equally efficient with all, and

will do its work as quickly and as well with one as with the

other. It is made in six sizes, namely, 5 inch, 8 inch,

12 inch, 15 inch, 18 inch, and 24 inch, sold respectively at

is. Sd., 2s. 8d., 4s., 5s., 6s., and 8s. each

18. Britannia Company's New Cheap Die Chuck.—In

Fig. 3 is shown an efficient but at the same time simply

constructed die chuck, which the Britannia Company are

offering for sale under the name of the " New Cheap Die

Chuck." Its construction may be readily recognized from

the illustration, the lower part of which shows the back

plate, which is bored with a plain hole, and is therefore

ready to be screw cut, to suit any lathe for which it may be

required. Attached by screws to the back plate is the face

plate, in which is

a slot, in which

work two power-

ful die - shaped

jaws, actuated by

screws which are

themselves worked

by a pin thrust

through the head.

The jaws may both be withdrawn from the centre of the slot

for the admission of the article to be turned, in which case,

the work will be done concentrically with the lathe centre, or

they may be shifted to either end of the slot, and the article

inserted and gripped in the opening thus left, when the work

will be eccentric to the lathe centre, and in this the chuck

under consideration has the advantage of ordinary scroll

chucks. The simplicity of its construction renders it free from

liability to get out of order ; it is, moreover, durable, cheap,

and has a wide range of work. They are made in two sizes,

z\ inches and 4J inches in diameter. The former size

suits lathes from 2J inch to 3! inch centre ; has a range

from W inch to \ inch, and is sold at 10s. 6d. ; the latter

suits lathes from 4 inch to 6 inch centre, has a range

from \ inch to I inch, and is sold at 15s. An extra charge

of 2s. 6d. in all cases for fitting back plate to lathe.

19. Britannia Company's Improved Fan Forges.—The

Company have recently added to their stock some very handy

forges, which will prove very useful and acceptable to the

amateur metal worker. These forges are of various sizes,

and are sold at various prices, as given in detail beLow. I

should much liked to have given illustrations of the forges

described, but to do so would take up, at least, a whole

page of this Magazine, which is more space than I can spare,

and any reader may obtain them by applying to the Com-

pany for their illustrated price list. The smallest, which
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has no hood, is 15 inches in height and diameter, and weighs

50 lbs. By its aid, welding heat may be produced on I inch

iron in five minutes ; it is supplied at £2 5s. 6d. The next

size weighs the same, namely, 50 lbs., its fire pan is 17 inches

by 12 inches, and its height 15 inches ; it will heat I inch

iron to welding heat in 10 minutes, and is sold, without a

hood, at £2 13s. 6d., and with a hood, at ^3 7s. 6d. These

smallest sizes are intended to

stand on a bench, and will be

found to be valuable appliances

for bronzing, soldering, temper-

ing, and welding. The larger

sizes, as far as efficiency is con-

cerned, are said to be superior to

the common forge. The cheapest

of these is sold at ,£3 4s. Its

height is 25 inches, the fire pan,

19 inches by 15 inches, and its

weight 115 lbs. It is fitted with

a 7 inch fan and lever handle,

and has babbet bearings. The
next size, sold at £6, is 29 inches

high, has a fire pan measuring 19 inches by 17 inches,

weight no lbs., and is fitted with an S inch fan and
hood. A similar forge, without hood, but having pipe

legs, a swivel handle, a 10 inch fan, and weighing 150 lbs.,

is supplied at £5. The largest and most efficient of the

series is fitted with a half-hood. It has pipe legs and a

swivel handle ; the height of the fire pan is 25 inches, this

part being also 2S inches long and 10 inches wide. It is

provided with a 14 inch fan, and its weight is 310 lbs. The
cost of this excellent amateur's forge, complete, is £6 12s.

The prices named are nett prices, subject to increase at 5 per
cent, if booked.

20. Armitage's New Turn-

screw.—My readers will scarce-

ly require to be reminded that

in page 44 of this volume I

called attention to a new
screwdriver, or tumscrew, that

Messrs. R. Meihuish and

Sons, of Fetter Lane, London,

B.C., had introduced, and

which, from its novel and

desirable form of handle,

was likely to meet with

favour among those who
require to make use of a

tool of this description,

whether frequently or oc-

casionally. The specimen that was handed to me was

stamped "Meihuish," and I wrote my notice under

the impression that Messrs. Meihuish and Sons were

originators of the form of handle, and that this description

of tumscrew was being manufactured for them, and for

them only, as I was perfectly alive to the fact that the tools

in question were not made by them on their own premises.

Still, if a man invents an article, and has it made for sale,

it is to all intents and purposes to be regarded as his, al-

FIG. 3.—THE BRITANNIA COMPANY S NEW
CHEAP DIE-CHUCK.

FIG. 2. --SPANNER GRIPPING HEXAGONAL NUT.

though it may be made for him by somebody else. It must

not be supposed for a moment that Mr. Meihuish used any

expression that might be construed into an assertion of

ownership. His words to me, as nearly as I remember

them were :
—" I am introducing a new kind of screwdriver,

etc.," but the name stamped on the blade led me to infer

that the idea, which had led to its construction, belonged to

him. I have, however, since

then, received from Messrs. W. H.

Armitage and Co., Vesuvius

Works, Sheffield, a screwdriver of

the same kind, with the following

letter :
—" Enclosed find a sample

of a new tumscrew. The novelty

lies in the handle, it being shorter,

thereby giving all the purchase

on the blade, and more comfort-

able to use, its use not causing

the hand to blister as in ordinary

turnscrews, and the ball end of

handle being broader than usual,

gives more grip. " By the courtesy

of Messrs. W. H. Armitage and Co , I am enabled, in Fig.

4, to give an illustration of this tumscrew, which will show

its form and merits far better than any description could

do. It bears the name and trade mark of Messrs. W. H.

Armitage and Co , the latter being a field-glass, with the

legend " Caps Any," which it certainly does in point of

construction and finish. A notable feature of this tumscrew,

which cannot be recognized from the illustration, is the

thickness and substance of the brass ferrule on the upper

end of the handle, and the depth to which the shoulders of

the blade on either side of the tang are set in it, giving it

a degree of strength and

solidity which is seldom met

with in other tools of this

class. I gladly take advantage

of this circumstance to protest

against the fashion that now

prevails of having tools

stamped with the name of the

seller instead of that of the

manufacturer. Why should

not Ccesar have the things

that are Cresar's? Messrs.

Cadbury and Co., and

Messrs. Fry and Sons

would never think of

allowing any grocer who

sell their specialities to

put a label of his own on them as if they were articles of

his own make. That the custom prevails in the hardware

trade, I am aware, it being carried to such an extent, that

the name of the local ironmonger appears on stoves and

ranges which he sells, but does not make. It is a custom,

however, that would be better honoured in its breach than

in its observance, and I hope the time is not far distant

when, even in the iron trade, the name of the manufacturer,

and not that of the seller, will appear on all goods offered
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for sale, for the adoption of such a course would afford, in

the name of the manufacturer, a guarantee for'the excellence

of the article, while the seller could be in no way harmed

by the non-appearance of his own name thereon, which

does nothing more than impart to' him, in the eye of the

uninitiated, a little lustre, which, at the best, is only re-

flected glory.

After writing^the above I happened to see among the

tools of a carpenter who was at work at; Wanvick House, a

screwdriver with a handle similarly fashioned. It proved to

be one that he;had-had in use for some years, and the

handle, for convenience of handling the tool, had been thus

fashioned by himself. It was truly said by Solomon that

there was nothing new under the sun.

21. Smith's Tables"andMemorandafor Engineers, etc.—
This is the fourth edition of a."handy book of reference for the

waistcoat pocket, published by Messrs. Crosby Lockwood

and Co., 7, Stationers'\Hall Court, Ludgate Hill, E.C., and

compiled and edited by Mr. Francis Smith. It contains in

a concise and convenient form all the tables and memo-

randa which are more frequently required for reference by

mechanics, engineer!, architects, builders, surveyors, etc.,

and which they are unreasonably expected to have at their

fingers' ends, as the saying goes. Next to this it is most

desirable to have them in one's pocket, and this has been

brought within the power of everyone who belongs to the

callings and professions that have been named by the careful

researches of Mr. Smith on the one hand, and on the other

by the good taste that marks the appearance of all handy

books of this kind produced by Messrs. Crosby Lockwood

and Co.

22. Pattern-Making.—Those who are in want of an ex-

haustive volume in " Pattern-Making," should buy the book

published under this title by Messrs. Crosby Lockwood and

Co., 7, Stationers' Hall Court, Ludgate Hill, and written by

"A Foreman Pattern Maker," the author of the papers

entitled "The Forms of Tools," now appearing in this

Magazine. To attempt to give anything approaching a fair

idea of the contents of this closely-printed volume of

270 pages, replete with useful tables for workshop reference,

and illustrated with 374 engravings would take up far more

space than is now at my command ; and I must content my-

self with saying that it is in every respect what it professes to

be—namely, a practical treatise, embracing the main types of

engineering construction, and including gearing, both hand

and machine-made, engine work, sheaves and pulleys, pipes

and columns, screws, machine parts, pumps and cocks, the

moulding of patterns in loam and greensand, etc., together

with the mode of estimating the weight of castings. The

papers of which the book is formed appeared originally in

the pages of the English Mechanie, but for the volume

before me. they have been recast, and appear in a revised

and extended form. I have no doubt that the interest

excited by the very valuable and instructive series—" The

Forms of Tools," will render many readers desirous of

placing on their shelves in a complete and handy form a

useful book of reference by the same author.

23. The Amateur.—Mr. Henry Zilles, 9, South 'Street,

Pinsbury, London, E.C., has furnished himself with a new

chair, namely, a chair editorial, in which I hope he will sit

with comfort and profit to himself, and to the advantage of

the amateur world for many years to come. For some
years—in fact, since 1S66—Messrs. May and Widmayer, of

Munich, have been bringing out, month by month, a paper

called Der Dilettant, consisting of four pages of letter-

press, with pattern sheets for frets, carved and inlaid work,

painting on wood, and other similar domestic arts, gene-

rally two in each Part. In fact, it is the Pattern Sheets

of Der Dilettant that form the staple of Mr. Zilles'

stock of beautiful designs that I have often spoken of in

terms of the warmest praise in this Magazine. On New
Year's Day, 1888, Der Dilettant appeared for the

first time in this country in an English dress, under the

style and title of The Amateur, the terms of subscription

being 6s. per annum, or 3s. for six months, post-free. The
first Part contains in its two Pattern Sheets a great variety

of designs, including a key cabinet for painting on wood, a

work-basket, corner brackets with mirror, Japanese tea-

caddy, prayer-book cover, and book-marker in fret-work ;

and a knife and fork handle brooch, and Gothic candlestick

in carved work. The designs are for the most part very

pretty; and I have no doubt that The Amateur will be

as warmly welcomed by art wood-workers as have been the

sheets from Der Dilettant that Mr. Zilles has previously

had on sale, and which he still keeps in stock—the number
of designs having very nearly reached eight hundred.

24. Rcpoussl Brass Work.—This is a handsome bro-

chure, consisting of thirty-two pages, with six full-page

working drawings and many illustrations in the text, all by

the author
; published by Messrs. Booth Brothers, Dublin,

and written by W. F., who, under his nom de flume of

A. Savil, provided the Folding Sheet which formed a por-

tion of Part 74, and the article that appeared therein under

the title of "A Cart for the Country." The instructions

given are thoroughly practical and easy of comprehension,

while the working drawings, taken generally, form attractive

designs for the work in question. There are six chapters in

the work, of which two are devoted to an exposition of the

simplest kind of process, which the author calls the " block

method," and on which a block of elm or beech is used as

a support for the brass, while the design is being beaten out.

In the third chapter, directions are given for carrying out

the work by a combination of the block and pitch methods ;

and in the remaining three chapters an endeavour has been

made to show the different operations necessary for working

out designs on the pitch bed alone. In each series of in-

structions the attention of the reader is'directed to illustra-

tions intended to show how the instructions given in each

case may be practically carried out. An appendix is added

in which the processes of polishing and lacquering are

explained, as the author deems it a mistake to suppose that

amateurs cannot finish their own work, though it is usually

in these matters that the amateur fails, and so is obliged to

have recourse to the professional for aid. I do not know
the price of the pamphlet, but it cannot be very expensive ;

and I am sure that those who purchase it and work under

its guidance will find that W. F. is both a competent and

explicit teacher.
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AMATEURS IN COUNCIL.

For " Instructions to Contributors and
Correspondents," see page 45 of this

Volume, or Part 72, page 45.

*** Owing to the length of some of the

articles appearing in this Part, the neces-

sity for commencing the series of papers,

entitled, " How to Build a Piano," atfd the
extra space required for " Notes on Novel-
ties,'* and "Amateurs in Council," " Elec-

trotyping for Amateurs—IV.", and other

articles, are unavoidably held over for the
nest Part.

Model Steam Gauge Makers.
S. M. L. {Goderich, Canada).—I would re-

commend, if a high pressure is required,

Bourdon of Paris, and Schaeffer and
Budeuberg of Magdeburg, as maters of

Model Steam Gauges, and for this reason
only, that the gauges register in atmos-
pheres. When you have a gauge 1 inch
diameter registering to 200 lbs., the figures

become so crowded towards the end that it

is difficult to distinguish them. With a
gauge registering in atmospheres it is dif-

ferent, because the figures being fewer and
further apart, are more easily discernible.

Model makers ask exorbitant prices for

their own and other's make, so I usually
avoid them. Schaeffer and Budenberg's
best pattern costs 30 marks for 1 inch dia-

meter, the larger sizes are cheaper, while
those with Bourdon tubes oost 15 marks.
The former are concentric, the latter eccen-
tric, both register to 10 atm. In England,
Schaeffer and Badenberg's gauges register

in pounds. I have mislaid Bourdon's ad-
vertisement, so can give no particulars.

The firni3 I have mentions! are so well
known throughout the world that further
address beyonl the names of their towns is

unnecessary. Schaeffer and Budenberg
have agents in London, Glasgow, Man-
chester, and New York, but I do not know
their addresses, unfortunately. English
gauges C03t from 25s., to 35s. for really

good ones, commoner ones cost from 20s.

to 25s. They rarely register more than
50 lbs-, but may be obtained to order,

registering a3 much as 500 lbs. It is so

many years since I wa.s in England that I

have lost sight of some old friends in the
trade, therefore I refrain from giving any
addresses, which may only mislead. Most
model makers buy their gauges of large

manufacturers and put their own names
on the dials. —Stadt Dbesden.

Preasure Gauges.
Stadt Dhesdkn writes:—"I have seen

Schaeffer and Budenberg's Dresden agent,

who told me that the American address of

the firm is 40, John Strwt, New York, and
the English address, 1, Southgatt, Man-
cheater. They have also agents in Glasgow
and London, for whom no other address is

necessary beyond the name of the firm and
the town. The agent also informed me
that in England the gauges are to be had
indicating either pounds or atmospheres,
but in America they are only to be had
indicating pounds. The Bourdon pattern

gauge can be obtained indicating up to

2/> atm., and the plate-spring pattern up to

15 atm. Above these figures the firm does

not recommend them."
Model Steam Gauge ou Bourdon

Principle.

S. M. L. (Qoderich, Canada).—With re-

ference to the Becond question, S. M. L.
will be . unable to construct a reliable

gauge on the Bourdon principle, as

the C3 shaped spring tube must be pro-

duced by machinery to be satisfactory.

The tubes are of steel lined with brass, the
former, when carefully tempered, forms
the spring. There are other ways of making
the tubes, but they are inferior, as the
tubes do not wear well, and are rendered
useless with high pressures. Enclosed are

same thickness and diameter as case, and is

turned with a rim, so that fv inch fits in-

side the case, it is then soldered. In the
exact centre of back a hole is drilled, which
is plugged with a piece of ft inch brass
wire, w. About -fa inch of this wire is to

protrude from the inside of the back, and
will be bored with a T

T

n inch hole to carry
the end of the needle spindle. This latter

is either turned from six-leaved pinion
steel, or is made of steel wire, the pinion
being put on afterwards. It is i inch long,

and rV inch thick. The quadrant is ^ inch
thick, with a radius of & inch, and has
twelve teeth. The connecting rod is of

brass, and is attached to the quadrant

Fig. 1.—Plats Spring Gauqb—Front View. Fig. 2.—DiTTO-Side View.—A, Bearing of
Spindle; B, Ditto of Quadrant; C, Connecting Rod; D, Dial; E, Case; F, Sheath:
G, Glass ; H, Small rim to keep Dial in place ; K, Lugs supporting Dial ; M, Stud of
Plate Spring; N, Needle; O, Quadrant; P, Pinion; R, Top of Spring Box; S, Plate
Spring ; V, Screws securing Sheath ; W, Centre of Spindle ; X, Bottom of Spring Box j

Z, Pin to prevent Needle falling back too far. Fig. 3.— Substitute foe Platb Spbing.
— P, Piston-rod; C, Connecting-rod; D, Round-ended Piston; R, Rubber; S, Spring.
Fig. 4.—Enlabged View of Plate Speing Ssud andEkd of Comnscting-bod. Fig. 5.—Eccehtbic Gaugm.—J, Crank; T, Spring to keep Needle down. Fig. 6.—Plate
Spbiwg Dibs. Fig. 7.—Schaeffeb amd Budekbbeg'b Platb Spbihg Gauge.—L, Screws
for adjusting the Needle. Figs. 1, 2, 3, 5, are full size for 1 in. Gauge ; Fig. 6 half siae.

sketches of methods by which an amateur
endowed with neat fingers and with

patience, could produce a satisfactory

gamge. I recommend Fig. 1 aa the best

and most reliable, but is more difficult.

The plate spring, s, is made either by
hammering, or by pressure between iron

dies, turned to the shape of the spring,

whioh is the best way. The material for

spring may be brass or steel, the bitter is,

however, difficult to work, but is more
durable. The spring is from ^j inch

to T£c inch in thickness. The dial case is

formed of brass tubing $i inch diameter

outside by 5\ inch thick, and is ^ inch

deep. The back is a piece of sheet brass of

rV inch from its oantre. The lower end
merely rests in the counter-sink in the

stud, ic, on plate spring, and is kept thare

by the spring, ?, pressing on the quadrant.

m is secured to the plate spring by a small

screw. The parts b and x are either cast-

ings, or are turned from the solid. The dial

is of card, a metal one is better, but there

appears to be some difficulty in painting it,

the method being secret. To graduate the

dial, yon must beg or borrow an accurate

gauge, and fix it beside yours on a boiler,

then, as the pressure rises, you mark yours

according to it. In the trade, the best

gauges are provided with adjustment

screws inside, by which the needle is ad-
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justed to the dial beside a gauge of known
accuracy. Fig. f shows such arrangement,

but requires costly tools to produce. The
sheath, f, fits the outside of case exactly,

and is ^ inch thick by \ inch deep, one end

is spun or turned down TV inch to keep the

glass in. Fig. 5 represents the simplest

form of gauge, but the figures get rather

crowded. I used for my fine work a watch-

maker's eyeglass with a focus of 2fc inches.

I find a lathe at which one can sit is better

than the ordinary one for miniature fit-

tings. Best of all is the tool called a
" Drehstuhl " in German (I don't know the

English of this word, perhaps the Editor

can hell)), but it has the disadvantage of

being too costly for most people.—Stadt

Dresden. [As far as I am aware there is

no such word as drehstuhl in German, but

dreh&tahl, I believe, means "a gauge used

in turning."

—

Ed.]

Bt»dt Db*sden writes :
—'*My reply in my

last letter of How to Make a Gauge, I had

intended writing a full account of the

methods employed, but finding the letter

run to such a length, I cut it short sud-

denly. I emitted to say in my last that if

a little trouble now and then is of no im-

portance, a piece of indiarubber can be used

instead of the plate-spring, but it must be

renewed occasionally. A spring must also

be fitted to the spindle to give the necess ay
resistance. A siphon will be required."

Wimshurst Induction Machine.

J. A. (Iitllybhannoii) .—Have you any idea

of the meauiug of "induction" iu con-

nection with thu Wimshurst Machine?
Whatever such a machine as you describe

might or might not do, certaiuly it could

not be what you call it. I should recom-

mend you to get hold of the A B C of

electricity before begiuuing to invent.

It certainly is not safe to prophesy too

soon, but my couvictiou is that nothing

but vexation could be gained out of such a

machine. I think I may safely say that

the field of electricity in tLe direction

indicated is quite unexplored; and if you
can make such a machine to give electrical

results, your invention and discovery will

be original. The Editor, I know, does not

favour the pages of Amateur Work being

used for the purpose of giving theories

;

but perhaps he will pardon a transgression

in this particular. Iu the Wimshurst In-

duction Machine we have au " open cir-

cuit,'* the two balls of the discharger are

the terminals representing negative and
positive electricity, as produced by their

respective plates ; the circuit is closed

when the balls are brought into striking

distance. If, then, the two terminals are

connected in the way J. A. describes, the
circuit is a closed one, and the electricity

passes from plate to plate without a break,

and consequently without a flash. The
result would be precisely what occurs when
the terminals of an induction coil are

brought together—let the circuit be open,

a spark will pass ; bring them in contact,

and the electricity is neutralized.. In the

case of a Friction Machine it is altogether

different; the machine is, say, positive;

the earth is negative. Close the current by

touching tLe conductor whilst standing on
the ground, the electricity is neutralized ;

break the current, and a flash will pass
from the machine to earth, or from earth

to the machine, through the individual

coming withiu striking distance. The
difference, then, between the two instru-

ments is—the Wimshurst Induction Ma-
chine can spark into itself; the ordinary

Friction Machine sparks into the earth.

I think, therefore, you will see that the

machine proposed must of necessity be

unworkable.— O. B.

Leyden Jar.

J. A. {Ballyshannon). — Anything, from
cobbler's wax upwards, will do to fix the

foil. The object is to make the foil stick.

I should say the gum was not dry—it takes

a long time between the glass and foil, as

evaporation is slow—or else, which is more
likely, the jar was of bad glass, which is

often the case, aud so the charge passed

through the glass. Was the top of the

jar varnished with shellac varnish ? It

ought to be.—O. B.

New Camera.
J. H. B.—The camera named in your

letter is known to me by name only, and,

therefore, I cannot take upon myself to say

whether or not I think it worth the money
asked for it. As, through illness, you are

thinking of setting up in the photo business,

write and give your address to Mr. C. C.

Vevers, Horsforth, near Leeds, who, I am
sure, will advise aud help you if he can.

Organ Building.

F. J. A. (Backneij).—I feel it is my duty

to write and tell you that I have succeeded

in building a two-manual organ from the

directions in Amateur Work. I bought

most of my pipes second-hand, and made
wood ones, Stopt Diapason and Flute. The

Tenor pipes of the Stopt Diapason and the

Flute complete is Tenor C. I hope to finish

my ta-sk very shortly, with the exception

of the front, which I intend to have in zinc.

The specification is as follows -. — Great

Organ \ 1. Open Diapason, 42 pipes, metal

;

2. Principal, 54 pipes, metal; 3. Flute, 42

pipes, wood ; 4. Slide for Stopt Bass and

front pipes to FF.— Swell Organ: 5. Stopt

Diapason, 42 pipes, wood; 6. Dulciana, 42

pipes, metal ; 7. Stopt Bass, 12 pipes, wood.

—Couplers : Swell to Great, Great to Pedal.

I hope to continue the Open Diapason to

FF, open zinc, and eventually to have a

Pedal Bourdon. Perhaps my success may
encourage some despairing amateur. [It

is most satisfactory, both to Mr. Mark
Wicks and myself, to give this record of

your skill and perseverance.

—

Ed. J

Black Copying Machine.

J. J. M.—Prof. Marissiaux has been

asked to write a description of his Copving

Machine, iu accordance with his olfer.

Bookbinder's Laying or Cutting Press.

East Ham Amateur.—You will find full

instructions for practising bookbinding at

home, and for the appliances that are re-

quired, in the series of papers, entitled,

" Bookbinding for Amateurs," which ap

peared in Parts 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18, and 21, of

this Magazine, price 6d. each. The Sewing

Press is described and illustrated in Part

10; the Laying Press, in Part 12 ; the Cut.

ting Press and Plough, in Part 16. If, after

looking at these, you still wish for further

instructions, write again.

Fretsaw Work and Marquetry
Cutting.

E. T. B. writes :
—" Nine mortal columns

and a-half of introductory matter ! Really,

you and Mr. Adamson are presuming a

great deal too much on the patience and
forbearance of your subscribers and readers-

I have thought that in some previous

articles there has been a great deal too

much padding, but this out-Herods Herod.

If we are to have much more of this sort

of thing, I, for oue, shall cease to take in

Amateur Wore." [Are we really? Well,

even if you make good your threat, and

cease to be a unit among the many thou-

sand buyers of Amateur Work, I do not

think there will be any occasion for me to

despair of the future of the Magazine. My
own private and particular opinion is, that

however "mortal" Mr. Adamson's nine

and a-half columns in Part 73 may appear

to be to you, that there will be a pretty

considerable demand for them and other

mortal columns to follow in Parts yet to

come, as long as copyright in them exists,

and possibly for some time after. And this,

don't you know, in the book world, is verg-

ing pretty closely on immortality. You
will be shocked to learn that even a con-

tributor to the Magazine has written to

express the pleasure he has derived from

reading the columns that " out • Herod

Herod," and augurs favourably from them

of what is to come. Finally, Amateur
Work is not supposed to be all " Grad-

grind," aud written eutirely for, and in the

interest of, the "Gradgrind" section of

society.—Ed.]

Refining Silver.

Mr Edwinson writes :—" The method of

refining silver adopted by the uativts of

India, as described by G-'toovito Babhkl, in

page 565, Vol. V., is merely a rude process

of refining the metal by cupellation. The

use of cowdung in making up the cupels

may be a necessity in India, where, pro-

bably, fireclay is unknown ; but a more

cleanly method obtains favour with us, and

serves the purpose equally well. Into a

fireclay crucible or into a shallow depres-

sion made in a firebrick, compress some

damp bone-ash as hard as possible, so as to

form a thick, firm lining to the crucible-

Dry this slowly to prevent cracking, then

heat the whole to a red heat in any fire.

Weigh out ten times as much lead as there

is silver to be refined, melt the lead in

the red hot crucible, add the silver until

all this metal has been melted and taken

up by the molten lead; then keep up the

heat, and blow on the molten metal with a

pair of bellows, as described by Ghooved

Barrel. The lead will become oxidised,

and carry with it all base metal into the

hot bone-ash, leaviug the Bilver pure. A
foot-power gis blowpipe is better than any

form of bellows to blow on the molten

metal whilst refining it."

Japanese Designs.

A. H. (Preston) .—Messrs. Philips,Japanese

Merchants, of Grand Hotel Buildings,

Charing Cross, sell books of Japanese

designs; also Mr. B. J. Bitsford, archi-

tectural bookseller. Sigh Kolborn. The

prices vary from Is. to 5s. or 6s., according

to the size and quality. But the dearest
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are not necessarily the best. Batt-ei, the

bird artist, and Hokou Sai, for figure draw-
ing, are the best. "Whilst for geometrical

and diaper patterns, there are handbooks
of designs, often showing the geometric
plan on which the apparently freehand
design is based. The books are less easy

to obtain than they were a few years since,

bnt if A. H. does not succeed at the above
addresses, Liberty's, or any of the Oriental

"Warehouses, would probably be able to

procure them for him.—J. W. G.-W.
The Banjo : Mow Made and How-

Played.
F. B. (Lover Clapton, E.)—In replying to

your letter, I will take the different head-

ings in order. 1st. I must humbly cry

peccavi to having committed the gross

blunder, to which you rightly call my at-

tention, and apologise to the readers of

Amatbur Work. It is the seven-stringed

banjo, and not the six-stringed, that can be
tuned to the same notes as a guitar, and, at

the time of writiog, I had in my mind a

seven-stringed instrument, and did not dis-

cover the mistake until too late for correc-

tion. Notwithstanding, I still recommend
the sis-stringed banjo. 2nd. This article on
Banjo-Mating was written, as I stated, for

amateurs, who wished to make a banjo as

cheaply and easily as possible ; and, wood
being more easily manipulated, I recom-
mended it in preference to brass. In addi-

tion to this, I remembered seeing, in

Amateur Wore, a request for a paper on
Banjo-Making from a reader in some out-

of-the-way place in Florida ; and thinking

there might be many more such, I was all

the more induced to recommend a wooden
rim. 3rd. There is scarcely any one who
does not know that vellum must be steeped
to make it limp, and in order that it may
stretch, so that needs no further comment.
—F. E.Tbebla.

Work on Upholstery.
Aloaa.—I am afraid yon are not a very

attentive reader of Amateur Work, or you
would hardly ask this question. In the past
and present volumes you will find, the con-

struction of more articles of furniture,

minutely described, than in any other book
with which I am acquainted. There are a
few technical works, or I may, perhaps,
more correctly say, occasional articles in

technical journals treating of furniture,

but they are generally descriptions of out-

of-the-way things, and being written for

professional handicraftsmen, they are quite

unsnited for amateurs, who find them more
or less unintelligible. An instance came
before my notice lately. One of our readers,

a skilful amateur, wrote, asking me to ex-

plain a subject which has been constantly
treated of in a trade contemporary in the
most lucid manner. He had studied the
subject in its pages, and entirely failed to

grasp the ideas, given as they were, for

technical experts. Herein consists, to a
great extent, the difference between our
Magazine and others of a technical

character, for every article is described in

it with a view to construction by amateurs.
In conjunction with Amateur Work, you
would probably find " Every Man His Own
Mechanic " of service to you. As regards
upholstery, I may refer yoa to the ser es of

articles on the subject now appearing in our

pages. Tbey are undoubtedly the most
instructive; and ample instructions, which
have been published on Upholstery, the

literature of which is extremely scanty, so

small, in fact, that if one may say so,

" Upholstery at Home" bids fair to be re-

garded as the text book on the subject-

These remarks may almost savour of self.

laudation, but they are given with a con-

viction of their correctness. Possibly your

question has not fully expressed your mean-
ing, and I may have taken it too literally.

If you will write again, stating your wants
more definitely, I shall be very happy to

assist you to the best of my ability. Mean-
while, I may remind you that our subjects

are not yet exhausted. If there is any
article of furniture or upholstery you wish

described, why not suggest it ? If it seems
likely to be of interest to readers, our
pages are open for it.

Pipe Cleaner.

H. J. W. (Newport, Mon.) writes :

—

" Since writing you last, I have made a

much more simple contrivance for cleaning

7i

FIG. 1. FIG. 2.

PIPE CLEANER.
a pipe. The last was dangerous, viz., sup.

posing something was to get in the tube
an explosion would take place in about a

second. The sketch enclosed is very simple,

made exactly the same, only instead of a

long tube, I have a short one, § inch on the

top, I inch on bottom, and 1J inch long,

with edge turned down on top (see Fig. 2),

and soldered where feeder or bottle screw
was in tbe first (see a, Fig. 1), therefore,

doing away with screw altogether. I hope
you will put this in, as I do not want to be

the cause of anybody hurting themselves, if

I can help it." [No, I do not for a moment
suppose you do ; hut do not you think it

would be better to subject any invention,

whether great or small, to a thorough test

before making it public. Never be in a
hurry about tbings of this kind. The more
time in reason that is spent over bringing

any invention as near to perfection as pos-
sible, the more useful it is likely to prove.

-Ed.]
Wood Boring Bit—Erratum.

Limden writes:—"In page 141, col. 2,

line 8 below illustration, for ' as there is a
screw on the bit,' read, 'as there is no
screw on tbe bit/ "

Lamp for Magic Lantern.
F. J. S. (Southampton).— In answer to

your letter about the three-wick lamp for

the magic lantern, I should say that the
reason your lamp does not work satisfac-

torily is that you have slanted the two

outer wick holders too much; in other
words, the three wick holders are too close

together at top.

F. J. S. asks: 1st. About the Measure-
ment of the Wick Holder*.—The pieces of

tin, of which the wick holders are made,
should be 2££ inches in length {as stated in

the paper, in Part 62). This allows of an
edge being turned out at the bottom of the
centre holder shown by the dotted lineB

(see b, Fig. 16). The length of the centre

holder, that is to say, its height above the

top of the reservoir, is about, or rather

somewhat less than, 2J inches, so that the

edge turned out should be about i\ inch

wide. Of course, as the side wick holders

slope towards the centre one, they are

somewhat longer ; that is, instead of being

2J inches from the base to the top they are

about 2| inches, but the pieces of tin of

which they are made need not be longer

than those used for the centre holder, as

the side apertures being so neartbe outside

edge of the reservoir, a very narrow edge is

all that there is room for.

2nd. Opening of the Burner,—The bottom
edge of the dome having been turned over

the wire frame, as explained in the paper,

the height of the top of the burner above

the frame (or bottom of the dome) is lfc

inch. From the top of the burner to the

top of the dome is 2\ inches.

3rd. Width between the Wick Holders.—
The distance between the apertures in the

top of the reservoir, which, of course,

determines the distance between the wick
holders, is from the centre aperture to the

one on the left (from b to a iu the figure)

about 1 inch, and from the centre aperture

to the one on the right {from b to c), about

I inch, as stated. The distance between
the holders at top is

j
T
5 inch.

4th. About the End, Pieces of Burner (a in

the Fig).—They are fixed to the wire frame,

and rise slightly towards the centre of the

dome. The b pieces, which really form the

burner, are shaped as shown in the Fig.

(see b. Fig. 17), and are then riveted over

the a pieces so as to shut in that part of

the dome. The distance between the two
a pieces, that is, the length of the aperture

of the burner, is 2 inches, and the distance

between the two b pieces, in other words,

the width of the burner, measuring at the

side, is I inch, and in the centre J| inch.

The height of the centre of the burner

above the bottom of the dome, as mentioned

before, is 1£ inch, and that of the upper

edge of the side pieces (a) is f inch.

5th. Size of the Flumes.—The centre flame

rises straight from the wick well iuto the

chimney; the side flames are bent slightly

inwards (towards the centre one) by the

burner, and then rise parallel to the former.

There are thus three steady, brilliant, and

very white flames, the centre one being on

a line with the axis of the condenser. The
three flames can be seen separate by looking

through the aperture in the back of the

reflector. The flame at the top of the

dome should be more than J inch wide.

After lighting the wicks they should be

allowed to burn for a short time before

beiog turned full up ; nor should they be

turned up until the dome is shut down and

the chimney put on.—A Practised Hand.
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Boiler Making*.

J. Sehrvai (Bombay).—Oixa Podrida
has a paper and folding sheet in hand,
showing how to make a half-horse "boiler,

or rather, hoiler for engine of half-horse

power. Any question that you may wish to

put respecting "boilers for model engines

will he answered, hut a series of papers on
Boiler Making for such engines as Mr.
Pocock has described, is unnecessary.

Fret-Work.
W. F. A. A. (Wellington).—All needful

instruction in Fret -"Work, from simple

beginnings to work of the most elaborate

character will be found in the papers on
** Fretsaw "Work and Marquetry Cutting,"
by D. B. Adamson, now appearing in this

Magazine.
Magic Lantern.

E. J. A. (King's Isynn).—The mystery of

magic lantern making has been fully dealt

with in a series of papers, entitled, "The
Magic Lantern : How to Make It and Use
It," to be found in Parts 61, 62, 63, 64, 65,

66, 67, all comprised in Vol. VI., which you
had better purchase complete, as there are

other papers in it which touch on the pre-

paration of Magic Lantern Slides.

INFORMATION SUPPLIED.

Soene Painting.

E. G., Jun. (Seedloy).—You wish to kunw
whether you can obtain the article on
Scene Painting in a smaller compass, i.e.,

book form ? This question I can hardly
answer satisfactorily. In tbe first place, the
papers cannot re-is3ue in book form until

they have run through the pages of this

Magazine. Should it then be decided by
the publishers to undertake a re-issue, it

would take several months to re-write the
articles and add more matter and woodcuts
thereto. The time the writer may not be
able to spare even if the remuneration was
so high as to tempt him to the work.
W. O. (Taranaki, N.Z.).—Thank you very

much for " Lithos." The drawings you ask
for shall be sent at earliest opportunity

;

through absence, I have only just seen your
letter and enolosnre.

T. S. (P«rneU, Auckland, JF.Z.).—1. The
interior designs will shortly appear
colonred drawings to scale of any interior

at cost price (about 12s. 6d.), i e., time
taken in preparing them. 2. I have asked

the publishers to send you some circulars.

3. 1 do not understand your remarks ; write

again more fully.

Young Scehi-Painteb. (Swansea).—I apo.

logize for delay. You will find the very
thing you want in the present chapter. I

have any number of street designs and
wings, many of which were used by scenic

artists thirty or forty years ago. The wings
should suit yon. Extra pairs, 12 inches by
3i inches, in colours, 5s. 6d. per pair, post
free. I shall describe shortly how to draw
these wings in stage perspective, and you
will then have another pair of old English
subjects to paint from. Write again more
fully.

W. G-. B. (Knighton, Radnorshire).—Y*our
designs have been sent on. Will you let

my readers know through " Amateurs in

Council" whether they have been a suc-

cess or not, and how well you succeeded.

—— (Mold, North Wales).—Have mislaid

your letter, and unfortunately forgotten

your initials for the moment. I was out of

England when you wrote mo early in Sep-

tember, or I would have seen to the wings

and scenery for you. The Editor has made
you a promise that I shall write articles on

stage effects, and also "Letter PaintiDg."

They will both appear in due oourse.

"W. T. G. B. (Liverpool) .—Have lost your
letter, and forgotten your address (which
please let me have) ; however yon will be
sure to see this. The drawing charcoal can

be obtained in your town at Redwood's,
where I used to get mine, or of G. Rowney
and Co., Oxford Street, London, W. Am
sorry I cannot write you privately. Stick

to Amateur "Wobk, and recommend it.—

H. L. B.

[The above replies to Correspondents

will serve to show the readers of Amateub
"Wobk that tbe temporary discontinuance

of Mr. Benwell's articles has resulted

chiefly from his absence from home during

a visit to the United States. I hope that

there will now be no break in the continu-

ance of his papers on "Scene Painting,"

until they are completer], and that their

completion will not long be delayed, as he

is engaged to write, as he says, on other

subjects, for which I know that many are

anxiously waiting.

—

Ed.]

Coffin Making and Mounting-.

Fal writes in reply to J. E., page 48 :—
" At the part where it is intended to bend
the sides to form the shoulders, run a

few saw cuts about three-fourths of the

way through the wood, of course, on the

inside. If the wood is what is called
' rash,' that is, given to splinter, a little

cold water is poured into the cuts, this

toughens the wood and prevents it break-

ing. The sides are now bent and secured

to the ends and bottom. Ordinary oak
varnish is what is used for common coffins

;

but coffins of the better class, made of oak

or mahogany, are generally Frenoh
polished."

Empty Cotton Reels.

D. G. T. (llmineter) writes in reply to

T. J.W. -.— " I, too, bave a great quantity of

empty cotton reels ; but the only thing they

are of any use for, is for lighting fires, and
this they do for capitally. I would recom-
mend T. J. W. to use them for this pur-

pose." [Perhaps you will kindly send

your reels to any amateur who can put

them to a better use than you suggest. It

has been Bhown that they can be converted

into trellis-work and table legs, and there-

fore pillars for whatnots, etc., in lieu of

turned work.

—

Ed.]

Canvas-Covered Sailing Canoe.

MATTHEW Stickleback writes in reply to

H. M. H. I. M., page 48 :—" As I said in

the description of the Canoe, I have never

made one of the same dimensions as that

described, and the sails there given are

those recommended by the original de-

signer of the boat. The smaller canoe that

I made, I fitted with a lug sail, and did

not use the cutter rig, so that I cannot

speak with experience as to the latter.

From the appearance of the boat as de-

scribed, I should expect it to carry lee

helm if anything, and that it would require

ballasting forward of the mast to counter-

act it. If H. M. H. I. M., however, finds

it carry too much weather-helm, try bring-

ing the ballast more aft, or else lengthen

the bowsprit and enlarge the jib, or set it

more forward, or reduce the mainsail.

Any or all of these expedients would reduce

the weather-helm. More sail is simply a

question of more ballast ; but if he wants
much more sail I should think it would be

best to build the canoe deeper, by making
the major axis of the ellipse of the cross-

section vertical instead of horizontal.

Cano»i are not meant for carrying much
sail, and my opinion inclined to the design
having too much rather than too little."

Section Ladder.

J. M. A. (Leith) sends, in reply to "W. C. C.

(Highbury Yale), page 96, the following par-

ticulars, taken from Captain Shaw's book,
" Fire Prevention " :

—" The scaling-ladders

at present used by the Metropolitan Fire

Brigade, are those hitherto commonly
known as military, and their general de-

scription is as follows : Each ladder con-

sists of two legs, or sides, six spokes, or

rounds, and four sockets. The sides are of

best spruce deal, perfectly dry and well-

seasoned, and free from sap, or dead or

loose knots. They are 6 feet 6 inches long,

3+, inches deep, 1$ inch wide. They are

fitted together so as to form a taper, the

top of which is 3£ inches narrower than the

bottom. They are slightly chamfered otf

on the outside of the foot, and on the in-

side of the head, for about three inches,

and there is a semicircular groove about

£ of au inch deep, cut across the top, to

receive the round of another length. To
prevent the ends splitting, a wrought iron

rivet is let into each side from back to

front, 1^ inch from the top, and is burred

down, without a washer, perfectly flush

with the sides. The rounds are of turned

oak, well-seasoned, with the ends properly

fitted into and secured in the sides with

oak wedges, driven in from the outside.

These wedges should be driven in horizon-

tally, and should cross the grain of the

sides, so as to avoid splitting the timber.

The rounds should invariably be turned
from cleft, not sawn, pieces of oak, so as to

ensure their not being cross-grained in any
part. The rounds are |ths of an inoh iu

diameter, where they enter the sides, and
about l£th in the centre. They are con-

tinued full-sized (£ths) into the sides for

fths of an inch. After which, for the re-

maining distance {1$ inch) to the outside,

they are reduced to fths of an inch. Each
of the end rounds, top and bottom, is hol-

lowed out, and contains within it a small

rod, or bar of iron, called a rivet, which

goes through all, and is burred down at the

ends over iron washers, countersunk flush

with the outside. These rounds are care-

fully bored out, so as to allow sufficient

space for strong \ inch wrought iron rivets.

The following are the lengths of the re-

spective rounds taken between the sides,

and not including the portion which goes

through, viz., 6th or top round, 8$ inohesj

5th round, 8} inches ; 4th round, 9\ inches

;

3rd round, 9J inches ; 2nd round, lOi inches

;

bottom round, lOf inches. The distance
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between the rounds, measured from centre

to centre, is 11^ inches, and the distance

from the top and the bottom rounds to the

ends is also Hi inches, making" seven epaoes

Hi inches each, t feet 6 inches altogether.

At the foot, the width inside the legs is

Hi inches, and at the level of the top
round, the width is 11J inches, therefore

the head of any one length exactly fits in

the foot of another. Each length is

mounted with four sockets, made to a pre-

scribed gauge, so as to fit universally. The
sockets are of best wrought iron, 2 inches

deep, ith of an inch thiok, and showing at

the top an exact square of 3j inches on the

inside, and at the bottom ^th less. The
end of the socket furthest from the round
is 3i inches, and the end next the round 3$

by 3^, tli. The weld should be in the
middle of the side, which touches the side

of the leg. The angles should be very sharp
on the inside, and free from flaws inside and
outside. Each socket has four holes drilled

in it, and is fastened to the sides by four

1 inch screws, placed diagonally, two front

and two back. The screws are so arranged

as to resist strains, those on the top of each
socket being in every case near the inside

edge of the timber, so as to be able to bear

a strain outwards, and those at the bottom,
near outer edge, to bear one inwards. The
sockets at the foot are slipped up from the

bottom, as far as the first round, and are

fastened so as to project and show the
opening on the inside of the leg, and those
at the head are slipped down from the top,

as far as the top round, and so fastened as

to project and show the opening on the
outside. The inside of the projecting por-

tion of the lower sockets is bevelled off

with a file on the bottom, and the inside of

the top sockets is bevelled off at the top to

assist the entry of other lengths. The
ladders measure exactly 6 feet 6 inches,

but when they are put together they over-

lap each other to the extent of 11 inches.

Each additional one, therefore, after the
first, adds only 5 feet 7 inches, not 6 feet 6

inches, and the lengths are consequently
as follows, viz.:

—

n^tha . Pt. Id. Lengths. Ft. Id

1 6 6 6 ... 31 -5

.. E 1 7 ... 40
S 17 8 8 ... 43 7
4 .. 23 3 9 ... 51 ?,

.. 28 10 1) ... 56 9

The above particulars should enable W.
C. C. to make his ladders. I am sure that
ly calling at any of the fire stations in

London or neighbourhood, W. C. C. could
Bee both the book and the ladders."

Speaking Tubes.

F. A. T. writes in reply to E. A".- W.
[Dublin), Vol. VI., page 480:—'-Inote that

you ask for information concerning Speak-

ing Tabes. I should not advise the use of

anything in way of tube of a less size than
5 or 1 inch compo tube for this purpose.

The pipe may be run from room to room
in the same way as compo gas pipe, but
with this difference, that with gas tube it

matters but little if acute bends are made
;

but with a speaking-tube the benda must
be as round or open as it is possible to get

them, and as few as possible, the straighter

bipe the better; a piece of

jtin tube should be soldered

in each end of compo tube to attach the
flexible tube and mouthpieces to, and when
hooking the pipe up, car© must be used not
to flatten it. If further information is

required write again."

Mosaic Veneers.
A. J. C. (Uddingston, N.B.) writes the fol-

lowing, which is a practical and direct

answer to G. T. H. (East Grinstead) :—
" Previous to your reply to my query about
Austrian Veneers and Mosaic Work iu the

December Part of Amateur "VVobe, for

which I beg to return youmy sincere thanks,

I addressed the same question to Mr,
Zilles, who kindly supplied me with the
address of Mr. Carl Lehofer, 40, Grange
Soad, Bermondsey, London, y.E. ; a dealer

in fancy veneers and mosaic binding. Mr.
L.'s mosaic work I now have had the plea-

sure of seeing, and I am certain they could

not be surpassed for variety, beauty, and
taste, and I would strongly advise all re-

quiring really beautiful patterns to do busi-

ness with Mr. Lehofer." [Mr.
Lehofer Iias submitted speci- ^ _

,-°- ^
mens of his beautiful and deli-

cate mosaic veneers to me, and
I can confirm in every par
ticular what is said above.

—

En.]

Bore of Flute.

X. writes in reply to J. G. B.

(Nelson, iV.-Z.), page 48 :—*' In
boring flute the wood revolves

in lathe and is gouged. I

should suggest that for conical

bore, J. G. B. should have made
two taper gouges, exact length
of two bottom parts of flute,

which parts only are conical.

Take diameter of hole at top
and bottom of each piece, and
have gouges made accordingly.

The annexed illustration shows
the form of gouges."

Varnisn and Lubricating Oils for

Cycles.

Stadt Dresden writes in reply to Pbq-
FESsoB Marissiaux :—"Tte best oils for

cycles are sperm, lard, and vaseline. They
will be cheapest at wholesale dealers.

Common animal and vegetable oils attack

the bearings, and become sticky. Mineral
oils corrode, but do not thicken. I have

not found lubricating oil costly stuff. I

bought a Is. 6d. tin of Avila Tringham,
161, Hanuury Street, London, E., Bix months
ago, and have used about one and a-half

tablespoonsful. I enclose an advertisement

of Avila Tringham's for the Editor's inspec-

tion. P.S.—I have tried the mixtures of

mineral and vegetable or animal oils, given

some volumes back, and I found that I used
more than a gill a month on my lathe.

Lately I have taken to vaseline, and I find

that the toolruns easier, and requires but
one-eighth of a gill per month."
Fal writes in reply to Professor Maris-

siaox:— *' To make good oils for cycles,

put some beet olive oil into a glass vessel,

and add fresh-made lead BhavingB, cut from
a piece of lead pipe with a spokeshave;
expose the whole to the sun for two or

three weeks (the longer the better), and
then decant the clear oil. The result will

STYLE OF
TAPBH
GOUGE.

be oil good enough for any purpose, and
much cheaper than that usually sold for
the purpose. I always u» the best sperm,
and find it in every way satisfactory. I1> is
not a good plan to add petroleum to lubri-
cating oils. A little oil goes a long way
with me, as I use but a drop or two at a
time. It is a mistake to deluge your bear-
ings with oil continually ; about once every
fifty miles is quite often enough to oil up.
ArdiU's Black Enamel is the best thing to
use for touching up the black parts of
cycles. It should be laid on with a broad
camel-hair brush, and as rapidly as pos-
sible, as it dries so quickly. If the old
paint or enamel is at all rough, it should
be rubbed down with emery paper, before
giving it a new coat. Of course, the result
is not equal to stoved Japan or Enamel, but
it is a very fair substitute."

D. G. T. (Ilmvnster) writes in reply to
Professor Marissiaux, page 96:—"Be your
second query, when you talk of buying
Lubricating Oil in Is. bottles, you are
going entirely the wrong way to work, and
to talk of making oils in these days is
absurd. What you want is spindle oil, that
can be obtained at any respectable whole-
Bale oil merchant, or mill furnisher, at
2s. 6d. per gallon. Get a directory and
write to a few such people. I should say a
Is. bottle holds i of a pint, which gives a
total of 32s. per gallon."

A. W. (Croydon) writes in reply to Pro-
fessor Maribsiaux:—" If you use a mix-
ture of colza and paraffin oils—two-thirds of
the former to one of the latter—you will
have a most useful mixture, and one which
I have used for years for bicycle, trioycle,
and lathe. It is very good for oilstones,
as the paraffin prevents clogging or gum-
ming. I don't think poppy oil would
answer, as it is expensive, and also is, to a
certain extent, a drying oil, it being used
by artists for that purpose. The first part
of the query I oannot answer from experi-
ence. Why not try Harrington's Enamel;
or, failing that, use good coach-builder's
paint."

[H. M.—Tour reply on this subject has
been forwarded direct to Professor Maris-
siaux.]

Thumaso writes in reply to Professor
Marissiaux, page 96 -.—" Equal parts of gly-

cerine and water is recommended in the
' Boys' Own Paper ' as a lubricant far
superior to oil for»cycles. If for ball-bear-
ings Borne black lead should be added. It is

further stated that taps lubricated with it

will not freeze. I presume, therefore, that
the mixture does not harden or become
sticky. As to the poppy oil mentioned, I

have an idea it is used by artists. If that
is so, it would not do at all as a lubricant,

as it [would harden. I remember reading
somewhere that lubricants containing
paraffin should be avoided, as they have a
tendenoyito eat into the metal. If this is

so, the action must be very slight, as

paraffin enters largely into the composition

ofjnany of the bottled oils. There is an
article in Amateur Wori, Vol. VI., pajje

114, entitled, ' Friction, Theoretical and
Practical,' which contains some remarks
which would be useful to yon, especially

the second column of page 115."
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Polishing Horns.

R. J. T. (Halifax, N.S.) writes in reply to

Wanderer:—"I do not know of anyway
"Wanderer can polish his horns without

first well scraping with glass. A friend

uses the following' process :
' Having

scraped the work perfectly smooth, ruh it

with very fine sand-paper or Dutch rushes,

repeat the rubhing with a hit of felt dipped

in finely powdered charcoal with water, and

lastly with rottenstoue or putty powder
and finish with a piece of soft wash leather

damped with a little sweet oil; or still rub

it with subnitrate bismuth by the palm of

the hand.' The powdered charcoal and
bismuth can be had of any chemist."

INFORMATION SOUGHT.

Mosaic Veneers.

G-. T. H. (East Grinstcad) asks for present

address of Mr. Wihnersdorffer, late of 72,

Finsbury Pavement, E.C., or addresses of

other dealers in wood mosaic veneers.

[Write to Mr. C. Lehofer, 40, Grange Road,

Bermondsey, London, S.E.—Ed.]

Construction of Guitar.

E. C. (Lee) asks :— Is there any book (not

a tutor) relating to the Guitar : its con-

struction, varieties, its several makers,
with the differences and tVe peculiarities

in their instruments, etc. ? If not, could

any correspondent gi?e information on the

subject?

Harmonium Building.

G. W. (Colchester) asks :—Can anyone tell

me how to start in making a harmonium
of six or eight stops, or of a hook on build-

ing one P

Engraving on Metal,

"W. J. P. would be obliged to any reader

who will give answers to the following

queries:—!. "What is the proper method
of cutting or engraving a name-plate, in

brass or other metal ? 2. What is the best

way of filling up the letters with wax ?

3. How can different colours of wax be used
on one plate, so as not to mix one with the
other ? 4. With what materials, and how
can the plate be oleaned and polished ?

Mounting Polished Pebbles.

W. T. (Newton Abbot) writes :—" I shall

be glad if any reader will give me a design

for Mounting Polished Pebbles. I have
about 150, all cut and polished, in various

shapes and sizes, and would prefer making
an ornament of some sort, but I am at a
loss for a design. I would like them to be

transparent to show the grain of pebbles ?
"

Bellows of Accordion.

T.N. (Earsdon) asks:—What is my best

and easiest way to make a stand to blow
the bellows of organ accordion ; the stand

to be worked by the foot ?

Red Colour for Instrument Cases.

Box asks :—Can any reader give me a

recipe for the dull Venetian or brick red

stain, or colouring matter, put by scientific

instrument makers (Elliott's, for example)

on the deal instrument cases they send

out ? It has a fiat finish, and is opaque, so

that the grain of the wood does not show
through ?

Gold Blocking on Enamelled Cards.

Senoj asks: — Can anyone inform me
what is the preparation used for making
gold-leaf and Dutch metal adhere to ena-

mel paper aud cards in the process of gold-

blocking?

Securing Set of Drawers with One
Lock and Key.

A. P. (Westminster) writes:—"I should

be much obliged if you could assist me in

obtaining particulars of a contrivance for

fastening a set of drawers by turning one
key. I have seen a knee-hole writing

table, in which the drawers were all

fastened by some internal contrivance,

worked by a key which turned a lock in the

middle drawer. I am making a small cabi-

net, or chest, of a half-a-dozen drawers,

and should much prefer a contrivance of

this description, instead of having separate

locks to each drawer, or a flap (which

would always be in the way), covering part

of the drawers, ami secured by a lock. I

have asked several joioers and ironmong-

ers, but cannot get any help. If you would
kindly insert this letter in Amateur
Work, I have no doubt one of your readers

would kindly supply me with the required

information." [I have no article of furni-

ture of the kind to A
which you allude, in

my possession, but

one way of effecting

this is to have the

drawers recessed in

the frame, and a slip

about 3 inches wide,

running from top to

bottom, hinged to one

side of the frame, and

secured with a lock at

the top, and a flush

holt at the bottom.

Thus supposing a to

be the top of the case,

b one side, and c the

plinth, and the draw-

ers, d, d, to be reces-

sed, say 1 inch with-

in the case ; the slip,

e, is hinged to the

side, b, so that it is

flush with the edge ;

a drawer - lock is

placed at f, with the

keyhole where the

letter f is, so that the

bolt may be shot into

a recess cut in a, and a flush blot is placed

at g, in the outer edge of the slip, e, and

shot into a hole made for its reception in

C. For uniformity's sake you may have

a corresponding slip on the opposite side,

secured by two flush bolts. Tou must
understand that I do not say this is the

only way of effecting your purpose ; hut

that it is one way of doing what you wish.

Perhaps some skilled cabinet-maker may
be able to tell you a better way.

—

Ed.]

Indexing Steam Gauge Dial.

S.M.L.(GodmcJi,Canada) writes:—"Will

some of * ours ' oblige me by giving a de-

scription of an easy way to index a 1 inch

c
F

E

o

D

D

Tl

D

D

D

D

c

SECURING DRAWEES
WITH ONE LOCK
AND HEI.

steam gauge dial. Would also like to know
of what material the faces are made of ;

and how to proportion the spring for

pressure? Perhaps D. G. T. (Ilmnster)

could throw some light on this subject."

Silver in Hypo Baths.

K.J. F. (Halifax, U.S.) asks:-What is

the best way for recovering silver from
photographer's old hypo baths ?

Reduction of Sulphide of Silver.

E. J. F. {Halifax, N.S.) asks:—What is

the easiest way for reducing sulx>hide of

silver in small quantities ?

Iron Castings for Model Engines.

A. B. (Wellington, N.Z.) asks :—Can ony

reader of Amateur Work inform me where

I can get good castings for model engines

in iron instead of the usual brass? Also

where is the best place to obtain brass cast-

ings ? I have had several sets from various

makers, but they are all so fearfully out

of proportion, especially as regards the

cylinder.

Gluten.

W. (Maynooth) writes :

—"Can any reader

of Amateur Work oblige me with informa-

tion as to ' Gluten,' its character, and
where to be had ? It figured largely in an

account of the construction and launch of

a new lifeboat some time since, and is de-

scribed as impervious to water, and highly

adhesive." [The term gluten, I believe, is

applied in wax painting to a composition

made of wax and copal, with an essential

oil with, which the pigments are mixed, as

well as to the tough and tenacious sub-

stance obtained from wheat, etc.—Ed.]

Engraving Door Plates.

B. E. (Peckliam) asks: — Can any kind

reader inform me if there is a book pub-

lished on "Brass and Zinc 1/uor Plate and
General Engraving," and also of a good
plac* to buy the gravers and neoessory

tools. I have taken in Amateur Work for

ths last two years, and found it very useful.

Are there any articles on the subject I

mention in former volumes, if so, which, so

that I may obtain them. [The subject has

not yet been treated. I have entered into

arrangements with a correspondent to

supply a series of papers on the subject,

and I have his first paper in my hands. 1

have expressed my desire to have th^

whole series in my hands before its piiblica.

tion is commenced. Months have elapsed,

since I heard from him, and, under thfc

circumstances, I shall be glad to hear fronT

anyone who is competent to give instruc-

tion in this branch of art.—Ed.]
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A CONTINUOUS BOX. 10 3

A CONTINUOUS BOX.
Bv FREDERICK J. KEXSISGTOX.

England.

ERHAPS some of the readers of AMATEUR
Work will be interested in the following

account of how to make a continuous

box, very common in Norway and Swe-

den, but which is but little known in

This form of box, with its successive and

box. It will readily be seen from the description that

the continuous box may consist of any number of

single boxes according to the wish of the amateur.

The boxes may be of any geometrical shape, but it is

intended in this paper to describe an oval, or, more

correctly, an elliptic-shaped one, because it will be

easier for the amateur to make as a first attempt ;

other shapes may be made afterwards.

The materials can be fancy woods, or simply

FIG. I.—CONTINUOUS BOX, COMPLETE. FIG. 2.—BOTTOM OF FIRST BOX. FIG. 3.—HINGE. FIG. 4.—CLASP. FIG. 5.— BOTTOM

OF SECOND BOX IN* PLAN (A) AND SECTION (B). FIG. 6.—HANDLE. FIG. 7.—PART ELEVATION OF SIDE, SHOWING LAP.

superposed compartments, will be found useful by all

persons for stowing away little knick-knacks for which

it is difficult to find a suitable receptacle elsewhere
;

but amateur workmen, and especially wood-workers,

will find it desirable for the safe keeping of small

screws, brads, and fittings used in fretwork, which

ought to be kept together, but which stand an excel-

lent chance of being lost when consigned to the

roomy compartments of the ordinary nail or screw

yellow pine, in which case it will add to its appearance

if stained and varnished.

Take a piece of thin wood, say -?B inch thick, and

upon it describe an ellipse, with a major axis of 7

inches, and a minor axis of 32 inches ; this is for the

bottom of the first box. Now take a piece of saw-

cut veneer of any flexible wood, 2b inches wide, and

bend it round this bottom, allowing for a lap of l£

inches ; secure this to the bottom by pegs, lapping in
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manner as shown in Fig. 2 in plan, and in elevation

in Fig. 7, so as to make a neat joint. In Norway the

laps are sewn together by willow strips.

Next proceed to make a clasp for the first box by

taking a piece of wood, f inch by § inch by 3^
inches long, and cut with your knife as shown in Fig.

3, and fit inside one end of box and secure with pegs.

The clasps of the other boxes are of the same shape,

though not quite the same size. For the other side of

box, cut another piece of wood as in Fig. 4 ; this is

the hinge to the first box-lid, and also the pivot upon

which the second box revolves. The side of this

hinge must be cut up a little as at A, to allow the box-

lid or bottom of the next box to be elevated over the

clasp. The lid of the first box and bottom of the

second, is to be of | inch stuff and should be T
3
5 inch

all round bigger than the bottom of the first box,

Fig. 2. On the upper side about \ inch from the

edge, cut a step nearly all round y^ inch deep
;

this will be best understood from Fig. 5 which con-

sists of plan and section through centre. The parts

c and D are left | inch ; cut a round hole one end for

hinge, and an opening as shown for the clasp. You
may now peg a piece of veneer, 2 inches high, round

the step to form the sides of the second box, and also

peg in the hinge ; and now you have completed one

box and part of another, the remaining boxes are all

fixed in the same way ; it looks better to make each

succeeding box side less in iheight than the preced-

ing one. A finished appearance will be given to the

whole, if a small handle be fitted on the last box and

secured under lid by a long cotter, as in Fig. 6.

The only tools required are a small bradawl and

chisel. The pegs are best pressed in, and any pro-

jecting parts pared off with the chisel.

The above description of a "continuous"

box will prove most suggestive to amateurs. The
wooden pill-box, or ointment-box used by chemists

and druggists, might be pressed into the service,

glued on a piece of wood to afford the necessary pro.

jections at bottom for hinges and clasp. Again,

boxes of the same size and of any form, square, round,

or elliptical, may be used, placed one above another,

if arranged between a top and bottom piece of solid

wood, connected by two vertical wires opposite to

each other, one of which passing through a hole in

the projecting bottom on one side of the box would

serve as a common hinge on which all the boxes

would turn, while the other might be made to serve

as a stop, if desired, to prevent them from going

beyond a certain limit when closed. Made on this

principle the boxes would all open in the same direc-

tion, and would be safer than small drawers in a case or

chest made in the ordinary manner, because the box

cannot be detached from the compound structure of

which it forms a part, while a drawer, especially a

small one, can easily be pulled out of the frame and

its contents upset and scattered, causing much tem-

porary annoyance and loss of time in picking them up

and restoring them to their places.

—

Ed.
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ELECTROTYPING FOR AMATEURS.
By CHAS. A. PARKER,

IV.

—

Plating a Bust—Elastic Moulding—Moulding
in Halves—Electrotypi.ng a Statuette—Elec-

trotyping a flsh—electrotyping a leaf—
Plating Leaves, Flowers, etc.—Deposition on

Glass—A Metallic Mummy.— Faults, Failures,

Hints, etc.

HE amateur having become au fait to the

management of the depositing solution

and the production of moulds from the

materials already mentioned, may then

attempt the more delicate processes in-

volved in copper plating and typing. But before he

attempts these advanced stages of the process, he had

better perfect himself in the simpler operation.

Plating a Bust.—This is an interesting experiment

to perform when commencing the production of large

work, as it gives a lesson in the preparation of these

large objects without any chance of failure, if ordinary

care be exercised. The mode of procedure is as

follows : The pail mentioned in the last chapter is

filled with boiled linseed oil, and the bust is then

placed in it and allowed to remain until thoroughly

saturated ; or, if preferred, it may be placed in a vessel

containing melted beeswax until it is well saturated,

the superfluous wax being then cleared off; but the oil

is the cheapest. It is then removed, well drained of the

oil, and placed aside for a short time in order to allow

the oil to soak in. A stout piece of paper is glued over

the orifice at the base, and then well varnished, so as

to prevent the solution getting inside. A stout con-

ducting wire is then attached to some unimportant

part. Now, were it hung in the vat thus, with the

single conducting wire, the copper would be deposited

unevenly upon those portions of the bust that were in

deep relief or much undercut. Some method for lead-

ing the deposit to the more remote parts of the figure

becomes requisite. This may be accomplished by em-

ploying the leading wire system previously mentioned,

which consists in twisting some pieces of copper wire

round the conducting wire attached to the bust, and

then judiciously arranging them (but not in actual

contact with the mould), so as to guide the deposit to

the undercut portions of it. (See Fig. 28.)

The figure having been thoroughly plumbagoed, it
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should be ascertained that there is metallic contact

between the plumbagoed surface and the chief con-

ducting wire, after which it may be slowly immersed

in the depositing vat, the surface having been pre-

viously moistened with water to prevent the format'on

of air bubbles. When copper plating a bust or similar

object, only a thin coating of copper will be required ;

otherwise the figure will exhibit a want of sharpness,

and very likely some of the fine lines would be en-

tirely lost. A thin deposit will always be found to give

a truer design, and is all that is required when plating

an object. Sometimes the deposit will be found to re-

tain the principal features of the original when it has

attained a tolerable thickness, but this is not often the

case ; therefore, when it is advisable to plate an object

in preference to " typing," and it is wished to preserve

the fine lines, only allow a thin deposit to form. If it

is wished to obtain a deposit of any considerable

thickness, it will be better to resort to the "typing"

process.

Elastic Moulding. (Another method.)—A mould

from a bust or figure may be obtained by employing

the elastic moulding material in the following manner,

which is cheaper than that before described, on ac-

count of a plaster of Paris mould being used in place

of the one deposited by the current, as in the previous

process. This method, on account of its cheapness, is

adopted more than the other ; but in the hands of an

amateur (according to my notion) is not capable of

giving such good results unless the following directions

are carefully carried out : Immerse the bust upside

down in a pail containing boiled linseed oil (assuming

it to be a plaster image). When it has been allowed to

remain for some time it should be removed, and all

the superfluous oil drained from it. Should it be light,

weight it with sand and glue a piece of paper over the

aperture. Now pour off all the oil from the pail and

let it drain : then suspend the bust head downwards in

it by means of some twine tied round the base, and

then on the outside of the pail make a chalk mark, so

as to denote the position occupied by the back of the

bust. Melt in a suitable vessel sufficient quantity of

the elastic moulding composition to fill the pail, into

which it should then be poured, watching carefully for

the appearance of any air bells, which should be im-

mediately smashed. If they are allowed to remain

they will collect in the undercut portions of the figure,

and when the beeswax bust is afterwards taken from

the elastic mould, it will most likely be found to have

numerous excrescences suspiciously suggestive of car-

buncles, which are very undesirable, especially if it

happens to be the figure of a lady. When the com-
position has just covered the base of the figure, place

the pail aside in a cool place for a couple of days; then

invert it, and lightly tap the sides until the solid

mass falls out. The position of the back of the figure

will be known by the chalk mark on the outside of the

pail. Insert a knife in the mould over the back of the

head, and then carefully pass it down the back of

the figure, clearing off all the composition that has set

over the base of the figure. The mould is now opened

carefully, and the figure removed by someone else. The

elastic mould is now closed up, a piece of tape bandaged

round it, and then replaced in the pail. A sufficient

quantity of the No. 2 beeswax compound (Chapter I.)

having been melted, and allowed to slightly cool, is

now steadily poured into the elastic mould, which is

then placed aside until quite cold. The pail is next

turned upside down, and shaken until the mould is

released, which is then opened, and the wax figure re-

moved. This is now placed in the pail again, which

must be first oiled, and a thin plaster of Paris pre-

pared, which should be quickly mixed to the consis-

tency of cream, and then poured steadily into the pail

up to the base of the figure ; it should be just level, and

not cover it. During the time that the plaster is being

poured in a sharp look-out should be kept for any air-

bells that may make their appearance. When the

plaster has thoroughly set, remove it from the pail by

inverting and shaking it. The beeswax figure must

now be melted out by placing the plaster mould in

some large vessel, and then allowing the pair to re-

main in an oven for an hour or so, or until the whole

of the wax figure has been melted out. In the case of

a very large one, it must be placed in some kind

of vessel over a clear fire to melt it out; it must not

be removed until the last drop has ceased to flow.

It is manifestly impossible that such a mould can

be plumbagoed, therefore it must be rendered con-

ductive by the following method : Wash the cavity

out, and allow it to dry each time, with a solution

composed of one part of phosphorus to fifteen parts

of bisulphide of carbon. When dry it is again washed

out with a solution composed of one pennyweight of

nitrate of silver to a pint of distilled water. The

plaster mould having thus been rendered conductive,

has a metal rim attached to the open aperture of it,

to which the conducting and leading wires are affixed ;

always employ a sufficient number of leading wires

for the purpose of guiding the deposit to the more

remote portions of the mould, as being of plaster it

needs them. (See Fig. 29.)

The mould is now ready to be placed in the bath,

or it may if desired form its own bath. The anode,

which should consist of a mass or a stout plate of

copper, is hung in the mould below the mouth of the

aperture. It should be placed in a vertical position in

the vat with the anode suspended within it. When
copying a figure such as this, it will be found a good

plan to allow a current of the solution to flow through
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it. This may be done by making a hole at the back

of the head, this will allow the solution to circulate

freely. When the mould is considered to have at-

tained sufficient thickness, it should be removed from

the vat, and the plaster mould carefully broken away,

thus exposing the finished bust or figure, which, if

these instructions have been strictly attended to, will be

very accurate. Mark, that when using the beeswax

compound, it must be as cool as possible, but at the

same time sufficiently fluid to enable its being readily

poured into the mould ; if it were too warm, it would

most likely unite with the elastic composition, and so

spoil the work. If it is inconvenient to allow the

plaster figure to soak in oil, apply a coat to it, then

let it soak in, and brush it over with a second

and third coat, letting it remain for some time between

each application.

Moulding in Halves.—Frequently the mould for

electrotyping a large object such as the above may be

made in two or more pieces, the deposits, when

finished, being carefully trimmed, and then soldered

together, the join being finally bronzed over. For

an amateur who is handy at soldering, this is a very

good plan, as, if it is well done, the result will be

quite as accurate, and the expenditure of time and

trouble considerably diminished. Supposing the

object can be oiled, a mould in two halves may be

taken from it in the following manner :

—

t-ji The object is first embedded to half its depth in

fine sand, the surrounding surface being made level)

three or four pegs of wood are then stuck in the sand

for the purpose of guidance. The upper or exposed

half of the object is then brushed over with oil, and a

thin paste of plaster of Paris is prepared and first

brushed over the entire exposed surface of the object,

being careful not to omit the crevices ; a stout copper

wire must now be bent to the form of the mould and

embedded in the plaster before the bulk of it is poured

on. When the plaster has been poured on to the

required depth, it should be placed aside to set.

When quite set it may be removed from the sand, and

a little oil should be applied to the surface of the

plaster where the two halves would meet, and the

second half of the mould should be modelled by first

oiling the entire surface of the object, then brushing

over it some thin plaster, and bending to the form

of the object a stout copper wire, which should be

embedded in the plaster for the purpose of connection

(the same as that for the first half)- The bulk of

the plaster having b;en poured on, the whole is placed

aside for some time to set thoroughly.

When set, the two halves should be carefully

separated from the original, and if they have been

properly done, the conducting wire to each half may
be exposed by just slightly scraping away the upper

surface of the plaster a little. They should now be

placed in a dish containing melted wax, and allowed

to remain there until thoroughly saturated, when they

should be removed and some plumbago dusted over

the surfaces, and well worked in by means of a

moderately stiff brush, care being taken that there is

no defect of conduction where the wire joins the

mould, therefore it is important to see that the upper

surface of this wire which is embedded in the plaster

be exposed ; it should now be coated with the plum-

bago, in order ensure metallic contact with the face of

the mould, otherwise all chance of deposit on the

mould will fail, the copper appearing on the conduct-

ing wire only. (See Fig. 30.) The two halves having

been thoroughly plumbagoed, may now be deposited

upon in turn, or placed in the vat together. The

deposits, when considered to be of sufficient thick-

ness, should be removed, trimmed, and soldered to-

gether, in the manner previously described under the

heading of " Backing Process," the join being finally

bronzed over.

Electrotyping a Statuette.—Supposing the surface

of the figure is considerably undercut, the above pro-

cess could not be employed, unless the electrotype be

taken in several separate pieces and then soldered

together. When a large object is to be modelled, a

process is frequently adopted in which the original is

destroyed. It is as follows : Assuming that it is a

plaster figure, the surface is well saturated with lin-

seed oil, and allowed to dry. It is then well brushed

over with plumbago, until it presents a uniform

blackleaded appearance, after which a conducting

wire is affixed to some unimportant part, and

the figure is hung in the vat, and allowed to

remain until a tolerably stout deposit has been

obtained, in accordance with the size of the

figure, being particular to obtain a good electrotype

by employing plenty of leading wires, to ensure the

copper being deposited in the hollow and more re-

mote portions of the mould. When it is considered

to have attained sufficient thickness to withstand the

subsequent operations, it may be removed from the

vat and well washed under a tap. The metal is then

cut up with some sharp tool in two or more sections,

according to the shape of the figure, the plaster is

then sawn through and removed piecemeal until the

whole of the copper skell is clear of the model. The

copper surfaces are thoroughly washed in hot water ;

stout copper wires are soldered to them for the pur-

pose of making connections; and the outer surfaces

are next varnished with stopping-offvarnish to insulate

them, and thus prevent the metal being deposited

when in the vat. The interior surfaces are to be

treated with turpentine in which a small quantity of

beeswax has been dissolved, or they may be brushed
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over with a weak solution of sulphide of potassium
;

this will allow the deposition of metal to proceed,

but will prevent its actual adhesion to the copper

shell, which would other wise take place.

Having prepared the copper shells in the above

manner, they should be again immersed in the vat,

and a good substantial deposit obtained. When the

deposits are considered to be of sufficient thickness,

say from an eighth to the third of an inch thick, they

may be removed from the vat, and then well washed

in water, and the outer copper shells stripped off,

thus exhibiting the deposits complete, every line and

feature being exact to the original model. The various

sections can now be trimmed, filed, and fitted together,

a thinnish paste, and then poured on to a stiff piece

of oiled paper that has been folded to the form of a

tray and fastened to a board. The surface of the fish

is then slightly oiled, so as to prevent the plaster

adhering to it ; it is then placed on the top of the

plaster (on its side), and gently pressed until the

lower portion is completely enveloped. When the

plaster has nearly set, but before it is quite dry, the

fish must be carefully removed, and the edge of the

mould made level by cutting it with a knife ; the fish

is again oiled, and placed in the mould in exactly the

same position, and, the edge of the plaster having

been oiled, a thinnish paste of plaster of Paris is

poured over the fish, so as to form the other half of

TflPERTURE
F!C 34-

FIG. 29.—PLASTER MOULD WITH CONDUCTING WIRES ATTACHED. FIG. 30.—MOULDING IN HALVES, ONE HALF OF BUST
READY FOR VAT WITH CONDUCTING AND LEADING WIRES ATTACHED. FIG. 31.—PHOSPHORIZING LEAF. FIG. 32.

—

METHOD OF SUSPENDING LIGHT OBJECTS. FIG. 33.—SECTION OF PLASTER BUST MOULD, SHOWING METHOD OF DISPOSING
LEADING WIRES. FIG. 34.—DITTO, LEADING WIRES EMBEDDED IN PLASTER WHILE MOIST.

then soldered, and the joints bronzed over. The
figure will now be complete, and if it has been care-

fully done, will reflect great credit on the manipulator's

skilL

This process is the one always adopted for the best

and most accurate work, but still the sacrifice of the

original model is a great drawback. Messrs. Elking-

ton employed this process in the production of their

colossal statue of the Earl of Eglinton—the weight of

which is two tons, and the height 13 J feet—the capa-

city of the vat employed being 6,680 gallons. Other

firms have produced by this process still larger work,

weighing nearly four tons.

Eltctrotyping a Fish.—To take an electrotyped

copy of a fish, for instance, is not a difficult operation.

A sufficient quantity of plaster of Paris is made into

the mould. When it has set the two moulds are easily

separated, the fish is then removed, and the moulds

placed in a warm oven to dry. When dry they are

placed, face downwards, in a dish containing melted

beeswax, and allowed to remain until saturated.

When cold, a coating of plumbago is well brushed

over the entire surface of the moulds, and a stout

copper wire connected to them. Being ready, they

may first be moistened with water and then hung in

the vat, and a deposit of the required thickness

obtained. When the shells have been removed from

the vat the superfluous copper must be filed off, so

that when the two halves are placed together they

exactly correspond ; the surfaces are now tinned, and

the shells held together by means of some thin bind-

ing wire, the flame from a gas jet or spirit lamp is
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made to just melt the solder, and thus unite the two

halves ; any solder sticking about is now filed off, and

the join bronzed over. And the result, in the hands

of a skilful amateur, should be a perfect representa-

tion of the original fish, and well worth the trouble

involved in its production.

Electrotyping a Leaf.— In order to take a success-

ful copy of the upper side of a leaf, make a thin and

smooth plaster of Paris paste, and on this place the

leaf very carefully, the side to be copied being upper-

most ; care must be taken that the leaf lays perfectly

flat on the plaster, which is simply employed for the

purpose of making it rigid, and thus enabling a mould
to be taken from it. When the plaster has quite set,

some finely powdered plumbago is carefully dusted

over the entire surface, and worked over it very gently

with a soft brush. A cardboard rim, oiled on the

inside, is now bent round plaster, and is secured

together with a touch of sealing wax. Melted wax
must now be poured over the leaf until a mould of

sufficient thickness has been obtained. When cold,

the cardboard rim is removed and the wax mould

separated from the leaf, coated with plumbago, and,

after a wire has been attached, it can be hung in the

vat, and an excellent electrotyped copy of the leaf

will be obtained if the moulding has been carefully

executed.

Plating Leaves, Flowers, etc.—Most beautiful re-

sults may be obtained by treating skeleton leaves,

flowers, insects, etc., in the following manner, and a

splendid design might be produced by a judicious

combination of leaves, butterflies, flowers, etc., sand-

wiched between two plates of glass, and then mounted
as a fire-screen, some of them in copper and others

plated with silver and gold, but I will leave the reader to

work out any design he may have in view. First pre-

pare an alcoholic solution of nitrate of silver, by add-

ing some powdered nitrate of silver to alcohol and
then placing the vessel containing it in a small tin

saucepan full of water and heating it gently. Now
take the object to be copper-plated, and first attach to

it a copper wire, then dip it into the warm solution of

silver for a moment. Let the spirit evaporate, and then

hold it over the vapour of phosphorus, which may be

done in the following manner : get a small patty-tin

and fill it with sand ; on the top of this place a small

thin saucer ; now get a glass shade large enough to

cover the saucer and the object
;
get a piece of phos-

phorus and dissolve it in some alcohol, then pour this

into the saucer, and, having heated the sand, place

this saucer on it ; stick the wire attached to the object

in the sand, so as to support it, and then place the

glass over the whole, letting it remain untouched for

half-an-hour, when it may be removed, and the silver

will be found reduced in a metallic state. The

method of arranging the apparatus will be understood

by consulting Fig. 31. The object may now be placed

in the vat, to receive a thin deposit of copper.

Deposition on Glass.— In order to deposit a film of

copper upon a glass or porcelain object, it must first

be varnished with copal varnish, in order to allow the

plumbago, which is next brushed on, to adhere.

Having been properly plumbagoed, a conducting wire

is attached to it, and a deposit of copper of sufficient

thickness obtained in the usual manner. A thin film

of gold may be deposited on the copper if desired,

which, if well done, would give the object a very

beautiful appearance.

A Metallic Mummy.— In 1857, a plan was intro-

duced to metallise soft surfaces— for instance, a

human corpse. The mouth, nostrils, etc., having been

stopped with wax, the body was provided with a con-

ducting surface by spreading all over it with a brush

pulverised nitrate of silver, and, having been thus pre-

pared, was placed in the vat and connected with the

cathode ; when a coating of sufficient thickness had

been obtained the corpse was removed, having been

converted into a " metallic mummy.''

I trust that the reader will not be tempted to

repeat this process on any of his friends, as it would

most likely lead to serious consequences ; for instance>

a coroner's jury might be unable to understand that

in the interests of science it is sometimes requisite to

curtail the life of a friend, in order to carry out some

interesting (?) experiment. I have, therefore, merely

mentioned it in the light of an interesting fact.

From what I have already put forward, it will be

seen that numberless small objects can be either

copper-plated or "typed," by simply selecting the

moulding and conducting material that seems to be

the most suitable.

Faults, Failures, Hints, etc.— I will now turn my
attention to an explanation of the probable causes of

most failures, and the best method to remedy or

avoid them.

Pin-holes are about the greatest trouble the ama-

teur has to guard against. They are often due to

some imperfection in the conducting surface ; the

blacklead, as before stated, must be of the finest

quality, care being taken that no gritty particles are

present that would be likely to scratch or otherwise

injure the mould, and it must be thoroughly rubbed

over it until a uniform bright appearance is presented,

and before being placed in the vat it should be

examined carefully, in order to ascertain if the surface

appears evenly conductive. Never omit to thoroughly

moisten the mould before placing it in the vat ; a camel-

hair brush is very useful for performing this operation.

Pin-holes are sometimes caused by- too strong a cur-

i rent, or too weak a solution, which would decompose
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the water, and cause bubbles of hydrogen gas to

adhere to the cathode. Pin-holes cannot be discovered

until the electrotype is separated from the mould and

held up to the light.

Do not employ a brush that is too stiff for the

plumbago, otherwise the face of the mould may be

scratched, and if it is ever so slight a scratch it will

appear in the finished " type." After plumbagoing a

mould, always be particular to wipe off with a damp
cloth any excess of it that may have become spread

round the outer edge or back of the mould ; if this is

not attended to, it may prove troublesome to separate

the " type " from the mo j'.i.

When making the solution for the vat, stir it occa-

sionally, otherwise the top of it will be weak, whilst

near the bottom it will be much denser.

The solution around the anode plate will always be

found heavier than the rest of it : this is on account of

the copper being gradually dissolved to make up for

the amount deposited on the mould ; the solution sur-

rounding the cathode will be much lighter by reason

of the metal being constantly absorbed in the forma-

tion of the electrotype ; therefore, in order that the

solution shall be of uniform strength throughout, it will

be necessary before immersing afresh mould to stir it

well ; but this should not be done during deposition,

otherwise any impurities there may be at the bottom

of the vat will adhere to the mould.

The solution in the batter)' will require renewing

as occasion requires ; but the solution in the depositing

vat. when once in good working condition, will not

require renewing if it is properly attended to, and a

little acid added to it when needed.

Freely handling the copper salt or dabbling in the

solution will prove very irritating to chapped or

wounded hands, in which case it will be best for the

operator to wash them in weak soda water without

any soap, afterwards anointing them with glycerine.

When it is wished to obtain an electrotype of any

considerable thickness, its formation may be hastened

in the following manner : When a thin shell of metal

has been deposited, get some copper filings and sift

them over it, replace in the vat, and allow the copper

to unite with the filings ; then remove, and again re-

peat the process ; by this means the deposition may be

hastened to a great extent.

When large and small work alike is to be done, it

will be found a good plan for the small work to remove
the copper cylinder from a Daniell cell (supposing the

operator employs that battery), and thus turn it into

a single cell apparatus ; then supposing a bust is next

wished to be electrotyped, the copper cylinder is re-

placed, and the apparatus is again a Daniell cell.

When copper-plating small objects, such as

flowers, or, in fact, anything that exhibits a tendency

to float on the surface of the solution, make a loop in

the conducting wire, and from it suspend a small lump

of lead by means of a piece of cotton. This will have

the effect of sinking the object and retaining it in

position. (See Fig. 32.)

The elastic moulding composition may be em'

ployed several times, provided that it is from contact

with the air in a covered vessel.

The solution of phosphorus in bisulphide of car-

bon, otherwise known as " Greek fire," is dangerously

inflammable. Should any of it happen to drop on the

clothes or floor it may ignite. Great care should there-

fore be exercised in its use.

It must be understood that, as a rule, the E. M. F.

of one Daniell or Smee cell will prove sufficient for

ordinary size objects ; but when a bust, or other large

object—much undercut, thereby offering a high resist-

ance—has to be copied, the pushing power of another

cell will be required to successfully drive a deposit

over the entire surface of it. In this case it will be

requisite to couple two Daniell or Smee cells. This

may be done by connecting the copper element in one

with the zinc element of the other, and then attaching

the conducting wires from the vat to the terminals of

the remaining copper and zinc elements (supposing it

to be a Daniell). Should it be a Smee cell, the silver

in one cell is connected with the zinc in the other, the

wires from the remaining silver and zinc elements

being attached to their respective conductors from the

vat. In this case the current remains as before, but

the two couples overcome the higher resistance.

Care should be taken not to allow the anode to

come in contact with any part of the mould, otherwise

all chance of deposit will be stopped. Failure of the

deposit is generally due to a bad conducting surface

or an absence of leading wire from the cathode rod.

The anode should not be too small, otherwise an

insufficient amount of copper will be dissolved off it
;

but if, on the other hand, it is too large, more than the

requisite quantity of metal will be dissolved off,

therefore it follows that the anode should present as

near as possible a surface equal to the cathode.

With a powerful current and a weak solution a

black deposit will be given, and bubbles of hydrogen

gas will pass over to the surface of the cathode, where

they will collect and ultimately escape in the form of

gaseous globules ; the anode should, in this case, be

placed further away from the mould, or the current

reduced by employing one cell to start the deposit
;

it is seldom that bad metal will be deposited if the

mould is covered. With a weak current and a strong

solution a pale and crystalline deposit will be given,

which may be strengthened by bringing the anode

nearer to the mould, taking care not to allow them

to come in contact with each other, or else thedeposi-
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tion will be stopped. When a suitable current is

employed, a tough, malleable deposit of copper will

be obtained, but considerable latitude is allowable in

the range within which good metal can be obtained.

The deposit will always be found to be slow in

forming over a blackleaded surface until it is covered,

when the rate of deposition will be greatly increased.

When ordinary rolled copper is employed for the

anodes, the operator will be likely to be troubled with

films forming on them ; this arises from the impuri-

ties inherent to,all commercial copper, which appears

on the anode as a black or brown film, and then falls

to the bottom of the vat, accumulating there as dirt,

so that when the solution is agitated it frequently gets

on the mould, giving it a dirty appearance. The best

method of guarding against this fault is to employ

electrotyped copper for the anodes, which will be

found to be quite free from any such impurities.

Supposing that the mould is very much undercut,

rendering it impossible for the anode to reach the

more remote portions of it, several pieces of stout

copper wire must be twisted round the cathode rod

and inserted in the deepest cavities of the mould.

While these hollows are being deposited in, the large

anode should be kept back ; if it is entirely removed,

the current is apt to be too strong and give a black

deposit. If it is impossible for the plumbago to be

applied to these undercut portions, the phosphorus

and silver process should be employed ; it is of great

importance to obtain a substantial deposit of metal

in these hollows, as they are the most prominent parts

of the finished electrotype, and are, therefore, sub-

jected to the most wear. The solution in these

hollows should frequently be disturbed, otherwise it

will become weak. A good plan to adopt with a

mould that is much undercut is to take a stout copper

wire and then bend it in the form of several loops,

corresponding with the more undercut portions of the

mould ; now proceed to arrange it in such a manner

as to lead the deposit to the hollow and more remote

portions of the mould. These systems of leading

wires for the purpose of drawing the deposit to the

remote parts of the mould call for special attention,

therefore, in Figs. 33 and 34, I give two examples of

the methods of disposing the leading wires in order

to secure a uniform deposit ; they must be brought

from the cathode rod and led to those parts of the

mould that are farthest from the anode.

Those portions of the mould that are not promi-

nent require no special preparation, as the deposit

will always fall on them first.

Failures are of very rare occurrence if the mould

is good, the surface of it conducting, and the leading

wires judiciously distributed.

{To be continued.)

A HANGING WALL CABINET.
By G. W. L. P.

HE small hanging wall cabinet here repre-

sented, is suitable for making in either

walnut, rosewood, or mahogany. I

think walnut is the best, as it is easy to

work and does not warp. The drawings

of the complete article (front elevation, end elevation)

are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, drawn to a scale of I inch

to the foot. The details in Figs. S, 6, 7, 8, are drawn

full size.

In its construction it is first necessary to get out

the ends. They are made of I inch wood, and

measure 2 feet 7 inches extreme length, and 12 inches

wide. Cut out the shaped part as shown in the repre-

sentation of the side elevation (Fig. 2) in brown

paper, and having marked the same on each end, cut

it out with a fret saw.

Now get out the top and bottom, they measure 2

feet 11 inches in length and 12 inches broad, the extra

inch allowing for the piece which laps over the ends

(Fig. 3), which shows a section of the top and end.

Fig. 4 shows the joint as seen from the top, where it

will be noticed that a space of about an inch is

allowed between the outside and the beginning of

the joint, so that when seen from the front the joint

is not visible. The bottom can be tongued, and a

corresponding groove made in the ends with a plough.

Now glue the top, bottom, and ends together, and

leave them to diy.

The back must next be got out ; it is made of

i inch wood, in three pieces and glued together, or you

may make it in two pieces and glue the curved bottom

piece in afterwards. The ends must be rebated to

receive it, as in Fig. 9. Glue and screw the back

into the ends ; take care and get a good fit, as it will

add greatly to the strength and solidity of the cabinet.

The shelf (E, Fig. 1) is made of 4 inch wood, and

simply rests on strips screwed to the ends. If the

shelf is covered with plush, it will add greatly to the

appearance of the interior of the cabinet. The back

of cabinet, inside, may also have a sheet of silvered

glass. This greatly lights up the interior, and shows

off any ornaments to better advantage.

The framework of the door should be made of

J inch wood, and can be rebated to receive the glass

panels. A narrow beading (Fig. 5) must be fastened

with glue or brads to the stiles, and a strip of wood

fastened to the edge of the left-hand door, and a

small stop mortised into the bottom of the cabinet, to

prevent the door being forced too far back. The

doors must be hinged to the ends with brass hinges,

and a bolt attached to the left-hand door and a lock

to the right. Two ornamental rings are screwed to
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both doors, to serve as pulls for opening

lower shelf can be made of £ inch wood
through the back, glu-

ing the three supports

underneath afterwards.

The turned knobs

(Fig. 6) can be dowelled

into the ends after the

cabinet is put together.

The cornice is the

only thing left to be

made. The moulding

(Fig. 8) is first mitred,

and put on to a piece of

them. The
j many modes of treating it, than of making it either

and screwed
j

entirely of wood, or entirely of wood of one kind.

For example, the panels

P and spindles on top

with the turned knobs,

may be of a light wood
contrasting well in

colour with the wood
used for the body of the

cabinet, or the panels

alone may be of light

wood surrounded by a

gold bead, and orna-

mented with a group of
FIG. 4.—JOINT AS SEEN FROM TOP. FIG. 5.—BEADING—FULL 6IZE.

m

FIG. 7.—SPINDLE AT A, FIG. I—Full Size.

ceo
front elevation—Scale, i in. to I ft.

eg
-SIDE elevation.

"^n^

z

wood about 2 inches

wide and I inch

thick, screwed to the

top. The peg-rail (a,

Fig. i) is mortised

into the end pillars,

and the small pillars

(Fig. 7) dowelled on

to the piece of wood FIG -
9-—END rebated

. , ., _. TO RECEIVE BACK.
and the rail. The
edges of the ends, etc., should have a

bead worked on them (Fig. 4), and the

cabinet is then polished and finished.

I have spoken of walnut, rosewood, or ebony as being

the best materials, in my judgment, for this cabinet,

giving my preference to walnut; there are, however,

fig. 6.—pendant,
full size.

hand-painted flowers,

or an effective

coloured lithograph.

The substitution of

mirrors for panels

is now so common
that I need only just

refer to this mode
fig. 8.— moulding for of treatment. Lastly,
CORNICE—FULL SIZE. , . j _»,.,.„

a light and pretty

appearance is obtained by using fretwork

panels behind which is a backing of silk

or plush, and this style of ornamentation

may be extended by attaching an overlay of fretwork

to the sides of the cabinet and to the portions of the

back seen just above and below the shelf d, in Fig. 1.
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AN AMATEUR'S FRET-MACHINES.
Bj Z. F. X.

*—

(For Illustrations see the Folding Sheet issued with this Part.
)

I.^My Best and Most Effective Machine.

HE design shown in the Folding Sheet

has been prepared to meet a want felt,

I am confident, by most who, whether

for pleasure or profit, have worked a

fret-machine.

My earliest experiences with a machine of this

description were with one of American make, and a

fairly good machine I found it to be ; but the fault

of that particular machine, and I may say all work-

ing with a loose wooden arm, is that it is almost an

impossible feat to cut the two sides of a piece of

wood, over an eighth of an inch in thickness, without

making the underside to be thinner in its detail than

it is on the upper side. So much so, indeed, that in

patterns where the details are very fine, the under-

side is cut entirely through, whilst the top shows a

strength of a sixteenth or an eighth. This, of course,

weakens that which of necessity was not a strong

pattern in the first instance, and often causing more

breakages, when fixing, than probably would occur

if the wood carried the same strength on each side.

This is caused by the stroke of the saw being in a

slanting, instead of an upright, or vertical position.

Those who have tried these machines also know

(and this especially in the case of the beginner) that

a difficulty is found in turning sharp corners, the saw

seizing the wood, often very firmly, and causing a

breakage ; but even if successfully done, the result is

not to give so neat and clean a finish as would be

effected by the stroke being vertical. It has also

been found by others, as in my own case, that the

sudden snapping of a saw and the wild gyrations of

the upper arm are not conducive to the comfort of

the manipulator, the arm suddenly flying past his

face. These and other reasons can be brought for-

ward against the slanting stroke and the loose wood

arm.

My next experience was with a machine with

vertical stroke, working with a spring fixed to the

stand underneath the plate or iron table. It was an

expensive one, but to effect a radical cure. It was on

the verge of curing my aspirations as a fretworker,

completely. Beautifully made, it worked as evenly

and smoothly as could be desired, scarcely an effort

being necessary to gain the swiftest speed. But,

alas ! neither by shortening saws, altering upper bar,

or other method I triec, could I gain sufficient tension

to cut a pattern in \ inch oak ; besides which,

having to hold the spring in one hand whilst the saw

was adjusted with the other, I found the sad disad-

vantage of not having a third hand with which to

screw up the jaws, and many were the slips of spring

and saw during the short time I worked this machine.

Unnecessary to add, I gladly parted with it.

Being anxious, if possible, to obtain some machine

more satisfactory in its working, I searched the pages

of Amateur WORK, but found that in most instances

the designs were of similar construction to the one

first mentioned.

Some two or three years ago I designed a machine

to work with spring at the top instead of the bottom

of saw, thi3 being different in arrangement to any I

had seen, either in these pages or those of the many

catalogues of fret-machines.

To the arm I gave a reach of twenty inches, which

is, I think, long enough for any work an amateur can

do if he keep his feet on the treadle.

A local machinist prepared me the castings and

other necessaries from patterns prepared by myself,

and, up to the present time, I have used it success-

fully, cutting through wood of varying thicknesses up

to an inch with ease, having completed with my
machine such work as the Epergne designed for this

paper, the Ladies' Toilet Table, 5 feet 6 inches high,

and the Cathedral Clock, etc., thus giving it a very

fair trial.

Since the completion of this machine, a similar

one, so far as the alteration of spring is concerned,

has been brought into the market by the makers of

some of the best machines.

It is of simple construction, the patterns easily

made by an amateur (amongst which I class my-

self), and the expense of casting but light ; a sewing-

machine stand completing the article. But although

successful in attaining the object for which I aimed,

viz., a true vertical stroke with easy manipulation, I

had a desire to find a means of working the fret-

machine with a firmer tension than that afforded by

the use of a spring, and at leisure moments turned

the idea over ; the chief difficulty being that the

greatest nicety of construction would be necessary to

avoid the saw being set fast, and refusing to act.

Various ideas to this end suggested themselves, but

failed to give satisfaction, until I hit upon the one

shown in the accompanying sheet.

I hope the readers of this magazine will pardon my
tardiness in reaching the description ; considerably

more time was expended before my purpose was

effected than that which will be required to scan the

above.

The drawings, both for convenience to the reader

and on account of space allowed for illustration, are

drawn at half the full size.

The reach of arm, which is here shown at 16
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inches, can be altered by any who are desirous of

carrying out the design to suit their special require-

ments ; 20 inches being ample for ordinary use.

From the side elevation, shown in Fig. 1, and the

front elevation, in Fig. 2, it will be seen at a glance,

that both upper and lower saw-bars are to work

simultaneously, either with or without the saw being

in position.

In the first place, we have two parallel rods, the

full length of machine, \ inch in diameter, turned

true, working in bearings on the arm and base, that

on the base being terminated at one end by the disc,

C (shown in plan in Fig. 3), and at the other by the

grooved wheel E (a front view of which is given in

Fig. 4), the latter being connected by strap to

driving-wheel. At C, the rod can be fixed firmly and

screwed on at E, to permit its being passed through

bearings, which must be drilled to requisite size,

with hole over each bearing for oil.

The upper bar is to be similarly treated, care

being taken to make the two bars true and parallel to

each other. Size of wheel and disc are given both

side and endways. A stud, \ inch diameter, is

affixed to c, and this works in groove B, which latter

should be if inch long, fixed, as shown, to upper

and lower saw-bar ; a small sett-screw holding it in

position.

The lower bar works ii inch below base. Both

saw-bars should be r^ths of an inch in diameter.

The jaws to hold saw are made similar to those

on other machines or frames.

The upper bar—where occurs, perhaps, the only

difficulty, if such it can be termed, in the construc-

tion of the machine—is detailed both on front and side

elevations, and the cap full size at G.

First, the bar itself is to be A'hs of an inch in

diameter, with screw on top, 2 inches deep ; round

this again is a tube, either brass or iron, to suit con-

venience, with flange on top to admit of cap, £ inch

in diameter, passing over it. The cap G (shown full

size in Fig. 5) screws on to upper saw-bar. Inside

the cap, and resting on the flange of tube, is a small

spring, made from strong wire, such as used in piano-

fortes—the stronger the spring the better for the

tension of saw. The saw, when affixed to jaws, is

tightened firmly by turning cap, g, and any slight jar

or defect in working is eased by the spring giving

slightly, so avoiding the setting-fast of machine be-

fore alluded to. Upon this part the working of the

machine depends for its efficiency.

It will be seen that the saw-bar projects beyond

the bottom of tube, this allowing for the tightening

of saw when inserted in jaws.

The spring is not used as a motive power, but is

simply to tighten saw and prevent any jar or stop-

page, which otherwise might be caused by some little

deviation from the trueness of the boring, turning,

etc., of the various parts.

The eccentric is shown both in side elevation

in Fig. 1 at I, and in front elevation in Fig. 4, and

needs no further description.

A section of the arm at f is given in Fig. 6. From

the side elevation it will be seen that the arm and

its base, through which the bars K and L pass, are

provided to the right with a bearing projecting from

it, and the part to the left is thrown forward |ths of

an inch, allowing K and L to work free from side

of arm. The front elevation also shows the exact

positions. Four flanges, as at M, fasten the whole to

stand.

The table shown in front and side elevations and

in plan in Fig. 7, is made of y'sths iron, is affixed to

the angle-piece, N, by means of a thumb-screw, and

is still firmer if a small hole is drilled through the

two pieces, and a steady pin inserted, which must be

taken out when table is altered for inlaying. The

angle-piece, N, is in turn fixed to base of arm by

thumb-screw, shown in front elevation.

The stand suggested for the machine is that of a

sewing-machine, one of which I obtained from an

agent for 5s. If the arm be enlarged it is probable

that the top of stand would also require enlargement,

but upon this point the reader can easily satisfy him-

self. A hole must be bored in top of stand to allow

for the working of lower saw-bar, the machine to be

screwed down by the flanges at M.

The castings necessary for the machine will be

first, the arm, which may be divided, if thought desir-

able, at the base, to simplify the casting, and must be

drilled for bars K. and L. Next, castings of discs, C,

and wheel, E ; eccentric, I ; angle-piece, N ; table; cap,

g ; and, unless otherwise obtainable, the tube round

upper saw-bar.

The patterns are not difficult to construct. I

easily managed those I required for my own pur-

poses, and, being an amateur at such work, I fail to

see any difficulty in the way of others doing the same

work.

A pad-saw, or ordinary joiner's band-saw and frame,

with a small plane and a chisel or two, will furnish

the necessary tools.

The castings are not expensive, and can be

carried out by any local ironfounder.

It is to be hoped that the above description will

be sufficiently explicit for the use of any readers of

this magazine. Since writing the above the Editor

has asked for a description of my first machine, which

I will give, accompanied by the necessary illustra»

tions, in another paper.

(To be continued.)
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HERALDRY

:

ITS APPLICATION TO DECORATIVE PURPOSES.
By ARTHUR TORKE.

V.

—

Heraldic Work on Silk and other Textile

Fabrics—Banner Painting—Application to

Home Decoration—Leather Mosaic.

ERALDIC WORK ON SILK, ETC.—
Baimer Painting.—The chief uses which

have hitherto been pointed out for the

employment of heraldic decoration have

been in connection with the adornment
of the home ; but the same cannot be said with regard

to emblazoning on silk and other woven fabrics. This

will be chiefly practised for the preparation of flags

for processional purposes and temporary decorations,

though a word will be spoken before we finish on
certain home purposes to which the art may well be

applied.

When we consider the ignorance and bad taste

frequently shown in the flags which are carried in

the processions of Friendly Societies, Schools, and
other bodies, it may not be superfluous, if, before pro-

ceeding to more practical matters, some few remarks
are offered on the nature and proper forms of some
of the more important and typical descriptions of

flags, and on the heraldic rules by which they are

regulated.

A banner, Fig. 99, is always supposed to be sup-

ported by an upright staff. Its shape is square or

oblong, and it is emblazoned with arms in exactly

the same manner as if it were a shield ; the whole
extent of the banner constituting the field, on which
the charges are displayed. The staff, as in the illus-

tration, is always supposed to be on the dexter side,

and towards it the heads of the charges are to be
directed

; unless, indeed, the blazon describes them as

contourni, a term by which heralds imply that they

are to be turned in the opposite and unusual direc-

tion. The charge upon the banner in the illustration

would be described as afalcon recursanl {i.e., running
backwards) displayed.

Every flag is supposed to be transparent, and to

be emblazoned on one side only. The charges are
always supposed to show through, and to appear
reversed on the wrong side. If, therefore, owing to

the thickness of the material or other causes, it is

necessary to emblazon the wrong side also, the out-

line of the charges must follow that on the right side,

and the arms must be painted so as to follow the
same outlines, and to appear reversed. It may be
useful to observe that in speaking of any flag the
length from staff to end is called lisfly, and its depth
from top to bottom, its dip.

In the days of chivalry, every noble and great

military leader had his banner, such as that described,

charged with his proper arms. It was intended to be

borne about by its perpendicular staff. A standard

was quite a different thing. We often hear the ban-

ner of the English Sovereign spoken of as the " Royal

Standard," but this is incorrect. The standard did

not show the arms of its owner, but upon a field of

his livery colour, displayed his crest or his badge and

his motto. Instead of being of, or approaching to, a

square shape like the banner, its fly was very great

as compared with its dip, and it tapered from its

attachment to the staff to its extremity, where it was

indented. The use of a standard was not confined

to any particular rank, but the higher or lower dignity

of its owner was marked by its greater or less length.

Thus a royal standard was about g yards long, an

earl's, 6 yards ; whilst that of a simple knight only

measured about 4 yards. From the great length and

consequent weight of a standard, it was not suited to

be carried about in the hands. It was intended to

be fixed—to stand, and hence its name. In Fig. 100

is shown a standard, that of Edward IV. Like those

on a banner, the heraldic devices on a standard are so

arranged as to show correctly when it is extended

horizontally by the wind.

In the pennon, Fig. 101, the arrangement is diffe-

rent. The pennon was a small flag, long and narrow

in its shape, and swallow-tailed at its fly or extremity.

It was originally intended to be borne upon, and

immediately below the head of, a lance. Pennons in

the ages of chivalry were borne by knights bachelors,

who were not allowed to use a square flag, that form

being reserved for nobles, and the higher grade of

knighthood, knights bannerets. Indeed, the original

ceremony of creating a knight banneret was by

cutting or tearing off the tails of his pennon on the field

of battle, and thus, in a rough way, converting it into a

banner. The arms on a pennon were so emblazoned,

as to appear right when the lance to which it was

attached was "in rest" or horizontal, as in the figure.

In trumpet-banners, which we still see much used

on occasions of pageantry, the same arrangement of

the arms is observed ; the banner in this case having

to show properly when the trumpet, to which it is

attached, as to a staff, is held horizontally to be

blown. Fig. 103 is an ancient trumpet-banner from

Strutt.

The gonfalon or gonfanon, Fig. 102, has been, and

still continues to be, a favourite form of flag for pro-

cessional purposes, and is one on which the amateur

flag-painter will be tolerably certain to try his skill.

The arrangement of the arms upon it is the same as

in the two last varieties, the arms being emblazoned

precisely as upon a shield.

The pencel or pennoncel, was a long narrow pennon
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attached to spears. At the present day, though use-

ful for decorative purposes, it will scarcely be em-

ployed as a subject for emblazoning.

The pavon is an old form (Fig. 104), little known
in modern times, though as stationary flags on festive

occasions, pavons might well be made use of with

good effect. It is triangular, as shown, and the arms

are emblazoned on it in the same way as on a banner.

The above are the more important forms, but the

variety of flags, and

still more the variety

of names for them, in

use in past and mo-

dern times, is almost

endless.

Vanes, the metal

flags which often sur-

mount buildings, and

of which the common
use is to indicate the

direction of the wind,

derive their origin

from those actual flags

which, in feudal times,

displayed the arms of

its owner on the loftier

parts of every castle ;

the name vane or fane

being but a contrac-

tion of fanion, an an-

cient term for a flag.

For banner paint-

ing on silk, a silk of

the tincture of the

field will, of course, be

chosen ; to attempt to

paint silk all over

would indeed be to

turn "beef to ban-

nocks, cauliflower to

kale." A moderately

fine twilled silk is re-

commended. It should

not be too fine nor too

smooth, for although the latter quality will doubtless

facilitate the work of painting, the effect, when

finished, will not be so good or rich as it would

otherwise have been.

Before ordinary tube colours or gold size can be

used, those parts of the silk which are to receive

them, must be treated with some preparation to stop

absorption and prevent the oil from running. Some
kind of water size is commonly used. One may be

bought for the purpose, ready prepared, at the colour

shops, or one may be made by boiling down strips of

FIG. 99.—BANNER.
PENNON. FIG.

FROM STRUTT.

parchment, or what the writer prefers to use, a mode-

rately strong solution of isinglass, may be painted over

the space, till a sufficiently non-absorbent ground has

been formed. This grounding should go a little

beyond the outline of the charges to be painted or

gilt, otherwise they will be liable to show a greasy

margin, which will greatly mar the effect.

On this ground ordinary tube oil colours may be

used, and gold and silver leaf applied with oil gold

size, as on more solid

materials ; and ban-

ners thus emblazoned

will bear exposure to

the weather without

suffering injury.

It should be re-

membered that in

painting on silk the

colours should not be

laid on too thickly or

they will be liable to

crack ; it is better to

thin them down con-

siderably with turpen-

tine, so as to make
them work freely ; and

when necessary, in

order to obtain the

desired depth, rather

to lay on two thin coats

than one thick one. A
greater body of colour

than is absolutely ne-

cessary, is in this work

a thing to be avoided.

If any part of the

painting is found to

dry dead whilst others

dry bright, the former

will also have to be

brought up bright by

varnishing where re-

quired. If all parts

dry dead equally, the

question of varnishing or not becomes one of taste

merely. Dead colours have the advantage of being

seen in all lights, which glazed colours have not.

The oil colours may be made to glaze sufficiently by

using varnish with them.

A preparation, by means of which the artist is

enable to paint direct upon the silk without grounding,

has been stated to be in the market, but the writer

has tried in vain to procure it ; he can, therefore, offer

no opinion as to its merits. On a field of white silk

the writer has used transparent water colours, with a

FIG. IOO.—STANDARD OF EDWARD IV. FIG. IOI.

—

102.—GONFALON. FIG. 103.—TRUMPET BANNER
FIG. 104.—PAVON.
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pleasing result ; but this, of course, was for interior

purposes only ; this work would not bear exposure to

the weather.

Banners and other flags are sometimes required

where silk would be too costly, or, perhaps, wholly

unnecessary. The former is often the case in respect

of flags for schools, and the latter where mere tem-

porary decorations ar; contemplated. Under such

circumstances the cheaper material usually substi-

tuted is calico. For this the most satisfactory

grounding size is thin Russian glue, and as calico,

unlike silk, is not always to be bought of the colour

required for the field, it is sometimes necessary to

size the flag all over. Upon this grounding oil

colours and oil gold size may be used, as upon silk
;

but when the work is for temporary decorations only,

and power of resisting weather and endurance are

not required, distemper colours are recommended
instead, as admitting of very much more rapid

work.

Banner painting is most conveniently carried on

if the material to be painted upon is pinned to a

drawing-board placed on an easel ; but as in painting

in an upright position, with oil colours so much
thinned as is desirable in this work, spots of colour

from the brush are very liable to fall on and disfigure

the field, it is well always to have clean turpentine at

hand for their immediate removal.

Heraldic painting on silk and other woven fabrics,

from the effective use that may be made of it in con-

nection with pageants, processions, church and school

festivals, and merry-makings of all kinds, offers a

tempting field to the amateur artist ; besides which,

as before hinted, it is also capable of application to

permanent household decoration. Some time since

the writer happened to be in a room in which his

attention was drawn to a pair of what are known as

" banner-screens " at the fire-place ; and he observed

that instead of being embroidered, as is usual with

such things, they were regularly and correctly embla-

zoned in gold and colours. On making enquiry, he

was informed by the lady of the house that they were,

in point of fact, neither more nor less than trumpet-

banners, which had been converted to their present

use ; and that they had been originally emblazoned for

her late husband, whose arms they bore, when High
Sheriff. As banner-screens they had a very good

effect, and were the mere striking for being somewhat

out of the common way.

In this incident there appeared to the writer to

be a suggestion worth noting. Why should not

heraldic painting on silk be employed, not only on

banner-screens, but on other and more important

articles of furniture ? A large folding-screen, thus

decorated, might be made highly effective ; or the

panels of doors might in some cases be filled with

heraldic emblazonry on the same rich material.

Leatlur Mosaic.—Mention may also be made in

this place of another " minor art," by means of which

heraldic designs may be applied to home decoration,

and that is leather mosaic. Leather is to be pro-

cured of all the brilliant hues in favour with the

herald, and to cut out and fit these together in such

a manner as to give armorial bearings with correct-

ness demands no technical skill, only ordinary care

and neatness. No designs—apart from those which

are merely geometrical—are so well fitted to be effec-

tive in this work as heraldic ones. It has been used

on screens, backs of chairs, cabinets, etc., the back-

ground to which the mosaic is attached being such

as wood, cardboard, stiff leather, or strained canvas ;

but it is not found to stand well on a ground which is

soft, yielding, or elastic.

The method of procedure is to dtaw the arms to

full size on card or stiff paper ; and on this to give

the tincture, or some indication of the proper tincture,

to every part. It is well also to take a tracing from

this cartoon, and thus transfer it to the ground on

which the mosaic will have to be stuck. This latter

outline will be the worker's guide whilst fitting the

different pieces in place. The cartoon is then to be

cut up, every charge, etc., which will need a distinct

piece of leather, being separated from the rest. From

these pieces of card as patterns, the portions of

coloured leather can be accurately cut out. The frag-

ments of mosaic are then pasted in their respective

places on the ground, and pressed and smoothed

down with a cool flat iron, The iron used will rather

be of service from its weight and pressure, than from

its heat. It must not be hot. A hot iron darkens the

colours of the leather, and destroys the bloom of the

more brilliant ones.

Neatness is, of course, necessary to make the edges

close well together, and a background which bends

or stretches, gives a bad effect to the work by causing

the joints to open. A strong paste with a little alum

in it is the best cement for this work. Leather ready

gilded or silvered, may not always be to be bought;

but it may be prepared by first going over the surface

with thin paste, to stop absorption, and then sizing

with glair, that is, with white of egg well beaten up.

On this the leaf is laid and fixed by firm pressure

with a hot iron.

The work that has been described in this chapter

will be found highly effective for the decoration of

banner-screens and other articles which form pleasing

additions to the furniture of a room, and they are

highly suggestive of bold and handsome treatment of

many things made for sale at bazaars.

(
To be continued.)
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IV.—Coffee Pot—Tin Jug-Draw Plate—Dust Pre-

venter—Range Ash-pan—Small Stove—Si ove

Pipe—Gas Shade—Baking Tins.

OFFEE POT.—I well commence this

paper with instructions for making a

coffee pot, which is shown in Fig. 92.

This may be made without much diffi-

culty. I am assuming that the worker

has by this time got well used to the tools. The first

thing will be to get a proper pattern, if the reader has

no old one that he can flatten out as a guide to work

by, it will be best to mark one off on a piece of stiff

paper or thin cardboard ; first draw a straight line

from A to B, Fig. 93, and then a line from C to D, as

shown ; then from point B, strike the arc of circle

from c to D. Now without shifting the point, strike

the arc from E to F, then mark off with compasses an

equal distance from centre line to C and D, and also

equal distances from line to E and F, then draw a line

from D to F, and continue it until it meets centre line

at B ; the same with c to B, then from point B, mark

off with the compasses the two arcs of circle, this will

give the conical shape required for the coffee pot, or

any similar article, such as a milk can or beer jug.

Having got the pattern required, cut it out and

turn the edges up on the hatchet, bend it round and

close the seam down with a creasing tool, similar to

Fig. 94. Solder seam down and bottom it. A flat lid

is often used for these articles and is easier made
than a hollow one, and should be made similar to

Fig. 95, viz., in two parts, the smaller part being sol-

dered on to the pot itself; a couple of hinges should then

be made and soldered on, also a small knob. One hinge

is all that is necessary if the pot is a small one. If a

straight handle is required, Fig. 96 will do, and Fig.

97 shows the pattern. Where these handles are used,

it is best to solder a small piece of tin on to the body

and handle, similar in shape to Fig. 98, this gives

support to the handle.

A handle similar to Fig. 99 is generally used for

this purpose, a is a plate ferrule fastened on to a

wooden handle, the ferrule is then soldered on to pot.

These are much better than one made entirely of plate

as the wooden handle does not get so hot.

Tin Jug.—A tin jug is shown in Fig. 100, this

may be struck out in the same way, as shown in Fig.

93 ; it should have the edges turned and seamed and

soldered, not forgetting to cut a piece out for outlet

to spout ; a handle should then be made and soldered

on over the seam at back.

Draw Plate.—Fig. 101 shows pattern for a draw

plate ; it should be cut out from a piece of moderately

strong sheet iron, the edges B, B, B, should be wired

round, and it will be all the b :tter if the edge of A is

also wired, but it is not absolutely necessary ; it should

then be bent up at dotted lines. When complete, with

handle, it should be like the illustration given in Fig.

102. If a slide inside is required so that the draught

can be regulated, it will be necessary to cut a slot

out, as shown at C, in Fig. 101. Then cut a piece of

strong plate, flatten it and rivet a screw in, as shown

in Fig. 103, or, what is better, a small piece of iron

screwed at both ends, as shown in Fig. 104. This is

put through the hole in Fig. 103, and a nut screwed on.

The other end is then put into slot c, Fig. 101, and a

brass knob screwed on to hold it in position, it can

then be moved up and down to regulate the draught ;

in this case, the knob answers the purpose of the

handle in Fig. 102.

Dust Preventer.—Fig. 105 shows a common dust

preventer. This should be made in the form shown

and to the size required. Wire round the edges from

x, x, to A, A, and along the bottom, B. Then cut a

piece of plate the shape of Fig. 106, bend the sides

round at the dotted lines, O, o, o, o, then turn about

I inch of the edges outwards, as shown at J, J, J, J,

these are for riveting on to x, x, Fig. 105 ; it should

then be in the form of Fig. 107: the dots on this show the

rivet holes which should be punched on the lead piece.

Now fit it into space x, X, Fig. 10;. Mark the holes

either with a bit of pencil or a bit of pointed wood
dipped in thick whiting and water mixed, the lat-

ter is generally used for this purpose, and when mark-

ing the holes off in this way be careful not to move
either of the parts until all the holes are marked off,

or some of them will not coma right. The top edges

of Fig. 107 can be wired very much easier before

bending into shape, and about two inches of wire

should be left on each side so that when it is riveted

into Fig. 105, the edges x, x, may be turned over the

wire, it should then be continued all round Fig. 105.

Fig. 108 shows a fastener, it can be made from a

piece of \ inch by A inch iron, and a \ inch square hole

punched in. A knob is then put into holes, b, b,

Fig. 105, the iron put on to it, and a nut screwed on

to hold it. These hold the preventer fast to the

grate by catching on the sides.

Ra?ige Ash-pa?i.—Figs. 109 and 1 10 show form

of a range ash-pan. The pattern may be taken

with stiff brown paper for the bottom, this should be

cut out, and the edges shown by the dotted lines

should be turned up on the hatchet. Fig. III. Figs.

109 and no show the front, and Fig. 112 the back

of pan, these should be bent round to the pattern.

Fig. 112 should then be riveted on to Fig. 109, the

bottom edges of Fig. 109 turned outwards, and the
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bottom, Fig. m, sprung on to it, the seam should

then be hammered down and turned flat on to the

sides, using the round and flat end of the mandrel as

occasion requires, using the mallet first and then

finishing with the hammer. A knob should then be

riveted in at A, Fig. 109, and the article is complete.

If a steel or brass bead is required on the top edge of

Fig. 109, and it is usual to put one on, the top

must be wired, and while the plate is flat the bead

must be gently hammered on. The bead can be

bought any length, steel or brass, from the iron-

monger's, and will be found to be about the size of

a I inch gas tube, with a slot running open the

whole length of it. This slot allows it to be worked

plate to mark the others from, not forgetting to mark
both edges of the plate, for Fig. 113, the same way,

so that when it is bent round the holes in each edge

will correspond ; to do this, lay the template along the

edge where the holes are required and with a bit of

stick dipped in whiting and water, dot them off,

then mark the other side the same, but before bending

it, cut a piece out for door, A, about 5 inches by

4 inches. Now bend it round and rivet it up.

Three small brackets, made from \ inch by 1 inch

iron, the shape of Fig. 114, should be riveted inside,

about 3 inches below the door, at equal distances from

each other, these are for the circular piece of plate

shown in Fig. 115, to rest on ; this answers the purpose

F1C 128
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FIG 124

FIG. 120.—GAS SHADE. FIG. 121.—PATTERN FOR GAS SHADE. FIGS. 122, 123.—PATTERNS FOR RING OF PLATE ROUND EDGE

OF DITTO. FIG. 124.—TEMPLATE FOR FIG. I23. FIG. 125.—SQUARE BAKING TIN. FIG. 126.—PATTERN FOR ROUND

BAKING TIN. FIG. 127.—WIRE LOOP. FIG. 128.—PLATE TO TAKE WIRE LOOP. FIG. 129.- -ROUND BAKING TIN, COMPLETE.

on to any piece of plate, and forms a very good finish

to articles of this kind. When the bead has been

got on, using the mallet for this purpose, so as not

to burr the end, the front, Fig. 109, may be bent

into shape, using the block hammer, if necessary, for

this purpose, but use it very gently so as not to dent

the tube or bead. If any more information is required

on this subject, please write to the Editor.

Small Stove.—A very useful little stove can be

quickly and easily made, similar to Fig. 113. This

may be made from rV inch plate, bent round on the

mandrel, or a piece of thick iron pipe, the seam should

then be riveted, as shown, but as the holes cannot be

punched very well when it is bent :ound, it will be

needful to do this first ; cut a strip of tin-plate and

mark off as many holes as you think necessary, punch

the holes in the tin-plate and then use this as a tem-

of fire bars. It should be made from not less than

\ inch iron, and a series of holes punched in as shown.

Fig. 116 shows a short piece of pipe, this should be

made in the same way as stove pipe, one end notched,

and the notched portion turned outwards, as shown in

Fig. 1 16 ; this should then be riveted into hole, B, Fig.

113, this is to fix the stove piping on to.

Stove Pipe.— If the reader makes a stove he will

require some stove pipe, this is not so very difficult

to make, if a little care is used. Fig. 117 shows a

piece of iron plate with the edges turned up opposite

ways, it should then be rounded on either a man-

drel, or in place of a mandrel, a piece of water-pipe

or anything large enough to work it round on

may be used. When it is rounded, bring one edge

under the other and close them with a creasing tool,

like as shown in Fig. 94. Fig. 118 shows the pipe
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bent round. The seams should be notched, as shown
at A, Fig. 1 18, this small piece is flattened and then

riveted, as shown by the dots, the riveting of this

makes a stronger job than leaving it from the creasing

tool only. Fig. ng shows the pipe complete. This

pipe is usually made in lengths of 2 feet 6 inches to

3 feet, being the width of the plate generally used,

and it should never be rounded the same way as the

grain of the iron, but always across the grain.

Gas Shade.—Fig. 120 shows pattern for a gas

shade, it should be cut out to this pattern and then

worked round into the shape of Fig. 121, and the

seam riveted as shown ; it may then be soldered

down. If a few rivets are not put in, it is very likely the

heat from the gas will melt the solder. The edges

may be turned inwards, and a ring of plate cut out to

the pattern of either Figs. 122 or 124, put in. The
edge of this must be turned outward on the hatchet,

and closed down the seam as for bottoming any article.

There is no need to solder it as well as closing it

down. Fig. 124 shows a strip of tin-plate with holes

punched in and marked off, for cutting out Fig. 123.

Baking Tins.—A square tin for baking purposes

may be made by cutting out a piece of plate similar

in shape to Fig. 125, it should be turned up on the

hatchet where the dotted lines are shown, A, A, A, A,

bent round to fit close to the sides, a tinned rivet

put in each and then soldered ; the top edge should

then be turned outwards and wired. Fig. 126 shows

pattern for a round tin for baking or washing up pur-

poses, it can be struck out in the same way as Fig. 93 ;

A, A, are the notched ends to form the seam. This

should be bent round, the seam closed and soldered,

the top wired and then the bottom put on. A wire ring

may be soldered on similar to Fig. 127, to hang it up

by. A small piece of plate is cut to shape of Fig. 128,

bent round in the centre and then closed on A, A,

Fig. 127. If the tin is used for baking, a rivet should

be put through this to prevent the heat unsoldering it

when in use. Fig. 129, dish complete.

{To be continued.)
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UPHOLSTERY AT HOME.
By DAVID ADAMSON.

IX.— Small Chair-Backs—Stuffing Rails—Casters
—Simple Stuffing—Projecting Padding—But-
toned Backs—Piped Backs— Stuff-over Backs.

JHE backs of small chairs, about which no
instructions have yet been given, may
now fairly claim our attention, before

proceeding to treat of large work, such

as easy-chairs, couches, etc. Many,

perhaps most, small chairs have open backs, that is,

there is no upholstery in them ; but many are stuffed

or padded, and there is as much, or almost as much,
variety in the methods as in the seats. Indeed, if we
come to fancy chairs, the range is even more extensive.

The differences, however, consist principally in

details, such as arrangement of buttons, comparative

hardness or softness, and such like, so, by taking

typical examples, I hope to enable the amateur to

upholster any chair back he may wish to.

Perhaps, first of all, he may like to know how a chair

frame which is to be stuffed in the back, can be distin-

guished from an ordinary open back one. Of course,

when a chair has to be re-upholstered, there can be no

doubt, as even if the upholstery has been stripped off

the back, marks will show where the old has been,

but in the case of a new one some hesitation might

exist as to what kind of back is needed. Not
that there need be any, for a glance is sufficient to

show which is intended when the difference between

the two kinds is known.

You keen observers who notice every detail, may
think it superfluous for me to give information on this

point ; but, incredible as it may seem to you, there are

people who want to know, when they see a chair in the

frame, whether it is to have an open or padded back
;

they require in every case to be told which it is to be,

and for their information I may explain the difference

between the sorts. It is this : In a chair which is to

have a padded back the inner edge of the frame (I

now use the word in its technical sense, meaning the

whole of the wood, not merely the seat, as has been

done for convenience when treating of seats) has a

kind of rebate run round it, and on the inside is

generally not so well finished. Sometimes this rebate

is only to be found in front of the back, at other times

it is both in front and behind. It is only slight and

might almost escape the novice, who, however, can

hardly mistake the somewhat clumsy looking part of

the frame where it is. In some chairs, especially

those with square backs, or rather with backs for

rectangular padding, the rebate is formed by fastening

rails against the frame, these rails being, of course, a

little less than the thickness of the frame, say £ inch,

equally divided before and behind. It will, from this,

be gathered that any chair originally made for an

open back can easily be arranged for a padded back

by adding stuffing rails, which should be of some

hard wood and one not liable to split, or they will not

hold the tacks without breaking away. For the same

reason they should also be well screwed to the frame,

a few screws being used to hold them fast ; nails

hammered in would not do. It goes without saying,

that the added rails must follow the sweep of the

back, whatever it is, and be carefully fitted, though

beyond this, great nicety of finish is not required.
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It will sometimes be found easier to cut a small

rebate on the frame than to affix rails when the back
is much curved or shaped, but this can only be done
when the mouldings are of such a character as to

allow of cutting without spoiling their symmetry, and, if

attempted, it should only be by those who have suffi-

cient command over their tools to do it neatly.

I should, perhaps, mention that stuffed-back

chairs, especially dining-room and the larger kinds of

small chairs, generally have casters, if not on all four

legs, at least on the two front. For this reason the

front legs of such chairs are usually a little shorter

than those at the back, with which the casters bring

them level. Either socket or screw casters may be

used, though the latter are preferable. Whichever
they are the quality should be good, and when screw

casters are used, a small ring should be fitted to the

end of the leg, which is bound by it and prevented

from splitting. The ring should first be fitted tightly

to the leg, and then the caster fixed. This is not

generally the work of the upholsterer, but as the

amateur will want to do all that he can himself, I give

these few directions.

While on the subject of casters, I would caution

him against the temptation to buy any fancy caster

which may be offered him. There are a good many
patent makes in the market, and some of them very

ingenious, and their employment may be advisable in

some circumstances ; but, as a rule, it will be far better

for the amateur to stick to the ordinary kind, than

which there are none better for common use. The
subject of patent casters cannot, however, be treated

of fully here, as the consideration of the various pros

and cons would encroach on far too much space, and,

after all, hardly serve any practical purpose. The
bowls or wheels of casters being made either of brass

or of black, brown, or white composition, the kind re-

quired should be specified when ordering, as well as

the size. The choice is, to a great extent, a matter of

taste ; but in case of doubt, the amateur will find it a

safe rule to get the colour which is nearest that of the

woodwork of the chair. Thus, for a mahogany or a

walnut chair, use a brown bowl caster, and for an
ebonized frame a black bowl. The size is taken from
the diameter of the plate in a pin or screw caster, and
across the mouth of the socket in the other kind

named. Casters are sold in sets of four, two casters

being spoken of as a half set, and the price varies

largely. The most expensive are not necessarily the

best, but certainly low-priced casters will be found the

dearest in the end, besides being a constant source cf

annoyance while in use. Much more might be said

about casters and fixing them, to which, if there should

prove to be any occasion for it, I shall have pleasure

in devoting a special chapter later on.

The simplest form of upholstery, the back of a

chair, is very similar to that of a pin-stuffed seat, both

in appearance and in the mode of working. It is

peculiarly suitable for chairs with a flat back, or when

the sweep of the back is only slight. By this I do not

mean that the pad is rectangular, for it does not

matter if it be round, oval, or any other shape ; but I

refer to the bulging, if I may so call it, of the top and

lower rails (I refer only to the back ; never mind the

seat just now) backwards. As in pin-seating, the up-

holstery is only a little above the level of the surround-

ing woodwork, which it joins with a fine edge, and for

general instructions I cannot do better than refer you

to the article explaining pin-stuffing. It will be under-

stood that this plan of upholstering is not suitable for

stuff-over backs

—

i.e., those in which the top rail is

covered with upholstery ; but with this exception, I

think any small chair may be finished with a flat, pin-

stuffed back. In an ordinary small chair no webbing

is required, the canvas being laid first and tacked on

to the front of the frame, inside the rebate, of course.

The easiest way to go about this is to work with the

chair lying on its back. The tacks, which should be

f inch, or if the wood is very frail, as is sometimes

the case, | inch, may be fastened some \ inch apart

;

but as the strain of use on the back is not so great as

on the seat, the worker must be guided by circum-

stances. Thus a straight flat back will not require

the tacks so close together as one with a decided

sweep, for this in parts may require the tacks com-

paratively near each other to make the canvas lie to

the wood closely all round. In any case don't use

more tacks than are necessary, especially if the stuf-

fing rails are narrow, or there may not be room for the

succeeding rows. The canvas, as there is no webbing

to take the strain, should be stretched very evenly and

tightly. The work then proceeds as for a pin-stuffed

seat, being finished off with gimp banding or other-

wise. Stop, though. On looking at the chair from

behind, the canvas shows, and is by no means sightly.

Well, cover it over, and it is for this hinder covering

that the rebate is made behind. Tack down in it a

piece of Hessian canvas, and immediately over it,

without any stuffing between, lay the covering, either

to match or to correspond with the rest of the chair.

The canvas in some cases may be omitted ; but as its

object is to strengthen the outer covering, it is gene-

rally—and especially for the amateur who may not

have an extensive knowledge of the .tensile properties

of the various coverings—advisable to use it ; the extra

cost and trouble are a mere nothing. When the rest of

the chair is upholstered in morocco, the outer cover-

ing need not be of the same, as a piece of roan to

match does very well ; I may almost say quite as well,

there being no wear on it.
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Suppose the chair has no rebate behind for this

outer covering, is the canvas to be left showing, and
if not, how is it to be concealed ? A difficult question

to answer certainly, almost as great a puzzle, perhaps,

as the way in which the apple got inside the dumpling,

and an equally simple solution. So simple that I

would not mention it, were it not that I once heard

the question asked— I mean about chair backs, not

apple dumplings. The answer is, lay the covering to

the front rebate before the canvas, and see that the

right side of the material faces to the back. This is

the case with all similar chairs. In any chair, which

has a round or oval pad a difficulty may occur by the

wood breaking away while tacking the canvas to it.

Observation will show that the grain of the wood on

the rounded top and bottom rails, runs across just

where they join the uprights, and consequently a

small piece at that part splits off. This tendency

may be to a certain extent overcome by gluing a

small strip of canvas on the weak part, but if a break

should occur, it is not a serious matter as the fractured

parts can easily be mended by a little glue.

The next kind of back which I shall describe is

that in which the stuffing projects from the frame. It

is made with a roll very much in the same way that

was described for the seat of a " Chippendale" chair,

only the stuffing of the roll instead of being hay should

be hair, or whatever the material employed is, at least

it generally is so. There is a prejudice against good

sweet hay as a stuffing material—a prejudice which

unfortunately does not extend to the unwholesome

rubbish which is often put in cheap upholstered goods.

But I am presuming that no amateur will use any-

thing except good stuffing, and I may tell him that

where economy is a prime consideration, there are

worse materials used than hay, dirty straw for exam-

ple, especially for rolls.

However, when all things are taken into account,

there is nothing better than good curled hair either

for durability or ease in working; so, perhaps, it will be

better as hitherto to assume that it is the material of

which the stuffing is to be. Those who prefer to use

others may be told that they are all worked up in the

same way, or very nearly so, the differences in hand-

ling being such as will no doubt easily suggest them-

selves. The canvas must be fastened to the chair back,

as already described; after which, aline should be

drawn with chalk on the front side of the canvas,

some 2 inches or 2h inches from the wood. This line

serves as a guide to which a strip of scrim is to be
sewn to the canvas. This strip of scrim must be left

full as it forms the covering of the roll, which in a

chair back should not be too high, though so much
depends on the kind of pad required, nothing definite

can be said. Though I have as a rule refrained from

giving alternative methods, I may do so in this case,

with advantage, as chair-backs vary so greatly that a

style of working that might suit one would not be the

best for all.

I think that perhaps on the whole, the following

way of attaching the scrim for the roll may be re-

garded as the one most likely to be generally useful.

I think it is easier, and the extra quantity of scrim

required is so slight in such a small piece of work as

a chair-back, as to be scarcely worth consideration. In

experienced hands, it is the quicker method of the

two. Instead of marking the canvas and sewing a

strip of scrim to it, cut a piece of the latter with a ful-

ness of 4 or 5 inches, i.e., cut it all round 4 or 5 inches

larger than the tacking rail of the back. Tack it

temporarily with a few tacks, and mark on it the

chalk line the same distance as in the case of the

canvas, viz., 2 inches or i\ inches. Then using this

line as a guide, sew the scrim and canvas together by

means of a circular needle and twine. Not that a

circular needle must be used if a straight one be pre-

ferred, only it will be found easier in practice. It will

thus be seen that the only difference between the two

ways explained, is that in the first the scrim is merely

round the edges, and in the second, that it covers the

whole of the canvas.

The next proceeding is to form the roll, which I

think any one who has followed me thus far in this

series of articles, will hardly require minute instruc-

tions about. The stuffing material must be worked

in removing the temporary tacks to do so, and as the

roll progresses tacking down again, but not yet perma-

nently. When the roll has been roughly formed cut

the scrim, which will probably have a superfluous ful-

ness, J inch outside the tacks. Turn this in and tack

home, taking care that the roll is even, if need be using

the regulator. In fact, use this at any time in uphol-

stery work, where the stuffing is not uniform, as it is

hardly possible to bestow too much attention to its

regular distribution. Inequalities, scarcely perceptible

at first while the work is new, will very quickly present

themselves to notice when the chair is used.

Next make a row of tack stitches all round, in the

way already described, only instead of a straight

needle use a circular one, as the woodwork of the

chair will render the former unavailable in the great

majority of cases. If a very firm square edge is needed

a row of top stitches may be added. Ordinarily, how-

ever, the blind stitching is sufficient Then string

and work hair over the back, filling in the centre

firmly, but being careful not to let any go over the

edges. If any should—and this remark applies

equally to seats or any upholstery with a roll—the

sides will be flabby, instead of firm and square-

looking. I do not think I have adverted to thi6
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before, and on the

principle of better late

than never, I do so

now, as nothing more
quickly betrays the

bad workman than a

loose clumsy edge.

The remainder of the

work, laying wadding,

covering, etc., proceeds

as before.

It will, by this time,

be noticed that there

must be at least three

rows of tacks, viz., one

for the canvas, one for

the scrim, and one for

the covering, while, if

calico or inner cover-

ing has been used,

there will be another,

making, in all, four, so

that the advisability

of not using more of

them than are actually

necessary will be seen,

as in most chair-backs

there is not so much space for them as in seats. This

is especially the case when the back is to be close

studded, as the studs must be driven in regularly if

they are. to be any improvement and it is very

awkward when tacks are in the way. When cutting

coverings for chair-backs, be careful to keep any large

pattern there may be in the material well to the centre.

This may in

some instances

involve waste,

but it is un-

avoidable if the

back is to look

sightly. With

small " all-over
"

patterns it does

not matter, but

with those that

are large and

pronounced a

little forethought

will not be
thrown away.

Take, for ex-

ample, a cre-

tonne, in which

there is, say, a

medallion, a pro-

45.—ARRANGEMENTS OF BUTTONS FOR CHAIR BACKS, AND
DIRECTION OF PLEATS.

FIG. 46,—ARRANGEMENTS OF BUTTONS, ETC., FOR PIPED BACKS.

minent flower, or any

other decided centre,

as it were, of the pat-

tern. Were this not

to be in the centre it

need scarcely be point-

ed out that a very

lopsided looking piece

of covering would be

the result. The stuff-

ing, such as just de-

scribed, is equally

suitable for a plain or

buttoned back, though,

if it is to be the

latter, the covering

must be set out ac-

cordingly, and before

this can be done the

back itself, or rather

the pad, must be

marked.

As I have treated

at some length and

with minuteness of the

marking off of buttons

when giving directions

for buttoned seats, there will be no occasion to go

into full details again, only it must be mentioned

that the rules applying to backs are not so limited as

to the number and arrangement of buttons. So much
depends on the size and shape of the back that it is im-

possible to give an arrangement equally suitable for all

;

but I think those shown in Figs. 45 and 46 will be

useful, and they

may be taken

as including

those generally

met with, and

giving sufficient

choice. Of
course, if the

back is very

long in propor-

tion to its length,

or vice versa,

alter the ar-

rangements ac-

cordingly by

adding or de-

ducting buttons.

See that they

are equally dis-

tanced, and that

greater or less
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fulness is allowed in setting out the coverings, and you

can hardly go wrong. I give what may be taken as

standard fulnesses for pleating, which is all that can be

done; and if it should be deemed necessary to alter

them, please remember that they are given for dia-

monds measuring about 5J in. by 4 in. wide, and that

for larger or smaller allow a little, but not much, say

l inch, for every inch of the diamond. This is not given

as a recognized principle— it may be ; but if so, I am
not aware of it—but as a guide to the amateur—and 1

think it may generally be considered as a safe one

—

though, as has already been stated, the thickness and

hardness of the covering material must be taken into

account. If the fulness is too much the covering will

be baggy, and, on the other hand, if it be too little.the

pleats will be mere wrinkles in the covering.

With these general remarks I do not think there

will be any difficulty in marking the covering ; but

before this is done, arrange the position of the buttons

on the chair-back according to taste. This may be done

either before or after the roll is made, if, indeed, the

chair is done with a roll, for this is not necessary. It

merely depends on the distance the padding is to project

forward ; but should there be no roll, it will be well to

note that more hair must be worked in at the edges

than will be otherwise the case before tacking down

the cover ; and, perhaps, it may be necessary to say

that, as a rule, the hair all over should be a little more

in quantity whenever buttons are used. As there is

only one stuffing in chair backs, the position of the

buttons must be marked on the canvas, so that it

shows behind. This may easily be done with a little

ink on a point, such as an old pen or the point of the

regulator prodded through the canvas. Measure dis-

tances, as directed, for seat coverings from a corner

button, allowing a fulness of •? inch, and set out the

remainder with a fulness of ij inch for length, and

1 inch for breadth of diamond, and so on, till all the

buttons are arranged for. Fasten on with buttons

exactly as for seats, tying down gradually and work-

ing from the outer buttons towards the centre. The
pleatings should face downwards, and are made ex-

actly as described for seats, the covering being tacked

at first only temporarily, and afterwards, when pleats

and buttons are satisfactorily adjusted, fastened down

permanently.

The mode of tying the buttons is slightly different

when the back covering is laid upon the canvas, as it

will be understood that the buttoning twine cannot

then be sewn through in the same manner. To avoid

the stitches going through, the twine for the buttons

must be threaded on a circular needle, which, when

the position of the buttons has been marked, is put

through the canvas, down and up, catching half inch

or three-quarter inch at each place, and cut off. The

length for each piece may be 6 inches to 8 inches long

on the face side of the canvas, or whatever may be

considered enough to be worked with freely, for this

is all that is wanted. In placing these buttoning

strings be careful not to include the back covering,

but only the canvas ; then work on the hair and wad-

ding as before, always keeping the buttoning strings

clear, so that they come through the stuffing, or, so to

say, working this on to the threads instead of sewing

them through it. Lastly, put the covering on, and

bring the strings through it in the places for the •

buttons.

It stands to reason in this way of working that

the centre button cannot well be left till the last, so

that it will be more convenient to thread it first. The

remainder of the work is similar to that for other

backs, with the exception of the buttons being tied

with a slip-knot in front like the buttons on a spring-

stuffed seat. There is another style of buttoning

which, perhaps, I ought to mention, as it differs con-

siderably from the ordinary diamond shaped setting

out, though it is not so much used as it was a few

years ago, when it was much in vogue for fancy chair

backs ; in fact, it mayalmcst be considered obsolete

—

for the present at any rate. I refer to what are known

as piped backs. By referring to Fig. 46, showing an

arrangement of buttons, it will be seen that there are

upright pleats between some of them instead of all

being diagonal. These constitute a piped back. The

fulnesses are much the same as those already given,

but to prevent confusion it may be well to say allow

J inch for each half diamond ; it will be observed

there are no complete diamonds. No fulness is

required in the length of the pipes, that is, between

the buttons marked a a in'Fig. 46, E, or, as I was once

told, the fulness should be a little less than nothing,

a piece of instruction not to be taken literally, I need

hardly say. I would say, were it not that I do not

want to give offence, that the name of my informant

began with an O', and that he spelled his name (after

the O'), Regan, but pronounced the whole as

O'Raygan. I have, I think, at various times acknow-

ledged my indebtedness for information to Scotch-

men and Englishmen, and I now beg to do the same

in justice to others.

Across the pipings 1 inch of fulness may be con-

sidered about the proper amount, though so much

depends on the width of these that I must remind

the amateur of what I have already said about surplus

to be allowed for pleats. For the rest, no further in-

structions are needed, though, perhaps, it may remove

some difficulty from the novice to recommend him to

mark the second rows of buttons, i.e., the rows of

three each before the top and bottom pairs. I may
also tell him that there may be any number of pipings
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across a chair-back, and that the pipes may be

arranged at discretion with buttons and diagonal

pleats, as, for example, in F in Fig. 46, which is given

merely by way of illustration to show what can be

done. I have referred to stuffover backs in which the

upholstery is carried over the top rail, but I do not

think it can be necessary to give detailed instructions

concerning the upholstery of them, as, with the ex-

ception that the coverings and stuffing are worked over

the top, all that has been said applies to them. If

they are large, webbing may be used with advantage,

as it may be in any chair back whenever there is a

doubt as to whether canvas alone will give sufficient

support to the stuffing.

(To be continued!)

HAMMOCKS, AND HOW TO MAKE THEM.
By GEORGE EDW1XS0N.

HOSE of our readers to whom "a life on

the ocean wave " is enshrouded in mys-

tery except that portion of it revealed in

books, and those to whom the experience

of being " rocked in the cradle of the

deep " has never come, will scarcely be able to under-

stand the difference between a night in a bunk and
one in a hammock. But seamen who have been

transferred from the Mercantile Marine to that of the

Royal Navy can appreciate the improved sleeping

accommodation provided in Her Majesty's service, and
trace much of the increased comfort to the use of

hammocks. The beds of merchant seamen are

placed in oblong boxes built into the ship's side, and
sometimes arranged tier above tier, three deep.

These are termed "bunks.' : The beds of naval sea-

men are placed in a canvas sheet slung by ropes to

the beams of the deck overhead, and arranged side

by side, at the height of about six feet above the floor

of the deck below. Such canvas sheets are named
" hammocks,'' and are comfortable sleeping places even

when the wild winds blow the sea waves into foaming
billows.

Hammocks are also comfortable resting places for

the tired limbs of " land lubbers," as the sturdy sons

of Neptune are apt to dub the habitues of terra firma.

A spare bed can be easily and comfortably impro-

vised with the help of a hammock and a few blan-

kets. The head and foot ropes of the hammock can

be passed over the backs of chairs and fastened to

the legs of tables when there are no other means of

suspending the bed. Netted hammocks are also

articles of luxury in the summer time to all who own
or rent a garden or other open space shaded with

trees. The hammock can be slung to the boughs of

a tree, or suspended between two trees, or slung be-

tween stakes driven into the ground, and, in this,

many a restful hour can be spent doIce far nien/e, or

in reading a favourite book whilst taking the air in a

restful position. When the hammock is fitted with a

good mattress of horse-hair, it forms a very comfort-

able bed.

It will be readily understood from the foregoing

introductory remarks that hammocks are made of two

kinds of material—canvas, and net. In describing

how these are made, I will take canvas hammocks

first.

Canvas Hammocks—Ike. material for these ham-

mocks is usually a special kind of soft canvas, eighteen

inches in width, with a selvedge on both edges.

There is also a finer material sold for the purpose, re-

sembling twill or jean. In the absence of the proper

material—(which can be obtained through dealers in

sailmaking or tentmaking requisites) — any strong

canvas or sail cloth may be used as a substitute.

The tools required will be a sailmaker's or packer's

needle, a "palm" for the hand, a bodkin or mirline-

spike, and a pair of sharp hooks attached to the two

ends of a short piece of cord, as shown at Fig. 1.

The needle and " palm " may be cheaply purchased

from the same dealer who supplies the canvas and

twine. The bodkin—used for making the eyelet holes

—may be an ordinary seamstress' bodkin, or a small

marline-spike (Fig. 3), 6 inches by | inch, turned out

of a piece of metal, preferably of brass or copper. The

sharp hooks shown at Fig. 1 may be made out of

brass, iron, or steel -^ inch wire, a 4-inch length for

each hook, and attached, as shown, to an iS-inch

length of i-inch cord. Similar hooks are used by

sailors to hold work being sewn. One hook is thrust

through the material at the farther end of the intended

seam, and the other hook is hitched to a nail or bar

conveniently near.

We shall require two 6 feet 6-inch lengths of the

regulation hammock canvas, and with these must

proceed as herein directed. Place the palm on the

right hand, thread the needle with a length of sail-

maker's twine, insert one of the hooks in the canvas

at A, Fig. 4, hitch the other hook to some convenient

support, and proceed to hem down the outer edge

from A to D. Then proceed to sew together the two

lengths, overlapping the edges about one inch. Stitch

down the edge from B to the other end, then turn over

the material and stitch back to c. Next turn down

the wide hem ij inch to form the end of the ham-

mock, and stitch that down from D to the other side ;

then hem the opposite side, and finish off with a wide

hem at the opposite end of the hammock. Press the

hem down with a hot iron, and rub the seams smooth

with the head of the marline-spike, then proceed to
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make the eyelet holes. These must be twenty-two in

number, with equal spaces between each hole. Pierce

one hole in the corner of the outside hem at D,

another at the edge of the centre overlap at B, and
nine more in the half hammock between these, then

pierce an equal number in the corresponding half of

the hammock. These eyelet holes must then be

worked all round with a button-hole stitch, using sail-

maker's twine, and working in a " grummet" or ring

of whipcord into each hole under the stitches. The
finished holes should

then have an appear-

ance resembling that

shown from D to C,

Fig. 4, and will be

ready for the clews.

The Clews.—These

are loops of cord

plaited in a peculiar

manner, and are

used as suspenders

to the head and foot

of each hammock.

Each clew is fur-

nished with twenty-

two cords, named
nettles, and the cord

is known in the Navy
as nettle stuff. Any
good strong cord,

such as strong whip-

cord or good cod-

line, will serve the

purpose when real

nettle stuffcannot be

procured. The me-

thod of making a

clew is as follows :

Take twelve 36-inch

lengths of nettle

stuff. Tie one end

of one of these

lengths to a hook or

nail, as shown at

Fig. 5. Arrange the

remaining eleven lengths in a bundle, with all the ends

evenly matched. Grasp the bundle of cords in the

middle with both hands; embed 3 in. of the end of the

loose cord depending from the hook among the bundle

of cords, with its end inclining to the right, at a dis-

tance of 1 5 in. from the left hand end ; hold it firmly

there with the left hand and proceed to bind the bundle

by turning it around, and winding on the cord in rings

close together, side by side, as shown at Fig. 5. Pull

the lashing cords tight at each turn of the bundle,

and, when 6 inches of the middle part have been thus

bound, bend it to form the eye shown at Fig. 6.

Then untie the end of the lashing, and use the free

end to bind the neck of the eye in the following

manner : First bring the end from right to left across

the neck, around the left half, and through the eye, as

shown Fig. 6 ; then across the front of the right half,

around its back, through the eye, and around the left

half as at first ; repeat this three times, pulling the

lashing tight each time. Then part the nettles below

the eye into two

equal parts, pass the

end of the lashing

cord between them

and around the cross

lashing just done,

and take a simple

hitch in the crotch

between the nettles
;

repeat this again, and

thus secure the eye,

as shown at Fig. 7.

Next, take the eye in

the left hand, hold it

upside down, and

part the nettles, as

shown in Fig. 8,

throwing eleven to

the left and eleven

to the right. Now
take one of the left

hand nettles and

throw it into the part-

ing, then take one

of the right hand

nettles and also

throw this into the

parting, where they

will cross each other,

as shown at A and B,

Fig. 8. Pull both

down firm, and then

proceed to lay the

nettles to right and

left across those in the

parting, shifting their position as follows : Take a left

hand nettle and throw it over to the opposite side, as

shown by the dotted line at D : then take a right hand

nettle and throw that to the opposite side, as shown

by the dotted line at C. Repeat this alternately with

each of the nettles until the whole ten on each side

have been made to cross each other. Pull all down

firm, to make another parting ; then take up two

more nettles, one from each side, throw them into the

parting, and proceed to cross the remaining nine as

PROGRESSIVE STEPS IN MAKING STITCH IN MESHING NETS.
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FIG. I.— SAILMAKERS HOOK. PIG. 2.—SAILMAKER'S NEEDLE. FIG. 3.—MARLINE-SPIKE. FIG. 4.—PART OF SIDE OF CANVAS
HAMMOCK. FIG. 5.—COMMENCEMENT OF CLEW. FIG. 6.—CLOSING EYE OF CLEW. FIG. 7.—EYE OF CLEW CLOSED.

FIG. 8.—PLAITING CLEW NETTLES. FIG. 9.—CLEW FINISHED. FIG. 10.—WHIPPING POPE'S END. FIG. II.— MESHING
NEEDIE. FIG. 12.—MESH STICK, FIG. 18.—FIRST ROW OF MESHES. FIG. 19.—HOW TO MAKE SECOND ROW OF

MESHES. FIG. 20.—BECKET-HITCH OR KNOT. FIG. 21.—HAMMOCK SUSPENDED TO SUPPORTS.
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at first ; repeat this movement until all the nettles

have been used up in the filling. As two nettles—one

on each side—are used up each time and the ends

allowed to hang down, the numbers to be crossed on

each side will be gradually reduced as follows : 10, 9,

8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, and the woven part of the clew

will assume a taper form, as shown in the centre of

Fig. 9. The two last nettles must now be tied to-

gether, and every part pulled tightly into shape. Then
the end of each nettle must be " whipped '' with sail-

makers' twine, and the clew will be finished, when it

should present the appearance of that shown at Fig. 9.

The method of " whipping " the end of a cord or rope

is shown at Fig. 10, and is done as follows : First lay

the end of the whipping twine in with the strands of

the rope's end, then hold the whole firmly in the left

hand whilst three turns are made with the twine

around the rope at a distance from the end equal to

that to be whipped. Then guess the length of twine

required, cut this off, and lay the end across the three

turns already taken, holding it there with the thumb
of the left hand. We shall now have a loop of twine,

and this must be repeatedly passed around the end

with the right hand, laying the coils closely and

evenly together, pulling each coil tight until all the

end of the rope is enveloped with twine. Then grip

the end A, Fig. 10, and pull it through under the

coils until the loop, B, is pulled down tight in the

rope's-end. When this is done, cut off the free end

close to the upper turn and push the end in among
the strands of the rope. It should be understood that

the length of the nettles will be from 14 to 15 inches,

and this will be sufficient for any ordinary hammock.
But if a large size hammock of extra width is de-

sired, the nettles may be longer and the nettle stuff

cut off in lengths of from 48 to 60 inches.

A pair of clews will be required for each ham-
mock, one for the head and one for the foot. The
nettles are fastened to a canvas hammock by passing

the ends through the eyelet holes and taking two
simple half-hitches on each nettle. The hammock is

then slung by two ropes, either fastened into the eyes

of the clews and spliced, or secured to the clews by

two half-hitches.

Netted Hammocks.—The material for these ham-
mocks is twine, and this may be either seine twine,

netting twine, or white twine ; but I would advise my
readers to see that they get good strong twine for

this purpose.* It will probably be purchased in hanks,

and must then be wound into balls for use. I cannot
give the exact quantity required to make a hammock,
since this will be determined by the size of hammock
decided upon.

* The cord used in Macrame work will be found most excel-

lent material, although, perhaps, somewhat costly.

The tools are very simple, and may be made at

home by any person handy with a pocket-knife.

They consist of a meshing-needle, Fig. 1 1, made out

of lancewood, horn, or bone, and the mesh-stick, Fig.

12, made of similar material. The meshing-needle

may be of the exact size shown in Fig. 1, or it may be

from 8 to 10 inches in length, and proportionally wide.

The longer needles are used in making nets with

large meshes, and are most suitable for the work of

hammock making, since they hold a larger supply of

twine than can be got on a small needle. All edges

should be made round and smooth. The mesh-stick

may also be made to the size of that shown in my
sketch, or larger or smaller, as required to suit the

size of mesh determined upon. Hammocks are

usually netted with a two-inch mesh, and for this a

mesh-stick one inch in width will be required, the

rule being to have a stick half the width of the deter-

mined mesh. It is most important that this tool be

made with rounded edges, smooth and well polished.

Having provided the material and tools, we will

next proceed with the netting. It appears necessary

to have a hook near at hand for all hammock work

and sailors' sewing, and it is an indispensable acces-

sory here, fastened in a post just above the head if

the work is to be done standing, or to the mantel-

piece if we wish to sit by the fire on winter evenings

netting hammocks for use in the coming summer.

First fill the needle with netting-twine in the following

manner : take two half-hitches over the tine of the

needle with one end of the twine, then pass it down

over the crotch, up the other side, over the tine, down

again, over the crotch, up the other side, over the tine

again, and thus go on from side to side until the tine

of the needle will not hold any more twine, then cut

off enough free twine to make the first loop. Next,

secure the free end of the netting-twine to the hook,

and form a loop in it, as shown at Fig. 13. Then

take the mesh-stick in the left hand and needle in the

right, and pass the point of the needle into the loop

whilst holding the twine on the mesh-stick with the

thumb, as shown at Fig. 14. Then bring the needle

through the loop, as shown Fig. 15 ; swing the twine

to the left, over the left wrist and over the mesh-

stick, and thus dexterously form the loop shown at

Fig. 16. Next pass the point of the needle behind

the commencing loop, and out through the opening, A,

shown at Fig. 16 ; draw the needle to the left, as

shown Fig. 17, then bring it down in the direction of

the dotted lines, loosen the grip on the twine with the

thumb of the left hand, and pull the knot tight. The

first mesh is now made, and the whole hammock, or

net, is made up of a repetition of this first stitch.

Make the next stitch in like manner in the loop of the

first, and thus make a chain of meshes the whole
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intended width of the hammock. This chain will,

when finished and partly pulled out, bear a resem-

blance to that shown at Fig. 18. The chain of meshes

must next be threaded on a cord, as shown at Fig. 19,

and looped up on the hook, ready for the next part of

the performance. The work should now proceed

from right to left across the hammock, making the

stitches in each loop of the mesh above, as indicated

at Fig. 19. When the last mesh on the left has been

made, the hammock must be turned over, and thus

the meshing carried on from right to left, as before,

repeating the movements until the required length has

been obtained. This can be determined by measur-

ing a few meshes when they are pulled out to a

diamond shape, and then calculating the number re-

quired ; about sixty meshes is the usual number.

The nettles of the clews can be attached to the

meshes by passing the end of each nettle through

one, or two, or three meshes, and securing it with two

half-hitches. Should the twine break in meshing,

join the ends up close to a mesh-knot with a becket-

hitch, or weaver's knot, as shown at Fig. 20.

Nets.—All other kinds of nets, from an onion or

cabbage net to a seine net, are made in a similar

manner, with suitable mesh-sticks and twine to suit

the required size of mesh. Sailors, in their leisure

time on long voyages, also apply the art of netting to

the manufacture of long curtains for the windows of

their wives and sweethearts. These curtains are

made of white fine twine or stout crochet cotton, and

are netted in a variety of patterns, governed by vary-

ing sizes in the meshes, which range in size from a

quarter of an inch upward. In this work some very

fine mesh needles and mesh-sticks are employed,

made of steel. In the practice of netting many a

long winter's evening can be usefully and pleasantly

passed, and thus the labour of learning it be amply
repaid.

HOW TO MAKE A PIANO.
B,j J. A. UARUOD.

«

II.—The Back.

HE foundation on which the piano is built

is called the back, and upon its sound-

ness of construction, the endurance of

the instrument, and its " standing in

tune/' in a very great measure depend.

It is really the backbone of the piano, so that you

see how necessary it is to use sound dry stuff, and to

make good joints in every part ; this is specially

necessary with the plank and bent side.

In order to understand this look at Fig. 5, which

shows the front and treble section of a finished back,

where A represents the bracings ; B, the plank; and C,

the bent side. Pins are ultimately driven into these,

and an iron plate at the bottom, and to these the

strings are attached ; so that you see, when the instru-

ment is tuned, and the strings pulled taut, there is an

immense force trying to pull the top and bottom to-

gether, and also to pull the plank and bent side away

from the bracings. The tension varies greatly, accord-

ing to the length, thickness, and number of strings

used. The average strain may be taken as being

from ten to twelve tons, and on some of the leading

makers' Iron Concert Grands it reaches the enor-

mous amount of eighteen tons ; but, of course, in

these pianos the utmost care is taken to secure the

best possible workmanship and materials.

Having, I hope, impressed on the minds of intend-

ing makers the importance of good workmanship,

I wi now proceed with the instructions for making

the back ; this, when finished, will measure 3 feet 7

inches high and 4 feet 2 inches wide. The first thing

to do is to get ready the bracings ; these are of deal,

4s by 3 inches, and must be perfectly sound ; a small

knot or two will not matter, but there must not be

the slightest trace of a shake.

Select eight lengths, each 3 feet 7 inches long;

plane them up straight, square, and true, i.e., out of

winding. I am supposing that all who attempt to

make a piano have profited by the many instructions

that have appeared in " Ours," for planing up stuff, so

shall not waste space by repeating them. I need only

say that in this case, one side of each piece must be

planed up first, then one edge square with this ; then

rough plane the other edge and gauge up the thick-

ness—as thick as it will hold up
;
plane carefully

down to the gauge-line, and leave rough "edge until

all are done. When all the bracings are planed on

three sides, pick out the narrowest
;
gauge this up as

wide as it will hold up, plane the remaining bracings

to this width, so that they will all be of the same

width
;
place them across the stools, side by side,

heart edge up, and number them 1 to 8, at about 12

inches from one end, which will be the top of back.

Perhaps some readers will not understand the term
'

' heart edge." Take a bracing and look at the end

grain
;
you will see some curved lines

;
you will pro-

bably have to take a fine shaving off to see these.

These lines are the growth rings, and when the log

is uncut, they start from the centre, each ring getting

larger towards the outer edge ; the middle or small

ring is, of course, at the heart, and the larger, or out-

side rings, the bark. When the log is cut up, each

piece will show on its end a part of each ring, and

the inside of the curve is the heart edge.

Next get out the bottom-piece. This is a piece

of deal 4 feet 3 inches long, 4i inches wide, and ih
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inch thick
;
plane this up true ; when done, see that

the bottom ends of the bracings are level, and scribe

a line across them, i \ inch up. Take Nos. I and 8,

and cut a piece out of inside bottom ends up to this

line, leaving a tongue 4^ inches wide, i| inch long,

and 1 1 inch thick; cut a dovetail on each of these,

and fit the bottom piece on them, one bracing

at each end, but do not glue them ;
when

done, the outside edges of bracings should

be 4 feet 2 inches apart. Place the stools

3 feet apart, and lay this frame across them.

Now lay the other bracings across the

stools, between Nos. I and 8, numbers up,

with the bottom ends touching the bottom

piece, and space them as follows. No. 1

bracing, space 4! inches ; No. 2 bracing,

space 5J inches ; No. 3 bracing, space 3^

inches ; No. 4 bracing, space 3j inches;

No. 5 bracing, space 2§ inches ; No. 6

bracing, space 3 \ inches ; No. 7 bracing, FIG
;

space 4 £ inches ; No. 8 bracing. These mea-

surements are not strictly accurate, as the

bracings do not hold up 3 inches in thick-

ness, and are not all the same, but keep as

near these measurements as pos-

sible ; the whole must measure

4 ft. 2 in. Scribe a line across

the bottom piece on both sides of

each bracing; take off the bottom

piece, and run a gauge line on the

inside, l\ inch from each edge,

this will show six rectangular

spaces, about 2\ inches long and

if inch wide; along the middle

of bottom piece, mortise through

these spaces, making the opening

a little longer on the underside.

Now cut a tenon on the end of

each bracing, up to the line pre-

viously marked, i.e., lk inch, and

make a saw cut up to this line,

at £ inch from the ends of each

tenon ; see that they tit the mor-

tises properly, and that the brac-

ings are all level on the face Get

out twelve wedges, i| inch long,

if inch wide, and tapering from

£ of an inch to nothing. Get the

glue ready, and open one of the long cramps to 3 feet

9 inches. Take No. 2 bracing, glue the tenon, and
fit it into its proper mortise ; when nearly home put

on the cramp and screw home, seeing that the cramp
does not touch the end of the tenon. Take two

wedges, glue them, and drive them into the cuts in

the tenons ; the mortise being larger on the under-

side, this will expand the tenons and keep the

joint from shifting ; take off the cramp and proceed

to fix the other five bracings in the same manner.
When these are all fixed, glue on the end bracings,

being careful to keep the joint well up, and see that

the frame thus made is square, and not winding.

Now get out the blocks for the top. These
are 8 inches long, and thick enough to fill the

spaces between the bracings at the top, and
are made of short ends of bracing stuff. As
they are only three inches thick, they will

have to be thickened up to fill the spaces.

Get, therefore, some pieces of thinner stuff,

and glue on the sides of each block, making
them a little thicker than the space they

have to fill. As the space between the fifth

and sixth bracing is 2| inches, the block will

not want thickening.

While the blocks are drying, the wrest-

plank must be got ready. This is of beech,6.—TRANSVERSE
SECTION OF PLANK.
A, Section; B, Pin in 7k inches wide, 4 feet 3 inches long, and i£

^D°
n
? t'^

e;

n /'" inch thick
>
in the rouSh .

and 's cut in a par"m Right i>ide;D, Face . , ,,
of Plank. One fourth ticular manner. (I may state here, that all

ful1 size - wood used in the manufacture of pianos,

can, I believe, be obtained at

Messrs.Witt and Palmer's, Drum-
motid Street, Hampstead Road,

who advertise in " Ours.") It is

of the utmost importance that the

plank should be very dry, and
herein lies the chief obstacle to

home manufacture of pianos, as

amateurs, as a rule, do not care

about buying wood months or

years in advance of a job ; but I

daresay that the timber dealers

will look out dry wood if paid a

little extra for it. The plank

must be planed true and veneered

on the face with sycamore veneer.

If you plane the end grain of

a plank, and damp it, you will see

curved lines crossing the end
;

these are the growth rings, and

crossing these, almost at right

angles, you will see other lines, or

rati. er dashes ; these dashes con-

stitute the silver-grain, or, as it is

called in the trade, the " beat,'' and in'glueing on the

plank, this beat must be kept in the right position.

When selecting a plank, try to get the beat as long as

possible ; a reference to Fig. 6 will makeithis clear.

A is a section of a plank, showing beat and growth

rings ; B shows a pin driven in on the wrong, side;

notice that the pin is driven in on the rake, or in a

FIG. 7. — PLANK veneered. A, Plank
;

B, Veneer; C, Zinc Caul; D, Cramp Block;

E, Cramp; F, F, Blocks. One-fourth full

size.
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slanting direc-

tion, and fol-

lows the same
line almost as

the beat, or

goes with it.

Now, if the

plank were

glued on this

side up, and

the pins conse-

quently driven

into this side,

the plank
would split

sooner or later;

but if driven

in across the

beat, as at c,

the plank will

stand ^there-

fore, is the

face of the

plank, and is

to be veneered

Having found

the face, plane

it up true,
FIG. 8.—BACK READY FOR PLANK AND BENT SIDE TO BE GLUED ON.

A, A, Bracings ; B, B, Blocks. Sca'e, i inch to i foot.

then tooth it

well with a

toothing-plane;

cut out apiece

of sycamore

veneer (this is

about | inch

thick), a little

larger all

round than the

plank
;

get a

caul, which

should be of

zincg in. thick,

and rather

larger than the

plank—but a

well-planed
board will do

at a pinch

—

and make it

hot. While
getting hot,

get ready a

piece of inch

stuff (if you

use a board

for a caul this

B

F -

B

<

r\

j«

A A A A

/

A

/

A

1

C

A A

>_T" / D 1

FIG. 5.—FRONT AND treble section of finished back. A, A, Bracings ; B, Plank ; C, Bent Side ; D, Bottom Piece;

E, E, Linings ; F, Capping. Scale, 1 inch to z foot.
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will not be wanted) as large as the caul, also a dozen

cramp-blocks, which are pieces of bracing stuff, 9 or 10

in. long, and six large cramps. Open the cramps to

about 12 inches, and get some good hot glue, not too

thin. When the caul is quite hot, lay the plank across

the stools, toothed side up, and glue it well ; remove

all lumps and chips that may be on it. Now lay the

veneer on this, and press it well down
;
get the hot

caul, rub it with a piece of mutton fat or greasy rag,

and lay on top of the veneer, on this the piece of inch

stuff. Now, place a block on the plank, crosswise,

near the middle
;
get another block, and hold it under

the plank with the left hand ; take your cramp with

the right hand, placing the tail of the cramp in the

middle of the under block, and holding it up. You

can now let go the bottom block and transfer the left

hand to the top part of the cramp, while you screw it

up with the right ; be careful not to let the bottom

block move, and keep the cramp quite upright, or the

veneer will move when the pressure is put on. Now,

look and see if the veneer has moved, if so, loosen

the cramp and adjust it ; if not, put on the other

cramps in the same manner, distributing them equally

over the plank. When all on, screw them down as tight

as you can, but do not put a piece of tube on to the

cramp-bar to get more leverage, it is quite unneces-

sary ; this is rather difficult to describe, but I think

a reference to Fig. 7 will explain. In this, and like

operations, go deliberately and quietly to work ; have

all cramps and blocks ready before glueing : do not

hurry or get excited, or you will make a mess of it ;

on the other hand, do not be longer than you can

help, or the glue will chill.

This job done, we can return to our blocks ; these

must now be fitted. Scribe aline across the bracings,

at a distance of 2 feet ilj inches from the bottom

—

the bottom ends of the blocks must be kept to this

line ; fit them between the bracings, and cramp the

whole up ; if the width is not the same as at bottom,

make it so ; if it is, get a planed-up board and soap

it, lay it on one of the stools so that the blocks rest

on it. Now, warm the blocks and glue them in place,

and cramp up ; be careful to keep the blocks and
bracings well down on the board, or the back, when
finished, will be in winding. Now, fit the blocks for

the bent side. Lay the bent side on the bracings in

the position shown in Fig. 5 at C. The edge of bent

side at the top is to be 6^ inches from the line of

blocks, and at the bottom 27 inches from the outside

edge of No. 1 bracing. Mark the bracings that it

crosses, and glue blocks on the sides of them ; the

blocks are to be 2 inches square, and long enough to

pass the edges of the bent side a little, these can be
tightened up with wedges, as there is not room for a

cramp.

The arrangement of blocks and bracings now pre-

sents the appearance of Fig. S. When all is hard,

plane the back over on both sides, making blocks and

bottom piece level with the bracings. Get the plank

and gauge it up, \\ inch thick, gauging, of course,

from the veneered side
;
plane down to the gauge-

line. Now place the bottom edge, and from this

gauge up the width, y{ inches, and plane up. Tooth

the back, and get the blocks, glue, and cramps ready

as before. Make the plank nice and hot, but not so

hot as to start the veneer. While warming, plane

over the face of blocks on back quite true, and tooth

them ; then drive a short nail into the end bracings,

level with the bottom of blocks, for a stop to put the

bottom edge of plank up to, and well glue the blocks

and bracings where the plank will bed. Lay the

plank on, keeping it up to the nails
;
put a block on

near the middle (have the stool underneath the

middle of plank lengthwise, this will act as a cramp-

ing-block for all the cramps) and cramp up. If this

is all right, and the plank has not moved, put on all

the other cramps and screw down tight.

Now get the bent side ready. As it is already

curved, there is only one way to put it on. It must be

planed up true on both sides and edges, being gauged

up 1 j inch thick. When this is done, the curved

edge must be rebated. Gauge a line £th inch from

the back, and J inch from the edge, and remove the

wood between them. The section in Fig. 5 shows

this rebate. Tooth the back of the bent side and

make it hot ; tooth the bracings where it crosses, and

drive two nails in the back to keep the bent side in

place ; when hot, glue it down ; keep it up to the

nails and cramp up in the same manner as you did

the plank, using three cramps, which may be taken

off the plank. When all is set, clean off the glue and

cut off the ends of plank and bent side ; saw off the

ends of the blocks and bracings above the plank, and

plane down square with the face of the plank ; size

the ends of blocks and bracings with thin hot size,

and when dry, tooth level.

Get out now two pieces of deal 4 feet 3 inches

wide, and J of an inch thick, for linings, and plane

them up. Turn the back over, face downwards, and

glue these on the back, level with the top and bottom

of the back. When dry, cut off the ends and plane

edges level.

Now get a piece of walnut or birch, 4 feet 3 inches

long, 7 inches wide, and -g- inch thick, plane up one

side of this and tooth it. This is the capping ; make
it hot, get the caul and board that was used in veneer-

ing the plank ; make the caul hot, and open the

cramps about 14 inches. Now, glue the top edge of

plank and ends of bracings and blocks
; place the

toothed side of the capping on, then the caul, on this
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the board. Lay one block across, near the middle,

put one cramp on, then put on the remaining cramps,

and leave to set. When set, cut off the ends and

plane the edges down level.

The back is now finished and ready for bellying.

{To be continued.)

THE FORMS OF TOOLS.
£y A FOBEMAX PATTERN-MAKER.

IV.—Boring Tools.

ERE we have an immense range, from the

simple awl to the elaborate boring head

and cutters. Some boring tools scrape,

others cut, the latter being of true chisel

type. The homely bradawl does neither,

unless we except the action of the chisel edge which

just divides the grain fibres at entry, for the shank of

the tool immediately after acts, by thrusting those

fibres to one side only. The awl of the shoemaker is

rectangular in form, and acts partly by scraping, but

chiefly by thrusting aside. But most of the true bor-

ing tools cut. Thus the brace-bits all cut. The shell,

nose, spoon and centre-bits, to begin with, are all cutt-

ing tools. The figures illustrate this clearly. The shell-

bit, Fig. 48. A, enters as a chisel by the front end, a, and

cuts as a chisel down the leading edge, b. The nose-

bit, B, enters by the chisel nicker a. and also cuts as a

chisel down the edge, 6. So does the spoon-bit, c. In

order that the edges shall cut, the sections of these

bits are not truly circular, but flattened immediately

behind the edges, B, to form an angle of clearance, or

angle of relief. Hence, when sharpening these tools,

the outer eige should not be interfered with, but such

slight sharpening as they may require, should be done

on the inner edge alone. The centre bit, Fig. 49, is

really a combination of two chisels, one the nicker, a,

cutting vertically and dividing the grain radially around

the pin, b ; and the other, c, the cutter, operating hori-

zontally, removing the grain enclosed within the circle

divided by the nicker.

To maintain a centre-bit in efficiency, the nicker

must always enter before the cutter, and must therefore

be maintained of sensibly greater length. The sharpen-

ing bevel must also be on the inside of the nicker,

never on the outside, and again on the top face of the

cutter. The nicker must also have a sensibly larger

radius than the cutter. The angle of the bottom face of

the cutter is preserved constant without sharpening,and

forms with the horizontal line the angle of clearance.

In the common gimlet, the section of the shell is similar

to that of the bits, but it differs from these in being

furnished with a screw to facilitate entry into the

wood. The bits require constant pressure, the gimlet

once fairly entered, requires none, but is drawn in-

wards by the screw. The most important parts of a

gimlet are the screw thread, and the bottom leading

corner of the shell just above the screw, since that is

where most of the cutting is done. Gimlets are not

often sharpened, but the proper way is to touch up the

threads with a file, and to pass the file down the

inside of the cutting edge of the shell. Augers are

simply gimlets of large size.

These may be regarded as the fundamental types

of boring tools for wood, whose modifications, however,

are numerous. In each of these cases, the core as it

accumulates is removed by the temporary withdrawal

of the tool, neglect of which would render the work

of boring very laborious by reason of the excessive

friction set up. In the large class of twist gimlets,

augers, and bits, this removal is effected by making a

spiral groove down an otherwise solid shaft, up which

spiral the chips creep out.

There are several forms of these which have won
a well-deserved reputation among workmen, chiefly

because of their general excellence. The well-known

Gilpin's and Jenning's bits, and the expanding bits,

are simply perfection itself, and their cost alone pre-

vents their universal employment, to the exclusion of

the older forms. These bits are well known, but to

illustrate their principle I have drawn the cutting por-

tions of the first two, in Figs. 50 and 51, and there are

several points about them which are worthy of notice.

In the first place, though there is plenty of grooving

to effect the removal of the chips, the general section

regarded in relation to the guidance of the shank in

the hole, is that of a solid cylinder. Hence, these bits

fill up without wobbling, and, therefore, maintain

throughout, the line in which they were first entered,

boring quite straight. In the common centre-bit

there is no such guidance. In these there are two

cutters placed oppositely, and balancing one another

when in operation, and there is therefore no tendency to

" run " in soft wood, when boring against, or obliquely

to the grain, as there is in the centre-bit which only

bores properly plankway of the wood. These bits, there-

fore, bore equally well in any direction of the grain.

There is a difference in the shapes of the cutters

in the two forms. In the Gilpin's bit, Fig. 50, there

is no nicker proper, but merely two gouge-like cutters
;

in the Jenning's, Fig. 51, there are two nickers and

two cutters, being in this respect a double centre-bit.

Moreover, there is the addition of the gimlet screw

at the end, by which the bits pull themselves into the

material with rapidity.

The expanding centre-bit is handy for boring holes

of several different sizes, but is not so well adapted

for common everyday usage as the solid bits, and

they are rather too costly for the workman's pocket.
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A modification of the common centre-bit is occasion-

ally used, though not included in sets of bits. It is

the plug centre-bit which has a solid circular plug

substituted for the triangular tapered pin, so that the

bit acts as a counterbore, boring against another hole,

which the plug fits closely, but its employment is

limited. I have a bit of the form, Fig. 52, used by

cabinetmakers for countersinking holes for the heads

that some, like the twist drills, approach more nearly

to the original type than others, the chief distinction

consisting in the fact that some possess front rake,

while others are destitute of it. All drills, without

exception, have an angle of relief. If they were desti-

tute of this, they would squeak and heat in their holes.

There are, broadly, two classes of drills : the double

cutting, a comparatively small number, with doubly

fig. 53.

fig. 49.
FIG - 52- FIG

- 55-

FIG. 48.—SHELL BIT (A), NOSE BIT (B), AND SPOON BIT (C). FIG. 49.—CENTRE BIT. FIG. 50.—GILPIN BIT. FIG. 51.—JENNING'S

BIT. FIG. 52.—COUNTERSINKING BIT FOR SCREWS. FIG. 53.—DOUBLE CUTTING DRILL. FIG. 54.—ORDINARY DRILL.

FIG. 55.—DRILL MODIFIED TO RENDER IT A CUTTING TOOL.

of screws, to be filled up afterwards with round

headed buttons. But it is usually the practice to bore

the larger hole first, and the smaller one afterwards.

The drills are a very large family indeed, if we

pursue them only into the diverse forms that are com-

monly employed in the workshops, without even going

into modifications of a more or less special character.

If we take the trouble to analyse them, we shall

see that they are all referable to the chisel type, but

bevelled edges, and which scrape; and the single cutt-

ing, embracing the vast majority in use, single bevelled,

and for the most part acting as effectual cutting tools.

The double cutting drill, Fig. 53, is one which is chiefly

used by watchmakers, and for the lightest class of

metal work only, being driven by the reciprocating

bow, or fiddle. It is very suitable for its special work,

but not for any other kind.

The commonest form of drill is that shown in
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Fig. 54, having a single bevel

only on each side. The angle,

,

which the sides make with each

other may average 110°, though

sometimes increased to 130°,

for the habitual drilling of thin

work. The angle of relief is

about io° with the horizontal.

These drills are more efficient
j

in actual practice than they

would appear to be if regarded !

from a theoretical point of view

merely. For example, they can 60.—THE

and brass. In this instrument

we have an illustration of the

value of the guide principle, seen

in two phases. First, the sides

of the drill are parallel for a

slight distance above the bevel-

led edges, and once the tool has

made an entry for itself, beyond

the termination of the bevels,

these parallel sides maintain it

in truth. Also, the effect of the

double bevel is to thrust the

point of the tool downwards

FIG. 59.—FLAT BIT, AS SHOWN IN FIG. 58, WITH WOOD BLOCKS ON EACH SIDE TO PREVENT WOBBLING.

scarcely be said to cut, because there is no top rake,

but really an overhanging of the cutting face, due to

the tapering towards the entering point. Yet, from the

tougher metals they remove good shavings in short

curls. It is necessary to impart this downward taper,

for, if it is deficient in amount, there is a tendency of

the drill to wobble, and an increase of friction, due to

the breadth of the non-cutting transverse edge formed

by the meeting of the two bevels. The thinner this

edge can be

kept consis-

tently with du-

rability, the

more freely

the drill will

cut. It may
range from -^

inch to g inch,

according to

the size of the

drill. The
bevel of the

clearance angle

will vary with

the materials

on which it is

used, less
angle being

permis:ible for

wrought iron

and steel than

for cast iron fig. 56.—twist drill, fig. 57,—solid drill, fig. 58.—flat bit. fig. 61.—pin drill

into the conical recess which it has formed, and so

prevent it from running sideways. Again, the action

of the two cutting edges is that of two equal and

opposite forces, which maintain the drill in equili-

brium, and therefore central. Hence the efficiency of

the drill is as much due to these causes as to the

manner of its grinding.

Now it is easy to see what are the causes which

produce bad drilling, namely, the absence of a certain

amount of pa-

rallelism, and

a lack of sym-

metry. The
evil of the first

is quite ap-

parent, and it

scarcely needs

a moment's

reflection to

discern that if

the bevelled

edges of the

drill are not

symmetrical,

more stress

will be thrown

upon one side

than the other,

and the point

of the drill

not being in

the centre, the

VOL. VII.—

P
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hole when bored will be equal in diameter to the

radius of the longer side. Only one edge of the drill

will then be cutting, and that will be forcing the tool

away from the centre, causing the point to revolve in

a small circle of its own. This common type of drill

has been a good old servant, and spite of the fact

that it is in principle a scraping tool, it does, when

properly formed, remove material with facility, while

the ease with which it can be forged, tempered, and

ground, is altogether in favour of its partial retention

along with improved types.

This drill is often modified into that of a true cutt-

ing tool, by grinding a hollow in front of the cutting

edge, Fig. 55, thus imparting the top rake which is

lacking in the other. These forms cut with avidity, but

the drawback is that they require frequent re-forging,

the "lips" being lost by grinding.

Modifications of the drill have been devised at

different times, but the best and most successful has

been the introduction of the twist form. For many
years twist drills have been in use in workshops, side

by side with the flat drills, being forged by twisting a

bar of steel into a spiral form, and turning it up in the

lathe. But since the introduction of the Morse drills, it

appears to be simply a question of time how long these

older forms will linger on. From the most modern

shops they have almost or altogether disappeared.

The form of the drill, Fig. 56, shows it to be a true

cutting tool. The angles of the double spiral give

about 20 of top rake, the grinding of the lip gives

about 5 angle of clearance, leaving a cutting angle

of about 65 . No matter how often the drill is

ground back, these angles will remain constant, and
no re-forging or re-tempering is necessary. Moreover,

the double spiral fulfils the same purpose as the twist

in the twist gimlets, bits, and augers, it coerces the

chips to travel up the hollow shaft and clear out of

the hole without the necessity of withdrawing the

drill. The circular section of the drill fills up the

hole, and if the drill point is preserved central, and
the angles are symmetrical, it cannot run, or bore

larger than the shank size.

As a guide in grinding, a grinding line -is marked
up opposite sides of the grooves in the drill. Another
advantage which twist drills have over the common
forms is that they will drill holes touching one another,

without "running" or hitching, or, meeting with blow

holes in the metal, they will not be drawn aside

thereby. This is not the case with flat drills.

Spscial forrcu of drills and bDring instruments are

so numerous that we can only remark on a few of the

more typical forms. The solid drills, Fig. 57, are used
for truing out holes already in existence. They are

used, therefore, for the same purpose as the rose-bits

and broaches, but will take out more material, and

quicker than the rose-bit, The grooves, a, on opposite

sides, are for conducting the lubricant down to the

cutting edges. The flat bit, Fig. 58, is used for en-

larging and finishing holes already cored or drilled

out. 1 1 is made for the lathe, and advanced to its work

by the poppit centre pressing at the hinder end in a

countersunk hole. The bit cuts only at the opposite

rounding corners, not at the sides, which simply coerce

and keep it true. Sometimes, to prevent the tendency

to wobble, blocks of hardwood are screwed on each

side, Fig. 59 ; the screws passing through the holes

in the body of the drill, and the wood turned to fill

up the hole. These bits are prevented from being

twined round with the cutting pressure, by means of

a boring rest—that is a rest having a horizontal slot

into which the flat of the bit fits easily ; or, otherwise,

by a common hook wrench.

The D-bif, Fig. 60, is another useful tool for boring

very long holes. It is backed offat the end, and below,

and cuts therefore at the left hand corner only. There

is no cutting action at the sides, the half-round turned

portion simply filling up the hole. The hole must be

first started with a drill or other means, in order that

the bit may begin its cut in truth, afterwards, it pre-

serves its alignment accurately. This also is driven

to its work by the lathe poppit. I have seen num-
bers of holes drilled in wrought-iron crane posts with

these bits, some of the holes being 3 in. in diameter

and 6 feet long. Constant lubrication with soap suds

from a force pump is necessary to reduce heating.

The pin drills, Fig. 61, form a numerous class,

being used for the same purpose in metal, as the pin

centre-bit in wood. They are employed either as

counterbores to form shallow recesses for screw

heads, or as drills, a small hole for the pin being made
first as a guide for the passage of the larger drill,

which then bores more truly and readily than if a

common drill only had been used right off. It is also

employed for "arboring," that is for facing off the metal

outside bolt holes for washers or nuts to bear against.

Not very different from the pin drill, are some of

the cutters made for boring out the holes in the tube

sheets of locomotive and marine boilers. These

assume numerous forms, consisting of two or more
cutters, seldom of one only, arranged radially around

the central pin. Thus the labour of drilling holes

i\ inches or 3j inches in diameter is lessened by the

removal of an annular ring of metal only. These are

beyond the range of Amateur WORK. Tools used in

a boring head are properly turning tools, and may be
described broadly as independent chisel-like tools set

in a boring bar or head. These are almost infinite

in form, but it will be better to leave them until after

the turning tools themselvesjiave been treated.

( To be continued.)
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FRETSAW WORK AND MARQUETRY
CUTTING.

By D. B. ADAMSON.

IV.

—

Tools and Appliances—[Continued).

UTTING-BOARD OR SUPPORT, Fig.

12.—This, though not absolutely neces-

sary, is such a great convenience that no

sawyer using the hand frame should be

without one. It is invariably of wood, and

made so that it can be attached to any ordinary table,

and be easily removed. It serves not only as a sup-

port for the wood being cut, but also prevents any

accidental injury to the table from the saw-blade.

All dealers in fret-cutting materials supply them at

low prices, and they are fairly serviceable. One
defect is, however, that they are too small as a rule,

and do not sufficiently support fragile or large work.

If a table or bench is reserved for fret-work, the

board may be simply screwed to it. Any smooth

piece of board will do if not too thin, about I inch

in thickness is enough for anything. The size must

depend on the saw and work being done. It must be

large enough to give fair support, particularly when
the work is fine, but not so large that the saw frame

cannot swing round the front corners easily. The
V-shaped opening may also be improved upon for

use with brittle materials. A better form is shown in

Fig. 13, where the opening in which the saw works is

shown by A. A channel for the saw to it, some £ inch

wide, being cut to the edge as shown. Should it not

be convenient to fix the board permanently to the

table, a very simple contrivance for fastening it by
the aid of a couple of small iron cramps, Fig. 14, is

as follows. Cut holes through the board as at the

shaded places, B, B, Fig. 13, through which the tops of

the cramps may be inserted, and in order that these

may not be in the way of the fretwork by projecting

above the surface of the board, cut sufficient of the

wood away to allow them to be sunk. By tightening

the cramp screws the cutting board will be securely

held. It must be borne in mind that there is more
difficulty in working with a small space for the saw to

move in, so that it is better when the nature of the

work permits to have the opening fairly large ; and for

that reason in my own cutting board I have the

opening shown by the dotted lines as well as the

smaller one, that is to say, the V space, instead of

eoding in a point, is continued by a small { inch

channel into a round hole made with a k inch centre-

bit. By this arrangement either fine or coarse work
can be cut with the utmost facility on the same
support.

Files.—These are useful in smoothing down any
irregularities of outline left by the saw, cutting corners

where, perhaps, the saw has left an ugly blunt space

instead of a clean sharp angle, and generally in

" fettling up." Several varieties of small suitable

files are made, but half-a-dozen of the sections shown,

Fig. 15, are ample for all purposes. They are to be

had in various sizes, from about 2\ inches up to 6

inches in length, and the largest size will be found the

most useful. If the sawing is well done, little or no

filing will be required, as the work ought to be correct

without. At first, however, the fret-cutter will

probably have to rely on files a good deal if he wishes

his work to have a presentable appearance. In some

cases where space permits, it will be easier to use a

piece of glass paper wrapped round or glued to strips

of wood. The amateur will find it a good plan to

keep a few of these by him ready for use.

Glass Paper.—This will be necessary not only in

smoothing rough wood, for which the coarser kinds

will do best, but for cleaning up the fret-work and

removing burr left by the saw at the under edges of

the cuts. It is sold in sheets measuring 12 inches by

10 inches, numbered according to various degrees of

fineness. To apply glass paper properly for flat sur-

faces especially, it is necessary to wrap it round a

block of some sort. That commonly used is of cork,

one or two inches in thickness, to allow of it being

held fairly, and four to five inches long by an inch or

so less in width, the edges on the lower side rounded.

On no account, should glass paper be simply rubbed

on the wood with the fingers only, as if this is done

it is almost impossible to avoid rounding the edges of

the frets, or to obtain an even surface.

Scraper.—A flat thin piece of steel with square

edge used, as its name indicates, to scrape the wood,

and remove the larger inequalities of surface. The
operation of sharpening this tool is rather difficult to

describe, but any carpenter or cabinetmaker can

show how it is done as well as the best means of

using it. Indeed, it hardly comes within the scope

of this magazine to give minute instructions concerning

the use of ordinary tools, which may be found fully

described in other works by those who require further

information. One of the best for the purpose is " Every

Man His Own Mechanic," which sets forth lucidly and

free from technicalities the use of every tool that an

amateur is likely to require in any branch of wood-

work, as well as fully explains constructive methods

in joinery, such as dovetails, etc., etc.

A Plane will also be required, but as the amateur

fret-cutter will most likely get his wood ready planed,

and save himself thereby much of the heavier work,

a small one for squaring edges, cutting bevels and

such-like purposes, will do as well as anything. Fig.

16 represents an Iron block plane of a suitable kind.

It is Of American manufacture, imported by Churchill
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and Co., who sell it at 2s., and though its size,

5^ inches, may seem to some to imply that it is merely

a toy, the fret-worker, unless he smooths his own wood

will find that he rarely, if ever, needs a larger. The
smaller iron planes known as the Stanley, will also

be found very serviceable, and should not be despised.

They, or similar articles, are to be had at almost any

tool shop for about is. each. In shooting edges with

the shooting block, they are not, however, so handy

as the others, the sides being rounded and coated

with japan. This, it will be found advisable to scrape

off, as without it the plane runs much more easily.

Shooting Board.—The shooting board has been

mentioned in connection with the plane. It is used in

making straight and square edges to boards. In

its simplest form it is shown in Fig. 17, consisting

of two pieces of sound dry wood, about 1 inch thick,

the upper one a few inches narrower than the lower,

and glued together. At the end of the upper is a

slip of wood fixed at right angles with the shooting

edge. The width and length of the block are im-

material, provided they are enough for the work

intended to be finished by its aid. To use it the piece

of wood of which the edge is to be "shot" or trued,

is placed on the upper board with one end against the

small strip. The plane is then placed on its side on

the lower board, and worked till it has made the edge

which it is desired to smooth, level with the board on

which it is placed. It will thus be seen that perfect

right angles can be got on any board, but it sometimes

happens that other angles have to be cut, as, for in-

stance, on the bottom of an octagon box, in which

case all that it is necessary to do is to put a piece of

wood cut to the desired angle between the stop and

the wood to be planed. One of the neatest and most

convenient little appliances of this nature for the

amateur is Harger Brothers' Shooting Board by means

of which any desired angle or bevel may be arrived

at. It is supplied with various moulds or templates,

and instructions so simple, that the veriest novice can

have no difficulty in understanding its use, Fig. 18

shows it fairly.

Screw-drivers, of course, will be wanted; they need

not be large. Indeed, for most fretwork a good sized

bradawl will answer every purpose, as the screws used

are chiefly the smaller sizes. Amateurs will, probably,

find Kolb's screw-driver an assistance, as it will be

seen from the illustration, Fig. 19, that the screw is

held firmly to the driver by a very simple arrange-

ment. I have only met with it in a few places, as it

is somewhat of a novelty at present. Messrs. Charles

Churchill and Co. import them. Melhuish and Son
have them also; as well as a variety of small tools

specially adapted to the amateur fret-cutter's wants.

A hammer, chisels, and the ordinary contents of a

carpenter's tool-chest as I have already said, will be

convenient at some time or other in making up fret-

work, but it is neither possible nor desirable in a little

treatise of this kind to mention all the things that

may be useful. It will, perhaps, suffice to state that

it is seldom large tools will be required, and instead

of buying a quantity to start with, I may recommend

the beginner to get only what is necessary, and to add

to his stock as occasion arises.

Nails, Screws, etc.—Before leaving this part of the

subject, the reader will desire that something should

be said about glue, nails, etc. The latter may be

quickly dealt with. Only the smaller sized screws will

be wanted for most work, say Nos. 00 to 2 or 3 from

T3 inch to f inch in length. They are sold in pack-

ages of one gross, but they may be purchased (at very

much higher rates) in smaller quantities. By the

gross they are retailed at from 6d. to od. per package,

i.e., those made of iron with flat heads. Round-

headed screws cost a trifle more. Where the heads

are seen it is always better to use brass screws which

cost about double the price of iron. Nickel plated

screws, more expensive still, are sometimes preferable

when fixing metal plates, outside hinges, etc., as an

adornment to fret work. Fine wire nails, such as are

to be had from any of the leading fretwork dealers, are

often useful in fitting, nor must needlepoints be for-

gotten as being almost indispensable.

Glue.— Little attention to the proper preparation

of this is generally bestowed by the amateur wood-

worker, although so much of the permanence of glued

work depends on it. I may here caution him that

glue does not improve, on the contrary, it very much

deteriorates in strength, by being frequently warmed

up. Even the very best glue loses its virtue after

being constantly heated, and it should always be used

fresh to ensure the best results. For this reason,

though it may save the trouble of dissolving small

quantities often, more than is likely to be used in a

short time should never be prepared. Another point

is to use the glue hot, and the surfaces to be glued to-

gether should be warmed before applying the glue.

Further, it is a mistake to imagine that the more glue

left in a joint the firmer the union will be. The

opposite is the fact as to cause perfect adherence of

parts, the thinner the film of glue between them the

better. As much as possible should be squeezed or

rather rubbed out by working the pieces against each

other once or twice gently, after which they should be

left under pressure for some hours till the glue has

thoroughly hardened. So tenacious is good glue,

properly prepared and applied, that the joint is often

stronger than the rest of the wood which can be

broken more easily at any pirt than separated where

glued. These hints are given as it seems to be some-
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times thought that anyone can glue things together

without taking more care than is necessary in sticking

a postage stamp to an envelope. To prepare glue, as

bought in hard cakes, it should be broken into small

pieces and soaked for some hours in cold water,

enough being used to cover the pieces. When
it has become softened, not dissolved, for it

may be remarked that one indication of glue

being of good quality, is that it merely swells

in cold water, heat may be applied to dissolve

it. The glue will then be at its greatest

strength. Each time it is heated after becom-

ing cold, its adhesive qualities are diminished,

not perhaps for the first few times appreciably

ia ordinary practice, but still sufficient to

render it of

doubtful effi-

cacy if a strong

and perma-

nent joint
without other

means of
fistening, such

as screws, is

required. The
ordinary form

of glue-pot is

well-known,
consisting, as

it does, of an

outer vessel to

hold water.and

an inner one

for the glue,

which is pre-

vented from

burning by the outer or water FIG
-
l8

bath. A serviceable, though

slightly inconvenient glue-pot

is formed by mixing the glue in

an old jam jar or similar thing,

and putting it in a saucepan

partly filled with water. Perhaps

it may be useful to say that the

proper consistency of the glue

is not unimportant. When hot,

it should run freely from a stick

or brush dipped into it, much
as any thick oil would. It is a common fault among
amateurs to make it too thick, under the mis-

taken notion that additional strength is gained.

When cold it should form a stiff jelly. Care, of

course, should be taken to ensure only good glue

being bought, much that is sold being very poor,

though without considerable experience or even a

FIG.

FIG. 12.—CUTTING BOARD TO FIX TO TABLE.
FIG. 13.—BETTER FORM OF CUTTING BOARD.
FIG. 14.—CRAMP. FIG. 15.— SECTIONS OF
FRETWORK FILES. FIG. 16.—IRON BLOCK
PLANE. FIG. 17.—SHOOTING BOARD. FIG.

18. —HARGER BROTHERS' SHOOTING BOARD.

practical test it is not easy always to judge. Good glue,

however, may always be had by paying a fair price,

so that it is unnecessary to enter at any length on the

points to be observed. As a rule, the very white

transparent glues are not so strong as those of a

clear brown colour, and unless for special

purposes, where a colourless glue is necessary,

their use cannot be indiscriminately recom-

mended. Good glue, again, should have a

wholesome cleanly smell when hot. That

which diffuses an offensive odour (often not

discernible till it is melted), indicating that it

has been prepared from putrid materials,

should be avoided, as neither pleasant nor

good. It may be expected that something

should be said

about the
thousand and

one fads for

giving increas-

ed strength to

glue. Well, all

I can say on

this is, that

good, well pre-

pared glue

rarely if ever

requires mix-

ing with any

other sub-

stance to ren-

der it effica-

cious, and that

many of the

receipts one so

often meets

with, especially if their intention

is to preserve the glue in a

liquid state, are not only

troublesome but useless. As a

rule, it may be taken for granted

that any plan by which ordinary

glue may be kept liquid ready

for use weakens it. For those

who want extra strong glue, the

following extract from Spon's

Workshop Recipes may be

useful: " Powdered chalk, brick-

dust or sawdust added to glue, will make it hold

with more than ordinary firmness." In addition

to these materials I would say plaster of Paris.

Where the colour or opacity of these would be

objectionable by emphasising the line of juncture, a

little, and only a little, spirits of wine, or methylated

spirits, may be added to the hot glue. If too much

»7-
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of the spirits be used the glue will be utterly spoiled.

As this mixture will seldom be needed, it is best to

prepare only enough for immediate wants by pouring
a small quantity of the glue from the pot into a cup
warmed beforehand, and adding the spirit to it. Mix
them well and use at once.

During the last few years, Le Page's Liquid Glue,
an American preparation, has been making headway
in this country. It is one of the few liquid glues
which I have tried that maybe regarded as thoroughly
reliable for wood-workers and being always ready for

use, as it requires no heating it

is very convenient for home pur-

poses. The makers claim that it

is stronger than ordinary glue
;

and though I am hardly prepared

to endorse this if the ordinary

glue is of the best, skilfully pre-

pared and applied, I can safely

say that it is much better and
more reliable than the contents

of the ordinary domestic glue-

pot, or the stuff used in any but

the most carefully-supervised

workshop. Several kinds of Le
Page's glue are made. That know
as Carriage Glue is what the fret-

worker will find best adapted to

his purpose. The price at which

it is sold at first sight appears

high, but as it is economical in

use its costliness is more apparent

than actual. To get good results

it must be well rubbed into the

wood and only thinly applied.

Its light colour renders it useful

for joining white or light woods,

or laying veneers of the same.

Chase's Liquid Glue is another

and similar preparation, equally

good. Water should not be added
to either of these glues unlessabso-

lutely necessary from evaporation, but in cold weather

they are apt to thicken and require a little heat to reduce

them to the proper consistency. Generally, it will be

sufficient to put the can or bottle containing the glue

into a basin of hot water, and leave it there for a
short time. Of course, a brush of some sort is

required to rub the glue into the wood with. An
ordinary small stiff paint-brush will do very well, but

nothing is better than a piece of cane beaten out at

one end. To make a cane glue brush, cut off the

hard outer covering for a short distance at the end,

which should then be hammered till the fibres are

loosened sufficiently. In many respects, this kind of

m

glue brush is better than any other, and it can be
made in a few minutes easily. Other appliances used
in fret-cutting will be further described when treating

of actual work, meanwhile fretwork machines deserve

certainly a chapter, if not two, to themselves. So in

my next these shall form the subject for our considera-

tion.

A few more words, however, are necessary with

regard to Kolb's "Common Sense" Screw-driver,

which I have already mentioned, and of which an
illustration is given in this page. Those who wish

for a description in detail of its construction and
the way in which it is used, will find it in " Notes
on Novelties," Vol. V., page 525, or otherwise in

Part 58. For this reason I have not entered more
fully into these points here.

(To be continued.)
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AN INDUCTORIUM : HOW TO BUILD IT.

By Bn. 0. BECKBRLBQQE.

(For Illustrations, set Folding Shett issued with Part 75.

)

II.

—

Secondary Coil {continued)—Mounting Instru-
ment — Contact Breaker — Condenser — Dis-

chargers—Standards—Galvanometer.

ECONDARY COIL (continued).—We
must next procure—or having previously

procured them—two discs of ebonite

5 inches diameter, £ inch thick, with a

central hole to fit tightly the tube.

Bore a hole in the edge of each disc perpendicular to

its diameter ; these are to receive binding screws as

terminals for the secondary coil. Put these discs on

the tube, cementing them to the tube with any ordi-

nary cement. See that the holes in the two discs are

in line. The ends of the secondary wire must be

fastened to these binding screws. It will be well to

put a little washer of brass under the screw, else in

screwing it down on the wire there will be a danger

of cutting the wire. When this is done, we may
reckon our coil finished and ready for mounting.

Mounting Instrument.—For this purpose a base-

board must be made as follows : Procure a piece of

mahogany 16 inches by 10 inches by \ inch thick ; two

pieces 7 inches by 5 inches by J inch. These are to be

cut as shown in the figure. Cut two tenons in each

foot and mortise them in the base-board ; the distance

between the mortises must be the exact length of the

coil measured outside the ebonite disc. The tube

passes through the central holes of the standards.

Perhaps it will be the best plan not to glue the

standards in their places, as occasion might require

the apparatus to be taken in parts for packing. In

the absence of glue, a screw might be passed up from
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beneath. A beading ik inch deep must be placed

around the base ; this will form a cavity for the con-

denser.

Contact Breaker.—We now approach a part where

our mechanical skill will be called into requisition

—

namely, the contact breaker. My readers have long

ago become acquainted with the fact that a display

of electricity is made by the inductorium only when
contact is made and broken. There are various

devices for making and breaking contact. I shall,

however, describe but one, because it is the most

easily constructed, automatic, and, all things con-

sidered, the best for the amateur. As we constructed

our bundle of wire, we left at one end a small rod

projecting i inch long, and cut with a thread. We
must first deal with this. Take a piece of round iron

h inch in diameter and J inch long, in one end bore a

hole and screw it to fit the projecting piece in the

bundle, the other end should be filed convex ; when
fitted, this, too, must be annealed. We shall call this

the pole extension piece. The contact break consists of

two essential parts, the vibrating hammer and the pillar

carrying the platinum point ; though in this instance

it must in no sense be a point, but a piece of good
dimensions for contact. Fig. I, D, will give a better

idea of what they should be than any amount of letter-

press description. In the foot of Fig. i, b is a small

slot which will admit its being moved in a small

degree nearer to or farther from the pole extension.

In the head of the spring a piece of round iron

must be fastened h inch in diameter, and A inch long,

with the end towards the pole extension filed convex.

At the foot of the vibrating spring, there is a regulating

screw to increase the tension of the spring. Through
the head of the standard facing the spring runs a

milled head screw carrying the platinum contact.

Procure f of platinum wire of about 14 wire gauge,

cut this in two pieces. In the end of mill-headed

screw bore a hole large enough to admit the

platinum point, and secure it with solder, but let the

utmost care be taken that the solder does not run

over the end of the platinum. When soldered with

a fine file, smooth off the face perfectly true. Now
run the screw and see where the point touches the

spring, which must be opposite the centre of iron

hammer. At this point the other piece of platinum

must be soldered. Great care must be exercised in

fitting these two points ; they must be filed perfectly

flat so that they must touch, not simply at a point, but

on the whole surface. In the ordinary descriptions

of the induction coil, as a rule, very little attention is

given to the fitting of this part. It would seem as

though all the attention is given to the insulation of

the coil, and if that is good, then the best results

possible will be obtained ; but it is not so. The con-

tact break is a point where there will be an enormous

leakage of electricity, unless great care is used. And
one point of great importance is, that when contact is

made, it should be of such ample kind that all the

available electricity should pass with as little resist-

ance as possible. The various diagrams in the Fold-

ing Sheet with Part 75 will render these various

mechanical arrangements clear to the comprehension.

To fix these parts in position, bring the hammer
of the vibrator to within -rV of an inch of the pole

extension, and run the platinum point until it is in

contact with the spring, then bring the regulating

screw to bear firmly against the vibrator. It is of

very great importance that the spring should be

strong, for this reason ; a weak spring would yield to

very little attraction, and, consequently, the contact

would be broken, and the current interrupted before

the bundle is magnetized to saturation. And as we

have in our earlier experiments seen that the mag-

netism in the core reinforces the current in the coil,

if the core is not fully magnetized, we do not get all

out of our coil, we ought to, therefore it is of the

utmost importance that the core be saturated before

contact is broken, and for this the spring must be

strong. Hence the need of the regulating screw to

render the spring more rigid. Place the core in the

tube, and measure the exact spot where the ends of

the wire with small loops terminate. At that point

bore two small holes in the tube. These are for the

introduction of two stout wires which must pass into

and make contact with the loops of the coil, and

come down through the standard next the contact

break and be joined under the base-board, one end

to the binding screw leading to the battery, the other

end to the vibrating spring. A wire must lead from

the standard carrying the platinum point to another

binding screw which must be connected with the other

element of the battery. Supposing we couple up our

coil to the battery, we shall find a lot of sparking at

the point of contact ; this we must look upon as so

much waste energy. To prevent this, we must have

a condenser. How the condenser absorbs, and then

utilizes the energy is a matter involved in some

obscurity, and to advance the most accepted theories

would be to occupy space to no practical purpose, we

shall not therefore discuss it.

Condenser.—Procure a quantity of tin-foil, say \ lb.,

cut a number, say fifty pieces, of good printing paper,

8 in. by 8 in., these must be soaked in paraffin wax;

cut, say forty pieces of tin-foil, 6 inches by 8 inches.

On a thin piece of mahogany 8 inches square, lay a

sheet or two of paper, then tin-foil ; the foil project-

ing on one side an inch beyond the paper, leaving on

three sides a margin of paper I inch wide. Then lay

another sheet of paper even with the first; on this lay
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foil, but with the projecting inch at the opposite side

to the first, proceed in this way until thirty or forty

sheets of foil are laid, the odd numbers, I, 3, 5, etc.,

to the right hand, and all the even numbers, 2, 4, 6,

etc., to the left. With waxed paper between each

sheet of foil, place another piece of wood on the whole,

and tie firmly together. Now by a connecting piece

of wire, join one series of foil to the standard, carry-

ing the platinum point, the other series, to the spring.

You will now find a greatly diminished spark at the

break, and a much elongated spark at the secondary.

The precise number of sheets in the condenser will

have to be decided by actual experiment. If there is

still considerable sparking, add another ten sheets

and try again. If there is a marked difference put on

another ten, and so on, until the spark ceases to be
diminished ; when that is the case further enlargement

of the condenser is useless. Of course, it will be

understood that the spark does not disappear

entirely.

Dischargers.—Prepare two brass tubes 5 in. dia-

meter and 5 in. long,for dischargers. These will have
wood, or, better still, glass or ebonite handles, pass the

tubes through the binding-screws on the top of the

discs. The ends should be slit down for an inch or two,

place a stout wire in each and bring them together, and
with a battery of say, six cells, coupled for intensity,

we ought to get a spark from two to three inches.

Need I say that such a machine is not to be played

with, for giving shocks it would be terrific. To render
it more safe, it will be well to have a commutator
by which we can turn off or reverse the current. A
commutator is built as follows : Make a small cylin-

der of hard wood, 2 inches long by lh inches diame-
ter. Make two discs of sheet brass iA inches diame-
ter, and fix them by screws, one at each end of cylinder;

prepare two pieces of sheet brass, ij inches long by
1 inch wide, and fix these at opposite sides of the

cylinder. One piece being soldered to one disc, and
the other to the opposite one ; bore a central hole in

each disc, and solder a stout wire in each for spindles.

Standards.—Make two standards of stout sheet

brass, 2 in. high and \ in. wide, let there be a foot bent
at right angles with a hole for screw-bolt. In the head
of each a hole must be bored for bearings, one hole

must be cut through to the top for the purpose of
placing the cylinder in its position. We must now
make two springs about 2 inches high and f inch
wide, with feet for fixing ; these must be placed one on
each side of the cylinder to bear against the brass, and
must be connected under the base-board, as shown,
and be made a part of the circuit of the primary.

When the cylinder is turned so that the springs touch
the brass on the circumference of the cylinder, the

current flows in a given direction, turn the cylinder by

the handle one quarter, the springs will rest on the

wood or ebonite, consequently no current can pass ;

turn another quarter, the current flows but in the

opposite direction to which it did at first. This, though

not an essential part of the Inductorium is, neverthe-

less, a very important adjunct to it.

Galvanometer.— In building this coil, a galvano-

meter is absolutely necessary. I will just indicate how

a simple but quite efficient one may be made. Take a

long strip of paper J inch wide, brush thin glue on one

side and wrap it around a match box, the long way,

make it of two or three thicknesses of paper ; when it

is dry, we shall have a hollow frame, the opening about

2 inches by 1 inch. Run a stout needle through the

centre of the frame through the top and bottom, this

is to enable us eventually to suspend a magnetic

needle. Replace the matchbox, and on the frame

wind thirty or forty yards of No. 36 wire, cement them

together and to the frame by shellac varnish. Now
magnetize a bit of a knitting needle, about i inch

shorter than our hollow frame. Glue the frame by

one of its long sides to a piece of cardboard or wood-

Bring the two ends of the wire and fix them by two

tacks driven into the board. Take the bit of magne-

tized steel wire and tie a bit of fine silk around the

middle and make it balance. When balanced, stick

the thread in its place, by a bit of cement. Now
pass the free end of the silk up through the hole which

the wire made, and when it hangs just in the centre

fasten the silk with a drop of cement. If you turn the

coil, for such it is, around so that when the needle

hangs N. and S., it lies within the coil, if you touch one

of the tacks with a wire from one element of the bat-

tery and the other with the other element, the needle

will swing around and stand at right angles to its

former position. This, though a very simple arrange-

ment, is just as good for our purpose as a most

expensive one.

To use it for testing flaws in wire, proceed thus :

Attach one end of the wire to one tack, the other end

to one of the poles of a battery. The other pole must

be brought in contact with the other tack, thus the

current will make a circuit through the wire and the

galvanometer coil, and the needle will be deflected.

If there is no deflection, then there is a flaw some-

where which must be found out. A battery made of

a shilling and a penny, separated by a bit of blotting

paper saturated with salt and water, will, I have no
doubt, be sufficiently strong to make the needle

deflect. I have extemporised such a battery many a

time.

Should any reader wish further instruction, I shall

be happy to give the needed information. I have

written two manufacturers of ebonite, but as they are

wholesale manufacturers only, they have expressed a
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wish not to have their names advertised, still they will

be willing to supply tubes and discs. One states at

about 5s. 6d. per lb. in the rough, when turned it

must be estimated for. Any one writing me for the in-

formation, I shall be happy to give it them.

Note that the wood-work should be polished and

the coil covered with velvet, which will give it a

handsome appearance.

NOTES ON NOVELTIES.
By THE EDITOR.

The " Gebhardt " Patent Drawing Board.
26. Hargers' Patent Adjustable Bench Stop.

27. Messrs. Harger Brothers' New Price List
and Designs. 28. Messrs. J. H. Skinner and
Co.'s New Price List. 2y. "Eclipse" Shilling
Handbook of Fretwork Designs. 30. Fret-
Worker's Handbook and Workshop Guide.
31. Zilles' " Amateur." 32. "Decoration." 33.
English Africa.

FIND that I have so many articles and books

of different kinds to mention and so little

space in which to speak of them, that I must

ask the indulgence of those whose various

productions yet remain without notice. I

will endeavour, as far as possible, to take every thing in

due order of receipt, and, acting on this principle, I will

commence with Messrs. Harger Brothers' Specialties, as

they have been waiting longer than any.

25. The " Gebhardt" Patent Drawing Board.—This

admirable drawing board, which is manufactured and

W B B

FIG. I.—BRASS REST FOR "GEBHARDT PATENT DRAWING
BOARD.

patented by Messrs. Harger Brothers, Settle, Yorkshire, is

supplied by them in two sizes, 16 in. by 12 in., and 22 in.

by 17 in., at 3s. 6d. and 5s. 6d. each. The name it bears

seems to indicate that its design is to be traced to the in-

ventive brain of a contributor to Amateur Work, whose

contrivances are at once useful, practical, and valuable.

The board itself is perfectly flat, with no ledges or projec-

tions of any kind in front, and is made of sound well-

seasoned wood, clamped at the sides. At the back the

tides and the upper edge are rebated, to admit of the

attachment of the brass supports, which consist of three

pieces of brass, one of which is shaped as shown in Fig. 1,

and forms a rest, which is screwed to the board by screws

passing through holes at A, A, at points on each side about

four-6ifths of the width of the board from the top. Two
brass slips are screwed to the board at each side, at the

lower end and in these slips is a slot, with Ave notches at

intervals, which works over the button, B, in Fig. 1, thus

enabling the board to be regulated in its inclination to the

surface on which it is placed, in as many different positions.

Thus, in Fig. 2, A represents the edge of the board, B one

side of the rest shown in Fig. 1, screwed to the board

at its upper end, and, C, the slotted and notched slip

screwed to the board at the end to the right. The board

is perfectly firm and stable at any elevation at which it

may be placed, and cannot give way or be overturned.

Further, "by placing the board on the reverse side with

the supports projecting it will be found the right elevation

FIG. 2.—SIDE VIEW OF BOARD
SHOWING ACTION OP

SUPPORTS.

for painting, and thus serve the purpose of an easel."

Taking into account the material of which it is made, and

the principles on which it is constructed, I am able to say

that it is one of the best, cheapest, and most practical

drawing boards I have ever handled.

26. Hargers" Patent Adjustable Bench Stop.—This is

another clever invention that has been patented by Messrs.

Harger Brothers, and is supplied by them at 2s. 6d. each.

Its use will certainly save time as it can quickly ba raised

from the level of the bench to the requisite height and fixed

instantaneously. An inspection of a section of this bench

stop, given in Fig. 3, shows that there is an iron box-like

casting, A, A, which is let into the bench, so that its top-

most surface may be flush with the surface of the bench. In

this frame another rectangular casting, B, works up and

down, having a

toothed projecting

edge, as shown h^
just above B in

the illustration,

against which the

ill

Hll

P

F A

e h

wood is pressed P CH lBwhen being 11 « ill
planed. This cast- P ^ 1
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FIG. 3.—
ing is raised by a II 3P^ hargers'

spring, c, which 1 W patent

is a wire coil

placed on the

hook, D, which

!

!

D 1 ADJUSTABLE
BENCH STOP.

is fastened to the
1

E

outer casting, A,

a slot, E E, being cut in the side ()f B, to admit of its

entrance within B, and to allow B to move freely up and

down. The spring, when uncontrolled, causes B to rise

about J inch above the surface of it. The controlling

action necessary to fix B at any desired height above the

surface of it is very simple. There is a circular cup-like

depression in that part of A which lies to the right, and in

this is a handle, F, with a spill, G, which carries an

eccentric, H. This eccentric works against a plate, K,

which, by the action of the eccentric, is pressed against B,

and retains it in its place at any desired height above the

topmost surface of A. In working the contrivance imme-
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diately the stop, B, is released, by turning the eccentric and

slackening its pressure, it is raised by the spring, c. A very

slight pressure is required to place the stop in the exact

position required, and, when adjusted, it is held in place by

a half-turn of the handle which, as it has been said, causes

the eccentric, H, to press against K, which in its turn presses

against the stop, B, and holds it in its place. It is a very

good bench stop, but the castings are rather rough, and the

filing and fitting are not quite so well done as might be, but

then Messrs. Harger Brothers might well say, " What more

or what better could you expect for the price ? " to which

rejoinder I cannot demur.

27. Messrs. Harger Brothers' New Price List and De-

signs.—The new Price List sent out by Messrs. Harger

Brothers at Christmas, or thereabouts, is a handsome quarto

pamphlet of 64 pages, the wrapper being embellished with a

well-executed representation of their Stand at the Royal

Yorkshire Jubilee Exhibition of 1S87. It forms a compre-

hensive catalogue of every tool and appliance, large and

small, that are required for fret-sawing, carving, turning,

and wood-working in general. At the end are several

pages of designs, in miniature, for articles of all kinds in

fretwork. To go into its contents in detail is impossible.

Its price, post free, is not stated, or, at all events, I cannot

find any quotation of price on wrapper or elsewhere. A
post card, however, to Messrs. Harger Brothers will ascer-

tain this. I strongly advise all amateurs, who need a good

'ist of this kind, to become possessed of it. Messrs. Harger

Brothers send me several new designs, all of which are well

conceived and well executed, No 603, a Girandole with

Sconces, and No. 611, a Lady's Workbasket, being the best

of them. Of these the former is a piece of work that cannot

fail to present an excellent appearance when finished.

28. Messrs. J. H. Skinner and Ca.'s New Price List.—
An excellent Price List of 32 pages, or 36 pages with

wrapper, is also sent by Messrs. J. II. Skinner and Co.,

East Dereham, Norfolk. It is well known that Messrs.

Skinner and Co. are Timber Merchants on a very extended

scale—perhaps the largest timber merchants in the East of

England—and the amateur should bear this in mind when
he is in want of any particular kind of wood that he may
find it difficult to get elsewhere. Messrs. Skinner and Co.'s

miniature " Eclipse " designs are given at the beginning of

the book, and then follows a long list of tools, machines,

fittings, etc., of every description, with a brief, but valuable,

account of the various woods used for fret-work, carving,

etc. I note that a new feature in the price list is the Fold-

ing Amateur Joiner's Bench, or, better, the Amateur Joiner's

Folding Bench, about which I hope to have something to

say at a more convenient time. Promise is also made of a

Guinea Camera Set, which will, no doubt, be welcomed by
many a beginner in photography. Among other novelties

added to their list, besides those already mentioned, are a

new Eclipse Hand Machine for fretworking, Joiners' Tool

Chests, Magic Lanterns, and carved goods. Messrs. Skin-

ner's price list costs 4d., and it should be bought and kept,

together with the price list of Harger Brothers, for there is

much in each that finds no place in the other, and for

this reason it is most desirable to have both.

29. " Eclipse " Shi/ting Book of Fretwork Designs.—This

is a very desirable shillingsworth of fretwork designs sup-

plied by Messrs. J. H. Skinner and Co. Patterns of tasteful

and pleasing character and design are given for a Table

Easel, Brackets, Photo Frames, Paper Knives, Letter Rack,

Watch Pocket and Hand Screen, well varied and sufficient

in number to keep a beginner at work, and afford him good

practice for a considerable length of time. The designs are

clearly and carefully printed on good paper in a brown tint.

30. Fret- Worker's Handbook and Workshop Guide.—

A

pamphlet, written by Mr. George Isaac, and published by

Messrs. J. H. Skinner and Co., at is., which is likely to

prove very useful to amateurs who have not the time, or do

not care to study longer and more comprehensive works on

fretsawing. Every operation, however, is sufficiently de-

scribed, and under Mr. Isaac's guidance no one who has an

inclination for this kind of work need despair of becoming

a proficient in the art. I commend this book especially to

all correspondents who have lately been seeking information

about French polishing, to which, with varnishing, about

three full pages are entirely devoted.

31. Zilles' " Amateur." — Mr. Henry Zilles, 9, South

Street, Finsbury, sends me No. 2 of " The Amateur," which

fully sustains the reputation gained by the previous numbers

of " Der Dilletant," of which it is an English edition.

Most beautiful and quaint in shape and appearance is the

design for the Trefoil Table Top, to be painted on wood or

glass. The design exhibits the flower and foliage of the

thistle, with butterflies hovering near the blossoms.

32. " Decoration'' — A new and improved series of

"Decoration" was commenced in January, by its new
proprietor and publisher, Mr. P. L. Deighton, 6, York

Street, Covenl Garden, W.C. The illustrations, as the

name of the Magazine—a monthly publication at 6d.

—

implies, are intended for decorative purposes ; and while

all are good and useful, some are most tasteful and artistic

in character. All amateurs who have a turn for decorating

their homes with the work of their own hands will find " De-

coration " most helpful. I may add that I have known

Mr. Deighton for nearly a quarter of a century, and

heartily wish him success in his new venture, feeling certain

that he will spare no pains to deserve it. I have said that

" Decoration " is a sixpenny monthly publication, let me
add that a twelvemonth's issue will be sent to subscribers,

post free, for seven shillings.

33. English Africa.—A few months ago I had pleasure

in calling attention to one of the many pamphlets on impor-

tant questions of the day, from the pen of Mr. Chas. Marvin
—"The Moloch of Paraffin." It is with equal satisfaction

that I can now ask my readers to buy and read carefully Mr.

Marvin's latest brochure, "English Africa : Shall Boer and

German Sway It?" I have, unfortunately, only sufficient

room to say that it is most instructive on points connected

with the maintenance of the grip and grasp of the Queen's

Imperial Government on South Africa, on which but too

many Englishmen need enlightening. Its price, with Map,

is is., and it is published by Messrs. R. Anderson and Co.,

14, Cockspur Street, London. I should like to see M.P.

attached to Mr. Marvin's name.
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For" Instructions to Contributors and
Correspondents, 1

' see page 45 of this

Volume, or Part 72, page 45.

Utility of "Amateur Work."
As Ei-Colosil (Al^ie***) sends:—"Ex-

tract from ' The Year Book of Photography.
1868/ page 138, Mr. S. K. Lawton, of

Jajfna, Ceylon, -writes :—The cost of photo-
graphic appliances, high as it is in England,
becomes excessively so when they arrive

.in India, most dealer's catalogues being
priced here at over double home rates.

Under such circumstances, and owing to

the nearest st'">re for photo goods being
hundreds of miles away from me, it has
been my endeavour to have as many of my
apparatus as practicable made locally

under my direction. The service of a
skilful native workman I can obtain at

about a shilling per day, and wood costs me
almost nothing. Many of my appurte-
nances, as tents, instantaneous shutters,
printing frames, developing dishes, plate

bores, stand-*, etc., were made for me here
at a very small cost. My recent attempt at

having made a camera of the most modern
pattern, with all the necessary adjustment
and double slides, proved quite successful.

It is as rigid, strong, and accurate, though
not nearly as elegant and light, as an im-
ported article. The maker was an old
Tamil (native) carpenter, who made up for

h:s want of improved, and labour-saving
tools by patient care and slow work. He
had no pattern to copy, but followed care-
fa'ly the measurements and sketches I
gave him from Amateue Work." An
Ex - Coloszl then continues: "I send
you the above as an encouragement, and to
Bhow, if that was necessary, how world-
wide your admirable efforts in teaching us
all self help. I have been a subscriber from
the commencement to Amateur Work,
and its predecessor, Design and Work,'
and availed myself of made sketches, both
In fretwork and carpentry. I have now an
overmantel in fretwork, lamp stand, etc.,

a hall table, hall bench, two dinner wagons,
a writing table with drawers, two ham-
mock chairs, three occasional tables. All
these are stained black, with a stain I buy
for 75 centimes a packet, and then var-

nished. I never take up Amateur Work
without finding many articles to interest

me, and I only wish I had more time."
E. C. E. (Sauthicark) writes :—" You will,

no doabt, be glad to hear that I obtained a
Bronze Medal at the Apprentices' Exhibi-
tion at the People's Palace for a toilet

table, the outline of which I copied from
Mr. Adamson's design. It is made of deal

and walnut, the deal being painted nice

and solid in dark green, the drawer fronts,

top, glass frame, and panels being walnut.

I can recommend this combination of 00lour

as being very rich and neat. I trust Mr. A.

will favour us with others of a similar

character before loiig, and thank him for

theceaign; also yourself, for without you
I should ne^er have seen them." [I warm-
ly congratulate you on your success.— Ed.]

J. J. (Cambridge) writes :—" I should like

to add my testimony to the many already

given to the value of Amateur Work. I am
very pleased to say I have made (what is

said to be) a good toned violin, from in-

sfractions given m the back parts ; it has

been finished just over six mouths, and I

believe it improves in tone every time it

is used. I did not purchase the tools

recommended, as that would have been

too great a strain upon my means. I had a

few ordinary carpenter's tools, and neces-

sity being the parent of invention, I had to

make others, as the need for them arose. I

went to work as follows : I got my wood
well seasoned, and instead of making my
Strad. on an outside mould, I decided to

make it ou the inside, being to_ me the

easiest plan. Having got my mould made
and drilled, I bent my ribs and linings on a

a piece of £ inch round steel, cut my back
and belly (after jointing them) out with a

bow-saw roughly to pattern; the arching

and hollowing out I did with various

gouges, rasp, and sandpaper. I made a

pair of wooden callipers to register the

different substances, and made a very

narrow chisel out of a shoemaker's stitching

awl (not a sewing awl), which, after heat-

ing, I bent to the angle I wanted, and it

answered first-rate. The cramps I used to

oramp the ribs to the blocks were ordinary

iron cramps, and for the two dozen cramps
for back and belly I used Hinch iron bolts,

with nut and one washer, end they did

first-rate. The neck and scroll I made
from the instructions given, and the result

is that I succeeded in doing even better than

I expected, thrmks to Mr. Allen's papers in

your most valuable work, which I have

found very useful to me in a variety of

ways. I trust you will excuse me for

troubling you, but I thought that my ex-

perience might induce others to try their

hands with fair hope of sucoess." [It is

most satisfactory to me to hear of your

success. You have achiveed a most difficult

task under most adverse circumstances,

which your patience, energy, and determi-

nation to succeed have combined to over-

come in a most noteworthy manner. Go
on and prosper : God willing, you will over-

come in life's battle.—Ed.]

Dragon's Blood.

S. M. L. (Goderich, Canada).—Pereira
states that dragon's blood may be obtained

in tears ; that information U fifty years

ago. In my experience of thirty years in

business I have never met with it. I send

you samples of all I can find in the market.

I should have repMed earlier, but base

made enquiries of five of the principal

wholesale houses in these things, none of

them know of the form "in tears." These

enquiries have delayed me. I enclose

Banipies of tbe only (three) forms in which

I find it sold. Tbe powder (the cheapest)

;

the lump (next in price) ; the reed (the

dearest). All wholesale houses have the

two first, only some "the reed." I am
sorry I have been so long, but could not

help it, as I wished to be sure.—E. B.

[The samples have been forwarded to you
|

by post.—Ed]
Bracing and Soldering.

J. G. (Vav&hall).—Papers on "Brazing

and Soldering," by Mr. G. Edwinson, ap-

peared in Vol. II., pages 39, 136, 276, 380,

507, and 579, otherwise, in Parts 12, 14, 17,

19, 22, and 23. All back Parts of this

Magazine are always on sale, price 0d. each.

Violin Varnish.

S. M. L. {Qoderich, Canada) writes:—
"In the March (1886) issue of Amateur.
Work, a correspondent, Savaht, gives his

experience in violin varnish, and he stated

he would communicate the results of

further experiments to the readers of

Amateur Work. If these were successful

I would be glad to hear of them, as I am
much interested iu thiB matter. I would
like to correspond with him on the subject

privately, if agreeable, or failing this, per-

haps, he will give, through Amateur Woee,
some useful formula."

Violin Making.

S. M. L. (Qoderich, Canada) writes :"—

"In Mr. Allen's articles on 'Building a

Violin ou the Guarnerius Model.' he tells

us to work out the thicknesses of the upper
and lower tables the tame as in the Strad-

model. This would produce an instrument

similar to the Strad. iu tone, the outline

only being different. I have always under-

stood that Guarnerius worked on a totally

different system from Strad., in fact, the
three great makers all differed in their

system of construction very muoh, and
Mr. Allen must be well aware of this. I

have been waiting to see some of 'ours'

take up and discuss this hybrid Quarnenun*
Strad,, but so far, no one has noticed the

discrepancy in these models, apparently."

Organ Building.

H. B. writes:—"Can a reed organ with

two sets of reeds, 8 feet and 4 feet, be

made as follows : The stops to be four in

number, 8 feet treble, 8 feet bass, 4 feet

treble, 4 feet bass ? The reed box I want
to be a distance of 3 feet 6 inches from the

bellows. The wind to be conveyed by a

trunk (the size of which I should be glad

to know). The bellows to blow as on the

principle of an ordinary church organ. Is

there any reason why reeds will not work
in this way, the difference being only alight

to a harmonium ?
"

A. J. (Clapham) writes in reply to this :—
" It is quite possible to make a reed organ

as you suggest, the only thing you must be

careful about is to have plenty of wind. For

two rows of reeds, the bellows should L<#

about 3 feet long and 15 inches wide;

feeders about 15 inches by 17 inches j

smaller would do, but the wind would not

be so steady. I presume you mean to have

one wind trunk, in which case it should

measure 10 inches by 2 inches, inside

measurement. Let the wind into the bass

soundboards through five 1 inoh centre-bit

holes, and the treble through four inch

ditto."

Half Round Bits.

Strathcltdb.—Messrs. Buck and Hick-

man, 210, Whitechapel Road, keep some sizes

in stack, and would make any size to order,

price about one shilling for every eighth of

an inch diameter. Your best and cheapest

way would be to make acquaiotance with a

man in one of the engineering shops who
would make you what you require in his

spare time.—V. P.
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Height of Workbench and Vice.

Btrathclthb.— The height of an ordinary

bench for cabinet-makers is about 30 inches

to 32 inches— joiners' and carpenters'

benches are a trifle lower. So far as I am
aware, there is no standard height for the

jaws of a vice to hold metal when filing-,

bnt it may be said that there is more com-
mand over the fi'e if it be used with the

forearm in a horizontal position. This,

therefore, may be consider*** the proper
height, and, of course, it d^ends on the

stature of the operator.

Scales for Pbotograp ic Use.

H. H. D. B.—Very useful sets of apothe-
caries' scales and weights to weigh from

\ grain to 2 drachms are sold by all photo-
graphic dealers at about 2s. 6d. ; or, with
glass pans, 3s. 6d. Scales to weigh from
1 oz. down cost about 5s. ; and so on in

proportion.— 0. C. V.

Design for Fern Case.

J. L. (Chester-le- Street).—You will find

many pretty designs for fern cases in

D »nald Bede's papers, entitled," Ferneries :

How to Make and Manage Them," which
appeared in Vol. II., pages 113, 206, 470,

686, and Vol. III., pages 207, 426, otherwise
in Parts 14, 16, 21, 23, 28, 32. All back
parts can be obtained through any book-

seller at 6d. each, or direct from the Pub-
lishers. If none of these designs meet
your requirements, write again.

Single and Compound Microscope.
H. S.—The single, or simple, microscope

may consist of one, two, or three lense 3
,

but the lenses (if more than one) are so
arranged as to act as one leoB, and thus,

with the simple or single microscope, we
view the object direct, magnified. On the
other hand, the compound microscope must
contain at least two len3es, whose functions

are totally different from those of the lens
or lenses constituting the single microscope.
The first, or object, lens gives an inverted
image of the object, and the seoond, or eye,

lens magnifies the image; thuB, with tlie

oompound microscope we do not view the
object, but a magnified inverted image of
the object. Each of the lenses may be
formed out of a combination of lenses so
arranged as to act as so many single niicro-

flcopes. The superiority of the siugle over
the compound microscope is very evident

;

but the drawback of the former is in the
difficulty of adjustment when the magni-
fying power is high.—L. D. J.

Focal Distance of Lenses.
P. E. —All information as to focal distance

of lenses for eyepiece is supplied with the
lenses of Messrs. Lancaster and Son, as the
lenses referred to are a special set. Follow
the directions, and you will get the right
focus; but should it not be quite clear then

,

it may be corrected, and the exact focal
distance found by actual experiment. The
length of tube, d, gives an approximation
(pee the diagram on page 85, Part 73, and
description on page S3). For a plain mirror
ask any glazier to cut a circular piece out
of a broken looking-glass, or, better still,

bny a small pocket mirror of the requisite

diameter, and remount it. A concave
mirror may be bought for a few pence from
any optician, or may be] procured with the

lenses. With our "cheap microscope/* we
shall never want anything better than the
readily-acquired piece of looking-glass.

—

L. D. J.

Hall Clocks.

S. M.L. (Goderich, Canada).—I cannot say
what may be done in this direction in the
future, but at present it seems to me that

papers on making hall clocks are not
wanted. Clocks are now to be bought at a
very low figure, and I think it is better for

the amateur to turn his attention to mak-
iDg a handsome case for his clock instead

of attempting to make the clock itself.

"Middlemiss" Camera.
Lex. — It is difficult to recognize the

camera fittings, as shown in your sketches,

and still more difficult to explain how and
where to attach them, in the limited space
of the "Council" columns. Fig. 1 looks

like one of the three small plates to screw
on baseboard to prevent the extending

frame racking too far out. Pig. 2 is the
turn-button for holding the focussing

screen in place, and is fixed to the upper
grooves of the reversing back. Figs. 3 and
4 are for the reversing back, which rests

on Fig. 3, and is held in position by Fig. 4.

If there are four pieces like Fig. 5, they

are for holding the groundglass in its place

in the frame. Figs. 6 and 7 I fail to re-
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FITTINGS FOR MIDDLEMISS CAMERA.

cognize. In re Fig. 8, one wing of the hinge

is attached to the upper surface of the

brass swing plate, the other wingis screwed

to the under side of the camera back, which
is cut away for the hinge to lay flush with

the surface of the wood. If you want
further information on this subject, send

your address and I will communicate with

you direct, as this is not a matter of

general interest. If you reside in my
ne

i
ghbourhood (

Leeds, Yorkshire), I can

show you a Middlemiss camera, if you will

call ; if in London, why not examine one at

Marion's?—C. C. V.

Tubes of Bourdon Gauges.

S. M. L. (Goderich, Canada), — Among
model makers the following method is often

employed for the production of Bourdon
tubes. A piece of seamless hard-drawn
brass tube is rammed full of sand (to pre-

vent it being crushed) and passed between
rollers so as to flatten it to the correct

shape. Some of the sand will probably
have escaped from the tube during this

process, in which case it is again filled.

The tube is now passed through bending
rollers and bent to this shape ?, the sand

is afterwards emptied out and the tube
flniabed by having the ends screwed on.

Some makers flatten and bend the tube in
one process, but it makes no difference in

the result. The tube often splits while
being bent, but that cannot be helped ; it

must not be filled with lead nnr may the
ends be soldered on, as the heat will

destroy the temper. A small washing ma-
chine, with some alterations, will do the

duty of the rollers.—Stadt Drbsden.

Negative Varnish.

H. H. D. B.—You will, I imagine, find it

cheaper to buy your varnish ready prepared,

as the ingredients are many and messy. The
following has answered well in my hands as

a good hard varnish: Methylated Spirit,

20 oz. ; Gum Shellac, lj oz. ; Gum Mastic,

J oz. ; Oil of Turpentine, J oz. ; Venice
Turpentine, J oz. ; Sandarac, 1£ oz.; Cam-
phor, 10 graius ; Castor Oil, 30 minims. The
gums are first dissolved in this alcohol, beat

being used if necessary, but care must be

taken that the spirit does not ignite. When
dissolved, the liquids are gradually stirred

iuto the solution, and the whole carefully

filtered. Mr. Valentine Blanohard recom-

mends a very simple and cheap varnish

:

Deep Red Shellac Varnish, 5 oz. ; Methy-
lated Spirit, 15 oz. Shake well, and let rest

for a day or two. It dries with a bright

glossy surface ; very durable. Shellac Var-

nish is sold by most artist's colourmen. An
aqua or water varnish is made as follows

:

White Hard Varnish, 5 oz. ; Water (dis-

tilled), 5 oz. ; mix and shake well for

five minutes, then add gradually, with

constant shaking, ammonia *880 until it

becomes bright and clear. This varnish is

applied to the plate cold.— C, C. V.

Boat Building-.

A. E. C. (Wcybridge).—For wood for your

sailing Bkiff I think you cannot do better

than apply to Messrs. J. H. Skinner & Co.,

East Dereham, Norfolk, who are timber mer-

chants, doing a very large business in the

East of England. I am sure that if you
write to them, and mention the name of

this Magazine, they will do their best and
utmost to supply you with timber of the

first quality. Copper nails you ought to be

able to obtain of any ironmonger in your

neighbourhood, and if he has not got them
in Btock he can procure them for you. Any
intelligent smith will make you the iron

fittings that you may find necessary. Per-

haps ironmongers, resident in towns where

boat building is carried on, and who supply

the necessary nails and fittings, will send

me their addresses for publication.

Utility of Overhead Moticn.

Charley Faust (India) asks for illustra-

tions of work done by means of the over-

head motion, and named " basket-work."

The Editor has a photograph of a vase

ornamented with basket-work, and working
drawing of the cutter employed ; also,

another of an ostrich egg mounted on a

stand, ornamented by drills and cutters

driven [Given in page 145.—En.] by the

"overhead," and these examples may suit

you. Almost all ornamental work is done

by rapidly-revolving drills and outters

driven by the overhead motion,—F. A. M,
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Tinning- Copper Saucepan.
Stadt Dtos-DBBT writes :—M In the trade

the usual way is, after 8000x108-, to lay a

few pieces of tin in the pot, and then to

heat till the tin melts. A stick of sal

ammoniac i3 rubbed on the surface to be

tinned, and on turning the article about

the tin will adhere wherever the sal

ammoniac has touched. "When the surface

is coverel, the pot is turned upside down
and beaten with a stick to shake off the

surplus tin. If properly done it does not

require wiping1

. This method requires no

tools, and takes shorter time than that

given by Mr. Fenstow in page 87. For
cleaning the pot some boil soda in it first,

and then rinse it out with nitric acid, but I

do not know if this is any better than

scouring."

Modelling Was.
Farleigh.—Take beeswax, 1 lb.; Venice

turpentine, J lb.; simmer in an earthen

pipkin over a slow fire; add Venetian red,

or such other colouring matter as may be

preferred, well ground; and stir with a

tallow candle till the latter is mostly

melted into the composition.

Storage Batteries.

T. E. E. (Mo>tkton, NB).— All the

modern forms of storage bitteries are

covered by patents, and are not easily made
in an amateur workshop. The older forms

were made as follows : Two plates of lead,

of a size convenient to the containing cell,

are coated with a paste of red lead mixed
with water. One or two layers of felt are

plaoed between the two plates, and these are

then pat into the containing cell of glass,

stoneware, or ebonite. The cell is
-

nearly

filled with a mixture of one part sulphuric

acid in from 12 to 16 pirts of water, and a
Btrong current of electricity is passed from
one plite to the other. After undergoing
this treatment for one or two hours, the

current is switched off and the two plates

are connected to a galvanometer, coil, or

other indicator of work, until the furoe of

the battery is expended. The plates are

again connected to the source of electric

current, and again charged. This process

of charging the plates and discharging

them is repeated several times until the
best results are obtained from them, when
they are said to be " formed." The current

from a dynamo-electric machine is prefer-

able to that from a battery in "forming"
the plates. Each cell of the battery is thus
made up, and the plates are then connected
to form a battery, much in the same way as
the elements of other batteries are con-
nected. Flat cells are used, and Beveral of

these are packed together in one wooden
box or trough, thus making a compact bat-

tery. The modern forms of storage battery

plates are made of lead grids with lead

peroxide pressed into the interstices by the
aid of powerful machinery. This does away
with the necessity of employing a felt

diaphragm between the plates, and conse-

quently lessens the internal resistanoe of

the battery, besides improving it in other
ways. This is merely a brief outline of the
method employed in making a storage bat.

t«ry. A detailed deecriptiom would be too
long for the columns of "AmatenrB in
Council," and take up too much time. If

the subject has sufficient interest to a
number of readers, doubtless our good
Editor will get it treated in an illustrated

article published in the body of the Maga-
zine.—G. E.

Modelling in Clay.
Farlbigh. — Papers on "Modelling in

Clay " appeared in Vol I., pages 12, 59, 107,

155, 215, otherwise, in Parts 1, 2, 3. 4, and 5

;

and "Casting in Plaster of Paris," also in

Vol. 1 , pages 371, 3S7, or otherwise, in

Parts 8 and 9. All back Parts are always
on sale at 6d. eaob, and can be obtained
through any bookseller, or from the pub-
lishers. I am obliged to you for your good
offices with the Committee of the Bath
Athenasum.

Safeguard for Money Eos.
H. J. W. {Newport, Hon.) writes :—" I

send a device frustrating any attempt to
take money from a money box. Cut a piece
of indiarubber in the shape Bhown in Fig. 1,

with a slit in centre, as at a, then wrap a
piece of tin all around the outside edge of

the rubber, as in Fig. 2, and secure it to
the box with solder. You cannot take
money out of a box thus fitted, whereas you

FIG. I.—INDIARUBBER WITH SLIT IN
CENTRE.

FIG. 3.—INDIARUBBER WITH TIN
ROUND EDGE.

can out of an ordinary money box, with a
knife. Ton must cut your indiarubb. r ac-
cording to size of hole yon intend to make
in box, allowing about quarter inch lap on
each edge. This contrivance may be as old
as Adam [Not quite.—Ed.] , but I was asked
the other day to try and invent something
to 6top the money being taken out when
once deposited."

Good Tools in Leeds.
Eev. J. E. B. (Leeds) writes :^" Will you

allow me through your columns to recom-
mend to my amateur brethren in this part
of the country (not in Leeds, he is too well
known for that), a reliable too! depot-
Mr. "Willey, 26, Call Lane, and 25, A*u>
Market Street, Leedt — where they will

always meet with attention from one who
keeps high-class tools. I have compared
his price with those of all the well-known
dealers, and it has always been to his ad-
vantage. If other amateurs were to re-

commend reliable tool shops, etc., in their
own parts, we should always know where to
go for anything we want."

Banjo.

Jack Hohnbb writes :—" Perhaps a hint
by one who has met with and overcome a
difficulty in this job may be of use to some
of our friende. I refer to the bending of
the wooden hoop; this operation is not so
easy as it looks, and the following is how I

escaped it:—I got from a wireworker a
sieve rim, before it had been wired, for a
few pence. I bad a large assortment of all

sizes to choose from, and easily found one
to suit. It was made of beech, just the

right thickness, and about i an inch too

broad, already jointed but not joined, and
bent to the circle. I perfected the joint,

and glued and screwed it, and when I had
gauged and ripped it to the correct breadth,

I had a first-class rim with very little

trouble find expense "

Model Launch Engine.

A. W. T. (Brixton).— Mr. Pocock has said

all that he intends to say with respect to

the Launch Engine described in page 30.

You are not supposed to make the castings

of the different parts for yourself, but to

procure them from Messrs. Lucas and
Davies, whose address Mr. Pocock has

given in previous articles. Your work
then lies in filing and fitting the parts

together. No further article or drawing

to scale is requisite, if it were so, it would

have been supplied. I have no room for a

paper on the construction of a vessel so.it>

able for the engine, owing to the demands

for space which must be met.

Harmonium.
J. E. B. (London, E.C.).-You willfind in

Vol. I., pages 339, 512, otherwise in Parts

8 and 11, two papers entitkd, "How to

Build a Small Harmonium," and in

Vol. VI., page 346, otherwise in Part 68, a

paper on "An Octave Coupler for the

Harmonium.'' As soon as opportunity

offers a series of papers will be given on

Harmonium Building, but I cannot assign

any precise date.

Britannia Company's " Back-Geared
Lathe, Ho. 3."

Lex.—I have seen these small lathes, but

have not tried them. One of them would*

no doubt, be a very satisfactory present to

an ingenious lad in the Christmas holidays^

and would be just the thing for making

a small steam engine, with a cylinder about

one inch diameter. The lathe will turn

wood, and also iron, up to its capacity

(6 inches diameter, and 18 inches long); the

weight of the castings it will take would b«

no criterion. Lex being a man, an I sup-

pose, oould, of oourse, work at No. 3, but

would do far better with a lathe of larger

size.

Cutting Teeth in Circular Saws.

D. G T. {llmin&ter) writes :—" In Une21(

page 96, hub-taps should be 4 hub-tap.*

Again, lines 85, 36, over, reaching, should

be ' over-reaching.' The engraver has made
my sketoh appear like a comb tool, fuf

screw-cutting at the bottom j this is not so.

The top is the cutting end, and the bottom
the end which is fastened in the handle.'*

[The errors named are simple printer's

errors. In one case, an "s" has crept in

instead of a full stop, and in the other, a

comma has taken the place of the hyphen.
In your drawing, you intended to indicate

that the tool was broken off, but possibly

your drawing was a little too regular, and

your regularity led to a little irregularity

on the part of the engraver. I do not think,

however, that anyone will fall ink) error

with respect to the end of the tool to be

used in cutting.—Ed.]
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Replating Harness Fittings,

E. M. has some plated harness fittings

from which the plating has been worn in

patohes, and he wishes to know how to re-

plate the worn parts or otherwise renovate
them. This is a job which can only be
properly done by stripping off all tbe old

silver or nickel, as directed in my papers on
"Nickel Plating," and "Replating with
New Metal." The worn patohes may be
improved in appearance for a short time by
treating them as follows : First scour the
patches clean and bright with wet bath
brick, finishing the polish with a olean rag.

Do not touch the clean brass with the bare
hand; then rub the patch with the silver-

ing paste until it assumes a silver appear-
anoe. Two recipes for the silvering paste
are given in page 48, Vol. VII., under the
head of " Silvering Clock Dial." The first

is easily made, and a small quantity to be
used as an experiment may be made up at
the cost of a fe<v pence. Place a silver coin
in a teacup and poor on it some aquafortis

(obtained from a druggist) diluted with
one-fourth its bulk of rain water. Place
the cup iu hot water on the hob of a fire-

place, and the silver coin will all dissolve
j

pour the liquid into a broth basin two-thirds

filled with clean rain water, then add to it

some brine made with common salt, until

a quantity of white curds have fallen to the
bottom of the basin, and the brine does not
eeem to throw down any more, then ponr
off all the green liquid from the white

curds," fill the "basin with water, allow tbe
curds to settle, then pour off the water, and
repeat this two or three times. At the last

time drain off as much water as possible

from th« cards, then adil to tbe wet curds
(which are silver chloride, or chloride of

silver) the other ingredients, all of which
may be easily and cheaply obtained from a

druggist, or from an oil and colour ware-

house. For your and others' benefit I here

give three simple silvering recipes. 1.

Equal parts of silver chloride and bitnrtrate

of potash. 2. Silver chloride, 1 port;

common salt, 1$ parts; pearlasb, 3 parts ;

prepared chalk, 1 part. 3. Silver chloride,

1 -parfrTttinm, 2 parts; cream of tartar, 8

parts; common salt, 8 parts.— G. E.

Violoncello.

P. G. (Htaton Nome).—

v

r . E. H. Allen

has dropped out of tbe orbit of Amatkur
Wohk. I do not know where he is or what
he is doing. I may say, further, that I do not
know even if he be alive Tou s;iy that—from
my reply to S. M. L. (G<>derich

t
Canada), in

Vol. IV., page 359, otherwise Part 42, you
have been patiently waiting for a paper on
the subject. How is it then that the paper,

entitled, '* The Violoncello : How it May be
Made," iu Vol. VI., page 275, otherwise

Part 66, escaped your notice ?

Night Lines.

H. J. W. (Newport, Mon.) writes :—" I

send sketch for a grapple and reel. Here
we have great difficulty iu setting night

line** without their being stolen, as pe^rle

walk up and down the canal bauk on their

way to work, with a crook stick and steal

the same. 1 get a piece of good stout water

cord, flttm twetrty =tt> thirty yfi&ljs lonr-

atttfcniitg ft £l'&* of itid at tiHi §r4

similar to a plumb bob, only smaller. Tie

a pieoe of finer water cord, about two feet

long, at every yard, with a hook fastened at

end (see Fig. 1), and throw in middle of

canal. In the morning I pull it up with a

grapple, aB shown in Fig. 2. The tube is

made of brass, loaded with lead, cut similar

in shape to Fig. 3. The four legs are made

< \% ->

NIGHT LINES.

Fig. 1.—Cord with Hooks. Fig. 2 —Grapple.
Fig. 3.—Pattern for Tube for Grapple.
Fig. 4 — Double Hook for Grapple.
Fig. 5.—Mode of Soldering Wire to
Sides of Reel.—A, A, Sides to be sol-

dered, allowing wire to project J inch.
- Fig. 6.—Reel Complete.

of two pieces of wire of same material, bent

tans (Fig. 4), crossing each other, and

soldered to tube, with an eye soldered on

top of same, to secure the cord. The reel

for winding the cord on, when not in prac-

tical use, I make aa CqHowb : Out two pieces

ti fethftik, ot ftn-> other meHl, Vat mMn I*

beat, 21 inohes in diameter, block or hollow

the same, as shown by Mr. D. T. Fenstow
in 'Practical Tin-Plate Working,* page 83

of this Volume, out two more pieces the

same size diameter as first two after being

blocked. Punoh a J inch hole in centre of

last two, get a piece of $ inch brass wire

about 2| inches long, drill a hole in middle

of same to fasten the cord to ; solder it on

to the two pieces of flat brass inside, i.e.,

the side that will not show when com-
pleted, and allow an J inch lap each side

(see Fig. 5). Solder the edges of blocked

and flat pieces together (Fig. 6) and it is

completed when polished up. I may say,

the reel is not altogether necessary, but

this is how I made mine, and have had

plenty of eels, and no lines stolen."

Pattern Making.

J. T.—Mr. Arthch J. Scott's articles on

Pattern Making are to be found in Vol. VII.,

in which seven papers appear. These

seven papers are in r"arts 60, 61, 62, 63,

64, 66, 67. Another paper appeared in

Part 72.

ModlEcatlon of Slide Eest for Shaping.

8rAUTDBBBDFW writes :—" If the sketches

did not arrive they must have escaped,

since they left me, for I remember putting

them iu the envelope. As I kept no copy

of them I cannot replace them, for whioh,

doubtless, you are not a little thankful.

[They escaped ; hut I am by no means

thankful for the loss.—Ed.] I have

received a packet of advertising leaflets

from the publishers which I have forwarded

to a publisher here. They are of no use to

mo as I never have occasion to write to

anyone' but machine makers, [And to

Editors, surely!— Ed.] my acquaintance

being very small. In Dresden I know no

oue who can understand English. [Is it

possible ?—Ed.] Amateurs there are none,

nor is there any likelihood of any arising,

as they would be checkmated everywhere

and by everybody. [Poor fellows.- Ed.]

Myself I am neither amateur nor pro-

fessional- [What can you be thenP]—
though I would become the latter to-

morrow if my health would stand it.

"P.S.— It is possible there are amateurs

among the English residents here, but I

cannot soy." [Ah, I thought so.—Ed.] .

Gelatine Moulds.

Farleigh.— Take best sheet -gelatine,

1 lb ; beeswax, 4 oz., to three-quarters of a

pint of water ; melt in a gluepot to a thick

syrup, and pour on warm, first rubbing a

little hog's lard over the surface of the

plaster. It is not usual to mould by this

method direot from the clay or wax, but

first to take a plaster cast by the waste,

moulding process, and to use this for the

purpose of multiplying copies.

Cleaning of Maps.

G. E. G. (Herton, S.W.)- As your maps

are mounted, coloured, and of considerable

size, full details for cleaning them cannot

be compressed in a brief"paragraph. I shall

be happy to- aid you, and for that reason

advise you to wait a Bhort time, when a

brief article ot " Cleaning, Ben »vating, and

Repairing Globes, Maps, and Oleographs,"

will aype«r In tho pa^es of thto Mag»rii».

-Jf.B.
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Belmont Amateur Workshop.
Ma. 3. Ckcil Searle writes 1—"It ha

been thought that yon would he willing- to

insert a notice in the nest issue of Amateur
"Woke of the ' Belmont Amateur Work-
shop.* This has just been opened in the

Old Town, Clapham, S W., for the benefit of

yoking men in tbe neighbourhood who may
desire to beoome proficient (as amateurs) in

earpeotry, turning, fretwork, carving, and

other kindred arts. The workshop contains

a good back-geared lathe and a fretsaw

machine, and is fitted up with benches, with

patent grip-vices, etc., etc., and there is a

full equipment ef carpenter's tools. The
cost of these has been defrayed by contribu-

tions from amateurs and others in the

neighbourhood. Applioant3 for member-

ship must be between the ages of 16 and 21,

and must give satisfactory references to the

managers. The subscription, charged to

cover rent and gas, etc., is 4s. (four shil-

lings) per month only, with an entrance fee

of 5s., and tnis includes use of tools and

appliances. The works-hop is open from 7

till 9 30 ou Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thurs-

days and Fridays. A wood-carving class is

about to be formed under the super inten"

dence of a lady who has achieved success

at South Kensington in that department,

and kindly volunteers her services one

evening a week. "As this is not a commer-
cial venture, but a bona-fi.de good fellowship

undertaking got up by amateurs for ama-

teurs, I shall be very glad if you will help

to make it known. There is not likely to

be any profit invol ved, but if there should

be, it is intended to apply same to the ex-

tension of the objects of the workshop.

The managers give their time in rotation,

one night a week, for instruction and

superintendence. The whole idea is based

upon a desire to excite interest in useful

pursuits, and provide occupation for time

which might otherwise be wasted. I shall

be happy to give any farther information or

answer any letters addressed to me at 35i

Macaulay Boad, Clapham Common, S.W. [I

have much pleasure in giving publicity to

the above communication from Mr. Searle,

and I trust it may prove the means of in-

ducing others to take measures for the

establishment of workshops in the localities

in which they reside for inducing young

men to engage, as Mr. ?earle says, "in

useful pursuits," and to avoid that perilous

was'e of leiaure hours, which so often tends

to injury of body and mind, and to the

hindrance, if nothing worse, of man's

spiritual life.—Ed.]

INFORMATION SUPPLIED.

Why do Twist Drills " Catch In? "

F. A. M. writes in reply to A. F. C. :

—

*' Stadt Dbbslen replies to this, 'because

they are ground at too sharp an angle,' and

this is true. We cannot, however, alter the

angle when we have a bit of brass to bore

;

moreover, A. F. C. does not find the same

difficulty wit& the small sizes, but only with

those over t inch, and yet they are all

ground t5 the same anale. The reason is

probably that smaller siae* are used to bore

In the solid metal, and then the point of the

drill prevents the eutting edges from dig.

ging in too fast; the larger sizes *re

probably used to enlarge a hole already

bored, and in this oase the point of the
drill turns in the air, and there is nothing
to prevent the cutting edges from eating

their way in till the ' catch in ' takes place.

This may be prevented, to some extent, by
holding bick the drill (or the work), or by
plugging up the central hole with wood, or,

better still, use a ' D,' or * half-round' bit,

to enlarge a hole in brass, it will go in far

more truly than a twist-drill, and its angle

is right for brass."

Beale's Choreutoseope.
Twist Drill writes in reply to J, G. B.

(Nel$o>i f N.Z.), page 48 :—" Beale's Choreu-

toseope is a lantern slide, which produces

the effect of a figure (generally a skeleton)

dancing. I am sorry to be unable to give

details, but the general construction is

this: A long slide running in a grooved

frame, like an old-fashioned panorama
slide, has a row of skeletons in successive

attitudes painted on it, on a black ground,

and each figure is bi ought before the aper-

ture suddenly by a cam action. The turn-

ing of the handle that works this, before

moving the figure, draws a screen over the

Si in. hole in frame of slide, which is re-

moved on the next figure being in plnce.

Not being able to give details of construc-

tion, I did not answer before."

G. E. S. (Tollbridge) kindly sent me some

skeleton is photographed with a black

opaque background, in six positions on a

slip of glass, about 8 inches long and 11

inches wide ; only one of these positions is

shown at a time, the action* of the instru-

ment being to cause an instantaneous

change from one to another position. The
out shows how the slide is worked. A
winch handle, a, has on it a diso, b, with
one tooth ; this tooth works in the reoesses

of the bar, c, imparting a quick jerky

movement to the glass, d, on which are

painted the figures ; the latter are brought
successively in front of the aperture, b. A
slip of ebonite (not shown in the cut), is

arranged to cover up this aperture for an

instant during the change of the figures, so

that no panoramic motion is apparent."

[A. W. S. has kindly unbagged pussy, and
it appears, after all, that the inventor of

the instrument has notbeen perfectly happy
in adapting the Greek word Choreia, a

dance, to his purpose in naming it ; and that

it is a very near relative of the Praxino-

soope and Zoetrope, as I was inclined to

infer in my remarks on this subject in page

144. Chorea is, with medical men, a name
for the disease known as St. Vitus's Dance,

the twitohings of which are certainly

represented in the "quick, jerky move-

ment" spoken of above by A. W. S.—Ed,]
T. W. (Leamington) writes :—"If you will

CHOREUTOSCOPE.

pages of a price list, giving details of an

improved Choreutoseope made and sold by

Mr. Hughes, whose address, however, did

not appear on the pages in question. In

reply to my request for Mr. Hughes' ad-

dress, G. E. S. wrote: "Mr. Hughes' ad-

dress is Brewster Rouse, 82, Mortimer Boad,

De Beauv oir Square, King&land Bood, London,

N. [Lon=r enough!!] He is the maker of

the celebrated lantern-lamp known as the
' Pamphengos,' equal to 200 candles;" he

says, " I once saw an exhibition here

with one of the lanterns. It was simply

good slides murdered, but I think the fault

must have been with the showman." Any
correspondent who wishes for one of Mr.

Hughes' price lista should write for one.

G. E. S. adds :
" I always devour Amatbur

Work like a hunter." [And as no food that

hunters devour seems to eome amiss to

them, so I trust that nothing in Amateur
Woek ever disagrees with you, or causes

mental indigestion.

—

Ed.]

A. W. S. writes in reply to J. G. B.

H^son, N Z.) : "This high sounding title,

which, I believe, is registered, is the name
bestowed upon a mechanical apparatus

arranged as a slide for the magic lantern)

it oauses the appearance on the screen of a

danoteg skeleton or eome other figure. Tbe

obtain from W. C. Hughes, Lantern Manu-

facturer, Brewster Mouse, 82, Mortimer Boad,

DeBeauvoir Square, Kingsland Boad, London,

N., his Lantern Catalogue, you will find

therein a description of the above instru-

ment. In the copy I possess it is on page

50, and the prioe quoted with ono set of

designs is 24s. 6d., or with twelve extra

designs, 77s- 6d."

A. W. (Croydon) writes :— " The instru-

ment called the 'Choreutoseope' was in-

vented some years ago by a Mr, John

Beale. It belongs to the same family as the

Zoetrope, Praxinosoope, eto. The instru-

ment in question is used in the magio

lantern to give an apparent motion to

figures, usually a skeleton. The illusion is

one of the best of the class, and depends for

its suooess on the well-known phenomena

of the persistence of vision. I have seen it

used in lantern entertainments, but have

never had the opportunity to examine one.

I find it is described in two books in my
possession, namely, 'The Magio Lantern

Manual," by Ohad-vickj and also in ' Oas-

eU'fl Popular Educator,* Vol. VI., pp. 803

and 804. I should think, from the apparent

complication of the instrument, that It

would be out of the province of moat ama-

teurs to eonstruct one. There is one in-
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Btrument which I notice has heen hitherto

left out in the cold. I allude to the Aphen-

goscope, a very useful little piece of ap-

paratus for showing opaque objects in con-

junction with- the lantern. I constructed

one for myself some years ago. It is very

easy to make, hut it requires a very strong

illuminating power, such as the lime light,

to ohtain flrst-olass results. However, one

may do tolerahly well with an oil lantern,

but the picture will of necessity not he so

large as if the lime light were used. Small

plaster casts, leaves, and all kinds of small

objects look splendid on the screen, the

appearance of relief being very striking.

If desired, I will send drawings and direc-

tions, ' How to Make and Use an Aphen-

goscope.' " [You may, if you will, write a

brief paper on thiB subject.

—

Ed.]

S. H. S. (Great rarmouth), writes :—" I

am somewhat surprised that you should

have to 'await with some curiosity the

solution of this scientific enigma," in refer-

ence to the Choreutoscope, and am also

surprised that O. B. should also be in the

dark concerning it. The Choreutoscope has

now been before the public for several

years. For a description of it, I.caunot do

better than quote Chadwick's ' Magic Lan-

tern Manual' (Is., Warne) : 'One of the

best mechanical comic.slidea ever invented

is Beale's Choreutoscope. It consists of a.

frame containing one long slide, on which

is painted a skeleton in six different posi-

tions. In the frame is an aperture, so that

only one of the positions can be seen at a

time. A handle is so arranged at the back

that by turning the same, each position of

the skeleton is made. to appear alternately,

and by a very ingenious cam motion, the

transit from one position to another is per-

formed instantaneously ; also, a shutter is

caused;to close the aperture entirely at.the

time of transit, thereby preventing the

possibility of anyone seeing any portion of

two positions at once. The effect produced

on working the handle is that of a skeleton

performing an extempore step dance.' It

only remains for me to add, that since its

invention (Mr. J. Beale, of Greenwich, is

the inventor) it has been used at the Poly-

technic, and many other entertainments,

and is now used for maDy other figures be-

side the skeleton. It can, I tLink, be had

from Steward's, 51, Cornhill, E.C., and the

price, I believe, is about 30s. If any cor-

respondent can give instructions for mak-

ing suoh a slide I am sure it will be very

much valued by all lanternists, as its price

is Bomewhat above the reach of most ama-

teurs."

Enamel for Cycles, etc.

Twist Drill writes in reply to Stadt

Dresden, page 48:—"A coat of lead priming

on the metal before enamelling will give a

good and durable body, not obtainable by

enamel alone. I do not know if cycle

makers ever use it, but coachbuilders do,

and I have seen it used on a tricycle with

excellent effect. The lead seems to pene-

trate the metal almost, and does not chip,

like enamel."

lantern Slides In Transfer.

B. B. (Sedate), writing in reply to Bev.

B. J. Simpso*, page 144, thinks that he

would find a small pamphlet by Samuel T.

Pike, entitled, " On the Use of Chromo-

printed Pictures for the Magic Lantern,"

published by Messrs. J. Barnard and Son,

339, Ox/ord Street, W., of UBe to him.

Lantern Slides in Transfer.

Thomaso writes in reply to the Rev. E.

J. Simpson, page 144 :—" If you write to J.

Barnard and Son, Artists' Colourmen, 19,

Serners Street, London, W., they will send

you list and all particulars of their chromo-

printed pictures for transferring to glass.

The price some time ago was 5s. per sheet,

the size of the sheet varying apparently as

according to the list of sheets, some con-

tained only twelve circular, full-Bized pic-

tures, and others as many as twenty-four.

Several accesso-

ries are wanted,

such as varnish, F i

etc."

Emp vy Cotton
Reels.

J. T. writes in

reply to T. W. J.

:

—" By threading

empty cotton reels

on an iron rod

with a small nut

on each end, a very

good substitute

for turned work,

such as legs for

occasional tables,

whatnots, etc.,

can be obtained.

I have made seve-

ral articles of fur-

niture with the as-

sistance of empty
reelB, among
others two occa-

sional tables, as

described in an

early number of

Amatuur Woes,
using reels in the

place of the turn-

ed legs. As all

reels, whatever

the external dia-

meter, have the

same hore.the legs

being tightened

by the nut are

quite rigid. The ——

«

annexed sketch leg OF TABLE MADE
will explain my OF COTTON REELS.

meaning."

Coffin Making and Mounting.

G. W. (ColcWeter) writes in reply to J.

G., page 48 :—"The way I bend my coffin

sides is to mirk a line across the centre of

shoulder, and three on each side of it

1J inches between. Then cut where marked

within an eighth of an inch through, Now

offer it to the bottom of coffin, and care-

fully bend down towards the foot. If cut

well, there is no fear of splitting across. To

polish coffins, I use a varnish made by

Wildash, of Stratford, which answers ad-

mirably for ordinary work. For the better

class, 1 coat once with the above varnish,

then French polish in the usual way. I

always oil coffins with linseed oil firBt, not

the old method, with plaster of Paris and

water."

INFORMATION SOUGHT.

Advertising Clock.

Co. Catan asks :—Can any of our readers

inform me how the cards in an advertising

clock are worked, bo as one card drops

down before the glass door every five

minutes. What kind of machinery lets the

card down, and how is it worked P I am
engaged in making one, but this is too

many for me. Any information will be

gladly received.

Maintenance of Engines.

Charley Faust (India) writes :—"There

is a large Government workshop here, of

which I held temporary charge some time

ago, which I am likely to get again perma-

nently. Among other machinery it has a

large beam engine and two portable steam

engines. Might I ask you, or some of the

readers of Amateur Wohk, to give me
some hints as to keeping engines in order,

or how to tell when they are out of order,

and how to repair any ordinary damage.

This is rather a difficult question, and I

trust you will excuse the same. If some of

your kind contributors are men in work-

shops, with similar machinery, they would

exactly know what is up and wanted. I

have tronbled you, and you will, I am sure,

be glad to know why. I had charge of

another workshop, and the work I turned

out there, from many instructions in Ama-

teur Woek, has gained me great credit,

and I am likely thereby to get charge of

the other. Some of the fretwork has been

the wonder of the place, especially the

Jardiniere, in Vol. II., I think, which won

great praise at Calcutta " [I am glad to

find that Amateur Work has been so

helpful to you, and that by its aid you have

turned out work that has gained you praise,

and will, I trust, enable you lo rf"T> a more

substantial reward. Engines are dangerous

articles to play with, and, personally, I can,

not Bay anything that would be really

helpful to you, but if any reader can give

you a few brief pithy hints I shall be

glad to print his remarks for your bene-

fit.—Ed.]

Parts of Cycles: Where to Obtain.

Stadt Dresden writes:—"Can anyone

inform me where I can obtain parts of

cycles that are reliable, and moderate in

price. Is 4s. 6d. per doz. for milled steel

butt-ended spokes the usual price? It

seems to me that the cost of a bicycle with

66 spokes would be pretty big at such a

rate."
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STEREOTYPING FOR AMATEURS.
By "FAUST."

»

How to Construct the Apparatus.

ANY amateur printers who have mastered

their adopted art, and who fain would

have entered on a larger sphere of work

than that comprised in the printing of

bill-heads, address cards, or, it may be, a

sheet of poetry, or a' leaflet, have found^themselves

deterred from the magazine or pamphlet which they

desired to

produce, by

the great cost

of the neces-

sary type re-

quired for

the purpose.

It is to such

amateurs
that the art

and mystery

of stereotyp-

ing comes as

a boon and

a blessing.

They can set

up a page of

type, take a

cast from it,

distribute

the type, and

set up an-

other, cast it,

and so go on

until their

work is fin-

ished, when

the plates

may be
mounted and

imposed, and

the work printed off; then the plates can be put

away safely, and if required for another edition,

they are always ready. Stereotyping is also extremely

useful for small jobs which have to be kept standing in

type, such as address cards, bill-heads, labels, etc.

These things can be stereotyped, and are always ready

to be put on the press and printed off, thus releasing

the type for fresh jobs.

Ordinary sets of stereotyping apparatus are so

costly, and the difficulties of the process seem so great

to those who have no knowledge of the art, that very

few amateurs have as yet attempted to do anything in

that way. In these papers I shall endeavour to show

FIG. I.—PATTERN FOR PLATES. FIG. 2.—PATTERN OF PLATE HOLDER. FIG. 3.—STANDARD.
FIG. 4.—SET OF GAUGES. FIG. 5.—CASTING BOX, COMPLETE. FIG. 6.—CLUMP. FIG. 7.—
BEATING BRUSH. FIG. 8. -MELTING LADLE.

the persevering worker how, with a little help from the

blacksmith, he may construct his own apparatus at a

very moderate cost indeed ; also, how he may make his

moulds and cast his plates with very little trouble

;

indeed, stereotyping, when once one sets his mind to

learn it, seems wonderfully easy, and I have no doubt

but that all readers of these pages who may make the

attempt will find it so. There is no limit to the advan-

tages of being your own stereotyper. Any job you may
have set up, and which you may desire to duplicate, so

as to print off a number of copies at one impression,

or any job

whichmaybe
wanted again

some months

hence, can be

stereotyped.

Again, even

if there is

only a slight

probability

of your again

requiring to

print from a

forme yoy

may have

worked off,

you can very

easily take a

mould from

it, put it

away care-

fully, taking

the cast itself

when the job

again turns

up. The ap-

pliances re-

quisite for

stereotyping

are a casting

box, set of

gauges, melting ladle, beating brush, small soft hair

brush, a few lengths of type-high clumps, and a small

iron plane and a chisel to trim up the plates with.

This is all that is absolutely required for the work ;

but if a cheap second-hand letter-copying press can

be added, it will be found of great advantage in

drying the moulds in the oven, although it is not an

actual necessity, and may easily be dispensed with.

Now to make the casting box. The one I made was
8 inches by 5 inches, and the sizes I give are for one

of the same description ; but, of course, the maker can

alter the size to suit his particular requirements, and,

if necessary, can make the box larger if he should want
VOL. VII. -Q
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it so. First, then, make a wooden pattern same as

shown in Fig. i. For this take a piece of clean pine,

plane it up, and square it to 8 inches long, 5 inches

wide, and \ inch thick. Across one end glue a strip of

wood 5 inches long, J inches wide, and \ inch thick
;

then with a sharp chisel hollow out the inside of the

pattern at one end only, as shown in Fig. 1. Now
cut two pieces of wood 6 inches long,

1
J inches wide,

and \ inch thick ; and two pieces 2 inches long, same
thickness and width. Nail them together similar to

the four sides of a box (Fig. 2) ;
glue a round pin on

to the centre of each end J inch long and | inch dia-

meter.

Your patterns are now complete, and may be taken
to the foundry. Get two castings from the plate pat-

tern, and one from the box-like pattern. Get the

founder to grind the fiat surface of each plate quite

flat and smooth (if you do not grudge the price of

planing them it is better than grinding, but grinding
will do); if the founder does not grind himself, he will

direct you to a grinder. Take the box-like piece to a

blacksmith, and get him to drill and tap a hole f inch

diameter in the centre of one side, and fit a screw
into it with what is called a " sheep's horn " head ; the

thread of the screw should be \\ inches long.

You now want a pair of standards of the shape
shown in Fig. 3. These may be made of f inch

square rod iron, the top being flattened to receive the

J inch hole for the pins of the casting box to fit easily

into, two holes for screws being also drilled through

each foot. Next get a pair of gauges as shown in

Fig. 4. They should be made of iron i inch wide and

i inch thick ; one of them should be 9 inches long,

and the other should have the long arm 9 inches and
the short arm 5 inches, measuring from the outside

edges. These gauges you should square up with the

file as fairly as possible, especially at the ends.

This is all the ironwork you require, and you must
now make the stand to erect it on. It should be of

any hard wood ; a piece of beech or elm would do ; but

avoid birch, as it would warp and twist with the heat

of the casting process. Make it 12 inches long, 8 inches

wide, and i£ inches thick. You can now put the whole
together, as shown in Fig. 5, and your casting box is

complete.

The next thing wanted is a few lengths of clumps
to put round the type when making the mould. These
may be made of strips of mahogany or any other

straight-grained wood. The width of them should be
|i of an inch, or exactly the height of a type, and the

thickness may be J inch ; they should be bevelled on
one corner, as shown at Fig. 6.

This is all that can be made by the amateur, and
so the rest of the requisites must be purchased. The
beating brush can be had at any printer's furnishers

;

a soft blacking brush will do to oil the forme with ; the

melting ladle may be purchased second-hand at a

broker's shop ; a chisel may also be got there, and one

of the small iron planes sold at most tool-shops for

one shilling will do to plane up the edges with. The
total cost of the materials (leaving out the patterns,

which were made from scraps of wood, and the

clumps) was as follows: Castings, is. 6d.; grinding,

is. 3d. ; blacksmith's work, 3s. 6d. ; beating brush,

2s. 6d.; blacking brush, 3d.; melting ladle, gd.; chisel,

9d.; plane, is.; wooden sole, 9d.;—in all 12s. 3d. Cer-

tainly not a great sum for the construction of a com-

plete stereotype foundry.

You are now ready to commence work, and in my
next article I will fully describe the papier mache

process of stereotyping, which is the simplest and

cleanest for the amateur, and which gives results equal

to, if not better than, the more laborious and dirty

plaster process.

(To be continued.)

-*—^ \
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GENEVA WATCH CLEANING.
By A. B. 0.

S nearly everyone now in these days of

cheap watches has one, and as a few visits

to the watchmaker's runs up a bill equal

to the original cost nearly, I will

endeavour to show how anyone, with a

little care and trouble, can do their own cleaning, and

so save their pockets and their tempers. I shall

begin with the Geneva horizontal escapement, but it

will equally apply to the lever (till we come to examine

the escapement) ; the tools necessary are very few,

and not so expensive but what twice cleaning your

watch will pay for them.

To begin with, you must have an eye-glass. I

much prefer the cork-frame as it is nice and light, and
so can be easily held up, two four-row brushes (one

medium, one soft), two screw-drivers (one TV inch wide,

one ,V inch), pair cutting nippers, pair small pliers,

watch oil-glass, some tissue paper, peg-wood and piece

of pith, all ofwhich maybe procured at Grimshawand
Company, 35, Goswell Road, Clerkenwell, or Morris

Cohen, Kirkgate, Leeds, or any watch tool-shop, the

price will be about as follows :—glass, is. 3d. ; brushes,

8d. each ; screw-drivers, 6d. to 8d.each ; nippers, 2s.;;

pliers, is. 6d. ; oil-glass, iod.; peg-wood, 2d. per bundle :;

pith, 2d. per bundle ; bottle Ezra Kelley's watch oil,,

is. ; total 9s. 7d. And now we will suppose you have;

these tools ready and your watch is stopped, so to'

begin.

Spread a clean newspaper, or better still, a sheet of

white cartridge paper, on a table that will frot be used

for a few hours, so that if you do not finf's'rV at on*'
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sitting, you need not clear off. Spread your tools on

your right hind (after first placing the table close to

a window, where you can get a good light, and have

a low stool or chair, so that the top of the table comes
up to about the third button from the top of your

waistcoat ; a better plan is to have your table or

bench about 2 feet 9 inches high, and your stool about

i foot 4 inches, as then you will not have to stoop so

much and you will not get so fatigued), open the glass

in front, turn it round and open both back cases ; and
on looking round the bottom rim of the case you will

see one and sometimes two screws with large heads,

half of which is filed off, turn these round to the right,

till the part filed off is against the case, at the same
time placing a couple of the fingers of the left hand
on the dial and slightly pressing upwards, when both

screws (or one as the case may be) are turned round

to free the case
;
press the movement out with the

thumb of the right hand, pushing from where the

screws are, as opposite there is a small pin, sometimes

three, in the edge of the plate that passes under the

front rim of case, similar to the screws, and in putting

back the movement in the case be careful to put the

pins in position first, or you will do some damage or

other.

Now, supposing you have the movement out, the

next thing is to examine it, and you begin with the

hands ; take your key, put it on the set-square and
turn the hands round, carefully noting how far the

minute, or long hand, is above die short, or hour hand,

and if a seconds hand is there, see how much the

hour hand is above that. Next take the tweezers and

take hold of the hour hand, at its centre, where it goes

through the dial ; see that you can lift it a very little,

about as much as the thickness of a piece of tissue

paper ; if it has more you must alter it by putting a thin

paper washer on the wheel, between the wheel and
dial, when you put it together. If satisfactory, you

may take all three (or two) hands off, using the nip-

pers ; be careful not to cut the wheel socket ; now turn

the dial downwards and you will see two legs (we call

them feet) coming from the dial through the bottom

plate of movement, and through the feet are pins
;

sometimes instead of pins there are two screws like the

ones that keep the movement in the case. Take out

the pins or turn the screws round to free the feet

(these screws to the dial feet and those that keep the

movement in are called turn-buckles), turn face up-

wards and take it carefully off.

Now you will see the wheels the hands were on
;

see that the teeth are all straight and true, if any are

bent put them straight, * and so be ready for cleaning.

* Two wheels will be loose and one, on the pin that comes

op through the centre wheel ; take off the two loose ones and

give a genile tap with the side of the pliers on the top of the

And now we will begin the movement proper.

Before going further I had better explain the

difference between the movements—and there are

three—first, the bar movement, in which each wheel

has a separate bar ; second, the half-plate, in which

the great wheel, or barrel, and centre wheel are in one

bar, and the rest of the wheels in separate bars ; and,

third, the three-quarter-plate, in which the barrel,

centre wheel (that carries the minute hand), third

wheel, and fourth wheel (that carries the seconds

hand), are pivoted, the 'scape wheel (the small steel

wheel with three-cornered teeth), and cylinder (with

the balance on it) only, having a separate bar each.

In the horizontal movement the 'scape wheel has

three-cornered teeth, lying horizontal and working

directly on the cylinder or arbor of the balance ; but

in the lever movement the 'scape wheel has radial

teeth, and works on a separate piece, pivoted in an

extra bar or cock, and that communicates with the

arbor of the balance.

And now to take your watches to pieces. First,

unscrew the bar that the balance is working in, lift out

the screw, and very gently prize up the cock or bar

with the point of the tweezers and lift it out ; if the

cylinder catches in the 'scape wheel teeth, turn the

movement slightly first one way then the other, keep-

ing the cock about half-an-inch off the plate and you

will find it jump out. Do not hurry it out or let yourhand

shake, as, should you break the cylinder or a tooth

out of the 'scape wheel, it will be a costly affair ; when

you have that out, probably the wheels will rush round

till the mainspring is down ; if it should not, take an

ordinary pin and pass down through the centre

wheel, letting the end rest on the bottom plate, then

carefully unscrew the 'scape-cock (or if a lever, the

cock of the pallets on which the 'scape wheel works)

and lift out the pallets or 'scape wheel, when the

wheel will most probably go round with a rush. Now
take out each wheel carefully, till you have all out.

Now turn the bottom plate over, and where the bottom

pivot of the cylinder works you will see a small brass

plate with a jewel fixed in it. Unscrew this plate and

thoroughly clean the jewel with a piece of pith, and

finish with giving it a brush to clear any dust left by it.

Now put it with its screw under a tumbler to keep

clean while you do the rest.

Now take the plate, rub the stiffest of your brushes

on a piece of well-dried chalk, next on a stale piece of

bread, and well brush the plate both sides, round the

edge, and in all the corners till it is bright and free

from dust and grease, cleaning your brush occasion-

ally with the chalk and bread. Now take a straight

pin that comes up through the steel o ,
till the pin goes

down through. Now take off the wheel, give another tap to

the pin, and draw it out from the other side.
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peg and point it as you would a pencil, and pass it in

each hole till they shine nicely and until the peg

comes out as clean as it went in. Now give another

brush everywhere with the soft brush and put under

the glass (a champagne glass with the foot knocked

off makes a capital covering glass) ; serve each bar

or cock the same, and each screw for the bars, and

put each screw with its bar, as sometimes they vary in

length and size, and may give you trouble when you

put it together. Now do each wheel the same way,

passing the peg along each pinion leaf and through

the wheel so that no dirt may lodge in the part of the

pinion that goes through the wheel, be careful with

the long pivot of the fourth wheel that carries the

seconds hand, as should you bend that the hand will

always be catching in the hour hand or on the dial,

also be extra careful with the 'scape wheel (and

pallets, if a lever).

Now there is only remaining the barrel, containing

the spring, and the balance ; if you take the spring out

you may have some difficulty in getting it back, but

in case you should wish to do so, you must first turn

the barrel over, and on the cover is a steel disc, called

the star wheel, with five notches or spaces and five

teeth, and on the arbor that comes through the barrel

a disc with one tooth, called the finger-piece, working

in the other (the star wheel) on the cover. This is

the stop work (often they are taken away by work-

men if the spring does not make enough turns, or if

it should get forced over and broken). Now, in taking

off the finger-piece, you must first put on your key on

the winding-square and slightly wind it up. Now,

with the screw-driver, prize off the finger-piece, holding

the barrel firmly with your left hand, and also holding

the key with the same hand. Now gently let the barrel

go round till it will not go any more, noting exactly how

much it goes. Now take off the barrel cover by putting

the screw-driver in the hole and prizing it up, take

out the arbor, take hold the inside coil of spring with

pliers and gently lift the spring up and out it will fly.

Now clean barrel inside and out, the barrel cover

and arbor, clean the mainspring with a piece of rag

with a little of the watch oil on it. Now take outside

end of the spring, put the hole in the end on a little

pin that sticks out from the side of the barrel (before

taking the spring out of the barrel, see well which way

the coils run so that you may put it back right,), and

gradually turn the spring round in the barrel till it is

back again in its place ; now put in the arbor again,

and see that the little pin sticking out of its centre

catches in the spring, snap on the cover, putting the

largest hole (if there are two in it) opposite a little

mark on the outside edge of the barrel, brush up

barrel and cover again, put on the key and wind it up

as much as you let it down, when you took the finger

off; put a very small drop of oil on arbor where it

comes through the cover and put on the finger, with

the tooth in the notch having the tooth of the star

wheel with the rounding top on the left, so that when

you leave go the barrel it will not run round, if it does,

it is because you have not got the right notch, so try

another. Now give another brush up and oil the front

pivot of the arbor ; now comes the balance, cylinder,

and hairspring, with its cock. Lay the cock, with the

regulator downwards, on the bench, and on the regu-

lator where the hairspring goes through is one pin,

and a movable stud with a slit in it, similar to a

screw, turn this stud round till it is across the regu-

lator, that is, a quarter of a turn ; now pick up the

cock with the tweezers, hold the cock with the left

thumb and forefinger, take the nippers and catch

hold of the small brass stud, in which is pinned the

outside end of hairspring, and which is in a small arm

of the cock, and draw it down out of its hole. Do not

take out the pin and leave the stud in the cock.

You have now the balance with the hairspring free

of the cock. Take a piece of pith and clean both

pivots of the cylinder by stabbing the pivots in it,

then take a peg, nicely pointed, and clean out the

inside of the cylinder, but do be careful as it is the

most delicate part of the watch and very easily broken.

Now wipe round the balance with a piece of tissue

paper, and take the softest brush and give the cylin-

der and under part of balance a gentle brushing

;

next turn the balance over and clean out the hair-

spring by gently dabbing it with brush, any hair or

dirt sticking to it may be picked off with the tweezers.

Next lay the cock on the bench with the regulator

downwards and unscrew the two small screws along-

side the jewel hole, these hold the endpiece with its

endstone, and the regulator in its place. Now clean the

cock as you did the others, also brush up the end-

piece and regulator, and replace it as it was before j be

careful with the small screws as they are easily

stripped.

Now put a little oil in the jewel hole, take the

balance, drop the pivot in its hole, with the stud with

hairspring pinned to it, over its hole and gently press

it in. Put the hairspring between the pin and stud

on the regulator, turn round the stud and then see

that the spring is free of both pin and stud (some-

times there are two pins and stud, in that case put

the spring between the pins and turn the stud over),

and in others two pins only. Now you may put your

watch together, begin by screwing on the small brass

plate with its endstone that the cylinder works on,

then turn the plate over and put in the fourth wheel

with the long pivot, then the third wheel, then barrel,

and then the centre wheel, that is, if a three-quarter-

plate ; if a bar movement, begin with the barrel, then
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centre wheel, then the fourth wheel, not putting on the

cock till the third wheel is in its place.

Now see that each wheel has a slight up and down
freedom, if not, put a little strip of tissue paper under

the front part of the bar to raise up the end where the

wheel works, if too much, put it behind the screw, to

throw down the end a little, the least freedom will be

sufficient. Next put in the 'scape wheel and see that

it has very slight freedom up and down, oil the top

pivot hole, and put also a drop in the bottom hole of

the cylinder, and also a drop in the cylinder

itself and put it in its place, gently screw it down, now
and then giving the movement a circular movement

to make the balance vibrate whilst you are screwing

its bat down home, so as to see it is all quite free. If

it has too much freedom when the bar is screwed

quite tight, put a little tissue paper behind the screw,

if too little or none, in front ; see that the hairspring is

quite flat in itself, also free of the centre wheel, and

when the balance is vibrating, see that it is free

between the pins in the regulator ; if pressing against

either, free it by turning round the stud very slightly

that is in the cock to which the spring is pinned.

Now oil both centre wheel pivots and put in the pin

with the square on one end, and the small steel disc

on it, drive it home, turn movement over and put on

the steel wheel with the long pipe to it, drive down
home. Then see that the centre wheel still has free-

dom, oil the rest of the wheel pivots in the plate the

dial covers, put the other two dial wheels in their

place, put on the dial, turn the movement over and

put in the pins in the dial feet, or turn the screws to

fix them, then put on the hands.

Now to put it in case (after first brushing the case

out and polishing it) : generally there are three pins

in the edge of the plate of movement, the middle one

is either pointed or else filed flat, the other two being

left round. Put the pointed one, or the one filed off

flat, in the small notch in the rim of the case, letting

the other two go under the same rim, gently press

the movement down in the case, turn it over, keeping

a finger on the dial to prevent it falling out, and turn

round the turn-buckles (or screws with half-heads) to

fix it ; now clean off finger marks, if any, on the dial

and the plate, and oil the remaining pivots of the

wheels, wind up and set to time ; do not give too much
oil, about half- fill each chamfer.

To make a tool to give oil, file down a blanket

pin to about the size of an ordinary pin, or smaller, then

hammer out the tip of it to about 3j of an inch broad,

that will hold quite sufficient for all the wheels except

the centre wheel pivots, and the pivots of the barrel,

each of which may have two drops to each pivot. I

think if you follow the foregoing directions you will

have very little difficulty in brushing out your own or

friend's watches, and if it should be the means of help-

ing any of " ours " I shall be pleased.

If there are any things I have not sufficiently

explained, or if I can give any further help, I shall be

glad to do so through " Amateurs in Council," of

course, if any of my professional brethren should read

these lines, I must remind them they were written for

amateurs, as there are many things I have dwelt on

that I should not have done, if for professors ; and

on the other hand, I have passed over a good deal I

should have dwelt on, but my object is to give a few

hints to help amateurs to help themselves, for really

to brush out a Geneva watch is a simple job, only

requiring a little care in handling the wheels, etc. On
running through these lines I find I did not explain

how to take the bar movement barrel to pieces, it is

rather different to the other which I explained (which

is the three-quarter-plate or the half-plate movements,

both barrels being alike) ; in taking the bar movement

barrel to pieces you need not put on the key whilst tak-

ing the finger off, merely hold the barrel and bar tightly,

and when you have the cover off take out the spring

same way as the other. Now put on your key and

take the pliers, grip the arbor tight, be careful not to

injure the small pin in it, and unscrew the arbor, now
take off the barrel, turn over the bar, and unscrew the

four screws that holds a cap over the winding-square,

and take out the square, clean all, put back the square,

screw on the cap, put a drop of oil on the part where

the barrel goes
;
put barrel on, screw on arbor, put

the inside coil of mainspring round arbor, put on key

and wind mainspring in. Now follow instructions

for the other.

I also omitted to mention in oiling a lever, to put

a little oil on the 'scape wheel teeth, or on the pallets,

but not on the pin that works in the lever notch (the

pallet part is composed of three pieces, viz., the

pallets, the staff, and the lever, in one end of which is

a notch in which the ruby-pin works and by which

motion is imparted to the balance), oil the 'scape teeth

or pallets. There is no need to oil the 'scape wheel

teeth of the horizontal, if you put a little oil in the

body of the cylinder, for as the 'scape wheel goes

round it will pick it up from there.

While writing the above it has occurred to me
more than once that apology might be necessary for

venturing to offer amateurs instructions on the mani-

pulation in cleaning of so delicate a piece of me-

chanism as a Geneva watch. The thought, however,

has been counterbalanced by the reflection that

amateurs, generally speaking, are a venturesome

section of the human family, and that there is

very little that is too difficult for them to undertake

or that they would feel inclined to shrink from,

turning their hands to,
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THE "THAUMA" ILLUSION.
By D. B. ADAWSON.

»

OME time ago I promised to explain to

readers of this magazine how the

Thauma illusion is arranged, but

hitherto more pressing matters have

caused unavoidable delay. However,
" Now's the time, and now's the hour," when I can

tell you something about it, so you need not make any

more allusions to pie-crust, dear friend Anonymous,

nor have you any occasion to fancy that the remon-

strances—caused by the explanation I gave of the

Vanishing Lady—from an obscure professional or two

have had the effect of making me hesitate in gratifying

your curiosity. The only tricks I cannot explain to

you are those which have been communicated to me
by conjurors, in the confidence that I will not divulge

the secret, and some others—a fairly large number—
because I do not know them : both good reasons for

not telling. The Thauma illusion I feel particularly free

to explain, as I have the express permission of the in-

ventor, Professor Winstone, who, I suppose, has had

more experience with it than any other showman or

professional illusionist, to do so.

Several descriptions of the arrangements by which

it is produced have been published, but, so far as I

have seen, they are inaccurate in one important par-

ticular, which I shall mention further on. Like most

others who have paid any attention to conjuring and

illusionist devices, 1 had an idea that I knew how this

one is managed, and, to a certain extent, I was correct

;

but when Professor Winstone kindly explained to me
his method, I could not fail to note its advantages over

those which had been previously given to the public.

But perhaps you do not know what the Thauma illu-

sion is. so that it can be of little use to explain the

arrangement till you understand what its object is.

I daresay you are familiar with, or, at anyrate, have

seen one or other of the tricks in which a living head

apparently rests on a board or table, the remainder of

the body being concealed in such a manner that the

bust seems to have an independent existence. Well,

Thauma is just one of these. Now do you understand ?

But perhaps Fig. 1 will give you a better idea than

any verbal description could do. You will see that the

bust is placed on a small swinging platform suspended

by chains, and that by catching hold of these, it, the

mystery, is able to raise itself as shown. Perhaps the

idea of looking-glass may occur to you as being an

important factor in aiding the deception. It generally

is in these head and shoulders tricks, but in this one

get rid of the idea, as the illusion does not depend on

glass. Whenever looking-glass has to be used, there

is generally a good deal of trouble in arranging the

accessories, and it is just because there is none re-

quired for Thauma that this trick is so suitable for

amateur production. I am tempted to say that it is an

attractive draw at bazaars, because it was in connection

with one of these that I first became aware of the

details of the arrangement, and from the numerous

applications that have at various times been made to

me to explain how it is done for the benefit of such-

like clerical commercial undertakings. There, bazaar

committee men, is a hint for you, free gratis, and for

nothing ; but I will couple it with the reminder that if

you get some amateur conjuror or showman to fit up

and make the arrangements for Thauma, or, indeed,

any other illusion, do not think that you are conferring

a great favour on him by allowing him to pay all his

out of pocket expenses. The least you can do is to see

that these are refunded him. I do not speak without

experience, when I say that it is comparatively seldom

that the item of expense to the entertainer seems to be

remembered. Of course, if an amateur conjuror

chooses to offer help in any affair in which he may
take an interest, it is another matter. I refer more
especially to requests from strangers for him to give

an entertainment in aid of objects which, though no

doubt very praiseworthy, are not of much interest to

him. I have been asked over and over again to "do a few

tricks " by total strangers, who seemed quite to forget

that too much conjuring is not altogether amusement
to the performer ; and though I have never objected

to do what I could for any deserving object, still, a

feeling arises of—what shall I say—not annoyance

—

no, that is rather too strong ; but of wonder at the

coolness of their requests. I remember on one occa-

sion, after having acted showman for three or four

nights at a bazaar, in which I had no interest what-

ever beyond having a friend on the committee, being

pestered into buying the half of a long-dead sheep.

Smart man the shepherd— I mean pastor— of the

flock who got up that bazaar ; but I did not respond

next time. On another occasion—but enough of these

reminiscences, which may perchance not only save

the amateur from appeals which he cannot very well

resist, but also show him that it may not be desirable

to be too well known as a conjuror. Still, he has his

compensation, lor who that has ever performed to a

juvenile audience has not appreciated the hearty ap-

plause, and lelt himself encouraged by the sight of the

bright, happy little faces before him. The amateur

conjuror has plenty of opportunities if he only care to

avail himself of them. He may show his tricks to a

select party of his own children and their friends, or

he may afford amusement to the larger audiences

offered by orphan asylums and similar institutions

—

aye, these are the places for him to display his powers

with pleasure to himself, for though the children are
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well looked after, they are deprived of many of the

amusements which are enjoyed by others more
happily circumstanced, and you may take my word

for it, they, poor little innocents, will thoroughly ap-

preciate your efforts, and not be over critical.

There is no doubt that the Thauma illusion is a

wonderful one, but it is not generally considered suit-

able for amateur production, principally, I imagine,

because the somewhat vague directions, which have

been hitherto accessible, represent the position of

Thauma as being extremely uncomfortable while in

view of spectators. In some arrangements this is no

doubt the case, but in that of Professor Winstone all

discomfort is avoided. The difficulty of getting a lady

to personate Thauma may, perhaps, occur to some as

being an insuperable objection. If so, Thauma may
be represented by a boy, as shown in Fig. I, who will

probably enter into the fun of the thing with spirit.

The nautical costumes now so fashionable for

juveniles are very well adapted for the trick. I mean
those "sailor suits," in which a loose blouse or shirt is

confined round the waist by a band. The blouse

should, however, be of a light colour, or white, in

order to show up well against the dark background.

For the purpose of description, it does not matter in

the least whether Thauma be considered as a lady or

as a boy. The " show " may be given in any room
from which daylight can be excluded, as success can

only be obtained by the aid of artificial light ; and all

of that must be in front—none of it behind the figure.

As the circumstances under which Thauma can be

shown will vary considerably, some consideration will

be required for each special case, and all that can be

done in the present article is to give general instruc-

tions, leaving details of fixing, etc., to the showman.

Perhaps when I say that the essential part is that

Thauma is in a kind of recess or cupboard, draped

with black inside, and provided with a curtain or

blind in front, a fair idea of what is wanted may be

formed ; but as this is hardly enough for those who
have never seen Thauma, the following explanation

and diagrams may remove any difficulty. Mind, they

are given as suggestions, not as definite instructions,

and those who understand the principle will easily

see that it can be applied almost anywhere.

A good-sized cupboard may be utilized as the

cabinet, or rooms with folding doors between them.

Well, turn to Fig. 2, which represents the frame of

the cabinet. This may be five or six feet wide, by the

same from back to front, or less, as will be seen later

on, and any height that is considered most convenient,

though about ten feet may be regarded as a standard.

Of course, it will be understood that the framework is

not to consist only of the parts shown, and to prevent

any possible misapprehension, no joint is represented.

It must be stayed and strengthened by transverse bars,

etc., which any carpenter will know how to arrange.

The joinery may be of the roughest description, as,

all the woodwork is afterwards concealed by drapery,

for which it is merely required as a support. The
whole of the inside of the two ends and the back must
be lined with black velvet to a height of six or

seven feet from the floor at least. If up to the top all

the better, but it is not absolutely necessary.

It may be considered by anyone who has had
much experience in arranging Thauma shows, that I

have named an excessive quantity of velvet as re-

quisite. Certainly, less might be done with ; but the

novice, by endeavouring to save a small quantity of

material, would be apt to run the risk of spoiling the

illusion, and I have therefore named a way which is

sure to be successful. All that is really required is

that the spectators should not be able to see anything

but black velvet as a background to the figure. From
this it will be gathered that if the curtains in front

hide any part of the inside of the ends, that the part

so hidden may be covered with any material. Above
the height named the background and ends may be

covered with something lighter, though, if black velvet

be preferred, there is no reason why it should not be

used. The commonest and cheapest quality of velvet

will do, and possibly other materials might suffice. I

have never tried anything else, and I may say that

Professor Winstone has informed me that nothing

but black velvet is satisfactory. Velvet, however, even

of the commonest quality, is expensive ; and any

material which does not reflect light might be tried as

a substitute. Baize dyed black occurs to me as likely

to be effectual, though I do not think that so much
depth of darkness could be obtained with it as with

velvet. Still, a good deal would depend on the

arrangement of the lights, which are an important

feature of the Thauma show.

In the ordinary descriptions of this illusion the

Thauma is generally represented with her feet

fastened as nearly as possible in a direct line hori-

zontally behind the board of the swing to the back of

the cabinet, so that in order that the neck and face may

be upright, the position may be imagined as anything

but a comfortable one. I certainly cannot say whether

this mode is ever adopted by professional showmen,

but I am inclined to think it is not practicable, and

that it must be classed among those explanations

whose real, although not avowed, intention is to show

how not to do it. If the unfortunate Thauma ever is

fixed up in the way amateurs are told she is, few will

have any hesitation in agreeing with the statements

of a "Professor" that "the position for the lady per-

forming is one of pain," and that "many ladies per-

forming this illusion cannot help showing in their
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look the pain and suffering they are experiencing."

From these quotations it seems hardly too much
to say that the proper arrangement for Thauma is not

universally known even among professional showmen.
In reality, there is no necessity whatever for the per-

son representing Thauma to be placed in any con-

strained position. He, orj she/as the^case may be,

stands leaning forward, and is prevented by a sort of

sack from falling on his or her face when exhibiting.

When the curtain

is drawn close,

Thauma can sit

down comfort-

ably.

The details of

the seat and

woodwork behind

the curtain must,

like the other

arrangements, de-

pend on circum-

stances and the

location of the

show; but I don't

think much diffi-

culty will be ex-

perienced by any-

one in modifying

the construction

of the stand, or

seat, as shown in

Figs. 3 and 4.

The former gives

a front, the latter

a side view. The
centre support, A,

is a piece of wood
some 4 or 5 inches

square, and ofany

height. These
measuremen t s

may seem very

indefinite, but no

object would be

served by giving exact sizes, which moreover might

hinder the worker, by causing him to reject material

quite suitable, merely because it does not coincide with

these instructions. In brief, all that is required is that

the post or board should be strong enough to support

the seat, etc., and the sack with Thauma in it. Of
course, it must be securely fixed to floor, wall, or the

back frame of cabinet, otherwise it will not do. A few

inches above the ground, the shelf, B, is fastened firmly,

to serve as a rest for the performer's feet. The slanting

pieces under it suggest how this may be managed,

but other methods will doubtless occur to the worker,

who should remember that strength, not fine joinery,

is the desideratum. Never mind how rough the work

is, provided it is strong enough, so no time need be

wasted on detail. Above this footboard another one,

C, placed at an angle, will be a convenience to

Thauma when she is leaning forward in the sack, as

it will relieve the ancles and prevent the strain there

would otherwise be on them. If it can be managed,

it is as well to

arrange B and C,

so that the former

supports the feet

when the per-

former is sitting,

and the latter

when exhibiting.

This may easily

be done by mak-

ing C shorter than

B, or by setting C

back, as shown

by the dotted

lines on Fig. 4.

At a convenient

height, say 1 foot

6 inches to 2 feet

above the foot-

rest, another
board is fixed to

serve as a seat ;

though ifThauma
does not mind

standing this may
be omitted. No
instructions, how-

ever, after what

has been said,

need be given

concerning it.

Now to this

wooden structure

must be fitted

the sack, or what-

ever it may be called, that supports the performer

when leaning forward. It must be of good strong

canvas, securely nailed to the wood, for, mind, nearly

all the weight of the performer's body is thrown on

this when exhibiting. The sack must be so arranged

that it is wide at the top, to allow the performer to

lean or recline forward at an angle of 45 or so. By

cutting the canvas approximately to the shape shown

in Fig. 5, and nailing the edges, represented by thick

lines, to the] post, this'can? be accomplished readily.

Before cutting the canvas exactly, it will, however,
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be well to try, by experiment,

whether the sack is of the

right dimensions. No doubt

rules might be formulated

for this and other details of

the illusion, but I do not

think they have been yet.

Professor Winstone works

by rule of thumb, acting on

iJ
FIG. 8.—BRACKET FOR LAMP.

the sack alone ought to do
this, and the swinging-board

is merely an accessory, in

order to carry out the illu-

sion. So far as real utility

otherwise is concerned, a

sheet of tissue paper would
be equally serviceable. In

determining the height of

FIG. 2.—FRAMEWORK FOR CABINET,
LAMPS (X).

WITH POSITION OF

FIG. 5.—SHAPE OF CANVAS FOR SUPPORT.

FIG. 3. — SUPPORT. — FRONT
VIEW, SEAT, ETC.

the principle inculcated by

copy-books, " If at first you

don't succeed, Try, try, try,

again," and with a little

thought the plan succeeds

well enough. I may be

pardoned for here caution-

ing the novice not to fall

into the error of supposing

that the swing supports the

figure. It does not do so
;

FIG.
6.—RE-
LATI V E
POSITIONS
OF BOARD
(A), FALSE PART
OF BUST (b), AND
CANVAS SUPPORT(c)

FIG. 7.—SUGGESTION FOR DRAPERY.

FIG. 4. — SUPPORT. — SIDE
VIEW, SEAT, ETC.

the sack in front, the posi-

tion of the board must be

taken into consideration,

as well as the height of

Thauma. Perhaps before

going any further, it should

be said that the performer

must wear a small pad, or

block, fitted on under the

outer garment, so that the

bust seems to stop abruptly
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at the board. The diagram (Fig. 6) may be

useful in explaining. The thick line being taken

to represent the body of the performer, the bottom

of the false bust, B, shown by dotted lines, is seen

to be on the board A ; C is the sack, against

which the performer leans. This sack should come

close up to the false piece. The canvas is enclosed

or covered by a piece of velvet like the background,

which should be so arranged that it covers the wood-

work of the support, or if this cannot be managed, the

wood must all be concealed by velvet. The inequali"

ties, or the fact that there is anything more than a

plain even background, will not be discoverable when

everything is complete. This will account for a pre-

vious remark, that the depth of cabinet from front to

back is not important. Now, referring again to Fig. 2,

it will be seen that a rail runs across the top, a little

behind the front. From this the swinging-board is

suspended, at such a distance back from the front

that Thauma is well within the cabinet, and clear of

the curtains, which should close the opening when

required. The board, however, must not be placed

too far back, otherwise the figure, or rather the head,

would be thrown too much into the gloom of the

cabinet. AH these details must be taken into ac-

count before finally fixing the parts, and the only way

to arrive at a satisfactory result is by experiment,

making alterations till everything is satisfactorily

arranged. There is little more to tell that is abso-

lutely necessary to the illusion ; but, of course, a good

deal can be done in the way of tasteful mounting, and

drapery should be arranged across the top and up the

sides of the front. Curtains should either be fixed

so that they can be closed and drawn aside, or some-

thing to draw up and down—like a blind—at the open-

ing and closing of each exhibition of Thauma ; or, if

preferred, each " show" may last an indefinite time,

when no contrivance of the kind will be required.

I must now say something about the lights, which

should be tolerably strong, to dazzle the eyes of

spectators, and by contrast throw into complete dark-

ness the interior of the cabinet in which only Thauma's
head, shoulders, and arms and the swing ought to be

visible. Two paraffin lamps fixed to each side-post,

say at 3 and 5 feet above the ground will be sufficient;

the sort with reflectors behind are the best for the

purpose, and they should be carefully hung to avoid

risk from fire. I have used small open-fronted boxes

or brackets, securely nailed through the curtains to

the framework, as stands for the lamps. There ought

to be a sufficient distance between them to prevent

the heat from the lower lamps scorching the bottom
of the brackets above them.

When showing Thauma—which is by no means a

new illusion, though a very good one when properly I

arranged—the showman ought to make a few remarks,

not necessarily telling exactly how the thing is

arranged ; indeed, better not. He may safely say

that there is no looking-glass, and to prove that there

is nothing under the swing, a stick may -be- parsed

under it. By the way, one little detail has been

omitted, viz., to make a hole near each end of the

board, through which Thauma may pass her hands.

The board may also be swung slightly from side to

side, and the performer, grasping the chains or ropes

supporting the board, may raise himself a little (as

shown in Fig. 1), and materially heighten the illusion

of the head and bust having no lower part. Perhaps

this description may not be considered complete with-

out some idea of the "patter" adapted to the show
;

but as to that, I cannot do better than repeat the in-

structions given to me by Professor Winstone, when
I asked him what should be said. They were vague,

but comprehensive enough, and if brevity is the soul

of wit, humorous, in an extreme degree, being com-

prised in two words, viz., " Say anything.''

To " say anything," however, is not always easy,

so perhaps it will be as well to give some idea of

what the " anything '' resolved itself into when I

played the showman. Perhaps there is no necessity

for fluent people to arrange their patter beforehand ;

but for others it is always the safest plan to prepare

and learn it off. Some happy individuals may be able

to speak extempore, but I fancy most amateurs, when
facing an audience, experience a kind of nervousness,

which does not assist them in saying what they would

like to. " Well, ladies and gentlemen, you see before

you the mystery of a living being who has left the

greater part of her body at home. How she could get

here is unknown to me. She may have come on

crutches, or in some other way ; I cannot tell. She

is undoubtedly alive, as you will easily perceive if you

ask her any question she may be disposed to answer,

and possibly she will allow you to shake hands with

her. Before proceeding, I may as well tell you all

I can about Thauma. Where she was born is a

mystery ; but I understand that all the people where

she was raised, as somebody once elegantly phrased

it, are similar to her. Now it may occur to you, as

it did to me, to wonder how they manage to move
about. Well, when one thinks of it, the explanation

is simple enough, for, of course, they carry each other

—still this presented an obvious difficulty when I

came to reflect, and I will tell you how 1 got over it.

Did it ever occur to you that all of us, when we were

infants, were carried about? Whether it did or not, it

is a fact. Now, as we were all babies at one time

—

helpless, squealing, crying, little cherubs— I think it fol-

lows clearly that we must have carried each other.

Babies, of course, must have tended babies. If they
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could do so, why could not Thauma carry Thauma—

I

cannot say. Perhaps'Thauma may best be understood

by comparing her with any other great mystery, such

as, for example, the savoury sausage, the greatest of

all, not excepting the peppery pork-pie. You have, no

doubt.'heard of the person who put some fresh sau-

sages one night in the cupboard. h . xt morning,
' when she got there the cupboard was bare,' as the

poet beautifully sings. I don't know why a poet

should always be said to sing. I knew one—at least

he said he was a poet— but his grea.tfor/e was ' button-

holing,' while he recited original doggerel in a deep
bass voice. But dog-gerel reminds me I was telling you

about the sausages which were found about the room
in various strange attitudes. For example, one was
curled up 'sleeping! peacefully in front of the fire ;

another was attentively watching a mouse-hole, ready

to pounce on its unsuspecting inhabitant ; another

was worrying a kitten ; while a couple of little ones

were lapping up the milk they had just upset. I

don't think it is an original remark that the ruling

passion is strong even in death, but its strength was
never shown more clearly than by those sausages.

. But to revert. It is a strange fact that the country

peopled by Thaumas, has ever remained undiscovered.

Is it ' Far away in some region cold, Where the

rivers wander o'er sands of gold
'

;
' By Greenland's

coral strand or Afric's funny fountains '? Echo only

answers in the words of the mother who was unable

to solve her child's geographical conundrums—' Not
there, not there, my child.' I have now given you,

ladies and gentlemen, as full an account of Thauma as

is possible, and I hope no one will consider I have
not been precise enough, for I have endeavoured to

stick to my subject as closely as our worthy clergy-

man sticks to his text when preaching— I really have,

and I flatter myself I have, succeeded. It is not diffi-

cult when one tries hard, and I am sure it is good
style, for so many reverend gentlemen are such adepts
in it ; they must have studied hard to acquire it, and
they naturally surpass mere laymen. Before saying

to you. ' Stand not upon the order of your going, but go
at once,' I would merely remind you that this bazaar

being for a good purpose, a plate will be held at the

door as you retire, for any of you who feel that you
have paid too little to see Thauma—to place in it any
further contribution you may be disposed to give as

conscience money. Gold coin, diamonds or other

precious articles (if not too bulky), bank notes,

cheques (blank ones will do very well if they bear a

good signature), and such-like articles will be received

without thanks, but 'no questions asked.' While you,

ladies and gentlemen, are depositing your gifts,

Thauma nnl I will retire to prepare for our next

au-j.ence. Farewell."

HOW TO MAKE A PIANO.
By J. A. HARROD.

{For Illustrations of the Pin Scale seethe Folding Sheet issued

with this Part.)

III.

—

The Scale—The Square—Setting out Scale—
Striki g Line—Forks—Bridges—B s Plate—
Bent Side — Gauges — Wrest-pin Scale—Rake
Gauge—Bridge Moulds.

EFORE we can go any further, we shall

require a scale, showing the position of

all the pins, also the shape and position

of the bridges. In the scale I am about

to describe, I do not claim originality,

nor do I mean to say that it is the correct way to set

out a scale ; but as the scale this is copied from has

proved a good one, and the method employed a

simple one, I think this is all that is necessary, so

shall proceed without further remark, except that the

foregoing is written to soften any criticism that may be

passed by any " Pro " into whose hands this may fall.

Get a large sheet of white cartoon paper, as near

as possible 4 feet 6 inches square, and fasten it to a

drawing-board (the belly-board will do well) as fol-

lows : Damp the paper all over, except A inch all

round the edges, paste the edges, wait a few seconds

for the paper to stretch, then rub down and leave to

dry.

You will now want a T-square, which you can

either make or buy ; if bought it will cost five or six

shillings, but as it is very easily made, I will tell you

how to make it. Get a piece of mahogany 5 feet

l°n o> i mcn thick, and 6 inches wide one end to 3

inches at the other
;
plane this over very carefully,

shoot edges quite straight, and round the narrow end,

this is the blade. Now get a piece 18 inches long,

5 inches wide, and j inch thick, for the stock
;
plane

this up true, and shoot both edges true and parallel.

The blade is to be fastened to this with five screws.

Find the middle of stock and draw a line square

across it ; put the wide end of the blade on the stock,

keeping the edge up to the line, and put the middle

screw in. Now to true it up. Drive two i£ inch

screws into the back of belly-board, near one edge,

letting them stand up about 1 inch, place the stock

against them, and draw a line along by the edge of

the blade ; turn the square over, and if the line coin-

cides with the edge of blade the square is true, if not,

try again ; when true, put in the remaining screws.

The square ready, we will proceed to set out the

scale. Draw a line right across the paper, at of inches

from the top edge, this is the striking line, and is a

very important one, as all measurements are made
from it, up and down, and it is so called because the

hammers strike the strings at this point all along the
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line, the bridges being so shaped that the striking

point of string is on this line ; this varies with diffe-

rent makers, each having his own opinion as to the

best place to strike.

Above this line, draw another, parallel with it, at

a distance of 7! inches ; the space between these

lines represents the plank. Next draw a line parallel

with those already drawn, and 2 feet n| inches

below striking line, this is the bottom of instrument.

Find the middle of striking line, and at 2 feet i£ inch

on each side of this point, draw lines connecting top

and bottom lines, and quite square with striking line.

At i\ inches from right hand line mark a point on

strike line, this is the treble pin ; do the same at l\

inches from left hand line, this is the bass pin ; the

space between these two points must be divided into

84 farts, including these two ; the points will be
slightly over \ inch apart. A few trials with the

dividers on a spare piece of wood will give the right

distance. Prick through the paper with the points

of the dividers, so that they may be easily seen.

Count up 31 points from the bass pin inclusive,

and mark this point " steel." Starting from this point

and proceeding towards treble, draw lines through

each point from top to bottom of scale, using

the large square, making 55 parallel lines. Now
mark a point on bottom line of scale, at 4^ inches

from left hand line of scale, and divide the space be-

tween this point and the line marked steel into 30
parts (inclusive). Now draw lines from the top to

bottom of scale through the first 30 points on strike

line, and the 30 points just marked. There will now
be 30 lines below the one marked " steel," equally

divided at strike line, but more contracted at bottom
of scale. These last 30 lines represent the treble

strings of the covered, or bass notes. Make a mark
on the first line at a distance of 283 inches from strike

line
; mark another on the 30th line from this (inclu-

sive) at 26 inches from strike line, connect these

two by a light line ; at f of an inch below this, and
parallel with it, draw another line ; these are the pin

lines of bass belly bridge. Next make a mark on the

first, or bass, line, at a,\ inches above the strike line,

make another mark on the 30th line (inclusive) 4T\ in.,

above strike line, and connect these two by a light

line, this is the pin line of the bass part of plank bridge.

Now write the name of every note on the striking

line, one at each line, commencing at the left hand
point, otherwise the bass pin, which is A, next £ then

B, C, jt, D,
ft, E, F,

jf, G, Jf, A, and so on up to the

treble pin, which should be A, the points just called

bass and treble pins are not really so, the bass pin

in the finished scale being 4J inches above it, and

i inch in treble. Next mark points on the following

lines, beginning at treble and working towards the

bass, all distances ate from striking line upwards,

towards top line of scale: Top A r\ in., E£ in., C I in.,

G TV in., E J in., C |£ in., G || in., E it in., C i t
s
j in.,

G if! in., E 2/5 in., C 2f£ in., G 3$in., D # 4J in., and

connect all these points by a curved line, which is the

pin line of treble part of plank bridge. Start at top

A again, and mark points on the following lines at

the following distances from the -points just marked.

Top A 24 in., E 2/5 in., C 3 in., G 3ft in., E 4f-§ in.,

C 6 in., G 7% in., E 9} in., C 11J in., G 15J in.,

E l8£ in., C 22f£ in., G 28I in., D Jf 334 in., draw a

curved line which touches all these points. This may
be done by driving a pin into the drawing-board at

these points, and pressing a thin slip of wood against

them to form a curve, and when it touches the pins

draw the curve with a pencil, this is the top pin line

of long bridge. You must now draw a line parallel

with this, and £ inch below it, this is the bottom pin

line of long bridge.

You now want two forks, or spacers ; one trichord

with three prongs, and one bichord with two prongs,

or points. These may be made of narrow chisels, or

pieces of suitable steel, shaped like A and B, Fig. 9 ;

the width of the trichord fork is -^ in., and the width

of the bichord fork is \ in. See that the middle

point in the trichord fork is in the middle ; make
them about 4 inches long, and without handles. Now
make a small wooden square, like Fig. 10, about 2

inches across, and draw short lines from the points

on each string, at long bridge top pin line, to the next

string, starting from top A and finishing at lower D J
on long bridge. By the aid of the small square just

mentioned, you can get these short lines at right

angles to the string lines ; do the same with the bot-

tom pin line of long bridge ; when done, take the

trichord fork and mark off every note on these short

lines, putting the outside point of the fork on the

string line, the other two points being on the bass

side of the string line ; the trichord is to be carried

down 34 notes ; the remaining 21 notes on the long

bridge are marked off with the bichord fork. When
this is done, you will have 34 groups of three points on

top pin line, and 34 ditto on bottom pin line, and 21 of

bichord on top and bottom pin lines. The bass

bridge is marked off in the same way, except that the

fork is not held at right angles to the strings, but

follows the pin lines. There are 18 bichord notes on

the bass bridge, and 12 single notes. The plank

bridge must be marked off in the same manner. This

is a very difficult process to describe, but I think

Fig. 1 1 will make this clear.

Now draw lines on each side of all pin lines as

follows : Plank bridge, one line \ inch below pin line

and parallel with it, the other line £ inch above it; the

space between these lines will be I inch, and repre-
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sents the plank bridge. Next

draw a curved line parallel

with top pin line of long

bridge, and \ inch above it,

and another ^ inch below

bottom pin line ; the space

between these is ij inch, and

represents the long bridge.

Draw lines y inch on each

side of bass bridge pin lines,

to represent bass bridge. You
have now the shapes and posi-

tion of the bridges.

Now draw a line 2 inches

up from bottom line of scale,

and parallel with it, 30 inches

long, this is top edge of bass

plate. Now draw another line

I inch below this, then another

£ inch lower ; draw a short

line 28 inches from bass edge,

connecting these lines and the

bottom. The two inner lines

are hitch pin lines ; the points

for pins are marked as follows

:

—Where the first 12 lines

(counting from the bass) cross

the lower inner line, mark

points, these are for the hitch

pins of the first 12 notes. Now
mark points where the next

18 lines cross the lower inner

line ; these are for the treble

strings of these 18 notes.

Mark points on the upper pin

line of bass plate, j inch nearer

the bass than the points just

marked ; these are hitch pins

for the bass strings of the 18

remaining bass notes.

Open a pair of dividers to

a full sixteenth of an inch,

and use them so as to mark

a point on the upper pin line

•j% inch nearer the bass than

where the 31st string crosses

the line ; repeat, proceeding

where the 32nd string crosses

lower pin line, again where

33rd crosses upper line next

where 34th crosses o..er pin

line, and so on altei ..ately up

to the 51st line (inclusive),

that being the top bichord

note ; the reason for marking

the steel notes in this way is

that the covered strings have

a pin for every string, the

string having an eye spun on

it, so the middle of the pin is

in a line with the string ; but

the steel wire has only a pin

to every note, or two strings

to one pin, so the side of the

pin must be in a line with the

string.

Now for the bent side. On
the treble side line of the scale

make a mark 7 inches below

strike line, make another mark

27J inches from bass end on

bottom line of scale ; connect

these two by a curved line,

the same shape as the bent

side. Draw another line fol-

lowing the curve, but i£ inch

below it at top and 1 inch

inside it at bottom, this is a

pin line. You must now make
a gauge, as Fig. 12, which is

shown full size ; it may be

made of thin wood or metal;

the dots are small holes which

must be drilled through; the

gauge is to be used as follows:

Place it on the bent side

scale, with the edge, A, touch-

ing the treble string line, the

single pin being uppermost

and on the pin line
;

prick

through the holes, and proceed

similarly with the 3rd, 5th,

7th, etc., alternately to the

33rd inclusive ; as this gauge

marks a group of pins for two

notes, you have now the whole

of the hitch pin scale marked.

There now remains the

wrest pin scale. The first

thing to do is to make a rake

gauge. This is like a T-square,

only the blade is not exactly

at right angles to the stock.

The stock can be made about

8 inches long, \\ inch wide,

and A inch thick, and the blade

14 inches long, r inch wide,

and \ inch thick ; both edges

straight and parallel. The

blade is to be fastened to
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the stock in such a manner that a square line

drawn from the place where the blade joins the

stock will be 2j inches from the blade at the end,

the rake or slant is to be so that when the stock is

placed against the top edge of plank, the blade rakes

to the bass, as shown Fig. 1 1 at R, G. Start with the

treble pin, place the stock of gauge so that the edge

of blade touches the pin, and mark a line from the pin

to the top edge of scale
;
proceed similarly with every

pin in plank bridge, making in all 192 lines ; make a

point on the first line (bass) 1 inch below top of scale,

mark a point on 34th note from treble at 1 £ inch from

top of scale, connect these two by a line ; this is top

line of bichord. Make a point on 13th line from the

bass, at A inch below line just drawn, and another on

34th note from treble, at I inch below top pin line,

and join these by a line ; this is lower line of bichord.

You have now on 34th note from treble two points

1 inch apart ; mark another between them, making

three, and three more below them, at \ inch apart
;

mark a point on treble note, 2 inches below top edge

of scale, and five others below this, at \ inch inter-

vals. Draw lines connecting the six points on treble

note with the six points on 34th note ; these are the

trichord pin lines. Prick through for the wrest pins

as follows, starting at the lowest trichord note (34th

down); prick through where slanting lines cross the

top, 3rd and 5th pin lines, on the 33rd note, or C %,

prick through where slanting lines cross the 2nd,

4th, and 6th pin lines; proceed alternately to the top,

when the scale is finished.

Now get some thin wood or zinc, and cut out

some shapes, or bridge moulds, one for the bass

bridge, one for the long bridge, and one for the

plank bridge ; the treble and bass plank bridges

being in one piece ; be careful in making these, as

the bridges have to be cut from them.

(To be continued.}
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PRACTICAL TIN-PLATE WORKING.
By B. N. FENSTOW.

V.—The Blowpipe and its Uses—Paraffin Bottle-
Repairing Water-tot—Rose to Water-pot—
Tobacco Filler—Ladle—Tin Hinges—Strainer
—How to Strike out Conical Forms—Japan-
ning Tinware—Mending Earthenware Teapot.

HE BLOWPIPE AND ITS USES.—
The worker will find the ability to use

the blowpipe of great advantage in

soldering small articles, such as

brooches, jewellery, etc., as a very much
neater joint can be made by this means than by using

the copper bit. For instance, pewter is a very difficult

metal to solder with the bit, and especially so if the

metal, or, properly speaking, the alloy, is not of good

quality, and there are hundreds of dozens of metal

articles sent out which are not pewter at all, but are

what is known in the trade as black metal. What
their composition is I do not pretend to know, but it

is very difficult to solder. In this case, or for

Britannia metal goods, a very fine solder is required,

viz., a solder which melts at a very low temperature,

and it will be found in this case that the blowpipe will

make a joint where the copper bit would burn through

the soft metal.

Suppose the worker has a metal teapot which is

leaky either at the spout or round the feet (and they

usually go at one of these places), it will be necessary

to solder it to make it sound. First scrape the parts

bright, and smear over with a spot or two of oil in

which resin has been dissolved. Here I must digress

a little. The same flux which has been used for the

copper bit will not do for blowpipe work, but a flux

for this purpose may be made by filling an iron ladle

half full of sweet oil, put over the fire, and dissolve in

the oil while heated about half ounce of resin ; keep

stirring the resin about in the >il until it is ail dis-

solved, then pour into a tin bottle for future use. To
get the flame for blowpipe use various things are

used, viz., candles, " rushes " steeped in tallow, and a

gas jet. I like the first and last best, and always use

a candle myself for several reasons, viz., they are very

handy to work round a joint with, can be taken any-

where, used in any position, and can be bought any-

where, and when they cannot be got large enough,

two ordinary tallow candles stuck together will in-

crease the flame ; if not large enough then a third

may be added, until a flame large enough to blow a

two inch joint may be got ; for this reason I always

use them.

Having got all that is requisite, lay the article to

be soldered in such a position as will enable the

worker to blow on to the spot to be soldered. Take

the candle in the left hand, the blowpipe in mouth,

and solder in the right hand, blow a steady and clear

blast on to it, and keep touching with the solder, also

keep plenty of flux on the joint, and be very careful

not to smoke the part, as any part on which the

smoke has touched will not take the solder, but must

be cleansed and blown over again.

I have no doubt the worker will find a little diffi-

culty at first in using the blowpipe, but a little

patience will overcome that, and when 1 tell the

reader that I have had boys, v\ ho had never used a

blowpipe in their lives, who could use it fairly veil

after a few weeks' practice, they need not despair of

eventually being able to become adepts in the use of

this serviceable appliance.
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Now for the teapot again. Suppose a hole has

been burned in the side ; if this be only a small one

it is easily made good. Get the pot perfectly dry

before trying to solder it. Now take the candle in

left hand, blowpipe in mouth, and solder in right

hand, and blow a clear steady flame on to it, direct-

ing the flame as much on the solder as on the article

to be soldered. When the solder runs on to the spot

it is intended to cover, drop the solder from the right

hand and carefully flush round by blowing on it, hold-

ing the blowpipe with the right hand. This method

will be found somewhat easier than going all round

it at once, as a workman would do.

If the hole is a very large one, a piece of pewter

must be cut to size and either let in or laid on and the

edges soldered round ; if the worker finds, as he very

likely will (if the hole is rather large for covering with

solder) that the solder drops through when in a fused

state, he should make a small pad of tick about four

thicknesses, grease one side, and hold inside the pot

to prevent the solder dropping. Suppose the leakage

be round the feet or spout, proceed as before, being

careful not to blow a hole in. Suppose the worker

requires to resolder on the handle of an electro-

plated teapot or drinking cup, first tin the ends of the

handle where it is to be soldered, then heat a thick

piece of iron in the fire until red hot, put the article

to be soldered on the hot iron, viz., the hot iron inside

the cup, bring the places where the handle has come
off in contact with the iron, put a little oil and resin on,

and then put the handle in position and hold it there

until the solder meets. Fig. 72 will explain what I

mean.

In soldering small articles of jewellery the places

to be soldered should be cleansed, so that they will

take the solder properly. A spot of soldering fluid

put on, the article must then be laid on a piece of

charcoal, the blowpipe applied, and a very thin strip

of solder used or a very small piece of solder laid over

the point before blowing. If the worker chooses to

make himself a very handy gas blowpipe, for

mouth blast, I give a sketch of one in Fig. 71. This

is a very handy tool in the workshop, but, of course,

is of no use unless there is a supply of gas. In Fig. 71

is also shown the interior construction of the pipe,

the gas flowing up the down pipe, A, and the blast pipe,

B, for mouth passing through c, and coming nearly

level with point, A ; D is a cap, screwed on to

partly cover the gas outlet ; E is a flexible tube for

mouth, passed over the pipe, B. A tap should be

placed in some convenient part of gas supply, to re-

gulate the supply. Before I give any further instruc-

tions in tin-working, it will perhaps be best to give a

table of solders, viz., their composition and melting

point.

SOLDERS.

1 \ parts Tin to I Lead . . . Melts 334

2 >. » to 1 i. j, „ 340°

4 „ Lead to 1 Tin, 1 Bismuth ,, 320

3 » ,, to 3 „ 1 „ ,, 310 *

2 „ „ to 2 „ r „ „ 292

1 » „ to 1 „ 1 „ „ 254°

Either of the first two may be used for tin-plate work,

if found too fine add a trifle more lead ; if too coarse

and it will not flow freely, add more tin. When
making solder the lead should first be melted

in an iron ladle and then the tin added
; and

where bismuth is used to alloy with it, this

should be added last, and when in a molten state the

dirt skimmed off (a bit of resin thrown in when melted

will clear it). It should then be run in strips for

further use. This can be done best on a piece of flat

sheet iron.

Paraffin Bottle.—In houses where paraffin is used,

a very useful article is a bottle made specially for

keeping it in and for filling the lamp. Fig. 73
shows the shape, they may be made any size, rndthe
instructions given for making large bottles, may be fol-

lowed in this case, but a spout will be required, A ; this

may be made by cutting out a piece of plate like Fig.

74, this should then be rounded on a thin mandril, the

seams soldered down and then bent where the

notches are cut out, and soldered, it will then present

the appearance of Fig. 74, A ; it should then be

soldered on at about the position shown at A, in

Fig. 73. Fig. 75 shows a grater, these are soon made.

Cut out a piece of plate like Fig. 76, any size required,

punch a hole in it on the lead piece and half turn the

side edges up on the hatchet. Now take another

piece similar to Fig. 77, the holes shown in it must be

punched out on the lead piece, using a fine punch for

this purpose. Now turn the two edges up, the same
way as the rough side of the holes. Now bend it

round on the mandril into the arc of a circle, the

turned-up edges should then lie flat on Fig. 76, then

close the turned-up edge of Fig. 76 over the edge of

Fig. 77, and solder them down.

Repairing Water-pot.—The garden watering-pot

sometimes gets out of repair, and it oftener occurs

at the bottom of the spout, A, Fig. 78, than any-

where else. When this occurs it is of little use try-

ing to patch it ; the best way is to make a new spout.

If the spout be a straight one, I have already given

instructions in the papers for repairing teapot. The
spout may be cut out in the same shape, only so much
larger. The old one should be got off first, and the

place where it has been retinned, if it requires it, and

the new one soldered on. A stay, B, B, should then be

* Will be fouod useful for sol lering metal goods with

mouth blowpipe.
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made and strongly soldered on to both the spout and

body.

Rose to Water-pot.—If a new rose is required for it,

the cone should be cut out the required size, the same

way as the tops of bottles or funnels, and a spout

made and soldered in ; it should be slightly taper so

as to fit tightly on spout of watering-pot. The sieve

top should now be struck out with the compasses, and

if required to be hollowed, should be done with the

block hammer ; a series of holes should now be

punched in on the lead piece, care must be taken to

punch the holes from the hollow side. The edges

must now be turned up either in the jenny or on a

stake, it should then be put on to the cone. If the

edges do not quite close on to the cone close them
down by lightly tapping it round with a hammer, then

solder all round the seam. Fig. 79 shows a piece of

perforated plate for the purpose. The edge of cone

where the sieve is soldered on should not have the

edges turned

up, but the

sieve be
made to fit

over the
clean edge of

the plate.

Tobacco
Filler. — A
tobacco filler

can be made,

similar to

Fig. 80, by

following the

instructions

given for
making funnels; with this difference, the pipe is straight

instead of taper. Fig. Si shows plug for pushing the

tobacco down, Fig. 82 the mould, both wood.

Ladle.—Fig. 83 shows a ladle. This should be

made slightly conical and the bottom hollowed out

the same as a saucepan or teapot lid.

Tin Hinges.— If the worker has occasion at any
time to put tin hinges on either a cash, deed, or other

kind of box, Figs. 84 and 85 will show the form to

cut them out to. They should then be bent round on

a piece of wire into the form of Figs. 86 and 87 and
soldered on to the article they are for, or one edge

may be left from T
'

5 inch to i inch, or even a \ inch

wider than the other so as to lap over. The dotted

lines show my meaning. Fig. 88 shows hinge com-

plete, they may either be made from tin-plate or thin

sheet brass, and either soldered or riveted on.

Strainer.—A very useful article—viz., a strainer

—

is not difficult to make. Fig. 89 shows the body when
this is made. A small piece of wire gauze " brass "

FIG. 71.—THE BLOWPIPE.

A, Gas Pipe ; B, Air or Blast

Pipe ; C, T-Socket for Junc-

tion of Pipes ; D, Cap for

Air Pipe ; E, Flexible Tube

for Mouth.

should be cut round and soldered on the bottom,

using resin as a flux in this and all similar cases
j

where spirits are used on the wire gauze it rots it very

quickly. A rim and band should then be made and

soldered on similar to Fig. 89 A.

How to Strike out Conical Forms.—When striking

out pieces of plate for any article which is conical the

worker will find the best way to do this is to draw a

straight line on the plate, make a point with the com-

passes, and strike the outside line ; then, without

moving the dividers from that point, strike an inner

line the same distance from the outer one, as you

want the size of the article to be ; then from the centre

point draw a line to the outer edge, then cut out the

plate to these lines. Fig. 90 will explain my meaning ;

but if the worker has any doubt about getting the right

size and shape, strike out a pattern first on a piece of

cardboard, cut it out with scissors, and bend round

into shape ; this will show the worker if he is right. I

recommend
this plan not

only in this

instance, but

in any others

that may oc-

cur ; better

take a little

extra trouble

than spoil

good mate-

rial. There

are tinmen

who often

have to adopt

this plan if

the job is a strange one to them, therefore amateurs

need be in no way ashamed of doing the same.

Japanning Tinware.— If the worker at any time

wants to give this tinwork a coat of japan, as it is

called (I mean the deep bronze colour often seen on

new tinwork), he may do so by using Brunswick

black thinned down with turpentine. This is all that

is used in the trade for the purpose, and gives a nice

hard surface, far better than paint. It must be laid on

evenly with a smooth brush, and left to dry in a

warm place.

Mending Earthenware Teapot.—People who use

earthenware teapots very often get them broken at

the spout, viz., the end broken off. They need not be

thrown away because of this, as a new spout can be

put on with very little trouble. To do this first file a

notch round the old spout, using a three-cornered file

for the purpose ; but do not file too deep, or the end

may break off. When this is done, wind some very

thin brass wire round the notch until it is filled up,
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FIG. 72.—BLOWING HANDLE OK POT. FIG. 73 —PARAFFIN BOTTLE. FIG. 74 —PLATE FOR SPOUT. FIG. 74 A.—SPOUT
COMPLETED. FIG. 75.—GRATER. FIG. 76.—BACK OF GRATER. FIG. 77.—FRONT OF GRATER. FIG. 78.—GARDEN
WATER-POT- REPAIRING SPOUT. FIG. 79.—PERFORATED TOP OF ROSE OF WATER-POT. FIG. 80.—TOBACCO FILLER.
FIG. 81.—PLUG FOR PUSHING DOWN TOBACCO. HG. 82.—TOBACCO MOULD. FIG. 83—LADLE. FIGS. 84, 85.—PLATES
FOR TIN HINGES. FIGS. 86, 87.—PLATES BENT ROUND WIRE. FIG. 88.-HINGE, COMPLETE. FIG. 89.—STRAINER.
FIG. 90.—PATTERN FOR CONICAL ARTICLES. FIG. 91.—MENDING EARTHENWARE TEAPOT.

VOL. VII.—R
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then solder the wire together ; this will then form a

base on which to solder the new end. This must be

made of sheet tin, not tin-plate ; the sheet tin may be

bought at most ironmonger's. Cut a piece to the size

required, and with the fingers bend it round the spout

and mark where the seam will be. The edges must
not overlap to form the seam in this case, but must

butt against each other. Now solder with moderately

fine solder, and use the copper bit very lightly, so as

not to burn a hole in the metal. If this is done right

it should form a tight fit for the pot spout. Now
gently force it on to the spout until the edge touches

the brass wire soldered round ; the worker will then

be able to solder the spout end to the wire. A little

plaster of Paris made thin in water should then be

run inside to fill up any little leak that may be left.

If this is done as described, and with care, a good job

may be made. If the plaster should come out at any

time it is easily renewed. (Fig. 91.)

[It will be noticed that the above paper should

have preceded that which appeared in the March
Fart. This paper, however, did not reach me until

after that which it follows, and the break in sequence

of numbering the figures was discovered too late to

place this paper in its fitting place. As Mr. Fenstow's

articles are each complete in itself, no inconvenience

can result to the readers. Those who have noted

the interruption, and have written to ask the reason,

are referred to these remarks as an explanation.— Ed.]

(To be continued.)

=*-=

ELECTROTYPING FOR AMATEURS.
Ihj CHAS. A. PARKER.

V.

—

Colouring the Electrotype—Electrotyping

Set-up Type— Preparation of the Forme—
Plumbagoing the Forme—Moulding Composi-

tion—Moulding-Tray—Moulding—Taking the
Impression—Building—Plumbagoing the Mould
—Trimming and Backing the Electro—Finish-

ing—Mounting—Correcting.

HEN the electrotype is separated from the

mould, it presents a splendid pink tint,

but this soon vanishes on exposure to

the air. If it is desired to retain this

beautiful appearance as much as pos-

sible, it should be warmed slightly, and a coat of pale

lacquer applied to it quickly, by means of a flat

camel-hair brush ; or may be further improved by

the application of coloured varnishes, etc. A good

brown tint may be imparted, by moistening the

surface with water that has been slightly acidulated

with nitric acid, and, when dry, heating it over a

flame until the desired shade has been reached.

A very good effect may be obtained, by producing

a dark brown tint by the above method, and then by
means of a piece of wash-leather dipped in liquid

ammonia, brightening the more prominent portions.

As these effects will all fade in a short time, something

more permanent is desirable, this can be secured by
any of the following methods: A rich brown tint may
be imparted by immersing the "type" in a dilute

solution of sulphide of barium (five grains of sul-

phide of barium to each ounce of water, then filter),

and as soon as the required tint has been reached

removing and well washing in clean water. The
coating, which varies according to the period of im-

mersion, is very tenacious, and possesses a bright

metallic lustre, being especially suitable for some
articles. A splendid brown or black surface may
be got by first thoroughly cleansing the "type," and
then brushing it over with a solution composed of one

grain of chloride of platinum to an ounce of water,

and when the desired colour has been reached, wash-

ing it in hot water ; the stronger the solution employed

the deeper the tone. If it is wished to have the project-

ing portions bright, they may be rubbed with a piece of

wash-leather that has been dipped in liquid ammonia.

Polishing the surface with plumbago and rouge will

impart a beautiful bronze tint. Make a paste with

water, of equal parts of trie finest plumbago and rouge
;

clean the object thoroughly (and be careful not tro

finger mark it afterwards), and brush over it the paste

of rouge and plumbago, place it on an iron shovel and

heat over the fire until it appears of a dark colour,

then remove and place aside to cool. When cold,

polish the surface with a brush dipped in the above

paste, and continue to polish it until an agreeable

bright appearance has been reached. A green tint is

produced by holding the electrotype over the fumes

of bleaching powder (chloride of lime), but it takes

some time to get a good green tint, as this depends

upon the formation of an acetate or other green salt

of copper on the surface of the article. Solutions of

salt, sal ammoniac, acetic and hydrochloric acids may
also be employed for this purpose.

Elect7-otyping Set-up Type.—One of the most im-

portant applications of the art of electrotyping is the

production of copies of set-up type, which is now
generally electrotyped instead of being copied by the

old method of stereotyping.

The first cost of a wood engraving is an important

item, and if it should get damaged in the process ot

printing from, the cost of replacing the damaged por-

tion would be almost as great as the cost of a new

block; but if the original has been electrotyped, and the

" type " happens to meet with an accident, it may be

replaced at a very small outlay ; and again, if it was

not for the cheapness with which type could be copied

a number of works that may be valuable, but do not
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command a very large sale, would not be worth the

expense of going through another edition.

As there may be many of my readers who are

amateur printers, and perhaps do not possess a very

large fount of type, it would be a great help to them
to copy the type by the method I will now endeavour

to describe, by which means having received an

electro, the type may be broken up, and will thus be

ready for future use. The process which may be

divided into six different operations, can be briefly

described as follows : The set-up type is first brushed

over well with finely-powdered plumbago, which will

prevent the moulding composition adhering to it. A
moulding case of the required size is now taken and

filled with a sufficient quantity of moulding composi-

tion, it is then placed bodily over the type, and a con-

siderable weight is brought to bear upon the two, after

which the mould is gently separated from the type

and then carefully trimmed ; it is then rendered con-

ductive by having plumbago thoroughly brushed over

the surface by means of a soft brush. It is now hung
in the vat in the usual manner from the cathode rod,

and a deposit of copper taken ; when this is of suffi-

cient thickness the shell is released from the wax
mould, it is then backed with backing metal, and
finally trimmed and mounted type-high on a block of

mahogany and placed in the printing press. Such is

the outline of the process which I will now describe

in detail.

Preparation of the Forme.—When composing
matter to be electrotyped, always remember that it

should be set up with high spaces ; or when this is

impossible, the lower levels should be raised by means
of plaster. Type and rules having considerable

bevel are best adapted for electrotyping, as they

offer a greater facility for thoroughly working the

blackleading brush i»to the mould. Type-high

bearers should be placed in all large blanks, in order

to protect the exposed parts from damage. Leads
with bevelled edges are not to be advised, as the wax
in moulding becomes forced into the spaces of the

bevels, requiring to be scraped off before the leads

can be used again. If the mould has to be taken from

type with low spaces, it would take a long time to

prepare it for the vat, as the moulding composition

would be forced between the words, preventing the

possibility of thoroughly plumbagoing it, or, perhaps,

if these projecting portions had to be removed with a

knife, some of the letters of the mould might be in-

jured. When it is, however, imperative that a mould
should be taken from low-spaced matter, the follow-

ing plan must be adopted : Carefully reimpose the

matter, and see that none of the letters are liable to

slip, examine it well before locking up, as should any

letters become displaced afterwards, the mould will

be spoilt, or it would take a long time to put it right

(the defective letters requiring to be picked out and

replaced by type, which is a very troublesome process

to an old hand). It will be necessary to lock it up

much tighter than for ordinary printing purposes, and

it should be well planed, taking particular care to push

all the spaces down ; then take a proof, which must be

critically examined to ascertain that no part has

shifted or needs alteration. Now mix some plaster of

Paris to the consistency of cream, and pour it on to the

face of the type and rub it in with the hand. This must

be well and quickly done, then before the plaster has

had time to set, brush over the entire surface of the

forme with a stiff brush, in order to remove all the

plaster from the beard of the letters. After the

forme has been properly planed and locked up, the

surface should be thoroughly cleansed from any ink

that may have remained by brushing it over well with

potash, ley, or benzine, either of which will immediately

remove all dirt.

Plumbagoing the Forme.—The forme is now to be

well brushed over with a quantity of finely-powdered

plumbago, which will prevent the wax composition from

sticking ; when a good polish has been secured, all the

surplus powder should be blown away with the breath
;

taking care that none of it is allowed to clog the fine

lines.

Moulding Composition.—A sufficient quantity of

the No. 1 Beeswax Composition (Chap. I.) should

now be melted, and if it is likely to be about for some

time, it will be found the best plan to melt it by steam

heat, as it prevents any possibility of the wax being

overheated, the best method of doing this is to put

the composition into a can or jar, and place it in an

old saucepan surrounded by water, and then heat it

over a moderate fire, by this means it may be kept

liquid without any chance of its burning.

Moulding- Trays.—These consist of shallow trays

in which to pour the moulding composition before it

is placed upon the forme. They can be made all sizes,

from 2 inches by 3 inches up to 10 inches by 13 inches,

but, of course, the sizes required by the amateur will

be according to the dimensions of the page of type to

be copied. They can be made as follows : take a

piece of sheet copper, and cut it to the form of Fig. 35

(the inside measurement is indicated by the dotted

lines) ; it vyill be seen that one end projects beyond

the tray about two or three inches, this is pierced by

two holes through which two hooks are passed for

the purpose of suspending the tray when in the vat.

Having cut a plate of copper to this shape, turn up

the sides A, B, C, to right angles, then double over D,

so as to form the other side (this will better under-

stood by referring to Fig. 36), which thus completes

the four sides of the tray. The entire back, and, in
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fact, all the outside, must now be well black varnished,

so as to prevent the possibility of the metal being

deposited anywhere but upon the mould. All the

inside must be bare metal, so that the composition

may be surrounded by a conducting surface. Fig. 37
represents one of these trays complete, and suspended
from the cathode rod by means of the supporting

hooks, which should be turned up out of stout copper

wire, not less than No. 10 B. W. G.

Moulding.—One of the above trays of the re-

quired size is now slightly warmed, and is then placed

on a perfectly level surface in front of the operator.

The moulding composition having been melted is

poured on to the centre of the tray by means of a

ladle, until it is level with the sides. If it sinks in the

centre, quickly add some more composition ; but this

may be prevented by rapidly running it all over the tray

before it has time to cool. The composition should

present a perfectly smooth surface ; if it has cooled too

quickly at any part causing irregularities, it will re-

quire to be remelted and the operation again repeated,

taking care to remove any air bubbles that might float

on the surface. Any of the composition that may
have run over the sides of the tray, should be cleared

off and returned to the melted wax in the jar. It will

be found to set very quickly, therefore, the tray should

always be slightly warmed first, and the pouring done
as quickly as possible, for if it is allowed to partially

cool the surface will not be level.

Taking the Impression.—The forme is placed

face upwards on a clean level surface, in front of the

operator. Now take the moulding-tray, holding it by
each end, and then place it face downwards on the

forme, taking particular care to put it so that the

impression will be taken in the centre of the composi-

tion, otherwise, the type may be damaged. A con-

siderable amount of pressure must now be brought to

bear upon the two, after which they may be removed
and then separated.

For an amateur a copying-press, or, for small work,

even a bench vice, form a good pressure apparatus
;

or, better than that, get a strong bar of wood and
joint one end of it near the floor, place the work under
it and then apply a good pressure to the free end.

Fig. 38 will explain this method. When the two
are removed from the pressure apparatus, it may be
found an awkward task to successfully separate them,

but a smart tap or two administered to the back of

the moulding-tray, will generally have the effect of

loosening them. They must now be placed on the

bench while the moulding-tray is taken by the head
and foot, and lifted off the forme perpendicularly.

It will soon be seen whether the mould is perfect. If

too great a pressure is applied the mould will be apt

to seize, and become torn when it is separated ; on the

other hand, should the pressure be insufficient, it will

be impossible for the wax to be impressed success-

fully. The requisite amount of pressure can only be

determined by experiment, when a few moulds have

been taken, the necessary pressure can be felt by the

resistance offered. For a small mould, a compara-

tively slight pressure will be all that is needed. On
no account forcibly prize them apart, otherwise the

mould will be torn from the letters and hope-

lessly spoilt ; if it appears to be damaged beyond

dodging, it is much the best plan to take another

mould. The amount of wax forced out unevenly all

round the edge of the moulding-tray will serve for a

guide as to the amount of pressure to be employed.

When a perfect mould has been secured, it is then

ready for the process of " building," which must be

carefully performed before it is plumbagoed.

Building.—All the composition that has been

forced out unevenly all round the edges of the mould

must first be cleared off by means of a thin sharp

knife as low as the edge of the tray will allow. A
useful building tool may be made by twisting a piece

of copper wire round a short stick, and allowing the

two ends to project at one extremity of the stick

(see Fig. 39). Now warm the wire-bound end of

this stick just sufficient to melt the wax com-

position, without burning the wood. Next take a

piece of hot wax and roll it between the hands to

the form of a pencil, then press it against the hot

building tool, and allow the wax to run from the point

of it on to the open spaces or blanks of the mould.

The object of this operation is to ensure these parts

being sufficiently low in the finished electro, otherwise

they would be apt to smut in the printing.

It must be borne in mind that all high spaces in

the mould are loiv in the finished electrotype, there-

fore, a bridge of wax should be built up on all those

portions of the mould that are required to appear

deep in the shell, but at the same time care must be

taken to guard against the wax collecting where it is

not required. The surface in all these hollows that

have been built should be perfectly smooth. If the

building is not properly done, it will be impossible to

get good work from the electro without a lot of time

spent in chiselling the shell, which is a very difficult

operation for even a skilful hand, by reason of the

hardness of the metal. Care must be taken not to

allow the wax to be heated too much, or it may flow

too freely and perhaps drop on the mould, where it is

not wanted, uniting with the wax, and in all probability

spoiling the mould. If it is not sufficiently melted, it

will become cooled and then run unevenly. The

operation of building may appear to be difficult at

first, but after a little practice, and with the help of a

steady hand, the wax can be made to flow at the
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proper time and in the right places with hardly any

trouble at all.

Plumbagoingthe Mould.—The mould having been

properly prepared as above described, must next be

coated with plumbago, which should be pure, finely

ground, and quite free from any grit, otherwise the

gritty particles will scratch the mould. A small quantity

of plumbago should first be sprinkled over the surface

of the mould and then gently but thoroughly brushed

over the entire face of it by means of a soft brush

made of goat's hair, work-

ing it in circular strokes,

until the whole surface of

the mould presents one

uniform bright metallic

lustre, including the edge

of the moulding-tray. All

the surplus powder being

afterwards blown off with

the breath, or a pair of

bellows ; the brush being

passed over the surface

again in order to remove

any loose dust there

might be adhering to the

face of the mould.

The back and sides of

the moulding-tray are

wiped with a greasy rag,

which will effectually de-

stroy the conductibility

of any superfluous plum-

bago there might be ad-

hering to it. (Care must

be taken that the black

varnish on the back or

sides of the tray is not

chipped off; should this

occur another coat of

varnish must be at once

applied.) The moulding-

tray is now placed face

upwards in a shallow dish, and covered to the depth of

an inch with water. Attach a pipe and rose to the tap,

and then direct a gentle shower on to the mould, this

will prevent the formation of air bubbles, and also

remove and loose particles of plumbago. A camel-hair

brush should be passed over any troublesome portion.

If the precautions were not taken, any air bubbles

would be faithfully reproduced in the finished electro.

The mould having been trimmed, built, plumbagoed,

and moistened, is ready for immersion in the vat, in

which it is suspended from the cathode rod by means
of hooks turned up out of stout copper wire, and a de-

posit is obtained in the usual manner. When the

FIG. 35.—PLAN OF MOULDING TRAY. FIG. 36.—MATERIAL
BENT INTO FORM. FIG. 37.—MOULDING TRAY, COM-
PLETE. FIG. 38.—INEXPENSIVE PRESSURE APPARATUS.
FIG. 39.— BUILDING TOOL AND WAX, SHOWING MANNER
OF HOLDING THEM. FIG. 40.—LEVELLING GAUGE.

mould is considered to have received a substantial

deposit, it should be removed from the vat. The usual

thickness is about -jV of an inch, and when this has

been properly backed, it will be found sufficiently

stout to resist very hard wear. In order to ascertain

whether the shell is thick enough, remove the mould

from the vat, and just slightly raise one comer of the

shell by means of a pen-knife, taking care not to allow

it to remain out of the vat for any length of time.

The best method of ascertaining strength of the shell,

is to note the time it has

been immersed in the vat.

When it is decided

that the deposit has at-

tained sufficient thick-

ness, remove it from the

vat, and then separate it

from the wax composition

by placing them on an

inclined board in the

sink, and then pouring

over them the contents of

a kettle of hot water,

which will have the effect

of softening the wax and

thus enable the shell to

be lifted off, taking par-

ticular care not to bend it

in the slightest degree ; it

is now brushed over with

a solution of caustic

potash, which will remove

any film of wax there

might be adhering to the

shell, and will thus leave

it ready for the subsequent

operation of backing. It

should finally be washed

well with cold water, and

then placed aside to dry.

A minute examination

must now be made of

the face of the shell, so as to find out any defects. Pin-

holes may easily be seen by just holding it up to the

light, these are always due to some imperfection of

the conducting surface. Should the electro be full of

pin-holes, or other defects, another will have to be

taken, which will serve as a warning to critically

examine the mould before placing it in the vat. If

there are only a few pin-holes, they will be stopped

up with the backing metal.

Trimming and Backing the Electro.—The shell is

now placed, face downwards, on a sheet of iron, and

held over the flame from a gas jet, and the back is

covered with a soldering fluid by means of a stiffbrush
;
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a quantity of tinman's solder is then sprinkled over the

back of it, which will soon melt and cover the shell

in an even film. When quite melted, pour on some

backing metal commencing at one corner and then

advancing steadily until the entire surface is covered

with a backing of the required thickness. If there

have been any pin-holes in the shell, small pieces of

metal, will in all probability be seen sticking over

various portions of the surface ; between the lines or

in the hollows of the letters, they can generally be

easily removed by means of a pen-knife, but should

any of the soldering fluid have found its way through

to the face of the shell and the soldering has followed

suit, the printing surface will most likely be spoiled in

endeavouring to remedy this defect. The heat should

be as low as possible, just sufficient to melt the solder.

Should the soldering fluid turn black on being applied

to the shell it needs the addition of a little water, or

a small piece of sal ammoniac. At this stage of the

proceedings, a circular saw will be found useful for the

finishing and mounting of the electro.

Finishing.—After the electro has been backed it

will present a rough and uneven surface, it now re-

quires trimming and mounting type-high on a block

of wood, and finishing in a workmanlike manner ; it

must be perfect on the surface, level back and front,

and the edges must be square. The electro having

been laid on its face, all the projecting metal round

the edges and any prominent portions on the back,

should be shaved off or removed by means of a chisel.

Most likely the face of it will be slightly uneven and

will need to be truly levelled, this may be done by

holding it horizontally in front of the eye. and placing

a steel edge across the face of it, and then slowly

moving it about in all directions, by means of a pair

of calipers adjusted to the thickness of the electro, the

position of these depressions can be marked on the

back of it. A level and smooth iron surface is then

wiped with a rag and the electro placed on it, and the

" sinks" indicated by the calipers corrected by means
of a round-faced hammer. This must be done care-

fully, and the blows should not be too hard,

otherwise the face will be damaged. The sound will

indicate when the face is home to the level ; it should

then be turned up, and the surface again tested by

means of the straight-edge. A piece of thick brown

paper or flannel should be placed between the electro

and the iron plate, otherwise it may get injured.

The back of the electro which is generally ragged

and uneven, must now be shaved down to the proper

thickness, and made perfectly level and smooth. The
easiest and best mode of doing this is to place it in a

lathe. The dogs, which should be four in number, must

be adjustable, so that they can be moved from the ex-

treme edge of the surface plate to the centre, and may

be clamped in any position by means of a screw. A
slide-rest should also be used, if possible, in which

the tool is fixed ; this must have a keen edge so that

the metal will be cut off clean and rapid. A piece of

brown paper should be placed between the electro and

the surface plate, so as to prevent any injury to the

printing surface ; the dogs must not be screwed too

tight, or the plate may be apt to twist or bend, causing

the metal to be taken off unevenly ; of course, it must

be screwed securely but not too tight, and as near as

possible to the centre of the face-plate. It will be

found a good plan to moisten the cutting tool with

water. When the metal has been taken off to the

required thickness, it should be removed and the edges

trimmed, nearly flush to the sides of the type.

Mounting.—Well seasoned mahogany (baywood) is

the best to employ for this purpose, as it is not liable to

warp so much as other kinds, the surface having been

first planed perfectly level. Half inch French pins with

small heads should be used for fastening the electro

to the wood, the holes for them being drilled in the

electro first. Care should be taken that it is fastened

firmly to the wood ; and the heads of the nails must

be countersunk. Care must also be taken that the

hammer does not slip ; the nails should be almost

flush with the surface before the punch is used,

two or three being driven into the centre of the

plate in the whites. The electro should now be ad-

justed to type-height, being tested by passing it under a

gauge, as in Fig. 4D, which shows a level slab, preferably

of iron, with a bridge, exactly type-high, across the

centre : the back of the mahogany has to be accu-

rately planed until it will pass under this gauge.

When mounted, the electro is ready for printing.

Correcting.— I have sought to make the method of

copying set-up type as clear as possible, but mishaps

will occur sometimes even with experienced hands.

Therefore, I will now say a few words on the subject

of dodging moulds which have met with some accident.

I prefer to do everything in the best possible manner,

and I would always sooner obtain a fresh electro, and

so avoid the sometimes equally long job of after dodg-

ing, but still the knowledge of how some slight acci-

dent may be remedied is always welcome to amateurs

who have not got too much time or money at their

disposal. The face of the electro must, of course, be

examined for any defects before mounting, as it would

be out of the question to attempt any repairs with the

plate affixed to the wood.

Should it be seriously damaged, it will be much
the best plan to obtain another, but if it is perfect

except for picking out a few pieces of backing metal,

or repairing or inserting a fresh letter, it would, of

course, be a pity to cast it aside.

The following tools may be called into requisition :
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A small keyhole saw, a tinman's boxwood mallet, one

or two bodkins fixed into handles, a tinman's bolt, a

blowpipe, a fiat-headed hammer, a pair of calipers, a

small rat-tailed file, a square file, one or two gravers,

and a chisel. These tools are generally to be found

in the workshop of an amateur, and do not therefore

entail any extra expense.

The routing operation, as it is generally called,

consists in cutting away and deepening the central

portions called the whites, or any large space that

might be apt to black in printing, the spaces between

the folio and the top of the page requiring the most
attention, in some cases it will be necessary to

remove the shell and some portion of the backing,

but never clear away more than is absolutely requisite.

A sharp chisel, a mallet, and a steady and skilful hand
will be all that is required for this operation ; a proof

should if possible be pulled in order to ascertain

when sufficient metal has been cut away.

When a Letter is Battered, it may sometimes be

put right by marking the position on the back of the

electro with the calipers, then clearing away some of

the backing metal and endeavouring to knock it up

very carefully, afterwards filling in the space with a

little solder so as to make it rigid again, but this

can only be done when the letter is slightly depressed.

As a general rule it will be necessary to drill out the

broken letter and then insert a fresh type.

Those of my readers who happen to possess one

of the automatic drills (pp. 142 of Messrs. Melhuish's

catalogue) will find them especially useful for drill-

ing out a letter. To drill out a defective letter and
insert a fresh type, proceed thus : Lay the electro on
its back, and then with a small sharp chisel and a

steady hand, carefully clear off the letter or letters

as close to the face as possible, taking particular care

not to slip and damage any others. Then drill a hole

right through the electro and proceed to enlarge it by
means of a sharp pen-knife or other suitable tool,

until it is nearly large enough to take the type. Now
proceed to square the hole by means of a small square

file (rough), being careful to file it exactly in the

position it is required. When large enough, the

letter must be pushed in from the back, taking care, of

course, that it is neither higher nor lower than the rest

of the face ; if it is not quite in the position file a little

more away and wedge the type in its place by means
of a small strip of metal, but do not make the opening

larger than is absolutely necessary, otherwise, the

letter may shift in soldering. When it is in the cor-

rect position, place the electro on a level plate of iron,

and tap them both in order to ensure their being of the

same height. Then cut off the projecting portion of

the type flush with the back by means of a keen saw
;

now turn it over again to make sure that the lcjter

has not shifted during the sawing. It may be secured

in position from behind, by first scraping away any

superfluous metal, then brushing a little soldering

fluid round it, and finally adding a few grains of

tinning metal, and then causing it to flow round the

type by means of a blowpipe. All the superfluous

tin or backing metal must then be removed by means
of a rough file, and the electro mounted on a block of

wood the required size. Sometimes the electro only

needs a few touches with a graver in order to render

it perfect for printing from ; care must always be

taken when using a graver, not to slip, or a letter

might thus be spoilt, rendering it necessary to insert a

fresh type.

Never break up the type until it has been ascer-

tained, by means of a proof, that the electro is perfect,

as it may sometimes be requisite to take a copy of

perhaps one line of the type, to insert in the electro,

which may be otherwise perfect. This is rather a

difficult operation for an amateur to attempt, but it

may be tried with every chance of success by those

who are handy at soldering and repairing metal work,

Suppose, for example, that half of one line in the

electro is battered. Another copy must be taken of

that portion, and the distance between each end of

the damaged part having been marked on the back

by means of a pair of calipers, a hole is drilled right

through, and the intervening battered portion removed

by means of a fret, or keyhole saw. The electrotyped

piece is now filed and fitted into the slit thus made,

being finally soldered in position. If this be well

done, and the electrotyped portion has been inserted

true to the other lines, it will prove perfectly satisfac-

tory ; but when proper care is exercised in the pro-

duction of the electro, there should be no need for

these troublesome operations. It is, however, quite as

well to endeavour to repair a spoilt electro if the

operator can conveniently spare the time, as it would

be of no practical use without.

(To be continued.')

PRACTICAL SCENE-PAINTING

AMATEURS.

FOR

By HENRY L. BENWELL.

XXV.

—

Pounces and Pouncing—Dragging—Glazing
—Recipe for Glazing-size—How to Lay Out and
Draw a Simple Interior Cloth.

N the last chapter I mentioned the

frequent use that the scene-painter

makes of stencils for interior work ; but

although their use is a great aid to the

painter when rapidity of execution is

necessary, it is not always advisable to cling too
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closely to them, especially when about to paint an

elaborate interior consisting mainly of ornamental

panelling and scroll work. Stencilled ornaments

have also their faults, for they give a certain amount

of sameness to the scene and also look flat and stiff,

as is the case with most mechanical processes. Wheni
therefore, the painter decides to discard altogether

the use of stencils, he generally has recourse to a

process known as pouncing. Most professionals have

always a large stock of pounces on hand, so that they

may be ready to hand at any moment ; and should the

amateur wish to procure any ready-made, he should

communicate with us on the subject, as they are some-

what difficult to obtain from the dealer in decorative

materials. We may, however, explain that a pounce

is a full-sized working drawing on lining paper, with

the design pricked in with a pin, an exceedingly

tedious process. The design is transferred on to the

canvas with the pounce bag, i.e., a small muslin bag

filled with powdered charcoal. We may possibly

have occasion to refer to pouncing again in an early

chapter, if so, it will be necessary to go fully into their

manufacture and proper use.

Dragging or Draggling.—-This is a process some-

times used in interior work. The method is simple,

but requires a Little practice and a quick, bold hand.

It consists of dragging a dry brush with a very little

thick colour on the tips of the bristles, lightly and

quickly across the canvas. The best brush to use is

a two-tie, and one that is half-worn is preferable to a

new one. Dragging is an excellent method of repre-

senting the effect of the angular rays of the sun or

moon shining in on the sides of a room or floor, or

on the sides of a recess in a window, as in Fig. 133.

The artist must take care to make the rays fine and

perfectly straight, or the effect will be spoiled. This

process may also be used for getting the effect of the

rays of the sun or moon streaming through rents in

the clouds or over their edges, and, thus employed,

has good results.

Glazing is frequently resorted to also for in-

teriors, in oaken chambers especially. It gives a

great depth and very rich tone to the colours. It will

also change one colour into another, if we may make
use of such an expression. To explain our meaning,

however, we will take vermilion for instance, which,

being laid in and allowed to get perfectly dry, and

afterwards receiving a glaze of lake or carmine paste,

would change into or become a deep rich crimson.

Orange red is an excellent colour in scene-painting,

but it becomes very rich in appearance if glazed over

with carmine paste ; the same glaze is also good for

shading orange red. Glazings of vandyke brown,

burnt and raw sienna are frequently in use. It is

frequently necessary to put in very deep shadows in

room-scenes ; and a strong glaze of vandyke and burnt

sienna followed by further and thinner glazings of

vandyke alone will produce a depth of shade not

otherwise obtainable in distemper painting. For

glazing purposes the novice must make use of half-

and-half size for medium effects, adding more and

more strong size accordingly for deeper or darker

effects. The size must not be too strong, or the

canvas will present, when dry, a sparkling appearance.

A cloth that has been much glazed over is liable to

crack and the colour peel off to an alarming extent,

as we have often found to our cost. This defect is

more liable to show itself if the canvas has by any

means become the least bit damp. We would urge

the painter to avoid the use of patent or double size

in the preparation of his glazes, but, instead, obtain

some glue of the best quality. The following is the

secret recipe to prevent glazed surfaces from crack-

ing : it is simple, it is safe, it is sure, and goes straight

to the spot (i.e., well into the canvas), as the patent

medicine advertisements are so fond of saying :

—

Recipefor Glazing-size.— 1 lb. best Russian thin glue;

5 tablespoonfuls best treacle ; 1 tablespoonful honey ;

2 quarts water. Boil in water-bath till glue is

thoroughly dissolved. When the above has set into

a stiff jelly after cooling, it may be again warmed, put

into a tin canister, and will then keep good some

length of time if the lid be kept on. Be sure and use

best treacle and not the cheap golden syrup. Glazing

is generally done with a two-tie brush and requires

some practice, as it must be executed very rapidly, or

the "laying in" colours will rub up too much. A
smeary appearance will, however, sure to be the result

and may dishearten the amateur artist, but further

glazings will partly get rid of this, and when the lights

and shadows are put in and the scene well marked

up, all should then look as it ought to. Purple and

grey tints of a semi-opaque character will, however,

have an improving effect on a glazed ground, espe-

cially if it still retains a smeared appearance through

being improperly and clumsily done.

In "laying in" surfaces to be afterwards glazed,

note well

—

Do not have the colour too thick, or of loo

much body, nor the size too weak, but a little stronger

than usual.

How to Plan or Lay Out, and Draw a Simple In-

terior Design on the Canvas.—We have already given

the necessary instructions for laying out a subject on

the canvas from a scale drawing. This is done, it

will be remembered, by means of squares, and should

the amateur desire to enlarge by this means the sub-

ject here given, Fig. 132, he will first of all have to

make a proper drawing to the required scale, and put

everything in proper proportion. In the case of such

a simple subject as Fig. 132, however, a good many
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painters, both amateur and professional, would not

trouble to make any design drawn to scale, but proceed

at once to draw in this, or some original design of

their own, without further preparation. Having given,

therefore, the necessary lesson in drawing from scale,

we will give a few hints as to the method last men-

tioned being best accomplished by the amateur. The
painter will want by him his chalk-line and charcoal,

and also his six-feet straightedge (marked off in feet,

half-feet, and quarter-feet, and at one end into inches,

up to the number of 12). We commence by finding

the centre of the cloth, which we do by striking lines

from each corner of the painting frame, by aid of the

line and charcoal (see A in diagram). The cloth, it

should be said, must be placed on the frame perfectly

true, as in Fig. 132, and the same remark applies to

the frame itself, which should be faultless, if well made.

Next draw a perpendicular line, B, through the centre at

AinFig. 131. Now we require three horizontal lines, the

first depends on the height or size of the cloth, but we
will say it is twelve or fourteen feet from the bottom.

1 h a 6 G 1

H' K

fig. 131.

—

DIAGRAM
SHOWING
HOW TO

STRIKE OUT
LINES

IN CLOTH.

The second line, D, is 5 feet 6 inches from the base, and

the line, E, about 4 feet. We now proceed to draw in

our picture, and for convenience' sake will commence
at the centre. The line, B, is the centre of the fire-

place, and the point, f, is the top of the mantelpiece.

Measure off 2 feet each side of the line, B, at top and

bottom of cloth, and with the chalk line strike two

faint lines. G, G, G, G. Now allow about 16 inches each

side of fireplace, or the G lines, and strike the lines,

H, H. H, h. Next, on the left, allow 3 feet 6 inches for

window, and strike the line, I, 1, and, lastly, allow for

door 2 feet 6 inches, and strike a line, K, K. All this

measuring and striking of lines will doubtless have

taken some time, but what of that when all our

measuring for the most important points is now com-

pleted. The artist may now proceed to draw in the

window frame, the line, D, being its height, and the

lines, 1, H, its width. Next comes the fireplace and

mantelpiece, its height at E, E, centre at F, and width,

G, G. Now follows the door, the height of which is at

D, and width at H, K.

The line C C represents the bottom line of the

mouldings at the top of scene. All the minor work,

such as panels, sashes, styles and pictures, are quickly

*r c
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put in, the measurements being made with the straight-

edge, whilst the ornaments, grate and fender, are

merely pieces of freehand drawing. In scenes where

pictures are " painted in " they are generally left to

almost the last thing, and the subject is generally some

spontaneous conception from the artist's everinventive

brain. The reader may notice that we only allow

5 feet 6 inches as the height of the doorway and

window. The reason for this lies in the fact that the

door does not reach the base of the cloth and so touch

the stage, on the other hand we show a bit of the floor

of the supposed room, and the bottom of the door is

really about one foot up the cloth. This makes it

about the right height. The same remark applies to

the fireplace. When the artist has finished his draw-

ing it should have the appearance of Fig. 132. If the

workman feels inclined for further labours, he may at

once set to work and "line "in his work with the

strong size and burnt sienna, and when perfectly dry

make use of the " flogger." These lines will show

through successive paintings. By this time even the

most energetic of scene-painters would have had

enough at least for a morning's work, so we will let

the further painting, as shown in Fig. 133, rest for

awhile. In the meantime we go to luncheon with an

amazing appetite.

( To be continued.')

THE FORMS OF TOOLS.
B:j A FOREMAN PATTERN-MAKES.

V.

—

Planes.

PLANE may be regarded as a chisel, the

extent of whose action is regulated to a

measurable amount by the stock or guide

in which it is contained. Planes present

an immense variety, but all alike owe

their value to the guide principle.

I laid down a rule in a previous article, p. 1 50, to

the effect that the lower, or cutting, face of a chisel

should make as close an approximation as possible to

that face of the material upon which it is operating,

and also that the top face should approximate as

closely thereto as considerations of strength and

permanence of edge will permit of. We see now that

this is exemplified in the case of the plane. Though it

is impossible to have the lower face of the cutting iron

in the position of the paring chisel, that is, coincident

with the face of the work, yet it is practically in an

equivalent position, owing to the bevel at which it is

sharpened, and the coercion of the stock. In Fig. 62 is

shown the iron of an ordinary plane, whose face is set

at an angle of 45° with the face of the stock. But 45°

does not represent the cutting angle, for a is the angle
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of presentment of the tool to the work, and is that in-

cluded between the sharpened narrow facet of the

iron and the face of the material, ranging between

about 5 and io° only—just an angle of relief and

no more. The other, B, is that formed by the first

grinding of the basil, and is the reserve, so to speak,

which is drawn upon for sharpening. The top face,

C, answers to the bevel therefore of a chisel, and the

sharpened facet, or rather the sole of the stock, to its

face. In the second figure, Fig. 63, which represents

the mouth of an iron plane in section, the bottom

angle, A, is increased, being about 20 , and the top,

B, on which the sharpening takes place is not very

different from that of the first example. But in each

case that which renders the plane so valuable is the

guidance afforded by the stock, without which it would

not be possible to remove shavings of uniform thick-

ness, that is, with chisels alone held at the same angles

as the plane irons. The stock constrains its iron to

move in rigid lines, so that it cannot penetrate, or be

drawn into the stuff at the angle at which it is pre-

sented, and the longer the stock the more complete

and perfect is its guidance. No advantage would

be gained by bringing the iron and the face of its

stock more nearly into coincidence, for, that the angle

is sufficiently low, is evident from one's experience

with cross and curly grain, since it is quite impossible

to plane such stuff against the grain even with irons

set at the common angle, without the fibres becoming

torn up. Hence the reason for the employment of

planes of a more upright pitch, and of the metal

scrape for curly and hard woods. Hence also the

necessity for keeping the top iron closer to the cutting

edge for planing the harder woods than for the softer

kinds, the top iron apparently performing the double

function of rendering the cutting portion more rigid,that

is, less liable to spring and chatter, and also of turning

over, and breaking the continuity of the shaving. Here

again we see the analogy between the plane and the

chisel. We can divide shavings into two classes,

coarse and fine, the difference consisting in this, that the

coarse shavings are broken, while the fine shavings are

not, at least not perceptibly so. If we consider the action

of a chisel when removing coarse and fine parings,

we shall see a marked difference. In the first case

the parings will be like Fig. 64, broken in polygonal

forms ; in the second, Fig. 65, they will be continuous

and regularly curved. The same effect is observable

in planes, the coarsely set single iron of Fig. 66

breaking up the shaving, the finely set double iron of

Fig. 62 removing it as a continuous ribbon. But the

iron in Fig. 66, let it be set ever so finely, would not

remove such fine shavings as Fig. 62, neither if Fig.

62 were set very coarsely would it chatter so much as

Fig. 66. Hence] in iplanes the addition of the top

iron is necessary in order to counteract the influence

of the angular setting in the stock, which setting being

a departure from the chisel principle tends to cause

chatter. The function of the top iron, therefore, con-

sists in the diminution of vibration of the cutting

iron, effected by increasing the rigidity of that portion

of the plane. That rigidity is the main essential

rather than the mere breaking of the shaving is borne

out by the fact that iron planes are the most rigid of

all, and that in these, single irons, see Fig. 63, can be

used without chatter or choking, even when cutting

against the grain, and on harsh stuff.

Leaving first principles, let us go now into details

of practice. An amateur will get a brand new plane

from a shop, and will, perhaps, find that it will not

work at first ; it chokes, puckers up the shavings,

chatters, or sticks fast. He will, perhaps, think that

the plane is radically at fault, and will want to change

it. But the workman goes a different way. He
first of all examines the amount of iron set out, then

looks to the width of the mouth, knocks out the wedge
and sees to the setting of the top iron, tries the bed-

ding of the iron on its seat, the fitting of the wedge,

all in succession, until he ascertains the true reason of

the plane not working. He may find the evil to arise

from either of these matters alone, or from two or

more in combination, as—the iron set out too far,

making the shaving too coarse—the mouth too con-

tracted to permit of the free passage and delivery

of the shaving—the top iron set too far back or else

too finely on the bottom one—the latter sharpened im-

properly—the iron rocking on its seat—or the wedge
fitting badly. Sometimes it is really difficult to dis-

cover where the fault lies, and several attempts to

rectify it may be made before the matter is set right.

Let us note these points in succession.

(1.) Too coarse setting is so obvious on casting the

eye down the face that we need not remark on that,

nor need we either on the iron being set out of square.

(2.) With regard to the mouth being too con-

tracted, we should be sure that it is really so before

making any alteration therein. The mouth very soon

widens—becomes too wide in fact, with the wearing

back of the iron and the " shooting " of the sole.

Hence it should be left as narrow as it can be, so

long as the- tool will work, at the commencement.

Though narrow on the sole, it widens out immediately

above that, to allow free exit for the shavings ; there-

fore, it is usually sufficient, in case of choking from

this cause, just to remove the keen edge of the open-

ing with a chisel or file to t"» inch or so inwards from

the sole.

(3.) Again, very much depends on the proper set-

ting of the top iron. The harder and more cross-

grained the wood, the finer should be the setting, so
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fine in extreme cases that

the face of the cutting iron

appears as a mere line only

beyond the other. But for

soft wood this setting is too

fine, and will, especially if

the stuff is wet, cause chok-

ing. The setting back may
then range from ~ inch to

tV inch ; also, the wider the

plane's mouth, the finer can

the setting be; while, the fig. 62

narrower the mouth, the

more reason for coarser

setting back to allow the

shavings a free passage up- ^
wards. jp

(4.) In the next place, a jm
very trifle of bad sharpening ^p
will produce choking. If

the iron is sharpened ever

so slightly hollow, or even

quite straight across, so that

the corners dig in at all, it

must choke the shavings. The more rounding given in

the transverse direction to any plane iron, the sweeter

it will work, the material being attacked obliquely in

detail ; but this, though

suitable enough for the jack

plane, is not permissible for

the trying and smoothing

planes, which are expected

to produce true surfaces.

The happy mean for these,

is that close approximation

to a straight edge, which

does not dig up at the cor-

ners. The amount of round-

ing then is barely perceptible

when the edge of the iron

is tried on the sole of the

plane, the corners are then

just rubbed off when sharp-

ening.

(5.) Choking is again

caused by sharpening at a

too obtuse angle, or such

that the facet formed by
sharpening rubs on the

wood along its whole width.

Then the remedy is to re-

grind, and sharpen thinner.

(6.) A very frequent

source of choking is the

rocking of the iron on its

FIG. 63.—MOUTH OF IRON PLANE, IN SECTION, WITH
BACK OF IRON SET AT AN ANGLE OF ABOUT 20°.

FIG. 6l-

FIG.

seating, due to "wind" in

either one or the other. This

is easily tested by taking the

wedge out and trying the

bedding of the iron on its

seat with the fingers, and

then removing the higher

portions of the wood. Bad
fitting of the wedge is re-

medied in the same manner.

(7.) Lastly, keep the parts

•mouth of ordinary wooden plane with about the mouth clean, re-
FACE OF IRON SET AT ANGLE OF 4S°. rmoving from time to time

the greasy deposits which

accumulate on the wood
about the mouth and on the

top iron. This, which ap-

pears a little matter, in-

fluences the sweet working

of the plane to a greater

extent than many might

suppose it possible.

" Bench planes " are so

called because they are in

almost constant use, and are therefore kept upon the

workman's bench instead of being put into his tool box

for occasional employment only. These are commonly

the "jack," "trying," and
" smoothing " planes. Out-

side these lie a whole host of

rebate, hollow, round, bead,

moulding, compass, thumb,

and other planes, whose

name is legion, and which

are used, more or less, in a

large number of trades. The
irons are almost always

double in the case of bench

planes, always single in the

others. From purposes of

economy the steel cutting

face is made as a thin layer

of facing of steel welded to

an iron backing. The jack

plane and trying plane irons

are released by a blow on

the stock near the front end,

the smoothing plane by a

blow on the back, the

rebate, hollow, and mould-

ing planes, etc., by striking

a blow underneath the ball

of the wedge, so driving it

out directly. Wedges should

never be driven in too tightly,

ACTION OF CHISEL IN REMOVING COARSE
SHAVINGS.

65.—ACTION OF CHISEL IN REMOVING FINE
SHAVINGS.

%

—ACTION OF PLANE WITH COARSELY SET SINGLE
IKON—MOUTH, ETC., SHOWN IN SEf TION.
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as they are then apt to buckle the plane and split out

the rather weak shoulders against which they abut.

They should be so driven that about two taps of the

hammer should suffice to release them.

Some forms of mouldings, hollows, and rounds, are

not and cannot be worked so sweetly with planes as

flat surfaces, because in the removal of material from

sides which approximate to the vertical, the cutting

edge stands normal to those sides instead of at an

angle, and so its action degenerates into scraping.

Hence the puckered appearance of the shavings

removed, and the labour demanded to effect their

removal.

All wood planes require " shooting " at intervals,

because the sole becomes hollow, rounding, or wind-

ing, due to the wearing effects of frictional contact

with the stuff on which they work. Each time the

plane is shot, the mouth becomes slightly widened,

therefore no more should ever be taken off than just

suffices to restore the accuracy of the sole. Before

planing any off, the sole should be carefully tried over

with winding strips and straightedge, in order to see

precisely where to reduce. The trying plane used

for the purpose must be sharpened very straight

across, the top iron placed well down, and the cutting

iron set true. Then remove the material carefully

from the higher points, trying the strips across re-

peatedly until all is level, the last remaining low spot

being barely obliterated. Then oil the sole to harden

it and form a glossy skin. When, in the course of

years, the sole by repeated shootings has become

worn very much, it is customary to glue on a new
bottom, bringing it up to its original dimensions, or

to dovetail a piece across the front of the mouth to

reduce its width. Common plane irons are tapered

backwards in thickness, so that their grinding back

helps to widen the mouth. An advantage of the

single iron plane whose face is downwards is that the

mouth does not become widened by the grinding

back of the iron. Parallel cutting irons, having also

top irons, are made for ordinary planes, with a view

to the prevention of the widening of the mouth.

During the last few years the types of joiner's

planes have been greatly modified, the modifications

having been almost entirely introduced from America,

whence nearly all improvements in ordinary hand-

working tools appear to emanate. In this matter we

are certainly being slowly but surely beaten out of the

market, tools designed and manufactured in the

States, largely superseding those of English manu-

facture in our workshops. It is not that they cost

less, since they are usually dearer than English-made

tools, but because they supply felt wants, and because

in all the minutiaj of their details, they are exactly

adapted to the work which they are designed to ac-

complish. These remarks do not apply so much to

what are commonly termed edge tools, such as chisels

and gouges, as to planes more particularly, than to

saws, braces, chucks, vices, gauges and such like.

The Americans make much of their light work in

cast iron, which is of very excellent quality, while

much of the cast iron put into English goods is rotten

and useless. In these American planes, the tighten-

ing wedge is discarded in favour of clamping by means

of screw pressure. In the " Bailey " planes, again, both

adjustment and clamping are performed by screw

pressure, so that there is no occasion to tap the stock

with the hammer at all. These are all expensive, but

admirably adapted to the finest work of the cabinet-

maker, the joiner, and the amateur ; though, of course,

for outdoor and rough carpentry the old-fashioned

wood planes, which can scarcely be injured by such

usage, are to be preferred. These American planes,

like most of their tools, are eminently characteristic

of that attention to minutiae of detail, that catering to

the requirements of mechanical workers, which tends

to the ultimate development of trade.

The spokeshave precisely resembles the chisel as

regards mode of presentment to the work, differing

in this respect from the true planes. But it is not

adapted for accurate work, since it embodies the

guide principle in but a slight degree. The cut-

ters of planing machines on the other hand, meaning

by this only those which are fixed in adze blocks,

differ from the true planes in that their action is

strictly tangential to the surface of the work. Hence

they scrape only, but owing to the high speed at which

they are revolved, produce surfaces of great smooth-

ness, though minutely ridged. These, therefore, as re-

gards angle, occupy one extreme, the spokeshaves

the other, while the true planes hold an intermediate

position.

(To be continued.')
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FRETSAW WORK AND MARQUETRY
CUTTING.

By D. B. ABAMSON.

V.

—

Fretwork Machines.

ILL the last few years all frets awing was

done by hand, but except for cutting thin

material, this method has to a great

extent been superseded by the use of

machines, in the construction of which

considerable ingenuity and thought are displayed.

This will easily be conceived, when it is remembered

that Brother Jonathan set his wits to work to facili-

tate the operation of sawing, and it is, without doubt,

greatly owing to the cheap and excellent American
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contrivances that fretsawing has become so popular

among amateurs. For ordinary work the treadle

machine, that is, one in which the saw is actuated by

the feet, is far preferable to the hand-frame already

described. Greater power is obtained with less

labour, and the work is more quickly executed.

Neither is so much practice required with it before

a presentable piece of fretting is produced, for the

saw is always making a perpendicular stroke, or, at

any rate, one fairly so, for as will be seen later on this

is not strictly correct, and both hands are free to keep

the line to be cut to the saw blade. Perhaps before

describing the foot-worked machine, I ought to men-

tion that there is a form of machine worked by hand.

This description may, however, be dismissed in a few

words, as it is not to be compared with the other

either as regards speed or power. It is, in fact, little

more than a modified hand-frame, so supported that

the blade works up and down in one position, without

the necessity of balancing or keeping the frame from

swinging round. To this extent it is perhaps helpful

to the novice, but when once the art of managing the

hand-frame has been acquired this rigidity is rather a

hindrance than otherwise. The great charm of the

hand-frame to the skilful sawyer lies in the power not

only to work the wood to the saw, but to swing the

frame round when cutting a curve, as experience may

suggest.

One of the simplest forms of hand machine, is that

shown by Fig. 19, by Le Melle, of Paris. It will be

seen that the saw-frame is supported at the back

between two pieces of wood, and that nearer the front

the lower arm slides between other two pieces, so that

it is impossible for the blade to work at irregular angles.

Above these pieces is the cutting board or table,

through a hole in which the blade works, and below

them is the strip of wood by which the machine is

clamped to the table or bench. It will be noticed

that under the lower arm is a piece of steel spring, to

assist the upward stroke of the saw after it has been

pulled clown by the handle.

The possessor of a hand-frame will have little

difficulty in constructing a similar machine from this

description, but I would suggest to him that he

should let the back of the frame work in a groove, in-

stead of pivoting it, as he will thereby keep the blade,

with a little care, perpendicular at all parts of the

stroke. The spring may be left out altogether without

detriment, if desired. By means of a piece of string

attached to the handle, and a loop at the other end,

this and other hand machines may be worked by foot,

though, if so, the spring under the frame is necessary.

Better than the string alone is the little pedal shown

in Fig. 20.

Hand machines are more popular in France than

in this country, and it is claimed for them they are

more under the control of the cutter than are the foot-

power machines. They are, however, not in general

use. Skinner and Co., I believe, are the only impor-

tant dealers in England, who keep them at prices vary-

ing from 3 s. 6d. to 9s. 6d. each. But the best and chief

contrivance for ordinary work is undoubtedly the

treadle machine. Many varieties are made, but it

will be impossible to go minutely into each detail, or

to say which machine is best for all purposes. All

that can be done to assist the novice in choosing one

is to state broadly what features are good and what are

objectionable ; leaving him, after due consideration, to

select the particular make that appeals most to his

fancy. With almost any of the machines in the

market good work may be done with care and the

necessary skill ; without care, good work cannot be

produced by any make.

A great point is gained when the peculiarities of a

machine are understood, so I would caution the

novice not to condemn any too hastily, as probably

the fault lies with the worker more than with the

machine. I call to mind a machine which its owner

had become disgusted with because, do what he

would, the saw-cut was always a slanting one, on the

bevel, not truly perpendicular. It could not be owing

to his want of skill in cutting ; of course not, the very

idea of that being the case was too absurd. Thin

wood could be cut right enough, or rather the slant

was not so observable, but when it came to cutting

A inch stuff, well, the bevel was, to say the least, not

pretty. All the fault of the machine, yes, certainly,

and yet the machine was as good a one as could be

made, only sufficient forethought had not been used by

its owner in adjusting it. The table was made to tilt

for cutting inlays, and it had been fixed just a little

out of the horizontal position. When it had been

regulated no machine could have cut more truly.

I have been asked what is the best machine, and a

similar enquiry may rise in the reader's mind. Per-

haps my answer may not seem satisfactory to him,

for I really cannot say that any make has all good

points in the superlative degree. For example, the

Lester Improved has a swing of 18 inches clear,

but it has not that, to some minds, great desideratum,

a true perpendicular action of blade. The Challenge

has this, but the swing is only 15 inches, which means

tha"t there is only this space between the blade and the

arm, so that the Lester cuts larger wood, but with

the supposed disadvantage of movable arms.

The ideal machine is one that can be easily

worked, not too heavy to be moved about, and, while

not unsightly, it should be plain and simple in detail.

The flywheel should be of sufficient weight to allow

I of comparatively thick wood being cut, and to give
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strength, steadiness, and firmness to the stroke of the

saw. The Improved Lester is one of the best in this

respect, having a wheel 1 5 inches in diameter, and of

l3lbs. weight. The clamps ought to be fitted so as to

hold any saw, even the finest, securely, and to allow it

to be fixed and released readily. Some clamps are

very troublesome, but as with other details in the

construction of fret machines, considerable improve-

ments have been made during recent years, and most

of. the newer kinds are open to little objection. A
good " blower," that is, some contrivance which will

automatically blow away the sawdust, is also a con-

FIG. 21.—LESTER IMPROVED SAW.

venience, as it is somewhat troublesome to the sawyer

if he has to be continually blowing it off himself.

This, however, is, to a great extent, a matter of habit,

and personally I seldom use any blower but that with

which nature has provided me, in other words, my
mouth—as many that I have tried are defective, and

some worthless for their intended purpose. This

latter remark, however, does not apply to all blowers,

as some are excellent, and fret-cutters who wish to

puff tobacco smoke instead of sawdust while they are

working will find it necessary to have one. The
automatic blower in new machines sometimes needs

a little adjustment before it will blow the dust away

just where it ought to, that is, immediately in front of

the saw blade. On nearly all machines the table on

which the wood rests while it is being cut can be tilted

at an angle with the saw for doing inlaid work.

Most of the machines might be improved by being

provided with larger tables than the usual size,

which is well enough for small work, but not so con-

venient for large pieces. These, unless the hole being

cut is near the centre of the wood are, if unsupported

by the hand and held down to the table, liable to

topple over, and in doing so naturally break the saw.

FIG. 24.—ROGERS' IMPROVED MACHINE.

Many machines are also fitted with drilling attach-

ments. The drills which work vertically, as a rule,

are the best, some of the horizontal arrangements

being awkward to use. With regard to the perpen-

dicular action of the saw blade already referred to,

it may be explained that machines may roughly be

divided into two classes. In the one, of which the

Lester Improved, Fig. 21, maybe taken as a type, it

will be observed that the saw blade is fitted to ends

of two movable arms, usually of wood, which work

on pivots at the back. Now it will be evident that

the blade does not run exactly in the same straight
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upright line when the ma-

chine is being worked. In

relation to the wood it

varies throughout the

stroke, and exception is

sometimes taken to this

as preventing true work

being done. I venture,

however, to say that this

objection is mainly theo-

retical as the variation in

the blade is so trifling as

to be almost impercepti-

ble. The pressure of the

wood when sawing against

the blade is also sufficient

to counteract the absence

of absolutely vertical ac-

tion. At the same time

the clamps require ar-

rangement, without,which

it is quite true that good

work cannot be done by
FIG. 23.—THE " GOODELL" LATHE AND FRET SAW.

FIG. 19.—LE MELLES HAND
MACHINE.

these machines—and for

this reason, their clamps

are usually hung on pivots

and made adjustable

either to right or left, as

well as backwards and

forwards. Whenoncethey

are set they do not re-

quire altering, except to

make allowance for wear.

A much more serious ob-

jection to such machines,

especially if the arms are

thin, is the side play,

though this too may be

avoided by attention. The
commonest cause of side

play is, perhaps, not so

much from the thin sub-

stance of the arms as

from the pivots on which

they are supported being

too loose. A very slight

irregularity in this makes

a great deal of difference.

If the pivot be screwed

up too tightly the arms

work stiffly, and on the

contrary, if too loosely,

side play begins. Should

the head of the pivot not

be large enough when
just sufficiently close to

the arm to allow free ac-

tion to prevent side play,

a larger washer than that

which is probably already

on may be placed between

the arm and the pivot

head. The tension of the

saw blade in these ma-

chines can be regulated

to the utmost nicety with

ease, not only by the

natural elasticity of the

wood, but by the screw

FIG. 22.—BRITANNIA COMPANY'S NO. f FRET SAW.

FIG. 20.—PEDAL FOR HAND
MACHINE.

arrangement or straining

rod at the back. The
proper degree of tension

will be explained further

on when treating of the

management of machines.

In the other class of ma-
chine the saw blade in-

stead of being attached

to movable arms are se-

cured by clamps which

work in slides at the ends

of fixed frames. See Fig.

22, which represents a

machine by the Britannia

Co. The upper slide being

A, D, and the lower one, C.

Between A and D there is

a spiral spring which gives

the upward pull to the

saw, and keeps it at the

right tension.

Perhaps it may occur

VOL. VII.—

s
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to some that the tension cannot be equal throughout

the stroke, as the spring will exert greater power when

the saw is at its lowest than when it approaches the

other extreme. No doubt this is so, but in practice no

objection can be raised on this account, any well made
machine running to all intents and purposes perfectly

evenly; and, perhaps, it may be said, that as a rule, they

are less noisy than the movable arm machines. The
arrangement of spring varies in different machines,

but the desired end is attained in all the principal

makes, so that the exact style is immaterial. The

main point in which some of this class of machine

compares unfavourably with the others, is that the

tension cannot always be regulated so fully to suit all

kinds of work, and that it is impossible to raise the

arm quite clear of the wood when threading the saw

through it. With movable arms the upper one can

be pushed up clear of the wood, and in large work it

is often a convenience to be able to do this. It is by

no means, however, a sufficient reason to avoid a

machine which is otherwise good. Immediately

behind the line representing the saw blade in Fig.

22, will be seen a kind of claw, B. This appliance,

termed a presser foot, prevents the upward jerking of

the wood while being cut. Especially with beginners

this is apt to occur, and very frequently causes break-

age of the saw. The presser foot can be adjusted to

any thickness of wood which the machine will cut, and

though of not much advantage to the accomplished

sawyer, it is an adjunct which will be appreciated by

the novice. It can only be fitted to machines with

fixed arms. It only remains to be said that whatever

the kind of machine, the motion to the saw blade

should be communicated to the lower, not the upper,

end, for it must be remembered that the cut is made
during the downward stroke, and that the saw should

be pulled, not pushed, down. I am induced to make
this observation, not so much because the popular

machines need attention on this score, as because

some of the old machines now discarded were con-

structed wrongly in this respect. Among machines

that may be recommended as good and serviceable

are the following, viz. :

—

The Fleetwood and Challenge, high-class American

machines with perpendicular stroke—the latter having

a lathe which may be fitted to it.

The Dexter machines are also very good and

rather lower in price. The Rival is another good

make, and may be had either with or without lathe.

The Britannia Co.'s No. 7, already mentioned,

is in every respect a most admirable machine, and is

one of the few which have a large table. It may be

said, as it is not observable in the illustration, that it

carries a horizontal drill, which may be used with

facility. It is a machine well adapted for the use of

advanced fret-cutters, and large work can be done
with it, the distance from saw to arm being 20 inches.

Taking it all round, I am inclined to consider it one
of the best, if not the best machine in the market, and
the low price at which it is obtainable need cause no
apprehension about quality of workmanship. It has
only been introduced recently, so that it is not yet so
well known as some others, but many dealers supply
it, and being made in England the manufacturers can
always be applied to in case of difficulty.*

The Lester Improved has been referred to be-

fore, and some defects that existed in its earlier forms
having been removed, whilst various improvements
have been introduced

; it may now be considered an
excellent machine of its class. It is provided with a
circular saw, emery wheel and drilling attachment,

besides lathe, and though I cannot speak with un-

qualified approval of this latter, very fair turning may
be done with it. So far as the fret-cutting powers are

concerned, I like it as well as any make.
The Goodell Lathe and Fret-saw, Fig. 23, and

the Companion Lathe and Fret-saw are new introduc-

tions from America, very much alike, the former being
the more highly finished and complete of the two. As
their names indicate, they are rather lathes with fret

attachments than fret machines with lathes attached,

but they form a noteworthy exception to the general

rule that combination tools are not equally commend-
able in their various operations, for so far as I have
had an opportunity of judging, these are good both

for turning and fretting. The change from one kind

of machine to the other is effected with ease, the saw-

frame and fittings being secured to the lathe-bed by

one bolt only. They are good workmanlike little

machines, although the remarkably low figure at

which they are sold would almost convey the impres-

sion that too much is offered for the money ; an im-

pression it is scarcely necessary to say which is

speedily removed by acquaintance with the machines,

or they would not be mentioned here.

The Cricket is a cheap little machine, but not

very powerful. It is, however, serviceable for light

work, and is noteworthy as being a well-made fretting

machine, purchasable at only 1 _ew shillings.

The Improved Rogers or Windsor, Fig. 24, may
almost be considered as the same machine, but it is

somewhat heavier and larger besides being more

complete. The Empire, Victor, and Barnes' machines

are all excellent, of a larger and more powerful de-

scription than the amateur fret-cutter will find neces-

sary, though some of those made by the Barnes Co.

* Since the above was written the Britannia Company's No. 8

Machine, embodying several improvements has been introduced.

For a description of this Machine, see "Notes on Novelties,"

page 283.
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are specially designed for light work. These manu-
facturers have a very ingenious contrivance for

increasing speed and the avoidance of dead centres.

They also make machines with bicycle action, the

wheel being revolved by the aid of pedals and cranks,

similar to those of the two-wheeled steed. I have,

however, never tried these so-called velocipede fret

machines, and therefore cannot speak of them from

personal knowledge, but they are, I believe, well

liked by those who are accustomed to their use.

It will be understood that the machines I have

named by no means exhaust the list of those suitable

for the amateur, and the omission of any does not

imply that they are not good. I have merely en-

deavoured to assist the novice in selecting a machine

from among those which I know to be good or note-

worthy from some special feature.

When purchasing machines the caution Caveat

emptor may be as necessary as it is venerable. Such
dealers as Churchill, Melhuish, Harger, Skinner,

Booth, will always give reliable advicejto the novice,

who on hearing each machine described as " the

best " by its users is apt to become bewildered.

(To be continued.)
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HERALDRY

:

ITS APPLICATION TO DECORATIVE PURPOSES.
By AUTHUR YORKE.

VI.

—

Heraldry Applied to Decoration in Metal—
Pierced Work — Vanes, Palisades — Heraldic
Cabinet Fdrniture.

JO the greater number of amateur workers,

at least of such amateurs as are of an
artistic turn, the accomplishment of any-

thing satisfactory in metal seems out of

the question. In practice, however, they

will probably find, as the writer has done, that the

difficulties are more apparent than real; and in what

has now to be said he hopes to show several ways in

which heraldic decoration may be turned to good
account in metal by those who have not the skill of

the professed workman.

Pierced Work.—Among these one of the most
simple is piercing sheet metal for forming weather-

cocks, or ornaments for roofs, etc.; such, for instance,

as the vanes given in Figs. 105 and 106. Things like

these afford a good field for displaying the quaint and
grotesque in heraldic forms, and one which was not

neglected in the best ages of armoury.

Designs similar to the two given may be carried

out in sheet iron or zinc, but unquestionably the best

material for them will be sheet copper. This, as well

as being more enduring, admits of being worked more

freely. The design having been traced on the

material, the worker has only to lay the latter on a

lump of lead, or on a block of hard wood cut across

the grain, and to cut through the sheet of copper with

chisel and mallet ; the work being afterwards finished

with the file. In designing these things, it is always

necessary to secure strength by leaving sufficient ties;

as, for instance, in the line, Fig. 105, the tongue is made
in front to tie the head to the border of the vane,

whilst the opposite lock of the mane ties it behind to

the tail. In the two examples given the device is

left, and the surrounding material cut away ; but

sometimes the effect is more easily and safely to be
secured by cutting out the device only, which thus

shows as light against the sky. The nature of the

device to be worked out must regulate the choice of

method.

It is scarcely necessary to observe that in such

vanes as those before us, it is necessary to strengthen

the sheet copper by a rib of iron running round the

margin, and which will also form the hinge on which

it turns. Along a smooth edge the copper can be

turned down over the iron : when the edge is not

smooth the iron can be secured by rivets or clips.

Exposed as decorations of this nature must needs

be, the metal will require protection from the effects

of the atmosphere ; vanes, finials, and such-like

matters, moreover, look more effective if gilt. It is

recommended first to paint them with black, then with

a coat of yellow (ochre) paint ; and, if they are to

be gilt, to gild them, upon this as a grounding, with

oil size.

Another purpose to which this kind of work may
be applied is that of forming panels for iron gates or

palisades, and thus gaining some relief from the

wearisome repetition of the same designs to which

we are accustomed in these things. In Fig. 107 are

given examples of this application, and in Figs. 108,

109 and no are shown the manner in which palisades

may be cast to receive such panels. In Fig. 108 we
have a front elevation of one of the uprights, with

sections in its upper, middle, and lower portions. In

the second of these is shown the groove into which

the armorial panel fits. In Fig. 109 we have the

upper surface of the rail which runs beneath the

panels, and see how this rail rests upon a collar of

the upright. In Fig. no we have the upper surface

of the top rail. This, after the panels have been in-

serted is fixed in its place on the upper collars of the

palisades with small iron wedges : it will not, there-

fore, be difficult to remove it when, through a break-

age or otherwise, it is found necessary to change any
panel.

For these panels copper would scarcely be suitable.

They would require strength, and would be better
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pierced in stout zinc or sheet

iron ; indeed, in many cases,

and especially if it were found

necessary to repeat the same

armorial devices many times, it

might be better to have the

panels cast in iron at the foundry

with the actual palisades.

If the amateur decides to do

so he will best form his model

of mahogany panel by cutting

out his design with a fretsaw,

and afterwards finishing off

smoothly with chisel and file.

Smoothness is essential to mak-

ing a good mould, so the wood
should, of course, be planed first.

If the worker is not accustomed to making

models for casting—and for his own sake it

is hoped that he may not have had as much
experience in this matter as the writer—he

should be told of one point which it is most

essential to observe—namely, that his model

must be so formed as to " leave " the mould-

ing-sand properly. To assure this, all lines

FIG. It2.—KEY SCUTCHEON

Badges are often useful as

heraldic decorations. They ad-

mit of more freedom of treat-

ment than arms or crests, and
whereas a crest cannot properly

be represented unless supported

by a coronet, cap-of-mainten-

ance, or wreath, a badge is

complete within itself. Badges
seem originally to have been

invented as a kind of subsidiary

arms. The great feudal baron

reserved his crest for the decor-

ation of his own helmet only

;

his arms appeared on his shield,

dress, and horse-trappings ; but

were worn by none of his de-

pendants except his herald, who bore them
painted on a tabard ; his followers generally

wore only his badge . The badge, though in

many instances hereditary, is not necessarily

so like arms and crest. It is as often merely

personal ; and anyone can assume one at

pleasure.

Another use, and one of interest to a

must slope backwards from the face of the fig. 113.—cover for large class of readers of Amateur Work,
model at an obtuse angle, and never recede keyhole. to which heraldic metal-work may be applied,

at a right or still less at an acute angle ; a a, is the making of cabinet furniture, sheet

Fig. in, is the section of a form which will " leave " copper being in this case also the material. On some

properly ; b being the face, and c the back of the old cabinet work, especially Chinese and imitation

model. Moulders like a wooden model to be Chinese, we see copper furniture which has

French polished when carved—the smooth- C )

"
v ^ evidently been cut from the sheet, and after-

ness thus gained leaves a good surface to c
-±ct

the mould.

Arms or

crests, or both,

may well be

introduced in

these things
;

but it will be

observed that

in the illustra-

tion before us

use has been

made of an-

other form of

heraldic de-

vice, namely,

thebadge. The
Sun, the Stag's

Head, and the

Boar, were all

alike badges

of the House

of York. FIG. III.— DRAWER HANDLE.—A, A, FORM IN MODELLING WHICH WILL LEAVE MOULD.

wards slightly enriched with the punch and

graver, the

effect being a

very good one.

The same pro-

cess may very

well be used

byamateurs to

produce her-

aldic furniture.

For some de-

signs, suffici-

ent effect may
be gained by

merely cutting

out as above,

with mallet

and chisel, and

trimming with

the file ; for

others, some-

what more
care and skill,
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and the assistance of the punch and graver may

be needed. Hinges require more neatness of work-

manship than the majority of amateurs possess,

but not so key-scutcheons, handle-plates, corners, etc.;

and if the lines of the designs are good, they may not

look the less artistic for some rudeness of workmanship.

For this small work, copper is recommended in

preference to brass as being softer, less brittle, and

more easily worked; and, for my own part, I am fond

of the appearance of polished copper. But if the

worker prefers to have his furniture in the more usual

metal, and would carry out his own designs without

the labour of actually cutting them, he can (as advised

in regard to the panels of palisade) make his own pat-

terns and have them cast in brass. I have myself pur-

sued this course with regard to more than one article

of furniture. Provided the design had no relief to

speak of, I found sheet lead no bad material in which

to form my patterns. It can be cut with little more
labour than hard wood, and with wood tools. The
castings of these small matters cost me 8£d. per lb.,

rough from the mould, and I finished them myself.

The key-scutcheon, Fig. 114, is an example of a pat-

tern that may well be formed in lead, as it is flat, the

apparent relief being given by incised lines only.

The plate of the drawer-handle, Fig. m, with the

key-scutcheon to match, Fig. 112, might also, with a

little management in keeping them flat, have patterns

of them for casting made in lead ; but they would

look more effective with more relief. To attain this

most readily, it would be best to model them in wax.

Of course, in whatever material the model or pattern

to be cast from is made, the rule as to " leaving,'
1

laid

down above, must be strictly observed.

Whenever it can be used in making models for

these small castings, especially if many copies of an

article are required, lead is a good material, as it will

bear any amount of knocking about.

The liehnet in Fig. 113 will be seen to form a

cover for the keyhole in the scutcheon, Fig. 112. The
mantling disposed on the Jacobean cartouch around

it makes effective and appropriate ornament. The
crest above will, of course, be the one proper to the

arms (those doubtless of the owner) introduced on
the handle-plate. The pattern for the actual handle

in Fig. in will be most readily turned in wood and
fitted together ; the rosettes into which it works are,

of course, to be cast separately and fitted with screws.

Fig. 1 14, though well suited to be cut in lead and

cast in brass, was more especially designed to be

pierced and touched up with the graver in sheet

copper. In this scutcheon, also, the mantling of the

helmet, somewhat differently disposed, is made to

supply ornament.

(To be continued.')

HOW IT WAS MANAGED.

A SERIES OF PRACTICAL HINTS, SUGGES-

TIONS, AND WRINKLES.
FROM AMATEURS FOR AMATEURS.

r

I.—OUTLINING GRAVER POINT.

S, Section.

XL,—ENGRAVING ON METAL,
N page 192 of this Volume, W. T. P. asks for

information on Engraving on Metal. The

following instructions, given by Sephton

and Thomaso, were intended for "Ama-
teurs in Council ;

" but as they may be placed

more conveniently and quite as appropriately among the

short articles grouped under the general heading, " How it

was Managed," they are given here.

—

Ed.]

1.— [from SEPHTON'.l

Door-plates are made mostly of brass, some few of zinc.

The method of working both metals is the same. The ,

gravers used for this work are driven with a hammer. For

convenience in

working, the plate

should be firmly

fixed to a block of

wood by means of

pitch or the ce-

ment used in Repousse work. The letters may be drawn

direct upon the plate; the better plan is to draw the name on

paper in letters the size and shape required, and transferring

them to the plate. Drop a small quantity of turpentine upon

a cake of beeswax or on white wax, rub with the finger, and

from the finger smear the dissolved wax upon the surface

of the plate, when the turps has evaporated, laying the

drawing (the back of which should be rubbed with black-

lead) upon the plate, fix it at the corners with lumps of wax,

go over the letters with a hard pencil or a blunt scribe ; on

lifting the paper, the drawing will be found transferred to

the waxed surface, after marking with a sharp point through

the wax along the transferred lines, clear away the wax with

turpentine, and the plate will be ready for outlining. Two

or more gravers will be required, these should be made in

shape of chisels, of good square bar steel ; they should be

about 8 inches long and § inch thick in the middle. The

outlining graver should taper from the middle to the point,

there the thickness should be £ inch. The cutting is done

with one angle of the square bar, the point being formed by

bevelling the end from the uppermost angle ; see Fig. 44,

page 153, current vol. To facilitate cutting, the two under

sides of the square should be whet away sufficient to throw

the point upward. Fig. I shows a side view of outlining

graver point.

Observe, in using this tool the cutting should be of uni-

form depth, clear and firm to secure neatness of letters. The

gravers should be grasped with the left hand, the thumb of

that hand pressing along the side and pointing towards the

tool. The outlining process is simply cutting along the lines

that mark out the shape of the letters. The other gravers

should be ground and whet like ordinary metal-cutting chisels

and are used for chipping away the metal between the lines
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marked out with the outlining tool. The cutting down with

these chisel-like gravers may be left rough and ragged, as the

wax " filling in " will adhere better to such cutting. When
the letters are cut deep enough an:l have been squared up,

the plate must be removed from the block and the back
cleaned. To fill in the letters, pound some good sealing

wax, black, red, or blue, according to fancy. Fill up the

letters with the powdered wax of the desired colour ; if two
colours are used, care mu=t be taken to keep them separate,

heap up slightly to allow for shrinking in melting. Fix the

plate in a horizontal position, supporting it at each end and

leaving a space beneath it, large enough to allow of a piece

of burning newspaper being moved backward and forward

under the letters, avoid making the plate too hot and burning

the wax. When the wax has settled into the letters and the

plate is cold, it should be laid on a flat board and rubbed

with pumice-stone to clear away the wax, keeping the surface

of the plate well moistened with water, in which washing

soda has been dissolved. Rub with long and regular strokes.

When the superfluous wax is cleared away, a piece of Water-

of-Ayr stone should be used with clean water ; after rubbing

with this, the plate will have a smoother appearance. Go
over it now with a thick piece of willow charcoal, using oil

instead of water. The plate will now begin to show a

polish which may be further brought out by rubbing with a

piece of woollen cloth tightly rolled up, rub with the end of

the roll, dipping it now and again into a mixture of rotten-

stone and oil. Finally clear off all trace of oil and rotten-

stone, wipe with a clean rag, place it on the supports and

heat it as before, melting the wax, giving a polished surface

to the letters and a finished appearance to the whole.

2.—[from TBOMASO.]

To engrave a name-plate, you want a graver of the ordinary

form, such as is used for turning, and a kind of chisel about

the shape and size of the one shown in Fig. 1. The
letters are outlined with the graver, using a hammer, and the

rest of the metal is cleared away with the other tool. Finish

off corners and fine lines with a

small graver used in the ordi-

nary way—that is, without

hammering. When the letters

are cut to your satisfaction,

screw a hand-vice on one side

of the plate, put some wax on

FIG. I.-GRAVER FOR METAL. i(
>
and hold il over the gas -

!

take it that you want the

initial letters of a different colour to the others. That

being so, you will spread the wax well over the plate with

a flat piece of metal, taking care that it only goes in the

letters you want that colour, and that every hole is filled.

Then scrape the superfluous wax off, not too hard or you will

drag some of it out of the letters. While the plate is still hot,

put some of the different coloured wax on the letters you

want that colour, and with a small piece of metal scrape it

gently over them, taking care that it does not run into the

other coloured wax. Put the plate on a piece ofwood to coo!.

When thoroughly hard, rub the plate with a lump of

pumice-stone kept wet with water, until all the wax is

rubbed off except what remains in the letters.

Such is the process I have watched scores of times, and

•imitated on a small (very small) scale. You will find great

difficulty in making both the tools cut one uniform depth.

This is a matter of importance, as, from the form of the

graver, the deeper it cuts the wider the groove. If the

depth of the cut keeps varying, it is, of course, impossible

to cut a straight line. The wax must not be allowed to

boil on the plate. Wax of the proper kind can be got at

most metal warehouses, and is sold in round flat cakes of

various colours. Of course, there is no objection to your

being prodigal, and using ordinary sealing wax if you like.

A far better way of making a name-plate, and one which

is not often seen, is to cut the letters out of \ inch fretwork

with a fret-saw, glue them on a thin piece of wood (say

\ inch), put a raised edge round it, and have one cast in

brass. All that the casting would want in the way of fin-

ishing would be a good rubbing on the door step. To save

weight, you might hollow out the back of the pattern

under each letter. When cutting the letters, etc., cut them

-rV inch laiger all round, to allow for bevelling, without

which the pattern would not draw well out of the sand.

The ground of the pattern, i.e., that part to which the

letters are glued, should be dinted lightly all over with a

blunt pointed French nail, which will give the casting a

better appearance than it would otherwise have.

XLI.—CRANK SHAFTS FOR MODEL ENGINES,
[From P. R., Di-^eli.]

In model engines the double crank is always a difficult

part for an amateur to make, and as a forging does not

always accompany a set of castings, I propose to show how
a crank may be very economically made by turning out of

the solid. The best metal that can be had for this purpose

is "soft steel," also known as "mild steel," or "boiler

steel," being such as isjused for boiler making. First chip

and file the ends as near flat and true to the sides as possible,

centre, place in lathe, and face ends as close up to centre

as convenient ; file the projecting pieee left by the tool off,

being careful, however, to leave the mark of the centre (the

centres may be drilled, or rather countersunk with a drill,

and made rather deeper than the ordinary. If left rather

small, this centre may be enlarged. Now turn the metal

roughly to a slightly larger diameter than that of the webs.

A line has now to be scribed on the length of the piece of

metal ; this maybe done by simply stopping the lathe after

the tool has finished cutting, and running back the saddle

—

the point of the tool will mark the metal. This will be

found the readiest method, but if preferred, a rabbet trough

may be used. Now on each end draw a line from the point

where the above-mentioned line comes, through the centre,

represented by A B in Fig. I. Set off the other centres on

these lines. The diameter of the webs may now be finished,

next the pin, using centre 2, and, lastly, the shaft, using

centre 3, with a piece of hard wood between webs. The

webs may be left round or filed, as shown.

XLII.—INDEXING STEAM GAUGE DIAL.

[From IJ.BJ.]
In reply to S. M. L. (GoJcrich, Canada), page 192:

—

The simplest way to index a pressure gauge dial is to get
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the loan of an accurate gauge, and attach it, and the one

to be graduated, to a force pump, then mark off the gradua-

tions accordingly. The accompanying sketch shows a way

I have devised for graduating the dial without the use of a

standard gauge.

In Fig. I, A is a thick glass tube, such [as is used for

glass water-gauges, the ends B and c (i perspective view of

which is shown in Figs. 2 and 3), which are made of brass,

fit into the top and bottom of A, two rubber washers keep

them perfectly steam-tight, and the rods D, D (of which

three are used) keep

them from blowing

out under the great

pressure. The top

flange, Fig. 2, has

a boss tapped to

take the pressure

gauge, and through

which a fine hole,

E, Fig. I, is drilled.

The bottom flange,

Fig. 3, is fitted with

a perfectly fitting

valve, v, which is

prevented from ris-

ing too much by

the nut seen on the

lower end of its

spindle, the boss, G,

is tapped to take apparatus for indexing pressure gauge.
the delivery pipe of fig. i.—glass tube and fittings, fig. 2.—top flange

a force pump. Now, and gauge, fig. 3.—bottom flange, fig. 4.—

if everything is per-

fectly steam-tight,

it off along L m|; if scale is iolbs. to the inch, L M will be

12 inches long and [will be divided into 120 equal parts,

from each of these divisions, draw lines parallel to L N.

Now draw lines from points 15, 30 and 60, at right angles

to l n. Lines 15', 30' and 60' will meet lines 15, 30 and

60, at o, P, Q, respectively. Bend a thin batten to touch

the points N, O, P, Q, M, and draw in curve M N, this curve

is, I believe, called a hyperbola. From the points where

the vertical lines cut this curve, draw lines parallel to L M,

these latter will graduate the line L

E

MODE OF GRADUATING TUBE.

N into lbs. I have

only shown Fig. 4,

graduated to 5lbs.,

as the drawing is so

small.

Now make a

scale from Fig. 4,

and fasten it to the

tube A, and the ap-

paratus is ready for

work. The tube A,

must be kept at the

same temperature

throughout, whilst

the indexing is go-

ing on ; this may be

done by immersing

it in a large vessel

of water. Use co-

loured water in the

1 force pump, as it is

easily seen when it

is up to the gradua-

tions.

N. B. -The

and the gauge attached to E, ani the force pump to G, by
forcing water in till it reaches point 15, half-way up the

tube {i.e., half-way between H and j), the pressure of air in

the top part of the tube will be I5lbs. per square inch above

the atmosphere, half-way up again it will be doubled, i.e.,

3olbs,, and so on.

Now to graduate the spaces between oand 15, 15 and 30,

30 and 60, 60 and 120, proceed as follows:—Draw the

straight line L N (see Fig. 4) equal to the length from o to

120 in Fig. I, and mark off the points 15, 30, 60, 120.

From point 120, draw L M at right angles to L N. Now
choose a suitable scale, say iolbs. to the inch, and lay

CRANK SHAFT TURNED OUT OF THE SOLID.

glass-tube should not be less than 10 inches in length, the

longer the better.

XLIII,—MORTISING MACHINE FOR LIGHT WORK,
WITH RISING AND FALLING TABLE,

[From GEORGE T. HARDMAN.']

Some time since the Editor of Ours was good enough to

insert a small drawing and description of a circular-saw

table, etc., for lathe, sent by me, and if this meets his

approval, he may, I hope, include it among the short

papers grouped together under the common heading

—

" How It Was Managed." It is, I find, very useful for light

work. Indeed, I have cut tj inch deal with it, using a
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middle piece is fastened a piece of brass rod, D, in which is

cut a slot to allow the handle (a piece of flat bar-iron) to

pass through, and allowing slight up and down play. At

the lower end of the middle piece, c, is screwed a wood bed

or hollow

c
v..

A

; inch chisel. It is, as its titl* says, a light work mortise

machine, originally intended for cutting out the pieces in

dovetail work after the saw.

We will begin with Fig. 1, which affords a side view of

the machine.

The part let-

tered x in this

figure repre-

sents the wall

of the work-

shop ; A is a

piece of inch

deal 7 inches

wide and 6

feet long, to b

each edge of

this are screw -

ed with 2j

inch screws,

six in number,

thepieces.E.B,

seen perhaps

more plainly

in Fig. 2,

which shows

the front ele-

vation of the

machine. Be-

tween these is

another piece

of the same

width as A,

and also of the

same depth as

B, B, not seen

in Fig. I, but

marked z, z,

in Fig. 2, and

forming, in

fact, a box, of

which A forms

the back. To
this piece
forming tb

front is sere-.' •

ed a piece of

hard wood, I

J

inch thick,

marked c; this

must be fixed Pig. i.—side elevation of mortising machine for light work, with rising and fall-
truly perpen- IN° table. fig. 2.

—

front elevation, fig. 3.

—

section of dovetail block

dicular to the

sides of z, z,

which must be plumb. Before it is fixed permanently, this

piece, c, must be cut in three pieces in form of a dovetail,

see Fig. 3, which is a section through c from side to side.

The two outside pieces must then be screwed on to z, z,

leaving room for the central dovetail piece to slide up and

down easily, but without side shake. Into the top of the

H, inchuck,

which is a

screw, Y, to

hold the chisel

handles, and

prevent them

turning or fall-

ing out of H.

In the top of

z, z, a slot is

cut, say about

one-fourth of

the way from

top to bottom

to allow for

depression of

the handle, E,

and a strip of

wood is screw-

ed over, form-

ing a bridge

to prevent the

centre-piece of

C rising too

high, and
loosening H
by the concus-

sion caused by

the india-rub-

ber spring, s,

fastened from

E to the ceiling

to keep the

handle raised.

We now
come to the

rising and fall-

ing table. I is

the top upon

which the

work is clamp-

ed down. It

has two par-

allel grooves

cut in the

lower side,

running from

left to right,

and these fit on two slips, N, N, screwed on top of the second

table, K, and move the table right or left by the screw, P,

of I inch diameter, fixed to K at one end, and working in

wooden nut fixed to I ; L is the third or main table, having

two parallel grooves, R, R, Fig. 2, running from front to

back, in which slide two slips screwed to bottom of K, and

FIG. 4.—MODE OF FIXING HANDLE. FIG. 5.—MODE OF FIXING
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moving it backwards and forwards by a wood screw fastened

at one end to L, and running in a wooden nut fixed on K.

Fig. S shows how these screws are fixed at one end ; s is

screw ; c, a hollow collar ; D, a stop fixed on end of s.

The table, L,'is screwed firmly to a bracket with two

arms, M, M, Fig. 2, and a back-piece, T, Fig. 2, the exact

width of A. In the back piece, T, Fig. 2, is a slot x, through

which from back of A, passes a square-head bolt, with a

wing nut to clamp the table at any height within range of

the length of slot. To prevent any side play, two pieces,

s > s > Figs. I and 2, are screwed on to the outside of each

bracket (which must be flush with edges of t) and to T

itself, and these must barely reach back edge of A, so as to

allow free up and down motion when the whole machine is

fastened to the wall by the square-headed screws, o, G.

Fig. 4 shows fixing of handle, E, by an ear or lug, L, on

each side, and a spindle through all three. In addition, a

Millers' Falls hand-drill can be put in place of chisels for

drilling.

NOTES ON NOVELTIES.
By THE EDITOR.

34. The Art Designer. 35. Practical Amateur
Photography. 36. Practical Guide to Photo-

graphy. 37. Price List of the Photographic
Artists' Supply Association. 38. A Quartette
of Practical Guide Books. 39. The Britannia

Company's New Fret-Saw, No. 8.

SEE that a great many books lie on my table

awaiting notice, and, as I have not much
space to spare this month for " Notes on

Novelties," I had better deal with them first

of all, and so cletr the way for other matters

which earnestly and imperatively demand attention.

34. The Art Designer is a quarterly portfolio of full-sized

designs for painting and artistic work. It is published by

Mr. John Heywood, II, Paternoster Buildings, London, at

is., and is well worth the money. Indeed, the sheet of

twelve tiles, illustrative of the—well, not seasons, as the

inscription runs, but of the months of the year, are well

worth the money for decorative purposes. I have seen them

before, if I am not much mistaken, in the Furniture Gazette ;

but for their breadth, boldness, and manifest utility, Mr.

Heywood has done well to reproduce them.

35. Practieal Amateur Photography.—This is a compact

little handbook, by Mr. C. C. Vevers, a valued contributor

to Amateur Work, in which, apparently, everything that

it is necessary for a beginner to learn in practising the art is

placed before him tersely, briefly, and without waste of words

or space. It has now reached the third thousand, and has

been recently revised and enlarged by the author, by whom
it is published at 6d., at Horsforth, Leeds. It contains

labels for the amateur's chemicals, etc.

36. Practieal Guide to Photography.—This work, pub-

lished by Messrs. Marion and Co., 22 and 23, So/10 Square,

London, IV., the well-known dealers in and makers of

photographic apparatus, has now reached its twelfth thou-

sand. I do not know its price. It is well printed and freely

illustrated, as, indeed, are the two manuals already noticed ;

and, as far as I can judge from hastily looking through, it

appears to enter into every branch of the subject in a

thorough and practical manner. Its value is greatly en-

hanced by the addition of 112 pages of advertisements, care-

fully indexed, in which Messrs. Marion and Co.'s own
specialties, as well as many of other makers, are catalogued

and priced with care and completeness, lengthy and excel-

lent descriptions being given in almost every case.

37. Price-List of the Photographic Artists' Co-operative

Supply Association.—The stores and offices of the Association

are at 43, Charterhouse Square, London, E. C. It is a diffi-

cult matter to review a price-list, and all I can say is that

it is well and attractively got up—seems to include, in its

pages, everything that photographers, whether professional

or amateur, can possibly want, and adapted to meet their

requirements, not only as a price-list proper, but as a book

of reference. The Secretary is Mr. Thos. V. Nolan ; the

Trade Manager, Mr. Robert S. Irvine. The price-list itself

is well furnished with good illustrations.

3S. A Quartette of Practical Guide Books.—Amateur
Work having shown the way, many publishers and writers

are doing their best and utmost to follow therein, and to

shed as full a blaze of light as possible on the public in

matters practical. This is shown by the issue of the follow-

ing books by Mr. E. W. Savory, Steam Press, Cirencester

—nicely printed, well illustrated, and in an attractive form,

at 2s. 6d. each. Unfortunately, I can do little more than

give the title and object of each book ; but, speaking of them

individually and collectively, apt and useful teaching, com-

bined with practical and valuable recipes, is given in each,

in the trade on which each treats. They are :

—

• I. Amateur Handicrafts, replete with information on lens

and specula grinding, soldering and brazing, emery wheels,

scientific tool grinding, lathes and lathe work, filing, planing,

drilling, boring, and affording a plain guide to the use of

such tools of construction and ornamentation as are com-

monly found in the workshop of the amateur mechanic, by

the author of "The Lathe and its Uses."

2. The Paper-Hanger, Painter, Grainer, andDecorator's

Assistant.—Affording instruction on paper-hanging, panel-

ling, room decoration, distempering, graining, marbling,

sign writing, gilding, glass embossing, stencilling, varnish-

ing, etc., with tables for paper-hangers.

3. The Carver and Gilder's Guide and Picture-Frame

Maker's Companion.—A vade mecum for gilding and regild-

ing frames of all kinds, silvering glass, frame-making, mount

cutting, French polishing, varnishing, staining, cleaning oil-

paintings, engravings, etc.

4. The Amateur's Practical Guide to Fretwork, with

instructions on wood-carving, inlaying, frame making, lattice

and verandah work, etc., with many useful recipes.

39. The Britannia Co.'s New Fret-Saw, No. 8.—In

page 589, Vol. IV., of this Magazine, and also in page

273 of this volume, in the papers on " Fretsaw Work
and Marquetry Cutttng," the attention of fret-workers
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was drawn to this Company's No. 7 fret machine, and it

is with pleasure I call attention to the further improve-

ments embodied in their new venture, the No. 8. In

general construction it is much the same as No. 7, the im-

provements being chiefly in details, which will be appreciated

by advanced sawyers, and facilitate good work being done
by the novice. A fairly full description of the machine in

its old form having been given, as stated above, I merely

mention the improvements found in the new. First and

foremost, the spiral spring, against which so many objections

may be raised, has been done away with, the tension of the

saw blade being obtained

by an ingenious adaptation

of movable arms, which

are adjustable to any de-

gree. This -combination

of wooden arms, with true

vertical stroke is, I be-

lieve, quite new, or, at

least, is now successfully

applied for the first time,

excessive friction having

frustrated former attempts

in this direction, and it

seems aUnost unnecessary

to. say that the elimination

of the spi ing— either spiral

or band—which has hither-

to been regarded as indis-

pensable with vertical

stroke of saw is a distinct

advantage. A description

of the way in which tension

is obtained would entail too

much space, so I must con-

tent myself with saying that

it is thoroughly efficient

with a minimum of friction.

Another improvement the

makers have adopted is

the increasing length of

stroke of the blade. This,

though apt to escape the

notice of beginners, will

be welcomed by any

who, like myself, some-

times found the stroke of the No. 7 too short with heavy

work. This may also read like a complaint of that machine,

but I trust none of my readers will take it as such. The
fact is, the machine (the No. 7) is so good that one some-

times feels inclined to expect it to do more than could in

reason be required from it. But be that as it may, the

longer stroke of the No. 8 is an advantage in every respect,

particularly in conjunction with the larger and heavier fly-

wheel, which forms part of the machine. This extra weight

of wheel gives remarkable power, with increased steadiness

in working even heavy wood, and renders the machine pecu-

liarly adapted for sawing metal. I may mention that I have

cut through some inch oak with comparative ease. The

THE BRITANNIA COMPANY'S NEWEST AND BEST FRET MACHINE.

wheel is provided with two grooves for working at different

rates of speed, and, consequently, of power ; but I must

confess that to me this seems unnecessary. The slower

speed is quite quick enough, while the extra power with it

is more than sufficient to counteract any supposed advantage

there may be with the other. However, this is doubtless a

matter of opinion for the sawyer's own consideration, and it

may be something to have a choice of speeds. To show the

increased cutting power given by the heavier wheel, I may

say that I have made cuts over an inch long in oak three-

sixteenths inch thick, by working the machine up to a good

speed before pressing the

wood to the blade and re-

moving my foot from the

treadle. In other words,

the momentum of the

wheel has been sufficient

to carry the saw through

the wood named. An im-

provement, which will be

liked by those who have

not a special workshop, is

the saucer or bowl, fitted to

the guide rod of the lower

end of the saw in order to

catch the dust and intercept

its downward course to the

floor. By the way, in con-

nection with this, there is

the slight objection that the

screw tightening the jaw is

not so easily turned as it

might be. The cup is a

little in the way of the

fingers, though the diffi-

culty can be easily got over

by using pliers, and by

using a longer screw can be

entirely removed. I do

not wish to appear cap-

tious, but really the ma-

chine is so excellent in

every respect that one

notices little points which

would be passed over with-

out comment in the ordinary

way, otherwise, I should not have noted this. It goes without

saying that anything emanating from the Britannia Co.'s

Works is of good material and workmanship, and altogether

I can confidently recommend this machine, not only to

amateurs but to professional woodworkers, cabinet-makers,

carvers, etc., who require one capable of doing something

beyond the lightest work. The price of the machine is

only 60s., with drills and saw-blades, spanner and oil-can.

Polishing brushes and emery-wheels can be fitted if required.

I trust the Company may meet with a large demand for the

No. 8, which, I imagine, will ultimately supersede their

•arlier production, though this is still made and supplied by

them.
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For lt Instructions to Contributors and
Correspondents," see page 45 of this

Volume, or Part 72, page 45.

Binding "Amateur Work."
*** In Vol. VI., page 431, 1 showed how

Amateur "Work might be bound in such a

manner as to preserve the Supplements or

Folding Sheets issued with each volume in

perfect security and good condition, but

yet loose and removal at pleasure, for copy-'

ing, enlarging, etc., as working drawings.

I have much pleasure in saying, for the

information of readers whose copies may
yet remain unbound, that the plan sug-

gested has been carried out for myself in

the most satisfactory manner, and at very

moderate cost, by Mr. H. F. Fayers, Book-

binder, 10, Lovell's Court, Paternoster Row,

E.C., whose work I have much pleasure in

recommending. Mr. Fayers will be ready

to state his terms for binding on the plan

adopted for the Editor's copy, in different

styles, to anyone who may wish to know
them.

Utility of Amateur Work.
J. H. E. (Shepherd's Bush) writes:—"I

also may add my mite as to the value ~ F

Amateur Work in the short time of my
acquaintance with it, for an order for the

"Heart of Oak "Bookshelves, by G. A.

Rogers, brought me in considerably above

all I have spent on the vols, so far.

Discs for Speculum.
Twist Drill —You can obtain discs at

Farmiloe Brothers, of Westminster (see

London Directory), or of any lar^e plate-

glass manufacturers. So far as I can re-

member the rough discs cost about 2s. 6d.

each, and the same sum would probably be

charged by a glass-grinder to grind the

edges true. The emery used by the optician

or the lapidary would be certainly the best

to obtain, but it is not absolutely necessary.

Ordinary emery purchased at a good hard-

ware merchant's will suffice. Tell the sales-

man what the cutting material is wanted
for. The advantages of having good emery
lies in the fact that there is less dirt in it,

and, consequently, by its use, more washed
emery is obtained of the various grades,

with less trouble than would be the oase

with commoner material.—E. A. F.

Re silvering Reflector for Lantern.
W. W.—There is, so far as I know, no

method of satisfactorily silvering metals
other than by electro deposition, and you
should resort to that method. It is fully

treated and explained in Mr. Edwinson's
papers on "Electro-plating at Home,"
which appeared in Vol. I. of this Magazine.
Should a question arise in which it is simply

a case of ornamental silvering, say of brass

or copper, the work to be lacquered, I can

help you or any other reader of correspon-

dent of " Ours."—E. A. F.

Wood-Boring Bit.

Mr. C. P. Krauth. {Wagner Palace Car
Company, Syracuse, N.Y. t writes :

—" The
novel boring bit to which Limukn refers

in the January No. of ' Ours* is well and
favourably known in this country. It is

the Forstner Bit, and is manufactured by

the Bridgeport Gun Implement Company,
No. 17, Maiden Lane, New York, in Bizes

from § in. to 1$ in. The bits costs at retail

from 45 cents to 1 dollar 60 centB each,

according to size. A curious feature of

this hit, which you do not note in your

description of it, is that it will bore a

square hole or cut a groove. By first bor-

ing a hole with the bit held vertically, and

then holding the bit horizontally, the hole

may be bored square or rectangular to a

depth equal to half the diameter of the bit.

[Thank you, Mr. Krauth, for your letter.

I hope our leading dealers in tools will

soon have them for sale, now you have

told them where to get the bits, and that

the Bridgeport Gun Implement Co. may
have many applications for them.—En.]
Iago Ctbi writes :— " Allow me to say

for the information of my brother readers,

that I saw a wood-boring bit, the same as

the one illustrated in Amateur Work for

January last, in the shop window of Booth

Brothers, Dublin, last summer, and, as far

as my memory serves me, it was the same

as your illustration." [I trust your

removal to the States will prove to your

benefit. I hope you will make good friends

there, and that you will send over any

wrinkle you may pick up for our benefit.

—

Ed.]
Chair Making.

Topo.—It is not possible to give a series

of papers on Chair Making at present, at

all events. With regard to making curved

joints, it would have been better if you

had sent a sketch of any particular joint

of this kind that you cannot make.

Roughly speaking, in making circular or

curved work of any kind, you take straight

pieces and joint them at the necessary

angle by mortising and tenoning, and then

work the jointed pieces to the required

curve. For example, in making a flat ring

of wood, you may cut twelve equal pieces

so as to form two hexagons of the same size,

then place one on the other in such a way
that the joints in one hexagon will be

covered by the pieces of the other, fasten

them together with screws, and then cut

out your ring with fretsaw or compass-saw.

You can apply the principle to all joints of

this nature, remembering always that in

putting the pieces of a chair together the

mortise and tenon joint must be used in-

stead of what is practically a halved joint,

as described above.

French Polishing.

J. J. {Coatbridge, N.B.).—Full instruc-

tions for French Polishing are given in

Part 22 of this Magazine in " Wrinkles

for Amateurs,*' otherwise in Vol. II.,

page 510. There is also another paper on
" French Polishing and Spirit Varnishing,"

in Vol. I ,
page 248, otherwise Part 6.

Again, a aeries of articles, entitled, "French
Polishing in all its Branches," appears in

Vol. III., pages 79, 206, 262, 363, 406, other-

wise Parts 25, 28, 29, 31, 32, and you will

find some useful hints in "Amateurs in

Council,' ' Vol. VI., pages 277, 278, otherwise

Part 65. With all this already given, you
will readily understand that I cannot re-

peat instructions. I think, as you are a

beginner, you will find it useful to try

Spencer's Instantaneous (Wood) Polish,

supplied in bottleB at 6d, and Is. each, post

free Is. 3d., by Mr. R. Hampson, 205, St.

John Street Road, London, B.C.

Topo.—Kindly refer to the reply given

above to J. J. (Coatbridge, N.B.) t which

will tell you where to find the information

you ask for.

Iron Foundry Work.

Charley Faust (India).—I must beg to

remind you that the questions which you

ask are hardly suitable for an amateur

paper, as in my opinion very few amateurs

could go to the expense of cupola work, if

any. However, I will, if you will send me
your address, give you all information

on any point you may require enlightenrn g

on ; and in the near future I will, with the

Editor's permission, give some articles

dealing with iron-founding in a small way,

such as an amateur could do in a small

brass furnace. I have myself melted 70 lbs.

per hour in two crucibles, running each

alternately, and I will give my experience

in the matter ; if this would not be sufficient

for C F., I would recommend him to per-

use " Pattern-Making," by Joshua Rose,

10s. 6d. ; "Moulding," by a Foreman
Moulder. Messrs. Emmott, " New Bridge

Street, Mancliester, supply a list of works of

this kind.—A. J. S. [If you write direct to

Mr. Arthur J. Scotfc, Vulcan Iron Works,

Stonkport, stating your case, he will give

you all the information you require.—Ed.]

Fretsaw.

W. C. (Twy/ord).—With reference to the

machine described by me in page 156, it can

be used for ordinary fretsaws and thin wood

;

but I should not recommend its construction

with that special object in view, which

would be something like making a steam

hammer to crack »uts with. Its real value

is in its use as a substitute for the compass

saw, and if you go in for heavy fretwork

you will find it useful. As there is no

appliance for multiplying the speed, the

number of cuts made by the saw per minute

would depend upon the number of times

that you could depress the treadle during

that interval. I should think any dealer in

fretwork material would supply clamps for

saw.—Pitchpine.
Kaleidoscope, Etc.

J. M. H. (Whickham).—Papers on the

Kaleidoscope and the other appliances men-

tioned in your letter are being prepared by

various contributors, and will appear

when they are ready, and when room can

be found for them, in the pages of this

Magazine.

Single Condenser for Magic Lanterm.

H. S.—The single condenser may be

used for showing small slides in a toy lan-

tern. A lantern of this description seldom

shows the pictures "sharp," but as only

coarsely-painted toy sliders are used with

these small lanterns, it is not necessary,

nor, in fact, desirable, that the picture

should be quite sharp. Cheap painted

slides look better when they are not quite

in focus, as then the lines and inequalities

in the painting are not so plainly seen.

I have not seen the German magic lan-

tern alluded to, and ca not say if it is

" really good."—A Practised Hand.
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transposing Pianos.

Piano. — There are several kinds of

transposing pianos made, or, at least,

pitented. I do not know if there is much
sale for them. One kind is described by
Kimbault as having the keys divided in the
middle, and so being free to move laterally,

but I do not quite understand the action.

Another kind has several extra strings on
the back, and the keys and action move up
or down one or two notes as desired.

However, if Piano will search the files of

the Patent Office he might get further
information on the subject.—J. A. H.

Pedals to Piano.

X. Y. Z. (Gorton, Manchester). — Your
query is one that cannot well be answered
in "Amateurs in Council" columns, be-

cause a reply in detail would take up too
much space. I will, however, explain the
principle, and perhaps you will then be

able to manage to fit pedals to your piano.

You first require a set of pedals, as de-

scribed in articles on Organ Building, Vol.

II. Thtse are placed 00 the floor under
piano, which is raised on blocks. A roller

board is fitted inside piano, behind bottom
door, and trackers connected from each
roller to a l*ver under the bottom of piano,

which lever is pressed down by the pedal.

Stickers are attached to the other end of

rollers, under the tail ends of finger-keys,

a rack holding them in place, and light

springs keeping the whole steady. If the

Editor thinks this is of sufficient interest,

I will write a paper on it when Piano
Making is concluded.—J. A. H. [Do so by
all means.—.Ed.]

Pattern for Screw Cutting Lathe Bed.
H. H. D. B.—If you will send a drawing

of your lathe I will treat of it in my next
article, which shall follow quickly. In the
drawing sent the method of construction

would never do, and it would simply be
impossible to mould a lathe bed from the

pattern shown. To explain fully will ne-

cessitate a long reply, illustrated by what
I would like to erplain; For the present I

will ask you how it would be possible to

gat the pattern out. Take the gap for ex-

ample : Supposing the section lines which
I have added were solid sand; you also do
not need prints on two sides of the pattern

a3 you show on the top and bottom ; also

you would want this moulding the opposite
way about to what you show, viz., the top
of bed would require moulding face down,
ii order to get a good face in the casting

;

also the large core-box shown could be

done away with, only a small core-box
b»ing required length from bar to bar, in-

side the lathe bed. The gap core shown
on the angle ought also to be made to

reverse to the other side of gap. Will ex-

plain further if you send drawing. [I

c innot engrave your drawings, but I have
returned them to you, so that yon may
inlly understand the above reply To yonr
1-iery —Ed.]

Mosaic Veneers.

jCesse3. D. Witt and Palmeb, Veneer
Importers and Timber Merchants, 168, 170,

anA 172, Dru„\mond Street, Eust&n Square,
:-'

. FT., write as follows:—" We notice that

in the current Number of Amatetr Work

attention is called in two places, pages 191

and 192, to Mosaic Veneers, without it

being intimated that such goods are made
in England. Although not the only, we
are probably (may say certainly) the largest

makers, and beg to enclose you a few

samples for inspection. We are, no doubt,

partly to blame in this matter, as no men-

tion was made of it in our advertisement in

Amateur Work. [The samples of mosaic

veneers and stringing sent appear to be

good, but many of them have been damaged
in transit, not having been enclosed in a

box so as to preserve them from injury.

Messrs. D. Witt and Palmer are more than
" partly to blame '* for my not having " in-

timated that such goods are made in Eng-

land," for it is impossible for me to know
these facts before I am made acquainted

with them, and the above communication

(dated February 13) and samples are the

first intimation I have received that

Messrs. D. Witt and Palmer are makers of

goods of this description.—Ed.]

Circular Saw Sharpening.

Pirib (South. Africa) writes:—"I have

been watching 'Amateurs in Council,' to

see if any queries arose with reference to a

CIRCULAR SAW SHARPENING.
A, B, C, Teeth inclining away from you

;

D, File ; E, Handle of File.

paper upon the above, which appeared in

Vol. VI., page 289. Not seeing any, I take

for granted the way stated is correct ; but I

should like it confirmed, because I have

always held a file with the handle leaning

away from the point and not towards it,

and was taught that way by a skilled

mechanic. I have also just received two
small circular saws of inches diameter,

which are sharpened in the same way,

imagining the handle of the file, as shown
in accompanying diagram. It is not so

much with regard to hand saws as circular

saws that I should like to know the correct

method. Would some of 'ours ' favour me
with a diagram in 'Amateurs in Council,'

showing circular saw in vice, and file in

position for starting ; also another showing

the correct bevel for a saw of about G to 8

teeth to inch for general light work, in

cross and rip cutting."

Speed for Small Circular Saw.
Pirib (South. Africa) writes :

— " Will

Olla Poorida, or some other contributor

to ' Amateurs in Council,' say at what speed

for general work (light) circular saws of

3 inches to 6 inches diameter should be run?

E. M. H. O. M. gives the treads at 80 to

103 a minute, and have taken the former
number as my guide for the following. Vol.

II., page 491, combination saw stand, by
Gbaham, runs at 800 a minute; Vol. III.,

page 190, Amo replies to T. J. K. and gives

2100 ; Vol.V., page 419, circular saw by Olla
Podrida, runs 1200 ; a saw shown for light

work in the Britannia Co.'s Catalogue runs
at 1600. Now there is a wide difference in the
numbers quoted above, and before troubling
' ours ' I put the question to practical men
here (who, I should conclude by the calling

should know), and in each case they stated

from 350 to 800, which is going down hill

with a vengeance. Having had a machine
of my own make for some time, which I

run about 2100, I have noticed latterly that

a saw is no sooner in than the teeth show
white (blunt), and being about to put up
another, I should like to know correct

speed. Has the fly-wheel anything to do

with the speed? If so, the new one will

weigh about 60 lbs."

Saddlebag's.

J. H. E. (Shepherd's Bush).—Saddlebags
were referred to in Chap. II. "Upholstery

at Home," which, I presume, you have

read. My remarks there will give you my
" private " opinio*, which in this, as in all

other instances, I hope is identical with my
published one. From your heading I pre-

Bume you want to buy saddlebags for trade

purposes ; and, if so, I must remind you
that in an early article I stated it was not

my intention to give the names of whole-

sale houses, and I must still decline to do
so in the pages of this Magazine, for the

reasons then given. If you only want them
in small lots, why not write to a firm whose
articles in connection with upholstery

materials were commented on in " Notes

on Novelties" a few months ago? Other

articles on upholstery being more pressing,

instructions on saddlebag work cannot be

given just yet, but they will have attention

"in the sweet by and by." Meanwhile, I

may tell you that they are used much as

stated for welted edge or bordered chairs.

No, I don't recommend carpet for the

style of chair I understand you to mean,
unless for common things. It is too apt to

tear away, as indeed is anything else, unless

backed with canvas or webbing. For the

cheap "Croquet" chairs it is in favour, and
often used alone. Figured corduroy is a

good wearing material, but not very popu-

lar. It is seldom seen, but can be had
through the same channels as the saddle-

bags. I think a fair price may be considered

to be about 7s. or 8s. per yard ; but it

varies according to quality. I am afraid

that when J. H. E. is in too great haste to

wait replies in " Amateurs in Council," I

cannot assist him, as I cannot uadertake

private correspondence of the nature re-

ferred to, though I am at any time happy

to give advice pro bono publico through this

Magazine. I hope J. H. B. won't think me
ill-natured in refusing this, but as a busi-

ness man he has doubtless fonnd that " time

is money."—D. B. A.
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Organ Building.
H. L. F. (Gorton, Manchester).—The Part

of Amateur "Work in your possession is

clearly Part 2 of the Magazine which was
published, beariug date January, 1882. The
first Part hears date December, 1881, and
the first volume coutained eleven Parts
only. The papers on Organ Building, to
Which reference is made in the reply to

A. W. C. {Camden Town) quoted by you, are
entitled, "Organ Building for Amateurs,"
and are written by Mr. Mark Wicks. They
appear in Vols. II. and III. They have
been reprinted and revised by the author,
with much additional matter, and are now
published by Messrs. Ward, Lock and Co.,

in book form at 3a. 6d. The volume may
be obtained through any bookseller.

Best Varnish for Cycles.

Professor Marissiaux.— With regard
to enamels yon have undoubtedly got hold
of something of an inferior quality, for, as
far as my experience goes, both Guest's
and Ardill's enamels stand well, and once
dry, present a glossy surface and do not
catch or hold the dust, possibly, however,
that used by you had been open for some
time, and, the spirit evaporating, had be-

come too thick to be properly applied.—
G. L. H.

Bicycle versus Tricycle.
Professor Marissiaux.—With refe-

rence to the question of Bicycle versus
Triycle, everything depends upon the
rider, but if he is at all nervous or elderly,

so as not to be so active as a younger man,
there is no doubt that the Safety Bicycle
presents most advantages for touring pur-
poses ; there is plenty of capacity for lug-

gage carrying, easy running, a single track,
plenty of brake power, and no danger of an
accident.— G. L. H.

" Drehstuhl."
D. A.—Thank you for the suggestion

thai Stadt Dresden's "Drehstuhl" (see

page 188, col. 1 ) means a turner's chair or
stool, " because a lathe at which one can
sit " is referred to in a previous sentence.
Stadt Dresden is referring to some kind
of tool, but he has not given the right
name for it in German. "Drehstuhl"
means simply a turn-stool, or a stool or
chair that tarns on a screw, like a music-
stool, or on a pivot, like an office or library
chair that ie sometimes made in this way.
A stool or chair of this kind could never
be so costly as to prevent even the poorest
amateur from possessing one, for ho might
make one for himself, with the aid of a
common wooden bench-screw, if he wanted
a seat that could be raised or lowered at

pleasure.

An Amateur's Fret Machine.
F. A. M. writes :—" The machine by Z. Y.

X. in this month's issue, has given me
much pleasure by its novelty. I was not
aware that oue crank would drive another
in the way Z. Y. X. has arranged. May I,

with his and your permission, offer a few
suggestions, and venture on a little friendly

criticism ? I wish to ask, first, what pre-

vents the saw and saw bars from turning
round ? Is it the slotted plates in which
work the eccentric pins which give the
motion, coming against the discs, c. c? Or
is it the friction in the tension box, q ? I

am not a fret-sawyer, but Burely it is im-

portant that the work Bhould not be able

to turn the saw aside. I suggest that the
lower saw-bar might be made of triangular

section. Secondly, I suggest that the
screw joint uniting the table with the

bracket, n, which supports it, should be as

high up as possible, and come quite close

under the table, so that, when the table is

tilted, the hole in its centre should not
move laterally, and so foul the saw-blade.

Was it not very difficult to drill the long

holes in the castings which form the bear-

ings of the shafts l and e ? I could not
undertake to drill them in perfect line, so

that a rod pushed through one hole would
run straight into the other. I would much
rather have these holes in separate cast-

ings, thread these upon the shafts and
then file up their soles to fit upon a little

facing on the main casting, securing them
with two screws. Z. Y. X. will, probably,

add a blower, and the top shaft, i,, is most
conveniently situated for working a drill.

One more thing ; the action of the tension
will pull the crank-pins of c, c, towards
each other with some force, which force

will tend to twist the shafts, l and k, and
be expended ultimately in a tendency to

compress the coupling rod or connecting
rod which connects the two cranks, this

should take up looseness and prevent noise.

Now at the back end the friction caused
by this force is taken very well by the
round crank-pms working in the round
holes of the connecting rod. But at the
saw end the crank-pins of c, c, roll and
rub along the fiat surface of the upper and
lower slots and press, always against the
top side, in the upper, and the bottom side,

in the lower, slot. A round pin rubbing on
a jlat surface touches only at one point, and
is liable to wear : it and the Blot can he
hardened, but the orthodox plan would be
to let the little pin work iu a round hole in

a small square block, which block would fit

between the flat sides of the slots and slide

in them from end to end, whilst the round
pins would turn in their round holes. Both
pin blocks and slots should be case-

hardened. I think I shall take a Hint from
Z. Y. X.'b clever arrangement, and make
myself, some day, a machine of this kind. If

I found any difficulty in the driving of the
upper crank, such as a hitching on the
dead centres top and bottom, it would be
easily obviated by repeating the pulley, e,

above, in place of the little crank, h, and
connecting the two by a band to help over
the centres, but keeping the crank action
to ensure the shafts turning together.
Then a second pulley, e, would be required
below, by the side of the present oue, to

take the band from the flywheel."

Tinning Copper Saucepan.

A Practical Tikplatb Worker writes

:

—"Your correspondent, Stadt Dresden,
Is, as Artemus Ward would say, an
' amoosin cuss.' I have had many a quiet

smile to myself over his effusions, both in

our own Magazine and in the 'English
Mechanic,' for anyone oan see that he is

the same person as A. F. Shakespeare, and
really his knowledge seems so unbounded
that it is a marvel to me that he ever

condescends to ask some of the simple

questions that he does. I Bhould like, how-
ever, to take objection to his latest lucu-

bration on tinning copper saucepans. The
instructions he gives are simply ridiculouBf

and shows that he knows absolutely

nothing about it. I should think that

someone ' in the trade ' has been taking a

rise cut of him for his inquisitiveneBS. I

would ask, what on earth is a 'stick* of

sal-ammoniac ? And then the beating the

stewpan with a stick ! Oh, Mr. Editor,

this is too rich ! Just imagine a tinsmith

brandishing a stewpan in the one hand and

a stick in the other, and banging the stick

on the bottom of the stewpan a la Baptiste

Lulli. My sides shake with laughter to

think of it. I fear I could not trust myself

to witness the process. And the rinsing

with nitric acid!—wrong, wrong, utterly

wrong, every word ! If you, Mr. Editor,

think the subject of any interest to your

readers, I will send what neither Mr. Fen-
stow or Stadt Dresden have supplied—
that is to say, full and -practical directions

for tinning copper stewpans ; and as I have

tinned some hundreds every year for the

last seven or eight years, I think they may
be relied upon. [By all means send

directions, and when you write give me
your name and address, as a matter of

form, for entry in my address book. I give

your communication in extenso, and leaye

you and Stadt Drbsden, who is clearly

doing his level best, as the Americana Bay,

for the promotion and diffusion of useful

knowledge, to fight the matter out " claw

for claw," etc. I look forward with

pleasure to the communication I hope to

receive from him after the above meets hia

eye.—Ed.]

Nails, Fittings, and Varnishes for

Boat Building.

Professional writes in reference to the

reply given to A. R. C. (Weybridge) :
—"If

A. R. C. (Weybridge) will communicate
with me, I shall be glad to give him any
information he may require with respect to

boat building."

Copper Boat Waita.—For the benefit of

amateur boat builders generally I may in-

form them that copper boat nails may be
obtained of Mr. G. Box, Ironmonger, 30,

Broad Street, Lambeth, in any quantities.

Metal Fittings.—Ironwork for boats, and
every description of metal fittings, may be

obtained of Mr. M. Wood, Boatsmith,
High Street, Lambeth, who makes a specialty

of such work.

Varnishes for Boats. — Specially manu-
factured boat varnish of Messrs. Wilkinson,

Heywood & Clark, Caledonian Road, King's

Cross.

I shall be glad at any time to give infor-

mation to amateurs either direct or through
you.

[Your kindly offers of assistance and the

information given above, will be valued by
a very large section of the readers of this

Magazine. Any letters to be forwarded to

Professional must be sent to me, stamped

for post, and I will address and forward

them. The words *' Professional—Boat
Building," should be written in the lower

left-hand corner of the envelope.—Ed.]
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Violin Waking.
J. J. (Coatbridge, N.B.).—Ab you tell me

you are going to provide yourself with, the

hack volumes of this Magazine I need

only say that the instructions on this sub-

ject occupy a considerable portion of Vols.

I. and II.

Drop-flap Shutter.

Poly Bot.—The accompanying full-size

sectional diagrams (vertical and horizontal)

of the " Drop and Flap " Shutter, a general

x DROP-FLAP SHUTTER.
Fig. 1.—Vertical Section through K, L.

Fig. 2.—Horizontal Section throug 1

A, B.' C, Drop Slide ; D, Flap ; E, Flang.

F f Spindle ; G, Brass Bearing ; H, Trig-

ger ; I*, Back of Shutter ; J, Front Strip.

sketch of which was given in Part 57, will

clearly explain the principle of the shutter,

and how it is constructed, without further

explanation.—C. C. V.

Horee Power of Engine.

Stbathclydk.—The formula in question

gives an estimate of the approximate indi-

cated horse power. The term nominal is

valueless and obsolete. The correct indi-

eated horse power of an engine can only be
obtained from an indicator diagram, or by

applying a brake while engine is under

steam. If you will give pressure of steam,

point of cut off, diameter of oylinder, length

of stroke, and revolutions, I will give you

a worked out estimate.—Chez Lt/i.

Telephone.

H. J. A.—Instructions on making a

Telephone, with all the necessary adjuncts,

willbefouud iu the papers, entitled, " How
I Made my Telephones," in Vol., I. pages

oil, 492, otherwise Parts 8 and 11.

Electric Bells.

Elictro. — The articles ou V Electric

Bells," by Mr. G. Edwinson, appeared in

Vol. I., pages 320, 367, 414, 449, 517; and

Vol II., page 74; otherwise Parts 7, 8,9,

10, 11 and 13.

INFORMATION SUPPLIED.

Furnace for Brass Boiler.

T. G. W. writes in reply to M. W. F. T.,

page 144 :—" I send a rough drawing show-

ing how you could heat your hoiler hy

paraffin oil. A is the boiler, b is a piece of

sheet iron with its edge

turned up J of inch all

round to form a shallow

pan, c, is a can of pa.

raffin oil, from which a

pipe, d, is led, through
furnace door, b, the end
of which is bent over

the end of pan. The
oil is turned on and re-

gulated by the tap, f,

bo that it drops on the

pan, which is slightly

inclined back in order
that the oil may spread
over its whole surface.

After it has been
lighted, it will burn up
with a large flame. The
furnace can be made of

sheet iron, and must
ba provided with a draught-hole, g, and a
damper, h, on the funnel, to regulate the
draught. The pan could be slid in on pro-
jections riveted on the sides of the fur-
nace, and the pipe, d, must not be too large

:

| inch bore would do."

Engraving Door-PJates.
Thomaso writes in answer to B. E.

(Peckham) :—'* My reply to W. J. P. under
the heading 'Engraving on Metal,' [given
in " How it was Managed," page 278—Ed.]
may be of some use to you. Gravers can
be got almost anywhere. I do not remem-
ber seeing the tool illustrated in my reply
in any tool shop, but you would be most
likely to get it at Buck's, Holborn Viaduct,
Buck is one of the best tool makers in the
United Kingdom."

Beale's Choreutoscope.
* Estrella iB thanked for his communica-

tion, which is not given, because it is a re-

petition and;, confirmation of very much
that has been said above.

Iron Castings for Model Engines.
F. A. M. writes in reply to A. B. {Wel-

lington, N.Z.):—T. E. Hallewell, 50, Han-
over Street, Dantzic &t,ett, liar, cheater, has
the test model engine castings I know of;

his 2 inch by 34 inch cylinder horizon! al

engine has the port-holes cast in the cylin-

der, though it is of cast iron. I think it

would be a mistake to have a smaller size

than this in cast iron. Castings, including

flywheel, 18s. 6d.; forgings, 2s. 6d. They
are remarkably well proportioned, and make
a very nice looking small-power engine."

Indexing Steam Gauge Dial.

H. H. D. B. sends a reply on this sub-

ject to S. M. L. (Goderich, Canada), page

192, which is given iu " How it was
Managed," page 279.

Engraving on Metal.
Sephton and Thomaso send replies to

W. J. P., page 192, which will be found

among the short papers grouped under the

general heading " How it was Managed,"
page 278.

Maintenance of Engines.

F. A. M. writes in reply to Charley
Faust (India), page 240:—" I advise you to

get * Stationary Engine Driving * by
Michael Reynolds, Crosby Lockwood and
Co. That book very properly says that if

boilers require inspecting, so do the men

FUKNACE FOK BRASS BOILEK.

who are to be in charge of them, who
should have to pass an examination before

being allowed to take charge of a boiler.

As regards the boilers, you must watch
against overheating of the plates, which
may occur either by a deficiency of water,

or by an accumulation of scale upon the

inside of the heating surfaces. "Watch over

the Bteam gauges and safety valves lest

they should stick fast; get into your
boilers every now and then, and go throuj h
the flues to look for leaks ; test them with

the force-pump. The engines are not

dangerous, yet they may be much injured

by a scarcity of oil, causing the bearings to

heat and cut ; you will, of course, keep
them properly supplied with oil, and
screwed up so that there is no knock heard.

You can tell whether the pistons leak by
taking off the cylinder bottoms, and letting

the steam on the other side ; if the slide

valve leaks it will show at the exhaust
To test an engine and boiler fully to find

its * duty,' that is to say, how much
power it gives out for every pound of coal,

or how many horses' power per hour it

gives for one pound of coal, jou would
require to have an indicator, and to study

a treatise on the subject."
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Saw Bench.
Pibie (South Africa) writes in reply to

H. A. S., Vol. VI., page 528:—"I con-
structed a planing- arrangement upon the
same principle as the one described by Olla
Podrida some two years ago, and have had
it in use ever since for light work. After a
bit of experience I had the same trouble as
H. A. S. speaks about, and after trying
everything I could think of, I dispensed
with bearings, and run spindle in screw
centres, and the result ever since has been
as well as I could do it by hand. I found
mine was caused by bearings becoming
worn. To get good work there must not
be the least shake anywhere with the fit-

tings. I may say I run mine about 4000 a
minute, and find I get a better cut and
smoother smrface at a high rate of speed
than slow. Do not give it up, but try again.

I was six months off and on at mine before
I got it to anything like perfection."

fcilver in Hypo Bath, and Redaction
or dulphide of Silver.

C. A. P. writes in reply to E. J. F. {Hali.

fax, W.S.J:—"Pour all the hyposulphite
fixing solution in a large jar—preferably
glass—and when it has become full, add a
small quantity of a solution of Sulphide of

Potassium (Sulphuret of Potash, or Liver
of Sulphur) which upon stirring will pre-

cipitate the silver in the form of sulphide.

Allow the precipitate to settle a little and
then add a few more drops of the sulphu-
ret in order to ascertain whether it will

produce any further precipitate. This pre-

cipitate of sulphide of silver, may be con-
verted into nitrate by the addition of Nitric

Aoid, or it can be fused in the following

manner : Soda, Carbonate, 7 oz. ; Potash,

Carbonate, 7oz.; Potash, Nitrate, 2oz.; mix
the silver Bulphide with the above in equal
proportions, and fuse ; or for very email

quantities, perhaps the following is bet-

ter :—having cut a hole in a block of wood,
place in it, Sulphur, 2 parts ; Nitre, 4
parts ; fine sawdust, 2 parts ; and an
equal quantity of sulphide of silver ; upon a

match being applied deflagration will follow,

which fuseB the silver in the form of a small
button, to be found at the bottom of the
cavity. The Sulphide of Potassium men-
tioned above may be made by fusing to-

gether one part of sulphur and four parts of

carbonate of potash. The mass should be
broken up when cold aud kept iu a tightly

oorked bottle."

Seeming- Eet of Drawers with One
Lock or Key,

D. B. A. writes in reply to A. P.

{Westminster)-.—" The arrangement shown
iu page 192 is very good, but it

is not the usual one for such pieces of

furniture—known iu the trade as nestB of

drawers—usually the piece on the left,

shown, is fixed, the drawer-slides beiug

made to it, so that drawers just clear it.

On the right, the movable piece is placed to

keep the drawers in when it is locked.

The piece is hinged on the end instead of

within it, and a "link plate" lock used

—

placed about the middle of the hinged
piece. I believe in France, the plan named
in page 192 is adopted, but I am not sure."

P. A. M, writes in reply to A. P. (West

minster) :—" I have a writing-table which
has an arrangement similar to what you
describe ; it was made in France, where the
device is common. I think you might
easily find one in a large town iu England,
if you asked for a French pedestal writing,

table. Down each side of the ' knee-hole

'

and hidden by the wood-work, there is a

vertical iron bar capable of rising up and
down about a J inch ; these bars are held

up by springs. From each bar, on the in-

side, proceed short arms bent up at their

ends, so that these tips project upwards

j inch into th« space in which the middle
drawer slides. Similarly, on the outer

side of the bars are fixed arms which pro-

ject up, at one side only, of the spaces

into which the side drawers fit ; these pro-

jecting tips are the only part of the

mechanism which can be seen. Under-
neath the side drawers there is a piece of

wood so bevelled at the end that it will

push down the bar on its side, and keep it

down till the drawer is quite pushed in,

when the projecting tip springs up into a
hole and the drawer is locked and cannot

be pulled out again. The middle drawer
has a 'tip * at each side, and underneath
the pieces of wood are bevelled both ways,

so that this drawer can be pulled out as

well as pushed in. The result is that

when all the drawers are pushed in, if the

middle one be locked, every drawer is fas-

tened ; but, if the middle drawer be drawn
out about 2 inches, far enough for the

bevelledinclines underneath to press down
the upright bars, then every drawer iB free."

Pianoforte Tuning.

Thomaso writes in reply to Chromatic,
page 144:—"There is an article in Ama-
teur Work, Part 15, entitled, ' Mechanical
Assistant for Amateur Organ Tuners,*

which, I think, would settle your difficulty.

The 'Mechanical Assistant' is an adjust-

able pendulum, which, having been set

swinging, all you have to do is to make the

sound waves correspond to the beats of the

pendulum. There appears to be no diffi.

culty in the construction of the pendulum,
and the mode of tuning with it is fully ex-

plained. I write, of course, on the assump-
tion that it is suitable for the piano, I

cannot speak from experience, as I do no
tuning, tuners being as plentiful as

chimney pots in my neighbourhood. As
to the set of tuning forks proposed, I think

some correspondent proposed the Bame
thing some time ago ; but after being
gently, but firmly sat on, he evaporated."

INFORMATION SOUGHT.

Fishing-nooks with Swivels.

H. I. (Lisbon) writes :
—" If any of your

readers can give me the address of a manu-
icturer of these he will much oblige."

Type Wash.

W. W.—Can any reader inform me of a

cheap type wash ? [Scft soap and hot
water is the cheapest we know of, but
there are many better, pea^lash, potash,

strong soda, etc.- Ed. J

Clock Case.

Senex (Dublin) asks:—Can any reader

of Amateur Work kindly oblige me by
giving me any information how to make a

Clock Case ? If he can, perhaps he
would also give a drawing of one, for an
eight-day clock with weights. The dial is

an old-fashioned shape, like the drawing
enclosed. The clock strikes on a gong.

[The drawing, which there is no necessity

to engrave, shows a dial 13 inches square,

surmounted by a semicircle, the combined
length of dial plate and semicircle being

18% inches.—Ed,]

Stiffening Copper Urn.

H.K. (Hastings) writes:—"Ihaveavery
finely shaped urn, which I propose to

utilize as an ornament. The copper of

which the body is made is very thin and
soft and easily dented. Can any of your

readers tell me of any composition which

I can apply (say with bean) to the inside

so as to stiffen the metal and render it less

liable to be bruised ?"

Re-bronzing Urn.

H. E". (Hastings) asks :—Where can a

copper tea urn be re-bronzed, and is it aa

expensive process ?

Double-Barrelled Breechloader.

C. N. wants to know at about what price

he could get a double-barrelled breechload-

ing shot gun, with Damascus twist barrels,

left barrel choked, and top lever action.

Please state price, and where to be got.

Could you get a good breech-loading gun
for £5.

Opening as Marine Engineer.

J. J. A. (Oniagh) writes :—" I wish to

become a Marine Engineer. I am in my
seventeenth year, and can furnish good

testimonials. Please could you or any

reader give the names and addresses of

some firms who do not require a premium,

where I could enter to go on for such a

position. Any particulars would greatly

oblige." [I am not acquainted myself with

any firms who might entertain an applica-

tion from you, but I hope that some

readers of this Magazine may be able to

meet your wishes, and so help you. I can-

not, as a rule, insert appeals such as yours,

but I do it in this case because, as you

write from Omagh, I presume you are an

Irishman, and I should like you to think

that there is not an Englishman that

would turn a deaf ear to the request of

anyone wbo is a fellow-countryman, and a

loyal subject of the Queen acros^ St.

George's Channel.—Ed.]

LETTERS RECEIVED UP TO MAR. 14.

Fenman ; J. L.; J. H. M. (Botherhithe).—

Sorry to say I have received no reply for

you yet.

J. T. (Shetland) ; Rev. J. E. B. (Leeds).—

Waiting for cuts.

S. M. L. (Goderich, Canada) ; E. C. Platt ;

Topo; Black Walnut; E. A. O. S. S.

;

H. E. W. (Stroud); J. A. (Birmingham);
Apprentice; H. I. W. (Newport, Mon.)

;

W. P. (Withivgton) ; W. C. B. (Knighton

Boxd) ; G. T. H. (EastGHnstead);B. C. P. j

F. W. S. (Canterbury, N.Z.) ; R. L ; G, B,
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AN INDIAN BRACKET SHELF FOR THE
DRAWING-ROOM.

B>j J. W. GLEESCW-WHITE.

(For Figs. I, 2, 3, see Folding Sheet issued with this Part.)

O doubt a large number of the readers

of Amateur Work paid'; as many
visits to the Indian and Colonial Ex-

^jL^jjfe; hibition in 1S86 as circumstances would

allow, and putting aside the thousand

and one attractions which the East then sent, to be the

wonder and delight of the West, those interested in

carving and or-

namental de-

sign applied

to wood must

have been al-

most dazed by

the wealth of

material to be

examined and

remembered.

The natural

impulse of art-

loving visitors

was to possess

some speci-

mens of such

beautiful work,

and here, for a

wonder, the

price was not

the chief diffi-

culty; for com-

pared with its

merits much
of the carved

woodwork was

very cheap, but

FIG. 4.—SKETCH VIEW OF BRACKET—GROSS LENGTH, 3 FEF.T 2 INCHES.

on the first day (I speak from

personal experience) those who had not the special

knowledge were unable to find the official (who was,

doubtless, after the habit of officials, officially out of

sight somewhere), and in a few days all the smaller

objects bore the label "SOLD," so that but few
chance visitors could have been lucky enough to

obtain the goods exposed for sale, at the low price

which had been affixed to each article.

Many sketches and finished drawings of the exhi-

bited works have appeared in various journals, but

so far as I know, no attempt has been made to pro-

duce working drawings of any of the objects. The
design, which this paper proposes to describe, does

not claim to be a literal transcript of any article

actually exhibited; but is, nevertheless, an accurate

imitation of the detail of several combined in a form

which is also one of those shown. Easy to work

and useful and decorative when completed, it may
serve as a memory of the great show of 1886.

It is well to notice the distinctly European charac-

ter of Indian and Persian Art, when compared with

Chinese or Japanese, or perhaps it would be more

correct to say that European, especially Classic, Art,

seems to have been evolved from the Indian and Per-

sian, to a great extent. The symmetry of nature studied

carefully and so cleverly reproduced by the Japanese,

whereby, to use an illustration, a group of three and

two parts on one side balances five on the other, is with

the Indians

made as in

modern West-

ern work, an

exact balance

of five to five

the one half

a literal tran-

script of the

other. The
freedom of the

Gothic style

shows that in

the middle

ages craftsmen

drew their in-

spiration from

nature direct,

and were not

afraid ofallow-

ing the whole

to be a harmo-

nious arrange-

ment, without

always exact

symmetry of

detail. But this is a digression from our text, only it

marks, I think, where the poverty of Indian design is

felt that this very inferiority to the Japanese is

counterbalanced to some extent by its more easy

adaptability to European forms.

The bracket, as drawn, is intended to be worked

entirely in fretwork without any after carving, which

is a departure necessitated by the desire to keep the

work within the limits of very moderate skill, as the

Indians rarely use fretwork without enriching it by

carving ; in fact, in much of their work it is difficult

at a hasty glance to tell where solid pierced carving

ends and carved fretwork begins. Again, the Indians

often adorn their work in colours, this is not within

every one's reach, for although the mechanical process

of applying paint is easy, the harmonious colouring

VOL. VII.—
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is not so easy ; the more educated a race the mora

entirely does the instinct of colour grouping rightly

and in harmony appear to be lost.

Yet in any case it would, I think, be best to finish

this bracket shelf in some colour, if only ebonized and

polished, or, if the worker has courage, finished

throughout in fine bright vermilion. The paint, or

rather enamel varnish, known as Chez-lui, manufac-

tured by Evvart and Co., 346, Enston Road, would be

admirable, but being a varnish, I expect the wood would

require thorough sizing before the paint (although it

is opaque) was applied. If any attempt is made to

vary the colour and approach the native decoration

it would be best to study the colours in a flower or

on a bit of Eastern fabric ; and not only to group

them accordingly, but in the right quantity of each
;

for instance, to explain what I mean in a parallel case,

nothing is less harmonious than the design too often

seen in crewel and other fancy work, of scarlet

poppies, blue (and such blue !) cornflowers, and
wheatears. Take two of each with vivid spring-

coloured green leaves, and serve while hot, very hot,

seems to be the recipe for this terrible mixture. Now
observe nature, when these objects come together,

there is a mass of golden wheat, a spot or two of

blue hardly seen without search, and here and there

a great blot of red, while green is absent, or, if seen

at all, only in riper quiet tones of mature foliage.

This may seem a long way off our Indian subject,

but the principle is the same in any successful colour

scheme, quantity of colour, no less than quality, must
be carefully considered, if success is to be attained,

and the colours varied as much or as little as the

taste of the

owner ; but

always in

well - balanced

harmony.

The panels

of the design

are to be

worked in

thin wood,

and fitted in-

to the stouter
' Side Pieces sameshape, but ni in. by 5^ in. framework

which supports the shelf and supplies a sound con-

structive framework for the whole. The framework

may be made of £ inch stuff, by that I mean the

ordinary inch stuff planed down to \ inch. The
spikes or finials are cut out of the uprights, as shown.

A word to those who do not fear work to obtain

the best result. A second panel with more cut out,

say all open parts of lattice design h inch wider every

way, laid over the other would greatly eniich the

<—

7.—PIECES UNDER SHELF AT
BACK.

FIG. 5.—FINIALS.
I IN. SQUARE IN SECTION

work, (if painted, the second panel should vary in

colour). This to those who woik in a fret machine

would not offer an insuperable amount of extra toil,

as the panels could each be produced in double

boards.

The whole design might be adapted to an

overmantel,

with a few

alterations
;

but the
length of this

description

with its 1111- fBilll|KP' fig. 6.-

j li v / ^=§1 PATTERN FOR
avoidable di-

f
_|||

P*
RACKETS .

gressions,
forbids more

space being

devoted to a

comparatively small work, when so many more serious

papers are crowding our pages One wonders, often,

if there is such a thing as isolation of any subject,

or, for that matter, any individual in this universe,

every thing and person so blends and interweaves

with other, often opposite things and persons, that to

attempt to explain one opens the deor for such a

multitude of necessary deviations that, in sheer de-

spair, one has to end abruptly with the feeling of

having failed in description, if even so trifling a thing

as the Indian Shelf Bracket be the object intended

to be exhaustively analysed.

MODEL ENGINE-MAKING.
By JOHN POCOCK.

XV.— Steam Taps— Steam Whistles — Unions—
Safety Valves—Governors — Screw Shaft and
Stuffing-Box— Pump—Conclusion.

SHALL devote this paper to the de-

scription of such odds and ends as my
readers are likely to require in fitting up

their engines, namely, taps, valves, and

so on.

Steam Taps.— Fig. 179 may be turned out of any

round piece of brass thick enough for the purpose.

The piece should be first bored through from end to

end, the drill used being dependent upon the size of

the tap which is being made. The piece may then be

turned up between the lathe centres and bored for the

plug ; after boring, the plug-hole should be made
slightly conical with a rimer. The plug itself may be

made in two ways a either it may be turned up, as

shown in Fig. 180, ahole being bored through the top

in which the handle is afterwards fitted, or it may be

formed from a piece of brass wire which, after th>?
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plug has been ground in, is bent over and filed up

square to form the handle, as shown in Fig. 179. In

either case, the plug having been turned to fit the

hole in the tap, it is put into the lathe and ground

into place, with a little fine coke or hone dust and

oil, finishing off with a little putty ponder.

When the plug has been fairly ground into place

the steam-way must be bored through it, and in the

case of small taps, the plug may then be riveted over

at the lower end, or the plug-hole in the tap may be

slightly enlarged at the lower end, and the plug

having been put in place may be filed off flush and then

spread a little by punching it in the centre with a

centre-punch ; but with larger taps it will be found

best to drill and tap the lower end of the plug and

put a screw into it ; while, in the largest sized taps of

all, the plug may project below the tap and be fitted

with a nut.

If a curved tap is required, it is most easily made
by inserting a piece of bent tube into a straight tap,

reducing the latter at the junction so that the join may
not be too perceptible.

The steam tap shown in the drawing of the

locomotive engine, Fig. 178, is made in a somewhat

different manner. The casting for this tap, Fig. 1 58,

is bored with a conical hole, and a straight hole is

drilled through the projection on one side ; into this

latter the pipe going up into the dome is soldered or

screwed ; to the small end of the conical casting is

attached a pipe leading into the smoke-box, and this

pipe is united by a forked junction to the two pipes

leading to the steam-chests ; to the other end of the

cone another tube is attached, and fastened to the

foot-plate end of this is a nut screwed on the inside

and fixed into the back plate of the boiler, as seen

in Fig. 178.

The plug for this tap is to be bored half way up

through its length, and half way through from one

side, as seen in the engraving. Attached to the

larger end of the plug is a long bar carrying at its

other end the starting handle ; this bar works

through a nut which screws into tho.t attached to the

back plate of the boiler, and also screws up against

a small collar, which must be shrunk on to the bar.

It will now be seen that by screwing up the inner nut

which works against the collar on the bar of the

steam tap, the plug of this latter is forced home and
kept steam-tight ; and also, by unscrewing the nut,

the plug may be pulled out, should it at any time

require attention. The steam tap is supported by a

stay across the dome, not shown in the engraving.

Steam Whistles.—The ordinary steam whistle,

shown in Fig. 181, is simply a tap, upon one end of

which a piece of closed brass tubing of suitable size

has been soldered. Before the tube is soldered

on, however, it must be partially blocked up at the

open end by soldering in a short piece of brass wire

fitting the tube, but having a fiat filed upon one side.

The position of this piece of brass is shown in the

drawing, and the mouth of the whistle is made with a

file just above the block, and upon that side of the

tube to which the flat part of the block is turned. In

the drawing the tap is shown turned off, the handle

is thus hidden behind the whistle ; unlike the handles

of steam taps, the handles of these steam whistles

should be at right angles to the whistle when turned

on, otherwise the fingers will be brought into un-

pleasant proximity to the steam escaping from the

mouth of the whistle when the latter is being turned

on and off.

The bell whistle shown on the locomotive, Figs.

176 and 178, is shown in section in an enlarged draw-

ing in Fig. 182. As will be seen, it consists (besides

the bell) of a tap with a cup at the top ; into this cup

is screwed a piece of brass bearing a disc ; a hole is

drilled a little way up this piece, and another hole is

drilled through it crossing the first one, thus forming

a steam-way with two outlets. The disc almost fills

the cup, leaving a very narrow opening all round.

When the tap is turned on the steam fills the cham-

ber below the disc, and escaping all round this latter,

strikes against the edge of the bell, thus producing a

shrill whistle.

Unions.—Fig. 183 shows a union, in section.

The nut and union piece are cast in one ; the nut is to

be cut off and bored out to within T\ of an inch of

one end, and this latter is to be drilled to fit the pipe

for which the junction is intended. The larger part

of the union and the nut are to be screwed to fit one

another, the union piece being drilled, and, if desired,

also fitted as a tap. A collar must, of course, be brazed

on about | of an inch from the end of the tube with

which the union is to be used.

Safety Valves.—Figs. 184 and 185 show the cast-

ings for a lever safety valve. The main casting,

shown in Fig. 184, must be turned up between the

lathe centres and a hole drilled through it—say a

fz inch hole for the size shown in the drawing—and

at the upper end the edge of this hole must be

taken off, so as to leave a very short conical bearing

surface.

To make the valve, take a piece of brass about

"r inch larger than the hole drilled in the casting, and

turn \ inch to f of an inch of it down to fit this latter

exactly ; then turn down the next f of an inch to

nearly fit the conical bearing in the casting, but it is

to be noted that the surfaces actually in contact

must be something under T
'

5 of an inch* in*; width.

The valve is now to be- ground into its seat in the

casting with a little fine emery and oil. and three flats
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are then to be filed upon the spindle which has been

left below the valve. These flats will form the steam-

way, while the three rounded edges left between them,

fitting the central hole in the casting, will cause the

valve to fall back truly into its place after it has been

lifted. The top of the valve may now have a groove

filed in it, as shown in Fig. 186, which is an enlarged

drawing of this piece. Another piece of brass must

be turned up and slotted, and screwed into the rim

of Fig. 184. Apiece of flat steel bar, drilled at the

end, is to be pivoted in the slot of this last piece by

means of a pin, rivet, or screw.

The weight must be turned up, the top end being

held in a grip chuck and the other end supported by

the back centre, or it maybe turned up between the

centres. The top of the weight must have a slot cut

through it, so that it may slide on the valve lever ; to

do this, two or three holes should first be drilled

through and the slot afterwards completed by filing.

The valve-piece must be screwed at the lower end,

and it will then be finished, and appear as shown in

Fig. 187.

Several variations may be made in this valve ; for

instance, instead of making a groove in the top of

the valve-piece this latter may be filed off flat, and

another piece of brass, with a guiding slot in it, may
be screwed into the rim of the main casting in front

of the valve ; also the lever may be a bent one, and

may be attached to a projection upon the rim of the

main casting. The pressure at which a lever safety

valve will let off steam is found by multiplying the

weight in pounds by the length of the lever, from its

point of support to the point at which the weight is

suspended, and dividing by the area of the valve in

inches, multiplied by the distance between point of

suspension of lever and centre of valve, the result

giving the pressure in pounds per square inch. To
get the exact pressure, an allowance must also be

made for the weight of the lever and of the valve

itself.

In full-sized engines the area of the safety valve

is made '006, the area of the fire-grate and the mitre

not exceeding T
'

s of an inch. Spring valves may be

made either with or without a lever ; if made with a

lever, the valve itself is made in the same manner as

the one already described, excepting that the free end

of the lever is forged out flat and pierced with a hole

or slot. The spring acts upon a piston working in a

tube, the upper end of the piston-rod being screwed

and provided with a nut. If the end of the lever is

not slotted, the spring barrel must be pivoted at its

lower end. The whole arrangement will be made
quite clear by a reference to Figs. 176 and 178.

In the case of a spring valve without a lever the

spring will act directly upon the valve, the escape of

steam taking place through the tube containing the

spring. Such a valve may also be made adjustable

by placing a piston upon the top of the spring, a nut

kept down by the cap of the spring-barrel, being used

to screw the piston-rod up and down. A, Fig. 188, shows

the cap and nut ;
the lower part and centre of nut are

in one piece, but the top is filed up square, and the

milled head by which it is worked is made with a;

square hole to fit the top of the nut. By cutting a

slot down the spring-barrel in either of these forms

of valve an index may be attached to the piston, to

show the amount of pressure on the spring. A
variation of this last valve is shown at B, in the same

figure, where several pieces of watch-spring may be

substituted for the spiral spring.

Governors.—Figs. 189 and 190 show two forms of

governors, the first adapted to small models, and the

second to small workshop engines. The castings

for these are supplied by Messrs. Lucas and Davies
;

those for Fig. 190 costing 2S. and upwards, according

to size. This illustration is given half-size, and the

position of the throttle- valve, with regard to the gover-

nor, is regulated by the small set-screw seen at A. In

Fig. 189 the forked lever, links, and throttle-valve

have been omitted, being precisely similar to those

shown in Fig. 190. The method of construction is

made so clear in the drawings that any further de-

scription is unnecessary.

Screw Shaft and Stuffing-box,—Fig. 191 shows this

indispensable part of a screw engine. It consists of

a straight steel shaft, upon one end of which the screw

is fixed by means of a set-screw, and upon the other

end is screwed a piece of brass through which a pin

is passed, which engages two pins projecting from the

disc of the balance-wheel of the engine. The shaft

passes through the long stuffing-box as shown ; the

stuffing-box is firmly fixed in the hull of the vessel

for which the engine is intended, and acts also as a

bearing for the shaft. In order to keep the driving-

pin up to the balance-wheel a small brass collar is

fixed upon the shaft ; for the sake of clearness this

collar is shown in the drawing pulled forward, but ill

action it is fixed to the shaft by means of a set-

screw, and revolves with it against the end of the

stuffing-box.

Pump.—Fig. 192 shows, in section, a small force-

pump for supplying the boiler ; it is worked by an

eccentric on the main shaft of the engine. The barrel

and valve-box of the pump are all in one casting. The
barrel is first bored out, then the valve-box is bored

through with a hole the size of the intake pipe ; this

hole is then enlarged for about two-thirds of the way

down for the lower valve, and again enlarged for

about one-third of its length for the upper valve ; the

outlet hole is also to be bored. The valves must,
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FIG 179

FIG. 179.—STEAM TAP. FIG. 180.—PLUG OF TAP. FIG. l8r.—STEAM WHISTLE. FIG. 182.—BELL WHISTLE. FIG. 183 —
UNION, IN SECTION. FIG. 184.-MAIN CASTING FOR LEVER SAFETY VALVE. FIG. 185.—ANOTHER CASTING FOR
VALVE. FIG. 186.-GROOVE CUT IN TOP OF VALVE. FIG. 187.—VALVE PIECE WHEN FINISHED. FIG. 188.—SPRING
VALVE WITHOUT LEVER—A, CAP AND NUT; B, VARIATION IN FORM OF VALVE. FIGS. 189, 190.-TWO FORMS OF
GOVERNORS. FIG. 191.—SCREW SHAFT AND STUFFING BOX. FIG. 192.—PUMP.
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of course, be quite ground into place while they form

part of a long piece of metal, and are then cut off. It

will be noticed that the lower part of the top valve

must be the same size as the largest part of the lower

valve. A plate is screwed on to the top of the valve-

box, and the plunger barrel is fitted with a gland, as

shown in the drawing.

I have now reached the end of this series of

articles, which I trust have proved helpful to such

readers of Amateur Work as take an interest in

my subject. Those who require any further informa-

tion, I shall be glad to assist, to the best of my ability,

through the columns of Amateur Work.
{Concluded.')

-=~=-4«=-«

AMERICAN CLOCKS AND TIMEPIECES

HOW TO CLEAN THEM.
By A. B. 0.

S everyone nowadays has a clock or

timepiece, or alarm of some sort or

other, and as it is generally a very

simple thing to keep it going, I will

endeavour, in the following, to show
how anyone, with a little care and patience, can do

them himself, and so save the cost of taking to a

watchmaker and paying half-a-crown, or more, for

what he can do himself in an hour or so.

The tools required are few and inexpensive for

cleaning, etc., any of the common American clocks,

which the greater number in use are. First, we shall

want a screwdriver or two (a bradawl will do for a

small one), a pair of pliers, and a plate brush, or even

a nail brush, and with these we can start.

We will take the ordinary round kitchen dial

:

first unhang the pendulum ball off the hook, unhang
the clock, lay on the table face up, open the glass,

draw pin out over the hands, and take them off, now
take off the dial, generally screwed on with three or

four screws round the edge, now take out movement,
which is also fixed with screws, or sometimes two
blocks of wood, one at top and the other at bottom
of movement, unscrew the top one, slightly lift move-
ment up, and take out of case ; now, if a timepiece, it

has only one spring, if a striker, nvo springs, wind
the spring, or springs, quite up, take a stout piece of

copper or iron wire, and pass round spring and pillar

(one end of spring is generally slipped over one of

the pillars!, and tightly twist it up, now remove the

pallets off their pin, having previously removed the

rod by prising open the slit in which the top of the

rod is held, and let the wheels run till the spring is

down as far as the wire will let it. Now remove the

pins in the pillars, take off the plate, and take out the

wheels, having first taken a good look at them to

know which way to put them back, or before taking

the plates apart you may do as I did when appren-

ticed, slightly scratch on each wheel, beginning with

the one on which the spring is fixed, a number, call

that No. i, then the wheel that gears into it, No. 2,

and so on, till you come to the escape wheel. By
doing this you will have a guide two ways, as it will

show which wheel works in the next, and also show

you which way is up.

Now, having got it to pieces, the next thing is to

clean it. Get a duster and a piece or two of deal, cut

to shape of a meat skewer, and begin by first wiping

and rubbing off all dirt and oil from the plates, going

all round the edges, corners, etc., then point up your

skewers like you would a lead pencil, and twirl it

round in all the pivot holes till it comes out as clean

as you put it in : serve both plates the same. Now
take the wheels, rub off all the dirt and odd oil with

duster, then with the nail brush, well brush the teeth

and pinions till quite clean and free from oil, etc.,

treat the pallets in same way, thoroughly cleaning out

the holes on which they work with the skewer, you

will find the wheels that carry the hands come in two

on taking it to pieces, one has a long sleeve fitting

over the arbor, before replacing this wheel, put a

little drop of oil on the outside end, close to where

the long hand is fixed, and also on the end or bottom

of the arbor, close to the wheel ; you will see that it is

brighter at the two ends than in the middle, where it

is turned away to free the sleeve, so as not to have so

much friction.

Having cleaned it all, replace by first putting back

the great wheel with the spring attached to it, then

the ones that carry the hands, and so on, till all in

their place again, using the pliers to put the pivots in

their holes, slightly pressing on the plate the while,

till all are back in their original places. Pin up the

plates, and oil very sparingly each pivot, put on the

pallets, and turn the bent piece of wire round to keep

them on. Now try each wheel to see that it has a

little freedom between the plates ; now wind up the

spring, take off the wire, and re-fix in case, hang up

case, and fix up the pendulum rod, set the case up

with a plumb line, and set the clock in beat by bend-

ing the crutch (the wire fixed to the pallets and works

the rod) to the right or left, till it beats equal or level;

now put a drop of oil in the loop where the crutch

touches the rod, also a drop on the pallets, replace

dial and hands, and there you are, half-a-crown in

pocket, and independent of the clockmaker. Perhaps

I ought to say the reason for tying up the spring is

to be able to take apart and put together again easier.
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as otherwise, when you get it out, if not tied or

cramped (I always use a cramp, which is a piece of

iron wire about one-eighth of an inch diameter, bent

to about three-quarters of a circle, and of the size of

a penny for thirty hour, and double the size and

stoutness for eight-day springs), it would open to the

size of a tea-plate, and be very awkward to get back

again.

Also the best oil I find for all clock work is Ezra

Kelley's, which, as a rule, I find dries away, without

leaving anything behind, most other oils leave a

glutinous residue that clogs the wheels and so stops

them.

Although this is only spoken of as a timepiece, it is

equally applicable to strikers, the difference being in

having two trains of wheels instead of one, and being a

little more awkward to put together ; but by number-

ing both can bs easily recognised. In putting the

striking part together correctly, when the hooked arm

has fallen in the notch of the wheel see that the ham-

mer is quite free from the pins ; if it is not, gently

draw the plates apart and disengage the wheel with

pins from the pinion of the one with the disc on it,

and turn it one tooth farther on, then try, if not free

repeat the operation till free. The hammer should

fall off the pin when the hook is just about to drop in

the notch of the disc fixed to the wheel next above it,

and then see that the hook fixed in the fly or the

warning pin is a little way from the arm that comes

up to catch it, when the hand is getting up to the

figure twelve, so that the wheels shall run forward a

little. I generally give the fly or the warning wheel

half a turn run before being caught by the arm.

Give a little oil to each pin that lifts the hammer,
and a drop on the hook that catches the disc, also

on the warning I'pin. With the foregoing, I think

with a little patience, anyone will be able to do

their own clock cleaning ; and although there

are many different sizes and shapes of cases, the

movements are all more or less alike, the main differ-

ence being in the length of the pendulum, and some
have weights instead of springs to drive, in which

• case you will not want the cramps ; unhang the

weights, take down the case, and on the top are two

blocks of wood nailed on, take these off and you will

be able to draw the lines from over the pulleys and
replace easier.

I forgot to mention that in the newer pattern of

American eight-day clock, they have stop work ; one

wheel fixed to the plate has a shallow notch, and one

wheel dropped over the winding square has one tooth

longer than the rest ; to get it right, wind the spring

right up hard, now remove the pallets and let it run

till the great wheel has gone half-way round. Now
put on the wheel on the square with the long tooth

in the shallow notch so that you cannot wind up, then

you are sure of not overwinding. If I have not made
myself clear I shall ba glad to answer any queries in

" Amateurs in Council."

=•$=

HERALDRY i

ITS APPLICATION TO DECORATIVE PURPOSES.
By ARTHUR YOItKE.

VII.—Modelling for Heraldic Castings in Metal—
Acid Work.

HE art of modelling in various sub-

stances has been fully explained in

Amateur Work, and those who have

made themselves familiar with it will see

that there are many metal fittings about

their houses which they may ornament with their

own proper heraldic distinctions, and have cast at a

foundry. As an example, is given the heraldic door-

knocker (Figs. 114, 115, 116), which is intended to be

cast in iron.

This knocker, in order to bring it conveniently

into the page, is drawn to two-fifths scale. A full-

size drawing may be easily made by making a tracing,

dividing the tracing into squares, and correspond-

ing squares in the full-size drawing, each equal to two

and a half times the size of the square in the tracing.

Thus, if the tracing be divided into squares measuring

J inch each way, the squares in the full-size drawing

will measure 1} inches each way. Fig. 114 gives the

plate of the knocker, with a blank shield for the arms

of the master of the house, to whose crest, that

shown, would, of course, give place. The crest and

wreath, as drawn, are supposed to be modelled and

cast separately, and fixed by a separate screw, but

they may as easily be modelled in a piece with the

shield plate. B is a projecting boss for the hammer

to strike upon.

The hammer is shown in Fig. 115 ; it includes a

scroll to be inscribed with the proper motto. Fig.

116 is one of the screw-pins in which the hammer

works ; A, a, in the two figures being the head of

pin.

This, like the drawer handle, may be modelled in

wax ; but modelling in wax is a slow process. A
thing so large and bold as this would be modelled

much more rapidly in clay (see Vol. II., p. 149J. From

the clay model a plaster of Paris mould would be

taken (see Vol. I., p. 371), and from this mould a cast

either in wax or plaster would be made to serve as a

pattern at the foundry. If in the latter, it is well, after

thoroughly drying it, to saturate the plaster pattern

with boiled oil, and then to blacklead it. This gives

a good surface for leaving the founder's moulding
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loam ; it is also

satisfactory as en-

abling the modeller

to see much of what

the effect of his

work will be in

metal before it is

cast.

If the model is

well made, leaves

well, and gives little

trouble to the

workman at the

foundry in " mould-

ing," the cost of

casting such a mat-

ter as this knocker

in iron is the

merest trifle. It

must, of course, be

taken to a foundry

where the ordinary

work is in small

castings.

A more import-

ant design for

heraldic cast iron

work appears in

Fig. J 17. This is

a fire-back— a por-

bestowed. The
arrangements of

fireplaces in some

modern houses

would well allow of

a revival in this

direction. Such a

fire-back would, of

course, be modelled

in clay, moulded in

plaster, and sent to

a foundry to be

cast.

Acid Work.—
One more applica-

tion of heraldry to

metal remains to be

mentioned. An ef-

fective ornament for

the side-board is a

salver decorated

with the armorial

devices of its owner,

and in Fig. 118 is a

design for so deco-

rating the centre of

such a salver. It

is to be carried

out by means well

within the powers

tion of the internal fittings of the house, on which

through the seventeenth century much elaboration,

and that frequently of a heraldic type, was usually

of the amateur, and the same processes can, of course,

be applied to any other articles of a similar nature.

The piece to be ornamented should be of German
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FIG. Il8. — CENTRF
OF A SALVER, PRO-
DUCED BY ACID
WORK.

stand out bright

silver, which as used for

this purpose, is a mix-

ture of nickel with

copper and spelter —
Britannia metal which

may possibly suggest

itself as suited, and
which really differs but

little from pewter, is not

fitted for working upon

with acid. It will be

well to buy the plain

waiter or salver in that

stage of manufacture at

which it is ready for

this kind of ornament,

which will be after it

has already undergone

some three distinct pro-

cesses.

There are more ways
than one in which our

design may be worked
out upon it. It is in-

tended that the arms
and accessories should

from a ground of dead silver, and the
most usual method of attaining this would
be to cover, in the first place, all that is

to be left bright with some acid-resisting

paint, such as, to use a familiar example,
Brunswick black. Asphaltum varnish
is, however, better

than Brunswick
black, since it resists

acid for a longer

period, and thus

allows the biting-in

to be effected more
completely. The sur-

face so covered would

include all without

the circular line as

well as the arms and

other forms within it.

These latter would

be simply blocked

out in asphaltum, but

it would need to be

done carefully, their

outlines being rigidly

preserved, and would

best be done with a

sable brush. To
effect this would be

FIG. 119. — PORTION
OF MANTLING IN
FIG. 118, SHOWING
TINCTURES.

17.—BACK PLATE FOR FIRE-PLACE.

more or less easy ac-

cording as the size of

the article caused the

design to be more or

less enlarged. In the

illustration blanks have

been left for the arms

and motto, which are

to be filled with those of

the owner. An imagi-

nary crest has indeed

been introduced, but for

the sake of effect merely,

and for this the crest

proper to the arms

would have to be sub-

stituted.

All that is intended

to be bright having been

completely covered, the

metal is placed in an

acid bath. In the case

of a flat article, how-

ever, like that before

us, a complete immer-

sion will not be necessary. It would

involve protecting the back as well as

most part of the front. It will be suffi-

cient to build a wall of wax round that

part which is to be acted upon, and so to

confine the acid to that portion.

For the metal before us, the best bath

will probably be one

of half nitric acid

and half water, with

the addition of a

little pyroligneous

acid—the latter to

ensure more equal

biting. The process

of biting-in needs

some attention, and

should be looked to

from time to time.

The bubbles thrown

off will indicate

whether it is going

on too rapidly or the

reverse, and whether

more dilution or

more acid may be

needed. A great

point in thus operat-

ing on a composite

metal is to have an
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acid which will corrode one of the components of the

alloy more than the others, and thus leave a rich

frosted surface. The bath proposed will act most

strongly upon the copper in our salver. The biting,

to be successful, should be gentle and equal.

The time demanded will vary with circumstances

—say, from half a day to a whole day, or possibly to

a day and a half if the biting is required to be deep.

The acid having done its work and been washed

off, the asphaltum has to be cleaned away with turps.

We now have a dead medallion in the centre of our

bright salver, and upon it the heraldic forms simply

blocked in bright metal.

These are now to be separated, shaded, and

finished with the graver ; with which tool also the

lines and markings which indicate tincture are to be

put in. For the sake of breadth and to avoid con-

fusion no attempt at these last has been made in Fig.

118 ; in Fig. 119, however, a portion of the mantling

is shown, or, lined with gules.

The engraving finished, the work is ready to be

electro-plated. Satisfactory results by this process

are readily attainable by the amateur, and instruc-

tions in it were given by Mr. Edwinson in the first

volume of this publication ; but the necessary ap-

paratus and arrangements involve expenses which

are scarcely worth incurring for a few articles only
;

whilst the cost of having the work done at a pro-

fessed electro-plater's is a very small one.

Whatever parts are desired to be extra brilliant

are now burnished with a steel burnisher, that tool

being constantly dipped in soapsuds to prevent

scratching. This adds very greatly to the effect,

which may be still heightened by gilding in parts. So
much of the surface as is not intended to receive gold

has to be stopped off, protected, that is, by being

painted over with Brunswick black or some substance

of similar nature, and the article is then subjected to

the electro-gilding process.

Still further variety may be gained by giving in

parts a red electro deposit of gold and copper de-

posited at the same time, or a green one of green gold,

or again by a deposit of oxydised silver, the stopping

off and clearing being, of course, repeated before

and after each process.

In fact if the only tinctures in the design are

argent, or,gules, and vert, it will be seen that it is with-

in the resources of electro work actually to produce

them. But if there should not be all, it scarcely

seems desirable to employ gold and copper with such

a view, as it would be incongruous to express gules in

this manner, and azure on the same shield by hori-

zontal lines merely. There is, however, room for

individual judgment in particular cases.

To carry out the above instructions implies a

certain power of handling the graver, which all will

not have, and possibly will not care to acquire ; still,

there are alternative ways of doing the work. If the

design is only carried out on a moderately large scale,

any one who can pencil neatly with a sable brush

may paint in all the details with asphaltum, and so

make the acid do the whole of the engraving. The

writer would himself find no difficulty in doing this.

Or, again. After having made acid do the main

part of the work, it is possible to finish with what in

an unskilled hand would be more easy of management

than a graver, namely, with small punches of various

sizes. These any amateur can make and harden for

himself, and the effect of lines is always to be got by a

succession of small dots.

There is yet another course. The entire design

can be put upon the metal by etching. To do this,

as the reader is probably aware, the surface has to be

covered with a thin coating of wax. Upon this, the

whole design has to be lightly traced, and wherever

the acid is intended to bite, the wax has to be scraped

away with a steel instrument. Afterwards, the metal

is treated in an acid bath. Neither asphaltum var-

nish, nor Brunswick black will do for an etching

ground, they crack and chip up before the etching

point, whereas wax is soft and yielding. After etching,

the electro-plating, burnishing, gilding, etc, can be

done as after engraving.

The amateur wishing to engage in acid work, may
possibly find some difficulty in procuring his blank

articles in metal. They are only to be got from the

manufacturers of electro-plated wares, and that

branch of industry is chiefly carried on in Sheffield

and Birmingham. Such a waiter as we have sup-

posed, of the best quality, mounted with border and

three feet, and 12 inches in diameter, would cost about

125. ; one of second quality, that is one without the

soldered on mountings, but otherwise not inferior in

appearance or metal, and of the same size, would cost

6s. 6d.; one of third quality, of the same size and

pattern, but inferior metal, would cost 4s. 6d. Other

sizes and other articles would be in proportion.

Any manufacturer who would supply these, would

also probably consent to undertake electro-plating

and electro-gilding of the different kinds mentioned

for amateurs, as well as burnishing, on moderate

terms. He might, moreover, be willing to pack

asphaltum varnish in small quantities, in a convenient

form for transit, which would be a matter of much
convenience, as at present, so far as I am aware, it

is sold only in heavy jars for trade use.

To amateurs with some mastery of drawing and
' use of the brush, this acid-work offers an attractive

field.

(To be continued.)
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FRETSAW WORK AND MARQUETRY
CUTTING.

By D. B. ADAMSOH.

VI.

—

Materials.

|0\V having obtained the requisite tools

and appliances, the question as to what

materials are used for fretcutting may
arise. The answer is a very simple one,

for almost anything, provided it is not

too thick, may be cut by the fretsaw. What the limit

of thickness is will depend partly on the material,

whether it be a soft and easy one to cut, such as pine or

a hard one such as brass, and partly on whether a

hand-frame or machine is employed ; but of this more

later on. Wood is the material mostly in fashion for

fretcutting for various obvious reasons, and as it is of

importance that the worker should have some idea of

the qualities of the various kinds most suitable for his

purpose, the following list, with short descriptions, is

given.

It must not be forgotten that though each wood
possesses characteristics peculiar to itself, the differ-

ences in any given kind are great, especially in shade

of colour and variety of figure. Finely figured wood
always commands higher prices than plainer, except,

perhaps, in the case of such woods as holly, where

the uniformity of surface and texture is the chief

attraction. The -amateur, or, for that matter, the pro-

fessional worker in wood, will find it a great advan-

tage to form a collection of slips of the different

kinds of timber, as he will then be able to see at a

glance the peculiarities of each. Messrs. Skinner

and Co. supply a well arranged album of twenty-eight

kinds of wood, mostly in demand for fretcutting, and
it will be found of service to the amateur. My own col-

lection consists of pieces as thick as convenient, say

an average of ^ inch, threaded on a wire. Each piece

measures about 4 inches by 6 inches, which is gene-

rally enough to give a good idea of the figure. Both
sides are smoothed, one of them being polished in

the ordinary way, and the other left plain, or, as it

is technically called, ''in the white.'' The name and
any particulars likely to be useful are written on each

piece, the whole forming a reliable guide for refe-

rence. Apart altogether from utility, such a collection

is very interesting. I will first take those woods

most easily obtainable, and then give the names
of others which are not so often met with, as some
of them are well adapted for inlaying and mar-

quetry.

Ash.—Tough, hard and elastic with large bold

figure. Varies in colour from yellowish white to pale

brown. American is the most suitable for ordinary

work. Hungarian ash is the most beautifully figured,

but not pleasant to cut unless in veneers.

Beech.—Fine close straight and grain-hard. Light

in colour ; in fact, some of it is almost pure white, but

the prevailing tint is a brownish. It takes almost any

stain well and cuts clean.

Birch.—Also a light wood, often with a fine lus-

trous figure.

Chestnut.—There are two kinds of this, with no

resemblance of each other. The Spanish, or eating

chestnut-tree wood, is coarse in grain, sometimes

well figured, and much resembling ordinary oak in

general appearance, while that of the horse-chest-

nut is fine and close, without much figure. It is

lighter in colour than the other, some being almost

white, rather brittle, and of moderate hardness.

Holly is still whiter, at least the best kinds, for a

good deal depend on the care bestowed in season-

ing. The best is a beautiful pure creamy white, ren-

dering it valuable for inlaying purposes, for which it

is a good substitute for ivory, at a fraction of the

cost. It is one of the woods which is not improved

by being polished, and it should be always left

literally " in the white," as anything put on to give a

shining appearance spoils its beauty. If it gets dirty

in working, it should be carefully gone over with the

finest glass paper. Mere dinginess may be removed

by the careful application of a little powdered chalk

or Paris white, with a soft rag or chamois leather.

It is a close, fine grained wood, hard, and apt to twist

unless properly seasoned. It, and indeed all other

woods, should be kept in a dry place.

Lime-tree Wood has the same general features,

but is not so white. It is a free cutting wood.

Bass is the wood of the American lime-tree.

Maple.—A close-grained hard wood light in

colour. A variety known as bird's-eye maple is

beautifully figured, with small irregular spots. It is,

however, unpleasant to cut, as the variation? in tex-

ture are great, and on this account special care must

be used. The same may be said of all woods in

which there is a close small well-defined figure.

Sycamore is a white wood, much resembling horse-

chestnut. It is hard, but clean cutting.

Sequoia.—A very soft easily cut wood, of a red-

dish hue, not unlike pencil cedar. The grain is very

even. Its extreme tenderness renders it very liable

to split if care be not exercised. It is so easily split

that it is not regarded with much favour, but if not too

thin, say not under \ inch, it is a good wood for the

beginner who might prefer it to pine or deal, on

account of its superior appearance. It is clean and

free from knots.

Pine is perhaps too well-known to require any

comment. It may, however, be said, that the red or
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yellow pine is the best for fretcutting, being compara-

tively free from knots. Though generally regarded

as too common a material to use for good work, it is

an excellent wood to begin practice with, as it is soft

and easily obtainable anywhere at a low price.

Pitch Pine is harder, of a redder colour, and often

has handsome markings. Being a highly resinous

wood, it is difficult to cut. It should be particularly

well seasoned, otherwise it is very apt to twist.

Mahogany.—This, for ease in working, and gene-

rally good qualities, of which appearance is not the

least, is deservedly a favourite wood. The choicest

is Spanish mahogany, the best of which is generally

used as veneers. By the way, this does not, as its

name would seem to imply, come from Spain, but from

Cuba. Honduras mahogany is softer, more open

in the grain, and though some is tolerably well figured,

it is not equal in beauty to good Spanish. It is an

excellent wood for the fretcutter, being susceptible of

a high degree of finish, and easy to cut. Though the

choicer kinds are expensive, the price depending

greatly on the figure, good sound Honduras, or, as it is

often called bay wood, is cheap. Various other kinds,

known by the name of the place whence they are im-

ported, are in the market ; but for all particular pur-

poses, the two kinds specified are sufficient. If hard

fine figured wood is wanted, ask for Spanish mahogany,

and see thatyou get it.

The best known Cedar woods are of two kinds,

which must not be confounded, as they possess very

different qualities. The fragrant or pencil cedar,

under which name it is generally known, is a soft fine-

grained wood, pleasant to cut but rather brittle. The
other much resembles common coarse mahogany for

which it might readily be mistaken by those not

accustomed to observe woods. Cigar-boxes are

generally made from it. It is soft and easy to cut,

but it is too open in the grain for fine work which is

to be highly polished. Like mahogany, it is a good

wood for ebonizing, as it takes stain well.

Walnut.—American walnut is the best kind for

the fretcutter. It varies much in texture and figure,

but as a rule that imported and in general use is plain.

It is a hard wood of a pleasing brown colour, and
capable of receiving a high finish. Being pleasant to

work, it is a wood much appreciated by fretcutters. I

may say, in passing, that the best effect from this wood
is got by merely oiling or dull polishing it, instead of

bright polishing it. More will be said about this

when treating of finishing, in the chapter devoted to

polishing. The finely figured variety of walnut, known
as burr walnut, is not suitable for solid work, that is,

it can only be used as a veneer.

Oak seems the natural wood in which some styles

of design, such as Elizabethan, Jacobean, etc., should

be executed. For the fretcutter's purposes , it should

be sufficient to mention, without enumerating all the

different varieties that, roughly, it may be considered

as light and dark. The light is principally imported

and known by the name of the district from which it

is shipped, such as Riga. Brown oak is principally a

home product, and a variety of it known as pollard

oak is very beautifully marked and principally in use

as a veneer wood. In the solid, pollard oak is very apt

to twist and split on a fresh surface being exposed by

cutting, unless it has been thoroughly well seasoned.

Though not an unpleasant wood to cut, oak requires

careful manipulation with the fretsaw, owing to the

different degrees of density by the medullary rays, as

the hard shiny looking veins are called, alternating

suddenly with the softer body of the wood.

Rosewood.—Bark and strongly marked. It is

very hard, and the difficulty of cutting it is increased

by its resinous or gummy nature. It, or woods closely

resembling it, and known by the same name, are im-

ported from various parts of the world. That which

is best known emits a pleasant odour ; though it may
be supposed that this quality gave rise to the name,

it can hardly be considered that it smells like a

rose.

A wood called by the vendors " Tasso,'' has lately

been advertised by a well-known firm of fret dealers,

and as a close hard wood of pleasant hue, it may be

recommended. It so closely resembles yew-tree

wood that I am inclined to consider it the same thing,

especially as the Italian name for yew is Tasso. Yew
wood is very tough, cuts well, and is of a rich reddish

or orange colour, with here and there tiny black

knots.

American White Wood, from the tulip tree, is a

tolerably hard wood of uniform texture. I call atten-

tion to its colour to prevent purchasers, who are not

acquainted with it, being disappointed if they should

buy, under the impression that it is really white.

Some specimens may be so, but I have never seen

them ; and it can only be regarded as a light wood of

a yellowish or light brown colour. It is not a choice

wood, but it is by no means to be despised by the

fret worker. It is sometimes known and sold as

American canary wood.

Ebony is a very unpleasant wood to cut, being

very hard and brittle. It is also a dirty wood to saw,

the dust being fine and nearly as good for unstudied

effects of an unornamental character as soot. It is

not obtainable in large pieces, and though useful

sometimes in marquetry for general purposes, it is

better to ebonize some other wood when black work

is wanted. Veneer ebonized throughout its thickness

may also be obtained, but it is thin, and when wood

of much substance is wanted, black, the practice is to
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stain it afterwards. It may be useful to state that

though all ebony is very dark, some kinds are not of

the jet black generally associated with its name.

This list ofwoods might be greatly lengthened, but

no practical purpose would be served in a treatise of

this nature, by extending it, though several kinds that

are useful and decorative for inlaid or overlaid work

may be mentioned. Like many of the choicer speci-

mens of those already named, they are principally or

exclusively used as veneers ; some of them, such as

amboyna being quite unsuitable for working in the

solid. If it is desired to cut open fretwork in them, or

rather that they should be used as the facing of open

fretwork, the veneer should be laid on some suitable

wood as a backing before fretcutting. For example,

choice Spanish mahogany veneer on baywood, burr

walnut on American walnut, and so on. As, however,

the laying of veneers properly on large surfaces is a

difficult operation, and only remotely connected with

fretcutting, details cannot now be given, and the

amateur who is ignorant of the process, or not

provided with proper appliances, had better enlist the

services of some friendly cabinet-maker. This does

not apply to the laying of small inlaid veneers, about

which instructions will be found in connection with

marquetry. The following are a few of the most

useful woods, sold in veneer, or which, when used in

the solid, are fancy sorts not obtainable from the

ordinary timber merchant.

Amboyna Wood, Box.—Till lately, this could only

be had in small pieces. It is now imported in large

sizes, but only to a limited extent. Camwood, used

by dyers ; surface, when cut and exposed to the air,

turns a rich deep crimson, or reddish brown. Cam-
phor Wood, Coromandel Wood.—Fustic (a dyer's

wood), fine yellow, but apt to fade like many other

brilliantly coloured woods. King Wood, or Violet, a

beautifully striped wood, of colour indicated by its

name. Log Wood, deep red, like rich dark old

mahogany. Letter Wood, or Snake Wood, Olive,

Sandal Wood, Tulip (bright and apt to fade). Satin

Wood, a beautiful yellow, handsomely marked.

Thuja.— It may be said that hardly any wood will

come amiss to the marquetry or inlaid fretcutter, and
it sometimes happens that one may come across a

piece worth preserving without knowing its name.

One of the principal marquetry cutters in this

country, once informed me that he had a large num-
ber of pieces, the names of which he could not ascer-

tain, but that he worked them up according to colour,

etc., as occasion required. In addition to woods in

natural colours, veneers dyed in a great variety of

shades are readily obtainable for the use of the in-

layer. D. Witt and Palmer keep an excellent selec-

tion of dyed veneers, which as a rule are of brighter

hues than natural woods, and, therefore, are very

useful in giving brightne-ss to a composition. I may
mention that veneers are of two kinds, known as

knife-cut and saw-cut. The former are cheaper, but

I cannot advise the amateur to use them, as their ex-

treme thinness renders them very liable to injury by

breakage and troublesome to handle. Although less

in price, the cost of any dyed veneer is so small that

it will be found to be false economy to get any but

saw-cut. The price of veneers and wood in the board

or plank is reckoned at so much per superficial foot,

thus 6d. per foot means 6d. for a piece, equal to one

square foot. To prevent misconception, however, it

does not mean that the purchaser ordering one square

foot, would get a piece measuring 12 inches each way ;

as it might be, say, only 6 inches wide and 2 feet long.

As a rule, dealers will not cut to special sizes or widths,

with regard to width especially, as they are limited by

the ordinary thickness of the tree supplying any given

kind.

When the fretcutter has made some degree of

progress, he will probably wish to try his skill with

various other materials for the purpose of enriching

articles composed of wood. Hinges, escutcheon plates,

etc., of metal are not difficult to cut, and, of course, im-

prove the appearance of such articles as boxes, small

cabinets, etc. The hands for a fretwork clock, or

rather clock case, may be made, the dial for the same

may be of perforated, that is to say, fretcut metal
;

boxes may be strengthened and ornamented by cor-

ner clamps, and numerous other instances will occur

to the worker in which metal may be used with ad-

vantage. The most convenient metals to use are

brass, copper, and zinc, but any, provided they are not

harder than the saw, may be cut, the difficulty increas-

ing with the hardness of the material. Zinc plates,

nickel plated, prepared expressly for amateur fret-

cutters, are imported and sold by Zilles.

German silver is another useful metal for the fret-

cutter. Whatever metal is used, it will rarely be re-

quired over 5V inch thick, and much less is often quite

as good both in effect and utility. Naturally, the

thinner it is the more quickly it can be cut. Nor is

it only an ornamental adjunct to wood that metal is

useful, for various small articles may be constructed

entirely of it ; for example, finger-plates for doors, card-

trays, and in the more valuable metals, small articles

of jewellery such as brooches. For these, a silver

coin may be beaten out to the requisite degree of thin-

ness.

Ivory is another material suitable for fine careful

work, on which only it is used as it is costly. It is

hard, but not unpleasant or difficult to saw, though

from its brittleness it requires delicate handling. It is

principally used in the form of veneer for inlay work.
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Celluloid is a fair substitute for it, though rather

too glaringly white. It is a most easy substance to

cut, being soft and absolutely free from any grain, so

that it has no tendency to split. The principal objec-

tion to it is that it is rather difficult to lay, but a little

care will overcome this. 1 1 is highly inflammable when
brought in actual contact with fire.

Vulcanite, or hard vulcanised indiarubber, is a

useful substitute for ebony, obtainable in sheets of

various thickness. The edges cut by the saw require

a little oil rubbed on them to remove the brownish
colour which the cutting causes, and restore them to a
uniform black.

Torloiseshell is hard and brittle, but useful frr

inlay purposes. It is well, in order to render it less

brittle, to soak it in hot water a little before sawing.

Mother of Pearl is a very beautiful material for

small pieces of inlay, but it is very hard and difficult

to cut. It cannot be obtained in large pieces. It is

sold by weight, and is costly, the price depending

much on the average size of the pieces. The variety

known, commercially, as snail shell, is less in cost

though still expensive, being worth in small quantities,

properly prepared and polished, from 2d. to 3d. per

square inch. Imitations of many of these fancy and
more valuable materials are obtainable from various

dealers, among whom Zilles has some that are fair

reproductions. The chief fault with most of the imita-

tions is—if I may so express it—that they are too

good, wanting in the variety that is found in the genuine

substances. Not for a moment could the expert be

deceived by the appearance of any of them. Mother
of Pearl especially seems difficult to imitate with any

approach to reality. Tortoiseshell is, perhaps, one of

the most successful imitations.

So far, the reader may have observed, little or

nothing has been said of the peculiar treatment for

various materials, when undergoing the process, but

the learner may be supposed to pick this up as he

goes along, and with a view to his assistance, the

next chapter contains many useful hints in connection

with actual work. Indeed, we have now got well

through everything that need be said with reference

to appliances and materials, as far as fret- cutting is

concerned, and are in a position to go to work

in right down earnest. It must not be supposed

that the time spent over the papers already given

has been time wasted, either by the reader or

the writer. On the contrary, time spent in gaining

a fair knowledge of the various tools and appliances

that are in general use, and the materials that

are to be handled, is time well spent, and not in

any way to be numbered with hours that have been

wasted.

(7'o be continued.)

THE FORMS OF TOOLS.
£il A FOREMAN PATTEKN-MAKEB.

VI.

—

Screwing Tackle.

HE tools hitherto considered, have, with

one or two exceptions in the drill class,

been true cutting tools. But we now
approach other forms used for screw

cutting.and for metal turning and shaping
)

which might, according as they are variously modi-

fied, be claimed as belonging to the cutting, or to (he

scraping types. Hence it is difficult and often open to

question to endeavour to assign to certain of these a

definite position under either head. Nevertheless, I

will include them all in the first, because in their most

perfect, most typical forms, they undoubtedly belong

thereto, both in respect of angle and mode of action,

though, when badly formed, they most certainly take

rank with the second.

There are a great many practical points to be con-

sidered in the mode of formation of common taps and
dies. The ordinary tap is, when small, made of

either of the sectional forms, Fig. 67, both of which

are bad, and are not cutting tools at all, because of

the obtuse angles at which the edges are presented to

their work. This cannot be avoided, because the

grooving out of small taps would render them so weak
that they could not resist a very moderate amount of

torsion without fracture. But all taps of over about 5
inch in diameter truly cut, their sections being that of

Figs. 68 and 78. Looking at Fig. 68, it is seen that

the cutting faces a, are presented at an angle of about

90 to the work ; in Fig. 78 the angle is slightly less.

The lines /', in Fig. 68, represent the amount of

" backing off," or " relieving " of the tap, and this

corresponds with the angle of relief of ordinary

cutting tools. But for this backing off, the tap would

grind and rub in the metal. If its amount were ex-

cessive, the very keen edges would crumble and break

away, and the tap would also lose its proper guidance

in the material and cut wavy threads. Or, again, if

the cutting angle at a were made more acute, the

strength of the edge would be sacrificed, so that prac-

tical conditions soon put a limit to the angles of these

tools.

If we look now at a pair of dies as made for the

screw stock, we see that the forms are not inherently

good, though they have been evolved as being on the

whole, the most suitable for their purpose. Figs. 69

and 70 show the two forms of dies oftenest met with,

Fig. 69 being very commonly used, though Fig. 70 has

better cutting angles, the cutting faces being radial,

while those in Fig. 69 lean over towards the work)

and, therefore, act more by scraping than by cutting.

Theoretically, all common dies are badly formed tools;
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since, however suitable their cutting faces, they have

no angle of relief whatever, except that due to diffe-

rence in curvature ; in this respect being less perfect

than the taps. Yet, like the drills, they perform their

work very well, if care and attention are paid to

certain points of detail, as follows :
—

Dies having little of the original circle removed by

the notches will have better guidance, but less pene-

tration, than when the contrary condition obtains.

But for the break afforded by the four notches. Figs.

69 and 70, the circle would, of course, be continuous.

These notches, then, furnish the cutting edges, of which

there are four acting when the dies are moved in one

direction, and four in the other, and they also give

clearance, or escape for the chips or " swarf." The

smaller these notches the larger the surface of the die

which remains, and vice versa, and the larger that

surface the better the guidance of the dies, but the

greater their squeezing action. With a smaller sur-

face the squeezing action is diminished, and the cutting

is more perfect, but the guidance is lessened corres-

pondingly. Hence in many forms of dies one section is

formed and adapted for guidance only, while another

section or sections do all the cutting.

The other point of importance to be considered in

the formation of dies is their diameter, or rather, the

radii of their curves. When a thread is being cut,

the original diameter of the bar, or that which the dies

must first embrace, is of the same diameter as the

points of the thread A in Fig. 71 ; but it is the portion,

C, of the die, Fig. 72, which has to embrace and start

cutting at A. The thread being cut, the final position

of the dies is such that c in Fig. 72 coincides with B

in Fig. 71 : but only when the thread is actually com-

plete does the die coincide with its thread. Hence the

angles are continually changing during cutting, be-

cause the pitch remains the same, the diameters vary-

ing, angles being nearly in inverse proportion to dia-

meters (see Fig. 73). This is an evil in dies productive

of much friction and squeezing, and one which cannot

be eliminated ; and the only way available is to adopt

a mean between extremes, and so obtain practically

fair workable results. This, in fact, is what is done.

The usual plan is that shown in Fig. 74, where the

dies a, B, are cut on a master tap or hob, C, of one

depth of thread larger than the diameter of the thread

to be cut. The position of the dies on commencing to

cut is shown at B, and when the thread is finished

they are in the position of a : B, therefore, is cutting

at the leading corners only. Then, at a succeeding

stage of the work, the action is rather that of

squeezing than cutting, because the body of the die is

in contact with the thread, the cutting corners being

thrown off ; while at and near the termination the

action is again that of cutting, because the corners

formed by the notches? a, &7"come into operation. At

no part of the work is the action uniform and perfect,

but cutting, squeezing, and variation of angle alter-

nate.

If the dies were formed on a hob of the same size

as that of the screw to be cut, then at the termination

of the thread the dies and the screw would precisely

coincide ; but the last action would be that of

squeezing, because there could be no difference in

curvature, and, therefore, no leading corners. At the

commencement, however, of] the cut, the leading

corners would be too prominent, with a lack of neces-

sary guiding power (Fig. 75) ; therefore, when start-

ing, drunken threads, or else grooves simply, would

probably be formed ; while, at the termination, cutting

power would be absent.

Dies made over a hob two threads deeper than

the screw to be cut, lead well, but their action is

mainly compressive, until, when the thread is nearly

complete, they cut rapidly on the internal corners,

a, a, or just at the wrong time. Fig. 76 illustrates

dies of this character.

Messrs. Whitworth's "Guide" screw stock is fitted

with dies cut over a- hob two threads larger in dia-

meter than the screw required to be cut ; but their

action is excellent, because one die acts as guide, the

other two doing the cutting, by which arrangement

both operations are rendered very uniform. Fig. 77
shows the Guide screw stock in detail. A is the stock

proper, provided with handles, a, a, and with slots for

the loose cutters, the stationary guide, b, being placed

in one, and the moving dies, c, c, in the others, the

two last being moved simultaneously forward by

means of the nut, and wedge or cottar piece, d.

The inner edges, e, e, perform the cutting, one acting

when the stock is turned in one direction, the other

operating in the reverse direction. These are kept in

position by means of the plate B (removed in the face

view). The only drawback to these dies is that the

threads can never be cut quite down to a shoulder,

because on the one face there is the thickness,^ on

which the bottom of the dies rest, and on the other

the thickness of the covering plate, B. This, together

with their expense, prevents their more general use.

The dies sho.vn in Fig. 69 are, perhaps, those most

commonly met with in the shops. Fig. 70 is, however,

extremely general. The object, of course, of cutting

the notches at a, a, is to allow of the dies cutting

threads a little smaller than that of the nominal size,

which they could not do if the half circle were con-

tinuous and unbroken. Hence also, their advantage

over the small " screw plates," which are solid, the die

holes being tapped in them, and the cutting edges

given by drilling small holes and making saw kerfs to

run into these, so that each die hole is only capable of
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cutting a thread of its own precise diameter ; while

with movable dies threads can be readily cut full or

bare to size. Screw plates are not suitable either for

screws of moderate or large diameter, because they

cannot be accommodated

to the varying sizes of the

rods at the commence-

ment and termination of the

depth of thread like the

movable dies. One great

The practice, both of shops and of individual work-

men, differs much in respect of the making of dies,

and I have by no means illustrated all the forms to be

met with. But the fact which concerns us is the im-

possibility of obtaining a

perfect guiding and cutting

action throughout in any

simple form of dies, the only

practicable way being the

adoption of the principle of

advantage of these last is

that they can be adjusted in

any minute degrees in order

to afford just the precise

amount of grip or pressure

required by the diminish-

ing diameter of the bar which is being screwed, a

matter of necessity when large screws are being cut.

Therefore, the solid plates are not used for screws

above £ inch or -^ inch in diameter, but only for sizes

ranging below those.

which Fig. 77 is one em-

bodiment out of several, all

alike lacking the simpli-

city which is of so much im-

portance in the economy of

workshop practice. In all

screw-cutting with common dies a certain amount of

squeezing is therefore bound to occur, which is an evil,

because it means expenditure of power in overcoming

friction, and also it is a source of inaccuracy, causing

a slight extension in the length of the screw. In cases,

fig. 81.

—

MASTER
TAP
OR
HOB.
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FIG67 FIG. 67.—ORDINARY FORMS OF SMALL TAP. FIG. 68.—TAP OVER J IN. IN DIAMETER.

FIGS. 69, 70.—ORDINARY FORMS OF DIES. FIG. 71.—BAR WITH THREAD CUT BY DIE.

FIG. 72.—DIE BY WHICH THREAD IS CUT ON BAR IN FIG. 71. FIG. 73.—DIAGRAM
SHOWING VARIATION OF ANGLES AND DIAMETERS IN CUTTING THREAD. FIG. 74.

—

ORDINARY FORM OF DIE. FIG. 75.—DIE SHOWING LACK OF GUIDING POWER. FIG.

76.—DIE THAT CUTS AT WRONG TIME. FIG. 78.—TAPER, OR ENTERING TAP. FIG.

79.—MIDDLE, OR SECOND TAP. FIG. 82.—TAPER TAP WRONGLY FORMED.

nc 68 Z
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FIG 75
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then, where such alteration in length would be ob-

jectionable, as in threads used for measurement and

for precise adjustment, the use of dies is inadmissible,

and recourse must be had instead to the screw-cutting

lathe. In bolts, and attachment studs and screws, this

minute lengthening exercises no perceptible effect, and

hand-working, and machine, and stay taps are used

freely and commonly in all workshops. Of course,

also, the shallower the thread, the less the influence of

the differences in the two diameters at root and point

is felt. But, with rare and special exceptions, all

English engineers' threads are of uniform depth for

sizes which are alike, in the type to which they be-

long, being either the deep " Whitworth " or the shal-

lower " Gas."

The conventional forms of hand-working taps are

shown in Figs. 78, 79, and 80; Fig. 78 being a " taper,''

or " entering " tap ; Fig. 79 a " middle " or " second "

tap; Fig. 80 a "plug," "bottoming," or "finishing"

tap. Fig. 81 is a "master" tap, or " hob." Fig. 78

is first screwed all the way down, and then tapered in

length, leaving only four or five full or complete threads

at the top. The tap is backed off all the way down, as

shown in section. Fig. 79 is tapered only for the first

four or five threads, and very slightly backed off". Fig.

80 is neither tapered nor backed off; nor is Fig. 81, and

in this last the flutes are narrower than in the others

and increased in number, so that the continuity of the

cylindrical surface is scarcely interfered with. Figs.

78, 79, and So, are called "thoroughfare" taps because

their square heads are sufficiently small to drop clear

through their tapped holes, a point of economy in

workshop practice, since larger heads would neces-

sitate the withdrawal of the tap backwards through

its whole length after each tapping. The large clear-

ance angle in Fig. 78, section, is necessary in order to

cause it to remove the material rapidly in the initial

stages, without which provision it would squeeze the

metal, thus working with extreme difficulty. The
backing off, therefore, allows the three edges, a, a, a,

to penetrate the material first, to get under the surface,

and remove it by true cutting. But there is a right and

a wrong way of backing off. Fig. S2, which shows how
some of the older taps were made, is wrong, because

the thread itself being tapered, the angles perpetually

vary, and the upper portion of the tap, therefore, as it

advances into the threads cut by the lower, has to

modify their angles by a process of squeezing. Fig. 78

shows the right way, the thread being cut to the cor-

rect depth in the first place, and parallel like an

ordinary screw, and the points only being backed off

afterwards. The sides or faces of the thread are not

touched. The line of backing off takes a diagonal

direction down the tap until at the end there is no

portion of the screw left, while two or three of the

upper threads are scarcely touched. Hence it enters

and cuts very gradually and truly.

By comparison with the chisel-like tools, screws

are a comparatively recent invention. They do not

appear to have been known to the ancient Egyptians,

who are known, on the evidence of the monuments, to

have possessed many of our modern types of tools.

Archimedes is credited with the invention of the helix

about 260 B.C. Screw-presses were used by the

Romans of the Empire for the manufacture of wine

and oil. A painting of a clothes' press was found in

Pompeii, having right and left-handed threads.

Though screws and their uses were thus known about

the time of the Christian era, there is no evidence, so

far as I am aware, to indicate how they were made.

Probably they were cut laboriously by hand in the

manner indicated by Pappus Alexandrinus, a Greek
mathematician of the fourth century, who describes

minutely the wrapping of a right-angled triangle of thin

brass around the body of a cylinder, and the cutting

by hand of the screw-thread formed by thehypofhe-

nuse, a method essentially the same as that employed

to-day in our pattern shops for lining out the helices

of worm and angle wheels, paper being substituted for

brass. Surely there is nothing new under the sun.

There can be no doubt, I think, that the funda-

mental principle of the helix, that namely, of an

inclined plane wrapping around a cylinder suggested

this practical method of formation in every case.

Previous to the introduction of the screw-cutting lathe,

many screws were, as a matter of fact, formed in this

way:—A strip of paper, upon which were drawn a num-
ber of diagonals, corresponding with the number and

pitch of the helices being wrapped and glued around

the cylinder, became the guide for the removal of

the inter-thread spaces, effected by means of chisels

or files. A screw cut by this method, though lacking

in strict accuracy, is readily improved by casting a nut

around it, and using that as a guide or templet for the

correction of the thread. Or by making the nut into

a die, another screw more accurate than the first can

be cut, and this again can be used to cut a second

die, which in turn cuts another screw. It is easy to

see how, by such methods, coupled with the employ-

ment of the chaser, closer and closer approximation

to accuracy can be made. By such tentative methods

alone—methods of trial and error—was it practicable

to produce screws and screw-cutting tools before the

invention of the screw-cutting lathe ; hence the

modern methods of screw formation are the growth of

the present century.

Before the development of the screw-cutting lathe,

Mr. Maudslay had laboriously effected much im-

provement in the methods of manufacture of screw

threads. His plan, as described by Holtzapffel, was
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to cut a large number—some hundreds, in fact—of

screws, in different kinds of wood and metal, with a

single inclined cutter set at the angle corresponding

with the screw-thread, the cutter being held and tra-

versed in ablock before the revolving blank, the angle

giving the lead for traverse ; from these to select the

one which, on comparison appeared to be the

most regular and accurate in all respects ; then to use

this as a guide-screw, on the same principle as those

of our modem lathes, the screw being made to cause

the traverse of a slide-rest, embracing two parallel tri-

angular bearers, the screw being also connected to the

headstock mandrel by means of wheels, which ful-

filled the function of change wheels, only that they

were always equal, giving equal traverse to the man-
drel and guide-screw.

The mandrel was not, in the first case, even

driven by power, but a star-wheel, or wheel with

radial arms attached thereto, furnished the means of

turning the mandrel by hand. Mr. Maudslay strove

to eliminate errors by changing the guide- screw end

for end, and by using two guide-screws connected with

two equal wheels, so that the screws should revolve

in the same direction as each other, their nuts also

being united. Steel screws were also cut and made
into taps, and dies again made from these. Ulti-

mately, when ordinary measurement failed to detect

error the aid of micrometer measurement was called

in, and an ingenious instrument devised by which an

error of one thousandth part of the length of the screw

was eliminated. Mr. Maudslay also introduced the

practice of using three taps—entering, middle, and

plug—and also made an extensive series of standard

taps from 6 inches downwards, based on the fractional

divisions into threads per inch.

If to Sir Joseph Whitworth we are indebted for the

subsequent comparison (1841) of variable screw

rates and the introduction of uniformity in practice,

to Mr. Maudslay we owe the essential development

and accuracy of modern workshop practice in this

branch of mechanics.

Amateurs must not think, because these papers

deal entirely with the forms of tools, exhibiting the

difference of construction in tools rightly made and

wrongly made, and showing the various purposes to

which the tools themselves are put, that they are

altogether foreign to the aim and scope of this

Magazine, and of little use to the reader unless he be

a skilled workman. Every workman, whether skilled

or unskilled, should understand to what purpose

every tool is put, and how it maybe best manipu-

lated. He may learn this, it is true, from careful

observation and thought, but he will attain the end in

view far more rapidly by studying papers such as these.

(To be continued.)

ELECTROTYPING FOR AMATEURS.
By CSAS. A. PARKER.

VI.

—

Metallising the Mould—Voltaic Etching—
A Lift—Deposition of Copper upon Iron—
Preparation of the Alkaline Solution— Fac-
ing Busts, Medals, etc, with Brass—Watt's
Brassing Solution.

HE method of coppering the moulds, in-

vented by Mr. Silas P. Knight, is very

useful for covering them immediately

with a thin coating of copper, it

may be performed as follows :
" After

stopping out those portions of the mould that are not

to receive the deposit, it is laid in a shallow trough,

and a stream of water turned upon it from a rose jet,

to remove any particles of blacklead that may remain

in the lines or letters. The workman then ladles

out of a conveniently placed vessel some sulphate of

copper solution, pours it upon the face of the mould,

then dusts upon it from a pepper box some impal-

pably fine iron filings, and brushes the mixture over

the whole surface, which thus becomes coated with a

thin, bright, adherent coat of copper. Should any

portion of the surface, after such treatment, remain

uncoppered, the operation is repeated." The mould

must be washed well under a tap provided with a

rose, after which it can be placed in the vat in the

usual manner. By adopting this method, a saving of

about two or three hours will be effected, because the

metal is always deposited in less time when once the

mould is covered.

Voltaic Etching.— I will here describe an interest-

ing experiment that can be performed at all times

(or separately), while the deposition is proceeding.

It will be remembered that during the process of de-

position, the anodes are dissolved in order to make up

for the amount of metal deposited upon the object, it is

therefore obvious that supposing a design were made

upon the anode plate with some suitable varnish, this

portion would appear in relief when the anode was

removed from the vat, rendering it possible to print

from it, supposing that the plate when first immersed

was tolerably thick. This experiment can be carried

out while the metal is being deposited upon some

small cathode, or it may be done separately, as

follows : A stout smooth plate of copper is first

selected, and to it is soldered a piece of strap copper,

is then well cleaned until the surface is perfectly

bright, the back of the plate is then black varnished,

and the cleaned face of it is next coated with the

following composition

:

Beeswax 5 parts.

Linseed Oil 1 part.

When it has been coated, the face of the plate is
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held for a short time over the flame from a lamp, so

as to just smoke the surface and thus render the more
delicate tracings of the needle visible. Having been
thus prepared, the design is drawn on the surface

with an etching needle, cutting clean through the

composition to the copper beneath. Thus prepared

the plate is hung in the vat from the anode rod, while

a small sheet of copper is suspended from the cathode

rod, the copper in the etched lines of the anode will

be gradually eaten away, the hollow portions present-

ing a dull appearance. When considered to have
been etched deep enough, it may be removed and the

varnish cleaned off with turpentine; after which, copies

may be taken from it in a press in the usual manner.

A Lift.—Should the mould at any time fall to the

bottom of the vat, some contrivance should be
at hand for recovering it. I strongly condemn
the practice I have often noticed, of plunging

the bare arm into the solution, groping about

until the mould is found, and this is especially injuri-

ous in the case of cyanide solutions for coppering

iron objects. Fig. 41 illustrates the simple means I

always adopt; it Consists ofa perforated piece ofcopper

nailed on to the half of a broomstick ; when required,

this lift is lowered into the vat, and quietly moved
about so as to avoid disturbing any sediment there

might be at the bottom of the vat. When it comes in

contact with the lost article it should be scraped towards

the side and then quietly drawn up, after which the

mould should be rinsed well under a tap, so as to free

it from any sediment that may have adhered to it. It

is hardly worth while to run the risk of contracting a

bad skin disease, when by employing such a simple

contrivance all chance of it may be avoided. Before

I made the above specially for the purpose, I some-

times borrowed an ordinary " slice " from the kitchen

to answer the same end ; of course, bending it up to

right angles.

When'the vat is to be left undisturbed for some
time (for instance, every night), cover it over with

some pieces of wood or cardboard, this will prevent

the dust getting into and mixing with the solution,

which will in course of time cause the deposits to

appear dirty, especially if it be disturbed while the

mould is in the vat.

Deposition oj Copper upon Iron.— Let us now
direct our attention to the preparation of iron articles

and the deposition of copper thereon. If a piece of

iron, steel, lead, or tin, is dipped into the ordinary

sulphate of copper solution, it becomes slightly coated

with the metal, but it is impossible to deposit upon

them in the same solution with the battery current.

It therefore becomes requisite to employ an alkaline

solution, for these metals which receive a coating

upon simple immersion in an acid solution. The iron

must not be placed direct into the vat, otherwise the

metal will only be deposited in patches, or perhaps

not at all. Iron is never chemically clean, therefore

it becomes requisite to pickle it well. It should first be

freed from all grease by being washed in a strong

solution of caustic potash or caustic soda, to which a

little fresh slaked lime has been added ; after it has

remained in this solution for some time, it may be re-

moved and washed well in clean water. The iron is

not yet sufficiently clean to be immersed in the vat,

but it will need to be placed in a pickle composed of

Sulphuric Acid . . . 1 pound.

Water ij gallons.

Hydrochloric Acid . . 2 ounces.

This will have the effect of removing all the

obstinate impurities that would be likely to retard Or

stop the deposit. After it has remained in this

pickle for some time, it should be removed and well

rinsed in clean water ; it should then be thoroughly

scrubbed with sand and water by means of a stiff

brush, which will have the effect of entirely clearing

away all loose particles. After again rinsing, the sur-

face of the iron should be carefully examined for any

sand holes, which must be well cleansed from all dirt

that may have collected there, by means of a steel

point. It is highly important to observe that all iron

articles are to be perfectly clean before being placed

in the vat, otherwise the copper will fail to deposit

upon the dirty portion. When satisfied that it is

clean enough, it should be immersed in the alkaline

solution which may be prepared, by either of the

following methods:

I. Preparation of the Alkaline Solution.—Avery
good solution may be made as follows :

Sulphate of Copper . . 16 ounces.

Hot Water .... 2 quarts.

When cold, add slowly liquid ammonia (88o°), stirr-

ing the solution constantly with a glass rod until the

precipitate which forms is re-dissolved, then add two

quarts of cold water, stir again and let it stand, while

the following solution is prepared :

Cyanide of Potassium . 2\ pounds.

Water 4 quarts.

Now add this slowly to the copper solution, with

constant stirring ; the beautiful blue tint of the

ammonia sulphate of copper will be found to gradually

disappear. When all the cyanide solution has been

added, it should be allowed to remain undisturbed

for some time in order that it may settle ; the clear

portion of the solution having been poured off quietly

into the vat, it is ready for immediate working.

The above solution will be found to work well

with a strong current, and may be used either hot

or cold. If it is heated to a temperature of say 112?
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Fahr., it will be found to deposit the metal much
quicker than if it were used cold ; for cast iron, it is

always best, if possible, to use it hot. It is very im-

portant to obtain good cyanide, otherwise, the solu-

tion will be a bad conductor, and the anodes will not

be dissolved properly.

II. Roseleur recommends a solution prepaied in

the following manner, but I am unable to

give any opinion of its working qualities,

not having had occasion to test it ; the

first mentioned, having answered all re-

quirements. Reduce 20 parts of acetate of

copper to a powder, and rub it to a paste

with a little water ; add to it 200 parts of

water containing 20 parts of dissolved

washing soda, and stir the mixture ; a light

green precipitate is formed ; 20 parts of

0tox>

FtC 42

(pxces>

It is only intended that the initial deposit should

be obtained in the alkaline 'solution, the main deposit

being always received in the ordinary sulphate solu-

tion. The process of copperplating iron articles is

invaluable for protecting them from rust. If it is

wished to copper-plate steel screws, and thus protect

them from rust, they should not be hung in the vat in

a bunch or singly, but a copper wire should
fic *i be twisted round the head of each, so that

several can be suspended from the same
wire, but not close enough to come in

contact with each other. Fig. 42 is an

example of this method of arranging them.

Facing Busts, Medals, etc., with Brass.

— I will now describe the modus operandi

of brass facing as applied to all kinds of

electrotyped work. The deposition of brass

bisulphate of sodium are now dissolved in fig. 41.—a lift. fig. takes a little longer, and is more expensive

200 parts of water, and the solution mixed 4* ~~ "E™°°
,

° F than copper, but a bust, for instance, willr ' ... SUSPENDING SCREWS.
with the former one ; the precipitate be-

comes a dirty yellow. And, finally, dissolve 20 parts

of perfectly pure cyanide of potassium in 600 parts of

water, and add it to the previous mixture. If the

solution is not quite colourless, add more cyanide

until it is so. This liquid may be used either hot or

cold, and requires a current of moderate strength.

There are many other methods of making the

solution, but as they are generally more complicated

and expensive than the above, no advantage would be

gained by enumerating them.

With careful management, the

first mentioned will be found to

work well and give no trouble.

The iron object, after having

been scoured with sand and

water, should be well rinsed,

then connected with the cathode

rod and immersed in the vat,

and when a slight coating has

been obtained it should be re-

moved and examined, in order

to ascertain whether the metal

is being deposited evenly upon

the surface, any bare places

being well brushed before it

is replaced in the vat. When
it is again immersed in the vat

it should be allowed to remain undisturbed until it is

covered with copper, when it is removed and well

rinsed, being afterwards placed to finish plating in

the ordinary sulphate of copper bath. For depositing

copper from an alkaline solution a Bunsen battery

(described in Chapter II.) is the most suitable. The
position of the object should be occasionally shifted

during the process of deposition.

FIG. 43.—METHOD OF SUSPENDING THE ANODE
PLATE IN THE BRASSING SOLUTION.

B, BRASS ANODE.

be much improved in appearance if it is

brass faced. Brass cannot be deposited upon a

wax or gutta-percha mould, as the cyanide solution

would destroy it, therefore it can simply be deposited

upon the surface of an electrotype when it has been

finished.

It 'must be perfectly understood that it is more
difficult to deposit an alloy like brass than one of a
metal such as copper ; the principal reasonof this being

that zinc and copper, of which brass is composed, are

electrically antagonistic to each

other, and if a current too strong

is employed, the zinc will be

deposited alone, and if too weak
it will be the copper only ; but

when the current is of the re-

quisite strength, both metals

will be deposited in the form of

an alloy.

I have recently tried the

brassing solution recommended
by Mr. Alexander Watt, the

writer of that admirable work
on electro- deposition ; and the

result having been highly satis-

factory, I think I can scarcely

do better than give his method

of preparing it in extenso for

the benefit of my readers.

Watt 's Brassing Solution.—" Take of

" Good sheet brass ... 1 ounce.

Nitric acid . . (about) 4 ounces.

Water 2 ounces.

"Cut up the sheet brass into strips, and put them care-

fully in a glass flask, then pour in the water and the

acid. T° accelerate the chemical action, the flask
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should be gently heated over a sand bath, and the

fumes must be allowed to escape through the flue of

the chimney. When the red fumes liberated during

the decomposition cease to be visible in the bulb of

the flask, the chemical action is at an end, provided

that a portion of the undissolved brass remains at the

bottom of the flask. If such be not the case, a few

fragments of the metal should be put into the flask

and the heat continued, when, if red fumes are again

given off, the heat should be kept up until the fumes

disappear, while a portion of the undissolved metal

still remains in the flask. The reason for giving these

precautionary details are : I, That it is important there

should be as little excess of acid as possible in the

solution ; and, 2, that the strength of the commercial

nitric acid is very variable, and therefore chemically

minute proportions cannot advantageously be given.

We may say, moreover, that the exact quantity of

brass, per gallon of solution, is of no consequence
;

if the proportion nearly approaches that given in the

formula, it will be quite near enough for all practical

purposes. While touching upon this subject we may
also state that the active quality of commercial cyanide

of potassium also varies greatly ; consequently, it may
be necessary to apply either more or less than the

quantity specified below, according to the quality of

the article that may fall into the hands of the user.

Upon this subject we shall, however, sajf more

hereafter.

" The acid solution of brass must next be poured

into a vessel of sufficient capacity, and diluted with

about three or four times its bulk of water. Then
add liquid ammonia (specific gavity 880° ) gradually

to the green solution of the metals, stirring with a

glass rod, when a pale green precipitate will be

formed, which will afterwards become dissolved by

adding an excess of ammonia, forming a beautiful

deep blue solution. This solution should become per-

fectly clear when the necessary quantity of ammonia
has been added, but if such be not the case, a little

more must be added, with brisk stirring, until the

precipitate is quite dissolved and a clear solution

obtained. The exact quantity of ammonia will de-

pend upon the amount of free acid remaining in the

metallic solution first prepared. A moderately strong

solution of cyanide must now be added to the blue

solution, with constant stirring, until the blue colour

entirely disappears. When sufficient cyanide has been

added to destroy the blue colour, the solution will

acquire a pinkish tinge, and on the application of a

little more cyanide solution this will in its turn disap-

pear, and the liquid will assume a yellowish tint,

when a moderate excess of the cyanide must be given

as 'free cyanide,' and the solution then made up to

the full quantity (one gallon) by the addition of water,

The solution should then be set aside to rest for a few
hours, when the clear liquor may be poured into the
depositing vessel. The last portion of the liquor

should be passed through a filter, to separate any
impurities (chiefly derived from the cyanide) which
may be present. If convenient, the entire bulk of

the solution may be filtered, which is in all cases pre-

ferable. A brassing bath always works most satisfac-

tory if not used for at least twenty-four hours after

being prepared, although it may, if required, be used

directly after being filtered. If to be used hot, the

solution may be further diluted."

Wood's and Roseleur's solutions will also be found
to work well, but I think that the above will answer
all the amateur's requirements.

An arrangement that will be found very useful for

suspending the anode at various depths is illustrated

by Fig. 43. It consists of a couple of uprights that

may either be fixed to the woodwork of the vat, or

may be screwed on to the bench on which the vat

is placed. A cylindrical rod of wood or metal, to one

end of which a handle is fixed, is supported by these

uprights
; the conducting rod of the anode plate is

suspended from the revolving spindle by means of

two strings attached to it, enabling it to be wound or

unwound as occasion requires.

(To be continued.)

-
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PRACTICAL SCENE-PAINTING FOR

AMATEURS.
Sy SENBY L. BENWELL.

XXVI.— Designs for Interiors—How and Where
to obtain Appropriate Drawings—The " West "

Collection in the British Museum — "Deco-
ration."

HE illustrations in the last and present

chapters being merely reproductions, it

is only fair to acknowledge the source

from which they were derived. I have,

however, many reasons for drawing the

attention of our readers to this piece of information ;

the foremost of which being to point out to the

amateur scene-painter from whence he may obtain

an unlimited supply of suitable subjects for all prac-

tical purposes.

It is the more necessary to do this, as the specimen

designs which accompany this work are necessarily

extremely limited ; more especially as regards inte-

rior subjects, which, if exhaustively treated, would

necessitate us giving typical interiors of houses, etc.,

from almost every country on the face of the globe.

This I cannot do ; but I may, on the other hand,

be able to indicate to the reader in which direction to
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look for any subject he may be in search of. It is,

therefore, principally for this purpose that I have
here inserted these illustrations (Figs. 133 to 136

respectively)
; and in order to give an idea of what

these drawings are like, and in what manner they

may be adapted and drawn upon to suit the purposes

of modern scenic art, we may probably, should space

permit, give one or two further, but reduced, specimen

drawings from the sources mentioned below, in an

early chapter. Now, as to the originals.

Half a century ago, there resided in Wych Street,

Strand, nearly opposite the present Olympic Theatre,

one William West, a publisher of theatrical prints.

This man was the inventor of the model scenes and
characters which afterwards became so popular with

the youth of the town, and so quickly called forth so

many imitators. These sheets in no way resembled
the clumsily-engraved imitations of later years, but

were well-executed steel engravings by some of the

best artists of the day. The characters were etched

and drawn so carefully by the skilful artists, and were

so well drawn, that they actually presented portraits

of the different actors under Madame Vestris's

management at the theatre opposite. The Cruik-

shanks are well known to have done a lot of work in

this direction for West ; and as regards the colouring,

it was often the work of William Heath, famous in his

day as a water-colour painter. The scenes were
originally drawn by the scene-painters who designed

and carried out many of the originals across the road,

under the tasteful direction of Madame Vestris.

There are also still in existence entire sets of

these scenes and characters, painted by the late

Messrs. John Varley and Alfred Cocking. All the

plates are long since destroyed, and scarcely a scene,

character, or theatrical portrait of West's now exists

except in the portfolios of collectors. I was re-

cently able, however, to obtain one or two scenes,

which, though somewhat torn, were extremely clean

in appearance. These I discovered in a parcel of

old prints purchased at a sale, of which Fig. 134 is

one. Fig. 133 was drawn from a print in the posses-

sion of another collector, and was actually in existence

as a " cloth " at the Olympic, and will even to-day

prove suitable for a small stage.

Thanks to the action of the British Museum
authorities, who have recently purchased a very large

collection of West's prints, the public in general are

now provided with a large proportion of these prints,

which may be viewed at any time when the Museum
is open. This will indeed be to many a welcome
piece of news. I have not yet had an opportunity

of studying these, but intend at no distant date to do
so, and make some sketches. This course is also

open to any of my readers, so that now, should they

care to do so, they may again paint, or repaint, some

of the good old scenes of fifty years ago, once in

actual use not only at the Olympic, but also at

Covent Garden, the Adelphi, Astley's, and the Surrey

Theatres. Fig. 135 is a reduced reproduction of one

of the prints in the Museum collection—the grave-

yard scene in Hamlet.

Before concluding this subject, I would call at-

tention to, and give a quotation from, two very interest-

ing papers about poor West and his prints, which

appeared in the " Art Journal " for April and May,

1887, from the gifted pen of Mr. William Archer.

After a preliminary introduction, the writer continues,

" The British Museum has been fortunate enough to

secure a large collection of the ' West' prints. From
the point of view of theatrical history, this is an in-

valuable find, and it is not to be despised from the

point of view of art. For William West seems to

have been far ahead of his many competitors in the

artistic excellency of his publications. . . . The

fact probably is that West's sheets were not bought

solely, nor even chiefly, by managers, or would-be

managers, of toy theatres, but found a considerable

sale as pictorial records of popular productions, in-

cluding portraits of favourite performers. ... A
complete collection of his engravings* would be an

invaluable addition to our knowledge of the aspect of

the stage towards the beginning of the century, and

more particularly of pantomime in its most palmy

days The volume devoted to Scenery is

not the least interesting part of the West collection

at the British Museum. Pantomime scenes and

tricks, and the sensation-scenes of melodramas were

evidently most in demand ; but there are also several

sets of scenery for Shakesperian plays. The accom-

panying graveyard scene from Hamlet will give a fair

idea of the general style of scenic art, so different

from the built-up and pieced-together scenes to which

we are now accustomed."

The two papers by Mr. Archer, from which the

above extracts were taken, are brimful of interesting

matter, and are well worth the perusal of all scene-

painters. For the information of those who may
desire to see the Museum Collection, f I may men-

tion that Vol. I. contains the small character sheets,

Vol. II. the portraits on a larger scale than those

* This the British Museum now possesses, as far as possible.

t Some of our readers may possibly desire to pursue this

interesting subject further. We therefore refer them to the

following papers on the subject ;— 1. " Era Almanack" fori87i,

by John Oxenford. 2. " The Theatre " for October, 1886, by

Godfrey Turner. 3. The "Savage Club Papers " for 1869, by

Edwin Draper. These are the names of the magazines, not

of the articles ; but the contributors' names are given, as will

be seen. — H. L. B.
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intended for the

toy stage, and Vol.

III. the scenery

and tricks. They
will most probably

be found in the

print room.

In Fig. 136 we
have an exceed-

ingly pretty design

for use as a front

cloth. It is intended

to represent a cor-

ridor or entrance-

hall of a royal

palace. It will, in

all probability, ere

the design appears

in these pages, have

been utilized for a

scene, a coloured

drawing '
• having

been made for that

FIG. 135.—THE GRAVEYARD SCENE IN " HAMLET," FROM THE " WEST '

SERIES IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

purpose. This I

am at present

unable to obtain, as

it has been sent

away on approval
;

later on, however,

it may be obtained

by any reader who
may wish to paint

a cloth after Fig.

136. The style

adopted is Italian

Renaissance, which

always lends itself

favourably to co-

loured decoration

on the stage.

This particular

design is taken

from the pages

of " Decoration/'

for August, 1884, a

monthly'Jmagazine

— -"-
: ^^Is^^^^^^^^^^^^EE^ESS^IIi^^^^iSlaSBlil^^^^^^E*"" .--="-;=- -

t T^— -^x ^T"TO
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FIG. 134.—AN OLD FRONT^CLOTH BV WILLIAM WEST. PROBABLY FROM OLYMPIC THEATRE ABOUT 1822 TO 1830.
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which we have previously had occasion to refer

our readers to. It is merely the centre and top

portions of the original drawing, the author

being Mr. Thomas Ward, of Liverpool, a clever

contributor to " Decoration." In mentioning this

magazine, we would add that, for practical use

and guidance, we know of no better publication

which could be in the hands of the scenic artist,

both professional and amateur. Certainly, it is true,

that one seldom finds a design in any paper on Deco-
ration exactly suited to their requirements ; but by
drawing certain portions from a few different designs,

of the same period of architecture, and piecing them
together, a picture can generally be quickly obtained,

suitable for almost any purpose on the stage. In

order to better illustrate my meaning, I would ask

the amateur artist to obtain the August number of

"Decoration" for 1884, and compare Mr. Ward's
whole design with the one here given in Fig. 136. It

will then be seen in what way I have drawn upon it

for scenic purposes. It should be remembered that

in this instance I have utilized one drawing only,

leaving out altogether several parts, in order to make
the design conform to the proportions of our stage,

more especially as regards height. For a low stage

some of the top mouldings in Fig. 136 had better be
dispensed with, or the scene might look too heavy.

We should here say that an interior cloth of any
great height is never painted on, as regards mouldings,

etc., right to the top of the canvas ; on the other hand,

there is generally a plain space of from three to four

feet left above the top moulding, and this is generally

coloured a quiet tint, such as a grey, drab, or pale

blue. Even low scenes should have a similar blank

space of, say, about a foot in height, as some of the

canvas must run up into the borders, and any orna-

mental work would therefore be out of sight and
useless, and so the artist would waste time and
material without any corresponding gain.

{To be continued.)

HOW TO MAKE A PIANO.
By J. A. HARROD.

m

IV.

—

Beli.y and Marking Off—The Belly—Bridge—
Bars—Slips—Abutments— Bass Plate— Fixing
Sound Board — Varnishing — Marking Off —
Pinning—Fitting Bass Plate—Screwing, etc.

HIS most important part of the instru-

ment does not require half the hard
work in making as did the back, but the

workmanship must be of the most care-

ful description. The belly is made of

Swiss pine, and as this does not run wide there are

several joints to be made. In the method of jointing

up, makers are by no means agreed : some say let the

grain _run across the back from bass to treble, others

say let it run from top to bottom, and others again

say it must run diagonally from corner to corner ; and

each has his own theory to support his method of

jointing. Again, in the matter of thickness, every

manufacturer varies in some particular; but, after

trying various patterns, I have come to the conclusion

that the best method is to joint up so that the grain

runs across. The back for the instrument now being

made, the belly has to fit in the space enclosed by

the plank and bent side, and covers all the bracings

between them.

If you joint up your own sound-board, lay the

pieces of Swiss pine across the back, edge to edge,

picking out the hardest pieces for the top ; these hard

pieces have the grain well marked in straight close

lines, and give a sharp sound when struck, keep the

softer pieces for the bottom. The pieces will run

right across the back at the top, and will get shorter

towards the bottom, as they will only need to reach

from the bass end of the back to the bent side, but

cut a little longer to allow for fitting. When all are

laid out, run a couple of diverging pencil lines across

them so that you can easily put them in place again

when jointing ; before making these lines, however,

take a shaving off some part of the face of the board

to see which way the grain runs, and lay the boards

out so that the grain runs all one way, or it will be a

nasty job to plane the sound-board up nicely. Lay
the longest piece, pencil line uppermost, on the shoot-

ing board, and shoot the bottom edge nice and true ;

when done, take the next piece and lay on the shooting-

board, pencil mark downwards, and shoot top edge
;

try if this makes a good joint with the last one, if so,

proceed to shoot the other edge of No. 2, this time

with pencil mark up, shoot the edge of remaining

pieces, laying them on the shooting-board with the

pencil mark up and down alternately ; by doing this,

any inaccuracy of the shooting-board is corrected, as

if the edge of one piece is shot a little out of the

square, by turning the next piece Over that is shot out

of square to the same extent, but the reverse way, so

that the face of the work remains straight ; having

shot all the edges, it now remains to glue them up.

Put all the lengths into a warm place and leave while

getting the press, etc., ready ; lay the belly-board

across the stools under the press with the battens

uppermost, and rub the surface over with a piece of
hard soap

;
now take the first piece of belly and place

against the straight batten, with the pencil marks
uppermost, and secure it in place with a couple of

go-bars
; if they are short, place bracings across the

stools, under the belly-boards, until high enough, put
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a small block of wood on the piece of belly, put the

end of the go-bar on this, and pull the top end under

the press, it will then be bowed, and so exert consider-

able pressure on the belly ; take piece No. 2, glue the

edge which joins No. 1, with thin hot Salisbury glue,

lay it on~ the belly-board next to the first piece,

rubbing the joint well, and pull a go-bar on it, and do

the same to the remaining pieces of the belly. All

this must be done very quickly and in a warm
atmosphere. When all glued, drive a pair of long

folding wedges between the last piece of belly wood

and the bottom batten of belly-board, this will drive

the joints up close.

When all is dry, plane the belly up on both sides

nice and level ; the thickness must be J inch along

top edge to -^ inch at lower bass corner. You must

now fit the belly in its place on the back. Get a

piece of | inch stuff, 4 feet 3 inches long and 1 inch

wide, place this close against the bottom edge of

plank, shoot the top edge of belly, put tight up

against the slip of £ inch stuff, and fit it up to the

bent side, make a good fit, then cut away the extra

wood along the bottom and bass edge, drive a small

panel pin through the belly into the bass bracing to

keep all secure. Now lay your scale on the back (it

will be as well if a light frame of deal is made the

exact size of the back, and the scale fastened to this

by the edges, in the same manner as it was to the

drawing board, there will then be less likelihood of

mistakes), keeping the bottom edge of plank on scale

to the bottom edge of the real plank, and the bass edge

of scale flush with bass end of back. Prick through

the scale on to the belly with a thin marking awl at

each end of the bridge line, just above the line of

pins (the shape of the bridge being drawn on the

scale). This being done, mark the position of plank

bridge in same way. Take off the scale and lay your

bridge moulds on the belly to those marks, and lightly

trace a line round them with a fine point (not pencil).

Cut your bridge out of inch beech, which you will

buy at the same place as you get the plank ; when cut

out, plane up the under side truly, and then clean up

the edges by means of heel plane or spokeshave and

scraper, and make them the same shape as the mould.

Leave the top side rough. Take the belly off the

back and lay it on the belly-board ; make the bridges

hot and glue down in place on belly with Salisbury

glue, and fix down with go-bars. Sprinkle sawdust

over the glue that squeezes out, and scrape off with a

chisel while soft. While drying, get out fourteen bars

of deal ; these will be glued on the back of the belly,

two between each bracing. By looking at the back

you will see how long to make them, leaving them

long enough to run over the edge of the belly. They
will vary in size from ij inch wide and J inch thick

in the bass, to J inch wide and i£ inch thick in the

treble, plane them up on both sides to the right thick-

ness first, the edges that are to be glued to the belly

are to be rounded in the length, so that when glued

on they will pull the belly rounding on the face, this

is to resist the downward pressure of the strings.

The method of doing this so as to round them all

equally is as follows : Get a bracing 3 feet 6 inches

long, plane it up true on two sides and one edge, and-

plane the other edge £ inch hollow. Fasten a piece

of beech on each side of the bracing in the middle,

allowing them to project half an inch above the hollow

edge of the bracing ; lay this on the bench, put three

or four bars on the bracing, edge up ; see that the

middle of the bars are in the middle of the bracing,

force them down to the bracing, and keep them there

by wedging between the pieces of beech. Now plane

the edges straight ; when done, take out the wedges,

the bars will spring up, and will be rounded to the

right shape. These being ready, take the belly out of

the press, put it in its place on the back, mark each

side of the bracings on it, make a line on the back

showing middle of bridges, and lay it on the belly-

board face downwards. The belly-board will have

previously had grooves cut in it to receive the bridges,

so that the belly would lay flat on it.

The bars are now glued on, \ inch from the side

of each bracing, and fixed in the same manner as the

bridges were, taking care to make them all warm
before glueing. The go-bars should be about six

Inches apart, and each bar should have all the go-bars

on it, and the surplus glue removed before fixing the

next. While drying, get out the slips. These are

pieces of pine | inch thick, % inch wide, and 4 feet

6 inches long for the top edge of belly, another 2 feet

6 inches long for the bottom, the third long enough

to reach from top to bottom of belly at bass end (this

one must be shaped to fit camber of belly when it

comes out of the press, same as bars were), and one

short one for treble
;
plane up one face and edges,

leaving the other face rough.

Take the belly out of the press (the morning after

glueing), cut off overhanging ends of bars, and shape

them as follows : Plane the bass bar until it is if inch

deep, next plane the treble or shortest bar down to

\ inch ; the intermediate bars must now be placed

down so that a straight-edge laid across them will

touch every one of them. Now mark the treble bar

at the top edge of belly bridge, about two inches from

top of belly, mark the bass bar 8 inches from the top

of belly, place a straight-edge across all the bars

touching these marks, and mark the remaining bars

where it crosses ; the bars are to be tapered from

these marks to iV inch at the top edge of belly. Be

very careful to get them all alike here ; the bottom
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ends must be tapered similarly, but the point to start

tapering is to be at two-thirds the distance from the

bottom of belly to under side of bridge, i.e., if there

is 9 inches from bottom of belly to under side of

bridge, start tapering at 3 inches below bridge ; next

put £ inch screws through the belly into the bridges

as follows : one at J inch from each end of both

bridges and one between every bar. The slips must

now be notched over the bars so as to fit well on the

belly and touch each bar ; this requires great care.

Before fixing the slips, you must fit the bottom

30 inches long, with 2 inches bent at right angles, as

Fig. IS; A section, B plan, of wide side, showing

corners cut off and holes bored. The best way to

make this pattern is to get a piece of card, 30 inches

long and 7 inches wide, and bend 2 inches at right

angles. Lay this on the back, about the position the

plate is to occupy, put your scale on the back in the

same manner as when marking for bridges, and prick

through the holes in scale into the card pattern, this

will show plan for the hitch pins. You must move the

pattern to the treble or bass before marking, so that

MMM ### ### ###

FIG. l5.—EDGE VIEW OF BRIDGE SHOWING RAKE
OF PINS. Full Size.

XL

FIG. 17 A.

FIG. 17. — VIEW OF LONG BRIDGE.

A, Section ; B, Front. Full Size.

Dotted Lines show Piece to be cut out.

fig. 15.

—

bass plate.—A, Plan; B, Section.

Not drawn to Scale.
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point of the treble bars into the bent side, chalk the

bars at the point, and place the belly in its place, press

it well down in the rebate of the bent side, and take

it off. The places where the bent side is to be cut

away is now shown by the chalk; proceed to cut pieces

out carefully, just low enough for the bars and belly to

both touch the bent side ; when these are fitted, pro-

ceed to fit the abutments, these are shown in Fig. 14

—A, section, B, front view ; they may be got at

Meeks', Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road,

ordering three
1 J inch abutments, and send full-sized

sketch. At the same time order the bottom plate
;

this is a plate of wrought iron, 7 inches wide and

the bass pin is about 1 inch from end. Before

moving the pattern, after the scale is marked, mark

the bolt holes ; these must be in the middle of each

bracing, and about J inch from the edge of wide

flange, and are to be Jv inch in diameter.

At 2 inches above these mark for four screw holes,

to be countersunk for No. 18 2 inch screws ; a hole

must be bored and countersunk for No. 16, screw

through the treble end of narrow flange, cut off the

corners, as shown in Fig. 15, and send to Meeks', and

order one wrought iron bass plate to pattern, with

three -^ inch bolt holes, and four holes countersunk

for 2 inch No. 18 wood screws; order at the same
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FIG. 14.

—

ABUTMENTS.

i, Section,

i, Front.

Full Size.

time three 7 inch by T
7
5 inch bolts with half-round nuts. When they come home,

place the abutments on the second, third, and fourth bracings, and lay the plate

on them. Push the plate up till it is within tV inch of the bottom of back ; see

that the edge of rebate in abutment touches the edge of plate, and mark the

position on the bracings, take off the plate, and let the abutments into the bracings,

until the bottoms of rebates are level with the bent side.

When finished, bed them with glue and dry white lead mixed, and screw down.

When done, chalk the tops well, and lay the belly carefully in place, press on the

abutments, take off and bore holes through, so that the abutments will not touch

when the belly is

fixed. When this

is done, glue the

slips on, using the

press to hold them

down. When dry,

cut off to right

lengths ; now get

out a slip of belly

wood, ^ inch wide

and i inch thick,

and long enough

to go round in the

rebate of bent side

(wheH the belly is

glued down to the

bent side, this slip

goes on top, and

so keeps the belly

tight in place),

make a few saw

cuts half through

it on the side that

will be next the

bent side — this

allows it to be bent

more easily— the

saw cuts should be

about 2 inches

apart. Now lay

the back across the

stools under the

press, and make
the belly thoroughly

warm after plan-

S
IS

i

y

£

FIG. 18.—TABLE END OF
BACK, BELLIED.

A, Bracings
; B, Plank

;

C, Bent Side; D, Belly;

E, Long Bridge ; F, Plank

ing the slips down to the right thickness, which should be the same as the slip left
Bridge;G,

on bent side. Run a toothing plane over the face of slips, get some hot glue and
Bent Side"

quickly glue the rebate in bent side, and J inch along edge of treble and bass T^."
_?'

bracings, and along the top and bottom—in fact, just where the slips will come, attack 'of

lay the belly quickly in place, and fix down with go-bars (the belly will be Belly; I,

i inch away from plank) all round edge of belly, well glue the rebate and bent WrestPins;
side, and fix the slip down ; the go-bars should be about 6 inches apart. Next saw J' H't<* Pins. The Dotted

out the plank bridges and glue them on to the marks already made on the plank, Lineswhich are traced at the

after cleaning up the edges I might] here remind you that the direction of the
Baek of the BelIy show Fast

beat must be observed in the bridges as in the plank, i.e., they must be cut so that
Tn
^

e Bar

g
the pin will cross the beat. When all is dry, take the back out of the press and twelfth' Full sL

^

D.

One--
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lay it across the stools, and thoroughly clean up the

belly by means of scraper and glass paper. Put f in.

screws through the belly into each bar just at the

point where the bevelling commences, one at the top

the other at the bottom, put also \\ inch screws

through the belly into the back, as follows : along the

top and bottom edges, one into each bracing, and

along the sides at intervals of 9 inches.

When nicely cleaned up, give it a coat of white

hard varnish, and remember that the room must be

warm and draught excluded when varnishing, or the

varnish will turn white. Next plane down the plank

bridge to T
7
5 inch thick at treble end, and •& inch

at bass. Next, the slip round the bent side is to be

planed till it stands \ inch above bent side. Now put

the scale on the back and prick through carefully for

the bass pins in the plank and belly bridges. Take

the scale off and place the bass plate on the abut-

ment so that the bass pin is a direct line with the two

pins already marked on the bridges, let it into the

bent side till it beds on the abutments, and screw

in place. Turn the back over and lay a bolt on

the bracings at bottom, and mark where the nut

comes. Bore a I \ inch centre-bit hole half way

through bracings ; now bore a -Js inch hole up from

bottom of bracings, through holes in plate, into the

centre-bit holes. You can now bolt the plate on, the

half-round nuts fitting the wall of the centre-bit holes

prevents them turning round.

Turn the back face upwards and plane the long

bridges until they stand f"5 inch above plank bridges

and bottom plate and bent side slip. Get out a

small block of wood, T'y inch thick, and one piece

£ inch thick, lay the thin piece on the plank bridge,

and the thicker piece on the bent side slip, and bass

plate, at various places, and plane the belly bridges

until a straight-edge placed across it will just touch

the small blocks of wood. When this is done clean

up the plank and bent side, and paper down the belly,

and give all three a coat of white hard varnish. When
this is dry, place the scale carefully on the back,

fasten it with a couple of hand screws, and prick

through every hole in the plank bridges and bent sides.

Before boring the holes, however, you must get

proper bits, and to know the size of the bits

you must have the pins. You had better, there-

fore, get one packet of wrest pins, size 00a, Jib.

each of ii inch No. 7, and 1^ inch, No. 4 hitch

pins, j inch No. 1, J inch No. 2£, and I inch

No. 13 bridge pins. These are to be had at Messrs.

Goddard's, 68, Tottenham Court Road, you can make
drills to fit the pads of your drill stock for the bridge

pins, being careful that the pins will go in the holes

just tight ; and take a wrest pin, and one of each size

hitch pins, to Mr. Buck, who will fit bits. It is very

important that the wrest pin bit should be a good fit.

Try all the bits in a spare piece of beech before

using on the bridges, etc.

You can now bore the holes for the bridge pins
;

they must be bored about | jinch. deep, the first 34

notes counting from the treble, i.e., the trichord note

must be bored for the smallest pins. They must also

be bored in a slanting direction downwards, from bass

to treble. Sit on the plank, with your face to the treble,

and bore, the pins will then slant in the right direction,

this applies to the plank bridge and top row of belly

bridge pins. The bottom row of bridge pins must

be bored the reverse way, the bichord notes must be

bored for medium pins, and the single notes at bass

with the thick pins.

Fig. 16 shows the amount of rake to be put on all

the pins used. The long belly bridge must now' be

carved ; commence at the fourteenth note from treble,

and make a saw cut in the top edge of bridge just at

treble edge of hole for treble pin, and to reach from

the back of hole to \ inch from top of bridge, and cut

the angular piece out with a chisel.

Fig. 17 is a section of bridge showing pin and the

dotted lines, the piece cut out. Proceed likewise

with every note to the end of long bridge ; the hollow

edge is simply bevelled away to the pin line,as is alsc

the lower edge of plank bridge, and both: edges &(

bass bridge. This carving is done so that the string

shall be quite away from the wood after passing the

pins. The plank bridge is left flat for i inch, and

then bevelled down to i inch on top edge. The flat

faces of all bridges are now blackleaded, and polished

with a stiff brush, just as the housewife polishes the

fire stove, drive all the bridge pins in, letting them

stand up about i inch, filing all down level with a

broad fiat file. Next take a centre punch and deeply

indent the marks pricked through for the hitch pins

and wrest pins, give a final coat of varnish, and leave

to dry.

Now bore the holes for the wrest pins, being" care-

ful to have them deep enough, slightly countersinking

the holes. Then bore the holes for the hitch pins,

which can now be driven home. Remember that the

thick pins go into the top holes of each group ; leave

them standing up $ inch. Stand at the bottom of the

back when boring for hitch pins, at the top when

boring for wrest pins, and bore away from you, and

the direction will be right.

The amount of rake is shown at Fig. IS ; the plank

must now be screwed, put a 5 inch 26 screw through

the plank into each bracing, about 1 inch from top

edge, and put three into the bracings through bent

side, near bottom edge. The back is now ready for

scringing, and is shown in sections at Fig. 18.

( To be, continued.)
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UPHOLSTERY AT HOME.
By DAVID ADAMSOX.

How to Make a Spring Mattress.

AVIXG concerned ourselves so far only

with upholstery for chairs, perhaps it will

be well to turn our attention to the up-

holstery of the bed-room—that is to say,

the construction of bedding, mattresses,

etc., very important items of household furniture,

though not so ornamental as useful. Perhaps the

most useful job for an amateur to commence with

would be a spring mattress, as it presents a good

chance of success, and gives an insight to the con-

struction of other bedding. As most amateurs would

wish to make their own frames, I will begin with

specifications and plans for that purpose. The usual

sizes of bedsteads are 3 feet, 3 feet 6 inches, 4 feet,

4 feet 6 inches, 5 feet,'5 feet 6 inches in width, by 6 feet

or 6 feet 6 inches in length. The mattress frame is

made exact to width, but a little shorter than the full

length of bedstead, in order to clear foot and head

posts, and is generally made in one, although for con-

venience of removal, it is sometimes made in two

parts. Our specification will be for a 4 feet 6 inch

mattress in both styles. The various widths will only

require a little thinking to work out.

Wood Required.—One board of pine 10 feet 5

inches in length, 1 1 inches in width, and 1 inch thick
;

one 12 feet pantile lath 1 inch square, and eight

palings 4 feet 6 inches long, 3 inches wide, and J inch

thick. These must be sound, as they take the whole

weight. If they cannot be obtained to the size speci-

fied, they must be cut out of a board to size. First

cut down the board to 4 feet 6 inches, and 5 feet 11

inches, then halve them down the centre. This will

give us the four sides of the frame, all of them 5 J

inches in width. They must be dovetailed together

at the corners as in Fig. 1. Now fit a length of the

pantile lath along the bottom edge of both the long

sides, as shown in perspective view at A, and in

section, at B, Fig. 2, and glue and nail it firmly

in position. If fitted nicely, this should help to

strengthen the dovetailed corners. Now fit in four

blocks of wood 1 inch in thickness, shaped as Fig. 3,

in the corners at the top edge, as shown in Fig. 4, to

render the frame rigid. They are cut away on the

inside edge to allow room for the springs to play.

Now cut the palings so that they just drop nicely in

between the two sides, and rest on the lath fastened

to the bottom inside edge of the sides ; fasten them

in with glue and nails, leaving about 5 inches space

between each lath, as in Fig. 5. Now fix a block,

head and foot, as shown in Fig. 5, to prevent head and

foot-rails bending in. This completes the single

frame. If preferred, the laths may be dovetailed to

the frame, as is generally done in good spring mat-

tresses, but the method described will probably be

found easier.

When a mattress is required divided into two

parts, the simplest and best plan is to make it in two

separate parts, each part being made as a complete

mattress. These, however, should not be equal, but

one of them double the size of the other, the

small part being laid at the foot of the bedstead.

If made in two equal parts, the division is apt to

make itself unpleasantly felt. If a folding mattress

be preferred, there are several means of hingeing

the halves together ; but I think one of the

simplest will suffice for this paper. The two

centre laths should be put in so that they just touch

the dividing line, being exactly in the centre of the

mattress. Now cut a V-piece out from the top, so

that the bottom of the V touches the dividing line of

the two laths, as in Fig. 6, and put a block in at each

corner similar to those at the head and foot, to prevent

them bending in ; in all other respects, the frames

coincide. We now fix the springs on the laths by

means of wire staples | inch long, to be obtained of

most ironmongers, see Fig. 7. There should be three

staples to each spring, and from four to six dozen

springs, Fig. 8, say seven springs on each lath. As some

guide for the amateur, it may be stated that four springs

will be enough for a 3 foot mattress, while one of

5 feet width should have eight springs per lath. They

should be set out at equal distances, so that in

looking along from either side or end they form

straight lines, as in Fig. 9, and they should now
be lashed with lay cord each way across the top

to prevent them doubling up or twisting. A good-

size spring would be 10 inches high by 7 gauge wire,

this, as the side of our mattress is 5^ inches high,

less the thickness of laths, will allow the springs to

play, or be pressed down to the extent of 6 inches. In

lashing the springs we must tie them as directed

when treating of spring-stuffed chairs, viz., tie

through the spring on each side from head to foot,

and from side to side ; and wherever the cords touch

in-crossing, they must be knotted to prevent chafing,

and in fastening off to the sides, the play should be

reduced a little, say by 1 inch. This will give a

sufficient rigidity to the spring, and also allow plenty

of play (see Fig. 9).

Drive a staple (like those for fastening the springs

on the laths) or a tack opposite each end of each row

of springs ; drive it in a slanting direction, so that the

springs cannot draw it out. Loop the loose end of cord

through it, and tie temporarily until all are tied down ;

if they all stand straight and are tied down tight
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enough, drive the staples all home, tie off the cords,

and we are ready to tack the canvas on. This should

be a good quality of hessian, as there is a great

deal of wear on it. This must be fastened on

tightly with § inch strong blue tacks, and pulled down
tight, but not tight enough

to make the lay cord

lashing slack. There is an

important point here to be

considered by those making

the folding mattress, viz.,

with the exception of

the cord lashing, there is

nothing to connect the two

halves. In tacking on the

sail-cloth cover it must

be left slack exactly at the

centre of each side where

the V-shaped piece was cut

out to allow for folding

when the stuffing is put in.

Commence by tacking along

the side of one half, then pull the sail-cloth tightly

across to the other side of the same half, then leaving

about 2 inches of cloth to spare at the gap made for

folding, tack along the two sides of the other or

second half, then pull tightly to each end. By this it

will be seen that while at the sides there must be an

amount of fulness, in the middle there should be none.

We are now ready for stuffing, and shall require

about 10 lbs. of hair per foot, viz., 45 lbs. for our 4 feet

6 inches mattress, about the same quantity of fibre

4> ct> <k d> d> d>

o—e—e

—

e—e—

and twine all round the mattress, 5 inches from
the edge of the frame, leaving the other part of the

strip hanging over. Now see that the stuffing is soft

(if hair it should be carded, and flock should be well

beaten till quite soft), and fill the strip of hessian

all round quite firm and

equally, so that it shall

hang over the side a little,

and quite prevent the frame

e—0—0—0—o—
o—e—e—o— —
-o— — — — —
<j> <p <j> q> q>
FIG. 9.—DISPOSITION OF SPRINGS AND LASHING AT TOP.

showing through when
covered (see Fig. 10).

This roll, which is similar

to those already described

for chairs, must be stitched

through with twine to make
it firm, with one row of

top and two rows of blind

stitches, as at Fig. n. In •

the double mattress this roll

must be left slack enough

at the point already referred

to to allow for folding. Now
fill in the stuffing as evenly as possible ; if hair, it is

best to loop twine (Fig. 12) along to hold the hair, as

it shifts about a great deal, in five or six places length-

wise. Now cover all over with the hessian in one

piece, pulling it down firmly. It may appear in

filling in that we have too much stuffing, but we must

recollect that as the stuff is soft it will shrink a great

deal in pulling down. In the folding mattress the

hessian must be sewn to that part of the side where

the fold comes with twine, and the tick cover is now

FIG. IO.—SECTION OF MATTKESS.—A,
at Edge. fig. ii

FIG. IO.

Side ; B. Pantile Lath
STITCHING AT EDGE.

would serve
; but if stuffed with flock, a greater weight

would be required. We have thus the choice of three

suitable kinds of material for stuffing. Our pockets
must decide for us which we shall use. We also

want 3j yards of 2 yards wide hessian, a cheap one
will serve. First cut four strips off the hessian

14 inches in width, and sew with a circular needle

FIG. II.

C, Transverse Lath ; D, Lashing Connecting Springs ; E, Stuffing
FIG. 12.—MODE OK SECURING STUFFING.

put on, leaving no fulness, just as if the framepiece

were all in one. Cut the cover up at the fold from

the bottom of the frame to the edge of the roll. Turn
the one half over on the other, and hinge by tacking

a piece of good chair web down the cut in the sides ;

now take a piece of the tick from one rail to the other

sew neatly up the two sides, and tack a piece of
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FIG. I.—TOP, BOTTOM AND SIDES OF FRAME. FIG. 2.—LATH ON BOTTOM EDGE OF SIDES IN PERSPECTIVE (A), AND
IN SECTION (B). FIG. 3.—BRACE. FIG. 4.—POSITION OF BRACE IN ANGLE. FIG. 5.—FRAME COMPLETE, SHOWING
BRACE IN PLACE, AND TRANSVERSE LATHS TO CARRY SPRINGS. FIG. 6.—MODE OF MAKING FOLDING MATTRESS.
FIG. 7.—STAPLE. FIG. 8.—SPRING.

VOL. VII.— X
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web on each side of each half for purpose of removal;

then tack a piece of fine hessian or forfar over the

bottom to finish the job. The single mattress is

done the same, without cutting up the sides. If we

put any tufts in, and it is certainly advisable to do

so, it must be done before the bottom is put on ; but

further remarks will be made about these in a subse-

quent chapter. Meanwhile, it may be said they serve

to tie down the stuffing, and are fixed much as

buttons are in chairs.

Only the simplest, and what may be deemed a

very crude way of fixing on the cover has been here

mentioned so far, but for those who want more

elaboration it may be said that the sides or borders

may be welted. To prevent any one being misled by

the appearance of the roll in Fig. n, it may be stated

that it has been exaggerated to show stitching, and

that instead of projecting, as represented, it should

overhang as little as possible—in fact, it should be as

straight as a chair edge ; of course, it will be under-

stood, that though stuffing is only shown for the sake

of distinction (see Fig. 10), at the edges for the roll

the hair, or whatever is used, must be laid over the

whole of the mattress above the hessian, as indicated

in Fig. 12. (To be continued.)
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WOOD-CARVING IN IRISH BOG OAK.
By ALEXANDER WATT.

VII.—Carving a Round Tower Watch-Stand :

Forming the Stand (continued)—Bog Oak Brace-

lets—Bog Oak Rings—Conclusion.

ORMING THE WATCH-STAND (con-

tinued). — Having traced the stone-

work in pencil, on one of the four sur-

faces, the block of wood should be fixed

to the bench by strong pins, as before

recommended, so as to keep it in a rigid position.

The four corners may now be cut away with a keen

half-inch chisel, with the assistance of a small mallet.

The stones may now be formed by making clean

cuts, left and right, digging out angular pieces of

the timber from the upper edge, and gradually re-

ducing them by continually cutting down the angu-

lar surfaces thus produced, until the centre of the

block is approached, the object being to represent, as

it were, a pile of rugged stone-work at the base of the

round tower, when this has been fixed in position. In

reducing the wood in the way indicated, the stone-

work should be so formed that the larger boulders, or

stones, appear at the foreground, and diminish in size

as they approach the tower. Of course, while the

carving is being carried out, the pencil tracings will

become obliterated ; but the carver must endeavour

to retain in his mind, as far as practicable, the design

originally traced ; and if he treats each of the four

sides of the square block by first cutting down, in a

series of angular cuts, all the four upper edges, and

reducing them by still further cuts, until the timber

is a good deal cut backward from him (that is, to-

wards the centre), he can then cut the wood in the

same way, a little lower down, by which he will form

a second layer of stones, as it were, making them a

trifle larger than those at first formed. The first, or

upper, layers may then be again reduced, and the

second next treated in the same way, and these alter-

nate cuttings backward may be continued until the

wood beneath the second layer is found to project

considerably beyond the two former, when this part

should be attended to, by cutting, as before, left and

right, making ;still larger facets, or flat faces, with the

chisel, these being, as before mentioned, made in every

direction, to represent, as far as possible, the irregu-

lar form of stone-work. In order, however, to give a

still better effect in this direction, some of the corners

of the represented stones should be rounded off a

little by light touches with a small gouge. When the

wood has been roughly reduced all round, in the

manner indicated, a higher finish may be given to the

work by making a few angular cuts at the extreme

base, or lower edge of the block, so as to break the

straight line at this part of the stand. For this pur-

pose it will be necessary to reverse the piece of wood
by turning it upside down, when the cuts referred to

may be readily made, and these should be slightly

rounded off, so as to represent the rounded surface

of time-worn stones- and fragments of rock. In

doing this, the carver's taste will greatly guide him,

and he will readily see that with a little skill and

careful manipulation of the chisel and gouge, and a

few scratchings here and there with the broken point

of a file, he may produce a very pleasing, and even

picturesque, base or support for the bog oak round

tower, which is to be supported by it. When the

carving proper has been completed, the piece of work

should be examined at all points, to ascertain-if there

be any parts that require touching up. Contiguous

surfaces, that are too much alike, should be modified

by removing sharp corners here and there ; if there

be too many sharp angles, some of these should be

rounded ofi with a file, or small chisel. All repre-

sented stones should be well undercut, so that they

may not appear to .be flat on the lower surface.

Again, while the piece of work, when finished and

polished, will look very brilliant, owing to the great

number of facets, or reflecting surfaces, it is well to

modify this to a slight extent by making some sur-

faces rough by scratching them with a file, as before

noticed.
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When the stand is finished, this and the round

tower may next be stained black, as directed in a

former paper, and when nearly, but not absolutely,

dry, both should be well polished with a long-haired

soft brush ; and special care must be taken when

polishing the base of the watch-stand, that the work

be rendered as bright as possible, so that the reflect-

ing surfaces of the stone-work may look brilliant when

the tower is in its place. When all is complete, the

tower may be fixed in its position by means of a little

glue, the flat surface at the base of the tower, and the

cavity which is to receive it, each being slightly

smeared with moderately thick glue. The tower

being now placed in the hollow, must be held in

a perfectly vertical position, when gentle pressure

may be given, and the article then left on a flat shelf

until the glue has had time to become well dried

—

say, until the following day. A watch-hook should

next be screwed into the tower, about an inch or so

from its apex ; and, if desired, a square piece of green

baize, or cloth, may be glued on to the bottom of the

stand ; or, if preferred, this may be supported by four

ebony knobs, or feet.

Bog Oak Bracelets. — These ornaments, which

were very extensively worn at one time, not only in

the Sister Isle, but in England, are generally made
from beads turned out of bog oak, and put together

by the material called "elastic,'' which is simply lied

into a knot, when a sufficient number of beads have

been threaded with the material, and the knot then

forced into one of the beads, and secured by heated

shellac.

I will, however, briefly describe a bog oak snake,

which, in limited numbers, was produced by the

famous bog oak carver referred to in the opening

paper of this series, which, as a work of art, has cer-

tainly never been equalled in bog oak manufacture

since that period. The suggestion to make the snake

bracelet was first given, in my presence, by the late

T. B. C. Smith, or " Alphabet Smith,'' as he was
humorously called—by O'Connell, 1 think—who was

formerly Master of the Rolls in Dublin. Mr. Smith

was a man of considerable ability, and a great

patron of native art in Ireland ; and being possessed

of a fine specimen of carnelian carving, in the form of

a snake bracelet (a Pompeian antique, if I remember),

he desired to have it reproduced in bog oak. His
wish could not have been placed in better hands

—

and he well knew it—than those of William Griffiths,

the successor to the inventor of bog oak ornaments,

and the writers instructor in this pretty art. The
carnelian bracelet referred to, which was an exquisite

specimen of carving, consisted of a series of beads,

convex at one end and concave at the other, whereby
they were enabled to fit into each other. These beads

were of graduated sizes, so that when fitted together

they represented a snake, being narrower at each end,

and gradually becoming broader in the centre, or

body of the artificial reptile. The head, with open

jaws, was beautifully carved, and hollowed at the back

to receive the first bead of the long series. The
bracelet had been put together with a watch-spring,

so that it could be extended at full length, and closed

upon the wrist when allowed to do so.

At the time I speak of, there was only one turner

in Dublin possessing the necessary ability to under-

take the turning of the beads, with the proper grada-

tion in size, so that they would fit closely into each

other, and look almost like one piece when put together.

That man was found, and after a great deal of trouble

and innumerable failures, he at last succeeded in

developing a method by which he could turn the

beads with faultless accuracy, by which the first, and,

in some respects, the most important, difficulty was

overcome. While these difficulties were being sur-

mounted, the carver was busy at work in designing and

carving the head, which he accomplished in a masterly

style. The tail was a comparatively simple affair,

and this was soon produced with the aid, also, of the

turner, who first turned a piece of bog-oak, with a

slightly convex surface at the end, to fit into the last

bead of the series, which formed the bracelet when

finished. The next difficulty to overcome was the

adjustment of a spring to pass through the beads in

rotation, and to be secured to the head and tail in

such a way that while the snake might be expanded

at nearly full length, it would, when placed on the

wrist, close gently, and not press too tightly. I may
mention that the length of the entire bracelet was

sufficient to enable it to wind three times round the

wrist, so that the head and tail of the snake appeared

between one fold of the body when it was entwined

round the forearm near the wrist of the wearer. To
form a metallic spring that would perform this func-

tion perfectly was by no means an easy task, but it

was finally accomplished in a very ingenious manner.

It was found that a single watch.-spring was too

weak, and that two springs, placed together, made

too many turns, or coils, and thus pressed the arm

too severely. To] overcome this, a happy thought

occurred to the puzzled jeweller, which resulted in his

connecting a third length of watch-spring, in the

reverse position to the other two— that is, back to

back—whereby^the two first springs were controlled,

and prevented from coiling in their wonted fashion,

except so far as the controlling spring would allow.

By this'arrangement, the combined springs gently and

yet effectually coiled around the wrist in a most per-

fect and comfortable manner, not causing the slightest

inconvenience to the wearer of the finished bracelet.
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The springs, when cut to the proper lengths, were

secured by binding wire, and when one end had been

firmly let into the head of the serpent, where it was

secured by shellac, the beads were placed in posi-

tion, one after another, in the proper order of their

respective sizes ; and, finally, the tail was fastened on

and the bracelet was complete, and merely required

the usual polishing to render it one of the prettiest

ornaments of the kind yet produced in bog-cak.

So far as I am aware, there were comparatively

few of these elegant articles turned out by the

gifted workman who constructed them, and though

there may have been attempts to imitate them, it is

very doubtful if they approached the original even

half way so far as excellence of design and finish were

concerned ; and as the latter mostly fell into the hands

of the Irish nobility and gentlefolk, it is possible

that some of them may still be extant.

Bog-Oak Rings.—These have been occasionally

made, but more especially for use with the necktie or

loose neckerchief. A piece of sound bog-oak being

selected, a hole is first made in the wood, plank way
of the timber, either at the turning lathe or by means
of a centre-bit. The surplus wood is then cut

away, which may be readily done with a small tenon

saw, and if a half round ring, or hoop, is required,

this merely requires filing into shape. If, however,

an ornament, as a shamrock, harp, or shield, for in-

stance, is to be formed on the ring, sufficient timber

must be left, when clearing away the remainder, to

enable this to be effected. Having left a small block

of wood on the hoop of the ring the required design

must be drawn upon it, and traced as usual with the

graver, and we must then clear away all surplus wood
from beyond the outline, first using a small chisel,

and then smoothing with a file. The pattern must

then be carved, and when this is complete, the entire

article must be gone over with a smooth file, care

being taken to round off the outer surface of the hoop

with perfect neatness and uniformity. The inner

surface of the ring should then be rendered quite

smooth with the round surface of a half-round file,

and lastly finished with fine glass-paper laid upon the

face of the file.

The rounded surface of the ring should next be

made smooth in the same way, and afterwards finished

by burnishing. After careful examination, to see that

no inequalities are apparent, the ring may be stained

and polished, and is then complete. Sometimes it is

preferred to have an oval ring to wear with a neck-

tie, whereby the design which it carries is less liable

to shift from its proper position when in use. The
oval ring may be formed thus :—Taking a suitable

piece of bog-oak, about an inch and a half square, and

about a quarter of an inch in thickness, an oval must

be drawn upon one side. If now a quarter inch bit be
fixed into the brace and with this several holes be made
within the oval, this will leave but little wood to clear

away, the rest being easily removed with a sharp

gouge, when a keen file will soon put this part of the

work in shape. The article may then be finished, with

or without an ornamental mount, as before, according

to taste.

Having now completed my task, I trust that what

I have written may have induced some of the readers

of this Magazine to try their hand at the pretty art of

which I have been treating, more especially as it is

by no means a difficult pursuit, and is well adapted

for indoor recreation, when unpropitious weather, or

long winter evenings, render home pastimes—to the

industrious—a necessity. In an earlier paper I men-

tioned the fact that many ladies in Ireland followed

the pursuit of bog-oak carving as a source of recrea-

tion, and was pleased to find that amongst the nume-

rous gifts presented to Her Majesty as jubilee offer-

ings, a handsome casket, carved in Irish bog-oak, by

Irish ladies, and containing a congratulatory address,

formed an interesting souvenir of that auspicious

occasion. This interesting work of art indicates that

the fair ones in the Sister Isle are still followers of the

art of bog-oak carving. More power to them !

{Concluded.)

STEREOTYPING FOR AMATEURS.
By"FAVST"

II.

—

Making the Matrix—Casting and Mounting
the Plates.

WILL suppose that you have now quite

finished your casting box, and got to-

gether the other necessary appliances

described in the last article, and are

ready to commence work with your

"foundry," as a set of stereo apparatus is called.

Therefore, I will now proceed to describe how the

matrix, or mould, is made, the cast taken, and the

plate mounted for printing.

The process is extremely simple, but great care

must be taken to follow out even the minutest details

of the manipulation as here described, so as to ensure

complete success, as the omission of a trifling detail of

the process may completely spoil your plate and lead

to annoyance and disappointment.

First, then, you must prepare your papier mache

for the mould. This is technically called "flong,'' and

is prepared in the following manner : Procure some

good thick blotting-paper, some brown paper, and

several sheets of fine white tissue paper. Prepare the

paste, or " stereo composition," as it is called, in this
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way : Take 8 oz. of flour, 4 oz. of Paris white, 3 oz.

of glue ; melt the glue, mix the flour with cold water,

stirring it well till it is of the consistency of cream ; do

the same with the Paris white. Mix the flour and

white thoroughly, and boil them together in a sauce-

pan over a slow fire ; then add the melted glue, boil a

few minutes longer, and be sure to keep the mess well

stirred during the whole operation. A few drops of

carbolic acid added will prevent the paste from spoil-

ing if you should have occasion to keep it for some

time.

Now lay a sheet of your brown paper upon a table,

paste the surface of it thoroughly with a soft brush,

lay on this a sheet of blotting-paper, spread it evenly

and smoothly on the brown paper, taking care to

leave no air bubbles, as they would spoil your matrix
;

paste the blotting-paper, lay on another sheet of it,

paste that, and on the top of it paste a sheet of tissue

paper ;
paste the tissue paper, and lay on another

sheet of tissue ; this is the final sheet, and as it is to

go next to the face of

your forme, be very

careful not to allow

any paste to get on to

the upper surface of

it, as it would stick to

the type and tear your

mould. Put your forme

into a suitable chase,

put a piece of type-

high clump along each

of the four sides, and

about a pica from the type, keeping the bevelled

corner of the clumps uppermost and next to the type
;

lock up tightly, and wash the forme well with lye to

remove all traces of ink from it, as if any ink remains

on the type the matrix may stick to it. After washing

the forme, dry it before the fire, and with a soft brush

oil the surface of the type thoroughly. Lay the forme

on an even surface, such as your imposing table.

Now take a piece of flong about one inch wider each

way than your forme, dust the tissue paper side with a

little finely-powdered French chalk, blow off the sur-

plus powder, and lay the flong gently down on the

forme. Procure a piece of calico about a yard or so

square, dip it in water, fold it in four, and lay it on

top of the flong ; lay your left hand gently on it, and

take the beating brush, and begin to beat, slightly at

first, until the flong begins to settle down on the type
;

you can then beat a little harder, but always keep

your brush level, and beat evenly, turning the forme

round occasionally, so as to allow of its being beaten

all over alike. After about ten minutes' steady beating,

lift up one corner of the flong, examine and see if it

has sufficient depth ; if not, lay it down again, and

fig. 9.- IMPRESSION FROM
THIS

continue beating a little longer ; keep your cloth well

saturated during the beating process.

When the matrix is sufficiently deep, there will be

hollows and ridges on the upper side of it, caused by
the lines of type. Cut a piece of thick cardboard into

strips, and paste them into the hollows ; then paste

well all over, lay a piece of brown paper on top, put

on your wet cloth, heat gently for a minute or two^

and your matrix is now made, and must be dried or

"baked" in the oven in the following manner : Take
a piece of thick flannel (a bit of an old blanket is the

very thing), fold it a few times, lay it on top of the

matrix as it lies on the forme; over this lay one of the

plates of your casting box, and on top of all lay a
couple of heavy smoothing irons, or any heavy-

weight which you may have handy
;
put the lot into-

the oven of the kitchen range to bake. It will take two-

or three hours to dry, and at intervals during that time

you must change the flannel for a dry piece, as the

moisture from the matrix soon saturates it.

In the former ar-

ticle I referred to the

advantage of an old

copying-press to dry

the mould in. If you

have procured such a

thing, get a few § inch

holes bored in the top

plate ; then when your

matrix is ready for

baking, you can put it

in the press, lay on the
1 flannel, and screw up tightly. You may then put

it on top of the grate, or, better still, have a jet of gas

underneath, and so you can dry your mould, the holes

in the top plate, allowing the moisture to escape,

saves the trouble of shifting the flannel. Of course,

if you have not got a press, you must just do as I first

described.

When the forme is sufficiently baked, take it out of

the oven and lift off the matrix, which will be a per-

fect fac-simile of your type in the reverse. Trim off

the ragged edges with a sharp knife, leaving on the im-

pression made by the type-high clumps. Paste a piece of

brown paper on one end to form what is termed a " lip "
;

let it be a few inches long, so that it may hang over

the edge of the casting box. This "lip" is to guide

the molten metal into the matrix when in the box.

Fill your ladle with stereotype metal, which you

may purchase from any stereotyper, and which is pre-

ferable to old type—at least, for the beginner to use

—

it will cost you about 3d. per lb.; place your ladle on a

clear fire, and at the same time put the two plates of

the casting box close to the front of the fire. When
they are so hot that you cannot handle them without

PLATE CAST AS DESCRIBED IN
PAPER.
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the aid of a cloth, lay one of them on the hearth,

place your matrix on it, with the lip hanging over the

open end, lay your gauges on the matrix in" the

grooves formed by the clumps (be careful that they

are close at the part where they join); lay on the

other plate, and put the whole into the stand, clamp-

ing them tightly with the screw. Now stir your melted

metal once or twice with a tallow candle ; this acts as

a flux, and causes the dross to float on top. With an

iron spoon carefully skim all impurities off the sur-

face. Fold a strip of note-paper similar to a pipe-

lighter, dip the end of it into the metal, and at once

withdraw it ; if it is not discoloured, your metal is not

hot enough for pouring ; if it is blackened, it is too hot.

When the metal is at the right heat, it will just turn the

paper to a light straw colour. Pour the metal in a steady

stream into the box until it is full ; allow about a

minute for it to set, then slacken your screw, take off

the plates, and gently tap the matrix on the back,

when, if your metal be good, and your mould properly

made, it will come off easily, and you may take many
more casts from it. Should, however, the matrix

stick to the plate too hard to get it off, place the whole

in water ; the matrix will, of course, be spoiled, but

you may have a good plate.

One word of caution as to pouring the metal. If

there is the slightest moisture in the matrix, the

molten metal will fly out of the box in a shower, and
a very severe burn might be the result ; therefore,

when casting, always keep the mouth of the casting

box away from you, and stand well behind it when
pouring in the metal.

The final part of the process is mounting the

plate. Saw off the surplus metal from your cast, and

strip up the edge with the small plane, clearing away
all the high parts of the plate between the lines with

your chisel, to prevent them blacking when printing.

Bore or drill a small hole at each corner, and one or

two along the edges, of course, keeping clear of the

lines. Plane up a piece of mahogany for the plate to

lie on and be just type-high ; fasten down the plate to

the wood with £ inch shoemaker's brads, punching

them well in with a small punch. Trim off the edges

of the wood, and your plate is finished, and ready for

printing from. If all the foregoing instructions have
been carefully carried out, it should print quite as

clear as type. Still, after every care has been taken, a

bad plate may sometimes be the result of your labour.

The following are a few of the causes of failure which

beset the amateur at the outset of his career as a

stereotyper; but as he proceeds, and gains a practical

knowledge of the process, and the materials he has to

work with, he will find his failures to produce good

plates become fewer and fewer : The matrix not

deep enough ; the matrix not properly dried : the

casting box not hot enough ; the metal too hot or too

cold ; the metal not poured steadily into the matrix
;

and last, but not least, bad metal. If the metal is not

good you will never produce a good cast. This is why
I urged you to use proper stereo metal in preference

to old type ; but should you have a lot of. type beside

you which you wish to utilize for casting, by putting

into the melting ladle along with it a little tea lead

(which any grocer will sell you), you may greatly im-

prove the metal. The tea lead should be in a propor-

tion of one-eighth.

I trust that the foregoing details of the process of

stereotyping may be intelligible to most readers; but

should anyone be desirous of further information or

advice on the subject, I shall be glad to furnish it

through " Amateurs in Council." Meanwhile I am
satisfied that those who may attempt the process will

find much less difficulty about it than they imagined,

while the service it will render them in multiplying

their slender stock of type will be invaluable. It only

remains for me to add that the accompanying illus-

tration, Fig. 9, is from a plate that was cast by myself

in the manner described in this paper.

(Concluded.)

A STEREOSCOPIC ATTACHMENT FOR

SINGLE CAMERAS.
£y TWIST DRILL.

*

HE beauty of photographs, when seen

through a stereoscope, must often induce

the desire for a stereoscopic camera.

l££-3:il This, however, is not necessary : any

ordinary camera can be made to serve

the purpose by means of a simple attachment. It

consists of an extra top to the stand, by which the

camera can be moved laterally a distance of five

inches ; thus showing in one position a little more

of the right-hand side of the objects photographed,

and in the other a little more of the left, as the two

eyes see them, but with the difference somewhat

exaggerated.

The attachment I am about to describe was

made for a i plate instantograph, below the base-

board of which I had added a brass ring 2g inches

in diameter, which fitted into a groove in the top of a

sliding-leg stand. Of course, it could easily be

adapted to any other camera.

It consists of a piece of ^ inch mahogany, K, cut

into the shape shown in Fig. I, M being a square

recess to allow play to the stretcher of the swing-

back. The dotted lines, L, represent the baseboard

of the camera when in position, attached by the

screw at G ; c is the brass ring on the under side of
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the baseboard, as seen more clearly in Fig. 4, which

is in section ; A is the front, and B the focussing

screw of the baseboard ; H is a long slot, along

which the brass nut, E, can slide ; the latter has its

side filed away as much as possible without reaching

the inside thread, as seen in Fig. 2 ; D, in Figs. 1

and 4, represents a pin entering a small hole in the

baseboard, thus keeping the " line of fire
'' of the

camera at right angles to the slot. The screw of the

tripod-head enters the nut, E ; and the screw, G, is an

ordinary camera screw, with the parts dotted in

Fig. S filed or turned away, and a slot cut in the

head to enable it to be screwed up by a turnscrew.

left (without altering the view on the screen); plate

No. 2 is then exposed. To avoid the necessity of

returning the screen to its place between the ex-

posures, a view-finder on the top of the camera can

be used, or two sights fixed on the front and back

of the camera—even two pins will serve the purpose.

The same exposure having been given to both the

plates, they are developed as nearly as possible to

the same density. Prints of the same depth having

been taken from each, they are placed side by side

in a stereoscope before mounting, and brought

together till the images coincide. If they overlap,

half of the overlapping part of each must be cut off,

and the prints fixed on a card, with their

edges touching.

The right and left-hand pictures can be

distinguished by trial in the stereoscope; the

print from the right-hand negative should be

fig s

FIG
fig 2

Thus, when set up, as in Fig. 4, where N represents

the tripod-head, if the tripod-screw be relaxed

slightly, the camera and attachment can be moved

laterally the length of the slot, H.

The same parts are indicated by the same letters

in all the diagrams. The screw head of G is slotted

to avoid having a projecting head which might

interfere with the upper ends of the legs, and a nut is

screwed on at O, to prevent losing it. The diagrams

are not to scale ; they are rather more than half-size.

The apparatus is used thus : The camera being

moved as far as possible in one direction—say to the

right—and the subject focussed, plate No. I is ex-

posed. After removing the slide, the tripod-screw is

relaxed, and the camera moved along the slot to the

FIG. I. —STEREO ATTACHMENT. FIG. 2. —SLIDING
NUT FOR TRIPOD STAND. FIG. 3.— ATTACHMENT
TO TRIPOD HEAD. FIG. 4.—BASEBOARD ATTACH-
MENT OF HEAD, IN SECTION. FIG. 5.—SCREW FOR
BASEBOARD.

placed on the right side, and vice versa. If

transparencies are required, the negatives should

be placed in the stereoscope, and when the

images coincide, half of each of the over-

lapping portions should be cut off with a dia-

mond ; they may then be cemented on to a piece of

glass, film upwards, and printed from as an ordinary

stereo negative.

Much has been said from time to time in this

Magazine about the construction of cameras and other

photographic appliances, but I do not think that

any instructions have yet appeared for making such

a contrivance as I have just described. I trust that

its simplicity, and the ease with which it can be

made, will induce many amateur photographer to

turn his attention to preparing the fittings for his

own . camera. From its use and the pleasure ex-

perienced of seeing his photographs in the solid, I

am sure that everyone who makes it will obtain

considerable satisfaction.
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PRACTICAL TIN-PLATE WORKING.
By D. N. FENST01V.

VI. — Home-made Stove — Strainer — Steamer-
Pastry Cutters—Foot Warmer — Dust-Pan —
Guttering—Paraffin Measure.

OME-MADE STOVE. — I shall begin

this paper by giving another pattern of

a cheap home-made stove. It should

be made in the shape of Fig. 130. The
body, A, may be made of £ inch, or

thicker, iron plate, and should have the space, H, for

door. Cut out before rounding it, and if the plate is

more than | inch thick, it will be the best plan to

punch the hole for the bars, B, B, B, B, before bending

into shape ; also punch the holes in each edge for

the rivets, using a template, as described in former

number, to mark them with, for this purpose. When
this is done, bend the plate round on a mandrel until

the holes meet, and then rivet it up. Three brackets,

similar to Fig. 131, should be made from | inch by
i{ inch flat iron, and riveted at equal distances round

the bottom inside, to hold the plate with holes

punched in, in place of fire-bars. Fig. 132 shows a

pattern for the feet for the stove to stand on. These
should be made from | inch by 1 \ inch flat iron, and
the holes marked off from the bracket, Fig. 131. If

this is done, Figs. 131 and 132 may be riveted on in

pairs—viz., Fig. 131 inside, and Fig. 132 outside

—

thereby saving the trouble of punching two sets of

holes. They should then be strongly riveted on to Fig.

130. Some I inch round iron should then be cut to

length, and flattened, to form the bars B, B, B, B. It is

only needful to flatten them at the ends. Then
punch a \ inch hole in each, and rivet on to the stove.

Now proceed to make the top, H. This need not be
more than half as strong as the body. Having cut

out the cone shape, cut a piece out for door, D, about

4 inches by 6 inches, according to the size of stove.

Now bend it round into the shape shown, and rivet it

up the edges. E, E should now be turned down with a

mallet, so as to form a sort of rim from i inch to j

inch deep. This should be made to fit tolerably close

on to top edge of stove. It may either be riveted on
to stove body or not ; the weight of the pipe will keep
it in position. Fig. 133 shows piece, F, riveted into

top of stove for piping to fit on to it ; should be
notched at bottom, as shown, the pieces turned slightly

outwards, as shown, and then riveted inside H.

Strainer.— In Fig. 134 is shown what is called a
gruel strainer ; but an article like this will be found
useful for half a dozen purposes. They are made two
or three sizes, from 4 inches long to 8 inches long,

and top measurement in proportion. They should

be made in two parts, viz., A and B. Both top and

bottom may be marked out the same as any other

conical article, but the top must be wired, and before

the bottom cone, B, is rounded, it must be perforated

with a series of small holes by punching it on the

lead piece, then flatten it with the hammer, being

careful not to buckle it in the process ; and this is

very easily done, if the hammer is used too heavily

or unevenly. A level-faced mallet is best for this

purpose, if the worker has one. Now bend it round,

and solder the seam, and then solder B on to A. A
handle should be made, and soldered on as shown.

Steamer.—Fig. 135 shows pattern for a steamer.

These may be made for either pot or saucepan. The

body, A, should be rounded and seamed, the top

wired ; then turn the bottom edge outward about r\
inch, and then about half of this slightly inward again.

Now take a strip of plate about if inch wide, and

long enough to form a rim. This should be cut so as

to be slightly taper when rounded. Turn the shortest

edge over about \ inch, and flatten it, then bend round

to the size of the inside of the pot or saucepan it is

intended to fit, then solder it, then turn the top edge

up. Now with the dividers strike out a piece of plate

the same size in diameter as the rim, and punch a

series of holes, as in Fig. 136. This and the rim should

then be sprung into b, Fig. 135, and the seam ham-

mered down close. Two handles should be riveted

on, as shown, or two tinned handles like Fig. 137

may be bought from the ironmonger's and used.

These are better than the handles made of plate.

Pastry Cutters.—Figs. 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, and

143, show a few patterns of pastry cutters. These

are useful little articles for the cook. They are used

for cutting out pastry, for ornamenting pies, pastry,

etc., also for cutting out biscuits. They may be made

any pattern required or any letter. First cut out a

piece of plate the size required, either round or oval,

turn the edge up all round and flatten it, then take a

strip of plate about J inch wide and bend into any

shape or letter required, then solder on to the plate,

not forgetting to punch a hole in the base, as shown

in Figs. 139, 140, etc. A handle should now be made

and soldered on. One similar to those described for

saucepan or kettle lid will do.

Foot Warmer.—Fig. 144 shows water-bottle, com-

plete, or, more properly speaking, a foot warmer.

This is easily made. Fig. 145 shows the body. This

is cut out to size, the edges turned up and then bent

into shape, as shown, not forgetting to punch out

£ inch hole for brass cap and socket for filling, A, Fig.

144. Fig. 146 shows the bottom with edges turned

up. This must be sprung on to Fig. 145, the edges

closed down with paneing hammer ; then turned up

on the sides, using square end of mandrel, and then

soldered. The ends should be marked out, leaving
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FIG 150

FIG. 130.—BODY OF CHEAP HOME-MADE STOVE. FIG. 131.—BRACKET FOR STOVE. FIG. 132.—PATTERN FOR FEET.

FIG. 133.—SOCKET FOR PIPING. FIG. 134.—GRUEL OR GRAVY STRAINER. FIG. 135.— STEAMER. FIG. 136.—BOTTOM
OF STEAMER. FIG. 137.—HANDLE FOR STEAMER. FIGS. 138-143.—PATTERNS FOR PASTRY CUTTERS. FIG. I44.—HOT-

WATER BOTTLE OR FOOT WARMER. FIG. 145.—BODY OR UPPER PART OF FOOT WARMER. FIG. 146.— BOTTOM OF

DITTO. FIG. 147.—BODY OF DITTO, MADE OF ONE PIECE OF PLATE. FIG. 148.—DUST-PAN. FIG. 149.— PATTERN FOR

DUST-PAN. FIG. 130.—O. G. ZINC GUTTERING. FIG. 151.—STAY FOR GUTTERING. FIG. 152.—PARAFFIN MEASURE,

WITH JACKET. FIG. 153.—MEASURE PROPER SOLDERED INSIDE FIG. 152. FIG. IS4-—TOP FOR MEASURE. FIG. I5S-

—

PATTERN FOR RIM. FIG. 153 X.—MEASURE WITHOUT INNER CASING.
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about \ inch to turn ; the edge should then be turned

up, the ends put on to body and soldered. Fig. 147

shows a body of foot warmer made from one piece of

plate. This is less trouble than the former way. The
piece of plate is cut to size required, and if the worker

is making one from pattern, the size may be got by

bending a strip of plate round the pattern, and then

measuring his piece of plate by it. Having got it the

required size, work into shape of Fig. 147, not for-

getting to turn up the two edges, A, for forming the

seam. When to shape, close the seam down with

creasing tool, and solder inside or outside, or both.

B should now be soldered in, and the ends put on.

Dust-Pan.—Fig. 148 shows a dust-pan, and Fig.

149, pattern for the same. It should be marked out,

as shown, and turned up on hatchet along the dotted

lines. A, A should then be turned flat on to B, and

either riveted or soldered, or both. It should then be

wired all round. The handle may be put on, as

shown at S, s, Fig. 148. These are two stays, soldered

on to body of pan, and then on to the ferrule which

holds the wooden handle. The worker will find this,

on trial, will be a simpler job than it looks.

Guttering.—Fig. 150 shows a piece of O.G. gutter,

made of zinc. When making this to size, get a strip

of plate and bend round an old piece into shape, cut

off the ends where they are too long, then flatten it

out. This will give the width of plate required. This

guttering may be made in lengths from 3 feet to 6

feet ; but short lengths will be found the most con-

venient for working. They may then be soldered to-

gether to form the long length. Having got the breadth

of plate required, cut a piece of zinc the size required,

turn the edges, a, a, round a piece of \ inch or f inch

wire, then, while the wire is still in its place, turn it

down on the hatchet at B. B, then work the curve into

shape over a piece of iron spout; a stay, Fig. 151,

should then be soldered in at C, C, and the gutter is

complete.

Paraffin Measure. — Fig. 152 shows form for

paraffin measure. This is made with a jacket, viz.,

the measure proper being soldered inside another

measure or outer casing. The object of this is to

prevent waste by overflowing. Fig. 152 shows mea-
sure ; the dotted lines, where the measure proper is

soldered in. Fig. 153 is the inside measure. This

should be put inside Fig. 152 ; and the top, Fig. 154,

should be soldered on to both. A shows a small

piece cut out for any overflow to run down. Fig. 155

shows a pattern for the rim. The use of a measure
like this prevents a deal of waste, whether the liquid

measured be valuable or not. Fig. 155 x shows a

measure made the same shape as the last one, but

without the inner casing.

( To be continued.)

NOTES ON NOVELTIES.
By THE EDITOR.

40.

40.

Turning Lathes. 41. Combined Boxwood Rule

and Letter Opener. 42. Coal Gas as a Labour-

Saving Agent in the Mechanical Trades. 43.

The Increase of Cancer in England. 44. Pho-

tography Simplified. 45. Dictionary of Terms

Used in Mechanical Engineering. 46. Mathe-

matical Instruments. 47. The Irish Exhibi-

tion in London.

TURNING LATHES.—This very useful

volume, which has been recently pro-

duced by the Britannia Company, should

be in the hands of all amateur turners,

as it goes far to explain to them and

teach them everything that they ought to know from a

beginner's point of view, arid cannot fail to prove suggestive

and helpful even to skilled hands. It is just the kind of

book that amateurs want, for it goes more deeply into

technical and practical teaching than the generality of

elementary works of its size, and, as a matter of course, is

far less in bulk and cost than the elaborate and exhaustive

works of Holtzapffel, Evans, and Northcott. The full title

of the book is "Turning Lathes: a Manual for Technical

Schools and Apprentices. A Guide to Turning, Screw-

cutting, Metal Spinning," etc., etc. It is edited by the Rev.

James Lukin, B.A., a safe guide and sure mentor on this

subject, and it contains 194 excellent illustrations of lathes

and parts of lathes, tools, appliances, and processes. It is

published by Messrs. E. and F. N. Spon, 125, Strand,

W.C. The price is 3s. post free. The principles and prac-

tice of turning are clearly and thoroughly explained in the

Britannia Company's volume, and by its aid even a person

who has never seen a lathe nor applied chisel or gouge to

the rapidly revolving wood, may teach himself how to set

about the work and attain proficiency in it, if he has brain

power enough to follow the instructions given, skill enough

to steer clear of blunders and malpractices against which he

is warned, and perseverance enough to keep at it until it

becomes comparatively easy to him.

41. Combined Boxwood Rule and Letter Opener.—The

Britannia Company sends a specimen of this handy rule for

the table, which is so constructed as to serve as a convenient

letter opener and paper-knife as well as a rule or measure.

Though rules of this kind are usually sold at 6d., the Com-

pany, whose address is Britannia Works, Colchester, will

send one to any applicant on receipt of 3d. As it is stamped

with the Company's name and address, and shows the nature

of the business they carry on, it will serve as a useful re-

minder of these makers whenever the rule is used.

42. Coal Gas as a Labour-Saving Agent in the Mechanical

Trades.—This is a lecture delivered before the Society of

Arts and reprinted from the Society's Journal, with notes

and additions by Mr. Thomas Fletcher, F.C.S., Warring-

ton, Lancashire, of whom it may be obtained for 4d., or 4jd.

post free. There are a considerable number of trade pur-

poses in which coal gas may be used as a heat agent, and pro-
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cesses which may be effected by the aid of coal gas, or rather

the heat of coal gas directed by the blowpipe. Mr. Fletcher

also describes what may be termed a new phase in braz-

ing and welding with the blowpipe acting on a combina-

tion of coal gas and compressed oxygen made by the

" Brin " process. This, however, I will not describe, as

Mr. Fletcher has contributed a special description of his

successful experiments in this direction, which, I hope, will

appear in " How it was Managed " next month.

43. The Increase of Cancer in England.—Not many
months ago I called attention to Dr. John Francis

Churchill's pamphlet on " Stcechiological Medicine and its

Applications to Diseases of the Lungs," etc. I have re-

ceived from him another pamphlet, entitled "A Letter to the

Registrar-General on the Increase of Cancer in England, and

its Cause," published at Is., by Mr. David Stott, 370,

Oxford Street, IV. I do not pretend to review medical

works, nor is this Magazine a fitting place for their con-

sideration, but being aware of the skill and ability of Dr.

Churchill in cases of consumption, and bearing in mind how
much we hear about Cancer and its insidious ravages in the

present day, it may be useful to many readers to know of

the existence of this work, and for this reason I venture to

mention it. I have read it myself, and have gathered much

useful information from its pages.

44. Photography Simplified.—Photography by this time

must be a vein pretty well worked out, from the book-buyer's

point of view, as I noticed three books on this subject last

month, and now there is another looking me hard in the face.

"Photography Simplified" seems to be just what its name

implies—a practical treatise, in a compact and condensed

form, affording instructions on every branch of the subject

for the professional as well as the amateur, and containing

for beginners useful hints on the selection of apparatus and

on the general practice of the art. A set of useful labels,

boldly printed, will be found at the end of the volume ; but

it would have been better, I think, if these had been issued

separately, and not bound up with the volume. Not know-

ing the price, I cannot state it. It is published by Messrs.

Maswon and Swan, 33, Soho Square, London, and 11— 15,

Mosley Street, Newcastlc-on- Tyne, who supply photographic

saparatus of every kind, and whose names are a guarantee

for the utility of the work.

45. Dictionary ofTerms used in Mechanical Engineering.

—A most valuable volume is this book of 417 closely-printed

crown 8vo pages, comprising most, if not all, terms used in

the practice of mechanical engineering, and embracing those

current in the drawing office, pattern shop, foundry, fitting,

turning, smith's, and boiler shop. When it is said that the

definitions given in the work amount to more than six thou-

sand, some idea of its value as a special dictionary for

masters, journeymen, and apprentices, and for amateur

workmen as well, may be gathered. It is edited by our

friend and valued contributor, " A Foreman Pattern

Maker," author of "The Forms of Tools," now appearing

in the pages of this Magazine. Great must be the industry

and perseverance of a man who, in the brief intervals of

business, has " made time " to compile such a work as

this. To attempt to give any account of it in detail is im-

possible, and all that I can do is to give a sample of it in the

following explanation of the term "brob," a word which I

have never met with before, and which, I dare say, is new to

most of my readers :—
"Broli.—A spike driven alongside of a butt-jointed

timber standing at right angles with another timber.

Brobs are driven into the longitudinal piece to prevent the

abutting timber from slipping sideways."

There is only one thing to regret in connection with this

useful technical dictionary, and that is the absence of illus-

trations. Many terms, tools, and appliances might have

been rendered clearer to the perception of the reader by the

addition of a small cut, showing in outline the shape, etc., of

the tool, etc., defined in the text. It would be impossible to

incorporate them with the text ; but in the next edition

—

and I trust the work will run through many—there is

nothing to prevent the grouping together of many small

cuts in separate pages, which might be bound up with the

text in the most convenient positions. I had almost for-

gotten to say that it is published by Messrs. Crosby Lock-

wood and Co., Stationers' Hall Court, Ludgate Hill, E.C.

I have not been made acquainted with the price, but I

should imagine it to be from 7s. 6d. to Jos. 6d.

46. Mathematical Instruments.—This is a new edition of

an old and well-known volume of " Weale's Rudimentary

Series," published at 2s. by Messrs. Crosby Lockwood and

Co. In its pages, mathematical drawing instruments,

optical instruments, surveying instruments, and astro-

nomical and other instruments are clearly described, and

their construction, adjustment, testing, and use concisely

explained. It will be found a handy book of reference by

all workmen, whether amateur or professional. The

original work was written by Mr. J. F. Heather, M.A., of

the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, author of "De-

scriptive Geometry," etc. ; but this, the fourteenth edition,

has been revised and extended by Mr. Arthur T. Walmisley,

M.I.C.E., F"ellow of the Surveyors' Institution, etc. The

book contains 21S closely-printed pages, and is illustrated

with steel plates and numerous engravings on wood.

47. The Irish Exhibition ill London.—This Exhibition

of the natural resources, industries, and manufactures of Ire-

land, will be opened at "Olympia," Kensington, on the

4th of the coming June, and will remain open until

October 27. The Exhibition knows neither politics,

religion, nor class, but has for its Executive Council and

Patrons, men of distinction in every grade of society in the

United Kingdom. There can be no doubt whatever that

the Exhibition will attract many visitors, and prove of

service in showing what Ireland can produce, and what

Irishmen and Irishwomen can do, and in promoting Irish

industries and making them more generally known. The

profits are to be given in aid of Irish technical and com-

mercial schools. The Secretary is Lord Arthur Hill, M.P.

I regret to say that the papers relative to the Exhibition

reached me too late to be of any service, in enabling me to

say anything about applications for space, etc., the time for

filling up papers and returning them being limited to

March 29 last. It is to be hoped that many Irish readers of

this Magazine will be found among the Exhibitors,
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For " Instructions to Contributors and
Correspondents" see page 45 of this

Volume, or Part 72, page 45.

Twisting Wire.
Black Walnut.—Wire of No. 12 gauge,

or any gauge, if not too heavy, may be

twisted by screwing two or more ends very

tight in the vice; the other ends must be
formed into a loop, and twisted round two
or three laps. Then put a piece of round
iron through the loop thus formed, and
twist with both hands, pulling towards you
all the time while twisting, to prevent as

much as possible the wire " buckling," or

bending. This buckling cannot be entirely

prevented when twisting, but the piece may
be straightened with mallet after the
twisting is done. The lengths of wire must
be screwed up very tight in the vice while
twisting, or it is liable to be pulled out.

If you want to make a toasting-fork, I

should advise you to use best plain wire for

the purpose, and not the copper-coloured
you speak about, but if you wish to cover
the wire with a coating, I advise you to
"tin" it with copper bit, as described in

my papers on " Practical Tin-Plate Work-
ing," in which I have also given instruc-

tions for making toasting-forks.—D. N. F.

Fowl-House in Field.

H. I. W. (Newport, Mon.)—As your fowl-

house is to be built in a field, your fowls,

without doubt, will have the run of the
field itself. You require nothing mere,
therefore, than a shed, " rough, but sub-

stantial," as you say, as a roosting-place
for them. This scarcely needs a special

design. If you will refer to "Every Man
His Own Mechanic," page 570 (or Part 9),

you will find ample directions for building
a shed, and in page 4t>t> (or Part 8), instruc-

tions are given for building a fowl-house,
with wired run, roosting-place, nests, etc.,

etc.

Fret-Machine for Large Work.
G. T. H. (East Grinstcnd) writes:—"I was

amused to see Pitchpine's fret-saw for

large work, in February Number of ' Ours,'

as it is quite an old friend of mine. I had
one a good many years ago, and excellent
work it did, though, of course, slow com-
pared to the rapid machines now in use.

The design is from au old number of the
* Boy's Own Magazine,' I think. My
machine was made as Pitchpine's at first,

but I found the pieces, j, got in the way for

any large work, so I moved them outside
the table top, and they worked in slides,

formed by slips, screwed on to inside and
putside of k, k. Of course, that did away
with the use of the holes in j, but the
larger-sized work, and the increased steadi-

ness and accuracy of the stroke amply
compensated for this."

Scene-Painting.

W. G. B. {Knighton, Radnor) writes:—
" I have great pleasure in saying, in

answer to your inquiry in page 190, that I

succeeded in painting the scene from the
design of Mr. Benwell much beyond my
expectation. It was not seen by anyone
until the night of the dress rehearsal, and

our company would hardly credit it had
been done by one of its members. Our local

papers spoke highly of my efforts. Mr.

Benwell's directions were so plain and ex-

plicit that there was little possibility of

going wrong. Should any of your readers

contemplate doing anything in this way,

they cannot do better than get Mr. Ben-

well's designs." [It was Mr. Benwell'

query, not mine ; but I am as pleased as he

will be when he readB the above, to find

that his work is so genuinely useful.

—

Ed.]

Overhead Motion.
Rev. J. E. B.' (Leeds).—With reference to

rny overhead motion for lathe, you will re-

member that the frame with the pulleys

overhead is made to slide up or down the

iron standards, and can be fixed at any
desired point by the screws at the side.

This can, therefore, be arranged to suit any

bands. As to the difference in tension,

whilst using the slide-rest I never found

the difference sufficient to require any at-

tention. There is always a certain amount
of elasticity in the hinds, and as I used

FIG I

mine long, and crossed the slide-rest band,

as in Fig. 1, 1 never had any trouble. Should

you have experienced any difficulty on this

score, there are two ways of overcoming it,

which occur to me at the moment. One is

to tie an indiarubber

thong, a (Fig. 2), to a

staple in the wall, and

pull the frame out-

wards, as I have tried

to draw it. Another
is a plan which I

frequently used for

tightening my driv-

ing-wheel belt: Fasten

a brass pulley-wheel,

a (Fig. 3), on to a

strip of wood, b, and
hinge the wood at c,

drawing the pulley to

any tension by a piece

of string, n, fastened

to the wall. I fear this explanation is not

very clear, but I have not the number of

A matbor Wobk by me to explain from. If

you have it, and would kindly lend it tome,

I might be able to be a little more explicit.

If you have used a similar make of "over-

head," I think you will find, as I did, that

it requires no further contrivance for

tension.

Turning Screw Taps.

E. A.—You ask how taps and such like

tools are turned on points. Having had
experience with wood only, driven by the

flat " prong chuck," you might easily have

F IG 2

found the answer to your question if you
had looked in a tool Bhop window. Go to

any dealer in tools, and ask to see a " lathe

carrier" and "driver chuck." The "tap,"
or other article of iron or steel to be turned,
has a hole drilled, or punched, if it be
small, in each end to fit the conical points

of the lathe centre. Upon the left-hand

end of the "tap" is screwed the carrier,

with its " tail" projecting about 2^ inches.

The driver chuck has an arm which pro-

jects so as to strike against the tail of the

carrier, causing it to revolve, aud so drive

round the work. While so fixed, you can
turn the right-hand end of the work ; then

you take it out of the lathe, and, unfixing

the carrier from its first position, fix it

agaiu at the now finished end, and replace

the work iu the lathe, after having turned
it " end for end," so that now you can turn

that part on which the carrier was first

fixed. Have you no book or price list of

lathe tools, with illustrations, of these ap-

pliances?—F. A. M.

Heraldic Fainting.

W. P. (W'dhington) .—Whenever you may
have a coat of arms to paint from an
engraving or plain drawing, if you will send

it to me, or Mr. Arthur Yorke, we will, with

pleasure, tell you how it should be painted.

You are, of course, acquainted with the in-

dications of tbe colours and metals used in

engravings of coats of arms, as these have
been fully explained by Mr. Yorke, and
your difficulty is with regard to the colours

in which the helmet, crest, mantling, and
supporters, if there be any, are to be
painted. The helmet for a gentleman
(armiger—that is to say, one entitled to

bear arms) and esquire is shown in profile

with the visor down, and entirely of steel.

This is painted in blue, with shadows in

deeper blue, verging on black, and with the
high lights in white. Baronets and knights
have a full-faced steel helmet with the
visor raised, showing the lining within.

Earls, viscounts, and barons, have an open

helmet of steel in profile, with steel bars

over the opening ; dukes and marquises a

full-faced open helmet of steel, with steel

bars over the opening ; the sovereign and
princes of the blood royal the same, but of

gold, with gold bars. The helmet sur-

mounts the shield. On the helmet is the
wreath, a twist of silk of the prinoipal

metal and colour in the shield. From the

hehnet, on either side, surrounding it in

and where there are no supporters, de-

scending low on either side of the shield, is

the mantling. This is, or ought to be, of the

principal colour of the shield, lined with

white fur. The crest is placed on the hel-

met, and issues, as it were, from the
wreath. If it is described as proper, it is to

be painted in natural colours ; if, on the

contrary, its colour is designated in

heraldic terms, gules, sable, or, etc., it must
be painted accordingly. The same rule

applies to the supporters. It ia undesirable

to paint any coat of arms without having
its description in heraldic lang uage.

Having this, and understanding it, it is

almost impossible to go wrong; and, as I

have said, anything that may seem nnin.

telligible to yon I will gladly explain.
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Boiler.

J. H. M. (Rotfierhithe).— I hare a paper
in hand on such a type of boiler. It will

shortly be ready, and with it a folding-

sheet and full details will appear. Mean-
while, if yoa wish to proceed, use £ inch
b;st iron plate for shell, and ,

5
. inch or T\

inch ditto for fire-box, put together with J
inch or T

s
3 inch rivets, £ inch to ^ inch

pitch. Tou may dispense with stays. No
manholes are required. Diameter of safety

valve to be not less than | inch diameter.

Dimensions : Shell, 15 iaches high by 8

inches diameter ; fire-box, 10 inches high
by 7 inches diameter; fire-door, about 2J
by 2J inches, oval. See also reply to

8. M. L., in this Part.—Olla Podrida.

Model Engine Making-.

G. "W.—This subject has had its turn,

and I cannot re-open it at present. Our next

step in engine making will be in the con-

struction of engines for practical work,
and not mere toys. Various matters con-

nected with engine making will be treated

in the next Volume.

New Valve to Harmonium.
L. T. [Abergavenny).—I would suggest

that, instead of cutting open the leather

part of the feeder, you might cut a piece

out of the feeder-board itself, just large

enough to carry the valve, for I suppose
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FEEDER. DOTTED LINES SHOW SAW CUT.

that is what you mean by " tongue," using

a fine keyhole saw for the purpose, and
making a small hole to start sawing from.

After the new valve has been fitted, you
can replace the board by glueing a piece of

\ inch pine all round the sides (on the out-

sides, of course), allowing the pine to pro-

ject J inch over the edge—this projecting

lip can be fastened to the feeder by glue

and screws. I have never tried this myself,

but think it might be done successfully.

—A. J. (Clnphnm).

Model Vertical Boiler.

8. M. L. (Qo&erich, Canada).—Ton refer

to page 44, Part 48 {Vol. IV.). In speaking

of -V) lbs
.
, I referred to a boiler '

' well made

,

with good stays, and a couple of cross

tobes." As it is not to be expected tbatau
amateur would turn out aa reliable a job as

an expert, I have since been led to modify

the matter of pressure, and allow a factor

of safety large enough to meet the probable
quality of the work. This is very advisable,

seeing that an explosion would be a serious

affiir. Also, amateurs are not in the habit

or are not experienced enough in these

matters to properly test such boilers before

using them, being seemingly content to pin

their faith on safety {?) valves and steam
gauges, neither of which, when made by
inexperienced hands, are to be depended
upon, being generally far more ornamental
than useful. "With proper care, a reliable

safety valve may be made ; but, with regard
to pressure gauge, don't attempt it. You
will find it far cheaper in the end to buy one
from a respectable firm. Your boiler, if

well made in the manner you say, might
be worked at 40 or 50 lbs. on the square
inch, but it should first be tested by cold

water pressure to 100 lbs. on the square
inch ; and while being brought up to that

pressure, carefully gauged to see whether
it gives in any way and becomes perma-
nently distorted, such alteration in shape
remaining after the pressure has been re-

moved. But it is better to make sure of

a large margin of safety. There is no
reason that the 'pastime of model working
should be attended by the smallest amount
of danger, either to the amateur or his

circle of friends.—Olla Podrida.

Blowpipe.

Apprentice.—Why not get the back
numbers in which the papers on "Brazing
and Soldering" appear. You know which
they are. If, when you have read these,

you do not find anything suitable for your
purpose, you can repeat your question;

but, having once given papers in which a
process is treated fully, it is not reasonable

for any correspondent to ask for a special

explanation and description of a process

because he has not got the back parts in

which it has already been given. Back
parts are always on sale, and the

|
price

charged for them—namely, 6d. each—puts

them within the reach of everyone who
cares to possess them.

Replies to Questions.

Appbentice.—Your reply to M. W. F. T.

appeared in page 287. Replies to queries

in " Information Sought " appear at the

earliest possible opportunity in every case;

and nothing that you or anyone else could

do could hasten matters bya single moment,
as you would find if you had any experienee

in the practical working and management
of a magazine of tiiis kind.

Crucible for Smelting Brass.

Appbbntice.—Apply to Mr. Thomas
Fletcher, Gas Engineer, of Warrington. He
will tell you his prices, and will, on receipt

of order, supply you with an excellent

article.

Hammocks, and How to Make Them.

—

Errata.

*,* In the article on this subject, page

210, Fig. 17, a mistake has been made in

engraving the loop of the cord. On refer-

ring to Fig. 16, it will be seen that the

needle should pas3 around the back of this

loop and out through the space marked i,

not through the loop as shown in Fig. 1".

Readers can easily correct this mistake in

their copies by shading the loop with a pen

where the twine from the needle crosses it

in front, when the desired effect (of makiug
the twine appear to pass behind the loop)

will be secured.

Hammock-Making.
Topo.—I supposed a general good ac-

quaintance with hitches andhalf-hitches on
the part of my readers, so did not think it

necessary to explain and illustrate how
these were done. Almost any builder's

labourer or stableman will show you how
to make a half-hitch. After passing the

nettle through the eyelet-hole, pass the

end of the nettle around the cord to form a

half loop, and pass the end between this

and the hem of the hammock, draw tight,

and repeat this hitch once or twice. It is

not usual to make a cradle of a hammock
by suspending it between two parallel lines,

as suggested by you. If you think you
woiild like it, try the plan, and let us know
how you succeed. Simply tie the side

meshes to the lines instead of securing

the end ones to the clews. Fig. 17 in page

216 is wrongly engraved. The needle should

be shown as having passed behind the loop

through the space a, as in Fig 16, not

through the loop. Correot this mistake

with your pen.—G. E.

Scriber and Screw Pencil.

H. I. "W. {Newport, Mon.) writes:—"I
have jusfc made a scriber and screw pencil

FIG. I.—SCREW PENCIL. FIG. 2.—
SCRIBER.

for a pentagraph, and find it much better

than the ordinary way, as you can get the

pencil and scriber perfectly level by tli«

thumb-screws. Get some wire j% inch dia-

meter, and cut a screw piece 1§ inch long

and a piece of brass tube £ inch long, a little

smaller than an ordinary pencil, solder

same on the screwed wire, and put two

thumb-screws ou, as shown in Fig. 1. The
scriber I make as follows : Screw a piece of

wire yV inch diameter 1 inch, screw brass

nut down as far as you cau, point the other

end, and solder nut on pointed side. Put a

thumb-screw on, and it is complete, as

shown in Fig. 2."

Roof of Attic Chamber.
Norman.—You say you have added to the

height of one of your bedrooms by raising

the ceiling, and thus making the sides of

the room sloping at top after the manner
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of an attic chamber. Further, you say that

you find the room thus altered cold in

winter and hot in summer. It is a pity

that you did not write before you carried

out the alterations, as I should then have

advised you to have attached a lining of fplt

to the rafters, and to have covered the felt

with niatchboar&ing instead of plaster. A
covering of Willesdeu paper put over the

plaster might have the effect of slightly

altering the temperature in summer nnd

winter. In many places the external sur-

face of the roof is coated with whitewash

in the summer, which tends to reduce the

temperature within.

A New Zealand Joiner's Opinion of

"Amateur Work."
F. W. S. (Canterbury, N.Z.) writes:—

"Your splendid work was brought under

my notice after the first volume reached

New Zealand, by Messrs. Simpson and

Williams, and though I have to wait till

January each year, I now get it regularly.

I have also induced several of my friends

to take it. We are all glad to get each new
volume, but the distance we live from you

prevents us from entering into ' Amateurs

in Council,' though we occasionally see a

chance to air our superior knowledge. We
are pleased to find that you have ' sat on'

A. F. S. (Dresden), he was getting just a

little too rough. I am not satisfied with

any explanation yet given re the power

of long and Bhort screwdrivers. As a

practical joiner I know that a long ono is

more powerful than a short one. Your

articles by Mark Wicks on Organ Build-

ing have been very interesting, and also of

practical value to us here in New Zealand.

I am a resident here for the last twenty-

nine years, and was only five years old

when brought here, so I am a bit careful

how I traverse any of your correspondents,

as I believe that we are not supposed to

know anything out here ; however, I often

enjoy the quiet humour which you put into

some of your replies, and sometimes think

that an editor's life is 'not a happy one.' To
show you that your work has not been iu

vain, I am pleased to be able to tell you that

one of my friends and self have made a

telephone complete, which works well

;

another has made a two-manual organ with

paper pipes; I have done several pieces of

turning, and fitted up my lathe (an ordinary

wood-turning one) with three speeds, saw
and bench, and chucks for metal, doing the

brass turning for telephones ; I also make
and temper my own drills and metal tools.

I am continually picking up wrinkles in my
own trade, and as one has to be Jack-of-

ull-trades here, I have been able to do many
a job which I could not have done but for

Amateur Work. I forgot to say that we
fixed the telephone in connection with
electric bells between my workshop and my
friend's house, so that we could work
together in the evenings, and still be able

to talk to our better-halves ; it also enabled

my friend to connect with his office, seven

miles away, so that he could get any busi-

ness done without leaving the shop ; the

switch we did ourselves, out of } inch brass

plate. I am going to take up wood carviDg

this winter, that being- my time for ' im-

proving; my mind,' rifle shooting' taking up

all my spare time in the Bummer. I have

already taken £29 in cash this summer, be-

sides trophies ; this makes a nice nest-egg

to buy materials to work on in accordance

with your book. I have to study the ways
and means a little as I have four mouths to

feed besides my own, and times are not so

good as they used to be. Your articles on
' Boot and Shoemaking ' were so plain tbat

I have done all the repairing for myself and

family for the past twelve months, at a cost

of about one-third what I used to pay.

Altogether, I am well satisfied, and am
always ready to part with the 7s. 6d. neces-

sary to purchase each new volume, and the

Is. extra which we have to pay for carriage,

etc."

Good Tools in Birmingham.
J, A. (Birmingham) writes:—"I think the

suggestion of your Leeds correspondent in

the March Number, asking your readers to

give the address of the best tool shops in

their respective districts, is one worthy of

your notice. It is very rare in small towns

to find any shop that has a good stock of

tools, and even what they have got are, in

many cases, of second-rate quality. Many
of your readers would get better tools if

they would go or send to one of the numer-

ous tool shops, where the trade is really

understood, and every article you buy is

warranted. The several firms who adver-

tise in your columns are certainly among
the best in the trade, but many amateur b

would like to pick out their own tools if

they knew of a shop that could be depended

upon and within a few miles of their own
home ; it is for this reason that any infor-

mation given in your columns would, I

think, be very acceptable. For Birming-

ham people and district, there are several

very good tool shops, but I think the best

is Preston's, Snow Sill. There you can

always depend on getting the best articles

at the lowest possible price. Being also

manufacturers, you can get any special

tool made that may be required, and this, I

believe, a large number of your readers

must want from time to time, that is, if

they do many of the articles described in

your columns. Your Magazine is rather

difficult to get here without specially or-

dering, and I would suggest that you issue,

say once a year, a sheet, showing the prin-

cipal towns and names of agents who regu-

larly stock your Magazine. I have myself

introduced the book to several people, who
were delighted with it, but could not pro-

cure it from any of the shops. Believing

that if you could take some steps to make
your Magazine more widely known here, it

would be greatly to your advantage." [If

local booksellers generally would take the

trouble to follow up their business as retail

vendors of books that are worth having,

they would be largely benefited by the in-

crease of their business, and the public

would be benefited in a corresponding de-

gree. I have known many local booksellers

in the course of my life, but I have found
very few who are so conversant with books
of the time as the ironmonger is with tools

or the linendraper with texile fabrics.

Booksellers seldom push books, and thus

the best efforts of those that publish them
are often frustrated. I am not a publisher,

understand, and I do not for a moment
speak as a publisher, but as what I hope I

am, a practical man of business. " What-
soever thy hand findeth to do, do it with

thy might." If local booksellers would
only do this, there would be less sighing

and groaning about the state of the book
trade. Indeed, if all producers and sellers

did this, it would be better for them. Be-

cause things are not as they have been, the

British farmer seems ready to throw up his

hands and go down, and yet his class, as a
rule, deliberately allow nearly £4,000,000

per annum to slip through their fingers

into the pockets of Belgians, Frenchmen,
Italians, and others, in payment for egga

and rabbits, because they will not pay

attention to auxiliaries in farming. But to

return to the subject in hand, I do not
think " specially ordering" even Amateur
Work, ought to stand in the way of anyone
who wants to get it. You cannot expect

local booksellers to keep everything in

stock, and they never refuse to execute an

order, even though, as arule, and as aclass,

they do not push their wares.

—

Ed.]

Skirting Parted from Floor.

Norman.—In one of your rooms you say

that the flooring all round is away from the

wall about £ inch ; by wall, I take it that

you mean skirting-board. Instead of mess-

ing about with paper boiled up in paste

with alum, I should get some thin board

—

I inch board—cut in narrow strips, and
drive it well home under the skirting.

Then, if the strips are wider than the

skirting, cut them off flush with face of

skirting all round ; or, if narrower, which
I should prefer myself, fill up flush with

the skirting with putty. This will stop all

draught under the skirting.

Gas Engine.

H. E. W. (Stroud) writes :—" Loidbs will

be glad to know that his description of the

oval chuck in Part 68 has been of use to

you. A contributor has the gas engine in

hand, and he and I hope soon that castings

of this and of a small steam engine will

soon be on sale, so that amateurs may erect

them for their own use,"

Galvanometer.
Electbo.—A 'galvanometer is described

in Vol. II., pages 76 and 77, but possibly

this will be scarcely sufficient for your pur-

pose. Space cannot be found in the present

volume for the description of a better

instrument, but Mr, Edwinson has it on

his list of subjects to be treated in the next

"Volume.

Plaster CastB of Coins.

Edwardus.—Bead the articles entitled

" Electrotyping for Amateurs," by C. A.

Parker, appearing in this Volume. You
will find the process of moulding coins

described in the first of these papers, in

page 6 of this Volume, otherwise Part 72.

Model Locomotive.

S. M. L. (Goderich, Canada).—My experi-

ence in this line is rather limited, but I

have observed that a model locomotive

about 6 or 7 inches long runs with difficulty

when steamed by methylated spirits. In a

model the size you mention, charcoal

would, in my opinion, be the best fuel.

—

Olla Podeida.
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fpeed for Small Circular Saw.
Pibik {Smth. Africa).—Ifyour saw blunts

at 2100, then the material is soft or not
properly tempered. This is rather a com-
mon fault nrith small saws. I make mine

ont of old circular saws of known and well

proved temper. I have a -4 inch one made
thus, which has cut some hundreds of feet

of stuff while running at 1$X> to 2Q0Q per

minute, and the teeth are practically un-

affected. I gave 12C0 in Vol. V., page 419,

because I consider it a fair speed for foot

power with ordinary gear. If your 3 inch

saw wa3 made of good stuff, well sharpened

and set, yon might run it at 6000 per

minute. As the case stands, your "correct

speed" must be governed by the temper of

the saw. If the saw-teeth become blunt,

then the limit of speed or rather endurance,

has been passed. Your fly-wheel will do,

although it might have been 20 lbs. heavier.
—Olla Podrida.

Steam Gauges.

Stadt Dresdbn writes :
—° The sketch of

Steam Gauge in p. 46 may look very well

on paper, but except as an eccentric one it

would not work well as the rising of the

piston rod gives the rack a tendency to

assume a horizontal position. A smaller

gauge than that in the sketch could hardly

be constructed with a rack by an Ama-
tec*, in consequence of the difficulty of

cutting the rack. Gauges constructed with
a quadrant are easier to make, as the latter

can be made from a piece of a watch wheel.

In my communication, i.e., 'Model Steam
Gauge Makers,' in eighth line from the bot-

tom.500 lbs. should be300." [Idonotinsert
your remarks on Silvering Dials, Enamel
for Cycles, Furnace for Brass Boiler, and
Securing Set of Drawers with one lock and
key, because you tell us nothing new about

these subjects, and space is valuable. Ed.]

Utility of Amateur Work.
H. N. (Glasgow) writes :—"Please be

good enough to insert in next issue of this

Magazine, I have been a subscriber to

AiiATErn Wobk, for upwards of eighteen

months, and am highly pleased with it;

indeed, I am more pleased with it now than
when I first took it in. I go in a good deal

of Fret "Work, and I am getting some of

my work into the Exhibition which is to

open here (Gla&goic) early in May. Some
of my exhibits are male from designs

given with AsiaT'.ce Work, and the others

from Mr. ZilleB' lists, and for these designs

I have to thank your valuable book. I hope
you will see your way to give us some more
designs shortly."— [I hope bo too. If you
are successful as an exhibitor, kindly let

me know.

—

Ed.]

Small Mouldings.
Barkis, B.A., writes :—" The question,

"Where can I obtain Small Mouldings for

cabinet work? " has in all probability been

asked by scores of amateurs scores of times.

To produce them by hand often demands
more skill and patience than the average

amateur has at command, and even if both
are possessed in superabundance the

necessary planes are not in the chest,

neither is the ' needful ' to purchase get-

at-able. In my own case, I have always
found it moat tedious work, although I

have something like eighty planes in my
workroom, and have sighed the sigh of

despair when the next job has been ' 30 feet

of small mouldings.' Once, I altered a

design to obviate the use of them. The
foregoing led me to keep my eyes and ears

open. That there were ' Manufacturers

by Machinery,' somewhere, I was con-

vinced. The furniture dealers* windows
proved this, for no htunan band, with a

plane, could produce such perfect mould-
ings as grace many articles of furniture.

'Everything comes to the man that can

wait,* says the old proverb ; and after an-

xiously waiting for three or four years, my
waiting has been rewarded. Mr. Samuel
Elliott, Albert Mills, Nexcbury, BtrU. has
supplied me with some of the most beauti-

fully worked mouldings it has been my
privilege to use, and he tells me in a letter

he is 'willing to supply large or small quan-
tities to meet the requirements of

Amateurs.' He also sent me some cata-

logues and samples, and I had a sight of a
new set of designs, just about to be intro-

duced specially adapted for cabinet makers.
Now Brother Amateurs, if lyou ore in want
of such a commodity, here is your market.
They are produced in every conceivable
shape and size, and in various kinds of

wood, such as oak, mahogany, walnut, pitch

pine, deal, etc. Mr. Elliott oan also supply
you with cornices. The prices quoted are

100 feet, small quantities would, of course,

be proportionately dearer, but even then,
they are cheap. If a sketch of what is

required is sent, giving particulars of

needs, a most courteous reply will follow
in the course of a post or two."

Good White Polish.

O. 8. S. (Barnard Cattle).—Dissolve white
shellac in methylated spirits. Proportions
for a good polish are : 1 lb. shellac to 1

quart of spirit. The shellac should be
broken up small, and the mixture be stirred

occasionally to hasten solution.—D. B. A.

Saw- Bench.
, Pxeib (South. Africi).— You are quite

right. The higher speed gives a better cut.

If you could raise your speed to 6000 or

7000, it would be a great improvement.

—

Olla Podrida.

Patterns for Taming, etc.

Turner.—I am obliged to you for your
communication and enclosure, as it enabled

me to put a stop to a use of my designation

as "Editor of Amateur Work," which was
in no way authorised by me, and which was
altered to meet the advertiser's purpose,

from an expression of opinion in a letter

to a third person, and not to the advertiser

himself. He has expressed his regret for

what he has done and withdrawn the
notice; and for me this is sufficient. You,
I presume, are a professional turner, and as

such, the patterns in question, would be of

little use to you directly. To amateurs,
however, and those who are learning to

turn, and want patterns for practice, they
are useful and highly suggestive, for you
must be fully aware that to excel in turn-

ing, or even to attain decent proficiency in

the art, practice is necessary ; and it la

desirable for a beginner to work to a pat-

tern of some kind rather than turn some*

thing " out of his own head," as the saying

goes. Let me give you a bit of wholesome
advice. Do not say that a thing is a

"swindle," and that you consider you

have been " swindled," because you have

paid Is. for something that does not

exactly satisfy your expectations. Suppos-

ing you had done a piece of work for a

person, and that it did not come up to that

person's ideal, you would not think him
j ustified on that account, in calling the work
on which you had spent thought, time, and

labour, a "swindle," and yourself a swin-

dler. Speak of others as you would be

spokeu of yourself.

A Hint to Turners.

Treadmill writes-.—"Amateurs who set

up a lathe and have had no previous ex.

perionce of machinery may, like myself,

get into trouble for want of a hint. Skilled

amateurs forget their early troubles or

think them of small importance, so, pos-

sibly my hint may be of use to some begin-

ner. My lathe is one of the Britannia

Company's No. 6, with shaft running

between friction rollers. In lubricating

the machine, I overlooked the hole for the

reception of oil in each of these rollers, and,

in consequence, they soon became com-

pletely jammed ; working the lathe was an

awful grind, hence my name of Treadmill.

I was rapidly getting into the state of

mind that produces an advertisement in

the " Bazaar," when I discovered the mis-

chief ; when remedied, the lathe ran with

perfect ease, and I very soon |got over the

A B C of turning. Now I feel what the

Britannia Company mentioned in a letter

to you in No. 68, * What next ? ' The fret

sawyer has innumerable designs to choose

from, but the Amateur wood-turner's re-

sources seem to be very limited. May I aud

my fellow wood-turners hope for some

suggestions iu the matter in your valuable

periodical ? Your promised articles on the

A B C of Turning, might include some-

thing of the kind." [I hope to bo able to

pay more attention to lathe work in the

next volume. The articles on the ABC
of Turning, to which you allude, are still iu

preparation, and, consequently, are not yet

in my hands. If you want patterns for

practice, send to Mr. Fritz Collins, Sum-

merhays Place, Bath, and he will send you

some sheets for Is. that will prove useful

for this purpose and suggestive for many

things in ornamental turned work. The

patterns, however, are better Buited for

beginners than for professionals and skilled

amateurs, whose wants they will not meet.

Ed.]
Management of Engines.

Charley Fattst (India).—To take on

the practical management of important

steam machinery, without experience, is

rather difficult, not to say risky. You may

read what books you please (Michaei;Rey-

nold's is as good as any, iexcept, perhaps

Donaldson's Hand-book), but you mxmi

know that in addition ,to Ibook lore, there

are five senses required—sight, smell,

hearing, feeling, and common sense. If

you are wide-awake in using the first aud

last, the others, which are not by any means

the least important, will improve quickly.—

Olla PonninA.
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Veneering.
Mahogany.—There is a short article en-

titled, " Simple Veneering with the
Hammer," in Vol. I., page 218, otherwise
Part 5. From this you may gather how
the process is effected.

Wood Mould for Dovetailing.

J. V. (Shetland) writes:—"I send a de-

scription of a simple wood mould for ama-
teur wood-workers, which can he made
from any bit of wood in a few minutes, and
dispenses with the use of a bevel square.

Take a piece of wood 4 inches or 5 inches

long, and £ inch deep. The breadth can be

regulated according to the size of pin to be

cut, either £ inch, 4 inch, £ inch, or % inch,

etc. Then from the end of the wood, square

off the thickness of the board to be dove-

tailed, and saw the stick at this mark half

through (£ inch). Saw in from the end to

this cut and you have a half check (i inch)

deep. Then with a chisel pare off both

sides equally towards the point, and the

mould is ready."

To this our correspondent adds :—"I have
much pleasure in adding my testimony to

the value of your monthly Magazine,

WOOD MOULD FOR DOVETAILING.

Amateur Work, and to the pleasure and
instruction which I have derived from its

pages. I have got the first four volumes

bound in half-calf by a local bookbinder for

2s. 6d. per volume (very cheap, I think), and
I find them a capital reference book on

many subjects, indeed, my neighbour is

very busy just now making hanging book-

shelves, from designs and measurements in

Vol. I. of Amateur Work. And from the

same sources I have made two fret-cutting

machines, which both work well. I am in

raptures with ' Olla Podrida's ' design and
drawings for a Washing Machine, in Decem-
ber number. I have ordered mitre wheels
from Aberdeen, and having the other

material at hand, I hope soon to have it

made, when, if it is a success, I shall let

you know."

Cabaret Battery.

W. P. (Connah's Quay).—Your cheering

and encouraging letter shows that you
have made good use of Amateur Work.
Such letters cheer us in our efforts to

impart to brother amateurs some of the

knowledge we have gained. I have closely

examined your sketch of the Cabaret cell

as made by you, but cannot see anything

wrong in its construction. Eight such cells

should show a deflection on your galvano-

meter equal to that obtained from four off

five bichromate cells. I can only suggest
the following probable causes of failure

:

1. Not enough crystals of copper sulphate

in the lead tube to form a saturated solu-

tion at the bottom of the cell. 2. Disturb-

ance of the solutions and consequent
mixing of the copper sulphate solution with
the zinc sulphate solution, causing a
deposit of copper on the zinc ring. The
maximum effect from this cell is obtained

when the lead tube has become coated with
copper, after being connected up for some
time to work, offering a high resistance

such as the fine coil of your galvanometer.
Try this first, and note the result. If the
strength of the cells does not increase, as
shown by a greater deflection of the galva-

nometer needle, empty the cellB and closely

examine the zincs. If these are coated with
copper, the cause of failure will he ap-

parent ; then clean them, and re-charge the

cells, as directed in page 191, Vol. V., i.e.,

in Part 51. If you do not succeed, do not
fail to write again, detailing all you have
done, when I will endeavour to assist you.

As you have succeeded in making tele-

phones, house-bells, coils, motors, and now
an electric clock from instructions given
in Amateur Work, you must make the
Cabaret battery work the clock, and we
must help you to do it. You deserve great

p-raise for all you have done under the cir-

cumstances mentioned (in which you are

not alone), and perseverance must lead to

success.— G. E.

INFORMATION SUPPLIED.

Brass Casting.

E.A.—I must refer you to previous articles

on "Brass Casting at Home," by F. Dur-
rance. I believe, in the meantime, I

would advise you to get some fine soft

sand and place the patterns into a rough
square box without top or bottom in, and
place this box on a board of sufficient size

to cover it. You can then place the pat-

terns on this board, and ram up tight the
Band until the box is full. You must then

obtain another moulding-box of the same
size outside as the one previously used,

turn the first box over, and scatter some
river sand, well dried, over the moulds after

taking off the board ; this river sand will

prevent the top part from sticking. You
will ram this up the same, lift off, take

patterns out, leaving a gate 'sufficient to

run them through the top half, dust over

the moulds with equal parts of flour and
whiting, place on the top box, also weight

the same by a weight or lump of iron. You
are ready then to cast. In regard to the

query of casting holes crosswise, this is done
by a core-box, full instructions for which
I have given in my articles on " Pattern-

Making."— A. J. S. [For any small brass

casting, you might surely cast it solid, and
then drill the necessary holes in it.

—

Ed.]

INFORMATION SOUGHT.

The "Sirene."

R. L. O. B. writes:—"I have Been men-
tion made of an instrument known as the
' Sirene,' with which you can ascertain the

exact number of sound vibrations so that

the pitch of all musical notes can be
minutely tested. Can any reader give a
description of the instrument? "

Amateur's Fret-Machine.
R. C. C. (NewcastU-on-Tyne) wishes to

know the price at which he could have the
fret-machine, described and illustrated in

Part 76, made for his own use : the working
parts to be of the best steel, polished

bright, and to swing 16 inches clear under
the arm. [I have put your query in the
best possible form to see if anyone will

volunteer to make the machine for you, as

you cannot buy one ready-made. Anyone
who is willing to undertake the work must
send his proposal to me in an envelope

marked " R. C. C. — Fret-Machine," in

corner, and sealed and stamped ready for

transmission by post. R. C. C, must also

send name and address to enable me to for-

ward any letters that I may receive for

him.—Ed. ]

Luggage Bag for Tiicycle.

Prof. L. Marisbtaux asks: — Could
any of my fellow-readers help me by giving

me some information, hints, or ideas as to

the best and simplest way of making a lug-

gage-bag for the tricycle, about 1 foot long,

2ft. Sin. wide, and as deep ? What I want is

a sort of collapsing or Gladstone bag, that

may be made larger or smaller, according

to the contents. I want something that

can be easily made by an amateur of average

abilities.

Re-varnishing Violin.

J. P. writes :—" I wish to re-varnish my
violin, as it has become badly scratched,

etc. Could you, in your next number of

Amateur Work, give me instructions for

doing this ? Also tell me the varnish to

get, or how to make it ; if I must clean the

old varnish off or not ; and the best stain

colour to put with the varnish?" [Mr. E.

Heron-Allen, when I last heard of him, was

at New York. Not having his address in

that city I cannot send the above to him
for reply. Perhaps the author of the paper

on the Violoncello will kindly answer.

—

Ed.]

Magnet Separator for Brass and Iron
Filings,

Stadt Dresden writes: — "Will Mr.
Edwinson tell me how to make such a

machine as will separate about a pound at

a time ? 1 am sure it would be useful to

many besides myself," [Not to amateurs

generally, as I do not think many, if any,

of them have so much brass and iron filings

on hand, or would care to separate them if

they had. Th« mystery as to your actual

position in the mechanical world deepens.

You have said (page 238) that you are

" neither amateur nor professional." How
long will you leave us to say

—

" Twiukle, twinkle, little Btar,

How I wonder what you are! "

—

Ed.]

LETTERS RECEIVED UP TO APRIL 11.

Fenman; J. L.—No replies for you yet.

E. C. P. ; C. G. (Hampton Wick) ; Prof.
L.Maribsiadx ; S.M.L. (Godericli, Canada) ;

Fish; Mahogany; J. B. W. (Plymouth,
Mass., U.S.A.); Barkis, B.A. ; Edwardus;
Brixtoman ; W. H. C. (Nottingham) ;

Practical Gunmaker; Quill and Screw-
driver; FitzHerbert; Draper; Cert.
Marine Engineer; Fal.





SUPPLEMENT ISSUED WITH "AMATEUR WORK, ILLUSTRATED." PART T.Tnrnr. JUNE,

FlC I.—Bumiihsr for removing Dcnli in Tuba ; A, Side View ; B, End Vic
Fig. 2.—Standard far Spindle.

FlC 3,—Elevation of Recorder D, showing the Bevelled Guide-Way.
FIG. 4.—Front Elevation.

Fit;, 5.—The Repeater ; 0, Parchment Diaphragm : P, Loop
carrying the Steel Point S\ A, B, C, Dovetail.

FlG. 6.—Elevation of Repeater ; 0, Diaphragm
; P, Silk Loop ; P, Spring ; S, Steel Point ; IF, Paper Tube

Fig. 7.—Blocking Screw to fix the DiiUnce of the Steel Points from the Cylinder. One for the Recorder and oi

the Repeater.

Stilt attaching Spring lo Diaphragm ; P, Spring

iiuf |ft0it00p0it.
ZtesiQMd and Described for "AMATEUR WORK, ILLUSTRATED," by

0. BECKERLEGGE.

DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIONS.-CONTINUED.

-Plan. A, Slandndi ; S, C, ind ff, C, Recorder and Repeater; D. &, Guide Blocks with Bevels;
,:. M,,.ith|.[co:

; /, W. ..kn kingi \mag the Dues ; C, Recordmt; CjlinJer ; //, Gearing Cylinder ; /, Nut
of Bolt Working m a Slot in the Base

; /, Fly-wheel,
'

lams lillirs nftr It tht tame farli in each Diagram.

t«- SCALE OF DIAGRAMS—HALF FULL SIZE.

JO, WARWICK HOUtt,
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DRIVING CHAIN FOR LATHE.
By LIUVBN.

fWl'X^n^j
V lathe is an ordinary 3J inch centre iron-

|%w&| framed lathe, with planed bed, but no

slide-rest. I had had so much bother

with the ordinary gut driving bands from

their slipping, and the hooks and eyes

drawing or breaking, that I looked about for some

better means of giving motion to the mandrel. By
chance, while looking through a mechanical periodi-

cal, I came across a description of some driving chain
;

it struck me that this might answer my purpose. I

accordingly communicated with Messrs. Hall, of the

Standard Ironworks, Sheffield, and they sent me a

list of their small

wheels and the

price of their chain,

such as I required.

I selected from the

list two wheels, one

3j inches diameter,

with seven teeth or

spurs, and another,

9j inches diameter,

and seventeen teeth,

and a suitable

length of 1 inch

chain. I merely se-

lected these wheels

because they hap-

pened to be in stock,

and I was limited

as to the size of the

small wheel be-

cause there was

only a certain

amount of room in

the headstock casting. I should say that Messrs. Hall

offered to cast me any size of wheel I wanted. I tried

to place the 3J inch wheel behind the cone pulley on

the mandrel ; but it was cast-iron, and very thick, and

there was no room for it ; so I sent the mandrel to

Messrs. Hall, and got them to cut a wheel out of

\ inch wrought plate. Unfortunately they shrunk this

on, and when it came back an unforeseen difficulty

arose: I could not get the mandrel into the collar with

the wheel in position. However, with the help of a

clever village blacksmith I got it off, and slotted a

place for a key. I then put the mandrel in position,

put the wheel on loose, and tightened it up with the

key. The large g\ inch wheel had to go on the treadle

shaft to act as a driver. There was no difficulty about

this : it was only necessary to have the main shaft

turned up a little more. I then pushed the grooved

3. I.—MANDREL WITH SPUR WHEEL FIXED. FIG. 2.—LARGE
WHEEL ON TREADLE SHAFT—A, LATHE BEARER OR STANDARD; B,

C, BOX OF FLY-WHEEL; D, CRANK AXLE SHAFT.

fly-wheel up a little nearer the crank, and put the

spur wheel on behind it. This spur wheel, which was

cast-iron, had a sleeve to it with a square-headed

£ inch set-screw tapped into it, and it was only neces-

sary to screw this up hard with a wrench to fasten the

wheel. I then put on the chain. This required a little

care in adjusting to get the right length, and as the

links are of very tough metal, they require a little care

in fastening. (Messrs. Hall tell me now that they have

made a great improvement in fastening the chain by

the invention of a brass link, by which the chain can

be easily taken on or off; but I have not seen it yet.)

The result far exceeded my expectations. I found

that I could drill iron and brass without any difficulty

as regards slipping, and the lathe ran very much
lighter than it did

before with a very

tight gut band.

The speed was not

so much reduced

as I expected ; but

this was rather an

advantage than

otherwise, as it

enabled me to turn

wood, if necessary.

There is no rea-

son, however, why
the driving wheel

should not be much
smaller ; this would

then give nearly

the advantage of

back gears with

much less expense.

I had thought of

putting on a flat

band, but in my
case this would have entailed a new fly-wheel and cone

pulley, which would have cost me more than the chain

and wheels, and I should not have obtained the same

power with so much ease ; for with a flat pulley and

strap it is necessary to tighten the strap, and, of

course, this binds very much, and increases the

friction immensely. Another plan is to put powdered

resin on, which prevents slipping to a certain extent

;

but any increase of friction is a matter of great im-

portance when you depend on your own muscles for

driving power. It is even a consideration in power

machines, as the following extract from an article on

Pulleys in the Engineering of the 28th October, page

540, shows. The writer says, with regard to the slip-

ping of belts on pulleys, "Various methods are

adopted in order to remedy this evil, such as in-

creasing the tension and friction by tightening up the

Vol. vii. —y
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belts, and by making them adhere to the pulleys by

means of sticky compounds. Both of these remedies

are in many instances fairly effective ; but, on the

other hand, they are open to somewhat serious ob-

jections. The former method very materially increases

the pressure, and, consequently, the friction, on the

shaft journals ; while the latter absorbs a great deal of

power in overcoming the adhesion of the belt, as it

leaves the pulley in a tangential direction."

Again, as the chain cannot slip, you can put all

your weight on to the treadle, and the power is trans-

mitted by direct leverage rather than by friction. With

the ordinary amateur's work the chain will last an im-

mense time ; it is not affected by the weather like gut

or leather, and there are no lacings to break or eyes

to draw. For sawing metal I find it a great help. I

can saw brass, and even iron, without much trouble,

and for small pieces of rod iron it is very convenient,

as a cold chisel leaves such ragged edges, and a file

makes a wide cut. I use an ordinary 5 inch circular

saw, originally intended for wood, but with the teeth

only set out a shade. I find it cuts metal very well.

For drilling, again, the chain is most useful; it is

so tiresome to be always pulling up to tighten the band

or belt, and this is almost sure to happen if the hole is

large or deep. At the same time, I think it rather

knocks a lathe about to use it for drilling ; but it is

very convenient, and saves the expense of a drilling

machine. At present I use a 4 inch Whitton Amateur

Chuck to hold the drills. This will hold all sizes, and

holds them fairly well ; but it is a good plan to file a

flat place on the drill shank for one of the jaws to

bear against ; this prevents the drill from turning

round. A better plan, however, is to have a chuck

with a A inch hole and a set-screw in it, and to use

only the Morse drills with i inch shanks. These are

made from j inch to 15 inches, and all have a g inch

parallel shank. I rather prefer the fluted drills : they

do not cut so greedily as the twist, and are easier to

sharpen. It is unfortunate that the twist drills can-

not be easily sharpened, as they soon get dull ; but

when sharp they are invaluable to amateurs, as they

actually cut away the metal, and do not burr it up, by

main force, like the ordinary flat pattern.

There are, of course, some objections to the chain.

In the first place it rattles a bit, and if the speeds are

frequently changed it might be inconvenient; but, on

the whole, I am convinced, from my own experience,

that it will be found very useful, and will greatly in-

crease the capacity of an ordinary lathe. Messrs.

Hall tell me that they can supply 1 inch chain at o,d.

per foot, 3^ inch wheel, 7s. 6d., and the 9} inch wheel,

10s. 6d., both bored, and the 9j inch with set-screw

fitted.

The two drawings will, I think, explain themselves.

No. 1 is the mandrel with spur wheel fixed, and No. 2

shows the g\ inch wheel as fixed on the treadle shaft.

In conclusion, I can only say that, if necessary, I shall

be happy to supply any further information on this

subject through the medium of these columns.

UPHOLSTERY AT HOME.
By DAVID ADAMSON.

XI.- -Tufts—Mat-Palliasses— Stuffing — Cases -

tress and Bed-Ticks.

PRING MATTRESSES, the construction

of which was described in the last chap-

ter, rest directly on the bedstead. All

other kinds of beds are used with a hard

mattress intervening—at least, it is the

general rule, the exceptions from which are so unim-

portant that they need scarcely be referred to. Per-

haps, before leaving the subject of spring mattresses,

it may be expected that something should be said

about the woven wire and other varieties. All

description of them, however, is purposely left out,

as they are not suitable for Amateur Work. Had
it been otherwise, they would have received due

attention, though there are so many of them that

their treatment would require more space than is

available in these pages at present. We may, there-

fore, confine our attention to such bedding as the

amateur can make. The hard mattress above referred

to is known as a palliasse, a word evidently corrupted

from the French paillasse. This, meaning a straw

bed, indicates very plainly the material with which

palliasses are filled, though inferior kinds—shavings

and other refuse—are used instead. As the object of

a palliasse is, however, only to keep the bedding over

it from resting on the laths, which, especially in the

older-fashioned wooden bedsteads, are apt to make
themselves unpleasantly felt through a thin mattress

or feather bed, the stuffing materialis unimportant,

provided it be clean and wholesome. In bedsteads

which have a sacking bottom instead of laths, no

palliasse is required. In large shops a special con-

trivance is used for making palliasses ; but as its

construction would not recompense the amateur for

the outlay involved, no description need be given

here. It certainly simplifies the labour, but with a

little care a palliasse may be made almost as well

without it, and it is by no means regarded as

necessary in many trade workshops. The amateur,

therefore, need not think he is being put off

with a makeshift. The case of a palliasse consi sts

generally of a border of ticking about 4 inches wide,

and a top and bottom of hessian canvas. Holland,

however, is sometimes used for the top; but this is
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entirely a matter of fancy, as in use one material is as

good as the other. The borders are sewn to the other

.parts, a binding being used at the seam ; but as the

sewing or making the cases, as they are called, is

entirely women's work, no minute details can be

required in a Magazine devoted to men. It may,
however, be necessary to say that the sewing should

be strong, good waxed linen thread, doubled, being

used, otherwise the seams ^will be apt to be torn

open.

Wheat straw is generally preferred for the stuffing,

but rye may be considered equally good. Other kinds,

for various reasons, are not so much in favour, though

they may be used if more convenient ; in fact, as I

have said, almost anything will do. Whatever the

material is, it must be stuffed into the case tolerably

firmly, straw being broken and twisted, though this, I

believe, is not always done.

When the case is full, the next thing is to sew up

the opening left for the insertion of the stuffing, after

which the palliasse is flattened and compressed by
beating. To do this properly requires some knack as

well as strength. A good-sized stick, of some weight,

will be found a convenient beater, as it will be hardly

worth while to construct a special one for the few
palliasses an amateur is likely to make. Indeed,

were it not that it may be convenient for some, either

from choice or necessity, to make their own palliasses,

their construction need hardly have been described,

as they are to be bought at very low prices anywhere,
the very best quality, 5 feet 6 inches wide, being down
in a catalogue before me at iSs. 9d. By the way,
the mention of width reminds me that as palliasses

are cumbersome things, it is best, when they are over

3 feet wide, to make them in two parts, for the sake
of portability. They may be divided equally across,

and not necessarily, as in spring mattresses, into two
unequal portions. Thus, a palliasse 5 feet wide by
6 feet long will be made in two parts, each measuring
2 feet 6 inches by 3 feet. I give the dimensions, in

case it should be thought that the division should be
in the width, viz., each part 2 feet 6 inches wide by
6 feet long, which is not the custom.

When the palliasse is beaten flat, or nearly so,

with the edges firm and square, it should be sewn
through with twine at intervals of about 9 inches.

These ties are independent of each other, and each is

secured by a slip or other secure knot. They tend

further to flatten and solidify the stuffing, besides

keeping it in place. As, however, a palliasse ought
to be filled tightly all over, the ties should not be
pulled down much below the surrounding surface

;

indeed, the endeavour should be to get the whole
almost level.

Mattress tufts may be used if preferred ; but '

if a sufficient quantity of the covering be caught in

the ties, they are not necessary, though they improve
the appearance of the work. These tufts are small

circular pieces of leather, often with serrated or other
fancy edges slipped in between the ties and the cover-

ing. They are procurable at almost nominal prices

from any bedding manufacturer, and besides being
ornamental, when the case is of a weak material

they serve to prevent it being torn by the ties. They
may easily be made at home from any fragment of

morocco or roan leather, as there is no necessity for

them being accurately cut. A penny piece is a useful

mould to shape them by. They should be cut partly

across, as shown in Fig. 1, in order that the ties may
catch them. This will be found much more conve-
nient than threading each tuft as if it were a button, a
procedure which would only increase work without

any better result. It now merely remains to add a
couple of rows of blind stitches, which have already

been fully described, one of them to the top and the

FIG. I.—MATTRKSS TUFTS SHOWING CUTS.

other to the bottom, all round, and the palliasse is

complete.

As I shall have something to say by-and-by on the

renovation and cleansing of bedding, I may as well,

while referring to palliasses, state that these, as will be

readily surmised, are seldom, if ever, worth re-making.

With this remark they maybe dismissed from further

consideration, and having referred to them, the con-

struction of superior bedding will be treated of next,

when other details, applicable also to palliasses, will be

given.

Perhaps, before going any further, the difference

between a mattress and a bed may be explained, as I

constantly meet with people who seem to regard the

two as synonymous, or, at any rate, have no clear

notions between them, and possibly some of my
readers may be in the same state of uncertainty. It

is just as well to know what one wants or intends to

make, so it may be stated that a mattress has firmer

stuffing, tied down, so that it cannot be moved ; while

a bed is merely a bag with loose stuffing, or, rather,

filling, which can be shaken up. Thus it would be
incorrect to speak of the ordinary feather bed as a

mattress, and not technical to speak of a stuffed

mattress as a bed. Both are, however, included

under the name of " bedding." For the present, as a
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palliasse is clearly a mattress, attention will be con-

fined to this class of bedding.

The best material as a stuffing for mattresses is

undoubtedly curled hair, of which I think I have

already said there is a great difference in quality. In

the selection of hair for bedding purposes, the greatest

caite should be exercised, and on no account should

the maker be tempted to use any of doubtful cleanli-

ness. I do not now allude so much to new hair,

which however poor it may be in quality, or even to

properly re-dressed hair, is unobjectionable from a

sanitary point of view, as to hair from old bedding

and other upholstery, which has been simply carded .

and the loose dirt shaken from it. This is often to be

bought at very low prices as compared with Dew ; but

I cannot too strongly advise the amateur to have

nothing to do with it. It may be wholesome and

clean, but, on the other hand, it may be contaminated

by disease. Who can tell ? The risk is not worth

incurring. Of course, if the antecedents of old hair

are known and satisfactory, there can be no such

objection to its use ; but before stuffing anything with

it, it will be just as well to loosen it out to get rid of

matted lumps and dust. On no account, however,

must curled hair be washed or saturated with water,

or its spring, which makes it so suitable as a stuffing

material, will be utterly gone and past redemption

at the hands of any but an expert, with the necessary

plant.

Ordinary bed-ticking is too well known to require

any detailed description beyond the remark that it is
,

made in various widths and is broadly distinguished

as linen or cotton tick. Linen tick, of course, is the

best, but good cotton tick is not to be despised. In

addition to the common stripes and checks of white

and blue, or grey, there is a more ornamental kind

known as the Belgian fancy striped tick. In this,

several colours are found, so that more variety is

obtainable, but beyond this, I do not know that it has

any advantages over that generally used, and it is

certainly not worth while taking much trouble to pro-

cure it if it should not be easily obtainable through

local channels. In large towns there will, however, be

little difficulty in meeting with it.

In making a mattress, though it may seem a

simple piece of work, and by comparison with chair

upholstery is so, it must not be supposed that care is

not required. Quite the contrary, for if the stuffing

is carelessly done the bedding will not be comfortable,

by reason of the lumps and inequalities that will

sooner or later make themselves apparent. The first

thing naturally is to prepare the case. This is made
much the same as that for a palliasse, except that it

is usual to make it all of tisking, instead of using

hessian canvas for the top and bottom. The tick is

sewn together to make up the required width, the

stripes running lengthwise, not across. The borders

are cut 4I inches wide, but there is no reason why this

measurement should be closely adhered to if for any

reason a specially thick or thin mattress is required.

It is, however, a good standard, and one very

generally adopted by upholsterers. Of course, as the

border is cut this width, it is not quite so wide when
the case is sewn together, say by about J inch. In

striped ticks, the usual kind, the stripes run perpen-

dicularly in the borders, so that at the ends of a

mattress they are in continuation of those on top

and at the sides at right angles with them. In

sewing the mattress-case the edges are either bound

or welted, special mattress binding being used for the

purpose, and I have no doubt any sewer will know
what is meant, but if the welting is not understood,

the chapter where it is mentioned in connection with

chairs may be referred to. Of course, the sewing

machine may be brought into requisition, but for the

smaller kinds, perhaps, the work will be rather too

heavy. When sewing the case a sufficient opening

must be left for the insertion of the stuffing, which

can be most conveniently done from one end. The
quantity of stuffing necessary to make a mattress firm

without being too hard requires some judgment, but a

great deal depends on the material used, so that it is

impossible to give minute directions on this point.

In case of a mistake it is not a very serious matter to

open the mattress and make the necessary alterations.

Whatever the stuffing is, it should be well distributed,

that is to say, it should be even and without lumps.

Attention to this point, especially with such a material

as cotton flock stuffing, is very important, for it is

much more likely to be lumpy than hair. Judiciously

shaking and beating the case after it is filled, and

before tying down, will be the best way to effect an

equal distribution of the contents. It goes without

saying that a sufficient quantity must be worked up to

the edges in order that these may be firm and square

when they are finished. When the stuffing is properly

disposed, the operation of tying down may be com-

menced, and having briefly alluded to it when

mentioning palliasses, details at greater length may

now be given, as it is more important that a mattress

should be properly finished. Tufts will also be

required, at least it is better that they should be used, as

apart from the improved appearance with them, they

serve as a protection to the case from the ties, for it

must be remembered that a mattress is not, or ought

not to be, so rigid and hard as a palliasse. Before

making the ties it is a safe plan to mark out, both above

and below, their position, viz., 9 inches apart. A long

straight needle and ordinary mattress or stitching

twine should be used. Push the needle through the
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mattress at one of the marks, it is immaterial which,

though, perhaps, about the centre is as convenient as

any, draw it out on the other side and push it through

again, the reverse way, taking in \ inch to \ inch of

the ticking. Then, without cutting the twine, do the

same at the next mark, and continue till all have been

stitched in a similar manner. Next take a pair of

scissors and cut through the twine midway between

each mark. This will leave two loose ends to each

stitch. These ends must now be fastened, pulling the

tie sufficiently to flatten the mattress, and inserting

the tufts. It will not be necessary after what has

been said in former chapters to more than allude to

the necessity of the ties being pulled to a uniform

level, but by the aid of a slipknot there will be little

difficulty experienced in doing this. Two rows of

blind stitches, as in palliasses, must now be made,

and the mattress is complete.

All ordinary mattresses are made much in the

same way. Whether they are stuffed with hair, wool,

cotton, fibre, alva, etc., the process is the same, and

it is a branch of upholstery which appears singularly

capable of cultivation by amateurs with great benefit

to themselves. I speak more from a sanitary point of

view than from any other, for the importance of pure

and wholesome bedding can hardly be over estimated.

But as this Magazine is not primarily devoted to

sanitation, I cannot do more than ask my readers

whether they expect bedding to remain clean con-

stantly ? To how many does it occur that bedding

accumulates " matter in the wrong place "—this

sounds better than saying it gets dirty, but it means
the same thing—even though it is shaken more or less

before the bed is made. Those who do not believe

this might be edified by seeing the amount of dust

which will be dispersed on opening and loosening a

mattress that has been some years in use. Well, it is

here that "' Upholster)- at Home," in connection with

bedding, will come in useful, for mattresses, etc., can

be re-made as often as occasion may require.

The cases may, if sufficiently good, be washed, or

better, properly cleaned and calendered, and used

again with the old stuffing, after it has been loosened

and the dust shaken out. A little fresh material will

probably have to be added to make up, when the

result will be, to all intents and purposes, a new
mattress. Hair, as I have said, must not be washed,

but wools and flocks may be cleaned without detri-

ment in this way, and afterwards thoroughly dried,

though, unless they are of unusually good quality, it

will hardly be worth the trouble involved.

In the next chapter beds, pillows, and bolsters

will be considered, with some remarks about

feathers.

{To be continued.)

ELECTROTYPING FOR AMATEURS.
By CSAS. A. PARKER.

VII.

—

Electro-Brassing Zinc, Iron, Lead, Pewter,

and Tin—Bronzing—Antique Bronze—French
Bronze—A Warm Bronze—Conclusion.

LECTRO-BRASSING ZINC, IRON,
LEAD, PEWTER, AND TIN.—Brass
will deposit upon zinc with little or

no trouble. Very likely many of my
readers have seen imitation brass figures

in jewellers' shops, some of them being very large

and handsome. They are simply made of zinc that

has been electro-brassed, which may be done in the

following manner:—The article should first be placed

in the pickle, as under, for the space of fifteen minutes

;

Hydrochloric Acid ... 4 ounces,

Sulphuric Acid .... 2 ounces.

Water 2 gallons.

When removed, it should be well washed ; and

afterwards scoured well with silver sand and water,

by means of a hard brush, and another rinse, to

remove any superfluous sand, etc., and finally im-

merse in the vat. If the solution is in good order,

the articles will be covered with the metal almost

immediately ; if not, the anode should be unwound
until the mould is covered, when it may be again

rinsed. When the deposition is complete (zinc figures

for ornamental purposes will only require a thin

deposit), the articles should be removed, washed in

water, and dried in boxwood sawdust, being then

brushed with a soft brush, so as to clear all the

sawdust out of the crevices ; after which the surface

may be cleaned, and then lacquered or bronzed, as

required.

Iron.— When wrought or cast iron has to be
" brassed,'' the work should be first placed in the

1'ickle mentioned in the early part of this chapter, in

which it should remain for about half an hour, then

take it out, wash, and scour well with sand and water,

applied by means of a stiff brush. This will entirely

free it from all rust, etc. After again rinsing tho-

roughly in clean water, it may be suspended in the

vat by means of stout copper hooks. If the brass

appears red, it will be soft, and contain too much
copper ; the brass anode should in this case be low-

ered into the solution by unwinding the spindle to

which it is attached. If, on the other hand, the

deposit appears pale, it indicates that the zinc con-

stituent is in excess, which would make the deposit

hard, the anode must therefore be raised out of the

solution till the right colour is reached.

Lead.—The deposit will not take so easily to lead

as it will to some of the other metals, such as zinc or
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pewter. The article should first be placed for half an

hour in a pickle composed of 8 ounces of nitric acid

to I gallon of water. On being removed, it should be

scoured well with the silver sand and water ; but this

time do not use a stiff brush. One that is moderately

soft will answer the best. After scouring, it must be

well rinsed, and then immersed in the bath, but this

time unwinding the anode much more. The current

should be strong, and the solution warm, if possible.

Pewter.—This metal takes the deposit readily.

Pewter articles should be pickled for about the same

time, and in the same solution as that employed for

lead, being also scoured with silver sand, using a soft

brush. After having been well rinsed, they should be

immersed in the vat, and not quite so much of the

anode lowered as in the case of lead. The current

must be strong, and the solution may with advantage

be warm ; but it is not so important as for lead

articles.

Tin.—The solution should be warmed for the

deposition of brass upon tin or tinned iron ware.

Pickling will not, however, be required for these

articles. The rest of the process is the same as for

the above metals.

The colour of the deposit may be varied by care-

fully regulating the amount of anode surface exposed

to the solution. If a brassing solution has been

worked a great deal, and exhibits a tendency to

deposit the copper only, it may be- remedied, to a

great extent, by adding some liquid ammonia, in

order to dissolve the oxide of zinc that may have been

deposited ; or the clear portion of the liquid may be

carefully decanted, and a little liquid ammonia added
to the residue at the bottom of the vat. The solution

having been returned, it will generally be found to

work better in a few hours.

When an electrotyped bust or other object is

required to be brass-faced, it needs no special

pickling in any solution, but should be merely

changed from one vat to another ; that is to say, sup-

posing an extra vat is employed for brass-facing.

Set-up type can be brass-faced, which will give it

a hard surface, and thus render it more durable ; but

still the ordinary electro should prove substantial

enough for an amateur, as it is stated that the

heading of " The Times " has been known to pro-

duce twenty millions of impressions before it required

renewing. Certainly there must be very few amateurs
who would require more impressions from a plate

than that.

Bronzing.— I will here give a few methods of

staining the metal so as to give it an antique appear-

ance. Note these are different methods to those

already mentioned. When it is wished to preserve

the appearance of brass, the surface of the object
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should be simply varnished with a transparent

lacquer ; but very often a system of bronzing is

adopted, which, if well done, gives it a very artistic

appearance.

Antique Bronze. — This may be prepared as

follows :

—

Sal Ammoniac .

Cream of Tartar .

Acetate of Copper

Common Salt . .

Good Vinegar

Dissolve the sal ammoniac first, then add the other

ingredients, and a little water, mixing well together.

When required for use, the object should be painted

with the mixture, and then allowed to remain un-

touched for a couple of days. The object will by that

time be found to be almost entirely covered with ver-

digris of different tints. A moderately smooth plate-

brush should now be taken and well rubbed across a

lump of yellow beeswax ; it is then brushed over the

surface of the object, directing the brush principally

over the more prominent portions. A bit of wash-

leather, dipped in ammonia, and then lightly rubbed

over the green parts, will give them a blue tint ; and

carbonate of ammonia will deepen the colour of any

portion to which it is applied.

French Bronze.—Dip the object in a weak solution

of sulphate of copper ; then dry it ; next, moisten it

with a piece of wash-leather that has been dipped in

sulphide of ammonia, or a solution of liver of sulphur.

Again allow the surface to dry ; then brush it over

with a mixture of jeweller's rouge and blacklead, the

brush having been slightly moistened with turpentine,

so that the powder will adhere to it. The prominent

portions should be brightened with a piece of wash-

leather.

A Warm Bronze.—A very good bronze maybe
made by mixing the following ingredients into a paste

with water :

—

Blacklead I ounce

Sienna Powder .... 2 ounces

Rouge 1 ounce.

To this add a few drops of sulphide of ammonia.

It must be spread over the surface of the object by

means of a soft brush, and then allowed to nearly

dry, when all the surplus powder is brushed off by

polishing the surface well with a soft brush. The high

lights should be touched up with a piece of wash-

leather that has been dipped in spirits of wine, or has

been rubbed on a lump of chalk ; the object being to

remove the stain from the prominent portions of it,

and thus lay the metal bare.

I have now brought these papers to a close ; and as

I am writing the last few lines, it is with the sincere
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hope that I have made the various processes as clear

and distinct as possible, thereby obviating any annoying
defects or failures

; but at the same time it may be
truly said that every failure is a step towards success,

if the operator will only study the means by which it

has been brought about, and so gain that unwritten

knowledge that falls to the lot of all who persevere

until their efforts are crowned with success.

In the foregoing chapters it will be seen that I

have only treated upon those subjects immediately
connected with the pa:'i;al working of the art of
electrotyping, or copper deposition ; if the operator
wishes to study the theory and principles of the
electrolytic art, I must refer him to the many excellent

text books upon electrical science, as it would be out
of place in papers like the present for me to explain

them here. The aim of the amateur electro depositor

should be to form a collection of electrotyped copies

of coins, medals, busts, bas reliefs, etc., then place
them in a cabinet (fretwork or otherwise) that may
have' been previously described in the pages of
Amateur Work, which, if well done, would be
a constant source of enjoyment to himself, and
would elicit the admiration or envy of his brother
amateurs.

I can only imagine what a persevering and
industrious amateur with a large circle of acquaintances
could do by borrowing interesting or rare objects,

and copying them in copper, and perhaps providing
some of them with a coating of silver or gold, and
placing them in a curio cabinet of his own manufac-
ture, or perhaps making some of them into brooches,

earrings, etc.

I must, however, lay down my pen, and leave him
to work out any ideas he may have in view, wishing
.him every success, and any help I can afford him
from time to time through the medium of "Amateurs
in Council.''

{Concluded.)

HOW TO MAKE A PIANO.
By J. A. EARSOD.

V.—Fitting Up—Key Bottom—Ends -Cheeks—Bot-
tom Board — Plinth — Lock-Board — Doors —
Fall-Flaps—Top—Stringing—Chipping Up.

E now arrive at the last part of the heavy
work connected with oui Piano, viz.,

the case making, or, as it is sometimes

termed, " fitting up." I do not intend to

describe an elaborate case, but a good
plain one, which, if properly made, will look exceed-

ingly well. I suggest that it should be done in Ameri-
can walnut, although any hard wood would do, or it

can even be made of pine and ebonised, but the latter

will not last long, and the grain always shows through

the polish. However, I shall assume that walnut will

be the material used, and proceed at once with

instructions for making the key bottom or bed for the

keys to rest on.

This must be very stiff, as it has to sustain the

weight of the loaded keys and action, and also the

force of the blow used to strike the keys ; it also

must keep straight and not shake when the instrument

is played on. Get out two pieces of 2 inch pine for the

rails, these must be 4 feet 4 inches long and 4iinches

wide
;
plane them up carefully ; next get out four pieces

of the same stuff for stiles, 4
1 inches wide and

8j inches long, this is the finished length. The ends

must be planed true and square, and sized with thin

hot size. When the size is quite dry, lay one of the

long pieces flat on the belly-board, which has pre-

viously been soaped, take the four short pieces and

lay them flat on the board with their ends touching

the edge of the long rail, one at each end and the

other two between them at equal distances, take the

other rail and lay this against the ends of the short

pieces, but edge up, not flat, so that the side and not

the edge touches the stiles ; warm the short pieces,

well glue the ends, and hold in place with cramps.

When all is dry, bore two holes | inch in diameter

through the rails into the ends of the stiles in an

oblique direction and drive dowels into them. When
all is dry, clean off the glue, turn the key bottom over

and plane over the face, getting it quite level and out

of winding. The key bottom is shown at Fig. 19, the

dotted lines at a showing the dowels, and B is a

section.

Next get out the stuff for the ends. These are

made of inch stuff; get out, therefore, two pieces of

1 inch walnut, 3 feet 9 inches long and 12 inches wide,

and plane them up nicely, marking the front edges and

the insides. Get out two pieces of walnut § inch

thick 2 inches wide and 9 inches long, glue these on

to the insides of the ends flush with the front edge.

The top ends of these pieces are to be 14 inches from

the top of the end, so making the ends thicker at this

place. Plane the top ends of the ends themselves,

and glue them on to the ends of the back, as follows :

After seeing that they are straight and square, drive

pins into the insides of the ends at the following places,

letting the pins project ; inch, one at 5 inches from the

top of end and 5 inches from the front edge ; another

at 9 inches, from the bottom and b\ inches from front

edge in treble end, and the thickness of the belly and

slip less in the bass end. These pins will rest on the

plank at the top and on the belly and bracings at the

bottom, and prevent the ends slipping off when
gluing ; tooth the parts of the ends that will be glued,
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as also the end bracings of back ; warm
the ends, and while warming, turn the

back up on to the stools, seeing that

the stools run from the top to bottom

of back, not across the bracings. Open
a long cramp wide enough to take the

back, ends, and two bracing-blocks,

and lay it across the projecting ends of

the stools, get half-a-dozen stout hand-

screws, and open them enough to take

the thickness of the ends of the back

and the ends. Now glue the end

bracings quickly, put the ends on (the

pins resting on the plank, etc., will

keep them from going down too far),

keep the top ends flush with the

capping, get your assistant (you will

want one) to hold one of the bracing-

blocks across the end close to the

top, and the tail of the cramp in the

middle of it, while you take the other

block and place across the other end,

and place the screw of cramp in the

middle, and cramp up. Now secure

the lower parts of the ends to the

end of back with hand-screws, getting

them on as quickly as possible. Now
get the key bottom and place it across

the ends in its proper position, i.e., the

projecting edge of the back rail

downwards, and the ends of the back

rail resting on the thickened edge of

the ends and about 20 inches from

the top of case ; see that it is quite

squarely placed, and with a marking

awl, mark the length, so that when

the ends are cut off to these marks

the key bottom will just fit in between

the ends.

Now get out the cheeks. These

are two pieces of I inch walnut, 13

inches long and 6 inches wide. When
these are planed up properly and one

end of each piece planed up square,

fix the key bottom in place ; it ought

to fit tight between the ends so as not

to require any other fixing. The front

edge of the key bottom is to be

16 inches from long bridge ; see that

it projects beyond the ends the same
amount at both ends, and place the

cheeks in position, the planed ends

resting on the ends and the bottom

edges flush with the underside of key

bottom ; hold them there with a small

A

u

u
b o

FIG. 22.—METHOD OF STRINGING,

SHOWING ONE NOTE BICHORD,

COVERED STRING (A) ; ONE NOTE

BICHORD, STEEL WIRE (B) ; AND

TWO NOTE TRICHORD (c).

hand-screw, and draw three lines

square across the joint, between the

Cheek and key bottom. Take the

cheeks off, set your gauge 1 inch, and

gauge a line on the inside of the

cheek f- inch up from bottom edge.

Uo the same along ends of key

/_(S)_ bottom. Now draw three lines from

the marks on the underside of key

bottom, crossing the gauge line. Do
likewise to the cheeks, and where these

lines cross the gauge line, bore holes

to receive f inch dowels. Do the

same to the other cheek, drive dowels

into the holes in the ends of key

bottom, gluing them in, and allowing

them to project A inch, warm the

cheeks, g'ue the ends of the key

bottom and projecting dowels, put the

cheeks on, and bring up to a joint with

stout hand-screws. When dry, clean

off the glue and get ready to fix to

the ends. Cut a piece of card the

exact size of the end of cheeks, say

6 inches long and f- inch wide, and

make three fine holes in this, one in

the middle and one at 1 inch from

each end. All the holes to be equi-

distant from the edges of the card.

Set the key bottom up in its place,

the cheeks will keep it right one way.

The top of key bottom is to be 12 in.

from treble pin ; set it to this, and

measure the distance from it to top

edge of plank. Set the bass end the

same distance, and mark across the

edges of the ends where the bottom

of cheek comes.

The cheeks may now be dowelled

up as follows : take the key bottom

out of the case, take the piece of card

and mark one side, lay it on the edge

of the treble end, the marked side up

and the bottom end of it to the line

showing bottom edge of cheek, and

prick through the three holes into the

edge of end, keeping the edge of card

flush with the inside of end; there will

then be a space of about \ inch

between outside edge of card and

outside of end. Now take the card

and place it on the planed end of the

treble cheek (it being the same size,

you cannot make a mistake in its

position) the marked side being next
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cheek. Having done

this carefully, prick

through the holes

into the cheek, and

then do precisely

the same with the

other end. When
this has been done,

bore three | inch

holes into the edge of

each end and into the end of

each cheek about 2 inches

deep, drive dowels into the

holes in the ends with glue,

and cut them off if inches

above edge. Open two cramps

wide en.ough to take ends,

cheeks, and dowels, about 26

inches
;
glue the dowels well,

also the ends of the cheeks,

place the cheeks on the ends

of the dowels and cramp

home. When dry take off

the cramps and clean off the

glue. The top of the key

bottom should be 12 inches

below treble bridge pin, the

front edge 16 inches from long

bridge, and there should be

a i inch break between the

cheeks and outside of the

ends.

Having proceeded thus far,

the next thing that we shall

have to do is to get out the

bottom board. This is a piece

of 1 in. pine,just long enough to

fit between ends at the bottom

of case, and wide enough to

fill up the space between the

back and the front edges of

the ends, it must make a joint

with the bottom of the back

between the treble end and
the bent side, and then cut

out to go over

bass plate ; fix

this with a

couple off in.

walnut dowels

through each

end into it, get

out three bat-

tens of 1 inch

pine, 4^ inches

21.—METHOD OF WRITING PLANK.— I, SINGLE

STRINGS; 2, BICHORD
; 3, TRICHORD.

^

FIG. 20.—CASE FINISHED—A, SHAPE OF TOP.
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FIG. 19.—KEY BOTTOM IN PLAN (A), AND SECTION (b).

DOWELS.

wide and 1 1 in. long.

These battens, when

ready, are to be used

to tie the bottom

board securely to the

bottom of the back.

They must be glued

and nailed to the

bottom of back, and

also glued to the bot-

tom board and held to set with

hand-screws; these battens are

fixed, one at each end of bottom

board and one at the end of

the bass plate; before fixing the

bass one, however, you must

cut a piece out at back end to

allow a 2% in. castor to be fixed

to thg bottom of back. While

dryihg, get out the plinth.

This is a piece of I inch

walnut 3 inches wide, and

long enough to reach from

end to end (outside), plane it

up and glue on to the front

edge of bottom board, keeping

the top edge £ inch above

bottom board, the battens

having previously been cut off

level with the front edge of

same. When dry, rub some

small blocks underneath to

strengthen the joint, which is

an essential in piano-making.

The next thing is the lock-

board. This is a piece of I

inch walnut 3J inches wide,

and long enough to fit between

the cheeks at front edge of

key bottom, fit it nicely, and

glue in place, the bottom edge

to be flush with underside of

key bottom, fixing it with

hand-screws. When all is

dry, clean off the glue, cut

offthe bottoms

of the ends

level with the

bottom edge

of plinth, also

the front ends

of cheeks, |in.

beyond front

of lock-board.

Get out two
DOTTED LINES a, a, SHOW
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pieces of i inch walnut 5 inches square, clean them up
nicely and glue them on to the front edge of key
bottom, underneath at \ in. from each end and \ in.

from front edge. These are the leg blocks, and when
dry a hole is to be bored through the middle of them
and the key bottom, and the hole tapped to receive
the legs; this need not be done, however, until you get
the legs

; in the meantime they should be ordered of
Messrs. H. Brooks and Co., Lyme Street, Camden
Town. Measure the distance from the underside of

key bottom and the bottom edge of plinth, deduct

3j inches for castor, and the result is the right length.

Order one pair of American walnut six-cant legs,

5 inch ball, and the proper length.

Now get one pair of 2^ inch wrought plate
castors and screw them on to the bottom of back,
close to the battens, cutting away the edge of latter

to allow the castor to turn. While the case is on its

back the bottom door can be made. This is simply a
frame of -\ inch walnut fitting between keybottom
and plinth, and long enough to reach from outsides of
both ends, with a panel fixed in it. Get out four pieces
of ^ inch walnut, two pieces long enough to reach from
end to end for rails, and two pieces long enough to fit

between these two to make the frame wide enough.
These pieces should be 3 inches wide, and rebated on
the inside for the panel ; the rebate is to be i inch
deep. Mortise the rails and stile together, and" glue
up. Make this frame slightly too large, to allow for

fitting. The panel is of | inch stuff, and fits in the
rebate, and is held there by brads. When the door
has been fitted, you must put two i inch dowels in the
top edge of the plinth at 6 inches from each end, and
two holes must be bored in the bottom edge of door to

receive them. A dowel must also be put into the front

edge of each end 6 inches below keybottom, and
holes bored in the back of door for them. These
dowels stand out £ inch, and hold the door in place.
You can now turn the case down off the stools, putting

a block under the plinth to keep it from falling over.
Now make the fall and flaps. These are all of f inch
walnut. The back flap lays on the top edges of the
cheeks, close to the ends ; this is to be wide enough
to reach from the front edges of ends to 5! inches
from the inside of lock-board, and the ends are to

overhang the cheeks ± inch ; this makes it about 5

J

inches wide. The fall is a piece of J inch walnut ex-

actly like the back flap, except that it is wide enough
to reach from the front edge of back flap and over-

hang the front ends of cheeks | inch. The ends of the
fall and back flap are to be rounded, also the front

edge of fall, and the two are to be hinged together
with three brass hinges. The front flap is a piece of

f inch walnut, and is wide enough to fill the space be-

tween the top edge of lock-board and the fall when

the latter is shut down. This is to be hinged to the

fall in such a manner as to lie flat on the fall.jvhen the

latter is raised. Now make the top door. This is~~

simply a repetition of the bottom door, only it is

smaller, being just large enough to reach from end to

end, the ends of the door being j inch from outsides

of the ends, the top of the door being flush with the

tops of the ends, and dowelled up in the same manner
as the bottom door. There now remains the top.

This is a piece of inch walnut long enough to over-

hang the ends and front of top door j inch and J inch

at the back ; this is sawn down the middle about i

inch in front of the plank. These edges are planed

up and the two pieces hinged together. The- back

piece is then glued on to the capping, being careful

to keep the overhanging ends equal. The ends and

front edge of the top may be shaped like A, Fig. 20.

When done, plane down the back edges of ends to

within i inch of back, and the case is finished. The

parts must now be taken off the case and given to the

polisher, while we go on with the stringing. The case

complete is shown in Fig. 20.

The first thing to do in connection with the string-

ing is to order the bass strings. Get a sheet of brown

paper and lay it on the belly-board ; lay the scale over

it and prick through the first thirty notes on the top

bridge, the belly bridge, and the hitch-pins in bass

plate. Send the scale to Messrs. Goddard, 68, Totten-

ham Court Road, who will make the strings for you :

they will cost about twelve shillings. ' See that the

scale is all right, every note marked on it, and write

on it the number of single strings, the number of

bichord notes, and the total number (thirty). Order

at the same time \ lb. eachof 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20,

and 21 sleel wire, and two sets of wrest-pins, size OOA.

When you get them, proceed to string the case. First

write the name of every note against the top pin-hole

of every note, starting at the bass (A). The single

bass notes are easy, as are the bichord notes ; but be

careful when you come to the trichord. Fig. 21 will

give an idea how it is to be done.

Next get a piece of cloth about A inch wide, tailor's

listing answers very well, glue this on to the top edge

of bent side slip and the edge of bass plate just in

front of the hitch-pins. Open the packet of pins, and

get some chalk, a pair of cutting pliers, a large ham-

mer, and a tuning hammer ; open a packet of 13

steel wire, loosen enough wire to put on the top note,

take a wrest pin, chalk the bright part and hold it

with the tips of the first and second fingers and the

thumb, the point of the pin pointing to the root of

the thumb, take the wire and insert the end into the

hole in the wrest pin ; do not let the wire project be-

yond the other side of the pin, but keep it flush.

Now put the tip of the thumb on the wire to keep
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it from slipping. Take the tuning hammer, put it on

the pin and turn it with the right hand, pressing the

left thumb firmly on the wire, make three turns, let

go the pin, and you will find three nice coils on the

pin, rather loose yet, however
;
put this pin into the

treble hole in the wrest plank and drive in until the coils

are within \ inch of the plank, strike the pin fairly and

do not hit the plank, as it looks very bad. Rub the

face of the hammer on a piece of glass-paper occa-

sionally to clean it, carry the wire round the bottom

pair of hitch-pins and up to the plank again, and cut

it off 4 inches longer than the top hole of the second

group of three, i.e., the bass pin of the G£, wind the

wire on the pin the same as before and drive into the

hole. See that the strings cross the belly-bridge

properly and engage with the right pins, the two

strings just put on should pass to the bass of the top

pins and the treble of the bottom pins, these being

the top pair and the sixth pair respectively.

Now wind up the pins with the tuning hammer
till fairly tight, using the handle of the pliers to pull

the coils up close. When tight, pinch the wire close

to the pin with the pliers, where it enters the hole,

drive the top pin down till the coils are within \ inch

of the plank. These strings are shown at Fig. 22,

also the four inside strings of these notes, and should

make the matter perfectly clear. Go on like this till

you come to the bichord notes, when the job becomes

easier. The bass strings having eyes will have a pin

for everyjstring. Fig. 22, however, shows every sort

The sizes of wire are as follows : 10 notes of 13 wire,

10 of 14, 14 of 15, 10 of 17, 4 of 18, 3 of 19, 2 of 20,

2 of 21. When strung, you must list it
; get a

strip of cloth like that glued on bent side slip and

weave it in between the wires above the plank-bridge

from the treble to the bass strings.

Do the same below the belly-bridge from treble to

bass, muting all the strings except those between the

bridges. When this is done, they should be tuned

or chipped up. This may be done as follows : get

a piece of ivory or hard wood and chip the strings

with it, you will get a sharp sound from it, and so can

get them roughly in tune
;
get a C tuning-fork and

tune the middle C to it. Now chip up the following

notes to the diatonic scale, going downwards, it is

in fact the scale of C major, C, B, A, G, F, E, D, C,

When you have done this satisfactorily, tune the

descending scale of E in the same manner ; the notes

in this case being B, A* Gj* ¥'„ E, D& C*, B. You

will then have one octave and one note in tune, and

the others can be tuned in octaves up and down from

these. This is not the way it is done in practice, but

it is easy for a beginner to understand: in the chapter

on tuning I shall give a proper scale.

( To he continued.

)

AN ELECTRIC LAMPLIGHTER.
By GEORGE EDWINSON.

I low to Make AND HOW TOthe Lamplighter
Work it.

VERYBODY who has had any experience

with ordinary alarum clocks on dark

winter mornings, must know how un-

satisfactory they are as awakeners to

sound sleepers, who soon grow accus-

tomed to the regular periodical din, and sleep on

through it all. Electrical alarums are in every way
preferable, for they can be fixed to ring on for some
hours, if necessary, until the sleeper gets tired of the

din, and must, perforce, get out of bed to turn the

switch and stop its noise. I have a friend, however,

who has been a very sound sleeper, and has been in

some danger of losing his employment through being

late, and this in spite of alarums of the ordinary kind.

This gentleman is an ingenious workman, and he

devised several methods of getting himself aroused,

among the many being the one which I now illustrate

and describe. He found that he readily awoke when

a light was struck, so he devised an arrangement

whereby his alarum automatically struck a light, and

lit up a small benzoline lamp. This was at first done

by an ordinary alarum, then by an electric arrange-

ment. As he has kindly placed the invention in my
hands and given me permission to describe its details

to readers of Amateur Work, I will illustrate both

arrangements.

T/ie Frame of the Lamplighter.—The frame of the

instrument is made up of the base, or lampstand, and

the back (both mahogany), put together in the form

of a bracket. The base is of J inch mahogany, 5

inches by 4 inches, shaped as shown at Figs. 1 and 2.

The back is of | inch mahogany, 6 j inches by 4 inches,

attached to the base by screws passing through the

lower part of the back into the base, and all neatly

planed and polished. A strip of mahogany, ij inch by

\ inch by 4 inches, is attached to the back by two

screws in a position across the top, i4^ inches below

the highest part, as shown at Figs. 1 and 2. This

strip forms a ledge bearing the spring and striking

parts of the instrument. Nearly in the middle of

this strip, or i\ inches from the right-hand end, a slot

must be cut to receive the trigger of the striking gear.

This slot must be T\ inch in width, | inch in length at

the top, sloping inward and downward to J inch at

the bottom, or the full depth and width of the ledge.

From this slot, if inches to the right, we must cut a

recess for the match-holder, J inch wide by \ inch

in depth at the deepest part. The shape of the slot

and recess is shown at Figs. 3, 4, and 5. Fig. 4 shows

the slot and recess cut ready ; Fig. 3 shows the
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trigger fastened in position ; and Fig. 5 shows the use

of the recess, with the match-holder in it, held in posi-

tion by the top of the trigger. This completes the

frame. Now for the fittings.

The Match-holder.—This is an arrangement for

holding and striking an ordinary safety match ; to

make it, proceed as follows: Procure a 6 inch length of

No. 16 B.W.G., or fj inch steel wire of good quality,

suitable for a spiral spring ; about two inches from
one end coil a spiral spring with three turns around a

\ inch mandrel or screw ; bend the remainder of the

wire and insert it into the back of the instrument, as

shown at A, Fig. 5. The coil or spring of wire must be
secured to the ledge, as shown at B, Fig. 5, by means
of a stout, round-headed screw. In the position C, as

marked at the same figure, drive a steel pin, made of

the same kind of wire ; this will act as a stop to the

spring, as shown by the dotted outline of its position,

when the match has been struck. A small sleeve,

made of -^ inch brass tube f inch in length, is now to

be slipped on the wire, and then the match-holder

itself formed on the end of the wire. This is made,
as shown at Fig. 6, of two 1 inch by T\ inch strips of

thin spring brass, bent to the form shown, and soldered

to the end of the steel wire, when they form a split

socket f inch in length, into which the end of a
broken match can be inserted and secured there by
pulling the loose sleeve over the socket, as shown at

Fig. 5-

The Striking Plate.—This is an arrangement for

holding the prepared surface found on the sides of

safety match-boxes. The match held by the match-

holder is struck smartly against the prepared surface,

in similar manner as when struck by hand. The
striking plate must, therefore, be held ir. a similar

manner to the match as when a match-box is held in

the left hand
; that is, not too rigidly nor too loosely,

but with just enough firmness and elasticity to strike

the match without breaking off the head. These
desiderati are secured in the following manner : A 5

inch length of stout brass wire, \ inch in diameter,

has soldered to it, as shown at A, Fig. 7, a holder

made of very thin sheet brass of the size and shape of

Fig. 8. The sides of this are bent, as shown in the

figure, to clasp the thin match-box wood, a strip of

which, together with the prepared surface, is torn

from the side of the box and the plate fitted to it. It

will be noticed that one tang or limb only of this

plate is soldered at A to the brass wire before men-
tioned ; the other end is left loose, is bent back under
the plate, then curved to the conformation of the wire,

in order that it may slip easily along, and yet not slip

oft" the wire when pressure is brought to bear on the

striking plate. By this ingenious arrangement an

elasticity is given to this part which causes it to partly

yield to the match as it strikes the plate and then

quickly recovers its position. The brass arm holding

the plate is next formed into a loop or eye at one end,

as shown at Fig. 7, and bent at the other end, as

shown at Fig. 5. In this figure the position of the

arm, and the method of attaching it to the instrument,

is clearly shown, but, to make the matter plainer, I

have given another view of this part at Fig. y, where

it will be seen that the arm is held by a screw, on

which it works as on a pivot, and it rests in a hook

(made of wire) driven into the end of the ledge. By
having the arm fixed thus, it can be so adjusted as to

present a fresh streak of prepared surface to the

match when the surface has been worn by friction.

The curved end of the wire acts as a guide and a

holder to the top of a benzoline lamp, as shown by the

dotted ring, D.

The Trigger.—This is made out of a piece of

brass to the shape shown at Fig. 10. The dimensions

are, i| inch by \
!
5 inch by i inch. It is secured to

the ledge by a small screw, or a pin, in the slot pre-

pared for it, as shown at Fig. 3 ; in this it must move

loosely and freely. It will be noticed that a small

notch on the top holds the match-holder when in posi-

tion ; this must not be deep enough to catch the wire

when the trigger is released. The lower part, inside,

is slightly bevelled, to facilitate its release by the

spring below, when the armature is acted upon by

the magnet. This spring is shown in position at Fig.

3. It is merely a 2* inch length of the same wire as

that used in the match-holder, formed as shown in

sketch, and secured to the back by a small screw.

This spring holds the trigger in position when the

match-holder is set, and enables it to be set very ten-

derly, so as to be easily released by a slight

pull on the armature. The outer, or free end of this

spring passes through a loop or eye on the end of the

armature, as shown at Fig. 11.

The Armature and Magnet.—This is shown at

Fig. 1, and consists of a piece of soft iron (well an-

nealed) 2 inches by £ inch by g inch, to which is

riveted a piece of thin spring brass 3 inches by f

inch. To this is soldered a loop for the wire spring,

and an arm of No. 12 iron wire, shaped as shown in

Figs. 1 and 2. This arm does not really form a part

of the armature, nor is it necessary to have such an

appendage if the instrument is to be worked by elec-

tricity ; but it will be found of some advantage if a

weak battery is employed, for then the arm can be

weighted (after the trigger has been set) until the

armature only requires a light pull from the magnet to

release the trigger. A sketch of the armature end,

with the loop inserted, is shown at Fig. 11. The

spring of the armature is held by a clip in a small

brass bracket (shape and size shown at Fig. 12), and
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FIG. I. — ELECTRIC LAMP-
LIGHTER, FRONT ELEVA-
TION.

FIG. 2.—THE LAMPLIGHTER
WITHOUT ELECTRIC AR-

RANGEMENT.
FIG. 3.—THE TRIGGER FIXED IN POSITION.

FIG. 4.—SLOT CUT IN LEDGE TO RECEIVE
THE TRIGGER.

FIG. 5.—PLAN OF MATCH-HOLDER STRIKING
PLATE, ETC.

FIG. 6.—MATCH-HOLDES.
FIG. 7.—WIRE TO HOLD STRIKING PLATE.
FIG. 8.—STRIKING PLATE.

FIG. 9.—END OF STRIKING PLATE, WIRE
ATTACHED TO SIDE OF INSTRUMENT.

FIG. IO.—TRIGGER.

FIG. II.—END OF ARMATURE, SHOWING
LOOP WITH END OF STRIKING SPRING.

FIG. 12.— BRASS CLIP TO HOLD END OF
ARMATURE SPRING.
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this is fastened by two screws to the back part of the

frame, as shown at Figs, i and 2. The magnet em-

ployed is an ordinary electric-bell magnet, the bobbins

wound with four layers, or more, of No. 22 silk-covered

copper wire ; the ends of the wires should be brought

down to two binding screws fixed into the bracket, as

shown at Fig. 1.

Fixing the Lampligliler.—Fix the bracket to a

wall, or place it on a table in a position convenient to

be connected in circuit with the alarum bell and

battery. Connect the end of one wire from the battery

to one of the binding screws on the base of the instru-

ment ; a wire from the other binding screw should go

to the alarum clock, and a wire from the clock to the

electric bell, then from bell back to battery. Tear off the

side of a safety match-box containing the prepared

surface, and fix this in the striking plate. Break off

about \ inch of the striking end of a safety match

and place this in the match-holder. Those matches

which ignite with the least friction are best for this

purpose. Adjust the parts nicely to each other so as

to obtain the best effect when the armature is made to

release the trigger, place a benzoline lamp with its

naked wick in the position D, Fig. 5, close under the

match, then try the instrument in circuit with the bell

and clock. Supposing the alarum to be fixed at 5

a.m., at this time the hour hand of the clock should

close the circuit, set the electric bell ringing, and, as

the current to do this must pass through the wires on

the magnet of the lamplighter, this should pull down
the armature, release the trigger, strike the match,

and light the lamp. By cutting off the curved end of

the wire holding the striking plate (curved thus to

hold the wick of the lamp in its proper position) a

gas-burner may be so arranged as to be lighted with

the same instrument. A weighted lever can be

attached to the T of the gas-tap, and this kept from
turning on the gas by a slender support easily struck

aside by the arm of the match-holder, and in this way
the gas may be turned on automatically and lighted.

Any ingenious mechanic can make this arrangement

with ease from this suggestion. The flame of the gas

should not touch the metal work of the instrument.

Working the Lamplighter by Mechanical Means.—
My friend did not, at first, make the instrument to be
worked from an electric alarum. It was first made as

shown at Fig. 2 (without a magnet), to be worked by
an ordinary alarum clock furnished with a cord and
weight. A length of stout twine was attached to the

weight of the alarum, and the other end of this twine

was looped over the hook on the arm projecting from
the left side of the instrument. As the alarum weight
ran down, it pulled this twine and also pulled down
the arm, thus releasing the trigger and lighting his

lamp. His natural modesty prevents him from

bringing his invention before the public, although he

has kindly allowed me to describe it and illustrate it

for Amateur Work. As readers may wish to ask

questions respecting its adaptability to other purposes,

may I ask them to be kind enough to write of it

under the title of " The Crane Lamplighter."

MY KITCHEN FURNITURE,
Being the Fourth ami Last Part of "My Furniture and

How I Made It."

By MARK MALIETT.

I.—My Dresser : its Shelves, Drawers, and Pot-
Board.

SHALL next make furniture for my
kitchen," I remarked to a friend,

who, after admiring my hall, and see-

ing and approving my bedroom, was

complacently looking round my snug-

gery from his seat in my Glastonbury chair.

" Your kitchen ? " he said. " What you have already

made is o riginal. it is artistic, and I like it. But

you can do nothing with a kitchen. You will have to

descend altogether from your aesthetic platform.

Kitchen furniture must, of course, be simply ugly. You

cannot make kitchen furniture worth looking at."

" On that last point," I replied, " I hope to con-

vince you that you are mistaken. Though appear-

ance will by no means be my first object in designing

my kitchen furniture, the articles must not, necessarily,

be ugly ; although I agree with you that they should

be simple. I must first take care that they are fitted

to their uses, and I must give them the strength de-

manded for hard work and a certain amount of rough

treatment. Details added for mere ornament would,

of course, be out of place ; but, the above require-

ments being secured, I see no reason why the con-

struction may not as well be made pleasing to the

eye as the reverse. My system of furniture-making

—

which you are pleased to call ' original '—readily

admits of this ; and if, without any serious amount of

extra labour, I can give a decorative effect to the

constructive parts, there can be no good reason why
I should not do so. You shall see what I can turn

The article of kitchen furniture upon which I first

set to work was a dresser. It was a small one, for as

I have already hinted, space in my house was limited.

Its dimensions were : height, 7 feet 1 inch : greatest

width, 5 feet 3 inches
;

greatest projection, 1 foot

9 inches ; and general projection of shelves, 5 inches.

Fig. 1 gives a front, and Fig. 2 an end, elevation.

The lower part, the dresser proper, and the upper

part, the shelves, are for convenience' sake, made
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quite separate. It was the lower part, the dresser,

that I made first.

It stands upon six legs ; the edges of the three

front ones appear in Fig. i, whilst Fig. 2 gives their

general form, as seen from the side. They are of

1 inch board, 2 feet 8| inches long, and 6 inches wide

above, sloping down to 2 inches only at bottom.

The outer sloping edges of the end pairs are cham-

fered oft, as shown. From a reference to Fig. 3

—

which gives the inner side of that pair of legs whose

outer side appears in Fig. 2—it will be seen that cuts

are made in their edges, three-quarters of an inch

deep, to receive the horizontal strips marked A and B,

in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 explains the manner in which each pair of

legs is fastened together. Between them, in their

upper part, the piece of 1 inch board, C, is introduced.

This is 8 inches wide and 13S inches long. The
manner in which its bottom is shaped will be seen both

in Figs. 2 and 3. To prevent movement or warping the

edges of this board are fixed to those of the legs by a

couple of dowels on each side, as indicated by dotted

marks in Fig. 3 ; whilst the whole three pieces are

bound firmly together by the ledgers, D and E, and by

the bottom cross-strip, F.

D, e, and F are all of \ inch wood, and are iSi

inches long, D is i{ inches wide, this will have to

receive some of the screws which fix the dresser-

top ; E is 3 inches wide, and serves as a runner for

drawer ; whilst the bottom cross-strip, f, which is

1 inch wide, does a secondary duty in supporting the

bottom shelf or pot-board (G, Fig. 1). Flat-headed

screws are used to secure all these three pieces to the

legs. The middle pair of legs differ from those at

the ends in not having the central board, C, and in

having the pieces D, E, and F, on both sides instead

of on the inner side only.

Between the longitudinal strips A and E, Fig. 1, it

will be seen that the drawers slide. These strips are

of J inch wood, and 5 feet long. Their width is the

same as that of the ledgers, with which they match,

namely, l| inches and 3 inches respectively. When in

place they come flush with the edges of the legs, into

which they are let. The two front strips are fastened

to the legs, as shown, with round-headed screws ; for

the back strips flat-headed screws are used. The
manner in which the lower strip, e, is cut away be-

neath the centre of each drawer is shown in Fig. 1.

This is done to gain lightness of effect and to make
the line more pleasing to the eye ; and at the points

where this is effected, the greater width is not required

for strength.

For the bottom shelf (G, Figs. 1 and 2), which is

intended for saucepans and such like kitchen gear, I

found half-inch board sufficient. This shelf is 4 feet

11 inches long, being made to overlap the cross-strips,

on which it rests at each end by half an inch. I made
mine a foot wide, but the exact width is immaterial,
it may be made wider or narrower according to cir-

cumstances. The bottom of this shelf is 3 inches
from the floor, and it is fixed down to the cross-strips

by flat-headed screws. The dresser-top projects

\\ inches at each end, and 1 inch in front ; it, therefore,

measures 5 feet 3 inches by 1 foot 9 inches. It is of

J inch wood. I used two breadths and dowelled them
together. The edges at ends and front are neatly

rounded off. In my own work, when fixing the top,

I screwed downwards into the ledgers and long strips,

taking care so to countersink as to bring the screw-

heads exactly to the general level. I did not object

to the screws showing ; but other workers may be
more particular, and if they should desire to keep the

fastenings out of sight, they can do so with a little

more trouble, by using if inch instead of ij inch

screws, and driving them upwards through the strips

into the top.

The spandrels (h, Fig. 1), are not introduced

merely to take oft' the baldness of effect, which would

otherwise result from so many straight lines and
right angles, though it will be seen that they serve to

do this. Their chief purpose is to add materially to

the rigidity and strength of the dresser, and to make
them of a somewhat ornamental shape does not cost

the extra labour of many minutes. They are made
of J inch wood, and each, as shown, is fixed in place

with two round-headed screws. In Fig. 4 one of

these spandrels is drawn on a larger scale. The
making of the drawers can scarcely need any special

directions. It may be remarked, however, as their

size is considerable, and as it is probable that they

will not always be very tenderly treated, that they

should be strongly put together.

In the upper portion—the shelves—the two side-

pieces, those seen in the elevation, Fig. 2, and also in

Fig. 5, are of 1 inch wood. Their length is 4 feet

3^ inches, and their breadth 5 inches. Fig. 5 gives

an inside view of one of these. It will be seen that

in the bottom of its back edge a cut is made \ an

inch deep and i\ inches long, to receive the end of the

backboard, I, Fig. 1. It will also be seen how strips

of wood, 4^ inches long, are screwed against the side-

piece to carry the ends of the three upper shelves, as

is also a sort of bracket for the lower shelf.

The three upper shelves are alike ; they are of

J inch wood, 4 feet 10 inches long by 5 inches wide.

Fig. 6 shows a section of one of them on a larger

scale. From this it will be seen that along the upper

surface, 1 inch from the front edge, a groove is

worked. This groove is to receive and hold securely

the edges of plates, etc., when such articles are set up
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FIG. I.—DRESSER.—FRONT ELEVATION.

upon the shelves. A narrow strip fixed along the

shelf near its edge would answer the same purpose
with, perhaps, slightly less trouble ; but it would not

be so well, as it would interfere with setting any flat-

bottomed article on the shelf. These shelves are

arranged at convenient distances for the usual

different sizes of domestic earthenware ; and at their

ends they are screwed down to the small cross-strips.

It will be observed that the lower shelf is narrower

by an inch than those above, and that the groove
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along its top is half an inch only from

its edge ; also that it does not project

so far as the side-piece by half an inch,

whilst, owing to the backboard coming

behind it, it does not go back to the

wall by the same distance. This back-

board (I, Fig. i) forms a back to the

dresser-top. It is of i inch board, 5 feet

long by 75 inches broad. Its ends

pass into cuts in the back edges of the

side-pieces and are screwed there,

whilst along its top it is screwed from

behind to the lower shelf. It is also

more firmly attached to this shelf by

the five brackets (K, Fig. 1).

One of these is given in profile

in Fig. 7. Of these brackets,

the three middle ones are of

1 inch wood; and these are

fixed by being screwed into,

uprights used above, that the open space

on the dresser-top may not be interfered

with. The lesser projection of the

lower shelf is adopted for the same

reason.

The uprights which support the

upper shelves are of inch wood, and

where they cannot be screwed they are

fixed in place with dowels. Fig. 9
shows the shape of that beneath the

second shelf, which has, of course, to be

narrower by half an inch at bottom than

at top. The two small uprights at L, L,

Fig. 1, do not, like the central uprights,

extend from front to back of

the shelves, but are merely a

pair of pillars 1 inch square,

and are introduced rather for

effect than for strength.

Of the spandrels, which

FIG. 4.—SPANDREL OF

LOWER PART.

FIG. 6.—SECTION OF

SHELF.
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downwards, through the backboard. The two [end

brackets are only half an inch thicV, and these are

screwed to the side-pieces. The lower shelf, being

intended for heavy dishes, needs to be strongly

suppo-ted, and brackets are introduce! instead of the

fill the angles below the shelves, one is drawn on the

large scale at Fig. 8. These spandrels are of J inch

wood, they hide the cross-strips on which the ends of

the shelves rest, and are fixed with round-headed

screws like those below. They add greatly to the

VOL. VII.—

Z
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general appearance as well as to the strength of the

shelves, and in no way interfere with their usefulness.

The upper shelf, which from its height is less easily

reached than those below, is intended for small articles

of earthenware, etc., and with these the ornamental

divisions will not be likely greatly to interfere. The

board which forms a sort of arcade along the top is

of i inch stuff, and 4 inches wide. It is 5 feet 1 inch

long, for as corresponding pieces cover the tops of

the side-pieces, it has to be cut long enough to mitre

with them at the corners. The decorative form into

which it is cut is clearly shown in Fig. 1.

The top of the shelves is of J inch board, 5 feet

long by 5 inches wide. It is screwed down into the

top edges of the side-pieces and uprights. Running

like a cornice round the whole top are strips 1 inch

square, the front edges of which are rounded off. Of
these the front strip is 5 feet 3 inches long, the end

strip 6£ inches long. These are mitred at the corners

and secured, as shown in the elevation, with round-

headed screws, through the £ inch pieces beneath

them into the edges of the top board.

After my shelves had been put together, in order

that they might stand unmoved upon the dresser-top,

I fixed a couple of dowels into the bottom end of each

side-piece (see Fig. 5), and bored corresponding

holes in the top of dresser. These would not prevent

taking the two portions apart when necessary. The

shelves are secured to the wall with holdfasts.

Lastly, I fixed some little brass hooks in the edges of

the three upper shelves for hanging small articles.

I have not shown these in the illustrations. The

introduction of them is a matter of taste.

For some kitchens a longer dresser may be more

useful. Without altering the height or projection of

the present design, it will not be difficult to meet such

a requirement by merely adding to its length. It

would be a simple thing to increase it by one-third,

and to give four pairs of legs with three drawers

between them, instead of as above. Of the illustra-

tions to " My Dresser," Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 5, are I inch

to the foot, whilst the diagrams of details, Figs. 4, 6

7, 8 and 9, are drawn on a scale of 3 inches to the foot.

{To be continued.)

THE FORMS OF TOOLS.
hy A FOEEMAS PA1TERN-MAKEB.

VII.—Metal Turning Tools.

N the third article, p. 1 50, we laid down this

principle :—that the best cutting effects

are obtained when the bottom face of

the tool lies parallel, or nearly so, with

the face of the material which is being

operated upon, and that the necessary angle for pene-

tration is given by the angle which the top and the

bottom tool faces make with each other. We have

now to elaborate the bearing of this principle on the

forms of metal-turning tools.

The typical tool for metal-turning and shaping is

shown in Fig. S3. This has a very different appearance

from the wood-working chisel, or the plane, yet it as

truly embodies the chisel principle as do those, and

cuts iron and steel with as much facility as the chisel

and plane attack timber. It is drawn as though set

for lathe work, but it will also be suitable for planing

a flat surface, because at each instant of cutting the

tool is really removing the material in a direction

which may be represented by the tangential line, A, B,

It is this tangential line, therefore, corresponding with

a plane surface, which becomes the basis to which

the tool angles are referred.

When removing shavings with a plane, it is neces-

sary to prevent the sharpened facet of the iron from

actually coinciding with the face of the material,

because, when it does so coincide—that is, when the

plane-iron becomes " thick "— the friction developed

increases the labour of planing to such an extent, that

it is necessary to re-grind and re-sharpen in order to

renew the slight angle of clearance required for sweet

working. The same provision is necessary in all tools

used for metal-turning, and the angle, E, in Fig. 83,

gives this necessary clearance. This need not be much,

and it may vary within considerably wide limits with-

out appearing to impair the efficiency of the tool, as I

have learned by measuring the angles of many tools

in actual use, doing satisfactory work. I have

measured tools used for turning wrought iron, having

as high a clearance angle as 15 and 20 ; but the

angle E should not in strictness be so great as this, 3

is usually given as the lowest permissible, and this is

quite adapted for turning hard and tough cast iron

and cast steel, which try the cutting tools severely.

Wrought iron, and forged or mild steel are usually

turned with tools having a slightly larger clearance

angle, say from 5 to 6°. I do not think it desirable

on principle to give higher clearances than these to

such tools, though, as a matter of practice, they are

often exceeded. The angle of clearance should in all

cases be as small as practical considerations will

permit of. We want strength behind the cutting-edge

and all the metal which is removed for clearance is so

much taken away from the substance and strength of

the tool—so much abstracted from the support

required behind the cutting-edge. The greater the

angle E, also, the greater is the tendency of the tool

to hitch, or draw in . That this tendency is very real

is apparent, following from the principle that the lower

face of a tool should approximate very nearly with that

of the material on which it has to operate. A chisel
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presented at an angle will follow the grain, and dig

in. Even a plane-iron, though guided by its stock,

will tear out curly and cross-grain, thus illustrating the

tendency which is only partly counteracted by the

coercion of its stock. The purpose, then, of giving

bottom clearance is to avoid friction, which clearance

must, however, be kept within small limits, in order

not to interfere with the proper guidance of the tool,

and also in order to give support and strength behind

the cutting-edge, each of which important objects

would be defeated if the tool were shaped like Fig. 84.
1

What principle governs the angle of the top, or

cutting face A ? If that face were perpendicular to the

face of the work, the tool could only scrape. It is so

presented to brass, gun metal, and hard chilled iron,

but in order that a tool shall cut iron and steel, " top

rake " must be imparted to it. Referring to our wood-

working chisel, Fig.28, p. 152, the principle we lay down
is that the top face must make as low an angle as

practicable with the face of the material in order to

efficient working. It cannot, in any case, even ap-

proximately coincide, but it must not make too large

an angle with that face, otherwise the edge will not
j

penetrate the material without an excessive expendi-

ture of friction. The rule is, then, that the angle, F,

Fig. S3, is to be as small as is consistent with the

durability of the cutting-edge. If this angle is too

acute, the tool point will be broken away by the

stresses set up by the turning of iron and steel. But

an angle too acute for permanence on cast iron and
cast steel, will stand well on wrought iron and mild

steel. Tools more acute still will turn copper, tin,

lead, and hard and soft woods. In each case, then,

we make as near an approach as possible, consistently

with considerations of strength and permanence, to

the tangential line, A B, in Fig. 83. Thus we see that

although the forms of the tools for metal-working

and those for wood-working are so very different from

one another, there is the same principle of construc-

tion underlying them all.

Bearing in mind the importance of top rake, we
shall now be able to detect certain points of faulty

construction common in these cutting tools for metal.

If we take up any form of roughing tool, whether a
straightforward one, Fig. 85, or a left-hand one, Fig.

86, or cutters used in tool holders, Fig. 87, we see that

in each case the tool is only truly efficient at the exact

point, and that when it has to operate a little on either

side of this central point, as when the tool is not set

straightforward, or when engaged in deep cutting, the
cutting angles become altered at once, so that the
action becomes more that of scraping than of true cut-

ting, with a consequent increase in friction, requiring

extra power to drive the tool. This is unavoidable
with tools ground straight across transversely to the

cutting edge in the usual way, and all that can there-

fore be done is to present them in the most favourable

position practicable, and to concentrate the cutting, as

far as possible, upon the actual point, where alone the

correct angles exist. This can evidently be done only

within narrowly defined limits. When taking a shallow

cut we may say that practically the point alone is act-

ing"; but when removing a thick shaving the tool

becomes buried more deeply in the material, and the

cutting action is carried to some considerable distance

round the left hand side (Fig. 8S), partly degenerating

there into scraping. For this reason a roughing tool

is found to work better if the cutting point is brought

round a little to the left hand, or in the direction of

the line A B in the same figure. The clearance angle

can be maintained intact all round, but the angle of

the top rake will, as tools are usually ground, alter

with the depth of cut. The more correct section of the

tool point would be that shown at A in Fig. 86, in

which case the angle would remain constant all round,

and any section could be used for cutting with equal

effect. This is not possible of attainment when the

tool is ground on the ordinary stone, but with a special

emery wheel there need be no difficulty in imparting

this form to the face. The same remarks hold good

with respect to right and left hand tools, and their

form, therefore, instead of being that of Fig. 89, which

would throw the cutting mainly on the edge, should

be that of Fig. 90, giving the top rake where most of

the cutting stress falls, that is, at A. To assist the cut-

ting action it is usual in tools like Figs. 85 and 88, as

well as Fig. 90, to give side top rake— that is, the side

in which direction the tools are travelling, as indicated

by the arrows, is higher in relation to a horizontal line

than the side opposite. This is usually much less than

thefro/ii top rake ; nevertheless, it has a very marked
effect for good, as is easily seen on comparison with

tools having no side top rake at all. It is also given

to tool points like Fig. 87. It is evident, also, that

the angles become altered, and the action of the

tools impaired, if the cutting edge is moved in any

sensible degree, either above or below the centre of

the stuff which is being turned ; hence it is necessary

to keep the edge always as nearly as possible coin-

cident with the centre line, and the more so the

smaller the diameter which is being operated on, be-

cause a variation in cutting angle occurs then more

rapidly, upon a slight alteration in height, than when
stuff of large diameter is being turned.

The peculiar cranked form given to the roughing

tool for metal is imparted from motives of con-

venience, for though such a tool would cut equally

well if shaped like Fig. 91 or Fig. 92, yet it is evident

that such forms would require frequent re-forging to

preserve the angles intact, and that Fig. 91 would
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also be inherently weak. More trouble would be in-

volved in the grinding of the broad facets, A, A, than

the narrow one in Fig. 83, the angle, H, in Fig. 83,

is, therefore, a reserve, like the ground bevel of a

Chisel or of a plane iron, which is drawn upon and

reduced in sharpening. The hollow, I, also in Fig. 83,

is imparted for a similar purpose, so that the face H
is re-ground many times before the bottom of I is

reached, when re-forging becomes necessary. Thus on

rigid principle and sound practice has been evolved

the roughing tool for metal turning.

Essentially the planing, shaping, and some of the

slotting machine tools, are the same as those for the

lathe ; in fact, the same tools are

bften used indiscriminately for each.

There is, however, one point which

should properly be regarded in tools

for planing and shaping. When
planing a large fiat surface, the thrust

of the work against the tool throws it

backwards, in hard and heavy cutting,

causing a jerky or springy move-

ment. If the tool is shaped like

Fig. 93, it will always tend to dig

deeper into the material, making
ugly grooves ; but if formed

like Fig. 94, it will be *

thrown clear of the surface.

The reason is apparent, for

the cutting edges in each

figure will tend to move in

the direction of the curved

lines when the tool springs

back around the end of the

tool slide, A, as on a ful-

crum. All planing and
shaping machine tools,

therefore, should properly

be shaped like Fig. 94, not-

withstanding that there are, perhaps, many more in

use not quite like Fig. 93, but identical in shape with

the ordinary roughing tool of the lathe, Fig. 83.

Tools like Fig. 83 are often used for slotting

machines, being pinched in a horizontal position in

the tool-bar or ram, for shaping vertical surfaces, both

flat and sweeped. But Fig. 95 represents the special

type of tool used with this machine, made in different

widths, and used for slotting key-ways. This also is

in principle like Fig. S3, A being the clearance angle,

B the cutting angle of top rake. The angle B must not

be present when slotting brass, but the tool-face should

be perpendicular to the face of the work, or even if it

leans a trifle in the opposite direction, the tool will

be less liable to spring, and so cut the key-way alike

at top and bottom.

FIG. 97.—KNIFE-TOOL IN SECTION

Sr

FIG. 96.—KNIFE-TOOL.

The right and left hand facing tools, or " knife-

tools,'' Fig. 96, differ from the roughing tools, since

they finish the surfaces which they turn, being

straight, instead of rounding across the cutting face

A. But their cutting angles are identical, as is

apparent from the figures, Fig. 97, representing just

the cutting edge, and supporting metal in section, and

top rake A and bottom rake B, relatively to the work.

The "square nose," Fig. 98, is also a tiue cutting tool,

and is used for taking broad finishing cuts from sur-

faces, following after the roughing tool. These differ

from the spring tool for finishing, which has no top

rake, and belongs, therefore, more properly, to the

class of scrapers. The parting tool

for metal, Fig. 99, may or may not be

a cutting instrument. But, usually,

it has a slight amount of top rake,

as shown in the figure ; hence I

^ZZA include it in this section. The tool

is narrowed in plan behind the

cutting-edge to afford necessary

clearance, and its weakness in that

direction receives compensation in its

increased depth.

Although the modifications in

form are numerous, yet

these are the essential

types of metal turning and

shaping tools which cut,

the hand-tools not ex-

cepted. Of the latter the

very useful graver, Fig. 100,

if ground at an angle of

45° gives suitable cutting

edges for iron, with angles

of 6o°. When the ground

___ facet is presented to the

work, the leaning slightly

forward of the cutting-

edge thereto gives the very small amount of clear-

ance angle necessary ; and since this angle can

be altered to suit different metals, the graver has a

very wide range of usefulness. A triangular file,

smoothed down towards the point, is in constant

request by hand-turners, being a most excellent tool

for both wrought and cast iron. The reason is

apparent ; the angles are 60', which we see is a fair

average angle for cutting iron, and by holding the

file as in Fig. 101, we obtain at once top rake and

bottom clearance. A slight alteration in the leaning

given to the tool will so alter the top rake that it will

cut any of the various qualities of cast and of wrought

iron and steel. In this respect, therefore, it much
resembles the graver.

The heel -tool, formerly so much used, is also a
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IG. 83.—ROUGHING TOOL. FIG. 84.—IMPROPERLY FORMED TOOL. FIG. 85.—STRAIGHTFORWARD TOOL. FIG. 86.—LEFT-
HAND TOOL. FIG. 87.—TOOL POINTS. FIG. 88.—PLAN OF ROUGHING TOOL. FIG. 89.—PLAN OF LEFT-HAND TOOL.
FIG. 90.—ANOTHER PLAN OF LEFT-HAND TOOL. FIGS. 91,92, 93.—BADLY MADE TOOLS. FIG. 94.—TOOL CORRECTLY
FORMED. FIG. 95.—TOOL FOR SLOTTING KEYWAYS. FIG. 98.—SQUARE-NOSE TOOL. FIG. 99.—PARTING TOOL.
FIG. loo.—GRAVER. FIG. IOI.—TRIANGULAR FILE.
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roughing tool for hand work, and does not differ in

principle from the roughing tool for use with the slide-

rest. Before the invention of the latter, it was the

instrument by which all the heavy turning was done,

at the expenditure of a vast amount of time and

muscular effort.

In connection with this, we should not omit to

remark on the vast influence which the introduction

of the slide principle by Henry Maudslay, has had

upon the efficiency of machine work in general. With

the invention of the slide-rest the want of accuracy

inseparable from the use of heel-tools, gravers, and

scrapers, together with the waste of labour, became a

thing of the past, and now it is easy to bore a cylinder

or to turn a shaft parallel throughout, without any

resort to antiquated methods of trial and error. Once
invented and applied to the lathe, its applications

rapidly extended, until at the present time there is

scarcely any engineer's machine which does not owe

much of its efficiency to the slide, automatic or

otherwise, by which either the tool or the work is

actuated.

But, then, the slide-rest has not the power of

adaptation of the human hand; hence, the greater need

of a clear apprehension of the principles which

underlie and govern the forms of metal-cutting tools.

In the case of badly-ground hand-tools, the hand

instinctively, or by trial, learns the precise position,

which given to the tool in respect of height, angle,

mode of presentation, produces the best results. But

with slide-rest tools, adjustment is troublesome and

tedious ; and, therefore, the tool should be so ground,

and set at the exact centre of the work, where their

proper angles are measured, that this tentative ad-

justment so wasteful of time shall be unnecessary.

The rigidity of a slide-rest cutting tool is a point

which cannot be too strongly insisted upon. Excessive

overhang of the point, and want of stability of the

slides of the rest, vitiate results. So much is this the

case that a well-formed tool with much overhang, or

imperfectly secured, will not operate so efficiently as

one indifferently shaped but held perfectly rigid.

Thus, for turning brass, a scraping tool is employed
;

but if the casting being turned is very solid and stiff,

and the slides of the rest well fitted, a tool ground

like Fig. 83, for cutting wrought iron, can be safely

used, and a much larger quantity of material removed

by this means than by scraping.

The subject scarcely permits of the discussion of

the modes of construction and relative merits of the

numerous tool-holders now in the market. But this

much may be said on the subject :—That the tool-

holders or " cutter-bars '' must ere long almost or alto-

gether supplant solid tools, on the score of economy of

time and material, and of the superior results obtained

by their employment. Time is saved in two ways. Thus
the work of the smith is rendered unnecessary, and
this means something considerable, since in a shop
of only moderate size a smith will find his sole

occupation in re-forging and tempering the cutting-

tools for the turners, and machinists. Moreover, the

grinding of a solid tool takes longer than that of the

simple cutter. Solid tools, again, owing to the lack

of knowledge, or indifference, or perversity of the

average mechanic, are often ground so incorrectly

that they do not develope the full efficiency which
correctly-formed tools possess ; hence work occupies

longer than it should do, and results are not perfect.

Material is saved, since several small cutters do not

weigh so much as a single solid tool, and they can be

tempered uniformly also. The money saved in steel

alone in an ordinary sized workshop would amount to

a considerable sum in the course of a year. The
cutter being formed on correct principles will, in

unskilful or careless hands do better work than the

solid tools. These considerations should apply with

even greater force to the employment of cutter-holders

by amateur workers, to whom smith's work is often a

" donkey's bridge," and the cost of good steel a

financial difficulty. Against this there has to be set

off the expense of a tool-holder, but this is first cost

only, and soon pays for itself. Nearly everywhere the

unreasonable prejudices against tool-holders are

wearing out, not only among amateurs but in the

largest engineers' shops, and the sooner they disap-

pear altogether the better it will be for all who up to

this time have entertained them. As it has been

already said, the introduction and use of cutter-bars

have been found to be both serviceable and econo-

mical, as most professional engineers acknowledge.

We have now arrived at the conclusion of the

consideration of the cuttingtodls proper, those, namely,

whose cutting angles are below 90 , and usually much
less than this—tools which embrace forms so diverse

as the chisel and the screw-tap, tools which will cut the

softest wood, and all but the very hardest materials.

The ordinary cast, and wrought iron, and steel are

cut as freely as wood itself when a proper formation

and mode of presentation is given to the cutting tool,

and the tool edge is as permanent as that of the wood-

cutting chisel, being capable of doing several hours'

work without regrinding, provided the heat generated

in cutting is carried away by suitable lubrication. In

principle, there is no difference between the rude

implements of the caves and the highly-wrought

cutting tools of our lathes and planing machines of

to-day. They all operate as wedges, and their

strength of cutting edge depends on angle and mode

of presentation.

(
To be. continued?}
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HERALDRY

:

ITS APPLICATION TO DECORATIVE PURPOSES.
B'j ARTHUR TORKB.

VIII.

—

Heraldic Work in Glass—Heraldic
Stencilling.

ERALDIC WORK IN GLASS.—Stained

glass is a material in which the brilliant

tinctures of the herald show to especial

advantage, and of this the architects and

decorators of past times were not slow

to avail themselves ; notwithstanding the vast quanti-

ties that have perished, a large amount of old armorial

glass, both ecclesiastical and domestic, still remain

to us.

It is in connection with buildings of the Gothic and

Elizabethan styles that heraldic glazing is more espe-

cially appropriate. In such buildings, it seems to fall

naturally into its place ; there are also many modern

dwellings in the " Queen Anne," and other fashions,

into which proper i-Aii/to/heraldic glass—glass mosaic,

that is—may be fitted without incongruity. Wr
ith the

ordinary sash window, there is more difficulty in

dealing, but even with this the amateur heraldic

glass worker may, by the aid of enamel painting, be

able to do much. There is also a field for armorial

glass in screens and other internal fittings.

As the art of glass-painting has recently been

treated in these pages by Mr. Stokes, it will in this

place be unnecessary to speak of processes ; for these,

the reader is referred to that writer's articles. A few

remarks having application to heraldic work only

may, however, be made.

It may, in a general way, be said, that the full

beauty and lustre of armorial designs is only to be

obtained from glass mosaic, that is from stained glass

proper. In mere glass-painting—enamel colours—it

is not possible to give the depth and strength desir-

able in such heraldic tinctures, as gules and azure.

In situations, therefore, where stained glass can be

used, it is to be preferred for this work.

Yet, even when circumstances are favourable, there

may still be practical difficulties in the way. When
in ordinary cases the worker draws his design for

stained glass, he considers what forms it may be

practicable to cut out, and arranges his lead-lines

accordingly. When, however, he takes a coat of

arms for his subject, he can exercise no such discre-

tion, but must follow those forms which are dictated

by the laws of heraldry. Many of the charges which

occur on shields are of bad shapes for the glass

worker, and with small, detached, and numerous

charges these difficulties much increase. Referring

to the illustrations, it will be seen that neither the

fleur-de-lis in Fig. 120, the chevron in Fig. 121, nor the

cross in Fig. 122, could be cut out in a single piece, nor

could either of them be crossed by lead lines without

giving offence to the eye.

But here the process known as "biting-in" comes

to the worker's aid. He can use coloured glass,

of the kind called flash glass, which is in reality

a white glass having a mere film of colour

spread over one side, and the film of colour can be

removed by corrosion with fluoric acid wherever it is

not wanted. (The whole operation is fully described

in the articles above referred to.) This resource is

made more widely available by the law of heraldry,

which forbids the use of colour upon colour or metal

upon metal. Let us say that the shield, Fig. 121 is

" azure, a chevron argent." We have, then, merely to

take a piece of blue flash glass, and remove the blue

"flash" from the space occupied by the chevron; that

ordinary will then be left in white, clear glass, which

represents argent, and the thing is done.

If, however, we suppose the shield to be

blazoned " azure, a chevron or," we shall, in addition,

have to lay a gold stain on the back of the space

bitten-in, and this in a very simple way gives us the

chevron or. If, on the contrary, the field is described

as argent or or, and the chevron azure, we have

merely to reverse the process and remove the flash

from the field. With the colour sable, however, we

cannot deal in this manner. Sable is commonly ex-

pressed by neutral or white glass, shaded to the re-

quired depth with tracing colour, so that a shield

which is sable and argent, or sable and or, is merely a

very simple matter of monochrome painting, and

needs neither lead-lines nor biting-in.

Fig. 123 shows a method of dealing with small

charges which, though clumsy, will sometimes have to

be called into requisition. In old work it is of

constant occurrence, biting-in being a thing of modern

date. It will be seen that the crosses botonnh there

given are merely "blocked-out'' in the piece of glass

inserted, their exact shape being attained by painting

with tracing colour. With the exercise of ingenuity

and patience any small charges, however numerous

or intricate, may be worked out in this way.

Fig. 124 is a design for glass, and is more espe-

cially drawn with a view to filling the square upper

portion of a light in a window of the Elizabethan style.

For the centre oblong behind the shield, a solid coat

of brown tracing colour upon any light-toned glass

may be used ; its surface being relieved by some

small diaper pattern scratched with the box-point in

the manner described by Mr. Stokes.

The object in having a decidedly neutral colour

here is to set off the brilliant tinctures of the shield.

The arched space left above for the crest, may be

treated in the same manner. The narrow frame
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enclosing the oblong may be

of any bright colour not used

in the wreath, which occupies

part of its space, and must be

well distinguished from it. In

selecting the colour for the next

and wider member of the frame-

work, the discretion of the

worker will again have to be

and, in any case, some secondary

colour will have to be chosen.

As we recede from the centre,

the colours may be named more

positively. The festoons might

be heraldically described as

"proper," that is, the glass may
be of the natural colours of

fruit and leaves. The prevailing

FIG. 123.—LEADING IN SMALL CHARGES.

exercised. It

must be
governed by

the tinctures

of the shield.

If red pre-

vails there, a

pale, cold

green will

suit best in

this place

;

if blue, a

warm purple;

FIG. 124.—DESIGN FOR ARMORIAL LIGHT IN ELIZABETHAN STYLE.

FI6\. / \2.\ CIG

FIGS. 120, 121, AND 122.—CHARGES REQUIRING FLASH GLASS.

hues of the

more ornate

members of

the frame

which un-

derly these

will be yel-

1 o w, and
sienna shaded

with tracing

colourjwhilst

that outer

band intro-
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duced to indicate the thickness of the frame, will

be red, as will also be the conventional flowers and

balls. The animals' heads, which indent the red

edge, may be tawny or light sienna brown, and the

little bands between them, inserted chiefly to facilitate

FIG. I2l.—PART OF STENCIL PLATE, ARGENT, 1 NLARGED.

FIG. 125.—STENCIL PLATE FOR FIELD—SABLE.

FIG. 129.—SHELDRAKE, FINISHED BY HAND.

FIG. 126.—STENCIL PLATE FOR CHARGES—ARGENT.

the cutting out of the glass, may be a light (ribbon)

blue. The strip of curtain work at each side would be

green, depending from a red ball, and having a red

tassel at its end.

In the treatment of the two hemi-floral forms at the

sides, the same colours are recommended as are Used

c&

S^Cii^
FIG. 127.—STENCIL PLATE FOR CHARGES—GULES.
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for the ornamental part of the frame ; care being taken

that red does not come against red nor yellow against

yellow. The two scrolls intended for initials may be

of any light coloured glass, the colour of which does

not clash with the pieces next it. The initials should

be painted in tracing colour only, but if the worker

wishes to give greater importance, by making them

red or blue, he must use flash glass, and bite out the

ground with acid. The turn-over parts of the scroll

must differ in colour from both the front part and the

letters.

In addition to these scrolls there are two other

spaces intended for lettering : one below the shield to

bear the heraldic motto, and beneath it a larger one

for date, name of painter, etc. Both should be in

light coloured glass, with the letters in tracing colour.

For the lower space a pale, cold, green cathedral

glass will be best, and for the upper one also, unless

the tinctures of the shield are such as clash with it.

For the general background, very light blue cathedral

glass will be best, the outer frame of the background

being also cathedral, but of a different tint. The
marginal border, following the ordinary practice of

glass workers, will be white.

In the suggestions for this window, it will be seen

that the object has been less to lay down a rigid

scheme of colour than to point out how, since the

tinctures of the shield are fixed by heraldic law, and

cannot be altered, the merely ornamental parts will

have to be made subservient to them, as to colouring.

There is no reason why the same design should not be

carried out in enamel work for an ordinary sash

window, the above directions as to colour being kept

in view ; though it would then have a much less rich

effect.

Heraldic Stencilling,—When heraldic devices have

to be rendered in colour on a flat surface, and more

particularly when they have to be rendered on a large

scale, the emblazoner will frequently find stencilling of

use to him, both as a means of saving time and of

attaining greater accuracy ; moreover, the conven-

tional and often quaint forms of heraldry are especially

suited for reproduction as stencilled ornament, pure

and simple.

In Vol. I. of Amateur Work, Illustrated

(p. 318), will be found an article by Mr. Stokes, in

which stencilling, with its principles, practice, and

materials, are explained. To that article the reader

is referred for full information on matters which can

only be incidentally and briefly touched upon in the

present place.

In work such as emblazoning the cornice of wooden

shields, described in the earlier articles of this series,

stencilling might often be found a useful ally to

painting. Wherever charges are repeated, as they

will be more frequently than not, the labour of making

copies may thus be saved, and not only this, but also

greater uniformity and exactness will thus be secured.

It is, in fact, held as a maxim by decorative painters

that whenever a pattern repeats, good work cannot be

done without stencilling. In stencilling we have almost

the converse of wood-block printing ; in the latter the

required form is made to stand out in relief, and from

this the impression is taken ; in stencilling, the form

is cut out from a thin plate, and the impression pro-

duced by dabbing colour through the opening.

In the above-mentioned article the various sub-

stances proper for cutting stencil plates for various

purposes are discussed ; for use in the case suggested,

nothing could be better than the prepared paper sold

as oiledfoolscap. It is a sort of clumsy tracing paper,

sufficiently transparent to permit of tracing the forms

of charges, etc., through it, and sufficiently strong to

stand a reasonable amount of wear as a stencil-plate.

The forms need to be cut out clearly and accu-

rately with a sharp penknife ; and wherever there are

outlying parts which would, if wholly cut out weaken

the plate, small connecting bands, known as ties, are

to be left for the sake of strength. An illustration of

this may be seen by turning to the stencilled heraldic

lion, Fig. 7, page 25. In this figure may also be noted

how in pure and professed stencil-work the ties, far

from proving unsightly, may even be made to em-

phasize and increase the effect. In the work before us,

however, we are supposed to be using the stencil-plate

only as an accessory to painting ; these forms will be

finished by hand, and the tie-marks painted out.

The drawings given with the present remarks are

intended to illustrate the laying-in of an entire shield

with its various tinctures by the stencil brush. The
arms are those of Sheldon. " Sable, a fess between three

sheldrakes argent, beaked and legged gules." We
have here three tinctures,and shall, therefore, require

three plates. Fig. 125 has an opening, A, of the

general shape of the shield, and through this the

tincture of the field, sable, is to be stencilled in. The
indentations at B, B are to enable the operator the

better to adjust his plate to a central line; they also

form a kind of " register " which is necessary when a

succession of plates has to be applied.

The colour is dabbed through the opening with a

flat ended stencil-brush formed of short, stiff bristles,

made and sold for the purpose. It is not held advis-

able to try to lay on a heavy body of colour in

stencilling.

When the black colour of the field is thoroughly

dry, the next plate—Fig. 126—that which gives argent,

is to be applied, and the white forms dabbed in

through the openings A, A, A, A.

There remains to be used the plate which gives
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gules, Fig. 127, which is drawn on a larger scale. The
complete feet are there given, but in practice a diffi-

culty would be found in their coming so nearly to-

gether ; the tie between them would be too slender,

and might break in use. It would be better to omit

the middle claw of the left foot, and to add it after-

wards by hand.-

Fig. 12S shows the argent portion of the charge

on the same enlarged scale as the giiles. Fig. 129 is

the entire sheldrake with the eye, markings of feathers,

etc
,
put in by hand.

Thus far as regards heraldic stencilling, considered

merely as a help to painting, let us now consider it as

stencilling pure and simple . 1 1 is for such purposes as

wall decoration that it is best worth attention. Let us,

for example, suppose a room, having a panelled dado,

which we desire to decorate in a characteristic

manner.

Beneath the ceiling we will fiist mark off a strip

for a frieze, say from 10 to 15 inches deep, according

to the height of the room. Eventually this will best

be divided from the space below by a narrow moulding,

gold or black, as circumstances and taste may decide
;

but the colours of the two spaces is the next point.

They must be quiet and unobtrusive, so as to set off,

and in no way to interfere with the bright heraldic

tinctures to which they will form a background. Per-

haps, a quiet sage green for the wider space, and a dull

Pompeian red for the narrower, would not be bad. As

the stencilling will be in distemper, the ground may
be simply coloured ; or, what will be easier to the

amateur, it may be papered with self-coloured paper.

The lower portion would have to be set out in

diaper—a work of no great labour, with a long straight-

edge—and in the diapers two badges might be made

to alternate. Say, that one is an animal and one a

favourite flower. Both would, of course, be duly

conventionalized. The lion above referred to is a

good example of the heraldic beast for such a

purpose.

It will be seen that by means of stencilling, these

badges can quickly be reproduced on the walls to any

extent. The plates for such work as this will best be

cut from stiff cartridge paper, well saturated with

" knotting."

The space marked off for the frieze would be filled

with a row of shields, connected probably by some
unobtrusive ornament. The shape of the shield and

the tincture of the field would, in every case, be sten-

cilled in, and in a general way the charges also. It

is suggested that in such a frieze every second shield

should bear the arms of the owner ; from a decorative

point of view the effect of this repetition would be

good, and, as every part of those would be produced

by stencil-plates, the labour involved would not be

great. Those shields which alternate with them would
doubtless bear the arms of ancestors, connections, or

friends.

Possibly in such decorations, colour alone would
look as well, but gold and silver might be applied by
hand, if desired. Before sizing it would only be
necessary to go over the spaces to be covered with
leaf with a mixture of shellac and gutta-percha, both

dissolved in naphtha ; and the metals would then stand

for an unlimited time.

The above scheme is thrown out simply as a sug-
gestion, and to indicate how it is possible to make
heraldic stencilling serve for wall decoration. Other
ways of employing it, whether in houses, churches,

or other buildings, will doubtless occur to the reader.

It maybe mentioned as of especial value in temporary
decorations also. By these means the armorial de-

vices of any guest to whom it is desired to accord

particular honour, may readily be laid in with slap-

dash colours, which can after they have served their

purpose, be no less readily effaced.

{To be continued.)
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THE PHONOGRAPH :

ITS CONSTRUCTION AND USE.
By 0. BECKERLEGGB.

(For Illustrations see the Folding Sheet issued with this Part.

)

T will be readily admitted by any one who
has watched the progress of invention

and discovery during the last twelve or

fifteen years, that no similar period in

human history can parallel it.

In our thought we naturally turn to the telephone,

and, who, among the army of amateur mechanics and

scientists has not made a telephone. Then there came
the microphone, by which we have heard the fly

brushing its coat and scraping its feet. But these

marvels were eclipsed when Mr. Edison discovered

that the human voice with its modulations and inflec-

tions could be chronicled, and invented a machine by

which it could be reproduced.

Like many other marvels, it was expected that in

the discovery there lay the germ of great usefulness.

In magazines and newspapers it was solemnly pre-

dicted, or hopefully anticipated, that the speech and

voice of our great orators would be laid up in plaster

of Paris, and that our descendants would be able to

reproduce from these suitably impressed foils, which,

by the aid of the phonograph would enable them to

listen to voices of long ago. I remember one writer,

who got rather tnixed up in his ideas when he said,

" we shall be able to reproduce their speeches a

century hence,"
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The fact is, however, that though it has been in-

vented about ten years, very little has grown out of it,

and, with the microphone, is little more than a very

wonderful toy. There may, however, be in it the

"promise and potency" of something better. From
the somewhat scanty available information, it would

seem that Mr. Edison used a disc similar to a tele-

phone disc, carrying a metallic point, to impress

during its vibration a strip of paper whilst being un-

rolled. Tinfoil soon took the place of paper, and

very early in its history it assumed in a general way

its present form. There is a marked difference be-

tween this instrument and many others in one im-

portant respect. There are many interesting instru-

ments presenting very formidable difficulties in their

construction — such, for example, as optical and

electrical, yet, when made, can be used almost by any

one without difficulty, even by a novice. But the

phonograph is exceedingly simple in its construction,

an ordinary mechanic or skilled amateur could make,

as far as practical working is concerned, an instrument

that should equal one made by a mathematical in-

strument maker. But when the instrument is made

then, speaking from experience and testimony, the

difficulty commences—for both a little skill and

patience are required before the baby can learn to

speak ; but when once it is got to speak, like other

babies it will speak readily enough. There are two

distinct types of the instrument—one containing but

one disc, doing the double work of a receiver and

repeater ; the other having a disc for each of these

functions. Thinking as I do that the best possible

results can be secured with two discs, and as there is

no complicated mechanism in its structure, this is

the one I shall describe. In this phonograph the fol-

lowing parts are essential : 1, A cylinder with a spiral

groove ; 2, A leading screw to carry the cylinder to

and fro, its thread having the same pitch as the

groove on the cylinder
; 3, Bearings or stancheons for

the leading screw ; 4, A receiver and a repeater
;

5, Tinfoil to receive the graphic indentations ; and,

lastly, a convenient stand to hold the same. To these

may be added a heavy flywheel to regulate the speed

or a clock-work motor and regulator for the same

purpose.

Procure a piece of round iron 20 inches by j inch

in diameter, see that it is perfectly straight, and put a

punch mark in each end accurately centred. Select

a piece of well-seasoned mahogany 5 inches long, and

large enough to turn up to 4k inches in diameter
;

bore a hole longitudinally through it large enough to

drive on the rod tight. It must be so placed that one

end of the rod shall project 4J inches beyond the

wood. We must now procure a piece of brass tubing

5 inches long, 4! inches diameter, and not less than

s inch thick; as much thicker as can be obtained. It

must be carefully inspected for dints ; if any are seen

they must be removed thus—turn up a piece of iron

as Fig. 1, A, B. See that the burnishing edge is per-

fectly smooth. Place the tube, dint downwards on

a level piece of hard wood, draw the burnisher to and

fro on the inside of the tube over the dint, with as

much pressure as possible, by this means the surface

may be brought up perfectly level. Next see that the

ends are perfectly circular in outline, and that they

have no rough edges—when the eye is perfectly satis-

fied—for a well-trained eye can detect inequalities

almost as readily as a callipers—that the tube is quite

round, turn the wood we have driven on the spindle,

so that it shall drive into the tube—it must drive in

tight. Put the cylinder in the lathe and true it up,

but taking off no more than is absolutely necessary,

leaving the cylinder as thick as possible. Cut the

cylinder with its wooden core to 4i inches long,

leaving the spindle when the cylinder is the proper

length projecting 5A inches. Take two pieces of sheet

brass £ inch thick, large enough to make discs

45 inches in diameter ; see that they are perfectly

level ; bore a central hole of a size to take the spindle,

and place one at each end of cylinder. Solder and

turn up smooth. If properly made the cylinder will

look as well and answer as well as if it were solid

brass. To make doubly sure before the tube is put

on the core, a pin might be driven through the core

and spindle, and after the ends are soldered in their

place two screws might pass through each end into

the core before finishing oft" in the lathe. When the

cylinder is perfectly true, a thread must be cut on one

end of the spindle, also on the cylinder. The chances

are that if the amateur has a lathe he will not be able

to do this work as it must be perfect, for on its cor-

rectness will depend the working of the machine.

The same number of threads per inch must be on

cylinder and spindle ; there is no precise rule, but

should run between eight and twelve per inch. The

thread should be square, and on the cylinder about

53 inch deep. Two standards will be required to

carry the cylinder. It will be a matter of choice

whether we decide on wood or iron ; the latter will

have the best finish, while the former will be more

within the reach of the average amateur. If wood is

decided on, two pieces must be prepared as Fig. 2.

A hole must be bored truly in the head of each, the

centre being 3J inches from the foot. A wing nut must

be made with a hole to fit the spindle ; this must be

fixed to one of the standards with two screws. It will

be apparent that when the spindle is turned around it

will carry the cylinder forward, and if a fixed point

were presented to the cylinder, it would remain in the

spiral from end to end.
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A base-board must be prepared. This should be

of mahogany, well seasoned, 20 inches long, 14 inches

wide, and 1 inch thick
;
plane and square it up per-

fectly, also square up two pieces for the standards we
have already referred to. For these we shall want two

pieces of 1 inch mahogany, 3 inches wide and 6 inches

long ; at one end cut two tenons 1 inch long. When
the wood is properly squared up, draw a central line

down each side ; also draw a line on the base-board

6 inches from one edge. Taper off the standards

to 2 inches, and round off the top. Measure off

double the length of the cylinder as the space be-

tween the standards, which we will suppose will

make 9 inches ; square the wood off, and place the

standards in their position, and mark the mortise

to receive tenons ; the central lines will enable you to

determine the exact position. Before gluing the

standards in see that they stand square and true. In-

stead of screwing on a winged nut for the spindle to

work in, a nut may be mortised or let into the

standard, which certainly, although more trouble-

some, would repay in neatness. The cylinder must

be placed in the bearings when they can be glued in

their place, or this can be delayed until after the wood

is polished.

Our next work will be to make the receiver and

repeater. We will commence with the former, Fig. 3.

Take two pieces of I inch mahogany, one 6 inches by

5 inches, the other 4 inches by 6 inches ; the smaller

piece must have two of its edges bevelled (Fig. 4, c),

which must be with the grain of the wood. Between

the bevel the wood will measure 5 inches. One of the

ends not bevelled must be dovetailed to the other

piece (A, b, C, Fig. 5) ; this must be done accurately

and strong. We shall now have an U-shaped struc-

ture ; the upright 6 inches, the foot 4 inches (Fig. 3).

Measure the exact distance between the base-board

and the centre of spindle, which we have calculated

at 3J inches ; of course, this will depend on your

standards. Draw a perpendicular line through the

long limb we have just made, and from the foot

measure the distance from base to centre of spindle.

Make this point, where it cuts the perpendicular line,

the centre of two circles : one ii inches, the other

3 inches. The first must be cut out, leaving a hole

ii inches diameter. Out of mahogany, such as is used

for fretwork, cut a ring, inside diameter 3 inches, out-

side diameter 5 inches. Glue this on the long limb of

the L over the circle drawn ; see that the glue joint is

a ;;ood one and solid. It will be understood from

Fig. 3 that this is fixed to the upright on the opposite

side to the foot. Take two other pieces of thin maho-

gany 5 inches square, and glue them together with

the grain crossed. Out of this cut a ring the exact

size of the first ; the job will be neatest done if cut in

a lathe. Place the ring in position on the one fixed

to the upright, and with four or more screws fasten it

in its position.

Out of ferrotype-plate, to be obtained of any

dealer in photographic materials, cut a disc

3i inches in diameter. Care must be taken in cutt-

ing that the plate is not sprung or buckled in any

degree. Take off the ring and mark where the screw-

holes in the wood are, and cut out small V pieces in

the plate, corresponding with the screw-holes. The V
pieces must be cut deep enough to be clear of the

screws, when the ring is screwed in its place it will

be clipped perfectly firm. It will be better to make a

mark on the edge of the plate, and a corresponding

one on the ring, so that it shall always be set in the

same place.

When firmly fixed, find out its centre. Our next

operation must be carried out with great care. A style

must be fixed in the centre of the diaphragm, to trace

the graphic line on the tinfoil. There is a variety of

means by which this may be effected. Sometimes a

spring carries the style or point and rest on the

diaphragm, with a cushion of wood resting between

them. I will, however, indicate two plans, either of

which will be effective. Take a piece of steel wire,

a part of a knitting needle or large darning-needle

will be the very thing, grind one end to an obtuse

point—if I may so call it. It must be ground towards

a point, but not sharp. It must be made perfectly

smooth on an oil stone, break it off J inch.

In a bit of sheet-brass, which should not be more

than twice as thick as heavy notepaper, bore a small

hole which will admit of the point being driven in

tightly, and cut the brass to about i inch, either

square or round. Clean the surface of the brass and

solder it. See that the broken end of the wire is level

with the brass. Take out the diaphragm, and place it

on a perfectly level and solid body, say glass or iron,

and scrape away the varnish from the centre for about

j inch. Moisten it with soldering fluid made by

dissolving zinc in muriatic acid, put a few scrapings or

filings of solder on the spot, and touch it with a solder-

ing tool, use the tool just enough to make the solder run,

and adhere to the disc, and no more,—not enough to

make the disc buckle. Now place the style in its

position, and whilst it is held in its place by something

with a point, bring the soldering tool on the brass,

see that the surface of the solder is moistened with

soldering fluid. In a second or two the solder will

melt ; at once remove the heat and allow to coo!. If

this is done with care, the point will be firmly fastened

to the disc, without the latter being in any way
injured. The other plan will be to take a bit of tough

wood, \ inch round and { inch long, insert the style

in this and cement it to the disc. It would be a good
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plan to make a disc on each principal, the amateur

would then see which results he liked best.

We must now make a mouthpiece. This could be

made in metal, but wood will answer our purpose

equally well. Select a piece of wood of fine even

grain—box or pear would do admirably, let it be

3 inches diameter and 4 inches long, turn it as shown

in Fig. 3, E. The neck must be of a size to fit tightly

into the ih inch hole in the receiver, and 1 inch long.

When this is done, turn up a wooden chuck to receive

the neck, and then turn out the inside. We shall

have a conical mouthpiece, the outer end being about

2 j inches diameter, the inner end I inch. The prin-

ciple of the phonographic action is this. By putting

the mouth near to, but not touching, the tube, and

speaking or singing, the diaphragm acts precisely

like the disc of the telephone : it vibrates, the ampli-

tude and velocity of the vibration corresponding

to the pitch and inflections of the voice. These

vibrations are recorded on the tinfoil. It will be ap-

parent that if a point attached to another diaphragm

is made to pass over these recorded vibrations the

diaphragm will be thrown into a state of vibration, and

will throw the air into a similar condition, which will

set up sound waves, repeating the words first spoken.

The next business will be to place the receiver in

position. For this purpose, place the cylinder before

you, the end carrying the handle at the right hand,

the end carrying the screw at the left. Now by turn-

ing the screw, bring the cylinder to the right, as far

as it will come. Place the receiver with its foot on

the base-board in such a position, as that the style

shall enter the first left hand spiral on the cylinder.

Let the face of the receiver be true with the cylinder,

and draw a line on the base-board on each side of

the foot. Two pieces of mahogany must be made
the length of the foot, and one side cut to the exact

bevel of the same ; these when firmly screwed will

make a guide-way in which the receiver may move
nearer to or further from the cylinder. The utmost

care m»st be taken in fixing the guide-way, that the

style comes exactly in the centre of the groove.

In front of the receiver on the base-board a small

block of wood or metal must be placed, with a milled-

headed screw passing through it ; the point of the

screw bears against the receiver, which will indicate

when the style is at its recording distance. When the

repeating disc is used, the receiver is drawn back so

that the style does not touch the foil.

This screw will prevent the receiver, when placed

in position for recording, from pressing too hard upon
the foil. It is nothing more than a guide of distance,

and may certainly be dispensed with, though it will be
found of great service.

In the centre of the foot bore a \ inch hole. Per-

pendicular with this bore two holes in the base—one

slightly in front, and one at the rear of this—cut away

the intervening wood. We shall then have a slot

1 inch long by \ inch wide. We must now procure a

3-inch screw-bolt—brass by preference—pass the bolt

up from beneath, and loosely put on the nut. We
shall then be able to move the receiver to and fro to

the extent of, say, 5 or J inch. When it is in its proper

position, a turn of the nut will hold it firmly. The
wood on the under side must be removed around the

slot so as to permit the head of the bolt to come flush

with the bottom of base-board.

Our next work will be to construct a repeater. Very

often the receiver is used as repeater ; in this case the

nut, 1, is loosened and the mouthpiece drawn back so

as to allow the cylinder to be brought to the right.

The receiver is then put in its position : the block-

screw, Fig. 7, stopping it at the same place as at first.

The cylinder is then turned at the same speed as at

first, when the indentations throw the disc into a state

of vibration, and the sounds are reproduced. The best

results, however, will be obtained by using a separate

disc for the repeater.

Prepare two pieces of wood similar to those for

the mouthpiece, but cutting a 3-inch hole. Make two

rings of wood as in a manner before described, gluing

the thinner one on the upright. When the glue is

quite dry, cut out a disc of vegetable parchment, such

as is sometimes used for fastening down jam jars and

making battledores —it must be 5 inches in diameter

—

glue the ring already fixed, having wetted the parch-

ment so as to swell it as much as possible, lay it on

the ring, and dry it under pressure. In drying, it will

shrink and become as tight as a drum-head.

Cut a circle of silk, say A inch diameter, and, with

strong gum or glue, fix it on the centre of the disc,

but on the side where it shows 3 inches through the

circle cut in the wood. The second ring of wood is

now to be screwed on the parchment as shown. Pro-

cure from a watchmaker a bit of watch mainspring, 3

inches long, draw the temper at each end. In one

end solder a bit of steel wire, made as the one on the

receiver ; a touch of soldering fluid will cause the

solder to take the steel. In the other end one or two

holes must be drilled to take fine screws. Figs. 5 and

6 will make this clear.

The point of this style should look slightly upwards

so as to prevent it scratching. The spring should also

be set so as to look away from the disc, and not

exactly parallel with it. Take a piece of strong

sewing-silk, pass the two ends through the centre of

the disc, and tie the ends ; the silk fastened on the

centre will prevent the cord tearing a hole. This loop

must pass over the spring, as shown at P, Figs. 5 and 6.

It will be manifest that both spring and disc are
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under the same tension, and that any motions affect-

ing one will be communicated to the other. When it

is completed and supplied with a blocking-screw in

front of it to regulate it, it is put in position, as shown

on the plan ; w in Fig. 6 is a paper cone inserted in

the 3-inch opening, and will, to some extent, reinforce

and direct the sound. Of course, it will be understood

that a slot must be made in the base-board to admit

the repeater being regulated, as in the other case. In

fixing this, it must also be seen that the style comes

exactly in the centre of the groove.

At the commencement of this article it was stated

that one of the difficulties of the instrument was inks

working, not so much in its construction. This diffi-

culty arises partly from a want of uniform speed. The

more expensive ones are worked and regulated by

clockwork, but that is beyond our purpose and skill.

Sometimes a flywheel is fixed to the spindle ; but in

turning so small a thing as this by hand there will be

great difficulty in making the speed the same at each

part of the revolution—there will be a dead centre-

This is sometimes overcome by gearing a long

pinion-wheel to a cog, but this, too, is hardly within

the reach of the average amateur.

I now submit a mode of driving by gear, which,

as far as I am aware, is original in its application.

Procure a piece of fine grained wood large enough to

turn up 4A inches in diameter, and the same length

—

in fact, a counterpart of the cylinder, H, in Fig. 10. On
the surface of this must be cut a groove with the

same pitch as the other.

Make two standards, M, M, and a small pulley.

The standards must be so placed that when the

cylinder is to the right the pulley must be opposite

the left hand groove. Take a piece of £ inch round

iron, centre each end; at one end bore two holes at

right angles and insert four lengths of brass or iron

wire. Out of 1 inch wood turn a ring 6 inches dia-

meter, 1 inch deep, 1 inch thick ; use this for a pattern

for a mould. Let the four arms be perfectly square

and true, and 6 inches from point to point. Place the

bearing with the arms in the mould, and cast a ring

either of lead or brass. Put it on the lathe in the

centres already made, and turn up as Fig. 9 ; drive

on the pulley tight. Two V pieces are to be cut out of

the tops of the standards down to the bearing hole
;

the wheel and pulley are dropped in place and re-

tained there by V pieces fastened by a screw. A gut

band placed on the cylinder, H, and pulley, I, will

enable one to drive the instrument with great regu-

larity. The advantage of the arrangement is this : It

is easier for a person to turn a small wheel four times

in a second with regularity than just once. Going at

this speed with such a heavy flywheel as we b^ave

provided, there will be practically no dead centre or

pause in the revolution. Now, as we have arranged

the pulley to be only one-fourth of the diameter of the

cylinder, we can drive at a comparatively high speed

and yet the cylinder will make but say one revolution

per second, which is about the best speed. The
groove in the second cylinder will keep the gut band
always opposite the pulley. As I have before said, I

claim no originality in the arrangement beyond its

application. I have seen several plans adopted in

actual use, and some others on paper, but I do not

know of one so simple yet efficient. If we have care-

fully worked out our design, we shall have a very effi-

cient instrument.

We must supply ourselves with say 5 lb. of tinfoil

;

it must be somewhat thick; it must be cut 14 inches

by 5 j inches. Wrap it around the cylinder perfectly

smooth, brush strong gum over the outer edge, and

turn over the ends, when it will be fixed as firmly as

will be needed. Bring the cylinder to the right, and

present the style of the recorder close to the foil, so

close that it will trace a faint line. Now let someone

speak into the mouth-piece distinctly, not shouting.

Try first with some well-known rhyme, then sing some

familiar ditty. When a line or two has been re-

corded, draw back the recorder, first having screwed

forward the blocking-screw, and turn back the cylinder

to its first position ; then put the repeater in exactly a

similar position, and turn at the same speed, when the

same sounds and inflections will be repeated. But

you must take for granted that you will not succeed

the first time; some little while will elapse before the

knack and knowledge are acquired. However, if

these directions are followed out strictly, a good

speaking instrument will be the result.

, 1
.
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PRACTICAL SCENE-PAINTING FOR

AMATEURS.
By HENRY L. BBNWELL.

XXVII.

—

Stage Perfective.

HAT every art should be based upon a

science or system of knowledge pecu-

liar to it is a proposition, if not as old

as the hills, at least old enough to

have become a truism long since."

So says " The Art Amateur," an American Monthly

invaluable to the scene-painter. Now, the above

remark from this journal applies particularly to

scenic art, so I venture to quote it here. Yet how

often do scenic artists give this proverb a thought—

especially amateurs—although it is next to impossible

to make much progress in the painting of architec-

tural subjects or buildings or elaborate interiors,
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without acquiring a knowledge of ordinary and stage

perspective, even if it be merely of an elementary

nature. It is quite true a man may be a good land-

scape painter, and at the same time be unable to

make a correct perspective drawing of a cube from

compose pictures in his studio. The artist may
seldom stop to think of such matters when he is hard
at work on the painting-bridge, or in realizing a
conception direct on to the canvas, but his having
given some attention to these studies will always
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measurement, but he must have certain fundamental

conceptions of perspective, and a knowledge of the

broader divisions in which scientists arrange natural

phenomena will be of considerable help to him in

sketching from nature, and indispensable if he would

make his work much easier and will often keep him

from making blunders when working at high pressure,

as in the pantomime season. The scene-painter's

object is to render the spirit of the scene, but that is

incorporated in forms and colours which he can only

VOL. VII.—A A
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imperfectly reproduce, hence he is obliged to attend

particularly to the broad scientific relations of things

on pain of missing his aim. And this is true, whether

like past generations of scene painters, he wishes to

communicate vague and general sentiment and illu-

sion, or, like the artists of to-day, produce what might

be called a living portrait of an actual scene, otherwise

stage realism.

A careful study of the science of perspective in its

relation to the theatiic stage, and the knowledge

which, with practice, is thereby gained, is one of the

trained scene painter's greatest accomplishments.

For myself I am anything but skilled in this

direction, but of that which I do know on the

subject I now place at the reader's disposal. But,

be it noted, it is not my intention to write on ordinary

perspective ; on the other hand, I merely intend to

point out the difference which exists between ordinary

and stage perspective, as in scene-painting it is often

necessary to modify the usual rules of perspective,

and sometimes to do without them altogether. It is

in these cases when stage perspective comes into use.

I shall firstly give, however, the usual procedure

adopted by myself and others for obtaining a true

perspective picture on a large scale, and the method

of ensuring its being accurately set upon the stage.

The proscenium opening, we should state, is of great

importance in determining the size of the scenery,

and on this, together with the seating arrangements,

depend the area on the stage at the disposal of the

artists and actors in general, as I shall now
endeavour to show. It is worthy of remark, however,

that a stage picture can only appear in proper per-

spective to those of the audience who are seated in,

or near, the centre of the building ; at the sides of the

house the drawing must always appear more or less

faulty. In Fig. 137 I give a method in use by some

New York scene-painters, which we may say we do

not follow, for reasons which we shall point out to the

student. In this case we will suppose the diagram to

represent an oblong hall with a fit-up stage at one

end. This, then, is the Yankee manner of proceed-

ing : A point upon the ground plan of the theatre is

taken in the centre of the auditorium at a, Fig. 137.

This is the focal point of the stage picture ; the artist

now proceeds to draw lines from A, touching the sides

of the proscenium opening and continuing to the rear

of the stage, this, he says, will give the width of the

backcloth. A similar treatment of a longitudinal

section is supposed, in ordinary cases, to give the

height of the cloth. The point, a, is assumed by the

artist as his station point, and he paints so that his

picture will focus there, and its broad rough lines

harmonize into an appearance of finish. It is seldom

requisite, the New Yorker continues, to carry the

picture outside these lines (1, 1), as the wings, etc.,

mark off those portions of the stage not intended to be

seen by the audience. This sounds all very well, but

I beg to differ from this plan with the exception of

the station point at A, which, of course, is the correct

place for it, and also for obtaining the perspective

lines from. It is, however, just as well that those

spectators who are unfortunate enough to be seated

each side of the hall should see as much of the stage,

the scene, and the actors as they possibly can, yet

how much view of these essential necessities to a

dramatic performance will they obtain by this

method ? I will show : Place a spectator at the

point F. (Fig. 137), and follow his line of vision to the

back of the stage. Seated where he is he loses sight

of at least a quarter of the stage, and any action in the

play which takes place on his extreme R is conse-

quently lost to him. Carry him to G and repeat the

experiment ; the result is that half the stage is lost to

him. Surely this is all wrong. It may be, no doubt, a

very comfortable arrangement for an audience in the

centre, it is those at the sides of the house, however,

which not only the scene-painter, but the theatre

architect and stage manager respectively, have to

consider; the centre seats can take care of themselves,

for they are bound to see everything, good, bad, and

indifferent.

" There is a right and a wrong way to everything,"

so runs the old hackneyed proverb, therefore, before

I attempted to lay before the reader what I

consider the right way, i.e., my method, I thought it

would be judicious to show the other side of the sub-

ject first, in order that I might more successfully

prove the excellence of my own plan. Hence the

object for introducing Fig. 137.

To better serve my purpose I have prepared,

somewhat hastily, an imaginary plan of a theatre,

which is supposed to be taken at the dress circle

level (see Fig. 138). This, though merely a rough

diagram, will perhaps be of great use to the amateur

scene-painter, and serve a variety of purposes.

The use to which I now put it may be briefly

stated. The station point of the artist should always

be considered as at c, i.e., the middle of the pit, it is

here he should sit when having a new set scene

arranged on the stage. When the setting of the

scene is complete he firstly looks the picture carefully

over for any faults in the perspective ; should he fail

to detect any his mind on that point is set at rest. He
next moves first to one side of the house and then to

the other, taking seats as shown at A, a, a, a, first in

the pit and next in the dress circle, then the upper

circle, and so on, to the gallery. From these seats

his point of vision will be the broken lines running

from b to B on each side of the diagram, and his scene
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must be set within those lines, thus enabling the whole

of the audience to get a fair view of the stage picture.

Should any of the scene be set without these lines it

must be moved in or nearer the centre of stage. On
a stage which is in regular use for dramatic per-

formances it is a good practice to keep this line

marked on the boards which form the floor of stage,

all scenes set to these floor lines will then be in their

proper posi-

tion. We will

now imagine I

the dress circle
j

in Fig. 138

swept clean

away, and]
fancy our-

selves not in aj

theatre but in I

a hall, almost
j

squ are in

shape ; let the

reader banish

all lines in

the auditorium

from h i s
I

thoughts ex-

cept the dotted\

lines, D D,dd.

In this easel

the artist, or
|

whoever is
|

the respon-

sible party,

must take care I

to have none

of his audience

seated outside!

these D D

lines: whatever I

space is left

should not bej

utilized but!

DOUBLE DOO

N r e: dock.

STAGE.

'R05CENIUM OPENING

iTAGE DOOR

IPR0SCEN1UM WALL .PROSCENIUM WALL'

Iw - DOO/R
1 _/ -A

o/r ;

LA.VPRTOR'r _
BE.NEATH CIRCLE

left as a "'ane-
FIGi T 38—ground plan of theatre or hall, showing artist at what angle to

jj Utb °" ARRANGE SCENE ON STAGE; ALSO STATION POINT FOR ARRANGING PERSPECTIVE.
way for the A, A, A, Spectators at extreme Sides of House ; B B, B B. Lines of Vision from Seats at however,

audience Sud- A A ; C, Station Point of Artist ; D D, Limits of Auditorium for Artist

posing, therefore, the audience seated within these

lines, it would be possible to get an increased width of

picture at the back of stage, as at D D, but widen out

the seats or audience to B B in the auditorium, and

the width of the backcloth on stage must be decreased

to B b on the stage. I trust I have now made it

sufficiently clear to the artist in what compass, under

varying circumstances, to keep his scenes, and so be

in a position to ascertain the size of his backcloths

and pictures.

Having given directions for ascertaining the size

of a stage picture, I must now explain the various

methods employed by scene-painters for drawing their

pictures in true perspective. The first thing to do is,

of course, to make a sketch design on paper, the per-

spective of which is found in the usual way, as shown

in Fig. 139. Here we have a pure and simple speci-

men of angular perspective, one vanishing point being

on the edge

of the picture,

whilst the
other is situ-

ated some con-

siderable dis-

tance away. It

will, therefore,

be at once

apparent that

it would be

impossible to

make use of

the same me-

thod as shown

in Fig. 139

when drawing

in a large pic-

ture on the

cloth, as the

walls of the

painting room
would not be

of sufficient

extent to allow

of its being

done. Scene-

painters,there-

fore, have re-

course to the

f o 1 1 o w i n g
dodge, for one

can call it

nothing better,

which,
is

correct enough

for stage purposes. Having made the sketch design,

divide it into sectional squares drawn to scale

and number all round, as directed in an earlier

chapter. The places and numbers of these lines

only are shown in Fig. 139, as in order not to

confuse them with the perspective lines we thought

best not to run the squaring lines right through the

drawings. It must, however, be understood that in

actual work both the design and the cloth are accu-

rately squared in this way at the onset. The cloth

v o o-;R.
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being thus prepared, find the position of the horizontal

lines by measuring its place in the drawing, and when

ascertained strike it right across the cloth by means

of the chalk line ; mark on the horizon the left hand

vanishing point at A. Now find the principal perpen-

dicular line, which is the corner of the tower, B, and

strike it on the cloth in the same way. We now
mark on the cloth the point, c, which is a little to the

right of sectional line 7, and strike a line from the

vanishing point on the left to point C. Next find out

out and strike in the same way the line D. These

four lines are the principal ones in our picture, and
great care should be taken to get them accurate. The
point where the lines B, c, D intersect each other is at

E, and being the highest point in the drawing, the

artist may commence work here after obtaining the

rest of his perspective lines, which are found in this

way : Divide into seven equal parts that part of the

perpendicular line, B, which is between the horizontal

line and the point E. Divide the space between the

horizontal line at G and the point, F, on the right edge of

picture, also into seven equal parts, and strike the lines

as shown, which are numbered from 1 to 7. These
are now all perspective lines, which, if continued

outside the picture, should all meet at one given

spot, i.e., the vanishing point on the right. Finally,

the short lines to the left of the perpendicular are
all drawn to the vanishing point at A, as shown in

the engraving, and the subject may now be sketched
in without further delay. We should add that any
intermediate perspective lines can easily be drawn
between those given, if required, and what little per-

spective lies below the horizontal line will be found
by measuring and striking a line from h to H. A
previous writer on this subject gives a similar process

to the one just described, which, for the sake of

lucidity in the matter, I give here in almost the

author's own words. The two descriptions of a
similar method may then help to explain each other;

we now suppose, however, that both vanishing points

are outside the margin of the picture, as in a street

scene, which slants cornerwise from the audience.

Referring to Fig. 141, we have here a diagram of
this alternative mode of proceeding. Having decided
on height of horizontal line, strike it, then decide and
mark point of sight. Strike a line from the top to the
bottom of the picture through the point of sight;

divide the space under the horizontal line into any
number of equal parts, say four, every two of these
spaces must be divided into three at the edges of the
picture. Number them I, 2. 3, 4, etc., at the perpen-
dicular line, and also at each edge of the picture.

Draw lines from 1 to i,from 2 to 2, and so on. Repeat
the same process above the horizontal line, regulating

the number according to the height of the buildings.

Make all the lines in the picture correspond with

these lines and they will be tolerably correct. For

angular perspective do not place the point of sight in

the centre of the horizontal line but nearer either side

If placed in the centre it gives a very stiff effect.

(To be continued.)

A DOUBLE ACTING £0LIAN HARP:
HOW TO MAKE IT.

By F. E. TREBLA.

OW that the summer is approaching, with

its exhilarating breezes, tennis lawns

are being mown and rolled, and windows

thrown open to admit the warm fresh

air, a few hours spent in making the

/Eolian harp that I am about to describe will be most

profitably employed; for the harp, when made and

properly strung, will return a large interest for the

small amount of capital invested in soiled hands and

ingenuity.

Everyone more or less is acquainted with the fact

that a piece of string or wire when stretched across

an open space, will be vibrated by the wind, so

as to produce musical sounds (the telegraph

wires are a gigantic vEolian harp), and the harder the

wind blows, or the tighter the string is stretched, so

will the vibrations be quicker and the sound produced

be higher in tone. In the violin, for instance, the

vibrations are caused by the friction of the bow when
drawn across the strings, and the strings, in vibrating,

strike the air, and thus produce sounds ; the tighter

the gut is screwed up, so is the note produced cor-

respondingly higher.

Having now explained the scientific principle on

which the harp is constructed, we will commence
work. The accompanying figures illustrate the diffe-

rent parts, and will help to explain the work. The
letters in the different figures correspond.

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the harp completed
;

Fig. 2 is the back view of same ; Fig. 3 is one-half,

either the top or the bottom one, and as both halves

are made exactly alike, the one that is made first

may be used as a copy for the other half, thus making
the work twice as easy. In Figs. 1, 2, 3, the length

from A to B must be determined by the width of the

window in which it is intended to be placed, as it is

best to have no empty space between the end of the

harp and the side of the window frames in order that

none of the air may pass into the room except through

the harp.

From H to ll is 4 inches, K to M l-h inch, H to K
2h inches. It will be seen from Fig. 1 that the space

N K in the front of the harp is greater than the space
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PIG. "I.—DIAGRAM EXHIBITING FRONT OF DOUBLE ACTING .TOLIAN HARP.

at the back ; this is produced by

fixing the soundboard in a slant-

ing direction, as shown by the

dotted line, P E, Fig. 2 ; the

effect of this being to compress

the wind, so to speak, and cause

each string to stand on a slightly

higher level than the one in front

of it, an arrangement far better

than having all the strings on a
FIG. 5.—BLOCKS TO WHICH SIDE PIECES

ARE FASTENED.

or pine, and are fastened to two
blocks of wood, s, Fig. 4, by
four screws. These latter blocks

must be made of some wood,
such as beech, as they will have
to stand the strain of the pegs

which tighten the strings ; they

are of the shape and dimensions

as in Fig- 5. When these have

been fastened together, the top

FIG. 2.—DIAGRAM EXHIBITING BACK OF DOUBLE ACTING /EOLIAN HARP.

level. The distance from

B to F is 3 inches ; f to R,

t inch, and the width from

B to D, 8 inches.

We will now proceed to

the choice of woods, con-

fining our attention to one

of the halves. The side-

pieces, which are 8 by 4 by

i in., may be made of deal

IH

J\Z
tt

FIG. 4.—SECTION OF ONE HALF OF .EOLIAN HARP.

board, which is made of

very thin deal or pine, is

screwed to the blocks, and

the side-pieces, D N P c,

with the corresponding

ones at the back, should

then be fastened on. These

may be made of j inch

wood. Lastly, the sound-

board, which is made of

3

FIG. 3.—DIAGRAM SHOWING CONSTRUCTION OF HALF PIECE OF DOUBLE ACTING /TOLIAN HARP.
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\ stuff and nearly 9 inches wide, owing to its slanting

position, has two holes cut with a fretsaw, and is

screwed to the remaining edge of the block.

Having got so far, we may proceed to string it.

Two bridges of triangular shape, £Sj inches long,

will be required for each half, to raise the strings from

the sound-board. For pegs, we may use the ordinary

piano pegs, to be obtained at any musicseller's ; or if

these are found too expensive, ordinary screws may
be used (the round-headed ones preferred), and these

can easily be tightened up by the screw-driver. Be
careful not to bore the holes for the pegs too large, or

the pegs will not be tight ; at the other end, small pins,

or French nails without heads, must be driven in a

slanting direction.

At T, small pins or headless nails should be fixed

to go into a corresponding hole in the other half of

the harp, and, with the addition of two small hooks at

the sides, the work is done. The strings should be
made of cat-gut, such as the thin string of a violin, and
ten is a good number to have on each soundboard.
The other half is an exact counterpart of the one
described, except that holes are made at T to receive

the pins, and if one-half is placed on the other, it will

be seen that the pegs of the upper half do not clash

with those of the lower, but are situated over the pins

of the lower half.

Nothing now remains but to varnish it if made of
pine, or if made of deal, to paint it the colour of
the window where it is to be placed ; and when it has
been tuned, all the strings to one note or its octaves,

and placed with the wide mouth outivards on the

window-sill with the window opened just sufficiently

to receive it, it will discourse such sweet music
touched by Nature's fingers, now bursting forth in a

melodious strain, now dying away, like an echo, to a
whisper, and again breaking out as to charm every-
one in the room; and all this "free, gratis, for

nothing."

=+=

FRETSAW WORK AND MARQUETRY
CUTTING.

B,j D. B. ADMISON.

VII,

—

First Lesson's in Cutting.

HOUGH many of the operations in fret-

sawing are the same, whether the hand-
saw or the machine be used, it will be
easily understood that each of them has
difficulties connected with it that are not

found, or if found, are to a smaller degree, in the other.

The machine has displaced the handsaw to a great

extent, owing to the increased speed and ease with

which work may be accomplished, still it is advisable

that the fretsawyer should be able to use the bowsaw,

as in some instances it is more convenient than the

machine. Before attempting to cut anything elabo-

rate, or to make up an article of fret-work, the learner,

unless he is prepared to waste a good deal of material,

will find it well to acquire the art of sawing and keeping

tolerably close to sawing on a given line. At first, as

is the case with all tools which one is not accustomed

to handle, little or nothing can be done, but with a

reasonable amount of care, rapid progress may be

made.

Permit me to remind the learner that patience and

close attention to seemingly unimportant details, are

essential to success. For the preliminary lessons,

only the bowsaw with, of course, a few blades, a

cutting-board and some waste wood to practise on

will be necessary. The sawblade should not be too

fine at first ; certainly not finer than No. 2, but No. 3

or No. 4 will be better, as the coarser they are the less

likely they are to be broken. In any case, in the

beginner's hands they will break more often than is

pleasant, and before an hour is over, excusable doubts

as to the possibility of anything being done with the

finest grades may have risen, to be removed by perse-

verance, let it be hoped. As for the wood, although

to a certain extent any kind may be said to be good

enough for practice, it will be well to select something

not too hard and not too thick. Perhaps nothing is

better adapted for the purpose than pine. It need
not be of the best, that is to say, free from knots or

other blemishes, for the lines to be sawn may be so

arranged as to escape these.

Sufficiently good wood for the purpose may be

found in the boxes used for holding soap, baking

powder, or some of the hundred and one preparations

sold by the grocer and oilman. The empty boxes

may frequently be obtained for little or nothing, and

at the most they will not cost anything like so much
as an equal quantity of wood bought in the usual way.

Cigar boxes also furnish suitable material. Whatever
the source whence the wood is derived, it should not

exceed j inch, and for a time it will be better that it

should not be more than half that. In size, it may be

anything than can conveniently be handled. If too

small, it cannot be so easily held down to the saw ;

and, again, it should not be too cumbersome.

The preliminary practice can scarcely be con-

sidered interesting, but the time spent on it cannot be
regarded as waste

; though the beginner will probably

be all impatience to make something fit to be seen.

If he prefers, of course, he may commence fretsawing

by working up a simple design, but whether it will be

fit to be seen, or whether he would care to show it as

a specimen of his work after he had made it, would be
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doubtful. The original design will be found to have

deteriorated to a marked extent, graceful curves will

have assumed distorted outlines of irregular contour,

points and corners, instead of being sharp and clean,

will be rounded off as though they wanted to be little

curves on their own account, while straight lines are

ragged and wavy. Probably, the conclusion arrived

at will be that a design, some wood, some saws

and some time have been wasted in forming a need-

lessly elaborate piece of wood suitable for lighting a

fire, but for nothing else.

Per contra, the knowledge that even fretwork must

be begun at the beginning will have been gained. For

the first lesson, the beginner cannot do better than

mark his board, as shown by the dotted lines in Fig.

25. The size of the triangles formed by them and

the edge of the board is unimportant, but as one ob-

ject of this method of setting out our design is to cut

straight lines, the length of each line should not be

less than twice the size shown in the illustration. To
ensure uniformity, they should be ruled and drawn
with a pencil on the wood, which is then ready for

cutting. Before this can be done, however, the saw-

blade must be fixed in the frame, and it is a matter of

some importance that this should be done properly.

On examining any sawblade, it will be noticed

that the teeth slant or point in one direction, and the

rule is that the saw must be fixed so that the teeth

incline downwards when cutting. Thus, if the handle

of the frame is to be held underneath the cutting-

board, the points of the teeth must be towards it,

the acute angle between each tooth and the one

above it being towards the other arm of the frame. The
sawblade being properly disposed accordingly, either

end may be fixed by one of the clamps. In this case,

as the saw is not threaded through the wood, it does

not matter which is fixed first. When one end has

been fixed, the two long arms of the frame must be

pressed towards each other to give the blade the

necessary tension, before fixing the other end in

the clamp.

The most convenient way to effect the compres-

sion is to rest one long arm against the table, or in the

apex of the V in the cutting-board, and to support

the handle and other arm against the chest, the bow
being towards the ground. By pressing slightly for-

ward, the ends of the arms will be brought a little

closer to each other than when free, and the other end
of the saw should be secured in its clamp.

Fig. 26 shows the way in which the frame is sup-

ported, while the blade is being secured. Unfortu-

nately, a mere verbal description cannot give the

degree of tension at which the blade should

be worked. Nothing but experience can determine

this, though it is of such great importance that fret-

cutting cannot be satisfactorily done without proper

adjustment of the blade. If the strain is too great,

the blade is easily broken, and if, on the contrary, it

is not enough, the saw will wander from the line,

being deflected from its proper course by every vari-

ation in the grain of the wood. When properly

tightened, the blade should emit a clear ringing

sound on being slightly bent, and suddenly released

by the finger, after the style in which a harp or banjo

string is touched, but beyond this, nothing can be

said. It will not take long for the learner to know
when the blade is at its right tension.

The saw and wood being ready, the latter is laid

on the cutting-board, the part to be cut first being

over the opening where it is kept in position by the

left hand, during the operation of cutting. The blade

of the saw in a perpendicular position is now worked

up and down, thus sawing the part desired. It may
be asked by the novice whether the handle is to be

above or below the board, and he will generally be

told that it must be below.

It is a singular fact that all the publications on fret-

work, at least, all that I have met with, and I have

read, I think, most of them, give this as the proper

method to be adopted ; indeed, it is the only one

mentioned by them. Undoubtedly, the handle may
be held in this position, but, it will, probably, be a

surprise to amateurs who have derived their knowledge

from such or similar sources to learn that the handle

may be above the wood, and that, as a rule, it is better

to work the saw held so. Those who have become

accustomed to hold it underneath will very likely, at

first, find it awkward to work with it upwards, but

there is no question that when once they have

mastered this, it will be recognized as being more

convenient.

There is less fatigue and altogether the work can

be executed with far greater facility. Indeed, it may
almost be said that cutting powers are doubled, not

so much, perhaps, as regards speed as the thickness

of wood that may be cut. There is also much greater

regularity in cutting curves and round sharp corners

for though it may be said that the line to be cut should

be worked to a blade, and that the frame should be

always in one position, this is only true to a modified

extent. A little practice will soon convince anyone

that it is an advantage to be able to swing the frame

freely when cutting, and though the frame may be

swung round to meet the work as it were, when the

handle is under the table, this cannot be so well done

without loss of power as when the handle is above.

The principal objection that can be urged against the

handle being upwards, is that when sawing the blade

is pushed, not pulled, down during the cutting stroke,

and though this might be a valid one in the case of
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such a fragile saw as is used in fretwork, it cannot be

considered as reasonable, when it is remembered that

the blade is firmly held at the lower end by an ade-

quate support, which keeps it properly extended.

I do not, however, wish to imply that one method
only should be adopted to the exclusion of the other.

It will be far better to practise both, as it may
occasionally be a convenience to be able to work in

either position. In either case, the handle must be
firmly grasped in

the right hand,

and the frame

supported by the

forearm. Figs.

27 and 28 show
the position, and
it will be evident

to everyone that

the support is

greater with the

handle upper-

most, rendering

it less difficult to

get an evenly

perpendicular ac-

tion of the saw,

and that a much
larger frame may
be used. In ma-
chine fretsawing,

the blade is kept

approximately
perpendicular as

has already been

stated, but with

the hand care will

be required to

preserve the per-

pendicular stroke

by which the cut-

ting will always

be at right angles

with the surface

of the wood, and
at first this will be found not easy. Strictly speak-

ing, the hole left by a piece being cut out should be

exactly the same size both at top and bottom, but

if this is not attainable, it may be as well for the

learner to know that a little, but only a little, latitude

is allowable, and may sometimes even bean advantage

in giving a sharper, well-defined look to the outlines,

by making the lower part of the hole wider than the

top or front. This does not in any way refer to

cutting on the bevel, that is, sawing with the blade

slanting to right or left, as will be explained for inlaid

FIG 31 PIG 33
FIG. 25.—FIRST LESSON IN FRETCUTTING. FIG. 26.—MODE OF HOLDING FRAME

WHEN FIXING BLADE. FIG. 29.—TURNING POINT (A) OF SAW. FIG. 30.—

SEMICIRCLES TO BE CUT FROM EDGE OF BOARD. FIG. 31.—SEMICIRCLES TO

BE CUT OUT OF BOARD. FIG. 32. — CIRCULAR PIECE TO BE CUT OUT.

FIG. 33.—RIGHT AND WRONG ENTRANCES FOR SAW WHEN CUTTING SQUARE.

work. Well, having decided for himself in which

position he will hold the saw frame, the blade is

applied to the wood, perpendicularly mind, with a

slight pressure, and the cutting is done by an even up

and down movement of the hand. With fine blades,

which, however, will not be required for a time, the

pressure against the wood must be very light. The
coarser blades will stand a good deal of pressure,

but this, like the tension, can only be ascertained

by practice. One
great point in

cutting is to avoid

a short jerky

movement of the

saw, which should

be moved regu-

larly and evenly

along its entire

cutting length, or

nearly so. If only

an inch or so of

its centre is used

instead, it stands

to reason that the

teeth get blunted

there quickly, and

the remainder of

them do not per-

form any share of

the work. More-

over, the saw is

much more apt

to break from the

increased friction

caused on the

middle part of it.

At first, the efforts

to keep the sawing

to the line will not

be very successful,

but if the learner

have any aptitude,

he will be agree-

ably surprised to

find how soon he gains the power of doing so, and in

a short time the blade will seem to follow the line of

its own accord, instead of perversely trying to get away

from it. Till this line, as shown in Fig. 25, can be kept

fairly closely to in cutting, the learner should be con-

tent to cut out the triangular pieces by straight cutting

without trying to turn the corners, or, to be more

explicit, he should cut from A to B, and instead of

attempting to turn the blade, that it may continue the

cut from B to C, he should draw it out backwards, if

necessary working it up and down as when sawing,
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and then cut from C to B.

The triangular piece will

then drop out. As soon as

some command has been

obtained over the saw, the

blade instead of being with-

drawn should be turned at

B, and the cut continued to

C. In turning, some care

will be required to get the

angle or point nice and
sharp, but as special direc-

tions will be found later on

for cutting points, the atten-

tion at present may be

chiefly given to getting the

sawblade into another line

without breaking it, and

without sawing in a curve.

This is not difficult with a

little care. As soon as the

blade reaches the point B,

continue to work up and
down, but do not press the saw forward so that it ad-

vances beyond. Instead, slowly swing the wood in the

direction of c round the saw as a centre, till the line

B, c is facing the teeth, then proceed as before. For

a time the saws are liable to be broken when turning

the corner ; but if the wood be moved slowly and

evenly, the action of the blade creates sufficient space

for it to turn in without being forced. Fig. 29 shows

in an exaggerated degree the course of the saw in the

piece from which the tri-

angle has been cut, the

rounded part at A being

the hole worked by the

saw in turning. In actual

practice the space would

not be anything like so

large with a blade such as

I have named for this

lesson.

The novice should next

attempt curves, as shown

in Fig. 30, in which semi-

circles to be cut from the

edge of the wood are

shown. The procedure is

exactly as before, the only

difference being that the

wood or the frame, or both

together, must be turned

continuously, so that there

may be no break in the

uniformity of the line. For

FIG. 27.—SAW FRAME HELD WITH HANDLE DOWN

FIG. 28.—SAW FRAME HELD WITH HANDLE UP.

the next lesson a piece of

wood may be set out as

shown in Fig. 31, which is

similar practice to the last

with addition of points to

be turned where the saw
must be manipulated, as

already described in turn-

ing square corners. In this

lesson the sawblade should

enter at A, and continue

till it reaches B. When
this has been done, various

lines and scrolls may be

drawn on the wood, or

straight lines ruled, for it

must not be supposed that

it is easier to cut a straight

line than a curved one. In

fact, it is considerably

more difficult, and there-

fore, it is well to practise it

before attempting to cut any

design in which straight lines are prominent. As for

the curves, angles, etc., drawn for the purpose of

practising, it matters little what they are, the great

object being the acquisition of ability to follow any

line with the saw. Hitherto, the lessons proposed

have been merely cutting from the outside, or shaping

an outline on the edge of the wood, but in fretcutting

it will be noticed that most of the work consists in

cutting away certain portions from the inside in such

a way that the wood which

is left forms the design, and

that it is impossible to saw

from the outside through

the figure of the design

without entirely destroying

it. There the drill or

other boring tool comes in.

Suppose we have the cir-

cular piece to cut out of a

piece of wood as in Fig.

32, it will be necessary to

get the saw on to the line

to be cut without sawing

through the surrounding

wood, and this may be

done by boring a hole

on the line itself. As,

however, this could not

very well be managed

without leaving some trace,

and the wood, or round

piece not being part of
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the design, which, in this case, is very simple, being

tnerely a circle, the hole is bored in this waste wood
at any part of it, but preferably in order to avoid un-

necessary work as near the line as convenient. The
saw is inserted through this hole, and afterwards fitted

in the clamp, care, of course, being taken to support

the wood if at all heavy in order to prevent its weight

breaking the blade. The waste wood is then sawn

through till the line is reached, when the saw

should follow it till the circle is completed. The saw-

blade is then released at one end to take the wood
off. I may here say, that in open fretwork it is seldom

necessary to cut a circular piece out with the saw, at

least any circle not larger than a centre-bit, or other

boring tool that the worker may have by him. It

saves labour to bore round holes instead of cutting

them, but to prevent accident such holes should be

bored before any pieces near them are sawn. Instead

of a circle a square or other figure with straight sides

should be drawn and cut out, remembering that the

object is to cut a square hole in a piece of wood.

In this case also a small hole for the sawblade

must be made, but its position is not quite so indefinite

as in the circle, for it is difficult, if not impossible, to

avoid showing the point of beginning and ending of

the saw cut on the line. Certainly the file may be,

and is used to train off such little irregularities, but

as filing entails additional work, it is well to avoid the

necessity for it when practicable. Therefore, do not let

the saw enter the line on one of the sides but at a

corner, so make the hole near one of the corners.

Thus, instead of making it at a, Fig. 33, it should be

somewhere about B, the course of the cut being shown
by the dotted line. From what I have said about the

file being required when the sawing begins in the

middle of a line, it may be supposed that no trace of

the saw having begun at a corner will be seen. With
very accurate work it would not, and the novice must

not be discouraged if he finds that the saw has not

cut quite up to the corner evenly, but he will under-

stand the principle for which I have used this illustra-

tion. Both the square and the circle may be carefully

examined after they have been cut with the object of

learning what faults there are in them. If properly,

that is with perfect accuracy, they should not merely

fit the spaces from which they were cut when replaced

in their original position, but in any. This, however,

can hardly be expected, for- altogether apart from any

irregularity in drawing the original figure, it would be

an evidence of a high degree of skill were they to do so

.

However, it will be useful to ascertain whether the saw

has been worked perpendicularly or with a side slant.

If it has been kept upright, the waste pieces will go

through the opening either up or down with equal

ease, if not they will stick ; for example, if the hole

is wider at the top than at the bottom, the piece on

being replaced in its original position will not fall

through as it ought to if accurately cut. With a very

thin piece of wood this test will not apply so well as

with a piece say from \ to \ inch thick, though the

latter is rather more than the beginner would care

to cut.

(To be continued.)

NOTES ON NOVELTIES.
By THE EDITOR.

48.

48.

The Journal of Decorative Art. 49. Mel-

huis.h's New Combined Tool Cabinet and
Work Bench.

HE JOURNAL OF DECORATIVE
ART.—I have been prevented, by vari-

ous causes, from calling attention once

again to "The Journal of Decorative

Art," which has now reached the eighth

volume, and which is published in London by Mr. Henry

Vickers, 317, Strand, W.C., and in Manchester by W. G.

Sutherland, l$,St. Ann Street. Transatlantic readers, who

may wish to place it on their shelves, may obtain it from

Messrs. Fr. Beck and Co., 206, West Twenty-ninth Street,

JVe-cvYorh. The coloured plates in Vol. VII., and notably

the quaint Sign of the Zodiac, painted by Mr. H. Stacey

Marks, R.A., on the walls of the Tea House, at Eaton, the

chief country seat of the Duke of Devonshire, are most at-

tractive, and the designs for Border Decorations, to be first

stencilled on the wall, and afterwards relieved and shown

up with pencilling done with hand, are boldly executed, and

will be found most useful. With the volume a portfolio of loose

sheets is given, replete with decorative designs of great beauty,

which will be found most helpful to those who are fond of

doing a little decorative work at home. But the coloured

plates in Vol. VII., good as they are, are altogether eclipsed

and thrown into the shade by the coloured plates in the

January and February parts of the current volume, of which

the former contains a plate in imitation of Brocatella Vio-

lette Marble, from the pencil of Mr. W. Sutherland, and

effectively reproduced in chromo-lithography by M. Klei-

nentz, of Manchester, and the latter, a soft and delicately

tinted sketch of the Hollyhock, in colour, painted by Miss

Kate Rogers, of the Lambeth Potteries. In the April issue

is a Study of Chrysanthemums by the same artist. The

price of each volume, complete, is 10s., or lis. post-free;

the price of each monthly pait, "i&. These paintings of

flowers afford excellent examples for students who have a

liking for flower painting—indeed, the text by which the

coloured sketch is accompanied, contains excellent and

exhaustive teaching on this pleasing branch of art, in pre-

paring the paper, sketching the outline in pencil, and paint-

ing from the first flat washes to the final touches that give

life and effect to the whole drawing. I do not think that

anyone who parte with 7tl. per month for the purchase of

each successive monthly part of " The Journal of Decorative
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Art," will ever regret the parting, for the information given

is undoubtedly worth far more than the few pence for which

the Magazine is supplied.

49. Melkuisli's Ner.u Combined Tool Cabinet and Work

Bench.—Amateurs generally—who can afford to indulge in

workshop luxuries, and especially officers in the army and

navy, and those who are about to settle, or to make a stay

of long duration .abroad, and wish to have their tools and

work bench with them in a neat, compact, and portable form

— will be sincerely grateful to Messrs. R. Melhuish and

Sons, S7, Fetter Lane, London, E.C., for having produced

an article which will in every way meet their wants and

wishes, and, in all proba-

bility, far exceed their ex-

pectations. When closed,

the Cabinet, which is made of

polished wood, and finished

in the best possible manner.

and is supplied at £iy, in

walnut wood, and for some-

thing less, but not much,

in ash; thus a handsome
piece of furni-

ture, which

would not be

out of place

in any room,

and which

might, at first

tight, be taken

for a cabinet

containing a

collection of

minerals, coins,

butterflies,

prints, or any

kind of curio-

sities that col-

lectors delight

to gather to-

gether. As to

its dimensions,

it is 3 ft. 6 in.

long, 1 ft. 7 in.

deep, and 3

feet high, and thus occupies a space of about 12 cubic feet.

On examination, it will be found that the top and sides open,

as shown in the illustration, the former containing in its deep

recess a great variety of the smaller tools that are in con-

stant request in carpentry, and the latter forming doors to

shallow cupboards, which, by an ingenious arrangement

that is clearly perceptible in the engraving, afford the means
of storing saws, planes, rasps, gauges, etc., sufficient to

carry out most kinds of carpenter's and joiner's work that

the amateur is likely to take in hand. Between these re-

cesses, or cupboards, are six drawers, carefully graduated in

depth, and suitable for receiving carving tools and a host of

Other appliances used in both plain and ornamental car-

pentry. Access to the drawers when the cabinet is not in

MELHUISH'S NEW COMBINED TOOL CABINET AND WOUK BENCH,

use is prevented by a slip of wood, I inch square, hinged

from top to bottom, at the side of the cupboard to the

right. This slip can be fastened at pleasure, preventing the

withdrawal of any of the drawers when the cabinet is closed,

and it is pierced with holes for the reception of pegs to sup-

port any piece of wood held in the grip-vice for the purpose

of planing up its edge. When open, it will be seen that

every tool is ready to the hand of the workman, and can be

taken from its place in a moment, and returned to it as

quickly when done with. Another convenience resulting

from the use of the cabinet is, that if the amateur workman
is interrupted and called away, as he sometimes is, it does

not take more than a minute

or two to put everything in

place, and secure tools and

bench from being meddled

with during the absence of

the owner ; and lastly, if

the amateur be cramped for

space, and have no workshop

proper, and be compelled to

amuse himself with carpentry

and joinery in

a room that

has to serve

two purposes,

he may keep

his tool cabi-

net and work

bench in the

room without

fear of offend-

ing the critical

eye of atiy

chance visitor.

The work
bench is from

solid beech

wood, sup-

ported on the

side cup-

boards, etc.,

and covering

the topmost

drawer when

the drawer is closed. There is a small trough or tray on the

inner side of the work bench, which is convenient for hold-

ing any small tools that may be required from time to time

in doing any job. The jack-plane, trying plane, smoothing

plane, glue pot, etc., are placed in the cupboard on the right

hand. The work bench is fitted with a patent grip-vice,

which is easily detached and removed from its position when

not in use. The patentee deserves the praise and thanks of

all amateurs for his handsome and useful Tool Cabinet,

which certainly affords one of the neatest and most handy

contrivances for the storage and safe keeping of tools that

has yet been offered to the public, and is by no means costly

when the labour involved in producing the cabinet and the

number of good tools supplied with it are considered.
,
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For " Instructions to Contributors and
Correspondents," see page 45 of this

Volume, or Part 72, page 45.

Westward Ho

!

*** Amateurs residing- in or near the
Metropolis who like a run into the country
now and then for two or three days, at very

moderate cost, should write to Messrs.
Athol Eoss and Co., Excursion Organizers,

30, Langden Eoad, London, N., for a list of

trips in contemplation for the season.

For example, they have an Excursion Train
leaving the North of London for Torquay
and Dartmouth, on Friday, June 1, at 11

p.m., arriving* again in London on Monday,
June 4, at 8 a.m., giving two clear days and
a night in Devonshire, and this for 12s.

Those who wish to go should lose no time

in writing for a ticket, as this is a chance
that does not often offer itself to busy men
with little time to spare for a holiday.

American Clocks and Timepieces.
%* Erbatdm.—In page 294, column 2,

line 9, for "odd oil" read " old oil."

Fowl-House, etc.

Quill and Screw-driver asks for "plans

and particulars for a fowl-house for twenty
fowls, a rabbit-hutch, and an incubator,

having regard to adaptability of purpose
intended, cheapness of purpose, and sim-
plicity of construction." [I have inserted
your query, as, perhaps, some correspon-
dent may be able to suggest something
that will meet your views in the points

named. I may say, however, that you will

find descriptions of a fowl-house and rabbit.

pit and shed— which is better than any
rabbit-house— in Part 8 of "livery Man
His Own Mechanic," which can be bought
for 6d. Full instructions for making simple
incubators and an artificial mother are
given in Amateur Wore, Part 16, and for

incubators, with automatic regulators, in

Parts 28 and 35. There is a paper on the
mode of inakiDg " A Combined Poultry
and Pigeon House," in Part 12, and another
on "A Draught and Damp-proof Rabbit-

Hutch 1 ' in Part 42.]

" Multum in Parvo" Lathe.
Brixtonian.—This lathe may be light-

looking in appearance, as you say, but it is

strong and stable enough, and may be
strengthened still more, if you wish to do
so, by transverse stays. It is a wood-
turning lathe, but it is possible to attach
chain driving gear to it, by which it may be
rendered available for metal working. You
could not have a better iron lathe for the
money asked for it (£4 10s.), or one of

greater capacity. If you require great
nicety of finish you must be content to give
more money for one of the Britannia Com-
pany's more expensive lathes, for which
see the Company's price list.

Utility of Amateur Work.
H. J. writes :—" I must thank Mr. Vevers

for his most valuable articles on 'Dry
Plate Photography ' which appeared in

Amateur Wore. Although I had hardly
ever seen a camera before I began to read

the articles, I thought them so concise and
clear that I resolved to try my hand at

photography. My first negative came out

splendidly, and everybody to whom I

showed the prints thought they were done
by a professional, the only fault was that
the sky was too dark. I have now had my
camera three months, and I must confess

that my success was entirely due to Ama-
teur Work.

Refined Petroleum for Boiler.

B. M. L. (Goderich, Canada).—Try the
effect of a baffle plate suspended in chim-
ney, as per sketch. Also fit a chimney or

pipe leading out to the open at a good

">r

BAFFLE PLATE BELOW CHIMNEY.
B, Circular Baffle Plate suspended by a

hanger, R, made of thin sheet, with the
T-head driven tighly into chimney.
Note.—The space around edge of Baffle

Plate should equal area of chimney.

height. I should advise yon to use char-

coal if you want good steaming in your

boiler. Of course, you will require a pipe,

or chimney, so as to promote a good
draught, as well as to remove fumes.—
Olla Podbida.

Sensitizing Paper.

Faust (India) .—In describing your method
of sensitizing paper, you omit a most im-

portant factor, viz., the length of time the

paper is floated; but, irrespective of this,

a 60 grain bath is very much too strong, for

India and hot climates 45 grains to each

ounce of water would be found more suit-

able, the paper being in contact with the

bath from two to two and a half minutes.

Paper sensitized at home always gives a

print inclining to a purple tone, whereas
ready-sensitized paper, owing to the " pre-

servative " used in its preparation, pro-

duces a chocolate toned print; but many,

nay, most, persons prefer the purple tone,

and this paper also has the advantage of

toning quicker. If Faust is troubled

with bronzing—a metallic lustre in the

shadows of the print—he has an evident

proof that his bath is too powerful ; but if

bis prints are weak and wanting iu bril-

liancy, the probability is that the paper has

been floated too long in the bath. Do not

tone the i>rints faf( \,u^ remove them while

they still retain the pink colour.—C- C. V.

Constant Battery for Water
Electrolysis.

Brixtonian.—To decompose water by

electricity, you require a strong electric

current with an E. M. F. of not less than

six volts. Thin currents of high tension

simply decompose the water, without giv-

ing a good volume of gases in the tubes.

Constant batteries of the Le'clanche' type

give a thin current unless the cells are

made large. It is quite j>ossible to make
up a battery of this kind— say four cells in

series of gallon size— and this would fulfil

one of your requirements, but could not be

said to be cheap. You might try a large

sal-ammoniac battery, with corrugated or

granular carbon as the negative element.

This would be cheaper than the Leclanch£,

and would give very little trouble in re-

charging ; but the cells must be large, and

should be placed six in series. It will be

useless adding mor6 cells in series, unless

they are of gallon capacity. You must
have a large volume, as well as high E. M. P.

If cost is no object, you would get all you

want besides from a four-cell secondary

battery. Authorities agree, however, in

recommending from three to four quart

cells of the Grove or Bunsen type for this

purpose.—G. E.

Coil for Telephone Carbon Trans-
mitter.

Suspense.—If you will read carefully the

article on this subject in pages 142, 143,

Vol. IV., you will see that a coil is not

needed with the form of transmitter de-

scribed there. The exact sizes of every

part is given, and a full-size sectional

drawing of the instrument will be found in

page 143. The size of wire used in con-

necting the plates with binding-screws is

No. 26 B.W.G., or *019 in decimal wire

gauge.—G. E,

TelegTaph Instruments.

C. G. (Hampton Wick).—I am preparing

an illustrated article on the subject, and

this will be published as soon as the Editor

can find space.—G. E.

Horseshoe Magnets.

Horseshoe.—Place the marked end of

one magnet on the plain leg of the other

magnet, about an inch from the bend, and

draw it slowly along the leg to the end.

Lift it off, and place it again on the same

leg; again draw it along, and repeat this

some ten or twelve times. Then treat the

other end on the other leg in a similar

manner. By a continuation of this treat-

ment, both magnets will be strengthened.

To keep magnets in good condition, do not

throw them about, heat them, or jar them.

Always keep a piece of soft iron (a keeper)

on their poles, and when they are put away

place the plain pole of one and the marked
pole of the other together.— G. E.
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Drehstuhl.
SrAni Dresden writes :

—" Perhaps if I

explain what the tool is, the Editor can
tell me what its English name is. It is a

machine used by watch and clock- makers,
and is of two patterns. In one, it takes

the form of a very small lathe head from
which projects a flat bar, perhaps 4 inches

long, on which travels the slide-rest (there is

no back centre), the whole is mounted on a

massive kind of sewing machine stand, and
is driven by foot. In the other form the

head is larger, and is driven with gearing

or bands by hand. Both forms are of gun
metal. I prefer the latter, as it is under
better control. A Drehdorn is a sort of

miniature lathe held in a vice, and driven

with a bow. f Drehstahl* in the work-
shops here means a turning tool pure and
simple, but it may be applied to other

things for aught I know. The word ' Leit-

spindelbank,' for instance, is applied by
some people indiscriminately to both
sliding mandrel and slide lathes. The
correct German term
for a sliding mandrel
lathe being * Patronen-

bank.'"

A. B. C. gives to the

above the following

reply : — " From your
description, the tool is

what we call a 'man-
drel,' the German name
' DerBackendrehstnhl ;'

it has a large face-plate,

4 or 5 inches diameter,

with 3 (or 5 rarely)

slits and dogs for hold-

ing watch-plates, etc.,

while turning out the
wheel sinks, upright-

ing wheels, etc. ' Der
Drehstuhl' is the Ger-

is the ( Backend rehstuhl ' of the Germans,
and that the German for ' Lathe ' is Brch-

bank, ( Drehstuhl ' is a term also applied to

any stool or chair that turns on a pivot or

screw, and ' Drehstald,' a term applied only

to a tool, chisel, or gouge, as the case may
be, used in turning."

Answers to Correspondents.

C. E. L. (jlndoriv).—You ask me
to tell you "the numbers, parts,

or volumes wherein answers to

queries of F. P. (Andover) occurred,

respecting Cane Chair Making and
Organette Making." All parts of

the Magazine are always kept in

print, and Indexes to Contents of

Volumes and Answers to "Ama-
teurs in Council" are given, for

Volumes I. to VI. inclusive, in

Parts 11, 23, 35, 47, 59 and 71, and
if you turn to references to pagi-

nation for Cane Chair Making and
Org±nette Making, you will pro-

bably be able to trace queries of

and the assumption of a hammer and large

wire spectacles would be a happy release.

Dark Tent.

Faust (India).—A paper describing the

method of making dark tents, by Mr. C. C;

Vevers, is in my hands ; but it is not pos-

sible to determine with exactness when it

will appear, as the serial articles now ap-

^Hd

FIG. 2.—MANDREL (German, BACKENDREHSTUHL) WITH WHEEL AND GUT,

F.P. (Andover). Ihave
uo objection to tell

any correspondent,

in what parts or

volumes any particu-

lar article or series

of articles may occur,

but I must declme
at once to search

through " Amateurs
in Council " for par-

ticular queries and
auswers. There was a

boy once, according to

one of the comic
papers, who sent his

father a valentine, in

which he was depicted

as an owl. The author of the boy's being did

not appreciate the humour of the comparison

as much as the boy did, aud said he always

drew the line at owls. I am sorry to be com-
pelled to throw the labour of the search ou
yourself, but I really must draw the line

at "Amateurs in Council." If you had
been successful in drawing me in your case,

without doubt, many inspired by a laud-

able desire to prevent me from eating

the bread of idleness, would follow suit,

an! I should soon be brought into a condi-

tion of Egyptian bondage, from which rele-

gation to a heap of granite by the wayside,

FIG. 3.—MANDREL WITH WHEEL AND PINION.

man name of the turns, in which the

pinions, etc., are turned and fitted. " Die
Drehbank," English * lathe.' I have en-

closed prints of three patterns, if the

Editor can reproduce, one for use with
the bow, one with wheel and pinion action,

and one with gut action. The machines
figured in the accompanying illustrations

may be obtained from Mr. Merris Cohen,
. Ze;d*. It may be helpful to

Stai/7 Dhesde?? in his commercial inter-

course with the Dre3denese particularly,

and 3->ns of the Great Fatherland gene-
rally, to note that the English ' Mandrel

'

FIG. I.—MANDREL FOR BOW"

WITH CENTRES AND REST.

pearing in this Volume
must be finished in the

Volume itself, and room
must be reserved for

them.
Riveting China.

Boulon. — Yoii will

find instructions for

riveting china and

glass in Vol. V„ page

309, of this Magazine,

otherwise Part 54. A s

you say you are " A
Subscriber from No. 1,"

I am afraid you have

not read its pages so

carefully month by

month as you might.

Touch of Piano.

W. E. T.—This may
be made heavier by putting another lead

iu each key. If W. E. T. will take out

one key, he will see one or two leads

in it, he must get a pound of large key

leads ( TV inch in diameter) from Messrs.

Goddard, 6S, Tottenham Court Road, and

put one in each key, as near the back

as possible, if not heavy enough, get

out several blocks of wood about 1.} inches

long, -| inch wide and j\ inch thick, bore a

hole in each aud rivet a key lead in, and then

glue one ou at the back of each key so as

not to interfere with the action. I think

this will do all he requires, or he might

fix a row of strong wire springs to a rail

and screw the rail on to the action-frame

at the bottom, so that n spring presses on

each key. This, however, alters the quality

of the touch, making it like a harmonium
touch.—J. A. H.

Mr. G. Busschotts' Address.

W. H. C. (Nottingham).—The full address

of Mr. G. Busschotts, who is mentioned
in " Fretsaw Work and Marquetry Cut-
tin?," page 178, as being the importer of a

certain class of fretsaw blades from Italy,

is 33, Pari: Lane, Liverpool.

Book Binding1

.

Penman.—At last, I have got the follow-

ing negative reply for you:— "I have not

been able to answer Fbnmaw's query of Oct.
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5th, 1887, having mislaid his letter. If he

will repeat his question I will endeavour to

do so."— [I am sorry for the delay and for

the loss of the letter. If Fenman will

repeat his question, it shall be answered.

As far as my recollection serves me, it

related to marbling- the edges of books.

If so, the process cannot well be described

in a brief reply in "Amateurs in Council,"

but will require a separate paper, which
will be given as soon as it is possible to do
ao. If Fknman's question was about
marbling, he must kindly accept this as

an answer pro tern, to his question.

—

Ed.]

Amateur Shoernaking.
Prof. L. Marisstaux writes:—"! am

glad to inform my fellow-readers that,

from the information I got from the papers

on Boot and Shoe-making which appeared
in the early parts of Amateur Work, I

succeeded in making a pair of elas*c boots.

I have also resoled several pairs of boots

and leather-uppered

slippers to my own
greatest satisfac-

tion. My work was
not, of course, the

same iu finish as

that of a profes-

sional bootmaker

;

but, such as it was,

I was quite satisfied

with it. I hope,

when I have made
three or four pairs

more, to be able to

attain something
near perfection

;

* Uebmtg macht d>:n

Mei&ter,' say the

Germans. I may
add, as another
piece of informa-

tion, that, a3 far as

price is concerned,

my boots cost me
half of what I need

to pay to my bootmaker. For resoling

I used a tool not mentioned iu the articles

on Bootmakiug: it is what is termed in

French a * cou de cygue ' (swan's neck)

—

see annexed figure. By means of it I can
resole and rehecl <i)ty size of shoe, from
babies' little slippers up to men's big

hunting boots. My object in writing the
above information is to show some of my
fellow-readers (from the ' Growleries ') who
find fault with such and such articles iu

Amateur Work, and discuss their useful-

ness, that those papers, if not made use of

by themselves, niny be, and are, very useful

to others. And I can assure the * growlers'
that I have derived not only great utility

but also much pleasure from our Magazine,
aud I often regret there is no such Maga-
zine in France."

"Feet" in Harmonium Reeds.
Reeds.—The term "feet," as applied to

harmonium retds, is troublesome to novi-

ces, and is rather difficult to explain clearly.

However, I will try. In the " open dia-

pason " stop of organ pipes, the lowest pipe
(CC) is 8 feet long ; to give the correct note,

the length varies slightly according to the

diameter of the pipe. On this account the

SWAN S NECK

—

FRENCH SHOE-
MAKING TOOL.

stop is called an 8 foot stop. All instru-

ments of which the pitch C, or, in fact, auy
corresponding note, is iu unison with this,

is said to be of 8 foot pitch. The piano-

forte is of 8 foot pitch, and in instruments
with only one row of reeds it is usual to

have them of 8 foot pitch. Therefore, the
reeds you will require will be 8 feet. I

hope this makes the matter clear.—J. A. H.

Oogan Building.

Salicional Stop.

J. L.—I have never heard of au organ

stop called SUidan. If you mean the

Snlicional, it is a small scale Duleiana,

voiced slightly reedy.—M. W.

Pipes not Speaking.
Organ Builder.—Your Lieblicb Gedacht

most likely requires a little more wind,

and if it is properly directed on the upper

lip, the pipes will speak readily enough.

—

M. W.

A Help for Tricyclists.

Prof. L. Marissiattx writes :—" Tricy-

clists have often been under the painful

necessity of pushiug forward their machine

going up hill. The great bother was theu

to be obliged to have one hand on the

saddle and the other on the steering-bar,

knocking their legs all the time agaiust the

hind-axle or against the luggage-carrier.

To remedy this disagreeableness, I made

FORM OF STEEL SPRING.

out of a bit of steel two spring's in the

shape seen in the annexed figure, a b, beiDg

the diameter of handle-bar, and c D, just a

little smaller. To these springs I fixed the

two ends of a strap of leather, about as

wide as my little linger, aud of sufficient

length to reach the back of saddle when the

springs are hooked on the bar nest to

handles. When obliged to push my tri-

cycle (automatic steering, by the way), I

pull the strap right or left, and steer my
machine very easily without having to lean

over it with one arm stretched out, as I

used to do before."

Soap-Making.
W. P. I. (ArUcdon) writes:—"I venture

to suggest that it would be useful to
reprint ' Soap-making a Success,' Vol.111.,

page 179, otherwise Part 27, of Amateur
Work. It is over four years since the
article appeared, and you will have had
many new subscribers during that time.

We have made many a dozen pounds of

good serviceable soap from the recipe. Our
last ' brew ' was 24 pounds. The process

is so simple that anybody may be the soap-

maker; and the refuse fat of the household
is converted into a useful article of con-

sumption." [I cannot well reproduce the
short paper to which, you allude. Your
reference to it above will act as a finger-

post, to point out where it may be found

t

to all who are desirous of information on
the subject.

—

Ed.]

Electric Bell Contact for Door-Mat.

E. C. P.—As you stipulate that the door-
mat should not be above the level of the
floor, you must take up a square of the
flooring equal to the size of the mat. Nail

the hoards together to form a trap-door,

then cut away enough of the joists to bring

this (with the mat upon it) to the required

ELECTRIC BELL CONTACT FOR DOOR-

MAT.

level. Then cut away another h inch from
the surface of each joist to allow a slight

fall to the trap when the mat is trod upon.

Secure the trap by two stout binges to the

flooring behind the door, and see that the

hinges work free. At the other end of the

trap, on a joist nearest the front door post,

fix two springs, strong enough to bear up
the trap with the mat upon it, but weak
enough to be pressed down with the weight

of a child. Next fit the contact plates to

the same joist. These may be two brass

plafes, one fixed to the joist and the other

to the trap, as shown in sketch. Solder a

platinum-tipped projection to the under

plate, and a square of platinum foil to the

upper plate ; couuect the upper plate by
wire to the hinges, and these to one line

wire, connect the upper plate to the other

line wire. Or, you may use the springs for

upper contact pieces, and a plate on the

joist for an under contact piece. Or you
may use a plunger push-door contact em-
bedded iu the joist, and connect the wires

to this. If the mat is to maintain its usual

position, it may he kept slightly raised

above the floor on an arched frame of

steel laths, and contact made with this and

a plate attached to the floor when the mat
is trod upon.—G. E.

Mitring Moulding.

J. W. A. {Leeds).—I hardly understand
your difficulty, as, presuming the bookcase
is rectangular, the " degree at which to

mitre " the moulding for cornice is 45°, or

half a right-angle, in this and all similar

c |.

' B

c

MITRE FOR
MOULDING.

instances. Can it be that you are in doubt
how to cut it, though you do not say so ?

Anyhow, by following these simple instruc-

tions, I hope you may find your difficulties

removed, whatever they are. First make
a mitre-box, a, any length, with open ends
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and top, the sides at right, angles with the

bottom. "Width and depth must be suf-

ficient to contain the moulding. If made
of thin stuff strengthen the box by a rail or

two across the top, to bind the sides. Now
at the angle of the mitre (45°) saw through
the sides perpendicularly ; see b, plan of

box on top, and c, elevation of sides. Then
hold the moulding firmly against the side

bottom of the box, as in d, and, guided by
the cuts in the sides, saw through the
moulding. Of course, the same principle

may be applied to cutting square ends and
mitres at any angle, and to mouldings of

any section. I hope this will enable you to

cut your cornice ; but if it does not, and
you will write again stating more clearly

where the difficulty is, I shall be happy to

help you.

Telescope Tobacco Box.
H. I. W. (Newport, Hon.) writes :

—"En-
closed I send a sketch of a telescope tobacco
box. I may say it is not my own invention,

but as it is possible that many of my fellow-

amateur tinmen wonld like to make one, I

herewith give the dimensions. The body,
a, is cut 6f inches long, and 4 inches wide,

with a seam made the same as shown in

mating stove piping in ' Amateur Tin-

Plate Working.' The bottom, b, is made

TELESCOPE TOBACCO BOX.

as follows : Cut a piece of tin 6| inches long
by 3J inches wide, turn it round, and make
it fit in the top part nicely, like a telescope,
with a soldered seam, a b. Turn a flange
down, and pane the bottom on, and it ia

complete. The enclosed sketch will explain
what I mean. It is made in tin, brass, and
copper ; but if made of brass or copper it

must be tinned ingide."

Boot-Repairing-.

A. B. C.—I see by your query that you
are able to drive a nail fairly well, and that
is about all; but, to answer your last

question first, all leather (that is, sole
leather) must be wet before using ; as to

(

how long it should soak depends upon the
kind and quality of the leather, as a
spongey or light stuff will take the water
quicker than stouter or more solid leather.

It must be wet enough to work easily, but
not to be able to squeeze the water out if

you pinch the edge. Experience only will

teach perfectly how wet the leather should
be. Next, after the soles are nailed on,

the order of finishing is this : Tap them
gently all round the edge with the nose of
the hammer, so as to get the new sole well
into every cTevice with the old. Then
pare off with the knife close, rasp up,
scrap with the corner of the buff knife, file

off what has worked up on the edge, and

make the substance equal all round. Sand-

paper well. Rub a very little paste on the

edge, then with the wet corner of a rag

rub it on all round, and ink them. When
dry use the warm iron, then rub heel-ball

on, and with warm iron melt it all over,

then rub off with a cloth. If you do this

properly you will not have to complain of

your edges. But you must not forget to

hammer your leather well after it is wet,

or it will not wear.—A. M.

Aquarium
ErsH.—You will not be a fish out of water

much longer. The paper in qiiestion is on
the brink of appearance, and then I trust

the exemplary patience of yourself and
" several others" will be rewarded. I say

nothing about the patience of the contribu-

tor of the article, as he is one of the most
valued and useful members of my staff, and
knows what " crowding out " means, and
that there is much the same difficulty

in getting everything that is foreshadowed
into the volume for which the foreshadow-
ing is made, as there is in getting three

pints into a quart measure.

Moulding in Plaster.

Mahogany.—A series of papers entitled,

" Modelling in Clay," appeared in Vol. I.,

pages 12, 59, 107, 155, 215. This series was
followed by another, " Casting in Plaster,"

which appeared in Vol. I., pages 371, 387.

The Parts in which these articles appear
are Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 9.

INFORMATION SUPPLIED.

Stiffening Copper Urn.
Eal writes in reply to H. K. (Hastings),

page 288:—" Either pitch or plaster of

Paris would answer. Perhaps the best way
would be to fill the urn with coke, or other
light material, and then run in thin plaster

of Paris. It would thus be much lighter

than it would be if the plaster was solid."

Fishing-Hooks -with Swivels.

Fal writes in reply to H. I. (Lisbon), page
288:—"As far as I can recollect I have
never seen any hooks, except shark hooks,

made with swivels; of course, they could
he go made, if a sufficient quantity were
required to make it worth while for a
manufacturer to undertake the order.

Messrs. Bartlet and Sons, Abbey Mills, Red-
ditch, have made a great variety of hooks
specially for uie, and I cannot speak too
highly of the quality of their work. At the
same time it is only fair to H. I. to say it

was with great difficulty and under special

circumstances that I could induce them to
take my orders, their rule being never to

sell retail. Why could not H. I. procure
some eyed hooks, which are made of every
size, from the smallest trout-fly hook up to

large conger hooks, and then seize a swivel
on to the eye with waxed silk if the hook
be small, or with copper wire if it is large ?

I have used this plan for a great variety of

purposes, and found it answer perfectly.

I just throw this out as a suggestion, but
as I have not the slightest clue as to the
class of hooks required, I cannot give more
definite advice, though I would gladly do so

if H. I. requires it. I, for one, Bhould be

interested to hear what H.I. is doing."

Professional writes:— If "H.I. (Lisbon)

will write to B. R. Bambridge, Eton-on-

Thames, England, he can get anything he
wants in the fishing-tackle line."

Securing Set of Drawers with One
Lock and Key.

J. B. W. (Cabinet Ualcer, Plymouth, Mass.,
U.S.A. P.O. Box 264) writes in reply to A.
P. (Westminster), page 192:—"First fit the
case complete and put the lock on either

drawer you choose (I should say the top
one), then in the centre of the backs screw
a stout screw-eye, e (except the one with
the lock on it) ; now get out a piece of stiff

wood, 1£ inches diameter, make a journal
one end, $ inch diameter, and on the other
bore a hole £ inch 1£ inches deep, so you
can drive in a dowel for the other journal

;

this should be long enough to allow for pull-

ing out in case of breakage. Now get some
screw-eyes, e, and cut out a part so as to

make hooks of them, b ; screw them in the
round stick, a, so they will just close in

tight in the backs of the drawers when way
in. Put a spiral spring on the A-piece to

a

FIG. I

FIG. I.—SECTION SHOWING MODE OF
SECURING DRAWERS.

FIG. 2.—ENLARGED VIEW OF HOOK,

keep it unlocked all the time that the

drawer, d, with the lock on, is pulled out.

Put on a piece of wood, c, to strike the

drawer, d, and turn on its journals the bar

a. This will do the work very effectually."

[I insert your plan, but I do not see my-
self, from your description, how it worker

and it appears a complicated method Oj.'

doing what can be done by simpler means
already described.—Ed.]

Clock Case.

Barkis, B.A., writes in answer to Sknes,

page 288:—" Drawings and description for

your clock case would occupy too much
space for * Amateurs in Council,' but I

shall be very pleased to send you the above
direct. I have a fine old eight-day, in oak

case, which would meet your requirements.

I could easily prepare working drawings of

it for you, i.e.., if you intend making the
case yourself. It is not a very difficult

piece of work to perform, to one who has

some knowledge of the use of planes, etc.,

and if carefully made and ornamented with
carving would look well." [A contributor

haB the description of a clock case of this

kind in hand.—Ed.]
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Opening as Marine Engineer.

Certificated Marine Engineer writes
in reply to J. J. A. (Omagh) -.—"I may say
that every marine engineering- firm take
apprentices without premiums; but the
difficulty is to get there, those taken being
either workmen's sons or persons intro-

duced by men of influence. Some of the
largest marine engineering in the world is

done by a firm in Belfast, whose name I

have forgotten. London is almost hope-
less, as very little new work is being done
there. There is Caird's, Greenock, and
Napier and Palmer, Sunderland, Sir Wil-
liam Armstrong, Newcastle, Laird's, Liver-

pool, and Jack's, ditto, and at any one of
them you would find there were more appli-
cations than room can be found for. But
to become a marine engineer it is not abso-
lutely necessary that J. J. A. should serve
in a marine shop. If he can get into a good
shop, either stationary or locomotive, and
having finished his seven years, be could
make his way to one of the firms named, or
to the Peninsular and Oriental Company,
who keep their own staff of workmen ; he
would obtain employment at once, if a
good workman, at the same time letting it

be known what he wanted to do. After
twelve months he would be so far ac-
quainted with the work as to be able to
get to sea as third or fourth engineer;
and after twelve months' sea service, he
could pass the Board of Trade Examination
for second class engineer's certificate.

Then, having served as second engineer
for twelve months, he could pass for chief

engineer. J. J. A. must be quick if he is

not fitting, for at 17 they do not care to
take apprentices ; there is so little likeli-

hood of the apprenticeship being com-
pleted. I am not marine engineering now,
or would be glad to assist, but shall be
willing at any time to give any further
information."

Re-bronzing Urn.
Fal writes in reply to H. K. (Hastings),

page 2S8:—" This ought not to be a very
expensive process, but I cannot say what
the exact price would be, as it would de-

pend upon the size of urn and other cir-

cumstances. Any ironmonger could get it

done for you. It would be cheaper, how-
ever, I think, to send it to a Birmingham
firm than to employ your local house, as

they would know the exact person to do
the work, and anyone in your neighbour-
hood would have to employ a Birmingham
factor, which would involve extra expense.
Messrs. Townley and Sons, Buck Street,

Birmingham, are good people."

Double Barrelled Breechloader.
Pbactical Gunmaker writes in reply to

C. N., page 288:—"A double barrelled

central fire breechloadiog gun can be ob-
tained for £'5, with one barrel choke-top
lever, and what are called foreign or
figured (Damascus) barrels; but a gun at
that price is not a very reliable article.

Still, providing you do not shoot a great
deal, a gun of that description might
answer your purpose. It would, however,
be much better if you went to about £8, as
a good plain gun could be obtained at that
price. If you will send your name and

address you shall be told, privately, where
you may obain the best article for your
money."
Professional writes in reply to C. N.

:

—" The cheapest reliable gun I know of is

manufactured by Messrs. Bland, of London,

and is called the * keeper's gun.' It is

plainly finished, and the price is, I think,

six guineas, cylinder-bored ; it may be had
one barrel choked for 21s. extra. If this

does not suit C. N\, I should advise him to

write to the different makers for their

prices; their addresses may be found in

the advertising columns of The Field,"

J. C. (Ilkeston) writes:—"In reply to C. N.,

I may say that the best guns I know of the

kind he wishes, namely the double barrelled

breechloader with top-lever and Damascus
twist barrels, are the 'Belmont inter-

changeable' guns, These are splendid

guns, all machine made. I have one, and

am highly pleased with it. The prices

range from £0 10s. to £12. If C. N. would

write to Mr. Jacob Hawkins, gunsmith,

Jit tie Hottam, Ilkeston, Derbyshire, full in-

formation as to the guns will be supplied.

I may say that the guns have rebounding

locks and half-pistol stocks, although ordi-

nary stocks may be fitted at a slight extra

cost. Personally, I much prefer the half-

pistol stock. My gun has steel barrels."

INFORMATION SOUGHT.

Preserving Bulrushes.

Edwardus asks :—Is there anything I

can do to preserve bulrushes ? After they

have been cut a month or two they all fall

to pieces. I shall be glad to hear of any-

thing I can do to prevent this, and also to

keep them as fresh-looking as possible.

Eound Bar Magnets.

Draper writes :—" Can any of my fellow

amateurs make me a pair of round bar

magnets, f in. by 5 in. ? I have tried to

get them from several dealers, and have

tri«d to make them, but failed."

SUk Manufacture.

Draper asks:—Can anyone tell me of a

good practical book on silk manufacturing

in all its branches, but more especially

weaving.

Engine Boiler.

Draper writes :—" (1) I want to know the

dimensions of steam boiler and pressure

required to develop half-horse power from

a cylinder 2J in. by 5 in., also thickness of

metal ? (2) How to connect piston-rod to

eccentric, cylinder being horizontal with

steam chest on top, in a direct line with

crank? "

Silvering Plate Glass.

FitzHerbbrt writes :
—" Will any reader

of Amateur Work kindly inform me where

I can get some plate glass silvered ? I

have several pieces I should be glad to get

done. What will be the probable cost per

foot ?
"

Bath Heater.

Iona (Mount Florida, N.B.) writes :—
" I shall esteem it a favour if any of my
brother amateurs can give me a hiutor two

on making a simple, yet effective bath

heater. Are they not usually made with a

copper coil inside a case, say of tin, zinc,

or other metal ; and in which the water
circulates when turned on by a connecting
tap ? I presume a Bunsen burner at the
bottom would answer for heating. My
difficulty is with the inlet of cold and out-
let for the heated water."

Irish Bagpipes.
PfiTEROFSKY asks :—Can any of "ours"

tell me how to make Irish [Qy. Scotch.
Ed.] Bagpipes ? I should make the drones
of brass piping, but don't know how the
mouthpiece, or whatever it is that makes
the sound, is made.

Handicapping Model Yachts.
Pbterofsky asks:— (1.) How should a

model cutter, 30 inches over all, 7 inches
wide and 9 inches deep, and a square top-
sail schooner, 37 inches over all, 7 inches

wide and 10 inches deep, be handicapped in

a mile race ? (2.) How should a 30 inch
cutter and a brigantine 21 inches long,

7 inches deep and 4 inches wide, be handi-

capped in a mile race ?

Screw-Plate.
A. B. C. asks :—Can any one tell me

where I can purchase left-handed screw-

plates to cut screws from j'g inch to J inch

or about. I have tried many times and
places, but to no purpose, although I have

no doubt but what they can be had.

Colouring Plaster of Paris.

Preq-ueta writes :
—" Can any corres-

pondent kindly inform me how to stain

plaBterof Paris, or any other white cement
the same colour throughout to imitate

terra cotta, and still retain or even increase

its hardness ? " [You can colour plaster of

Paris or any white or grey cement, by mix-

ing with it colour in powder, which may be

obtained of any oilman and dealer in

painters' materials. It is possible that the

admixture of the colour tends to render

any cast made from the plaster of Paris

thus treated a little harder. The specimen

you send is not very hard, for although not

more than 1 inch square, I easily broke it

in half with my fingers, and found it

to be easily cut with a knife. Perhaps the

addition of a little powdered borax or alum

might teud to render the cast harder than

if plaster of Paris alone was used.

—

Ed.]

Rubber Tobacco Pouches.

C- E. L. (An&over) wishes to know how
to make rubber tobacco pouches, etc., if

auy brother amateur will give instructions.

[Amateurs do work of various kinds, partly

in order to amuse themselves and obtain

desirable occupation for leisure hours, and

partly to procure at a cheaper rate things

which if purchased would cost more money

than they can well spare. There is little

doubt that you can buy rubber tobacco

pouches far more cheaply than you can

make them, and that to get the necessary

apparatus to make two or three of these

articles would cost much more money than

the pouches would be worth.—Ed.]

LETTERS RECEIVED UP TQ MAY ?.

J. H. E. (Shepherd's B\ish) ; J. J. (Canfc

bridge) ; H. J.; Fy. B. (Dalston),
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THREE ACTIONS FOR THE PIANO
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FIG. 23.
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A NOVEL WIND INSTRUMENT. 3SS

NOVEL WIND INSTRUMENT.
By JACK HORNER.

HE musical instrument which I am about

to describe is nothing more nor less than

the common household bellows, an ap-

pliance which was once in use in most

families for coaxing a weakly fire into

burning briskly, although in the great majority ofhouse-

holds in the United Kingdom, owing, perhaps, to the

improved construction of fire-grates, it is now almost

forgotten, if not altogether unknown. Fifty years

ago the furniture of

the house would have

been considered in-

complete without a

large bellows, of plain

wood with an iron

nozzle, in the kitchen,

and a smaller bellows,

richly ornamented and

furnished with a brass

nozzle, in the parlour.

It will, doubtless, be a

matter of difficulty for

some who may read

this paper to prove the

efficacy of the bellows

as a wind instrument by actuali

experiment without buying or

making one expressly for the

purpose, but, after a little prac-

tice, I do not think they will

consider the money laid out in

buying, or the time taken up in

making, in any way money thrown

away or time misspent. I my-

self, too, shall have the satisfac-

tion of having dispelled, in some

degree, the clouds of oblivion

which have been closing for ) ears round the bellows,

an act well nigh as meritorious as that of white-

washing any historical characters who have been
handed down to us as being very much blacker than

they ought to have been.

The method of playing it will be seen on referring

to Fig. 1, while the reason for the production of the

musical note is readily seen in Figs. 2 and 3.

The bellows are held erect in front of the chest, as

in Fig. 1, with the nozzle against the lower lip, the

upper lip being somewhat protruded and the mouth
formed into a cavity, as in Fig. 2. The valve of the

bellows is held next to the body, the right hand
grasping the outer handle while the left holds the
inner. If the bellows are blown while in this position,
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a musical note something like the tone of a flute will

be produced. It must be remembered that all the

blowing is done by the bellows, breath being taken at

appropriate intervals as in singing. A little experiment

will give the exact position and shape of the lips re-

quired to produce a good quality of tone, and it will

be found that by altering the size of the mouth cavity

by bringing forward the tongue, and at the same time

blowing harder with the bellows, the pitch of the note

may be altered at will. The strength of the note may
be increased by blowing harder ; and when playing high

notes it is necessary to bring the upper lip down

nearer the nozzle, but still keep-

ing it slightly in advance of the

lower lip. The range of notes

which can be produced with a

nozzle \ inch internal diameter,

extends for three octaves upwards

from G on the 4th space of the

bass clef.

The upper notes, as in all

wind instruments, require most

practice, and are more easily

produced with a small nozzle

than with a large one ;

but, unlike most wind

instruments, the bel-

| lows do not affect the

lungs in the slightest

degree. Of course, as

there are no keys on

this instrument, the

ear is the sole guide

for keeping in tune,

but with a correct ear

it is quite easy to keep

in tune, and when

played along with the

piano or other instru-

ment the effect is very

pleasing. I sometimes carry it even further by strapping

the inner handle around my waist and playing my own
accompaniment on the piano. It has its amusing side

also, and a little effort is required to refrain from

laughing with your audience. At first each note

requires a separate blow, but by and by it will be

found easy to execute most intricate slurs, while quick

staccato playing may be accomplished by hitting the

outer handle as rapidly as may be required with the

heel of the right hand ; a very effective shake can be

produced by a little manipulation of the tongue in the

mouth. Should any one have a difficulty in managing
this very simple but none the less beautiful musical

instrument, I will be happy to aid them through
" Amateurs in Council,''
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FIG. I.—MODE OF HOLDING BELLOWS. FIG. 2.—DIAGRAM
SHOWING HOW NOTES ARE PRODUCED. FIG. 3.—MOUTH
OF ORGAN PIPE.
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HOW TO MAKE A PIANO.
By J, A. 1IARROD.

VI.

—

Finishing— Various Actions and Principles

thereof— Sticker—Tape—Molyneaux— Blocks
— Setting up Action—Fitting Hammers.

(For Figs. 23, 24, 25, see Folding Sheet issued with this Part.)

jjHE branch of piano-making we are now
about to start upon is one that requires

the greatest possible amount of care

and thoughtfulness. We have here

eighty-five notes, and to every note a

separate movement or action, which is precisely the

same for every note, if we except the dampers, which

are not attached to the last twenty notes in the

treble, and the object of these actions is to transmit

the blow from the finger to the string. The eighty-

five separate movements are screwed side by side on

to wooden bars, or rails, which are in turn screwed

to pieces of wood called standards, so that the whole

set of movements is movable at once, and in a com-

pact form. In this state the whole thing is called an

action, or, in other words, the action is simply the

action of one note multiplied eighty-five times, and

connected by a frame for the sake of convenience.

I do not know how many different kinds of actions

there are in the market at the present time, but there

must be a very large number, all very much alike,

save in some small detail, which the inventor says

makes his action the best ; they all say that, and all

call it their action, when, as I have just said, all they

can claim is some small matter, which in a great

many cases is copied from somewhere else.

Actions may be divided into two sections—the

Sticker and the Check action. The most popular form

in England up till very lately was the ordinary sticker

action, which I will describe presently. The other

common form of check action is called the tape, or

crank action, and sometimes the French action, as up

till a short time ago they were not used in England,

but almost exclusively on the Continent, more espe-

cially in France. There are several different sorts of

this action, but they are all alike in principle. This

action, however, is really an English one, it being the

invention of Mr. Wornum, but not being taken up

by English makers, it passed over to the Continent,

and was used there to the exclusion of almost every

other action, and coming over here in foreign pianos,

it got the name of the French action. As this is the

action we shall use in our piano, I will not stop to

describe it here.

The sticker action is, or was, the national action.

1 have not been able to find out the origin of this

action, so I suppose that, like Topsy, it "growed,"

However, it is nearly always found in pianos of Eng-

lish make. This action has no check, although an

extra check has sometimes been applied to it. The
sticker action is now rapidly giving way to what

are called "Patent Improved Check Repeater Actions,"

for which I am rather sorry in some respects,

as I think the old sticker action, if properly made
and finished, is a good one, which cannot always be

said of the now check actions.

There is another action which was wonderfully

popular some time ago, and deservedly so, as, for

durability there is no action to touch it. This is the

Molyneaux action, which might almost be classed as a

sticker action, as it has a sticker; but the principle is

quite different to the ordinary sticker. It has also a

check, so must be classed among check actions. The
check engages with the hammer, and so prevents it

rebounding and striking the string ; the ordinary

sticker has not this advantage, but requires a heavy

blow to make a double blow.

These are the three principal actions in use. All

others are modifications of them, but principally of

Molyneaux. A significant fact in connection with

this is, that, while neither the sticker nor tape actions

have been patented for many years, it is compara-

tively recently that the Molyneaux patent has run

out, and that while the Molyneaux patent was in

force these three actions were almost the only ones

in use ; but directly the patent expired, this country

was flooded with '' patent " actions of all kinds,

English and foreign.

The merits of each action may be briefly described

as follows :—The sticker is a good plain action, and

with ordinary care will keep in order for years ; it has

a good blow and repetition, but if struck hard, the

hammer strikes the string twice.

The tape, or French action, has a good blow and

fair repetition, will keep in order and last longer than

the sticker in many cases, but the great advantage is

in the check, which engages with the hammer im-

mediately the blow is struck, and so prevents it

striking again until the key is released ; it is also

beautifully sensitive and responsive to the touch. The

softest chord being heard as plainly and clearly as a

loud one. This action is a great favourite with the

general public, they seem to like the feel of it ; and, for

my own part, I know of no nicer action to play upon

than this, when properly finished.

The Molyneaux has a good blow and is wonder-

fully durable, lasting twice as long as any other
;
it

has a check to prevent double blow, and a fairly good

repetition ; but the touch is not liked by many people,

as it is not so sensitive (or rather does not feel so) as

the tape action. By repetition, I mean the ability to

repeat a note without allowing the key to rise
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to the level of the rest before striking again ; e.g.,

if you strike a key on most pianos you hear a

note, if now you let the key rise a little, say k inch,

and strike again, in all probability you will not get a

sound from the string—the key must rise to the level

of the rest before you can get another sound ; if it does

sound with a slight rise of the key you have a good

repetition action, but in this case the " set off" is

most likely faulty (unless it is an ordinary sticker

action, which has no check). The fact being (and

inventors may say what they like) that up to now, an

action combining a perfect check with a perfect repe-

tition has not been invented. The Molyneaux is the

nearest approach to it, and if the touch felt more

sensitive, it would be the best action extant. This

feel of touch is difficult to explain ; but, per-

haps, I may make myself understood, if I say that

there are some pianos, which if you start playing

upon, you feel as if you could go on playing all day

without effort, and there are others quite the reverse.

This quality is possessed largely by the tape action
;

and I prefer this to such exact repetition, which, after

all, is only required by what I call gymnastic perfor-

mers—people who play musical (?) fireworks, not

real music. However, we will now get on with our

finishing. The three actions are shown in Figs. 23, 24,

25, when you will see the difference in them.

, The principle of all action may be described as

follows :—First, you must have a hammer to strike the

string ; next, a key to receive the blow from the finger
;

and next, a rod, or sticker, or something else to trans-

mit the motion from the key to the hammer. If you

look at Fig. 26 you will see all this. A is the ham-

mer, E the key, and C the rod or sticker. You see

that the hammer works on a centre at D, the key on a

centre at E, and is connected with the hammer by the

rod C. Now, if the key is pressed down in the front,

the back will rise and push up the rod C ; this will lift

the front of the hammer, which being centred at D
will travel towards the string F, but it would also

remain there and effectually prevent the string from

vibrating, or, as we say it would " block ;" we want,

therefore, some arrangement that allows the hammer
to recede from the string immediately it is struck,

while the key continues its downward course, for a

very short distance and remains there ; this is called

the escapement, and in the sticker action is effected as

follows : When the key is pressed down the back end
• rises, and with it the hopper, this raises the lever

and sticker, which propels the hammer towards the

string ; when the hammer is within ^3 inch of the

string, the hopper (which has been travelling forward

as well as upward) escapes or hops from under the

lever, which therefore falls, bringing with it the

Sticker and hammer ; the block on hopper prevents

the lever from falling too far. Upon releasing the key,

the whole arrangement falls, the hammer rest stops

the hammer and attachments, the key falls on its bed
at the back end, and the spring on the hopper returns

it to its original position under the lever, when the

whole action is ready for another blow. l>y turning

the regulating pin in hopper, it can be adjusted

further under the lever, or, vice versa, if turned in-

wards, the hammer would not escape, and would

therefore block ; if turned outwards, the hammer
would commence its return too soon, and so the blow

would be weakened. This return of the hammer is

called the set off, and is the subject of many patents.

We have here all that is necessary ; the key goes down
and stops, the hammer travels towards the string and

recedes, allowing the vibrations of the string to

continue.

This is the principle upon whicn all actions work,

and if you can thoroughly grasp this, the "finishing"

of the action is rendered much easier. We will now

go a step further and add a check. The French

action is shown at Fig. 23 ; here you see all the condi-

tions are fulfilled, although the action is entirely

different in construction. There is no sticker here,

and the part answering to the lever is on the hammer
butt itself. The motion is transmitted from the key by

a jack 'answering to the fly of the hopper, but the

escapement is not brought about in the same way. In

the sticker it is caused by the forward motion of the

hopper, caused by the hopper being fixed in the back

of the key, which rising through an arc must travel

forward. In the " tape," the jack is hinged to a lever,

which is hinged to the bottom of hammer rail, and,

therefore, in rising, travels backwards or towards the

strings, but the set off is effected by the button on

jack coming into contact with the bevelled face of

hammer rail, as the key travels farther downwards in

front the back rises and the button travels on the

bevelled face of hammer rail, which causes the jack

to come away from under the hammer butt, and the

hammer falls by its own weight ; it is stopped, how-

ever, by the check engaging with the countercheck

on hammer butt. Upon the key being released, the

back falls on its bed, the check falls away from the

countercheck, and allows the hammer to fall on the

rest, and the spring pushes the jack under the hammer
butt ready for work.

You will notice that in this action that the key

must fall right down at the back to allow the jack to

get under the butt, or you cannot repeat the note.

The tape, from which the action takes its name, keeps

the lever from falling when the action is taken out of

the case, and helps to pull the hammer rapidly on to

the rest when the key is released. The Molyneaux

action, as the drawing shows, is different to either of
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these, in that it has no real set off; there is a small

screw at the top of the sticker, which is so arranged

that when the hammer just touches the string, the

sticker is just clear of the hammer butt, so that if the

key is struck lightly, the sticker slips up the front of

the butt, the spring pulls the hammer away from the

string, and the check engages with the countercheck.

Immediately the key is released the spring pulls the

sticker under the hammer, and in so doing releases

the check, so that the movement is ready for another

blow before the key falls at the back, and so effecting

the repetition. The patented part of this consists of

the spring and loop ; the loop is a short piece of silk

cord fastened to the hammer butt, and so becoming

part of it, the spring is fixed to the sticker and hooked
into the loop; it acts in two ways : first, when the key

has completed its journey it pulls the hammer away
from the string, helped by the rebound of the hammer

;

secondly, when the key is released, it pulls the sticker

under the butt, the top of the sticker being bevelled

to facilitate this process. You will see that if the

space under the butt (commonly called the notch)

is deep, the sticker will not escape, and will cause a

block, while, if too shallow, the sticker escapes too

soon, so that the screw at the top of sticker really

alters the depth of the notch. As I said before, these

are the three principal actions, all others are modifi-

cations of them, the difference being mainly in the

method of escapement or set off. I have described

them rather fully, as I want you to thoroughly under-

stand the principles upon which they act, and so be

able to work more intelligently than you otherwise

would. I have not said anything about the dampers,

but they act the same way in all actions, when the

key rises, some part of the action lifts the damper off

the string and allows it to vibrate ; and when the key

is released, the damper falls on the string and stops

the vibration.

Now for our action. I have already said we shall

use the French, or tape action, first, because it has

the nicest touch, and, secondly, because it comes from

the maker with each note screwed on to proper rails,

and is properly spaced, and is, therefore, easier to set

up. Send an order to Messrs. H. Brooks and Co.,

Lyme Street, Camden Town, as follows : One tape

action, distance of treble pin to key bottom, 12 inches;

also, one covered set of hammers for same. The
action will cost about £2 5s., and will consist o

action, damper wires, hammer rest, baize, and key

levers, the hammers will cost 10s. 6d. Order at the

same place, one set of keys, 15 inches long, Sj inches

balance, lime and ivory, loaded and baized. The keys

will cost about £2 2s., but I do not know how much
they will charge for loading and baizing, as this is

usually done in the shop, but it would not pay an

amateur to do this, as to get a strip of baize he would

have to buy a yard and cut it off, the remainder be-

ing waste. The loading also had better be done by

the key makers. The baizing consists of a strip of

baize on the back rail for keys to rest on, some

washers on the balance rail for silent action, and some

larger washers on front rail for same purpose. While

at Messrs. Brooks, ask for four rosewood dowels for

doweling up the action. You will see by Fig. 23 that

the key levers are screwed on the keys
;
you will want

one gross of 1 inch No. 8 screws, round headed, for this

purpose; these may be obtained at Messrs. Goddard's,

68, Tottenham Court Road; while there, get one pair

of pedal hooks and springs and half a yard of com-

mon scarlet cloth.

When the materials arrive we can commence
work. First, get two bracing blocks about twelve

inches long, and stand the case on them (a piano is

called a case in the workshop), putting one block at

each end, so that the case does not stand on the

castors, this will keep it steady, have it at a reason-

able distance from the bench, so that you can turn

round and get at anything on the bench without walk-

ing or stretching about ; now get out four action

blocks—two for the action to stand on and two for the

top, these are made of inch mahogany. The bottom

ones are 4J inches long and 1^ inch deep, and shaped

as at Fig. 27. Bore a hole A inch deep at 2\ inches

from one end (this hole must be bored with a centre

bit, and be just large enough for a rosewood dowel to

fit hand tight), and slightly countersink it ; at A inch

in front of this, bore another hole for a \ inch No. 8

screw, countersinking it so that the screw .will sink

flush ; at \ inch in front of this, bore another hole

large enough to take a No. 12 screw, and countersink

for the head, clean them up, and put in two \ inch

No. 8 screws, as shown in Fig. 27. The top blocks

are \\ inch wide, and long enough to reach from the

ends of case to within \ inch of the treble and bass

string respectively ; these blocks are screwed to the

plank flush with the bottom edge, edgewise, not flat,

put the screw in about one inch from the ends.

Now for the action. The several movements are

screwed to rails, and these rails are in turn screwed

at the ends to the edges and top ends of two pieces of

wood about two inches and a half wide, which are

called standards, the rail, which is screwed to the top

ends of the standards, is called the damper rail, be-

cause it carries the dampers, take this rail off and

put aside for the present. Cut J inch off the bottom

ends of the standards (a reference to Fig. 23 will

show which is the bottom end) and bore a hole in

each at 1 inch from the front edge large enough to

receive a rosewood dowel, which must fit just tight,

glue the inside of the hole and drive a dowel into it,
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allowing the dowel to project f inch. (The front edge

of standard is the opposite edge to the one that has

the rails screwed to it.) The dowels should now just

go into the hole in the bottom block, and so allow the

action to stand upright ; next, stand the action in the

key bottom, close to the strings, with the back of the

action towards them, and the shaped end of bottom

block towards lock board. The top ends of the

standards will now touch the blocks on plank, the

FIG. 28.—SECTION OF
HAMMER BEST. —
The piece, A, to be

cut out at each end

up to dotted line.

key bottom
;
you will now find that the prolonges on

the action levers are a little above the tops of the key

levers. Lay out all your hammers in a row, take the

treble and bass hammers and file the ends of the

stems so that they just fit easily in the butts, but they

must not be loose
; put the treble hammer in the

fourth butt down from the treble, and the bass hammer
in the third butt from the bass. The points of the

hammers will be about 2j inches from the string, and

we want them to be 2 inches. In the

first place, turn the regulating screws

in the key levers until the back of the

lever is to inch above key; next, plane

the bottoms of the bottom action

blocks until the hammers are at the

right distance from the strings. Go
carefully about this, do not plane a lot

off at once, and do not plane a lot off

one and not the other, take a little off

"T

fig. 27.—bottom action BLOCK.—A, Dowel Hole ; B, Small Screw Hole ; C, Large Sciew Hole.

each block alternately, until the ham-

mers are right, if you should plane a

little too much off, raise the if inch

screw in the block, this must not be

raited much, however. You can now
take the key frame out of the case

and put aside, the action must now be

set endwise. Put the treble hammer
in the treble butt, and move the

FIG. 29.—END SEC-

TION Ot DAMPER

lifter.—A, Pin;

B, Piece to be cut

out at Bass end

from back edge to

dotted line.

A.

FIG. 26.—PRINCIPLE OF ACTION.—A, Hammer; B, Key, C, Sticker

D, Hammer Centre ; E, Key Centre ; F, String.

bottom blocks must now be moved in or out until the

action is perfectly upright, try this by means of a

large square on the key bottom ; this done, drive a

small pin into the key bottom, just in front of the

blocks, to mark their position in that direction.

Take your key frame, and if the ends of the frame

are not cut off flush with the end keys, you must now
cut them off, put on the third and eighty-first keys.

Screw a key lever on each of these keys, so that the

middle of cloth on lever is si inch from back of centre

pin of key, put the frame, with these keys on, in the

action until the hammer covers all

three strings, and is quite square with

them and upright (i.e., does not lean

to the treble or bass, it should slant

away from the strings upwards) then

try several other butts. You will find that some want

to go to the treble and others to the bass
;
you must

use your judgment in this matter, and set the action

so that most of the hammers will be right, and few

want filing over. When this is done, mark the posi-

tion of the bottom blocks on the key bottom, take the

action out, and glue these blocks in place, screwing

them well down. Tne dowels must now be put into

the blocks on the plank, and holes bored in the

standards to receive them. A very good method of

doing this is to put the action in place, and mark
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each side of the standards on the top blocks, pull the

action away and make a dot in the middle of plank

blocks between these lines with some black substance.

Take the action out of the case, and bore holes in the

standards where the dots are, to receive the dowels,

and also in the plank blocks, glue dowels in the

blocks, allowing the dowels to project -j inch ; do this

in the same way as you did the bottom dowels. Soap
the dowels so that they will not stick tight, the action

is now set up, and ready for the hammers to be

glued in.

Lay all the hammers out on a tray or narrow

board with a rim to it, the heads touching the rim

and the stems away from you, the bass hammer
being at the left ; take the treble hammer and cut it

off, so that the point of the hammer strikes the string

close up to the pin ; now cut all the other hammers
to the same length. We use a proper block in the

trade, but it is not necessary for you to make one

—

a piece of wood with the top edge rebated out, and a

block fixed in the rebate at the proper distance from

one end, is all that is necessary. Each hammer can

be placed in the rebate, the end of the block showing

the right length. They can now be filed in, which

must be done very carefully. I usually roll them

myself, as I think this method has some advantage

over the filing process, and is done as follows : Place

a board across the cheeks of the case, blocking up

the back to make it level ; on this place the tray,

with hammers on it, in front of these place a jack-

plane, with the iron knocked out, or a convenient-

sized piece of hard wood. Now take a hammer in

the fingers of the left hand, and the file (a io-inch

flat safe edge file) in the right, place I inch of the

shank on the block, and the point of the file on it.

Now place the fingers of the left hand on the point of

the file, and push the file forwards, pressing lightly

on the shank at the same time ; the effect is, that as

the file moves forwards the shank revolves and the

wood is compressed ; the shank is then tried in the

butt, and if too tight must be rolled again. Do not

use too much pressure, as the shank will split ; or

be rolled too thin. Remember that it is easier to

cut a piece off than it is to put a piece on ; and this

applies to every part of the manufacture. Don't cut

until you are sure. Before doing this, however, the

tapes must be all unbuckled or disconnected from the

levers, when they will drop. The case must now be

tilted back. Get a bar of wood about 3 inches shorter

than the distance between the floor and the undei-

side of lining at the back of case, place one end of

this about a foot away from the back'of the case, on

the floor, and drive a nail into the floor to prevent it

running. Let the top end rest on the middle bracing,

and tilt the case back until the lining touches the

strut, when a couple of blocks under the plinth will

keep all steady:. Now file in all the hammers in the

manner just described ; be careful to keep each

hammer square with the string, using a small set

square for this purpose. Some of the hammers will

want filing over to the treble or bass to make them

cover the strings properly. This filing over is done

by filing the side of the shank just where it leaves

the butt, on the side it wants to go, and filing a piece

off the end of the shank on the opposite side. When
all are properly filed in, the tops of them must be

levelled. Use a short straightedge about a foot

long, doing as many as the straightedge will cover

at one time. Start at the treble, and work down-

wards, file the ends of the shanks of the high ham-

mers until the straightedge touches every one. Next

glue them in. Have the glue hot and moderately

thin. Take a thin glue-stick in the right hand, and

apply it, charged with hot glue, to the end of the

hammer shank, which is held in the left hand, and

revolved by the fingers, so that the end of the shank

is well glued for about ^ inch up. Now take the

hammer in the right hand, and insert the shank in

the butt, give it one turn, and bring the point of the

hammer opposite the string, being careful to keep

the head quite square. Glue about twelve of them

in, then let them drop on to the straightedge, when

you can space them, by pressing gently sideways, if

necessary, while the glue is soft ;
proceed likewise

with the rest, and leave to dry.

(To be continued.)
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TWO FANCY TABLES.
By Q. STEPHENS.

OTH of the tables figured in the accom-

panying illustrations will be found to

come well within the range of AMATEUR
Work. I shall first describe them exactly

as I made them myself, and afterwards

suggest other designs. The table shown at Fig. 1 is,

perhaps, of the two, the most simple in construction,

and this one I will describe first. The four legs are

of turned wood, a section of which is shown at Fig.

4. There are four rows of small rings turned on them,

the other parts being quite plain and straight. They

are stained black and varnished, and the rings picked

out with gold paint. The square in the top of the

table is covered with Christmas cards varnished ; the

corners are covered with red plush. A fringe is nailed

on round the edge of the table with fancy brass nails.

A narrow gold braid is fastened along the edges of

the plush, forming a border round the cards, i.e., along

the four sides of the square.
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The under-table is plain black, varnished, with a

border edging of gold paint. It will be found a most

useful " occasional table,*' and wonderfully strong.

The different design I would suggest is, that it would
do well for a chess-table ; the centre would form the

chess-board, whilst the corners would be an easy

retreat for the captured pieces. The under- table

would make a secluded nook for—well, say a bottle

of water and two tumblers. The plush corners would

not be suitable round the chess-board, so veneer

would have to be substituted for it. Of course, many
other designs are applicable, as fancy may suggest.

To construct this table, a piece of well-seasoned deal

will be required § inch thick, I foot wide, when planed,

and 6 feet I inch long. The I inch is to allow for saw

cuts. Both the top and under-table are exactly the

same size, and is shown by the plan, Fig. 3. First

cut off two lengths 2 feet long; this will form the two

centre pieces, as shown from A to B. Now, two pieces

1 feet long will be required. These must be sawn in

half (with the grain), but before doing so, make them
round, as would be the case if the two corners, C, D,

were put together. The ends of the 2 foot lengths

must be rounded also. Having cut the I foot lengths

in half, you will have four half circles, 12 inches by

6 inches. These form the corners as shown at C, D.

A piece of wood shown by the dotted line in the plan,

is screwed on underneath to support these corners.

It will also prevent any tendency the middle piece

may have to warp. Make a clean joint, and well glue

the two edges that come together before screwing on.

Now bore four holes shown by the Fig. 6 in the plan.

The holes in the under-table must be bored with a

larger bit than the ones in the top, as one-half of the

leg has to slip through as far as the shoulder, E (Fig.

4). If the legs cannot be turned at home, it would

be best to select two " bits," a 1 inch and J inch.

Bore two holes in a bit of board and give it to the

turner. This will ensure a good fit when the legs are

sent home. As two of the legs will have to pass

through the cross-piece, shown by the dotted line, it

will be necessary to first bore with the large bit

through it. I have shown in Fig. 5 a square tapered

leg, stop chamfered on the four edges. Of course,

this could easily be made at home, and if stained

black, and the chamfers picked out with gold paint, I

think it would look well. The under-table could be

made to fit tight at the dotted line, C, and the top

table shoulder on.

And now to return to the round leg, Fig. 4. Each
one should be well glued at the shoulders, E, before

putting them through the holes. At the top, F, a saw
cut should be made, so that a small wedge may be

driven in after the leg is put through the hole. Take
care that the saw cut does not follow the grain of the

wood in the top of the table, or the wedge will be liable

to split it.

A few words now as to decorating. I used

Stephens' (no connection with your humble servant)

ebony stain, two coats, two coats of size, and two

coats of best carriage varnish. Of course, the top of

the table must not be stained. In arranging the

Christmas cards, select one for the centre of the

square, then work all round it ; one-half of the cards

will then always face the spectator. No card should

be put in square (see lines in Fig. 1) nor overlap each

other, but inlaid, as it were, the whole forming one

picture. Gelatine (the same as sold in packets for

cooking purposes) dissolved in an equal part of water,

will be found to be the cleanest and most adhesive

article for sticking on the cards. It will also make an

excellent size, two coats of which must be put on the

cards, and allowed to get thoroughly dry before var-

nishing. Let the size be a little thinner than that

used for sticking on the cards. Finish with two coats

of paper varnish.

In fastening on the plush, try to get the selvedge

edge to fit along the edge of the cards. The narrow

gold braid may be sewn along before the plush is put

on the table, this forms a border round the cards.

The fringe and brass nails will complete the table.

The table shown at Fig. 2 has an octagon-shaped

deal top, covered with photographs, with a border of

veneer i| inch wide. A double bead moulding runs

round the edge (shown at Fig. 8), and a skirting

underneath, shown at Fig. 7. The legs and under-

table are made of mahogany, and varnished ; a \ inch

beading running up both sides of the leg. A little

ratling of pillars and arches enclose the under-table.

This makes a very pretty little table, with a double

purpose—being an album as well as a table. It would

be suitable for other designs, such as inlaid-work, of

which there are two beautiful designs at the com-

mencement of Vol. IV. of this Magazine.

In describing the construction of this table, I shall

adhere to my former plan, that is, stating exactly as

I made it myself. I will commence with the legs.

For these, four pieces of mahogany will be required,

l\ inch by
if
inches thick 25 inches long ; two pieces,

same wood, same thickness, 16 inches long, shown at

A. Fig. 9. A ^ inch beading plane is run along

on both edges, and both sides of the three-quarter

face of the wood. This gives a light and neat appear-

ance to the structure. Two pieces of pine or other

hard wood, 1 inch by £ inch thick, 16 inches long,

shown at B. Two pieces 2\ inch by f inch thick, 18

inches long, shown at C. These pieces need not be

beaded, they are for fastening the top and under-table

to. The cross-pieces, A, B, c, fit into each other in

the middle.
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On each end is cut a pin, A inch long ; these fit

into a round hole bored in the legs to receive them,

and when thus fitted the legs will form a square.

When putting together, well glue both hole and pin,

and a small brad may be driven in across the joint.

This will be conceited in the hollow of the beading.

Only the cross pieces at A need be nailed. Pins are

cut on the top of each leg, and fit into holes bored in

the cross-pieces c. Sm ill wedges may be used to

keep them firm as before descibed, for the first table.

The top is screwed on, as shown by the screws in the

cross-piece C, and e'ght will be required for top, four

for the under-table.

A piece of

\ inch deal, 20

inches square,

8&-

underneath the top. Eight strips of i£ inch maho-

gany, 8 inches long, ij inch wide, will be required for

this. The design is bored out with the brace. First

bore with a large bit the outside ring, then select a

small bit that will go three times inside it, bead the

bottom edge, draw lines undernea'h the table top,

A inch from the edge (not including the beading), glue

on the skirting, the outside face touching the lines
;

carefully mitre the corners whe.e each piece meets,

and glue a strip of wood inside to strengthen the joint.

Strips must also be glued on inside the skirting to

strengthen it. A piece of \ inch mihogany, II inches

square, will be required for the under-table. This

rests on the

will be requir-

ed for the top,

as shown at
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FIG. 8.—DOUBLE BEAD MOULDING ROUND EDGE OF TABLE IN FIG. 2,

cross - pieces,

E, to which it

is screwed.

Fig. 10 is a

section of the

FIG. 10. ION

RAIL
t"

ROUND 1

I

UNDER : 1

1

SHELF
1

1

Fig. 6. As
this is rather

wide for deal,

it may be ne-

cessary to have

a join ; this

will not signify

if done well.

To CUt this FIG - 7-—FRETWORK RAIL UN

into an octagon, proceed as follows : draw the diago-

nal lines, A, b, c, D, this gives the centre E, from E

draw the circle F. Now draw the line G H at right

angles to a is, touching the circle at point I. The
other corners the same. The top should be screwed

on to the legs, carefully marked, and then taken off

again, as it will be more convenient to work upon.

A border of mahogany veneer, I
1 inch wide, is laid on

round the top ; and round the outside edge a beading,

Fig. 8, is glued and tacked on. The veneer must not

overlap the beading, but just meet it. To make the

beading cut eight strips, J inch wide, A inch thick,

Si inches long. Run the beading plane along as

shown at Fig. 8. Fig. 7 is a plan of the skirting for

DER TOP OF TABLE IN FIG.

pillars and

arches, which

form a rail

round the un-

der-table. Of

course, these

could only be

made in a

lathe ; but a

rail of fretwork, or a design similar to Fig. 7, would be

equally suitable. A full description of the pillars and

arches and how to make them, will be found in an

article on Folding Chairs, Vol. V. The arches and

the pieces supporting the pillars are jointed into the

legs, both pieces are beaded as shown.

The whole of the table may now be sized and

varnished except the space for the photographs, the

arrangement of which will be found very interesting :

at least, that was my experience, and, as no alteration

can be well made without disfiguring the table, ex-

treme care should be taken in the selection of friends.

The photographs are treated the same as the

Christmas cards, except that the former being thicker,
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it will be necessary to split them.

This is easily done : begin at one
comer with a penknife, then

gradually and evenly force open
the incision thus made. The
photographs may, if this mode of

procedure be thought preferable,

be removed from the original

mounts and remounted on stiff

paper instead of card, previous to

attaching them to the table. A
third way is to cut and mount
all the photographs on one piece

of paper or thin cardboard, cut fig. 3.

393

when this way of mounting is

adopted, to be too particular in

having a white mount, for paper

or cardboard of a delicate tint,

cream, pale rose, pale blue, or

pale green looks equally as

well as white. In arranging the

photographs one should be

chosen to occupy the centre,

and all the others should radiate

from it, above, below, and on

either side. Some persons, pos-

sibly, may prefer the irregular

rable in fig. 1. arrangement, as suggested in

exactly the size

of the space on

the top of the

table that it is

intended to fill.

By this means

a regular and

even line of de-

marcation is

preserved all

round the pho-

tographs, which

greatly tends to

improve their

appearance. It

is unnecessary, TURNED LEG. FIG. 6. —PLAN OF TABLE IN FIG. 2. FIG. 5.—CHAMFF.RFD LEG.

Figs. I and 2,

but by following

out the more

regular method

of treatment, as

just described,

the photographs,

if they are not

vignetted, are

less exposed to

mutilation and

reduction than

they would be, if

they were cut

into triangular

and trapezoidal

forms.
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UPHOLSTERY AT HOME.
By DAVID ADAMSON.

XII.—Beds, Pillows, Bolsters, Feathers—Purifi-

cation of Feathers—Quantities—Down Quilts.

HE differences between a mattress and a

bed having been stated in the last chap-"

ter, it will be readily understood that the

construction of tlfe latter is a very simple

matter ; in fact, it can scarcely be said

that, beyond sewing the case and filling it with the

requisite materials, there is anything to be done. The

case is made of tick, which should be of good sub-

stance, to prevent the feathers—the usual filling

—

from working their way through it. The top and

bottom of the case may be sewn to each other, or they

may have a border intervening, similar to mattresses,

the edges being either bound or welted, as may be

preferred. There is an idea held by some people that

cases should be waxed inside, but this is by no means

necessary nor universal. With very thin loosely

woven ticks it may be an advantage, as waxing tends

to prevent feathers coming through ; but if the ticking

is good it is not required. Waxing is open to several

objections, besides the obvious one that, if not neces-

sary, it involves a useless expenditure of time and

labour. However, as some may think the bed is not

complete unless the case is waxed, it may be stated

that the operation is a very simple one. A lump of

beeswax, the ordinary yellow kind generally, is rubbed

all over the inside of the case so that a little adheres

—in my own opinion, the less the better, for it forms

an admirable holdfast for dust. Soap may be used in

the same way, instead of wax, if preferred. Bolsters

and pillows are made in much the same way, the

former being round bags, with pieces shaped accord-

ingly to form the ends, the latter fiat, the top and

bottom being sewn together without any border. In

addition, there is the wedge-shaped variety, but it is

so little used in this country that it is hardly necessary

to take it into consideration.

Feather beds are often denounced as unhealthy,

and though some may be, they should not all be con-

sidered so. A great deal depends on the way the

feathers have been purified and cleansed, for unless

this has been thoroughly done beds made of them

cannot be wholesome. Feathers, to be fit for bedding

purposes, must be effectually cleansed and prepared,

not only by the removal of dust and loose dirt, but by

the destruction of the animal matter contained inside

the quills. This cannot be done by the old-fashioned

rustic plan of hanging them in a bag and beating

them occasionally, though now and again the method

is advocated as being sufficient for amateur purposes.

All that can be said of it is that it is, perhaps, better

than nothing. I mention this for the benefit of those

who prefer using feathers from their own fowls and

poultry, for others will find it better to buy the feathers

ready dressed. Perhaps here I may give a hint worth

attention by those who keep poultry, viz., that feathers

are a marketable commodity, and there is no difficulty

in disposing of them in London and other large towns

to purifiers of feathers for bedding purposes. This

source of profit from the fowl-run seems to be com-

monly overlooked in England. The smaller feathers

only should be kept, and, where there are a sufficient

number of birds to make it worth while, the different

kinds should be kept separately. Of course, I do not

refer to " moulted '.' feathers, for the trouble of collect-

ing these would not be compensated for by their

value, but to those plucked from the bird when killed,

and consequently comparatively clean. The sorts

chiefly useful for home cleaning and consumption are

ordinary poultry and goose feathers, the latter being

far the more valuable of the two. Duck feathers are

only permissible in small proportions, and game

feathers not at all. It may be well here to note that

white feathers are worth more money than grey or

darker colours, though for all practical purposes one

is as good as the other, the only difference being in

appearance. Between poultry and goose feathers there

is, however, a great difference in elasticity and filling

qualities, goose being by far the best. This renders

them more costly, say about double the value of poultry

feathers. I mention these facts for the benefit of those

readers who may have a sufficient quantity of poultry

and geese to justify them in saving the feathers.

Indeed, it is principally for such that the remarks

in this chapter are intended.

Poultry and goose feathers may be mixed

together, and, if desired, in order to increase the

quantity, though at a slight deterioration in quality,

the large feathers may also be saved. The feather

portion of these can easily be detached from the

quill or stalk, which is useless in beds, for very

obvious reasons. To render the large feathers

usable, it is only necessary to pull them from the

stalk, commencing at the outer end, when the soft

portions will come away in strips.

Now, it would be very little use giving directions

about " home-grown " feathers, unless something

were said about cleaning them. This, as done on an

extensive scale, could not be managed by the

amateur purifier, and I can do little more than

suggest to him the method he should pursue. Those

whose business it is to prepare feathers for bedding

purposes, have costly contrivances for washing,

drying, etc., steam and hot air entering largely into

the process. Such appliances naturally are beyond

the reach of the amateur, who must content himself
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with simpler plans ; but with care they need be little,

if at all, less efficacious. Anyone who has had
experience in manipulating a large quantity of loose

feathers, will know that though they may be clean

things, they are apt to be productive of untidiness

;

therefore, when working with them, it will be as well

to have as little else in the room as possible.

The first thing to be done is to thoroughly wash

the feathers, to get rid of external dirt, the amount of

which, even on the cleanest feathers, is very con-

siderable. Possibly the idea that feathers may be

washed is a new one to some, who when they see

them saturated with water, and apparently spoiled

beyond redemption, may be inclined to think some

mistake has been made. When thoroughly wet,

they don't look nice, certainly ; but, never mind, they

will be all right when dried, so don't spare the water.

Keep changing this till it is no longer discoloured by

dirt, and * '^ere is any contrivance handy, such as a

washing rr..
r
the ordinary kind, or a dolly tub,

it will be ju_
Tr any arrangement can be

made by which -am of water can be

running through, .chers are being stirred

about, so much tl as the washing will be

expedited. I do noi .se that any large quantity

should be done at once, for feathers, when wet, are

heavy and apt to clog.

When all dirt is removed, that is when the water

runs away clean, in the absence of steam the feathers

should be washed further in warm water, in which a

small quantity of chloride of lime has been dissolved.

Some other disinfectants would do as well ; but this

being cheap and generally obtainable, besides being

one of the best for the purpose, will be the most con-

venient. The feathers should be well stirred in this,

that it may saturate them all, and left in it for some

time, say till the water is cold. They should next be

washed in water alone to remove the chloride till no

smell remains.

Drying the feathers will probably be the most

tedious part of the undertaking, for they hold a great

deal of water, and must be thoroughly dried before

they can be slept on. When dried on a large scale,

the best contrivance I have seen for wringing them is

a kind of large sieve or drum, in which the feathers

are put. This drum revolves at a high rate of speed,

and, being perforated, the water is expelled by centri-

fugal action. Such a piece of apparatus is, however,

costly, and I only mention it by way of a hint for the

amateur feather-dresser to adapt to anything he may
have that seems suitable. When the feathers have

been dried as much as possible by this means,

they are still quite wet, the water they have absorbed

still remaining, they are further dried by hot air. It

may be suggested that in the absence of special

appliances, the wet feathers should be loosely spread

on a net raised above the floor, and exposed as much

as possible to sun and warmth. This will take

longer, of course, than the regular plan ; but there is

no reason, if space be available, why it should not be

adopted. The feathers, if moved about now and

then, will dry by themselves, and the final airing may
be given by putting them in bags of convenient size

in a hot room, or before the fire. Whatever

they are put in to dry, remember that feathers,

when wet, do not occupy anything like the space

they do when dry, and that they should have

plenty of room to expand, as the drying pro-

cess proceeds. If they are pressed down too much

in drying, their elasticity will be diminished, and it is

on this quality, perhaps, more than any other that

their suitableness as a filling material chiefly depends.

If spread thinly when wet, and allowed to dry spon-

taneously, an occasional stirring being given them,

their elasticity will take care of itself, but if dried in

bags, this must be provided for. It will not do to

leave the feathers too long in a sodden state, nor need

any fear be entertained of breaking them, and so

injuring them by handling them, as when wet they

will stand any amount of rough usage. I am hardly

prepared to say that the excess of moisture might be

squeezed out of them in an ordinary wringing

machine, but I do not think it would do much harm.

I should prefer to risk this rather than leave them

wet for any extended time, as if left long enough

they would be sure to rot ; but I daresay means of

drying will readily occur to the cleaner, according to

the things he may have accessible. Of one thing I

would caution the feather-dresser, viz., not to use any

bed till the feathers are thoroughly dry. He cannot

be too particular about this, and I emphasize the

necessity, as unless he is accustomed to handling

feathers, he may think them dry long before they

really are. The process as described may seem

troublesome, and it doubtless is so, but nothing less

will suffice to make feathers fit for bedding. Properly

purified feathers should be perfectly odourless, not

only when cold, but when warmed by the occupier

of the bed. It sometimes happens that nothing

unpleasant is noticed at first on going to bed, but

that in a short time a faint, musty odour makes itself

perceptible, as the bed or pillow gets warmed by the

heat of the body. This betokens that the feathers

are not properly purified. Whether such are preju-

dicial to health I do not pretend to have had any

special opportunity of observing, but few will have

any doubt on the point. When properly dressed,

however, I have little hesitation in saying that feather

beds are as wholesome as they are luxurious. Any-

way, the present is not the occasion to discuss at
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length the healthiness or the reverse of feather

bedding, and the present chapter may be concluded

more in accordance with Amateur Work by giving

some idea of the quantity of feathers required in

ordinary feather beds, bolsters, and pillows, that they

may be sufficiently full and yet not too hard. Some-
thing will depend on the elasticity of the feathers, but

the quantities given may be taken as an average

approximate for good, comfortable bedding. In beds
about 8 lbs. per foot in width will be sufficient, taking

the length as for an ordinary full-sized bedstead.

Thus, all that is necessary to do to ascertain the

weight required for any given width of bed is to mul-
tiply the width by 8, which will give the weight in

pounds. For example, a 5-foot (wide) bed will, accord-
ing to this scale, give 40 lbs. as the weight for the
feathers. Bolsters should have about 1 \ lb. per foot

of length
; pillows about 2i lbs. each.

Beds, pillows, and bolsters are occasionally filled

with other substances besides feathers, but as their

construct-on is much the same, those who wish to do
so will have no difficulty in making them. Perhaps,
in connection with feather beds, I ought to refer to

down quilts, now so much used in place of heavier
bed clothing. The stuffing in them, though popularly
known as eider-down, is really goose-down. It may
be separated from the feathers by fanning these
gently when by reason of its superior lightness it is

blown on one side. It is, however, unpleasant, fluffy

stuff to work with, and as nearly the whole of the
making of down quilts is sewing, it will not commend
itself to amateur workmen. Still, there may be some
who wish to know how to make these quilts, and brief
instructions may accordingly be given. The down is

put in a cover of some suitable material, such as
satteen, s

:

lk, etc., spread evenly, and then sewn by
"quilting" through.

=-4«=

A FEW WORDS ON WATER-COLOUR
DRAWING.

Bij Q. H. BLAGROrE.

XPERIENCE, varied, if intermittent, ex-

tending over several years, has brought
about most of the conclusions embodied
in the following remarks, which may, it

is hoped, be of interest, and possibly of

service, to some of our readers :

—

To acquire proficiency in the art of water-colour
drawing, so much depends upon the study and obser-
vation of the external world, that it would be idle to

suppose that no progress can be made except when
the paper lies before us and the brush is at work.

When the weather is unfavourable for sketching out

of doors, mental notes can be taken of the varied

aspects of nature ; and the student who possesses

some previous knowledge of water-colouring will be

constantly reviewing in his mind what combinations

his colour-box could supply for reproducing the effects

which he sees. Even in the midst of town life, and

far from rural subjects, we have the ever-changing sky

as an object for study, as well as the multifarious

materials for observation afforded in the play of lights,

shadows, and tints, upon houses and other objects.

Of course, it is necessary for beginners to learn the

use of the brush and the manipulation of the colours

by carefully copying good water-colour drawings

made by experienced artists, as we cannot afford to

neglect the vast amount of technical knowledge

which previous generations have handed down to us
;

but, at the same time, there is no teacher like nature,

and the sooner the representation of natural objects

can be attempted with confidence, and flat copies

laid aside, the better.

Many amateurs cannot afford time to work by

daylight, especially in the winter. Colouring done by

the light of gas or candle is apt to present a disappoint-

ing appearance by daylight, because the effect of the

artificial light deceives the eye, and causes too much
yellow to be employed. Under these circumstances,

it is safer to confine evening work to the study of

lights and shadows only, reserving colours for more

favourable opportunities. The representation of solid

objects in monochrome affords so much scope for

profitable study, that many, even amongst experienced

artists, frequently practise it. The objects sketched

should be white or of uniform light colour, and with

unpolished surfaces. Irregular fragments of stone

are valuable for this purpose. There are several

materials in which we can work, but foremost amongst

them is sepia. " Cold " sepia is preferable to " warm,"

because it is more even and more manageable with

the brush. Indian ink is an awkward material in un-

practised hands ; it is liable to dry unevenly or to

form hard edges upon the paper. In using it the

paper should previously be wetted with clean water,

and then be allowed to become all but dry. In rub-

bing the ink from a dry stick or cake, it is better to

rub it first upon the finger, afterwards rubbing it from

the finger upon the saucer or palette. By this means
the ink is ground very fine, and is not likely to lie un-

evenly. It is better not to attempt laying on a large

dark mass all at once, but to apply repeated washes

of a light tone until the required depth is obtained.

This holds good with large washes, not only of

Indian ink, but of many of the colours which have a

tendency to lie unevenly. With large masses of

colour, where great smoothness is desired, a light
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wash should first be laid on and allowed to dry ; it

should then be washed over with clean water to re-

move irregularities of tint. When this is dry another

wash should be applied, and so on.

Many persons appear to think that the best way

to match the local colours of natural objects is to mix

the necessary tints upon the palette and then lay

them upon the paper. A novice in the art was once

heard to say, " I suppose there is a good deal to learn

in mixing colours.'
1 There is ; and the best thing to

learn is not to mix them, but to employ pure colours

wherever it is possible. It may here be objected that

the colours in the artist's box rarely correspond exactly

with those seen in nature. This is true ; but it is better

to combine two or more colours by laying one over the

other than by mixing them. Take a case of frequent

occurrence, and suppose we have a strong shadow

thrown upon a red brick wall. We may suppose the

wall to have been previously coloured with Venetian

red. Our shadow may be laid on with cobalt, which,

coming upon the Venetian red, will produce the effect

of a rather purple grey. The purple appearance may
be afterwards corrected by a wash of yellow ochre.

If the effect were too bluish, a light wash of brown
madder might be used. For strong shadows in fore-

grounds indigo might be substituted for cobalt or

ultramarine, and the combination of brown madder
and indigo makes the nearest approach to a blackish

grey which the colour box can supply. The tints used

for shadows must, of course, be dependent upon the

local colours lying beneath them ; but when one

colour is laid over another the effect is totally

different to what would arise if the same colours were

mixed. In the one case we get that transparency

which is the great charm of water-colouring, which

makes it what it should be, par excelle?ice, the trans-

parent art, and which marks its fundamental differ-

ence from oil painting. In the other case there is

frequently a muddiness and deadness of effect, pro-

duced by mixing the colours before laying them on,

which no subsequent work can remove.

Colours which are disposed to lie unevenly upon
the surface of the paper suffer more by mixing than

those which are cleaner, more transparent, and more
disposed to sink into the paper. Amongst the most
awkward colours for mixing are yellow ochre, light

red, cobalt, ultramarine, vandyke brown, burnt sienna,

and Indian red. Among the cleaner colours are

indigo, crimson lake, brown madder, rose madder,

brown pink, sepia, and raw sienna.

It is in exhibiting one colour through another, by

laving on successive tints, that the artist can produce

those mysterious effects which result in nature from

the intervention of the atmosphere. The golden

haze, caused by strong sunlight falling between the

spectator and an object in middle distance, may per-

plex those who do not think to apply a surface-wash

of yellow ochre to a drawing by way of finish. Some
of the misty atmospheric effects in extreme distance

may be produced by the process of washing with

clean water ; but in this great care and great ex-

perience are requisite. Sometimes an atmospheric

effect can be produced by the aid of glass-paper.

This latter should be of the finest quality, and its sur-

face should be rubbed nearly smooth before use ; the

edge of the glass-paper may then be swept lightly

over the part of the picture where a hazy effect is

desired. No colour of any description must after-

wards be applied to a part so treated.

There are parts of a picture where it is decidedly

undesirable to lay one tint over another, where all

freshness and brilliancy of effect depend upon the

right tints being laid on at once and never afterwards

modified. Such is the case with foliage, for instance.

All the lightness of a tree, and all its crispness of

outline, are destroyed if we attempt to colour the

same forms twice. Go over a tree we may, and,

indeed, must, with masses of shade and finishing

touches ; but these do not cover the entire foliage,

and should go beyond it on the dark side, so that

they may present fresh and clearly-defined outlines

of their own against the sky or background.

In putting in foliage some of the colours must

be mixed before being laid on. Brilliant foliage in

foreground or middle distance may be coloured with

gamboge blended with cobalt, the mixture being tem-

pered with a little crimson lake. But a tree is not all

of one tint, for we have young leaves of a lighter and

brighter green than the rest, while some of the older

leaves may be turning brown. Therefore, as we colour

our tree, we must contrive to work in a little more

yellow here or a little more lake there, and we
must endeavour, as far as possible, to go upon

the truly artistic principle of mixing our colours

upon the paper rather than upon the palette.

Above all things, it is never wise to depend upon

accidental combinations of colour to produce any de-

sired effect. The artist should fully realize the effect

which he wishes to produce, and should make up his

mind how he intends to set about it. The practice of

blending tints upon the paper is particularly useful in

skies, where the boundary between blue sky and grey

cloud is often so vague that it can only be represented

by running the wet colours together. Again, in clouds

we have imperceptible gradations from one tint to

another, which have to be reproduced in a similar

way. This kind of work is only done efficiently by

working with a wet brush full of colour. A brush

which is nearly dry or empty is rarely wanted in

water-colouring. Sometimes it is useful in working up
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delicate shades upon distant hills, and sometimes in

foregrounds a few broad touches with an almost dry-

brush will give the requisite roughness to a rugged

road, a heap of stones, a tree-trunk, or a load of hay.

As regards the pencilled outline of a water-colour

drawing, it is as well not to ignore the advantages of

working in pencil. The practice of sketching and

shading in the bodies of trees with the pencil gives

firmness and precision of touch, which will be of ser-

vice in working with the brush. When we come to

water-colour sketching, the outlines should be care-

fully and accurately drawn, but no pencil work ought

to be visible when the work is finished. It is well for

the outlines to be as faint as possible ; no lines are

visible in nature, but only the boundaries between

light and dark surfaces or surfaces of different colours.

Fissures in rocks, joint lines upon buildings, or mark-

ings upon foreground grass or thatch, ought to be put

in with colour as finishing touches. Some persons

make drawings of buildings in ink for the purpose of

colouring, and any joint-lines or similar features are

strongly marked with the pen before any colour is

laid on. This is a wrong practice, because the eye

cannot judge of the requisite strength for these mark-

ings, and they generally have to be touched up with

the brush after the drawing has been coloured. It

destroys the freshness and crispness of the markings

to go over them a second time. All work of this kind

should be left until the last moment, when it will

show most effectively upon the top of all other colour-

ing. In brief, when making pencil sketches we should

endeavour to use the pencil as a brush, filling in the

bodies of forms with it. When we work in colour we
should use the brush as a pencil, using no other

means for marking lines that are to be made visible.

A water-colour sketch, when finished, should be

framed with a white margin, which will show it up

most effectively. While working upon a sketch it is

better to keep a margin of white paper around it. The
proximity of white enables the eye to judge of the

respective values of the various colours used. It is

therefore better to avoid the habit, too frequently in-

dulged, of trying colours upon the margin of a sketch,

as the miscellaneous trial patches of colour perplex

the eye and increase the difficulties of the work.

HOW TO MAKE AN AQUARIUM.
By 0. BECKERLEGGE.

HERE are but few subjects amongst the

fittings of a house that give a greater

amount of interest than an aquarium.

Not only may it be made an ornament,

but we take a special interest in life.

To watch the various fishes gleaming with metallic

lustre, gently floating without seeming effort, or

directing their course by the fanning motion of their

fins, is sure to impress one with a sense of exquisite

grace. Even the whelks, with their slow motion

and scavenger-like habits, are not without interest,

whilst nothing can be more comical or entertaining

than the antics of the harlequins of the aquarium

—

namely, beetles. Perhaps the two most powerful

reasons why they are not more frequently found in

our homes are, first, the cost, and, secondly, the diffi-

culty of maintaining the inhabitants in good health.

If these could be got over, then all the rest is plain.

In this paper I intend to deal with these two subjects

m such a manner that any one desirous of obtaining

this interesting object for his house, shall find but

little difficulty.

First, as to the containing vessel. Now, if we are

determined on having one, almost any water-tight

vessel will do, provided it is wide and shallow. But

more of this anon.

Such a vessel as we now might refer to would not

do, however, for any conspicuous position. We want

something, perhaps, to fill up space in a window, and

which at the same time will be an ornament to the

room. To give working instructions for making such

an article is my present purpose. I will indicate a

size and proportions, if deemed too large a smaller

one can easily be made, retaining the relative mea-

surements. Bottom, 3 feet long by I foot 6 inches

wide, and I foot deep.

In large aquariums the bottom, and often the

ends and one side, are of slate, which is undoubtedly

the best material ; but it so happens that the amateur

does not always reside where a slate of these dimen-

sions and of the requisite thickness can be obtained
;

and, further, if this were possible, it is not everyone who
could work on slate to make a water-tight vessel. The
design I give is for wood and glass, and if moderate

care is taken, there will be no danger of leakage.

Procure mahogany 3 feet by 1 foot 6 inches by

1 inch thick. Two pieces will be required to make up

the width. Shoot the two edges and groove them
;

cut a tongue to slip into the groove easily. Brush

cement over edges, groove, and tongue, and either

with clamps or by blows with a mallet, make the

joint close. When the cement is set, plane and

square up the wood. This is to form the bottom.

Take three pieces 2 inches by I inch and iS inches long,

and screw them one at each end and one in the centre,

B, Fig. 1. They must be fastened by the narrow edge,

about four 2 inch screws in each will be sufficient.

These will correct any tendency to warp. With a

gauge scribe a line around the top side, if inches in

from the edge, where the lines cross at the corner will

be the centre of the sockets or holes for the pillars.
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With a centre-bit bore six holes, J inch diameter and

$ inch deep, one at each corner, and one at each side

as shown.

Be careful that these holes are perpendicular.

Prepare six pieces of mahogany 12J inches long and

ii inches square. When nicely squared, put them in

a lathe and turn down a pin or plug at one end, J inch

long and J inch diameter, to fit tightly into the holes.

On three edges a small bead can be run. A rebate

must be made, as shown in Fig. 4, in four pillars ; in

the remaining two, two rebates must be made, as

Fig. 5. With a § inch twist, or other drill or bit, bore

a hole in each pillar, as shown in section, Fig. 6.

Two inches from the foot of each pillar cut a square

hole of a size to admit a nut for a 3- inch bolt. When
the nut is properly placed, the opening must be

neatly closed with a plug of wood. Six | inch bolts

must be procured with square heads, as shown ; these

must be 3^ inches long. Brush cement over each

plug and in the holes, place them in their position,

and firmly screw in their places. Great care must be

taken that they are all in line and perfectly perpen-

dicular with the bottom. Care must be taken, too,

that the rebates are in line with each other. This

must be seen to before the cement has set, conse-

quently we must not hurry in our work. When once"

set, it will be all but impossible to break the joints.

Cut and square up six pieces of mahogany j inch

square, and of a length to fit tightly between the six

pillars, brush cement on one side of the rods and

ends, put them in position with the inner edge flush

with the rebate. Firmly screw them with brass screws.

They must come down as dead as possible on the

bottom ; if carefully done, a water-tight joint will be

made. You will see by this means a rebate is formed

in a line with those in the pillars, against which the

plates of glass are to be bedded. About the middle

of the bottom, D, Fig. 3, three pillars, 5 inches by

£ inch, either square or round ; they should be set in

the bottom, but the hole should not be bored through

the bottom, and if they are simply fastened with

cement it will be sufficient. Next take a piece of

thin board as wide as the space between the pillars.

and long enough to reach from C, Fig. 1, to rest on D,

At E, a strip of wood must be fastened, of such a width

that the top edge will be level with c. Prepare four

pieces, 2 inches by i inch thick, to form a rail on the

top of the pillars, as F, Figs. 1 and 2. This rail will

not only add materially to the strength and solidity

of the aquarium, but also make a. requisite finish. A
plinth must now be fastened to the bottom to finish

off, and also to hide the cross-pieces. I have not

shown the plinth in the drawings, so that the cross-

pieces might be seen. They should be 3 inches wide,

and neatly moulded.

We are now ready for glazing. For this we shall

require six squares of the stoutest sheet glass we can

procure. Of course, plate would be stronger, but

heavy sheet will be really all we shall require. When
the squares are ready, melt your cement, and get it as

thin as possible, brush it in the rebates, give a plenti-

ful supply, and place the glass in its position. By
gentle and uniform pressure, bed it well in, squeezing

as much out between the glass and wood as possible.

When this is done, use the cement as putty, and well

and truly finish glazing. An old knife can be con-

verted into a useful putty knife adapted to our purpose.

By warming the knife the cement can be moulded

according to our taste and will. Proceed with each

square in the same way, taking care as you proceed,

and not hurrying.

When our tank is glazed, and the cement has

hardened, carefully brush the bottom with cement,

and any part of pillars which will be exposed to water.

With cement and " clinkers," such as are pulled out

of a smith's fire, or slag from a furnace, or any other

comeatable material, sandstone will do, build up a

rude arch, as shown in Fig. 2, or in any other way
fancy may dictate. Also a pillar may be reared as G,

Fig. 1. When this is done, lay the shelf, C, in its

place, and fasten by screws. The front of E should

also be built as a rockery with slag, as shown. On the

bottom edge of E a few deep notches should be made,
that any excess of water might drain away ; c should

be coated with cement, and whilst soft, rough gravel

should be pressed into it. A little rockery or island

may be built at H, Fig. 1. It should be made some-

what hollow, so as to form a receptacle for soil, in

which may be planted one or two small ferns, the

smaller the kind the better. The spleenworts will

answer admirably, as they are small and there is a

good variety of them, besides which, some are lovers

of moist, and others of dry situations. Any of the

following may be used :

—

Asplenium septeittrionale is diminutive, the fronds

are lance-like, but split at the extremity into alternate

snags or teeth, found in the north of England, re-

quires a sandy, peat soil, dry position ; A. germani-

cum, very pretty, Scotland, soil as the former ; A. ruta

muraria, very small, common dry soil ; A. viride, very

elegant, common moist and shady spot; A. tricho-

manes, pretty evergreen, common dry and shady

position, rather difficult to transplant, small specimens

should be transplanted ; A. fontanum grows in small

tufts, somewhat rare, soil rather dry ; A. adiantum

nigrum, common evergreen, should have a dry

position. These will form a sufficient variety for the

rockeries.

The space between E and c having been cemented,

must be filled with good peaty soil, mixed with silver
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sand, a layer of pebbles or broken pots

should be laid at the bottom for drainage.

On this plateau we can plant a few larger

ferns; several of the Polypodies will lend

themselves to our use to good effect. We
may also find variety amongst the club

mosses, and nothing will look more

beautiful than the wood horsetail {Equi-

setum sylvaticum).

Long before this we shall have tested

the water-holding qualities of our tank,

and take for granted that in this respect it is satis-

factory. Of course, if any leakage has been discovered

it has been duly remedied.

There are certain conditions essential to the

success of an aquarium

—

In all our aims we must put

nature before us, and copy it as

near as possible—the further we

depart from it the more fatal the

conditions to our fish, etc. The
first condition I would mention

is one often overlooked : there

must be a subdued light. I

will suppose a window is ulti-

mately to be the resting-place

for our tank. To have light,

then, streaming on the top and

four sides would, in the estima-

tion of our finny friends, be too

much of a good thing. The
glass, then, on the side towards

the light and the two ends, must

be painted black, and orna-

mented in any way to suit the

taste. For instance, gold lines

could be put in each square, and
the corners be filled in with a scroll ; this could be
stencilled with gold size and gilded with gold bronze.

At any rate, the sides towards the light must be
rendered opaque. The light will now enter from the

top in a natural manner. The side towards the room
being left clear will not interfere with our friends'

comfort. Place the tank on a strong, well-supported

stand, and fill with water, and change it each
day for a week; this can be done easily

with a syphon made of metal tube

or indiarubber. When the water no
longer tastes after it has stood twenty-

four hours, we may consider it sufficiently

soaked. Get some clean gravel, and put

a layer on the bottom, and fill it to within

3 inches of the top with water. The
second essential to a successful aquarium
is a sufficient supply of oxygen j without

FIG. 4.—CROSS SECTION O
PILLAR FOR ENDS.

FIG. 6.-

FIQ.5.—CROSS SECTION OF
CENTRAL PILLARS.

this, fish could no more live than land

animals. In water there is naturally a

portion of air and free oxygen held, if I

may so say, in solution, but as a fish

breathes it would soon exhaust it, and we

should see the poor fish gasping at the

surface of the water and at last expire,

and then people wonder why they cannot

maintain their aquarium in working con-

dition. In nature there are two modes
employed for oxydizing water: first, the

churning action of running water and the motion of

the sea ; and, second, by the breathing of plants. In

large tanks, such as are seen at public exhibitions,

the water is aerated by a stream falling into it ; this is

not for the purpose of renewing the water, as some

think, but for renewing the air

—the fairing water bringing with

it a large quantity of fresh air,

which is as essential to fish as to

men. Ignorance of this fact, or

overlooking it, is the cause,

generally, of a want of success.

Now we cannot resort to churn-

ing, so we must turn to plants

to help us in our endeavours.

Any dealer in aquariums

will supply the plants. The
Vallisneria is commonly em-

ployed ; these have simply to

be kept in their place at the

bottom of the tank by a pebble

or two. Another pretty plant is

the Quilhvort {Isoctes lacustris) ;

this has simply to be fixed in a

little mould. In a few days, as

soon as the plants have estab-

lished themselves, the surface of the leaves will be

covered by small air bubbles : this shows that

matters are piogressing favourably. Very soon the

bottom and sides will begin to be covered by a green

film— slime some call it, and rub it off. Do not do

that, it is a film of vegetable matter, which will absorb

the carbonic acid gas and give back its oxygen to the

water. When you can see a plentiful supply of

bubbles forming you may venture to put

in a fish or two. But do not be in

too great a hurry. " Make haste slowly,"

is a good motto. Ultimately the tank

will be equal to, say, a dozen or more

fish — rather under than overstock it.

Almost any fish may be chosen except

stickleback, they are so pugnacious that

they will destroy fish many times larger

than themselves. Water-beetles are

SECTION OF PILLAR SHOWING SCREW
BOLT.
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Refs. to Letters in Figs, i, 2, 3 :—A, Bottom ofrank ; B, Cleats
to prevent Warping ; C, Bed of the Beach ; D, Pillars of
Arch of Grotto ; E, Cliff of the Plateau ; F, Top Rail

;

G, Column in Grotto; H, Island.

most amus-

ing—two or

threeofthese

would add

much inte-

rest — also

water- spiders.

One or two

fresh - water

mussels may
be added

;

these in the

spawning
season will

throw out in-

numerable
spat, which

will, at any

rate, be fine fun for the fish

—

possibly some may escape and

come to maturity. Then we must

not forget our old friends the

snails : a half-dozen of trumpet

snails will do a lot of scavenger-

ing. A newt may be added, or

salamander; the little islands will

afford them resting and breath-

ing places. When the plateau is

partially covered with a growth

of moss, etc., place a few earth-

worms on the soil, they will

manure it. I have known a blind

worm to find capital quarters in

such a place. I suppose the

insects which naturally inhabit

such a moist locality would afford

it sustenance.

Now two

questions are

sure to pre-

sent them-

selves to the

novice, viz.,

how often

must the
water be

changed, and

how often

must the fish

be fed ? And
to each of

these we say

ever.

Theplants, H>

if properly A, Glass; B, RebMei

FIG. I.—SIDE ELEVATION OF AQUARIUM.

FIG. 2.—END ELEVATION.

QD

Fir. 3 —PLAN OF AQVAFIUM,

balanced
with the ani-

mals, will

keep the
water per-

fectly sweet,

and the
animalcula;

which will

develope in

the water will

afford all the

food in a

general way
that is need-

ed. Having

said never,

we, of course,

will qualify it somewhat. In

time water will evaporate, when
it must be made up by fresh

water ; and occasionally, very

occasionally, the fish may be fed,

but this only as a bit of amuse-

ment. A bit of biscuit, powdered

very fine; or some advise the lean

of pork, I believe, dried and

pounded. Nothing, however, that

is not eaten must be allowed to

remain at the bottom to corrupt.

It is possible that fungus

spots may appear on a fish. As

soon as it is noticed, if even it

be a speck the fish must be taken

out. If left in, it will not only

die, but poison others. This will

arise from

overcrowd-

ing, or pos-

sibly it was

a tainted fish

when put in ;

at any rate,

it must be

removed as

soon as dis-

covered, or

the fungus

will attack all

the others as

well. Should

a fish die, or

any other oc-

cupant, re-

move it at

CC

m

[Sa/ewed to Bottom

vol. vn
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once. Do not, however, plunge your hand in, as

the fish will be frightened ; and gold fish are

easily killed by fright. Almost anything can be re-

moved by a strong wire, looped for the purpose.

Should at any time the glass become so covered

with vegetation that the inhabitants cannot be seen,

remove it with a bit of sponge fastened to a stick,

and not with the fingers, and disturb the bottom as

little as possible. As beetles have a habit of occa-

sionally leaving their bath at night, just to keep their

wings in working condition, it may be as well to cover

the top up to the plateau with perforated zinc. This

can be obtained in fancy patterns. It will also, to

some extent, prevent dust from falling on the water.

Fish, too, sometimes take to leaping out of the water,

and occasionally their misdirected energy lands them

on the carpet. A slight canopy over the tank will

keep them in bounds as well as the beetles.

The grotto formed by the shelving beach will be a

place appreciated by the fish, who are fond sometimes

of a cool, dark hole. In conclusion, I would just

repeat what I have said in reference to dimensions.

The tank can be made of any size, keeping relative

proportions to those given, and the result will be a

pleasing addition to a room, and a constant source of

amusement. Cement may be made of two parts of

pitch and gutta-percha and one part of shellac. These

must be melted in an oven, as there is danger in

heating them over an open fire. A good waterproof-

ing cement for the woodwork is made by dissolving

bichromate of potass one part with two parts of good

glue. Give a thin coat to all the inside woodwork,

allowing it to harden in strong daylight. The potass,

as is well known, renders the glue insoluble. When
quite hard, another coat may be given, and then a

third.

Another cement may be made of equal parts of

red and white lead, made into a putty with gold size.

This will make anything water-tight, and instead of

the waterproof glue, shellac and naphtha, mixed to

the consistency of treacle, may be used.

«c~=>$«==~c-

PATTERN MAKING FOR AMATEURS.
M\j A. J. SCOTT.
. «

IX.—A Hanger for Overhead Motion, or Without
—Estimating Weight of Casting from the

Pattern Made.

HANGER WITH OVERHEAD MO-
TION.— In my last article I described

a handy swivel pedestal bearing, but as

some ofmy readers may have small motive

power to their workshops, I venture to

give here a few designs and ideas relative to hanger

bearings. I may say that I myself believe there are no

perfect bearings in which there is not a swivelling

arrangement ; and such being the case, I strongly advise

anyone wanting to make the same. Of course, I don't

mean that the ordinary hanger is to be discarded for

ever, as there are a certain few jobs that the plain

hanger would accomplish much better. In Fig. 135 I

show a side elevation of such a hanger for anyone

not caring to go to the trouble of an adjustable one ;

Fig. 137 shows a front elevation.

The construction of the hanger in the details will,

of course, vary according to the position in which the

hanger has to be placed. I will notice a few of these

later on ; for the one under consideration, the pedestal

cap may be either hollow or plain to contain a brass

like the bottom half. For the main construction, and

for supposition, we will suppose the top line of hanger

to be 12 inches to the centre of shaft or eye of the

hanger, so that the piece A should be about § inch in

thickness, planed parallel also in width to the propor-

tion given. For the main web, B, this would do very

well if 3 inch thick ; of course, in places where a

quantity of castings is required from the same design,

this web, B, is split into two pieces each | inch thick,

dowelled together, and thus the pattern is divided

into two separate halves, the joint being in the centre

of web, B. As amateurs, however, do not generally

have many castings from the same pattern, it would

not be advisable to go to the trouble in this instance

of splitting the pattern. I might, however, in passing

just state the advantages to be derived from the

splitting—the first and foremost of which is, there

cannot be any fall of sand in the moulder's top part.

I must here again explain for the benefit of any who

mayhap have not followed close my previous articles.

To be plain, then, a mould must have two parts, com-

monly termed top and bottom part (and in exceptional

cases more). The bottom part is very often made in

the ground floor in the foundry, and your pattern

buried in there to its parting or jointing line, which,

in this case, would be the middle of web, B. I will for

supposition say a moulder has so embedded our

pattern in the sand, and it is split, or made in halves
;

you will at once perceive that he would only require

one of the halves to bed in the floor, which being

done, he would lay the top half in its place by the

dowels, then lay around it a moulding box sufficiently

large ; he would then ram up with sand as he did the

bottom part before laying on the box. You will just

think now that we are lifting th.s box out of its place

to remove the pattern from the sand and mend all

broken parts of the mould, and we will suppose the

pattern whole, not in halves. You will now readily see

that unless there were great strip or taper in the top

part of the pattern that the sand particles would stick,

and the result would be a damaged mould probably.
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We will now suppose the pattern to be in halves, so

that in lifting the box away you would also remove
the pattern, or rather half pattern which is in the box,

and has come detached on account of the dowels

being disengaged
; the half patterns then can be taken

out at leisure, and the result is quicker moulding and
better castings. I will now return to the web, B,

which ought to be made accurate in regard to the

centres before anything is laid or built on it ; in this

case 12 inches being the distance to the centre of shaft,

you will require a piece of timber planed to the

thickness about 15 inches long, 12 inches wide, with

one edge and one end planed and squared. You may
then at ilf inch from the squared end describe a line

which will be the centre of your rotating shaft ; from

these two lines you describe the general outline, not

forgetting the lightening out portion, M, which is cut

completely out to the form given. This being finished,

we will now do a little more to the piece A, in regard

to the strip or taper. In Fig. 141 I show a section

of piece A, which you will notice is chamfered down
either edge from a central flat, A and E ; these two

points, A and B, I want you to gauge lines down the

whole length of piece, A, corresponding to the points

A and E whose centres should be exactly the thickness

of web, E, in this case A inch, so that you will require

a flat \ inch broad in the centre longitudinally ; inside

these two lines knock in loosely four sprigs as shown
more clear in Fig. 142 ; a, b, being the lines men-
tioned, and C the web which is safely guided by this

means in a parallel line with the top A ; these sprigs

will also keep it in its position while you securely

screw it into its final place. The hanger is now ready

to receive the cheeks, D ; these should be worked out

of good pine and screwed into place, not nailed, as you

will require to work them detached. I will suppose

your shaft is \\ inches, then your brass ought to be

3 inches through from N to o, Fig. 137 ; then, again,

taking \ inch each off for the cheeks of brasses we
have left 2 \ inches for the width through the cheeks

of the hanger, and \ inch our web is in thickness,

leaves I inch to go either side to make up the total

thickness. You will square one edge of each of these

blocks and bring that on a line with P, which is the

joint also of cap, F ; screw them on in their correct

position, afterwards setting all out, and gouging out

the eye or bore ; while in its place you may now take

the block off and finish each independently, bearing

in mind at the part Q to curve it away to about \ inch

in thickness, which is the thickness of H andL. These
are laid on at the last and sprigged to the web, B, at

either side of hanger. I show at R, Fig. 135, the joint

of piece H and Q.

We will now proceed with the pieces, C, C ; these

are constructed out of timber the same thickness as

d, but of a sufficient width to leave in the scroll, s,

which is shown more clear in Fig. 13S ; the construc-

tion or cutting of which is shown clear in the section

attached thereto. For the geometrical designing I shall

just merely refer my readers to any good geometrical

work, where it will be clearly shown, one way of which

is to describe all arcs from a couple of centres, the

distance apart as the lines A, B, C, D, in Fig. I38 ;

after doing these nothing now remains doing at the

hanger pattern, only the bolting bosses, J, J, which are

merely pieces about J inch thick fastened on at the

position shown, for the necessary holes. I have

already explained in my previous article the nature of

the core-prints that would be required for a piece of

work of this description ; draw-prints being, of course,

used for the holes at J, J. There is still another and

rather important point which to notice, I refer to T

in Fig. 135. This makes an angular slot when the

cap and the hanger are together in position as shown.

This slot has a cotter, U, in Fig. 137, keeping the cap

F in position and secure, and contains a little strip or

taper for lightening purposes. Be careful and leave

this taper in the hanger in the same direction as the

draw-prints, J, J. There is still another small item at

the hanger, viz., the boss or lug, E, which contains a

T slot for the reception of the oil dripper, the core-

box is shown at Fig. 136, G ; no other explanation, I

think, being required.

We now come to the cup, F, which may tax our

energies and ability even a little more than the hanger

itself, though looking at the first glance an unpreten-

tious piece of work. This is constructed out of a

solid block set out from the centre line, P, of hanger,

and is roughly cut out on the inside before finishing

and paring the outside. To make a clean job of the

inside you must bring into use your cranked paring

gouges and chisels, otherwise it will be impossible to

get the finish required to leave the sand well. I like

to see a carving tool, or, in fact, any other wood-

working tool produce a smooth, clear surface when

cutting, not produce a surface as if it were grub-raked,

or as if a rat had been gnawing at it for several

minutes. Your tools in good order would be one-half

of the battle ; and, of course, I should not recommend

you to commence with the cap until you were positive

they were in such condition. One of the most

grievous mistakes I find in beginners is to avoid the

grindstone, preferring to keep their hands clean than

go near it ; this is simply contrary to the condition

of sharp tools : the man who keeps the best tools is

the greatest friend of the stone. I will just notice

while on this subject a result of such unfriendliness, if

I may so term it, with the grindstone. In Fig. 143

I show two views of a paring chisel in section, and,

believe me, I have come across a good many men
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using a chisel almost like B, which wants the grindstone

badly—you will readily understand from the difference

of A and B, how each would cut, the natural curvature

of the stone producing the hollowness as shown in A—
sometimes you will catch men simply sharpening their

tools at the extreme point. This, in a short course of

time, leads to a form like B, only a smaller scale.

out the outside and then finishing the inside, making

it as thin as you conveniently can, not over \ inch

thick
;
you may put the boss shown in the centre of

K, after the pattern itself is finished. The carving

on the outside needs, I think, little explanation,

merely being scooped or recessed out to something

like the idea given more fully at Figs. 139 and 140.

FIG. 135.—HANGER BRACKET—SIDE ELEVATION. FIG. 136.—CORE BOX FOR T HEAD. FIG. I37.- HANGER BRACKET—FRONT
ELEVATION. FIG. I38.—CONSTRUCTION OF HELIX. FIG. 139.—ORNAMENTAL WORK ON OIL DRIPPER. FIG. 140.— SECTION

ON LINE A B, FIG. 139. FIG. 141.—SECTION OF PIECE A IN FIGS. 135, 137. FIG. 142.—WEB OF HANGER SECURED TO

STRIP. FIG. 143.—GOOD AND BAD PARING CHISELS IN SECTION.

My few remarks on this point I hope will do good to

all amateur wood-workers, as I think they will see it

is practical reasoning, and as such worthy their atten-

tion. To return now to the subject under considera-

tion, viz., the cap. After paring out the inside, and
nicely finishing the outside, there remains nothing to

do, only the lubricator box shown on the top, which, I

think, will need no further explanation. Our next

piece of work is the oil dripper, K, which is like the

cap, carved out from a solid block roughly shaping

I . think I have now fully explained this hanger,

but if I have forgotten any detail in connection there-

with, a note to ''Amateurs in Council" will be an-

swered by me with pleasure.

I will in my next article describe a strap fork

arrangement to the hanger given, also a design of a

hanger with swivel arrangement, .which I think will

be of service to many of my readers. To come to the

second item on my list—viz.,

Estimating the Weight of Castingfro?n Pattern.—
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There are so many different ways that to describe all

would only perplex the amateur. I will therefore leave

out the more difficult and describe the more simple

methods, which although they may not give the weight

to a few ounces, but still will be accurate enough,

perhaps, for all practical purposes.

The most usual method is to ascertain the number
of cubic inches in the pattern, which in plain castings

is, perhaps, the simplest and quickest. Of course, the

weight will vary according to the metal, as a cubic

inch of cast iron would weigh '263 lbs., while the same
size of brass would be '3. I give herewith the weight

of a cubic inch of different metals, which, when the

number of cubic inches is obtained in the pattern, the

weight of the casting could easily be obtained by

multiplying the number of cubic inches by the deci-

mal figure in the table.

Cast iron . . . '263 lbs. in a cubic inch.

Brass .... -3

Copper .... -32 „

Steel .... -288

Lead .... -41 „

Tin -262 „

If the timber is dry, and constructed out of pine,

a rough way is to weigh the pattern, and for every

ounce weight reckon a pound for the casting ; but this

is only rough. A more accurate way, and one as re-

liable as any, especially with work which is difficult

to measure up, is the rule of specific gravity. The
pattern is steadily immersed in a tank of water, and

the displaced water is allowed to overflow into a

second vessel, and is then weighed. This, the weight

of water displaced by the pattern, is multiplied by the

specific gravity of the metal in which it is required

to be cast. Thus, supposing a pattern displaced 3 lbs.

of water, and that the specific gravity of average

cast iron be taken at 7*3 we get—

3 X 7'3 = 21-9 lbs. weight of casting.

The weight of cast-iron pipes can be obtained from

tables in most technical handbooks, but I herewith

give a table which will, mayhap, be useful for this

purpose

:

W = K(D 2-d2
)

W = weight of a lineal foot in lbs.

D = outside diameter of pipe in inches,

d = inside „

K = a multiplier.

2*45 for cast iron, 2'82 for brass.

In reference to the weight of wheels, spur and
bevel, I append herewith three tables, taken from

three of our most prominent authorities ; but the one

of Box's shows, on the whole, a rather under estimate:

From D. K. Clark, " Rules, Tables, and Data,"

page 741 :—

-

W = (-05 + -o8p) d (1 + o-iod)

d = diameter in feet,

p = pitch in inches.

05 = constant.

W = weight per inch of breadth.

Bevel wheels to be taken at two-thirds to three-

quarters the weight of spur ones.

From Unwin's " Machine Design," page 222 :

—

W = K N bp2

p = pitch.

b = breadth of face.

N = number of teeth.

K = 0-38 for spur, 0-325 for bevels.

From Box's " Mill Gearing," page 24 :
—

W = (D X P X W) + (N/ D X P X W) X M.

D = p diameter in feet.

P = pitch in inches.

W = width of face in inches.

M = 1 2 for spur, I o for bevel wheels.

W = weight in pounds.

a - Jf ^

THE FORMS OF TOOLS.
By A FOREMAN PATTERN-MAKER.

VIII.

—

Second Division : Scraping Tools.

T is difficult to draw a hard and fast line

between tools which cut, and those which

scrape. At the extreme limits of each,

the difference is marked enough, but, as

in many other matters, the blending of

the two types takes place on debatable ground ; and

we are hardly prepared to say whether certain tools

should be classed with the first or with the second

division. We hive noted this already in the case of

drills, taps, and dies; and in the present article, not-

withstanding that we shall consider all those as

scraping tools whose cutting face makes an angle of

90 , or more, with the face of the work, or the tangent

to the same, yet in some instances we shall be com-

pelled to acknowledge as we note the actual effects

produced, that the division into the two types, though

convenient, should not be employed too strictly.

The most familiar illustrations of the tools now

under consideration are the scrapes used for wood

and for metal. The functions of the two are not pre-

cisely alike, since the first is used for smoothing only,

the second partly for smoothing, but mainly as an

instrument capable of producing extreme accuracy of

surface.

When dealing with very harsh cross-grained wood,

the plane, though set very fine, has, as a cutting tool

or wedge, a tendency to penetrate below the surface and

tear out the grain, and the utmost care will not alto-

gether prevent this. But the scrape breaks the chips
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up immediately that they are formed, and by break-

ing their continuity diminishes the risk of digging in.

The scrape is not a wedge, and, therefore, has no
penetrative action. This being a fundamental point,

I will illustrate it farther. That the value of the scrape

is mainly due to the breaking of the chips as well as

to its non-penetrative character is, I think, apparent

from a consideration of the function of the top iron of

a plane. If we look at a single iron, Fig. 102, A, we
see that the direction of the shaving coincides sensibly

with the angle of the face. If for this we substitute

a plane with top iron, B, the shaving is bent or broken,

and constrained to move in the direction governed

by the top iron. If the top iron is set considerably

back from the edge, as at B, its proper effects are

partly neutralised. If set closely down, as at C, the

shaving is coerced very rigidly, and the action of the

plane begins to approach that of a scrape. The
greater the angle up which the shavings are coerced,

the more minutely are they bent or broken, and the

less chance is there of the grain becoming torn up.

Finally, in the toothing plane, the iron is set quite

perpendicularly to the surface of the work, and the

material removed is broken up immediately, coming
away as mere dust. Pursuing the analogy, therefore,

the value of the scrape evidently consists in the break-

ing of the continuity of the shavings, which result

follows from its non-wedge-like character.

Other illustrations occur as bearing on this matter.

When we turn wrought iron, we give a larger amount
of top rake to the tool than when operating on cast

iron, and we moreover lubricate the former but not

the latter. For turning brass we commonly give no

top rake. Now, wrought iron is tough and fibrous,

cast iron and brass are highly crystalline. If the

fibrous cast iron were scraped in quantity, the friction

and pressure on the tool point would become excessive,

tending to break the latter off, and in any case to

develop very much heat. The action would be that

seen in Fig. 103 ; but being turned with a tool having

much top rake, Fig. 104, the shaving is bent round to

a flat curve, and partly broken also, and though the

friction between the iron and the tool develops so

much heat as to require lubrication, it is nothing like

so excessive as that which would result from the use

of a scraping tool used without lubrication. Again,

cast iron, even though crystalline, does not break off

in very minute chips. But the fact that it does be-

come fractured enables us to do with less top rake

than for wrought iron, and to do without lubrication

altogether. Brass is so highly crystalline that it is

easily broken away in minute fragments, and the

friction is almost nil. The brass turning tools, there-

fore, are very much like the toothing plane, like the

wood scrape, the metal scrape, the spring tool,

Fig. 105, the round nose for wood and metal turning,

and a host of others besides. These tools all differ

from the cutting types in the absence of true penetra-

tive power—the power of getting to a sensible depth

below the surface, and in their breaking up of the

chips
; and the power required, and the heat evolved

in these operations set a limit to the effective action

of these tools. Yet the action is, nevertheless, that of

cutting in a minor degree. Thus, in the magnified wood
scrape, the burr which is thrown up by the burnisher

forms a true miniature cutting edge, Fig. 102, D,

which has a certain amount of penetration, though

very slight in quantity. And in the case of a piece of

window glass used as a scrape, the keenness of the

edge allows of slight penetration taking place, and

when the burr in the former, or the new, keen edge in

the latter are worn off, scraping action is impossible.

The metal scrape, Fig. 102, E, is used in order to

smooth surfaces left rough from the file, or from the

planing and shaping machine, and to produce a degree

of accuracy unattainable with the tools just named.

But there is no virtue in the scrape itself, no guide

principle by which it is enabled to produce true sur-

faces. It owes its value for this particular purpose to

the facility which it affords for the localization of the

workman's efforts—to the application of the edge to

any sections, however minute their area, from which

the removal of extremely small quantities of material

is desired. For this particular purpose there is no

tool which can take its place. What the timber

scrape is to the plane, so is the metal scrape to the

file. The plane leaves the wood in minute hollows

and ridges, and with the grain more or less torn up, and

the scrape levels all these, and imparts a finish only

second to that of fine glass paper. The action of

the file produces general equality of surface, but it is

unsuited for reducing sections much smaller than the

area which the file will cover. But the metal scrape

removes the lesser inequalities of surface, and erases

the marks left by the teeth of the file. The scrapes

appear simple in form and in mode of action, but

they are as useful in the best classes of work as the

cutting tools themselves.

But not only as finishing tools but as shaping

instruments are scrapes employed ; witness the vast

family of lathe tools for hard wood and metal, the

reamers, broaches, rose drills, the cutters of boring

heads, the vast numbers of milling cutters and files.

Since the penetration of a single edge is so slight we

have in the last named tools a multiplication of such

edges—an assemblage of scrapes, so that, although each

one does but a small fraction of work, the total result

equals, and in many cases exceeds that which a true

cutting tool is capable of producing. We will pass

some of these forms rapidly under review.
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The uses of the scrapes in hardwood turning are

manifold. Though the best results in the turning of

plain surfaces are obtained by the use of gouge and

side chisel, there is a very large section of work

which cannot be done by their aid alone. Nearly

everything of the form of beads and mouldings,

quickly curved profiles, all face work, deep recesses,

and whatever comes under the head of ornamental

turning has to be done with scraping tools. These,

therefore, assume in plan view the sectional forms

of much of the work which is done, forming arcs of

circles of various curvatures, convex or concave, or

they are ground diagonally with single or double

bevels for turning the sides of deep recesses. To
prevent undue increase in the number of separate

tools, it is not the practice to combine various curva-

tures, or complicated profile outlines in these, but by

means of a few simple types to elaborate all the

forms that are required in a piece of work. One
important point in connection with the use of these

tools is that they should never be forced very hard to

their duty. They axe.finishing tools only, having but

a slight power of penetration, and the attempt to

remove shavings of sensible thickness is that the

grain of the wood becomes torn out by main force,

leaving the surface all roughened up and unfit to

take a polish of any kind.

There are two principal tools used for turning

brass—the roughing tool, Fig. 106, and the scraping

tool, Fig. 107. The first is made of a piece of square

steel—a square file ground smooth, and to the shape

shown in plan, answers very well. The cutting point

is rounded more or less, either like a round nose tool,

or slightly more pointed, sometimes the edge is

narrowed very much, as in Fig. 108. But in either

form the tool is capable of removing brass in quantity,

fulfilling the same purpose for alloys of this type

which the cranked tool does for iron and steel. The
finishing tool, Fig. 107, may be made of an old flat

file, and this being of considerable breadth obliterates

the ridges left by the roughing tools. For iron as

well as for brass, flat tools having edges ground into

variously curved profiles are used for finishing. The
spring tool, Fig. 105, is largely used for smoothing

surfaces on iron and steel. But it will not turn so

truly as the rigid finishing tool, because of its elas-

ticity, which, while favourable to smoothing, allows it

to yield before the harder and more projecting por-

tions. To obviate this, turners often insert a bit of

wood between the bend of the tool at A, thus reducing

or minimising its tendency to spring.

Reamers, rimers, or rymers, are very useful, their

special function being the finishing of bored or drilled

holes, either singly, or, as when thoroughfare holes

pass through two or more adjacent fittings. They

are to bored holes what the scrape is to flat surfaces,

and are in reality a series of scrapes set around a

cylindrical surface, and each operating in succession.

The forms of these tools differ considerably. They
are " taper," " parallel," " solid," "shell," etc., accord-

ing to the purpose which they have to fulfil, and their

mode of use.

It should be remembered that as reamers are

properly employed only asfinishing tools, they should

be subjected to little of rough usage and excessive

work, which tends to mar their accuracy and to

reduce them in diameter. They are difficult to make
and costly to purchase, and should therefore be

employed with the utmost care. The solid reamers

are either taper, or parallel : taper for convenience of

entry into a hole, parallel for finishing very accurate

work. The taper is very slight, not more than -j inch

in the total length ; and the parallel ones are also

very slightly rounded off just at the point. The
reamers are therefore very similar in these respects to

the taps. The fluting of reamers is somewhat

arbitrary, both in the number of cutting edges and

the sectional forms of the flutes.

Fig. 109 represents one of the most approved

forms. The fluting is seen to be much like that in

the common forms of taps, but it is not by any means

always, or necessarily of this shape. In any case,

however, the flutes should be of a reasonable depth,

to permit of the free removal of the chips or "swarf."

It is desirable that their number should be odd, as

tending to neutralize the effect of inequalities in

drilled holes, which throw the reamers out of truth.

A very slight backing off is given at a, in Fig. 109, to

reduce friction. It is a shade, and no more. Reamers

square in section are used to a limited extent, but

not for the finest class of work, because they lack the

guidance possessed by the form just noticed. They

have the single merit of rapid cutting, because they

possess more penetrative power than the others. But

there is evidently no power of guidance in the square

keen corners, so that such tools will follow to a large

extent the inequalities which it is required to correct-

For bringing rough punched holes into approximate

alignment, they are, however, serviceable tools.

Rose reamers, or rose-bits, may be either solid or

hollow. Fig. no shows a solid tool of this type.

These derive their name from the fancied resemblance

of the end A to the whorl of the rose, and to distin-

guish them from the " fluted " reamer in Fig. 109.

These are strong tools, employed in lathe or drilling

machine for truing out drilled holes. They do not

cut rapidly, but produce very accurate results, because

of the parallelism of the shank, whose circular section

is unbroken, save by the presence of the three or

four longitudinal flutes B, b, up which the swarf
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creeps, and through which lubrication is performed.

In consequence of the rigidity of the solid shank,

tools of this character can be employed for very deep

holes, which the ordinary fluted reamers would not

reach. The shapes of the cutting edges at the rose

end are subject to considerable variation. Fig. no
shows a very common form, but the form shown in

Fig. Ill is superior thereto, as cutting more rapidly,

and as affording more clearance for the swarf.

in diameter, to 8 feet or 10 feet. The cutting action

is simple enough, yet a description of the different rigs

adopted would fill a volume of moderate s'ze. The
simplest boring bar is a rod of wrought iron slotted

to take a single cutter, which is adjusted and held

fast with a wedge, as in Fig. 113. The cutters are

shown detached at A and B, A being a scraping tool,

B a cutting tool, and C a plan view common to both.

The objection to this simple form of cutter is that

FIG. 114. — BORING
BAR AND CUT-
TERS.

FIG. 115. — BORING
HEAD.

FIG. 116. — FACE
MILLING CUT-
TER.

(\ FIG. 117.—ANOTHER
FACE MILLING
CUTTER.

ZD n d
FIG. Il8. — GEAR

CUTTER.

The shell, or hollow reamers, are used when
slipped over a conical or a parallel mandrel, for use

in the lathe. They are splendid tools, Fig. 1 1 2, cutting

nearly as keenly as wood chisels. They are prevented

from slipping on their arbors by two short pins project-

ing from the latter, and entering into the grooves A.

Tools used with boring bars are an interesting and
extremely essential class, since they are to the larger

holes what the drills and D bits are to holes of

small size. Boring bars or boring heads are em-
ployed on all work ranging from 3 inches or 4 inches

the cutting force around the bar is unbalanced, and if

the bar is of slight diameter the result is spring, vibra-

tion, and consequent lack of truth in the holes. Still,

in a large proportion of work it is possible to use a

bar of so large diameter that the vibration is almost

nil, and then the simplicity and capacity for adjust-

7iient of the cutter to suit holes of different radii be-

comes a great recommendation to this form, and

hence it is deservedly popular.

Such a cutter, being single only, is, however, slow

in its action, and to obtain a more rapid rate of feed,
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as well as to balance the cutting forces, it is customary,

when the nature of the work will pay for the outlay, to

increase the number of cutters indefinitely. A bar may

be fitted with a double cutter, as in Fig. 114, A being

the cutter, and b the wedge which retains it in place.

Even here there is a rough, and also a precise, way

of working : c represents a double-ended cutter, which

is simply set in its place in a tentative manner, and

would fit equally well into a bar of slightly larger or

smaller size, and could be used as a single cutter only

in a hole of large diameter. But the cutter D will only

fit the bar for which it is made, and only bore a hole

of the precise size for which it is designed. Double

cutters are preferable to single because they are better

balanced, and can be fed twice as fast. In Fig. 114

the cutter would be turned up in place, backed off at

A, and afterwards hardened and tempered. The edges,

B, B, become guides in the hole bored with the lead-

ing corners, A, A.

Even with double cutters it is not always possible

to produce a true hole, the difficulty increasing with the

depth of cut and coarseness of traverse feed adopted.

The elasticity of the bar still comes into play, with the

result that the two cutters, together with the bar, will

yield before the harder and more irregular portions

of metal. Hence, for all work exceeding a few inches

in diameter, a boring head is employed, carrying a

number of cutters, so that the cutting forces are com-

pletely balanced, at the same time that the feed can

be increased in direct ratio to the number employed.

Fig. 115 shows such a head, A, of cast iron, keyed

upon a bar, B, and slotted across at intervals around

its circumference to carry the cutters, which are re-

tained in their position with wedges. The cutters are

turned up in place, then backed off at the front and

the cutting corner, A, and hardened.

It will strike one at once that these are not of the

true and proper type of cutting tools ; but, as a matter of

fact, the feed for depth is so small for each cutter that

the total effect is perfect. Though the traverse feed is

large, the depth of cut taken cannot be great. It is

better to run the heads through twice, rather than at-

tempt doing too much at once. For taking heavy

roughing cuts, the tools should be of the same shape

as lathe roughing tools ; these are then pinched

with set screws in recesses set radially around their

cutter heads.

The action of a boring head should never be in-

termittent when taking finishing cuts. Once started,

it should be allowed to go right through. If this is

not attended to, the expansion both of the boring

head and the cylinder, due to heat, even though of

slight amount, is sufficient to produce a sensible

difference in diameter at the section where the action

is allowed to stop and be renewed.

Milling cutters, though known for many years,

have only come into general use during the lifetime

of the present generation of mechanics. The solid

emery wheels, with automatic grinding attachments,

together with the introduction of substantial milling

machines, have made them a complete success in the

modern workshops, and a boon to many amateur

workers besides. Without these beautiful cutters it

would be quite impossible to turn out the thousands

of sewing machines, rifles, and other complicated

pieces of mechanism with interchangeable parts, at a

moderate cost. In the early days of milling tools the

temper had to be drawn in order to permit of the re-

sharpening of the edges by hand files, and when
retempered they often, as a matter of course, became

warped out of truth, and some cutting edges were

thus rendered inoperative. But now the temper is

never drawn during the life of a cutter, the emery

wheel sharpening the edges as often as they become

blunted.

It is quite beyond the range of this series to enu-

merate the different shapes which are imparted to

milling cutters. Figs. 116 to 118 show some forms,

Fig. 116 being used for face milling, Fig. 117 for sur-

facing, the cutter in this form being sometimes

arranged specially to attack the material in detail,

and Fig. 118 being for cutting the teeth of gear

wheels. These are much more efficient than single

tools. Being an assemblage of single cutters, the

work is divided amongst them, so that they can be

driven at a proportionally more rapid rate. Yet each

cutter has an interval of rest when away from actual

contact with the material, and this prevents undue

heating by giving a season to cool. A single solid

cutting tool is, on the contrary, in perpetual contact

with the metal. Milling cutters can therefore be

ran at from two to two and a half times the speed

of single tools. It is not improbable that the

circular saw may have suggested the idea of solid

milling wheels ; but be that as it may, in the dupli-

cation of parts these wheels are one of the most

marked innovations in modern workshops. It is no

unusual thing to see two or three separate opera-

tions being carried on simultaneously on a single

piece of work with milling wheels. It would astonish

some of our amateur friends to see the number and

magnitude of the operations which are performed in

some of our more advanced workshops by the aid of

milling tools.

This is, I fear, a very sketchy notice of the large

family of boring heads and milling tools ; but as I am
dealing with principles rather than with details, I

think the scope of the article has been sufficiently

fulfilled.

{To be continued.)
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FRETSAW WORK AND MARQUETRY
CUTTING.

By D. B. ADAUSON.

VIII.—Execution of Piece of Real Work.

AVING acquired a fair arnount of pro-

ficiency in handling the saw and keeping

fairly to line, some design not too small

or elaborate may be started as a piece

of real work ; but before I proceed to

this it will be well to give a few hints concerning the

practical cutting of various angles, for it will assist

the learner greatly to know what he ought to do, and

how he may best cut in certain cases likely to occur.

Still, it is impossible to formulate rules applicable to

every instance, and the hints given will not do away
with the necessity of the sawyer using his judgment.

Much, for example, will depend on the material,

whether hard or soft, brittle or tough, its thickness,

contiguous lines on the design, etc., and nothing but

experience can suggest the best method to be adopted

in each instance. It is hardly too much to say that

there are no fixed rules, though there may be certain

principles which guide the practised sawyer, who is

able to discern, as it were by instinct, where he may
modify them.

One of the first features that will probably strike

the novice on examining any design that he purposes

cutting (and he should always carefully consider a

design before commencing, so as to notice its leading

characteristics and guide his operations accordingly),

is that points or corners are of two kinds, viz., corners

in open spaces to be cut away and points remaining

as part of the design, see Fig. 34 in which the shaded

outline represents the wood to be left, and the blank

space the waste to be cut out. It will be noticed that

out of the five points, three of them are to be cut

away, and two of them left projecting.

Now in ordinary work, with a tolerable amount of

skill, it would suffice to turn the corners, whether

projecting or recessed, in the manner already de-

scribed ; but if the finest work is required where all

shall be sharp without a suspicion of roundness, a

more elaborate method may be adopted, and it is one

which will probably commend itself to the amateur
till he acquires, by practice, the boldness in cutting

that will enable him to dispense with such methods.

By the plan now described, corners as sharp and
clean as any file can make them may be cut with

comparative ease, though a little more labour is in-

volved. Mind, I do not say that the sawyer should

be satisfied with being able to cut corners thus, but

for a time, at any rate, he will be able to produce

better work than he otherwise would. In inlaid work

of a simple kind, in which the ground and inlaid

pieces are cut together, for example, it is not practi-

cable, as will be seen later on, and he should, therefore,

learn to cut an angle with certainty. By cutting

difficult angles, that is, very acute ones, in the way

described, and the easy or obtuse, by simply turning

the saw, he will soon find the best method to adopt in

n given case.

Well, to consider Fig. 34. Taking it by itself,

without any modifying surroundings, which is all

that is necessary at present for explanatory purposes,

I should feel inclined to make the drill hole where

the black dot is, and strike outline with the saw at

the point A, continuing the sweep to B, the first

corner to be turned. Let us now refer to Fig. 3;,

which shows this part on an enlarged scale, the dotted

line representing the course of the saw, but not its

position, which will be on the line of design itself.

On the blade arriving at B, work it backwards through

the cut to some convenient place, say to F, then turn

it, as if about to cut to C, till there is sufficient space,

in the waste wood recollect, for the saw to be turned

round, or, rather, for the wood to be turned, to allow

the saw, back first this time, to be drawn to B, which

is in no danger of being rounded, and the blade is in

position to proceed to C. Arrived there, continue

sawing in the direction of the arrow, cutting a small

curve, as shown by dotted lines, till the saw meets

the line of the design again at C, when the line is

followed to D, at which point the movements, as at B,

may be repeated ; or instead of the turn in the waste

wood being sharp, the saw may cut round in a small

circle, in which it may be turned to get its back

towards D.

The angle, E, may be treated exactly in the same

manner, and the sawing proceeded with round the

curve till A is approached. This may turn out an

awkward bit to manage, for if the grain of the wood

is across the point and at anything like a right angle

to the line of the blade, the sharp point is apt to be

forced off. If such a mishap should occur—it may
generally be prevented by a little caution— the only

way, if the broken piece is large enough, is to glue it

on again, or, if too small for that, to file up the point.

Some cutters, I believe, make it a general rule to

cut the second side of a projecting piece away from

the point, as was instanced with c ; but it is not

always convenient, nor, indeed, necessary. To have

done so in this case it would have been requisite to

start cutting on the line at one of the inner points,

say at B. As the sawyer progresses in skill he will find

the continued cutting into the waste wood more trouble

than it is worth, as to all intents and purposes corners

cut by the saw turning in them are fine enough for

ordinary work, especially if he eases the saw back a
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trifle before turning, and, of course, turns the teeth in

the direction of the waste wood, not towards the

pattern. In turning projecting corners, such as C, the

cut should proceed a trifle, say half the width of the

saw blade, beyond the point into the waste wood.

Another method that may sometimes be conveni-

ently employed, especially when a long narrow strip is

to be cut out, as in left-hand example of Fig. 36, is to

cut across from point to point, and then the remainder

of the waste wood having been removed, make one

cut to A, back the saw, and cut on the other line

towards A again. In the other example of Fig. 36,

the two inner corners are cut to, the saw backed into

one of them again, and the line B sawn along.

Where practicable, the saw should enter the design

at a point, but it sometimes happens that this is not

convenient, or that by its doing so the risk of fracture

is increased, in which case the best plan is to take the

saw from the drill hole to some good bold sweep or

curve easily got at with the file, in case the beginning

and end of the saw cut have not met exactly and the

place of union is too distinct. It is better not to let

the saw enter the line at a right angle and then turn

off sharply, as there is a risk of its cutting through the

line, when an unsightly permanent blemish will be

caused. Rather let the saw approach and enter the

line with a gradual curve, as shown by the dotted

line, from the point or drill hole towards the right in

Fig. y] ; and on completing the cut let the saw in-

cline, if anything, outwards into the waste wood,

instead of letting it cut within the line. The slight

irregularity can easily be removed with the file with-

out altering the contour of the design. Any super-

fluous waste wood can always be filed away, but if

the saw has cut into the design the whole curve must

be more or less altered to recover the regular out-

line. Occasionally, when an outline has either from

inadvertence or want of skill been cut into, it is better

to continue sawing and gradually approaching the

proper line than to make an effort to get to it by

twisting the saw in its direction as suddenly as possible.

This is especially the case with straight lines, for the

chances are a slight curve will not be noticed, where

an abrupt return to a lost line is sure to attract atten-

tion.

The foregoing instructions apply equally to the

treadle machine as to the hand frame. The chief

difference in working is that the saw may be made to

work much faster, and that both hands are free to

guide the wood. This latter may seem altogether an

advantage, but the beginner will find that it is also a

cause of difficulty to him, especially in combination

with the increased speed ; only as he progresses will

he be able to appreciate and derive the full benefit

from a good machine. The first thing he should

learn to do will be to move the treadle without

attempting to cut at the same time. Apart from

speed, which, when sawing, will depend a good deal

on the resistance of the material being cut, he should

learn to keep the treadle going regularly without

jerks, and work as much as possible from the ankles,

the ball of the feet principally being applied to the

treadles—using, in fact, what is known as " ankle

play " among cyclists.

Another hint which may be derived from the

cyclist is the advantage that may be gained by what

is justly considered a sine qua non in either bicycle

or tricycle, viz., vertical action. In this instance it is

not the blade that is referred to but the sawyer.

Cyclists will quite understand what I mean ; but as

all my readers may not be cyclists, it will be well to

explain that considerably more power will be gained

by keeping the legs as nearly straight as convenient,

while less fatigue will be felt. The desired end will

be gained by using a seat much higher than the

ordinary chair, so that the knees are only slightly

bent when the feet are on the treadle. The kind

known as a harmonium stool or chair, in which the

seat slopes downwards from back to front, is very

suitable ; but what is called uneuphoniously in the

part of the United Kingdom where I write a " booffet,"

though spelled buffet, and known otherwise as a has-

sock, is a convenient means of gaining the requisite

height. The carpet-covered variety is found in most

households.

In beginning to saw with the aid of the treadle

machine I would advise the sawyer not to attempt

any great speed or be in any hurry to get through the

wood till he can keep the line to the saw. If he saws

at any great speed he will find that the blade runs

away from the line with amazing rapidity, and that

irreparable injury has been done to the design before

he can check the saw. The wood while being cut

should be held firmly down to the table and pushed

to the saw, at the same time turning it so that the saw

is constantly cutting in the line. It is a mistake to

press the wood too hard against the saw, but it is a

mistake very apt to be made and one that will

speedily cause the two ends of the saw to part

company.

The wood should not be fed to the saw faster

than it can be cut, but the pressure as well as the

speed that may safely be ventured on differ much
according to the strength of the blade and the material

being cut. With a large saw and soft pine liberties

may be taken that could not be ventured on with such

a wood as ebony and a fine saw. As a rule, the

harder the material the slower must the speed be, for

as the saw progresses but slowly forward it would, if

worked at a quicker rate, soon get heated and snap.
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In cutting such a material as brass, for instance, it is

necessary not only to work slowly but to lubricate the

saw occasionally ; and, perhaps, while on this subject,

it will be as well to explain the method that should

be adopted in sawing brass or any hard metal, an

easy plan, which, I believe, is a little trade secret

among marquetry cutters, whereby the saw is kept

constantly lubricated.

On attempting to cut a sheet of thin metal alone,

either with the hand-frame /.^^taM^fe^^
or with the machine, it will

"be found that it bends or
j

curls up under the action of I

the saw in a manner not i

only unpleasant but fatal to

anything like regularity of 1
outline. To prevent this

occurring the metal should

be laid between two pieces of

thin waste wood, anything

almost will do, but not to

entail unnecessary labour, it

may as well be soft. In addi-

tion to the brass lay a sheet, or

two sheets of paper, one above

and one below it, which have

been well greased. The metal

will not absorb any of the

grease as wood under similar

circumstances would do, so oil or

any kind of fat will answer, or even

soap. This, however, soon gets hard,

and if it is used the cutting should

be proceeded with at once. Tallow

is the material mostly used

in this country by marquetry

cutters for the purpose, and

it is specially applicable be-

tween wood, as it is hard and

does not soak into the wood.

As the paper is merely the

vehicle for holding the

grease, it need not be of any

great substance, indeed the

thinner and softer the better, and a well greased piece

of newspaper is as good as anything for the purpose.

The tallow, Russian tallow is generally used, but I do

not know that it is better than the tallow of an ordinary

"dip" candle, simply rubbed on the paper on one or

both sides, not a clean operation, but an effectual one for

ensuring continuous automatic lubrication of the saw.

The wood, paper, and metal must be fixed together

by small nails or pins, and the lines to be sawn placed

on the wood. The whole are then cut together in the

ordinary way. Several sheeis of metal n.-ay be cut

FIG. 34.—POINTS AND CORNERS IN FRETWORK

DRILL
HOLE

FIG. 35.—rOINTS IN FIG. 34 ENLARGED

/.

FIG. 37.—APPROACH OF SAW TO LINE.

FIG. 36.—ALTERNATIVE MODES OF CUTTING CORNERS.

at the same time if they are thin, all of them being

placed between outside wood.

Specially tempered blades should be used in

cutting metals or other hard substances, such as ivory

or mother-of-pearl, and these blades being very brittle

extra care must be taken when using them.

In cutting corners more care will be necessary

than with the hand-frame, otherwise, if the wood is

pressed against the saw till the new line is arrived at,

•//////////
a curve will be the result,

from the saw running into the

design, or the waste wood, as

the case may be. For a

time, in cutting corners, the

speed of the saw should be

greatly lessened, and the

wood only slowly turned

round while the blade makes

a space. If it is forced round,

the blade will either snap or get

so twisted that it is impossible

to cut accurately with it.

Another matter on which a

word of caution may not be

amiss is that it is merely the

front or toothed edge of the

blade which cuts, and any

pressure against its sides is not

only unnecessary but injurious,

on account of the increased friction.

The wood should be pushed fairly

to the teeth of the saw without any

pressure sideways, and this is not

easily avoided without attention.

Great annoyance will be ex-

perienced frequently at first

by the wood being jerked

upwards from the table with

the almost certain result of a

broken saw. Practice only

will enable the sawyer to

overcome this, which occa-

sionally happens with the

most experienced, as it arises

from so many causes that it is impossible to provide

against or foresee them all. Often there seems no

cause at all, but most frequently it happens from

momentary inadvertence, and from not keeping the

wood firmly down to the table. The presser foot

already alluded tons being attached to some machines

prevents the tendency of the wood to jerk up. Of
course, if by mistake the saw is fixed with its teeth

pointing upwards it is almost certain to raise the

wood Irom the table.

In addition to the saw being broken by the work
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being jerked up a most serious mishap may occur by
the fret itself being fractured. If this happens tha

only thing is to glue on the part broken, or if the

injury is as bad as that which poor old Humpty
Dumpty met with when he fell, it will sometimes be

well to cut out the injured part entirely, fill the space

up with a fresh piece of wood, matching the grain as

closely as possible and recutting the design.

If the work is to be afterwards ebonized, the joint,

in any case scaroely recognizable when well done,

will not be observable, and a piece of fret that would

otherwise have been hopelessly spoiled may be made
as good as if no accident had happened.

When the novice can manage fairly with thin wood
he should gradually increase the thickness aisd hard-

ness of the material to be sawn up to | inch or so,

which is as much as can comfortably be managed in

the ordinary machine, though so much depends on a

variety of causes, such as strength of the worker,

hardness of wood, cutting powers of saw, etc., that it

is difficult to fix what the limit is.

In advertisements of machines it will often be

noticed that they are said to be capable of cutting

through a given thickness, but, however correct such

statements may prove to be, when the machine is

used by a strong and capable worker the limit

assigned is generally beyond what the purchaser will

find he can manage with any comfort. As in every-

thing else, there are exceptions to this rule, one of

which may be instanced by a machine I have in use.

With it I have cut a much greater thickness, nearly

double, than is advertised as the limit.

A good deal more than I think is often supposed,

of the ease with which a machine may be worked,

depends on the care with which frictional parts are

kept lubricated, and where not supplied among the

sundry fittings, which sometimes consist of only a

few worthless saws and drill points, an oilcan should

be procured. Oil, however, is not the best lubricant

where the friction is between wood and metal, black-

lead, or, equally good and more cleanly, powdered

French chalk, being preferable. New machines do

not work so easily, as a rule, as those that have been

used for a time.

I have said nothing about threading the saw
through the drill holes, or, as they have been called

" saw gates," and it will suffice to say that in most if

not all machines the saw may be best put through

from the bottom, that is, the top end of the blade will

be one last fixed in the saw clamp. Perhaps a caution

to see that the saw is really secure in the clamps is

not altogether unnecessary, for, if not, it will work out

suddenly and almost to a certainty be broken. It is

a convenience to turn the screw by a pair of pincers

or pliers instead of with the fingers alone, unless these J

can be depended on for the necessary strength.

With such hints as have been given, and the

experience gained by practising in the manner sug-

gested, the beginner ought to be fairly competent to

manage any ordinary design, at any rate, he need no

longer confine himself to the alphabet of fret cutting,

and the next chapter is devoted to more advanced

work.

{To be continued!)
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HOW TO TAKE PHOTOS AFTER DARK.
By A SUCCESSFUL AMATEUR.

HAVE no doubt that most amateur

photographers have felt the same as I

have done, that, however fascinating

photography was in the summer, it was

practically dead in the winter ; and I

think that having to lay it on one side for six months

of the year (during which time we often forget what

we have learnt) goes a long way towards spoiling

what would otherwise be a very agreeable as well as

profitable pastime. Now, all who are that way in-

clined can, by following my instructions, take very

good portraits by artificial light— in fact, far better

than the portraits taken in ordinary rooms by day-

light, and with a much shorter exposure. I will now
proceed to give very plain and simple directions

whereby any amateur cannot help being successful;

and as the apparatus is very simple and cheap, the

expense need not deter anyone, however poor, from

attempting the experiment.

In the first place, I will describe the necessary

apparatus required in addition to the camera and lens,

dry plates, etc., which I will suppose the amateur is

already in possession of. The first thing required

will be a threefold screen of the ordinary dimensions,

which must be covered with white paper on one side

to reflect the light. You will also want another small

screen, or a towel horse will do just as well. A
background you can easily make out of common
brown paper (paper-felt, the same as is used for

placing under carpets, answers the purpose admi-

rably), stretched on a light framework. You will also

require a few yards of magnesium ribbon, which can

now be obtained for about 3d. per yard at any photo-

graphic chemist's. This, with the addition of a few

tacks, etc., which can be found in any house, will

complete your outfit.

And now, how to take the portrait. Place the

largest screen in the position shown in sketch at A,

the background at B, the smaller screen at c, the

camera at d, and the sitter, or person whose portrait
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you wish to take, at E, in about the same positions as

shown in sketch. Place a lath on largest screen, as

shown, from which suspend another lath by two pieces

of string or wire, about level with the sitter's head.

On this bottom lath lay a piece of the magnesium

ribbon, about 15 inches long. Your preparations are

then complete. You can then focus the sitter by the

light of a good lamp or gas. Then turn the lamp

down low, and, taking the cap off lens, light the mag-

nesium ribbon in the centre, and the exposure will be

made ; and if you are as successful as the writer, you

will be very pleased with the experiment.

It may, perhaps, be asked what the second screen

DISPOSITION OP SCREENS (A AND C), BACKGROUND (ii),

CAMERA (D), AND SITTER (e).

is required for. It is to reflect the light on the sitter,

and so keep the shadows from being too dark. It is

advisable to use moderately fast plates, such as the

Richmond or the Ilford extra rapid, when, if you have

followed my instructions, you cannot fail to secure

a good photograph. Of course, the development

and other minor operations will be exactly the same

as for a plate exposed by daylight. And now a word

as to printing from the negative.

In these dull days, when it takes hours to get a

decent print on the ordinary printing paper, I would

advise everyone to buy the " Alpha " paper, which is

about the same price as the ordinary silver paper,

and prints can be easily obtained on it by gas or

lamp-light equal to the best silver prints, and a dozen

can be printed and toned in one evening. I think the

reason why more amateurs have not used this paper

is, that it could not be obtained in less quantities

than 5s. worth ; but now the manufacturers send

out sample boxes containing twelve cabinet pieces, at

is., which gives everyone a chance to try it, without

going to any great expense ; there is no need for me
to give instructions in the manipulation of it, as they

are enclosed in every packet.

Hoping that this short paper may be as much use

to some brother amateur as some others have been to

me, I will now bring it to a close. Before doing so,

however, I must disclaim any intention of attempting

to pose before my readers as the originator of the use

of the magnesium light as a means of taking portraits.

This, indeed, is no new thing, though it can scarcely

be said to be " as old as the hills." All that I have

sought to do is to represent the desirability of magne-

sium ribbon as a source of light wherewith to take

photos when the light of the sun's rays is no longer

available, and to suggest the means by which the

artificial light recommended may be used successfully.

The apparatus and appliances are in themselves

simple enough, but they are sufficient and easily made.

It is often somewhat surprising, and certainly instruc-

tive and encouraging, to note what good effects may
be produced by the simplest means, as in the mode of

taking photographs just described, but I place chief

stress on its value as a mode of procedure which

enables the amateur photographer to gratify his pro-

clivities by indulging himself in the pursuit of his

hobby, at a time when the camera is generally put

away to await the eagerly-looked-for return of longer

days and brighter weather. It also affords oppor-

tunities for practice in what may be called the photo-

grapher's dead season, for, if sitters are wanted,

recourse may be had at any time to inanimate objects

in their stead.

PRACTICAL SCENE-PAINTING

AMATEURS.

FOR

By EENBY L. BENWELL.

XXVIII.

—

Stage Perspective {continued).

!N painting side wings which are intended

to represent two sides of a column, the

base of a pillar, or such like objects, the

artist must pay particular attention to

the drawing of his lines on the per-

spective side of such wings, as it is necessary in these

cases to reject the ordinary rules, and bring into play

another instance of stage perspective. In painting a

picture on the flat, the artist would, of course, make
all his lines below the horizon incline upwards to-
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wards the vanishing point, and

those above downwards, as in \

Fig. 142. But in painting wings, \

or any description of scene which,

containing perspective lines, has to

stand on either side of the stage, the

scene-painter departs from this rule,

and makes all his lines below the hori-

zontal line run parallel with the floor or

and two on each side, with

three rafter borders overhead.

Now this illustration is, of course,

drawn in ordinary perspective : it

is, in fact, supposed to show a stage

with the scene set upon it; but in draw-

ing the subject on the side flats, the

artist must take care to keep all lines

below the horizontal lines as just described.

FIO. 142.—SIDE WING IN TRUE PERSPECTIVE,

FIG. 148.—TILED FLOOR IN
PERSPECTIVE.

horizontal line, as in Fig.

143. All lines above the

horizon can be drawn in

the usual way. The reader

will see at a glance, on

referring to the engrav-

ings, the reason for this

method of proceeding. It

is in order to do away
with a blank space at the

bottom of the wing, which

would otherwise remain,

and not only look un-

sightly, but would give the

subjects on the wings or

flats the appearance of

running up off the

ground.

The cottage interior,

Fig. 144, further illus-

trates the subject we are

now treating. This scene

is made to consist of six

flats—two at the back FIG, 143,—SIDE WING IN STAGE PERSPECTIVF.1
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FIG. 144.—COTTAGE INTERIOR, CONSISTING OF SIX FLATS AND TbREE BORDERS, ILLUSTRATIVE OF STAGE PERSPECTIVE.

P. S. Point of Sight. S. F. Stage Floor. VOL. VII. D D
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The door on the left, and the cupboard on the right, if

practicable^ are exceptions to this rule, and contain no

perspective, but are made square like the real article.

The fireplace and pictures should, however, be drawn

in perspective ; the fireplace may be a built out

structure, and it then looks very effective.

I must now give directions for drawing out the

borders, but would here mention that this subject

may be painted on a cloth as a whole, and for this

purpose several articles of furniture are introduced,

such as table, chairs, and dresser, in order to finish

the picture ; but these are not painted on the flats, and

if used in the scene as shown, are the real articles,

and not painted substitutes, unless the whole subject is

on a cloth. This explanation is, I trust, plain enough
;

it may appear rather confusing, however, at first sight,

as I am making the design answer two purposes

—

i.e.,

a set scene and a cloth. The dotted lines show the

division of the flats, and the point, P S, is the point of

sight and vanishing point (v p).

The borders have now to be drawn out in such a

way as to have the appearance, when hung from three

to four feet apart, as they have in Fig. 144. In paint-

ing these, we must discard the use of the painting

frame and, instead, tack the canvas to the floor of the

stage, as we shall want plenty of room in order to get

the vanishing point. Firstly, then, prime the canvas,

and, when dry, withdraw the tacks and proceed as

follows : The canvas having been already cut to the

proper depth, but for the time being, having all three

the same length, place the third border on the floor,

and tack its bottom edge only, now lay over it border

No. 2, but not quite covering it, that is, allow 9 inches

of border No. 3 to show at the bottom, and this will

form the beam for the third border, slightly tack

bottom of No. 2 border. Now lay border No. 1 on

the top of the others, with its bottom edge I foot away

from the bottom edge of No. 2, and tack all round.

That part of No. 2 now in view will form the beam
for the second border. Next, allow 15 inches off the

bottom of No. 1 for the beam on the first border, and

strike the two lines on each border, as shown at A a

a, in Fig. 145. The bottom lines being on the ex-

treme bottom edge of the borders, need not be struck

on the canvas.

The next step is to determine at what height the

borders are to be hung, and having ascertained this,

deduct four feet from the height, and the distance left

will be the vanishing point and point of sight respec-

tively. Thus, if the borders are hung at 14 feet from

the floor of the stage, measure off a distance of 10 feet

from the bottom edge of the first border, and make a

chalk line on the stage. Now strike a chalk line

exactly through the centre of the borders, and con-

Jinue it truthfully to the first line 10 feet away. The

point, c, where these two lines intersect each other is

the point of sight and vanishing point. A wire nail

is now driven in the floor at the vanishing point, B,

and the chalk line is attached to it for the purpose of

striking all the lines that run towards the vanishing

point, B. The artist must be careful in getting these

lines correct, as after the top border is removed, his

only guide will be the marks left on the two lower

beams by the charcoal line. Having finished the first

border, remove it, and treat the second and third

borders in a similar way, striking the lines from the

vanishing point through the short lines left on the

beams of Nos. 2 and 3. The borders when hung
about three or four feet apart, should form their own
perspective, and fit one within the other to a nicety.

After they are separated, they should appear as in

Fig. 146, and may then be retacked to the floor or on

to the painting frame ready for finishing off, ready for

use. The scene-painter should always use great care

and judgment in determining upon his horizontal line.

This must not be too high in interior scenes, nor in

street or road cloths, as the painted floor of a room
or road in a street on a cloth is supposed to be a con-

tinuation of the floor of the stage, and if made to rise

too suddenly, it spoils the illusion. In Fig. 147 is

shown an outline of a room, with the different vanish-

ing points for the walls and furniture. The point of

sight is at C, and this is also the vanishing point for

the side walls of the room, the panels, doors, etc.

Before drawing these lines, the height of the distant

line of floor, ceiling, and windows should be first ob-

tained, and window in background drawn in its proper

place. All articles of furniture placed in an angular

position have vanishing points at A and B.

Fig. 14S is the last example of perspective, in the

shape of a tiled floor, so often pourtrayed in act

drops. In this diagram first draw A B, the base line

of the picture, and upon it describe the equilateral

triangle CDE; let c E be the width of the floor, and
assume the end of tiled pavement at H H. Next divide

C E into the given number of squares, and produce
its boundary line S, C H, E H, to G. Then, to determine

the retiring perspective widths of these flat squares,

measure off the distance from G to D on the horizontal

line F,* on each side of the point G, which will be in

the line D G, the perpendicular passing from apex D of

triangle CDE through central point of C E. Next, draw
the lines C I and E I, meeting the horizontal line at the

given points (outside drawing). Where these lines

intersect diagonally, determines the retiring width of

the square. This diagram is worked out as a scale

drawing, and, as such, is easily transferred to the

canvas. We have before spoken of " stage cloths,"

• This is not visible within the bounds of the drawing.
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FIG. 145.—METHOD OS LAYING OUT BORDERS. BORDERS SHOWN LAID ONE OVER THE OTHER, BUT EXHIBITING BEAMS
" drawn IN." P. L. Perpendicular Lin« ; H. L., Horizontal Line: P. S. and V. P., Points of Sight and Vanishing Point.

^P\\WIL | III//////,7///<
\ /

/

fig, 146,—borders separated and drawn readv for painting. A, First Border ; B, Second Border ; C, Third Border,
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these are often painted to represent a tiled floor, and

look very real when properly done. They must, how-

ever, be in correct perspective, and for this purpose I

would suggest a scale design of an inch to the foot.

(To be continued.)

HERALDRY

:

ITS APPLICATION TO DECORATIVE PURPOSES.
By ARTEUB YORKE.

IX.

—

Emblazoning upon Paper and Vellum-
Working on Paper—Working on Vellum-
Heraldic Accessories.

MBLAZONING UPON PAPER AND
VELLUM.—Although emblazoning upon

these substances may occasionally serve

for decorative purposes, properly so-

called, its more frequent use will be for

the adornment of presentation addresses, for the

appropriate illustration of pedigrees, and such like

minor matters ; few, however, of those who apply

heraldic art in other ways will altogether neglect this

application of it.

Vellum is, of course, the time-honoured material,

it is also the one still most in favour with the heraldic

illuminator
;
yet the beginner is not advised to take

this somewhat intractable substance for his first

attempts. He will for his earlier efforts be prudent

to content himself with drawing-paper of a tolerably

smooth surface. On this he will have no difficulty in

altering or erasing those false lines which, as a novice,

he is pretty certain to make; his colours will lie

evenly, and on the pure white ground he can readily

judge of their strength and effect. On vellum he

would have none of these advantages.

Working on Paper.—Before beginning, it will be

well that the paper should be strained ; that is to

say, it should be damped on both sides with a clean,

wet sponge—keeping the edges, however, drier than

the middle—and, after allowing it two or three

minutes to expand, and whilst still wet, it should be

glued or pasted down by the edges to the drawing-

board. It will then, in drying, becoma perfectly tight

and smooth. On this the design is to be carefully

sketched in with black lead. The novice will perhaps

do better first to draw it, or at least its more im-

portant features, on a separate piece of paper and
transfer to his sheet. Some emblazoners leave putting

in the permanent lines to the last ; but the more
methodical way is to draw them in with Indian-ink

before painting. A ruler and drawing-pen should be

used for all straight lines, and for lines that cannot be

so ruled, a fine steel pen will best serve. Everything

should be drawn in firmly and evenly. All pencil

marks are then to be completely cleaned out, and the

work will be ready to receive the tinctures.

Since there is not with water colours, as in embla-

zoning in oil, any danger of leaf sticking in wrong

places, there is no especial reason for laying in the

metals first, though some illuminators recommend it.

It is, perhaps, as well, first , to lay in the field, and then

to go on with the charges, etc., as the worker finds they

come best for painting, for different coats of arms will,

of course, vary widely.

Shell gold and silver are best for paper. A few

trials, and taking care to always have his brush well-

filled with the liquid gold or silver, will soon enable

the worker to lay on his metals evenly and properly.

Additional brilliancy can be given when the work is

dry, by laying writing-paper over it and rubbing with

a burnisher.

As colours, the following pigments will be found

best suited to produce the proper tinctures :

—

Azure,

Antwerp blue, shaded, where necessary, with a darker

wash of the same ; Gules, vermilion, with crimson

lake for shading ; Vert, a mixture of Prussian blue

and gamboge, with moss green for shading ; Purpure,

Indian purple ; Sable, lamp black. These two last

may be shaded with gum water only, which will give

sufficient intensity.

Gold may be shaded and details picked out with

yellow ochre (gamboge being too transparent), or if

greater intensity is required, with yellow ochre

deepened with burnt sienna. Sometimes argent and

or are represented by colours merely ; the former by

Chinese white, which has a good solid body, and the

latter either by aureolin, which is best, or by gamboge,

or cadmium yellow, yellow ochre and burnt sienna

being used for shading. Boxes of colours, specially

prepared for heraldic illuminators may be bought from

the principal artists' colourmen.

Working on Vellum.—When instead of on paper,

the novice in illumination attempts to work on vellum,

he will find his difficulties greatly increased. The

skin should, in the first place, be slightly damped on

the wrong side, and then securely fastened to the

board with drawing-pins merely, instead of being

pasted down, as in straining paper. To neutralise the

inherent greasiness of the material, it should, when

dry, be slightly dusted over with powdered chalk
;

this will best be done by tying the chalk in a piece

of cloth, and shaking it through. After this operation,

the face of the vellum must be wiped clean.

For removing black lead marks, bread-crumbs are

better than india-rubber, but in dealing with vellum,

it is by no means so easy entirely to rub them out as

;t is from paper. Making separate drawings, and

tracing them off upon the actual work, is therefore

always desirable when working on this material.
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FIG. 130,—DESIGN FOR ARMORIAL ILLUMINATION.
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Shell gold and silver may be used on vellum as

upon paper ; but upon this, the nobler material,

illuminators have generally a strong feeling in favour

of the time-honoured method of gilding or silvering

with leaf metal. Water-size (see " Art of Gilding,''

Vol. III., p. 50) is to be preferred, as this will allow of

burnishing properly. Additional richness of effect

may be gained by making the charges in metal

appear in relief, which is done by using a preparation

sold as " raising composition." In applying this, the

surface of the vellum is first scratched to insure

adhesion, and the composition laid on with a brush)

and allowed to dry—additional coatings being given

till the desired amount of relief has been gained. On
the ground thus formed, gilding and silvering may be

done in the usual ways. In burnishing raised gold,

no paper need be interposed between it and the

burnisher.

It should be remembered that silver leaf is liable

to turn black by exposure ; for that reason, some
recommend the use of platinum or aluminium in its

stead, which metals, though less bright, are more
enduring. Any difficulty whi;h may be found in

making the colours lie evenly on the vellum may be

removed by licking the surface with the tongue, or,

n a more cleanly manner, by adding a little prepared

ox-gall to the colours.

These few practical directions may well be con-

cluded with a word or two of general advice to the

intending emblazoner. He is desired to remember
that in this particular branch of art success may be

quite as much dependent on neat and careful work-

manship as upon any high degree of artistic skill or

talent. In painting pictures, bright and distinct

colouring is sometimes looked upon as objectionable,

but in heraldic work it is not so. Purity and bril-

liancy are here of the first importance, and to ensure

them, strict cleanliness in all operations, materials,

and appliances, will have to be observed. The colour

saucers must be kept free from dirt and dust, and
the brushes always washed after being used. In

working on paper, it will be well to remove all pencil

marks before colour is applied, since, if once washed
over with colour, such marks will be indelible ; whilst

upon vellum where all pencil marks are difficult of

removal, every unnecessary one should be avoided.

Much, also, will depend on inking in the outlines with

firmness and precision, and on using a good Indian

ink, which will not, if the outlines are drawn before

colouring, run or blur under the subsequent opera-

tions.

Heraldic Accessories.— In the application of

heraldry to the various uses and materials dealt with

in our earlier articles, we have scarcely had occasion

to speak of any heraldic insigina except arms, unless

it might be in a merely incidental way. We have had

no cause to introduce what heralds would call a com-

plete " achievement." The coat of arms, the shield,

is the chief and essential thing, and next in importance

is the crest ; but a number of accessory matters go to

the formation ofan achievement. Many of these would

merely be unmanageable encumbrances when apply-

ing heraldry to strictly decorative purposes, but they

may be desirable and add to completeness in embla-

zoning on paper or vellum. It will, therefore, be well

that something should be said regarding them.

A glance at the Royal Arms of England, as

commonly depicted, will show the reader most of

these heraldic insigina. First, there is the shield

itself ; then its supporters ; then the motto-scroll,

on which the supporters stand ; then above the shield

is the helmet, from which flows the mantling ; then

the crown, coronet, cap, or wreath ; and, above all, the

crest.

The Supporters, those figures of men or animals,

which hold up the shield on either side, do not, how-

ever, enter into the majority of heraldic compositions,

since by far the greater number of arms-bearing

people have no claim to them. They are supposed

to be derived from the grotesquely-dressed attendants

who in the days of chivalry supported the shields

of knights-challengers at tournaments. Their use is

restricted to the Sovereign and Royal family ; tempo-

ral Peers ; Peeresses in their own right; Knights of the

Garter ; Knights Grand Cross of the Bath ; Baronets

of Nova Scotia ; heads of the Scottish Clans ; sons of

peers who are nobles by courtesy ; and certain un-

titled families, mostly Scottish, who have derived a

prescriptive right to them from ancient use, or have

received them by grant from the crown.

Mottoes are in more frequent use, and though

generally regarded as hereditary, are less strictly

regulated by heraldic law. Any man is at liberty to

adopt or change a motto at pleasure. If the motto

refers particularly to the crest, it is usual to place it

above that ornament ; otherwise its place is, as in the

Royal Arms, beneath the shield. In England, the

Queen is the only lady who uses a motto.

The Helmet serves to indicate rank, the respective

dignities of king, peer, knight, and esquire, are

expressed by the forms of the helmet. The Crown

used by the sovereign, serves the same purpose. So

do the different Coronets borne by peers, mark their

higher or lower grades. These latter are sometimes

placed immediately above the shield, but sometimes

above the helmet.

The Mantling was originally a covering for the

helmet, to protect it from rain and its wearer from

the heat of the sun ; its frayed condition, as repre-

sented by heraldic emblazoners, was supposed to
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indicate hard and honourable service in the field. In

armorial compositions, it is in an artistic sense exceed-

ingly useful, as affording room for fancy in flow of line

and arrangement of colour. It is usual to represent

the mantling of the Royal Arms, or, and that of the

nobility gules, the lining of both being ermine. In the

achievements of commoners, there is no precise rule

as to the tincture of mantlings. Some heralds hold

that vert should always preponderate, others main-

tain that the leading tinctures in the shield govern it.

It is really a matter which the taste of the emblazoner

may be allowed to decide. Tinctures, which contrast

with those in the shield are most effective ; thus, if

the field of the shield is vert, the mantling would be

gules and vice versa.

The Wreath, originally a silken fillet surrounding

the helmet, is supposed to have been borrowed by the

Crusaders from the turbans of the Saracens. It is

represented as two strands of twisted silk, six twists

being shown. These two strands show respectively

the predominant metal, and the predominant colour in

the shield. If the reader will turn to Fig. in, p. 276,

he will there see an exemplification of this. In that

figure, the shield is " Argent, a lion rampant Gules,9

and in the wreath above, it will be observed that the

1st, 3rd, and 5th twists are Argent, the and, 4th, and
6th Gules. It should be remembered, that the metal

invariably comes first. The crest is always supposed

to rise from a wreath thus formed, unless it is other-

wise expressed. If it does not—if it rises fiom a

crown or coronet of any description, or from a cap of

maintenance—that circumstance will be stated in the

blazon.

But most important among these accessories to

armorial bearings is the Crest. This was originally

derived from the ornament—sometimes of metal, but

more frequently of leather—which surmounted and
distinguished the helmets of military leaders. In

modern times, crests are in very general favour,

many persons making use of one who display no coat

armour. The German heralds allow the use of as

many crests to an individual, as there may happen to

be distinct coats quartered, or otherwise, marshalled

upon his escutcheon. The best English authorities,

however, with more correct taste allow but one. The
crest belongs personally to the bearer of the arms,

and cannot rightly be used, as a badge by his depen-

dants. The only lady in this country, who can pro-

perly use a crest is the Queen.

Of the Badge, something has already been said.

It has never been held to be absolutely hereditary, like

the crest. Anyone has a right to assume a badge, or

more than one badge, at his pleasure ; and in the ages

of chivalry, the badge of their lord was borne by his

depen ants. It does not, indeed, necessarily form

any part of an achievement, but it may often be made

effective in the compositions of the heraldic illumi-

nator.

In Fig. 130, is given a fanciful design for an

armorial illumination. It shows how a person bearing

the name of Parker, Forester, Woodward, Hunter,

Savage, or one of kindred significance, might display

his arms, and those of his alliances with appropriate

badges and decorative surroundings. The " Wood-
man-wild," or " Salvage-man," here introduced, is of

frequent occurrence in heraldry, and often figures as

a supporter. The plain parchment would serve as

the field ; all animals would be proper, as would also

be the pales, stems, grass, etc., the leaves would be

vert ; and the acorns or, in this composition.

(To be continued.)
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PRACTICAL TIN-PLATE WORKING.
By D. N. FENSTOW.

VII.—Hinges for Can — Range Kettle — Dutch
Oven — Dredger— Hand-Bowl— Candle-Box—
Square Scoop—Fastening Lamp-burner.

INGES FOR CAN.—Fig. 156 shows pair

of hinges for lid of can or beer jug. A
piece of wire should be bent into shape

of Fig. 157, then cut two pieces of plate

similar to Fig. 158, double it up across

dotted line, but not flat, then put them through loop,

Fig. 157, and close them round the wire, It will

then be ready for soldering on to any article required

Fig. 159 shows piece of plate cut out to form a hasp

The part A is cut i inch wider each side than B, so

that when it is folded at C there will be a small lap

to close over B. The slot should then be cut out,

as shown at A, Fig. 160, cutting the top and bottom

of slot through with a sharp chisel, and then down

the centre, then bend the two pieces up, and flatten

them down on to plate, then solder round. This

prevents them working up, and getting rough with

wear. Fig. 161 shows hasp complete.

Range Kettle.—Fig. 162 shows a range kettle with

a well in the bottom. This, viz., the body, is

usually made in two pieces, similar to Fig. 163, but

differing in depth, size, etc., according to requirement.

It will be seen that it is marked out just the same as

any other pattern for coned article. The bottom,

Fig. 164, should be made of sheet copper, and both

A and B should be tinned all over before putting on

to Fig. 162. In making articles of this kind, the

worker will have to be guided at all times by what is

required ; but if the worker has any doubt at any

time as to s'ze and shape, it will be best, as I have

before advised, to cut a pattern in cardboard, bend
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into shape, and see if it is the size required ; if so,

then the tin-plate may be cut from it. If this plan is

followed, a deal of waste of material and also time

will be saved, as few things are so deceptive in mea-

surement as hollow-

ware goods of all

kinds. I have not

given any particular

size or measurement,

as a rule, for any

article, for this rea-

son : one person

might find a 3-pint

kettle or other

utensil large enough,

while another one

would not think a

3-quart too large

;

but the patterns are

there, and the reader

must vary the size to

his liking.

Dutch Oven. —
Fig. 165 shows a

Dutch oven. A flat

tin, A, should first

be made, but not

wired, but the edges

turned down for

wiring. Now cut

out the two ends,

E, E, turn the sides

up for wiring, and
the bottom edge for

forming a crease.

When this is done,

put one on each end

of the pan, and
close the seam with

creasing tool, and

finally with the ham-
mer, and solder the

seam. Now wire

round the entire

edge on both sides,

as shown from B, B,

B, B ; a piece of

strong wire should

then be passed through from end to end, and
looped, as shown at w, w. Now make a flap or

cover, Fig. 166. This must be wired round the sides

and bottom, A, a, a ; the top edge, B, must be rounded
on a piece of T

3
r inch or j inch wire. It should

then be fastened in Fig. 165, the wire being turned
round in a loo

, as shown, b,1b, Fig. 165. A piece of

FIG \73

FIG. 169. — HAND-BOWL. FIG. 170. — PIECES IN BOTTOM OF BOWL.
FIG. 171.—CANDLE.BOX. FIG. 172.—COVER FOR BOX. FIG. 173.

—

PATTERN FOR BODY OF BOX. FIG. 174.— SQUARE SCOOP. FIG. 175.

—

PATTERN FOR SCOOP. FIG. 176.—ANOTHER FORM OF SQUARE. SCOOP.
FIG. 177.—BACK FOR DITTO. FIG. 178.— SHEARS FOR CUTTING IRON
PLATE. FIG. 179.—LAMP. FIG. 180.—BURNER.

same- sized wire should then be put in at w, w,

passing through both ends, and looped. This is to

put a couple or more wire hooks on. This is a very

handy form of Dutch oven, as it is only necessary

to reverse the flap at

any minute, turn the

oven round, and ex-

pose the uncooked

side of steak or meat

without disturbing

the steak itself. The
article may seem, at

first sight, rather

difficult for an ama-

teur worker, but it

will be found easier

than it looks.

Dredger. — Fig.

167 shows a dredger.

The plate should be

cut out the size re-

quired, and the

crease, A, should be

put in by placing

the plate over a piece

of straight wire, and

running a small-sized

creasing tool along

it, then work it round

the mandrel, and

solder it. The bot-

tom edge need not

be turned outwards,

but the bottom may

be run round on the

jenny or hatchet

stake, and capped

on. This is quite

strong enough for

articles of this kind.

Fig. 168 shows top

for this article. It

may either be made

flat or hollowed out

with the block ham-

mer ; if it is hollowed

out, the holes should

not be punched in

then turn the edges

A handle should be
until the hollowing is finished

down, and solder the rim on.

soldered on, and the article is complete.

Hand-Bowl.—Fig. 169 shows a hand-bowl, or, as

it is called in some parts, a lade-bowl. The body for

this may be marked out like other conical articles.

The top must be strongly wired, the bottom edge
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turned outwards on either jenny or hatchet ; the

bottom should then be marked out and turned up to

spring on to body ; the bottom may be flat, or hol-

lowed out with block hammer in either case, when

the bottom is soldered on. Three "tits,'' Fig. 170,

should be soldered on, this will prevent the bottom

wearing out as soon as it otherwise would do.

Candle-Box.—Fig. 171 shows a candle-box, and

Wire it round, and bend to the same curve as the

box, Fig. 171. Put two hinges on, and the box is

complete.

Square Scoop.—Fig. 174 shows a square scoop,

and Fig. 175, pattern for same. It may either be

wired round or not ; but if it is not wired, turn the

edge outwards all round, bend up at dotted lines, and

solder. A, Fig. 174, shows a stocking soldered on to

l_|

FIG 160

V

jT~\.
FIG 153

FIG 167 A

FIG. 156.—HINGE FOR LID OF CAN. FIG. 157.—WIRE FOR HINGE. FIG. 158.—SHAPE OF PLATE FOR HINGE. FIG. 159.

—

PLATE FOR HASP. FIG. l6j —SLOT IN HASP. FIG. 161.—HASP WITH HINGE, COMPLETE. FIG. 162.—RANGE KETTLE
WITH WELL. FIG. 163.—PA TERN FOR BODY OF KETTLE. FIG. 164.—BOTTOM OF KETTLE. FIG. 165.—DUTCH OVEN.

FIG. 166.—FLAP OR COVER FOR OVEN. FIG. 167.—DREDGEF. FIG. 168.—TOP FOR DRKDGER. *

Fig. 172, lid for it. The body may be made in one

piece. Fig. 173 shows a pattern with piece cut out.

a, a, a. a show notches cut in to allow of it being

wired. It should be turned up on the hatchet all

round the edges of space cut out, and wired, then

worked into shape round a mandrel, then seamed
down with creasing tool ; the ends should then be

marked out and capped on. Fig. 172 shows lid.

This should be cut out about 1 inch larger each way
than the space A, Fig. 171, which it has to cover.

give strength to handle. Fig. 176 shows a similar

article, only it is made rather different—viz., the body

is made in two parts, A and B ; the edges are turned

up at c, all round ; then cut a piece for back similar

to Fig. 177, allow it large enough for a lap, turn the

edges up, as shown, and spring on to Fig. 176, then

knock the edges down on square end of mandrel,

and solder round ; then put the handle on. Fig. 178

shows form of pair of shears for cutting iron plate.

I do not suppose the amateur worker will care to
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go to the expense of a tool of this kind, but I give the

sketch— it may be useful.

Fastening Lamp-burner.—There is one little job

I often get during the winter months, and that is to

fasten lamp-burners on. This is very simple, and

may frequently save pence to do it for one's self. Fig.

179, lamp A, must be thoroughly cleaned free from

grease and old cement, and the old cement must be

got out of A, Fig. 180 ; then thoroughly clean them

with soda and hot water, then make a batter of

plaster of Paris (that which is used by dentists is the

best), put plenty, when mixed, into A, Fig. 180, and

stick on to A, Fig. 179. When set, but not dry, clean

off with a knife outside, and let it thoroughly harden

before using the lamp again.

(To be continued.)

HOW IT WAS MANAGED.

A SERIES OF PRACTICAL HINTS, SUGGES-

TIONS, AND WRINKLES.
FROM AMATEURS FOR AMATEURS.

XL1V.—A NEW DEPARTURE IN BRAZING AND WELDING,

[From Mr. THOMAS FLETCHER, TTarriitgton.]

HE cheapening of oxygen, by Erin's process of

manufacture, has put into the hands of

metal-workers a new power. I have recently

made a few experiments with the compressed

oxygen and coal gas, and found that with

a J inch gas supply, a joint could be brazed in a 2 inch

wrought-iron pipe in about one minute, the heat being

very short, the redness not extending over I inch on each

side of the joint.

The appearance of the surface, after brazing, led me to

experiment further with welding, a process which is not

possible with ordinary coal gas and air, owing to the forma-

tion of magnetic oxide on the surfaces. Contrary to my
expectation, a good weld was obtained on an iron wire,

b inch diameter, with a very small blow-pipe, having an air

jet about -J* inch diameter. This matter requires to be

taken up and tried on a large scale, for such work as weld-

ing boiler-plates, which, it appears to me, can be done per-

fectly with far less trouble than would be required to braze

an ordinary joint. The great advantage of this would be

that the boilers would require no handling, but could be

welded with an ordinary large blow-pipe in position, and
with about one-tenth the labour at present necessary.

The cost of the oxygen is trifling, and it is evident from

the results obtained in brazing, that the consumption of gas

would be considerably less than one-fourth that necessary

with an air-blast, irrespective of the fact that welding is pos-

sible with an oxygen blast, whereas it is not possible if air

is used.

The surface of iron, heated to welding heat by this

means, comes out singularly clean and free from scales, and

a small bottle of compressed oxygen, with a blow-pipe and

a moderate gas supply, would make the repairs of machinery,

boilers, brewing coppers, and other unwieldy apparatus, a

very simple matter. The trouble and difficulty of making

good boiler crowns, which so frequently "come down,"

would be very small indeed, when the workman has an

unlimited source of heat at command, under perfect and

instant control.

XLV,—STAND FOR ORGAN ACCORDION.

[From 9. E. S., Toniridge.']

Seeing an inquiry in the February Part of " ours,"

requesting instructions for making the above, I send dimen-

sions of a stand that was made for me to take an accordion

made by Busson.

The stand is made of mahogany, French polished, and

the uprights are I inch thick, also the cross-bar at top. The
treadle bar is Ij inch square, and chamfered between the

footboard and ends on both sides ; the footboard is made of

J inch stuff, and cut out of a board about S inches square ;

a mortise is cut through at A for the lever to be fitted into,

the same being fixed by a screw through the tenon just

below the footboard, and towards the front between two

cheeks marked B, fastened on the treadle bar, as shown in

plan. The lever bar is made from I inch stuff and shaped

according to plan, being exactly 2 feet long and I J inch

wide, the notch at the opposite end to tenon fits under the

fancy part of bellows that is grasped when playing the

instrument by hand.

The uprights are 22 inches high, 12 inches wide at

bottom, and ji inches at top, then each has a dovetail

notch cut in the top, on the inner side, to take the top bar ;

they also haveshutterbolt plates let in at the bottom, through

which round-headed screws enter to connect the treadle bar.

I should have mentioned before that the stand made for me
was intended to take to pieces when required for packing.

On the outer side near the top, two brass handle plates are

fixed, bored to admit the screws on the strap mentioned

later on. The top bar is made straight sided to fit the part

of the instrument that shuts out of sight when the instru-

ment is closed for packing in its box like a wooden camera

motion. This bar has an angle plate fixed flush with the

back of dovetail, each end to screw up to uprights for

rigidity. It is an improvement to glue a strip of leather on

the top of bar for instrument to rest on to prevent rubbing.

A piece of wood will have to be screwed into the recess at

back of bellows, to receive screws from a plate, D, on the

top of lever bar ; this plate should be bent to suit the angle

of bellows when standing quite open. The fancy fretwork

of the instrument at the top is left uncovered by making an

oblong frame of brass rod about T
a
¥ inch diameter, to fit

the recess above, corresponding to the one occupied by the

top bar of the stand under the instrument. This frame has

two leather straps sewn 01. nearly, as long as the instrument

is deep, and at the other end of straps two pieces of similar

rod to the frame just mentioned will be required bent into

shape shown on plan, and threaded at both ends to take

two fancy knobs with screw thread cut in them j this

arrangement holds instrument on to the stand. Should any
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FIG <* FIG 5

further particulars be required,

I shall be glad to give them

through the usual channel.

Please excuse drawings as

I am not used to the work. I

should have mentioned the

dovetail does not go quite

through the upright. The ne-

cessary motion is obtained by

rocking the feet one on each

side of lever bar similar to the

well-known sewing machines.

XLYI.—BEALE'S CHOREU-
TOSCOPE.

[from D. B. ADAHSOX.]

Allusions have been made

to the above in this Magazine

lately, and as information about

it is desired, I am pleased

to state that by the courtesy of

a correspondent I am enabled

to give a description. I may
begin by saying that the

appliance before me is worded
" Beale's Choreutoscope, Re-

gistered. " Possibly this refers

to the title only, as I lately g 16& ?
J fig 3

saw a precisely similar article

without any such inscription fig. i.—side frame of stand for accordion, fig. 2.

—

on it, but it is right, if only rocking bar. fig. 3. — top ear. fig. 4. — wire

to put makers on their guard, frame with straps, fig. 5.—lever bar, plan and

to draw attention to the fact
SIDE VIEW-

that Beale's Choreutoscope is protected. The name of the

maker, as it appears on the specimen sent me, is C. Baker,

of High Holborn,

The Choreutoscope is an adaption of the ordinary

moving slide for magic lanterns, and its chief advantage

seems to be that what may be called a continuous motion

is given to the

figures, that is to

say, on the prin-

ciple of the Zoe-

trope, etc. I have

not, however, had

an opportunity of

trying it properly

with a suitable

lantern, so that

I may be wrong

in supposing that

this effect is the

one aimed at, but

fit is it seems to

me to be one of

those scientific

toy* which are

correct in theory

but not always pig. i.—front of choreutoscope. fig. 2.

—

reverse on back. fig. 3,

successful in operation. Still

on this point I write with

reserve, and I trust my remarks

will not prejudice anyone

against the slide, and prevent

him tryin-- ur."~r more
favourable circumstances than

I have been able to. Its

general construction may be

understood by the accompany-

ing illustrations, and as there

is nothing complicated about

it, I briefly describe it for

those who take an interest in

magic lantern work. The
slide proper, of which A is the

frame, is fastened to the thin

wooden rack, B. This is

shaped as shown in Fig. 1, to

correspond with the brass

piece c, which it will be seen

has a projection. On c being

turned by the handle, this pro-

jection catches in the rack

which is thus moved along to

right or left, the glass being

carried with it of course. On
the other side of c is an eccen-

tric groove in which a pin on

the diaphragm (partly shown
by d, Fig. 2) moves. This

diaphragm is made of thin vul-

canite, and when c is actuated

alternately closes and opens the space shown in Fig. I,

through which the picture is seen. Glass slides specially

prepared for this contrivance are obtainable, each slide con-

taining six figures, and to facilitate changing the glasses, an

opening is made in the end of the frame, A, through which

they may be inserted and withdrawn This opening is

shown by the

thick line in a,

Fig. 3. It will

thus be seen that

only one " Cho-

reutoscope " is

required for any

number of slides ;

F and E are of

tin, and may be

called the covers;

H is a wood block

separating them,

and to which they

are screwed ; G is

another block of

wood to give

thickness at the

top. There are

sundry little de-
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tails which I have omitted, as this paper does not profess

to give full instructions for making a Choreutoscope, but

I trust I have explained the arrangement sufficiently clearly

to enable anyone interested to understand it. Perhaps it

may be as well to mention that the full size of E is 10 inches

by 4^ inches, and that all parts are drawn in proportion,

so that those who wish to make a similar contrivance may

have some data to go upon.

NOTES ON NOVELTIES.
By THE EDITOK.

5°- Gillingham's Price List. 51. Management of

Accumulators. 52. Electrical Instrument-

Making for Amateurs. 53. Maleham's Amateur
French Polisher's Cabinet and Tool-Chest

Companion.

ILLINGHAM'S PRICE LIST. -I have

drawn attention two or three times in

these pages to the inventions of Mr.

James Gillingham, Surgical Mechanist,

Chard, Somerset, and I have much

pleasure in doing so again. The bulky 8vo pamphlet which

Mr. Gillingham has recently sent me is entitled "Artificial

Limbs, Surgical Appliances, etc., with Illustrations of

Remarkable Cases, together with a Series of Articles on

Psychology, by James Gillingham." The price of the

pamphlet, let me say at oncef is 2s. , or 2s. 3d. post free.

The book, as it must be apparent to every reader from the

wording of the title, consists of two parts. The first part,

the price list proper, consists of 156 pages filled from

beginning to end with descriptions, prices, and illustrations

of the wonderful surgical machines that Mr. Gillingham

contrives for the aid of the maimed, the disabled, and the

lame, and for this alone the book is well worth having, as

it puts it in the power of those who have it to point the way

to the source whence relief can be obtained in cases of

suffering from spinal complaint, etc., and where useful and

serviceable substitutes for limbs that have been lost or are

powerless can be obtained. It is most interesting to read,

and note what Mr. Gillingham has done to repair crippled

humanity, but the cream of the pamphlet will be found in

the second part of 64 pages which purports to be " An
Abridgment or Synopsis of a work on Psychology, or

Inferences and Inductive Teachings from those who have Lost

their Limbs and Senses." I have read this part with intense

interest, and I recommend all who have a hankering after

spiritualistic phenomena, and a taste for dabbling in mes-

merism, hypnotism, and other isms, which, I believe, to be

—and I am in no way ashamed to say so—inventions and

delusions and snares, contrived by man's bitterest enemy to

assault and hurt the soul, to buy this pamphlet and read it,

for they will find much that is curious and astonishing in it

—

much, I trust, that will wean them from their inclination to

coquette with, and, perhaps, eventually yield to, influences

which spring from a terrible source, and are all the more

terrible in themselves, because they are all but entirely

shrouded in invisibility, which always tends to render mystery

still more mysterious. There is much in Mr. Gillingham's

pamphlet that is new and suggestive to myself with regard

to the hidden world behind the veil and the condition of

those who have passed away frora among us ; but the main

conclusions that Mr. Gillingham has arrived at through

painful, and, I may say, horrible experience, were apparent

to me years ago, through a careful consideration of the

bearings of Holy Writ on the subject of the unseen world.

It is true that not much is told us, but it is marvellous how
much that little reveals to those who will seek its interpreta-

tion under God's blessing and guidance from the Bible itself.

Witchcraft, that is to say, commerce with evil spirits, is pos-

sible to man. Were it not so, it would not be forbidden in

the Old Testament or named among the fruits of the flesh in

the New Testament. Spiritualism, without doubt, is a phase

of witchcraft— a phase well suited to the peculiarities of the

age. This was discovered for himself by Mr. Gillingham,

who once imagined spiritualism to be a far better and higher

thing than what it is, and who was forced to other conclu-

sions so awful, that he refuses to commit his experiences to

paper. This relates to the position and the condition of the

souls of the lost. I do not say that I can fully accept Mr.

Gillingham's statement on this point—namely, that it is pos-

sible, even in the flesh, to be brought in contact with the

spirits of those who have rejected the truth in this world and

are lost. I do not know this, but this I do know, that the

souls of the happy dead rest in the Paradise of God, whence

they cannot return to earth until the Great Awakening, how-

ever much spiritualists may assert and declare that they both

can and do. The raison d'Stre of Mr. Gillingham's book

is found in his own apology for its appearance—namely,

that it was written: "First, to warn those who are living

without Christ and salvation, for, if God's appointed means

are missed, there is no other Saviour for sin. Second, to

deter others from going beyond the legitimate bounds of

inquiry. To withhold my experience when I know tens of

thousands are being unwillingly ensnared, would be to with-

hold the beacon light that may save some from shipwreck."

To this let me add that what I have written on this subject

I have written wilh a purpose, and, though I have drawn

the bow at a venture, I trust the arrow may not miss the mark.

51. Management of Accumulators.—This is the third

edition, revised and enlarged, of a book whose full title is

" Management of Accumulators and Private Electric Light

Installations "— a practical handbook on this subject,

written by Sir David Salomons, Bart., M.A., A.I.C.E.,

M.S.T.E., of Broomhill, Tunbridge Wells. It is the first

of a series of volumes now being issued by Messrs. Whit-

taker and Co., Paternoster Square, London, E.C., at 3s.

eich, under the general title of " Whittaker's Library of

Arts, Sciences, Manufactures, and Industries." These

volumes are well printed, sufficiently illustrated with

engravings of appliances and diagrams, and neatly bound in

grey or lavender cloth. The author states the object of the

" Management of Accumulators " to be " to fill a gap in

practical scientific literature which is much needed," and

" to place before readers a general knowledge of the prac-

tice of electric lighting and management of accumulators,
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with such recommendations as are likely to assist them in

obtaining success." The book itself is the outcome of

many years of patient labour, during which, by means of

innumerable experiments, results have been obtained and

processes noted which must prove of the utmost service and

importance to amateur electricians who carefully follow the

directions given by the writer. It is divided into two parts,

of which the first treat of cells and the mode of employing

them, the mode of setting them up and preparing the

accumulator-house for their reception, with instructions on

charging and discharging, and notes on failures, their causes

and remedies. The second part is devoted to the considera-

tion of engines, dynamos, and electrical motors, switches,

switch-boards, instruments, lamps, and wiring, with the

action of cells with dynamo, the methods of working, and

governors. Estimates are given of the cost of electric

lighting, and an account of the installation at Broom/ull,

Sir David Salomon's residence, the frontispiece being a

folding plate, representing the interior of the accumulator-

house there. The work will prove of the utmost service to

amateurs who are interested in electric lighting, and are

seeking to light their own houses by this medium, and no

collection of volumes and treatises on this subject will be

complete without it. It is eminently practical, and for this

necessary element in all works on art or science it will be

welcomed and appreciated by all practical electricians,

whether amateur or professional.

52. Electrical Instrument-Makingfor Amateurs.—This is

another volume of Whittaker's " Library of Arts, Sciences,

etc.," which forms a fitting companion to the first of the

series, which has just been noticed. It is written by Mr.

S. R Bottone, late of the Collegio del Carmina, Turin ;

the Instituto Bellino, Novara, and now a Certificated

Science Teacher, South Kensington. A better or more
practical elementary work for any one who is inclined to

devote his spare time and attention to the manufacture of

electrical instruments it would be difficult to meet with. It

begins with a list of the tools and materials that are re-

quired, and then proceeds with a description of the processes

that are connected with the construction of electrical instru-

ments, and continues with minute and exhaustive accounts

of the principal machines and appliances in use in the pre-

sent day, and the method of making them. The writer

justly claims and urges that "no attempt has been made
to describe the production of such highly finished ' brass

and glass ' instruments as those which adorn the windows
of our opticians' shops. Such a high degree of finish

requires a technical knowledge of French polishing, lacquer-

ing, burnishing, etc., as is not usually possessed by the

amateur. The tools used, also, are supposed to be of the

simplest description, such as may be found in every home,
however humble. Not one of the instruments described

necessitates the employment of a lathe, or any other expen-

sive tool, in its manufacture ; though, of course, much truer

and finished circular work can be done on the lathe than in

any other manner. But the instruments produced as de-

scribed in th :s book may be reliid upon to act efficiently
;

and this is, after all, the end for which every instrument is

constructed. It must be borne in mind that this work does

not profess to teach the science of electricity ; and no attempt

is made to enter on the domain of scientific speculation."

This is just the manner and just the spirit in which all in-

structions for amateurs should be written and conveyed. It

is not one amateur out of a hundred—perhaps, out of a

thousand—that can turn his work out in the finished style

in which it comes from the hands of the professional work-

man, whom practice has made perfect. It is in the action,

and not in the appearance, of a machine that its value con-

sists, and if it will do its work well, it little matters if it is

somewhat under the mark in finish.

53. Maieham's Amateur French Polisher's Cabinet and
Tool-Chest Companion.—I have had occasion once before to

call attention to this handy collection of materials for Frer.ch

polishing, which is valuable and useful to all fret sawyers

and others, who may wish to impart a good finish to small

pieces of work of any kind that can be French polished.

The cabinets are made in three sizes, supplied at is. (post

free, Is. 2d.), 3s., and 5s.; the larger sizes containing in

addition to French polishing materials, directions and ap-

pliances for staining and varnishing light wood, such as

deal, etc. The smallest case contains bottles of French

polish, linseed oil, and rectified naphtha, with sandpaper for

rubbing down the work, and rag and cotton wool for apply-

ing the polish, etc. The larger cases contain more of these

things in proportion, with the extras already mentioned.

Each cabinet, which is of tin, neatly japanned, contains

printed directions for doing the work. The specimen cabinet

has been sent to me, and will be sent to any amateur who
will remit Is. 2d. for it, by Mr. J. A. Lambert, Hardware-

Merchant and Importer of Fretwork, Bank Buildings,

Scotland Road, Carnforth, who also sends his illus-

trated catalogue and some large sheets of designs, most of

which would look very attractive when cut. The catalogue

is compiled on the lines of those sent out by Messrs. Harger

Bros., and Skinner and Co., and contains nothing new of

interest to the fret-sawyer. The fretwork patterns in the

catalogue sufficiently indicate the source from which they

come. The designs in the large sheets are apparently of

continental origin, but the top of each sheet has been care-

fully cut away, which compels me to take the trouble of

finding out whence they come. Internal evidence seems to

show that they are printed abroad for the English market,

and printed somewhere in Europe, for the Americans, come
weal come woe, have hardly reached such a pitch of

economy in spelling as to dispense with the h in wheel, and

make wheelbarrow look somewhat small as " weelbarrow. ''

Mr. Lambert, being a builders' ironmonger and importer of

fretwork tools, etc. , seems to have a very large and varied

stock of tools and appliances for carpentry in all its branches,

stoves, and machinery of all kinds ; and I feel sure that

residents in, and in the neighbourhood of Carnforth, can

obtain everything they can possibly require in the shape of

hardware from him without taking the trouble to go farther

afield for it. I wish dealers in tools and appliances for ama-

teurs' work of every description living indifferent localities

would send me their names and addresses, even if they do

not issue a price list. The publication of their names, etc.,

would be most useful to amateurs and helpful to themselves.
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AMATEURS IN COUNCIL.
For "Instructions to Contributors and

Correspondents," see page 45 of this
Volume, or Part 72, page 45.

An Amateur Carver's Work.
Mr. S. S. Crewdscin, Photographer,

Union Street, Uiverston, writes :—" About
two years ago I gave a copy of Amateur
Work to a friend, Ion Atkinson, Gardener
at Dykelands, Ulvsrston. Upon seeing a
design in that month's issue, he was in-
duced to make an attempt at carving in
wood, and from that time he has taken
Amateur Work, and occupied a portion of
his time at nights in carving, etc.; and to
give an idea of what can be accomplished by
patient industry, in tbia short experience,
I have photographed his latest production
—a mantelpiece in old English oak-and
thinking it might, perhaps, interest you, I
herewith enclose a photo of it. Possibly
some may entertain doubts as to its being
the work of a novice;- however, having
occasionally looked into his cabin while the
work was progressing, I have no doubt
about it being his work alone. The mantel-
piece may bo seen by anyone who will call
at his cottage at Three Bridges." [The
photograph sent by Mr. Crewdson is a
photograph of a very elaborate and beau-
tiful mantelpiece, about 8 feet high, as
nearly as I can judge, without knowing the
size of the grate, and about 5 feet wide.
The fire-grate, which in itself is very hand-
some, is flanked on either side by fluted
pilasters, after the Ionic order of architec-
ture. Above the pilasters is a broad archi-
trave having the facia beautifully carved in
low relief and broken by small panels, one
in the centre and one at each end. Above
the facia is a carved cornice, from which
rises a superstructure or overmantel with
fluted pilasters at the sideand in the centre
dividing the space into two panels, which
in their turn are flanked by smaller pilasters,

also fluted. The centre of each panel is

occupied by a head surrounded by a car-
touche combined with scroll work and
other ornamentation. Above each panel,
springing from the smaller pilasters, is a
semicircular arch, carved in guilloche pat-
tern, and surrounding a bold shell-shaped
ornament. The larger pilasters and their
capitals are in their turn surmounted by
panels, the outer ones ornamented with
heads, and the central one with monogram
and date, with bold and well-executed
carved work between them, and having,
apparently, a ringed ornament below and
deutclles above, the whole surmounted by
a massive cornice. Ab the photograph is

nearly.equal in size to a pago of this Maga-
zine, I am unable, on the score of expense,
to reproduce it. Moreover, the photo
is Mr. Crewdson's copyright, and this he
reserves. Mr. Crewdson will supply photo
(unmounted) to any amateur who may wish
to see what Mr. Atkinson has accomplished
by his skill and perseverance, on receipt of

stamps to value of Is. Id.

—

Ed.]

Fret-cutting.

writes, with reference to re.

marks by H. N. (Qlasgou j, on the " Utility

of Amateur Work," page 33£> ;—"I see

that H. N. (Glasgow) is an ardent fret-
cutter. If he wishes, I can give him the
name of a firm which will supply him with
beautiful designs—really artistic. The
only drawback is tbat he will have to cor-
respond in Italian, but if unable to do so, I
will assist. The Editor has my address.
By way of encouragement I will tell him
that I have constructed in fretwork three
cabinets, 6 ft. in height, and averaging3 ft.

in breadth, and sundries." [I am obliged
to you for sending your name and address.
Kindly send me the name and address of
the finn to which you allude, and their
price list, if they issue one.—En.]

Tool-holder for Grinding-.

Topo writes: — "In first number of
Amateur Work I note some American
contrivances for holding tools while grind-
ing them. Allow me to add another of
their ideas, perhaps more simple than the
others, and with the advantage over the
last one there shown, in leaving the edge
at all times visible. The accompanying
sketch will, perhaps, explain itself, and
also show a treadle attachment I applied in

making my frames, which leaves both

TOOL-HOLDER FOR GRINDING.

hands at liberty, thus affording a stronger

control over the tool being ground. I do
not know if either of above have already

been given to your readers, if not, and you
think it worth while, I could give you fuller

explanations and dimensions."

Tombstone, etc.

J. D. (Durban, Natal).—Your letter has
reached me, and the enclosure posted as

requested. If the Manager of the Wood-
bury Tissue Company replies to you through
me, instead of writing to you directly, his

answer to your letter shall be inserted.

The stonemason named in my letter to you
will attend to any order accompanied by
remittance. But why make the inscription

so long? An "inscription of several hun-

dred words" seems unnecessary under any
circumstances.

Re-painting Bath.

A Wanderer.—" The easiest and most
effectual way to remove the old paint from
a large fixed bath previous to re-painting"

is to apply a strong solution of caustic

soda, which, as far as I can judge, is the

main ingredient of all so-called paint re-

movers. Caustic soda of the best quality

may be obtained from Mr. W. J. Menzies,

Greenbank Alkali Worts, St. B>Jens, Zcwca-

shire, which you may buy in £ lb. tins, or
even iu 1 oz. tins. " The oldest and hardest
paint," says Mr. Menzies in his pamphlet,
"can be at once removed by the use of
a solution of Greenbank Double Con-
centrated Powdered Caustic Soda—one
ounce dissolved in a pint of water. Apply
this solution to the paint with an old

scrubbing-brush, or old paint brush

;

leave it to soak in for a few hours, then
wash off, and apply the solution again.
In this way five or six coats of the oldest

and hardest paint can be removed in a
short time without any trouble, or any
scraping or scrubbing being required."
For the re-painting I do not think you can
do better than try " Chei-Lui," but since

this was introduced others—notably, Aspi
nail's Enamel (see frequent paragraph ad-

vertisements in Standardat foot ofcolumns),
Ardenbrite, ete , apparently 'Arry's version

of Hard and Bright—have come into the
market, and you might make trial of these
ou a piece of zinc or tin-plate before finally

deciding which to use,

Chair-Making.
Topo.—To answer fully your questions,

which, coming from an inventor and pa-

tentee, strikes one as singular, would re-

quire a treatise, which might be aptly

entitled " The Whole Art of Chair-making,"

and the columns devoted to "Amateurs in

Council" ore not long enough for the sub-

ject. I feel almost inclined to ask if you
are not a near relative of our amusing
friend, Stadt Dresden, for you are evidently

not a professional worker, and you can
hardly be an amateur, or you would not

ask the questions you do. If you are

actuated by auy other motives than curio-

sity, I am sincerely sorry I cannot answer

you in a way that would be satisfactory to

you within the limited space at my disposal,

for, unless I am very much mistaken, you
are unacquainted with even rudimentary

construction in wood. Unless you have
considerable skill in working wood, chair-

making is quite beyond your powers, even

if you had the theoretical knowledge.

Perhaps, when the necessary space can be

Bpared, a paper or two may appear on
chair-making, if there is any likelihood of

such being generally acceptable. In the

meantime I may suggest that you should

form moulds of all the parts of any chair

you may contemplate making, or at least a

working drawing showing all constructive

details, and be guided by it in boring for

dowels, cutting mortises and tenons, etc.

This will lessen your difficult)', but you will

not find chair-making easy, and the chair

of which you send sketch is not by any

means a good model. Except for the com-
monest class of work it i9 now practically

obsolete, and it is just as well to copy

sound construction as to base one's designs

on what is open to objection. Is it not ?

White Slcy in Photography.

H.J.—Tou will find an account of themode
of producing Bky-eftects in photography,

in a paper entitled "Cloud Negatives," iu

Vol. VI ,
page 171, of this Magazine, other-

wise Part 63. I have a paper on the platino-

type process of printing, which I trust will

appear shortly.
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Brooch Pins.

F. J. C. (BrocHcy).— If you apply to

Mr. J. "W. King, 15, St. John's Square,

CterkenwcV, he will supply you with any
quantity of brooch pins that you may
require, large or small. I cannot tell you
what may be tbe smallest quantity sup-

plied, or the probable price, but I dare say

you may be able to get them in dozens of

each size, or perhaps in dozens, mixed
sizea.

Adjustable Shooting Board.
Topo writes :

—" In looking over my old

numbers of The Cabinetmaker the other day

I came across the description and illustra-

tions of an adjustable shooting board,

which I was rather surprised (at the time
it was published) to find in a trade organ,

on account of the round joint taking away
the support from the moulding, being cut

just where most needed, viz., at the last

corner being left by the plane, in shooting

either a square or mitre, thus allowing the
corner to be broken. Fig. 1 shows this.

Fig. 2 shows my plan, by which there is, at

any angle, a firm support to the wood being

worked, right up to the edge of shooting

board. A small quadrant slot is cut through

FIG. I.—ADJUSTABLE SHOOTING BOARD.
FIG. 2.—SHOOTING BOARD IMPROVED.

one end of cross piece, and protected with
a plate, through which runs a screw that

can be tightened or loosened as required in

changing, together with the larger quad-
rjnt wing."

Overmantel, etc.

L. D. C—I am glad to learn that you find

Amatfxr Work useful. It is quite in your
power to get all the back numbers, purse
permitting, for they are kept in print, and
always on sale, from Part 1 to the last Part
published. The working drawings of the
easy-chair you speak of were not published,
because, although the design was patented,

there was a point in its construction which
interfered with its utility, and the inventor

and patentee never set my doubts with
regard to it at rest. Perhaps Death had
prevented a reply, and his representatives,

in their distress and sorrow, overlooked
my letter of inquiry. It is only a few days
ago that I heard, casually, of the death of

one of my most valued contributors, to

whom I might have written, and written in

vain, had I Dot become aware, by the
merest chance, that he could write no

|

longer. The "Overmantel" you mention

appeared in Porta 69 and 70. The Parts in

which "Upholstery at Home" appeared,

prior to Part 74, January, 1888, are Parts

64, 65, 68, G9, 70, 71, and 73. Tou may be
able to obtain the back parts of the Maga-
zine, otherwise than by buying tbem new,

by advertising in our Sale and Exchange
Department. Advertisements are inserted

at the rate of Id. for four words, or part of

four words, 3d. being the minimum should

the notice be under twelve word3.

American Clock Cleaning.

R. B. (Dalston).—A paper on this subject

appeared in Part 78 of Amateur Work,
otherwise page 294 of this Volume.

Marquetry in the Solid.

Topo. — You are correct in supposing

marqueteries are made of veneers. The
method will be fully explained in due
course in the series of articles now appear-

ing on the subject in Amateur Work. To
do a3 you suggest would only increase

labour without any better results, for no
suund objection can be raised against

veneer when properly laid. Those who
object to veneer generally do so 011 the

assumption that it is badly laid and hides

defective work. Properly applied veneer is

a legitimate form of decoration, and for

practical reasons is nowhere more useful

than in marquetry. Of course, I do not

know why you do not like veneer, but if it

is only because one or two "high art'*

writers have decried it, dismiss the pre-

judice against it, and do not trouble with
the cumbersome process of inlaying in the

solid. This is so rarely done that it may
almost be said to be beyond the range of

practical workmanship. The only way to

manage it is to carve the design in the

wood and then fill up with tbe inlay, all the
pieces of which must be accurately cut.

When all is said and done, these pieces are

in effect nothing but veneers, so for all the
extra trouble cui bono ?

Grindery, etc.

Topo.—If you apply to Mr. J. B.E1worthy,
3a, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, B.C., he will

supply you with anything you may require

for boot and shoemaking.

Riveting Broken Pots.

R C. C—If you mean broken china,

kindly see reply to Boulon, in page 381 of

fhi3 Volume. "Pots" is a somewhat in-

definite term, and it would be of no use for

you to try to rivet a broken cast-iron pot,

and sheer waste of time to mend a broken
flower-pot in this way. It is always desir-
able in asking questions to be explicit, as
what is suitable for an article made in one
material may not be equally suitable for
something else made in another material,
although it may bear the same general
name. For the drill to be used in drilling

either porcelain, earthenware and glass, see
the same page to which Boulow was re-

ferred, and in which the drill itself is

described and illustrated. Drill-points can
be, or ought to be, obtainable from any
ironmonger in your neighbourhood in a fair

way of business, if not, write to Harger
Bros., of Settle, Yorkshire ; Skinner and Co.

of East Dereham, Norfolk • Lambert, of

Camforth ; Melbuish and Sons, 85 and 8?,

Fetter Lane, London, E.C.; A. S. Lunt,
297, Hackney Road, London, E. ; or Booth
Brothers, Dublin. Any of these dealers

will supply you with the right article. Kind-
ly send me your name and address.

—

Ed.

Skirting Parted from Floor.

Cumberland Lad writes: — "In your
reply to Norman, on page ZZ4, re ' Skirting

parted from floor,' you advise him to got

some thin strips of board and drive them
well under the skirting. That is the plan

I used to adopt, but I have found out a

much better plan, and that is to put a
simple angle bead all round the room. This
effectually stops the draught and makes a
nice finish for the carpet, to say nothing of

the ease with which it is applied. In the

sketch enclosed I have shown two kinds of

angle bead." [The angle bead, as you say,

is a simple and effectual mode of stopping

the draught, but I must say that I prefer

the first method suggested to Norman,
because I like to see the skirting- board

spring direct from the floor and perpen-

dicular to it without any projecting bead
or moulding in the angle. I cannot regard

the angle bead as being a ," nice finish for

the carpet," for I like to see a strip of

flooring polished, or stained and varnished,

1

—

'
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STOPPING DRAUGHT UNDER SKIRTING.
A, Skirting; B, Floor; C, Angle Bead.

intervening between the edge of the carpet

and the skirting-board. If the skirting-

board be a simple one, with nothing more
than a bead at the top, after stopping the

opening between floor and skirting-board

with thin strips of wood and putty, a piece

of boarJ or " lining," say -ij inch thick and

half the width of the skirting-board, might

be nailed to the skirling-board all round

the room. This, when painted, would look

more in keeping with the character of tho

skirting-board and mask the cramming
inserted between it and the floor.

—

Ed.]

A Useful Hint.

J. L. D. writes :
—"My regard for Ama-

teur Wore increases every day. When I

was without a house, and unmarried, I

gained a good deal of amusement from the

perusal of its pages, but now I find the

information contained in it simply invalu-

able, lam constantly derivingmost useful

hints from the heaps of past Parts, which

I must soon get bound, they are so often

referred to. I was just about to start on a

kitchen dresser, and was puzzled for a de-

sign, when the last Part cime to hand,

containing Mr. Mark Mallett's article.
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which ig just what I wanted. I beg to

thank him for it. But I would weary you
if I tried to recount a tithe of the beneQt I

derive from your invaluable publication,

and ro I rest content with getting as many
new subscribers as I can, to do which, by
the way, the best plan I find is to lend tbem
a copy and let it speak for itself." [I wish

all readers of Amateur Wokk may take

your useful hint and follow the example
you have set them. That many do so I am
aware, but they are yet in the minority.

If every purchaser would set to work to

get another each year, then in each year

the circulation of the Magazine would be

doubled. I do not hesitate to claim that it

is doing a far more sure and useful work
than will ever be accomplished by paternal

legislation and technical education by Act

of Parliament. Workmen want to be taught

how to take due advantage of their tech-

nical knowledge, and to be shown how to

combine theory with practice. Little or no
effort is made in this direction, and it is

much to be regretted that it is so. If the

technical teaching of the future in Board
Schools is to be on a par with education

generally, as imparted in those establish-

ments, I would not give much for it. It

savours more of mental drilling than

genuine teaching and training, though this

is the fault of the system and not of the

teachers, and if boys are to be technically

taught by Government regime of thumb,
they will do no better, if so well, aB under
the present rule of thumb that now pre-

vails in workshops, and which is very

properly deprecated by all who know better.

—Ed.
Cutting Screw Threads in Lathe.

J. L. D.—You ask :— Can any reader de-

scribe how any number of threads can be

cut with nine instead of twenty-two gears, as

has been done? A full reply to your first

query with regard to Internal Back Gear
will appear in the next Part. With refer-

ence to this question I can only say at

present that I have made a note of it, and
will not forget it. Let me &ay, however,
that " any number of threads" cannot be
cut with twenty-two wheels, how then with
vine t But I think I have heard of someway
of extending tho range of nine wheels, but
at the present moment I do not know what
it is.—F. A. M.

INFORMATION SUPPLIED.

Silvering Plate Glass.

Fal writes in reply to FitzHebbert,
page 38 1: -"Messrs. J. and O. C. Hawkes
are manufacturers of every description of
looking-glass, which they silver with
sterling silver by a patent process. No
doubt they would silver FitzHerbert's
glass for him. Their price U Is. lljd.

per foot superficial, for plates containing
not above one foot super, increasing
gradually up to 4s. ljd. per foot super, for
plates containing 60 feet super; this, of
course, includes the glass. Messrs. Hawkes'
address is 123, Broomsgrove St., Birmingham."

Brass Plate Engraving.
J. H. E. (Shepherd's Bveh).—The only

way that occurs to ms by which you can

got an idea of the value of your work is to

compare it with a plate having letters of a

similar size and style, and the price of

which you know. Deduct the cost of the

metal, and apportion the rest of the price

at so much per letter. Of course, you

could inquire at an engraver's, but the

man would most likely smell a rat, and

lead you all astray ; and, I cannot help

saying, small blame to him. The price, of

course, would vary with, the size and stvle

of the letters, and the knowledge of the

proper charge can only be got by an inti-

mate acquaintance with the trade, which

amateurs have not, and do not need. As
to the graver injuring the outline when
turning curves, I do not understand your

query. If by curves you mean Bharp cor-

ners, they are not turned at all. You
start at the corners, and finish them up

afterwards with the small hand-graver. I

told you it was difficult for a beginner to

cut a straight outline, and this, I expect,

is your trouble. As to the outlining graver

illustrated by Sephton not agreeing

with the one you have got, they are, doubt-

less, made right and left-handed, and both

could not, therefore, tally with the en-

graving. You have obviously got the
' other one."

—

Thomaso.

Engraving on Metal.

Topo.—The lines are not undercut. The
wax adheres to the plate, as you will find

to your cost (in elbow grease) when you
have to clean it up after filling in ; and the

saying " As tight as wax " will be forcibly

brought to your mind. I cut several key

labels some years ago, using an ordinary

graver, which, as you know, cuts a- V-shaped

groove. The wax has not come out yet,

notwithstanding the coostant rattling in

the pocket.—Thomaso.

Screw-Plate.

Fal writes in reply to A. B. C, page 384 :

—"Left-hand screws are so Beldom re-

quired that there is little probability of

A. B. C.'s procuring a left-handed screw-

plate ready made. Messrs. Buck and
Hickman, Whitechapcl Road, London, mike
to order taps and hobs of all threads, v or

square, right or left-handed. I should re-

commend A, B. C. to write to them and
state his wants/'

Irish Bagpipes.

J. L. D. writes in reply to Petbrofskt :

—" You will never make a set of Irish bag-

pipes (a most complicated instrument)

until you know more about it than to say

'the mouthpiece, or whatever it is that

makes the sound.' The fact is, there is no
mouthpiece, and ' the sound ' is made by a

chanter, which is supplied with wind by a

bellows worked by one arm, while the oth*-r

presses a bag which tends to equalize the

pressure. The drones are made of wood,
and supplied with multitudinous keys."

Jack Horner writes in reply to Pster-
ofsky :

—" These are generally made much
the same as the Scotch, with this difference

that the wind is supplied to the bag by
means of a bellows. The bellows are
strapped round the waist and operated by
the right elbow against the body, and the
pressure is kept constant by the pressure

of the left arm on the bag. The real Irish

bagpipes is a very complicated instrument,
with keys! on the chanter, and is seldom
seen iu this country. If the Editor thioks
it worth while, I can give a detailed sketch
of a modified instrument and a description

of it, but it would bo too long for 'A mateurs
in Council."' [Let us wait and see if the
demand for Irish bagpipes will warrant the
supply. I had no idea myself that Ireland

had bagpipes of her own, and thought that

the instrument was peculiar to Northern
Britain, hence my query in Peteuofsry'8
appeal. If it were possible to modify the
harshness of the sound of the instrument,
and to render it softer and more melodious,

I should think it a desirable instrument
for amateurs, especially Colonists, far re-

moved from the busy haunts of men, to
makj. As things are at present, however,
I don't exactly hanker after hearing the
" skirl o' the pipes," though I certainly

think it must be very inspiriting to men
going under fire at the charge.—Ed.]

Preserving Bulrushes.

Fal writes in reply to Edwardus, page
384:—"Dipping the heads as soon as dry
into a weak solution of gum arabic has
been recommended for this purpose, but I

have not tried it."

J. L. D. writes :—" Edwahdus will pre-

vent his bulrushes from falling to pieces by
dipping them, when fresh, in weak gum-
water or thin size. If the size be thin

enough it will not injure the appearance of

the heads."
Bath Heater.

Fal writes in reply to Iona (Mount
Florida), page 384:—"No doubt a copper
coil inside a metal case with a large Bunsen
burner below it would heat the water pass-

ing through the CDil, but whether it would
act with sufficient rapidity for Iona's
purpose, can only be ascertained by experi-

ment. Mr. Thos. Fletcher, of Warrington,

makes water heaters of all kinds and de-

grees of power, and Iona would get much
information by perusing his catalogue. I
cannot speak too highly of Mr. Fletcher's

burners ; I have six of them for different

purposes, and as a clean, economical, and
efficient source of heat they cannot be
equalled."

Jack Horseb writes in reply to Iona
(Mount Florida, N.B.)

:

—"You should see

Doulton's Bath Heater in operation in the
Glasgow International Exhibition. It has
Borne very good points. In order to make
an accident impossible, it is so constructed
that it is impossible to have the gas lighted
unless the water is turned on ; and in turn-
ign off the water the gas is automatically
turned off also. The smallest size made
costs, I thiuk, about £5 10s., and heats a
bath in 30 miuutes; the largest costs £12,
and does the same work in 10 miuutes. A
Bunsen burner is not suitable unleos you
have a flue, on account of the disagreeable

and unhealthy smell produced ; the com-
mon white flame is generally used for this
reason."

LETTERS RECEIVED UP TO JUNE 13.
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A NEW TRICYCLE JACK.
Bu "TWIST BRILL."

OST tricyclists find a jack a great con-

venience for cleaning their wheels ; and

to those amateurs who attempt building

their own machines, such an instrument

is indispensable. But with the ordinary

jack, having a base of about a foot square or less, the

machine is apt to run forward and overturn the jack,

which is very inconvenient if a tire is being put on

or a new spoke inserted.

(Fig. 2, c). Now take the i inch and T
:

v inch piece of

iron, and drill a hole 2 inches from one end for a

i inch tap, and a \ inch hole in the i inch bent part

of the long bar. Bend the small piece as at D, and

screw to long bar from below (D, Fig. 2). Now take

the remaining piece of bar, 25 inches long, drill a

J inch hole in each end at E and f, and another in

bar A, 2 inches from the top end, and join them with

a couple of washers and the bolt and nut, as in

Fig. 3-

A 2j inch wheel is now required, which may be of

iron, and can be obtained at a blacksmith's ; other-

1

'

I
FIG 1

I

*,
«~3— => <-3--->

FIG. I.—BARS (A, E), FOOT (C), IRON FOR BAR (d), AND WHEEL (E), FOR TRICYCLE JACK. FIG. 2.—PARTS OF JACK PUT
TOGETHER. FIG. 3.—JUNCTION OF BARS. ENLARGED. FIG. 4.—SPOKE-HEADER. FIG. 5.—JAWS OF SPOKE-HEADER.
FIG. 6.—LAMP FOR FIXING TIRES. FIG.7.—END VIEW OF LAMP. FIG. 8.—SHAPE OF TIN PLATE FOR LAMP. FIG. 9.—LADLE
FOR MELTING CEMENT; A, PLAN ; B, SIDE VIEW. FIGS. I AND 2 ARE ONE-EIGHTH FULL SIZE ; FIG. 3 HALF FULL SIZE.

The jack about to be described is free from this

defect, as its feet, when supporting a 48 inch wheel,

are 20 inches apart, rendering an upset almost impos-
sible. The necessary materials are 5 feet of i inch

by
J-
inch iron bar, 6 inches of ditto r

3
5 inch by £ inch,

a few rivets, a small wooden or metal wheel, and
8 inches of chain. To begin with the construction,

cut off 29 inches of the bar, and bend 3 inches of one
end at right angles, and 4 inch of the other end on
the opposite side, as shown at A, Fig. 1. Now cut off

6 inches more, and bend at right angles in the middle,

as at c. Drill two holes in one arm and through the
long bar, and rivet or screw together to make the foot

Vol. VII.— Pt. 81.

wise, a wooden one can be turned to suit. This must

be riveted to the lower end of B. A piece of leather

or rubber may be fastened with tire cement on D, and

will save the axle it supports from scratches. A ring

at a, to which the chain is fastened, and a pin at p.,

complete the jack, which will be found to answer ad-

mirably for wheels up to 50 inches.

To use it, it is placed under the axle at d, and the

leg b, pressed towards A till the wheel is raised ; the

chain is then hooked on to the peg at B. It has the

advantage of taking up very little space when not in

use.

The spoke-header, Figs. 4 and 5, almost explains

VOL. VII. —E E
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itself. I do not know whether it can be purchased,

but the amateur can make one without much diffi-

culty. It consists of two steel jaws hinged together

by a pin at A ; semicircular slots are filed in each jaw

of different sizes to suit any spoke, and so as to cor-

respond when closed, and the whole is hardened.

To use it, the spoke, after having been cut to

length, is passed through the rim, if a butted one, and

the washer, if there is one, slipped on to it ; the end

is then inserted in the hole that fits it, and allowed to

project a little ; the jaws are then placed in a vice and

screwed up (Fig. 4), and the head burred up with a

hammer like a rivet. The spoke is then pressed for-

ward a little more, and again riveted, until a suffi-

ciently large head is formed. The holes in the header

should be slightly countersunk at each end.

A lamp for fixing tires can easily be made out of a

round tin about two or three inches in diameter, and

a piece of tin plate, which should be cut to the shape

of Fig. S, bent up and soldered to make the burner.

The round tin, with its lid, must be soldered air-tight,

with an opening at A closed by a cork, to fill with

spirit, and joined to the burner, n, by a piece of brass

tube. The burner is about 3 inches long.

To put on a tire the cement should be melted in a

ladle like Fig. 9, with a half cover as shown, and a

small hole at A for pouring the cement into the rim,

which should be slowly revolved to receive it. The
tire should then be slipped on, and the rim revolved,

with the lamp held so as to heat it evenly all round.

The tire should then be pressed in. The side view of

the ladle is shown at B. This method makes a better

joint than heating and cementing a small piece at a

time.

1 11 »fr 1

UPHOLSTERY AT HOME.
By D. B. ADAMSON.

>

XIII.—Bed-hangings—Base Valances—Upholstered
Head ends—Frame-Pleated to Centre.

ATTRESSES and bedding having just

been treated of, we may now pay some
attention to bed drapery, or hangings,

as they are usually called ; for though

they do not now occupy the same pro-

minent position in the upholsterer's craft that they
formerly did, they are of sufficient importance to

justify a few particulars being given. It is, however,
only with the simpler kinds of hangings and head-
ends that the amateur is advised to make attempts
in this class of upholstery, for without much practice

and knowledge he can hardly expect to meet with
much success in elaborate arrangements. This, how-
ever, is the less to be regretted, as our modern bed-

steads are not constructed for heavy hangings, and

I think we may congratulate ourselves that in

this respect, as in many others, the furniture of the

present day shows a great improvement on that of

only a few years ago, when the funereal four-post

bedstead was in its glory. If we turn to the pages of

any of the furniture designers' works of the last

century and the first half of the present, we find

descriptions of bed-hangings fearfully and wonder-

fully contrived—ugly according to present taste,

though probably presenting features of beauty to

those who made and used them. Apart altogether

from appearance, cumbersome bed-hangings cannot

be approved of—indeed, some would go the length of

saying this of any hangings, however simple, for the

reason that they are unhealthy, by impeding free

ventilation, and by harbouring dust. This, no doubt,

is a valid objection to the old four-poster, with its

! heavy hangings carefully drawn to exclude every

breath of fresh air from the sleeper, and its tester-

j

cloth to hold the dust from one spring cleaning to

another ; but, in moderation, bed-hangings such as

are now generally seen, are not to be decried indis-

criminately. Sometimes they may be useful in

warding off draughts, and when they are not re-

quired for this purpose, they are so light and scanty

that they cannot be considered injurious. Whether

they look well or not is a matter of opinion. They
furnish a room, so far as appearance goes, much in

the same way that antimacassars do, and, as I have

said, they are sometimes useful in warding off

draughts. It is not, however, so much to the hang-

ings as to the upholstering of bed-heads that attention

is now directed, for the hangings

—

i.e., the curtains

—

being principally made up by women, hardly require

detailed mention in this Magazine. Of course, I

am referring solely to the modern form of bed-

drapery, which is almost entirely confined to the

half-tester style of bedstead, in which, beyond the

base valance, there are only curtains at the head-end.

Even, however, in these bedsteads there is con-

siderable scope for display of taste in the upholsterer;

but, as the varieties of detail may almost be regarded

as endless, it is hardly possible to give minute in-

structions, and these for the present must be confined

to the simplest, and, at the same time, fortunately, the

most popular style of hangings. But, first, let us see

what kind of bedstead is required; and here I may
as well say, that though wooden bedsteads are by no

means things of the past, and will, no doubt, resume

their former popularity, it is still so comparatively

rarely they are made now, that remarks will be

directed to metallic—brass or iron— bedsteads. Of

these, one variety—viz., those with head and foot

alike, or rather with the head-end a little higher than
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the foot-end—is not adapted for curtains beyond

those from the frame to the floor at the sides and

foot. These curtains, if such they can be called, are

known as base valances, and as the only part of their

construction that can be considered a man's work con-

sists in the preparation of the laths which are used

to connect them with the bedstead, very little need be

said about them, as among amateur workers pro-

bably ideas of trimming would be scouted by the

female amateur who will undertake the necessary

sewing. A man. even though an upholsterer, is hardly

competent, in the opinion of his better-half, to direct

the arrangement of the domestic curtains, though he

may design and plan for others. So, my friend, just

leave such little matters to be settled by the feminine

portion of the household. This piece of advice, of

course, cutre nous. You might, however, just hint

that, to avoid too great depth on the one hand, or

scrimpiness on the other, the valance should be cut

to the measurement between the bottom of the mat-

tress, or, what is the same thing, the top of the frame

on which this rests and the floor, and that for fulness

for pleating, about four breadths of ordinary cretonne

width for a full-length bedstead is a very good stan-

dard. I name cretonne, which, I think, it was stated

in one of the preliminary chapters, is about 31 inches

wide, as it is so frequently used for the purpose ; and

those who prefer anything else can easily calculate

the number of widths that may be required, due

allowance being made for the thickness of the fabric

and its consequent adaptability for pleating. Roughly

speaking, the length of a base valance may be about

half as much again as that of the length it is to

be when hung, so that in a 5 foot (wide) bedstead

three cretonne widths will be about right. The base

laths themselves may be made of pine, { inch thick

and 2 inches wide. They should be as long as the

side and foot rails on which they rest—one of them

on each rail. Covering these laths is a long bag or

case, made of the same material as the valance, or

something suitable. The strip of which the base-bag

is formed may be some 5 inches wide, so that the

lath may easily be inserted in the bag, to which the

valance is afterwards regulated and sewn. 7 he
palliasse or mattress which is used will be sufficient

to keep the base lath in position on the rail ; though,

should it not do so properly, a few tapes will make
all secure. These, however, are not often required,

if the palliasse is of sufficient size. So much for base

valances, which, it will be understood, are fixed in

much the same manner to any kind of bedstead ; and

we may now proceed to consider the upholstery of

head-ends, with a few hints on the curtains.

Any kind of bedstead may have an upholstered

head, by which, it will be understood, is meant a

head-end with an upholstered panel ; but the kind to

which this adornment is generally applied is com-

monly known as the " Persian." In this the head-

rails are much higher than the foot, as high, in fact,

as the ordinary half-tester with which it might almost

be confounded by the casual observer, though to

others the differences are readily discernible. The
only one to which attention need be drawn here, as

it is sufficient for all practical purposes at present, is,

that in the Persian head the ends run straight up,

and do not support any overhanging structure. There

are, however, many varieties of both these and other

kinds, which converge so closely on each other that

a slight degree of hesitation may sometimes be ex-

cusable ; and, after all, it does not matter much what

the bedstead may be called, for the methods of

upholstering them are much the same, and anyone

who understands how to do with the modern
" Persian'' will have little difficulty in making what-

ever adaptations may be necessary by altered cir-

cumstances. First of all, a wooden frame will have

to be made to fill the opening. Now, on looking at

an iron Persian bedstead, as usually made, two thin

bands of iron, or rods, will be seen, one of them a

few inches below the ornamental upper rails, and the

other a foot or two above the lath rails or bottom of

the bedstead. Each of these bands will be found to

have two or three holes in it, and from the com-

paratively rough way in which they are finished, it

will be at once and correctly surmised that they are

for use and not for appearance. The bands are

there only for the purpose of fastening the above-

mentioned frame, and the holes are for the necessary

screws. There is, therefore, no difficulty in arriving

at the size of the wooden frame, which ought to fit

loosely in width, and to be long enough to allow it

to be screwed to the stays from behind ; for I daresay

it is understood that the frame, when upholstered, is

fastened on the front of the head. In other words, it

must lie within the uprights, and on the transverse

rails. Sometimes, when the lower one of these is at

a considerable height above the bottom of the bed, it

is necessary to make the frame some inches deeper,

in order that there may not be a space between the

bedding and the upholstery. As a rule, however,

bedsteads are turned out by the manufacturer with

due consideration of the upholsterer's needs, and it

will seldom be necessary to make the frame more

than 6 inches lower than the bottom stay, as the

object is merely to prevent a vacant space appearing

above the bolster and pillows. In case of doubt, it is

better to have the framing rather lower than abso-

lutely necessary than that it should be too short.

The frame, which is only required as a support for

the upholstery, is a very simple affair. It may be
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made of \ inch pine, 3 inches or so wide, mortised

and tenoned, halved, or fastened at the corners in

any other way that may be most convenient. It will

also be well, especially in the case of a wide bed-

stead, to further strengthen it by the addition of cross

and upright stays, which may be

either mortised or halved to the

outer framing, the former joint

being, of course, the better of the

two. Extreme neatness of work-

manship is not required; sufficient

strength to bear any strain there

may be from the covering being

the principal thing to be studied.

Fig. 14 gives a general idea of the

frame ready for covering. I shall

merely indicate two arrangements

for this, neither of which can be

regarded as novelties in them-

selves, and, perhaps, on that ac-

count, will be more generally

useful to the upholsterer at home than more compli-

cated devices, which, if he wants, he will, no doubt,

be able to devise for himself. In fact, as I have

already hinted in the course of these papers, so much
depends on the skill and taste of the worker, that it is

almost impossible to give hard and fast lines that

must be adhered to. In the drapery part of the

upholsterer's craft this is specially the case, for a

slight difference in a fold, or some

in itself comparatively insignifi-

cant detail, may make all the

distinction between a tasteful,

artistic arrangement and the re-

verse. Material has something to

do with effect ; but, after all, the

chief matter is the arrangement,

and on this no merely written

instructions can convey ideas

suitable for every instance.

Colour, again, is a very important

factor in the appearance of bed

or any other furniture drapery,

for no hangings can look well

unless they are in harmony with

the predominant colouring of the

room. But this hint being given,

the most effective styles in which the head can be

upholstered is that in which the covering is pleated

to the centre. It is shown in Fig. 15, and looks well

in either a plain or figured material. In the latter,

care must be taken to have the pattern running in

one direction, viz., to or from the

centre throughout. It will not do

to have the design on the upper

part, starting as it were from the

centre, and on the bottom part

from the lower edge. This ap-

plies, of course, only to some of

a flowing or floral character, for

in designs of a geometrical kind

no attention will be required be-

yond, if the pattern is very large

or pronounced, seeing that they

match at the joins of the different

lengths. To ascertain how many
of these are wanted, measure the

fig. 14.-FRAME for upholstering. width of the covering material,

and mark this off at intervals on the edge of the

frame, not including the angles—that is, the measure-

ments will ignore the angle. Perhaps this may be

made clearer by giving actual measurements and

referring to Fig. 16. Let us suppose that the size of

the frame is 4 feet 6 inches by 5 feet, and the width of

the material 31 inches. Start from any point at the

edge of the frame, say the left top corner, and measure

31 inches along the top, then

take the same distance from this

to the edge of the right hand side,

and so on till the frame has been

gone round. The number of

lengths required will thus be

eight, seven of them being the

full width of the cretonne, 31 in.,

or whatever the covering is, and

the other a mere strip of a few

inches. The length of each of

these pieces must be equal to the

measurement from the centre to

the furthest portion of the wood-

work, allowing for each a fulness

of about 5 inches or 6 inches.

I should say here that the point

where the pleats meet need not
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it must take care of itself, for any FIG - 16. -diagram showing measurements. be the actuai centre f tne frame
,

lengthy consideration of colouring would occupy far

too much space. Those who want to study this feature

thoroughly cannot do better than read Chevreul's

" Laws of Contrast of Colour,'' a standard work,

which gives many valuable suggestions for interior

decorative effects depending on colour.

Perhaps the easiest, and at the same time, one of

as the object should be to get it about half-way

between the top of the bedding and of the top of the

panel. Taking Fig. 16 as our plan, it will be seen

that the piece for the space first measured is 2 feet

6 inches long, the next 3 feet 5 inches, and the third

2 feet 3 inches. The remainder are measured in the

same way, viz., by taking sufficient length to cover
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the woodwork to the extreme length. All the ends

which are to be in the middle must now be pleated,

and the most convenient way to do so is to thread

them a short distance from the edge on a piece

of wire, ordinary bell-wire will do very well, and

then bend the wire into a ring, as small as the

thickness of the stuff will conveniently allow, say

about 2j inches in diameter for cretonne. The ends

of the wire, which should be left long enough for the

purpose, must then be passed through a hole bored in

the frame at the centre and tacked down behind

securely. The covering must then be tacked down,

being drawn a little way over the back of the frame

for the purpose. It then only remains to trim off the

superfluous stuff and to cover the centre with a rosette,

a watch-pocket, or some
similar contrivance of an

ornamental character. A
border may also be added

to the panel, which, if

covered as directed, will

have the pleats very pro-

nounced at the centre,

and gradually fading into

a level surface at the edge.

As the flatness of the

edge is merely owing to

the widths of the stuff

being cut close, it follows

that any amount of pleat-

ing that may be wanted

can be got there by

simply allowing more
breadths of material. As
a rule, it is better to have

some pleating at the

edges, as the joints of the

different widths can be

concealed throughout their entire length within the

folds. Some little manipulation will be required to

get the pleats regular and of equal fulness, for unless

this is attended to the effect will be unpleasant. As a

guide while fixing, it will be well to mark the spaces

within which each piece is to be pleated at the edge.

No great amount of skill is required in fixing this

kind of head, but neatness is essential. The same may
be said of the "hour-glass head," which will be

described in the next chapter; but, before closing the

present one, perhaps a few hints about bed curtains

may not be out of place, even though this is not a

lady's magazine. They are, however, given with fear

and trembling, for have I not, a short way back,

alluded so unfeelingly to antimacassars as to prejudice

the female mind against any remarks from the same
source on curtains. As I have said, curtain-making

is essentially women's work. Of course, ladies who
make their own bed hangings know all about the

work, and anything I may have to say will be simply

a recapitulation of, to them, familiar facts. There is

nothing difficult in the making up of bed curtains, as

now usually seen on the half-tester and the Persian

with arms, and a little attention to a few simple

details will enable anyone who can sew to make them

up fairly. Of course, there is scope for that quality

vaguely termed taste, which every lady possesses in

abundance, or fancies she does, so that nothing more

need be said about it. The materials of which bed

curtains are most frequently made are chintz and

cretonne, but any other substance may be used, if

preferred. It is as well, however, that it should not be

too heavy, and there can

be little difference of

opinion that the two just

named are the most

suitable. In an earlier

chapter reference was

made to the reversible

cretonne, which being

printed with a pattern

showing on both sides,

may be made into

curtains without requir-

ing any lining. Fabrics

printed on one side only

are generally, though not

invariably, lined. The
lining is a thin self-

coloured fabric sold for

the purpose. From a

width and a half to two

widths are generally used

for a curtain which is to be

"headed " up to be about

about the average of the

Persian arm bedstead, and may be taken as a stan-

dard. The " heading " consists in pleating the top

end of the curtain to bring it into pleasing folds when

hanging, without the awkward bulging which would

result without, though, so far as utility is concerned,

curtains which have no fulness are quite as good.

Whether they look as well or not is a matter of

opinion only. Ladies will not require to be reminded

that the heading may be formed of either plain box,

double box, or running pleat, nor will they require

instructions how to stitch them. The front and bottom

edges may with advantage be trimmed with fringe

binding, the style of which is sufficiently indicated by

its name. Hut these few hints will probably be suffi-

cient for all practical purposes.

{To be continued.)

-HEAD PLEATED TO THE CENTRE.

20 inches wide, which is
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HOW TO MAKE A PIANO.
By J. A. KARKOD.

VII.—Key Levers—Hammer Rest—Damper Rail—
Dampers—Lift—Keys—Damper Wires.

AVING fitted the hammers, as described

in the last chapter, the amateur piano-

maker must now proceed to put the keys

in order. Put them all on the frame,

and take off the two key levers, draw

a pencil line right across the ends of the keys, con-

necting the two screw holes that you have just taken

the screws out of ; mark the middle of each key on

this line, and bore a ;mall hole in each key. When
done, screw the key levers on, spacing them, and

keeping them in a line. Now take the keys off the

frame, and put aside on a board.

The hammers being by this time set, you can fit

the rest. Place the rest against the front edge of the

standards, bevelled side inwards, and mark the insides

of the standards on it. The rest must now be cut so

as to lie flat on the standards. Fig. 2S (see page 389)

shows end section of rest, dotted lines showing piece

cut out ; tack the baize on to the bevelled side of

rest, the baize being flush with the top edge, now
place the rest on the standards so that when the

hammers are back on it the rest is J inch below

hammer heads, and the points of the hammer are

2 inches from the string. The rest may want cutting

into the standards, or packing out; when right, cut

off the projecting ends of the rest, so that they over-

hang the standards J inch, and fix in place with a

couple of 1} inch screws. Now take the action out

of the case and buckle up the tapes. Put the action

back into the case and cut a rail in between the

standards, and with this hold the hammers up to the

steings, keeping in place by means of a wedge.

Now get the damper rail
;
you will find a slip of

wood has been tied under them to keep them steady

during their journey from the maker ; loosen the

strings and arrange them so that the dampers can

fall { inch from the rail. Now cut the ends off the

damper rail just sufficient to allow it to go into the

case, and lay the rail on the top of the standards with

the felts touching the strings, move the damper rail

sideways until the majority of the felts cover the

strings properly. When you have got them in this

position, mark on the rail where it has to be cut off,

!t\, I inch outside standards, the damper rail will

therefore overhang that amount ; at the same time

mark on the damper rail for the screw holes, one to

go into each standard to hold the damper rail in

place. Now take the rail out and cut the ends off,

and clean up the ends nicely. You will find that the

bass end of rail is thicker at the back edge than at

the front. You must, therefore, thin it down so that

the rail can be flat on the top ends of the standards
;

now bore the holes for the screws to go through, and

replace the damper rail on top of standards, with the

felt touching the string. You will now find that the

bottom of the damper felt is at some distance above

the top of the hammers. The proper distance for

them is ; inch at bass end, and \ inch at treble end
;

deduct these measurements from those actually

existing, and cut the tops of the standards off to the

measurement remaining ; e.g., suppose the distance

between the bottom of the damper felt and the tops

of the hammers (not the points) is 1 inch, then J inch

must be cut off the top of the bass standard, and

J inch off the treble one. Do not overdo this ; this

done, set the rail, move it sideways as before to get

them on the right strings, and then backwards and
forwards until most of the bodies of the dampers are

square with the string, as seen at Fig. 23, and mark
the position of the front edge of rail on the tops of

standards. Next screw the damper rail on to the

standards, and proceed to regulate the dampers, which

is done as follows : first, make all the felts cover the

string properly, which is done by bending the wires

sideways with a thin-nosed pair of pliers, twisting the

bass heads to make them follow the line of strings
;

next level the bodies ; this is done by bending the

wires away from the string to lower the damper, and
to the string to raise it, bring them to a straight edge.

After this is done, level the heads or bottoms of felts
;

this is done by bending the wires up or down as

required ; now by bending these wires up or down
you will alter the level of the body, so you must bend

the wire a little too much, and then bend the wire in

or out, to level the body until both are right ; this is

not easy to describe, but a little practice will make it

clear to you.

Next fit the lift; this is a piece of hard wood

1 i inch wide, j- inch thick at front edge, and finch thick

at back edge, and long enough to reach from step of

damper rail to 1 inch past the bass standard ; hold it

up just under the dampers with one end touching the

step of rail (the thick edge being towards you), and

mark J inch short of the inside of bass standard, and

cut a piece out up to this line. Fig. 29 (see p. 389) is a

section of this lift, and the dotted line shows the pieces

to cut out. This piece is cut out to enable the lift to

pass the standard, which also has a piece cut out for

the same purpose. At 2 k inches below the damper rail

on the front edge of bass standard make a saw cut

I inch deep, also make another cut from the top of

the standard, level with the front edge of damper rail

to the bottom of the cut just made when a piece will

come out. Now drive a piece of smooth wire I inch

thick into the ends of the lift, holes having first been
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bored to receive them ; these wires are to project

J inch. A hole must be bored in bass standard to

receive this pin, and must be so large, that, when
lined with cloth, the pin will just turn in it easily. A
small block must be made with a hole in it to be

glued and screwed under the damper rail at the treble

end of dampers, to carry the other pin. These holes

must be so arranged that, when the top side of the

lift is square or parallel with the bodies of the

dampers, it will be £ inch below them, and the front

edge of it will bs \ inch from the front ends of

dampers. Line the top side of lift with cloth and fix

in position.

The next thing is to fix the key frame. Lay the

frame in the key bottom close up to the lock board,

and mark on the balance rail where it crosses the

stiles of key bottom. Holes must now be bored in

the rails of the key frame at these points, four holes

in each rail ; these holes must all be countersunk.

Now put on Nos. 3, 40, and 81 keys, and move the

key frame sideways until the key levers are under
their proper action levers. If they will not come
quite right divide the discrepancy between treble and
bass levers. When this is done, fix the frame in

place (keep the front end of key T
'

5 inch from lock

board) with a handscrew, while you screw it down.
You may now proceed to ease the keys, which must
be done by means of key files (take a key to Buck's

and get a pair of files that will just fit the holes tight,

one round and one flat). Push the round file into

the round hole until the key will just go on to the pin

easily. Next file the centre mortise and then the

front mortise very carefully, until the key falls on the

back baize after being pressed down in front and
released. The chief difficulty here will be to tell

which hole wants easing, but a little practice and
careful attention will show it ; for instance, raise the

key slowly, and if you feel the key release itself before

the top of the key reaches the top of centre pin, the

front hole is tight, but, if you feel the relief at the

moment the centre pin disappears, the centre hole is

tight.

Now take the wedged rail out and allow the

hammers to fall on the rest, and turn up the regulating

screws in key levers, until you feel a slight play

before the hammer starts, z>.,the hammer does not

move immediately the key is pressed down, but should do
so when the key has travelled the thickness of a stout

brown paper : this is because the jack does not quite

reach the butt ; now make the touch. Plane a piece

of wood 1 \ inch long and \ inch wide, down to ; inch

bare in thickness. Press No. So key down as far as it

will go and lay this piece of wood on it ; see if the next

key is level with the piece of wood, if it is low put a

piece of card or paper, whichever is necessary.

between the balance rail and the treble stile of key

bottom, first taking the screw out and then putting it

through the card and screwing down. Do the same at

the bass end ; if the keys are high you must take the

frame up, and plane a few shavings off the under side

of balance rail. When the two ends are right, lay a

straightedge across the keys, and bring them up to

it by means of papers between the balance rail and
stiles of key bottom. When nearly right the high keys

must be brought down by taking a shaving off the

underside of the key in the middle ; after the naturals

are done, the sharps must be done in the same way.

Now bring up the low keys by means of paper washers

placed on the key pins ; these washers are to be

punched out of brown, news, or tissue papers ; the

fronts must now be spaced by bending the front key

pins with a key spacer. •

The damper wires can now be put in. Take one

out of the bundle and place the end with the cloth on

in the hole in the bass action lever, the cloth resting

on the lever, hold the top end up to the movable

piece on front of damper (which must hang straight

down), and turn the top button down on the damper

wire until it is | inch below the movable piece of

damper. Cut the wire off % inch longer than the

button, point the wire with a file, touch the point with

soap and screw it into the movable piece until the

button touches ; the bottom end, of course, will have to

be taken out of the hole in action lever, and can now be

put into it again, when the cloth on the button should

be y inch above action lever.

When the key is pressed down the lever will rise

and lift the damper wire and with it the damper,

leaving the string free to vibrate. Upon the key being

released the lever falls, also the damper ; but the lever

falls away from button on damper wire, and so nothing

prevents the felt falling on the string and stopping

vibration
; put the rest of the wires in in the same

way, and the piano is what is called " finished,'' with

the exception of the pedals and side blocks, which will

be treated of in the next chapter.

I omitted to say when ordering the action and

keys a scale of the strings must be sent. Cut a

slip of wood long enough to cover all the strings,

place it on the strings at the bottom edge of plank

and mark the position of the treble string of every

note on it. This will give you 85 marks at about

\ inch apart. Copy these on to a strip of stout

paper about i inch wide, and send to Brooks with

order. This scale is a guide to them to screw the

small work on to the rails by.

Thus far have we gone together in making a piano.

Our work, however, is approaching its close, for it will

be finished in the next and last chapter.

(To be continued.')
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MY KITCHEN FURNITURE.
Being the Fourth mid Last Part of "My Furniture, and

Hcnv I Made It."

By MARK MALLETT.

II.

—

My Kitchen Table.

TABLE sufficiently strong and solid to

bear ironing, rolling, chopping, and

similar domestic operations, without in

any way yielding under them, is an

essential article of kitchen furniture
;

accordingly, though I proposed to make a table 3 feet

From Figs. 12 and 13 it will be seen that they are set

on diagonal lines, the inner edge of each pointing to

the centre, the outer to the corner of the table. With
the exception of the legs, all parts are made of 1 inch

wood.

The construction of this table will be most easily

explained, if we first look at the lower diagonal

braces, Fig. 13. These braces are 4 inches wide and

3 feet 2J inches long. A side view of one of them,

on a larger scale, is given in Fig. 14. At their centres

they are cut half through, as shown at A, Fig. 14, to

receive each other, and in the ends of each are cut

fig. iz.

—

LOWER SIDE

OF TOP.

FIG. 14.—

PORTION OF

DIAGONAL

BRACE.

SIDE VIEW.

square only, I considered it desirable to use stronger

materials throughout than on any previous under-

taking.

Fig. 10 is an elevation of this table, which, as it is

square, will apply equally to either of its sides. The
exact dimensions are, 3 feet by 3 feet square and 2 feet

7 inches high.

For the legs, one of which appears on a larger

scale in Fig. 11, I used 1} inch stuff. These legs are

2 feet 6 inches long and 6 inches wide. Some little

finish is given to their edges by bevelling, as shown.

slits i£ inch wide and 4| inches long, to receive the

legs. The latter are thus embraced by the slits, and

when screwed in with 2-inch round-headed screws, as

shown, any movement is rendered impossible. Four

round-headed inch screws are also shown as fixing

the two braces together in the centre. The illustra-

tions show the manner in which these lower braces

are shaped at their ends and bevelled off. The

upper surface of the braces is 6 inches from the floor.

If we now refer to Fig. 12, we shall see that

coming flush with the upper ends of the legs, and
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immediately beneath the table top,

is a second pair of braces. These
are exactly similar to those below, ex-

cept that their edges are unbevelled,

which amount of finish would be

useless, as they are completely

hidden from sight by the side-pieces.

For the same reason, flat-headed

FIG. II.—

LEG OF

TABLE.

FIG. 13. —LOWER DIAGONAL BRACE.

FIG. 10.

—

ELEVATION OF

TABLE.

screws only are used to

fix them to the legs.

Meeting the ends of

these upper braces, and

coming flush with the

corners of the legs, are

the side-pieces, marked

B in the above figure,

and also in Fig. 10.

These pieces are 2 feet

4 inches long and
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6 inches wide. At each end they are fastened to

the legs by three round-headed screws. The middle

parts of their lower edges are hollowed out and

bevelled to give a lighter effect. This framework, as

seen arranged in the plan (Fig. 10), gives very great

strength, and on it the top rests firmly and solidly.

The top of my table was made as shown in Fig. 10,

from 9-inch widths of board, and their edges were

held in place by being dowelled together. In making
these kitchen articles, somewhat more skill in the use

of the plane will be necessary than heretofore. We
cannot hide the tops of our dresser, table, etc., as we
did those of our bed-room furniture, with American
leather cloth. Use forbids it ; we must have bare

boards that can be readily cleaned down. But by
the time I had got thus far, I found myself well at

home with most of the tools, and it is hoped that

other workers may have the same experience. I

fixed my top by driving a strong screw downwards
into each of the legs, and a couple of rather smaller

ones into each of the side-pieces. Through the braces

1 screwed upwards into the top.

Of the illustrations to " My Kitchen Table," Figs.

10, 12, and 13 are on a scale of \\ inch to the foot,

whilst Figs. 11 and 14 are on the larger scale of
2 inches to the foot.

(To be continued.)

HERALDRY

:

ITS APPLICATION TO DECORATIVE PURPOSES.
By ARTHUR TOR.KE.

X.

—

Finding Arms and Tracing Pedigrees-
Sketching Arms— Conclusion.

INDING ARMS AND TRACING
PEDIGREE.—It will be useful to the

emblazoner and amateur heraldic artist

generally, if the means by which he may
find such arms as he may require, with

necessary genealogical information, is briefly pointed

out to him. There are abundant books on the subject

to which he can gain access in the reading-room of

the British Museum, or any good library. Among
these are, Burke's General Armoury (very useful, as it

gives a compendious catalogue of the arms of families,

towns, colleges, guilds, and other bodies corporate)
;

Burke's Heraldic Illustrations ; Robson's British

Herald; Nisbefs System oj Heraldry (Scotland) ; The
Book of Family Crests (Anonymous) ; as also the
Peerages, Baronetages, and Histories of the Landed
Gentry. The various county histories are also rich in

armorial information ; some of our counties have,
moreover, heraldic works, specially devoted to the
armoury of those families which reside, or have

resided in them, of which Grazebrook's Heraldry 0/

Worcestershire may be taken as a good example. It

is not to be expected that any of these works will give

all that is required in every case ; but they will give

much, and will moreover furnish references to other

and less generally known books and MSS., which

will enable the searcher to proceed farther.

If the fee is not grudged, a search at Heralds'

College may produce results ; and the Records of the

Heralds' Visitations are another valuable source of

information. Previous to 1687, and as far back as

1528, it was the practice of the heralds, about once in

each generation, to make a tour through the different

counties for the purpose of registering the arms and

pedigrees of the families seated in them. The MS.
records thus drawn up are unfortunately scattered in

various libraries ; but in recent days, many of them
have been printed, and of these copies are accessible

in most of our important libraries. The searcher

can avail himself of them by the help of Marshall's

(Dr. G. IV.) Index to the Pedigrees in the Printed

Heralds' Visitations.

In heraldic decorations, on the scale of the cor-

nice given in our first article, it was proposed to

introduce the arms of numerous ancestors and their

alliances. The writer has in his own dining-room

such a cornice, displaying about thirty shields, all

these of families from which he claims descent or to

which he claims alliance. To collect so many implied

a certain amount of information with regard lo his

pedigree, and, more, it may be thought than the

majority of people possess. This is true, for the

genealogical knowledge of the middle-class English-

man generally extends to the maiden name of his

great-grandmother, and no further. But this ignorance

is matter of choice rather than of necessity.

There are means by which most of us may, if so

disposed, trace our descent backwards for a consider-

able distance, through some one or more lines of

ancestry, if not through the main one. In a country

like ours, where families are constantly rising and

sinking in social importance, and where the different

classes have freely mingled through several centuries,

it may be said that all have alike in their veins the

blood of peers and peasants. Thus there are few

among us who will not find, if they take the trouble

to examine into their ancestry for a few generations,

that they are connected with names of which they

may well be proud, and lines of descent of which the

pedigrees are well defined.

Any person who wishes to learn something of his

descent will naturally, in the first place, gain such

particulars as he can from aged relatives and family

papers. These will rarely carry him back for more
than three or four generations. It is probable that
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he will next turn hopefully to parish registers. Our
system of parish registers dates from 155S, but in

most parishes the earliest entries do not go back to

this date, and the first books are often either wanting

or imperfect. Again, about the time of the Great

Civil War, most registers are defective. It was

formerly the rule that transcripts of the registers

should be made annually, and deposited in the Dio-

cesan Registries of their respective districts. These

transcripts, wherever they are available to the

searcher, are often more satisfactory than the original

registers.

But parish registers are apt to be overvalued by

the inexperienced genealogist. They are indeed most

useful in fixing dates, and corroborating other infor-

mation; but even when a family has resided for many
generations in one parish, their entries will be found

too meagre to furnish materials for a reliable pedi-

gree alone.

When families have owned land, there will gene-

rally be important information to be gleaned from title-

deeds in private, as also from documents in the public

Record Office, such as Licences, Pardons, Fines, and

especially from Subsidy Rolls. These last, beginning

at 1327, give at their various periods, the names of

all who were taxed under their respective parishes.

The Record Office is open free to the public, and

every facility given for search. Mention has already

been made of the Records of the Heralds' College,

and of the Pedigrees in the Heralds' Visitations,

Other sources of information are monumental inscrip-

tions, manorial rolls, municipal archives, and, above

all, wills.

These last have for many centuries been the most

generally preserved of private and personal docu-

ments ; they are easy of access, and most fruitful of

information. From a will we can commonly learn

the abode, condition, and occupation of the testator
;

the Christian name, at least, of his wife ; the number,

names, and order of birth of his children ; and the

names of his sons-in-law, if he has married daughters.

Often, also, it will contain mention of grandchildren,

brothers, sisters, and other relatives. In short, it is a

mine of those very facts of which the genealogist is

in search.

For several centuries past the originals of all wills

proved have been deposited in public registries. They
are all indexed, and are to be found and examined on

payment of a small fee. Those made in London and

the district adjacent are at Somerset House, as are

also the wills of such persons as may have happened

to possess property within the jurisdiction of more

than one diocesan court. Other wills are to be found

in the registries of the various districts in which the

testators have resided ; though there are some excep-

tions to this, some places, as, for example, the City

of Bristol having for a time held the privilege of

proving and registering their own wills.

Thus it will be seen that the seeker after genea-
logical information has no want of ground in which
to delve, and whenever his ancestors have held
property, it will be hard if some facts with regard to

them should not turn up. But if there has been no
property, he will have little to look to beyond the

parish registers. So that whenever a family sinks

into the lower stratum of society, it becomes scarcely

possible to trace it. It is not, therefore, vanity, but
necessity, which makes us, whilst we enumerate
generation after generation of distinguished ancestors,

leave unnoticed those humbler lines of forefathers to

whom we are not less indebted for the gift of exist-

ence.

Useful works to those engaged in such researches

are :

—

Bridge's Index to Printed Pedigrees ; Coleman's

General Index to Printed Pedigrees; Marshall's

(G. IV.) The Genealogist s Guide to Printed Pedigrees ;

and Sims {Richard) Mamcal

Jor the Genealogist.

Sketching Arms, " Trick-

ing."—When arms have been

found, it is desirable to have

an expeditious and trustworthy

method of noting them. The
system for this purpose, known
as " Tricking," has long been

in use and recognized, and is

in the Heralds' Visitations

of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries above

spoken of, and to which we owe so much of our

knowledge of English heraldry, is the plan generally

employed.

It is illustrated in Fig. 131. The shield there given

would be blazoned, " Sable, between two bendlets,

three mullets, Argent," for Overbury. It will be seen

that by tricking, this coat can be sketched with the

pencil in almost less time than the blazon could be

even written, and certainly in far less than it could be

properly drawn, so as to show tinctures. A rough

sketch of the shield suffices. Wherever a small

charge is repeated several times, as the mullet in the

present case, the repetitions are expressed, as shown,

by numerals ; the tinctures being marked by their

initials in the margin, and connected with the portion

to which they refer by a line. The abbreviations

used in tricking, differ slightly from those recognized

in blazons, certain changes having been adopted to

avoid the possibility of mistakes in hasty setting

down. They are for Or, O.; Argent, A.; Gules, G.;

Azure, U. (for blue instead of Az.) ; Sable, S.; Vert,

V. ; Purpure, P. ; Proper, Ppr. ; and Ermine, F,.

FIG. 131. — SKETCHING
ARMS BY TRICKING.
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Conclusion.—From what has been said it will be

seen that in heraldic devices the decorator has a vast

store of enrichments, and such as may be applied to

a wide variety of purposes and materials. To the

amateur painter and sculptor heraldic designing espe-

cially recommends itself by the fact that everything

in it is more or less conventional, and that satisfactory

work in it does not demand the highest artistic skill.

Another point in favour of armorial embellishments

is their suggestive character. It is not unusual to see

the insignia of heraldry termed " unmeaning orna-

ments." The phrase is not a happy one. There are,

of course, such things as allegory and symbolism in

decorative art ; but apart from these, ornament gene-

rally, whatever may be its aesthetic value, may very

properly be termed " unmeaning." But it assuredly

is not so with heraldic embellishments. They are

the very reverse. Every coat of arms has a rational

interest, and conveys distinct information to all but

those who choose to remain ignorant of its language.

The armorial bearings of ancestor, relative, or friend,

remind us of and are representatives of him ; nothing

else, except a portrait, is so well calculated to bring

before us the dead or the absent. It is, moreover, a

sort of shorthand, by which in a few symbols a vast

amount of family history is conveyed to those who
will learn to read it. The heraldic cornice round my
room is not merely an effective band of gold and

colour beneath its ceiling, it is at the same time an

epitome of the history of my family.

Those who speak of armorial devices as " un-

meaning,'' have also a knack of calling the technical

language in which they are described, an " unintelli-

gible jargon." Heraldry has, as we have seen, a

phraseology of its own ; but it is not one which has

arisen from affectation or caprice. Having its origin

in the remote past, it has gradually and naturally

developed itself as the requirements of the science

demanded. To those conversant with the subject, it

is obvious that the terms in which a blazon is couched

are exact, concise, and clear, to a degree which might

well make them models for those used in more
pretentious sciences.

A last word may be added as to the good taste of

heraldic display. Some object that it shows a foolish

ostentation, and a desire to assert the importance of

one's family. The use of armorial decorations in our
homes, does, without doubt, imply a certain amount
of family pride. But family pride may have its good
side as well as its bad— its use as well as its abuse.

When a man is proud of his ancestry, and shows it

by displaying their armorial symbols, it by no means
follows that he is a cockscomb, who holds all such as

can adduce no such honours in contempt. None but

a very weak and a very worthless man would do so.

Family pride in a wise and good man acts rather as

an incentive to follow the worthy lives of his forefathers.

In any case, we may feel sure that a man who shows

pride in his ancestors will be less likely than another

to disgrace their name and his own by any mean or

dishonourable conduct.

(Concluded?)

=*-=

A CHILD'S COT
IN ORNAMENTAL WOODWORK.

By FAVST.

ON'T be alarmed my bachelor friends at

the title of this paper, it is not intended

for your benefit in the meantime,

although I have no doubt that in a few

years hence, some of you will be looking

up the current volume of Amateur Work, and

studying earnestly the details of the article, the

construction of which I am about to describe. I

address myself at present to those benedicts, who
may have a little toddler of a year or more old, who
is getting too big to sleep with mother, and yet is too

small to put in a large bed alone. The cot described

is one which I made a good many years ago ; it has

been the resting place of five little ones in succession,

and very handy has it proved to their mother, who
allows that it is the most useful article of furniture in

the house. It is not difficult for the ordinary amateur

carpenter to make, as but few tools are required,

and the system of construction is not complicated
;

while, when finished, it forms a pleasing piece of

furniture for the bedroom. Any kind of wood may be

used, but, to my mind, good clean pine is preferable,

as it is easily worked, and looks well when varnished.

Fig. i shows the general design of the cot; A
being the side elevation and B the end elevation, the

length is 3 feet, width 1 foot 6 inches, and height

2 feet 7 inches to top of rail. The legs are chamfered

below the bottom-rail, so as to form an octagon, as

in Fig. 4, which is a section of the leg at A, but if the

maker has a lathe he can turn them if he prefers it.

In giving the dimensions of the framing, I make
each piece 1 inch longer to allow for squaring off

when finished. You will require four legs, 2 feet

9 inches by i| inch by i£ inch ; four long rails, 3 feet

by l£ inch by I J inch ; ten short upright rails, 11 inches

by i£ inch by ij inch ; a look at Fig. 1 will give you

a good idea of how these pieces are to be put together,

they are, of course, mortised and tenoned ; but do

not let the mortises go through the legs, as the ends,

of the tenons do not look well when they show on

the outside ; as to the other mortises they may go

right through, as they are not seen when the cot is
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finished. Figs. 2 and 3 show how the rails are to be

rabbeted for the reception of the panels, which are

T
S
F of an inch in thickness, all the framing should be

stop-chamfered on the outside. After gluing the fram-

ing together, and planing off neatly all the overwood,

proceed to fit in the panels, number them carefully

with a pencil, take them out, and cut one of them to

the shape shown in Fig. 6, use it as a mould to draw

the rest with, then, having cut them all out, fasten

them securely in their places with fine J inch brads.

Now make the coping, the shape of which is given

in Fig. 3 ; mitre it at the corners and put it on with a

little glue and a few i{ inch brads, the fewer brads the

better, as the holes do not look well, even though you

should fill them up with putty. Fit in the pieces at the

bottom of the rails, the shape of which is given in

Fig. 5, they should be of A inch wood ; after fitting

them carefully, lay out the design with a pair of

compasses, and cut out with a fine saw, bore a J inch

hole with a centre-bit in each semicircle, as shown

in the figure, after which you may fix the pieces in their

places. To support the laths for the bottom, screw a

fillet of wood 5 inch by % inch along the length of

the inside of the long bottom rails ; cut your laths

just so long that they will fit easily in. Do not fix

them, as they require to be taken out and scrubbed

occasionally : these laths should be 3 inches wide

and 5 inch thick.

The elevated piece at the head of the cot may be

left off if desired, but it is worth the little extra

trouble required to make it, and will repay the labour

expended on it, by the improved appearance it gives

to the cot. It is made of three pieces of i inch wood,

mitred at the corners, 'and nailed down on to the

coping, the open ends must be cut out to the shape in

the figure. Prepare a few slips of wood % inch wide

and \ inch thick, and "plant '' them on crosswise as

in Fig. 8, fixing them with glue only ; then cut out

the holes in the diamond shaped spaces, as shown.

Put a small coping round the top as in Fig. 7.

Your woodwork is now quite finished, and there

remains but to varnish it and line the panels. Give

the woodwork three coats of the ^best oak varnish,

letting it dry thoroughly between each coat ; then line

the inside of the cot with crimson cretonne, damask,

or Turkey red cotton, which, showing through the cut-

out part of the. panels, gives quite a handsome ap-

pearance to the cot. To protect the lining from

injury, place thin boards or pieces of cardboard on

the inside between the bedding and the lining.

A set of brass castors put on the feet are a great

improvement to the job, and facilitate the shifting of it

about the room, especially when it is occupied.

Should you desire to have a curtain to shade the

little one's head while asleep, it will be an easy matter

to erect an upright piece of wood at the head of the

cot, carrying a cross-piece upon which a light curtain

may be hung, allowing the ends to hang over the

sides of the top-piece. Of course, the whole design

is subject to great improvement and modification, to

suit individual tastes and requirements, but the cot,

as described, answers very well ; and I trust that it

may prove as useful to any amateur, who will take the

trouble of its construction, as it has to the writer.

THREE VIOLIN CASES, AND HOW TO

MAKE THEM.
lhj CHARLES A. PARKER.

The Gun-Case Pattern—Method of Cutting

and Joining the Woodwork—How to Veneer
the Case—Cutting it Oten—Fitting up the

Inside—Making and Using the Wood-Filler—
Making the Polish—Polishing—The Coffin

Pattern — Making the Wood Staining — The
Violoncello Pattern.

FEW simple instructions for the manu-

facture of Violin Cases, will, in all pro-

bability, prove acceptable to the happy

possessor of that instrument,* for the

purpose of discoursing sweet (?) melody.

It must be distinctly understood that I do not advise

anyone to construct a case first, then make a violin to

fit it, as that would be on a par with the Irishman who

found a watch-glass, and straightway had a watch

made to fit the glass ; but the aforesaid happy possessor

of a violin minus the case, will most likely be able

to suit himself, as well as his instrument, by making

one or other of the cases described below.

Violin cases are generally made of wood, although

I have seen some very good ones that have been made

of leather, papier mache, or tin. The construction of

wooden cases will, however, engage our attention

in the present paper. I will first describe the gun-

case pattern ; this form is a deal more bulky than either

of the other designs, but it is preferred by a great

many people, who object to carry the ordinary form

of ''fiddle" case. One advantage of this make over

the others is, that rolls of music, a supply of strings,

resin, etc., may always be ready to hand ;
more space

being available for these accessories than in either

of the other kinds.

Fig. 1 is an illustration of this form of case,

which is nothing more than a long box of the follow-

ing (inside) measurements ; length, 30 inches ;
width,

8£ inches ; depth, 4 inches ; thickness, f inch. It

* I was just going to write " instrument of torture," but I

am glad I did not, for fear of hurting the feelings of the more

susceptible of my readers.
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can be made of deal, mahogany, or oak, according to

taste or requirement ; if mude of deal, it should be

veneered, as will be described later on. The box

ought to be dovetailed ; but there are very few

amateurs who can aspire to dovetail joints, and fewer

that would care to spend an apprenticeship in learn-

ing the same : therefore, some other join becomes

requisite, and for this, I should strongly advise the

adoption of the one illustrated in Fig. 2. As it is

strong and easily made, the tools required being

an intensely sharp paring chisel and a very fine clean-

cutting tenon saw (the teeth of one of these saws

are so fine that the cut really appears to have been

made with a knife) ; the method of cutting the rebate

in each end of a, Fig. 2, is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The piece of board having been truly squared up

on the face and edge, with a sharp scriber prick on

its edges the limit of the rebate, and draw a fine

line across from one to the other ; this is the line A B,

Fig. 3, in which the cross section of the strip that has

to be removed is marked in black ; the rebate must

be cut along A and B and then along c to D, until

it meets the cut first made. As before stated, a tenon

saw can be obtained that will cut a line as fine as

could be formed with a knife. In order to make the

two pieces of wood fit exactly for gluing, all the

splinters must be cleared off with a sharp chisel,

then wrap a piece of sandpaper round a flat piece of

wood and give it a final touch with this, so as to

leave the edges as sharp and true as possible ; then

warm the wood, and glue with hot glue.

Before the glue has quite set, place the bottom in

position and glue and screw the whole together. If it is

to be veneered, French nails will do, the heads being

countersunk ; but supposing the case to have been
made of mahogany or oak, one inch brass screws

flush with the woodwork will look best ; but this is

a matter I must leave to the maker. When the

bottom has been fixed, it will be necessary to make
the top of the case ; this will be a similar piece of

wood to the bottom, the measurements being exactly

the same.

If this case has been made of yellow or white pine,

and it has been determined to veneer it, this would need
to be done before it is cut up. When selecting wood
for a case that is to be veneered, always select some of

perfectly straight grain and without any knots. It

will not be found so difficult to veneer this case in a

satisfactory manner, by reason of its being all flat

surfaces. The mode of procedure I will now describe

and endeavour to make it as clear as possible.

When the veneer is bought, it should be obtained

as flat as possible, but should any of it happen to be
twisted, it will be found advisable to damp it over-

night, and then place it under a heavy weight.

First of all, the case to be veneered must be

prepared by taking out all marks, etc., with a toothing

plane; the same being done with the veneer, but for

this using a very fine toothing plane, being particular

to take out all saw marks from both sides. This

must be done very carefully, otherwise it will be

liable to break ; should this happen, glue a piece of

stout paper on the uppermost side. The veneer

having been cut slightly larger than the case, is then

ready for laying. The above having been got ready

the bench should be cleared, so as to leave plenty of

elbow room. A small handbowl containing hot

water, in which a sponge and a large smooth-faced

hammer has been put, being placed ready to hand,

several pieces of rag will also be found useful.

Place the case in such a position as to be ready to

hand, but so as to leave plenty of room for gluing the

veneer ; now by means of the sponge, damp the upper

side of the veneer with hot water, then quickly

reverse it on the bench and thoroughly and rapidly

glue the other side, then go over the case itself with

glue, as quickly as possible. Now gently raise the

veneer and place it carefully in position on the case,

allowing a little to overlap all round, press it down well

with the outspread hands, and then take the hammer*
out of the hot water, giving it a dab with a cloth in

order to dry it (if it is uncomfortably hot, it can be

held in a cloth, keeping the handle out of the way).

Now press it down hard and work it over the entire

surface of the veneer, commencing at the centre and
gradually squeezing out the glue at the edges. Keep
the iron hot, otherwise the glue will be apt to set too

quickly. When it is thought that the veneer is

perfectly flat and all the superfluous glue has been

expelled, carefully go over the surface for any blisters,

which may be immediately detected, by the hollow

sound they emit upon being tapped lightly with the

hammer ; after the hot iron has been again applied the

spot should be tapped slightly, in order to ascertain

whether the blister has disappeared. Great care

should be exercised to remove all blisters, otherwise

they will be safe to appear upon the polish being

applied.

When quite finished, the case may be sponged with

hot water, and afterwards dried with a clean cloth

(taking care to wipe it perfectly dry). It is very impor-

tant to keep the work as dry as possible and not to

slop everything, but to use the sponge frequently to sop

up any water that may have been accidentally spilled
;

a neglect of this precaution will certainly cause

blisters to appear when polishing, and thus spoil the

work. For an article such as this case, it will not be

so difficult to lay the veneer with the hammer, but for

* An ordinary flat iron will be found to answer quite as

well as a hammer—in fact, it is far superior to a small hammer.
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any curved surface it would need to be laid with a

caul : this consists of a large block of wood, the same

size and shape as the surface to be veneered ; this is

heated and then clamped on the work when the

veneer has been laid, but as this is a difficult job for

an experienced cabinet-maker, I should not advise

a novice to attempt it.

The case having been veneered in a satisfactory

manner, is now ready to be cut open ; to do this, set

a marking gauge to iiinch from the top all round,

and then proceed to cut it as marked, with a fine saw,

afterwards planing all round both edges until they fit

quite close when put together. Next, a thin piece of

wood project-

ing f in. up-

wards should

be glued at

each end of

case, that the

lid may shut

evenly with the

body. The two

locks, hinges

and handle

having been

fitted on, line

the inside of

the case so

that the violin

fits in nicely.

To do this, the

instrument is

laid in posi-

tion, and an

outline drawn

on the bottom

of the case,

some stout

cardboard is

next procured

indicated

FIG 15

FIG. 13.—THE " VIOLONCELLO" PATTERN. FIG. 14.— LID OF CASE. FIG. 15.—CASE,
COMPLETE. FIG. 16.—SECTION OF SAME. FIG. 17.—WOODEN BLOCK AND BRASS HOOK.

and bent and glued to the shape

thus making a wall to the shape of the

violin (see Fig. i)
; before the top covering of card-

board is put on, the interior of these pockets should

be lined with paper or green baize, according to fancy

;

then the top, made of shaped cardboard (or, better

still, thin fretcut wood) is glued on, the lids of the

pockets having been previously made, and hinged by
means of a strip of cotton cloth.

A pocket at one end is really quite sufficient for

music, strings, resin, etc.; but, if it is wished, the

space at each side may just as well be made use of.

The inside having been lined, and the compartment
fitted up, the next thing will be to line the lid ; a
small bridge of wood having been fixed at the narrow
end of the lid through which the top of the bow

passes, a similar bridge, about J in. square and \\ in.

long furnished with a button, being fixed at the other

extremity (see Figs. 4 and 5), and in such a position

that the bow does not come over the violin strings

when the case is shut. In order to admit the bow
turn the button parallel with the bridge on which it is

fixed, and then turn it to right angles so that it goes

over the stick, and thus retains the bow in its place.

The case having been finished by this time, is

ready for polishing, which may be done as follows :

It will be necessary to apply a filler to the surface of

the wood, in order to prevent the polish sinking into

the pores, which would otherwise. The following

is a good filler:

Boiled linseed

oil, spirits of

turpentine, Ja-

B pandryer,each

I gill ; corn

starch, 3 oz.

Mix well, and
apply to sur-

face of wood
by a stiff

brush. When
nearly dry, but

not stick}', rub

off with a

cloth; let it re-

main untouch-

ed until dry,

then rub down

with glass-

paper, and ap-

ply the polish.

Another cheap-

er filler, which

answers as

well as the

above, may be made by mixing plaster of Paris

with thin glue, or even water, and using it in the same
manner. The filler should be stained with a little

Vandyke brown, Venetian red, or burnt umber, as the

case may be.

The polish can either be bought from some large

colourman, or the following may be made up : For a

small quantity procure, say, 2 ozs. best orange-gum

shellac, and gum Thus, \ oz. Put both these into a

bottle containing h pint of methylated spirits, place

this in a warm place until dissolved, then use as

described below.

To commence, pour some raw linseed oil into

a small cup, and some of the polish into another,

take a piece of woollen cloth, roll it into a ball,

apply some of the polish, cover with a piece of fine
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linen rag, and then, holding it in the right hand,

draw the linen covering quite tight ; apply a drop of

oil and another of polish, and then apply to the wood.

Before commencing, just give the wood a final wipe

equal amount of polish, repeating the above process

time after time, until the surface of the wood appears

to be covered with a thin and uniform coat of

polish. It must then be allowed to get dry and hard,

FIG. I. — "GUN CASE" PATTERN,
FIG. 2.—JOINT FOR WOOD WORK.
FIG. 3.—WOOD MARKED BEADY FOR
CUTTING. FIGS. 4 AND 5.—BRIDGES
FOR HOLDING BOW. FIG. 6 —CASK,
COMPLETE. FIG. 7. — 'COFFIN "

PATTERN. FIG. 8.—SIDE AND SEC-
TION OF SAME. FIG. 9.—fLAN OF
ONE END. FIG. IO. — DIAGRAM
SHOWIN i MODE OP JOINING CURVED
ENDS TO SIDES. FIG. II.—PLAN OF TWO BOARDS THAT FORM

with a clean rag, in order to remove any loose dirt or

dust. Move the rubber in continuous and even

strokes, always in a circular direction, never reversing

it, pressing hard on the wood, and working away like

a Briton until the rubber begins to feel sticky. A
drop more of the polish will prevent this. Care must be
exercised that all portions of the wood receive an

TOP OF CASE. FIG. 12.—SECTION OF " COFFIN " CASE.

then, in a few hours, operations should be renewed

by papering down the surface with No. I glass paper,

in order to expose a smooth surface. The rubber

having been shifted to a clean part, it should be

moistened with polish and a drop or two of linseed

oil smeared on the surface with the finger, the polish-

ing process being again repeated until the surface

VOL. VII.—F F
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appears one smooth, uniform coat of polish. This

time the rubber should be passed over the wood as

light and rapid as possible, as too much pressure

causes the polish to be left about in patches. After

it has again been papered down, make up another

rubber, touch it with methylated spirits and a drop

of the polish, then go over the wood again with a

swift, gentle motion, first in circular strokes, but as

the surface appears to dry, finish by a backward and

forward stroke, this will gradually remove the oil, and

allow the mirror-like glass of the polish to be seen

;

but too much spirit must not be used, otherwise the

polish will be brought off.

The wood is now allowed to stand for a few hours

previous to spiriting off. A fresh rubber having been

prepared, apply a few drops of methylated spirit and

go over the surface again as quickly as possible,

moistening the rubber with fresh spirit when it begins

to drag, the strokes of the rubber been finally tra-

versed off either end of the wood.

When the oil has been completely worked out the

surface will not be marked if the hot hand is pressed

upon it, the moisture being evaporated immediately.

Oil is sometimes used with the first rubber, but this is

a bad plan, as it is apt to exude through the polish in

a few months.

After the polishing has been finished and allowed

to get thoroughly dry, the handle and the escutcheon

should be screwed on the case, which is now finished,

presenting the appearance of Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 is a plan of one of the ordinary violin

cases, which can be made of yellow or white pine,

and when finished should be stained and varnished.

It can be made in the following manner : First make
the bottom. This will measure 30J inches from a to

B, <)\ inches from C to D, and 4i inches from E to F,

each end being rounded as in the figure. Next pre-

pare two sides, measurement 24J inches by 3J inches,

tapering to 3J inches, % inch thick. (See Fig. 8.)

Then make the two curved pieces. These must be

bent hot, or portions of cheese boxes, to be had from

any butterman's for a few pence, will prove suitable

for them. Measurement for the broad end, 18J in. by

5 in. by T
3
5 in. thick ; narrow end, 17J by 3! in., j\ in.

thick. (See Fig. 9.) Now proceed to half-check

both of the sides, so that the end will fit flush on the

face of them (reference to Fig. 10 will make this

clear); just fasten them together lightly, but without

any glue, and then try how the bottom fits ; if it is all

right, glue the two surfaces together with some strong

glue (Le Page's Carriage Glue is the best), and then

fix the wood in hand-screws, in order that the joint

may be evenly pressed together. When dry, plane

up the edges, and fit the bottom by gluing all round
the edge, and bradding together with 1 inch brads,

the holes having been bored with a fine bradawl,

being careful not to split the wood. The rounded

ends should not be nailed, as the wood is far too

thin, and would be liable to split, so a backing

of g inch wood should be glued round each end.

(This backing is indicated by the shaded portion in

Fig. 10.)

The lid must now be made. Prepare two pieces

of wood measuring 31 inches long by 5J inches at

one end and 2 i inches at the other; thickness, ^ inch.

(See Fig. n.) Wet the inside of each of these pieces,

and then hold the other side to the fire, so that it may
get hollow on the heated side ; try each piece with a

straightedge until it is f inch hollow in the middle.

These pieces must then be fitted on to the top of the

case, so that they are close at each of the sides and

fit evenly round the curved top. (See Fig. 12.)

The inside edge of both these pieces must be

carefully planed, so that they will fit accurately along

the centre when glued together, which may be done

by gluing both edges and then rubbing them to-

gether ; this lid, when dry, being glued and bradded

in the same manner as the bottom.

When finished, the case is cut open by setting the

gauge to i\ inches from the bottom, using a tenon

saw. The edges must then be planed, so that they

will fit close when placed together ; a narrow slip of

wood, projecting about \ inch, should be glued round

the inside of each end, so that the lid may shut

evenly with the body ; a fillet of wood must also be

glued along the centre joint inside the lid, carefully

hollowing it out when dry, so that the inside may
present a uniform curvature. (This fillet will be seen

in Fig. 12.)

The seat for the violin should now be made, and

the compartment fitted up as before described, a

place for the bow in the lid also being made ; the

hinges (2 inch brass butts) and the lock being put

on, the case, after the staining and varnishing, is

completed.

Stephens' Stain may be obtained from any large

colourman; or, for the benefit of those who like to do

everything themselves, I will give directions for pre-

paring stain to imitate the various woods. For a

mahogany stain, asphaltum thinned with turpentine

answers admirably, or wash the wood with a solution

composed of nitric acid 1 part, water 10 parts ; if a

rosewood tint is desired, wash over the above with

carmine or Munich lake; for a cherry stain, rain-

water 3 quarts, anatto 4 ozs., boil in a copper kettle

until the anatto is dissolved, and then add a lump of

potash about the size of a walnut, boil for another half

hour, then bottle for use. For a black stain, procure

some logwood chips, and make a strong decoction by

boiling them in water; brush this over the wood
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several times by means of a soft brush, letting the

wood dry each time. Let the last coat get quite dry,

then brush it over with a solution of copperas (proto-

sulphate of iron). This will have the effect of turning

the wood a deep dull black. To imitate satinwood

:

Alcohol i pint, ground turmeric \\ oz., powdered
gamboge J oz. ; let it remain untouched for some
time, then strain through fine muslin, and apply with

a sponge. This makes a most beautiful imitation of

satinwood. By diluting the first-mentioned stain, or

adding various proportions of red, a variety of dif-

ferent tints may be obtained.

Fig. 13 shows another form, the violoncello pattern

;

to make which proceed as follows : Make the bottom

first, using \ inch wood, the inside measurement

being as follows : length from A to B, 30 inches
;

width at C, 8* inches ; at D, 7 inches ; at E and F,

4 inches : from E to E, 14^ inches. The sides, which

are 3 inches deep, and of \ inch wood, having been

properly mitred and cut, should be glued in their

respective positions to the bottom, screwing them
together when the glue has become dry ; after which,

plane the top edge all round, and proceed to cut a lid

to the same shape as the bottom ; but in the middle

of the broad end of this an opening must be cut,

about 12 inches long and 3 inches in width. (See

Fig. 14.) When this has been done, glue and screw

the lid on to the case, then make two pieces to set up

over this opening in the lid, tapering slightly (see

Fig. 15), another piece of wood being fitted on to the

end. (See Fig. 16, which represents the end of

the case, the dotted lines showing the position of the

sides.)

Having finished the case, it should be cut open as

before described, and lined according to fancy, a

compartment being made at one end, and the bow
being fitted in the lid—of course, keeping it clear of

the aperture—the hinges and the lock are fixed on

last.

There will be no necessity with this case to make
the cardboard lining to the shape of the violin, but

two pieces of wood (see Figs. 17 and 13) with brass

hooks screwed on their upper edges, should be

glued, one on each side of the neck, in the position

shown in Fig. 13. The violin having been placed in

the case, a flat indiarubber ring is just hitched over

each end of these hooks, thus keeping the instrument

in its place, and preventing the possibility of it acci-

dentally falling out of the case.

If some time and trouble is spent in turning out

one or other of the cases given in the foregoing in-

structions, I trust that the maker will be enabled to

construct a case for his " fiddle '' that he need not be

ashamed of in any company, and which will be

eminently satisfactory to himself.

THE BANJO:
HOW MADE, AND HOW PLAYED.

By F. E. TREBLA.

II. — Handle — Facing— Manner of Fixing It—
Bridge— Hoor — Band — Brackets — Tail-tiece
—Pegs — Frets—Positions—Banjo Case—Banjo
Tutors—Five and Seven-Stringed Instruments
—Hints on Playing—Conclusion.

N this chapter I shall explain the making

and putting together of a banjo superior

both in appearance and quality of tone

to the one described in my first paper.

Fig. 1 will show that a great deal more

time, trouble, and money will have to be expended on

this banjo ; but the capital thus laid out will bear

compound interest that will well repay the worker.

In Fig. 1 the dimensions are the same as those

given in Chap. I., with the exception of the thickness

of the handle, which must be a quarter of an inch fcss

than the other, in order to leave room for a " facing."

This facing may be made of rosewood, but ebony

looks better ; it should be :j inch thick. The manner

of fixing it to the handle is this. When the latter has

been shaped and finished, and the upper surface

made quite level, the top should be covered with a

layer of thin glue and the facing placed upon it, and

when it has firmly set the edges should be trimmed

to match the handle. As this facing runs the whole

length of the handle, it will have to be sawn in two at

A, to allow the bridge to be inserted. The under part

of the handle should be carefully rounded off and

sandpapered, so as to comfortably rest in the hollow

of the left hand, between the thumb and first finger.

A great deal depends upon this, as, in passages

requiring rapid execution, the hand will have to be

moved about quickly, and it will make all the differ-

ence between a piece nicely played and one gone

through in a slip-shod manner. The bridge for this

banjo is made of ivory, but in other respects it is

similar to the one described before.

Now for the hoop. This is made ot oak, of the

same dimensions as in Chap. I. ; but it is further

strengthened by a hoop of brass which fits on the

outside. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 3, where

A is the oak and b the brass hoop. It is made from a

strip of sheet brass, the same length as the strip of

oak, but A inch wider, and before the ends are brazed

together the top and bottom edges should be neatly

turned over, as shewn in the cut, to prevent the rough

edge from cutting the vellum or injuring the clothes of

the player. When this has been done, the two ends

may be brazed together, and the oak hoop placed in-

side in position ; thus they will, to all intents and

purposes, become one stiff hoop. The band, D, is
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made similarly of a strip of brass A inch wide, and

before it is brazed a piece of \ inch wire must be

soldered down the middle of it along its whole length.

This will keep the hooks of the brackets from touch-

ing the vellum and injuring it.

Twenty-four brackets—or, better still, thirty-six

—

will be wanted, and holes should now be bored in the

hoops to receive the bracket stays, and the nuts, with

their washers, screwed up tight inside the hoop.

Great care must be exercised in boring all the holes

the same distance from each other and also from the

bottom of the hoop, so that each bracket may pull

the band down with the same force.

at the top end of the pegs, and a small disc of ivory

or mother-of-pearl inserted in the hole, it will improve

the appearance of them. The stem must, of course,

be made slightly conical, and should accurately fit the

holes intended for their reception, so that they may
all be the same height above the handle, as any

irregularity in this respect gives a slovenly appear-

ance to the work. Fig. 7 gives a side view of the

handle, showing the facing and position of the notes.

The latter are indicated by the small dots running

down the side of the handle, and are fixed in the

following manner : At certain distances small holes

should be drilled, about 5 inch deep, with a T
3
5 drill,

FIG. 3.—HOOP OF OAK AND BRASS. FIG. 4.—TAIL-PIECE FITTED TO END OF HANDLE. FIG. 5.—IVORY TAIL-PIECE.

FIG. 6.—PEG FOR TIGHTENING STRING. FIG. 7.—SIDE VIEW OF HANDLE, SHOWING FACING AND POSITION OF NOTES.
FIGS. 8, 9.—MODE OF FIXING HOOP TO HANDLE. FIG. IO.—CASE FOR BANJO.

At the bottom of the handle, in Fig. i, is shown a

little carved work, which, of course, is optional. If

the amateur is handy in the use of carving tools, a

little exercise of his skill will embellish the instrument

without much trouble on his part. Fig. 4 shows the

arrangement of the tail-piece, as fitted to the end of

the handle. The tail-piece itself is shown in Fig. 5,

and is made of ivory ; the length and width may be

the same as that described in the preceding chapter.

Fig. 6 shows one of the pegs for tightening the strings.

They should be made of ivory, or ebony, or any hard

wood that is not liable to split. The handles of the

pegs may be cut into the shape of a Maltese cross, or

any other design preferred. If a small hole be bored

just below the lower edge of the facing ; a drop of

glue is then dropped into the holes, and a small disc

of ivory or mother-of-pearl set in each hole. These

discs may be purchased from any dealer in musical

instruments for a trifle, and are preferable to cutting

frets across the facing, as, in addition to their being

more easily seen when using the banjo, their adoption

leaves the top of the facing free from cuts or marks of

any kind.

Figs. 8 and 9 show the manner for fixing the hoop

to the handle. This arrangement is rendered neces-

sary by the extra number of brackets, which will not

admit of the plan described in my former paper being

adopted. A triangular piece of brass, or hard wood

—
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Fig. 10 shows the general construction. Lay the banjo upon the baize, and
with a piece of chalk mark out the general outline, leaving about a quarter

of an inch all round to allow for stitching. Remove the banjo, and double

the baize so as to have two thicknesses, then cut with a pair of scissors

along the chalk line ; this will give the top and bottom of the case.

Next, measure the distance from A to E, where the handle enters the

hoop, then round the hoop to the tail-piece ; cut two strips of the

same width as the hoop, allowing \ inch at each edge, and you will

have the two sides of the case. Another strip to go half round
the hoop will be required, and when the upper edge has been
stitched to the edge of the flap, c D, and a few button-holes

made, to correspond with buttons on the other strip, the

whole thing will be complete, and will be very service-

able to keep the banjo from injury. Of course, those

readers who are fortunate enough to possess sisters

willing to help may with advantage shift the burden

of this part of the work on to their fair shoulders,

it being more suited to their nimble fingers

than to the clumsy fists of the male sex.

I think I have now explained all that is

necessary for the making of the two

instruments, and a few hints and

a

bit
of ash

will do—
is serened

to the under

side of the

handle, inside

the hoop, and two

wedges (also of some
hard wood) firmly

pushed up between it

and the hoop. This plan

is quite as efficient as the

other, and allows the handle
to be withdrawn from the hoop
whenever it may be necessary to

do so. Fig. 2 shows clearly the

proper distance of the frets or side

frets, reckoning from the top bridge a.

It will thus be seen that the nearer they

are to the hoop the closer they are together,

and great care must be exercised in fixing the

frets so as to have each of them the exact di

tance indicated, or discords will be the result

—

anything but harmonious to ears musical. In Fig. 2

may also be seen certain stars, squares, and other

devices which, in addition to improving the appearance
of the banjo, serve to indicate the different " positions,"

or chords, and are of great assistance in playing. They
are made of ivory or mother-of-pearl, and may be bought for

about fourpence each at any shop where banjoes are sold, and

must be inlaid into the facing so as to come quite flush with

the surface. The best plan is to cut the places for them with

fret-saw before the facing is glued to the handle ; then, when
facing is fixed down, the holes may be filled with glue and the stars

inserted. They are placed at the second, fifth, seventh, tenth, four-

teenth, and seventeenth frets.

It is a good plan to have a case in which to keep the banjo and protect

it from the dust and damp, and this may easily be made of green baize.

wrinkles will conclude the subject.

I should strongly advise the ama-

teur who is thinking of learning

the banjo in earnest— this I

say advisedly, as so many,

after hearing a banjo played

by a good player, get

very enthusiastic and

begin at once to learn

it themselves, only

to throw it up

get

iffi-

in

ght

earnest,

k

on,

FIG. I.— FANJO, COMPLETE.

FIG. 2.—GRADUATES OF FACING.
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to make the banjo described in this paper in pre-

ference to the former one, unless he is bound down
by the state of his purse, for, practically speaking,

the first cost is the last, and when it is carefully

finished off it will always be a thing of beauty, hence

a joy for ever.

If the amateur prefers making a five or seven-

stringed instrument, the handle should be made corre-

spondingly narrower or wider, as the case may be.

In the five-stringed banjo the fourth "string is omitted,

and the fifth string tuned to C (or on special occa-

sions to D), instead of G. In the seven-stringed

banjo a string is added between the fourth and fifth

strings of a six-stringed instrument, and tuned to C,

one note below the fourth string.

Several tutors are published, among the best being

Hopwood and Crew's tutor, published at eighteen-

pence, or Turner's at one shilling. If a more thorough

and elaborate instruction-book be desired, I can con-

fidently recommend Ellis's book at half-a-crown. The
latter work goes more into detail, and explains more
minutely the various difficulties that beset the learner.

I will just add a few hints about playing. The
instrument being rather heavy, the player should rest

the lower edge of the hoop on the right leg, near the

thigh, and let the upper edge of the hoop rest against

his body, the handle being held in the left hand
between the fore-finger and thumb. The right hand

should be arched over the strings, with the wrist rest-

ing on the edge of the hoop, and the little finger resting

on the vellum, so that the strings may be touched

only with the tips of the fingers and thumb. If, how-

ever, the player has occasion to play in a standing

position, a piece of thick silk cord fastened to each

end of the handle, and passing over the right shoulder,

will take the weight off the hands, and leave them free

to do the fingering. Care should be observed when
playing not to pull the strings up, or they will flap

against the finger-board and produce a disagreeable

noise ; also, to press the strings firmly with the left

hand, as the tighter they are pressed the clearer the

notes will be. It is by no means a difficult instru-

ment to learn, and anyone, with a little perseverance,

can, with the aid of a cheap banjo tutor, in a very

short space of time master all the little difficulties and
gain a knowledge of the various standard chords, so

as to be able to accompany songs or play solos.

In conclusion, I would express the hope that every

one who makes a banjo may derive as much pleasure

from it as I have from mine, and assuredly they will

not regret the time and trouble spent upon it. The
affection of a maker for his work, be it of what kind

it may, is generally very great; but when a man has

succeeded in making a musical instrument his plea-

sure in it is very far greater in degree.

WALL SHELVES IN TURNED AND
FRETTED WORK.

By A. MARTIN.
«

(For Fig.'. I to 1 5 inclusive, sec Folding Sheet issued with
this Pari.)

T is no uncommon thing to find in a room
a piece of wall space which requires

more than a picture, no matter how
good, to make it look satisfactory; and it

is for such a place that the wall shelves

illustrated in our Folding Supplement this month
are intended.

The article consists of a shelf with an arcading of

turned and fretted work in front, with a mirror be-

hind to reflect the ornaments placed in front of it.

Below that is a smaller shelf, with a mirror behind it

as well ; while the top, with turned balusters and

fretted centre-piece along the front edge, may be

utilized for showing some large plates or vases.

The construction of these shelves is not very intri-

cate, and the ornamental features are wholly executed

by the fret-saw and turning lathe, two tools favourites

with all woodworking amateurs, and which produce

work that contrasts nicely when placed side by side

in the same piece of furniture. The monotony one

feels in examining an article in which everything is

fretted, or in which everything is turned, is, to put it

mildly, rather unpleasant ; each is shown off at a

great disadvantage. Their proper position and

function is to ornament an article—to make a really

useful article more pleasing to the eye, but in no way
to interfere with the purposes for which the article is

made, or with the construction of the article itself.

Ornament construction, but do not construct orna-

ment. There was far too much construction of orna-

ment in all kinds of furniture in use twenty or thirty

years ago ; but the taste of the nation is being so cul-

tivated to perceive and appreciate really appropriate

ornamentation, that soon it may be impossible to get

these old monstrosities except in a second-hand fur-

niture dealer's.

After this deviation we must resume our subject

proper. The wood our wall shelves are to be made
of must be settled before much can be done. Oak or

mahogany would, either of them, be quite suitable.

The front and side elevations of our wall shelves are

given in Figs. I and 2 respectively, and in Fig. 3 is

given a plan. All these figures are drawn to the scale

shown along side, or, in other words, one-sixth real

size. By this scale the whole job will be found to

measure about 3 feet high, 2 feet wide, and stand 8

inches out from the wall. All the rest of the diagrams

are drawny«// size.

The first thing to do after setting out all the main
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sizes full size on a. board—a proceeding that will save

much trouble afterwards, for from it all the measure-

ments for every different piece of wood will be taken—
the first thing to do is to. get the various pieces requiring

to be turned ready for the lathe. As the balustrade

along the top will be made separately, the four front

posts are only taken up to the under side of the top,

and will therefore be about i foot 10} inches long,

and 1 inch square. The finial at foot of pillar is shown
in Fig. iS, and the rest of the turning in Fig. 16,

where it must be observed that the members are con-

tinued from A to A, as the size of page would not take

in the full length of turning all in one piece, unless,

indeed, it had been placed diagonally, an arrange-

ment scarcely satisfactory, either from a space-

economising or an artistic standpoint. The two back
posts will be the same length and thickness, but will

only have the finials turned at their lower ends, as will

also the two shorter posts down below. These two

posts which run down from the smaller mirror are

about 12J inches long and 1 inch square ; then the

six posts in the top balustrade are 6] inches long,

allowing for a pin being turned on their lower ends,

J inch diameter and § inch long, to enter the top,

thereby fixing the balustrade in its position. The
turned finial for these six posts is shown in Fig. 17.

There are thirty spindles wanted altogether ; twenty-

four of these are 3 inches long and f inch diameter,

and six of them 2i inches long and i inch diameter,

these latter going in underneath the lower shelf. The
members for each of those sizes are given in Figs. 19

and 20. The enrichment in the cornice is turned, too.

To do this, however, four pieces of wood must be got,

14 inches long and 1 inch square ; dress them up and
glue them into a square block 14 inches by 2 inches by
2 inches. It is best to put a piece of brown paper in

the joints in order to get the four pieces apart again,

otherwise it might perhaps be troublesome to separate

them neatly. This 2 inch square is now turned as

shown in Fig. 22, the beads, etc., being repeated all its

length. In Fig. 21 is given a section of this ready for

splitting into its four parts, which are to be planted in

the cornice, as will be afterwards explained.

All the turning being done, we now proceed with

making the frame round the large glass. The uprights

are about 1 foot 8j inches long by 1 1 inches wide, and

} inch thick, and are checked for the glass, as shown
in Fig. 5. A top rail, 1 foot g\ inches long by i£

inches wide by J inch thick, and a bottom rail of the

same length and thickness, but 2j inches broad, are

mortised into the uprights, forming an opening for the

glass of 1 foot 5^ inches by 1 foot 7§ inches. To the

outside of this frame are screwed the two outside

posts of the back (see Fig. 5). The two short posts

have a centre rail ij inches broad and J inch thick,

checked to receive the glass, and a lower rail f inch

wide and If inch thick, and moulded as in Fig. II,

mortised into them at the proper position (see Fig. 1),

and those posts checked themselves for the side

brackets and for the glass (see Fig. 24), are half-

checked into the lower rail of the frame already made,

as shown in Fig. 25, where the dotted line shows a

section of this rail where not interfered with by the

half-checking of the two posts. The pieces at sides of

small mirror are now fitted into their places, when
they may be fretted, as shown in Fig. 15. Observe

that the backs of these pieces areflush with the back

surface of the posts, which are grooved to receive the

tongues left on them.

The spindles and fretwork below the lower shelf

may next be put in. The fretted piece is shown in

Fig. 10, where a tongue is indicated for fixing to the

two rails. The face of this fret should stand down

T
3
5 inch from the face of the rails. When everything

is ready this back may be glued up. The front posts

are then prepared to receive the shelf. The two centre

posts are checked J inch deep, and all the thickness

of this shelf, which is itself cut, as shown in Fig. 25,

where the dotted line shows the position the post

occupies when in its place. The two end posts are

worked in the form of a dovetail to receive the corner

of the shelf. Fig. 26 is a sketch of this dovetail in the

post, while Fig. 27 is a sketch of the corner of the

shelf prepared to fit into the post. Before the shelf,

however, is cut in this way for the posts, it should

have a hollow worked on its two edges on front and

ends, showing as in Fig. 11. The fretted arches are

tongued into the front posts (see Fig. 6), which is a

section of one of the centre ones. These arches go up

behind several members of the cornice just as far as

the posts go. The spindle rail, moulded as shown in

Fig. 11, is mortised into the posts (see Fig. I ), and

the spindles are fitted in between the spindle rail and

the shelf. The spindle rail and spindles are fitted on

the ends, and the end arches are tongued into the

front and back posts. As these end arches are only

\\ inches wider than the two small front arches, they

will be so very like each other that it is not necessary

to show them. The two brackets under the large

shelf are shown in Fig. 4, where at each end is shown

a tongue to enter the posts prepared for them.

When all are fitted properly, these brackets and

arches may be taken out and fretted as shown in the

various diagrams. Fig. 8 gives half of the centre

front arch, and Fig. 14 half of the side ones, the one

dotted line showing the centre line, and the other one

the parts covered with the cornice moulding. Fig. 14

is drawn upside down in order to save space, but that

need be no drawback to understanding the figure.

Those parts of the fretting that have lines drawn
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FIG. 21.— SECTION OF FIG. 22 WHEN
TURNED.

FIG. 22.—TURNED ENRICHMENTS FOR
CORNICE.
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/

FIG. 24.—SECTIONAL DIAGRAM SHOWING MODE OF CHECKING
SH5RT POST FOR SIDE BRACKETS AND GLASS.

FIG. 25.—SHELF CUT TO FIT INTO FRONT
POSTS.

FIG. 23.—SECTIONAL DIAGRAM SHOWING CONNEC-
TION OF SHORT POSTS AND LOWER RAIL.

FIG. 27.—SKETCH OF CORNER OF SHELF PREPARED TO FIT
INTO END POST.

FIG. 26. — DOVETAIL IN
END POST TO TAKE COR-
NER OF SHELF.

FIG. 28.—DIAGRAM SHOWING MODE OF CUTTING BACK EDGE OF
NARROW SHELF.
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across them—other than those representing the grain

of the wood, of course—are to be set dawn from the

surface. This is easily managed with a sharp chisel,

and greatly improves the look of the fretting and

brings the design out into greater relief.

To get the cornice put on, the front posts must be

cut down to the surface of the arches for 1 1 inches

from the top. This is done to get one clear surface to

fix the moulding to, as it is much easier than check-

ing the moulding round the posts. In Fig. 9 is shown

a section of the cornice, the first member of which is

1 1 inches broad and f inch thick, with a hollow worked

off the under edge ; this is mitred round the end.

Then the turned enrichment is split up into four

pieces ; two of these are required for the front, and

should be joined in the centre, so that a bead coming

next V part will completely hide the join ; while the

other two are required to continue the enrichment on

the ends. Take care to have the beads, etc., mitring

at the corners, for if they do not a very ugly corner

will be left. When these are all fast, the top, £ inch

thick and moulded on front and end, is screwed

down, completing the cornice, as shown in Fig. 9.

When the balustrade on the top is fixed down, it will

hide all the nails which fasten the top in its place.

The little narrow shelf is 1 foot 4I inches long,

5 inches wide, and i inch thick. Its front corners are

rounded (see dotted lines in Fig. 3), and its edge is

moulded, as in Fig. 12. The back edge of this shelf

should be cut at each end like Fig. 28, so that it will

fit against the different surfaces and lock into the

space left for it in the piece shown in Fig. 15. The
brackets supporting this shelf are shown in Fig. 13.

They are tongued into the post behind, and a pin

into the shelf keeps it in position ; while both

brackets and shelf are screwed through from behind.

The balustrade along the top is the only thing

now to put together. The centre fretted piece is

tongued into the two posts and cut as in Fig. 7, the

shaded portions, as before, being set down from the

surface. The spindles are fitted into two rails J inch

wide and | inch thick, which are mortised into the

posts ; the pins left on the posts then fasten the whole

thing in its place.

All the work should be carefully polished, and the

darker in colour it is finished the better. The glass

should be bevelled-edge glass, as the bevelling adds

so much sparkle and brightness to the appearance.

To fasten it to the wall ordinary wall plates may be

attached to the back, through which nails are put

into the wall, unless there be woodwork to which it

can be attached. Great care should be taken in

doing this, in order to prevent any disfigurement to

the wall, which is easily caused by injury to the plaster

dints and fractures caused in drawing the nails.

ELECTRO-GILDING AT HOME.
£y GEORGE EDWINSON.

WRITE this article for the benefit of

readers who reside at some distance

from a professional gilder, and find it

difficult to get little pieces of jewellery

regilded. Also for those amateurs who

desire to do a few things for themselves, solely for the

purpose of saying, " I made it and finished it all

myself."

Before giving instructions, I would first advise

my readers not to attempt the job, if they can get it

done by a professional man, for not only will he do

it better and cheaper than it can be done at home,

but the amateur will escape the unpleasant task of

working with poisonous and noxious substances. The

materials used in electro-gilding are not more poison-

ous than those used in electro plating, but the gilding

solution is more noxious than a silvering solution,

because the former must be worked hot and the steam

gives off an unpleasant poisonous odour, whilst the

latter can be worked cold. If we choose to disregard

this inconvenience, the two operations may be

regarded as equal with respect to their noxious

and poisonous natures. Unfortunately, from this

point of view, the best electro-gilding and electro-

silvering solutions contain cyanide of potassium (a

deadly poisonous substance, fatal to animal life) : but,

with special care in working all the solutions and

prudence on the part of the operators, all bad conse-

quences may be avoided. Care should always be

taken to avoid handling the poisonous substances with

the naked hand, breathing directly the noxious fumes

and vapours, or eating food with unwashed hands.

In electro-silvering and electro-gilding there are

features common to both, and, consequently, many of

the materials procured for carrying on the former

operation will be available in the latter. For instance,

the Daniell battery will be found useful, the scratch

brush, scratch brush lathe, scouring and polishing

materials, dipping acid and solutions, slinging wires,

and other workshop tools, will be the same as those

used in silver-plating. The experience gained in

preparing articles for silver-plating will also be useful,

as will also that in finishing the articles. We will

now note the points in which the two operations

differ.

Silvering solutions are worked cold, gilding solu-

tions work best at a temperature between 160° and

170 Fah. Silver goes on more slowly than gold,

therefore the latter metal does not require so much

battery power to deposit it in good condition, nor does

the article need such a long exposure in the gilding

solution as the same article would in a silvering
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solution. A tolerably good coat of siiver on a small

article will require an exposure of two hours'

duration at the least whilst subject to electric cur-

rent from two quart Daniell cells in series ; but a

good and lasting coat of gold can be put on the same
article in less than five minutes, with the small power

derived from a single pint Daniell cell. Then, too,

the cost of preparing and working the two solutions

differ as much as the relative value of the two metals,

and it will cost as much to make one gallon of gold

solution as would suffice for four gallons of silvering

solution.

Professional electro-gilders are acquainted with

many various methods of making up a gilding solu-

tion, but, of the many known to me, there is only one

that I can recommend to the amateur worker, and

that one may be taken as the second best used in the

trade. The best solution undoubtedly is that of the

double cyanide of gold and potassium in distilled

water, made direct by the chemical combination of

the various materials above mentioned. But the

successful manipulation of these costly materials

without waste, can only be achieved by a worker

skilled in chemical handicraft ; therefore, we must

have recourse to the second best method. This will

give us a solution of double cyanide 'of gold and

potassium, together with some caustic potash, or

potassium oxidised by the electric current, a salt not

needed in the solution, but one that will not practically

interfere with the proper working of the solution.

The Gilding Solution.—This, subsequently named
the " Gold Bath,'' is made as follows :—-Place one

quart of pure distilled water in an enamelled iron

vessel, together with four ounces of best potassium

cyanide, and heat the whole over a spirit lamp or

Bunsen burner, until the cyanide of potassium has

dissolved and the liquid shows a temperature of 160°

Fah. or 65 ° Cent. Keep up to this temperature whilst

dissolving the gold therein as herewith directed.

Make up a battery of three quart Daniell cells in

series, conduct stout copper wires from the poles of

the battery to the sides of the vessel containing the

heated solution of potassium cyanide, and bend the

ends of the wires to dip in this solution.

To the wire proceeding from the copper element

of the battery, hang a strip or plate of pure gold,

dipping into the hot liquid. To the wire proceeding

from the zinc element of the battery, hang a plate or

strip of platinum foil, on another a strip of pure gold.

Whilst a current of electricity passes from the battery

through the solution of potassium cyanide by way of

the gold plate or anode, the gold will dissolve off from

the same, and pass into the cyanide solution where it

will mix with double its equivalent of cyanide of

potassium. When a sufficient quantity of gold has thus

dissolved offtoforma gilding solution, a portion of the

gold will deposit upon the opposite plate of platinum

or of gold, or it will be deposited on any other piece

of metal that may be substituted for the platinum. To
form a good solution, the current from the battery

should be allowed to pass from one plate to the other,

until at least five dwts. of gold have passed into the

solution, and the gold bath is made.

It is now ready for gilding, and may be worked
by the current from one cell alone, always keeping
it up to a temperature of 160" or thereabout, and
admitting the current from a plate of pure gold, pre-

senting a surface in the bath equal to that of the

article or articles (suspended in it on the other side)

to be gilded. A much lower temperature will cause

the deposit of gold to assume a brassy appearance,

but a higher temperature will redden the deposit,

and thus by lowering or raising the temperature,

various grades of tint may be secured. If the surface

of the anode exposed to the action of the bath be
less than that of the article to be gilded, the bath will

become poor in gold, and the deposit will be ofa bad
colour ; but, on the other hand, if the surface be in

excess, the bath will become enriched and gold will

go on too fast to look well. Therefore, care should be

taken to keep the bath at one pitch of richness when
uniform results are desired.

Management of the Bath.—Having secured a good
gilding bath, keep it in good working condition by
careful management. To this end, carefully observe

and carry into practice the following directions. Keep
up the quantity of solution by adding pure distilled

water occasionally to make up for that evaporated.

This is best done at night, or when the job is done for

the day. Keep up the metal richness of the bath

with pure gold only. If the anode does not dissolve

freely and cleanly, add a small piece of potassium

cyanide to the bath, but be careful not to add this in

excess, for too much of it will cause the deposit to

be of a foxy-brown tint, and the gold will strip from

the article when brushed or burnished. Keep the

solution clean and free from all foreign substances,

and to this end see that all the articles to be gilded

are free from dirt. Should the solution become dirty,

clean it by filtering through a piece of clean calico or

linen, or through filter paper. Do not allow any base

metals to hang in the bath, suspended from the anode

wire, or from any other part, except whilst receiving

a deposit.

Preparing the Work.— Prepare the articles as for

silver-plating. They must be freed from all dirt, not

only visible dirt such as corrosion, verdigris, rust,

grease, lacquer, paint, and smoke, but also the

invisible dirt left by sweating hands or contact with

any other part of the body. Metal corrosion of all
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kinds must be removed by loosening the dirt in an

acid pickle, then scrub and polish the article. Paint,

and some of the lacquers on metal work, can be

removed by the application of liquid ammonia.

Lacquer can be moved in warm spirits of wine.

Smoke and tarnish will generally yield to a strong

solution of potassium cyanide. Grease and sweat

must be removed by boiling the article in a solution

of caustic alkali, such as caustic soda, or potash.

After removing dirt by other means, it is advisable to

dip all articles in the caustic alkali solution, then rinse

them in warm water, before transferring them to the

gilding bath.

Articles intended to have a polished surface after

being gilt, must have that surface well polished before

gilding. Articles intended to have a dead surface

after gilding, must be made dead or rough by dipping

in acid, and left rough when placed in the gilding bath.

I will now suppose a few typical jobs, and show how
these should be done. Suppose first, an Albert chain,

made of brass, German silver, silver, or one of the

so-called golds largely advertised. The gilt has worn

off, or the silver tint has departed with wear, and it

is desired to have the chain gilded. The process

of preparation in this case, as taken from the wearer,

is most simple. First, boil the chain in water con-

taining a quantity of washing soda ; then, well soap

the chain, dip it in fine sand or powdered bathbrick,

and rub it well in the hands ;
rinse out all the sand in

clean water, soap the chain again, dip in powdered

whiting, and again rub in the hand for a few minutes
;

lastly, well rinse in clean warm water, string a few of

the links, here and there, on a piece of fine copper

or brass wire and suspend in the bath to be gilded.

Finger rings and plain bracelets may be similarly

treated. Brooches, lockets, pins, ear-rings, and other

articles, with patterns cut or stamped in them, should

have the sand and the whiting applied to the orna-

mental parts with an old tooth-brush, or be well

brushed with a scratch-brush.

Portraits, glass, etc., must be removed from the

backs of lockets. When stones are cemented to pins,

brooches, etc., they are apt to come out in the process

of boiling and gilding. It happens, sometimes, that an

ornament composed of metal beads strung on silk has

to be gilded j these are best gilded in a shallow pan

made of platinum foil. Silk will not convey the

current from bead to bead, but each bead in contact

with the platinum foil will receive a coat of gold. The
foil can be hung on the anode wire and the gold it

has taken be dissolved into the solution without

injury thereto. The links of fine chains are some-

times united with silk after being broken. These

must be discovered and mended with wire before

attempting to gild the chain. Frail articles made of

filigree work must be tenderly handled and should

only be boiled and well rinsed to clean them.

I will next suppose an old heir-loom, such as an

old buckle or bracelet laid by for many years, and

thickly corroded with rust or verdigris. Make up an

acid pickle of sulphuric acid one pint, water one pint,

nitric acid and muriatic acid, of each one fluid ounce.

String the articles on a piece of stout brass or copper

wire ; swill them in the acid pickle, rinse in clean

water, then scrub the corroded parts with a stiff brush

dipped in wet fine sand, or well brush them with a

scratch-brush. Again rinse in water, swill in acid,

rinse and scrub, and repeat this treatment until all

corrosion has been removed, then polish the surface,

boil in the soda water, rinse in warm water and hang

in the bath. If parts of the article have been

varnished, or lacquered, or show signs of grease, it

must be first boiled in a pickle composed of water one

pint, strong liquid ammonia one teaspoonful, cyanide

of potassium half an ounce. This will loosen the

varnish and render the article fit for the acid pickle.

Steel articles may be gilded direct after being cleaned,

polished, and boiled in the soda pickle ; but the bath

must be hot and the battery power brisker than that

used for other metals. It is not advisable to hang

several different metals in the bath together, since

they act electrically upon each other and thus spoil

the deposit.

Finishing tlie Work.—Let the articles hang for a

minute or two in the bath, then take them out, when

it will be seen that they are coated with a brown

surface, not at all like gold. Swill them gently for a

few moments in the bath solution, rinse in water, and

then brush the surface with a scratch-brush. As the

brushing proceeds, the brown surface will disappear

and the true gold colour of the deposit will be shown.

Brush until an uniform gold surface is secured, again

rinse in water, and finish off by gently swilling the

article in the bath whilst the slinging wire is attached

to the receiving, or cathode wire of the battery. The
motion given to the article in this way, will largely

influence the colour of the surface of the deposit, a

pale straw being secured by a rapid motion, the tint

deepening as the motion becomes slower, until

the brown tint first observed spreads over the

surface when the article is at rest. When the

desired tint has been secured, remove the article,

rinse it in hot water and set aside in a clean place to

dry. Albert chains are first rinsed, then rolled in

saw-dust and rubbed in the hand until dry and

polished. Finer chains and delicately formed articles

must receive more gentle treatment, and be brushed

with a scratch-brush made of fine brass wire. The

final polish may be given to gtlded articles, by rubbing

the surface with wash-leather coated with rouge, or
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plate powder. When a clear, bright, hard surface is

desired, it must be burnished with smooth steel or

agate burnishers. Very pretty effects are produced

by burnishing the raised parts of ornamental work,

and leaving the other parts dead.

It is absolutely necessary to use plates of pure gold

in making up the gold bath by the battery process,

and in maintaining it in working order ; but alloyed

gold may be used in making solutions by the chemi-

cal process. Standard gold, or gold alloyed in any

way, must not be used as anode plates, for alloyed

solutions will not deposit pure gold, and they give

much trouble to the operator. English standard gold

coins of the ordinary rich red tint contain copper,

and this cannot be easily separated from the gold by

an amateur refiner ; but the pale yellow Australian

gold coins may be used in making up a gilding bath

by what is termed the chemical process, since these

coins contain silver instead of copper, and silver can be

easily separated from gold by boiling the alloy in acid.

Prepare a mixture of muriatic acid one and a quarter

fluid ounce, nitric acid half fluid ounce, and pure dis-

tilled water half fluid ounce. Heat this mixture in a

porcelain cup or basin, on a sand bath over a spirit

lamp or Bunsen burner in the chimney corner, where

there is a good draught to take away the poisonous

fumes. When the mixture has attained a steaming heat,

immerse in it an Australian sovereign. The acid will

dissolve all the gold and silver and convert the latter

into an insoluble salt of silver, named silver chloride.

Continue the heat until nearly all the free acid has

been driven off in steam, and the liquid becomes

thick and almost black. Let this stand until cool,

when it should be a dense mass of very dark red

crystals. Dissolve these in a pint of hot distilled

water, decant the liquid carefully into a large basin

or dish, rinse the silver precipitate (remaining) with

distilled water until the rinsings cease to be yellow,

adding these to the decanted liquid.

This liquid is a solution of gold terchloride in dis-

tilled water, and it must be altered to one of double

cyanide of gold and potassium to make a gold bath.

To do this, make up a solution of cyanide of potas-

sium, one ounce in a pint of distilled water, and add
this carefully to the gold terchloride solution, until the

mixed liquids become turbid. After some time, an
orange tinted precipitate will form and slowly fall to

the bottom of the vessel. This is the single cyanide

of gold. There is a possibility of so arranging the

quantity of the two liquids, as to throw down all the

gold from the gold terchloride solution as a precipi-

tate of single cyanide of gold, to wash this in dis-

tilled water, and then dissolve it in a solution of

cyanide of potassium to form a solution of double

cyanide of gold and potassium. Skilled operators

can do this without wasting the gold, and thus make

up a pure gold bath, but a novice will be sure to

lose a large quantity of gold, because he will not

have had experience in detecting the signs indicating

the complete success of the operation.

An insufficient quantity of the cyanide solution

will leave gold in the form of the terchloride in the

solution, and a slight excess ofcyanide will dissolve the

precipitate ere it has had time to reach the bottom of

the vessel, and thus leave gold in the form of the

double cyanide in the solution. As amateurs cannot

afford to run the risk of losing gold in this way, it will

be advisable to make a slightly inferior gold bath,

by adding a sufficient excess of cyanide of potassium

to dissolve all the precipitate, thus making up a solu-

tion containing potassium chloride. This will work

fairly well for some time, by using a pure gold anode

plate and enough free cyanide of potassium to pro-

perly dissolve the gold plate.

Although I have thus shown how to make up a gold

bath by using an Australian gold coin, I by no means

recommend an amateur to attempt the task of refining

gold at home, since all such attempts will surely

result in a loss of the precious metal, with loss from

cost of acids and other materials consumed in the

process. Gold coins are best used in buying pure

gold, and alloyed gold should be sold or exchanged

for pure gold at a refiner's or dealer's shop.

As this article is a continuation of the papers on
" Electro-plating at Home,'' published in Vol. I. of

Amateur Work, I must refer my readers to them

if they wish to learn how to make the necessary bat-

teries, scratch-brushes, scratch-brush lathe, polishers,

burnishers, etc., etc. All materials and tools, and also

solutions, may be bought from dealers in electrical

apparatus, some of whom advertise their addresses in

the advertisement sheets of this journal. A stone-

ware jar immersed in a vessel of hot water, and

heated to the required temperature, will do even

better for a vessel to hold the gold bath than one of

enamelled iron. A good steel bodkin well polished,

will serve very well for a burnisher. A thermometer

is necessary, and this instrument must have the scale

of degrees marked on its stem, for it must be used

apart from its wooden support, since the vapours

arising from the gold bath and the solution itself will

destroy the varnish and markings on a wooden scale.

The most suitable thermometers for this purpose, and

also for all chemical tests, are those with a double

glass tube, the outer one enclosing a "milk scale."

Information on Electro-gilding will be found in

" Electro-plating," by J. W. Urquhart ;
" Electro-me-

tallurgy," by J. Napier; "Electro-metallurgy," by

A.Watt ;
" Art of Electro-metallurgy," by G. Gore ; and

"Electricity : itsTheory, Sources, etc," by J.T. Sprague.
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THE FORMS OF TOOLS.
By A FOREMAN PATTERN-MAKER.

IX.

—

Saws.

T has been questioned whether the saw pro-

perly belongs to the class of cutting, or to

that of scraping, tools—that is, whether

the teeth are to be regarded individually

as wedges or as scrapes. Looking at the

way in which the teeth are presented to the surface of

the work, whether in cross-cut saws (Fig. 119, F) or

in ordinary ripping saws (Fig. 119, c) we can scarcely

regard them as other than scrapes, pure and simple,

just as we should relegate broaches and milling tools

to the same class. In the cross-cut saws, the angle

of top rake, if we may so term it, is as high as 120
,

while very few saws have a lower angle than So°.

Moreover, the material is in no case removed as a

shaving or chip, but always in the form of dust,

scraped or abraded off.

Yet, if we have regard to the angles at which the

tooth edges are sharpened, we shall feel disposed to

modify our opinion on this point. Looking, as a

rather extreme case, at the enlarged view of the gullet

teeth in Fig. 119, D, we see, both in plan and in end

elevation, that, owing to the large angles at which the

teeth are sharpened, they must certainly act as knives

in the severance of the grain, dividing it in detail pre-

cisely like axes and skew rebate planes. To this rule

there is, I think, no exception, unless in the saws for

metal, which are sharpened straight across. Hence,

we must not be too hasty in our generalization, but

had better regard saws much as we did drills, dies,

and taps, as of doubtful relationship, and say that they

operate, as regards individual teeth, like cutting tools

or wedges ; while their total action is akin to that of

the scrapes. Their points of resemblance, and of

difference regarded in relation to either class, render it

impossible to assign them a definite position in either.

The earliest known saws are formed of flint, finely

chipped down the edge, of which Figs. 120 and 121

may be taken as typical. Some would hesitate before

allowing the claims of such instruments to rank with

saws, yet there can be no well grounded doubt on

the matter. The fine serrations are a characteristic

wholly absent from all other implements of igneous or

siliceous material. These forms, variously modified,

recur again and again in England, in the south of

France, in the Swiss lake dwellings, and in Denmark.

As many as seventy-eight have been found in a

single Yorkshire barrow. To those who object to the

length of time required for the effective action of such

tools, we can only give the reminder that time is value«

less to a savage, and that we simply have to take facts

as we find them, instead of endeavouring to people the

old world by the light of the ideas of our own advanced

age. From an inspection of certain grooves or kerfs

found in stone implements, the Swiss antiquaries are

inclined to believe that the obdurate flint itself was cut

with saws, their action being assisted by the use of sand

and water. Saws of bronze have occurred in Scandi-

navia, France, and Germany. They are usually slightly

curved, and have a rivet hole near one end for the

handle, Fig. 122. A copper saw found at Santorin,

in the Grecian archipelago, has the teeth arranged for

drawing towards the workman when cutting. The
pyramid builders used saws for cutting the hardest

stones, as is evidenced by the regularly parallel

grooves on the cut surfaces.

Among the civilized nations of antiquity the saw

in various forms was used, as is evidenced both by

drawings and occasional relics ; and from these it ap-

pears that the frame, hand, and cross-cut saws were

known to the ancients. Among savage tribes notched

shells, sharks' teeth, flint chips cemented to a suitable

backing, and fish bones, have done duty as saws. We
have therefore to deal with a very ancient and widely

differentiated implement, and one which, in point of

utility and antiquity, ranks next to the chisel.

Modern saws may be divided into two great

classes—the rectilinear, the continuous or circular,

and the ribbon forms. The first embraces the vast

majority used, and, necessarily having a reciprocating

motion, the cutting and non-cutting strokes alternate

;

in the second the cutting is continuous, but involves

the employment of suitable mechanism for driving.

We need not pursue their classification, but simply

make such practical remarks on the forms of saws,

and of saw teeth, as will best accord with the scope of

these articles.

The hand saw is used for all the ordinary opera-

tions of cutting up board into fragments of small size,

for constructive purposes, and divides the wood both

with and across the grain. This term is generally

applied to a saw of one particular length and pitch of

tooth, suitable for this indiscriminate kind of work
;

but there are many other saws of precisely the same

outline, having important points of difference, chiefly

in the pitch and set of the teeth. The hand saw

proper has about 5 teeth to the inch, but the ripping

saw contains only sh teeth per inch, and the half-

rip, 4. These last are also 2 inches longer than the

hand saw, being 28 in. instead of 26 in. in length,

and are also a trifle thicker in the gauge of plate.

The panel saw, of the same outline, ranges from

about 16 inches to 24 inches in length, and has about

7 teeth per inch. The functions of these saws are

indicated by their names, the rip saw being used for

ripping or cutting down with the grain, panel saws

being employed for cutting thin stuff, as panels,
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the cheeks of tenons, etc. Light cross-cutting is

generally done with the hand saw set coarsely or

finely, according as the material is soft, open-grained,

or wet, on the one hand, or hard, close-grained, and

dry, on the other. The least amount of set is given

to the ripping saws, and the greatest amount to the

cross-cutting saws for soft and wet woods.

The back saws are used for the finest work, and

these are subdivided into the tenon and dovetail forms,

the terms denoting only a broad and very general

distinction in size and original function, the saws

themselves merging into one another by slight gra-

dations in dimensions and pitch of teeth. Anything

above S inches in length would be termed a tenon

saw—sometimes, also, sash and carcase saw ; any-

thing below that, a dovetail saw. The shapes of the

teeth and their set are uniform and proportional

throughout the series, and they cut in any direction

of the grain. The back is of iron, or of brass; the

latter being heavier, and therefore better. The
function of the back is twofold : first, to stiffen the

blade, which is thin and inherently weak, and liable

to bend under thrust : and, secondly, to put weight

and pressure on the teeth, to assist their cutting action.

Bow, compass, keyhole, two-handed cross-cut,

pit, frame, hack, fret, band, circular, and other forms

of saws differ in form and function only, from the

common hand and tenon saws. Without enumerating

their special uses—with which I suppose my readers

familiar—I will go on to speak rather of those matters

which have a vital bearing on the efficiency of all

tools of this class.

The difference between' a saw that works sweetly

and one that does not depends upon so many things,

that it often requires a practised eye to see where the

fault lies. In the first place, there is required an

adaptation of the saw to the particular work which it

has to do. A cross-cut will not rip efficiently, nor a
ripping saw do cross-cutting. A saw set coarsely,

and hooked, for soft wood, will not cut hard wood
properly, and so on. Let us look at a few typical

forms of teeth by way of illustration.

In all the examples in Fig. 119, we observe dif-

ferences in pitch—that is, the distance between the

tooth points, also termed the spacing ; in rake, or the

amount by which the teeth faces lean forward ; in

set, or the total amount of bending of the alternate

teeth to right and left. There are also differences in

the angles at which the teeth are sharpened.

In Fig. 119, A is the form of tooth suitable for

tenon and dovetail saws used for hard and soft wood
indiscriminately, in which there is usually little or no
rake and a moderate amount of set. The larger

teeth, b, are those for hand saws, and C those of

ripping saws, though in the case of the latter the teeth

diminish in size towards the point. The hand saw is

for general work, and the ripping saw for soft wood ;

and the shapes of their teeth and the amount of set

imparted are about those given in the figures. But

when hand saws are kept and used for hard or soft

wood exclusively, two modifications can be made with

advantage. For soft wood, both the spacing and the

rake can be increased with corresponding improve-

ment in the cutting action. In all saws used for soft

wood the spacing should be wide, in order to allow

freedom of escape for the dust, which is coarser and
more spongy, and in wet wood more ''fluffy" than

that of the hard woods. But teeth much hooked will

stick into the hard wood, jarring the hand and

cutting harshly and with rattle. Owing to the fineness

of the dust, the spacing for hard wood can be reduced,

thus increasing the number of cutting points. For

soft wood, also, it is better to increase the sharpening

angle, as in Fig. 1 19, D, giving keener cutting corners,

the teeth then operating by a process akin to that of

shearing. This is an application of the principle

embodied in the skew-mouth rebate plane and in the

diagonal movement of a paring chisel.

Hand saws kept and used specially for cross-

cutting boards are properly modified like Fig. 119, E,

being then less liable to hitch into the fibres, which run

transversely to its course. In the two-handed cross-cut

saw the angle of rake is modified still farther, even to

an extent greater than is absolutely necessary in order

to produce efficient results, and prevent hitching.

Being two-handed, it is desirable that these saws shall

cut equally well in both directions, and the teeih

are therefore made of the form of an equilateral

triangle, Fig. 119, f, the angles being symmetrical
;

hence there is no non-cutting-stroke, and a slight

difference in set, and in the angle for sharpening is

all that is necessary to adapt the saw perfectly, either

for the cutting of hard and dry or of soft and wet

woods. Circular saws for wood, when used for cross-

cutting only, often have the teeth of the same equila-

teral form, but for ripping, tha r shapes are variously

modified. Fig. 119, D, G, showing two typical kinds,

each being termed gul'et teeth, from the shape of

their roots. These g illets are peculiar to large saws,

and their purpose is twofold : they form a better

clearance space for the sawdust than the angular

teeth afford, and they permit of. the formation of very

keen edges at the sides of the teeth, which assist their

cutting action. Teeth of these forms are used for pit,

mill, and circular saws. In these, the spacing, rake,

and set, are modified for special work, being respec-

tively larger, more inclined, and increased for soft

wood, as at D, than for hard wood, as at G. A saw
having much rake, set, and spacing, will hitch and
rattle when going through hard wood.
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Band saw teeth, Fig. 119, H, differ little from those

of the hand saws, except that the spacing is from one

and a half to twice as great in amount, to allow rapid

clearance for the dust. In these, the same difference

would be made as regards rake, set, and spacing, in

saws used exclusively for hard and soft wood, as in

the other kinds of saws.

Hack saws for metal, Fig. 119, J, and circular saws

used for cutting off iron bars and plates, have the

equilateral form of teeth, and no set. This form is

not given for

the same
reason that

it is imparted

to the cross-

cut saws, but

in order to

prevent hitch-

ing of the

teeth, the ac-

tion of which

on metal

must be that

of scraping

of the most

pronounced

kind, and be-

cause the

equilateral

tooth gives

the thickest

and most per-

manent edge.

Bow saw

teeth are

very much
like those of

the tenon

saw, Fig. 1 19,

A, so are

those of the

keyhole saw,

but the latter

has little set

back, as at

FIGf. 120,

VIEW.

SAW SETTING. FIG. 126.—STAKE FOR SAW SETTING

CHAMFERED BLOCK FOR SAW SETTING.

the blade bein^ thinned away at the

The same rea ark applies to the

compass or table saw.

In some of the best hand saws the plan is adopted

of thinning the blade backwards away Irom the teeth.

Some circular saws are thinned in like manner, the

plate being ground slightly concave. In these there-

fore, a very small amount of set suffices. The teeth

of small circular saws, say of less than 8 inches or

10 inches diameter, are usually shaped like those ot

the hand saws, B. What are called M teeth, Fig.

119, K, are largely used on cross-cutting saws, their

advantage consisting in keener cutting edges ; more

keen than those afforded by the triangular teeth,

Fig. 119, f, and an increase in the number of cutting

points, by which the tendency to hitch is diminished,

while yet ample room is given for the clearance of

the dust.

Thus it is clear that adaptability must be first

studied, if we would develop the fullest advantage

from the saw. Some little variation in these forms

and proportions is permissible, as we see in the use

of the hand

and tenon

saws for
general work,

but the range

of variation

consistent

with the
most effici-

ent results is

pretty close-

ly defined.

A man ac-

customed to

use saws of

different
kinds soon

learns how
best to adapt

them to

their special

work, until

the eye be-

comes a safe

and sufficient

guide in de-

ciding the

adaptability,

or otherwise,

of certain

tooth pro-

portions.

To main-

tain saws in working order is the purpose of setting

and sharpening. Though not by any means an

easy task to the beginner, it is desirable that every

workman and amateur should be able to keep his

own saws in order. I will describe these operations,

therefore, in as few words as possible.

The priority of either operation is not a matter of

much importance, if the saws are not in very bad

order at the commencement, and the practice of

workmen differs in this respect. Assuming that a

saw is not in very bad trim, either operation may
take precedence of the other, but if the teeth are very

FIG \Z9

121.—FLINT SAWS. FIG. 122.—BRONZE SAW. FIG. 123.—SAW VICE— A, END
FIG. I2+.—SAW PLY OR SAW SET. FIG. 125.—NARROW PANED HAMMER FOR

WITH HAMMER. FIG. 127.

—
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irregular, sharpening must precede setting. If the

latter were done first, the subsequent topping and

sharpening would destroy the regularity of the set.

Therefore, we conclude that as a general rule,

sharpening should take precedence of setting.

Saws are held, while being sharpened, in the chops

of a vice. Fig. 123 shows that most suitable for

formity by filing back the faces of those teeth which

are seen to require it. If the teeth are regular, the

faces need not be specially selected for filing, but they

will be reduced by the same strokes which reduce the

backs.

Bearing in mind, therefore, this general caution as

to the filing of faces, the routine of sharpening is as

r\
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FtG. 119.—SAWS :—TENON AND DOVETAIL SAW (a) ; HAND SAW (B) ; RIPPING SAW (c) ; GULLET TEETH (D) ; HAND SAW FOR

CROSS-CUTTING (e) ; CROSS-CUT SAW (f) ; ANOTHER FORM OF GULLET TEETH (G) ; BAND SAW TEETH (H) ; HACK SAW (l)
;

SAW WITH M TEETH USED FOR CROSS-CUTTING (k).

amateur use, being clamped in the bench vice. It is

so easily made that I need not attempt to explain its

self evident construction.

Having a hand, ripping, or tenon saw screwed in

the vice, run the file down the tops of the teeth—the

file being held longitudinally, or in line with the saw—

a

sufficient number of times to reduce them to precisely

the same level. If a saw is in bad order, the pitch

or spacing of the teeth will be irregular, and then the

first act after topping will be to restore their lost uni-

follows :—Take that series of alternate teeth which

leans away from the workman, and file all their backs

in succession. Then the triangular file laying down
in the angle between teeth, will operate not only on

the back of one tooth, but also on the face of the

tooth contiguous. The pressure will, of course, be

mainly exerted on the tooth back, but a slight amount
of material will be removed from the face also. Abso-

lute regularity is essential ; the bevel at which the file

is held must be uniform for all the teeth, and due care

VOL. VII.—G G
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must be exercised only to reduce so much as will just

obliterate the small facet left by the topping. This

is practice for the eye and hand, but it becomes easy

after a while. Having gone down the saw in this

manner, it is reversed in the vice, and the other half

set of teeth filed similarly.

Comparing the Figs. 119 it is seen that only the

saws for metal, J, are filed straight across, or at an

angle of go? with the plate. All the others, for

reasons already explained, are bevelled ; hence, the

angle at which the file is held will vary in different

kinds of saws. There are really two angles, one which

we may term the horizontal, or plan angle, the other

the vertical angle, as is clear from the Figs. 119.

As approximations, I have given the positions of

some of these in the figures, and it is obvious, there-

fore, that the file must be held in such a way that it

will impart both these angles simultaneously to the

teeth. Saws like Fig. 1 19, D, G, require files of a

different kind, two being necessary—a round file for

the gullets and a flat mill file for the faces and backs.

Setting is done either with the plyer set, Fig. 124,

or with the hammer. The first is rather a clumsy

and slow process, and is not so accurate as the

second, but many employ it from long habit. It is

difficult to get the exact set with such an instrument,

because of the elasticity of the saw-plate, which allows

it to spring back after being bent over, so that it is

often necessary to apply the set twice, or more to a

single tooth to give it the precise amount of bending

over required. Then, again, the action of the set is

not so positive as that of the hammer, bending the

plate more gradually and to a little distance below

the tooth, and there is also more risk of breaking out

the teeth in brittle saws. For these reasons, the sett-

ing hammer is the best tool to employ. It is a narrow

paned hammer, Fig. 125, so narrow that it will strike

one tooth only at a time. It is used in conjunction

with a stake, Fig. 126, upon whose rounding edge the

saw teeth are laid, the plate being held at a definite

angle, corresponding with the quantity of set required.

Each alternate tooth is struck with the hammer, and

the saw then reversed, to strike the teeth on the

opposite set. This, in my opinion, is preferable to

any other method. An amateur will often find it

more advantageous to substitute a cubical block of

iron, having the edges chamfered off by filing, as in

Fig. 127, for the stake. In this case, the saw being

laid upon the horizontal face A, and the teeth project-

ing over that chamfer, whose bevel corresponds

with the amount of set required, all the teeth must

then be alike, and the bending over will be sharp and
positive.

I cannot say whether uniform setting or regular

sharpening is of most importance, but I do know

what happens when either are not properly done

—

that intolerable hitching of the saw, so harsh

and trying to the hands and arms, or a running

to one side as it cuts, making a crooked kerf. Angles,

set, and spacing may vary within moderate limits

without appearing to detract from the efficiency of a

saw doing a given class of work ; but for each

individual saw, their uniformity must be preserved

intact.

The gauge or thickness of a saw-blade depends on
the class of work which it has to do. It should

always be as thin as practicable, a thin plate re-

quiring less expenditure of power than a thick one.

Because plates are thin, the teeth are of necessity

made broad at the base to give increased strength.

A thick plate gives better guidance than a thin one,

and there is also less risk of buckling when the saw

is thrown into compression ; hence the reason why
table and keyhole saws are made of thicker gauge

than bow, band, and fret-saws. In this respect, the

saws used in Eastern countries have the advantage,

since being drawn towards the workman, and being

therefore in tension, they can be made thinner than

ours, and require less muscular effort.

(To be continued.')
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HOW I MADE MY MARINE AQUARIUM.
BH AN AMATEUR.

HE first thing that struck me when I,

living near the sea, resolved to become

"seized, possessed of, or otherwise well

entitled to," an aquarium, was the

scarcity of marine aquaria to be met with

in a place so splendidly situated, as it would seem, for

the carrying out of such enterprises ; but when I con-

sulted the pages of Mr. Shirley Hibberd's " Book of

the Marine Aquarium," this mystery was cleared up,

together with many other mysteries, which, but for a

somewhat ferocious interdict in the preface, I should

be glad to transcribe. It is no infringement of copy-

right, however, or breach of confidence, to say, that

according to this authority, the marine creatures are

more often than not destroyed by being placed in tanks

too much exposed to the light, and also too deep ; and

that, consequently, for the avoidance of these dangers,

I, in my venture, am indebted to the book in question.

Another point which caused me some anxiety, was

the matter of cost. It was of no use for me to think of

purchasing one for thirty-five shillings, at which price

I saw that a ready-made aquarium, with slate sides

and glass front, could be obtained. This, although no

doubt reasonable, was quite out of my range, so I

made up my mind to try and make one for myself.
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Not having much room for standing an aquarium, I

decided it must be a small one, suitable for keeping a

few anemones in ; and finding that Mr. Hibberd re-

commended and used tanks with a sloping back for

such creatures, I resolved to make mine after the

same pattern.

It seemed to me that a tank made of wood, lined

with slate, would be cheaper and easier to work

than one composed entirely of slate ; so I purchased

4 feet of wood 9 inches wide and 1 inch thick

(after planing) of a tradesman in the town, who
recommended me yellow deal on account of its

being resinous. I procured from a builder a slate

similar to those used for roofing houses, the size

being, if I understood rightly, what is known in the

trade as a " countess," which, although I forget the

exact measure, was sufficiently large for my purpose.

I also bought of the same person a piece of thick

glass (crown glass, I believe he said it was) 13 i inches

by 9; inches, for although plate would be better in

some respects, I did not think it necessary to go to

the increased expense, as the other seemed suffi-

ciently good for my purpose. I then went to a fire-

wood merchant and selected a piece of deal 14 inches

long, ioi inches wide, by \ inch thick, for the bottom

of the tank, and a batten with which to make a thumb

moulding to project from the front and sides of this

foundation. This, with a few screws and French nails,

was all that was required to begin with.

I cut off a piece of yellow deal 13 inches in

length, for the back, and two pieces 10 inches long,

for the sides of the tank. These I screwed together

(not knowing at the time how to dovetail), making the

outside measure 14 inches. The next thing I did was

to screw on the piece for the bottom. Having done

this, I laid the glass against the front, marked each

end, and cut a rebate deep enough to allow the glass

to lay in level with the edges of the wood, and a

groove in the front of the bottom piece | inch deep,

and wide enough for the glass to drop into. I then

got out two pieces of deal, each 8| inches long and

\ inch square. These I fastened with nails (screws

would have been better) flush with the sides, making,

with the rebates already cut, grooves for each end of

the glass. Between these pieces, and resting on the

foundation, I screwed (from the underside) a piece of

deal 13 inches long, 1 j inches wide, and \ inch thick,

and secured with nails at each end, thus forming

three sides of a frame in readiness for the glass.

When this was accomplished, 1 had practically a

lidless box, with a glass front ; but there was work

still to be done. To get out a piece of wood with a

groove for the top edge of the glass was the next step.

This was 14 inches long by 1 inch wide, and £ inch

thick. The ends I shaped as Fig. 1. and cut a groove

i inch deep on the underside, as shown by the dotted

line. This completed the frame, but for obvious

reasons I did not fix it as yet.

Having removed the glass for the time being, I pro-

ceeded to line my box with slate. This was not by

any means the easiest part of the performance. Mark-

ing out one piece 13 inches by 12 inches, and another

13 inches by ij- inches, I set to work, and with an old

bradawl and straightedge, managed, by repeatedly

drawing the somewhat primitive cutting tool along on

each side—rather an excruciating process—to procure

the sized pieces I required. The narrow strip I placed

at the bottom of the box close to the groove, and the

large piece (with the lower edge against the small

piece, and the upper against the back of the box) at

an angle of say 50 , and then cut the remaining slate

into two pieces for the ends, 9J inches by 9 inches by

12 inches by ij inches (see Fig. 2). Having fitted

these neatly together by smoothing the edges with an

old file, I drilled and countersunk, with a stock and

bit, six holes -rs inch diameter, in the top edge of the

back-piece, and four in each of the side-pieces, about

i inch from the top edge, and placing the large piece

in position, screwed it to the back firmly, but not too

tight, for the slate is liable to break under very

moderate pressure.

When this was done I put in the glass, and fixed

on the top piece (Fig. 4) with a French nail at each

end, and buying one half-pennyworth of putty, spread

a thick layer along the bottom, working it well into

the groove ; then laid down the small piece of slate

and pressed it gently until I had made it fairly steady,

afterwards taking the end pieces and screwing them
into their places. I had an idea that putty worked

into the grooves and between the joints of the slate

would render it water-tight, and accordingly used it,

leaving it to harden for a day or two. When it

seemed about right, I poured in some water—-fresh.

All seemed to go right until the tank was about

half full, then I heard something give way, and found

the water was not only going in, but coming out at the

same time. What to use next I could not think, when

someone suggested pitch, and gave me some to try.

This I melted in an iron spoon over a candle, and

poured along the grooves and joints (above the putty),

and entirely covered the small piece of slate. After

filling and leaving it standing for some hours, I dis-

covered that the water escaped somewhere, but

where, was a mystery. Emptying the tank, and wait-

ing till it was dry, I melted some more pitch and

poured it over the first coating ; but it still leaked.

Being unable to find the cause of the trouble by

examining the inside of the tank, I was advised to

search for it underneath ; but in order to do this with-

out disturbing the slate, and virtually undoing a great
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part of my work, I cut a semicircular hole through

the back piece of wood, and by dint of care, the use of

a centre-bit, and a small keyhole saw, succeeded in

my object. I could then inspect the under side of the

slate, but still could not trace the leak ; but it having

been suggested that in my fear of breaking the glass

I had forgotten Captain Swosser's maxim, that "when
you make pitch hot, you cannot make it too hot." I

heated an old chisel and worked it well over the pitch

close to the glass, and when all was cold filled the

14-

PIG. I.—ENDS OF TANK.

lank once more and found

it perfectly water-tight. I

have not yet had any more
trouble with it, and have

used it some two years.

The tank was then

practically finished ; but

as I wished it to be a

little more ornamental, I

took my batten and made
a half-inch thumb mould-

ing, mitred the corners,
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FIG. 3.—SLATE FOR ENDS OF TAN

up and stocking the tank, nor my subsequent ex-

periences in connection with it, further than to remark

that for rockwork I used " clinkers," arranging these

as artistically as I could upon the sloping slate. I put

sea-sand and small shingle along the bottom of the

tank, and procured at low tide some stones and pieces

of rock with green weed growing upon them. These

I put among the clinkers. This, with a shell here and

there, makes a very pretty combination, and has cer-

tainly advantages over cement rockwork. By using

the clinkers you avoid delay and trouble, as they may
be put in at once, whereas all cemented rockwork re-

quires soaking a long time to get the lime out of it
;

and as the clinkers are loose, you can move them

about when you wish to rearrange them, and there is

no trouble in clearing out the tank should anything go

wrong. I find that by putting glass (ink bottles will

do nicely) in the kitchen fire, and leaving it until it is

cold, I can get very good rockwork, since the glass

fig. 2.—ornament at not only becomes rocky

in appearance, but the

cinders are vitrified, and

as they only want washing

to remove the ash, can be

used at once. Artificial

coral may be made by

dipping small twigs in

red sealing-wax varnish,

CORNER.—FULL SIZE.

and screwed it along the front and sides over the edge

of the foundation. Cutting a strip of wood about

\ inch wide and £ inch thick, I fastened it upon the

top of the tank to hide the edges of the slate. After-

wards I cut four pieces the shape of Fig. 3, mitred and

fixed them upon the front corners. To stain the

woodwork I used brown stain, sold at any oil-shop.

This, with a penny water-colour of a darker shade,

soaked in a little water, spread over when the stain was

dry, and a thick, old post-card notched at the edge for

a graining comb, produced an effect that was very fair

when varnished. Two coats of clear size, thinned by

the addition of a little water, and one coat of brown

spirit varnish, put on when the size was quite dry,

completed the work.

At the time I speak of I had not met with

Amateur Work, from the volumes of which I have

since gathered many hints which would have enabled

me to do with ease some things I only managed by

labour and contrivance; but as the result of my
eiforts, I produced a neat and successful little

aquarium, which pleasantly fills a small recess in

front of a landing window, at a cost which did not

exceed three shillings.

I need not, perhaps, describe my method of fitting

FIG. 4.—MARINE AQUARIUM, COMPLETE.

a recipe for which is given in Amateur Work, Vol.

IV., page 179.

I may say that I have kept several common ane-

mones for more than a year, and they are as bright

and healthy as when taken from the sea. I have had

prawns for nearly three months at a time, but these

gentry are much addicted to eating one another. One
of my prawns cast its shell, which I keep as a

curiosity. I had some plaice and soles smaller than

my finger nail ; some of these tiny fry lived for nearly

two months. A little black fish, locally known as a

" wriggler," lived in the tank for six months ; he

was a shy customer, and sometimes hid for days
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together. Baby star-fishes, and a variety of pretty

objects, have lived for a day or two, or sometimes

for several days. Being near the sea, it is no trouble

for me to change the water, so now and then I empty

the tank with a home-made syphon, and put in a

bucket of fresh ,sea water) ; but there would be no

need to do this if a sufficient quantity of fresh water

were added from time to time to make up for the

evaporation, since the water in the tank keeps per-

fectly clear.

FRETSAW WORK AND MARQUETRY
CUTTING.

By D. B. ADAMSON.

IX.—How to Make up an Ariicle in Fretwork—
Multiplication of Designs.

JE will suppose that the learner, so far, has

merely gained the power of cutting or

sawing to a given line, but is still quite

in the dark as to how to apply his

knowledge practically in producing any
of the variety of articles that may be made wholly or

principally of fretcut wood. Till comparatively a few

years ago, the fret-cutter would have been obliged to

rely almost entirely on his own ingenuity and ability

in designing the things he might wish to construct,

the few accessible designs being merely for the orna-

mentation of furniture or other articles.

Being added ornaments, they were generally of a
very simple character consisting of panels, friezes,

pediments, etc., often cut in thin wood as overlaid

of a card-table, belonging to the writer. Both are

overlaid ; that is, the fret is glued on to the solid

wood. It may be interesting for anyone who cares

to decorate a table or other piece of furniture in a

similar manner, for me to state that the fret on the

legs, which are square, is T
'

3 th inch thick, and that on

the frame £ in.

thick. At the

present time,

some thou-

sands of de-

signs for fret-

work articles

are to be had,

and the diffi-

culty is not so

much where to

getthedesigns

as to make a

selection from

the variety

published.

Probably, on

't^*K*K*X*>

itfrsteJim

FIG. 38.—SPECIMENS OF CHIPPENDALE
FRETS.

no subject is there a greater diversity of opinion

than as to what constitutes a good design ; but it

hardly comes within the province of this book to

discuss the question as to the existence of a standard

of taste. Briefly, however, I would say designs

should be selected in which some regard has been

shown to the nature of the work and the material it

is to be executed in, and not absolutely unfitted for

its ultimate object. For example, if a clock case is

to be made, choose a design that clearly shows it to

FIG. 39.—CHIPPENDALE FRET FROM LEG OF CARD-TABLE.—FULL SIZE.

fret. As has already been stated, this was a favourite

method with Chippendale and his contemporaries,

many'of whose frets bear a marked resemblance to

Chinese designs, which they avowedly are. For
the purposes of showing the style of fret in vogue

during the latter half of the last century, a few examples
of Chippendale fret are given in Fig. 38, as well as in

Figs. 39 and 40, which are from the legs and frame

be a clock case. As decorative as you like,

but without pretence of being some other object.

Don't get a horrible abortion of a miniature church

in fretwork, with an overgrown steeple that looks as

though it had been made a few sizes too large, in

order to accommodate a dial never intended for it.

Such a design may be alluring and seem exceedingly

fine to those destitute of any idea of fitness, but to
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those who are possessed of any artistic feeling it will

appear little short of degrading. If an ornamental

object in the form of a building is wanted, let it boldly

proclaim itself as such. For similar reasons, the

reproductions, or say rather the imitation of natural

objects, cannot be regarded as suitable for fretwork,

in which the lines should be of an ornamental rather

than an imitative character. Please note, I do not

say one word against the adaptation of natural forms

or objects to fretwork, or any other work ; for skilful

adaptation is the essence of good design, just as

slavish imitation is the negation of art. The manipu-

lative skill may excite admiration, but beyond this,

nothing. I cannot, however, enlarge on this point,

which the student of design will find treated fully in

many hand-books on art.

Whatever the style, or quite as often the absence

of all style, in any article the cutter decides on

constructing, he should be satisfied with the design,

for unless it pleases him he cannot take so much
interest in his work as he ought. This is almost the

same thing as telling him to get any design he likes,

and may seem to clash with what has just been writ-

ten ; but having indicated the principles that should

guide one in the selection of designs, it can hardly be

expected that individual tastes can be forced into one

line.

Almost all the publishers of fretwork designs issue

catalogues showing in miniature the various articles,

and generally a fair notion can be gathered from

them, but some of them very inadequately represent

the finished work. In this country, Skinner and Co.,

Harger Bros., Booth Bros., Harris and Egelstaff are

leading publishers, as well as dealers in imported

designs, principally of American origin. Messrs.

Ward, Lock and Co., in this magazine, as readers

will have frequently noticed, issue fretwork designs

second to none and, considering the care bestowed

on their production, at a ridiculously low price. To
them, I believe, may be attributed the merit of having

been among the first in this country to print designs

in coloured ink instead of black, for it will not be

long before the sawyer finds it is far more difficult

to cut along a black line than along a lighter one,

especially if the design be printed in solid. With a

thin outline, such as may be drawn with pen and ink

or pencil, the colour is not of so much consequence
;

the reason that solid black is not so easy being that

the saw is not sufficiently distinct, when cutting along

the edge of the design. In cutting a coloured outline,

the position of the saw is plainly visible, and without

going so far as to say that a design printed in solid

black is altogether bad, I would, other things being

equal, give the preference to one printed otherwise.

Whatever the colour of the ink, it is important

that the printing should be clear and distinct without

uncertainty in outline. Many designs are printed

from fretcut blocks ; that is, the fret is cut and then

used to print from on paper, and when the sawing has

been well done, this is free from any objection, but as

every inequality and irregularity of sawing is faithfully

shown in the print, the drawn and lithographed sheets

are perhaps as a rule better.

I have had, from Fritz Collins, some very low-priced

designs, apparently stencilled, as there are blanks

in the outline, which require to be drawn in. Among
them are some good Japanese designs well adapted

for inlay. In addition to numerous designs for

smaller articles, both J. A. Skinner and Co. and

Harger Bros, publish full-sized sheets for the con-

struction of various articles of furniture, such as

cabinets, overmantels, whatnots, etc., some of which

are of considerable size when finished, though all

the fretwork may be done with an ordinary machine

or handsaw.

The former firm also has a speciality in the form

of a series of portraits. It will be gathered from what

I have already said that I do not consider such as

suitable for fretwork, but tastes differ, and therefore

they are mentioned for the benefit of those who can

appreciate this style of well, call it art. The
likeness of the counterfeit presentments to the

originals is clearly discernible, while some of the

frames surrounding the heads are really excellent.

Of American designs, Chas. Churchill and Co. keep

perhaps the largest stock, comprising the collections

of the principal American publishers. Many of them

are very beautiful, and when not copied from English

or other sources present marked characteristics, show-

ing that American designers are developing, or have

already done so, a style of their own. A variety is

known as Eastlake, with perhaps as great a regard to

accuracy as the term Early English applied in this

country to domestic furniture.

Some designs for very large articles of fretwork,

are published in the States. The descriptions in the

catalogues of the publishers state fully their hidden

beauties, which might be overlooked otherwise. The

ingenuity shown in contriving large articles of

elaborate looking furniture very simply by fretwork

is wonderful in the designs issued by Bownan and

Adams, and Bishop.

German designs of considerable artistic merit,

well printed and very cheap, are sold by Zilles, whose

miniatures of designs are beautifully executed. I

have no wish to underrate English, by advocating

foreign productions, but I must confess that I am

partial to the German fret designs, known as " Der

Dilletant" collection. Busschotts 'again makes a

speciality of Italian and Belgian designs. The forrner
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especially are well designed, but unfortunately, the

printing is not always as good as it might be. A not-

able design, or rather series, published by an Italian

firm is that containing complete details for the con-

struction of a model of that " poem in stone," the cathe-

dral of Milan. The model, when finished, measures

6 feet long by 3 feet wide by 4 feet 6 inches high, and

consists, I think, of 3621 pieces.

French designs, of which there are a vast number,

are not much known in England. They are generally

well got up. Tiersot, Pan's, is a leading publisher.

The difficulty with continental designs is that unless

the sawyer has some knowledge of the language of

the country from which they come, he will not be able

to understand the directions for making up that are

printed on each sheet, though this cannot be said to

apply to the German designs on which instructions are

given in English, German, and French.

In most, if not all instances, some indication in

the design is given, showing the thickness of the

wood in which it may be made up. Sometimes the

thickness is stated in words, at other times by lines

showing sections which can readily be understood

with a little attention. If, however, the sawyer should

not be able to gather from them the necessary details,

an enquiry to the publishers will elicit the desired

information. The various methods of drawing

sections of work are so various that it is not possible

to consider them here. It must be understood that

it is by no means necessary to follow the particulars

of the thickness exactly, for they may be regarded

simply as suggestions for those who have no very

definite ideas of their own about it. The same may
be said about the kind of wood which is sometimes

mentioned.

In most cases, it is a little more than a matter of

personal taste, though sometimes it is obvious that

one is more suitable than another. For instance, in

the model of Milan cathedral, a white wood seems a

more appropriate material than ebony, though in the

case of an inkstand the latter would be the better of

the two, as less liable to be disfigured by blots of ink.

Certain styles, again, seem associated with some woods
more than with others. Oak for Elizabethan, ebony

with ivory, or at any rate black with white inlays for

Henri II., etc.

The design and wood having been decided on, and
the requisite quantity of the latter having been ob-

tained, some preparation of it may be necessary before

the design is transferred to it. If bought rough from

a timber yard, it is almost certain to require smooth-

ing over to get rid of the saw marks and general

roughness. Planing down will be almost a necessity,

and if the amateur cannot accomplish this properly,

he can easily get it done for him by a carpenter or

cabinet-maker for a small sum. If, on the other hand,

the wood is got ready prepared for fretwork from any

of the firms, such as Skinner, Harger, etc., who make
it a department of their business, it will not be quite

so rough ; indeed, at a small extra cost, it may be

obtained perfectly smooth from most of them. How-
ever, should the material be rough, it may be smoothed

by the application of (first) plane, (second) scraper

and last by glass-paper. It may be left rough till after

the fretcutting is done, but better results will generally

be obtained by smoothing it first, though as it will

nearly always be necessary to go over it with glass-

paper after cutting, the surface need not be highly

finished.

Possibly the wood may be cast or twisted. If it is

simply cast—that is, if it is hollow on one side and

convex on the other, flatness may often be restored by
very simple means. Small thin pieces, if left under

pressure of a weight above them, will generally come
right. Perhaps the best and most reliable way is to

lay the pieces, with the hollow sides downwards, on a

stone, or even an ordinary wood flooring, and leave

them for a time, varying with the conditions, till they

become straight, as they generally will. For such wood

as the fretcutter is likely to use, a few hours ought to

effect an improvement ; but it occasionally happens

that the only way to get a level surface is by planing,

especially when the wood is badly twisted. By hold-

ing the convex surface towards a fire, or by damping

the concave side, wood may be straightened ; but

these methods require care and experience, or the in-

tended remedy may be worse than the original fault.

"The reason why" these plans flatten wood may
serve for a hint as to the extent to which they may be

had recourse to with advantage. When the hollow

surface is clamped, the grain on that side swells, and

thus forces the wood straight. When the convex sur-

face is heated, the grain on it contracts, bringing

about the same result. Thus, if either be carried to

excess, the wood begins to curl round in the opposite

direction. As a precautionary measure, it will be

well to keep the boards under pressure after this

treatment for a few hours.

For very thin fretwork, wood known and sold by

dealers as " three-ply " is prepared. It consists of

three layers of veneer, or, rather, of very thin wood
veneered on both sides. The grain of the centre piece

runs in a contrary direction to that of the outer layers,

thus preventing twisting to a great extent; and not

only that, but giving it greater strength and rigidity.

Three-ply wood, however, is only thin, not exceeding

Ts inch, so that its use is limited to the construction

of small articles. For these it may be cordially re-

commended, and the extent to which it is used may
be gathered from the fact that one firm largely en-
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gaged in its preparation, in

formed me not long ago tha

they keep in stock 100,000 fee

for this purpose.

When the wood is ready

bsfore fretcutting can be pre

ceeded with, the design, eithe

the original or a copy must b

transferred to it. On the be<

mode of doing this there is grea

variety of opinion among ama

teurs ; and here again I thin

it better to name the principa

methods, leaving each to adop

the one he may think best suitei

to him. If one may hazard a

opinion, the great consideratio

with many seems to be to cu

the wood without injuring th

original design. Of course, i

the design is stuck to the wooc

it is destroyed in the cutting

and cannot be used again,

say cannot, for I leave out of th

question the practice adopted b

some of damping the wood t

get the paper off it uninjurec

That being so, the design mu«

either be reproduced on anothe

piece of paper to be stuck o

the wood, or drawn on the woo>

direct. The reproduction on t

other paper may be effecte*

either by tracing or by som
photographic process, the sim

plest of which is that known a

the Blue process. For ver

accurate work, however, when

number of pieces are to be fitter

together to form one article, a

the methods involving the us

of paper stuck on the wood ar

open to the objection that line

are apt to be distorted, and th

sizes of the original drawin

altered, by paper swelling whe
damped with the paste or othe

substance fixing it to the wool

as well as by the washing n<

cessary with any photographi

process. Practically, howeve

with a little care in fitting, thi

difficulty is seldom insuperable

and for the few cases where

is so, another method practise
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by marquetry cutters will be given when treating

of this branch of fret-saw work. To transfer the de-

sign by tracing either to the wood or another piece of

paper, the way is to lay on whatever is to receive the

reproduction a piece of carbon paper, such as used

in manifold- writing books, place the design to be

copied over it, and trace each line with a style, either

bone, ivory, or metal, pointed, or even with a hard

lead pencil. By using a moderate pressure the lines

will be reproduced with more or less accuracy, accord-

ing to the skill of the tracer. By alternating the car-

bon paper with thin sheets of plain, several copies

may be obtained by the one operation. They will not

look so well as the original, but, nevertheless, they

will probably show the course the saw is to take suffi-

ciently. Any trifling unevenness of the tracing ought

to be counteracted by the sawing.

The transfer paper is obtainable at many
stationers', but it is so easily made that, though a

somewhat dirty process, the worker may prefer to

prepare his own, which, even if not equal in all re-

spects to the best, is sufficient for his purpose. I give

one of the simplest recipes for its preparation. Mix

gas or lampblack—easily got by holding a plate

above a smoking candle or lamp, or a gas flame—with

a little lard or grease of some kind, and rub well into

a piece of unglazed paper, wiping over, to remove any

superfluity, with a piece of soft rag. Instead of black

any dark powder colour may be used. By the way, if

the tracing is direct on the wood, do not press so hard

with the style as to indent the wood. It does not

matter if the lines of the design are not all cut away

by the saw. as the final glass-papering will remove

anything that is left on them ; but if the lines are in-

dented, it will be more difficult to erase those not cut

through by the saw.

In addition to reproductions made by transfer

paper, they may be prepared by one of the many pre-

parations known by various names ending in "graph,"

such as hectograph, multigraph, etc., not including,

however, lithograph, which is quite another thing.

Those I allude to are mixtures consisting principally

of some gelatinous substance, with glycerine poured

while hot into a tray. When cold the composition

forms a jelly, to which lines written with an aniline

ink are transferred by contact. These lines are in

turn transferred to blank paper, pressed down for a

few seconds on to the jelly. Some of the graphs con-

tain several ingredients. Here is a simple recipe :

Soak gelatine—to be had from any grocer— in water

till soft, pour off excess water, and then melt the gela-

tine with heat as if it were glue—that is to say, in a

bain-marie, or water-bath. When melted, add for

every ounce of gelatine four or five ounces of ordinary

glycerine ; mix well together, pour out into a tray or

dish, and leave till firm. Glue may be used instead of

gelatine ; indeed, unless a number, say forty or fifty

copies, are wanted, glue alone makes a very fair

graph compound ; but I have never got more than a

dozen copies from it. All that it is necessary to do is

to pour some of the melted glue out of the glue-pot on

to a dish, tray, or piece of board, and wait till it is firm,

when the copies should be taken within a few hours,

as the glue without glycerine quickly hardens. When
the copies required have been taken, the glue can be

scraped up and put again into the glue-pot. This is a

very convenient and handy graph, the principal ob-

jection being that only a few copies can be taken. It

is, however, ever seldom that more than two or three

will be required. When only one copy is wanted, the

most natural way is to trace the design on tracing

paper and stick this to the wood. If the tracing is

done with a copying ink pencil, or ink used with

graph compos, the design may be transferred to the

wood direct, and the tracing preserved. To transfer

by this method the wood should be well rubbed with

paste, and, while it is still damp, the design pressed

on as if it were to be stuck down permanently. In a

few minutes, on raising the tracing paper, afacsimile

of the lines on it will be found on the wood, which

should then be left till dry. Other methods, such as

that by the ordinary copying press, will no doubt

occur to the reader, but it will be unnecessary to

specify them.
(To be continued?)

PRACTICAL TIN-PLATE WORKING.
Biy I). N. FENSTOW.

VIII.—Strainer or Sieve — Fire Pot — Horse —
Gravy Strainer—Wooden Handle for Tea-Pot

—Oil Cistern — Flour Scale— Strides— Bill

File—Iron Box—Baking-Tin for Buns, etc.

ITRAINER OR SIEVE.—Fig. 181 shows

a strainer or sieve. This may be struck

out in the same way as any other conical

article ; but before hollowing with block

hammer, put both pieces together and turn

about i inch of the one corner over and flatten close,

this will prevent them shifting while being hollowed,

then hollow them both together. When this is done

sufficiently, turn the bit up which has to be hollowed

down, notch the corners and turn the seam up over

the hatchet, wire round the top, then solder a piece

of netting on the bottom and put a rim on, not for-

getting to wire the bottom of rim. Fig. 182 shows

form of handles ; they should be made of strong plate

and wired on the round edge, and then soldered

on to Fig. 181. Fig. 183 shows another form of same
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article ; these are simpler to make, as it requires no

hollowing. Fig. 184 shows a funnel, with rim round

the top ; this may be made the same way as other

funnels, with this exception—instead of wiring round

A, the edge is turned outwards and then inwards

again. The rim, B, is wired on the top, and the

bottom edge turned outwards and then spring into A,

the seam should

then be ham-

mered down and

soldered. Fig. 185

shows cramp for

holding mandrel,

etc., on work-

bench, and Fig.

186, wing nut for

tighting it on the

bench.

FirePot.—Figs.

187 and 188 show

two different
shapes of fire pots.

This is a useful

article to move
fire from one

room to another,

avoiding the dan-

ger of carrying it

about on a shovel.

They should be

made of strong

iron-plate and

well riveted to-

gether. Fig. 189

shows pattern for

bars made from

\ inch or A inch

round iron, the

ends flattened,

and then two

holes punched in

as shown. Fig. 190

shows pattern for

Fig. 187, and Fig.

191 shows pattern

for Fig. 188, the

dotted lines show where the plate is to be turned up.

The holes A a, Fig. 191, may be punched on the

lead-piece before bending into shape.

Horse.—Fig. 192 shows what is known in the trade

as a horse
; there are tools of various shaped faces to fit

into B. Figs. 193 and 194 show two forms. This tool is

frequently used for taking out " dints " and bruises in

hollow ware. Fig. 195 shows a swageing tool; dies

of various shapes, male and female, are made to fit

in top and bottom squares, and held in place with a

set screw, s. The top arm is then worked up and

down to strike a series of light or heavy blows, as

may be required. Fig. 196 shows a section, and

Figs. 197 and 198 a pair of tools.

Gravy Strainer.—Fig. 199 shows a gravy strainer
;

the body, B, is marked out conical and soldered, the

top edge wired

^1

FIG. 204.—OIL CISTERN. FIG. 205.—SOLID PUNCH. FIG. 206.—FLOUR SCALE.
FIG. 207.—STRIDES. FIG. 208.—PLATE AND HANDLE. FIG. 209.—HANDLE.
FIG. 2IO.—CLIP. FIG. 211.—BILL FILE. FIG. 212.—IRON BOX. FIGS. 213,
214.—SEAMS. FIG. 215.—SHAPE OF TOP EDGE. FIG. 216.—HINGE CLOSED
DOWN. FIG. 217.—LID OF IRON BOX. FIG. 218.— BAKING-TIN FOR BUNS.

and the bottom

edge turned out-

wards. Now strike

a piece out for the

bottom, viz., a

ring instead of a

whole piece, turn

the outside edge

up ready to spring

on to the body, B,

then cut a circular

piece out in the

middle and solder

a piece of gauze

on in its place,

then spring the

bottom on and

knock the edges

down with paning

hammer, then turn

the edges up on

the side and sol-

der; put a handle

on as shown, and

it is complete.

WoodenHandh

for Tea - Pot. —
Most of the best

common tea-pots

are made with a

wooden handle,

similar to Fig.

200. When a

handle like this is

required, make

two ferrules of tin-

plate to fit tight

on A and B, then

with a sharp pointed dot punch drive the plate

into the wood in two or three places, to make the

ferrule hold fast on to the handle. Fig. 201 shows a

ferrule. Then cut two pieces of plate, similar to

Fig. 202, bend these round and solder on to ferrules,

which are fastened on to the handle ; the handle is

then ready to solder on to the pot. Fig. 203 shows

handle with ferrules and stockings complete.

Oil Cistern.—Fig. 204 shows an oil cistern. If it
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is not required to be a large one, the body may
be made in one piece ; but if it is necessary to

make it in two pieces, do so by seaming it at B B,

then turn the bottom, A, up and put bottom on, knock

the seam down and solder it. Now cut a piece out

with hollow punch at D, or if the worker has no hollow

punch, Fig 205, a solid punch will do ; this hole can

be cut out best by placing the lead-piece on square

use raw spirits as a flux instead of spirits killed with

zinc.

Flour Scale.—Fig. 206 shows a flour scale.

This should be made, viz., the "body,'
1

the same way
as a scoop, work into shape, then strike the back out,

turn the edges inwards and the edges of body outwards,

not forgetting to cut the corners off, then put the back

on to the body, knock the seam down with paning
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FORM OF HANDLE. FIG. 183.—ANOTHER FORM OF STRAINER. FIG. 184.—FUNNEL

FIG I 96

FIG. l8r.—STRAINER OR SIEVE. FIG. 182

WITH RIM ROUND TOP. FIG. 185.—CRAMP FOR HOLDING MANDREL. FIG. 186.—WING NUT FOR CRAMP. FIGS. 187, l88.~

FIRE POTS. FIG. 189.—PATTERN FOR BARS. FIG. 190.—PATTERN FOR FIG. 187. FIG. 191.—PATTERN FOR FIG. 188.

FIG. 192.—"HORSE." FIGS. 193, 194.—FACES FOR HORSE. FIG. 195.—SWAGEING TOOL. FIG. 196.—SECTION OF EXTREMITY
OF SWAGEING TOOL. FIGS. 197, 198.—PAIR OF TOOLS OR DIES FOR SWAGEING TOOL. FIG. 199.—GRAVY STRAINER.

FIG. 200.—WOODEN HANDLE FOR TEA-POT. FIG. 261.—FERRULE. FIG. 202.—PATTERN FOR STOCKINGS FOR FERRULES.

FIG. 203.—HANDLE WITH FERRULE AND STOCKINCS, COMPLETE.

end of mandrel, and then put Fig. 204 on the lead-

piece and punch it from the outside. When this is

done, put the tap, C, in and solder it strongly, then to

give additional strength, solder a stocking, D, round.

Now proceed to make the top, E, this should be cut

out large enough to allow a good lap, as it will have

to be capped on, and before putting it on punch a

piece out for cork hole, F, solder this in, then put the

top on to the body and strongly solder all round. If

the worker chooses to make this of galvanized iron,

hammer, then put on the round end of mandrel and

knock the seam down close and solder. Now turn

the edges up all round on the hatchet, and wire it ; a

handle will be required on the back of scale, but the

worker has had instructions for this in former

numbers. The handle should be riveted on with

tinned rivets and soldered over,

Strides.—Fig. 207 shows a pair of strides. This

article may be made from round iron from \ inch

to \ inch, or even A inch, if they are required very long
;
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the iron should be bent into shape shown, and then a

piece of strong iron plate cut out to shape of Fig. 208,

a handle or loop, Fig. 209, should be made and riveted

on, and then two clips like Fig. 210 made from \ inch

by \ inch flat iron should be riveted on while Fig. 208

is in position on Fig. 207. This is a useful article

and can be made without much trouble.

Bill File.—Fig. 21 1 shows a handy bill file, it

should be made from about 10 gauge wire, but

will, of course, depend on the size it is wanted, and

must be left entirely to the worker's judgment.

Iron Box.—This article is usually made in five

pieces, viz., the two ends, the sides and bottom; having

decided on the size, take a piece of iron plate, best for

this purpose. Turn the edges of the sides of Fig. 212,

A, A, A, A, up, notch a little off the corners, then put

them together and seam down. Fig. 213 shows shape

of seam, when first put on, and Fig. 214, when turned

up on the sides ; the seam should then be hammered
down close on the square end of mandrel, then wire

round the top edge and then turn the edge outwards

on the hatchet and work it down into the shape of

Fig. 215. This shows the shape of top edge where

the lid fits on. I have shown this open, but it should

be hammered down flat all along A ; this, of course,

is only a section to show the shape ; when this is done,

it should show a ridge all round like B, B, B, B, Fig.

212. A couple of pieces should be cut out from C, C,

for the hinge to be closed on. Now take a couple of

pieces of strong plate the width of C, c, and put them
through C, C, and close them down to form a hinge,

similar to Fig. 216; when closed down, punch two

holes through for rivets, these are to rivet cover

to. Now proceed to make the lid of box. This

may be made the same way as the body, or it

may be riveted in the way shown in Fig. 217. Which-
ever way it is made, put the top on the same way as

described for bottom of box, and then turn the

bottom edges A, a, up and wire them. Now put the

lid on the box, and having brightened the portion of

lid where the hinges are to be riveted on, tin these

places and just " tack" the hinges on with a spot of

solder while they are in position. This will hold the

lid in proper position while riveting the hinges fast on.

When this is done, a lock and hasp should be riveted

on
; also two handles, one at each end, paint the

inside red, green or blue, according to fancy, and
black the outside with black Japan or " Brunswick
black." A couple of wire loops may be put on the

inside of both box and lid to tie tapes to, this pre-

vents the lid falling back, when the box is opened.

If the worker carefully follows these instructions, he
may make a box for a quarter of the price he would
have to pay for one—that is, if he does not reckon his

time on the work,

Baking-Tin for Buns, etc.— Fig. 218 shows a
baking tin. These articles may be made any size,

and are very useful for baking tarts, buns, etc., etc.,

on ; they are very easily made. Turn the two sides up
on the hatchet and then wire the edges. A great

many are made without being wired on the edge, but

wiring makes a much better job of the article, it stiffens

the iron and makes it more convenient to handle.

I have now finished these instructions, as far as

tin-working is concerned, and I hope and trust they

have been found useful to many. As I stated in my
first article, it would be utterly impossible to either

teach a man a trade or to show him how to use tools,

by mere writing alone ; but if these instructions have

been followed out, that which I could not convey in

writing, any man of intelligence would be able to

grasp when he began to use the tools ; and there is

nothing like experience as a teacher, no matter what

the subject may be on. I have no doubt there are

many things which I have not touched ; but, if I was

to describe every article which is made in the trade,

and how to make it, I should want a number of volumes

of Amateur Work for that purpose alone ; but any

worker who can do half what I have described—nay,

one quarter of the little odds and ends shown—will

have but very little difficulty in doing the remainder ;

it is only a question of care and patience, and perhaps

the wasting of a little good material, but as the

material is not very costly, it is of no great conse-

quence, and a first failure may only lead to a future

success ; and, in conclusion, I can assure the reader

that tin-plate working is much easier than some
people imagine it to be.

{Io be continued.)
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By THE EDITOR.

Collins's Fretwork Patterns, Etc. 55. Leho-
fer's Veneers in Wood Mosaics. 56. Tvi.ar's

Plate-Lifting Frame.
OLLINS'S FRETWORK PATTERNS,
ETC.—Among men, who are eminently

useful in their generation to amateurs,

may be named Mr. Fritz Collins, Sum-

merlays Place, Bath, who issues a cata-

logue, sent post free to any applicant for 4<J., containing 700

engravings of fretwork patterns, machines, lathes, tools,

saws, wood, benches, and every requisite for fretcutting,

carving, turning, photography, etc. Mr. Collins has speci-

alities for amateurs and mechanics in the form of fretwork

patterns, turning patterns, and stencil designs, sold, the

first at 7d., and the second and third at is. each. Mr.

Collins is his own printer, apparently, and his own stencil

cutter, and the sheets that arc supplied are simply patterns

in stencil printed by himself There are twenty sheets of
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fretwork, comprising about thirty designs for the various

articles of a small size, that are usually made in fretwork.

The designs are characterised by boldness and breadth of

treatment, and there is not one among them that would not

be satisfactory when cut. The prettiest of all the patterns

are four panels, comprised in a single sheet, which one might

think had been designed by the facile pencil of Mr. J. W.
Gleeson-White. Two out of the four panels are wrongly

placed, the spray with blooms bearing a strong resemblance

to the pendant tube-like flowers of Fuchsia fulgens, being

upside down, and that with leaves, like those of Ricinus

communis, or castor oil plant, being on one side and requir-

ing a turn to the right to bring it upright. The stencil

patterns are as good, there are only two or three large ob-

jects among them, the great majority being small, single

objects and devices, which might be utilised in combi-

nation to form borders, diapers, etc., etc. The ducks and

swallows in pursuit of insects, and the heraldic lion rampant,

and double-headed eagle, are very good. The lion, how-

ever, should face to the right, and not to the left, as shown.

With this set of patterns are two useful alphabets. The
patterns for turners are suggestive and useful to beginners in

turning, to whom they will serve as models for practice, it

being better for a young turner to gain practice by copying

such designs as those supplied by Mr. Collins, instead of

turning a piece of work "out of his own head," as the

phrase awkwardly runs. Some of the patterns being

patterns of half the design only, look very much like mould-

ings, and might be utilised as such if any one wanted some-

thing out of the common in that line.

55- Lehofer's Veneers in Wood Mosaics.—Up to the

present time I have had no opportunity of saying a word

in recommendation of the plain and coloured veneers in

various patterns, in wood mosaics, manufactured in Vienna,

and for which Mr. C. Lehofer, 40, Grange Road, Bermondsey,

London, S.E., is the sole agent in England ; and, indeed,

in the United Kingdom. The patterns of the veneers are

highly artistic, and the hues of the natural woods well

combined. The coloured veneers are beautifully bright,

and being composed of a great number of tiny squares of

wood brought together and arranged in patterns, have the

appearance of Liliputian patterns in Berlin wool work.

They are well calculated for the ornamentation of small

boxes and other fancy articles. The larger and uncoloured

specimens would serve well for the ornamentation of facias

and flat members in cornices of bookshelves, etc., and

would look well when applied to the edges of deal shelves.

Even the coloured bands might be utilised in this way.

For fancy-tables and small pieces of furniture of this

description, they are invaluable. The veneers are supplied

in two forms—one extremely thin, but so well finished as to the

surface as to require no scraping, and the other thick enough

to bear any amount of scraping, before administering the final

polish. I believe these veneers are made, first of all, in the

solid of rods of different colpured woods cut to the proper

shape, and when these, by the means of very thin glue and

1 -7 great pressure, have been made to adhere in one firmly

connected mass, the veneers are cut from it in slices trans-

ely by the action of a very powerful kind of planing

machine. Great patience and delicate handling must be

required in putting the small rods of wood together.

56. Tylar's Plate-Lifting Frame—-Mr. William Tylar,

Manufacturer of Photographic Appliances, 31, Yates

Street, Aston, Birmingham, sends me a specimen of his

new Plate-lifting Frame for developing photographic plates.

As well be seen from the accompanying illustration, it

consists of a metal plate from which the centre has been

removed to an extent sufficient to leave a small ledge on

which the plate rests during development, the edge of the

metal tray being further turned up to prevent the plate from

slipping off. Sockets are attached to the sides in which

metal handles are inserted with projections, carrying short

pieces of india-rubber tubing, presumably to prevent the

plate from being accidentally jerked out of the frame during

development. The advantages of this simple and useful

form of frame are that every operation of development, to

the final washing, can be performed without bringing the

plate in contact either with the plate in course of develop-

ment or the chemicals used. There is no staining of fingers,

and no frilling through contact with hot hands. The time

usually spent in developing is greatly economised, as

twice as many

plates can be

developed in

any given time

as can be

manipulated in

the ordinary

way. Plates

can be ex-

amined by transmitted light, and can be moved from

one dish to another without handling, a manifest de-

sideratum ; and the plates, moreover, can be safely rocked

in solutions. In practice, they are used thus. The lifters

being arranged before the operator, and four baths in the

order shown

—

TYLAR'S PLATE-LIFTING FRAME.

No. 1.

Developer.

No. 2.

Fixing

Solution.

No. 3.

Alum.

No. 4.

Water.

A lifter is tal*n and a plate placed in it, and developed.

When developed tray and plate are lifted bodily from No. I

to No. 2. Then take another lifter and develop another

plate. By the time this is done, the plate in No. 2 is ready

for No. 3, while that in No. 1 goes into No. 2, and

so the ball is kept rolling. Mr. Tylar says that he " can

develop two dozen lantern slides per hour, by using these

frames against fifteen by the old method, and this without

any contact at all with chemical9." It seems a most excel-

lent and valuable labour-saving addition to photographic

appliances, of which Mr. Tylar issues a nice little price list,

consisting entirely of his own specialities. The prices of

the frames, which fold perfectly flat when not in use, and

are supplied in sets of six, are, per set, \ plates, 2s. 6d.
; 5 inch

by 4 inch, 3s. 6d.; \ plates, $s. If silver plated, the prices

are 6s., 7s. 6d., and 10s., respectively. Other sizes than

those named are supplied if required.
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For "Instructions to Contributors and

Correspondents," see page 45 of this

Volume, or Part 72, page 45,

"Aptus" Finder and View Meter.

A. H. H. writes :—" Have any of the

photographic readers of Amateur Work
yet tried the ' Aptus * iiuder and view

meter, manufactured by Messrs. Sharp and
Hitchinough, of 101, Dale Street, Liverpool,

if not, let me advise them to do so, as it is

the cheapest, most portable, and perfect

little instrument for the purpose I have

yet come across. Its price is 7s. 6d., and

it will suit any lens or size plate."

Sanitary Precautions.

J. H. E. (Shepherd's Bush).—Whenever
the opportunity offers there will be no dis-

position to evade dealing with sanitary

questions. Some little time ago I had a

proposal from an old and valued contri-

butor to take up this subject, and I will

write to him and see what he says about
it now.

Internal Back Gear, etc.

J. L. D.—I think the best I can do is to

copy for you the description given in Vol.

IV. of Holtzapffel's "Turning and Me-
chanical Manipulation," at page 113 :

—*' An
elegant arrangement to obtain slow motion
in the mandrel, differing from any hitherto

described, is afforded by internal gearing,

all the wheels being contained within the

pulley itself. . . . The compactness of the

internal gearing and the safety to the

operator, are its recommendations over

the ordinary form. The pulley is divided

into three distinct parts, carrying the

wheels in the manner indicated by Figs.

115, lltf, in which the three parts are shown
in section, the wheels shaded. The face of

the pulley or back of the division plate, the

first part, is fixed to the mandrel and re-

volves with it ; it is hollowed behind, and
the internal edge is cut as an annular
wheel, say of 72 teeth. The cone or

grooved portion of the pulley is the third

part, this Blips freely round upon the

mandrel, and carries with it, attached to

the front end of its socket, a wheel of say

18 teeth, or one quarter of the number
contained in the annular wheel. The
second part is a circular plate situated be-

tween these two, carrying two wheels,

whose sole purpose is to comvey the motion
by making the connection between the 18

and 72 wheels. This central portion of the

pulley does not revolve when the slow

motion of the pulley is in action, but is held

at rest by a steel tail-piece. Fig. 117, tem-
porarily affixed to its edge in a dovetail

fitting, and fastened by a thumb-screw;
the tail-piece being then attached against

the base of the lathe head by a removable
steel button, Fig. 118. The revolution of

the 18 wheel, carried round by the cone

part of the pulley which slips around the
mandrel, is conveyed through the two
wheels revolving upon the stationary cen-

tral portion, and communicated to the

annular wheel upou the fir it portion, which,

being fixe! to the mandrtl, carries that

round once to every four revolutions of the

pulley. A metal counterpoise is screwed

upon the plate, opposite the connecting

wheels, Fig. 116, to preserve equality in the

momentum of the pulley, when the slow

motion is not in action. For quick speeds,

the tail-piece, to prevent the revolution of

the central plate, being removed, the threo

parts of the pulley all revolve together,

being placed in close contact by the pres-

sure of a screw and nut upon the mandrel

behind : slightly slackening this nut again

permits the mutual action of the three

parts of the internal geared pulley." Per-

haps I may add to this, what J. L. D. very

probably knows, for I have seen his initials

in the English Mechanic, that Vol. XL, of

that paper contains a number of letters on

the subject of "Belts v. Gearing" for

lathes, and I have tried to show there that

FIG 115

FIG na

FIGS. 115, Il6. — PULLEY IN SJXTION,

FIG. 117.—STEEL TAIL-PIECE.

FIG. Il8.—STEEL BUTTON.

belts will do all that an amateur, who does

not go in for regular metal-work, is likely

to want : gearing is a nuisance on an ama-
teur's lathe, if he works in wood ; unless

very well cut it rattles and jars, aud when
well cut it gets full of chips, etc. Internal

gear is better, no doubt, but is it necessary

when you can cut a groove round your

largest face-plate and put a 5-inch pulley

below on the crankshaft and so reduce the

speed ratio to J to 1, slow enough for cast

iron 5 inches diameter? Jewsbury's Dif-

ferential Back Gear, for very slow smooth
action, is described in page 586 of the

twenty-fifth volume of the English Me-

chanic ; but "belts for me," and I would

use a leather belt of v section if I had any

trouble with the roundcatgut slipping, but

I never do.—F. A, M.

Upholstery at Home.
J. H. E. (Shepherd's Bush}.—There is, as

you very justly observe, a slip in the di-

mensions given respecting the division of

the palliasse, in page 33!), col. 1, line 40.

The passage runs: — "Thus, a palliasse

5 feet wide by 6 feet long will be made in

two parts, each measuring 2 feet 6 inches

by 3 feet. I give the dimensions, in case it

should be thought that the division should

be in the width, viz., each part 2 feet

6 inches wide by 6 feet long, which is not
the custom." Instead of " each measuriug
2 feet 6 inches by 3 feet," it should read,
" each measuring 5 feet by 3 feet." There
is a tendency on the writer's part through-

out the entire passage to put breadth or

width before length, whereas length shoxild

always precede breadth. The writer's

meaning would be properly explained thus

in words :
—"Thus, a palliasse 6 feet long

aud 5 feet wide should be made in two
parts, each measuring 5 feet by 3 feet. I

give the dimensions in case it should be
thought that the division should be in the

length, viz., each part 6 feet long and 2 feet

6 inches wide, which is not the custom."
The accompanying diagrams will show the

BREADTH.
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FIG. 1.—BIGHT DIVI- FIG. 2.—WRONG DIVI-

SION OF PALLIASSE SION OF PALLIASSE
IN WIDTH. IN LENGTH.

right and wrong, or non-customary, divi-

sion of a palliasse, and the "length and

breadth" part of the business. You will

note that in the revised paragraph I have

written " 6 feet long and 5 feet wide," in-

stead of " 6 feet long lii/ 5 feet wide "
; for,

if jou use the terms long and wide, it is

better to couple them by " and," but if you

wish to say "by," it is better to write

" 6 feet in length by 5 feet in width." When
brevity of expression is an object, simply

write "6' by 5'," or " 6' X 5'." Lest you or

anyone else should think it a matter of no

importance whatever whether length is

mentioned before breadth, or breadth be-

fore length, let me point out the absurdity

of saying that a piece of roadway or a

street, for example, is;20 feet in width by a

mile in length. Tou would naturally say

that the road was a mile long and 20 feet

wide. And you know—or would know, if

you were not a vegetarian—that what is

sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander.

American Organ.

W. Q. (Bristol).—Tou write:—"In look-

ing about for information as to the con-

struction of an American organ, I came

across the first volume of Amateur Work.
I had never seen or heard of the Magazine

before, and although it did not contain the

information I wanted, yettheheap of other

matter which it contained was worth

double the amount I gave for it. I think

it the best of its kind published, and I
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intend becoming a subscriber." To your
further enquiry whether anything has yet
been published iu the Magazine on the
construction of American organs, I must
answer No ! adding at the same time that
the non-appearance of articles on the sub-
ject is owing to no fault of mine. Arrange-
ments have been made and disregarded by
those who had undertaken to do the work,
without a word of apology for non-fulfilment
of promises. However, you and all who
are interested in the subject, may rely
upon it that sooner or later it will be
thoroughly treated, and the sooner the
better, who I am sure expresses your feel-

ings and wishes iu the matter as well as
mine. Tour special qxiestions on this
instrument will be answered by Mr. Harrod,
a gentleman on my staff, whose experience
renders him fully capable of guiding you
rightly.

Reeds for American Organ, etc.

W. G. (Bristol).—1. It is quite possible
to combine an American organ and har-
monium in one instrument, in fact, it has
been done, bnt I do not know if the bellows
are made double-acting or not, I have
never seen an instrument of this descrip-

tion. I should think that the bellows for

each instrument would have to be separate,

although worked from the same treadles,

and each bellows bought into action by
mean3 of a stop-knob, for the wind pressures
would be different ; and if the bellows were
not capable of being put out of action
nnti wanted, they would both be at work
together, and the one not in use for supply-
ing the reeds would be constantly letting

the surplus wind escape at the safety valve
and making an unpleasant noise, not to

speak of the danger of injuring the bel-

lows. This combination arrangement
would have to be throughout ; but, per-
haps, some other reader may know how it

is done, if so it will save a deal ot' trouble.

Bat why not make a second row of keys
and a larger bellows, and have a two-manual
American organ, which would be far pre-

ferable to the hybrid affair you suggest.
2. The difference between an organ reed

and an harmonium reed is, the organ reed

s thinner than th« other and differently

fastened to the block, it is also voiced,

whilst the, harmonium reed i3 not, except
in rare instances, as its shape and thick-

ness, as a rule, does not allow o£ it. An
organ reed would not speak on a har-
monium, and vice rersa. 3. You eannot tell,

when buying, whether the reeds are good
toned or not ; the best plan is to go to a
reliable dealer and buy a well-known reed,

such as " Esteve's" ; and then a great deal
depends on the soundboard. I am now
speaking of harmonium reeds. " Monroe "

reeds are good for American organs.
" Esteve " reeds are to be obtained at

Dawkins's, Charterhouse Street, B.C., and
the Mnnroe reed3 of the Munroe Eeed Co.,

Brooke Street, Holborn. 4. Joints in sound-
board and stoppage of grain of the wood do
not affect the tone, if the joints are sound.
—J. A. H.

Hipped Roof.

F. W. P. (Stockton-on-Tees).-1. You*
dates are not sufficient to enable me to

answer Your questions otherwise than iu

general terms. You ask for "the rule for

cutting mitre or bevel for a wooden * hipped'

roof, " and referring to a sketch similar

in form to d e p c, in Fig. 1. You write

"suppose augle and l bo 30°, at what
angle should the bevel be cut along d e ?

"

Now this is not very clear and explicit

and I can only suppose you mean that the

planes of the four sides of the roof, one
inclined at an angle of 30°, to the horizontal

plane of which the tops of the four walls

supporting the roof are the boundaries,

that is, a b c n beiug the horizontal plane

in question ; the planes aed.aefb.bpc,
and c f b d, are each inclined to it at an
augle of 30u . If this be the case, it is

manifest that the planes iefb, ci e d,

will meet in the straight line e p, forming
the ridge, at an augle of 120°, or, in other

words, the side elevation of the roof, or its

section through the dotted line o h in

Fig. 1, will be as iu Fig. 2; and the front

elevation, or section through k e p l, will

be as in Fig. 3. Having no dimensions
from you, I can only speak generally, as I

have said. I dare say you will now see the

HIPPED ROOF.

way to make working drawings of your
roof to scale, and, speaking of scale, I may
take the opportunity of saying that the dia-

grams in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, are not to scale,

but merely sketches given to enable you to

understand what I have written. You will

find it helpful to make a model of your
roof in cardboard. To do this, cut out a
parallelogram in card to scale, as a. b c d in

Fig. 1. Then cut two pieces like Fig. 2,

and fix them perpendicularly to the surface

of the cardboard, in planes passing through
e and p. Next cut out a piece of cardboard
in the shape of defc, and having cut it

into three pieces, fix the pieces in position

along the line k e f l. The angular pieces

of cardboard will afford resting places at

the proper angle at which to place the
planes representing the sides of the roof.

When you have placed rectangular pieces

of cardboard in position on the supports

thus afforded, if the pieces are of the same
length as a b c d, all you will have to do to get

the proper shape is to mark the position

of the points e and f, and draw straight

lines on the cardboard from a to e, and
from b to p. When the corners have been

cut off, by drawing a sharp penknife along

the lines a e, b p, you will have the exact

shape of two sides of the roof. The ends
may be cut in the same manner. 2. The
books you have are two ont of three

which together form a smaller edition of

the single volume. The editions iD other

respects are identical. 3. The articles on
Elementary Lathe Work cannot be com-
menced iu this volume. Moreover, the
writer who has undertaken to prepare
them, has not yet sent in his first paper on
the subject.

Making Paint.

G. W. (Wakejicld).—If you will turn to
Mr. Edwinson's papers, entitled, " House
Papering and Painting," in Vols. II. and
III. of this Magazine, you will find all the
information you ask for with reference to
the mode of preparing paints and the pig-

ments that are used for the different

colours. These articles, and you should
really become possessed of the whole of

them, are to be found in pages 110, 255, 32S,

and 434, iu Vol. II., otherwise Parts 14, 17,

18, and 20; and in pages 31, 210, 269,311,

and 391, in Vol. III., otherwise Parts 24,

28, 29, 30, and 32. A list of tints, with the
pigments of which they are composed, ap-

pears in Vol. III., page 313. You will find

instructions for mixing paint in Vol. II.,

page 256, but in order to get a fair general

knowledge of the whole subject you should
buy and read all the papers to which I

have directed yon.

Self-Acting Fountain.

B. A. F.—The dimensions of the above is

quite a matter of taste and convenience—
should say for table use, one having a

diameter of about 10 inches—pipes of J inch

compo. The water vessels may be of any
shape—preferably rather flat—the one at

base should be slightly larger thau the

other, to allow for loss of space due to

compression of the air—say \ inch greater

diameter.—D. B,

Changing Box.

W. E. B. (Strood).— I have in my hands an
article on this subject from the pen of Mr.
C. C. Vevers, which I trust will be published

shortly, although I am unable dehuitely to

say when.

Black Varnish.

F. T. (Stanmore) .—You will find here and
there in "Amateurs in Council" in the

current volume, as well as iu those that

have preceded it, some notes and remarks

on black varnish for cycles, and as you
possess a "complete bound copy of the

work " you will find no difficulty in tracing

these by aid of the indexes to the volumes.

In the current volume, see pages 48 (Enamel

for Cycles), 95, 96, 144, 191, 240, which will

prove suggestive, if not exactly what you
want. There are many "enamels" in the

market, as "Chez-Lui," " Aspinall's Ena-

mel," etc., which are used on metals as

well as on wood, wickerwork, etc., and for

all these it is claimed by the makers that

they do not require fire to harden them.

Double Acting JEolian Harp.

T. A. V. (SJccrton),—I think you might
have taken the trouble to study the direc-

tions and diagrams, before blindly com-
mitting yourself to the statement that
" the measurements are altogether un-

workable." For my part I cannot see

what difficulty anyone can have in making
an JEolian Harp according to the direc-

tions given. The measurements are per-

fectly correct, b to f, 3 inches ; p to R*
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1 inch ; b to r, 4 inches ; and as the top and
hottom halves are alike, it follows that the
height must he 8 inches. As to the strings,

you utter your own condemnation, when
you say you used " piano wire "

(!) for how
you can expect the wind to vibrate about
3 feet of piano wire stretched tight is more
than I can conceive. QvX strings are dis-

tinctly mentioned.—F. E. Trebla.

Printing Press, etc.

G. W. (Wakefield).—In Vol. V., page 193,

otherwise Part 52 of this Magazine, you
will find an article, entitled, "A Home-
Made Printing Press," which will tell you
how to make cheaply a small press which
will do all the work you mention. In
Vol. VI., page 116, otherwise Part 62, you
will find a sequel to the paper just named,
telling you how to make " Some Useful
Adjuncts to the Home-Made Printing
Press." Type metal consists of lead and
antimony, in different proportions, in ac-

cordance with the size of the type. Small
type is made of metal consisting of three
parts of lead to one of antimony, and the
larger the type the greater is the propor-
tion of lead that is used. Lead alone will

not do for casting type : it is too soft. It
will he better for you to buy type instead
of attempting to cast it, but if you have a
desire to try type-founding, you will find

instructions in two papers, entitled, " Typo-
founding at Home," iu Vol. IV., pages 371,

414, otherwise Parts 43, 44.

Photographs.
Me. J. "W. Glebson-White (Chriit-

church, Hants), asks :—Is any amateur
photographer possessed of photographs of

boys bathing ? Often in the country such
groups are taken, that are simply in-

valuable for artistic purposes, but yet unob-
tainable at the shops. If anyone is willing
to part with a copy, I should be glad to
see it. [As Mr. Gleeson-White's address
is given above, any possessor of such photo-
graphs as he requires may write to him
direct.—Ed.]

INFORMATION SUPPLIED.

Silvering Plate Glass.

D. B. A. writes in reply to FitzHerbbbt,
page 384:—"If you live in a town where
there is a good cabinet maker you will get
jour silvering done better through Mm
than by dealing direct with a silverer, the
best of whom would not care to be troubled
probably, except by a trade customer.
Cost per foot super varies according to size

of plates, but it is not heavy for the patent
process, which is now generally employed
in preference to the more costly mercurial
silvering. If you cannot get what you
want done in the way suggested above I

will see what I can do to help you in ac-

cordance with my otter in page 443, Part 69,

which I presume you have. Should you
write, state the sizes and numbers of

plates,"

The "Sirene."

I"; a va.
. u: writes in rep*,y to R. L. O. B.,

page 336: — "The 'siiena,' Italian for
* siren,' is an instrument or apparatus
intended to find out the vibrations in a

given time. The accompanying rough
will give an idea of what it is like.

It is fixed on the bellows, from which a

current of wind is forced through it. For
further details, construction, and manner
of working it, etc., you had better consult

FIG. I.—EXTERIOR VIEW OF SIREN.
FIG. 2.—INTERIOR VIEW OF UPPER

PORTION.

a standard work on 'Physics.'" [I have a

paper on the Construction of a Siren, from
a contributor to the Magazine, which will

appear as soon as an opportunity offers.

—

Ed.]

Bath Heater.

F. E. Tsebla writes to Ioka (Mount

Florida) :—" The following will probably

at d, at the bottom of the heater ; and,
circulating both through the pipe and the
outside cise, returns heated into the bath
at e. The bath should be first filled with
cold water, until it is about an inch above
the top pipe and then the Bunsen burner
lighted underneath the coil. It will thus
be seen tbat the whole apparatus is very
simple, and can be easily and cheaply made
by anyone who can use a soldering iron.

All extra cocks and taps are dispensed with,

and it has the merit of keeping the water
at any desired temperature while the per-

son is having a bath."

Opening as Marine Engineer.
F. E. Trebla writes iu reply to J. J. A.

(Omagh), page 288:—" I should like to sup-

plement the remarks of Certificated
Marine Engineer, by stating that the
Belfast firm to which he alludes is Messrs.
Harland and Wolff. It is a very large firm,

and turns out fine ships, including some
P. and O. liners. Sixteen or seventeen is

the usual age for commencing. Years ago,

seven years used to be the usual term of

apprenticeship ; but in these ' fast ' times

five years is considered enough, and anyone
who has served for five years is supposed
to kuow his business. The actual require-

ments, however, of the Board of Trade are

three years apprenticeship and one year at

sea ; after that time the candidate can go

up for his examination for a second-class

engineer. When he has obtained it, and
served at least one year more at sea, he

can go up for the first-class examination,

and also take the * extra * examination as

well. Of course, this latter examinatiou re-

quires considerable knowledge of engineer-

ing, and marine engineering especially, but

there is the satisfaction of knowing that it

is the highest examination in that one
particular line. There are numbers of

marine engineering firms in and around
Glasgow, and if J. J. A. wants to enter the

ships, the best way (unless he can obtain

influence) would be to personally inter-

view the managers of different firms, with

a view to being taken 011 as apprentice. I

must warn him, though, that the work is

hard, and the hours 6—5 30. Reed's En-

gineer's Hand-book will give him every

information respecting Board of Trade

requirements, examinations, together with

details, etc., of marine eDgines. I have

a oopy, if he would care to have it. Editor

has my address. Any further information

with pleasure."

BATH HEATER.

suit you. The sketch almost explains itself.

It i-s merely an outside case, a, like an

inverted cone, fitted with a coil of pipe, b,

in the middle, to give additional heating

surface. The water from the bath, c, enters

INFORMATION 80UGHT.

Universal Simplex Type Writer.

E. P. (Preston) writes :—" I shall be much
obliged if any correspondent can tell me if

the Universal Simplex Type Writer, men-

tioned in Amateur Work, page 430, Part

69, for August, 1887, is a good one, well

worth the money (10s. 6d.) asked for it."

LETTERS RECEIVED UP TO JULY 11.

S. 0. H. K. (Liverpool).—No reply yet re-

ceived from Mr.Francis to your query.—Ed.

G. W. (Wakefield); T. W. (Abingdon) ;

W. G. (Bristol) ; Beeds ; K. P. (Carnarvon) ;

Co. Cavan ; S. M. L. (Goderich, G'a«ada).
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A SIMPLE BOOK-REST FOR THE TABLE.
By FAUST.

reading a large volume there is often a

difficulty found in getting it into a pro-

per position, so that the body or the eyes

may not be unduly strained, and, when
the reader happens to be a little short-

sighted, this difficulty is greatly increased. If the book

be laid on the table, the back and shoulders soon ache

with stooping over it ; while, if the volume is lifted in

the hands, the arms become tired in a very short

time, and a sense of discomfort is felt. Of course, I

am speaking of volumes about the size of Amateur
Work, or

larger. To
obviate these

drawbacks
to the enjoy-

ment of read-

ing, many
different de-

s ign s of
book - rests

have been

devised for

the purpose

of lifting the

book nearer

to the eyes of

the reader,

and keeping

it in position

without the

trouble of

holding it in

the hands.

Many of

these contri-

vances are excellently suited to the purpose for

which they are designed, but they are comparatively

expensive, and beyond the reach of the ordinary

book-lover's pocket.

The book-rest which is here illustrated may be
made by the veriest tyro in carpentry, and will

be found quite as useful, if not so elegant, as

^any of the expensive bought ones. It may
be made of common pine, and varnished with oak
varnish, or, if the maker chooses to go in for walnut

or mahogany, it will look very much better, and if

French polished, will form quite an ornament to the

library table. The drawings are to the scale of

2 inches to the foot, and will explain themselves.

The book-board can easily be cut to shape with a

.pass saw, and the edges finished off with a sharp
Vol. Vil.-Pt. 8j,

FIG. I.—FRONT ELEVATION". Scale, 2 inches to 1 foot.

chisel and a piece of fine sandpaper. It should be cut

out of a piece of i inch wood, taking care to choose a

piece as free from knots or blemishes as possible.

The trefoil in the top part may be bored out with a

large centre bit, or cut with a fine saw. The piece of

wood which forms the rest for the bottom of the book,

may be either square, as shown in Fig. 1, or moulded,

as in Fig. 2 ; it should be screwed on from the back,

and have two small pieces of thin sheet brass, about

1 2 inches long by \ inch wide, screwed on to the

front edge, about 2 inches from the ends ; the screws

should have round heads, and must not be screwed

up too tight, but just so that the brass catches may
be turned up or down easily. These catches are to

prevent the

leaves of the

book from

turning over

while you are

reading. Fig.

2 shows how
the feet are

attached to

the back of

the board,

they must be

put on with

f in. screws.

The piece of

wood to

which the

hinge of the

support is

screwed to,

should ex-

tend right

across the

board to

within 1 inch

of each side ; it should be 1
J-

inches wide and i inch

thick
;

put it on firmly with screws, and it will

strengthen the board and prevent its warping ; of

course, it must be kept down low enough to clear the

holes of the trefoil. The support is hinged to the

centre of this piece with a ii inch back-fold hinge,

and is attached to the board, near the bottom, by a

piece of ribbon or cord, to prevent its spreading too

far. The support can be laid flat to the board, and
the whole laid aside without fear of breakage.

Any further explanation of details is scarcely

necessary, as the drawings explain themselves, and
should enable anyone to understand clearly the method
of construction. Until a book-rest of this description

has been tried one can scarcely believe the differ-

ence it makes in reading bulky volumes, they are

vol,, vil.—H M

FIG. 2.—SIDE ELEVATION.
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brought up to nearly the level of the eyes, while the

hands and arms are relieved of all the strain of

holding them ; and, simple as the contrivance may
appear, it is a luxury, which, when once used, the

happy possessor thereof would not care to be without,

at least, such has been the experience of the writer.

ELECTRO NICKEL-PLATING AT HOME.
liij OEOSGE EDWINSON.

-Materials Required—Making the Vat, Anodes,
Battery, and Solutions—Working the Solu-
tion—Dipping Vessels.

jHE electro-deposition of nickel is an art

not nearly so quickly or so easily acquired

as those of electro-silvering and electro-

gilding. Taking the three in order ac-

cording to the facility with which they

may be mastered, I should place electro gilding first,

and electro nickel-plating last. It will thus be seen

that the least costly metal demands more skill in its

deposition than those of a higher intrinsic value. Nor
is this the only difficulty to be overcome by the ama-
teur depositor ; for he will find that he must increase

his batrery power, enlarge his depositing vats, and
get larger anode plates of nickel than those he has

been using in silvering and gilding. There will be,

also, other materials to be procured, and a consequent

increase of stock, necessitating an enlargement of the

workshop toaccommodate the growing requirementsof

space, if this has not been already provided. Indeed,

the operation of nickel-plating requires a good roomy
workshop, well ventilated, and this will be more

clearly seen as we proceed with the necessary pre-

liminary instructions.

As there is much haziness afloat in the minds of

some persons concerning the identity of nickel, it will

be well to first make an attempt to dispel the gloom.

We hear of nickel-silver and German silver, and other

compound names suggesting silver, until some persons

begin to associate one metal with another, and think

of nickel as a common or inferior kind of silver.

This is not the case, however. Most of those com-
pound names suggest only an appearance resembling

silver, and this resemblance is secured, in most in-

stances, by the use of nickel in an alloy with

copper and zinc
; but nickel itself is not an alloy. It

is a pure metal slightly resembling highly burnished

silver, but with a bluish tinge, suggestive of polished

steel. It looks hard, and its looks in no way belie

its nature, for it is a much harder metal than silver

—almost iron-like in its hardness, and, like that

metal, slightly magnetic. Not many years ago,

it was somewhat difficult to obtain a plate of pure

nickel, but the metal is easily and cheaply got now
in plates specially prepared for anodes.

Materials required.—The several materials re-

quired for electro nickel-plating are as enumeratedhere.

1. A vat to hold the nickel solution. 2. Some grain

nickel, or some nickel salt to make the solution, and

some plates of pure nickel for anode plates. 3. A
powerful constant battery of not less than three half-

gallon cells, or a good plating dynamo-electric

machine. 4. A large cast iron vessel to hold the

potash dipping solution. 5. A large stoneware vessel

to hold the cyanide of potassium dipping solution.

6. Another stoneware vessel to hold the acid dipping

solution. 7. A scouring tray and bench. 8. A scratch-

brush and polishing lathe with circular brushes, buffs,

and bobs. 9. Some Sheffield lime, fine sand, rotten-

stone, powdered pumice, and powdered bath-brick.

10. Some American potash, cyanide of potassium,

hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid, nitric acid, and an

abundance of clean water.

The Vat.—The size of this must be determined by

the magnitude of the intended operations. If for

nickeling such small articles as bicycle bells, electric

gongs, and small ware generally, a small stoneware

vessel not holding less than five gallons, but preferably

larger, will serve our purpose. Large volumes of

nickel solution, as a rule, give greater satisfaction than

smaller quantities. The vats may be of any shape

obtainable ; but the rectangular form, of not less than

18 inches in depth, should be secured, if possible,

because this will be found more convenient than

others. If work of any magnitude is to be under-

taken, a wooden vat lined with sheet lead, with

burned (not soldered) joints, should be built. In

planning a vat, piovision must be secured for the

entire immersion of the article to be plated, with not

less than three inches of solution above and below

the edges of the article. Unless such a provision is

made, we shall find that the edges of the article do

not receive a sufficient coating of nickel, whilst all

other parts are well coated. Suppose, for instance,

that we wish to nickel-plate an article measuring

2 feet 6 inches by 2 feet. To accommodate this piece

of work we shall require a rectangular vat, which

must not be of less than the following dimensions :

Length, 3 feet, depth, 2 feet 6 inches, breadth, 1 foot

6 inches. This will hold about 70 gallons of solution; 1
'

but 67 gallons will be a working quantity. The follow-

ing rule for calculating the capacity for water of any

vessel (taken from Calvert's Mechanic's Almanac for

1876) will be found Useful to those about to plan their

own vats :

—

" Multiply the contents in cubic feet by 6'332, the

quotient is the number of imperial gallons. Qr the

solidity in cubic inches multiplied by '00360653 ==
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gallons. Or the solidity in cubic inches divided by

277-274 = gallons."

Vats should be made of stout deal or pine, well

jointed, and with transverse iron bolts across the

ends. They must be lined with sheet lead with

burned joints, and this should be lined with match-

boarding secured to the outer frame of the vat by a

stout frame of wood on the upper edges. On this

frame should be placed two long strips of brass bar to

act as supports for the transverse metal rods support-

ing the articles to be plated, and to connect these

with the wire coming from the zinc plate of the bat-

tery. Another pair of brass bars will be required, on

which to rest the transverse bars to support the

anodes. This pair must be separated from the other pair

by a space of not less than an inch, and the anode

bars must be raised on blocks of porcelain, glass,

ebonite, or some similar insulating material. The
wires from the battery must be connected to these

bars by binding screws, the wire from the zinc going

to one of the article or cathode bars, and the wire

from the carbon going to one of the anode bars. The
tranverse bars to hold the articles are best made of

brass tube with an iron core; similar bars of a

different length must be provided to support the

anode plates, which are hung to the bars by stout

copper hooks. All these fittings must be kept scru-

pulously clean by frequent rubbings with emery cloth,

and care must be taken not to allow the rods to come

into contact with those of the opposite series.

Anodes.—These are the plates of nickel which are

hung from the anode rods, immersed in the solution,

to feed the solution with metal as fast as it is being

drawn out and deposited on the article. Rough plates

of nickel for anodes are cast in several different sizes,

ranging from 5 inches by 2 inches by inch, weighing

1 lb., up to those measuring 36 inches by 9 inches

by \ inch, weighing about 36 lbs., and are sold in

Birmingham at a price of about 3s. 6d. per lb.

If they are not cast . with hooks in them, holes

must be bored near each end to receive the hooks.

Anodes must be selected of a size to suit the work to

be plated. They do not so readily dissolve in the

nickel solution as gold and silver plates in their solu-

tions, nor do they conduct the current so freely
;

therefore a very large surface of nickel anode must be

exposed to the action of the bath, much larger than

that of the articles to be plated. The plates should

descend slightly below the lowest edge of the article,

should surround it if the shape suggests the necessity,

and should in no case be more than 3 inches there-

from, or 3 inches from each other. Sheet nickel

anodes are most convenient for use in small quantities

of solution.

Whilst experimenting on small quantities of solu-

tion, grain nickel may be used as anodes, suspended

in baskets or frames made of platinum wire or per-

forated platinum foil. Carbon plates have been used

as substitutes, but they give indifferent results, conse-

quent upon the dirt they throw off into the solution,

and the trouble experienced in keeping the solution

in working order, for, unless this is kept up to its

proper metal pitch with nickel dissolved from the

anode, it becomes too acid, notwithstanding frequent

testings and additions of the salts of nickel, and other

salts, to keep it in working order.

The Battery.—As a full and constant current of

electricity is needed to deposit nickel in good con-

dition, we must choose a generator of this force

suitable to our requirements. Of the best known
batteries there is none equal to the Bunsen for this

purpose, because of its vigour and constancy. This

battery is composed of an outer cell of stoneware,

porcelain, or glass, containing a cylinder of amalga-

mated zinc in sulphuric acid and water, and an inner

cell of porous earthenware, containing a square bolt

or bar of carbon immersed in nitric acid. A broad-

jawed brass clamp is secured by a set-screw to the

carbon, and a smaller clamp is fastened in a similar

way to the zinc cylinder. These serve as connectors

to hold the ends of the wires connecting the cells

with each other and the battery with the plating vat.

The cells are connected with each other by short

pieces of stout copper wire, one end of which goes

into a hole in the carbon clamp of one cell, and the

other end into the clamp of the zinc cylinder in the

neighbouring cell. The whole arrangement is shown

in the accompanying sketch, Fig. 1, which exhibits

three of those cells connected in series to get the full

electro-motive power generated in this battery.

When connected thus the force has an intense pres-

sure, able to overcome resistance in the outer circuit,

such as it is likely to get in nickel-plating. This

battery cannot be easily made up at home ; it will,

therefore, be advisable to buy every part from a dealer.

For small bulks of solution, and the general run of

small articles up to a foot square of surface, the

ordinary quart size will be large enough ; but for large

operations the cells should have a capacity of. from

half a gallon up to one gallon.

The charge for those cells, and the method of

charging them, is most simple. First see to the

amalgamation of the zinc cylinders—that is, see that

they are well coated with mercury. They are usually

sent out amalgamated, but it will be advisable to give

them an extra coat. To do this, first pour a few

ounces of mercury into a pie-dish long enough to hold

the cylinder on its side ; cover this to the depth of

half an inch with a measured quantity of clean water,

into this pour carefully a measured quantity of sul-
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plhuric acid in the proportion of one part acid to

three parts of water. The mixture will attain a

scalding hot temperature on adding the acid. In this,

whilst hot, roll the cylinder of zinc until it is well

covered, inside and out, with mercury. Brush the zinc

cylinder (inside especially) with a plate brush until

the coat is perfect, then transfer the cylinder to the

outer cell of the battery. Take the porous cell, rinse

with clean water, put in the carbon block, and fill the

cell to within an inch or so of the top with nitric

acid. Put this inside the zinc cylinder in the outer

cell, and fill this cell to within half an inch of the top

with a mixture of water and sulphuric acid, in the pro-

portion of one part acid

to ten parts of water,

pouring the acid in the

water carefully, and al-

lowing the mixture to

cool before pouring it

into the cell. Thus

charge each cell, then

clean the inside of the

clamps with a piece of

folded emery cloth, and

the holes in the same

with a pointed stick

dipped in emery pow-

der ; clean the ends of

the connecting wires

with emery cloth, and

connect all up in work-

ing order.

The Bunsen battery

will give a strong con-

stant current for a time,

ranging from eight to

ten hours at a stretch.

It must be then taken

to pieces, the acids

poured into separate jugs or pitchers for use at

another time, and the zincs well washed and brushed.

If they show grey or bare patches they must be re-

amalgamated and placed in their empty cells to drain.

The porous cells and carbons must be rinsed and

placed in clean water and the clamps cleaned, and in

this way each part be cleaned and put aside until

again wanted. The nitric acid may be used again

till it loses its green tint, and the acid mixture used

several times until exhausted, when fresh charges

must be prepared.

With proper care, a Bunsen battery may be kept

in daily use and working order for many months, the

only repair needed being a new set of zincs when the

first sets are worn out. The main objection to its use

is the nuisance arising from noxious fumes given off

from the nitric acid whilst at work. It is, therefore,

advisable to keep the battery in a box or shed out-

side the workshop, using long thick wires from the

battery to the vat. Some persons minimise the stench

by covering the cells with blotting-paper and sprinkling

the surface of this with powdered ammonia carbonate.

Others have used a strong solution of potassium

nitrate in the porous cell instead of nitric acid.

Where power can be obtained from an engine, the

use of a good plating dynamo machine is in every way
to be preferred to a battery for nickel-plating, and also

for silver-plating, the deposit being of a character

distinctly superior to that from a battery.

The Nickel-plating

Solution.—Nickel may
be deposited in good

condition from a solu-

tion in water of double

sulphate of nickel and

ammonium, or of double

chloride of nickel and

ammonium. The first

mentioned is decidedly

the best, so we will

ignore all others. This

is made by dissolving

in clean rain water

some pure crystals of

the double sulphate of

nickel and ammonium
in the proportion of one

pound of this salt to a

gallon of water. This

done, filter the solution

through a piece of

calico into the vat, and

the nickel bath will be

prepared. No heat is

required, the bath being

worked cold. As some of my readers may wish to

know how to make up a bath from the grain nickel

itself, I herewith give the necessary instructions. Pro-

cure a deep earthenware vessel capable of holding a

gallon of liquid, and in this place in the following order:

Clear rain water, 40 fluid oz., nitric acid, 30 fluid oz.,

sulphuric acid, 10 fluid oz. Add the acid carefully

to the water and avoid the fumes arising from the mix-

ture. To this add 1 lb of grain nickel, place the

vessel in a saucepan of boiling water or on a sand-

bath, in a chimney corner with a good draught to

carry off the fumes, and continue to heat it until all

the nickel is dissolved. Then add some nickel, grain

by grain, until the acid ceases to act on the metal. If

the action becomes too violent at any part of the opera-

tion, check it by adding a little water to the acid mixture.

fig. 1.—
bunsen batteky

and nickel-
plating vat in

sectional eleva-
tion showing
construction.

A, Anode Bar and
Connections ; B,

Batlery of Three
Cells in Series; C,
Cathode Bar and
Connections ; D,
Frame of Vat ; E,

Lead Lining of

Vat ; F, Match-
board Lining of

Vat.
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5.—SCOURING BRUSHES.
BRUSHES.

When the acid has ceased to

dissolve the metal, and the

mixture appears thick and

heavy, add a pint of hot water

and boil the whole for a few

minutes. When it has cooled

enough, pass it through a

calico filter into an earthen-

ware vessel capable of hold-

ing from two to three gallons.

Rinse the first vessel in water

and place therein two pounds

of ammonium sulphate ; dis-

solve this in half a gallon of

hot water, filter through

calico, and allow to cool.

When the two solutions are

quite cool, add that of ammonium sulphate to the

acid solution of nickel, with constant stirring until it

loses all its colour. A copious precipitate at the

bottom of the vessel will show that the ammonium
sulphate has combined with the nickel salt and formed

the double sulphate of nickel and ammonium. Decant

off carefully all the liquid, pour a little more am-

monium sulphate solution on the precipitated salt,

stir up and pour this away, then dissolve the double

salt in ii gallons

of hot water and

filter to form the

nickel-plating
bath.

Working the

Solution.—Before

working the bath

it should be

tested by dipping

into it a piece of

blue litmus paper.

If this turns red

the bath contains

too much acid,

and must be cor-

rected by adding

some ammonium
sulphate solution

until it is neutral

to litmus paper.

This neutral con-

dition is the best

to work with,

and, therefore, the

bath should be

tested from time

to time, and cor-

seted, if neces-

sary, by adding ammonium
sulphate to correct acidity,

or a little sulphuric acid,

should the bath become too

alkaline. To prevent undue

anxiety on this point I may
say that a little variation in

one or other direction will

not seriously affect the de-

posit. The battery must be

adapted to the volume of

the bath and the size of the

articles to be plated. Three

cells in series will probably

be needed at first to drive

the deposit all over the

article, and when this is done

the coat may be advantageously finished at the lower

tension derived from two cells. The battery must be,

in this way, so arranged as to secure a good deposit ;

a current of a too low tension will cause a yellow

tint, whilst one too intense will produce a bright

appearance, indicating a brittle deposit of metal liable

to strip and crack. Enough power must be used

at the outset to cause foam on the surface of the bath

or bubbles of gas to arise from the article, but care

must be taken not
C

c

7.—SCRATCH

d

FIG. 8.
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PLAN SHOWING
ARRANGEMENT
OF ANODES AND

GOODS IN
PLATING VAT.
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to overdo this and

so get the gas

absorbed in the

deposit. To avoid

this defect, always

keep the bath

strong in metal,

and regulate the

battery to the

work. The deposit

should be of a

dull appearance

on the surface,

which is after-

wards to be

cleaned and po-

lished. Anodes

should

quently

be fre-

cleaned

FIG. 3.—AMERICAN POLISHING LATHE,

by brushing them

in the evening

when the day's

work is done, and

then allowed to

remain in the

bath until again

wanted. When
the bath becomes
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apparently dirt)', clean it by filtering through calico,

then test its neutrality and correct, if necessary, by the

means already given. But at all times avoid putting

in dirty articles, and keep the bath covered when not

in use.

Dipping Vessels.—The vessels intended to hold

the dipping liquids used in preparing the work for

plating, must be on a magnitude equal to that of the

rest of the apparatus and the work to be done. The

potash vat may be an iron saucepan, or large iron pot,

for small goods, heated and kept hot over a fire or gas

stove, but for larger operations, a wrought iron tank

fitted with a coil of steam pipes, will be needed, for

the potash solution must be kept hot whilst in use.

This solution is made by dissolving American potash

in hot water, in the proportion of one pound of potash

to each gallon of water.

The cyanide vat may be an earthenware or stone-

ware vessel for small operations, whilst, for larger

operations, a well-jointed wooden tank will serve the

purpose. It is to be filled with a cold solution of

cyanide of potassium in water, in the proportion of

half a pound of cyanide to one gallon of water.

The acid dipping vat may also be of stoneware if

for small operations, or of wood lined with pitch or

with lead if for large articles. It is to be filled with a

mixture of hydrochloric acid and water, in the pro-

portion of one part of acid to five parts of water,

that is, say one gallon of acid to five gallons of clean

water.

Instructions on preparing the work and finishing

it when plated, must be held over to form the subject

of a second article.

Messrs. H. and E. J. Dale advertise a set of

apparatus for nickel-plating, at ^8 the set. This con-

sists of a mahogany cabinet with 3-cell battery, and a

13 in. byS in. by 8 in. depositing bath, holding about
three gallons, with rods, connections,_anodes, and solu-

tions. Sheet nickel for anodes cost 7s. 6d. per lb. in

London. Nickel solution, 12s. per gallon.

(To be continued.')

AN OCCASIONAL CHAIR, WITH FRET-
WORK DECORATIONS.

Tsij J. II'. GLBESON WHITE.

( For Illustrations, see the Folding Shed issued with this Part.
)

HE\T a schoolboy, my energetic pursuit

of fret-cutting disturbed the routine of

the household, and, really, looking back,

they had mu:h reason to complain.

One of the commonest sneers was an
ironical query whether I would not make tables and
t bairs of fretwork. " They would be so strong, you

know ! so easily dusted, and so very durable !" Family

satire is not very polished and sharp in its expression,

although not the less cutting on that account, as we
all know a wound from a blunt edge is more painful

and heals less quickly. So, after all these years (never

mind how few or many) I have designed a chair in

fretwork, or, to speak more accurately, with fretwork

decoration, for I do not think a chair worked entirely

in fret-cutting would be desirable if practicable. Yet it

would not be quite impossible, but lately I saw one, of

the Chippendale period, with the legs cut in compara-

tively thin wood, two pieces set at an angle, a method
adopted for many of the occasional tables of the same
date. But it is an axiom in art that not only should

any construction be actually firm enough to serve the

purpose for which it is designed, but that it should

have the appearance of being strong enough as

well. For example, the unsatisfactory effect of a

wide Gothic doorway, recently built, was hard to

account for until you looked for the reason ; then it

was clear—the archway (for it was not closed by
doors) was designed with a central column of iron

supporting the large carved stone tympanum of the

great arch that spanned both the entrances. Doubt-

less the iron column was actually strong enough to be

used in place of the brick or stone pier that the eye

instinctively demanded ; but in place of the eighteen

inches diameter of the built up column, the four or

five inches of the iron looked incapable of the work it

was doing. A similar effect is often seen when a heavy

balcony projects at right angles from a house, safely

carried on the ends of the joists of the floor
;
yet the

absence of brackets to explain the support, leaves a

feeling of insecurity, as though the whole were stuck

on to the house, and might break away if it were

crowded with people.

But to use fretwork to replace leather stuffing or

cane-work in the back of a chair frame, or to decorate

the construction, is an entirely different thing, and

whether it is liked in this application is a question

of taste absolutely, and governed by no abstract law,

as in the examples quoted, of the column and the

balcony.

As I have never made a chair, I cannot be dog-

matic on its rightful construction. If the rough idea

of the framework I have given errs, chairs are common
objects in every household, and the would-be builder

of one can easily see for himself the best and most

expeditious method of their manufacture. The idea

of the chair I have sketched is only a possible one,

by no means an ideally perfect example ; but for the

amateur who is conscientious, and will do every inch

of the work himself, it may be that a chair of this

sort would answer the purpose.

Of the fretwork I can speak more surely, since if
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the design is worked in half-inch mahogany or oak

(by half-inch I mean the so-called half-inch planed

down), it will be found strong enough for all the

rightful use likely to be exacted ; for households where

the chairs are used as sledges, coaches, and a variety

of infantile methods of locomotion, I think it would

save trouble to allow the children to break up

the wood before working on it, since the few hours it

would last after cutting would hardly repay the toil of

working and fitting it.

The fretwork should be cut with a machine if pos-

sible, for two reasons—one, that a piece this size, and

in wood of the desired thickness, would be a tedious

and tiring work ; the other, that the fretwork is more

accurately rectangular in its section when worked by

machine. The design is carved after completion, if,

indeed, the word carving is not too big a one to

employ for the very slight relief suggested in the

design. In the backs of old Sheraton and Chippendale

chairs, with their interlaced ribbon ornament, this

slightly relieved fretwork is very frequent, since the

design is detached, and explains itself so much more

clearly, when the portions that appear to cross each

other are thus slightly accentuated. The shaded parts

show where the surface of the wood should be gradu-

ally sloped down until it is about an eighth of an inch

below the level of the work, the line where it meets

the other part of the design being kept clean, and at

right angle to the surface. This very elementary in-

struction is hard to express clearly, but a moment's.

consideration will discover what I am trying to

explain if my words fail to convey it.

The bands of fretwork under the seat are intended

to give a decorated look to a part that would other-

wise be too plain to harmonize with the more elaborate

back. If the legs were turned (and in this case the

supports of the back would need similar treatment),

the whole of these bands of fretwork might be omit-

ted with advantage.

If this chair is made, I would only recommend one

mode of finish to be avoided—that is, varnishing. If

there is any worse method of decorating fretwork, I

am happy to be ignorant of it. The sticky look-

ing surface of the varnish even on the flat parts,

is bad ; bow much worse the " stickier " looking

edges, where the saw cuts soak up the varnish and
give an untidy finish, making the whole look hope-

lessly vulgar, as they are sure to do if this treatment

is adopted. If the conscientious amateur spared no

pains to file each cut of the saw up to the highest

polish, yet the varnish would clog up the sharp

corners of the design and make dust traps of every

part, for it would be a sheer impossibility to put

enough and not too much liquid in the open spaces of

the design.

If mahogany is used, it should be ebonised or

darkened before polishing, while oak or American

walnut may be left untouched, or finished, exactly as

the taste of the worker directs.

If intended for a hall chair, the ordinary wooden

seat would be the simplest and best, or the usual

webbing and stuffed cushion of an ordinary occasional

chair may be used. The panel, although designed

for its purpose, would make one of a pair of doors for

a small cupboard, or be capable of many adaptations,

if any readers wish to use it, and yet do not care for

it as a chair-back.

The effect of the completed chair is better than it

appears from these hasty sketches. I should liked to

have given several drawings of it, but it was not

possible. When finished carefully it should have the

effect of one of the real art chairs, a quiet restful

impression with no excess of ornament or fussiness,

but a single detail made obtrusive will ruin this.

Therefore, to carry out the intention, study a real old

Chippendale or Sheraton, and make all the framework

after its fashion, not caring how it departs from the

design here shown, and the result will probably be

much nearer my idea.

PRACTICAL LESSON IN WOOD-

CARVING.
By E. ARTHUR EDWARDS.

SCARCELY know whether to take it as

a good or bad sign, that the pages of

Amateur Work have for many months

been entirely silent in regard to wood-

carving. I have industriously studied

"Amateurs in Council" without coming across so

much as a hint that such an art exists. Perhaps it is

that amateurs have made such remarkable progress

that they require leading strings no longer, and, un-

fettered by rules simple and elementary, they have

struck out into fields and pastures new, and found

their efforts crowned with such success that they have

left us plodding folk far behind. Would that it were

so ! But, on the other hand, it may be that a blank

despair has settled on the minds of those less ener-

getic carvers who have got no further than cutting

their fingers ; and the tools having, from some inex-

plicable cause or other, become blunt, they have cast

wood-carving to the winds, and taken up the newest

(and easiest) craze for a time. It is with the laudable

object of bringing these stray sheep back to the fold,

and of encouraging those who are still pegging away,

that I venture to make a few mild suggestions on the

old familiar lines, in the hope that an occasional paper
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may have the effect of rescuing

hidden talent from the limbo of

mislaid opportunities.

In the first place, then, let us

have a look at the tools. Are

they (i) thrown aside as useless,

obviously not made for the job;

(2) in a state of suspended anima-

tion, the difficulties in the way

of sharpening proving too great

to be overcome ; or (3) kept as

keen as razors,

and capable of

cutting anything

put before
them? If they

come in the first

category, by all

meansgive them

one more trial,

for, as I have

already pointed

out, the question

of sharpening is

the bite noire of

beginners, and

till it is master-

ed, it is quite

hopeless to pro-

ceed. There is

nothing for it

but persistent

practice, and if

one way does

not do, try

another. There

are several ways

that will do, and

when once the

tools are got

into good order, it is very easy to

keep them up to the mark. Fre-

quent touching up is the secret

;

never neglect to give those more
generally in use a touch every

time they are put away. There is

more virtue in the strop than

appears on the surface, and in the

hone is the very essence of suc-

cess. Those who have ever had their tools

really sharp will be able to appreciate the

importance of keeping them so, and those

who have not, must leave no stone (or strop)

unturned to enable them to acquire the art.

There are but few novelties in the treat-

ment of the two sketches I furnish

for this lesson, but I think they will

both repay the trouble of careful

work, and with the aid of judicious

mounting, should be very effective.

Let us take the bellows (Fig. 1)

first. The least troublesome way
's to buy a pair prepared for paint-

ing, for about two shillings, as

nearly as possible the size of the

adapt the drawing to

fit it. Cut off

the handle on

the upper side,

and when the

carving is com-

pleted, fix with

short brass
screws to the

frame. The
choice of wood
is of no great

importance, but

English or Ita-

I i a n walnut
would look very

well, oiled to a

rich dark brown.

The effect would

be heightened

somewhat by

making the sur-

face slightly

convex before

drawing the

pattern, say f in.

in the centre,

andspokeshaved

down to \ inch

at the edges,

but leaving a margin of \ inch to

be bevelled down to nil.

The alternative of mounting

one's own bellows to the frame-

work will prove rather a difficult

job for a novice, though it is by

no means impossible ; the details

I will leave to the ingenuity of my
readers, as the description would

encroach upon my space to too great an

extent. The design will not be found a diffi-

cult one to carve, as hawthorn leaves are

abundant. The cutting down should be care-

fig. 3.—section of
f ,j d c i ean iy done, and the groundwork

LEDGE FOR READ- ' '
, . .

ingeasel.Fu11 Size, made even throughout. When this is ac-
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complished, careful stamping with a pointed stamp will

throw the groundwork up well, and render it highly

care, I think everyone will admit that they have pro-

duced a pretty little addition to their drawing-room

effective. Though the whole process is summed up in , ornaments at a trifling cost, and, I may fairly add,

very few words, I do not wish to convey the impression

that the work may be scamped, and with ordinary

without very much trouble.

The reading-easel (Fig. 2) will, perhaps, give a
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little more work, but is well within the powers of most

amateurs; and those who have a taste for frame-

making will have scope to display their abilities. I

got a length of very handsome black compo. moulding

from George Rees, and made it into a frame 1 1 J in. by

9J in., then cut out a piece of bass-wood, 9,- in. by "]\

inches, to fit the rebate. Now cut and stain black a

small ledge, as per section, to screw from behind to

the bottom edge of the frame, and fix therein two

small brass piano-rack hooks. The fretsaw will have

to be called into requisition to cut the foliage from the

arched frame, and to avoid splitting, the several points

of contact with the frame should at first be consider-

ably widened, so as to give strength to the whole

during the process of carving. The subsequent under-

cutting will reduce them to their relative vanishing

points.

A well grained piece of bass-wood or walnut, \
inch thick, will be most suitable for the panel, for the

nuts overlay the leaves to some extent, and will re-

quire good deep cutting down to show to advantage
;

the fretting allows use to be made of the whole thick-

ness of the wood. Those who have not tried nuts

before would do well to make experiments on odd
pieces, but I trust the drawing will explain away some
of the difficulties. Great care must be taken to cut the

arched frame perfectly straight and square, and its

edges need not be undercut. The spray of apple

leaves and fruit is carved in shallow relief, and forms

a pleasing contrast to the fretted portion.

A considerable time may, with advantage, be spent

upon the undercutting, for with such a thickness of

wood, it is all the more necessary to pare down the

edges. If this be done carefully, the design will have
almost the appearance of a thin veneer, and the back-

ing, about to be described, will throw it up splendidly.

If polishing is not thought too troublesome after all

this mounting business, it will be a much better finish

than any other method, and will well repay the trouble.

Cut a piece of red velvet a trifle larger than the panel,

and tack it tightly round the edges ; then screw the

panel into the frame, and cover a piece of thick card-

board, n{ inches by 9\ inches, with bookbinder's

cloth, cutting a loose flap to form a stand similar to

those used to support photo-frames.

It will be noticed that the drawings are drawn to a

reduced scale to suit the limited size of page,

but they can be easily enlarged to any size ; and if

further information is required on any point, I will

readily give in " Amateurs in Council " any instructions

that may be asked for. I hope, however, instead of

receiving interrogatories on the modus operandi to

have intimation from many, through the Editor, that

they have successfully brought the work to a finish,

and are satisfied with what they have done.

THE FORMS OF TOOLS.
By A FOREMAN PATTERN-MAKES.

X.

—

Files.

ILES occupy so important a place in the

economy of metal work, that I think it

desirable to devote an entire article to

their consideration.

The file is not a cutting tool—it

belongs to the class of scrapers. This is apparent

from a microscopical examination of the forms of the

teeth, Fig. 128, which much resemble those of a saw,

such as would be used for work of a general character,

i.e., not specially for ripping, see p. 465, Fig. 119 B.

The angles of the cutting face will be found on minute

examination to vary within a few degrees on different

kinds of files, ranging between about 12 and 4

from the perpendicular, the greater inclination being

given to the teeth of the coarser files, the lesser to

the finer ones: In no case, therefore, can the action

of each individual tooth be other than that of scraping,

since we place the extreme limit at which true cutting

action can take place at the perpendicular present-

ment to the work, or 90°. The peculiar burred, or

dumped-up appearance of the hinder faces of the

teeth is due to the mode of cutting, by which the

metal is, as it were, thrown back in'a heap.

The file is, therefore, an assemblage of minute

scrapes whose points are as nearly as possible at the

same level, so that their multiplied action becomes

very considerable, and each affords mutual guidance

to the remainder. With each stroke of the file a

multitude of independent particles are abraded, and

removed at the same approximate level, the result

being apparent in a ploughing or minute furrowing of

the surface with grooves whose coarseness corresponds

with that of the file itself. This scoring is only

apparent in the double cut files, which, however,

embrace all those employed by engineers. The
" single cut " or " float-cut " files consist of a series

of broad continuous scrapes—not points, there being

no cross-hatchings, and these are mostly used for

wood and other soft materials.

Having regard to the shape of file teeth, it is

evident that there is only one correct mode of opera-

tion, that is, the file must be employed for forward

thrusting only, in a direction corresponding with its

length. When pressure is not released, or relieved on

the return stroke, the points are likely to become

broken off, and the after efficiency of the tool im-

paired. Again, " draw filing," that is, operating the

tool in a direction transversely to its length, though

often done, is not quite a correct mode of operation,

because, though the effect is to smooth and polish

the draw-filed surface, yet the teeth do not develop
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the full usefulness of which they are capable, and,

therefore, if much material has to be removed it is

better to take up a finer file, and employ it in the

proper way.

The teeth of files are cut in diagonal lines, a

feature whose principle we have noticed in some

other tools in which a diagonal mode of action

removes the material more sweetly, and in detail,

than a presentation absolutely normal thereto.

The action of the file is, in many respects, similar

to that of the saw. The diagonal cutting, for example,

is akin to the diagonal sharpening of the saw. The

total action of the rigid assemblage of minute scraping

points in the file is similar to that of the saw teeth.

I remarked in my last on the necessity of giving

larger spacing to saws for soft and wet wood than to

those for hard and dry material, in order to allow

freedom of clearance for the dust. Such clearance

cannot be allowed in the case of files, hence these

being also much broader than saws, they become

more or less choked with abraded particles of

material, the more rapidly in the case of soft and

fibrous metals and woods than in those of a hard and

crystalline character. From this follows the need of

card wire to clean, and restore them to their original

efficiency. Rubbing chalk upon a file slightly lessens

its tendency to become clogged.

The varieties of files employed in different trades

are so great, their forms and sizes so very different,

that even a bare enumeration of these is more than

we can attempt. I will, therefore, endeavour to

systematise what need be said on the subject, so that

my readers may be able to know the general

characteristics of files from their specific names.

The terms "taper," "blunt," and "parallel,"

denote the three general classes into which files,

having the same characteristics in other respects, are

subdivided. A file is "taper" when its sectional area

diminishes on the whole from tang to point ;
" blunt,"

or " blunt pointed," when its section, though very

nearly uniform, is nevertheless slightly less at the point

than at the middle, or at the tang end ;
" parallel," or

"dead parallel," when its section is as nearly uniform

as the conditions of manufacture will permit of. In

the first two, the longitudinal section is not, however,

strictly tapered, but is largest at, or near the middle,

hence such files are often said to be "bellied," to dis-

tinguish them from the dead parallel files.

The degree of coarseness of the teeth is denoted

by the terms "rough," "bastard," "second cut,"

'• smooth," " dead smooth." These terms do not

indicate any absolute numbers of teeth per inch, but

are relative merely, being fixed by the lengths of the

files themselves, so that the rough cut teeth of a small

file would correspond with the smooth cut teeth of a

large one. But for the same class and length of file

the terms denote numbers of teeth per inch, practi-

cally absolute and constant.

Among engineer's files, the commonest are the

following :—Those whose section is rectangular,

Fig. 129, A, but which, according to their special

characteristics, are variously named. The "hand
files " or " flat files " are of this section, they are

nearly parallel in length, the parallelism being,

however, more perfect in the width than in the thick-

ness, and are used for the best, most accurate classes

of work. Some of these are " dead parallel," some are

made with one " safe edge," that is, an edge is left

uncut in order that it shall become a guide simply

against a shouldered portion of the work. " Cottar

files " are similar to the hand files, excepting that they

are made narrower for any given thickness and length,

being thus adapted for working out narrow grooves.

" Taper cottar files " or " entering files " are also

narrow ; but instead of being bellied, they taper

absolutely, being used, as their name implies, for the

purpose of entering, or commencing the filing out of

holes, which are afterwards finished with the cottar files

proper. " Pillar files '' again, are in section like the

hand files, but are shorter, narrower and thinner, and

usually have one safe edge. These are used for

delicate work, and for finishing. " Pottance files " are

of similar section, but are smaller still. " Equalling

files," B, are very thin, parallel in thickness, and often

parallel in width, though sometimes taper. They are

either cut on all faces, or sometimes the flat faces are

left smooth, and the two edges only cut, or one safe

edge is sometimes left. These latter forms, when

taper, are called "slitting," and "warding files."

Square files, C, are also common, and are made in

almost all lengths. These have often one safe

edge ; D is a section of the " mill saw," and
" topping files," made both parallel and taper.

Both edges are usually rounded for convenience

of gulleting, but sometimes one or both edges are

left square, with or without safe edges. These are

made both single and double cut. Some hand and

equalling files are also provided with round edges.

These embrace the principal forms derived from the

rectangle, except " rubbers," which are strong, coarse,

heavy files, manufactured for rough work only, being

used for brightening up, rather than to bring surfaces

to accuracy. They are usually square, like C, though

sometimes triangular in section, are very much bellied,

and are from 12 inches to 18 inches in length.

The lengths of these files vary considerably, but

the extreme limits lie between 1 inch and 24 inches.

For any special lengths above 24 inches, 20s. per

dozen is charged for each inch in excess thereof. The
length of a file, we may note, is measured exclusive
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of the tang. The largest files in many classes do not

ever reach 24 inches ; thus, though the hand and flat

files are made of this length, the square files and

rubbers seldom exceed 18 inches; the equalling and

pillar files do not go beyond 10 inches, the mill saw

files 12 inches or 14 inches, and usually less. Up to

12 inches the lengths usually advance by half inches,

beyond that, by inches.

Of sections derived from the triangle there are the

"three-square file," Fig. 129, E, used for a variety of

purposes, chief among which is saw sharpening, but

also for filing into angles in metal work The
files specially used for saw sharpening are often

single cut only ; those for general metal work are

double cut. These are always cut on each of the

three sides. The lengths range from 2 inches to

16 inches. " Knife files," F, range from 1 inch to

7 inches in length, and are made both parallel and

taper. "Slitting" or "feather-edged" files, G, are

similar to the last in function, being used for bevelling

grooves, filing screw-heads, etc. H is a " cant file
"

for internal angles.

Files having a circular section, 1, are "rat-tail"

when they are tapered in length. When parallel they

are simply called " round files," those of small size,

not exceeding about 8 inches in length, being

termed "gulleting files,'' on account of their employ-

ment for the deepening of the gullets of mill saws.

" Half-round files," J, so called, though they do not

form a semicircle in section, also range from 2 inches

to 18 inches in length, and are very much tapered. A
true half-round, K, is used for gulleting saw teeth,

being then called a "frame saw," or a " pit-saw file,"

of blunt or parallel form, the advantage of its use

being that instead of employing both a " topping "

and a " round " file for sharpening gullet teeth, the

single half-round performs both functions. A file of

true semicircular section, not being a frame saw
file, is called a " high back half-round." A file of

somewhat thinner section than J is termed a " flat

back half-round." A file which is half-round, small

parallel, and uncut on the convex face, and provided

with a pivot for the finger at the end opposite the

tang, is termed a "round-oft"" file, because used for

rounding off the teeth of small wheels. " Crossing

files," l, or " double half-rounds," have unequal cur-

vatures on opposite faces. " Oval files," M, are used

for saws. These embrace most of the typical forms,

but others are used in special trades—combmakers,
watchmakers, and others employing special forms.

The watchmakers employ files made of ruby, for

pallet wheels, which are of intensely hard steel, a bit

of roughened ruby, not more than ^ inch across and

i inch or f inch long, being inserted into a handle
and carefully protected by a cap when not in use.

The teeth of rasps are more isolated, and are

differently formed from those of files, being thrown

up by the action of a diamond-pointed punch, while

those of files are formed with broad chisels . The
degrees of coarseness of the rasps are denominated

as follows in descending order :
—" horse mouth,''

" rough," " middle," " bastard," and "second cut." The

finer kinds are also termed generally, " cabinet rasps."

These tools are used by bakers, shoemakers, farriers,

wood workers and others. The teeth are variously

arranged, but the only really essential point is that

they shall be intermediate in relation to one another

taken crossways. The sectional forms of rasps em-

brace many of those already noted in connection with

files, such as flat, half-round, round, etc.

When we remember that file cutting is mostly

done by hand, the regularity of the teeth is simply

marvellous, and is an excellent illustration of the

great delicacy of the sense of touch, by which means

alone the workman gauges the pitch of the teeth.

The process of file cutting is briefly as follows :

—

The steel blanks after having been brought to a

condition as nearly true as possible by rolling, forging,

grinding, or in the case of the dead parallel files, by

planing, are annealed at a blood-red heat, and well

greased over their surfaces. The file cutter, sitting at

a stake, places the blank to be cut before him, a plate

of pewter or of lead being interposed between the

file and the anvil— the tang pointing towards himself,

and the blank being held firmly down by means of

leather straps kept taut with the feet. By means of a

broad chisel, and of a heavy hammer he then delivers

a succession of blows upon the blank, which, though

rapid, are most accurate. Thus, in Fig. 130, A, A,

represents the direction of the first series of blows

which are given at an angle of about 55° with the

axis of the file ; the second, or crossing rows. B, B,

are placed at a lower angle of about 12°. The chisel,

Fig. 131, is broader than the file, and short, and its

action is apparent from Fig. 128. The size of the

chisel, and the weight of the hammer differ with the

different classes of files—very considerable weight

being necessary for cutting the heaviest tools whose

teeth are deep, while the reverse condition obtains in

the small files. Hence the weight of the hammer

will range from 7 or 8 lbs. to 2 or 3 ozs. only. The

cutting is commenced at the point, the chisel being

moved towards the workman as the series proceeds.

Each ridge thrown up becomes the guide to the

succeeding one, the workman's sense of touch inform-

ing him when the flat of the uncut surface merges into

the slope of the thrown-up ridge. The greasiness of

the surface prevents any false hitching of the chisel.

The weight of the blow determines the pitch of the

teeth, since a heavy blow throws up a higher ridge
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than a light one. Practice enables a workman to cut

from 60 to 80 rows per minute. Eight such courses

of teeth are required in a rectangular file. In files of

circular, or of half-round section, the same class of

chisel is used, the ridges, therefore, form tangents to

the curve, and several courses have to be cut before

the whole of the convex surface is worked over. This

is a tedious operation, but since it requires less skill

than the broad cutting, it is mostly done by beginners.

After the cutting, the files are usually found to

have become bent by the hammering. They are then

them, and mark upon the tang the side which they

considered best. No statement was made as to which

was hand or machine-cut, or even so much as to the

nature of the contest. The files were used on steel,

cast iron, wrought iron, and brass. In the subjoined

summary, to each file whose side was voted the best,

or whose sides were considered equal, one mark is

given.

One file being soft, twenty-three are here repre-

sented. Of these, five were considered of equal merit,

ten machine-cut received preference, as against eight,

ss/< S ' ' r~"

FIG. 128.—TEETH OF FILE CONSIDERABLY ENLARGED. FIG. I29.—SECTIONS OF FILES OF VARIOUS SHAPES. FIG. 130.—RASP.

FIG. 131.—CHISELS FOR CUTTING RASPS AND FILES. BIG. 132.—TEETH OF SAND-BLAST SHARPENED FILE. FIG. 133.

—

RIGHT SHAPE FOR FILE HANDLE. FIG. 134.—WRONG SHAPE FOR FILE HANDLE. FIG. 135.—CRANKED FILE FOR FLAT
SURFACES. FIG. 136.—FILE WITH LOOP AT BACK.

straightened, hardened, and tempered, being cooled

in oil to prevent rust, and the tangs softened.

Thare is a common and #rroneous impression that

files are cut by hand alone. But the fact is that

machines are now much used by the Sheffield firms

for performing this operation automatically.

Since much prejudice exists against machine-cut

files, a series of trials was made in 1886, in order to

decide, if possible, the superiority of one class of file

over the other. Twenty-four files were cut, there-

fore, on one side by hand, on the other side by

Shnrdlow's patent machine, private marks put upon

them, and three of each were sent to eight of the

leading firms in Leeds, Manchester, Birmingham, and

Nottingham, with the request that they would use

who thought the hand-cut superior. Evidently the

result of the contest may be considered for all

purposes a " dead heat," to use a sporting phrase.

Type of File.
Machine- Hand-

cut, cut.
Equal.

Second cuts ....
Smooths (one " soft " ) .

4 2

4 2

2 4

2

I

Totals . . 10 8 5

Latterly, what are known as " sand - blast

sharpened " files have been introduced. The teeth

are cut in the usual way, but are sharpened keenly

afterwards, by directing a stream of very fine sand
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and water at great velocity, by means of steam jets,

against the back of the teeth, at a certain definite

angle. In Fig. 132 the dotted outline shows the

original form of the file teeth, afterwards ground by

the sand-blast, to the keenness represented by the full

line. The principle is quite correct, and as cutting

tools, these files are superior to those of ordinary

manufacture ; but, unfortunately, they are correspond-

ingly costly.

The correct form of handle for a file is that shown

in Fig. 133, being almost globular at the end which

comes next the hollow of the hand. A handle like

Fig. 134 would soon blister and weary the hand of

the workman. For filing large flat surfaces, the tang

is cranked, and handled like Fig. 135, or like Fig. 136,

the latter being formed as follows :—The bit of bent

J inch or | inch round rod, A, is tapped into a nut, B,

whose under face is filed taper to slip over the tang
;

being driven on tight, it holds as tenaciously as a

wedge. The loop, c, abuts on the back of the file.

The hand grasping A is therefore clear of the work,

while yet exercising complete control over the file.

To bend the tang of the file care must be taken

not to draw the temper from the teeth in its vicinity,

hence it must be heated as rapidly as possible. Bind

two thick pieces of iron against the flat of the file next

the tang, in order to conduct the heat away therefrom,

and then thrust the tang into a white-hot hollow fire,

packing damp slack well around the actual file teeth.

Perhaps a better plan is to insert the tang through a

hole in a bar of metal, previously raised to a white

heat, the aim in each case being to raise the tempera-

ture of the tang as rapidly as possible, without draw-

ing the temper from the file itself. It is then bent

rapidly over the anvil, as shown in Fig. 135.

Occasionally it is convenient to use a curved file

on hollow works. It may be bent by heating it to a

blood red, laying it upon a block of wood, hollowed

out to the curvature desired, and striking it gently

with a wooden mallet. It is then reheated to a blood

red and tempered in water or oil.

Some in handling files adopt the plan of boring

a hole with a gimlet, heating the tang to redness, and
burning it in. This is bad practice, since the bite of

the wood is not nearly so good when seared, as when
left in its natural condition. The hole should, there-

fore, be bored with a gimlet, and opened out to an
oblong section by means of a narrow chisel.

The durability of files depends upon their judicious

employment. A new file should be used tenderly

at first, until the keen points are slightly dulled, heavy
pressure may be used afterwards, without risk of

damaging the teeth. Again, it is sheer folly to use

a new file in order to remove the outer rough skin

from castings or forgings, which is always hard and

chilled, almost like hard cast steel. Neither should

new files be used first on wrought iron and steel,

which render them unfit for cast iron and brass. Gun-

metal and brass require new keen files, then when
slightly dulled for these, they will cut cast iron, and

afterwards wrought iron and mild steel. The manner of

using the files scarcely comes within the scope of the

present subject, which has to do with the forms of

tools only.

(To be continued.)

FRETSAW WORK AND
CUTTING.

MARQUETRY

By D. B. ABAMSON.

X.

—

Multiplication of Designs by Photography, etc.

O come to the photographic processes.

One or other of these may be employed

with advantage in the case of intricate

designs, or when the sawyer cannot

trace with sufficient accuracy. The
reader need not be discouraged at the word photo-

graphy, and fancy he will have to study this thoroughly

before he can prepare a copy printed by the sun. The
operations for copying that will be given are simple,

involving no costly outlay, nor yet a knowledge of

photography as generally understood. Certainly the

ordinary photographic printing process may be

adopted, but as the copies will cost probably a good

deal more than the original design, no end will be

served by it. To be useful to the fret-cutter the cost

of printing should be small and the process easy.

That which gives white—or nearly so—lines on a blue

ground, and known as the " Blue Printing " or Cyano-

type process, is, perhaps, the best, being cheap

and easy.

For those who do not know anything of photo-

graphy, it may be as well to say that reproductions by

this plan are negatives, the light and dark portions of

the original being reversed in the copy. Thus, an

original of dark lines on a white ground will be repro-

duced as a negative, having white lines on a dark

ground.

The only chemicals required are ammonia, citrate

of iron, and ferri-cyanide of potassium (the red prus-

siate of potash), costing from 4d. to 6d. per oz. each.

The latter is a deadly poison, so care must be taken

in its use. Mix each separately with water. The

whole quantity may be dissolved at once, and various

proportions are given in different formuke. My own

plan, which, though possibly not scientifically correct,

gives useful results, is simply to keep the solutions

saturated by putting each chemical into a bottle and
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filling up with water from time to time. The two

solutions may be mixed together in one bottle, but if

so. the contents must be kept away from light, which

would render them useless for the purpose intended.

I prefer to keep them separate, and mix just before

using. To prepare the paper (of a fairly hard non-

absorbent make preferably) for printing, equal

quantities of the two solutions are mixed and applied

with a soft brush, such as is used for damping the

sheets of an ordinary press copying book, or with a

sponge. This should only be done in a dull light, and

not in the broad glare of day. The paper must be

then dried and kept for use in the dark, as it is sensi-

tive to light.

To print on it, the design, face upwards, must be

laid on a sheet of glass ; on this put the paper, pre-

pared side down, and, above all, a piece of board to

keep the whole in close contact. To prevent slipping,

fix altogether, at the edges, with clothes pegs, paper

clips, or other contrivance, and place in the sun with

the glass upwards. This is the simplest way, but it is

much better to print in a frame similar to that used

by photographers in order to allow the progress of

printing to be observed from time to time. As, how-

ever, the size of many fret designs renders a. large

frame necessary, and the cost of these might be

objected to, I give an arrangement which is very

cheap and as serviceable as any.

Get an old picture frame of any size, fit a piece of

glass to it ; cut the wood-backing in two, hinge the

pieces together with a piece of cotton or other cloth

glued down, and on each half of the frame fasten a

strip of wood, a little longer than the width of the

board, with a screw in the middle. Cut notches on

the inside of the rebate to receive the ends of the

strips, which, when turned into them, keep the back

in its place (see Fig. 41). The arrangement is very

much like that of a child's "transparent slate.''

While the design is being printed, by moving one

slip, the part of the back it holds down may be raised

to see when to stop the printing, which should be

continued till the lines show distinctly on a ground of

deep greyish blue. The prepared paper may be then

removed and washed in running water till no colour

comes away. The result will be a print with light

lines on a deep vivid blue ground. For further par-

ticulars of the blue printing process, see Amateur
Wokk, Vol. III., page 497.

The time of exposure varies according to cir-

cumstances ; the less translucent the paper of the

original, and the duller the day, the longer the time

required to print. With bright sunshine and thin

white paper, only a short time is necessary. It will

take less time if the original be rendered semi-

I Th«: t>est proportions are 4 oz. water to each oz. of chemical.

transparent with oil or vaseline rubbed into it, all

superfluous oil being removed by a soft rag, in order

that the copy may not be greased. It will also be well

to put a piece of cloth or flannel between the wood
back and the prepared paper to keep the pressure

close during printing. The washing will also be more

quickly effected with hot instead of cold water.

A similar method of obtaining copies is by means

of paper on which bichromate of potash in solution

with water, has been washed. The mode of proceeding

is exactly the same, but the ground instead of being

blue, is brown, and not so distinct.

Another process which may be named is the

ferro-cyanide. With it the results are positive—that

is, the lines show in dark blue on a white ground, and

it may therefore be preferred by some. The prepared

paper, which is sold by J. R. Gotz, 19, Buckingham

Street, Strand, 1V.C, is printed as usual, and deve-

loped with equal quantities of solutions of the red and

yellow prussiates of potash, after which it is washed

with water. It is then immersed and left for a few

minutes in a bath of highly-diluted sulphuric acid,

again washed with water and left to dry. Very

beautiful results may be obtained by this means, but

more care and attention are necessary than with

either of the other processes named. It has, however,

the merit of being more rapid than either of them, as

the paper is more sensitive. Several qualities of the

prepared paper are sold ; the thinnest is best for the

fret-cutter. To prevent disappointment, I may re-

mind the fret-cutter that designs printed in blue ink

are not reproducible by a photographic process unless

they happen to be very thickly printed. Red designs,

on the contrary, copy well even if printed thinly. Any
photographer will understand the reason.

The easiest way of keeping a pattern for future

use is to stick the original design on the wood to be

cut, or if only one thickness of fret is wanted, on to a

thin piece of soft wood, such as pine, 5 inch thick.

This is then placed on the wood which is to be the

finished fret, with a piece of paper between them.

The three are then fastened together by small wire

nails ; the kind known as panel pins are just the thing,

projecting ends, of course, being hammered down flat.

It is almost unnecessary to say that if the pins are

put through the waste wood—i.e., the parts to be cut

away—no marks of them will be seen in the fretwork

afterwards. The cutting proceeds as usual ; the fret-

wood (thin pine) on which the design is stuck, and

the intermediate paper, being cut at the same time.

The latter will be found a perfect facsimile of the fret,

as sharply cut as if done by a knife, and it may be

used to cut a similar pattern of fret by being stuck on

the wood direct. It is, however, apt to be distorted in

parts unless great care is employed ; and it is much
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better to keep it for use as an original for copying

from by one of the photographic processes. There being

nothing in the parts to be cut away to hinder the

direct action of the light on the prepared photographic

paper, the printing is comparatively rapid, and with a

fairly thick paper for the fretcut pattern, a beautifully

clear and white design is ob-

tainable. This method, of

course, presupposes a fair

amount of skill in cutting, as

otherwise the copy will be

faulty, and probably useless,

for it will be seen that every

irregularity is as perceptible

in the paper pattern as in the

fret.

Yet another plan, and that

is to take a copy from the fret

by means of heelball. A sheet

of paper, soft and not too

thick, is laid on the fret. A
piece of heelball (used by

shoemakers) is then rubbed on

the paper till the pattern is sufficiently distinct. Such
copies do not look well and are not pleasant to cut

from, but they are largely used, especially by profes-

sional fret-cutters. Whether the original design or a

copy be used, it must be stuck to the wood, and though

this may seem such a simple matter to do that no

instructions are needed, care will be required particu-

larly in large designs, in order that they may be laid

without creases. Either thin glue, gum, or ordinary

flow paste may be used as the adhesive material.

If the latter, it should be thick, really a paste,

not a thin gruel-like compound with unmixed
flour in lumps. Though simply prepared, if I may
judge from my own

experience, the or-

dinary domestic has

a strong inclination

to use more water

than enough. The
flour and water

should be boiled to-

gether for a few

minutes, " constantly

stirring," as the cookery books say. Either the wood

or the back of the design may be pasted, though,

perhaps, the easier and better way in the majority of

instances is to apply the paste to the paper, unless

this happens to be too thin to bear handling when

damped. The design should be well laid on the

wood, and well-pressed to cause adherence all over.

The wood should then be put under a weight to keep

it flat, till dry ; otherwise, especially if thin, it may

FIG. 42.—FRET WITH THIN MEMBER.

curl and twist. In laying the design on the wood,

though no fixed rule can be given for this, it may be

useful to state that the grain should be in the direction

of the length, not the width, of the fret. The distor-

tion caused by the swelling and contracting of the

design by being damped, has already been referred

to. It is therefore well to

leave a fair margin of wood

outside the design in the case

of fretwork boxes, baskets, or,

in fact, any article which is

composed of several pieces of

fret, in order that they may be

fitted properly. Indeed, it is

by no means a bad plan to fit

all the pieces together before

fretting them, as it is frequently

much easier to ensure accu-

racy in the joints, than if the

fitting were done afterwards.

And another advantage

gained is that the frets are not

so liable to injury, when the

joinery work is done first. I have seen it stated that

the pieces should be fitted before the design is applied

to the wood, but I certainly cannot agree with this

method, on account of the difficulty of laying the

paper accurately ; and I only mention it that it may

be avoided. Before cutting, it will be well to consider

the parts to be cut, in order that weak lines in the

design may not be left without sufficient support. The

question may arise in the novice's mind, as to whether

he ought to cut the outline first or the inside work.

Well, this must depend much on circumstances, but I

may say that in the vast majority of cases, the outline

should be left till the last. One reason for which, and

it will be sufficient,

is that waste wood

surrounding the out-

line affords a conve-

nient hold when

sawing, and is a sup-

port for the interior

fret. In an ordinary

design, it will be

sufficient to work

from the centre outwards. It is, however, often of

importance when cutting thin wood and a fine design

to cut particular holes first, and in a certain direction,

to minimise the risk of fracture. For example, to take

a somewhat extreme case for the purpose of illustra-

tion, in Fig. 42, there is a thin central line between

two thick ones. It does not matter in what direction

the saw cuts the first waste piece out, but it will be

evident that when cutting the second) it will be better

PRINTING 1RAME FOR COPYING DESIGNS.
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to cut along the thin centre member or rib first,

instead of sawing from the bottom against the thick

member, along the top and then down by the centre.

In the former, the waste wood being still connected

with the outer, forms a considerable support, but in

the latter, the waste wood is un-

supported by anything except the

thin centre, and if the grain runs

across this it is very apt to be broken.

It will often happen that two or more

pieces exactly the same form part of

a design, and if so, when practicable,

it is as well to cut them together, in

order to save unnecessary

work. Take, for instance,

the two ends of the box.

If the wood is only \ inch

thick or so, it would be

merely a waste of labour to

cut each separately, as

they could be cut almost,

if not quite, as easily toge-

ther. They may be either

fastened together with the

panel pins already men-

tioned, small screws, or

glue, on the waste wood.

Needle points, which are short pieces of steel like

needles, but without eyes, also do very well. The

end, or ends projecting from the wood, should be

snapped off level with it. Auother way sometimes

adopted, but increasing liability to fracture of the fret,

and not so convenient, is to glue both sides of a piece of

soft paper and put it between the two pieces of wood

causing them to adhere. They may afterwards be

separated by the inser-

tion of a thin knife

blade, but unless the

fret is strong and thick,

breakage easily occurs.

The paper also cannot

be used for a pattern

afterwards. When all

the fret for an article

has been cut, the next

thing is to remove the

paper of the design

adhering to it. Some
amateurs, I am aware, use water to make this easy,

even going the length of soaking the fret till the paper

floats off.

This to me seems very like doing fretwork to

k
obtain with some difficulty a more or less mangled

paper pattern, for soaking in water is not exactly the

FIG. 43.—MORTISES AND TENONS TO PARTS OF BRACKETS.

FIG. 44.—DOWEL JOINT.

would do. The grain is swelled, and the wood, unless

carefully dried afterwards under pressure, is very apt

to twist and split. A little moisture may be used to

soften the paper and make it come off more easily

under the scraper, but I do not advocate it. Glass-

paper is much better, and very little

more trouble, as the dust raised

being dry, can easily be blown away,

whereas, if water is used, some of

the pulpy paper is almost certain to

get into corners, out of which it must

be picked bit by bit—a rather

troublesome job. After the cutting

has been finished, irregu-

larities left by the saw
should be noted and re-

moved with the files. All

that has to be done is the

fitting together, if this has

not been attended to before.

The parts, however, should

not yet be fixed perma-

nently, as the polishing

which brings out so much
of the beauty of many kinds

of woods can be done more

easily on loose parts, so

that on making up at this stage, no glue should be

used ; needle points or small nails, which are easily

removable, being used alone. Polishing is troublesome

and not overclean work, rarely done well by the ama-

teur ; but as some will prefer doing their own polish-

ing, all necessary instructions are given in a

subsequent chapter. It may be stated here that the

wood may be polished

before any fretcutting is

done, and that better

results will generally be

produced if it is, as the

saw cuts will be left

clean and free from oil

or polish. The surface

is also much more easily

polished when plain,

and the likelihood of

points and weak parts

being broken by the

rubber on which the

polish is applied, catching them is avoided. When
permanently fitting all the parts of a fretwork article

together, it will be well to remember that glue does

not adhere well to a polished surface. The polish

should therefore be scraped off parts where glue is to

be used, that a strong joint may be made. It fre-

quently happens that an article of fretwork, a bracket,
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FIG. 45.—MITRED CORNER OF
BOX FIXED TOGETHER WITH
SLIPS OF VENEER.
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or instance, on which the novice is pretty sure to try

his hand among the first things he makes, may be

strengthened by not cutting the edges which are to be

fixed together, straight, or depending entirely on glue

and screws. If he leaves tenons or projecting pieces

here and there to be fitted into corresponding holes,

or mortises in the wood to which it is to be joined, it

will often be an advantage, especially when thin wood
into which it is not practicable to drive screws or

nails, and when glue alone cannot be depended on.

As few designs show any mortises and tenons,

Fig. 43 is given by way of illustration : A being the

back, B the projecting piece, and C the shelf of a

bracket in which, for the sake of clearness, merely the

outline is shown without inner fret. The projections

in dotted lines on b, show the pieces (tenons), to be

left to fit into corresponding holes (mortises) in the

back and top. Glue should be used in conjunction

with these, and if any parts of the tenons project

through the mortises, they may be cut down after-

wards, finishing off with glass-paper. The same
principle may be applied to boxes, when, however, the

joint is called a dovetail, and the tenons are cut in

the form of a wedge. Anothergood joint, particularly

useful to the fretcutter when fitting a shelf between

two pieces in a direct line, is that made with wooden

pins or dowels, see Fig. 44. In this and many
similar instances, it is not practicable to fasten the

top piece A, the shelf B, and the lower piece c, together

with a nail and glue, although nails, etc., through the

back into each piece separately might and possibly

would do, it may be well to supplement them by a

joint connecting through the shelf. This may be

easily effected by boring holes opposite to each other

in A, B and c, and inserting a well-glued wooden pin,

which, when dry, will form a strong joint. The pin is

shown by the dotted lines.

These suggestions may seem crude to the accom-

plished joiner, but they will be very acceptable to the

beginner, and save him the mortification of having

pieces of fret which he cannot use, because he does

not know how to fit them together. Without writing

a complete book on joinery, it is, however, impossible

to give instructions for making up everything, as a

method that is good in one case is not always the

best in another. Though hardly a recognized means

of securing a joint in cabinet work, a piece of

calico, thin canvas or cotton, glued on at the back or

in corners is not to be despised by the amateur in fret-

work, but, of course, this can only be used where the

material cannot be seen ; for example, in the corners

of boxes which are to be lined. The parts of small

boxes, polygonal baskets, etc., may be neatly fastened

by mitring at the joints and running a slip of veneer

in here and there, as in Fig. 45, which shows a

corner of a box. Saw-cuts at an angle, as shown by

the thick lines A, A, are made through the two pieces,

and the small glued pieces of veneer inserted.

There are few articles of fretwork which may not

be enhanced in appearance by appropriate fittings in

shape of handles, knobs, escutcheons, hinges, etc.,

etc. As a rule, these things in small sizes, which are

those principally wanted by the fretcutter, are not

kept by the ordinary ironmonger, but they may be

obtained from most dealers in fretwork appliances,

several of whom issue copiously illustrated catalogues

of such things. External brass work should be fixed with

small round-headed brass screws, when the wood is

thick enough to hold these, as it generally is, and if

not, the brass studs used by upholsterers are con-

venient, as their shanks can be driven through the

wood and bent over behind. Boxes of fretwork

generally require lining either with wood or some

textile fabric, such as silk. Whatever is used, care

should be taken not to apply the glue too thickly to

the back of the fret, otherwise, the surplus will exude

and spoil the appearance of the lining.

If the lining is of wood, the fretwork practically

becomes an overlay or onlaid fret, so that all con-

structive joints may be made in the lining, and con-

cealed by the outer fret if considered desirable. In

designs of many articles, small mouldings, which

cannot be shaped with the fretsaw, are shown. They

are kept in stock in various woods by fret-dealers. It

will, no doubt, occur to many that plain fretwork may
be much improved by application of the carver's art,

and though this cannot be treated of here, it may be

said that the most delicate fret may be carved if

mounted on a temporary support. The best way is

to stick it to a soft flat piece of wood, with a layer of

paper glued on both sides, as described elsewhere.

Sometimes it may be desirable to make a bracket

in such a manner that it will fold up. In order to do

this the projecting portion of the bracket that supports

the shelf, as B in Fig. 43, is made without tenons, and

is attached to A by small hinges. In brackets of this

kind the portion A is generally doubled, so that there is

as much above the shelf as below it. The shelf, C, is

also attached to the back by hinges, so as to fold back

on the upper part of the back. To keep the whole

structure as steady and compact as possible when in

position a small brass pin is inserted in the top edge

of b, just where the mortise to the right appears in the

engraving, and this enters a small hole made to receive

it in the under part of the shelf, C. In corner brackets

the sides fold back one against the other, and when in

position the shelf is held in place by a small brass eye,

screwed into edge of shelfand passes through a mortise

in side to receive a brass hook, which is dropped into it.

{To be continued?)
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IX.

—

Joint Making—Fixing a Pendant—Speaking
Tubes—Some Minor Refairs—Repairing Sieve

or Riddle—Coffee Urn—Shop Sprinkler—
Spill Cur

—

Toilet Can—Cork Extractor.

OIXT MAKING.—The worker will find

that the ability to make a joint with a

blow-pipe will be very useful, especially

in lead or composition pipes. Joints

can be soldered in pipes by means of

the blow-pipe, which would be very difficult indeed to

do with copper bit. When making joints in pipe,

either with blow-pipe or bit, I always use a tool

similar to Fig. 219, a closing tool. Suppose the

worker wants to solder two pieces of pipe together

similar to Fig. 220 (this shows the joint after solder-

ing it), open the end of pipe, Fig. 221, with the sharp

end of tool, then scrape clean inside and on the top

edge. Now close very slightly the end of pipe to be

soldered into this end, scrape clean all round Fig. 222.

Now put the closed end into the open one, smear

round with a mixture of oil and resin, or resin only,

and blow a clear steady blast with blow-pipe, and

keep working the solder round until it flushes

nicely all round.

Fig. 223 shows a T-joint, these are rather more diffi-

cult to make than a straight joint ; first cut a hole in

A, Fig. 223, be careful to cut it as round as possible,

and finally round it with sharp end of Fig. 219, then

scrape and clean, and having cleaned B, put it into posi-

tion and blow it. Never use spirits as a fluxfor these

joints, but always use resin, or oil and resin. If it is

required to solder a brass or copper elbow or drop-

piece in, similar to Fig. 224, the end, A, which is to be

soldered into the compo. or lead pipe must first be

tinned, using resin as a flux for this purpose. A
candle with double wick will be found to give heat

enough for soldering all joints up to \ inch or even

larger, but if one candle is not sufficient use two stuck

together. If the worker feels disposed to be his own
gasfitter he will not find it difficult, after he has learned

to properly blow a joint, as sound joints in gas- work
are the principal things. Suppose an extra light is

wanted, say in a bedroom, the first thing to do will be

to find the nearest place to take the supply from ; this

will generally be found to be from under the floor-

boards from light below. Having got the board up,

next cut a piece of brick out from the wall where the

bracket is to be fixed. Now drive a square piece of

deal into this hole and firmly wedge it, this is to

screw the fitting to. Next cut a hole down the plaster

at the back of skirting-board, and pass the pipe

through this and under the boards ; to do this properly

it will be necessary to take a piece of board up next

to the skirting-board, or the next one to that ; having

done this, work the pipe through until there is enough

to reach to the supply you intend to connect to, then

connect it by blowing a T-joint into the supply. If the

worker cannot get to see if the T-joint is sound under

the bottom, hold a small looking-glass under, and this

will show whether it is or not ; having got this sound,

put the floor-boards down again and proceed to hook

the pipe to the wall. Then get a brass elbow, similar

to Fig. 224, tin the end, A, and solder into end of pipe

;

screw a pattress or block on and then screw the

bracket or fitting on to the elbow, not forgetting to

well whitelead the screw part of elbow before screw-

ing it up.

Fixing a Pendant.—The best way to fix a pendant

is to run the pipe either over the joists in slots cut

out to receive it, or along the side of joist to the point

where it is intended to fix it. If it comes in proper

position, so that the hole where the drop-screws is

comes on the side of joist, then all that is necessary is

to cut a piece of wood, similar to Fig. 225, and nail

on to joist to screw the pendant to ; the slot cut in

is to allow the pipe to pass through. When this is

done, solder a piece of f inch copper tube into the

end of compo. pipe, and the screwed end must be

bent at an angle to go through hole in ceiling.

Fig. 226, A, is the tinned end to solder into compo.

pipe, and B is the screwed end to attach the pendant

to. This, of course, is not tinman's work strictly

speaking ; but ninty-nine out of every hundred tinmen

do this class of work as also speaking tubes, and this

must be my excuse for introducing it, not but what I

think many readers of Amateur Work will find the

information useful.

If the worker at any time should get a water-slide

pendant which will not pass the gas, he will in

nine cases out often find the defect in the inner tube ;

this very frequently rots away at the bottom, and

thereby allows water to percolate through into the

arms of pendant, thereby stopping the flow of gas
;

when it is like this unscrew the tube from the body

and unsolder the inner tube and put a fresh one in its

place, or if it be long enough, cut the defective por-

tion off and re-solder it in again ; the defective portion,

as a rule, only extends a few inches.

Speaking Tubes.—A great many people in the

trade make a great secret of fixing speaking tubes,

but it is really one of the simplest jobs that is done in

the trade. The principal thing to ensure success in

fixing a speaking tube is to get nice round bends, and

as few of these as possible, and also sound joints.

Suppose the reader wishes to fix a speaking tube, let

him first find out the straightest way to run it. Having

done this, hook the tube up, and at each end solder
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a copper tube in, leaving about three inches of this

tube to attach the flexible rubber tube to ; and in the

other end of flexible tube bind with copper wire

another piece of either copper or brass tube, screwed

at one end to attach the mouth-piece, Fig. 227, to.

When hooking the tube up, be careful not to dint it.

One inch tube is the smallest size that will be found

of much use for this purpose; ordinary gas or compo.
tube answers for this purpose better than anything

else. Below I give a complete list of solders, and
the temperature at which they melt ; also fluxes, etc.

List of Solders.

lj parts Tin to I Lead, Melts at 334.

» 34°-*

356.

36S.
37S.

381.

320.

310.

292."]"

254.

236.

202.

2 1

J !> '
!)

4 „ 1 „

5 „ i „
6 I

,)

4 parts Lead, 1 Tin, 1 Bismuth,

^ >> 3 j> J »
2 *> T

1 » ' ,,
I

.<

2 » I » 2 „
3 » 5 !> 8 „

Some Minor Repairs.—There are several little

jobs which I have overlooked in the previous chapters,

and which I intended to have mentioned before, but

having omitted to do so, I will touch on them here.

Fig. 228 shows a wooden bowl with crack running
from bottom to top edge ; this is caused by the con-

traction of the wood in drying. As soon as the crack

is perceived it should be attended to, to prevent it

extending further. To do this get a very fine gimlet

and bore a series of holes along each side of the

crack ; then lace the bowl by threading the wire

through them. Pull each stitch or lace tight with a

pair of hand-vice, and fasten the last loop outside the

article repaired. Fig. 229 shows a butcher's " meat-

tray" laced in a similar manner. A plate of brass

may be put on this article, as shown at A A ; this gives

additional strength. It should be screwed on with

fine screws, and then the heads filed flat off.

Repairing Sieve or Riddle.— If a sieve or riddle

should crack along the hoop, as shown in Fig. 230,

lace it with copper wire as before described.

Cojpee Urn.—Fig. 231 shows a coffee urn ; the body

should be cut out and seamed and soldered, then turn

bottom and top edges up. Now cut the bottom out ;

allow a fair amount of lap ; turn the edge up and

spring on to body, close the seam down, and solder

inside. The tap, T, must now be put in and strongly

soldered, and a stocking soldered round. Now pro-

* This is usually good enough for copper-bit work.

+ This or finer may be used for soldering tin tubes or Bri-

tannia metal. If any further information is required or. any of

the subjects, please write to Editor.

ceed to put the top, B, on. It will be of no use the

worker trying to hammer one into shape like this
;

the usual plan is to buy a stamped bowl for this pur-

pose, and it is best to get the bowl first and make the

body to it ; having got the bowl, cut the bottom out

with a pair of curved snips, also cut the wired edge

off. Fig. 232 shows shape of bowl. Then turn the

edge up to spring on to body, but before putting it on

to body make a neck, c, Fig. 231, wire the top, bend

round, and solder into Fig. 232. Now spring Fig. 232

on to Fig. 231 ; knock the edges down and solder

round, and well sweat it in the seam. The bottom

hoop, D, should be made from a piece of strong plate,

and must be a very tight fit on the body, wire the

bottom, bend into shape, and solder ; then put two

tinned rivets, as shown at the dots, and solder these

over. Now force this on to the body, using the mallet

gently, if necessary, when you have forced it on, so

that the sharp top edge overlaps the seam about ^ of

an inch or a little more ; knock this edge down close

on to seam, and solder it ; two hoops, E, E, should now
be put on and soldered round. The edges may be

creased similar to Fig. 233.

Fig. 234 shows a ring burner and air chamber for

heating Fig. 231. The ring is made from a piece of

I inch iron gas tube, and screwed into air chamber, A;

here the gas is mixed with air, and causes the gas

when lighted on the ring to burn atmospheric, viz.,

giving off greater heat than when burned pure and no

smoke.

Shop Sprinkler.—Fig. 235 shows a shop sprinkler.

This may be made the same shape and way as a beer

warmer, but instead of closing the bottom solder a

taper tin pipe into it, then put a handle on ; it will

be found useful for sprinkling floors, etc., before

sweeping.

Spill Cup.—Fig. 236 shows form for spill cup cut

out for cone shape ; wire the top, and work into shape

and solder, then make the base or bottom, A. Fig. 237

shows piece of plate cut for this purpose ; bend up

at dotted lines and solder the corners inside ; solder

the cup, Fig. 236, on to this, and it is complete.

Toilet Can.—Fig. 238 shows a toilet can for hot

water, etc.; the body should be cut out the size

required, and the two edges turned up, then bend the

ends round on the mandrel similar to the line shown

in Fig. 239 ; then bend round again at x until the

seams meet ; then close down with creasing tool and

solder ; it should then be in the shape of Fig. 238,

then turn the bottom edges up and put bottom on.

The half top or cover, A, may have the edges turned

up and fitted inside the can ; in this case the top edge

should be turned outward and wired ; when this is

done solder it and the cover, A, in its place, then make

the other section of cover, turn the round edge up
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and put a rim on, put in its place and solder two

hinges on. The spout should now be made and put

on, not forgetting to wire round the edge of it, viz.,

at B, then put the handles on, not forgetting to wire

both, and strongly solder
;
paint inside white, and out-

side for fancy, they are usually painted oak colour

outside and grained, but this is a matter of taste ; in

fork ; when twisted bind round for about \\ inch at

A, Fig. 240, with fine binding wire, then screw the

loose ends in the vice separately, and bend about

£ inch of the points up, and file them sharp pointed,

and bend each prong outward from where it is bound

round ; a wire ring should now be put on to slide

loosely on the handle or twisted portion. When a

FIG. 219.—CLOSING TOOL. FIG. 220.—JOINT AFTER S0I.9ERING. FIG. 221.—PIPE OPENED. FIG. 222.— PIPE CLOSED.

FIG. 223.—T-JOINT. FIG. 224.—ELBOW-JOINT. FIG. 225.—WOOD ON JOIST TO TAKE PENDANT. FIG. 226.—ELBOW TO

RECEIVE PENDANT. FIG. 227.—MOUTH-PIECE OF SPEAKING TUBE. FIG. 228.—MENDING WOOD BOWL. FIG. 229.—MEND-

ING BUTCHER'S TRAY. FIG. 230.—REPAIRING SIEVE. FIG. 231.—COFFEE URN. FIG. 232.— BOWL FORMING TOP OF URN.

FIG. 233.—CREASING OF EDGE. FIG. 234.—RING BURNER. FIG. 235 —SHOP SPRINKLER. FIG. 236.—SPILL CASE.

FIG. 237.—BASE OF SPILL CASE. FIG. 238.—TOILET CAN. FIG. 239.—MOPE OF BENDING ENDS OF SHEET TO FORM SEAM.

FIG. 240—CORK EXTRACTOR.

any case they are best painted some colour both inside

and outside, as they wear half as long again when
painted.

Cork Extractor.—A very useful little article in the

house is a cork extractor, Fig. 240 ; two pieces of

wire (soft steel is best for this purpose) about 30 inches

long should be cut off, bent into a loop in the middle,

and then about half the length screwed tightly in the

vice, twist the wire together as in making a toasting

cork is to be drawn from the bottle close the arms by

sliding the ring up, and put the article inside the

bottle, then draw the ring back, shake the cork down

between the arms by holding the bottle upside down,

then draw the extractor until the points grip the cork,

then slide the ring up, which will cause the points to

grip it tight. The cork may be then easily drawn out

of the bottle.

{Concluded.)
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SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

JFYoift H. W. B. B., Saint Hele

OME time ago I sent, for the benefit of

my brother "chips," a few workshop

wrinkles, which were duly inserted.

Meantime I have become a convert to

the " Black Art," influenced at first by a

desire merely to possess, as my own productions, the

many scenes of historic and picturesque interest to be

found in this quaint little Island. Not that I have

deserted my old hobby, the " Constructive Art," in

favour of a new fancy. By no means ; on the contrary,

I have found my workshop of inestimable value in the

making and arranging of my photographic appliances.

Indeed, the two pursuits travel amicably together, as

I shall presently show.

Now, although, as I have said, my original inten-

tion was to take and print a few photos only, so

interesting is this dusky art that I rapidly soared from

the regions of negatives, pure and simple, to enlarging

on bromide paper, copying and reducing for lantern

slides and other transparencies, and printing on opals,

etc. For much of my success I am indebted to Mr.

Vevers' able papers, but with no personal instructor I

was beset with difficulties, and having " worried
"

through them, a few of my experiences may be useful

to beginners. I hold that in a Magazine like "ours"

the small troubles of the tyro should be afforded every

opportunity of explanation, and the adepts must not

grumble.

In the first place, my workshop, already pretty

well occupied with bench, lathe, fretsaw, and
materials, was my only available dark room ; but in

one corner there is a tap and water laid on at a con-

venient height for a sink. This I, of course, utilized,

and first made a strong four-legged stand, on which I

placed a movable slate sink, previously used for salt-

ing meat, oblong in shape, and with an outlet hole in

bottom. A lead pipe, connected by tubing to this

outlet, and carried to the gutter outside, disposes of

my "waste.'' Here I was faced by difficulty No. r.

The water supply being powerful, unless the tap was

carefully adjusted torn films were the result. I

accordingly connected to the tap, with tubing, a piece

of lead pipe about 12 inches long, took it straight to

bottom of sink, turned it up parallel about 8 inches,

and bent an inch at right angles to this 8 inch length.

A piece of indiarubber tubing connected to the end

gives an even and full flow of water, which can be

directed to any part of the sink, washing tank for

prints, etc., without danger of scratching plates.

Difficulty No. 2 cropped up in the light supply.

At first I only worked by night, and 1 soon found

candle lamps a failure. In this warm climate the heat

and smell from a paraffin lamp, close under one's

notice (and diluted with ammonia -S8o !), were un-

bearable. So I decided to have my lamp outside.

The window of my room is a casement, opening down
the centre ; but any window can be adapted. I

commenced by blocking up both sides with double

brown paper. About the middle of one side I screwed

a half-plate printing frame, with its flat side to the win-

dow. In a grooving on the flat side a shutter slides, be-

tween window and printing frame. Having fixed this,

and made all light-tight, I cut out the brown paper

inside this frame, leaving the white glass only. Out-

side, with this frame as centre, I hung (on two
" screw-eyes " for ready removal) a large square

biscuit tin, the lid removed, and this open side to

window. Inside this tin I placed a duplex lamp, with

reflector, and cut a hole at side for lighting and regu-

lating same. A hole in roof over chimney, and a few

small ones for ventilation, completed an arrangement

which I would not exchange for the most " approved"

lamp in the market. Its uses are as follows : By
closing the shutter, room is dark. By using ruby

medium, fixed to a spoilt plate (cleaned), you have a

safe light day or night. With the shutter arrange-

ment bromide paper or opals can be printed. Nega-

tives can be fixed in the frame and copied from,

reduced, or enlarged. Also, the shutter allows one part

of a print to be made darker than another. A piece

of white tissue paper on outside of window, to diffuse

the light, is a great improvement.

Difficulty No. 3 occurred with the camera. This

is a half-plate of ordinary focus, and I soon found it

was useless for copying and enlarging, as it would not

rack out far enough to obtain the necessary size

picture. Here the workshop was appealed to success-

fully, and saved about £6, the cost of a long-focus

camera, half-plate size. I will not now go into details

of the alterations, because a look at one, coupled with

a study of Mr. Pocock's instructions in a previous

volume, will enable the amateur to make the neces-

sary additions without much trouble. All that is

necessary is to fix a long extension bellows (half-plate,

in leather, cost 10s.), make a sliding base-board to run

in grooves in the existing one, and fix a screw to rack

it in and out. This can be bought for 7s. 6d., but I

made mine, with tap and die, from an old brass stair-

rod. With a camera so altered, the higher flights of

photography can be readily achieved. Mr. Park,

Orchard Buildings, Acton Street, Kingsland, E., sup-

plies any camera fittings, also seasoned wood and

dark slide grooving.

Difficulty No. 4 presented itself in the matter of

dishes large enough to develop and manipulate

bromide paper enlargements. This I solved by
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annexing all available biscuit-tin lids and enamelling

them with two coats of Aspinali's bath enamel.

Distilled water was difficulty No. 5, until Mr.Vevers'

description of his still appeared, made, in my case,

from a long, round empty jam-tin and a clay pipe !

I now ?.dd a few hints, the outcome of my
failures :

—

1. In your carriers, instead of a loose piece of card

between your plates, glue in a permanent light-tight

division ; otherwise fogged negatives will result.

2. Two stair-rods, connected, about 4 inches apart,

by a slip of wood at each end, make a serviceable

"grid" to lie across sink for dishes.

3. If you use metal slides, varnish the shutters

with thin copal varnish ; they may otherwise rust into

pin-holes.

4. Keep all chemicals in stock solutions
;
gum

paper water-lines on outside of bottles to save

measuring. Label all bottles " Poison."

5. Backgrounds are expensive. Get l\ yards of

continuous brown paper, used for laying under car-

pets, 60 inches wide. Tack to light deal frame, and

you will have a good background for 2s.

6. If you enlarge with a magic lantern, don't use the

lantern lens, but substitute (in a cardboard tube will

do) a quarter-plate rectilinear or single lens. I could

do nothing with my lantern until I found this out.

7. You can utilize spoilt plates as follows : Quarter-

plates cut up to 3j- by 3V very easily for covering

lantern slides ; they are also useful for mixing paint

for spotting out, etc. Half-plates and larger can be
used for picture frames

; also, by running them into

a grooved framing with marine glue, and varnishing

we'l, they make good developing dishes. Prints may
be trimmed and dried on them. Covered with matt

varnish, they can be used to back transparencies

with.

8. A violin stand forms a capital easel for holding

enlarging paper, or pictures to be copied.

9. Keep your tripod-head screwed to base-board,

and disconnect the legs only ; safety and temper

thereby preserved.

10. Polish your lens and focussing screen fre-

quently.

11. Invert a colza lamp chimney in a wide-

mouthed bottle, put a piece of cotton wool in the
" collar" of chimney as a plug, and you have an effi-

cient fitter.

12. Unless you can afford the time to sit and
wash your prints by hand, do not grudge the cost of

a good self-acting washer. This, the most important

part of photography, is also liable to be the most
tedious and time-losing affair unless so provided.

Better make shift anywhere than here.

13. Do all you can in the way of appliances your-

self; the money saved will come in for plates and

material.

14. Above all, maintain absolute cleanliness in

everything, and do your work methodically. Follow

maker's formula;, and be careful with your weights

and measures. Remember always, whatever is worth

doing is worth doing well.

PRACTICAL SCENE-PAINTING FOR

AMATEURS.
By 1IEXET L. BENWELL.

XXIX. — The O. U. D. S. and its Scenery— A
Model Society—Scenes used in " The Merry
Wives of Windsor "—A Room in the " Garter "

Inn and Ford's House — Oaken Chamber
Scenes—Built Ditto — Picturesque Interiors,

Prisons, Hovels, Vaults, Rustic Interiors.

=*—7->^-5 IIWING to the courtesy and kindness of the

f«J>>rK Earl of Ancram, I am with this chapter

k^S^wi enabled to give two drawings of some
-K_<^£y of the scenery used by the Oxford Univer-

sity Dramatic Society, in their produc-

tion of " The Merry Wives of Windsor," last May.

This now celebrated revival of one of Shakespeare's

most humorous plays received at the time a most

detailed criticism at the hands of the daily press, and

was favourably noticed throughout, the scenery com-

ing in for especial praise. The following extract

from one paper is good evidence of what amateur

actors can do by bestowing a little time and patience

on their productions :

—

" Mr. Oliver L. Tweddell, the Scenic Artist, who

was given carte blanche in the matter of mounting the

play, certainly excelled himself, and ' The Merry

Wives ' was more effectively set than the usual run of

productions at the New Theatre have had the good

fortune to be. The last scene in particular, a dell in

Windsor Forest, with a real cascade flowing in

rippling cadence past Heme's Oak, was really a

triumph of practical scenic ingenuity, and evoked a

hearty storm of applause from the delighted audience.''

The scenery, like the dresses, was handsome and

historically accurate, and when the two were blended

together formed charming tableaux.

Fig. 149, the first of the two drawings which we

give, was the scene used for the interior of the

" Garter " Inn, or, to be more correct, "A room in the

' Garter' Inn." This scene was a " front'' or "carpen-

ter's " cloth, and was made in the shape of a " French

flat,'' a class of scene I cannot describe here. The
design, as will at once be apparent, is an old-fashioned

oaken interior with a bay window. Here I may
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with advantage point out an illustration of a piece of

stage perspective. It will be noted that all the lines

in the two side windows and panel beneath which lie

below the horizontal line run parallel with the bottom

of the canvas (or floor), and have not an upward

tendency, as they would have in an ordinary drawing.

Two side-wings were used with this scene, on one of

which was painted a fire-place, which is given in

Fig. 150. The other wing consisted of a door (like

the one on the cloth) instead of a fire-place, so it is

not necessary to give an illustration. These two

wings were placed each side of the cloth, and at right

angles to if, forming, in fact, a shallow "box" scene.

The door-wing was on the right, and the fire-place on

the left. Both doors and window were " practicable."

A few long-promised words on the painting of

oaken interiors will now not be out of place.

To paint a richly carved oak chamber, or an oaken

library, or any similar scene, the artist should, after

the subject has been carefully drawn, proceed to

glaze the cloth with a thin coating of Vandyke brown,

with now and then the addition of brown ochre and

raw sienna. This glazing must be done with a two-tie

brush and at express speed, and very great care must

be taken not to go over the same part twice, or it will

have a very bad appearance, in fact, look smudgy.

However well and expeditiously done this process

may be, the cloth will sure to have a milky appearance

when dry, and to get rid of this, to a certain extent,

the artist must have recourse to further re-glazings.

The more solid colours are next laid on, but not

before the glazings are perfectly dry. The light and

shada and final marking up should completely get

rid of the "milky " appearance..

Rule and cut up with Vandyke brown, brown

lake, and a little indigo. Use grey and white for

lights and high lights, and for a medium shadow tint

a semi-opaque purple tint and grey will have a nice

effect. Mix Vandyke brown and indigo, with half-

and-half size, for the darkest portion of the picture.

Books in cases should be put in last, in various bright

colours on a nicely glazed ground. The following

are the colours mostly in use by scene painters for

oaken chamber scenes, viz : Raw sienna, burnt

sienna, and Vandyke brown. These are what are

called glazed or transparent colours, having no body

in them. A deep shadow colour is got by glazing

Vandyke biown over the same colour again. Light

the oak up with white, tinted with orange chrome,

should it be lit by the sun or fire ; if it be lighted by

moonlight, tint the white with a little blue or green,

as these are known as cold colours. Of course,

oak being of a polished and glassy appearance,

it will reflect colours from a stained-glass window,

or from patches of colour in the room. No stage

setting looks prettier or more effective than an ancient

oak interior, with a noble stained-glass window at the

back, or on either side ; the squares of glass in the

window having shields in the centre bearing coats of

arms. The sun or moon is shining brightly in at the

window, one casement of which is open, and all the

various tints and colours of the stained glass being

reflected on to the floor and sides of the room, except

where the light falls from the open window, which

should, of course, be painted in bold, sharp, and

brightly for either sun or moonlight, whichever it may
be. For getting these reflected lights on to the floor

a painted " stage cloth" is used. The most successful

and charming method of getting these effects, how-

ever, and although more expensive obviates a lot of

painting, is to make the window lights or sashes with

different, but appropriate, colours of oiled silk, or

better still, of real glass.

Behind the window a strong lime-light is thrown

direct on to the window, and so throws the various

reflected colours from the window on to the floor and

the sides of the wall, if the window be in a deep

recess or in a corner of the room. The lime-light

being white or blue will give a true effect of the

moon's rays coming through the open part of the

window. By careful study and getting effects of this

kind it will add materially to the success of your

scene and win you heaps of praise from a delighted

audience. The best borders to use for this class of

scene are a combination of plaster and oaken rafters,

divided into squares, a specimen of ceiling well-known

to every one who resides in England and especially in

the old cathedral towns.

The illustration of the " Garter" Inn, which I have

given here is painted in a manner similar to the one

which I have been describing. The tops of some

ancient houses, with gables, and piece of blue sky,

should be seen through the windows, as shown in the

engraving. The space between the panelling and

the cornice is painted in a light blue, whilst the

canvas above is of a pale grey tint.

The next illustration, Fig. 151, is a view of Master

Ford's House, engraved direct from the artist's orginal

model. This is also an oaken chamber scene, with

tapestry hangings in various shades hanging above

the panelling. Here we have an ingenious and

picturesque method of setting a scene, the :\-act

setting of which is best explained on reference to the

ground plan, as given in the diagram, Fig. 152. This

scene is composed or "made-up" of seven separate

"flats" of various widths, and a built-out staircase on

the right of stage, leading to Mistress Ford's private

apartments, the double doors, shown partly open, are

reached by a flight of three steps ; these doors are

backed by a double stained-glass window, built up on
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a low platform to the level of the doors. The high

old-fashioned fire-place is surrounded by a folding

screen or " backing " painted to represent tiles, and
on the hearth a wood fire is burning. The door on

the left (the stage left I refer to), leads to other rooms

in the house, and had a handsome tapestry curtain

drawn in front of it, when the scene was set upon
the stage. An old oak chest stood at the foot of

the post at the bottom of the stairs, on which Ford
frequently sits, some cloaks were thrown carelessly

over the baluster rail ; at the left centre was placed an

antique oak table and two chairs, another chair was
placed by the side of the door at L. Fire-dogs,

antique vases, and other accessories helped to make

FIG. 152.—GROUND PLAN OF FORD'S HOUSE.

A, Window Backing for Doors ; B, Platform ; C, Double
Doors ; D, Tile Backing for Fire-place ; E, Wood Fire on
Fire-dogs ; F, Fire-place ; G, G, Doors ; H, Staircase

;

K, Carpet ; L, Long Heavy Old Oak Table ; M, M, M, M,
High-backed Old Oak Chairs; N, Caryed Oak Chest;

O, O, Antique Vases ; P, P, Footlights.

up a very pretty and historically correct picture.

The drawing will, no doubt, speak for itself in every

detail, especially as a good subject for an oaken

chamber scene ; any further comment on our part

would therefore be superfluous, and nothing remains

for me to say, excepting to express my thanks to the

Earl of Ancram, for the kind loan of the drawings

and model, which I feel sure my readers will vastly

appreciate.

As regards interiors in general, a most picturesque

study can be made of an old hovel in its tumble-down

dilapidated state, or a poor little cottage interior. Some
artists paint the wall over a smudge colour, with a

narrow wainscot, or little bit of plain skirting-board,

whilst on the walls, in patches, the plaster is shown

fallen away and the bricks showing through, every-

thing, in fact, exhibiting a sense of want and poverty

on the part of its unfortunate occupants. This is the

most simple method of rendering such a picture on

the dramatic stage, but some artists do not consider

this sufficient, and say that the painter loses a splen-

did opportunity of giving character and effect to a very

numerous and well-known subject, which, when faith-

fully portrayed upon the canvas, is sure to be heartily

recognized and praised by all classes in the audience.

The essentials necessary to the success of such a

picture are as follows :

—

The dim light, the quaint odds and ends of

battered and rough home-made furniture, with an old

jar or two, boxes and packing cases, an old horn lantern,

some broken plates, a cupboard with no food within,

a broken piece of looking-glass against the wall, a

fire-place with a fire down to the lowest bar, but still

sufficient to throw a faint and feeble light on the

objects immediately near it and contrasting with the

bright white daylight, a rackety window, with several

broken panes over which is pasted some brown paper.

Many similar little suggestive incidents in keeping

with the author's purpose and the player's art, may be
most effectively introduced in a scene of this descrip-

tion. Prisons, vaults, caves, and similar dismal

scenes, may be all put in with smudge colours.

These smudge colours are all the waste bits of colour

thrown into one large pot, and when wanted, mixed

up together.

If the subject be, say, a prison, paint the walls all

over with this, then cut it up into stone and wood-

work and tint the stones, doors, etc., to vary the

monotony of the colour. The novice must also be

sure not to use decided colours for any scenes of this

class, as it makes the scenes look hard and inartistic.

For rustic interiors the walls should also be of an

undecided colour, such as drab, grey, buff, and varied

in tint, so as to avoid a sameness, for we need hardly

say, nothing is more tiring or offensive to the eye as

a stiffly painted scene.

{To be continued.)

THE AIR-BRUSH.
By C. C. VEVERS.

ROTHER JONATHAN has long been

celebrated for his wonderful inventive

powers, and from a potato-parer to a

double bed with self-acting sleep in-

ducer and automatic tumblc-me-out-at-

7 a.m. attachment, the whole of John Bull's domestic

appliances have passed through his hands, and cer-

tainly received many valuable modifications as the

results of his inventions.
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Our household "goods and chattels" having been

thoroughly revised and improved by our friends across

the " duck-pond," and their bump of invention being

by no means reduced, they forthwith tackled the

world's manufacturing industries, and having at last

entirely improved almost every class of machinery,

they are now bent on introducing machinery into the

arts, and we must not be surprised to hear of a "me-

chanical artist," capable

of outrivalling a Joshua

Reynolds portrait or Tur-

ner landscape, by "one

turn of the key, and the

machine is in motion."

The air-brush is one

of the latest products of

American ingenuity. It is

certainly a wonderful little

instrument, cleverly de-

vised, and giving promise

of considerable practical

utility. As yet it seems to

be little known in England,

but in the States it is already

in great favour, where it

is used by artists, photo-

graphers, lithographers, ar-

chitects, etc., for applying

any liquid pigment to paper,

canvas, stone, parchment,

negatives, solar prints, albu-

men paper, gelatine paper,

vellum cloth, satin, silk,

velvet— indeed, it will work
on any surface, plane or

uneven, capable of receiving

colour. Nor need the true

artist groan at the introduc-

tion of mechanical means
of colouring. The inven-

tor does not claim that the

air-brush makes artistic

skill unnecessary, neither

does it destroy the indi-

vidual style of the artist
;

but it is very much quicker in' action, easier to work,

and more satisfactory in every way than either camel-

hair brush or crayon pencil.

In photography it is specially adapted for working

up enlargements in monochrome or water colours. It

is also useful at times for improving albumen and
other prints, and is said to work admirably on large

negatives for filling in shadows, building up lights,

making clouds in thin skies, etc., the colour being

applicable to either side of the plate ; while for work-

no. 2.—MODE OF USING THE AIR-BRUSH.

ing on paper and tissue negatives I should imagine it

to be very useful.

Its chief recommendation for use with water-

colours is that one colour passes over another without

the slightest disturbance; consequently, there is no fear

of the " washing-up," inevitable when a hair-brush is

employed. It imitates exactly crayon work, with two

advantages : it is well known that a crayon picture

looks better when examined

in a similar light to that

used when drawn than by

a cross or light coming in

the opposite direction, as

the artist, working in a cer-

tain light, adapts everything

to those conditions. The
stroke of his pencil or stump

is usually in one direction,

consequently, the greatest

part of the work is done on

one side of the "tooth" of

the paper, and, as a result,

the picture will not do the

artist justice if examined in

any other light. The air-

brush, on the other hand,

throws the colour directly

into the paper, and thus the

work is equally divided on

each side of the tooth of

the paper. The other ad-

vantage is that while crayon

colours are easily rubbed

or smeared, a liquid pig-

ment is permanent.

The tool, which is illus-

trated in Fig. i, has already

received the medals of the

Franklin and American

Institutes, together with a

very flattering judge's re-

port on both occasions. Its

action is as follows : The
liquid pigment is placed

in a spoon-like receptacle,

through which a needle is rapidly worked backwards

and forwards by means of compressed air, generated

by a small treadle pump, as shown in Fig. 2. A fine

blast of air is brought directly over the point of the

needle after it has passed through the pigment,

thereby blowing the latter in a fine spray upon the

surface underneath. The artist can produce the finest

line, and instantly change to a broad shadow, by alter-

ing the distance of the needle from the paper, while

the force of air can be exactly regulated by means of
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a thumb valve (f k, Fig. 4), so that more liquid is

blown off the needle when the instrument is elevated

for broad effects than is necessary for fine lines, thus

securing an equal amount of colour for either thick or

thin lines. The apparatus is patented in Great Britain,

and the price

is rather
high, being

50 dollars

for the hand-

piece, com-

pressed air-

chamber and

pump, and

5 dollars
extra for the

easel. A han-

dy worker,

with suitable

tools, should,

however, be

able to make
one himself

from the fol-

lowing par-

ticulars for

a fifth this

sum; and, of

course, the

patent laws

cannot pre-

vent him it

the instru-

ment is made
for his own
use.

The essen-

tial features

of the air-

brush are

shown in

the accom-

panying dia-

grams, Figs.

3 and 4. Fig.

3 represents

the head of

the instru-

ment, while Fig. 4 shows the tool with the outer cover

removed and displaying its mechanical action. The
whole is made of metal, with the exception of the

cover, which is of wood, and the indiarubber tubing.

The needle, A, Fig. 3, is hooked into the "walking

bar," b. The needle guide, c, may be raised or

lowered at will. In n is shown the downward blast,

FIG. I.—THE AIR-BRUSH. FIG. 3.—HEAD OF
COVER REMOVED TO SHOW

which carries the liquid on to the surface. This
blast has to be so arranged that the needle, when
coming out of the point of the spoon, passes directly

into the blast. The needle set screw, E, is used to

determine how far the thumb-valve, f, should be

pushed for-

ward, in or-

der to be able

to make the

finest lines.

The pressure

of this valve

can be ad-

justed by the

aid of the

small wheel,

K, Fig. 4.

H represents

the blast

which impels

thewheeland

the " spoon "

or colour re-

ceptacle. It

must be ob-

served that

the current

of air does

not touch the

point of the

spoon, and
that the
needle does

not touch

the air-blast

point when
passing un-

der it. The
mahl-stickor

guide, J, is

used with the

left hand

when a bit

of detail has

to be worked

out ; it can

be removed

when not re-

quired. K, the main valve which admits the air to the

instrument, is connected with the thumb-valve, F, as

seen in Fig. 4. The screw, L, can be used to raise

the downward air-blast slightly, in order to throw a

more granular shadow, such as is required for very

broad work. At M the rubber tube is attached, which

connects the instrument with the air-chamber.

INSTRUMENT. FIG. 4.—TOOL WITH OUTER
INTERNAL MECHANISM.
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HOW TO MAKE A PIANO.
By J. A. HABROD.

c

VIII.

—

Side Blocks — Pedalling — Loud Pedal —
Celeste Pedal— Regulating — Tuning —Fly
Finishing—Conclusion.

HE next thing is to fit the side blocks.

These are blocks of walnut i inch thick,

long enough to reach from the plank

blocks to within y inch of the front edge

of ends, and wide enough to fill up

9pace between the ends and the action standards.

They are to be screwed to the ends just level with

the plank blocks. The bass one must have a k inch

hole bored through it, just under the projecting end

of damper lifter ; this hole must be lined with cloth,

a small button is screwed on to the front edge of each

standard, and a slot cut in each side block to receive end

of button, which holds the action securely in position.

When we have reached this stage we ought to be

rewarded by the free and unhindered response of

every part of the action, that is, if we have followed

the instructions laid down in the preceding chapters.

The purchase of the action has enabled us to make
this considerable stride toward the completion of the

piano, and our success affords so great an amount of

satisfaction that we feel inclined to congratulate our-

selves upon the fact that we have refrained from

attempting the manufacture of the small work our-

selves ; if we had done so we venture to think the

result would have been far from pleasing, for the

duplication of the various parts by hand, and without

the facility for quick production that machinery

affords, renders the job both tedious and uninterest-

ing, indeed, we doubt whether an amateur would go

right through with it for disgust ; in fact, our verdict,

and we make no doubt the verdict of all who compute

the number of pieces that are contained in a piano-

forte action, is that the maddening effects of" Rule of

Three " are surpassed by the dementia likely to be
produced by an amplified form of the multiplication

table.

We will now turn our attention to the pedalling.

In the first place, get out two pedals ; these are to be
made of inch walnut, i A inch wide and about 1 5 inches

long, shaped as Fig. 30. They are to project 4A inches

in front of the plinth and extend to within i inch of

the back of the case. When they are shaped, drive

a small pin in each pedal at 4A inches from the front,

allow the pin to project A inch. Mark one pedal

"treble," and the other "bass/' Bore a r
3
5 inch

hole through the treble foot at 6j inches from the

front and enlarge it slightly on the top side. Bore a
similar hole through the bass pedal at 9A inches from
the front, a groove must be cut from these holes to

one side of pedal feet T
3
5 inch wide and deep for

pedal hook to rest in, bore a | inch hole at A. inch

from back end of pedal, which must be rounded off

and clothed as shown in sectional view in Fig. 30.

Now lay the case on its back, on the stools, and

mark the centre of the bottom edge of plinth ; the

pedals are to be placed in position at 2A inches on each

side of the centre. (The pins will rest on the plinth

and keep them up.) Now mark each side of the pedals

on the plinth, and cut the pieces out. Allow -J inch

extra width for clothing ; the pieces must be cut out

as far as the bottom board. When cut out hang

pedals in place again and prick through the holes on

to the bottom board, a A inch hole must now be bored

through bottom board at each mark, prick through

the holes at the back ends of pedals, and bore for the

thread of No. 12 screw. (You may probably have to

bore through the iron plate for bass pedal screw.)

Now line the mortises in plinth with thin leather,

and glue a pad of thick baize on the top for pedal to

rest against. Put a cloth washer on two 2 inch

No. 12 screws, and screw pedals in place ; these screws

going through back holes, act as hinges. Do not screw

up too tight.

Now get out the rockers ; these are to be made of

inch deal and shaped as figured in Figs. 31, 32, 33.

Of these, Fig. 31 shows the damper rocker, and
Figs. 32 and 33 the celeste rockers. The damper rocker,

Fig. 31, is made 2 feet 6 inches long, f inch wide at

each end, and ij inch wide at the widest part, which

is 1 1 inches from one end. A T
3
5 inch hole, B, is to

be bored through the rocker at I inch from short end,

and a pedal spring, C, screwed on the other side of

the hole. Another hole, A, is bored through edge at

thickest part, A inch diameter and 1 inch deep, and
from this a T\ inch hole is continued through. Put

a pedal hook through the pedal, bottom board, and
rocker (the end of which must be cut off, so that

when the -j^ inch hole at end is opposite hole in

treble pedal, the end of rocker is f inch from bass

end of case). The nut screwed on with a cloth

washer between it and rocker, the rocker is screwed

to the bottom board with a 1 J inch No. 10 screw,

through hole in thick part of rocker. Keep the

rocker nearly parallel with the plinth, and screw the

nut of pedal hook down till the top edge of rocker is

parallel with bottom board.

The celeste rockers, Fig. 32, are made exactly like

this at first, but the short ends are different, they

must be lapped as shown on an extended scale in Fig.

33. The bass rocker is slotted for iA. inch at end,

and a screw, D, put in the bottom one ; this acts as a

guide and keeps the rockers engaged. All rubbing

parts must be clothed. These rockers are screwed to

the bottom board behind the damper rocker and
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parallel with it. A pecai hook is passed through bass

rocker and pedal foot as before, as shown at b, and a

spring, c, is screwed to underside of treble rocker.

See that the pedals act properly and noiselessly, and

turn the case down.

Now get a piece of pine §- inch square, and long

enough to reach from the top of the single or damper
rocker to the underside of damper lift, and round the

top part of it, for about io inches down. Tapering

it down to | inch diameter, and rounding off the point,

glue a piece of leather on to the square end of it.

Now place it in position, the top end passing through

the hole in the side block, and glue the bottom end to

the top of the rocker.

We are now ready to fit the celeste rail and pedal

sticks, as in Fig. 34. The rail, a, is simply a straight

strip of pine 5 inch thick, ij inch wide, and long

enough to reach from end to end of case, inside,

within J inch. A strip of celeste felt, B (to be obtained

at Messrs. Goddard's), is to be glued on to the top

edge of this, the felt projecting 1 inch beyond edge of

rail, with the thin end of the felt at the treble end.

When at rest, this rail is J- inch from the strings, and

the top edge of felt is 1 inch below the striking point

The rail is held in this position by pedal sticks, as

follows :

—

Get out two pieces of pine 1 inch wide A inch

thick, and long enough to reach from 2 inches below

edge of plank to the top of celeste rockers. Plane

them up and cut a slot, c, in the end of each lh inch

long j inch wide, and through the whole thickness of

the stick

—

i.e., V inch, the celeste rail should fit in

these slots just tight. Another slot is to be cut in the

sticks at 6 inches below the top end, 2 inches long

and \ inch wide. Clean the sides of these slots and
blacklead them, glue pieces of leather on to the

bottom ends of these sticks, and put one on the end

of treble rocker and one on the bass one, next fit the

ends of celeste rail into the slots in ends of sticks.

Screws must now be passed through the bottom slots

into the ends in such a way as to keep the celeste

rail \ inch from the strings, and should be A inch

below top end of slots
;
glue the sticks on to ends of

the rockers, place two cloth washers, D, on each screw,

E. one on each side of the pedal stick, and the celeste

is finished. See that it works properly and noiselessly.

We will now proceed with the regulating. First

jlook over the key easing, after which space the

Icarriages, then scrape and glasspaper the tops of keys

Next turn up the screws in the carriages so that there

is very little play between them and the lever, or

jbetween the top of jack and the hammer butt, as

before described, and go over the key laying, using

tissue papers under the centre to get the keys perfectly

level. Next space the keys in front, by bending the

front key pin sideways. Next proceed to regulate

each note, as follows :—Start at the treble end and

press the key down slowly, when the hammer is within

T5 inch from the string it should fall back, or set off,

this is not very perceptible in some cases ; however,

the hammer must not quite reach the string, nor

must it stop until within ~s inch of it. Now strike the

key gently, when the hammer should rebound clearly,

sometimes the check will be too close for the set off

to be seen, in which case, it must be bent a little

towards front of keys. When the set off is right, the

check must be bent inwards or outwards, until

the amount of rebound of hammer when struck

gently is f inch, proceed similarly with the rest of

the notes. Now press the soft pedal
; you will find that

the rail rises too high and that the hammer strikes

it instead of the felt. You must glue a small block

on the bottom board, under the point of the rocker,

thick enough to prevent the rail rising too high ; the

top of block should be clothed, the damper pedal

must be treated similarly. Now see that the bottom

damper buttons are all clear of the levers, | inch, and

hat the wires do not stick anywhere. Be very careful

to do this.

The tuning has been treated of before in these

pages, so that I need not go into the scientific part

of this business ; but the practical part is rather

different to the method described. In the first place,

the bearings are laid within the compass of one

octave, and are tuned by a series of fourths and

fifths, fourths downward and fifths upward, and every

nterval is tuned flat—the fourths being slightly

flatter than the fifths ; and although it is theoretically

correct to say that the beats should occur twice in a

second of time, this is not observed in practice, the

total number of beats audible after striking the

note, being counted. To tune the piano, proceed as

follows :

—

First tune pitch, or 12 inch C, from a fork, next

the octave below. Now tune G below this C, which

will be a fourth, this should be tuned so that after

the note is struck, four beats are heard, or, in other

words, G must be tuned four beats flat to C. Now
tune the D above from the G just tuned ; this is a fifth

and must be tuned three beats flat, and then proceed

with the scale as follows, making fourths four beats and

fifths three beats flat from D just tuned, tune A fourth

down, then E fifth up, B fourth down, Y% fourth down,

CJJ fifth up, G% fourth down, D# fifth up, h% fourth

down, and F fourth down, which completes the scale,

and should be three beats flat with C, first tuned

—

i.e.,

the C should be fiat to the F. The remaining notes

are now tuned in octaves, which must be perfectly

dead in tune.

The piano should be tuned several times and ,>YeI)
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Fig. 30.—Pedals in Plan (a) and Section (e)-C, Pin showing front of Plinth ; D, Hole in Treble Pedal ; E, Hole in Bass

Pedal ; F, Holes in both Pedals for Back Screw ; G, Cloth.

knocked about before fine tuning ; and the

secret of getting a piano to stand well in tune,

is to knock it well out until it does stand

—

i.e.,

when you have got a string in tune, try to knock

it out by repeated hard blows, and when the

string stands this without going flat, you can

reckon on it keeping in tune for a long time
;

if this is not done, the instrument will not stand

long. I may say here that the method of tuning

by beats is only used in fine tuning, factory

tuners tune by ear only, and very well they do it

too. As it would only be a waste of time to lay

the bearings carefully at first, the instrument

getting out of tune very quickly, we can now
put the case together. Get all the parts from

the polisher and screw on the various hinges,

brad the panels in and screw the castors on the

legs ; these are i| inch white bowl castors.

In the paper on " Fitting Up," I omitted to

mention the lock ; this must be fitted in the

middle of lock-board, and a link-plate fitted in

front flap, this does not need any special

description. A pair of key-blocks must now be

fitted. These are to fill up the space between

the end keys and the cheeks, must stand -J inch

above the key level and be 7 inches long. When
polished, screw these in place, leaving -^ inch

space between them and the keys. A rail is to

fih

y
(&

be fitted over the kejs, make it of J inch wal-

nut, long enough to reach between the cheeks,

and wide enough to fill the space between the

tops of the key-blocks and the underside of the

back flap, to which it must be glued at a

distance of 6 inches from lock-board, this is

the name-board. The sharps must now be cut

off at 5 1 inches from the lock-board, and a

strip of red cloth glued on to the bottom edge

of name-board projecting £ inch, put a pair of

brass bosses on to the pedals and glue a piece

of backing in the back (both to be obtained at

Goddard's). A suitable desk may be obtained

of Mr. Abbot, 2, Brill Street, St. Pa?uras,

which must be polished and screwed on to the

fall, and the piano is finished.

In conclusion, I would advise amateurs to

work on steadily and not be in a hurry to get

the thing together, as in this work particularly,

hurry is fatal to good results ; but if the in-

struction just given be carefully followed, you

will have a good sound piano, which, although

not showy, will be a lasting source of pleasure

to the owner. I hope all who attempt to make
a piano will be successful and I will always be

ready to give any information that may be

required.

{Concluded.)

fig 3? ; c>
Fig. 31.—Damper Rocker—A, Hole for Centre Screw ; B, Hole for Pedal Hook ; C, Spring. Fig. 32.—Celeste Rockers-

A, Holes for Centre Screw ; B, Hole for Pedal Hook ; C, Spring ; D, Guide Screw. Fig. 33.—Enlarged View of Ends of

Celeste Rockers. Fig. 34.—Top End of Celeste Pedal Stick—A, Celeste Rail ; P, Celeste Felt ; C, Lower Slot

;

P, Cloth Washer ; E, Screw.
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ENGLISH CLOCKS : HOW TO CLEAN THEM.
J\ A. B. C.

•

N my last paper I endeavoured to show

how to clean American time-pieces ; in

the present one I shall give a few plain

instructions how to manage the English.

There is a great difference in the

method, as well as in the make of the two ;
and for

the English we shall want a few more tools, but they

need not cost much : two nail-brushes instead of one,

a small hand-vice (or strong pincers will do), a couple

of dusters or old pieces of rag, a little olive oil, and a

little rottenstone (a penny packet will be enough for

a dozen clocks), and a little whiting to brighten it all

up; and having these, I think we can make a start.

The Engl'sh cases are made rather different to the

American, as they generally have a door at the top

of the side of the case, and sometimes one each side

as well as the bottom, and the front rim with the glass

and face fixed to it comes off by drawing out three or

four wooden pegs at the sides of the case. I ought to

say I am speaking of what are called English dials in

the trade, that hang up, and are found in general use

as kitchen, office, and hall clocks. Some are simply a

round rim, having a short pendulum, the movement

and pendulum being contained in a little box, so to

speak, behind the said rim, while others have a long

box or trunk hanging down to admit of a longer

pendulum, and these are called drop dials or trunk

clocks, the movement or works being both alike ; and

now with this description we will begin in earnest.

Before taking the clock off the nail, open the trap-

door at the bottom of the case and the one at the side,

put your left hand in the bottom door and your right

in the side one, take hold of the pendulum ball with

the left hand and slightly raise it up, and with the

right unhang it from the bridge ; having got the pen-

dulum off, unhang the clock and lay it on your bench

or table, open the front glass and see if the short

hand has a little shake or freedom up and down,

now draw out the pin over the long hand and take it

off. the hour hand is generally kept on with a screw,

remove that ; now turn the case up and draw out the

three or four wooden pegs at the sides of the case,

when you will find the square box part will come off

the rim, the works being fixed to the rim or rather to

the dial by three legs or feet, dial feet they are called,

draw out the pins going through these feet and the

movement comes away. The plate next to the dial is

called the front plate, the one close to the pendulum,

when on, is the back or pillar plate, as the four pillars

that hold the two plates together are fixed to that.

On the front plate will now be seen the three

wheels that carry the hands ; the wheel that carries

the hour hand has a large tube fitting over the one

that carries the minute hand, that again is hollow and

fits on a steel arbor, having a brass spring under it,

fitting against a shoulder on the arbor, the other

wheel is pivoted in a cock, the wheel itself working

in that one that carries the minute hand, and its pinion

driving the one with the hour hand ; take off all three

of these, putting the screw of the cock with the hands,

then you wili remember where it belongs. At the left

hand generally, but sometimes at the bottom of the

plate, is another wheel having fifteen or twenty saw-

like or ratchet teeth, called the ratchet wheel, with a

paul or click in it ; the ratchet is squared on the arbor

of the large straight-drum, called the barrel, in which

is the mainspring, and the click is screwed tight to

the plate ; before you take off this wheel, turn the

movement round, and on the back plate a bridge is

screwed with two screws, in which the verge or

anchor is pivoted, and on which the pendulum hangs,

this is the back cock, take this off, holding the verge

with the pallets fixed to it, gently draw them out and

then, if the clock is wound up, the wheels will go round

with a rush ; but before letting them run give each

pivot a drop of oil or else the pivots will get cut if

they are dry. When the wheels have finished running

you will find all the string or chain is round the barrel ;

on winding it up it goes off the barrel on to fuzee. You
will be better able to understand me if you take the key

and put it on the square and wind it right up, you will

then see how it should work ; also, please note how it

is stopped when you get to the top, an iron arm with

a hook in it catches the snailed hook on the end of

fuzee, now let it run down again after well noting

how it is worked ; then lay the movement flat on its

back plate, unscrew the click about one turn of the

screw and screw your hand-vice on the square above

the ratchet (if you have no hand-vice, grip the square

with a pair of pincers, but hold them tight), lift the

click out of the ratchet and let the ratchet go round,

and see exactly how far it goes round so that you may
set it up the same amount when you put the clock

together. Having let the spring down you may draw

out the four pins from the pillars and lift off the

front plate (having previously taken off the ratchet

from the square, sometimes it is only dropped on the

square, sometimes a pin goes through the arbor over

it); now on the inner side of the front plate is screwed

the arm that catches the fuzee and stops it when
wound up, note its position, then take off, draw the pin

out of the piece of brass, and take off the iron part,

put that, with the pin and screw together ; now on the

other plate is the rest of the works consisting of the

barrel, the fuzee, the centre wheel, (that carries the

hands), the third wheel and the 'scape wheel with long

saw-like teeth which moves the pallets and keeps the

VOL. VII.— K K
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pendulum jogging. On the fuzee is a large wheel that

drives the centre wheel, this goes round loose one way,

but it carries the fuzee with it the other ; to take off

this wheel, the cap that fits on top of the wheel and

slides in a groove cut in the fuzee arbor, must be taken

off, by taking out a pin or sometimes a screw going

through both, then you can slide the cap off and the

wheel lifts up, the inside of the wheel is turned out,

in which is fitted the winding work, the click and

spring is fixed to the wheel and the ratchet to the

fuzee, under which is the end of the gut tied in a knot,

the knot dropped in a large hole drilled to receive it,

the other end of the gut is fixed to the barrel in which

is three holes drilled in a line, the gut goes in the first,

out through the second, back in the third, the end is

then passed under the loop formed between the first

and second holes, and left pointing down in the box

;

and should you have to put a new line, which I would

advise you if the old one is at all ragged or worn,

be careful about putting the end downwards, as I have

known clocks to stop through the end being left

pointing up and getting fixed against the plate. Should

the line be broken, as of course they often will, the

spring will have gone down of its own accord, so that

you can take it straight to pieces without having to

let that down by the ratchet and click.

Now having got it to pieces, the first operation is

to scour or scrub it thoroughly, every part of it; begin

with the front plate, mix in a saucer or tin cover a

little of the rottenstone with the olive oil, about as

thick as cream, put a little of this on one of

the nail-brushes, and well scrub the plate up and

down the long way of it, as that is the way they are

done when made ; do both sides and edges. When you

think it looks as well as you can make it, lay that on

one side and take the other ; begin this one by doing

the pillars or legs, then the inside edges, and finish

off at the back. Now treat all the wheels the same,

well scrub out the teeth and the pinion leaves ; be

careful not to bend or break any of them. When all is

scoured, take one of your dusters or rags and wipe off

all the oil and rottenstone, pass the rag through all

the holes, and round all the corners till all is clean.

Now with your other brush, finish off all the wheels,

keeping your brush clean by rubbing on a lump of

chalk ; if you have not taken the wheel off the fuzee,

you must do so now and well clean, otherwise the oil

and stone will grind and wear it, also take off the cover

of the barrel where the mainspring is, take out the arbor

and well clean off all the old oil and dirt, and also the

holes through which it passes. It is always best to

take out the mainspring and clean that and give fresh

oil, but I am afraid you would have some difficulty to

replace it, so don't do it, but notice if it is dry. Clean

what you can of it, give fresh clean oil, not the olive,

as thai thickens too much, but some of Ezra Kelley's,

the same as for oiling the pivots, replace arbor and

cover, finish off with clean duster. Oil both pivots

of the arbor, see that your line is properly fixed and

put it aside.

Now take the fuzee, well clean it, see that the end

of line is firmly fixed there, put a drop of oil on the

arbor before putting on the wheel, finish off with

clean brush and duster and put that aside, finish off

each wheel the same till all is as bright as when new.

Now you have the plates and cocks ; if you can put

your hand on a couple of wing feathers of a fowl or

pigeon, you will find them useful ^ take a little whiting

and sprinkle on the plate, well rub it with a clean

duster, do both sides and edges the same. Roll up a

corner of the duster and push through all the holes

you can, use the feathers for the smaller ones, be sure

to pass the rag or feather through every hole, those

used for screws, steady pins and all. Next get a

piece of deal and make a skewer or two, point up one

end as you would a lead pencil, but longer, put that

in each pivot hole and well twirl it round. Take out,

scrape off the dirt with your knife and repeat the

operation, till it comes out as clean as it goes in. Do
the other plate the same, also the cocks that the hand-

wheel and pallets work in. Having got so far, the

next thing is to put it together again and set it up.

Begin by putting on the back cock, with one screw

will do, on the back plate, lay the plate on the table,

the cock will keep the top part up a little,

take the centre wheel, the one with the long arbor,

and put that in its hole which will be about the

middle of the plate and directly above the fuzee,

next take the barrel and fuzee, tee there are no

kinks in the line, put the fuzee in its hole, give the

barrel a twist in the direction that the line is

twisted, this will keep the line firm and tight at the

ends, then put that in its hole, taking care that the

line does not go round either of the legs or pillars,

now comes the third wheel, generally with its

pinion down, and the wheel up close to front plate,

and, lastly, the 'scape wheel. Now take the front-

plate, screw on the stop work, and see that it works

freely, and that the spring throws it well up from the

plate. Be sure you put it on the inside of the front-

plate, then carefully put the plate on, first pass the

centre wheel, then fuzee, then barrel, arbors through,

press lightly on the plate, keeping the duster between

your finger and the plate not to mark it, hold your

head sideways and see which wheel is touching the

plate, gently push each in its hole and down goes the

plate on the shoulders of the pillars. Put in the four

pins, and stand the plates up, take each wheel be-

tween your fingers, and see that they all have a little

shake or freedom between the plates, put the ratchet
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wheel on the barrel arbor square with the pin over it,

if it has one ; screw the click on the plate, not too

tight, but what it will drop of its own accord, and

slowly wind all the line on the straight barrel contain-

ing tlie mainspring. If the line was broken and you

put in another, you must set it up by chance, we will

say one turn, that means when all the line is round the

barrel, you must, with the hand-vice or pincers, grip

the square arbor where the ratchet is on and wind it

up one turn, then fix the click in it by screwing it quite

tight. If you let the spring down when you took the

clock to pieces, set it up, the same amount you let it

down. This is done to make sure the main-

spring shall be pulling when the clock is down.
Having now got the line right and spring set up,

put the winding key on and slowly wind it right up,

guiding the line from the barrel on to the fuzee, and

making sure that the stop acts correctly. The fuzee

ought to make sixteen full turns, or thirty-two half

turns ; if it stops it too early ease the line away, and
if not soon enough, push the line nearer the edge of

the barrel. I ought to have told you to put a piece of

wood between the wheels to keep them from running

down while winding.

When you have it wound all the way up, and
everything is all right, oil all the pivots (don't give too

much—a drop as large as a pin's head is ample for

all except the fuzee pivots and front pivot of centre

wheel, which may each have two such drops), and let

it run down. While that is doing, put on the dial

work. Begin by dropping the little spring on the

centre arbor, then the wheel with the long small

tube, then the other small wheel with the pinion, then

the large wheel with the large tube
;
put the cock in

its place, with the pivot of the small wheel in its hole,

and screw down tight. Now turn the movement
about, take off the back cock you put on first of all,

put the verge with pallets on it, in its place, replace

cock, and screw up tight; see that the verge has a little

shake endways, oil both pivots, wind up clock a little

way, and off it will jog, or ought to. Put a little oil

on the pallets where the 'scape wheel is working, and
your clock is practically done.

Although this has taken some time to write, and
seems a great deal to do, it really is not so, as it can

easily be begun and finished in a couple or three

hours ; but, to finish well, dust out your case, if very

dirty or fly-blown, give a wash in a little tepid

water, and finish off with a little furniture polish— it

will make it look quite new again. If the dial is

dirty, a little cold water, a little whiting, and a piece

of rag, used gently, will fetch it off, but don't try to

take off too much, or the figures will be missing;

having done all that is to be done to the case, take

the movement, put it back on the dial, passing the

dial feet in their holes, and pinning up ; lay the box

part of the case on the table, drop the rim, with the

dial and movement fixed in its position, and replace

the wooden pegs ; take the hour, or short hand, and
fix it in its place on large tube ; take the minute

hand, put it on a square, and turn it up to the figure

12 ; see that the hour hand is pointing exactly to the

hour—the chances are it won't ; if the wheel has a

key similar to the wheel on the fuzee, you can turn

it round and make it point right, if it has not, and,

after trying the minute hand on each square, and
bringing it up to the 12, it is still a little out, you
must take the movement off the dial, unscrew the

cock, and move the hour wheel (the large one), one

tooth forward or backward, as the case may be, and
try if it is right ; if not, repeat the dose till they both

agree. Having done which, put the brass washer

over the minute hand, and the pin over that, turn the

hands round, and see that they are free of each other,

also free of the dial and the glass, hang it up on its

nail, plumb the case by holding a piece of string, with

something on the end to keep it down straight in front

of the dial ; let it come down from the figure 12 over

the centre arbor and figure 6, hang on the pendulum,

see that the pin of the crutch comes through the

notch in the pendulum rod quite half of its length,

then start it swinging, and listen if it beats or ticks

even ; if it does not, push the case a little on one

side till it does. If you have to move it only an

eighth of an inch or so, let it be, but if it wants more
it will look bad ; so unhang it, take the box part off,

and bend the crutch, the piece that is fixed to the

pallets and drives the pendulum, bend the bottom

of it in the direction you pushed the case over—that

is to say, if you had to push the case over to the

right, bend the bottom of the crutch a little towards

the part of the dial where the figure 3 is ; and if

you pushed the case over to the left, bend it towards

the figure 9 : this will apply to all clocks, whether

English, American, or Dutch ; and now put a drop

of oil on the pin that works the pendulum, wind it

up, and set to time. It may want a little regulating

now, perhaps. If it loses, screw the pendulum-ball

up by means of the screw and nut at the bottom ; if

it gains, lower it.

I think, with the foregoing hints, you will be able

to see to your own time-pieces, and so save a few

shillings ; and if it should be the means of inducing

a few to try, I shall be pleased to hear the result, and

to give any further help that may be required ; and
if I have not made myself very clear on any part, I

will gladly rectify. I think it quite possible that

there may be some points that I have passed over, but

I hope to be always at command through the Editor or
" Amateurs in Council," should anything puzzle you.
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UPHOLSTERY AT HOME.
By D. B. ADAMSON.

XIV.

—

Hour-Glass Head.

jY reference to Fig. 17 no difficulty will be

experienced in recognizing the peculiar

appositeness of the name by which this

form of bed-head panelling is known—
viz., the " Hour-glass," the pleating being

so arranged as to form one or more shapes resembling

the typical time measurer, a contrivance which is

better known nowadays in its modified form of egg-

boiler.

The hour-glass head, while susceptible of higher

decorative effect than that already described, is little,

if any, more difficult to

construct, though there is

a greater amount of work

in it. As in the former

—

and, indeed, the same may

be said of all bedstead

heads — the apparent

centre is not necessarily

the actual, so due allow-

ance must be made in

arranging the covering.

But as this has been

treated of, it is not neces-

sary again to go over the

same ground.

First of all, the frame

must be covered on the

front side with a lining to

serve as a background for

the more ornamental up-

holstery. This lining

should be stretched evenly

over and tacked at the

edges. It need not be the same colour as the pleated

drapery, indeed, some very charming effects may be

got by having the two complementary to each other

without having recourse to figured materials, or any-

thing but self-coloured " linings." These are to be

had in a great variety of tints, and as they are by
no means costly, nothing better can be used by the

amateur who is so far uncertain about his skill as to

be doubtful whether it is worth while running the risk

of spoiling expensive materials for the sake of saving

the upholsterer's charges for making up.

I pre-suppose a certain amount of knowledge in

the selection of colours, where so much of the effect

must necessarily depend on them ; but, perhaps, the

term complementary, which I have used, may net be

understood by all, though it is well known to those

who have given any attention to the scientific con-

sideration of colour. Suffice here to say that it may
be briefly explained that colours which show each

other off most are said to be complementary to each

other. Thus red and green are complementary, but

vivid colours are neither desirable nor fashionable

either, so that, broadly speaking, any tints which show

each other to the best advantage may be used. For

example, brown and olive green, pink and grey of a

bluish tone, will look well together. Whatever they

are they must be selected to harmonize with surround-

ing colour, and the same remark applies to trimmings

on all fancy upholstery. Judiciously employed, fringes,

tassels, etc., of different colourings will often enhance

the value of the main colouring ; but, unless the choice

is made with skill, it will be far better to have trim-

mings of the colour, or

combined colours, of any

covering to which they

are attached. In this

case, though they may
not be useful to the full

extent of their powers,

they will not be offensive.

Not a small matter when
one beholds the extra-

ordinary combinations of

colouring in—well—say

ladies' dresses and bon-

nets-—ahem ! Any com-

binations are beautiful in

some peoples' eyes, if

they only happen to be

the fashion. Sometimes

correct colours and fa-

shions happen to be the

same. Not often, and the

upholsterer, whether ama-

teur or otherwise, will do

well to choose the former when he has the option.

Colour, however, cannot be considered further here, as

the manipulative portion of the work has a prior

claim.

The lengths of the pleated ponions must be cut

according to the number of the "hour-glasses"

desired, and these again will, to some extent, depend

on the width of the material. This, however, may be

cut to, or sewn up to, any required width ; and where

such scope is allowable, it is unnecessary to give any

minute details. As a guide, perhaps, it may be said

that in ordinary circumstances the pieces may be

pleated down to two-thirds of the full width of the

stuff, i.e., if the full width is, say, 30 inches, the pleats

may be so arranged at the ends that it will only cover

20 inches. There is, however, no hard and fast rule to

go by. That vague faculty called "taste" is the chief

HOUR-GLASS HEAD.
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decider, and those who
do not possess it may find

the above hint service-

able. The lengths must

be tied up in the centre

by, as I once heard a

'""stuck-up tailor" [Ang-

lice, upholsterer) say,

bunching it up in the

middle with a piece of

twine. They are then

ready for fastening to

the frame, to which they

should be tacked tem-

porarily at first. When
fairly placed the pleats

should be arranged and

tacked down finally. Some
little care will be needed

to get the pleats all nice

and uniform, and I think

it will be a good plan for

the amateur not to drive any tacks quite home till all

the pleating has been satisfactorily arranged, so that

in the event of any alteration being necessary, it will

not be a difficult matter to take the tack out.

Rosettes and tassels may be added to give finish,

as shown in the illustration. Watch-pockets also

form an appropriate means of useful adornment which

should not be overlooked. In a bed-head of the kind

shown they conveniently fill up a space which might

be apt to seem a trifle bare without something of the

sort, but there is the satis-

faction of knowing that

cords, tassels, etc., may
be added at discretion,

and that various combi-

nations of pleats and
folds may be used. For

example, the diamond-

shaped spaces, instead of

being covered with a

lining put on flat, may be

pleated as in the first

bed-head described, viz.,

pleated from the centre of

each, as suggested by

Fig. 1 8. In fact, the

varieties that may be got

by trifling alterations of

arrangements is almost

endless, and by way of

giving another idea, Fig.

19 is shown. It must be

understood that the sub-

HEAD WITH PLEATED PANELS.

19. -HEAD WITH PLEATED PANELS-
ARRANGEMENT.

ject is by no means ex-

hausted, but I trust I

have said enough to show

the amateur what general

lines to go upon in up-

holstering bed-heads.

One other form must

not be forgotten, and it

will, doubtless, have oc-

curred to the worker. I

mean the padded head,

just slightly tufted like a

mattress, or like a but-

toned seat without the

pleats, that were described

when treating of seat up-

holstery. Of course, only

a very thin stuffing will be

required for a bedstead

panel, as this is not sub-

jected to the same wear

as a chair seat ; but be-

yond this it surely cannot be necessary to give any

instructions, as those who have read those already

given will not be at a loss how to proceed.

In conclusion, by way of a piece of parting advice

on bed drapery, let me say to the ambitious uphols-

terer that he will not be so likely to go wrong with

simple arrangements and quiet colours as with

elaborate devices and gorgeous hues. The former

may be plain, but can hardly be vulgar ;
the latter,

without great restraint and skill, are almost sure to be

so. Farewell, or rather

mi revoir, till next month,

when I hope to give a

few particulars on blinds

and blind fittings, with,

perhaps, a hint or two on

planning and laying car-

pets and other floor

coverings, which, I hum-

bly venture to think, will

be found useful by many

who like, or are compel-

led by the res angusta

domi, to look to these

things for themselves. It

is a section of our subject

on which much may be

said by which the reader

may profit, and on which

I earnestly hope I may
not fail to write profitably

and to the point.

[To be continued.)
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AN ORNAMENTAL GLASS DRAUGHTBOARD.
By FAUST.

OUBTLESS many of the readers of

Amateur Work are fond of a game of

draughts or chess in their leisure

moments, when they are not pursuing

their particular hobby, be it carpentry,

scene- painting, pho-

or any other of the

and one interesting

smithwork

tography,

thousand

and useful employments which

are so well put before them in

these pages. To the lovers of

these thoughtful games I ad-

dress this little paper, and will

endeavour to show them how,

with a very little care and per-

severance, they may construct

a handsome and substantial

draughtboard. Indeed, the ap-

pearance of the article when

finished suggests the thought

that it would cost a very great

deal more trouble to make FIG, I.—DRAUGHTBOARD, COMPLETE.

evenly, but leave ragged edges which will disfigure the

job. I found this out by experience, as I had to clean

all the paint off my glass and begin again de novo, as

the lawyers say. When the paint is dry enough, take

a rule, and mark off carefully a line with a fine-pointed

pencil along each side of the plate and I inch from

the edge ; then take a straightedge, lay it on the

pencil line and draw the point of a sharp penknife

firmly along it, cutting clear

through the paint to the glass.

Now, with a sharp chisel or a

knife, clear away the paint

between the edges of the plate

and the lines you have cut ; this

must be done very carefully, as

the slightest slip will spoil the

beauty of the board when
finished.

Having thus cleared a margin

round the glass square, divide

the painted square along each

of its edges into eight equal

parts, lay your straightedge on

the glass, and cut lines with the

knife firmly across the plate in

CLASS

WOOD
BOTTOM

FIG> 2 SECTION OF FRAMING SHOWING REBATES FOR GLASS AND BOTTOM.
'

F IG. 3. MODE OF SECURING FRAME WHEN GLUING TOGETHER.

FIG- 4'. MODE OF SECURING CORNERS OF FRAME BY BRASS PLATES.

[vf^l

than is actually the case.

Procure, then, a piece of

plate glass about 14 inches

square (the exact size is

immaterial, but it must be

the same width each way).

Clean it thoroughly on one

no A side with a little spirits of am-

monia, finishing off with a piece of clean soft rag—an

old silk handkerchief is the best for the purpose, as it

leaves no " fluff," which might spoil the appearance of

the glass when finished. Now coat the side of the

glass which you have cleaned, with either good black

paint or Brunswick black— I used Judson's " Artists'

Black" for mine ; but any black will do, so long as it

dries well. Let the paint dry thoroughly ;
and for

this purpose I should say let it stand for at least a

veek, as, if not perfectly dry, the paint will not cut

both directions. Make a

rough scratch with your

knife on each alternate

square ; this is simply to

show where you must clear

away the paint, which you

must do in the same way
as you did the border, exer-

cising much care and patience in the operation, so

that you may not cut into the edges of the black

squares. See that you leave no specks of paint what-

ever on the glass, and when you have cleared all the

black off, polish them up with your soft rag.

You must now give the cleared squares a thin coat

of melted isinglass ; let it come over on the black a

little, so as to run no risk of making a bad joint.

When the isinglass is dry, take a book of gold leaf,

which may be purchased from a gold-beater, or at an.
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oil-shop for about eighteen pence, and as gold leaf is

a very difficult substance for an amateur to apply

properly, I will put you up to a wrinkle which a sign-

writer of my acquaintance was kind enough to show
me one day when I was attempting to lay on gold leaf,

but letting the most of it fly off to all parts of the room,

while what did get on to the work was in such a

crumpled state that it was simply botched. This

wrinkle, like a great many others, is very simple.

Take the book of gold leaf, cut as many squares of

tissue paper as there are leaves in it, open the book
carefully and lay a piece of the tissue paper on each

film of the gold ; then put the whole between tvvo

books or pieces of board, and apply as much pressure

as you can ; the gold leaf sticks to the tissue paper,

and it can be handled and cut with a pair of scissors

to any required size with the greatest of ease. In

this particular matter you must cut the gold leaf a

little larger than the squares to be covered. Breathe

gently on the glass, lay down the gold leaf, tissue

piper side uppermost, and press gently but firmly

down with a piece of cotton wool, then remove the

tissue paper and you will find the gold leaf adhering

smoothly to the glass.

After finishing the squares, gild the border round

the glass in the same manner. Clean off the super-

fluous leaf from the edges, and give the whole a coat

of paint, any colour will do, as it is simply to prevent

the gilding being scratched. If the gilding process

seems too difficult, you can fill in the squares with

white paint ; or you may take a fine brush and put a

few uneven lines and "swirls "in black paint across

the squares, then, when dry, paint over them with

green paint, this will give a sort of malachite appear-

ance ; or you can imitate marble or granite. In fact,

you may fill in these squares with any colour, or any

arrangement of colours which may suit your particu-

lar taste, but the gold is certainly the handsomest, and

is well worth the little extra trouble which it gives to

put on. The glass plate is now finished, and can be

put aside until you make the frame for it, which I will

now describe.

Fig. I shows the completed board with the frame

round it. This frame may be made of any wood, but

American walnut looks best, and has the advantage of

being easily worked. You will require a piece about

6 feet long, which must be worked out to the shape

shown in Fig. 2, which shows the rabbets for the

glass plate and the bottom. When your moulding is

worked, mitre it at the corners to a size that will just

allow the glass to fit easily in. Take four pieces of

wood, 1 inch thick and about 1 foot 6 inches long

(the width is immaterial;, plane one edge straight, and

nail them down on a table or on "the floor, so that the

frame will fit tightly between them. Of course, they

must be nailed down perfectly square ; a reference to

Fig. 3 will clearly show the method, which is very

useful for putting frames of any kind together in.

Glue the mitres of the frame and put the pieces in>

face downward, then tap them gently with a piece of

wood till they are resting on the floor (or table).

Make four little plates of thin brass, 1 inch long and

| inch wide ; bore holes in them for screws, and put

them on as shown in Fig. 4, sinking them into the

wood to prevent their scratching any surface on which

the board maybe placed. Finish off the corners with

a bit of fine sandpaper, and either French polish or

varnish it ; then put in the glass plate, bedding it

with soft putty, coloured as near to the shade of the

wood as possible.

Nothing now remains but to fit in a wooden

bottom and secure it at the edges with fine screws,

and your board is finished, unless you like to glue a

piece of baize over the bottom, which is certainly an

improvement, and adds to the finished appearance of

the article.

BARROWS FOR TABLE USE AND
DECORATION.

By Rev. W. BLACHFORD HILL.

AVING made many of these little barrows

for my friends for holding flowers, jam,

fruit, etc., it has occurred to me
that some of the readers of Amateur
Work may be glad of the idea, as

they are easily and quickly made, and as useful for

bazaars, etc., as they are for the decoration of the

table.

In Fig. 1 is shown a wheel-barrow to hold two

small tumblers, or footless wine-glasses. The total

length is 1 1 i inches. The body is of deal, 1 inch

thick at the part where the legs are nailed on, and

tapering on underside, until at the end, it is only

I inch thick. The legs are of i inch stuff, and

fastened by two fine wire nails to body. The wheel

is £ inch thick and 3^ inches in diameter, and orna-

mented with eight apertures. The details of con-

struction of this barrow will be found in Fig. 5, in

which A shows top view of body and B side view of the

same, exhibiting curve of handle, and both are drawn

one quarter natural size. The other diagrams speak for

themselves, and are half their natural size. The

wheel works on a wire nail, the superfluous part of

which has been cut off. It may, however, for clear-

ness' sake be as well to add that a shows body and

handle of barrow cut out of one piece ;
B, the side

view of body and handle ; C, the wheel in plan ; and

D, the feet on legs, fastened by wire nails to the side
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of body, at the piece marked

by dotted l
:nes in A.

Fig. 2 shows a barrow of

slightly different construction

to the former, having an un-

ornamented wheel, 2 inches in

diameter and T
5
5 inch thick.

The handles are fastened on

to the body of barrow by small

nails, and 5- inch thick. The
legs are \ inch thick and -fa

inch wide at the shoulders, or

widest part. The body of

barrow is I inch thick fiom
FOR HOLDING TWO SMALL TUMBLERS OR

WINE GLASSES.
FOOTLESS

FIG. 2.—BARROW FOR HOLDING TWO SMALL TUMBLERS.

half full size. The stand shown in Fig. 3 has two

wheels instead of one, like a hand-barrow ; but

in other respects is made in the same way as that

shown in Fig. 4. The axletree passes under the

oval aperture in body, as per dotted lines in

Fig. 7, and with a strip nailed across to match

it, supports the dish. The wheels work each on

a screw, which enters end of axletree. I need

not enter into further details, as the outline

drawings of each separate part are drawn to

scale. The two smaller barrows, I think, are

better left uncoloured. The other two I have

stained walnut colour, but would be improved if

they were japanned black. The details of con-

legs to just past the second glass
;

and from there to aperture for wheel,

sloped at the top downwards till it

is only £ inch thick. The large

holes in body must be made to suit

size of glass, in these two cases

1 J inches in diameter. The details

of construction are shown in Fig. 6,

and are as follows : A, the body of

barrow ; B, side view of body ; C,

wheel ; D, handles fastened by five

small wire nails to body ; and e, the

feet on legs. Of these details, A and

B are quarter size, and the remainder

FIG. 4.—ANOTHER BARPOW FOR HOLDING COVERED DISH.

-BARROW CONSTRUCTED TO HOLD COVERED DISH.

struction are shown in Fig. 7,

and are : a, the body of bar-

row ; B, side view of handle ;

C, ties for feet or legs ;
D,

support for dish ; E, wheel

;

F, axletree with screws for

wheels to work on ; G, legs

or feet :—A and b are quarter

full size, the remainder half

full size.

Fig. 4 shows a wheeled-

stand for covered dish which

once, I believe, contained a
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FIGS. 5, 6, 7, 8.—DETAILS OP BARROWS SHOWN IN FIGS. I, 2, 3, AND 4 RESPECTIVELY.
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Yorkshire pate. The total length is 14 inches and

width about 5 inches. The wheel is 4 inches in

diameter and f inch thick. The flying buttresses

to the legs— the bar which joins them near the

bottom, and the two strips which support the

dish, are all \ inch thick ; the legs are \ inch

thick, and at shoulders f inch wide. The body

\ inch thick, the curve of handle is shown at B,

in Fig. 8, which gives side view of handle. Other

details of construction are also shown in this figure,

and are : F, legs or feet ; A, the body of the barrow ;

B, side view of arm or handle ; c, wheel ; D, supports

for dish ; e, ties for legs : G, bar fastened to ends of

legs near the bottom. In these, as before, A and

B are quarter full size, and the remaining diagrams

half full size.

The barrows exhibited in the drawings are sug-

gestive, and the idea conveyed which is mainly that

of providing a base or stand for any article that may
or may not be able to stand unsupported, as the case

may be, can be carried out for many purposes, and
even in other forms. Thus stands for breakfast

cruets, eggs, sardines, potted meats, etc., may be
made in this fashion, and if carefully constructed and
finished, may be rendered articles of considerable

beauty and utility. Moreover the barrows give the

keynote to the contrivance and construction of many
other articles devoted to the purpose of holding or

sustaining something or other, whether that some-
thing or other may be able to stand by itself or not.

I am not so sure but what the idea of locomotion,

or transference from place to place conveyed by
them, might not be adapted to the moving about of

flowers in pots, coals, and larger things which find a

place on stands or on the floor of the room, which
are weighty in themselves and cumbersome to move.
How then about a coal-box on wheels, that may be
brought out of its recess to the front of the fire and
trundled back again when the fire has been re-

plenished? With the aid of Aspinall's enamels and
the liquid gold known as Ardenbrite, barrows of this

kind, whether large or small, may be made as pleasing

to look at as they are useful.

ECONOMICAL BRACKETS.
By PITCRPINE.

HAVE used this title, because in cutting

this series of brackets there is so small a

proportion of wood unused, that I do not

think even the most economicallyinclined

could say that any has been wasted.

The professional carpenter, as a matter of business,

cuts up his wood to the best advantage, so that as

much as possible shall be used, leaving as few short

ends as may be. The amateur does not always think

of this, but slashes away at his material while it lasts,

and chops up the odd pieces, which rapidly accumu-

late, for firewood. This method (or perhaps, I should

say, want of method) may benefit the timber

merchant, and those who use the firewood ; but I

don't think anyone else gets much profit out of it.

Another reason for fixing on this title is that the

wood for the lot will only cost about one shilling, as the

whole series is cut out of a pine or yellow deal plank

15 feet long by 9 inches wide by TV inch thick, when

planed. It should, of course, be free from knots and

well seasoned, both sides being well planed and

smoothed, and edges shot.

The brackets can be finished by painting a suit-

able colour for the position which they are to occupy,

or by staining and varnishing or ebonizing. I notice

that the art-furnishing shops have lately been showing

brackets in this style, made of deal and painted with

pure vermilion. Although at first sight this colour

strikes one as being rather too assertive, a bracket 30

painted will be found very effective, if judiciously

placed, for brightening up a dark corner. Pure ver-

milion is a rather expensive colour ; a tolerably good

substitute, at about one-third the price, is vermilion-

ette, a mixture of the two being better still.

The brackets, when finished, should be hung with

brass cabinet hangers, which can be bought at

Melhuish's for 2d. and 3d. per dozen, according to

size ; these two sizes being suitable for the brackets in

hand.

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, drawn on one-sixth scale,

or a scale of 2 inches to the foot, represent pieces of

the 15 foot plank, 15 inches to 16 inches long, having

the different pieces for making the brackets marked

out on them. The plan which I generally adopt for

this kind of work is to carefully cut out the different

pieces in thin cardboard. The pieces so cut out can

then at any time be used as patterns, and by laying

them on the wood, and marking round the edge with

a pencil, the work is quickly and easily set out. I

have by this means, accumulated quite a large stock

of designs, and very useful I find them, for it often

happens that a pattern will come in handy for some

purpose other than the one for which it was originally

designed.

It will be convenient here to give a list of the

pieces of which each bracket is composed, so that

there may be no confusion. They are put together

with screws and glue (except in one instance where

dowels are also used), and if the cutting out has

been properly done, this part of the work is quite

simple, merely requiring care and accuracy.
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(i) A, B, C, D, E. F, G ; (2) A, B, C, D, E, F, G, U
(two pieces each), and H, j ; (3) k, M, n

; (4) K, M,

N ; (5) L, M, X ; (6) L, M, N
; (7) O, P

;
(S) Q, R

; (9)

g, T; (ro) o, s.

No. 1 is a corner bracket, the shelves being put

in the position shown by the dotted lines. You will

notice that B is narrower than A by the thickness of

the wood used, because B butts against A. The

piece on either side of it, strips of wood being glued

in the angles inside, the whole being clamped up

until dry.

No. 3. After cutting the last bracket, you have

the pieces K and N ready cut, and by cutting the

piece M you have the pieces ready for another bracket
;

M being the back, N the shelf, and K the bracket

piece supporting the shelf.

FIG. I.—CUT TWO LIKE THIS. Scale. 2 inches to 1 foot. FIG. 2.—CUT TWO LIKE THIS,

i

\^ F

G \^

'J

FIG. 3.—CUT ONE LIKE THIS. FIG. 4.—CUT TWO LIKE THIS.

/ N \

c T

R p

FIG. 5.—CUT FOUR LIKE THIS. ECONOMICAL BRACKETS. FIG. 6.—PIECE CUT INTO FOUR.

piece C is placed along the top front edge of the

bottom shelf, and the bracket pieces E and D under

the front edge of the top shelf, where it joins the sides

at each end.

No. 2 is a centre bracket. Two brackets like

No. 1 are connected at the back by the piece H
(fig. 3), by means of three dowels on each side.

The centre portion thus formed is fitted with two

shelves, u, and underneath the top shelf the piece j

is fixed with glue, being at the same time glued to the

Nos. 4, 5 and 6, are similar to No. 3. Nos. 7, 8,

9 and 10, are composed of a shelf and bracket piece,

and are so simple that they need no special explana-

tion. You will find after cutting all these that you

have three pieces of j, two of Q and two of O still on

hand, and may utilize them for other brackets, if

necessary. I venture to think that when you have

cut this series of brackets, you will say that you never

cut any with sq little trouble qnd at so little cost 3S

these.
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NOTES ON NOVELTIES.

By THE EDITOR.

57. The "Lukin" Lathe. 58. Model Engine-

Making. 59. Vevers' Photographic Specialities.

60. Coal-Gas as a Labour-Saving Agent in the
Mechanical Trades. 61. Britannia Company's

Cheap Gas Engine.

HE "LUKIN" LATHE.—The Britannia

Company, of Colchester, have recently

brought out what appears to be a very

u€eful lathe for the amateur turner, both

for metal and ornamental work. It was
specially designed for that well-known authority and critic

on all matters respecting lathes and turning, the Rev. J.

Lukin, M.A., after whom the new lathe has been named.
The "Lukin" Lathe is made with centres 5 inches high,

and bed 4 feet 6 inches long. The fast headstock is fitted

with a traversing steel mandrel, running in phosphor

bronze collars, or with hardened steel collars, if preferred,

and a gun-metal cone pulley with three speeds. The
front part of the mandrel and its bearing is I inch dia-

meter, and the back part is f inch, which gives excellent

results as to light running. The mandrel nose is 1 inch

diameter, 8 threads per inch (the standard Whitworth
pitch), with a large collar, giving a broad seating for chucks.

The tail end of the mandrel is fitted with six steel screw

"formers," of various useful pitches, which, with the

rotating steel guide nut, cut with six pitches to suit the

screw "formers," enables screw-cutting to be done veiy

easily and quickly. This guide-nut is quickly engaged or

disengaged from the screw "former" by an eccentric, and
when the lathe is wanted for plain turning the former is

removed, and a plain sleeve substituted, keeping the man-
drel in position. There is also a little contrivance, having
the same object, to be used when only a brief temporary

interruption to screwing is desired. The gun-metal cone

pulley is divided with two rows of holes— 180 and 100—or

any others car. be substituted, and a spring index point is

fitted. The moving headstock or poppet is constructed

with a single column between the barrel and the base, and
the barrel is a steel tube, coned for centre at one end and
screwed at the other, to suit the left-hand square thread

steel screw, by which it is propelled. The usual driving

plate and face plate are fitted, and a great variety of chucks,

to suit tastes or requirements ; a hand-rest, also, and tees

—

one a good long one, very useful for wood-working. The
cast iron planed bed, 4! inches on face by about 4} inches

deep, measures 4 feet 6 inches long ; but I am told that it

can be supplied either shorter or longer, to taste. It has a

double flat face, is stiffly constructed, and without ribs or

bridges to hinder the free movement of the poppet or hand-
rest, which are secured by through-bolts and bow-nuts
beneath the bed. It is mounted on strong cast iron stan-

dards, planed at tops, and securely bolted to the planed
sealings of the bed, and stands very firmly and rigidly.

The bright turned driving-wheel has three quick speeds,

and two smaller ones for slow driving, and is driven by

two cranks outside each leg, the turned shaft running on

friction rollers. It can, I am informed, be fitted with the

usual dip crank-shaft running on centres, if purchasers

prefer, but, as fitted, the movement is very free and easy to

tread. The lathe is fitted with an overhead motion for

ornamental work, running the full length of the bed, the

shafts being carried by strong but light-looking cast iron

standards, with two bright turned grooved pulley wheels,

and a polished mahogany cylinder : these are made to slide

to any part of the shaft. At the right-hand end of the

driving-wheel shaft is a very small pulley, which will drive

the overhead motion at a very slow speed, sometimes very

desirable and convenient. The whole thing is got up in

good style, all the working parts are well fitted, hardened

where necessary, and, I should say, it cannot fail to give

satisfaction to anyone having a taste for turning. The
specimen lathe made for Mr. Lukin, I am told, has stood

the test of many months' wear, both for metal and orna-

mental work, and is as true as ever. It has turned up from

a 10 inch cast iron face plate to a slender ivory pedestal

of twisted work to support an egg-shell cup, and has proved

equal to all. The " Lukin " Lathe is not yet in the

market, and I am unable to state even the probable price of

the machine at present. The attention of the readers of

the Magazine is called to it now, that any who may be

contemplating the purchase of a good and reliable all-round

lathe, may have it in his power to write to the Company
for any further information he may desire respecting it

before he finally makes up his mind as to which he will

buy. At some future time I shall hope to be able to say

something more about it, and name its price and give an

illustration of it.

58. Model Engine-Making.—This book, whose full title

is " Model Engine-Making in Theory and Practice," and

which is published by Messrs. Swan, Sonnenschein and Co.,

is a reprint of the papers by Mr. John Pocock, which have

recently appeared under this title in the pages of Amateur
Work, described in periphrastic terms by Mr. Pocock in

his preface, as "a magazine chiefly addressing itself to the

interests of amateur workers." Why Mr. Pocock should

have taken the trouble to use eleven words where two would

have sufficed, is difficult to understand. As readers may

refer to the pages of Amateur Work for the substance of

the work, it is only necessary to say that Chapter X., on

boiler making, and Chapter XII., embodying some useful

notes and remarks on a variety of matters connected with

steam engines and their manufacture, form the principal

additions to a volume in which the subject of model engine-

making is dealt with briefly and tersely enough to prevent

the student from becoming weary of the instructions that are

placed at his service, but yet sufficiently to put him in pos-

session of everything he ought of necessity to know with

reference to it.

59. Vevers' Photographic Specialities.— Mr. C. C. Vevers,

Horsforth, Leeds, who is well known to the readers of

Amateur Work, writes as follows :
— " I should be

obliged if you would inform your photographic readers that

I have just designed and introduced a still cheaper burnisher
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than the one mentioned in a former Part. This machine,

fitted with 5 inch roller, brass bearings, finest silver steel

polished bar, I can supply at 7s. 6d ; spirit lamp for same,

iod. extra. I shall be glad to send any amateur full parti-

culars, with a specimen photo, on application. I enclose a

list of some of my specialities, the prices of which you

will find very much below those of other makers. Shutters,

camera cases, ruby lamps, 6s. 6d. head-rest, burner tap,

negative tanks, retouching desks and print washers, I can

especially recommend to the notice of amateurs, as being

remarkably cheap and of first-class

quality. The print washer is con-

structed after the design given in

Amateur Work, but with the

addition of a syphon for rapidly

emptying the machine. The interior

is enamelled white. I have also a

remarkably cheap line of back-

ground, size 7 feet by 5 feet, painted

in distemper, exterior or graduated

vignette, on roller, price 7s. 6d.

each. I shall be glad at any time to

give advice and assistance to any

amateur passing through Leeds, if

he will call at the Studio, 14,

Wellington Street, opposite the

Wellington (M. R.) Station. The
use of dark-room is also at their

service, when not otherwiseoccu-

pied." Mr. Vevers' communication

speaks for itself. I have so little

room to spare just now that I refrain

from dealing seriatim with his spe-

cialities. I can only recommend
buyers to send for his "List of

Photographic Specialities," which

will tell them much more than I can.

I note that Mr. Vevers allows a dis-

count of 10 per cent, on all lenses,

and specially recommends the " Op-
timum. "

60. Coal- Gas a Labour-Saying

Agent in the Mechanical Trades.—

I

recommend all readers who are inte-

rested in this question to send 4$d.

in stamps to Mr. Thomas Fletcher,

F.C.S., Warrington, Lancashire, who will then transmit his

pamphlet bearing this title, post free. It is a lecture delivered

before the Society of Arts, in 1884, and now reprinted uith

notes and additions from the Society's Journal. " The use

of coal gas," observes Mr. Fletcher, " as a heating agent for

many special commercial purposes is a matter of the utmost
importance both to the makers and users of gas. The
quantity which can be usefully and economically applied is

very large ; the demand occurs principally in daylight, and
is steady summer and winter, requiring no extra storage, and
little, if any, extra plant for a very large supply, and this

of demand is the one to enable manufacturers of gas to

ice the price, and at the same lime increase their profits

BRITANNIA COMPANY s CI1LAP GAs tNGlNE,

To the user, gas properly applied is an instrument of pre-

cision. Processes often difficult, even with skilled labour

of the highest class, become practically automatic, and in

some cases entirely so. As a means of cheapening pro-

duction and improving quality, the use of coal gas as a fuel

for small work is worthy of most serious consideration. In

the pamphlet, Mr. Fletcher shows how gas may be most

economically applied and used, and the trades and processes

for which it is especially serviceable. I may take the oppor-

tunity of calling attention here to Mr. Fletcher's account

of a recent experiment in braz-

ing with coal gas and compressed

oxygen made by the " Brin " process,

which will be found in " How it was

Managed," in page 426 of this Vol.

61. Britannia Company 's Cheap

Gas Engine.—Many readers will be

glad to have a few particulars re-

specting the Britannia Company's

Cheap Gas Engine, of one-man

power, suitable for lathes, printing-

machines, sausage-machines, and

all light machinery, and possessing

the good qualities of simplicity of

construction, efficiency, working

with a minimum of noise, and eco-

nomical, costing no more when in

operation than 3d. per day for gas.

The construction of the engine will

be readily gathered from the accom-

panying illustration ; its price, as

shown therein, being ,£lS. It may

be seen at the Company's Show

Kooms, 100, Houndsditch, London,

E. Its extreme height is 3 feet

10 inches, its width I foot 9 inches,

and its depth is I foot 10 inches,

so that it stands within a compara-

tively small space. The diameter

of the fly-wheel is 23 inches. The

gas enters at X, below the stand on

which the engine is placed, and

then passes through the bags A and

is. To start the engine pull the

wheel towards yuu. This sucks

in sufficient air at c in the right

I proportion to the gas, which, as it has been said, enters

j

at the right of the engine and passes into and through the

two gas-bags, A and B, which regulate the supply through

the valves, E, E, by the action of the eccentrics, F, F. At

D is a gas burner which causes the ignition of the gas in the

i cylinder at every revolution of the fly-wheel. The machine

1 requires no attention beyond keeping all the working parts

well oiled : for the cylinder grease and black lead should

be used. The engine is possessed ef sufficient power to

drive a 5 inch lathe on ordinary work, and will also drive a

small pump or other light machinery. It is simple, dur-

able, and reliable, and a mere boy can manage it after a few

minutes' instruction.
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AMATEURSJN COUNCIL.

For "Instructions to Contributors and
Correspondents" see page 45 of this

Volume, or Part 72, page 45.

Finsbury School of Amateur
Mechanics.

*** It is a pleasure to uote that Mr.
Thos. J. Syer, the Principal of the Finsbnry
School of Amateur Mechanics, and 21 , Fins-

bury Street, Chiswdl Street, E.C., was one of
the successful candidates at the late exami-
nations of the Worshipful Company of
Carpenters.

Addresses.

P. F. P. (Ranikhet, N.W.P.) writes:—
" As you appear to he making a register of

people who sell goods likely to be useful to
readers of Amateur Work, I beg to bring
to your uotice some that I dealt witli in

Edinburgh, and found most obliging' :
—

1. D. McAdie, Timber Yard, bottom of
Close, No. 56, High Street, Edinburgh. All
kinds and sizes of wood, and will cut any
piece to suit a customer; also keeps every
description of veneer. Most civil aud
obliging.

2. George Watts, Jun., Wood and Ivory
Turner, 19G, Canongate, Edinburgh. Gives
instruction in turning at 2b. 6d. per lesson
of 1$ hours, either at his own workshop or
at the pupil's. Keeps a variety of woods,
such as ebony and box, etc., also ivory and
prepared bone, any of which he will sell.

He is the only turner in Edinburgh who
can correct and true billiard balls ; a very
clean, civil, sober man, from whom I took
lessons in turning.

3. Alex. Mathieson and Son, 23, Cockburn
Street, Edinburgh; also 8, Church Street,

Liverpool. Manufactory : Saracen Tool

Works, Glasgow. Makers of lathes and all

sorts of tools. If they have not got the
tool required in stock, they will at once
make it or obtain it." [I am truly obliged
to you for your letter. I am about to make
such a register for the use aud benefit of
amateurs, and wish to have the names and
addresses of such men ns you mention
above, not only in Edinburgh, but in every
town in the United Kingdom, the British

Colonies and Dependencies, and all the
world over—Ed. j

Telescope-making-.—Speculum.

S. O. H. K. (Liverpool) writes to Mr.
E. A. Francis:—"I have almost com-
pleted a 6% inch speculum from your
articles ou the Reflecting Telescope, but
have not yet silvered it, I have tried it on
the moon and the definition is splendid. I

am now wishing to construct a 10 inch one,

but before commencing would like to ask
the following questions : Would I be able

to grind aud polish it by hand in the same
way as the ti\ inch one P Would 7 feet focus

be long enough ? I would like to construct
it as light as possible, so would 1J inch
glass be thick enough? Could you name
any place where I could get purple roug-?,

as I cannot get it here; I had to use red
for the G) inch one? Would the figures in

the testing be the same as those shown by

you in your articles ? and, What size of a
fiat would I require ?"

Mr. E. A. Francis replies to the above
queries as follows :—
" There is no reason why a 10 inch specu-

um should not he ground and polished by
hand, more especially by one who has

successfully completed a mirror of smaller

diameter. But, remember, that the greater

the diameter of the glass the greater must
be the care exercised in the working of it.

Seven feet 'focus' would' be long enough,
quite ; and if every precaution is taken to

prevent irregular pressure in working, you
may use 1$ inch glass. The shadow figures

will hold good for a mirror of any size, if

you remember that the intensity of the

shadow markings increases when a mirror
of large diameter is worked with a short

focal length. A 10 inch mirror of 10 feet

focus would show very faint shadows,
whereas a 10 inch mirror of 5 feet focus

would bare the shadows very marked. If

the rouge you have been using polishes

well and cleanly nothing more is necessary,

if not, I am afraid I cannot help you. You
would have to explore the neighbouring
lapidaries' shops until rouge of the desired

colour was found. Perhaps you over-

estimate the amount of purple required.

Sead me your address, through the Editor,

and I will send you a little of my private

stock. Did I not give the method of find-

ing the size of fiat required? I think I

did, and as I am not near my books now I

must ask you to look it up. Ascertain the

size of the fiat by the graphic method of

drawing on paper or board with pencil the
angle formed by the reflected rays, and
then measuring across where the flat should
cut them. It gives me great pleasure to

hear of your success.'*

Engraving on Metal.

R. P. (Carnarvon).—Engraving on metal

is a subject that I am desirous of treating

in the next volume of this Magazine. I

have had by me for some time the first

chapter of a series on this subject. To
prevent any break in the continuous issue

of the papers, I requested the writer, who
was very auxious for publication, to let me
have them complete before the opening
portion was put into type. No response

has been made to my application, and I

have no alternative but to return the first

paper to the writer, aud make new arrange-

ments elsewhere. It will be my rule for

the future, in all cases, except those of

contributors well known to me, and of

whose punctuality I have no donbt, unless

illness steps in to check the willing brain

and baud, to have all the copy in my hands
before a single line is put into type. Your
pleasantly- written letter induces me to

tell you this, that you may know that I

have been desirous of producing papers on
the subject on which you desire instruc-

tion, and that hitherto I have been
hindered by apparent reluctance to comply
with a reasonable request.

Irish. Bagpipes.

Co. Cavan.—I see in "ours" a contri-

butor is willing to give us information on
the Irish pipes. Now it is my opinion that

it would be a grand thing, and in the way
of nearly all amateurs, far more so, I

think, than making a pianoforte, which, in

my opinion, would be lost time all round ;

but making Irish pipes a thing that every

amateur could do, if instructed. Then the

materials would cost so little. I think

many will be glad of the chance. I am
very pleased with Tin-plate Working,
Fretsaw Work and Marquetry Cutting,

also the Forms of Tools. They are very

instructive. I, for one, would like to see

Irish bagpipe-making among the rest.— [I

dare say Jack Horner will see this and
redeem his promise. It is my hope that

there will be, some time next year, an
exhibition in London of articles made by
amateurs, when all workers who read
Amateur Work will be able to show
trophies of their skill and perseverance.

—

Ed.]
Lost Cash.

S. M. L. (Godcrich, Canada).—I do not
know the whereabouts of the firm you
name, or of any of the persons of which it

was composed. What I told you, last

August, 1 must repeat now. In future, if

you want anything purchased you might
write to the Publishers of this Magazine,
or to me, and we would make sure you
could have what you required before we
parted with your money to the seller. The
smallness of the sum lost renders it un-

advisable to incur the trouble of trying to

trace the Post Office Order. You might do
this, if you liked, but it would not in any
way help you in bringing you within reach

of the persons to whom you sent it. The
first loss in these cases is the least loss.

Mesmerism, etc.

D. F, N. (Aden).—No one will write on
Mesmerism in the pages of this Magazine.

Papers on new conjuring tricks and exhibi-

tions introduced by prestidigitateurs of

repute are given from time to time, with

instructions for making the apparatus and
carrying out the performance. A paper on
the method of carrying out the illusion

known as " Thaunia," has been given in the

present volume. If you wish to astonish

the natives in and around Aden, d Za

Houdm, I will—if you will write again to

say you would like to have the information

—uame some books that will he useful

to you.

Spring or Water Motor.

T. W, (Abingdon).—No description of a

spring motor has appeared in Amateur
Work, hut in Vol. V., page 164:, otherwise

Part 51, you will find a description of a
" Turbine Water Motor," and in Vol. III.,

page 502, otherwise Part 34, there is a

paper on the construction of a " Hydraulic

Motor for Amateurs." If neither of these

are suitable for your purpose, write again.

Boat Building.

G. W. (WaUjieU).—I am obliged to you

for your kind offer, but I have already had

papers on boat building, and have other

writers engaged in the preparation of

papers on specialties in this line.

Fixing Harmonium Reeds.

Reeds.—The reeds are screwed directly

on to the pan, without pads. See that the

tongues are properly over the aperture, or

they will not speak properly.—J. A. H,
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Marine Engine Models at Glasgow-
International Exhibition.

S. M. L. (Goderich, Canada)-—There is a

model by Palmer's Shipbuilding Company,
Jarroic-on-Tyne, which has been understeani

in a previous Exhibition, and is likely to

find its way into a steam yacht. It is triple

expansion, to a scale of 3 inches to the foot,

and is a splendid piece of work.

The Fairfield Shipbuilding Company,
Goran, exhibit a working' model of triple

expansion engines, as supplied by them to

three steamers for the Norddeutscheu

Lloyd; and Messrs. Denny, of Dumbarton,

exhibit a working model of the quadruple

expansion engines of the S.S. Buenos Ayres,

scale, 1 inch to the foot. Both these models

were made by David Carlaw, of this city,

are exquisitely finished, and have wrought

well under steam when tried.

E. and W. Hawthorn, Le?lie and Co.,

Nevecastle-on-T 'j ne, exhibit a magnificent

model of the port engines of the Italian

Ironclad, Sardegna, indicated h.p., 22,800.

It is triple expansion, having two sets of

three cylinders coupled on to the same

shaft. It is wrought at intervals during

the day by an electro-motor, but I a in in-

formed that it works well under steam.

There are a number of smaller models, of

which I cannot get exact information,

some of them may be dummies, but they all

appear to be capable of working. I have

given names and addresses of exhibitors,

so that you may communicate with them
regarding photographs. Most likely all the

models will have been photographed.—Jack

Hoenbr, Glasgow.

News of an Old Contributor.

C. A. P. write3 :
—" I beg to enclose, with

compliments, a cutting having reference to

Mr. Edward Heron-Allen, who, strange to

say, does not seem to have been able to

read his own fortune aright."
" The first news I have heard of Mr.

Heron-Allen for a long time I find in a New
York paper. Here it is :

—
' Heron-Allen

will be remembered as a young Englishman
who came out here to lecture on " Palmis-

try," under the auspices of Major Pond,

about three years ago. It was announced
with a grand flourish of trumpets as being

•'quite English, you know," to have your
character told from your hand, if not your

future predicted. Somehow or other the

hyphenated gentleman failed to " catch

on," and Pond bad to drop him. He has
been in the country ever since, and has had
a rough-and-tumble fight with Fortune
nearly all the time. I met him the other

day, and he seemed to have got his legs

under him at last. He ha3 succeeded in

building up quite a reputation as a good
short-story writer, and Uvea by selling the

product of his pen to the syndicates. He
has entirely abandoned the " profession "

which was to have given him the entree to

the sacred precincts within which bask
McAllister's four hundred.'

"

[When extracts from newspapers, maga-
zines, or books are sent the source from
which they are derived should be indicated.

If Mr. Heron-Allen will give up running
after such will-o'-the-wisps as Palmistry
and other tatrys and units, which seem to

find favour with many men even older than

himself, who ought to know better, and
stick to good work like his " Violin-making
for Amateurs" he cannot fail to do well.

He has sufficient brain power to enable
him to succeed in any legitimate art or
calling to which he likes to turn his mind
or put his hand, and I, for one, am heartily

sorry that distance prevents the readers of

Amateur Work and myself from profiting

by his teachings. This Magazine finds its

way about pretty well in the States, and if

this meets his eye, I trust he will take it

as a kindly message from one who has a
sincere respect for his talent and a strong
liking for himself personally.—Ed.]

Clock-making.
Senex (DubKn).—It is not possible for

me to satisfy your friend by giving "papers
on the construction of clocks (English) of

all kinds," and he will easily understand
why, if he will purchase and read " Clocks,

"Watches, and Bells," by Lord Grimthorpe,
better known as Sir Edmund Beckett,

published at 4s. 6d., by Crosby Lockwood
and Co., 7, Stationers' Ball Court, Ludgate
Hill, London, E.C. He will notice, without
doubt, that a paper on "English Clocks:
How to Clean Them," is given iu this Part,

in page 513, and that is as much as can be
done for the present, at all events. He
will also find " A Practical Lesson iu Wood
Carving," in page 487, which will be useful

to him.

Ogee Moulding-.

Pirie (South Africa).—In making your
moulding with a moulding plane of the

PLANING MOULDING.

proper pattern use the jack plane first to

work the strip of wood on which you are

working to a shape on which the moulding
plane will act more readily. Thus, in the
annexed illustration, which is supposed to

be the section of a rectangular strip of

wood that is to be turned into moulding,
first remove the edge, a, to the extent
shown by the dotted line with the jack

plane, and then finish to required shape
with the moulding plane.

Circular Saws.
Pibie (SoufJi Africa}.—You would fail

utterly, I think, if }'ou attempted to make
your own circular saws, as you have uot the
appliances for grinding and cutting the
teeth, even if you had the plates. If you
can pick up one or two old ones cheap, as

you say you can, you may renovate them, if

they are not too much knocked about. The
first thing to be done is to see that the

teeth, or points of the teeth, are of the
the same radius, as, in setting a straight

saw, you would first see that the points of

the teeth are all in one and the same plane,

for you can hardly speak of them as being

in one and the same straight line, seeing

that no two contiguous teeth have the same
inclination. To do this with a circular

saw you had better put it in a lathe, and
after bringing down any inequalities, pro-

ceed to sharpen the teeth with a file in the
ordinary way.

Carpenter's Tools,

Sekex (D«Min).—Yon ask "where good

carpenter's tools may be had at a moderate

price, as Booth Brothers here (namely,

Dublin) are very dear." I daresay some

correspondent in Dublin will note this, and

tell you where tools may be bought cheaply

in the chief city of Ireland, or rather where

good second-hand tools may be bought.

You must bear in mind that if Booth

Brothers' prices are somewhat high, their

tools are very good. I speak from what I

know of specialties of their own, and it is

always better to give a good price for a

tool that can be relied on than to buy cheap,

ill-made, badly-finished things that will

fail you when you come to use them.

Filling for Wood.
C. F. (K>ir).—Your question as to tho

proper filling for oak and mahogany before

polishing is somewhat difficult to answer,

as I do not know the colour or kind of oak

and mahogany, but for the former, if light,

use a mixture of ordinary whiting with

raw linseed oil and a little French polish
;

if dark, add a little colouring matter, such

as umber or Vandyke brown, according to

tint required; for the latter mix the

whiting with turps, aud use a little, say,

rose pink for colouring. These fillings are

free from many of the objections urged

against those composed with tallow, and

may, therefore, be said to answer your

inquiry for the "best."

Staining and Sizing Wood.

C. F. (Kew).—As to your question, if

wood should be sized first and then stained,

or vice versa, a sufficient answer will be that

it should be vice versa, but I do not know

what you can refer to wheu you say the

size leaves a kind of scum on the wood.

Certainly the size somewhat alters the ap-

pearance of the surface, especially if strong,

and when applying it a slight froth may he

produced. This, however, disappears in

drying, and no blemishes should be visible

after varnishing. If the scum remains

I am inclined to think there must be some

defect in the size, in which case the remedy

is obvious. I note you say the scum is

"difficult to remove before polishing," but

I presume you mean varnishing, as it is not

necessary to si'*e wood for finishing by the

former method.
Fishing Tackle.

Wilt Spoktist.—A series of papers, en-

titled, " Fishing Tackle : its Materials and

Manufacture," by J. Harrington Keeue,

appeared in Vol. IV., pages G, 78, 138, 178,

234, 338, 391, 438, 458, 513, 567, otherwise iu

Parts 3G, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47.

I hope that these will be followed, at no

very distant date, with another series on

Deep Sea Fishing.

Fishing Creel.

C. F. (Kcw).—To make your fishing creel

or basket brown in colour you may stain it

with Stephens' brown stain, applying the

stain when each successive coat is dry

until a sufficient depth of colour has been

obtained. You may then size and varnish

the basket. Another plan is to paint the

basket with brown paint thinned with tur-

pentine, or to coat it with Aspinall's

Enamel, or any other of the so-called

enamels now in vogue.
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Lessons in Turning, etc.

*** The Bhitannia Company are willing

to commence a class for Turning, Metal-

spinning and Screw-cutting at their pre-

mises and show rooms, 100, Houndsditch,

London, E.C. They have competent in-

structors, either for the novices in these

matters or for those who wish to improve

in the higher hranches, and they tell me
that they would set apart a light and

wholesome, well-ventilated shop at 100,

Houndsdiich, for the purposes mentioned

above. I can say, from personal knowledge,

that the Company's premises are most con-

venient and well suited for the purpose, and

are easily reached from all parts of London
by the Metropolitan and Metropolitan Dis-

triot Railways.

Wood Carving.

R. P. (Carnarvon).—A paper on wood
carving, with two admirable examples for

practice, appears in this Part.

Screw-Plates, etc.

A. B. C. writes to Fal :—" I wish to

thank you for your kind help as to where

to get left-handed screw-plates, and I hope

to be able at some future time to return

the kindness."

Eight-day Clock.

Senex (Dublin).—From the description

of the state of your clock I think the price

quoted, namely, £6, a very fair and reason-

able one, provided you can trust the firm

to carry out the necessary alterations and

repairs, as it is quite likely the whole,

or nearly so, of the dial work, that is, all

the parts that let off, regulate, and stop

the striking, would have to be new, beside

nearly all new wheels, etc., to the quarter

train, and other repairs beside; and if you

value the clock, and the firm you know
really makes clocks, I think you would be

wise to at once close with the offer at the

price named. I had a somewhat similar

job some time ago, and if I remember

rigiitly I was paid, for time spent on it,

something like £5, and I doubt if my firm

would do the job for much, if anything, less

than £10.-A. B. C.

Boot-Repairing.

A. B. C. wriUs to A. M. :—" I thank you

much for your instructions on the finishing

of soles, etc., and beg to say, through fol-

lowing them, I mad« a very fair job of the

last pair I put oa. I never thought I

should be able to do such a job till I saw

the articles on Boot-making, and that set

me thinking, and since then I have always

nailed on my own, in a rough way, but now

I begin to feel ,proud of my work, when

done with your kind help."

Self-Acting Fountain on Table.

W. B. P. (Northampton).—The subject of

self-acting fountains was treated at length

in Parts 25 and 35, from which you will be

able to decide upon the form of construc-

tion best suited to your purpose. Without

knowing the style of your fretwork table

the writer could not advise as to its com-

bination with a[ fountain. A paper is in

hand, giving directions for making n foun-

tain with a table, as also a small table

fountain, that is, to stand upon a tabic.

^P. B.

Telephones.

The Stanhope Company, Limited, 20,

Buoldersbury, London, E.C, send illustra-

tions and prices of the "Stanhope Patent

Electric Telephones " for houses and offices.

Of these two kinds are supplied by the

Company, one being the Telephone and

enable any who are desirous of doing so to

make inquiries respecting them.

FIG. I.—TELEPHONE AND THREE-WAY
SWITCH.

\T
FIG. 2.—TELEPHONE AND AUTOMATIC

SWITCH.

Three-way Switch at £1 3s. 6d., and the

other, the Telephone a»d Automatic

Switch at £1 5s. 6d. The terms on which

these are supplied are, strictly cash with

order. Not having seen these instruments

in operation I am not able to do more than

mention them ; hut, as many readers of

Amathfb Wohk are interested in Tele-

graphy ana T.-ki'li'.iiy, I give illustrations

of them, and, by drawing attention totkem,

INFOKMATION SUPPLIED.

Round Bar Magnets.

Me. Edwinbon writes in reply to Draper :

—" If you or any other brother amateur in

difficulty with magnets will forward them

to me, and defray all costs bypre-payment,

I will undertake to get them magnetised.

They must be sent to me through the

Editor. Name and address, and cost of

return postage must be enclosed, together

with 3d. to defray cost of sending them

from the office to me. The pieces of steel

to be magnetised must be turned to re-

quired shape and size, then made as hard,

as fire and water can male them, and polished

be/ore they are sent to be magnetised."

INFORMATION SOUGHT.

Scenograph.

D. F. N. (Aden) writes:— "Can any

brother amateur inform me where I can

get the above-named apparatus, complete,

to work, and say what will be the cost of it.

I would also he highly obliged if anyone

will write instructions how to use it, with

illustrations, etc."

Device for Slab over Porch of Country
House.

Evelyn writes : — " Can any of your

readers suggest a device for carving on red

brick slab over the porch of a country

house which is now being completed. Tne

entire structure is red brick. There is

already a frieze carved in figures under the

eaves I wish to avoid heraldic emblem.

Some device expressing welcome, or, os the

owner's antecedents are naval, indicating a

haveu, might be appropriate. The size of

slab left for carving is 3 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft.

6 in
" [Will Aether Yorke kindly see to

this, noting the writer's desire to avoid

heraldic emblem. The old Settle in Carved

Oak, represented in page 41 of this volume.

may afford the keynote to the design.]

Ear Trumpet.

Maes writes :-" Seeing in an old number

of ' Design and Work ' that Mr. Edison, of

Telephone renown, had made and patented

an apparatus for a person that is deaf, can

any of 'ours' inform me where it is on

sale ; also any particulars regarding same ;

if cumbersome, price, etc., as^I should like

to purchase one, if any good."

German Glass Photograph Stands.

Treaumiel writes :-" Can any reader of

Amateur Work give me some information

about German glass photograph stands/

I have some with a black border and gilt

edge, and some without, and I want to add

the border and edge and have them all

alike, and I want to know how to make the

gilt edge, and what kind of paint to use

for the black border. Black varnish is apt

to crack up and come off on to the photo-

graph and enamels don't dry."

LETTERS RECEIVED UP TO AUG. 3.

jl.. Eiiwisboh i
C. J. W. {Beccles).
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PNEUMATIC SHUTTER FOR CAMERA.
Bu E. G. HERBERT.

SAW in Amateur Work some time ago

an article in which instructions were

given for making a pneumatic shutter.

This made me wish to make one, but

not having any tools for working in

metals, I could not make the cylinder and piston,

which is an essential part of that form of shutter. I

therefore set to work to think how I could devise one

less difficult of construction, and yet efficient. With a

little thought I hit on a plan which I have since put

into practice, and which works very well. I propose

to describe this shutter as I made it, for the benefit

of readers of Amateur Work who take an interest

in it, but, like me, have not

been able to make the other

more complicated form.

I made my shutter of

mahogany ; but, of course,

the better the wood of the

shutter matches the wood
of the camera, the better the

effect when they are seen

together. For a quarter-

plate camera I have found

2 J in. by 2i in. a convenient

size for the base-board, but

the size of the shutter

would increase with the size

of the lens. I shall give

the measurements of my
shutter, which is meant for

a quarter-plate camera
throughout.

The illustration represents the back of the shutter,

the parts in front of it being dotted. A hole, A, is

made in the base-board, B, rather to the top left-hand

comer (looking at it from the back), and large enough
to fit tightly on the lens. The flap, c, is made of

mahogany rather thinner than that of the base-board,

as it is liable to shake the camera, and requires more
force to lift it if it is heavy. For the base-board -^ in.

is a good thickness, and for the flap a trifle over -& in.

The flap, which is about 2 in. long and wide enough
to leave a margin of at least \ in. all round the hole,

is fixed to the base-board with a small screw, d, so as

to be free to move; and a small piece of wood, E, of

which the bottom part is glued to the base-board, and
the top part keeps the flap close to it, will prevent

any chance of light entering when the flap is down.
This part of the shutter is very like one described in

an article on instantaneous shutters which appeared
in Amateur Work some time ago.

Vol. VII.—Pt. 83.
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We now come to the device for lifting the flap,

which is a substitute for the cylinder and piston

already referred to. It simply consists of a small

pair of bellows, but instead of force being applied to

the bellows to drive air in and out, as is the case with

ordinary bellows, air is driven in and out of the

bellows in order to make them open and shut and

communicate a corresponding movement to the flap.

The leather part of the bellows can very well be made
of a piece of the finger of an old kid glove i| inch

long, with circles of thin wood glued into the ends, so

as to make it air-tight ; but as the seams of the glove

are not air-tight, and the leather is slightly porous, it

will be found advisable to cover the whole surface

with a thin coating of india-rubber cement, made by

dissolving india-rubber in carbon disulphide, or in a

mixture of carbon disul-

phide 94 parts, and absolute

alcohol 6 or 7 parts.

The bellows, F, are

fixed to the back of the

base-board by gluing one

of the ends to a small

block of wood, G, as seen

in the figure. A piece of

glass tubing, H, is bent

twice at right angles, one

end being let into the

base of the bellows and

fastened there, so that

the join is air-tight, and

the other passing through

the centre of the base-

board and projecting i inch.

A curved slit, I, is next

made in the base-board

about i in. from the screw, D, and a stout piece of wire

is fixed into the back of the flap, and projects through

the slit. A piece of thinner wire is bent into a loop,

which passes loosely over this, and is fixed by its

other end to the top of the bellows. A piece of india-

rubber tubing is fastened to the projecting part of the

glass tube, H, in the front of the shutter, and to the

other end of this an india-rubber ball is fastened by

means of a short piece of glass tubing. When this

ball is pressed, air is forced into the bellows, the top

part rises, lifting with it the flap and exposing the

lens.

This shutter is very useful for giving exposures

slower than they can be conveniently given with an

instantaneous shutter, and quicker than can be given

with the cap without a chance of jerking the camera.

I have worked with it myself to great advantage, and,

having gathered evidence of its utility from my own
experience, I can confidently recommend!it to others.

VOL. VII.—L L
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THE FORMS OF TOOLS.
Bij A FOREMAN PA1TERN-MAKER.

XI.

—

Shears—Punches—Hammers.
HEARS are true-cutting tools, because

their angles are always less than 90 .

Punches may or may not be true -cutting

tools. In some respects these instru-

ments resemble each other, so that

certain kinds of punches may be regarded as shears

of annular shape. For this reason we class them
together, and regard them as the last in the group

of what are usually denominated cutting tools,

which we consider to include all those employed to

divide materials, whether by true cutting, by scraping,

by shearing, or by punching.

The action of the shears is apparent from the

figures (Fig. 137), where A represents the blades of

scissors in action, and B those of shears. The diffe-

rence between the two is partly one of strength, partly

of elasticity. In A the strength is slight, but the

elasticity is perfect ; in B there is no elasticity, but

abundant strength ; A is therefore used for severing

the most delicate fabrics, B for the hardest and most

rigid materials. Another form, C, the cutting nippers,

belongs properly to neither, but should be regarded

as two chisels placed in opposition, for the blades do

not pass each other, but meet in the centre of the

material being severed
;

yet in the latter case the

action is not quite analogous to that of the chisel,

being more like that of the shears, namely, compres-

sion, tearing, forcing asunder.

The essential condition of efficient action, without

which all other arrangements would be futile, is, that

the faces of the blades shall pass one another in actual

contact, as in Fig 137, A and B. If they are open in

the slightest degree, the tendency is for the material

to be drawn down between them, with the effect of

forcing them more widely asunder. In scissors, this

close contiguity of the faces only occurs at the moment
of actual cutting, and is effected by their peculiar

construction : in shears, the blades are rigidly and

permanently so placed.

In the scissors, the faces of the blades are sloped

slightly back from the cutting edges, so that those edges

alone come into contact. (See Fig. 137, A.) The cutting

angle may be about 60°. The contact of the edges is

effected by means of a ridge or slight elevation of

metal behind the screw, which throws the blades into

contact with one another as they are closed—a result

which is also aided by the longitudinal curvature of

the blades themselves, by virtue of which they tend

to overlap each other.

In the light shears used for cutting sheet metals

the blades are maintained in close contact by the rivet

alone, and the rigidity of the parts. In the heavy

shears used for cast iron and steel plates, the stress is

taken by massive slides, to which the hardened steel

edges are attached.

The discussion of the various designs of shears

and shearing machines, though interesting, does not

come properly within the range of our present subject,

since they belong to mechanisms and machine tools

rather than to the elementary forms themselves.

There is a marked similarity between the action of

shears and of punches. In each case there is the

passing of edges in close contact—the punch (Fig.

138, a) thrusting a disc or wad of metal out of a plate,

B, by virtue of the resistance offered to its action by

the opposed annular edges of the die or bolster, C,

upon which the plate rests. If the hole in the die

were much larger in diameter than the punch, the

case would be analogous to that of shear blades not

closely fitting, and the plate would be bent or dished,

and the wad would be torn violently out, stressing

the plate in its vicinity ; but when the detrusive action

is localized, the effect is mainly that of shearing. But

even under favourable circumstances the effect is not

so perfect as that of the shears, where the plate rests

upon more or less perfect and keen-cutting edges. In

the common punch the end is flat, whereas it should

be hollow for the best action to occur (Fig. 139).

Spiral punches have been used with a view of

lessening the violent detrusive shock which occurs

when the whole surface area of the common flat-faced

punch is presented to the work. A spiral punch (Fig.

140) shears the material, entering by the leading

corner, A, and finishing at the edge, B. The centre

point, c, is often made on common punches, entering

into the centre pops on the plate, and so ensuring the

concentricity of the holes. In principle this spiral

punch is an excellent form, but in practice it is not

often employed, because of the extra work involved

in its formation. Mr. Webb's experiments at Crewe

showed that plates pierced with a spiral punch had a

much higher tensile strength than those done with the

common punch.

Attempts have been made in America to introduce

punches of a composite character, but with what suc-

cess I am unable to say. In both the Jenkins and

the Dietz punch the aim is first to remove the wad,

and then to smooth or rymer the holes. Fig. 141

shows one of these punches. The lower part, A,

thrusts out the wad, which, being smaller than the

finished hole, requires less force, and stresses the plate

less than as though the full diameter were removed

at once. Then the cutting edge, B, above, shears the

hole smoothly, removing the narrow zone of stressed

material.

The heavy machine-driven punches and shears
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afford an instructive example of accumulated work,

without which they would be incapable of piercing

and severing massive plates. The energy of the belt

by which the machine is driven is stored up in the

flywheel, during the slow movement of the slides.

At the moment of operation of the punch or shears

this energy is concentrated, for a very brief period,

on the material, severance of which takes place with-

out slipping of the belt, and without bringing the

machine to a standstill. With the shears and punches

we conclude the list of cutting tools, all of which,

however unlike in form, are in function referable to

the wedge. We have illustrated the more typical

forms only, leaving unnoticed a host of special tools

which are employed in many trades. But we have at

least discussed all the main types, and the principles

and practice peculiar to those types, so that it will be

an easy matter to refer any special instrument to its

own proper class.

Perhaps the most useful instruments, after the

cutting tools, are those whose action is of a percussive

character. The value of percussive action is exem-

pliried in the mode of operation of numerous tools.

Thus, a cold chisel cannot be utilized unless the accu-

mulated work of the hammer is imposed upon it, nor

can material in quantity be removed by the chisel

from wood without the aid of the mallet. Even the

axes and adzes owe their efficiency to the force of im-

pact as much as to their chisel forms. Impact,

accumulated work, inertia, it is to these that the ham-

mer and hammer-like tools owe their value. The

whole of the force gathered up by the hammer in its

descent, including that due to actual pressure exerted,

and to the mass, is expended in one instant upon the

body by which its descent is suddenly arrested,

whether that body be a nail, or a mass of iron or of

wood. In this respect the action of the hammer is ana-

logous to that of the machine punches and the shears,

where the stored up energy of the flywheel operates

during a very short period upon the punch or shears.

And the more unyielding the substance, the more

effective, the more decided is the result. If the

material yields, that represents a corresponding loss

of energy of impact, therefore substances should be

well supported when subject to impact ; hence the

reason why a nail cannot be easily driven into a piece

of wood that springs, and why a second hammer or

mass of iron has to be held behind in direct opposi-

tion to the hammer blows. Hence, also, the reason

why anvils and anvil foundations and benches are

made so firm, to enable them to absorb the full force

of the hammer blows and afford mechanical reaction

equal and opposite to that of the blows which they

receive. Having a massive anvil block beneath, the

kinetic energy of a steam hammer tup can be advan-

tageously increased by introducing steam above the

piston to accelerate the descending stroke. On the

contrary the handles of stone-breakers' hammers are

long and elastic, in order to reabsorb some portion

of the energy of the impact, the object being to cleave

by an elastic blow, rather than to crush by a dead

blow.

Hammers range from the small jeweller's tools of

an ounce or two in weight to the massive tups of

steam-hammers, often weighing several tons. How
vast the difference between the energy of one and

that of the other ; the force of two or three ounces

moving through two or three inches, and that of

tons moving through several feet. No less marked

is the difference between the shapes of hammers
and hammer-like tools themselves. I cannot even

enumerate them all by name, but only mention

that smiths use four kinds of sledges, each made
in different weights, that boiler-makers use twelve

or fourteen, that stone-workers use at least half-

a-dozen, and that upholsterers, joiners, gardeners,

plumbers, glaziers, saddlers, cobblers, cabinet-makers,

doggers, farriers, bricklayers, slaters, tinmen, cop-

persmiths, watch-makers, gold-beaters, each have

their special form or forms of hammers, differing in

details and in function from one another. The cabi-

net-maker's veneering hammer does not act by impact

at all, but by pressure alone.

Although the majority of hammers are faced with

hardened steel, yet there are exceptions even to this :

the examples being the hammers of lead, tin, or

copper used by engineers for operating on bright and

finished work upon which hammers of steel would

produce bruises, and in some cases cause fracture.

Wooden mallets may come under the same category,

since they are used where steel hammers would split or

bruise material. Such mallets are used by all wood-

workers for their chisels and gouges ; and boiler-

makers employ wooden mallets for beating plates of

wrought iron and steel into various curvatures while

red hot, which, if done with the sledges, would indent

the plates in an objectionable manner. Moulders'

rapping mallets, used for loosening foundry patterns

are made of wood, to avoid bruising the surfaces and

edges. The caulking mallet of the shipwright is an

example of a wooden mallet of narrow cylindrical out-

line, used to drive a caulking chisel of iron by which

the oakum is forced into the seams of timbers.

The early hammers were made of stone, and very

many examples of these remain from neolithic times.

The minerals used were gneiss, rock porphyry, mica

schist, quartzite, and similar hard, igneous and meta-

morphic rocks. They are of various shapes, and

are perforated for the reception of the handle. In

Ireland they are more abundant than in England.
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They are round, conical, egg-shaped, and their holes

are sometimes straight, sometimes conical.

What are called " hammer stones " have, instead

of perforations, conical depressions opposite to each

other, upon the sides, nearly, but not quite, meeting

in the centre. In the absence of metal tools, the

only way in which depressions and holes could be

bored would be by the friction of another stone, aided,

perhaps, by

sand and wa-

ter. Hence

the reason

why scarcely

any of these

tools are
formed of

flint, a ma-

terial which

could be
chipped and
polished more

readily than

bored. Pro-

bably ham-

mer stones

were used

for pounding

roots, meal,

and other

articles of

food, much
in the same
fashion as

the Kaffirs,

Abyssinian s,

and other

people do at

the present

day. The
marble mor-

tarand pestle

of the apo-

thecary is a

lineal de-

scendant of

the ruder articles

prehistoric men

fig H-i

FIG. 137.—ACTION OF SHEARS AS SHOWN IN SCISSORS (A), SHEARS (b), AND CUTTING NIPPERS (c)

FIG. 138.—COMMON PUNCH WITH FLAT END. FIG. I39.—PUNCH WITH HOLLOW END
FIG. 140.—SPIRAL PUNCH. FIG. 141.—AMERICAN COMPOSITE PUNCH. FIG. 142.—

TYPICAL FORM OF BRONZE HAMMER.

of granite and greenstone that

used in these islands before the

pharmacopoeia was known.

A combination of axe and hammer is often found,

axe-like at one end, hammer-like at the other, the

shaft hole being about midway between the two, hence

termed " axe hammers."

Hammers of bronze, perforated like the stone

hammers, and like those of the present day, are un-

known in this country. The hammers of Britain and

of the Lake dwellings are socketed, like the celts

described in a previous article, sometimes also, like

the celts, having loops in addition at the sides.

Fig. 142 is a typical form of bronze hammer. It was
found at Thorndon in Suffolk, and is now in the

British Museum. It is a significant fact, showing
that the early bronze users well knew the character-

istics of the alloy with which they had to deal, that in

{several in-

stances the

metal of
which the

hammers are

formed con-

tains a larger

admixture of

tin than is

used with the

cutting tools

—hard,brittle
metal in

mass not

being so

liable to frac-

ture as in

chisel edges.

Many of

these ham-

mers were

probably
handled in

crooked shafts,

in a similar

manner to

some of
the socketed

celts. But it

is probable

that some

were used as

stakes, stuck

. on straight

shafts driven

"into the

ground, simi-

lar to the iron-tipped stakes used by the peasants of

Brittany at the present day for hammering out the

edges of their sickles upon. It is probable that our

word "stake," applied by coppersmiths and tinmen

to tools of this class, is derived from their original

method of fixture.

I shall conclude this series with a final article on

the tools used for measurement. In the concluding

paragraphs of this, therefore, we can merely indicate

very briefly those classes of tools which neither act
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as wedges, like the cutting tools, nor by impact, like

the hammers.

The lever has its application in pincers, wire

pliers, pipe wrenches, gas tongs, smiths' tongs,

spanners, and a host of others ; while the vices and
clamps owe their value to the screw.

There is a large class of tools whose value con-

sists in their profile outlines being used for moulding

and shaping the contours of plastic materials. To
this class belong the trowels, the moulder's sleekers,

and beads, and cleaners, and those used by modellers

in clay and wax.

Another type related to the last named, and inter-

mediate between those and the anvils proper, are

the smith's swage blocks, dies, bottom fullers, and the

tinmen's and bra2iers' stakes and creases, which are

made in almost all imaginable outlines, and named
mostly according to their specific uses.

Then there are the abrasive tools, as grindstones,

hones, emery wheels, whose mode of action and
adaptability for different kinds of work are a study in

themselves. The natural whet stones are of very high

antiquity, dating back to neolithic times. Revolving
stones are of modern date, all the early kinds being
stationary slabs upon which the implements were
rubbed. Many are narrow and oblong in form,

pierced with a small hole near one end, as though
intended to be hung up when not in use. They are

mostly, but not invariably, of some kind of sand-

stone, and frequently show the hollow grooves or

scorings made by the tools which have been whetted

upon them. The hones are a modern refinement,

though a few of the early whet stones are of slatey

materials, their use is necessitated by the greater

need for absolute keenness of edge demanded by the

delicate operations of modern handicraft. The emery
wheels are the latest development in this line, and
are so compactly cemented, and so safe that one
scarcely ever hears of an accident from their use,

notwithstanding the high speed at which they are

driven. For grinding edge tools, polishing metallic

work, fettling castings, surfacing metal true, and
shaping profile outlines, they are widely employed,

and the tendency seems to be towards their more
extensive use.

Lastly, there are the tools employed in measure-

ment, which will form the subject-matter of the next

article, which will also be the last of the series. In

writing of these tools I shall take advantage of the op-

portunity to call attention to what may be termed the

initial standards of length in England and France,

from which all the linear measurements are deduced,

whether they be fractional parts on the one hand, or

multiples on the other, of the primary measure.

(To be continued.)

FRETSAW WORK AND MARQUETRY
CUTTING.

By D. B. ADAiLSON.

How to Cut and Make Up Inlaid Work.

HUS far we have only considered open

fretwork, in which there has been a cer-

tain- quantity of wood cut away entirely,

but we now come to fretwork of a dif-

ferent kind, in which there is, except in

one method of inlaying, no waste wood. A moment's

consideration will therefore show that more care and

skill are required in this. But, perhaps, it will be

well to explain a little more fully what inlaid work is

before proceeding to show how it may be done. In

its simplest form it consists of two different kinds of

wood : one the ground into which the other forming

the design is laid ; both together presenting an even

surface, fitting closely to each other. Being generally

of thin wood (veneer), inlays must be strengthened

by a backing of some thicker material which they

ornament. They are, indeed, very much the same

with regard to the surfaces on which they are placed

as the artist's colours are to the canvas he paints.

In simple inlay of two colours it will at once be per-

ceived that if the two pieces of wood can be cut at

the same time, the waste, or what was waste wood in

open fretwork, will fit equally well into either piece of

the fret, so it is only necessary to lay two pieces of

different coloured woods, one on the other, and cut

through both at once, in order to get both the pattern

and the ground, not only of one inlay, but of two.

Take, let us say, a piece of mahogany veneer, into

which it is desired to lay a black star, as shown in

Fig. 46. It is evident that the two pieces of veneer

—

one black and one mahogany—being cut together, the

black star will fit into the space cut in the mahogany,

and that the mahogany star will fit into the space in the

black wood. In fact, the colours are reversed. Now,

in ordinary fretwork the hole for the saw is cut in the

waste wood, but as there is none in this kind of

inlay, the saw must make an entrance on the line

itself. That this may be done without showing an

unsightly spot, the drill used must be a very fine one,

just large enough to make a passage for the blade,

and no more. The saw also must be fine, in order

that the width of its cut or kerf may be as little as

possible, for, were a coarse blade used, a considerable

space between the two woods would be the result,

when one came to be fitted into the other. When
either the ground or the design is black, the space

caused by the saw is not so important, for subsequent

operations tend to conceal this ; but, in the case of

two light woods, the kerf cannot be too fine. The
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two pieces ought to fit quite close to each other, so

that the join might be almost considered as a prac-

tical illustration of Euclid's definition of a line—
length without breadth. This, however, with a cut

at right angles to the wood is an impossibility, for,

however fine the saw, there is still a slight space.

With a No. o, oo, or ooo saw this is so small that it is

not worth considering ; but for those who object to it

the table of many machines is made to tilt sideways,

allowing the saw cut to be on the bevel, or at angle

with the surface of the wood. The effect of this is

that the piece cut out of one veneer is slightly larger

than the other, and if the angle of the table has been

carefully adjusted, the space opened by the saw is

closely filled. At first it is not quite easy to judge

the extent to which the table must be inclined, but a

little experimenting soon overcomes the difficulty.

Of course, in determining the bevel, the thickness

of the saw blade as well as of the wood must

be taken into account. When the wood is cut on

the bevel, it will be seen that only one inlay can

be made from the two pieces. If, instead of cutting

two pieces together, three be cut, two inlays

can be made, and the proportion of waste thereby

reduced. As several pieces of veneer can be cut

through at once, the waste is very trifling, it not being

more than one piece, however many are cut ; but it is

necessary, in order to secure accurate fitting together

of pieces, that the inlaid parts be fitted to the piece

immediately above or below them, according to the

arrangement of the bevel—that is to say, if the cutting

is so that the bottom piece is the smallest, the top

piece must fit into the veneer next below it. The
top veneer, from which the inlaid part— say the star

—

has been cut is in this case waste as well as the star

cut out of the bottom piece. Of course, with a hand
frame, the table may be fixed at an angle, or the saw

may be worked in a slanting position. Understand-

ing the principle of inlays, it is merely a question of

the number of sheets of different kinds of veneer when
an inlay of several colours is wanted. The pieces

must still fit into each other. For example, in Fig. 47,

the original star of ebony shows a smaller one—say

of satinwood— in its centre. The mahogany is placed

at the bottom, the satinwood at the top, and the

ebony between them. Cut the small star out first,

and then the larger one, when one inlay in three

woods will result. Had the three veneers been cut

with a perpendicular stroke, or rather with the table

and the blade at right angles to each other, three

inlays would have been obtained, each certainly dif-

ferent from each other, except in shape, but all equally

good. I have mentioned the bevelling table, because,

judging from advertisements of machines, it seems to

be considered an advantage and a sine qua non to

the amateur inlayer. In cutting thick inlays, it may
be useful, but with ordinary inlaid work it certainly is

not necessary. I believe there is a notion that a very

fine saw (o, 00, or 000) cannot be used with a machine,

and that, therefore, a tilting table must be used for

inlay work. This idea, however, is quite a mistake,

for it is by no means impossible, with care, to saw

through as many as four or five veneers (with greased

paper between each) with a No. 00, or even a No.

000 blade; and these sizes make a very thin kerf—in

fact, so slight as not to be conspicuous on any but

the finest inlay work, and this cannot be done with

a machine—at least, it is not in this country by

professional marquetry cutters. In saying this, I

am aware that one or two of them have used ma-

chines, but, I believe, only by way of experiment. On
the Continent, I have heard that machines of a

superior sort to those generally used in this country

are employed by marquetry cutters. They are>

however, principally, if not solely, used when solid

blocks are sawn, to be afterwards pieced together,

and then sawn into veneer inlays. With the ordinary

class of machine used in this country it is difficult

—

the best marquetry cutters say it is impossible—to

cut fine inlays. Up to a certain stage they may be

used, but I have never heard of a professional mar-

quetry cutter sawing with their aid. With a machine

the saw is very apt to fracture thin pieces, and as the

manual labour involved in cutting through veneer is

not great, the hand frame is preferable.

I have already referred to the form (Fig. 10) used

on account of its lightness for this class of work.

These frames are not sold by many dealers in this

country. Boisson, Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Square,

is, perhaps, the best known maker, but I believe he

only makes them to order. Busschotts also keeps

them in stock, and though, perhaps, not equal in

finish to some of the more expensive frames, they are

good, serviceable tools, at very moderate prices.

For any hand-sawing I prefer the wooden frames to

the metal, and for fine inlaid work they are indis-

pensable. However, as any instructions for mar-

quetry or inlaid work that I have seen refer to the

treadle machine as being a suitable tool for cutting

inlay work with, and it undoubtedly is for bold de-

signs, it may be said that a presser foot is necessary

to keep the veneer down to the table, and to prevent

pieces being broken off. If the machine has not a

presser foot, a very good substitute is a strip of wood
or metal held down with one hand immediately be-

hind the saw. With such a contrivance I have cut

some moderately fine inlay with a machine. Fig. 48

shows the shape of the piece of wood I use. It is, in

fact, a paper-knife. The bevelled end is kept down
to the wood, and the handle held clear of it, allowing
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the fret to swing round freely while being sawn. The
Britannia Company's No. 8 is one of the best for mar-

quetry cutting, especially as the makers are prepared

to supply a presser foot specially constructed for the

purpose. Even with it, however, I do not think really

fine inlaid work could be done so well as by the hand
frame, which is more under control, though undoubt-

edly requiring more practice. Of course, whether
with the hand frame or with the machine, greater

care than is necessary in ordinary fretcutting is requi-

site, owing to the great delicacy of the work. A
specimen of tolerably fin; inlay is shown in Fig. 49,

which is drawn full size. It is merely part of a de-

sign to show the number of separate pieces. There
are in it thirteen, and though not a very difficult

piece to execute in the way practised by marquetry

cutters, it will be found anything but easy with an

ordinary machine. Somehow or other this kind of

work is considered unsuited to the amateur, probably

because it has been found impracticable to do it

according to the instructions which have been pub-

lished at various times, ostensibly showing how to

do it. When I say that the professional marquetry

cutter does not, because he cannot, adopt the methods
the amateur is told are correct, it is not to be won-
dered at that those without technical experience do
not succeed. Some of the hints given for the benefit

of amateurs are more or less accurate, but, so far as

I am aware, the method as practised by professionals

is not generally known. It is only with the utmost

difficulty that one can obtain any information as to

their modus operandi, which they jealously preserve

as a secret ; so much so that they do not, as a rule,

allow an outsider to see them at work : consequently,

it can hardly be wondered at that very little is known
about their methods. So far as I have been able to

judge, they all work on much the same plan, though, of

course, each worker has peculiarities of his own.

They are, however, so trifling, that it is not worth

while to mention details, and the following instruc-

tions may be taken as accurate. It may, perhaps, be

considered by some unfair that I should divulge
' trade secrets." Some marquetry cutters, if one may
form an opinion from their exclusiveness and from

remonstrances that have been made to me, probably

will think so. Nothing, however, could be further

from my intention than to do them an injury, and I

think that the more the public appreciate the diffi-

culties to be overcome in any branch of art, the more
willingly will they acknowledge good work when they

see it, and pay a fair price for it. I have no sym-
pathy with exclusive knowledge anyway, and it seems
strange that in this age people should be found who
have. For the rest, my friends among the profes-

sional marquetry cutters who may object, I am not

indebted to you for my knowledge, for it has been

gained without your assistance from more liberal-

minded men. Not that I blame you for keeping your

work, as far as you could, a " trade secret." You were

at liberty to do so, just as much as I am to write,

and the publishers to publish, instructions on mar-

quetry cutting.

The principal special appliance required by the

marquetry cutter is called a donkey. It consists of

a seat with an upright vice, or jaws, between which

the veneer is held while being sawn—see Fig. 50.

As this tool is little known and difficult to obtain, it

will be useful to give sizes to guide those who wish to

make one. The seat, or bench is 3 feet 10 inches long

by 1 foot 2 inches wide at the round end, 1 1 inches at

the narrow or square end, and hollowed out to

6 inches at the narrowest part. It is made from i£

inch pine, and supported by the two ends or legs of

the same substance, mortised and tenoned to it.

Between these is a stretcher fixed by the same kind

of joint, 3 inches above the floor. Fitted into the

top, about 12 inches from the front, are the jaws.

These are made of oak, and firmly wedged in from

below the seat. Between the jaws at the bottom is a

piece of wood ij inches thick, to keep them apart;

and just above this, the hinder piece is hollowed to

allow it to be bent forward when pressed against by

the slanting piece, and so grip anything between the

upper ends. The slanting piece is connected by a

wire with the lever hinged to the stretcher, and is

pressed against the upright on the lever being

depressed with the foot.

Fig. 51 shows the marquetry cutter at work.

The veneer being cut is held between the jaws which

grip it so closely that the risk of breakage of the

finest strips is greatly reduced. It will be noticed

that the saw is held horizontally, allowing the blade

to work, when necessary, close to the jaws. The

pressure of the foot being relaxed from time to time

as the cutting proceeds, the jaws open to allow the

wood to be moved towards the saw, in accordance

with the design. Perhaps a better way would be to

say that the wood is being almost continually moved,

the foot working in harmony with the hand. In the

donkey just described, the worker sits on the side, so

that it can be used by either sex. In another form,

the sawyer sits across it, and this is perhaps the

usual kind ; but it possesses no advantage that I am
aware of, it is simply a matter of custom which is

preferred.

Those who want further instructions how to make
a donkey, may refer to Amateur Work, Vol. V.,

where full and lucid explanations have been given by

Mr. A. Sinus. The details he gives differ from those of

the donkey now shown, but they are equally good.
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FIG. 46.—INLAID STAR. FIG. 49.—EX-
AMPLE OF FINE INLAYING.

At first, the sawyer will find it a little

awkward to work with the donkey
;

but he will soon find that difficulties

disappear, and that the most delicate

work may be accurately cut by means

of it, and a suitable saw. Veneers

are of two kinds, as already stated.

The knife-cuts are so very thin that

their use cannot be recommended,

even with a donkey. Good saw-

cut veneers are of a fair sub-

stance, and may with ordinary

care be worked on without fear

of breakage. Veneers of ordi-

nary woods are obtainable in

most large towns ; but if fancy

kinds are wanted, it will be

almost necessary to apply to

some firms, such as D. Witt

FIG. S3-—GROUND (a), AND SEPA
~ RATE INLAYS (B, C, D).

FIG. 47.—DOUBLE INLAID STAR. FIG. 57.

—

INLAY WITH FINE LINES.

and Palmer, who, besides keeping a

large variety of veneers in both natural

and dyed colours, are willing to supply

in small quantities suited to the ama-

teur's requirements.

Now to work. Let us suppose

that the design shown by Fig. 52 is

to be inlaid in three colours, which,

by those acquainted with heraldry,

will be recognized by the arrangement

of the lines as red for the

flower, yellow for the stalk, and

green for the remaining piece.

Carrying out the herald's sys-

tem of indicating colour, or as

he would call it, " tincture,"

the ground will be white. This

is such a simple piece of inlay

that it seems almost absurd

FIG. 52.—INLAY IN THREE COLOURS.

FIG. S4-—INLAY SIMPLY SHADED. FIG. 56.—ORIGINAL OF DESIGN FOR INLAY. FIG. 55.—INLAY ELABORATELY SHADED.
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to give it as a practical

illustration ; but it will

serve the purpose better

than a more complicated

design. However elaborate

the manipulation is the

same, so Ex uno disce

omnes. The size of the

ground piece is not im-

portant, provided it is not

larger than the saw-frame

can work round, and it

need not be cut down to

the dimensions it is to be

when finished. If, say, four

inlays are required, they

may be all cut together as

even with a fine blade, a

No. i will do very well,

this number of ordinary

veneers may easily be

sawn at the same time.

Between each sheet, a piece

of paper greased with tallow

ought to be laid. Do not use

oil to grease the paper with,

as the veneers might absorb

some of it, and so not be

easily stuck down after-

wards.

Then in the waste wood,

that is, round the edges

and through any part of

the design which is cut out.

drive through all here and
there a panel pin or thin

wire nail. The points which

project, may either be cut

off near the wood to allow

of the ends being slightly

riveted, or they may be

bent over, so that the

different pieces of veneer

form, as it were, a solid

block. In a large design

and in outside waste, nails

may generally be bent

without injury, but in fine

lines it is better to cut off

the points and rivet, other-

wise the bent parts may
come in the way of the

blade. Sawing the ground

work may now be pro-

ceeded with ; but I think,

FIG. 50.—DONKEY FOR MARQUETRY CUTTERS.

FIG. 48.—SUBSTITUTE FOR HAND-PRESSER.

FIG. SI-—MARQUETRY CUTTER AT WORK.

perhaps, the novice will be

able to follow the instruc-

tion better if the pieces to

be inlaid are prepared be-

fore any cutting is begun.

The same number of each

colour of veneer as for the

ground, will be wanted.

Let us start with the green,

of which four pieces are

taken and fastened together

in the way directed for the

ground, only the nails must
not be driven through the

design, though they may be

close to it. Stop, though
;

we are running on too fast,

for the design not being on
the wood, we don't know
where the pins may safely

be driven in.

The ground and each

piece being cut separately,

not only the sawing but the

design must be accurate, that

all may fit perfectly together.

To ensure perfect accuracy

of outline on the different

parts, the marquetry cutter

perforates the paper on

which the design is drawn,

forming it into a kind of

stencil plate. Laying this

on the wood, he goes over

it with a pounce bag filled

with some fine powder

:

that generally used, and I

.- think the best, is asphaltum,

a pitchy substance, easily

pulverised, but not parti-

cularly clean to handle, as

heat causes it to soften and

stick to anything it touches.

This quality, however, is

one of its greatest advan-

tages to the marquetry

cutter, as when the design

is dusted on and the wood

slightly warmed, it is not

liable to be erased. If the

amateur does not care to

go to the trouble of prick-

ing his design, a rather

tedious operation, one of

the copying processes must
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be resorted to, though these are not so suitable, for

reasons already given.

Reverting to the inlay under consideration. The
whole of the outer line, being pounced on to a piece

of the ground veneer, the parts of the design must be

laid in the same way on pieces of their respective

colours. The requisite number of veneers of each

colour may then be fixed together as directed already.

The next thing to be done is to saw them out. Let

us take the white or ground veneers first, and cut

away the whole of the design. For reasons that

will be afterwards seen, keep the saw working

rather within than outside the line of the design, and
follow it closely, for though this is seldom a matter

of moment in ordinary fretwork, it is of supreme im-

portance in cutting inlays. By the way, the holes for

the drill should be cut in the waste wood, not on the

line, for this class of inlaid work. In the case of the

ground, the waste is within the lines ; in the other

veneers from which the pieces to be let in are cut, it

is outside them.

This remark will have explained that the piece

cut out of the ground veneer being useless, need not

be retained. Lay the ground veneers on one side and
cut the remaining three colours, but saw on the out-

side edge of the line. We have now a piece of white

with a hole in, of the shape A, a piece of green, E, a

piece of yellow, c, and a piece of red, d, Fig. 53, or the

number of pieces of each that have been cut. B, c

and D, ought to fit exactly into and fill up A ; but

without some practice, it will be remarkable if they

do ; even if they don't it does not by any means
follow that the inlay may not be made presentable.

If the coloured pieces are too large, they may be filed

down, or the opening a may be enlarged in the same
way. This is tedious, but all the parts may be made
to fit closely. On the other hand, the hole may be

already too large
; but even then, glue with a little

suitable colour mixed with it, will greatly hide the

faults, or a specially prepared stopping, more useful,

though, in case of any small parts being broken and
lost, may be used.

The cutting being done, the various pieces may be
glued on to the work they are intended to adorn, but

it is better not to. The better plan is to fit the parts

together as a veneer, and to lay the whole afterwards.

So far as I can see, the amateur is generally told to

glue the edges of each piece, and fix them together

by that means. I have tried this plan. I also tried,

when I was younger, to catch birds by putting salt

on their tails. I have since learned that to be success-

ful in bird-catching, a different plan is, well yes—ad-

visable, as it is with regard to inlaying also. The
usual way, indeed, I think I may almost say the only

way, practised is to glue the pieces on to a sheet of

paper. Any piece of fairly strong paper will do, but

newspaper is commonly used, though I don't know
that- it possesses any special advantage. Perhaps

preference is given to it, because newspapers are

always reliable—when they happen to be of the same

political bias as our worthy selves. I give this opinion

in for what is worth, which is not much. The paper

is well glued over, and the ground of the inlay pressed

on it. Each piece is then inserted, more glue being

applied where necessary ; and when the whole is done,

it is laid under a weight to keep it flat.

As the separate pieces are often very small and

difficult to pick up with the fingers, it is well to have

a sharp fine point, a needle or needle point, inserted

in the end of a penholder, for example, with which

each piece may be picked up. Much time and trouble

may be saved by having some method of placing the

loose pieces as they are cut. If mixed up all together,

confusion, increasing with the number of separate

parts, is the result. Even in a small design, such as

Fig. 52, if four inlays are cut together, there are twelve

pieces, while in an elaborate piece of work there may
be some hundreds. So long as some method is

observed, it does not much matter what it is, but

perhaps the simplest is to put the pieces as cut, on a

tray in somewhat the same positions as they will

occupy in the finished work.

Another plan is to number the parts of the design

on it, and keep the inlays in corresponding order on

the tray. When the inlay is completed by sticking

the pieces together on paper, the result is anything

but pleasing, and it is difficult to discover any beauty

in the work which, in fact, seems spoilt. Never mind

appearances, though, at present. When it is quite dry

and hard, not before, go over the side uncovered by

paper with a finely-set toothing plane, which will level

down any inequalities of surface caused by varying

thicknesses of material, clean off glue, and leave the

veneer slightly rough. This roughness is an advan-

tage, as the veneer can be glued to the wood better

than if it were perfectly smooth.

If a toothing plane is not handy, a coarse file or

glass paper will do instead. To lay the inlaid veneer

is the next consideration. Nothing is better than

baywood for the solid to which it is to be attached,

and this also should be slightly roughened. Rub hot

glue thinly and evenly on it, not on the veneer—then

place the inlay (paper side uppermost) upon it, and

press down all over to drive out air bubbles, after which

it should be left in a hot caul till the glue is set. The

caul is simply a press, and may easily be prepared by

making two pieces of board (sufficiently thick not to

bend) hot before the fire before putting the veneered

wood between them. By applying hand-screws to bind

them together, sufficient pressure will be obtained,
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The heat of the caul liquefies the glue, and if the

work is undisturbed for some hours adherence ought

to be perfect. As some of the glue may ooze through

the inlay and cause the caul to stick to it, a piece of

paper should be laid between. The veneered wood,

when dry, may be cleaned up and the paper removed

with scraper and glass paper. Remember the veneer

is only thin, so scraping and papering should both be

done carefully and with moderation, otherwise it may
be rubbed away in parts, and show the wood on which

it is laid. The inlay now can be seen as a whole, and

only requires polishing in the ordinary way. Not only

wood veneers, but brass, zinc, pewter and other metals,

ivory, mother-o'-pearl, etc., may be used with advan-

tage in marquetry. But a word of caution about

some of the imitations of tortoiseshell, etc., which,

being apparently composed largely of gelatine, or

some similar substance, cannot be laid with a hot caul,

and, in consequence, there is some difficulty occasion-

ally in getting them to lie flat. If the caul is heated

much, these substances are apt to melt, or at any rate

become viscid; therefore, it is well to test the properties

of anything doubtful before using. The celebrated

Boule, or as it is often called Buhl, work, is principally

metal inlay which was brought to great excellence by
Boule, a French cabinetmaker, etc. Inlays may be
further elaborated by shading, a somewhat troublesome

operation, but capable of producing fine results.

Taking the same design as before, Fig. 54 shows it

with shaded parts. The shading may be effected

before the parts are let in by hot sand, or by engraving
with a graving tool after the veneer has been laid. By
the hot sand process a finely graduated shade is

obtained, very much resembling a wash of colour : by
engraving the shading is composed of lines. Each
has its own merits, so both are described for those

who wish to try them. The sand, which should be
fine, is heated in a shallow tray over the fire, or, what
is more convenient, a small gas stove. When suffi-

ciently hot to brown, but. not to burn the veneer, the

edge of the piece to be shaded is pressed into it.

During the shading the veneer should be carefully

watched and moved to get a good effect, as any want
of attention will probably cause a patchy appearance.

Care must also be taken that the sand is not so hot as !

to char the veneer, which should be only lightly

shaded at the darkest part, by no means black or I

burnt. When the shading is produced by engraved
lines, special tools called gravers, the use of which is

somewhat difficult to acquire, are employed. The
lines are scratched, or rather engraved, according to

taste, and afterwards filled in with black. Heel ball i

rubbed in does very well.

Shading in imitation of that with hot sand may be
done by painting with either water or transparent oil

colours. This is the easiest method, but as the wood

is only coloured on the surface, the shading is almost

certain to be spoiled if for any reason the inlay ever

requires repolishing and scraping. Indian ink, with a

suspicion of brown in it, is the best material to use

for most veneers. By judicious shading a very simple

piece of inlay may be greatly improved, and it opens

a wide field for the artist in marquetry. Pieces of

the same colour may be subdivided and shaded to

almost any extent. Let us again revert to the design

of Fig. 52, which is shown with more elaborate

shading in Fig. 55, in which it will be seen there are

seven pieces instead of three to form the inlay. It

merely remains to be said as designs ostensibly for

inlay are comparatively few, that almost any fret

design can be utilized. For example, Figs. 52 to 55

are taken from the pediment of a fretwork clock

(Zilles, No. 6,534).

The original with the border, which, for the sake

of simplicity, was left out in giving it as a specimen

for inlay, stands as shown in Fig. 56. Those who
have followed me thus far will have no difficulty in

understanding how the border is worked in. They
may also possibly have gathered that it is not neces-

sary to follow slavishly a fretwork, or any other design,

but that it may be used as a motive for higher

and better work. Mere copying does not proclaim

the artist, however great the manipulative skill—
neither does originality always ; but those who wish to

excel will not be content merely to reproduce the

ideas of others and do nothing more.

Some of my readers may be inclined to think that

marquetry made with donkey and hand frame is a

very difficult art, and be inclined to limit their

endeavours to such inlays as may be cut together.

For a time, better results will undoubtedly be gained

by cutting both ground and inlay pieces at once,

especially when only two or three colours are required.

When, however, the number increases, it will be found

that cutting each piece separately is the best method

and presents fewer difficulties than other arrange-

ments, which, at first, may seem more simple. For

one thing each separate piece of inlay may be cut out

from small pieces of veneer instead of from sheets,

the size or nearly so of the ground, and this is desir-

able especially in the case of costly materials or of

veneers, which are not procurable in large pieces.

Panels of inlay which are small, may be formed singly

by cutting both the ground and the pieces to be let

in at the same time by holding the two veneers

together in the donkey between the finger and thumb
of the left hand, and, if necessary, using some glued

paper on the waste part to prevent them slipping.

Inlays that can be cut thus are necessarily limited in

size. It may possibly happen th^t it is desired to inlay
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very fine lines, such as shown in Fig. 57. The lines here

are no wider than the saw kerf or cut, and it would be

useless to attempt to cut pieces in the ordinary way
to fit them. The pieces inlaid may consist merely of

strips of shavings let in edgeways, and cut flush with

the ground veneer after the glue is set. I have said

nothing about the saws used in cutting veneers, inlaid

pieces and ground, separately in the donkey. As the

width of the kerf is not of so much consequence, it

is unnecessary to use the finest blades, No. o or 1

will do very well, or even coarser. Many marquetry
cutters, perhaps, I should not be far wrong were I to

say that all the best, make their own saws instead of

using those that are to be purchased ; but I cannot

advise the amateur to attempt to do this, as the

ordinary blade will serve his purpose well enough.

Saws specially made for marquetry workers are

occasionally to be bought, but they are difficult to

procure, and their supply is uncertain. When pur-

chasable their price is high compared with the blades

sold in the regular way, and only an expert could

appreciate the difference.

In the next and last chapter instructions for

polishing will be given.

{To be continued)
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A HANDY RECEPTACLE FOR SPICERY.
By PROFESSOR L. MARISSIAUX.

HAT I am about to describe is not an

artistic piece of work, it is only a simple

article for the kitchen, that maybe made
by amateurs of limited means, tools, and
ability. I noticed some time ago that

the spices used in the kitchen, such as pepper, nut-

meg, and so forth, were put in a huddle in a very

shabby-looking little wicker bucket, each spice in a
separate small paper bag or in what we call in France
a cornet. When anything in the way of spices was
wanted, I saw my housewife search the little basket

vyith her fingers' ends, or, if in a hurry (which often

was the case), upset the whole contents of the osier

recipient on a table to find more easily what she was
in search of, and then put it all in again pell-mell. I

made up my mind to put an end to that, and the little

chest of drawers seen in Figs. 1 and 2 was the result.

I made two, one for spices and another I use as a
sort of medicine chest, in which I put flowers of
mallow, camomile, and other medicinal plants and
flowers.

The making of this small piece of furniture is very
simple. I give in the figures the right dimensions,
but the figures themselves are not drawn to scale

which, I think, is quite unnecessary in so easy a piece of

work. I made mine of oak which I stained with walnut

liquor, but my English fellow-readers of AMATEUR
Work will find it quicker and simpler to buy some

Stephens' woodstains. I am sorry to say that we cannot

get those valuable things on the Continent. A friend

of mine who saw my kitchen spice chest, made one

too, but he made his of stained deal and it looks very

pretty considering.

Take some § inch thick oak and cut two of Fig. 3,

one of Fig. 4, and three of Fig. 5, leaving at A B C D,

room for the exact thickness of the wood, and put

them all together by means of thin headless nails, so

as to have Fig. 5 . I do not mean to say that thinner

wood would not do ; I only give the dimensions of

my own spice chest. Of course, if thinner wood be

used, a few alterations must be made. Cut then the

top and the bottom, two pieces alike, log- inches long

and 5 broad, and nail them as shown in Fig. 1,

leaving i an inch all round, except at the back. If

we put a piece of deal or any other wood also |- inch

thick, 8| inches broad and 95- long at the back, we

shall have the frame of our chest. The drawers and

the top and bottom ornaments only are wanting. We
shall find the latter shown in half size in Figs. 7, 8, 9,

and 10. I cut them in the same wood as the other

parts hitherto described, and glued them on to their

respective places. The words at the top I cut out in

thin wood and dipped in ink to stain them black,

which stands out beautifully on the lighter hue of the

oak. As a matter of course, I kept those tiny letters

far from the fire to prevent warping, allowed them to

dry slowly and glued them on when quite dry.

Now to come to the little drawers (Fig. 1 1), I made
only the front part of the % inch thick wood. This

part, as well as all other parts, must be cut exactly at

right angles, if you do not wish to get into trouble when

putting together the whole. The front part of drawer

is a piece 4 inches long and 2 broad ; the drawer,

properly speaking, is made according to dimensions

given in Fig. n of oak about £- or rather a trifle more

than I inch thick, the two sides being 3J inches long,

and, of course, as high as the front part, as to the

back of drawer, it will be better to put it inside and

cut it according to the thickness of the wood employed
;

the bottom will, likewise, be placed inside. The

drawers may be glued or nailed, as one wishes. The
gluing process will, perhaps, be found easier, but the

nailing is quicker, if done by a hand skilled in driving

nails into thin wood, which is not always an easy

matter. As to the labels, I wrote them with gold

paint, on black glazed paper, stuck them to their

proper place and framed them with narrow strips of

very thin dark wood glued all round. This part of the

work requires a little care and patience to make the
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little frames all alike and regular. Lastly, I glued on

the little wooden knobs, which I got here at the rate

of a penny each, nicely turned and varnished. I then

covered the whole chest with a coat or two of good
varnish, and I can assure my fellow-readers the

whole thing produces a good effect and is quite orna-

mental. Our chest of drawers will now be quite

finished, if we screw on at the back two small brass

glass plates, as in Fig. 12. These are so called

because they are used chiefly to attach mirrors to

walls. You may buy them from any ironmonger for

a few pence, but any amateur may make them for

himself out of a piece of sheet brass of convenient

thickness, boring the holes with a drill, or even with

a brace and ordinary rose bit, applying the latter to

the holes on both sides of the metal.
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DRY-PLATE CHANGING AND DEVELOPING

APPARATUS.
Srj C. C. VEVERS, Author of " Practical Amateur Photography,"

"Successful Photography," etc., etc.

HE photographer frequently finds it neces-

sary, when out-of-doors, or in some place

where a dark room cannot be con-

veniently fitted up, to change or develop

his exposed plates. In the days of wet

collodion a suitable place to prepare and develop the

plate on the scene of action was almost as necessary

as the camera itself, and many were the contrivances

for making a temporary or portable dark-room. Wet
plates were, however, much slower than the gelatino-

bromide plates of to-day, and were not so seriously

affected by stray shafts of white or yellow light, con-

sequently, the developing tent of ten or fifteen years

ago was not always absolutely white-light tight, and

the dark rooms used in which to develop a collodion

plate would fog the slowest emulsion plate during the

time occupied in changing it from slide to plate box,

or vice versa.

The material used for constructing a dark tent,

box, or bag, for out-door work, must be quite imper-

vious to light, and this apparatus must be fastened

together in such a manner that not the smallest trace

of white light can enter through the seams or other

joints ; and, what is more difficult to manage, it must
not admit daylight through the door, curtain, or sleeve

holes, when in use.

I will first describe a few of the simplest forms of

dark bags, suitable only for changing plates. The
essential features of a changing bag are that it shall

be sufficiently large to hold the dark slide and plate

box, and leave room to change the plate from the one

to the other ; that it shall have openings to admit the

hands of the operator, the slide and the plate box

;

and that these openings can be effectually closed over

the arms or wrists of the operator, so that no external

light may enter.

The amateur who proposes making a changing
bag must first decide whether he wishes to work by
the aid of a ruby window, or, if he has sufficient

experience, to be able to change the plate by " touch "

alone. For those who can work in the dark and dis-

tinguish the film side of the plate by its matt or
slightly rough surface, and be able to transfer it to the
slide, close and fasten the latter, a changing bag is

soon made.

The simplest form I have seen is made to hang in

front of the operator, suspended by a strap over the
shoulder. It is made wedge shape, as shown in

Fig. i. The bottom, which should measure for \ plates

not less than 15 inches by 12 inches, is made of

stout cardboard (Willesden four-ply paper answers

admirably), tin, or zinc. The front and back, which

may be cut out of one piece (Fig. 2), should measure

15 inches at the bottom, about 10 inches or 12 inches

at the top, and about 15 inches from top to bottom.

It should be made of three thicknesses of black Silesia

(twill) of close texture, or two thicknesses Silesia, and

one of Turkey-red tulle, although I have never been

able to comprehend the advantage of using the latter.

One thickness of Silesia and one of waterproof cloth

form an excellent bag, and india-rubber cloth, al-

though liable to crack, may also be used. The sides

(Fig. 3), made of the same material, measure 12 inches

at the bottom, and come to a point 15 inches from the

base ; sufficient material should, of course, be left for

stitching to the back and front, and gluing to the

bottom. In both sides a hole must be cut to admit

the hands ; the piece intended for the right side must

have an opening large enough to admit the plate box

and slide, say, 8 inches diameter ; the other need not

be more than 5 inches or 6 inches wide. The sleeves

are next made and attached to the sides over the

openings. They should be 8 inches or 10 inches long,

and near the end of each, at the inside, must be sewn

a piece of elastic band or webbing 1 inch or ti inch

wide and about 6 inches long. When the hand is

thrust through the sleeve the elastic will draw the

material tightly round the wrist and e.lectaally prevent

any light entering between the arm and sleeve of the

bag. The bag is now well sewn together and glued

to the bottom board, a leather strap, about 30 inches

long, is fastened to the top at each end, and the

changing bag is ready for use.

Messrs. J. F. Shew and Co. supply, at 15s. 6d.,

a changing bag similar to the above, but made
rectangular in shape, and having a solid top in

addition to the bottom. It is made to fold, and is

also made with ruby windows and eye-pieces. The
size, when expanded, for J plates, is 13 inches by

10 inches by 10 inches ; the weight about two and

a half pounds.

Cowan's changing box (Fig. 4), manufactured by

Messrs. Marion and Co., is very similar in design to

the preceding one. It is constructed on the principle

that it is much easier to change plates by the touch

only than to do so whilst looking through an obscure

medium. This apparatus is not only a box in which

plates may be safely changed in the open air, but it

also forms a portable travelling case, in which camera,

dark slide and plates may be packed. It is a box,

however, that could not be easily made by the amateur

without having the original or working drawings as

a guide. Messrs. Marion's price for a box for working

12 by 10 plates is 40s.
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Perhaps the most useful and practical form of

changing bag is one designed to hang between the

tripod legs. It is, of course, triangular in form. To

work with a \ plate tripod both bottom piece and

sides (Fig. 6) should each be cut in the form of an

equilateral triangle with sides 32 inches long. The

whole of this bag, including bottom, can be made of

flexible material, for by extending the tripod legs the

bottom can be made very rigid. The apex of the bag

is provided with two leather straps with buckle (a,

Fig. 7), so that it may be fastened round the tripod

head ; or, if a metal triangle be used, a strong hook

may be used by which to hang up the bag. Three

metal rings must be purchased large enough for the

lower half of the tripod legs to pass through, but too

small in diameter to pass above the joint. One of

these is fastened to each corner at the bottom of the

bag (b, b, b, Fig. 7). If suitable rings cannot be

obtained, pieces of strong tape may be used. The

sleeves, C, C. same size as before, are attached to one

side, but as far apart as possible. To fix up this bag

for use pass the legs of the stand through the rings,

fasten the top of the bag to the tripod head, extend

the legs as far apart as possible and fix them firmly

into the ground. A good roomy bag is thus provided,

and if the operator sits on a stone or low camp stool,

or even on the ground, he can work comfortably for

any length of time. Messrs. Marion and other

dealers supply this form of changing bag, fitted with

or without ruby window and eye pieces (Fig. 8), at 12s.

Should the amateur wish to light his bag, a window

composed of one thickness each golden and cherry

fabric, about six inches square, should be let in oppo-

site the sleeves; just above the sleeves the ruby eye-

pieces are fixed. These are rather difficult to make,

and I have seen a small square of ruby glass substituted.

The eye-pieces are made something after the style of

those of an opera glass or stereoscope : Two circular

bits of ruby glass are fastened in tin tubes, which are

soldered to a tin plate, which, in its turn, is fastened

between the folds of the bag. A piece of silk-covered

elastic or tape should be fastened at each side of the

eye-pieces, long enough to go round the operator's

head and hold the eye-pieces in the required position

opposite the eyes.

We next come to a " tent " suitable for screwing to

the tripod head. It is constructed of two pieces of

wood, each measuring 18 inches by 2 inches by f inch,

hinged together, and a strut or stay is provided to

secure one side at right angles to the other when

open. The top, sides and back are enclosed by means

of some flexible opaque cloth. A ruby window must

be fixed in the vertical half of the tent, as shown in

Fig. 9. This tent is sold commercially by Messrs.

Cubley and Preston, Sheffield.

In Vol. III., page 549, a correspondent describes

and gives an illustration of a developing box, which he

roughly made from a grocer's packing box, at a total

cost of 3s. 6d.

I can recommend a tent recently introduced, which

has the advantage of being very compact and portable.

The framework is constructed on the same principle

as an umbrella, consequently, when closed, it goes

into very little room : it is covered with one thickness

each of orange and ruby fabric, admitting a plentiful

supply of non-actinic light. The head and hands of

the operator can be introduced through apertures

with sleeves provided for the purpose. A new addi-

tion to the tent makes it possible to suspend it from

the branch of a tree or other convenient projection,

when working outside. On the whole, this is the

handiest tent in the market for changing and develop-

ing, but presents many difficulties for home manu-
facture, which, however, an adept at umbrella-making

would make light of. It is supplied in two sizes by
most photographic stock dealers : one, measuring,

when closed, 24 inches by 3 inches, suitable for chang-

ing plates only, at 25s. ; the other, for developing, 28i

inches by 3 inches, at 35s.

The Stereoscopic Company's Patent Changing and
Travelling Bag is in the form of a good-sized

Gladstone bag ; one compartment is fitted with a

complete set of apparatus and chemicals, the other

side being reserved for articles of personal luggage,

and forming, when required, an expanding dark

chamber for changing plates. The amateur, with a

little ingenuity, should be able to adapt an existing

bag for plate-changing after this design, or, with the

assistance of a portmanteau maker, he could con-

struct a new one.

A portable developing tent and table is another

piece of apparatus from Marion's varied stock of

developing and changing contrivances. It consists

of a square tent so divided that it may be fitted

up indoors or outside ; a table fitted with developing

sink and partitions for chemicals, and a folding

stand to support the same. The tent itself, com-

posed of waterproof material, measures, when erected,

6 feet in height by 3 feet square ; the supports

are telescopic, so that it can be packed into

fairly small compass ; still, it can hardly be called

" portable " in the sense the tourist photographer

would understand it ; but, where a dark room cannot

be contrived indoors, it is very useful ; while for

attending pic-nics, tennis parties, and all out-door

work where the operator is not continually on the

move, it is the dark tent par excellence. Moreover, it

is a tent almost anyone can construct at a small cost

—very considerably under the price Messrs. Marion

and Co. put upon it, viz., £4 5s.
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FIG. 8.—CHANGING
BAG ATTACHED
BY HOOK TO
TRIPOD.

FIG. 12.—WRATTEN AND WAINWRIGHT S

D^RK TENT.
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Messrs. Rouch and Co., J. Fallowfield, and Wratten

and Wainwright, supply a "tent" (illustrated respec-

tively in Figs, io, n, and 12) which may be more
correctly termed a portable dark room, for it is de-

signed to carry chemicals, plates, water, and other

necessaries for developing. These tents are simply a

part of the landscape photographer's necessary appa-

ratus in the collodion period, modified for the require-

ments of the dry-plate artist. The essential features

of each are practically the same : a travelling case or

box opening near the middle, provided with struts, so

that one half can be fixed vertically, while the other,

in a horizontal position, is attached to the head of an

extra strong tripod or laid on a table or other flat

surface. The upright side, which is also the deepest,

is provided with ruby windows, shelves, etc., for

chemicals, and sometimes a tank for holding a

moderate supply of water for developing purposes,

and a plate box or cupboard. The other, or hori-

zontal side, is used as a sink and developing table.

A light board or frame of wood or wire can be fixed

near the top at an angle of about 45°, to support

some opaque material, which is allowed to fall over

the sides and open end, and several feet below the

latter. This light frame for holding the cloth above

the operator's head is far from necessary, and, I

believe, is pronounced by most workers as a greater

nuisance than it is worth. The operator gets half his

body under the cloth, and having fastened it so that

no white light can gain access, proceeds to develop or

change his plates by the light of the ruby window.

Provision must also be made for ventilation. Fig. 5,

which is a plan of the horizontal side with sink, etc.,

shows the method of obtaining a constant change of

air used in Fallowfield's tent, by means of a small fan

worked by means of a coiled spring.

Figs. 13, 14, and 15 are working drawings, 5 inch

full size, of a portable developing tent and travelling

case, which I have designed for the use of amateurs

who work a moderate-sized plate. The dimensions

given are suitable for plates up to 8 inches by 5 inches

;

above this size the measurements must be increased ;

but this can be done without interfering materially

with ;he form of the internal fittings. The framework,

or case proper, should be made of \ inch or h inch

mahogany or other good wood, and measure 24 inches

by 18 inches outside. The top, which, when in use,

is in an upright position, is 8 inches deep, and is fitted

with ruby window, water-tank, plate cupboard, and

shelves for dusters, bottles, and other necessary sun-

dries. The partitions should be made of j inch stuff;

the compartments, A, A, A, each measure about 7

inches by 3 inches, by about 6 inches deep, and are

suitable for carrying the bottles of developing and other

solutions, two botf'es being packed in each compart-

ment. To prevent breakage, the partitions and back

should be lined with thick felt or the double-faced

corrugated paper, obtainable from " the Thompson
and Norris Manufacturing Company,'' 37 and 39,

Britannia Row, Essex- Road, N. The front of the

compartments may be partially enclosed, as shown

at dotted line, to prevent the bottles falling out, or a

piece of elastic webbing may be stretched across for

the same purpose. B is the outlet ventilator, 6 inches

long, a detail of which is shown in Fig. 16. The

space underneath, c, can be utilized for carrying glass

measures and other small articles, and, if desired,

extra partitions may be inserted, which can be made
removable. D is a cupboard, having a door and turn

button, for carrying the plate boxes. Three strips of

wood, about 1 inch by -j inch, should be fastened to

the sides, close up to the front of the box, so as to

render the cupboard fairly light-tight when the door

is closed. If preferred, this cupboard can, if made of

proper dimensions, be fitted with racks, so that plates

may be stored inside without an additional box being

necessary. In this case extra precaution must be

taken to make the door perfectly light-tight when

closed. Below the plate cupboard is a space 10 inches

by 6 inches, for the water tank, E, which is made of

zinc, and provided with a screw cap, a top for filling,

and a tap underneath with provision for attaching a

bit of rubber tube thereto. The tank measures 6

inches by 8 inches ; it slides into the compartment,

and is supported by two, a strip of wood on each side

running the whole depth of the compartment, a space

of nearly 2 inches is then left between the bottom of

the tank and the sides of the box : in this space the

piece of rubber tube, dusters, etc., may be carried

when the tank is not in use. We next come to the

window. An opening 8 inches square is cut with a

keyhole saw in the back of the case, in the position

shown at G, Fig. 13; round the edges of this hole, at

the inside of the box, thin strips of soft felt are glued

(not nailed), and against the felt a sheet of good ruby

glass, 8j- inches square, is laid and secured by bits of

wood lined with felt at the corners, as shown at

H. H, H, H. The remaining three compartments,

1, 1, 1, are for the developing dishes. The piece cut

out for the window is carefully hinged at the outside

to the top of the opening, so that it can be closed to

protect the glass when the case is not in use. It can

be held open, and fastened when shut, by means of a

brass catch and two screw eyes in the side of the case.

The horizontal half of the case, Fig. 14, the out-

side dimensions of which are 24 inches by 18 inches,

by 4 inches deep, consists of a sink, J, about 2 inches

deep by 15 inches by 9 inches ; the hole for the drain-

pipe is made so as to be opposite the water-tank tap.

A pipe is soldered to the hole, and is cut off flush with
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the outside surface of the box. Another piece of pipe,

about 2 inches long, to which the drain pipe (15 inches

or 18 inches of rubber tubing) is attached, is made to

scTew on to the pipe soldered to the sink (see M, Fig.

15), so that when not in use there is no projection

from the side of the case, while the drain pipe can be

stowed away under the developing shelf, K, which

consists of a sheet of zinc 15 inches square, inclining

slightly to and lapping over the side of the sink, so

that any spilling will drain away. If carefully made,

two pieces of tin tube may be substituted for the

threaded pipe, which the amateur may have some

difficulty in procuring. L, L is the inlet ventilator,

constructed after the same manner as the one pre-

viously described and shown in Fig. 16. It is shown

extending the whole length of the case, but if any

easier to make, one of 10 inches or 12 inches will be

sufficient.

The two sides can now be fastened together by

two or three pairs of strong 2 -inch hinges ; and so as

to make the joint perfectly light-tight, a strip of opaque

material must be tacked to the inside of each half of

the case and over the hinges (see N, Fig. 15). To
support the deepest side of the case in a vertical

position, a couple of strong brass chains can be used,

as shown at O, but in using a simple chain there is

the possibility of the operator dragging the vertical

and heaviest half of the tent upon his head, conse-

quently if the operator has any fear of decapitation, a
" stay" (Fig. 17) should be attached in place of the chain.

I believe Messrs. Melhuish stock this article, but can-

not say if they are adapted for the purpose in hand.

If a hinged stay is not obtainable, a solid one, which

any blacksmith can make, hinged to the vertical side,

and when in use secured to the horizontal half by
means of a milled headed screw, can be used.

To enclose the operator in a light-tight tent, a

large " bag " of opaque material (one thickness each

velvet and black twill, or three of twill alone) must be

made, and fastened to the inside of the case, as shown
at P, P, Fig. 15. In doing this the greatest care

must be taken that the junction is made light-tight

—perhaps the best plan is to screw a thin lath over

the edge of the material. The bag must be suf-

ficiently large to reach down to the operator's waist

(Fig. 18), and at the mouth a very strong elastic

band must be sewn, or, what answers equally well, a

length of tape is run round the mouth, and when the

operator is enclosed within, drawn tight and tied.

At the sides the bag must be of sufficient width to

give the operator plenty of " elbow room," otherwise

he will be liable to upset the whole "bag o' tricks "

—

chemicals, I mean—in his convulsive endeavours to

pour a given number of drops from the stock bottle

into his measure, with his elbow pressed to his side

—

an operation which looks easier on paper than it is in

reality.

Finally, the box should be fitted with a good lock

and key, and a strong leathern handle for carrying

purposes, and the apparatus is ready for use. If it

is intended to work on a stand, an extra strong bolt

and nut must be added, the nut being fixed in the

bottom of the horizontal case, and as near the hinged

side as possible, to preserve balance. An illustration

of this tent, set up ready for work, with the upper

frame for supporting the material, is shown in Fig. 18.

Much on the same principle, but without the in-

terior fittings, is the tent described and illustrated by

Mr. J. Pocock, in Vol. IV., p. 432. I am sorry I

cannot reproduce the cuts here for the benefit of

those who do not possess a copy of the Part

containing them. The construction of a stand,

stronger than the usual form, for supporting this and

the last-mentioned tent, is also explained by the same

gentleman in the same volume, p. 269.

MY KITCHEN FURNITURE.
Being the Fourth and Last Part of " My Furniture and

Hmu I Made It"
By MARK MALLETT.

III.

—

My Corner Cupboard.

HERE are few kitchens in which a corner

cupboard will not be found a matter of

convenience, or into which one cannot

be introduced. Such an article is in

nobody's way, and holds many things.

There was in my small kitchen a corner which I

thought demanded one, and the manner in which I

supplied the want will be seen in the elevation, Fig. 15.

It will be observed that the upper part only has

doors, which are here shown closed. The lower part

has no doors, neither has it a back, and it is, in fact,

nothing more than a set of corner shelves. This cup-

board stands altogether 7 feet high, that is, the height

of the lower part is 3 feet 3 inches, and that of the

upper 3 feet 9 inches ; its greatest width is 2 feet

6 inches, and its projection from the corner 1 foot

4 inches. The upper and lower parts are made
separately. We will first see how the lower part was

constructed.

A section of this pait, upon line A is in the eleva-

tion, is given in Fig. 16. From this it will be seen

that its shelves and top are supported by five strips of

wood, marked respectively C, C, D, D, and E. All these

strips are 3 inches wide, and the four first are of I inch

board, the last only (e) being of J inch board. These

strips appear and are marked by the same letters in

the elevation, Fig. 15. c, c, are the two front strips;

they are 3 feet 2\ inches long. They stand 1 foot
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1 1 inches apart, and are simply

screwed, as shown, to the edges i|^Z^r
of the shelves with round-headed FIG . 20.—corner cupboard doors
screws. The thinner back strip,

E, is also fixed in the same manner ; but this strip is

3 feet 3 inches long, the extra length being to allow

it to pass behind the upper shelf or top, and come
flush with its surface ; it can thus be screwed to this

shelf in the same manner as to those below. The
side strips, D, D, one of which is drawn separately

in Fig. 17, are of the same length, namely, 3 feet

SECTION ON LINE M, N.

FIG. 16.—CORNER CUPBOARD, SECTION OF, ON LINE A, B

will be seen that an opening 2 inches wide and 1 inch

deep is cut on each side to admit the strips D, D.

To admit the strips C, c, the front edge is cut away

at each end to the extent of | inch. The lower shelf

differs only from those above in having the openings

at D, v, 3 inches wide instead of 2 inches. The upper

shelf or top projects at the front beyond those below

1^ inches ; it is also longer by an inch,

its dimensions being 2 feet 6 inches

long by 13^ inches deep. The dotted

lines in Fig. 18 indicate the outline of

the front of this shelf. Openings

2 inches wide have to be cut through

this, as through the shelves below, for

the strips d, d ; but it will be seen

that it rests upon the top ends of the

strips C, C. The front corners and

front edges are slightly rounded off.

This, like the shelves below, is of

I inch board.

FIG, 18.—SECTION OF CORNER CUPBOARD ON LINE H. I.

3 inches. The notches (J inch high by \ an inch

deep) are cut in their sides to receive and support

the upper, second, and third shelves ; whilst to

support the lower one a small piece of wood is

screwed across the bottom of the strip, as indi-

cated by the dotted line at f. A flat-headed screw

driven from the back, through the middle of the

strip, into each shelf, keeps it in place.

The shelves are

of \ inch wood ; the

shape of 'the two

middle ones is indi-

cated by the dotted

lines in Fig. 16. It

It will be observed from Fig. 15

that immediately beneath the front of

this upper shelf there runs a cross

strip of wood marked G. This cross

strip is given in plan on a larger scale

in Fig. 21. It is of 1 inch wood, and is

screwed from below into the top shelf,

and is also screwed into through the

strips C, C, with round-headed screws*

as shown in the elevation. The spand»

rels which fill the angles made by the

meeting of this strip with the uprights

C, c, and which are screwed to both,

may be made by cutting a 3 inch

square of inch board d : agonally. They
are precisely the same as those used

in the shelves of the dresser (see Fig.

8). As well as adding to strength and appearance

in the present case, they tend to make our cupboard

harmonize with the above-named piece of kitchen

furniture.

Turning to the upper part, we have in Fig. 18 a

section of it on line H, I, in the elevation. From this it

will be seen that it is supported by three upright

strips, K, k, and L. These strips are of inch board

;

FIG. 21.—CROSS STRIP.
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the two front ones, K, K, are z\ inches wide, whilst

the back one, L, has a width of 3 inches. The strips,

K, k, are 3 feet 8| inches long, only that the top of

the cupboard may rest upon them ; but the

strip, L, is 3 feet 9 inches long, for it has to ^J~ 1_

pass behind the top and come flush with its

upper surface. These three strips are simply

screwed to the shelves and back-boards.

Fig. 19 is an elevation of this upper part

—the cupboard proper— without its doors,

and shows the interior. The three central

shelves, as also the top and bottom, are of

} inch stuff. These shelves are smaller than

n

I

( 1

L

I

those in the lower part, the three shelves and

bottom measuring 22 inches by 12 inches.

Their shape and dimensions may be seen in

Fig. 18. The top is slightly larger, as it pro-

jects an inch farther forward, so as to come
flush with the doors, and also an inch at

each end, so as to come flush with the outer

edges of the strips, K, K, all which it over-

laps. It does not, however, overlap the

back strip. L, nor the boarding at back. As in the lower

part, a cross strip (o, Fig. 19) supports the front of the

top. This is a plain strip of 2 inch wood, 1 foot 11 inches

long, and 1 \ inches wide ; it comes flush with the front

edges of the strips, K, K, and beside being screwed to

r

FIG. 17. FIG. 15.

FIG. IS-—FRONT. ELEVATION OF CORNER CUPBOARD

SHOWING BOTTOM OPEN, WITH SHELVES EXPOSED TO
VIEW, AND THE TOP CLOSED. FIG. 17.—FORM OF

SIDE STRIP FOR CUPBOARD. FIG. 19.—FRONT ELE-

VATION OF TOP OF CUPBOARD, W(T!I POORS REMOVED
TO SHOW INTERIOR.
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the top, is fixed at each end by a screw through the

upright strip.

For the back of the cupboard J inch match-

boarding is used. Two 9 inch widths are wanted for

each side, and they are 3 feet 9 iiuhes long. As
screws pass through both these boards and the up-

right strips, into the shelves, no contrivances for the

support of the latter will be needed as they were in

the lower part.

The doors are made by clamping together two

thicknesses of £ inch board in the manner already

described in some of the earlier papers of this series.

Thus, in a simple way, and one well within the reach

of the skill and tools of the amateur, the effect of

regular panelling may be produced. Strength is also

secured by the grain of the wood in one thickness

crossing that in the other. In the doors before us the

panelling has been arranged somewhat diagonally, so

as to give a little variety. The round-headed screws,

by which the outler layer of board is fixed to the

inner, are shown. The section of these doors given

in Fig. 18, is near the bottom, and the two layers of

board there appear throughout. A second section of

them (on line M, N, Fig. 15) cuts through and ex-

plains the panels. Both sections show how the inner

layer of board in the door to the spectator's right is

narrower by an inch than that in the door to his left,

thus enabling the one door to shut upon the other.

Of the illustrations to " My Corner Cupboard,"

Figs. 15 and 19 are 1 inch to the foot ; whilst Figs.

16, 17, 18, 20, and 21, are drawn to a 2 inch scale.

{To be continued.)
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PRACTICAL SCENE-PAINTING FOR

AMATEURS.
-Bi/ HESIIT L. BENWELL.

XXX.

—

Modern Stage Decoration, Furniture, and
Upholstery — Painting Drapery— Repainting
and Reviving—General Hints on Interior
Painting—Decoration in Various Styles ; Re-
naissance, Moorish, Japanese, Egyptian,
Grecian.

NOW come to a class of stage interiors

which rely for their effective setting and
successful appearance, more upon the

cabinet-maker and upholsterer, than upon

the work of the scene-painter. By this I do

not mean that the artist has less work to do, or that his

work may be more carelessly done ; on the contrary,

it takes a clever and experienced scenic artist to

design and produce an interior on the elaborate scale

which is now so much in vogue at our leading West
End theatres. His work, both mentally and bodily,

I may say, is increased threefold, as his painting

must be in keeping with its surroundings and acces-

sories : it must, in fact, not only harmonize as regards

colour, etc., with furniture and hangings which help to

adorn it, but the whole must be correct as to period

and conform to the requirements of the play for which

they are to be used. All this, therefore, entails on

the part of the theatre artist a lot of thoughtful study

and research, and also frequent consultations with,

and directions to, the tradesmen who manufacture

and supply the furniture, drapery, carpets and rugs,

with which it is intended to finish off the scene

and give it a luxurious and real appearance. The
artist has, consequently, to see that the tradesman

fulfils his contract faithfully, and that everything is in

proper order in the way just stated. He has, more-

over, to paint his flats with the greatest of care, intro-

ducing much detail and ornamentation, and matching

his colours with the plush or other hangings, using

the fashionable tints and methods of decoration, and

also selecting the pictures and ornaments and other

real and costly properties to be used with the scene.

In some of our leading theatres, however, the furni-

ture which is shown in the accompanying illustrations

would still be made by the carpenter and property

master, by whose art it is made to look—on the stage

—

as good as the real thing, and at a quarter the ex-

pense. For the benefit of wealthy amateur societies,

however, we may say that both Maple's and Oetzmann's

are used to this sort of work, and do a lot of it, so

that they have men who are thoroughly up to their

business, and may, therefore, be relied upon if an

order is placed in their hands.

Fig. 152 is a design for a morning or dining-room,

and consists of several " flats" of various widths. For

instance, behind the sideboard on the left ofpicture is

a very wide flat : next comes the flat containing the

door, with a piece of wall each side. In the centre, at

the back, is a flat of medium width, and two more of

similar width with the window openings. On the out-

side of these are two narrow ones ; next comes another

flat containing a door, and then another very wide flat

behind the built fireplace. This last flat stands in-

wards about two feet, as shown, and on either side of

the scene are placed two side wings at right angles

with the other flats. These last are properly covered

with the permanent pair of proscenium wings. The
windows are, of course, practicable, and open out on a

conservatory or garden " backing." The flats are

made to slope slightly downwards as they recede up

the stage, and upon the top a flat framework ceiling is

lowered from above or placed thereon in sections by

the help of several high pairs of steps. A suitable

ceiling design is, of course, painted upon it. The

brass cornices may be either imitation properties or
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the real article. The curtains are of some handsome
material, whilst the built-out fireplace and overmantel

may be hired from some ironmonger's shop, and the

massive old oak furniture, preferably from the second-

hand dealer.

The colours used in painting such a scene should

necessarily be of a quiet and subdued tone, such as

a salmon or plum tint for the ' l

filling," grey for the

ground colour of cornice or frieze, and olive green,

brown and citron for dado and skirting work. A few

others are. of course, necessary for "picking out,'' lining

in, etc., which is work that has been previously de-

scribed. In Fig. 153 we have a drawing-room design

with a practicable French bay window which is built

" off," or away from the centre of stage. A wing or

two placed behind, but some little distance back and
well lighted (if to represent daylight) is generally

sufficient ''backing" for a window at the side. On
the right of sketch is a door leading into the rest of

house, and at the back a draped opening exposing

corridor ''backing" leading into conservatory. The
whole scene is made up of 'flats," similar to the

morning room just described, including the framework
ceiling. The effect of lightness is generally given to

drawing-rooms ; hence we should use such tints as

pink, French grey, lilac, primrose, fawn, and sky-blue,

in painting such a subject. Either of these designs

would form very pretty subjects, and may easily be

modified to suit the small amateur stage. They will also

prove useful to amateur artists not only as examples

of present day art, but as valuable " suggestions " for

the setting and arrangement of the stage in a com-
plete shape, ready for performance.

Painting Drapery.—For this class of work, the

artist must mix up separately the three tints required,

namely, a light, a medium, and a dark. All the

folds and shadows must be put in while the ground
colours are still wet, the tints will then blend together

beautifully, and a fine, soft effect will be obtained.

If the shadows in drapery are at all harsh, the work
will look anything but successful. In painting pink

silk, Mr. Lancaster recommends the artist to use

damp lake throughout (with flake white), which

should afterwards be glazed over with gamboge.
This plan, he adds, is not generally known, and it has

an astonishing effect. This same glaze may also be
used with effect in painting white satin. In painting

drapery the greatest difficulty is to get the necessary

richness and depth of texture, and it will require some
little practice on the amateur's part ere he attains the

desired end. For painting blue drapery, Mr. Lloyd,

an experienced painter of the old school, gives the

following:—"Lay in with ultramarine and whiting, with

the least touch of damp lake, put in shadows with

lake, and a little whiting and glaze in deep shadows,

with carmine paste and strong size. For crimson

drapery, use damp lake, orange red, white and ver-

milion. For the shadows, glaze with damp lake and

brown lake, using strong size. When the canvas is

dry, go over the whole with a thin glaze of carmine

paste, and again allow to dry afterward, putting in

the high lights, with flake white and carmine paste."

Use orange red and vermilion for reflections on

the shadows, the latter may be made of greater rich-

ness and depth, by adding a little treacle to the

glazing colour. When the canvas looks at all chalky,

it must receive successive glazings, till the chalkiness

has disappeared. Another method for crimson drapery

is to paint it in rose pink and orange red, using rose

pink and Vandyke brown for the shadows, and brown

lake for the deepest shadows. Finally, glaze all over

with damp lake. For orange drapery, use orange and

lemon chromes, orange red, vermilion and damp lake,

with lemon chrome and flake white for the high lights.

I should have liked to give illustrated examples

of a few more interior scenes, such as a baronial

hall, and lodging-house room, etc., and one or two

designs suitable for Shakespearian and Greek plays,

but my allotted space is already overrun, so I must

forego that intention. Such designs as these, however,

may always be obtained through the Editor of this

Magazine.

Repainting and Reviving.—It is hardly to be

expected that the amateur artist would care to pur-

chase new canvas, and make fresh " cloths " for every

scene he has occasion to paint, neither is it necessary

that he should do so, unless he wishes to have by him

a large and varied selection of stock scenes, for the

mounting of almost any piece at short notice. This

contingency, though, is hardly likely to occur, and it

is also somewhat of a mistake to have too much scenery

on hand, as it is not used often enough to keep it in

working order. Moreover, it takes up a lot of stor-

age room, which can as a rule be but ill spared. A
moderate stock is all very well, but too much is a

nuisance ; this latter evil can in a measure be avoided,

by selecting good general designs for the pictures,

which will adapt themselves to almost any class of

piece. Of course, there are some plays which require

an altogether " out of the way " subject for mounting

one or more of the acts, and these scenes when not

further required can therefore be " painted out ;" this

brings us to repainting an old cloth, or one we will

say that has been previously used. It will, therefore,

be seen that a cloth can be painted over and over

again—in fact, we have frequently seen old canvases,

which have been so often painted, and have had such

a body of whiting and colour upon them that they

have been practically fire-proof, through being cased

upon each side with a thin layer of, we might almost
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say, plaster. Cloths can be re-painted as often as

desired, but they must be freshly primed every time

a new subject is painted upon them, but they do not

require sizing afresh as new canvas does.

It is sometimes necessary to revive an old or

cracked scene ; and if this is to be done, a coat of thin

size is first of all required, which has a marvellous

effect in " brightening up " all the old colour. After-

wards, when the size is thoroughly dry, any badly

worn parts, or places where the colour has been made
dirty with the scene-shifter's hands, are re-painted by

some carefully matched colour, and so restored in the

same way as an oil painting is by being re-varnished.

Very often a little re-lining and picking out with

some darker or brighter colours has the effect of

making an old scene look like a newly- painted one ;

when viewed from the auditorium and by gas light.

We have seen a lot of useful and clever work done in

this direction.

General Hints on Interior Painting.—A few

general remarks regarding the employment of colour

in the decoration of modern living-rooms, the type of

interior most often in demand upon the amateur or

professional stage, will no doubt prove useful to the

reader; and, by the way, what follows is as applicable

off the stage as it is upon it, i.e., in the house, cottage,

or mansion. There are, then, two main principles to

be kept in view by the scene-painter or decorator :

either the production of a rich and full effect of colour,

or the use of varieties of one or two tones, so nearly

related to one another, as to produce a special scale

of colour suitable to the place and purpose. For

instance, we may decorate a dining-room or a library

on a scale from which the brighter tints are excluded,

and which has only a limited range among the deeper

tones, as from a reddish brown to a dark green, or in

the other direction of the colour scale, to a low orange.

On the other hand, we may decorate a boudoir or a

drawing-room with a combination of colour in which

blue, grey and white predominate, in search of a cool,

chaste and delicate effect, or a morning-room in a

combination of tints of which green is the key colour.

In each case, it should be steadfastly remembered,

the object is to realize a feeling in the colouring,

specially suitable to the nature of the apartment and

the use to which it is generally put. But apart from

such special objects, and when a rich effect of

colouring is required, all the experience and authority

of the best designers in colour are in favour of a style

of arrangement in which the primary colours are used

in small quantities, but in brighter tones, and in

equal proportions in regard to their respective power,

so as to produce a generally balanced effect, not

obtrusive and yet not dull. The primary colours and

the brighter secondaries, also, may be used with great

effect in very small quantities, as high lights in a

decorative scheme of generally subdued tones. As
regards ceiling decorations, they should, as a matter

of course, be made a part of the artist's scheme of

colour, and not be regarded, as is often the case,

as a sacred surface not to be touched, but in the most

timid and hesitating manner. This applies to borders

as well as flat canvas ceilings.

As to the various styles of decoration they are

numberless, and all have their special admirers. These
include the Renaissance, the Japanese, the Celtic, or

Anglo-Saxon, and Moorish, Egyptian, Grecian, Ara-

besque, and classical decoration. The Renaissance,

or revival of art, was probably at its height during

the reign of Louis XV., but, at the present time,

designs of this class are much used for the decoration

of gilt work principally of French origin. It is a

style which goes well with luxury, rich carpets, and

gold and bright colours. " It is well suited," says Mr.

M. E.James, "in decorating a boudoir to be associated

with rose colour or pale blue hangings." In a little

work by this author, entitled, " How to Decorate," the

following plain advice is given, and it is a book the

amateur decorator would do well to get :
" Paint the

walls a pale tone to match the furniture, and stencil

on them arabesques in a darker shade. A pretty

dado might be designed of Cupids dancing or playing

games, still in the same shade. Doors and shutters

might have Watteau figures, either keeping to the

same tones or fully coloured." There will not be the

least trouble in getting designs of this sort to copy,

the only trouble being to select good ones as so many
Watteau groups are badly drawn, and worse coloured.

Queen Anne furniture is quite in keeping with decora-

tion of this class.

Moorish decoration has a very beautiful effect, and

a very handsome scene can be made by the utilization

of some cleverly designed stencils. The colours used

should be scarlet, blue and gold, and the whole of the

space should be covered with emblems and antique

devices. Horse-shoe arches should be drawn above

the doors and windows, and the arches should be

decorated with bands of two strongly contrasting

colours, such as red and black. The effect aimed at

in the whole colouring should be subdued richness.

The windows should be of coloured glass, and pre-

ferably " practicable."

Japanese art lends itself most freely to decorative

treatment, although, of late, we have, perhaps, had a

little too much of Japan and its people. Mr. James

says, that all the forms of ornament used by the

Japanese are types of natural objects used to signify

thoughts. Thus the stork, which is so frequently met

with, is the type of longevity, and is naturally a very

favourite symbol. The chrysanthemum is the badge of
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the Mikado: the trefoil, the badge of the Tycoon. The
lotus typifies purity and oblivion, and the bamboo
appropriately denotes grace and elegance. Some of

the objects, chiefly used by the Japanese as designs,

are the sun, moon, and stars : insects, more especially

locusts, spiders, grasshoppers, glow-worms, lady-birds

and butterflies ; birds, such as quails, partridges,

pheasants, swallow, kites and storks ; birds' nest with

eggs, the cotton plant in flower and seed, the iris,

grasses and bulrushes ; also branches of flowering

trees such as the cherry, the thorn and the willow.

One thing is particularly noticeable in Japanese art,

it invariably aims at the reproduction of nature in its

most exaggerated and grotesque form. They go to

nature for everything, and their copies are life-like,

but singularly twisted and contorted. The colours

most suitable for Japanese decoration are blue and

white, or a soft dead buff with stencilled designs of

red and blue. The doors, architraves, skirting, and
other woodwork may be black and gold colour. Pea-

cocks' feathers, plates, fans, and handscreens may be

used to decorate the walls, and mats and pottery on

the floor, vases in brackets, and soft hangings and
folding screens will add much to the quaintness of

the scene. In Egyptian decoration figures were

almost always drawn in profile. The colours most
used were green, blue and red, with the addition

sometimes of black and yellow. Their favourite con-

ventional patterns were forms of the lotus, the square,

the diamond, the circle, a succession of scrolls, and
square within square. The ceilings were painted in

compartments, each having a design in the centre,

and a border all round. The doors were stained to

represent rare woods
; just inside the door on the im-

post the name of the occupant was sometimes written,

andoccasionallyasentencewasaddedasagoodomen to

bring luck. Gilding was largely used by the Egyptians,

and may be appropriately introduced into a room
decorated in this style. Each object must be firmly

outlined in black. White and yellow may be intro-

duced, if desired. A good ground colour for an
Egyptian dado is Venetian red. I am indebted to

Mr. James for much of the preceding information on
ancient interior decoration. In Grecian decoration

I have had some little experience, having mounted
several Greek plays. In preparing scenery for a

Greek play the artist must endeavour to give an exact

replica of the stage and accessories as used by the

Greeks two thousand years ago. To do this much
study and research is necessary, and he will derive

much information and immense benefit by the perusal

of Professor Donaldson's "Theatre of the Greeks"
(both the 5th and 7th editions of the work), and also

the works of Vitruvius, who is the principal authority

on the subject, especially as regards accuracy of

detail. Schlegel's lectures on the drama should also

receive careful study.

In the absence of these works the following brief

description may prove useful to the art student. The
stage of the ancient Greeks consisted of a parallelo-

gram extending from side to side of the theatre, and
having but little depth in comparison with its width.

This was called the logeum, and the middle of it was

the usual place for the speaking persons in the

play. Behind this central part it went inwards in a

quadrangular form, but still with less depth than width.

The space thus enclosed was called the proscenium.

The remainder of the logeum, to the right and left

of the scene, had, in front, the rail leading down to

the orchestra, and at the back a wall, which was

not a scenic but merely an architectural adornment,

and, indeed, was sometimes quite plain. This rose to

the same elevation as did the uppermost tiers of seats

in the auditorium. The principle of the stage scenery

was that the chief object should occupy the back-

ground, while the openings into the distance lay on

either side
;
just contrary to what it is at the present

day. This also went by rule. On the left was the

city to which the palace, temple, or other central

object belonged, and on the right the open country,

landscape, mountains, sea coast, etc. The side

scenes were composed of triangles revolving on a

pivot beneath, and thus changes of scene were

effected.* In the back scene much was given bodily,

which, at the present day, we content ourselves with

painting. If the back scene was a palace or temple,

there was also an altar on the proscenium, which

served for various uses in the performance.

The decoration or scenery was in most cases

architectural, but was at times real landscape painting ;

thus, in the " Prometheus " the scene was Caucasus,

and in the " Philoctetes " the desert island of Lemnos,

and the rock with its cavern. From a passage in Plato,

it is evident that the Greeks carried the illusion of

theatrical perspective to a much greater extent than

—in consequence of some poor landscape pictures

discovered in Herculaneum—they have had credit for.

In what was known as the stage screen was one prin-

cipal entrance and two sides doors. The situation of

these openings helps to explain many places in the

ancient dramas, where actors in the middle of the

logeum see someone advancing long before he comes

* From an annotation of Servius on Virgil we learn that

the change of scene was effected partly by revolution, partly by
withdrawal. The former applies to the side scenes, the latter

to the middle or back scene. The partition wall in the middle

opened, disappeared on both sides, and displayed a new set of

objects within. But the scene was not always changed in all

its parts at once, and it must be remembered there was no cur-

tain or act drop, so that those changes took place in sight of

the audience.
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in sight of the audience. Somewhere under the seats

of the audience was a flight of steps called Charon's

stair, by which, unseen of the audience, the ghosts of

Hade's ascended into the orchestra, and thence to the

logeum by the other stairs. The front brink of the

logeum was sometimes taken to represent the shore

of the sea, so that, in this and other instances, the

Greeks turned the literal reality to account, and made
scenic and extra scenic effects work together in the

illusion. This is not by any means a full description

of stage scenery two thousand years ago, but may
help to give some idea of the subject to an artist en-

gaged upon mounting a Greek play—a class of per-

formance now of frequent occurrence, and especially

so at schools and colleges.

{To be continued.)
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A PARLOUR AVIARY. .

By 0. BECKERIEGGE.

NE of the most interesting things in a

house is a bird-cage with an occupant.

The artist loves to paint a rustic wicker

cage, with its thrush, at the cottage porch.

In the smoky city you may hear, from

the topmost window of a many-storied house, the lark

pour forth its rich, rapturous song, reminding its owner,

perhaps, of meadows, upland breezes, and clear blue

skies of a far-distant youth.

In the nursery the little child has its pet canary,

and in the drawing-room additional interest is given,

and grace added, when richly-plumed birds occupy a

home worthy of them.

Now, I have a kind of craze for richly bound

books. Some people care little for the dress a book

wears, as long as the book itself is right. I confess I

love to see my best books—those I esteem my choicest

friends— in binding worthy of them. Who cares to

see an old, tried friend in a shabby coat, if they can

help him to a better? There is a fitness of things.

Now, such is my idea in reference to birds. I have

seen beautiful foreign birds relegated to the scullery,

simply because the cage was a shabby one, when they

ought to have been in a cage worthy of them, and a

better place.

One of the easiest things an amateur can make is a

bird's cage, and it really requires but little skill to make

one that shall be truly handsome. I give a design of

one which will make up a really handsome and com-

modious cage. And here I would say : Should it be

deemed too large, then one of the end sections will

be ample for a cage for one bird. Taking it as it stands,

it will be large enough for say, six small birds.

Procure a piece of mahogany, | inch thick, cut one

piece 3 feet long and 3 inches wide, one piece 3 feet

long by 2 inches, four pieces 1 foot by 3 inches. These

pieces are—the longest for front and back, and the

shortest for ends and stay pieces. We shall also

require four pieces 3 feet by J inch by i inch for bars,

front and back, and ten pieces for bars for the ends

and centre, 1 foot by £ inch by \ inch. For

pillars we shall require four pieces 15 inches by 5 inch

square for the corners, and four 1 foot 8 inches by ~

inch square, for the centre. Having made our wood
perfectly square and of the exact length we can

proceed to put it together.

At one end of the eight pillars, measure up three

inches from the end and carry a line round it with

square. Halve out two of the longest pillars. In

the other two pillars halve out two inches from the

line, not carrying it to the end. Divide the front and
back strips into three equal parts, and screw them to

the pillars. Be sure that the distances are exactly

the same for front and back. These pillars must be

halved out 10 inches from bottom, and again at 14

inches, to receive the bars. Place the bars against the

front and

back and

mark ex-

actly where s
' ~

)

A
Lfl

> O
J>)

FIG. 4.—FORMATION OF DOORS.

the pillars

join, and

halve them

out so that

they shall

join into the pillars flush with the front. Another

bar must be put 1 inch from the top, and fastened

with a sprig. Now sprig on the end pillars and

join the front and back together with the bottom rails

and bars. We have two pieces left, I foot long by 3

inches wide ; these must join the front and back to-

gether, dividing the bottom into three equal divisions.

They can be secured by sprigs passing through the

middle pillars. These will serve to make the cage

solid and strong. We have two pieces, 1 foot by j

inch square ; these are marked A A', and will have two

rows of holes for the wires of the side and central

dome. There are also two pieces to join the central

dome front and back. We shall next require a bottom,

which must project 5 inch all around. Before

screwing the bottom to the frame see that the body of

the cage is square and has not one long side.

For convenience I have purposely overlooked

the boring of the holes for the wire. Now when the

parts are all ready for joining, with a compass

make a lina of points \ inch apart. Select a bradawl

the size of wire chosen or a shade less. See that it

has a good cutting edge
;
place the edge across the

grain of the wood, else, if it enters the wood with the
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grain, the wood
will be split and

your work spoil-

ed. In the back

of the cage we
must leave out

six wires in the

central division

from the bottom

to the first bar.

This aperture

will be closed with a door. It will be

understood that the back is the ftart

where the rail does not come td the

bottom of the cage, but where the

opening is left for the false bottom.

The door must be made thus : Take

two pieces of wood £ inch square,

these are for top and bottom. Holes

must be bored in them for insertion of

wires, to correspond in distance with

the rest of the cage. A wire must be

carried from corner to corner to keep

the door square. The introduction of

the wire is on the same principle and

for much the same purpose as the

diagonal piece between the transverse

pieces in the plain door, known as a

ledge door. The door can be

hung by two small pieces of

brass or copper,

FIG. 2,—BENT WIRES BY FOUNTAIN.

projecting from

the top and

bottom of the

door, a hole be-

ing punched
through the end

of the metal for

one of the wires

to pass through.

Fig. 4 will show
this clearly.

We must now measure the length

of wire we shall need, making calcu-

lation how much will be taken up in

the curve top. From the centre of each

division the wires must increase

slightly in length, as the curve will be
longer. We must now procure three

tops, one for each division. To give

a diagram would be useless, as a

simple inspection of any cage will

explain it, and any woodturner knows
exactly what is wanted. In the illus-

tration of the cage given in Fig. i a

representation of an ornament resem-

bling the head of a spear is given ;

those who do not care for this might
have a ball or an acorn-shaped orna-

ment. Supposing there are

twenty-four wires in each side,

that will make

FIG, I,—FRONT ELEVATION OF AVIARY.
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ninety-six ; but as there will be a considerable space

left at each corner, it will have to be filled up with

a wire springing from the pillar, which will make
one hundred. The circumference of the top must

be divided into quarters, when it will be easy to

prick off twenty- five holes. We will suppose the cage

is wired, ready for the tops.

Take the four corner wires springing from the

pillars and insert them in the top, measuring with a

tape to see that the wires are exactly the same length,

then take a wire from the centre of each side and fix

them. Measure again to see that they are all the

same length, and try by the eye that they are of the

same curve. Having thus pretty firmly fixed the

centre in its position, working in the other wires will

be comparatively easy; when one is done the other

tops must be worked in by the same measurements.

In the centre of the top, on the inside, a small screw-

eye is fixed, from which hangs a swinging perch. In

wiring the back in each of the divisions two of the

wires must be bent into half circles to allow the bird

to get to his food boxes, and at each end for a foun-

tain glass, Fig. 2. A perch must run along in front of

the food boxes, about I inch from the wire and level

with the openings.

We must now make our false bottoms. These
must be made of \ inch stuff, must be a good fit

without being tight. A strip of mahogany the width

of the opening must be sprigged to these. In the

centre of each an ornamental knob may be screwed

to facilitate the withdrawing of the bottom for

cleaning. Perches must be provided, and nothing

more closely affects the bird than these. Often they

are small and round, so small that the poor bird's feet

are sorely cramped. Instead of being round they

should be oval and not less than £ inch wide.

The cage proper is now completed ; it only remains

to give it ornamentation. The top of each pillar

should be finished with an ornamental knob. Scroll-

work in wire may be attached to the front and sides,

as shown, and, also, knobs may be screwed as feet to

stand on.

Seed and water-troughs may be had either of

tin or glass ; a strong wire loop fixed to the wood-
work will receive the trough. The woodwork can
either be polished or got-up in ebony and gold,

which will be quite in character with gaily-plumed

birds.

To discuss the food and management of birds is

beyond my purpose now ; on this point I have only

to say do not over-stock, and do not bring together

birds of a quarrelsome nature. One point I see I

have overlooked. The middle pillars at the back
must not come lower than the rail, else they will in-

terfere with the false bottom.

UPHOLSTERY AT HOME.
By DAVID ADAMSON.

XV.

—

Venetian Blinds and Fittings.

|T>"p=gjrjj3?5|jLTHOUGH blind-making in many of our

SfiuHl large cities has almost become a business

separate and distinct from upholstery,

owing to the modern tendency towards

subdivision of labour, it must not be sup-

posed that the subject is ineligible for this series of

articles. Possibly the day may not be very far ahead

when the upholsterer and the blind-maker will be

altogether ignorant of each other's work ; for at one

time paper-hanging came within the province of the

upholsterer, though it is now a separate branch of

trade which few upholsterers undertake—if we except

the "jobbing hand," an individual who- is often "a
jack of all trades and " Well, everybody knows

the rest of the saying. Blind-making, however, has

not yet reached the dignity of standing quite alone,

for he would be a very poor upholsterer who couldn't

fit up any ordinary blind. With this I have said

enough, perhaps, to show that blinds and blind-fitting

may deservedly claim attention among the things

which can be done by Upholstery at Home.
The work connected with the blinds most usually

met with is simple, and presents so few difficulties

that even those people who are not endowed with a

mechanical mind or manipulative fingers need be

under the slightest apprehension that their resources

will be unduly taxed. If they don't care to make their

own blinds, it will, at any rate, be a convenience to be

able to put them right when anything goes wrong, or

when that period of bliss known as " spring cleaning "

comes round, to take them down and replace them

without outside assistance. Those readers, however,

who do not care to concern themselves with con-

structive details unless they are ornamental, may just

as well skip this chapter, for when they once let it be

known that they are "handy" with blinds, the chances

are they will find plenty of irregular employment, un-

less their blinds are in uncommonly good order. These

useful things often have a knack of getting out of con-

dition : either the cord breaks, or it gets off a pulley,

or it won't pull up and down, or re-taping is necessary,

or a lot of other mishaps occur, which it is not always

interesting work to have to rectify. Still, somebody
rrMSt do so, and when once blinds are made, and up, it

is not generally a difficult matter to remedy any little

defect or do what is necessary in the way of repairs

and adjustment. It would, however, be foreign to the

intention of these papers were instructions to be given

only for repairs, without particulars for construction

and hints that may be of service to the amateur. It

must be said, though, that a complete treatise on
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blind-making is out of the question at present, and

only the better known forms, such as are generally

met with, will be considered. Outside blinds, or sun-

shades, also, will be ignored ; for, however pleasant

and useful they may be in some cases, they are so

comparatively seldom seen that to go into details

about them appears unnecessary. If this supposition

is a mistake, the omission can be rectified on a future

occasion. In the meantime, inside blinds seem more

to deserve attention. These, for our purpose, may
be roughly divided into two classes—the pull-up blind,

of which the " Venetian" may be taken as typical, and
the roller blind, both of which are well known.

Let us take the Venetian first. This is invariably

fixed within the casing of the window, so in making a

new blind the first thing to be done is to measure the

width inside the frame or casing, as well as the length.

The former is essential, but the latter is not so im-

portant—at least, excess is not, as the only result

would be that the blind would descend further than

necessary. It may here be assumed that the ladders,

as the tape supports of the laths are called, have been

procured, as the number of the laths that will be

required for each blind can then be ascertained

exactly. With regard to the tapes, I may say that I

should not advise these being made at home, for they

are somewhat awkward things to prepare, and as they

involve sewing masculine aid is not required. The
amateur cannot do better than use one of the woven
ladders, such as Carr's, which are extensively adver-

tised and are easily obtainable from almost any fur-

nishing draper. Mind, I do not say these are as good
as the hand-sewn ladders when these are properly

made, for I do not think they are ; but they are un-

doubtedly better for the amateur unless he can get

hold of thoroughly good ladders of the other kind. It

is also only fair, though I cannot give them an un-

qualified approval, to say that Carr's ladders enjoy a

high reputation. In case, for any reason, it should not

be convenient to have the laths before the ladders, it

may be well to state that about six will be required for

each foot of length of the blind, so that it is simply a

small matter of calculation to ascertain how many
laths will be necessary. The laths themselves are, as

is no doubt well known, thin pieces of wood, generally

pine, painted, about 2\ in. wide. This width, with a

distance of 2 in. between allows of each overlapping

sufficiently to form a " blind " when the laths are

sloped : and nothing more is needed. If the length

of the narrow or cross tapes of the ladders is less than

this distance, of course the laths must be proportion-

ately narrower and closer together ; or if more, then

fewer and wider laths will do. Generally, however,

there is not much difference from the measurements

given. In addition to the thin laths, three others will

be required, of the same length but thicker, one of

them of 1 in. stuff and the other two of i in. or f in.

stuff. The thickest is that from which the remainder

of the blind depends, and is the one which is screwed

to the window casing. As the supporting piece, it

may receive the first attention, though it is a matter

of small consequence which part is first prepared.

However, as the construction of the blind will, per-

haps, be more readily understood by commenc-
ing with it, it may be first described. Equidistant

from each end mortises must be cut through for

the sheaves, or small wheels over which the cord

passes, to work in. The sheaves are so easily

obtained from any blind makers at a low price,

that it will be hardly worth while to make them ;

but, in case any one wishes to turn them for

himself it may be said that they are merely small

wheels, with a groove sunk in the circumference for

the cord to run in. The diameter may be about

1 inch, and the thickness t inch ; but close adherence

to these dimensions is not necessary, nor is the kind

of wood, though it should be hard and fine-grained
;

those in general use are of boxwood. Through the

centre of each a small hole is bored, sometimes

bushed with brass. These at first sight may seem
preferable to those which are not so protected, and
doubtless they wear longer ; but there is the objection

which is sometimes raised to them, that they are apt

to rattle. Anyway, plain wooden sheaves will do very

well, especially if they are to be the result of amateur

work. The mortises in which these wheels are to run

should be accurately cut a little longer than the

diameter and just sufficiently wide for the sheaves to

revolve in, without either side play or undue friction
;

in fact, they must turn easily, and nothing more.

Another important matter to be observed is, that the

mortises must be cut parallel with the edges of the

lath, for if cut askew, the wheel will not be "fore and
aft," with the result that the cord at that particular

wheel will have an unpleasant tendency to work off,

causing the blind to stick. The same thing will also

happen if the wheel has much side play, and as there

are few houses fitted with Venetians where at least one

of them is not inclined to go wrong apparently without

any reason, the hint may be worth something to those

who want to remedy the defect, but are deterred from

not knowing the " reason why."

There are other causes, such as broken sheaves,

but where there is no self-proclaiming flaw it will

often be found that the blinds go wrong from one
or other of these two, which might very likely escape

notice. Close to one end, generally that on the right

hand, unless there are special reasons owing to the

position the blind is to occupy, two more mortises

must be cut, i.e., supposing there are only two ladders
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to the blind ; if there are three of these, then three

mortises will be required. One of these must be

directly in a line with the nearest of those already re-

ferred to, and the other as close behind it as possible.

Fig. 20, which is a plan of this top or pulley-lath, will

explain more clearly what is required, the dotted lines

from wheel to wheel indicating the cord. Now, with

this plan before us, it will readily be understood that

if the sheaf furthest from the mortised end is not

quite parallel with the lath, it should be inclined

towards its corresponding end sheaf, and occasionally

it maybe so fixed with advantage ; but the endeavour

is generally to cut the mortises as stated. Still, as

variety is charming, especially when the worker's skill

is not equal to producing uniform results, the only

direction in which a deviation can be made with satis-

factory results, is indicated. The sheaves work on a

piece of wire run through the lath. It is better that

they should be a little above this, not just in the centre

or below, so that the cord may run clear above. Fig. 21

shows this, the dotted lines representing the part of the

sheaf enclosed in the mortise.

It will, however, be better to defer the fixing of the

sheaves till the mortises or holes for the rollers on

which the tape-slings rest are cut. The length of

these holes must be sufficient to take in the rollers

comfortably, and the length of these, again, will

depend on the width of the tape-slings, which are

usually of the same material as the ladders.

The rollers themselves are round pieces of wood,

about I inch diameter, with a wire run through

them. This wire should not be so thin that it will

bend in action ; about the thickness of an ordinary

wax vesta will do very well. The mortises for the

rollers should be wider at the bottom of the lath than

at the top, in order that the slings may not chafe at

the edges of the wood, as they will if the hole is cut

an equal width throughout.

Fig. 22 shows the section of the lath, with the roller

and sling in position. It should be noticed that the

rollers ought to be fixed between the sheaves and the

ends of the lath. No measurements, however, can be

given applicable to all cases, as windows, and conse-

quently the blinds attached to them, vary so much in

width ; but, as some guide to go by, it may be stated

that if the slings are 4 or 5 inches, and the ladders

2 or 3 inches further, from the ends, it will do very

well. In exceptionally narrow blinds these distances

may be contracted, while in those of greater width they

may be somewhat more.

The wire in which the rollers turn may be easily

fixed by pushing one end in and letting the other drop

into a small notch cut on the top of the lath, a much
less difficult operation than boring a hole through

from the end. When the sheaves and rollers are

fitted, this top or pulley-lath may be regarded as

finished, except the painting or varnishing, which will

be referred to later on.

The other laths, beyond, of course, smoothing and
cutting to exact length, require very little doing to

them, as it is merely necessary to cut holes in them
for the cords. No doubt it is well known that these

holes are generally oval in shape, and are a good deal

larger than would be sufficient to allow the cord to

pass through them ; this excess, though perhaps not

strictly necessary, being for the purpose of facilitating

the easy working of the blind. The holes may be

round, and if so, the amateur will find a ready and

quick means of making them with the centre-bit,

though if the extra labour is not objected to, the usual

form is preferable. Care should be taken that the

holes are exactly in the right place for the cords to go

through them after passing over the sheaves, as any

inattention will be fatal to a good-fitting blind.

The remainder of the work may be described as

follows : The slings are passed over the rollers, and

the ends neatly tacked either to the edges of the first,

or swivel lath, as it is sometimes called, or passed over

the edges and fastened underneath. The ladders are

tacked to the same lath in a similar manner, viz.,

either to the edges, or carried on to the upper side.

The latter looks the neater of the two ways, as the

connection is then unseen. The laths are then placed

in the ladders and threaded by the cord.

In the ladders it will be noticed that the narrow

transverse tapes are fastened at alternate edges of the

wider bands, and it will be hardly necessary to

remark that the cord must be, as it were, in the clear

passage between.

The bottom lath, like the top one, is thicker than

the others, and the cord is prevented from being pulled

back by being knotted. By the way, the hole in this

lath should not be so large as the others, nothing more

being required than that the cord can go through it.

The ladders are tacked to it underneath, where some

kind of fancy button or rosette is generally fastened

as a finishing touch. The other ends of the cords

hang down from the end sheaves, after passing

which one of them should be cut off and

knotted to the other. See that the shorter cord 1

is not so short, that it will not permit of the blind

being let down full length. The longer cord may be

terminated by a loop or a tassel, generally the for-

mer, as it is more convenient, especially when there

is no " check action " to hold the blind in any posi-

tion. A cord must be attached to reverse the laths

with. This reversing cord passes through a small

eye, which should be fixed into the window-casing in

any convenient position, and the ends be tacked one

on each edge of the swivel lath, as near its end as
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practicable. To be out of the way of the other cords,

this one should be fitted to the opposite extremity of

the blind, which, from what has already been said, is

generally to the left hand. Painting or varnishing

the laths, of course, must be done before they are

fitted, at any rate it can't be done while the laths are

in the tapes. About varnishing after the numerous

references that have been made in Amateur Work
to the various methods of polishing, surely nothing

in the wall paper, curtains, etc., of a room, yet as

soon as it comes to the lath-blind, only by a daring

disregard of conventionality is anything but green

permitted for Venetian blinds. It has, undoubtedly,

something to recommend it, but there really are other

colours than green which might be used more often

than they are, and frequently with advantage. But

the hints thrown out must take care of themselves, as,

after all, the colour of a blind is a personal concern.

FIG 2+ FIG 26

FIG. 20.—PLAN OF TOP OF PULLEY LATH. FIG. 21.—DIAGRAM SHOWING POSITION OF SHEAF. FIG. 22.— SECTION OF LATH
SHOWING HOLE FOR SLINGS AND ROLLERS. FIGS. 23, 24.—ELEVATION AND PLAN OF PATENT STOP, WITH CORDS FREE.

FIGS. 25, 26.—ELEVATION AND PLAN OF PATENT STOP, HOLDING THE CORDS.

need be said, except perhaps that French polishing

with a rubber gives a better finish than simply varnish-

ing with a brush. The peculiar glossy paint with

which one associates Venetian blinds may, however,

be described. To call it paint though is hardly so

correct as to describe it as a varnish, tc which some
colouring matter has been added. Of course, the

orthodox colour for " Venetians " is green, though

every now and then one finds a blind of another tint.

People pay a great deal of attention to the harmoni-

ous blending (or what they consider such; of colouring

There may be other ways of preparing the varnish

for paint ; but I do not know that there is anything

better than a mixture of turpentine and resin. The
latter is melted, and the turpentine stirred into it.

Precaution should be used that the mixture does not

j

catch light, and to guard against this the turpentine

:
should not be added near a fire, as the vapour is very

inflammable. On the whole, the preparation is an

I

awkward one, though there is no danger if ordinary

care be taken. Too much turpentine should not be
added at first, as the mixture, when cold, can always

VOL. VII.—N N
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be thinned down by putting in more. It is not neces-

sary that any exact proportions of each ingredient be

taken ; but as some idea, it may be said that for every

pound of resin a pint or a pint and a-half of turpen-

tine may be mixed with it. This will be far too thick

for use, but it serves very well as a basis to be thinned,

as required, by more turps, with which any colouring

matter should be thoroughly incorporated. The mix-

ture is applied, like ordinary paint, with a brush. For

those who do not care to prepare this varnish, it may
be suggested that the various so-called enamel paints,

which have lately become so popular, seem well

adapted for the purpose, as they dry with a glossy

surface. They are prepared in a great variety of

charming tints, and there is no difficulty in their

application. I may, however, remark that the results

are better when the paint is applied in thin coats, at

least from a few trials I have found them sometimes

crack when laid on thickly. This is stated with all

reserve, and is by no means intended to imply that the

enamel paints are not everything that is claimed for

them by their vendors, when properly used ; and I am
willing to attribute comparative failures to obtain the

best results to endeavours to finish too quickly, for as

in other work, it does not do to ignore the properties

peculiar to each material. Nothing more need, how-
ever, be said about this.

Reference has been made to "check action," or

arrangement by which the blind can be drawn up or

let down to any height desired, and left there without

fastening the cord to the usual hooks. There are

several contrivances by which this undoubtedly great

advantage may be obtained, but none are better than

Beaumont's, or as it is often called "the patent"

check. The patent rights have expired, and various

modifications of the original have been made, the

principle, however, remaining the same. It will be

understood that these checks are by no means neces-

sary, but as they are both convenient and cheap it

seems hardly worth while to finish a blind without

them, and as they are comparatively little known
some account of their construction and action may be

of use. Indeed, it is hardly too much to say that by
many readers they will be regarded as novelties, and
this must be the apology, if any be needed, to those who
think the description of a contrivance " as old as the

hills " unnecessary. Newer forms answering the same
purpose might be described, but I do not know of any
that answer better than this, which, beyond its efficacy,

has the additional merit of being extremely simple

—

so simple that it is almost impossible for it to get out

of order. It consists of an iron plate, something like

the flap of a hinge, which is fastened to the upper side

of the pulley lath, near the end sheaves. To the plate

is hinged a block, with a couple of grooves, in each of

which is hung, on a pivot, a weight or bolt, serving to

grip the cord which is passed under it. But reference

to Figs. 23 and 24 will more clearly explain the action.

As there shown, the blind could be either pulled up

or lowered. In other words, the cords are running

free under the weights. To stop or hold the blind, it

is only necessary to pull the loose cord, A, hanging from

the movable block, when this is brought into the

position shown in Figs. 25 and 26, the cord at the same
time being prevented from slipping by the loose

weights pressing them to what was the horizontal, and
is now the upright, part of the block. By the way,

a hole or recess will have to be cut in the lath to

allow the cord, A, to pass through it, though some of

the movements have a kind of arm carrying the cord

clear. This, however, is merely a matter of detail, as

the principle remains the same. To release the cords,

all that is necessary is to pull them slightly, when the

block resumes the position shown in Figs. 23 and 24,

and the blind may be either lowered or raised, as

required. Another very good contrivance is sold by
Melhuish, but as I have not used it I cannot speak

from experience. If some stop such as this is not

used, it is necessary to fasten the cords to cleats, or

hooks, attached to the side of the window casing.

Suitable fastenings can be obtained from any dealer

in cabinet brass fittings, and it may be mentioned

that Melhuish and Sons illustrate several kinds in

their useful catalogue. They are, however, so easily

understood that any detailed explanation would be

superfluous, as all that is necessary is something to

which the cord may be secured. It will be noticed

that reference has only been made to two tape-ladders

for each blind, as if these are not of unusual size, say

not over 4 feet in width, more will not be required,

though three may be used if preferred. The con-

struction is the same, the only difference being that a

third ladder is in the centre, between the other two.

Roller blinds will be considered in the next chapter.

(
To be continued?)

A HOME-MADE WRINGING MACHINE.
By OLLA POVSIDA.

(For Illustrations, see Folding Sheet issued with this Pari.

)

I, — Introduction — General Description —
Materials — Tools Required — Method of
Procedure.

N pages 66 and 146 of the present volume,

there will be found a description of the

making of a Home-made Washing
Machine, and this article has been

written in fulfilment of a promise given

at the close of the former paper, in page 150. The
wringing machine about to be described is designed
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so as to be used in conjunction with, and in fact to

form part of, the washer previously described. It

will, therefore, be fixed to the frame work of the

washing machine, and immediately over the tub, so

that the clothes, etc., when washed, may be wrung

straight out of the water with as little trouble as

possible. It should, preferably, be a permanent fix-

ture, but, if desired, it can readily be made portable

or semi-portable, since it will require some temporary

fastening to ensure rigidity while in use. Proper

instructions will be given with regard to the fitting of

the wringer on the washer, and these will be readily

understood by those of our readers who possess the

back numbers of the present volume. For the

benefit of those who do not, there will be given in the

next chapter an illustration showing the wringer in

place fixed on the washer ready for use.

It must not be inferred from the association of the

wringer and washer in this article that they are

dependent upon each other. Such is not the case,

for the wringer, by slightly modifying the base, can be

constructed so that it may be attached to a table or

bench, or to a couple of stakes driven into the ground,

and used in conjunction with the washlady. A
wringing machine, under any circumstances, is a great

help, as it practically half dries the clothes before put-

ting them out on the line. This is especially true in

the case of blankets and other heavy woollen goods.

There is another advantage connected with this

wringer, for in addition to wringing it can also be

used for mangling certain articles, such as towels, etc.,

and in this direction, a pecuniary saving will thus be

added to that of time and trouble in wringing.

General Description.—Referring to the Folding

Sheet, Fig. I is a front elevation of the machine com-

plete, and Fig. 2 is a vertical cross section, through

the centre, at a b, as shown. As drawn, it is the

intention that the machine shall be attached to the

washer, by means of bolts passing through the holes,

B, B, and through cross-piece, E. (See Folding Sheet

to Part 73.) To obtain an idea of the construction

let us refer to Fig. 1. It will be perceived that the

machine consists of two rollers, R, R, the lower one of

which is actuated by means of the handle, H, and
spindle, s. The upper one revolves, as a matter of

course, by reason of the pressure between the pair.

The spindles carrying these rollers are borne by
bearings at each end. The two lower of these bearings,

B, Fig. 2, are fixed to the members of the side-frames,

F, F, by means of dowels or pins, F, F, and also by the

bolts, c, c. The two upper ones, B, are mortised into

the ends of the cross-bar, c, B, and secured by keys

or pins, E, E ; these are fitted to slide freely up and
down between the frames, f. f. The cross-bar, c, B,

is provided with stops marked, g, g, to guard against

end play between or through the frame. The pres-

sure between the rollers, R, R, is obtained by means
of the spring marked S, and is regulated by the set-

screw, A.

The spring, s, is secured by means of the distance

pieces, D, and bolts, A ; end play being provided for by

means of shoulders butting against the inside of the

end frame. The pressure between the spring and

cross-bar is taken from the point of the setscrew by

means of a plate, m, recessed and screwed fast to the

upper side of the crossbar, c, B. The two sides, P, P,

are bolted and screwed securely to the frame, F, F,

and arranged to fit snugly over the cross-piece, E, in

the mouth of the tub belonging to the washer (see

Folding Sheet, Part 73.) The distance piece, O,

serves to bind the whole together, as well as to form

a guard over the bevel wheels of washer ; G is a guide

for the clothes which, to undergo the process of wring-

ing or mangling, pass through the rollers in the direc-

tion of the arrow, and are received by the table, T,

which is arranged to fold up when not in use, being

secured by a latch at w. With reference to the fixing

of this machine on the washer, it is intended that the

left hand frame, F, in Fig. 1, front elevation, should

fit close against the right hand side of the bearing

behind bevel wheel on washer. An illustration show-

ing the wringer in place on the washer, will be given

in the next chapter, to which please refer. The
bearing, B, Fig, 2, in the end opposite the handle, is

slotted out as shown in Fig. 2, in order to clear the

driving spindle of the washer.

Materials.—With reference to the materials

required in the construction of the machine, sound

hard wood should be employed. The end frames,

F, F, bearings, B, and B, Fig. 2, side-pieces, P, P,

distance piece, O, cross-bar, c, B, and distance pieces,

D, should be made of oak. The rollers, R, R, should

be made of sycamore or beech, the former is to be

preferred. The spring, s, must be made of ash or yew.

The setscrew, A, may be made out of | inch round

iron, the spindle, S, can be got out of round iron seven-

eighths of an inch in diameter, the web of the handle

can be made out of flat bar iron i& inch wide

by ^ inch thick, while the handle is carried by a

piece of § inch round iron ; the various parts

of the machine are bolted together by & inch

bolts and stout brass woodscrews ; the hinged table,

T, is carried by two common hinges secured to

it and the frame. It will thus be seen, that all the

necessary metal parts can be obtained at any decent

ironmonger's shop ; and as for the timber, if the

quality specified cannot be obtained, then the next

best within reach must be used, always remembering
that the softer the stuff the weaker and less enduring

it is.
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Tools Required.—In the first place, a saw and a

couple of planes are necessary. Next, a f inch augur

for the bolt holes, a i inch ditto for the dowel pins,

and a i inch one for the rollers. A lathe, or the use

of one will be required for the turning up of the

rollers, and for the drilling of the web of handle and
holes for screws in the plate m. The thread on the

adjusting screw, A, can be cut by any blacksmith, but

it should, preferably on account of its bedding in

wood, be of an old fashioned or coarser pitch than

the Whitworth standard. The other bolts may be
bought ready made at any ironmonger's shop. A
file, screw-driver, spanner for f inch bolts, and a

couple of firmer chisels will also be required, together

with a square and a rule.

Method oj Procedure—-The frame should first be

made complete, with the lower bearings, B, Fig. 2,

fixed in place with P, P and O. Next the upper

bearings, B, and crossbar, c, B, should be fitted and
the distance pieces, D, with the spring, S. The rollers,

E, R, may as well be left to the last, as they can

readily be adjusted by turning up the ends to suit the

distance between frame. The handle, H, can be left

until the last, after the machine has been fitted in

place on the washer.

Details will be given in the next chapter, and those

parts which require it will be fully and separately

illustrated with figured dimensions.

( To be continued.)
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ELECTRO NICKEL-PLATING AT HOME.
By GEORGE EDWINSON.

II.—Making the Scouring Tray—Scratch-brushes,
Bobs and Buffs—Preparing the Work, Brass,
Copper, Iron, Steel, Etc. — Finishing and
Polishing the Work.

iEFORE we proceed to nickel-plate any
metal article, it must be made perfectly

clean and its surface be polished. Nickel

will not take properly to a foul surface,

nor will it remain thereon, if forced

upon it, when subsequently subjected to the friction

and pressure of the polishing process. Deposits of

nickel are very hard, much harder than those of gold
and silver, hence, they do not yield kindly to the in-

fluence of scratch-brush and burnisher, nor can they
be brushed or burnished smooth to hide any scratches

made or left on the surface of the article. For those
reasons it is necessary to exercise special care in

preparing articles to be nickel-plated ; to well clean
them, removing every trace of oxide, dirt, grease, and
sweat, and to put a finishing polish on the surface.

It is advisable to do this at all times when goods have

to be coated with metal by the process of electro-

deposition, for a badly prepared surface will spoil the

appearance of an electro-deposited coat of silver or of

gold, however much labour may be expended on it

afterwards ; but this applies specially to nickel-plating,

because of the reasons already given. As a means

toward this end, we must provide ourselves with such

tools and appliances as those hereinafter described.

Scouring Tray.—The first requisite next to dipping

vats, will be a scouring tray in which to hold the goods

whilst they are being scoured and scrubbed by hand,

with a hard brush working in wet powdered pumice.

The scouring tray is simply a water-tight shallow tray

made of wood, as shown in the sketch, Fig. ifi It

may be made as. follows :—Material, f inch yellow

deal, planed, grooved and tongued. Length of tray,

3 feet; width at bottom, 18 inches; width at top,

2 feet ; depth, from a foot to 18 inches. This must

be fixed on trestles, or on a strong frame of a height

suitable to the worker, who will stand at the sloping

side, and hold the goods on a shelf with one hand

whilst they are scoured with the other. This shelf

should be of stout deal, from 7 to 8 inches in width,

and covered with stout buff leather secured by short

brass screws well countersunk to avoid scratching.

This shelf must be fixed in the tray next the sloping

side, and just a little below the edge. The tray must

be kept half full of clean water. The size above given

is for small articles : a larger tray will be needed for

larger operations.

Scratch-brushes.—The ordinary scratch-brush of

fine brass wire, and the ordinary scratch-brush lathe,

such as that shown in my articles on " Electro-plating

at Home," Vol. I., are very little used in nickel-plating

operations, because of the hardness of the nickel

deposit, and the larger size of articles usually nickel-

plated. But, a scratch-brush of fine steel wire is

found useful in cleaning goods made of iron and steel,

and it has been found convenient to have a machine

more easily adapted to the various tools than a mere

light lathe. The machine herein sketched, Fig. 3, is

one that can be easily adapted to take scratch-brushes,

bobs, or buffs, and it can be driven from an ordinary

lathe, or by power, when fixed on a bench. It is of

American manufacture, the price is from two to three

guineas, and it can be got from importers of American

goods. Readers handy with smithing tools and lathe

may construct a similar machine, with a wrought iron

forked standard for the bearings. It is not necessary

to have so many collars, screws, and running nuts as

appear in the sketch ; these being introduced for

convenience in the use of bobs, buffs, and mops, to do

away with the necessity of frequently changing the

tool on the spindle. One end of the spindle should

* For Illustrations, see pages 484, 485.
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have a taper screw to hold a scratch-brush, or bob,

whilst the other end should have a lorjger screw

taking two iron collars to hold a buff or mop and a

running nut to tighten the collars on the discs of

leather or calico composing the tool.

Bobs.—These are small discs of wood with strips

of buff leather glued on them. The leather is charged

with sand, and is used to grind down any roughness

that may appear on an article.

Buff's are discs of walrus, or of bull neck hide

cut to various sizes, and strung on the spindle of the

polishing lathe between the two iron collars. They
are charged with Sheffield lime and oil, or with rotten-

stone and oil, and other similar fine abrading sub-

stances, and are used in preparing articles, to fine the

scratches left by the bobs, and also in finishing, to

put on a first polish after they have left the vat.

Mops, or dollies, are made similar to buffs, with

discs of stout calico or fustian. These should be

placed together to the required thickness (say from

J to 1 inch), and supported by two discs of leather,

one on each side, laced together with tough wire, then

punched with a hole in the centre for the spindle of

the lathe. These are used with fine unslaked lime

(obtained from Sheffield, where it is specially prepared

for the purpose) to put a finishing polish on all the

articles, both before and after plating.

Preparing the Work.—The general directions for

this are necessarily brief, because each metal to be

plated requires a special treatment, and it will be best

to give special directions under each head as we
proceed. All rust, oxide, verdigris, paint, varnish,

lacquer, grease, etc., must be first removed from all

articles, of whatever metal they may be made, for

metal can only firmly adhere to clean metal when
deposited by electricity. Rough castings and forgings

must be filed, ground, and polished before they are

plated, if a polished surface is desired on them after-

wards, for a dead, dull, or rough surface left on the

article when placed in the plating vat, will come out

coated with a corresponding dull or dead coat of

nickel that cannot afterwards be made to look well.

As the work of abrading and cleansing the rough

articles is done by machinery, and with the use of oil

mixed with the abrading substances, a trace of oil

will be sure to be left on their surfaces, and this must
be removed by hand at the scouring tray and in the

dipping vats. Here, also, there is a liability to soil

and spoil the surface, even when the greatest care is

employed, for a mere touch with a naked hand or

finger may cause the deposit to strip from the spot

thus touched. For this reason the scourer must be

careful not to handle the article with the naked hand,

but keep the hand well covered with powdered pumicei

or the article held with a piece of wet rag. The

following instructions should also be followed to the

letter to ensure success.

Preparing Copper, Brass, and Bronze.—Rough
castings must be first filed smooth, or ground smooth

on an emery bob, then roughly polished with a buff

charged with Sheffield lime and oil, or rotten-stone

and oil, then finished off to the best polish obtainable

by the use of the mop or dolly with dry lime. Attach

a piece of wire to the article, and plunge it into the

hot potash dip, allow it to remain for a few minutes,

then take out and rinse in clean water, then dip in the

cyanide solution for a few moments, again rinse in

clean water and transfer to the scouring tray. Here it

must be well brushed with powdered pumice and

water, using a brush of strong hair, as shown at Figs.

4 and 5. The brushing must be done smartly and

quickly, and care must be taken not to leave any part

untouched with the brush, nor to touch any part with

the naked hand. When brushed all over, rinse off

all traces of the pumice, dip at once into the cyanide

solution, again well rinse, and place without delay in

the nickel vat. The battery or other source of power

must have been previously connected to the vat, so

that the article maybe struck with a coat immediately

it enters the plating solution.

Preparing Iron and Steel.—Wrought iron and

steel forgings must be first soaked in the potash vat,

then rinsed with water, and immersed in a pickle

composed of water ten parts, sulphuric acid one part

;

this will loosen the black scale and prepare it for the

sand bob. When the scale has been loosened, take

out of the pickle, rinse well in water, and remove all

roughness from the surface by means of a bob and

glass-cutter's sand. Use another bob with finer sand,

such as Trent sand, and thus put a polish on the

article. It will not be necessary to bob iron or steel

articles, a sufficiently high polish being secured with

a few touches from a buff and fine sand. After the

articles have thus been ground and polished, wire

them, and immerse in the potash vat for a few

minutes or more. Next, rinse with water, and transfer

to the scouring tray, where they must be scoured with

a stiff brush and fine sand, this being preferable to

more mild measures, since it leaves a bright burnished

appearance on the surface of iron and steel. When
well brushed, examine closely for flaws and similar

blemishes ; clean these out with a steel point, and

brush them with a scratch-brush of fine steel wire,

made as shown in Figs. 6 and 7 ; again, well scour

with sand, rinse in water to wash out all traces of

sand, dip for a few moments in the hydrochloric acid

solution, again rinse in water, and transfer at once

to the nickel bath. No time must be lost between

the last finishing strokes of scouring, and getting a

thin coat of nickel on the surface, because polished
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iron and steel so quickly rusts whilst wet and exposed

to the action of air or water. The final dip in hydro-

chloric acid is intended to remove the slight film of

rust contracted during the process of scouring and

rinsing, but this film would be quickly renewed on

exposure, and would in itself be enough to ruin the

subsequent deposit, because it would either prevent

the nickel from going on the foul spot, or, if forced on,

it would peel off again. Cast iron should be similarly

treated, but being an inferior conductor, it should

receive special care in cleaning, and a sharp look out

be kept for sand holes, which must be thoroughly

cleaned out.

Preparing Britannia Metal, Pewter, and Tin.—
These, being of softer metal, will not require such

rough usage in their preparation, as articles made of

copper, brass, or iron. If they are coated with grease,

a slight dip for a few moments in the potash bath

will remove it, and, after they have been polished with

buff and mop, they will only require a mere momen-
tary dip in the potash bath, before being transferred

to the scouring tray. All these articles contain tin,

and this metal is easily dissolved in such a caustic

alkali as caustic potash, the result being that the

potash bath gets tin in solution, and this will deposit

itself upon any copper or brass articles subsequently

placed therein. For a similar reason we must avoid

a long exposure of soldered joints to the potash bath.

After this class of goods has been properly scoured, it

is only necessary to rinse with water, dip for an in-

stant in the potash bath, again rinse, and transfer at

once to the nickel-plating vat.

Coppering the Goods.—Although, with proper care

in the preparation, any iron, steel, or tinned articles

may be made to receive an adherent coat of nickel

without any serious difficulty, it is deemed by many
persons to be much the safer practice to give them a

coat of copper in an alkaline copper bath before trans-

ferring them to the nickel-plating bath. The alka-

line copper bath for small articles is made as follows:

Dissolve in one quart of clear water as much sulphate

of copper as the water will take up ; also dissolve in

another quart of water about four ounces of cyanide

of potassium, pour this into the copper solution,

stirring all the time, as long as a fine green precipitate

is seen to fall, then pour off the supernatant liquor,

and wash the precipitate with clean water. Dissolve

this by pouring on it a strong solution of cyanide of

potassium to make the copper bath. In making this

solution, avoid breathing the poisonous fumes given

off whilst mixing the liquids, as they are highly in-

jurious to health. The copper bath must be worked
hot(i3o° Fah.), and should be heated in an enamelled

iron vessel, or in a stoneware jar immersed in hot

water, using a plate of pure copper as an anode.

Where work of any. magnitude has to be under-

taken, the following solution will be preferable because

it can be worked cold in an ordinary plating vat.

Dissolve one ounce of sulphate of copper in each

half-gallon of water, and provide one ounce of liquid

ammonia to each half-gallon of copper solution. Add
the ammonia to the copper solution until the precipi-

tate first formed has been dissolved, and the solution

has assumed a beautiful blue tint. Next, dissolve

three ounces of cyanide of potassium in a half-gallon

of water, and pour this into the half-gallon of blue

liquid until all the blue colour has quite disappeared.

Work this with a three-cell Bunsen battery, using

anodes of pure copper. Coppering solutions should

give off an abundance of gas at the anode, whilst at

work, and should dissolve the anode freely ; if they

fail in doing this, add more free cyanide of potassium

and of ammonia until the anode dissolves freely.

A mere thin film of copper—just enough to cover

the surface of the iron, steel, tin, pewter, etc.—will be

sufficient, and, when this has been secured, the article

must be at once rinsed in water and transferred to the

nickel-plating vat. Should the deposit of copper ap-

pear defective, it will show that the article has been

improperly prepared, and the work must then be gone

over again at the scouring tray, and again coppered

to cover the defect. Copper will generally take well

to iron, and nickel will take well to copper, so that

this metal will form a cementing substance between

the two other metals.

Depositing the Nickel.—The articles should not be

suspended by slender slinging wires, but hung by

stout copper S hooks from the cathode rods to ensure

good connection and conduction. Do not attempt to

plate two kinds of metals at once, such as copper and

pewter. The work must receive attention whilst in

progress, and be interfered with at once should any-

thing be seen to go wrong. A full battery power

must be first employed until a thin coat has been

struck over the articles, when the power may be re-

duced by taking out one cell of the battery, and the

work finished at a lower tension, in order to ensure

a tough deposit. But, we must not aim so low as to

give the metal a yellow tint, for this will not look well

when finished. The colour of the deposit should be

a dull white, nearly resembling that of silver. It is

advisable to give movement to the articles suspended

in the bath whilst the deposit is going on. A gentle

swinging movement by means of an eccentric lever

attached to machinery, will be best for square,

rectangular, or flat articles, or a rotary movement,

such as that from a bottle-jack, for circular articles,

such as bells, valves, taps, whistles, etc. Undercut

and ornamental surfaces will sometimes give trouble,

which can only be surmounted by changing the dis-
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tance of the anodes from the stubborn spots. As a

rule, the anodes should be so disposed as to offer an

enclosing surface around the article to be plated (as

shown at Fig. 8), and adapted slightly to their form.

The time required to deposit a durable coat of nickel

depends almost entirely upon the condition of the

solution and the strength of the electric current. In

large operations, in a solution containing from four to

five ounces of nickel to the gallon, and worked by a

strong current from a dynamo-electric machine,

nickel may be deposited much more rapidly and in

better condition than from a poor solution small in

bulk and with small battery power. As a rule, we
should not aim at a thick nor a rapid deposit of nickel,

since thin deposits of nickel are far more durable than

thick deposits of silver, and thick deposits of nickel

are apt to strip and peel off in blotches. From one to

two hours may give a sufficiently durable deposit, but

the depositor must at all times be guided more by the

appearance of the deposit than by any time rules.

The general rale, however, is to note the time it takes

to entirely cover the surface with a coat of nickel, and

then to allow twice or thrice this time longer to finish

the deposit.

Finishing the Work.—As all the articles are

beautifully polished before being put into the plating

vats, they leave this with a dull, but quite smooth
coat of nickel, which requires only a little labour to

remove the dull appearance of its surface. This is

done on the polishing lathe by means of buffs and

mops charged with rotten-stone, tripoli, rouge, or

whiting. First rinse the goods in clean water to free

them from all trace of the nickel solution, then pro-

ceed to polish them at the lathe until the desired

surface has been obtained. Do not use a brass

scratch-brash for this purpose, as it is apt to leave a

yellow cast on the surface from brass worn off in the

process.

Re-Plating and Stripping Articles.— It will fre-

quently happen that the depositor fails at first in

getting an adherent or a uniform coat of nickel.

Should the deposit be defective, it must all be stripped

off, and the process be gone all over again, for we
cannot patch up old and defective coats in any satis-

factory manner. The plater may also have to re-plate

articles from which a former coat of nickel or of silver

has been partly worn. The rest of this coat must be

stripped off, and the new surface prepared as at first

directed, before it can be re-plated. This is never

acceptable work, for it is more likely than not that the

worn article is bent, dented, or scored with deep

scratches. Mere traces of nickel may be removed
with bobs charged with sand, but it will generally be

found necessary to strip off the old deposit in acid.

To do this, first make up the acid pickle in the follow-

ing manner : Place the required quantity of water in

a stoneware vessel in a fireplace, or other situation

ensuring a good draught, to carry off the noxious

fumes arising from this process, then add to each part

of water, first one part of nitric acid, and then very

carefully, standing at arm's length from the vessel,

four parts of sulphuric acid. Next sling the articles

to be stripped on stout copper wire, plunge them one

by one in boiling water, take them from this and

plunge them, whilst hot, into the acid pickle, add a

small quantity of saltpetre, swill the articles around

for half a minute, then withdraw, and well rinse in

clean water. If all the nickel has not been removed

in the first operation, repeat it again and again

cautiously, adding a little saltpetre if necessary, until

all the nickel has been taken off. If done carefully,

all the coat of nickel will dissolve without material

injury to the metal beneath.

Silver may be removed by similar treatment in hot

sulphuric acid alone, adding a little saltpetre from

time to time as required. Too much care cannot be

exercised in these operations, since the acids are

destructively corrosive, and the fumes injurious to

health.

Objections to Nickel- Plating.—Nickel should not

be deposited on vessels or articles used in culinary

operations to contain food, or to come into contact

with food. This metal readily forms poisonous salts

when exposed to the action of acids, such as those

found in fruits, or caused by changes in fatty sub-

stances. Mr. J. W. Urquhart says in his book on

Electro-plating :
" Care must even be taken when

nickeled spoons and forks are in use—even ham fat

will cause nickel to dissolve on these, and the

poisonous green salts to appear after a few hours."

Nickel has its special uses as a coating for iron and

steel tools, and ornaments exposed to the action of

air in situations where iron and steel would rust, and

silver tarnish. It does not tarnish as silver does,

but it loses its brilliance in a damp atmosphere. The

best protection against this is a thin coat of vaseline

rubbed on after the nickeled article has been cleaned.

{Concluded.)

BRACKETS AND TAPER-STANDS.
By PROFESSOR L, MARISSIAUX.

ANY of the readers of Amateur Work
will, doubtless, find the above-named

articles of furniture very useful and

handy. P'or some time I had been

annoyed at not having, in the winter

mornings or evenings, a good light to shave by. A
candle, or even two candles, placed on my wash-hand-

stand did not do ; they stood either too near my face, or
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to my razor, and if I put them a little way-

aside, I could not see my face any more

in the looking-glass, which, to say the

least of it, was not only dangerous

to the safety of one's skin, but

detrimental also to

shaving. In short, it

a real bother ! I thi

thought of another

plan. I hung my-

looking-glass on the

wall, causing the top

of it to lean slightly

towards me in the

usual way, so

generally
J

Cut two of Fig. i, for which a suitable

pattern that looks extremely well when

cut, as I have proved, is given in this

page. The little rectangular holes

seen in a should be left out in

vl

ving if the bracket is

glued together; but I

Ivise my fellow-ama-

teurs to make it as

shown in the figure.

The non-gluing me-

thod has an advan-

tage, which a mo-

ment's consider-

ation will

make plain

brack

adopted
for picture

which are h

above the e

thebeholdi

can only

seen with e

due advan i

I made tl

ets and taper-stands

which I am about to

describe, and placed

them at the proper

height one on each side

of my mirror. Now to

come] to the making of

the brackets. Get some
hard wood, such as oak

or mahogany, about

thick ; do not take it too

thin, as, owing to the drawing

being delicate in some parts,

the wood might break. On
the other hand, if you were

to take it too thick, it would

spoil the whole appearance

of the thing
; T\ inch is

about the right thickness.

and clear

to all, and
which needs

no further expla-

ation than to say

at the bracket

be laken to

es and put to-

c 2 gether again in a few

minutes. This is no

slight advantage, for,

somehow or other, these

fragile pieces of fancy

furniture always get

broken in a removal, how-

ever well packed up they

may be. Cut two of Fig. 2,

which forms the projecting

member of the bracket that

supports the shelf. It is

comprised in Fig. 1, being

merely a repetition of half

of the back, and its size is

indicated by the dotted lines

B C, B D ; cut also, two of

Fig- 3- The pieces for the
FIG. I.-BACK OF BRACKET. FIG. 2.-SUPP0RT OF SHELF, brackets are now ready. The
IDENTICAL WITH HALF OF THE LOWER PART OF BACK, AS

.
.'

shown by dotted lines c b, c d, in white in fig. i. next thing to be done is to get
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eight (four on each bracket) small brass eyes as in

Fig. 4 ; these I should get before cutting out the

holes in Fig. 1, as the eyes ought to fit in exactly, to

make the whole thing quite firm. These eyes must

be screwed in the thickness of the wood of Fig. 2,

so as to make them correspond with the holes in

Fig. 1, and then a quite small peg or linch-pin is

inserted in the eye, and the two pieces stick properly

Fig. 6, and two of Fig. 7. The putting together of these

small candlesticks does not require much explanation.

It is obvious that A A A, B B B, and c C c, of the three

pieces (Fig. 5) fit into A a a, b b b, and C of Figs. 6

and 7, and that a small stand will be the result of the

operation. The hollow place in the middle of Fig. 7

receives a candle. Two small glass sconces can

be bought for a few pence, which will protect the

^t • 4r
FIG 6

FIG. 3.—SHELF FOR BRACKETS, SHOWN IN PLAN. FIG. 4.—BRASS EYES
FOR FITTING BRACKETS TOGETHER. FIG. 5.—SUPPORT FOR TAPER.
FIG. 6.—BASE FOR TAPER. FIG. 7.—SOCKET FOR TAPER. N.B.—RE-
LATIVE POSITIONS OF SUPPORTS, BASE, AND SOCKETS OF TAPER
STANDS SHOWN IN FIG. 5-

together if the work has been done in the right way.

The same operation must be gone through for the

shelves, and the brackets are complete. If small

eyes could not be had, a U-shaped piece of thin wire,

pointed at each end, might be used instead, but care

must be taken not to split the wood in driving them

in with the hammer ; holes should be bored before-

hand in the wood with a thin bradawl.

Figs, s, 6, and 7 are drawings representing the fret-

Work of the taper-stands. Cut six of Fig. 5, two of

candlestick in case of wax running down from the

candle.

I varnished mine with a brush in the ordinary way,

after a sound sand-papering, and I can assure my
fellow-readers that these little brackets are quite

worth the trouble of making them, for beside their

usefulness they are very ornamental. I may add that

these designs cannot be bought anywhere else as they

are copyright, and will not be found anywhere except

in Amateur Work.
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In working drawings the accompanying engravings

should be enlarged one-fifth ; that is to say, as they

have been produced on a scale of 4 inches to 5 inches

to bring them into the page, it will be desirable to

enlarge them in the proportion of 5 inches to 4

inches. The fretworker may, however, enlarge them

still more than this, say on a scale of 4 inches to 3,

or even 3 inches to 2, if he wishes to have larger

brackets.

HOW IT WAS MANAGED.

A SERIES OF PRACTICAL HINTS, SUGGES-

TIONS, AND WRINKLES.
FROM AMATEURS FOR AMATEURS.

XLYII,—STAND FOR COCOA-NUT.

[From J. B., Stonham.'}

NCLOSED is sketch of stand for cocoa-nut

shell, made entirely of wood. Fig. 1 repre-

sents a side view of same complete, showing

one arm, Aj there are four of these, which are

made of a piece of wood, J inch thick, and of

any sort preferred. I made mine of light oak, polished, which

contrasts well with the dark shell. They are made with dove-

tailed ends to fit in the grooves shown in Fig. 2, which is an

uoright piece, marked 11 in Fig. I, 2j inches long and 1 inch

square, tenoned to fit in the stand marked c, which consists

of two pieces 4 inches long by 1^ inch square, notched to

fit in each other, as at D, and fastened together with screws

put through from the bottom, and also glued. The best way

to make the arms, a, fit the shell is to make a template of

cardboard to fit the shape of shell, and offer it to the dove-

tail grooves so as to get the correct form, and then mark the
1

wood from it. The stand, c, is capable of being worked in

any ornamental form that may he chosen. The one I made

from sketch was finished with spiral twists, as also was B,

one I finished up in the shape of an octagon, with carving

of flowers on the sides The arms also admit of much

variety. I made one with them in the form of goblins, with

small imps over their heads, on which to hang the sugar

tongs. I find the shell cleans up well with file, scraper, and

glass paper, and French polishes beautifully. White hard

varnish will finish up the stand nicely. I had not seen the

article on a cocoa-nut shell when I made my first stand, or

should have been glad of directions for cutting off square,

or rather true. Fig. 3, D is plan of stand when notched and

fitted together, showing mortise to receive u. The arms, A,

if preferred, might be screwed on to B, but would not

have quite so neat an appearance; but if round-headed brass

or nickel screws were used, I think they would look very

well and be much less trouble. The stand may be adapted

and utilized for holding any glass or earthenware bowl for

flowers, etc., if the glass or bowl will fit. If not, the prin-

ciple on which the stand is made holds good for any bowl-

shaped receptacle, and for any favourite thing of the kind,

whether old or new, a stand may be made.

XLVIII.—A HANDY SAWING STOOL.

[-Prom J. B. t Stonha m.]

As in all probability many of the readers of Amateur
Work may not have seen a sawing stool similar to one

which I am constantly in the habit of using, I send sketches

of it in plan (Fig. 1), and side elevation (Fig. 2), trusting it

may prove as convenient to them as to me. It is made of

four pieces of ash, the two for the sides 3 feet 3 inches long

3 inches by 2 inches, and the ends 2 feet 8 inches, same width

and depth, mortised together and fitted with legs at the four

corners. The plan and side elevation will sufficiently show

its construction, and as the dimensions are given, further

description will be unnecessary. I may, however, add that

I find the sawing stool most useful for ripping boards of any

length and width, and there is quite room in the top for saw

to work, also for cross-cutting, and also when boring I find it

most handy. I also find that with the legs placed in the round

hole, and in position indicated, the stool stands perfectly

steady. I mention this because some might object to the

insertion of the ends of the legs in round holes. The old

carpenter from whom I got the pattern had used one of the

same kind and size for many years. I do not think it would

take up more room than two ordinary stools, which have to

be used when ripping. I may perhaps add, the stool should

not be made higher from the floor than I foot 10 inches, as it

is not so convenient if too high.

XL1X.—A BED TABLE.

[From H.]

This is a piece of furniture which every one should have in

his house ; it is easily made and the greatest comfort, as any-

one who has breakfasted in bed and remembers the obstinate

tendency which a tray, balanced on his knees, has to cap-

size, will easily imagine. Although it may be taken that

the drawing explains itself, it may, nevertheless, be

desirable to say a few words on its construction. Fig. I

shows the table in front elevation, and Fig. 2 exhibits it in

plan. The top, seen more clearly in Fig. 2, is 2 feet 9

inches long, and I foot 8 inches wide. The circular arc,

taken out to receive the body of the invalid, is 6 inches deep,

and struck with a radius of 9 inches, as indicated Jn Fig. 2.

Two slips are then prepared, measuring 1 foot 8 inches, by

2iJ inches by i inch, and in these holes are bored for the

reception of the legs, which are 8| inches long, including

tenon at top, and I B inches square, stop chamfered at the

edges. The inner edges of the slips into which the tenons

are mortised should also be chamfered. The tenons being

glued and wedged up, the slips are screwed up to the

bottom of the top piece, the outer edges of the slips being

flush with the sides of the bed table, as may be seen from

illustration of a corner of the table, partly in section, shown

in Fig. 3. This being done, a ledge i-j'j inches wide is

fixed all round the table top, as shown in section in Fig. 3,

the bottom of the ledge being flush with the bottom of the

slips in which the legs are tenoned. This ledge is affixed to

both sides and the back.

The body of the sick person fits into the recess in side of

table, and the four short legs rest on the bed clothes, on

either side of those of the patient.
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The table is made of pine and left unpainted, so that it

can be scoured now and then, but would be more ornamental

if coated with Aspinall's Enamel, a composition which has

achieved a just celebrity and popularity, partly on account

of its excellence as a preparation for coating wood and

metal, and partly on account of the variety of tints in which
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Fig. i.—Front Eleva-
tion.

Fig. 2.—Plan of Top,
etc. C, Section
along A, B.

Fig. 3.—Section at Cor-
ner showing Con-
struction.

it is supplied, all without a single exception being possessed

of a beauty and delicacy of tone and brilliancy of gloss

that is never to be met with in such perfection in any

other kind of paint of the ordinary description as made

and supplied by the oil and colourman. For amateurs' pur-

poses Aspinall's Enamel is one of the most desirable pre-

parations that have been recently produced,

-QF

-3-'

-2 8 - •l-o-iG

FIG. I.—HALF PLAN OF SAWING STOOL. FULL LENGTH OF

RAIL, 3' 3". FIG. 2.—END ELEVATION, SHOWING BRACING

FOR LEGS, ETC.

LA

FIG 2

FIG. I.—CONSTRUCTION OF STAND FOR COCOA-NUT, WITH ONF.

ARM, A. FIG. 2.—DOVETAILING IN SHAFT TO RECEIVE

ARMS OF STAND. FIG. 3.—PLAN OF CROSS-SHAPED BASE

TO RECF.IVE SHAFT.
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NOTES ON NOVELTIES.
By THE EDITOR.

62. Camping Out. 63. Electricity versus Gas.

64. Electro-Plating. 65. The Mechanics' Work-
shop Handybook. 66. The Journal of Micro-

scopy and Natural Science. 67. The Amateur
Lithographer. 68. Melhuish's New Hack-Saw.

69. Bracher-Patent Water Filter.

IAMPING OUT. —Readers of Amateur
Work who have an inclination to make
excursions from home for longer or shorter

periods, and prefer to be their own hosts

and landlords during their absence, will

find a most useful mentor and vade mecum in " Camping

Out ; or, Holidays under Canvas, by Gyp. A Guide for those

unaccustomed to Gipsy Life or the River, with details of

English, Irish, and Foreign Rivers, Circular Tours, List

of Books to Consult, Cost of Transit, Sail and Tent

Making, Canal and River Fees, Rule of Road, etc.,"

published at Is. by Simpkin, Marshall and Co., Stationers'

Hall Court, London, E.C. The popularity of this pam-

phlet of 70 pages is manifest from the fact that it has

reached a second edition in a few months, in fact, before

it could become generally and widely known. Informa-

tion is first given as to the best times of the year for

camping out, the boat, the tent, encamping for the night, and

all the appliances that are needful, with hints as to food and

clothing. Then follow brief remarks on home and foreign

rivers, and routes for circular tours abroad, with notes on

rates of transport to foreign lands, and desirable guide

books. " What to Take " forms the title of a very impor-

tant chapter, enumerating as it does everything the adven-

turer can require, with a description of Wright and Butler's

Picnic Stove and Globe Lamp as being eminently suitable

for camping out. The Abstract from the Thames Bye-Laws,

Glossary of Terms, more familiar to nautical men than to

landsmen, and another of English and French terms for

voyagers on foreign rivers, will be found most useful, as will

also the Recipes for Camp Cookery, which form a useful and

appropriate finale to a volume that is at once brief, but to

the purpose, giving in a small compass instructions on every

point in which a camper- out should be well versed. The

book may also be obtained from Mr. George J. Cosburn,

Printer and Publisher, Market Place, Newbury.

63. Electricity versus Gas.—This is another useful

volume of So pages, written by Mr. John Stent, and pub-

lished at 6d. by Messrs. Swan, Sonnenschein, Lowrey and Co.,

Paternoster Square, Paternoster Roiu, E. C. If anyone wishes

to learn something respecting electricity, gas, and petroleum,

as rival sources of light, etc., he cannot do better than buy

and read this small volume. There is no doubt whatever

of the value of electricity as a means of lighting, and of its

infinite superiority to gas, but it must always be borne in

mind that electric lighting is costly to carry out, and especi-

ally in isolated country houses, where expensive appliances

must be put up for the generation and accumulation of elec-

tricity, whereas petroleum lighting and heating can be

Carried out at no greater expense than that of the first cost

of the lamp or stove used for these respective purposes.

That the electric light is preferable to gas light and lamp

light, could it be as cheaply provided for, there is no deny-

ing, but I cannot agree with Mr. Stent when he states that

"the case against the oil lamp is overwhelming, and if we

must choose between the two we had better hold fast by gas."

The turn of the tide of popular liking from gas lighting

in favour of oil lighting is very strong just at present, be-

cause it is found that it is cheaper and infinitely more

healthful. Not long ago I took down a three-light gaselier

in a room of low pitch, which the gas jets rendered insuffer-

able, and put up one of Defries's Safety Hanging Lamps

with a single burner. From this single burner we get at

least twice as much light as we did from the three-light

chandelier, and the atmosphere of the room is cooler and

infinitely more pleasant. Experience further shows that the

cost of the light is much less than that of gas, so that were

it not for the trouble of filling and trimming the lamps, we

should be inclined to give up gas altogether. Mr. Stent is

evidently a warm advocate of lighting by electricity, and

his partiality seems to have drawn him into making his

case against oil somewhat worse than it really is. Moreover,

electricity is a source of light and power only, and will do

no cooking. Gas and petroleum on the contrary, afford

heat as well as light, and are useful for cooking, a point in

their favour which will render the advance of electric lighting

less rapid than it otherwise might be, and at present both

gas and petroleum are more independent as sources of light,

and even power, than electricity is, for the last named re-

quires steam power to set in motion the generator by which

it is produced, and far more within the reach and compass

of householders, generally speaking, whether they live in

town or country. Still, Mr. Stent's book is replete with

information, and, if taken cum grano, will be found helpful

and instructive by all who are seeking information on the

electric light.

64. Elect ro- Plating.—-The book now before me, bearing

this title, is the second edition, carefully revised, with addi-

tions, of a practical handbook on the deposition of copper,

silver, nickel, gold, aluminium, brass, platinum, etc., with

descriptions of the chemicals, materials, batteries, and

dynamo machines used in the art, written by Mr. J. W.

Urquhart, C.E., member of the Society of Arts, and author

of " Electrotyping," "Electric Light," etc. It is pub-

lished by Messrs. Crosby Lockwood and Son, 7, Stationers'

Hall Court, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C. The subject-

matter, which is not so profusely illustrated as a work on

this topic would seem to demand, is remarkable for its

simplicity of language, its clearness of description, and

plainness of the working directions necessary for and appli-

cable to the practice of the plating shop, on the one hand,

and the wants of amateurs, on the other. It is intended, in

short, for the ordinary unscientific reader or workman, and

is excellently adapted to serve his purpose. It is divided

into eight chapters, which, after the introduction and a

copious explanation of terms used in the art of electro-

plating, deal respectively with the plating room and work

done in it, batteries, and dynamo-electric machines, the

deposition of copper, silver, nickel, gold, and aluminium
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and other metals, the ninth and concluding chapter being

devoted to a consideration of dynamo-machine working.

65. The Mechanic? Workshop Handybook.—This work,

which is published and sold at 2S. by Messrs. Crosby

Lockwood and Son, is a practical manual on mechanical

manipulation, embracing information on various handicraft

processes, with useful notes and miscellaneous memoranda,

by Mr. Paul N. Hasluck, A.I.M.E., author of "Lathe

Work," etc., forming one of " Lockwood's Series of Handy-

books for Handicrafts," many of which have already been

noticed in these pages. It is a capital book, containing an

immense amount of information condensed into a small

compass. It is chiefly designed for the use of young

mechanics and amateurs interested in metal working, and,

therefore, sets forth in plain and well-chosen terms the con-

stituents and characteristics of the metals and alloys used in

metal working, with practical instruction and hints on

various processes and operations in the art, and the handling

and treatment of various tools. The chapter on tool-

grinding is an excellent one, and will be found most useful.

An ample index is appended to the volume, which serves as

a finger-post to the different subjects treated, and shows that

the book extends over a far wider area of manipulation,

and is much more comprehensive than its title indicates.

66. The Journal of Microscopy and Natural Science.—
This interesting and well-printed quarterly, of which

Part III. of the New Series, published July, iSSS, is now
before me, although produced ostensibly for the benefit of

the microscopist, has much in it that will be found acceptable

to the general reader, such as the paper on " The Romance

of Seed Sowing," by H. W. S. Worsley-Benison, F.L.S.,

and the copious notices of new books, to which as many as

twelve pages are devoted . The journal is published quar-

terly, in January, April, July, d October of each year,

at is. 6d., by Messrs. Balliere, Tindal and Cox, King
William Street, Strand, London, W.C.

67. The Amateur Lithographer.—As many correspon-

dents have written from lime to time to ask questions about

graphs of different kinds I think there will be many at home
and abroad who will be glad to hear of and know some-

thing about a new appliance for the execution of lithography

at home, which is called the Amateur Lithographer, and

which seems, as far as I am able to judge, without having

actually used it, to be one of the best of the many copying

apparatuses that have been produced of late years, and,

therefore, one of the cheapest, for cheapness, it must not be

forgotten, is altogether a relative term, and applies, not so

much after all to the price that is asked for any article as it

does to its efficiency for turning out the work it is intended

to do, or as a means to the end it is intended to serve, in

the best possible manner. The form of the apparatus

may be gathered from the accompanying illustration, in

which it is shown in operation. It will be noticed that

on the left of the engraving is exhibited a lithographic

stone, carried in a frame resembling a shallow box or tray,

in which and from which it may be firmly held or removed

at pleasure by the action of two binding screws, which are

clearly perceptible. This frame is fitted with a flexible or

elastic cover, seen to the right, and on the inner surface of

this cover the writing or drawing, as the case may be, is

imprinted in reverse from the stone, and from the cover, in

its turn, impressions are taken on the paper in the manner

shown in the illustration To effect this the writing or

drawing is first executed on the lithographic stone with a

hard fine pointed pen or drawing pen and ink specially

made and sold for this purpose. The writing or drawing

must then be left to dry, and when dry enough, to escape

blotting under any pressure, or smearing by contact with

anything that may touch the surface, is sponged over with a

fixing solution, also supplied with the apparatus. After the

lapse of a minute or two the solution is sponged off with

cold water and the stone is then ready for printing. To
effect this a printing roller is first applied to the stone after

having been charged with ink laid on the inking plate. The
elastic plate or cover previously spoken of is then laid down

on the stone and a felt roller passed over the back of it.

This insures the transference of the design to the under

surface of the plate in reverse. The plate is then laid back

on the surface of a board provided for the purpose, and an

impression is taken from it by inking the plate with the

printing roller,

laying the paper

upon it, subject-

ing it to pressure

from the felt

roller used for

this purpose,

and then re-

moving it, the

process of ink-

ing the stone,

transferring from

the stone to the elastic plate, and printing from the

plate being repeated until a sufficient number of impressions

have been taken. The design or lettering is removed from

the elastic plate and stone with turpentine, after which both

are ready for further work.

It is claimed for this simple and effective apparatus

that it presents an easy and reliable means for " reproducing

without press facsimile copies of any pen and ink work, not

only on any paper, but also on cardboard, stone, glass, wood,

leather, materials for crewel work, embroidery, etc., and

herein lies, of course, an additional advantage." The

specimens sent me of work done by the Amateur Litho-

grapher are clear, sharp, and of an intense black. Its

advantages may be thus enumerated :— 1. The writing may

be done with any ordinary fine pointed pen, the finer the

pen the better. The ink used is, of course, a black ink

specially supplied, that flows easily from the pen. 2. The

writing or drawing is distinct, and perfectly free from dotted

or interrupted lines, thus yielding a perfect facsimile of the

original on the stone, and, therefore, rendering the apparatus

suitable for the reproduction of work of the most delicate

character. 3. The apparatus can be efficiently worked in

any climate, whether hot or cold. 4. The mode of working

is simple in the extreme, and the copies taken are always

clean and free from any disfiguring blots or blurs. 5- ^ n >'

number of impressions can be taken from the plate, and

THE AMATEUR LITHOGRAPHER.
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these need not be worked oft' all at once, but may be taken

at intervals as most convenient. 6. Errors in writing or

drawing on the stone can be easily corrected by erasure and

re-drawing. 7. The stone and elastic plate seldom, if ever,

require renewal, and after the cost incurred by the first

purchase of the apparatus, the only ex-

pense necessary for working it lies in the

purchase of writing ink, printing ink,

and fixing solution. The sizes and prices

are as follows :

—

Size. Printing Surface. Centimetres.

No. 1. 10 ins. by 7 ins (26 by 17)

for large 8vo.... £2 10 O

„ 2. I4f ,, by gg „ (37 by 25)

for 4to and fcap. £3 10 o

„ 3. 20 „ by 15 „ (50 by 38)

for large plans, &c. £4 10 o

The parts and appliances separately sold

are Amateur Lithographer's ink, per JjS!
bottle, is. 6d. ; printing ink, per tube or *K

tin, 2s.; fixing solution, per bottle, is.; automatic distilling apparatus.
snakestone, for polishing, Is. ; bronze

powder, all shades, per box, is.; lithographic stones and

elastic plates, if wanted in duplicate, 4s. 6d,, 6s., or 10s. 6d.,

according to size. The Amateur Lithographer and every-

thing that is used with it are supplied by any stationer

in the United Kingdom, or by The General Apparatus

Company, Limited, Patentees and Manufacturers, 16 and

18, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

68. Afelhuish's Weiv Hack-Saw.—Although all amateurs

are not metal workers, there will be but few who will not,

at one time or another, require the aid of a hack-saw. In-

deed, for many purposes that a file is used, the hack-saw is

better than the file, and, therefore, in an amateur's equip-

ment, it may be regarded as forming an item that is almost

indispensable. Many, however, because it is not a tool

that is wanted every day, may hesitate on laying out 6s. for

the Star Hack-Saw and twelve blades, or the money asked

for the ordinary metal saw, with the handle above the blade

and not in continuation of it, as it were, which vary in

length, carrying blades from 5 inches to 12 inches, and
ranging in price from 3s. to 7s., the blades themselves cost-

ing id. per inch.

The new hack-

saw is similar to

the Star Hack-

Saw in form, but

differs from it in

points of detail,

namely, the form

of the handle

which is an open iron casting, and in the bow frame, as

may be seen from the accompanying illustration. The
blades are harder than the ordinary file, and when brought

to bear on any kind of metal will cut it readily. Messrs.

K. Melhuish and Sons, Fetter Lane, Holborn Circus, E.C,
are selling these useful tools at 2s. yd. each, post free,

including twelve blades.

69. B.acher-Paten! Water Distiller. — This new auto-

NEW AND CHEAP HACK-SAW FOR AMATEUR METAL WORKERS,

matic distilling apparatus has been recently introduced by

Messrs. Bracher and Co., Patentees and Manufacturers,

West Hill, Wincanton, who have appointed the Britannia

Company, Colchester, sole agents for its sale. It may be

seen at the company's show rooms, 100, Houndsditch,

London, E.C, and at 24, Corporation

Street, Manchester, and 2, Cleveland

Street, Wolverhampton. I have not

seen the apparatus at work, but I am
told that it is very efficient, and it is cer-

tainly quite a novelty. The advantages

claimed for it over the ordinary still is

that distillation is effected without, a

" worm," a thing hitherto believed to be

absolutely impossible, and that it can be

fixed up at a moment's notice, and sup-

plies absolutely pure distilled water very

rapidly. In addition to these points,

each apparatus is self-contained, is

easily cleaned, and occupies but little

space. There are two forms of these

stills, known as the A pattern, shown

in the accompanying illustration, and the B pattern.

The former comprises three sizes, ranging from 5 t° 7

inches in diameter of boiler, and from 8 to 10 inches

in height of apparatus, supplied at from 15s. to 25s. in tin

plate, and 25s. to 45s. in tinned copper. The latter com-

prehends five sizes, ranging from 7 inches to 12 inches in

diameter of boiler, and from 10 inches to 16 inches in

height of apparatus, sold at from 27s. 6d. to 50s. in tin

plate, and from 47s. 6d. to 95s. in tinned copper. The
approximate production per day of apparatus of the A
pattern is from one to three gallons, according to size, and

of the B pattern from four to eighteen gallons. Plants on a

large scale on the same pattern are supplied according to

estimate. It is alleged by the manufacturers that, owing to

the use of imperfect distilling apparatus, it has been fre-

quently found by several eminent chemical authorities that

distilled water as supplied to chemists contains ammonia

and nitrites, which renders such water unfit to use, and

likely to acquire a bad odour if kept. The remedy for this,

however, is to prepare distilled water, as required, by means

of the Bracher-

Patent Water Dis-

tiller. The A
stills are said to

be very efficient

for small require-

ments, but the B
stills are marked

by superiority of

construction, and greater rapidity of distillation, especially

where the condenser can be kept cool by a continuous

stream of cold water running through it. When this is not

convenient, excellent results can be obtained by drawing

off the water from the condenser, when too hot, by the

tap at the side, and refilling with cold water. Any reader

wishing to know more about these wormless stills should

write. to the Britannia Company, Colchester.
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For " Instructions to Contributors and

Correspondents," see page 45 of this

Volume, or Part 72, page 45,

Venetian Blinds, etc.

A. T. S. (WaterforcL), writes :— "In a back
number of Amatrur "Work there was a

notice of a small book by Mr. Clementson,
of West Hartlepool, on Venetian Blinds, how
to make and repair, etc. I wrote for a
copy, but stamps were returned, and told

he, Mr. Clementson, had left the place or
town. Could you oblige me by letting me
know where I could procure a copy, or if

anyone of our readers would lend me
theirs (or sell it), for a short time, I should
feel very grateful. I am a subscriber from
the first, and I could astonish you with the
number of things I have made. I only
wish I had known itor that something of the
sort had been published many years ago.

1. I made one of those Aquariums, in zinc,

with rockwork, the admiration of everyone
who sees it. 2. The Lily Overmantel.
3. Doable ^olian Harp. 4. Pair of Tele-

phones. 5. Dressing Table with glass and
drawers down sides. 6. Turbine Motor.
7- Washing Machine. 8. Electric Clock
(not finished). 9. Bound all numbers of

Amateub Wobi, and others, and so good
am I at it friends do not know which mine
or which professional. The above, and a

good many minor little thing3 I have been
able to make and do, tbanks to Amateur
Work. If our readers would all work and
talk less about what is not noticed, as I
have done, I think they would be better

occupied. I hope you will be satisfied with

my list of work. I was nearly forgetting I

also made two Cistern Barometers which
work splendidly, indeed, keep equal with
an Aneroid I have." [I am as well satisfied

as you are with your success and industry.

Ton are like your Cistern Barometer, you
work splendidly.—Ed ]

Brazing Seams of Model Boilers.

C. J. W. (Beccle*).—You do not mention
the metal of which your boilar is com-
posed, but I presume it to be copper. I

am mot able to judge the possibilities of an
amateur's skill in brazing, for some are
equal to any professional in tackling diffi-

cult jobs, and this appears to me to be a
difficult one. The seams of a model boiler

cannot be easily brazed in a forge fire. I

am doubtful about making a sound job of

it at all by this meins. The seams may be
riveted together, and then made steam-
tight with 3older well run into the seams.
I do not know of a book on the subject
likely to be of use to you in dealing with
this job, but I think our old friend, Olla
Podbida, may be able t« give you instruc-

tions. It is certainly a piece of work in
which the utmost care should be exercised.

-G. E.

Tennis Racquet, etc.

Eilean 5a Cheo.— (1.) For an article

describing clearly and fully the mode of

making a Lawn-tennis Racquet, see Vol. VI.,

page 385, otherwise Part 68. (2., Since the
appearance of the papers by Mr. Kennedy
and Towq Amateur on Boat and Canoe

Building, there has been an article entitled
* g A Canvas Covered Sailing Canoe,'* by
Matthew Stickleback:, inVol.IV., page 274,

otherwise Part 41. I tbink this may meet
your special want. There is also a paper

on " Boat Building with Willesden Water-
proof Paper," in Vol. V., page 126, other-

wise Part 50. Papers on canoe building

have been offered to me and accepted, and
I trust they are in preparation. (3.) Ama-
teurs in many cases do difficult things, and
as you have made three violins, for one of

which you got £3 10s., I should think it is

quite within your power to make a split

cane rod. The mysteries of Fishing Tackle

Making are fully explained in J. Harring-
ton Kebnk's papers thereon, which apj)ear

in eleven out of the twelve parts which are

included in Vol. IV., so that you may as

well become possessed of this volume in

its entirety. Mr. Keene, however, does

not go into detail about making a split cane

rod, because in all probability there are few

who would attempt such a task. I append
your kind remarks on Amateur Work iu

the hope that they will induce others to

do as you are doing. Send me your name
and address that when the time comes for

sending them out yonmay have prospectuses

to distribute to your friends. You kindly

say—" I am doing my utmost to extend

the circulation of your splendid paper. It

was only lately I knew there was such a pub-

lication ; I think it would be a boon to hun-

dreds if they only knew about it. You may
say what can one do ? but if all your sub-

scribers would get five new subscribers, as

I have done, your circulation would go up
by leaps and bounds ; of course, they would
not stop at five but get another five to put

to that, and so on."

Electric Lights.

Auctiow.—You will have to make the

battery, the lamp and the fittings, and in

order to learn how to do this, or where to

purchase the different parts, refer toVol. I.,

pages 354, 461, otherwise Parts 8, 10, for

papers by Mr. Edwinson on the '
' Domestic

Electric Light." You will also find a great

deal of useful information on the construc-

tion of batteries in Mr. Edwinson's papers

on " Electro-plating at Home," and
"Electric Bells," in the same volume. If

these do not give you exactly what you
want, write again and Mr. Edwinson will

gladly help you.

Supplements to " Amateur Work."
Bingo writes :

— " Do you not think

readers of Amateur Work would find it a

great improvement if the Supplements
were bound to face inwards when open,

instead of outwards as at present, for then

when they are reading the text referring

to Supplement, which is generally in the

middle of the book, they would not have to

turn the Supplement over, but only a few

leaves, which could be held in the left hand
if it was laid on a table, also a tracing

could be taken off easier. I have altered

all mine, and I find it a great deal better

;

but as there is not space enough left for

sticking on the other side, I have stuck a

narrow slip on which does just as well. On
referring to a Part it will explain what I

mean. If you will publish this, other
readers will take the hint and turn them,

for most of them will have found the in-

convenience in referring from text to

figure." [I agree with you in toto, but I

have nothing to do with the binding of

the Parts,and only support your suggestion.

On such matters as these letters should be

addressed not to me as Editor, but to the

Publishers, who always pay careful atten-

tion to practical hints such as yours.

—

Ed.]

Waterbury Watch.
J. J. M.—I cannot undertake to procure

special instructions for cleaning the Water-

bury Watch. It will be far better, and

infinitely cheaper in the end, for you to

takeadvantage of the offer of the Waterbury

Company, to clean and repair your watch

for 2s. 6<L, or less if the repairs do not

come to so much. The London address of

the Company is Holborn Viaduct, E.C
Bluing Steel.

J. J. H.—Steel is blued by subjecting it

to a certain degree of heat ranging from

500 to 600 degrees, according to the depth

of tint required. It is said that gun-barrels

may be blued thus :—" Apply nitric acid,

and let it eat into the iron a little. Then
the latter will be covered with a thin film

of oxide. Clean the barrel and burnish."

For browning for gun-barrels various means

are recommended, as, for instance— (1)

Aquafortis and sweet spirits of nitre, each

1 ounce
;
powdered blue vitriol, 4 ounces

;

tincture of iron, 2 ounces ; water, 1$ pints;

shake the mixture frequently until dis-

solved. (2) Blue vitriol and sweet spirits

of nitre, each 1 ounce; water, 1 pint: dis-

solve ; or (3) Equal parts of butter of anti-

mony and sweet oil, to be applied to the

surface after the barrel has been warmed.

In order to brown a gun-barrel you must
first polish it, and then rub with whiting

to remove all oily matter. Then stop the

ends with pieces of wood and fill touch-hole

with wax. Rub on either of the prepara-

tions above described with a piece of linen

rag or sponge until the whole surface is

equally moistened. Let it remain from

12 to 24 hours, and then rub off with a stiff

brush. If the tint obtained be not dark

enough, apply the mixture again until the

desired colour ia produced. Then wash the

barrel first in pearl-ash water and then in

clean water, and when dry polish with a

burnisher or bees' wax, or apply a varnish

composed of £ ounce of shellac and 1

drachm of dragon's blood dissolved in 1

pint of alcohol. The solution must be

filtered through blotting-paper, and put in

a bottle, which must be kept tightly

corked. The varnish, when quite dry, must
be rubbed over with a burnisher.

Fret Saw on Sewing-Machine Table.

Young Amateur.—You will find com-
plete instructions for making a sewing-

machine table and wheel useful as the

stand for a small machine by which fret-

cutting, grinding, polishing, etc., may be
effected, in Vol. II, page 526, otherwise

Part 22. The paper is written by Olla
Podrida, and is accompanied by a folding-

sheet showing the parts of the machine in

detail and its construction. I think you
will find in this all the information you
require ; if not, write again. Your letter

was received too late to be answered or

even acknowledged in the September Part.
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Trimming Felt for Pianoforte.
P. E.—The block you write of is probably

a notion, one of many which, workmen
devise for tbeir own benefit in particular,
as they but seldom let auch notions go
beyond the walls of tbeir workshops, per-
haps a regretable fact ; however, I fancy
you ought to have no difficulty in contriving
a substitute, for I suppose the idea is to
provide a guide for the knife in trimming
the felt, and to ensure throughout the
whole of the hammers an equal breadth of
face. What, then, is more simple than to
obtain a block of wood of suitable thickness
and pierced with an aperture wherein a
hammer may lie whilBt it receives the
finishing treatment ? For myself I
never experienced the need for such an
adjunct

; I first cut the felt, using a very
keen knife, and preserving the width of all
the pieces with accuracy; each piece was
then held, whilst under glue, by means
of a spring until dry. Such a spring may
be obtainedat Messrs. Hughes', DruryLane,
W.C., although binding with tape will serve
an amateur's purpose equally well. If care
is exercised throughout each process no
other trimming will be required to finish
excepting that which a steady hand may
accomplish with a sharp knife and assisted
ny a hot iron.—J. H. M.

Modelling: in Clay.
H. D. G. (Croydon).—You can get tools

for modelling in clay at Buck's, Holbom
Viaduct,; 1-j.C. I know of no book on the
subject, and for guidance on everything
connected with the art. You cannot do
better than study the articles entitled
"Modelling in Clay" and "Casting in
Plaster of Paris," both of which appear iu
Vol. I.—the former in pages 12, 59, 107, 155
215, otherwise Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and the'
latter in pages 371, 387, otherwise Partt, 8
and 9,

A Useful Catalogue.
Mr. E. C. Rob, Jun., 8fc, Vauxhall Bridge

Soad, S.W., writes:-"! have now in the
press a catalogue of complete sets of ma-
terials for constructing the various articles
which have appeared in your Magazine. I
intend the material to be iu two classes,
namely, left rough from the saw, and,
secondly, with the faces planed up true.
I think this is an original idea, and I hope
that by putting the prices as low as pos-
sible I shall merit the patronage of amateurs
and the recommendations of yourself."

Lead Lights.
Essex Calf.—No paper especially de-

voted to lead light glazing has appeared in
Amateur "Wore, but you will find it men-
tioned in Vol. V., pages 102, 222, otherwise
Parts 50 and 52, in "Glass Painting and
Decorative Glazing," a series of articles
which you will find useful. The flux that
is used is powdered re3in. The glass is se-

cured between the flanges of the leading by
pressing the leading close to the glass. No
putty is used.

Heating Greenhouse.
Beta.—It is .difficult to advise without

seeing the house and knowing the special

purposes to which you intend to devote
them. The larger portion, when the house

is divided by a partition, will be used as a
vinery, as you indicate the position of a
vine therein. The entire house contains
about 1050 cubic feet, speaking roughly,
and if you do not want to use your house
as a forcing-house, a No. 1 Loughborough
Boiler, with from 50 to 60 linear feet of

4 inch pipe, might be suflicient. To obtain
precise information on the point you should
apply to Messrs. Messenger and Conipy.,

Loughborough, Leicestershire. An apparatus
costing from £5 to £6, which includes
boiler and pipes, etc., would sufficiently

warm your greenhouse. I should be in-

clined to place the boiler at the east end,
if you wish the vinery to benefit more than
the smaller portion of the house, but of

this Messrs. Messenger and Co. will

willingly advise you, if you state your case
to them.

Dressmaking.
Charley Faust (India). — Truly your

question is one which is, as you say, not
quite the thing for Amateur Wobk, but as

three firms in London and the "Young
Ladies' Journal " have failed to supply the
information you require, I may say that I

have seen an advertisement in the daily

papers about "Scientific Dressmaking,"
from which I imagine ladies may "learn
the art of cutting-out ladies' clothes,

jackets, etc., similar to a milliner, and
from measurements." The charge, if I

remember rightly, was 21s., and the ad-

dress. The Scientific Dress-cutting Asso-
ciation, 27, Margaret Street, London, W.

Organ Building.

Edwinstowe.—For a single-manual organ
of 3 stops I would recommend the following

specification :—1. Open Diapason, 8 feet,

4-t pipes ; Do., with Stopt Bass, 8 ft., 12 pipes.

2. Keraulophon or Vox Angelica, 8 feet,

44 pipes. 3. Flute (for Principal), 4 feet,

56 pipes. Total, 156 pipes. No 2-feet stop

is required on so small an instrument. The
effect can be obtained by an octave coupler,

if desired. 56 notes is the usual compass
for a chamber organ.—M. W.

INFORMATION SUPPLIED.

Magnetic Separator for Iron and
Brass Filings.

Mr. Edwihbon writes in reply to Btadt
Dresden, page 336:—"The most simple

method of separating iron from brass filings

is that of stirring the mixed filings with a

horseshoe magnet, when the iron filings

will stick to the magnet, and may be

brushed from it into a separate box. A
machine for this purpose may be easily

devised and constructed by auy person

accustomed to the use of machine tools.

All that is needed for the purpose is a
wheel fitted with magnets attached to its

rim, revolving in a trough filled with the
filings. The iro» filings taken up by the
magnets may be swept off by fixed brushes
as the wheel revolves. An endless band of

canvas, with magnets sewn on to it, may be
made to pass through the filings and serve

a similar purpose. An oblong sheet of

canvas, with a number of magnets sewn on
to it, may be stretched on a frame of wood
and placed in an inclined position, down
which is made to pass the mixed filings.

The magnets may be bits of crinoline steel,

magnetised by drawing them along a per-

manent magnet."

Universal Simplex Type-Writer.
C. H. O. writes in reply to B,. P. (Preston.),

page 480:—"I delayed replying to this

question, hoping that some one else would
give his experience. I bought one of these

type-writers about a year ago, and have not
yet succeeded in writing more than about
ten words a minute, with some discomfort,

and as I can write from fifty to fifty-five

words a minute with a pen, without dis-

comfort, I much prefer the latter article.

Possibly, with much practice, I might get
to write quickly and easily with the ma-
chine; but I shall stick to the humble
J pen till I can afford £20 or so for a first-

class type-writer, which will allow me to

see what I am writing."

INFORMATION SOUGHT.

Water Motor for Organ.
H. F. S. (Kennington) , writes:—" May I

ask if it would be possible to insert instruc-

tions how to make a water motor suitable

for organ blowing, etc. I mean by means
of cylinder and slide valve, being more
powerful and far more economic than the
water wheel idea already described." [It

will bt possible to insert instructions if any
reader who understands the work will

kindly give them.

—

Ed.]

Milan Cathedral in Fret-Work.

W. H. R. (St. George's, E.) asks:—Can
you inform me through your Journal where
I can obtain the design of the Cathedral of

Milan for fret-work, and its cost ? [Per-

sonally, I cannot, but if such a thing exists

some of the readers of Amateur Work may
be able, or if you will write to Mr. Henry
Zilles, 9, South, Street, Finsbury, London,

B.C., or Mr. G. Busschotts, Parle Lane,

Liverpool, one or other of them may be able

to tell you, as both have dealings with con-

tinental firms who prepare and sell fret-

work designs.]

Photos of Art Subjects.

S. M. L. (Goderich, Canada), writes:—

"I would be glad to have the addresses of

some reliable English firms who deal in

photos of art (and other) subjects."

Weather Glass.

Weather Glass writes:—"I have seen a

weather glass in which the mercury is all

in the top part of the long tube, none being

in the bottom part. The mercury is divided

in some places. There is a little piece of

round glass attached with a string to a
little pulley on which the hands are fixed

that move on the dial. There is a short,

straight tube, about 6 inches long, perhaps,

beside the long tube in which the mercury
is, and which is hooked at the bottom. I

beg to be informed how to put the glass

into proper order again."

LETTERS RECEIVED UP TO SEP. 12.

W. G. (Bristol) ; W. W. ; W. A. (Torquay);

W. M. W. (BaiUrsea) ; H. S. ; G. A. H,
(Birmingham) ; I. H. B.
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AN ELECTRIC THIEF-DETECTOR FOR

SAFES, ETC.
By PROFESSOR L. HARISSIAVX.

O such thing has as yet been described

within the columns of this Magazine,

therefore, I think that some of my
fellow-readers will be glad to read the

following explanation of an infallible

system for catching thieves flagrante delicto. This

system is very

simple, will cost

very little, and will

work to perfection.

My brother ama-
teurs must be very

particular if they

require more.

The system con-

sists in a box, a, b,

c. D, Fig. i, on the

bottom of which

two flat brass

springs, F, R', are

fastened at o, o',

and rest against

two brass knobs,

i, 2 ; two other

knobs alike, 3, 4,

are placed above

the springs. The
knob 3 is by means

of naked wire con-

nected with a pillar

F, and the knob

4 with pillar E, the

two wires crossing

each other. The
two pillars are, as

may be seen, also

connected with the

springs. The box is now ready. We have to hang it

up beyond reach of the hand above the safe.

At the hooked extremity of springs R, R', are

fastened two pieces of wire sufficient length, the ends
of which are fastened on the safe at 1, J, taking care

to stretch the wires so as to prevent springs R, r'

from touching knobs 3 and 4, but at the same time

causing them to rest on knobs 1 and 2. From 1, J,

the wires go inside the safe to a trigger attached

on the door, so that the circuit is shut when the

door is opened. Everything consequently is out of sight

with the exception of the two wires running along

the wall to the box, A, B, c, D. Fig. 2 is a diagram of
Vol. VII.— Pi. 84,

the general arrangement of the whole thing. Now,

if some ill-intentioned person—or to say it in

plain English, a thief—succeeds in opening the safe,

the door trigger acts, and a communication is estab-

lished through positive pole, bell, pillar E, spring R,

door-catch, spring R', pillar F, and negative pole ;

the bell rings, and the owner or keeper of the safe

knows that there is something " going on." If the

thief, seeing the outside wires, and thinking they

might reveal his unwonted presence on the premises,

cuts them to avoid any indiscretion on their part, or

else if he breaks

them by carrying

away the safe,

again he is done,

for the springs R
and R getting

released, struck

against the knobs

3 and 4, and the

current passing

from positive pole

to bell, pillar E,

spring R, knobs 3

and 4, spring R',

pillar F to negative

pole, there goes

the bell! If again,

our thief, who may
have heard that

there is in the

world such things

as electricity and

electric thief-detec-

tors, cuts only one

wire, he is caught

again, for the cor-

responding spring

goes up and again

the circuit is shut.

The bell rings in

the three cases

likely to occur in a burglary: 1, door of safe broken

open ; 2, cutting off wires before breaking open safe
;

3, breaking up wires by carrying safe away. In any

of these cases, it is an utter impossibility for the

burglar to travailler sans etre derange.

What the burglar may think of electric bells I do

not know. He cares little for a big dog outside the

house, because he can soon settle him, but a small dog

inside is his special abhorrence. Babies and night

lights he likes no better, for when the glimmer of the

latter is seen it indicates watchfulness for some cause

or another, and when baby arrives the authors of its

being generally sleep with one ear open for months.

vol. vn.— o o

I.—THIEF DETECTOR. FIG. 2.—GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF
BATTERY, ETC.
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A CABINET BOOKCASE.
By PITCSPINE.

»

INCE making the bookcase which I de-

scribed on page 3 51, Vol. 1 1 1., ofAmateur
Work, my collection of books has gone

on increasing, while the space provided

for them has remained stationary, until,

as a natural sequence, my bookcase is not only full,

but overflowing. Temporary relief for this congested

state of affairs has been provided by weeding out

some books, the bindings of which have become

somewhat shabby from constant use, and transplanting

them to a shelf set apart for their reception in the

lumber room. This removal of old friends to make
room for new goes very much against the grain with

me, as I am sure it would do with anyone fond of

their books and looking upon them as friends. When
this system of weeding out arrived at such a pitch

that even my treasured volumes of Amateur Work
were threatened with removal, it seemed to me that

a crisis had been reached, and that some active steps

must be taken to provide further accommodation.

Accordingly, after due consideration, I set about the

preparation of working drawings for the cabinet book-

case which I shall now have the pleasure of describing

to my brother readers.

It may be said that as a bookcase it provides

comparatively little space for books. This impeach-

ment, it must be admitted, has considerable force,

unless the small cupboard on the right-hand side of

the shelves is utilized for the reception of books. The
original intention, however, is that this cupboard

shall have glass doors, and be provided with a couple

of shelves on which may be shown some treasured

pieces of old china or other bric-a-brac. My princi-

pal reason for thus "cabinetizing" (if I may be allowed

to coin a word) the space which would otherwise be

devoted to books, is one which, I think, fairly justifies

the arrangement, and will probably influence others

besides myself. Briefly stated, it is this : the surplus

books for which space could not be found in my ori-

ginal bookcase, would not be nearly sufficient to fill

the upper portion of the present design, consequently

the empty shelves would be an eyesore for several

years to come, until sufficient books had been accu-

mulated, with which to fill the empty spaces. It is

true that a similar state of affairs to that which called

forth the present construction will occur so much
sooner ; but will it not also form an excuse for treating

oneself to the pleasure of making yet another piece

of furniture ?

Of course, it would be admissible, at a pinch, to

put books in the space marked a, above the bottom cup-

board, but I should prefer not to do so, as, in my opinion,

it would have a much better appearance to use the top>

of this cupboard simply as a sideboard, the space;

underneath the bottom shelf being redeemed from

bareness by the introduction of, say, a Japanese

cabinet, or any other appropriate article, which, in

this case, I think, should combine some degree of

usefulness with ornament.

The space marked B, above the small cupboard,

will be devoted to ornament solely, and may contain

two or three vases of good shape and subdued colour-

ing. It will be seen by an inspection of the section

in Fig. 2, that this space has a curved back ; but do-

not let any of our amateur cabinet-makers feefc

alarmed at the introduction of curved work ; this par-

ticular piece, unlike most curved work, is simplicity

itself when you know the " dodge."

And now a word as to the size of our piece of

furniture as it stands complete. Figs. 1 and 2, which

give a front and sectional view of the bookcase, are

drawn to a scale of one inch to a foot, or one-twelfth

the actual size, and to take off dimensions you will

require a scale on which the inch is divided into

twelve parts, each part representing an inch. But I

use a much handier method than this for reading

working drawings, and have done so since it was first

introduced to my notice in Vol. I. of Amateur
Work, page 187, in "Notes on Novelties" by the

Editor. I may, perhaps, be allowed to digress for a

moment to say that I have been indebted to those

notes for many highly useful articles which I would

not now be without on any account, but which !

should otherwise never have heard of.

However, to return to the subject in hand. The
particular note to which I refer was a notice of

Messrs. Letts' sectional paper, which is ruled in.

squares of different sizes, from ~ to 1 inch, and is

made in drawing and tracing paper. For the purpose

of reading a drawing to scale, take a piece of the

tracing paper ruled to the scale of the drawing (in the

present case it is of course TVtn ) lay it over the drawing

and fasten both down to the drawing-board with

drawing-pins. All you have to do now, in order to

find the length of any line, or the size of any space, is

to count the number of squares occupied, and you at

once have the dimension in inches. You can thus go

ahead with your work as comfortably, and with as

much certainty, as if you were working from full-sized

drawings.

If you will now try the width of the bookcase,

you will find that it is exactly 3 feet 2 inches, outside

measurement, without taking into consideration the

projection of the cornice. I had a special reason for

making it this width, in the fact that the rather narrow

recess which it was to occupy would not accommodate

anything wider ; had it not been that the width was
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thus arbitrarily fixed, I should have preferred to make
it 4 feet, which would, I think, be in better proportion.

If any of my readers should get out working drawings

for this width, I hope they will let me know if my
surmise is correct. All measurements of height will,

of course, remain the same, the dimensions, widthwise,

alone being increased.

The wood used in the construction will be a master

for individual choice. When expense is no object

most of the hard woods may be used with good effect
;

but ebonized pine looks very well, and comes much

cheaper, besides being easy to work. It has the dis-

advantage, however, of being easily damaged by

accidental blows, on account of the soft nature of the

wood. Whatever kind you fix upon, above all things

let it be well seasoned, and to insure that it is so, have

it in the house some time before you use it. As a rule,

I generally keep wood in stock for about six months

before I cut it up. for I have always experienced con-

siderable difficulty in buying thoroughly seasoned

wood at a timber yard ; and having once worked up

some unseasoned wood into a piece of furniture, I

learned a lesson which perhaps causes me to be some-

what emphatic on this point, but I hope my experience

may save some of my readers from the same pitfall.

The construction being clearly indicated in the

drawings, will not need much description, but should

anyone decide to make the bookcase, and require any

further explanation, I shall be very pleased to give it

to any who may ask it. The two side-pieces are

first prepared, and as the lower part of the bookcase

is wider than your wood, they must be made of the

requisite width by glue jointing, as indicated by Figs.

3 and 4. The shaped portions may be cut with a

bow-saw, or with a fret-saw if you have one that will

cut it. It will be noticed that the right-hand side-

piece has also a shaped portion. Cut away against

the recess over the top cupboard. Figs. 1 and 2 B. This

relieves the somewhat unfinished appearance, which

the unbroken straight line of the edge would present

just at that particular part where it becomes

conspicuous.

The side-pieces are joined by the top cross-piece,

which is dovetailed at each end to the sides. As the

end grain of the top-piece must not show through the

sides, the joint known as the hidden dovetail should

be used. The bottom of the cupboard is then put in,

and in doing this be careful to have the sides exactly

the same distance apart as at the top, for on this the

squareness of your structure depends. It may seem

almost unnecessary to mention such a self-evident

matter, but I am convinced that it is the oversight of

just such little details as this, which causes much
amateur work to be turned out in a manner which

justifies professionals in using the word " amateur " a?

a term of contempt. The best way of putting in the

bottom is to groove it in from the back. This is shown

in Fig. 7, in which a is the side and b the shelf. The
groove must not be carried completely across the side,

but must stop an inch or two short of the front edge,

as we wish the shelf to appear to butt against the side,

as in Fig. 1.

The shelf below A, Fig. 2, which forms the top of

the cupboard, is next put in the same way. Looked at

from the front, as in Fig. I, this shelf appears to be

2 inches thick and moulded. A reference to Fig. 5

will show how- this is managed ; A is the shelf (in

section) which is bevelled along the front edges ; B is

a strip of wood, having two flutings run along the front

edge, glued on underneath A ; C is a strip worked on

the front edge, similarly to A, and glued on under B ;

two or three screws put through from below will help

to keep all in close contact. Of course, it is not neces-

sary to adhere to this particular pattern in moulding the

front edge of the shelf, I only suggest it as being

simple and easily formed ; but it is necessary that this

shelf should have a somewhat massive appearance, to

give balance and weight to the design. You will see

what I mean if you get out a drawing, showing a thin

shelf only, and compare it with Fig. I.

The shelf above A, Fig. 2, is put in in the same

manner as the others, and from this to the top of the

bookcase is fixed the centre upright piece which

divides the cupboard on the right from the book

shelves on the left. The book shelves on the left may
be fixed in the same way, as it is not necessary in

this case to make them movable. Strips of leather

should be let into a groove underneath the front edge

of each of these shelves. The method of doing this is

illustrated in Fig. 8, in which a is the shelf, d is a

groove ploughed underneath the front edge, B is the

strip of ornamental leather which is kept in place by

the slip of wood, C, glued and forced into the groove

behind the leather. This is a more workmanlike, as

well as a more artistic method of fixing leather on to

the fronts of bookshelves, than by means of brass-

headed nails driven through the leather into the front

edges of the shelves.

The doors of the small cupboard are framed up

out of I inch wood, mortised together, care being

taken to have them absolutely square and out of

winding. The styles must be rebated from the back

for the reception 0/ the glass, which is put in after the

framework is finished. It is usual to cut the rebates

with a rebate plane before the pieces are framed up,

but in small work, like the present, I find it easier to

do the framing first, and cut out the rebate afterwards.

Having finished the frames, drop the glass into the

rebates prepared for it, and to keep it in its place,

glue or brad a small bead all round, as shown in
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Fig. 10, in which A is the style, B the glass, and c the

bead. The doors are hung with small brass butts,

space underneath this cupboard is divided into two
(for the two drawers) by a strip of wood, 2 inches

I

5fJ a^

vas m
=r= T^

I

T7.

IV
PIG. I.—A CABINET BOOKCASE—FRONT ELEVATION". Scale, I inch to ifuot. FIG. 2.—SIDE ELEVATION.

and it will add greatly to the finished appearance of
;

wide, mortised into the upright pieces. From the
the work if brass hinge-plates, as shown in Fig. 9, back edge of this, and extending to the back of the
are used. I procured them at Melhuish's, Fetter Lane, bookcase, strips of wood are glued on as runners for

and I believe the cost was one penny each. The the top drawer. The drawers themselves will need
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no special description, as the making of a drawer has

been touched upon in these pages on one or two

occasions. I shall be pleased to give full details, how-

ever, to anyone requiring them.

Now for the curved back to the space, B ; first glue

the bracket pieces into the angles formed by the sides

and top, and between the bracket pieces a narrow

strip of wood is glued. Cut a piece of picture-back-

ing, or, better still, a piece of stout cardboard, the

same length as the space b, and 12 inches wide, and

upon this glue a piece of Japanese leather paper of

suitable design. This forms the curved back. Put a

little glue on the top and at bottom edges (at the

back, of course), and carefully bend it into its place.

The cornice is shown full size in section in Fig. 6,

and the different members will be recognized by care-

fully comparing the letters distinguishing them with

similar letters in Fig. 2. The pieces A and D, Fig. 6,

are grooved with the plough, and the strip, c, glued

into the grooves. The bevelled piece, B, is glued into

the angle formed by the piece A and C. The stiip, e,

is glued into the angle at the back to give stability.

A sufficient length of cornice should be prepared at

once to go round the front and two ends. When
complete, and the glue set, it should be mitred at the

corners, and attached to the carcase of the bookcase
by means of screws, as shown in Fig. 6, with the

front edge projecting about three-quarters of an inch

beyond the edge of the bookcase.

The doors for the bottom cupboard are framed up
and panelled in the usual manner, and hung with

brass butts. In my own case, the doors were made
to slide one behind the other, as in Fig. 2; this was
in consequence of limited space in front of the cup-

board, but it is not a method to be recommended
unless circumstances compel its adoption. The deco-

ration of the panels is a matter of choice. The left-

hand panel in Fig. 1 shows a method of ornamenting
by means of moulding glued on. A very satisfactory

filling for panels is Japanese leather paper, which can
be bought in designs of great richness. Lincrusta

Walton is also excellent, but rather more expensive.

The back of the structure may be panelled, or it

may consist of alternate pieces of i inch and
:,

! inch

stuff, the edges of the thicker pieces being rebated so

as to cover those of the thinner ones. The surface of

the back inside will thus be flush, but outside, one
piece projecis beyond another. The former is the

best and most workmanlike method of doing it, if

you want really good work, but takes more time and
trouble.

The bracket pieces, a, b, c, d, Fig. 1, have now to

be glued into the angles as shown, and this completes
what I venture to think will prove a handsome and
useful piece of furnituie.

The finish which the wood is to receive is so much
a matter of individual taste that I must leave it to the

reader's own judgment. My vote is for ebonizing,

the sombreness of which may be relieved by filling

the panels with Japanese leather paper having a gold

ground, or at any rate, a good deal of gold in the

pattern.

A VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL CUTTER.
By F. A. M.

IGS. I and 2 are two views of a vertical

and horizontal cutter which will carry

an emery wheel. It is so simple to

make that it might well be the first

piece of apparatus the amateur turner

could add to his outfit, and yet it has many uses and

will do very fine work when fixed in the slide-rest,

and used in connection with the division-plate and

overhead motion.

Fig. 1 shows a side view of the instrument—

a

simple forging, within the capacity of any country

blacksmith, if he be allowed to braze in the bit which

strengthens the corner where the { inch tapped hole

is bored ; a brazed joint is very strong, and it will be

hidden by the pulleys. The square shank must be

exactly T\ inch square when finished, because that is

the standard size for the shanks of ornamental turning

appliances, and all ornamental turning slide-rests

are made with a well or receptacle of that size. It is

important to have this just right, so that the shank

can be gently pressed down into the receptacle, and

fit it without shake. This could not be done by means

of rule measurement only; you require a template, as

it is called, which might be made of a little piece of

saw-blade as big as a penny, having a notch filed in

it which would just fit over a -^ inch shank, going on

to it with gentle pressure of the fingers. Fig. 3 shows

such a template. Any turning friend who possesses

ornamental apparatus would probably make such a

gauge, and the workman would then have a perma-

nent caliper with which to gauge any future work.

The frame should first be filed quite flat on one side,

and for this a surface-plate will be required—one

5 inches by 8 inches will do : it will cost about 16s.,

rather expensive ; but if ornamental turning appa-

ratus is to be properly made, a surface plate is neces-

sary. A substitute may, perhaps, be found in the

lathe-bed, if of the flat type, though it will not be so

true a guide ; or a good piece of plate glass, such' as a

looking-glass, will do tolerably well. Get some Vene-

tian red, or any soft red powder that will not scratch

or grind, mix it with oil, and rub a little on your face-

plate, leaving it in a thin, ecjuable film all oyer the
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plate ; then, when you have got the frame filed as flat

as you can by means of the straight-edge, take it out

of the vice and rub it on the face-plate, noticing par-

ticularly on which points it rocks ; then file away those

parts first, till it will rock no more, when you can put

down the rough bastard-cut file, and proceed with a

finer one, to reduce the high places where the red

marking shows. Now you will begin to need the file-

card to brush out the teeth of the file; little bits, called

"pins," continually get fast in the teeth when filing

wrought iron ; to prevent this, put some oil on the

file, or nab some chalk on it when you have first

brushed out the teeth and removed with the scriber

point any "pins" that the brush will not stir.

Filing is certainly not an easy thing to learn, but

no metal work can be done without it, so the difficulty

may as well be faced and overcome ; an hour or two

a day for a year might make anyone fairly proficient.

If not, the workman must be content to grub slowly

away with the point of his file just where the red

mark shows, instead of using the full length boldly.

Having got one side flat, we come to the holes for

the centre screws on which the spindle runs. These

require to be very exactly placed, so that the spindle

shall be perfectly true with the square shank ; in fact,

this is the crucial point of the work. Mark first with

the scriber a straight line, a b, down the centre of the

shank, mark with the dotting-punch the points A

and B exactly on the line ; now take the compasses,

and putting one point in the dot mark A, draw two

short arcs at C and D, and cross these by two others

drawn from the point B
;
punch small dots at the in-

tersections, and join the points C and D with a fine

line, which will then be at right angles with A B
;

measure 2T
'
5 inches from c and D along each arm, and

you will get the centre line of the spindle, which you

can square across the end of the arm ; measure -yW inch

full from the finished edges, and you get the positions

for the screws, which should be marked with the

punch. Now, however carefully you may have done

all this, the drill, as you bore the hole, may draw a

little to one side, or the tap with which the screw is

cut may not point through exactly to the other hole,

either of which would throw our spindle out of line
;

we must therefore begin by drilling a small hole first.

Fit a piece of wood between the arms, then, having a

small drill in the lathe, place one centre punch mark
on the back centre and the point of the drill in the

other
;
pass the drill through one arm and then the

other. Now, examine these holes carefully, for if

they are not exactly intersected by the cross lines,

they must be corrected by a small rat-tail file. Test

the distance from hole to the edge, and, when you are

satisfied, round them with a rhymer put through both

holes at once. Now put a ^z inch drill through, and

they are ready for tapping. We ought to have for this

a special tap, with a long plain point that would reach

right through the first hole and take its bearing in

the second : this would ensure both holes being in

line ; but, failing this, we may do pretty well by a

little extra care. Screw the \ inch taper tap half

way in, allowing the presumably straight hole to direct

it ; then lay the work down on the face-plate, and
observe if the tap lies parallel with the plate and if in

a line with the hole opposite ; if not, bear a little to

one side to correct it. Finally, putting the tap into

one hole, measure from the surface of the plate to the

body of the tap, then screw it into the other hole and

measure again ; if not equal, the first surface must be

corrected till it is so, and it will then be tried to the

face-plate, and may be draw-filed. We may now pro-

ceed to mark out and file up the edges all round, first,

the square shank, true with the line A B, squaring all

round from the finished surface, and finishing the

shank to the T
°
s inch gauge. When this is done, the

gauge may be used to file the whole of the frame to

thickness, and then our difficulties will be over.

The remainder of the work is easy. First come
the two small centre screws of good steel, as also the

nuts; they should be hardened, and then all but the

points of the screws " let down " or tempered to a

blue : the points should be turned to an angle of 6o°,

and left quite hard ; but the screws would be very apt

to twist off if they were not '' let down."

The spindle may be of steel with the ends only-

dipped to harden, or it may be of iron, and the ends

hardened with prussiate of potash. Be sure you

bore the little conical recesses in the ends of the

spindle to exactly the same angle as the points of the

screws, and bore a TV inch hole up the centre to

relieve the points of the screws and form a reservoir

for oil. Your lathe centre should also be turned t»

an angle of 60°, which is much better than 8o°, as

often made in England : 6o° is the angle of a " three-

square" file, so you have only to file a notch with one

to get a gauge of the angle. The groove is for a £ in.

band and is shown turned to an angle of 6o°, but some

say a sharper cut groove of 45 will drive better ;
the

guide pulleys do not require an angular groove.

Through the body of the spindle is cut, by drilling and

filing, a hole '348 inch by '148 inch, this is the size of

the small turning tools for ornamental turning ; it

would be well to buy or borrow one of these and cut

the hole to fit it; they cost 2s. 6d. each. The hole is

seen cutting into the collar or shoulder to give steadi-

ness, and the tool is secured in it by a nut and two

washers seen below ; one of these is exaggerated

into a kind of disc, and is intended to give mo-

mentum, which is very valuable when working with a

singte flying cutter. When the spindle is used hori-
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iontally, the point of the tool cuts downwards and the

band runs straight up to the overhead without passing

round the guide pulleys, which are not then required.

When the cutter flies round horizontally, the spindle

being vertical, as in Fig. i, the band passes round the

guide pulleys.

The instrument is made to carry a 4 inch emery

wheel, which is most useful for truing up a hardened

neck of steel which can-

not be turned with a tool,

and it is constantly used

by the writer for truing

up his lathe centres.

The guide pulleys are

of brass bushed with

steel, both bushes and

screws should be har-

dened,owing to the great

speed at which they run

The piece seen under

the square shank in Fig.

1 is a liner of iron to

enable the instrument to

be used on the tool-plate

of an ordinary slide-rest

which is \ inch below

the line of centres. The
small emery wheels

(from Churchill's) have

h inch holes, and so fit

the £ inch spindle. The

wheel must not be pinch-

ed between metallic

surfaces, but have thin

washers of cardboard

interposed on each side,

as shown in the drawing.

The wheels work very

well if driven fast enough

to draw sparks, if not,

they will quickly clog up

;

when clogged, they can

be cleaned by paraffin.

The sparks and dust

from the grinding must

not be allowed to get into the slides or oil holes

;

every hole should be stopped with a plug, and every

slide covered with a cloth to be shaken when the

grinding is finished.

The upper edge of an ornamental turning tool is

seen in Fig. 2, its point would have to be adjusted to

the height of centres, either by moving the centre

point screws or by adjusting the height of the shank.

Brass wheels of fine pitch may be easily cut with this

instrument, using a single cutter, which would be quite

FIG. 6.—VASE CUT WITH VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL CUTTER.

short, hardly projecting beyond the shoulder, but the

speed of revolution must be great, that is, three or

four thousand per minute. An unavoidable difficulty

must now be confessed. The distance from the

front of the wheel, or tool, to the back of the frame,

whence the square stem springs, is nearly 5 inches,

and not all slide-rests will draw back as far as that

from the centres ; then to this 5 inches the semi-

diameter of the work

must be added, so that

at least 2 in. more should

be added. This diffi-

culty may generally be

avoided by fixing the

shank of the cutter upon

the ordinary slide-rest

parallel with the lathe-

bed, and moving it up to

its work sideways. The
ornamental slide-rest

has a slide under its

socket, which enables

one to draw it back far

enough to accommodate

these cutting frames.

The five ornamental

slide-rest turning tools

in Fig. 4, numbered 1 to

5, are five of the most

useful types, and may be

made by Messrs. Ama-
teur and Co. (if that firm

possess the requisite

dexterity) from rolled

tool steel. Of No. 1

about three of different

widths will suffice, and,

as the screw of the orna-

mental rest is always of

10 pitch, the widths of

all these tools should be

measured in decimals.

No. 1 is very useful in

the slide-rest as well as

in the cutter frame. Of

No. 2 three sizes will probably suffice, as also of No. 3.

Of No. 4 there should be two right hand and two

left hand, all four may be of the same width, about

15 inch, but one pair should be ground to a

sharper angle than the other. Of No. 5, intended

for face work, such as patterns on the lid of a box,

two may suffice, one ground to 90' {i.e., 45 ground

away each side), the other with 30 ground away,

leaving the angle of the point 120 . Thus the

amateur will have fifteen tools ready for use.
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Fig. 5 shows a holder, by means of which the

small ornamental tools just illustrated are held in the

-is inch receptacle of the ornamental slide-rest, so

that the shanks of the small tools shall lie parallel to

the slide of the rest and have their upper surfaces at

graph is given in Fig. 6, was done with an in-

strument similar to that just described, and it will

serve to show something of its powers. The neck is

made separately and screwed into the body. It was

ornamented with the instrument used as a horizontal

fig. 3.

3.

FIG. 4.

FIG. S-

FIG. I.—SIDE VIEW OF VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL CUTTER. FIG. 2.—VIEW OF DITTO FROM ABOVE. FIG. 3.—TEMPLATE

FOR SHANK. FIG. 4.—FIVE ORNAMENTAL SLIDE-REST TURNING TOOLS. FIG. 5.—HOLDER FOR TOOLS.

exactly the height of the centre of the ,"5 inch recep-

tacle. The upper piece is W inch wide by 5V inch

thick ; the lower is & inch wide, and it has a channel

cut in it of such a depth that the top of the tool lying

in it shall reach the height of the centres ^ inch

above the bottom of the receptacle.

The vase, of which an engraving from a photo-

cutter, the tool having a rounded edge and revolving

in a horizontal plane. The work was held still by

means of the index-peg and division-plate, and the

cutter, whilst quickly revolving, was moved up to its

work by the slide-rest, a stop being fixed to the slide

so as to arrest its motion when each cut had attained

the proper depth.
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Though the body of the vase has a somewhat

mysterious appearance, it is very simply produced.

The work is prepared by plain turning to a spherical

form ; a tool like a very narrow chisel (about t<s inch

to T'o inch wide) is fixed in the cutting frame, and this

latter is arranged to revolve in a vertical plane. The
division-plate and index are used, as before, to divide

the work circumferentia'lly, and the stop to the slide-

rest to give the depth of feed. Supposing twelve cuts

are required, and you have on your division-plate a

circle divided into ninety-six holes, we must drop the

peg into every eighth hole, and, to find the proper

depth, we have only to go on gradually deepening two

consecutive cuts until the original surface is oblite-

rated and the cuts meet in a sharp straight line ; then

fix the depth stop, and cut the other ten cuts to the

same depth. Now, for the next circle of cuts, move
the cutting frame along sideways by means of the

slide-rest screw, exactly the width of the point of the

tool, and, to produce the spiral appearance, before you

begin to cut, advance the index peg two holes. That

is all (very simple, surely!), yet I think it will be

admitted, the result is not unpleasing.

I think it will now be understood why so much
stress was laid upon the necessity for having the

spindle true with the square shank, as, if the cutter

did not revolve in a plane exactly at right angles to

the centre line of the vase, the cuts would not meet

properly in a correct mitre, and the effect would be

quite spoiled.

FRETSAW WORK AND MARQUETRY
CUTTING.

ByD. B.ADAMSON.

XII. — Polishing and Finishing.

N this, the concluding chapter, I shall

briefly describe how the various articles

of fretwork may be finished by polishing

and varnishing. The instructions must

necessarily be short, as a complete

treatise on polishing is not intended. The subject has

been fully treated of in this Magazine, and those who
do not find what they require in this chapter cannot

do better than refer to the exhaustive series of articles

on " French Polishing in all its Branches," Vol. III. I

do not, however, think that anyone who will follow the

instructions now given, will labour under any serious

difficulty in finishing any article he may have made ;

and I may explain that the methods and materials,

though they may seem few and simple, are ample for

all ordinary work. I do not give recipes for the pre-

paration of various polishes and varnishes as it does

not pay to make them on a small scale, and they are

to be bought in any town almost. Should any worker

have a difficulty in obtaining them, I may just suggest

that French polish, etc., are used by all cabinet-

makers, and that any of these would probably oblige

him with a little. The cost is small. One special

caution I wouldgive—viz., not to tryeach and every new

mixture that is offered. Some of them, no doubt, are

good, but, as a rule, the amateur will do better to con-

fine himself to those preparations which have stood

the test of time. There are difficulties with these, no

doubt— difficulties which every new preparation pro-

fesses to lessen—often, however, by creating fresh

ones, or at the expense of durability. The objections

to the use of old and tried methods are known, and

may, from knowledge of them, be partially over-

come ; but with new ones they have to be learned. In

any case polishing is not easy work, that is to say, it

requires skill, for the manual labour is slight, and it

is moreover dirty work. Any piece of fret which is

particularly valued will be much better placed in the

hands of a professional French polisher than polished

at home. Still, many fretworkers will, no doubt,

prefer to finish as well as cut their work themselves

and there is no reason why, with care and attention

they should not get satisfactory results.

Before going into details, I may perhaps explain

that "polish" is obtained by coating the work with

various resinous substances, liquefied by some solvent.

The liquid evaporates more or less quickly, leaving a

thin film of the solid matter on the wood. In getting

this film evenly and smoothly spread may almost be

said to consist the whole art of polishing, as distin-

guished from preparing the polish or varnish. In

addition to this, the polisher should be able to darken

or lighten the tone by staining or bleaching, as the

case may be. To stain a light wood to the colour

of some other darker and to give it character by

marking the grain, is sometimes necessary. Please

understand I do not advocate that this practice

should be carried to any great extent, but in

moderation it is legitimate, as, for instance, when a

very plain board is joined to another rich in figure, it

may be advisable to break the abrupt demarkation

between the two by slightly continuing the figure

by staining on to the plain wood. This must, how-

ever, be done judiciously, and to manage it with

success, requires a good knowledge of the figure of

the wood manipulated. Mere copying is not enough,

as a hard mechanical effect should be avoided, When
staining plain light wood, say, such as pine, to a

walnut colour, my advice is, be content with colouring

it to the tint required. Do not attempt to imitate the

natural dark wood by introducing figuring. Every

wood has a grain of its own, and, rightly regarded, a
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beauty peculiar to it. All this is spoiled by any fan-

ciful graining, which merely emphasizes the fact that

the plain humble pine, or whatever it is, is ashamed
of itself. Wood so treated always reminds me of

wrinkled old age trying to make itself look youthful

by paint and raven-hued hair : attractive and conspi-

cuous, but neither pleasing nor deceiving anyone. In

this latter property, perhaps, lies its only merit.

Naturalness in wood ought to be as much appreciated

as in human beings.

Have I urged this principle unduly, considering that

I am to state how wood may be stained ? It may be

so ; but the extent to which staining is used must be

left to each worker for himself to decide ; and, after

all, colouring is very different from imitating. The
former may improve and indicate a wood—the latter

cannot with advantage do so.

In a former chapter it has been stated that wood,

when highly finished results are desired, should be

polished before being fretted, and very slight experi-

ence will convince the beginner that this is the

case. Whether the polishing be done on the plain or

fret-cut wood, the operations are very similar, the

difference being in the result more than in the method.

When the wood is cut unpolished, or, as it is techni-

cally called, " in the white/' it will be found in the

subsequent operations of finishing, very difficult to

keep the edge clean and free from polish, some of

which is sure to harden in unsightly ridges at the edge
and corners. Where the open spaces are very large,

the edges may be finished off with a coat of polish,

but, as a rule, the surface only is polished and the cuts

left bare. Perhaps, before going further, I ought to

say that polishing and varnishing are not the same
though they are often regarded as identical. Roughly
speaking, without going into details, it may be observed
that polish is applied with a rubber and varnish with

a brush. The former gives the better finish but is

much more difficult than the latter, which can easily be
done by the most inexperienced, with the exercise of
ordinary skill.

There are many kinds of varnish, but those known
as brown and white hard varnishes will be sufficient.

The former should only be used on dark woods, the
latter may be used on any, whether light-coloured or
dark, and, unless it is desired to slightly deepen the
tone of the wood, may be considered the more
generally useful of the two. The wood may be pre-

pared by sizing it, but this is not necessary and may
be dispensed with, as if the varnish sinks into the

wood it is easy enough to give it another coat. A
soft brush should be used to apply the varnish, which
quickly hardens, and should be kept in a corked or
stoppered bottle. If exposed to the atmosphere it

soon becomes too thick for use. Some care will be

needed to prevent the varnish, if put on the fretted

wood, from clogging up the corners, though it is almost

impossible to prevent this entirely, and it will gene-

rally be necessary to clean them out by scraping them

with a knife blade or something similar. The
varnish should be applied thinly and evenly, and on

no account should a second coating be put on till the

first is dry.

To polish wood properly is a more difficult opera-

tion, and one seldom successfully performed by the

amateur. As in the case of varnish the polish may
be either white or brown. The first thing, supposing

the wood is to be finished in its natural colour, is to

stop the pores of the wood with some kind of filler, of

which there are many, to prevent the wood absorbing

the polish too freely. Into the composition of many
fillers tallow enters largely, but, as may be imagined,

it is not a pleasant material to work with ; and, per-

haps, the most that can be said of the tallow fillers is

that they allow of the polishing being done with

greater facility. It is, however, a good deal a matter

of opinion which is the best filler, and, doubtless,

those who become proficients in the use of any of

them can obtain good results ; but for ordinary pur-

poses there is none better than whiting mixed with

a little turpentine. This is a clean filler, and it is free

from some of the objections to which those of a

greasy character are open. It is advisable to tint the

filler according to the colour of the wood by mixing

some colouring material with it. Burnt umber does

very well for brown woods such as walnut, and rose

pink for red woods such as mahogany. The filler

should be rubbed well into the wood with a soft pad

of rag, and when dry any surplus can be easily rubbed

off with a dry pad. It will not be found easy to use any

filler on fretwork, and if the polishing be delayed till

the fret is cut, it will be better to do without it. Gene-

rally, when polishing coloured woods, they are oiled

(which should be done before filling), in order to

show up the markings and deepen the tints. The
oil used for the purpose is raw linseed, which is

simply rubbed in.

When the work has been oiled and filled, the next

process is " bodying in," and on the way in which this

is done the durability of the polished surface greatly

depends. A rubber or pad is formed of cotton wool

covered with a piece of linen or other soft rag, and

without being hard, the rubber should be fairly firm

and not too large—an inch to an inch and a half will

do very well as a good workable size. Moisten—by no

means saturate— -the wadding, with a little polish
;

then cover it with the rag, which will require to be

moistened with the smallest possible quantity of raw
linseed oil from time to time when working, and pro-

ceed to polish the wood evenly. This cannot be
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effected by rubbing in straight lines, and the move-
ment adopted by all professional French polishers is

shown by Fig. 52.

Of course, if the wood is already fretted, the

motion of the rubber must be modified to follow the

design, and it may be well to mention here that it will

prevent, to some extent, the rubber catching on points

if the cotton wool is backed or stiffened with a flat

piece of metal, such as a penny piece. Still, even
with this, care must be exercised, as the edges of the

fret will cause an undue quantity of polish to be
squeezed out of the rubber as it goes over them. As
this polish hardens in the cuts, it does not look well,

and must be subsequently removed by the tedious

process of scraping it off. While " bodying in," no
attempt need be made to get a bright surface, as each
move of the rubber will be visible. The finishing off

must be left till afterwards, when the body has had
time to sink and harden thoroughly. It is not a bad
plan to do all except the finishing before the fret is cut

and then to give the final

touches when the sawing

and fretting have been

done.

For finishing fretwork

polishing it will ordinarily

be sufficient to go over

the wood with a rubber,

using polish only, without

oil, and instead of a

circular motion the rubber

should be drawn along the

grain. For fine polishing

the final process is spirit-

ing off, but as this cannot be done properly without

:,
rreat practice and something more than written

instructions, I need not further refer to it, especially

as it is seldom needed for fretwork. In the case of

marquetry panels, on which a high degree of finish

may be desirable, it will be found better to hand them
over to a good French polisher than for the amateur

to attempt them.

For some woods, when it is desired to increase the

warmth of their colour, red polish maybe used. It

can easily be made by adding a little and only a little,

Bismark brown to the ordinary polish—either brown
or white—though better results are obtained with the

latter, as the mixture is not so muddy.
Another good and easy way of finishing is by wax

polishing, and I am sometimes surprised that this is

not more in favour with amateurs than it is, as it is so

simple that it is almost impossible to go wrong with

it. As a rule, amateur French polishing, at the best,

is very crude, and generally has the effect of detracting

from, rather than enhancing the beauty of, the work

FIG. 52.—COURSE OF RUBBER
IN FRENCH POLISHING.

on which it is employed. Wax polishing, on the con-

trary, is so simple that any amateur can do it almost

as well as any professional. The effect on dark woods,

such as walnut, and especially on darkened oak, is

charming. It is not, however, so bright as French

polish or varnish, so those who want a very glossy

surface should not use it. Wax polish, I do not think,

is to be bought ready made, though this is of small

consequence, as it is so easily prepared. The ingre-

dients are beeswax and turpentine with sometimes a

little resin added. The proportions used by different

polishers vary considerably, some using so much tur-

pentine that the mixture, even when cold, is always

liquid, while others use so little that on cooling the

polish becomes of a consistency resembling butter.

As regards efficiency I do not think it matters in the

least whether the polish be liquid or solid, nor do I

think that resin is much of an improvement, though

its tendency is to give a harder polish to the wood.

To prepare wax polish the wax is first melted, and

then the turpentine is added to it, the mixture being

left till cold, when it is ready for use. Only a small

quantity should be rubbed on with a rag or brush and

friction be used till the surface shines. The great

secret of success in wax polishing is not to be afraid

of spending too much time in rubbing. The lubricant

known as "elbow grease" may be freely used with

advantage ; indeed, without it wax polishing is a

failure. Simple oiling, instead of wax polishing, may

be resorted to when a perfectly dead, dull surface is

wanted. Raw linseed is the material, and the effect

on American walnut is very good.

On the various receipts of stains much might be

said, but it will be unnecessary to do more than refer

to a few of the best of which the manipulation is not

likely to be difficult. Black, for ebonizing, is rather

troublesome to prepare, so it had better be bought
;

but those whD wish to do so may make it by mixing

a decoction of logwood chips and a solution of sul-

phate of iron. A good black varnish may be made

by adding gas or lamp black to brown hard varnish,

but this can hardly be called a stain. Brown stains

of different shades may be made by dissolving bichro-

mate of potash in water. This, a particularly useful

one for darkening oak, also for imitating the old

" Chippendale " colour in mahogany. Similar results

may be obtained by fuming with ammonia. The

pieces to be darkened should be placed in an air-tight

box or other receptacle with a little liquid ammonia in

a saucer. According to the time and the quantity of

ammonia, almost any degree of darkness may be

reached. It is well known that oak placed in a stable

darkens, and as it is entirely owing to the ammonia

vapours, it follows that the more strongly the air is im-

pregnated with these the less will be the time required.
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The fuming process possesses one great advantage

over others—viz., the grain of the wood is not raised as

it always is when liquid stains are used. I ought,

perhaps, to say that when they are the surface must

be rubbed down with fine glasspaper before polishing,

or it will be impossible to get a well finished surface.

A good walnut stain may be made with Vandyke brown

dissolved in water to which a little ammonia has been

added. Permaganate of potash dissolved in water is

another good stain, but the list might be extended

almost indefinitely. A good bleaching medium, or

something to lighten instead of darken wood is often

required, and there is none better than oxalic acid in

water. Caution—oxalic acid is a deadly poison,

remember.

As a general rule all woods are improved by pol-

ishing, but there is one great exception among those

likely to be used by the fretworker and that is holly.

The beauty of this is simply ruined by the applica-

tion of polish or varnish of any kind, but as it is so

light it is sometimes necessary to clean it. I don't

know that there is any recognized method of doing

this, but where glass papering cannot be resorted to a

little dry whiting rubbed in is very useful in re-

moving any accidental marks. Ebony should not be

polished bright, and is best when left in its natural

state, or at the most, waxed or oiled. This reminds

me that I have not said how "dull polish" is done,

and as it is a useful finish for ebonized wood, American
walnut and one or t>vo others, instructions should not

be omitted. The wood must be polished as if it were

to remain bright. A little sharp cutting powder, such

as emery or pumice, is then dusted on to it and rubbed

till the bright gloss disappears. Emery powder is the

best to use ; but with any powder the principal care

required is to rub evenly in one direction only, viz.,

along the grain, otherwise the effect will be patchy and
streaky.

With these remarks I must conclude this series of

articles, which I trust may have removed some diffi-

culties from the way of those who wish to try fret

cutting.

=>*"=

AN AMATEUR'S FRET-MACHINES.
By Z. T. X.

m

{Forlllustia/ions, see the FoldingSheet issued with this Part.)

II.—My First and Most Simple Machine.

T has beer, said that we cannot have too

much of a good thing, so that we may
presume in the opinion of most fret-

workers we cannot have too much in-

formation upon the subject of fret-saws.

Legion may be the name to be applied to the number

of designs already in existence, and something to the

credit of each may doubtless be said, but even as one

star differeth from another, so also do the designs for

these machines differ, not only in their aims, but also

in the expense of construction, and the fulfilment of

promise in their working capabilities.

In the first paper I wrote on the above subject, it

was mentioned that I was in possession of another

machine, differing from the one then described, pos-

sessed of good working powers, and lighter in that

necessary evil, expense. The powers that be requested

me to give a description of the machine, and as far as

possible I am complying with that request.

We well know that the cost must be considered

in supplying our wants, whether for amusement or

profit; and I think it will be found that the expense

attendant on the. carrying out of this machine is

brought down to a minimum. Also, it is better for

the reader to have some assurance that the result of

his labours will, or should, meet with success; and for

this I can answer, if the instructions here given are

faithfully carried out.

The one in my possession, made by a local trades-

man, is as successful in its workings as desired or

expected, and I have used it for cutting all kinds of

wood, and all thicknesses to J of an inch, and have

always found it capable of well fulfilling its work,

besides which, the simplicity of its construction

appeals to the fret-worker's pocket: these are items to

be considered in any machine. It has the advantage

of a vertical stroke, and is free from the objection to

be raised against the oscillating arms. It is far easier

when working the machine to turn the wood at the

various corners and angles, even in the largest designs,

and with it has been carried out some of the largest

and most difficult pieces to be found in the various

fretwork designs. So that in speaking of it as being

possessed of the good qualities of cheapness, dur-

ability, easy manipulation, and a good worker, I speak

that I do know, and testify that I have seen.

In this description, as in the last, I take for granted

that anyone intending to make use of these drawings,

either is, or will be possessed of a sewing machine

stand, or something equivalent, so as to provide that

portion of the machine I have not thought it needful

to describe.

The machine is to be constructed entirely of iron

in its working parts, the only wood used being for the

block fixed between the arm and the table. The

reason the block is so placed is that the appearance

of the arm is considerably enhanced by this means,

than if enlarged and brought down to the level of

table. This is a point, however, in the which every

one may hold his own opinion, and act in accordance.

The drawings are all half full size. The arm re-

quires but li ttle description, a section of it is given at A in
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the plan, the inner and outer edges are flanged, so

also is the back part of head, B. Next, the holding

down plate must be bored and countersunk for

six screws to fix it to the wood block, c, which is

splayed, as shown, on the four sides, and in its turn

screwed from the underside of the table, D. Between

B, B, the spring, E, is fixed by means of a loose pin or

screw ; if the latter, the upper part of B, B, must be

tapped to receive the screw, which must project on

the lower side, and a hole drilled through it to receive

the top of spring, but the pin may, if desired, be with-

out a screw end, and simply passed through the

head of arm at B. Next the spring, 33 inches long,

which may be purchased for sixpence, or made from

a strong steel wire. Below this spring, and attached

to it, is the upper saw bar, which in the drawing is

shown as round, but may, I think, with advantage, be

kept square, and passed through the lower part of

the head, B. This hole should be made true, and

would be better finished if bushed with steel, this

giving greater facilities for working.

Over the jaws, F, a leather or indiarubber washer

should be placed, so that in the event of a saw break-

ing, the jaws would come with less noise and apparent

force against the part of arm at B. The jaws, F, are

of ordinary construction, the turnscrew in each being

placed to the left hand, which is the easiest position

for fixing saws.

If the alternate plan should be used—of which

more anon—the sett screws of jaws must be altered

from the position shown on plan to be on the left side

of operator. The stand, G, for table, also acts as

guide for the lower saw bar, having on the wood
table a plate, H, if inches long and \ inch wide, with

hole drilled through to admit of saw bar T
3
5 inch

diameter passing through it, also similar plate, I, for

top of lower saw bar ; holding down plate, J, with

screw holes, as shown in plan. The iron table is

affixed to this leg or stand by means of a screw and

nut, as shown at K, and may be tilted for inlaying.

The table is made the more firm when in ordinary use

by having a small sett pin, L, passed through, which

would prevent any movement of the table.

The lower saw bar is worked by the wheel, m, on

which is a steel stud working in a groove, N, fixed by

small screw-pin to the saw bar. To the right of

wheel, M, is a grooved wheel, o, for strap from driving-

wheel, which should be kept at the distance shown
from M, if it is intended to work the machine with

the arm receding from operator, as shown in front

elevation, so as to place the saw well in front when
working. The two wheels, M and O, are fixed to

stand by plate with four or six screws, as desired.

T.vo holes for oil should be drilled on top of stand

for wheels, as at P, P.

Two plans are shown—one to work with the end

of arm towards the operator, as in front elevation,

and shown in plan, and the other with the side of arm
facing the operator, and shown in alternate plan. In

the latter case, the bearings for wheels, M and O, may
be shortened, as in alternate plan. Mine is worked

with the end of arm facing, as in front elevation.

This is a matter to be settled by those desirous of

executing this design, and also according to the re-

quirements of the stand to be used, the two plans

being drawn chiefly to show that the arrangement of

the different parts can be altered to suit occasion.

The patterns requisite to be made for castings

are neither numerous nor yet intricate, and can be

made by any novice with the aid of a padsaw to cut

the curve for arm. The outer edges of flange can be

affixed by means of thin strips of wood soaked in

water until rendered sufficiently tough for bending,

deal or pine being suitable, and fixed by flat-headed

nails or glue. The splay shown on flange could be

formed of putty in the curved portion of the arm, the

other being easily fixed in position with glue. It is

necessary to put in these splays, in order to simplify

the moulding of arm. The other parts to be cast will

be the bearings of wheels, which may be cast of

brass ; the two wheels, M and o, and the table, with

its leg or stand. The expense is but light, and the

gain, compared with the ordinary run of machines,

considerable, both for working facilities and also in

the comfort to be derived by the fretworker.
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MY KITCHEN FURNITURE.
Being the Fourth and Last Part of" My Furniture, ami

How I Made It:'

By MARK MALLETT.

IV.

—

My Handy Stool for the Kitchen—My Wash-
ing-Up Board.

jrj|S handy accessories to my kitchen I made
a couple of stools, their design being

that shown in front elevation in Fig. 22,

ImLv?Z&>- and in side elevation in Fig. 23. They
cost but little time in making, nor

need we devote any great space to the description of

them. The height of such a stool is 17 inches, whilst

the top measures 18 inches long by 11 inches broad.

Board of the same thickness, namely, J of an inch,

is used throughout.

The two pieces which form the ends, and which

are shown in Fig. 23, are l6i inches high by 9J inches

wide. It will be seen how, by a little simple and easy-

shaping, a lighter appearance is given to them with-

out affecting their strength.
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At A, A, are two cuts, 2i inches long by \ of an

inch deep, made to receive the ends of the side strips,

one of which is marked C, in Fig. 22 ; whilst at B is

cut a mortise, 1 inch by J of an inch, to admit the

tenon of the bottom bar, D, Fig. 22. This tenon pro-

jects an inch beyond the mortise, and is secured by a

peg, as shown.

From the front elevation, Fig. 22, will be seen

how the side strip, c, is shaped, as also how it is

screwed at each end into the end piece with a couple

of round-headed screws. The side strip is 15 inches

long by 2i inches wide. From the same illustration

will also be seen the shape of the bottom bar, D. This

is also 2 J inches wide, but from end to end it

measures 17 inches, if inches being allowed for the

tenon at each end, and 13 V inches for the broader part

between shoulder and shoulder. In boring the holes

through the tenons for the pegs, care should be taken

to keep the inner edges slightly nearer to the

shoulders than the exact thickness of the end pieces,

in order that when the pegs are driven home the end

pieces may be drawn tightly against the shoulders, and

the work thus held firmly together.

The top, Fig. 24, projects beyond each end piece

a distance of 1 i inches, and beyond each side piece

j of an inch. The sides and corners of the top

board are slightly rounded off. In the centre is cut

a rectangular opening, E, 4 inches by 1 j inches, for

convenience in lifting the stool. The top is screwed

down to both ends and side strips.

The three drawings which illustrate my stool are

all on a 2-inch scale.

My Washing-up Board.—Beneath a window in

my kitchen was a space which I proposed to devote

to a narrow table—for of a narrow one only would

the space permit—the more especial use of which

would be as a place for the washing-up of tea-cups

and similar matters. Of the table made for this

purpose, or, as I called it, " My Washing-up Board,"

a front elevation will be seen in Fig. 25, and an end

elevation in Fig. 26. The height of this piece of

kitchen furniture is 2 feet 5 inches ; the breadth,

1 foot 6 inches ; and the length of top, 4 feet

;

whilst its total length, measuring from the rail at one

extremity to that at the other, is 4 feet 8 inches.

To gain a clear idea of its construction we will

first look at Fig. 26, from which it will be seen that

the legs, a, A, are placed diagonally, and that for the

sake of firmness, a point to which it is necessary to

look in so narrow a table, they are made to project at

bottom an inch wider on each side than at top.

These legs are of 1 inch wood ; they are 3 inches

wide and 2 feet 9 inches long. One of them, that

which in Fig. 26 has its top to the spectator's right

hand, is drawn on a larger scale in Fig. 27. Towards

the middle of each leg is made a cut £ inch deep, to

receive its fellow leg, and at the centre of intersection

is a mortise, 2 inches high by % inch wide, to admit

the tenon of the piece, which in Figs. 25 and 30 is

marked b. The tops of the legs pass behind the

end piece, C, as indicated by dotted lines ; and are

screwed through it, as shown in the illustration,

by round-headed screws, they are also fixed by screws

which pass into their front edges through the side

piece, D, Fig. 25.

In Fig. 26 the end piece, c, is partially hidden by

the rail, E, which passes in front of it, but it will be

seen drawn separately on the larger scale in Fig. 28.

It is of J inch board, 3 inches wide and 17 inches

long. Passing outside the legs, it serves to bind

them together, as well as to support the top. At each

end the lower three-fourths of its depth is cut away

to a width of \ inch to admit the side pieces (d,

Fig. 25). The J inch tenons left at top pass through

openings cut in those pieces, as seen at F, F, Fig. 25.

In the front elevation, Fig. 25, the side piece, d,

will be seen to occupy the most important place.

This and its fellow correspond with the end pieces,

being, like them, of \ inch board and 3 inches wide.

The length of each side piece is 4 feet 8 inches. In

its upper edge are cut the three openings seen at F,

F, and G, to admit the tenons of the two end pieces

and that of the middle cross-bar, which latter is

marked H, in Fig. 29. Towards its ends, it will be

observed that the lower half of the side piece is cut

away, and that the upper half extends at each end

4 inches beyond the table top. This is that it may
support the rail, E, Fig. 26. To receive this rail an

opening f inch square is cut in the end of each side

piece. The side piece is shown as fixed by screws

both to the end pieces and legs.

The rails above mentioned are for hanging tea-

cloths to dry. They are simply strips of wood J inch

square, rounded off a little at the corners. Their

length is equal to the width of the table top, namely,

18 inches. A single small flit-headed screw from

below fixes the rail at each end.

Ten inches lower than the table top is a shelf, (1,

Figs. 25 and 30), which is arranged as being handy

for the purpose of turning down bowls, etc. The

manner in which this shelf is supported, and the

arrangement by which it is made to tie the two pairs

of legs together is illustrated by Fig. 30, which is

a vertical section on line k, l, in the front elevation.

This shelf is of f inch wood, 9 inches wide and

2 feet 10 inches long. It will be seen that its ends

rest on the strips, M, M. These strips are screwed

against the legs, and to the strips the shelf ends are

screwed down. From Fig. 26 it will also be seen

that round-headed screws pass through the legs into
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the ends of the shelf. It is, moreover, strongly screwed

to the two pieces b, b. Of these pieces one is shown
separately on a larger scaled in Fig. 31. Its shape is

somewhat peculiar. The tenon at its broader

end passes through the mortise at the inter-

section of the legs, and projects ii inches

beyond them, being secured by a peg. To

cut one of these pieces a j inch board

14' inches long and 4J inches wide will be

required. It will be seen that when these

' 1

s /

/'«]
M \-§Es-^r//

V

b

y

pieces are firmly screwed to the shelf they

will serve to bind the lower part of the

washing-up board tightly together. In the

plan of frame beneath table top, Fig. 29, it

will be observed that a single flat-headed

screw passes through each tenon at F, G, F,

into the side piece. The middle-bar, H, in

the same figure is, like the side and end pieces, of \ inch

wood, and is 2 inches deep. Fig. 25 shows that a round-

headed screw driven through the side p!ece serves to Via. 36.—END ELEVATION- ,
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keep the lower part of this bar in place. The dotted

lines in the plan indicate the extent of the table top.

This top, which measures 4 feet by I foot 6 inches,

is of } inch board. Two 9 inch widths secured
together with dowels were made use of. The top
is screwed to the side and end pieces, and to the

middle bar. The scales adopted in the illustrations

to "My Washing-up Board," are ij inches in Figs. 25,

26, 29 and 30, and 2 inches in Figs. 27, 28 and 31.

{Concluded.}

RAPID PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING

PROCESSES.
By EDWARD J. HUGHES.

RINTING on albumenized paper is the

usual method adopted by amateurs, and
although the process is easy, and the

pictures from good negatives both beau-

tiful and artistic, it has one great fault

—

namely, that printing cannot be done unless when
there is good daylight. The generality of amateurs
are engaged at their usual avocations during the day-

time, and, as a consequence, a large number of ex-

cellent negatives are never printed from for want of

time. Now, with two of the processes which I am
about to describe, artificial light is all that is neces-

sary, and the pictures will be in many respects better

than those obtained on albumenized paper. This being

the case, I will, therefore, request my readers to give

these papers their careful attention, and I feel con-

fident, that by following the instructions, they will be

delighted with the results obtained, and the rapidity

with which they can he produced.

With this short preface, I will now describe the

process of printing on " Alpha '' paper, and will com-
mence by noting its advantages.

This paper will keep good almost indefinitely if

protected from light and air ; it requires no toning
;

printing can be done by lamp or gas-light, and in far

less time than on albumenized paper; it is permanent
;

fair results can be got from thin negatives by this

method, which would be quite impossible on albu-

menized paper, and over-exposed negatives can be

made to yield nice soft pictures by careful development.

I need not enlarge further on the advantages of this

paper, so will proceed to give particulars how to pro-

duce the best results.

Now, good negatives will always yield nice pic-

tures, no matter on what paper they are printed. The
beginner should therefore select the best he has got

when making his trial exposures. By this means
greater ease will be experienced in the after manipu-
lations.

Having selected a negative, the paper is placed
over it in the printing frame in the usual way, and is

then exposed to gas or lamp-light. The length of
time to expose will depend on the following circum-
stances : density of the negative, power of light, and
the distance the negative is held from the flame

;

about eighteen inches is considered a good distance,

but if the negative is very dense, it may be held closer,

and if thin, further away. A little experience will

teach the tyro the best distances for his different

negatives, and the length of time to expose. When
these have been discovered, it is advisable to number
the negatives and take notes of the different ex-

posures, etc., for future reference; and if the developer

used is made up of the same strength, having once
secured a good print, by applying to the notes, and
following out the same method, failure is impossible.

Assuming that the exposure has been made, the

print must now be developed. The following de-

veloper I have found to be the best :

—

Saturated Solution of Oxalate of Potash . 6 parts.

Made acid with citric.

Saturated Solution of Protosulphate of Iron. I part.

Made acid with citric.

The paper is first taken out of the printing frame and
placed prepared side downwards in a dish of clean

cold water, until it is quite limp, it is then taken out and

placed prepared side upwards in the developing dish,

and a sufficient quantity of developer poured on. Care

should be taken when mixing the developer that the

iron solution is added to the oxalate, and not the re-

verse, otherwise, the mixed solution will be precipita-

ted, and will then be quite useless. Developing "Alpha"

paper is the same as an ordinary dry plate. The picture

comes up in the same way, only the result is a. posi-

tive instead of a negative. Should the print be slow

in developing, more iron solution must be added, but

in no case should the amount poured on exceed one-

third the quantity of oxalate solution contained in the

developer. Should the print be over-exposed, the

picture will rush up immediately the developer is

poured on. When this is the case it must be stopped

by applying a few drops of a saturated solution of

bromide of potassium, and then all the beautiful

details will be got in the picture. On the print being

developed, it is placed in the clearing solution, which

is composed as follows :

—

Alum ... I ounce.
|
Citric Acid . J ounce.

Water I quart.

It is allowed to remain in this bath for about five

minutes, after which time it is taken out and given a

good washing, and on this being done, is placed in

the hypo bath, which is made up of

—

Hyposulphite of Soda , . . 3 ounces.

Water 1 pint.
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About ten minutes will be sufficient to leave it in

this solution, and it may then be taken out and !

thoroughly washed. The best way to do this is to

place it in a vessel into which there is a constant flow

of water, and a few hours wi!l be sufficient to

thoroughly eliminate the hypo. If this cannot be

conveniently done, then it may be soaked in a dish

of water for about six hours, changing the water

every hour. It may then be hung up to dry, when it

is ready for mounting. These prints cannot be dried

between blotting paper as is usually done with albu-

menized, but by placing them on ebonite sheets, and

rubbing them well with a squeegee. When dry, they

will peel off the ebonite quite easily, and will have a

fine glossy appearance. Some amateurs may not

know how to squeegee, so I will now describe the

process. The print is taken out of the water with

one hand, and the ebonite sheet held in the other.

Both are then immersed in a dish of clean cold water,

and the print is carefully spread on the ebonite wider

water so as to avoid air bubbles. A sheet of india-

rubber cloth, somewhat larger than the print, is then

placed over it, and the squeegee vigorously applied.

It is then set aside to dry. which will be done very

quickly as nearly all the water will be pressed out by

the squeegee. When dry it may be mounted on a

suitable card, and the best mountant is thick starch

to which is added a few drops of oil of cloves to each

pint of solution. The starch should be applied cold,

and will hold good for over a month.

I have now described the method of printing from

a negative with " Alpha " paper, and I think all my
readers will agree that the process is very simple.

I would advise the beginner to follow with care the

instructions given, and when he has succeeded in

getting good prints by the method described, he may
then try some of the following experiments which,

when mastered, will give even more pleasing results.

By varying the exposure and developer, '* Alpha "

paper can be made to produce a variety of tones.

Grey tones may be obtained by giving a short

exposure with strong developing solution, and a long

exposure with well-restrained developer will give a

tone approaching sepia. Black tones, like an engrav-

ing, may be produced by giving a full exposure with

strong unrestrained developer. Of course, much will

depend on the negative. Some will give almost any tone,

whilst others will give only a grey or greenish. There

is nothing like practice, " an ounce of it is worth a

pound of theory,'' and if the tyro will only give this

paper a fair trial, he will find it a great boon. From
these hints the beginner should be able to get almost

any tone he requires, and it is very necessary occa-

sionally to be able to select the tone required for a

lar view. For example, n sepia tone would

not be suitable for a winter scene, being too warm,

and on the other hand, a grey tone would be equally

unsuitable for a summer view. A good plan to adopt

is to give a full exposure and commence developing

with a weak solution, increasing the strength accord-

ing to circumstances. By this means a great amount

of latitude will be experienced, and the development

will be completely under control.

In concluding my remarks on " Alpha " paper, I

may state that if the tyro does not care to develop

with ferrous oxalate, any of the pyro-ammonia

developers will answer very well, but it is advisable

to use the solutions at only one-half their usual

strength for dry plates, and the paper must be left in

the clearing solution for a much longer time, in order

to get rid of the pyro stain. I will now turn to

printing on Eastman's Bromide Paper.

Of the processes under consideration, I believe

Eastman's Bromide Paper has been used more than

any of the others. It is more expensive than " Alpha ''

paper, and, perhaps, the manipulation somewhat

easier. I will not, however, pass an opinion as to

which I consider the best. The " Alpha " is the

cheapest of the lot, but it cannot be purchased like

Eastman's paper, in small quantities, and probably

this may be the reason why the latter has been used

most. At all events, if good results can be got with

one process, there is no reason why equal success

should not be obtained by using any of the others.

The processes are somewhat similar, and it is only in

the matter of exposure which the beginner may err.

Eastman's Bromide Paper can be purchased at

2s. 6d. per dozen sheets, size 6^ by 8^ inches, and

larger size sheets in proportion.

The method of printing is exactly the same as

described for the "Alpha," but there is a difference in

the developer. The one given for the " Alpha " paper

will produce good results with careful development,

but I find the following to be the easiest, and it has

an advantage over the one already described, viz.,

that being a concentrated solution it will hold good

for years if kept in a bottle having a safe cork. A
large bottle may, therefore, be made up at once, and

it requires no mixing, as it is a one bottle developer.

Neutral Oxalate of Potassium 3 ounces.

Sulphate of Iron . . . 1 \ ounces.

Water 7 ounces.

The oxalate is dissolved in boiling water, and this

solution is kept at a temperature of between 194 to

203 degrees F., whilst the sulphate of iron is dissolved

in it. It is then set aside for twenty-four hours, and

the clear liquid decanted from the crystals that have

formed at the bottom of the bottle, and is then ready

for use.

This is a most energetic developer, and if too
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strong and works too rapid, it may be restrained by

adding water. To develop with this solution, a

sufficient quantity is poured on to well cover the

paper, and care must be taken before applying it to

have steeped the print in cold clean water until limp,

otherwise when the developer is poured on the paper

will curl up and will then develop unevenly.

Should the tyro object to the above developer on

account of the extra trouble of testing the temperature

whilst making up, he may use the following, which

will answer very well ; but I would recommend him

to give the former a trial, as once it is made up, there

is no further trouble with it, and it can be used to the

very last drop.

A. Solution.

Neutral Oxalate of Potassium . A lb.

Bromide of Ammonia . . 10 grains.

Boiling Water .... i A pints.

B. Solution.

Protosulphate of Iron . I lb.

Citric Acid i drachm.

Boiling Water . . . i \ pints.

When the developer is cold it is ready for use. To
develop, take four parts of A. solution to one part of

B. solution, adding B. to A.

Now a few general remarks. In every process of

photography cleanliness is an important factor to

success. See, then, that your dishes are clean as well

as your hands. Always wash the dishes after using

them, and when done with them for the day place

them upside down on a shelf or table. By this means
no dust will adhere tc the insides.

Develop until sufficient density has been got in

the shadows of the picture by looking through the

print by the aid of your ruby lamp. When this has

been attained the after processes are the same as

those described for the "Alpha" paper.

With this paper I find that a long exposure and

quick developer will give fine black or purple prints,

and full exposure with a weak developer will produce

warm tones. It is a good plan when there is a doubt

about the exposure being correct, to commence deve-

loping with a developer which has been used a few

days before. By adopting this plan great latitude

will be experienced, and when the picture is well out

the usual developer may be poured on, which will

complete the process generally with success. In con-

cluding my remarks on this process. I may state that

a full exposure with strong development will give

contrast and brilliancy, and full exposure with weak
development will produce softness. Success depends

on careful manipulation, so if the beginner studies the

lesson on development which I have written, and
adheres to the instructions, success is sure to be the

result.

The last process which I will describe is entitled

the Aristotype process. The paper employed in

printing by this process is manufactured by a firm in

Germany. It can be purchased from Messrs. Hinton

and Co., 3S, Bedford Street, London, the price being

is. 6d. per dozen cabinet pieces. This paper differs

from the Alpha and Bromide. Printing is done in

exactly the same way as with albumenized paper, and
should be carried on until a deep purple colour is

obtained. Although this paper is not as rapid as the

Alpha or Bromide, it has this advantage over them,

that, like silver printing, the operation of printing can

be observed, so that failure will, therefore, be the

exception instead of the rule. Printing can only be

done by daylight, but the paper being about three

times as rapid as sensitized, a great number of prints

can be got even in the dullest weather, and excellent

results can be obtained from thin negatives, which, if

printed from with silver paper, would be complete

failures.

The prints may be toned immediately, or stored

in a light-tight box until convenient, but it is advis-

able not to keep them too long, otherwise they will

lose much of their brilliancy.

When preparing to tone, care must be taken to

wash the prints in several changes of water until all

the milkiness has disappeared, as this paper contains

a great deal more silver than sensitized, so that five

or six changes of water will not be too much. The
following is a very good toning bath, but any ordinary

toning solution for silver prints will do, provided it is

not too strong :

—

A. Solution.

Water 3 ounces.

Chloride of Gold . . .2 grains.

B. Solution.

Water 3 ounces.

Sulphocyanide of Ammonia . 33 grains.

Hyposulphite of Soda . . .1 grain.

Mix together by pouring one part of A. solution into

one part of B. solution, and dilute with water if the

toning is too rapid. Care should be taken that the

A. solution is added to the B., and not the reverse.

Having washed the prints, place them in the

toning solution and keep them moving during the

process, otherwise the toning will not go on evenly.

Too many prints should not be put in the toning

bath together, a few at a time will be sufficient, and

more attention can be given to them than if a larger

number were toning. The colour which the prints

will assume at first will be very unpromising, being

of a yellow tint, but they will soon change to a nice

brown, and finally a velvety black, and when this tint

has been obtained they may then be taken out and

given a thorough washing in clean cold water. This
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being done, they are next placed in the fixing bath,

which is composed as follows :

—

Water 10 ounces

Hyposulphite of Soda . . . I ounce.

They may be left in this solution for about fifteen

minutes. On being taken out they should be ex-

amined by holding them up to the light, and on look-

ing through them they should be quite clear. If any

spots appear on them, they should be immersed in

the fixing bath until these are dissolved out of them.

Assuming that they have been fixed sufficiently,

they must then get a very good washing in several

changes of water for at least three hours, when they

may be taken out and dried by placing them along a

long pole. If a high enamel gloss is required, by

placing them on sheets of glass, over which some talc

powder has been previously shaken, or on ebonite,

and well squeegeed ; when dry, they will have the

desired gloss. If a matt surface is preferred, by

placing them on ground glass and applying the

squeegee to expel the air-bubbles from underneath the

prints ; when dry, a surface like a platinotype print

will be got. The method of mounting is the same as

recommended for the " Alpha " prints.

The processes which I have described should be

known to every amateur photographer, as it is often

desirable to print from a negative in a hurry. The
instructions which I have given are the result of prac-

tical experience, and are more fully explained than

those sent with the papers. In conclusion, let the

beginner make up his mind to succeed, and by a little

perseverance, all the seeming difficulties will quickly

disappear.

PRACTICAL SCENE-PAINTING FOR

AMATEURS.
ByHE.Yflr L. BENWEI.L.

XXXI.—Transparency Painting—Figure and Sta-
tuary Painting—Scenery at the Lyceum ; Goon
Model to follow—Concluding Hints on Paint-
ing Scenery in General—The Lighting of the
Stace and Auditorium—Adieu—Curtain.

jN transparency painting the scenic artist

should be an adept, as it is an accom-
plishment necessary for other purposes

besides stage scenery. Dioramas, for

instance, have a good many of their

pictures painted in this way, whilst other purposes to

which this process is adaptable, are street illuminations

and illuminated advertisements—pictorial and other-

wise—outside theatres, etc. I shall not enter very

largely into this subject on the present occasion, as

spa^e is limited, confining myself to a few remarks

likely to prove useful in scene-painting, and reserving

the more general and detailed consideration of the art

for some future time, when I may provide one or two

short papers concerning the painting and manufacture

of transparencies for all purposes. The material upon

which transparencies are painted must be of a fine

and even texture, which for scenic purposes had better

be calico of good quality. The calico should be of

the greatest procurable width, as seams are fatal to

the success of the picture. The " cloth," when made,

should be stretched tightly on to the painting frame

and receive a good coating of parchment size on both

sides. When the " cloth " is dry, it will be found to

have slackened, it must, therefore, be again stretched

and receive another coat of sizing. When this is dry

it may again become slack, so must be tightened up

again until perfectly satisfactory for drawing and

painting upon.

The subject is next " drawn in '' with a lead pencil,

a carpenter's pencil is the best, and then the painting

commences. The method of treatment, of course,

all depends upon what he subject is, and what effects

it is desired to produce by aid of the transparency.

One excellent effect can be obtained upon the stage by

using transparencies for the sky in landscape scenes ;

exceedingly good examples of this class were to be

seen nightly at the Lyceum during the run of" Faust/'

One " set " stood out above all the rest for the natural

effect thus produced; this was a sunset sky, whilst in the

foreground stood, in shadow, the ancient and pictur-

esque town of Nuremburg. Another use to which

these scenes are put, is the sudden appearance and

disappearance of apparitions, visions, etc. For this

purpose a cut cloth is used, and painted to represent a

cavern, rocks, or thickly-wooded forest.

On this cloth is glued (tightly stretched) some fine

tammy or calico, enough to cover the " cut out " space.

This calico is painted to look like a part of the sub-

ject on the cloth, but is done in thinner and perfectly

transparent colours ; it is, indeed, generally made to

represent a recess in a rock or entrance into a cavern,

or some similar opening in apparently deep shadow.

On the reverse side of the calico is painted the subject

to be represented in the vision, the work being exe-

cuted in suitable colours. When it is time for the

vision to appear, a strong lime-light is suddenly turned

on behind the cloth, the lights in front being at the

same time gradually lowered when the subject on the

back of the thin medium will be shown through it

and plainly seen from the front of the house. For

disappearance, the strength of light on each side of

the cloth is reversed. If it is desired for the subject

to slowly appear till it becomes sharp and bold and

then gradually vanish into mist, as it were, the

lights are then worked very slowly both ways, i.e., on
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and off. There were several such specimens as this

in " Faust," which, doubtless, many readers may call

to mind.

When a rich luminous effect is desired in a scene

representing a sunset, the sky is painted on a separate

horizon cloth, which is hung behind the landscape

proper, the upper part of which may be of thin gauze-

In preparing the transparent " cloth," the sky and

clouds are firstly "painted in," after which the sun, if

shown, is primed with flake white and strong size, and

when dry it receives a glaze of orange red or vermilion

and lake. The result should be a very rich and trans-

parent effect. Stained glass windows, as previously

denoted, are also good subjects for treatment by this

method.

In moonlight scenes the moon should always be

transparent. The size and shape of the moon is cut

out of the scene and a piece of very pale Persian silk

pasted over the opening at the back. The silk is

afterwards varnished, and when the scene is used the

moon is lighted up from behind with a ring of gas jets.

For representing the effulgent glories of the rising or

setting sun, a machine has been devised for use with

the lime-light, which is situated behind the cloth. This

is an extinguisher-shaped funnel, which is placed in

front of the light, and which has several open bars

which spread from the centre, each bar getting broader

at the outside; the light increasing in intensity is cast

upon the transparent cloth, and the bars intercepting

the light, it gives in front the effect of spreading rays

of light. Transparencies are also used for conflagra-

tions on the stage, the fire, smoke, etc., being, of

course, painted on the bnck and lit up with red lime-

light when required.

Another subject for similar treatment is a night

scene, representing a street or town by night with lights

at all the windows, the street lamps alight, and the

clock tower illuminated—these have a very charming

effect. It should be mentioned that in transparency

painting the subject on the front of the " cloth " is

called the first effect, and that at the back the second

effect. The first of these, which is the clearest and
boldest of the two, is " drawn in " with pencil, great

care being taken not to soil the canvas, as any dirt

marks would show through and spoil the painting.

In " putting in " the second effect the artist must
exclude all other light but that which passes through

the linen from the front of the cloth, by which the

forms of the first effect are clearly seen, and these

must be painted over or not according to the desiied

effect. The first thing to do is to give the canvas a

priming of transparent blue, and when this is dry the

effect intended to be thrown on the first picture is

sketched out. In the painting the second picture is

executed with a grey tint, made of flake white and

lamp black. Gradations of light and shade may be

tested by examining from the right side of the

picture, where the second painting will not be seen if

of the proper strength. The second effect must, how-

ever, be sufficiently opaque, and this may be ascer-

tained by lighting up behind at night time. When
the proper realization of light and shade is obtained

in this way the picture may be coloured with strictly

transparent tints either in distemper or "flatting"

colours. Other purposes to which transparencies are

put by the scene-painter can be seen nightly in the

Strand, at Islington, and other parts of the Metropolis.

These are in the shape of illuminated advertisements,

sometimes giving a striking scene from a play, or

simply taking the form of letter painting, and giving

the title of the piece and perhaps the author's name.

In the latter case the letters are generally painted and

shaded in three colours, the space between the letters

and round the margin being " blocked out" or rendered

opaque with lamp black. These advertisements are

always painted with finely ground oil colours thinned

out with turpentine. They are stretched on a box

framework at least 18 inches in depth, and have a row

of gas jets inside. The top of the box must have a

small chimney to carry off the heat, and there should

also be a few holes at the bottom for the inlet of fresh

air. This keeps the inside cool, and prevents the

painted canvas from being spoilt in many ways. A
list of colours for transparency painting is given in

the table of tints which I have compiled.

Painting Figures and Statuary.— It is but very

seldom that figures are required in stage pictures,

excepting in act drops, which are always supposed to

be pictures in the proper sense of the term. Figures

in scenes are seldom painted by the ordinary artist,

as it is a special art of itself, and, therefore, a specialist

is generally engaged for the work. It is not good

form, as a rule, to introduce figures into ordinary

scenes ; there are, however, exceptions where crowds

have to be painted. Where this is the case the scene-

painter sometimes manages to indicate a mass of

figures which are hidden, to a certain degree, by the

crowd of " supers " upon the stage. A very good in-

stance of the use of figures in a theatre scene is that

used in " The Corsican Brothers," viz., the interior of

the Paris Opera House. This scene represents the

auditorium of a theatre, and is supposed to be full of

spectators. When the play was produced at the

Lyceum by Mr. Irving, this scene was remarkably well

executed, and was a special feature in the production,

the figure paintings coming from the brush of Mr.

Charles Catermole, about the only, and certainly the

cleverest, man in London at this class of work. A
masquerade ball and carnival is taking place at the

time, and as it was an unique specimen of "stage
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setting.'' the scene itself, without figures,is given in Fig.

158. It has just been laid down that figures are usually

out of place in stage pictures, not so, however, is

Statuary, for the scene-painter is frequently required

to introduce such subjects into his scenes. For this

work he must, therefore, be capable of drawing well

the human figure, and he should also have a know-

ledge of, and a taste for, the choicest specimens of

ancient art in this direction. Statues are frequently

used for the adornment of the sides of prosceniums

on a temporary or ' fit up " stage, and are here very

useful. They are also depicted on wings in such

scenes as an ancient castle or baronial hall, and are

extremely useful and effective when introduced in

garden scenes standing out separately upon the stage.

In this shape they are known as "stage properties,"

being made of ''
fitofile? or thin wood, by the stage-

carpenter and the subject " painted in " by the

artist. In order, therefore, that the carpenter shall be

enabled to cut the wood to the required shape or out-

line, he must necessarily have ah exact guide to go
by. A sheet of ''profile'' is, therefore, taken in hand
by the artist, upon which he draws the outline very

bold and sharp with charcoal. The carpenter now
follows the outline with a key-hole or table saw, and
being experienced is successful in a task where, per-

haps, a novice would fail. The profile is then

strengthened by having several cross battens affixed

to the back, and the ''property " is ready for primirg

and painting. Some carpenters glue on these cross

battens before sawing out, but this is a matter which

would find its proper place in a work on stage-car-

pentry. In painting but few colours are used, and the

figures are held upright upon the stage with iron stays

and stage screws. A few specimens of statuary are

given in Figs. 154, 155, 156. It need hardly be said

that in painting these they should be mounted on
pedestals, either round or square. The last illustration

it will be a pleasure to give, is another scene from
" The Corsican Brothers," as placed upon the stage at

the Lyceum (Fig. 157).

I should have liked to introduce a perspective in-

terior of a scene as used over one hundred years ago,

in order to give the student of scenic art a fair idea

of the vivid changes in the decoration of the stage,

which time and progress are alone responsible for.

This illustration would have been taken from an old

print in the writer's possession and is very valuable.

It is one of a dozen, and can hardly be parted with

even for the purpose of engraving a facsimile. These
prints are extremely valuable in mare senses than one,

as they not only give truthful reproductions of the

scenery in use by our forefathers, but also of the interior

of the theatre—the orchestra and proscenium, with the

chandeliers overhead, gas not being then introduced

and footlights not in vogue. They also show the cos-

tume of the period, both on the stage and off.

The more modern scenes from the Corsican legend-

ary drama are splendid examples of the taste displayed

by the greatest scene-painters of the present time,

and of the artistic excellence of the stage settings in

forceatthe house of our leading actor and manager.

The lighting and arrangement of the scene, and the

graceful and subdued colouring of the background is

indeed a model of the first merit for the aspiring scene-

painter to follow. Messrs. Hawes, Craven, W. Cuth-

bert and H. Cuthbert, were the painters of these

scenes ; surely excellent masters to study from.

Concluding Hints. — The peculiarity of scene-

painting, says Mr. Harry Lancaster, is what one

might term roughness and what some would apologize

for on the score of want of finish, by saying more

finish is unimportant, for that at a distance it would

not be seen. But this is a very unfair and insufficient

view of the matter. Not only is there no occasion for

more finish in scene-painting, but, properly speaking,

it is highly finished already. It is, in fact, a mere

question of fccus, for the most highly finished painting

would look rough if viewed through a microscope.

To finish a scene is to regulate and complete the

various parts in conformity to the whole, and this

effect once accomplished, all beyond tends to undo

instead of completing the picture. By attempting

more finish you would obtain less, for the real finish in

scene-painting is gained by keeping the tints bold and

firm, that they may blend well when viewed from a

distance : if you softened them you would lose the

charm of transparency. This is seen to be the case

when the scenery is painted by a timid hand. For

want of knowledge the painter is afraid to leave

his colours bold and bare, and the consequence is in-

sipidity, by adding, softening, and covering down, he

destroys the crispness and effect of his work.

As the surgeon gains comprehensive notions of

the structure of the human frame by the study of

comparative anatomy, so may the artist take a hint of

the humbler arts, which sometimes develop an impor-

tant principle with great distinctness. This is the

case in the art of producing designs for paper

hangings.

Facility of effect is especially aimed at in this art,

as the designer is restricted to a few tints only, often

only three—high light, middle tint, and shade—and

must produce an effective design without further as-

sistance. His middle tint is judiciously spread, leaving

the high lights to stand out, and his shadows are bold

and firm, and placed at the most telling points. All

the blending is anticipated from the eye of the spec-

tator, as in scene-painting, and yet the effect of foliage

and flowers is in this art so successful that many an
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artist might take a lesson from the truth and boldness

of the shading.

Designers in this art acquire a decided style which

would prove very useful to a scene-painter. An artist

is too apt to trust to vagueness in shading, getting

the effect he cannot tell how; but the

draughtsman for block printing knows it

would be useless to flatten his drawing :

he would not be understood and could

not be followed by the block-cutter. His

line must be decided and firm, and

without the slightest vagueness. If this

precision were adhered to in sketching,

we would not lose time in undecided

touches with feeble tints, but should feel

compelled to iut in the effect boldly and
tit once, and not without due considera-

tion. By a careful and repeated study

of the foregoing remarks, the amateur

scene-pain,er will gain great benefit, and

will be saved in the end much failure

and disappointment

and loss of time and
money.

Lighting the Stage.

— No matter however

well painted a scene

may be, it will not

make a successful " stage pic-

ture" unless the lighting of it is

properly and judiciously worked

out. One of the chief causes of

the magnificent successes which

always attend the settings at the

Lyceum is due to the skilful work

in this direction, as in the recent

production of "Faust" for in-

stance. It will, therefore, be seen

that it is necessary for the scenic

artist to make himself efficient in

th~ art of stage lighting, in order

to produce the best effect with

his works.

Mr. Percy Fitzgerald makes

some very sensible remarks on

this subject in one of his works

on the theatre, in the following

terms: "Then as to lighting.

What wonderful things might not be produced by the

light when not dispensed in that equal manner and

by degrees as is now the custom ! Were it to be

played off with a masterly artifice, distributing it in a

strong mass on some parts of the stage, and by de-

priving others, as it were, at the same time, it is

hardly credible what effects might be produced

154.—MALE FIGURE,

AS EXAMPLE OF STAGF.

STATUARY.

'/.

hg. 155.—
female figure,

with vase.

thereby ; for instance, a chiaro-oscuro for strength

and vivacity not inferior to that so much admired in

the pictures of Rembrandt."

The main difficulty in lighting the stage is that

the stronger the light the blacker and more marked

are the shadows, which can, however, be

neutralised by additional light cast in

their direction, but at the sacrifice of the

first light. Ground rows, or set pieces at

the back of the stage, should always have
" ground lights " placed behind them, in

order to prevent their shadows being

thrown upon the backcloth, and also to

light it up. It is also advantageous to

have gas burners on each side of the

stage to serve as "wing lights," for the

better illumination of the side scenes, and

to counteract the density of the shadows

of the actors thrown by the footlights on

to them. The " head " and footlights

must also be properly regulated according

to the requirements of

the scene. Lime-light,

a powerful and exceed-

ingly pure white light,

is now in common use

for aiding scenic ef-

fects upon the stage.

There is great art in the manage-

ment of this light ; by the aid of

coloured glasses, and by crossing

the rays of light from glasses of

different tints, charming twilight

and soft moonlight effects can be

produced. It would take several

chapters to instruct the novice in

the manipulation of the lime-

light, so it is useless to dwell

further upon the subject ; more-

over, a practical man with his

apparatus is generally hired by the

night to work this stage acces-

sory, and such a man 'a to be

found in a.;y moderately-sized

town ;
the apparatus is also costly

and dangerous in unpractised

hands. The auditorium should

be lit soberly enough to see

faces and features, and to read the bill or book of

the play ; but that utter darkness which is in vogue at

some theatres is unnatural, and in a measure destro, s

the illusion and intensifies the glare upon the stage.

The whole of the gas and lighting arrangements

should be regulated by the prompter, who has the

stopcock:-; and the gasman by his side during perfor-

EIG. 156.

—

MALE FIGURE-
MAN AT ARMS.
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FIG. 137.—OPENING SCENE IN "THE CORSICAN BROTHERS," AS PRODUCED AT THE LYCEUM THEATRE.

FIG. IjS.—SET SCENE FOR MASQUERADE BALL IN "THE CORSICAN BROTHERS," WITHOUT FIGURES,
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mauce. To repeat what was said in a formei chapter

—

the last thing that the scene-painter does before the

production of a new play is to have his scenes set

U|?cn the stage at night in order that he can arrange

the lighting of them. The •' gasman " of a theatre is

the artist's mainstay ; it lies in his power to ruin the

finest scene that was ever painted. Ground lights

turned too high upon a moonlight scene, calciums

with glass not properly tinted, or the shadow of a

straightedged border thrown across a delicate sky

—

all these things are ruin to the artist's roost careful

work. The proper lighting of a scene is, therefore, a

matter that requires the most careful study.

Adieu.—My task is done ; I have tried my best, in

a somewhat protracted series of papers, to instruct

the reader in the art and mystery of scene-painting

and stage decoration. In this endeavour ;ny success

has been but partial, both for want of better descrip-

tive powers in writing and, through the exigencies of

space, omitting to treat upon many other important

branches of the art. The subject has, however, such

a wide range that it could be written upon inde-

finitely. But, for the reason just stated, the scene-

painter must, now perforce, bid adiuu to ids pupils, not

forgetting to thank them for the kind praise so

lavishly bestowed upon the lessons he has with so

much pleasure given them in the pages of Amateur
Work.

THE SCENE-PAINTER'S TABLE OF TINTS.
Compiled by 1IENR7 L. BEKWELL.

INTERIOR WORK.
Wliite the Basis of all Tints.

Brown Tints. Cream Colour Tint.

Lake, Prussian Blue, Yellow Yellow Ochre (a little)

Ochre Drab and Stone Tints.

Lake, Indigo, Yellow Ochre Burnt Umber
Raw Sienna, Lake, Prussian Raw Umber

Blue Yellow Ochre
Venetian Red, Indigo Yellow Ochre, Black
Vandyke Brown, Lake, Indigo Raw Umber, Black
Burnt Sienna, Indigo Burnl Sienna
Burnt Sienna, Lake Vandyke -

Orange Chrome

Fawn Tints.

Burnt Sienna

Burnt Umber, Venetian Red

Vermilion, Oxford Ochre

Flesh Tints.

Yellow Ochre, Venetian Red

Yellow Ochre

Blue Tints.

Prussian Blue (Sky Blue)

Indigo (Cambridge Blue)

Prussian Blue, Brunswick

Green (Cambridge Blue) LiSht Red
-
Yellow 0chre

Chocolate Tints.
Lake

-
Vermilion, Yellow

Ultramarine, Vandyke Grey Tints (of a Blue Hue).

Spanish Brown, Venetian Blue Verditer

Red, Black Indigo

Venetian Red Black

Grey lints (of a Warm or Green, Sage or Olive.

Brown Hue). Prussian Blue, Raw Umber

Indigo, Lake, Burnt Sienna Lavender 01 Lilac.

Indigo, Indian Red Prussian Blue, Lake

Prussian Blue, Venetian Red Rose Pink, Indigo

Brown Lake, Pmssian Blue, Indigo, Lake

Yellow Ochre Vermilion, Prussian Blue

Indian Red, Prussian Blue

Golden Colour (Laying In). Ultramarine, Lake, Flake

Golden Ochre While

Brown Ochre, Dutch Pink Beach.

Vandyke Brown, Dutch Pink Vermilion, Indian Red,

Vandyke Brown, Dutch Pink, Spanish Red

Burnt Sienna Primrose.

Golden Colour (High Lights).
Lenlon Chrome

Lemon Chrome, Flake White Purple.

Orange Chrome Rose Pink »
Ultramarine

Orange Chrome, Dutch Pink Pinks.

,

,

,
Red Lead

Golden Colour (Deep ,. .. „ ,r Venetian Red
Shadows). _ T .Damp Lake

Vandyke Brown, Burnt Sienna Carnation Paste

Ultramarine, Lake

Orange Red, Dutch Pink, and

Burnl Sienna
Spanish Brown

Green, Pea. Violet.

Brunswick Green Prussian Blue, Vermilion,

Prussian Blue, Lemon Chrome Black

Salmon.

Venetian Red

EXTERIOR WORK.

Banks and Roads. Dutch Pink, Burnt Sienna,

Yellow Ochre Indigo

Yellow Ochre, Orange Red .
Vandyke Brown, Rose Pink,

Yellow Ochre, Burnt Sienna, Indigo

Verditer Burnt Sienna, Indigo

Yellow Ochre, Vandyke Azure Blue, Raw Sienna

Brown Lake, Vandyke Brown, Indigo

Burnt Sienna Indigo, Dutch Pink-

Cold Grey
Shadows. pale Blue

Orange Red, Indigo White

Rose Pink, Vandyke Brown ,-,'
.

Clouds.
Vandyke Brown, Venetian

Red
Indigo, Venetian Red
Ultramarine, Rose Pink,

Burnt Sienna

Umber
Vandyke Brown

Vandyke Brown, Brown Lake

Green Lake

Ultramarine, Rose Pink

High Lights.
Brooks and Streams. Yellow Ochre

Raw Sienna Yellow Ochre, Rose Pink

Raw Sienna, Vandyke Brown Yellow Ochre, Orange Red
Raw Sienna, Indigo Flake White

Cold Grey.

Ivory Black, Venetian Red,

Indigo

Soft and Aerial.

Verditer, Orange Red

Venetian Red, Azure Blue

Rose Pink, Azure Blue

Rose Pink, Orange Red,

Verditer
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Lights of Sunset and Sunrise. Skies.

Dutch Pink, Yellow Ochre [Daylight.)

Lemon Chrome Blue Verditer

Lemon Chrome, Orange Red Azure Blue

Dutch Pink, Orange Red Blue Verditer, Damp Lake,

Orange Chrome, Orange Red Azure Blue

Orange Chrome, Damp Lake Blue Verditer, Rose Pink,

Venetian Red, Rose Pink Indigo

Orange Red, Rose Pink

Damp Lake

Damp Lake, Azure Blue

Warm Grey

Distant Clouds.

Dutch Pink

Verditer

Orange Red
Rose Pink

Foregrounds.

Sunrise Skies.

Verditer, Indigo, Rose Pink
Damp Lake, Rose Pink ,, ,-, T ,• ,-

\ erditer, Indigo, \ enetian

Red

Sunset Skies.

Verditer, Indigo

Verditer, Damp Lake

Yellow Ochre

Yellow Ochre, Orange Red

Dutch Pink

Dutch Pink, Rose Pink
(See Banks and Roads and Dulcn Pink, Venetian Red

Grass.) Dutch Pink, Orange Red
Grass (Laying in, Light and Lemon Chrome

Shadow). T _, i- .• n jLemon Chrome,\ enetian Red
Green Lakes T „, „ „ ,

Lemon Chrome, Orange Red
Emerald Green

Lemon Chrome, Azure Blue Twilight Skies.

Dutch Pink, Azure Blue (Cloudy.)

Dutch Pink, Indigo Indigo, Orange Red

Raw Sienna, Rose Pink, Indigo Indigo, Venetian Red

Yellow Ochre, Rose Pink, Indigo, Rose Pink

Indigo Indigo, Venetian Red, Yellow

Dutch Pink, Verditer, Burnt Ochre

Sienna (Cloudless.)

Rocks, etc.
Verditer, Indigo

Indigo, Bt. Sienna, Rose Pink Verditer, Indigo, Rose Pink

Emerald Green, Black Verditer, Indigo, Venetian

Vandyke Brown, Ultramarine R e£l

Yellow Ochre, Rose Pink, Moonlight Skits.
Ind'g° Verditer, Indigo

A andyke Brown, Raw Sienna, Verditer, „,„., Indig0j and
Ultramarine

BIack for c ,ouds
Yellow Ochre, Venetian Red yuke whi(ej and Emerald
Burnt S.enna

Green f<Jr u ht on f]i|to
Lake 5

Orange Red, Ultramarine STONEWORK.

Warm Tints. Yellow Ochre

Chrome, Burnt Sienna Yellow Ochre, Drop Black

Dutch Pink, Burnt Sienna Yellow Ochre, Umber

Brunswick Green Yellow Ochre, Umber, Indigo

Brown Ochre Yellow Ochre, Red Lead,

Raw Sienna, Burnt Sienna Celestial Blue

Yellow Ochre, Venetian Red
Slate

Dutch Pink, Rose Pink Drop Black

Cold Tints. Black, Rose Pink

Verditer, Emerald Green Raw Sienna, Rose Pink,

Verditer, Rose Pink Indigo

Indigo,DutchPink,AzureBIue Indigo, Rose Pink

Indigo, Rose Pink Ultramarine, Black

Trees and Foliage. Yellow Ochre, Venetian Red,

Branches and Trunks. Ultramarine

Indigo, Lake, Yellow Ochre Rose Pink
>
Indigo

Burnt Sienna, Ultramarine Brown Lake

Lake and Indigo Transparency Painting.

Vandyke Brown Colours Used in

Dutch Pink, Burnt Sienna, Yellows.

Indigo Raw Sienna

Yellow Ochre, Rose Pink Gamboge
Brown Lake Yellow Lake

Foliage, Near. Chromes

Dutch Pink, Burnt Sienna, Italian Pink

Indigo Reds.

Dutch Pink.Indigo.Azure Blue Carmine Paste

Dutch Pink, Burnt Sienna Crimson Lake

Brown Lake Blues.

Lake, Venetian Brown, Indigo
Prussian Bhle

Green Lake Int1igo

Green Lake, Indigo Ultramarine
Azure Blue, Dutch Pink

Autumnal Tints, Near

Raw Sienna, Indigo

Burnt Sienna
Green Lakes, Nos. I, 2, and •;

Purples.

Purple Lake

Burnt Carmine

Orange.

Burnt Sienna

Greens.

Lake

Dutch Pink

Foliage, Distant.

Dutch Pink, Verditer, Rose

Pink, Flake White Browns-.

Dutch Pink, Verditer, Rose Vandyke Brown

Pink, Flake White, Indigo Brown Lake

White, Verditer, Yellow Woodwork.
Ochre, Venetian Red Yellow Ochre, Drop Black

White, Indigo, Dutch Pink Yellow Ochre, Venetian Red
Raw Sienna Yellow Ochre, Venetian Red,
Burnt Sienna Indigo

Vandyke Brown Burnt Sienna

Thatchwork, Ricks, Etc. Burnt Sienna, Raw Sienna,

Yellow Ochre Umber

Dutch Pink Vandyke Brown

Indigo, Rose Pink Vandyke Brown, Yellow

Yellow Ochre, Rose Pink Ochre

Vandyke Brown Brown Ochre

Lemon Chrome Brown Ochre, Burnt Sienna,

Raw Sienna Ultramarine

Umber Yellow Ochre, Venetian Red,

Tiles and Bricks. Ivory Black

Burnt Sienna Raw Sienna

Orange Red Water, Still.

Venetian Red Partakes of Colours and Tones

Rose Pink of Objects reflected therein

Yellow Ochre, Venetian Red Water, Sea.

Yellow Ochre, Rose Pink Dutch Pink

Shadows. Verditer

Burnt Sienna, Rose Pink Indigo

Venetian Red, Indigo Raw Sienna

Vandyke Brown, Rose Pink, Azure Blue

Indigo Emerald Green

{Concluded.)
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A HOME-MADE WRINGING MACHINE.
By OLLA PODRWA.

II.

—

Details of Frame — Bearings — Cross-Bar —
Distance Pieces—Siting—Rollers anli Spindles

— Handle—General—Conclusion.
HE process of construction will nnw be

detailed, taking each part in its proper

order, and commencing with the

Frame.—This term is applied to the

body, and includes the

uprights, F, F; sides, P, P: and distance

or covering piece, o. The whole of

these parts should, if possible, be

made of oak. For the uprights, four

pieces, i8{ inches by v\ inch wide

and I j inch thick, will be required, g
and these may"

-/|--»i

C3

O

FIG. 7.— DISTANCE pieces
—TWO OFF.

be got out of

a piece 6 feet

2 inches long

by 2i inches

wide and 1 £

inch thick.

They will be

required to

be planed up

nicely parallel

and square in

every direc

tion. None of

the bolt or

dowel holes

should be

bored until the

whole of the

members per-

taining to the

frame are
ready for put-

ting together.

For making

the side.;oieces,

P, p, two pieces of oak, each

iyi inches long by 7i inches

wide and J inch thick, will be

required. A similar piece of

stuff, 14 inches long by 5

inches wide and J inch thick

will be required for the dis-

tance or covering piece, o.

This member should not be

fitted until the lower bearing

and two of the uprights,

with the side-pieces, have

been put together. The
bolting together of the frame

must be deferred until the

lower bearings are ready for

putting in place. In putting

the me...oers together, com-

mence at one end first by

cramping one of the lower

bearings, two of the uprights

and the tivo side-pieces, P, P,

together, set-

ting and ad-

justing them

in proper re-

lation to each

o

g

ca

j

'

- 1?~

^
<£

l

< - 1$->

B*

°5

-n

FIG. 6.

FIG. 9.—CROSS BAR.

other, accord-

ing to Figs. 1

and 2. When
this has been

done, the holes

for the bolts

may be drilled

and the parts

securely bolt-

ed together,

after which the

dowel pins

must be care-

fully fitted and

d r i v e n in

tightly, with

precautions
against split-

ting the parts.

The covering

piece, O, must

next be carefully fitted between, so

that, when the remaining uprights

and bearing are bolted in place, the

whole structure shall be quite rigid at

the base. Precaution must also be

taken that the side-pieces, P, P, fit

snugly over the cross-bar, E, of the

washer. (See Folding Sheet with Part 73.) The bolt-

holes for securing the wringer to E should be marked
and bored in place, and the bolts should be made a

good fit, so as to " draw " the wringer close down
upon the upper side of E.

Bearings.—These must be of oak, beech, or other

hard wood. They should be made in pairs, out of

one length of stuff, so as to ensure uniformity in

dimensions. A piece of stuff 22? inches long by ig

inches wide and i| inch thick, will suffice for the set.

This must be carefully planed up square, and to gauge

2 inches by 1] inch. The bearings are formed by

fig 5.

FIG. 4.— UP-
PER BEAR-
INGS — TWO
OFF. X, Fits

ir.to ends of

Fig. 9.

FIG. S,

RIGHT HAND
LOWER

BEARING

—

ONE OFF.

FIG. 6.

LEFT HAND
LOWER

BEARING—
ONE OFF.

N.B.— Make
Figs. 4, 5, &
4, 6, in one
length.

®g
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FIG. 8.

—

SPRING.
Scale,

3 inches to

i foot.
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boring f- inch holes through the stuff, and then sawing

through the centre.

The best plan will be to mark off the bearings on

the stuff, starting with the lower ones from each end.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the lower ones, which are similar,

except for the clearance slot in Fig. 5, which has to

pass over the driving spindle of the washer. Fig. 4
shows the upper ones, which are similar for each end.

In cutting the clearing slot, a hole \\ inch diameter

must be drilled in the centre, 2j inches from the end*

and the intervening stuff sawn out. The holes for

bearings having been bored, the various bearing

lengths may then be cut off and the tenon part

formed on the upper ones. The tenons are J inch

thick and 2 inches long, and should not fit very tightly

into the ends off cross-bar. A light shaving must be

taken off the upper bearings, so that their freedom to

slide freely up and down between the uprights may
be guaranteed. The shoulders of the tenons must be

cut square and true, to guard against twisting of the

bearings.

Cross-bar.—This part, shown in detail in Fig. 9,

should be made of oak. A piece of stuff 17! inches

long by 2 \ inches square will suffice. It must he

planed up to fit between the uprights, and open mor-

tises cut at each end to receive the tenoned parts of

the upper bearings. Across the upper side at each

end, stops, g, g, are fitted so as to slide against the

inner side of the uprights, F, F, and so prevent end

play. These stops are each 3 inches long by 1 inch

wide and J inch thick, let down \ inch into the cross-

bar, and secured by two screws In the centre of the

upper side of bar a metal plate is recessed for taking

the point of the regulating screw. This plate may be

either of iron or brass, whichever is most convenient,

ai inches long by § inch wide and i inch thick, secured

by two screws. The upper bearings must be fitted

into the ends of the cross-bar, and the dowels driven

in for permanence. The tenon should be well fitted,

but not driven tightly, to avoid swelling or splitting

the ends of the cross-bar.

Distance Pieces.—These are simple matters, and

will readily be understood from Fig. 7. They should

be made of hard, tough wood, and carefully fitted

between the upper ends of the uprights, so that when
bolted together there is no tendency to bind the bear-

ings on top roller.

Spring.—The form of this is given in Fig. 8, plan

and elevation. It must be made of ash, lancewood,

American elm, yew, or some such timber capable of

endurance in bending. A piece 17J inches long by

23 inches wide and i£ inch thick will suffice. At the

middle it is formed parallel for a distance of I A inch,

and from thence tapers to a thickness at each end of

\ inch. Two saw-cuts aie run imo the tapered p.nu

on each side, as shown by double lines. This is to

give greater freedom and elasticity. The ends of the

spring are shouldered to fit between the uprights, and

thus prevent its working out of place. A hole is

bored through the centre, and fitted with a regulating

screw A inch in diameter. In fitting the screw, a hole

I inch in diameter should first be bored, and the

thread formed by an ordinary tap or by the screw

itself, which will answer very well. The screw can

be made out of a piece of half-inch round iron.

Rollers.—These should be made of sycamore or

beech : the former wood is preferable. Two pieces,

14! inches long by 3 inches square, will suffice. The
stuff must be very sound and free from knots, cracks,

or shakes. Fig. 10 shows the top roller, and Fig. 1

1

the bottom one, with spindles in place. These spindles

must be well fitted, and driven tightly into the rollers.

Round bar iron, \ inch in diameter, is to be used.

Each spindle should be cut to length— I7f inches for

upper, and 21 \ inches for lower—and centred truly

in a lathe, so that when driven into the blank for

roller it can be turned on its own spindle. The
spindles, if the iron has been well rolled, will hardly

require to be turned for the bearings, but should be

filed smooth. If a lathe is not come-at-able, the

rollers may be rounded by hand with a plane.

The modus operandi of boring the holes for

spindles in blanks will be understood on reference to

Fig. 12. The blank is cramped to the bench top,

and set parallel to the edge. A V-notched piece of

wood is then nailed down on the bench in line with

the centre of blank. The auger shank is guided in

this notch, which must be so arranged as to keep the

centre of auger in line with the centre of blank.

Great care must be exercised in selecting the auger,

to ensure that the hole, when finished, is of the right

size, neither too large nor yet too small. In driving

in the spindles, the iron should be gauged to see if

any difference in diameter exists ; and, if so, the

smaller end should be entered first.

Handle.—This is shown in plan, in Fig. 13. It

is made of bar iron, 1 i inch wide by A inch thick. A
piece 13I inches long will be required. The edges

are tapered from ih inch to 1 inch. The large end is

provided with a square hole to fit square on end of

lower spindle, and the small end has a i inch hole,

jnto which the spill for handle is riveted. The spill

may be cased with leather, but a piece of wood turned

and bored to fit is preferable ; and if the latter is

adopted, a washer should be riveted on the end of

spill to keep it on.

General.—All the parts must be well fitted and

rigidly bolted together. The spring should be re-

leased from strain when not in use. The machine

should not be used for mangling until the rollers are
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dry. The bearings on the spindles may be lubricated

with soap mixed with a small quantity of black lead.

The table for receiving the clothes should be fitted as

shown in Fig. 2, with a hinge and latch, so that it

may be turned up and secured out of the way ; it may
be made any length, as convenient. For lubricating

the wheels and bearings of washer, suitable holes may
be bored through the frame of wringer, to avoid

taking it off for that purpose.

The guide, G, will readily be understood from

Fig. 2. which clearly shows it in section. It is simply

fitted between the uprights and nailed to the side, O.

Fig. 14 shows wringer placed on washing machine.

I am pleased to hear that the washing machine

has given satisfaction, and therefore trust that the

wringer will be quite as successful. Should any tech-

nical difficulty arise in the construction or adaptation,

I shall be very pleased to give my advice and assist-

ance whenever required.

g>- 1 -4< -o

UPHOLSTERY AT HOME.
By DAVID B. ADAMSOS.

XVI.

—

Festoon Blinds, Carets, Etc.

AVING in the preceding part given some
particulars about Venetian blinds, a little

may be said about roller blinds, which

are, perhaps, rather more in the up-

holsterer's line than the former — at

least they are, I imagine, more likely to occupy the

amateur's attention. The roller blind, in which the

shade is formed by ? cloth, is so common, that no

explanation what it is, and what its general charac-

teristics are, need be given. Few instructions can be

necessary for those possessed of ordinary intelligence

about the actual fitting up of the blinds, which is so

simple, that anyone, by the exercise of a little care,

may easily do all that is required. The principal

thing is to get the blind cloth to hang straight and
wrap up evenly. But it may be asked, How is this to

be managed? and I can only reply that it . easier to

do it in most instances than to describe how. To say

no more than this, however, would not be satisfactory

to anyone concerned, unless, perhaps, to those indi-

viduals who '' don't believe in letting the public know
too much," for there are a few hints which it may be

of advantage for the amateur to know, though they

can only be supplementary to his own skill and re-

sources.

First of all, let us see about the fittings, or " blind

furniture," as it is generally termed ; for till it has

been decided what this is to be, no progress can be

made. To begin with, there is the old-fashioned or

ordinary furniture, consisting of a pair of ends, over

one of which as a sheaf, an endless cord passes.

This cord is kept at the right degree of tension by

a rack pulley at the lower part of the loop, or, I

should rather say, is supposed to be, for who that has

used them does not know the provoking way many of

these things have of going wrong. With use the cord

stretches till it is too long for the rack, or this fails to

catch, or various other mishaps occur. Well, what

is to be done ? Is the ordinary blind furniture to be

regarded as obsolete or useless, and not worth using ?

To say that this is so would be far too sweeping an

assertion, but it may safely be said that the com-

monest qualities should be regarded with something

more than suspicion. The better forms of rack pulleys,

including numerous patents, are, as a rule, free from

many of the objections which may be found in the

commonest, which are too frequently only a " delusion

and a snare." An improvement in the ordinary blind

furniture may be found in several patents, in which

the descent of the blind is regulated by friction, either

simple, as in Cope's Patent—which, by the way, is

one of the best of its class, though comparatively

costly—or controlled by a more or less elaborate

catch or lever. To mention all varieties would re-

quire more space than can be devoted to them, but

every furnishing ironmonger can show specimens

It may seem invidious to single out any make for

adverse criticism, but I would warn the would-be

blind fitter against some of the cheap iron furniture,

apparently of American contrivance, which is sold at

such phenomenally low prices, that these alone ought

to be sufficient to remind one that the things, like

certain proverbial razors, are made to sell. Against

the good American blind furniture I have not a word

to say, whether made of iron or anything else, but I

have never come across any that can compare with

the British manufacturer's in quality, though their

prime cost is less. As frequently happens, one of

the best patent blind furnitures (Hopkins' Patent) is

the simplest, and I can recommend it with the utmost

confidence to all who want anything really reliable.

There is absolutely nothing to get out of order
;

indeed, it is difficult to realize that such a simple con-

trivance could form the subject of a patent.

While others have devoted themselves to the

formation of ingenious contrivances for working the

blinds, the patentees of this seem to have reverted to

first principles, as will readily be understood when I

say that in theirs the pulling down the blind causes

the cord to be wound round the drum at the end of

the roller, so that it is then ready to raise the blind.

It is, in fact, a kind of reciprocating action, or see- saw,

if it may be so called. Pulling the cord raises the

blind, pulRng this raises the cord ; or rather, instead

of raises, it would be more accurate to say each in
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turn is wound round the roller, the blind on the wood,

the cord on the brass drum, which is fastened to and

forms the end of the roller. As there is no restraining

friction to counteract the weight of the blind, the cord

is fastened to a cleat. A very simple and effective

one forms part of each suite of blind furniture of this

make, so there is no occasion to dilate on the subject.

As will readily be understood, Hopkins' Patent Fur-

niture is lower in price than similar articles of more

complicated construction, but beyond saying that any

good make is reliable, no further remark need be made
about this kind of blind furniture, except, perhaps, to

observe that Melhuish, the amateur's friend, of Fetter

Lane, has a good assortment catalogued.

There is yet another variety of blind furniture

which must not be passed over without notice. I

allude to the " spring roller." Now, I do not think I

should be acting fairly to readers, were I to point out

all the advantages of these without at the same time

naming that objections are sometimes raised because

of their alleged liability to get out of order. Per-

sonally, I do not advocate spring rollers, though at

the same time I cannot say that they are so liable to

go wrong as is sometimes supposed, when used with

care and their construction understood properly.

However, without discussing the merits of spring

rollers, it may be said that the one which is recom-

mended as most likely to be satisfactory to the amateur

worker is Hartshorn's Patent, as it is more easily

fitted than some others, and is not high in price. In it

the spring arrangement is coiled in one end of a

wooden roller, so that any trouble which might be

experienced with a metal tube is considerably reduced.

It goes without saying that the roller is supplied with

Hartshorn's, and other springs of similar character;

but with other kinds of blind furniture the roller

forms a separate item.

Well, so much for fittings. Now, what about the

blinds or cloths themselves ? These are made in

almost endless variety, both of material and pattern;

in fact, it is hardly too much to say that almost any

cotton or linen fabric will answer, though some pre-

pared specially as blind cloths naturally are more
suitable. The plain self-coloured "tammy" is an old

favourite, which holds its own well in popular estima-

tion with the more fashionable so-called "art'' blind

cloths, as if these are the only kind deserving of re-

spect from an aesthetic standpoint. Why draw a

hard and fast line marking off the fashionable,

though sometimes very ugly, " art " production, from
its oftentimes more beautiful and "artistic" substi-

tute? Believe me, there is sometimes a vast differ-

ence between an " art " thing, whether in blind cloths

or other manufactures, and an "artistic'' production.

When one has to label anything "art'' before its

artistic qualities can be recognized, the doubt may
pardonably arise whether it has any. An artistic

design or fabric ought to proclaim itself as such ; if

it does not, the three letters, A, R, T, do not confer

much distinction. Not that everything dubbed "art"

by its manufacturers should be rejected ; but it is not

necessary to imagine that only articles so designated

are worthy of regard.

Many of the " art " blind cloths are good in de-

sign, but it would be a great mistake to suppose that

none but these can be tastefully employed, for, by a

judicious regard to surrounding circumstances, such

as light, colour of walls, curtains, etc., a much better

effect may frequently be obtained by the use of

tammy, holland, or other homely material. Take,

for example, the effect of a crimson blind seen from

the outside at night, when the lights within the room
are burning, or the pleasant, restful green shade

afforded by a blind of that colour on a glaring hot

day. Contrast this with the strongly-printed pattern

of many of our modern blind cloths. I must confess

that these are sometimes rather apt to be irritating

than to afford a grateful shade. But, as implied

above, a good deal depends on circumstances, and I

trust enough has been said to show the upholsterer,

whether amateur or otherwise, that these should be

carefully considered before deciding on any kind

of cloth just because it may happen to look pretty

in the piece or pattern.

Between the perfectly plain and the printed blind

cloth may be placed a variety with stripes very much
akin to the Belgian striped ticks, alluded to when
mentioning bedding. These striped cloths are both

fashionable and pleasant to the eyes, if, perhaps, those

with a large proportion of red are excepted ; for, as is

no doubt well known, this colour is not a restful one.

Yet another material for which great advantages are

claimed, viz., the " Lancaster " blind cloth. This,

instead of being merely finished or calendered in the

ordinary way to produce a gloss, is finished with a

transpartn. paint-like preparation, so that it maybe
cleaned at any time by washing it with a sponge or

damp rag. It is manufactured in a variety of colours

and choice patterns, and, owing to the facility with

which it can be cleaned, is very useful in places much
exposed to dirt. Another thing is, it does not require

hemming at the edges to prevent fraying, as other

materials do. This allows the blind to be rolled up

into a very small compass, and, it may be remarked,

renders it rather more easily hung straight than a

cloth with a folded edge. Well, are there any objec-

tionable features to compensate for these advantages ?

None of any moment, though I have heard objections

raised to the smell of the oil preparation. This, how-

ever, soon goes off, and at its worst can hardly ba
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regarded as offensive any more than the smell of new

oilcloth is. Some people, however, are very fidgety

about these little matters, and expect impossibilities ;

so to them I would say, If you do not like the slight

smell of the Lancaster blind cloth, do not use it.

Another objection raised to it you have heard—that

it is apt to stick, and that if it is creased the mark

remains. Well, yes, possibly, if neglected or im-

properly used it will not remain in the best condition;

but it would be as unreasonable to give up the use of

gas because it sometimes causes an explosion, and

take to candles, as to reject a good blind material

because it is not absolutely perfect. I do not suppose

even the manufacturers claim that for it, but that

it has advantages few

unprejudiced people

will deny ; and as it is

to be hoped that all

amateur workers are

among these, individual

opinion must decide on

the material to be used.

I have stated the

merits, etc., of the dif-

ferent kinds to the best

of my judgment, and

that is all that can be

done to assist the reader

in making his choice.

Is there anything else to

be considered ? Yes,

blind cords. These are

made in various colours,

but, as a rule, it may be

questionable whether

anything better for all

purposes can be used

than the ordinary un-

bleached linen. It is

more durable than some of the dyed cords,

thickness is a matter of some consequence

used with furniture on which it is wound up

FIG. 27.—FESTOON BLIND.

Its

when
when

the blind is down, so that only thin cord should be

used on these, but, of course, a good deal depends on

the depth of the blind.

Now, having given some particulars about the

blind material, it is desirable that a few hints should

be given about making up. The thickness of the

roller will depend, to some extent, on the size of the

blind, a short narrow one naturally requiring a com-

paratively thin roller, but unless the blind is an un-

usually heavy one, nothing of exceptional substance

will be required. Most of the blind furniture is made
in graduated sizes, so that it will be better to get the

fittings first, and make the rollers to them. Take

care that the rollers are long enough in the first

instance, as it is an easy matter to reduce the length

if required. The caps of the rollers should fit on
tightly and squarely, and be secured with two or three

screws, for which holes will be found ready bored in

the brass work. Sink the screw heads flush, and take

care that the brackets supporting the roller are

screwed up so that it revolves freely and straightly,

but not so loosely that there is any danger of its

falling. By the way, some sets of furniture are made
with brackets, to be screwed to the side of the window
casing, others under the top, in which case they some-

times require to be first fixed to a lath, which must
then be screwed to the casing, while some are made

with brackets which can

be used in either posi-

tion, so that it will be

just as well to order

them accordingly, or

ascertain whether any

furniture that may be

selected can be used in

the position intended

for it. Of course, a

thorough tradesman

would get over any

little difficulty of this

kind, but unexpected

obstacles might crop up

in the way of the ama-

teur, so that he should

make sure of his ground

before laying in his

fittings. A lath, cr

" spline," the same

length as the roller, will

be required for the

bottom of the blincl, to

keep the edge there

rigid. There are no special dimensions for this lath

—beyond the length—but it may be about an inch

wide, of \ inch or A inch stuff.

We may now attend to the adjustment of the. cloth.

All blind cloths are made in a large number of widths,

and as it is not desirable that there should be any

join, a piece the next in width above what is actually

required should be got, and the surplus cut off. This

may seem a waste of material, but it is hardly to be

avoided, as it is a matter of considerable difficulty,

apart altogether from the unsightly appearance, to

get a blind which is sewn up to the required width to

hang or roll nicely. Of course, in cutting a blind, it

is necessary to allow sufficient to turn over the edges,

which are either hemmed or herring-boned. As all

sempstresses will know better than I can tell them
VOL, VII.—Q Q
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how these processes are managed, nothing need be

said about them, except that the latter is to be pre-

ferred. A machine-hemmed edge, however, does very

well. But this is dangerous ground for a man, and I

venture on these remarks with a feeling of presump-

tion which is not allayed by the recollection of a snub

a male writer of distinction received from Mrs. Camel

Leopard, the distinguished editress of a lady's paper,

when he—but enough, let us get on with the blinds.

If the cloths are to hang properly, they must be cut

perfectly, special care being taken with the top edge,

not only that it is straight, but that it is at right

angles with the sides. Any fault here would result in

a badly hung blind. Equal care must be taken in

fastening it to the roller, that it hangs straight. One
common way is to nail the cloth with a few tacks, but

it is neater, though entailing a little more work, to

turn the cloth over the roller and then stitch it along.

When this is done the roller is not seen on the blind

being let down to its full extent, otherwise, unless

there is a valance (now seldom used) at the top of

the window, it is apt to be conspicuous. The bottom

lath is simply run through a broad hem at the lower

end of the blind. Below this again a fringe may be

attached by way of finish, and when this is judiciously

selected, there is no doubt it greatly enhances the

appearance of a blind. Besides the fringe, the further

decoration of an "insertion" lace may be used. As
its name almost indicates, this ornamentation is let in

between the blind cloth and the lath. Any number
almost of fringes and insertions are to be had for the

purpose, and no difficulty ought to be experienced in

making a suitable choice of either, at any rate, in

towns of any size. Upholsterers and furnishing

drapers supply them.

One thing more, and we have done with roller

blinds. In all, except, perhaps, those with the common
rack pulley and Hopkins' Patent, it is necessary to

have some means of pulling down the blind. This is

generally provided for by suspending a piece of the

blind cord from the bottom lath so that it is always

within easy reach. This piece of cord, as well as the

one at the side, should be neatly finished off with a

suitable tassel or turned knob. Perhaps it may be

necessary to say that the cloth should fall between

the window and the roller, instead of over this on the

inner or room side. Another little matter may also

require to be mentioned, as the question may arise

whether in the case of printed cloths, the pattern

should be towards the outside or the inside. The
general custom is to fix the cloth with the printed side

next the window, and I do not imagine any well-

informed upholsterer would do otherwise, unless, per-

haps under such rare circumstances that the exception

may be said to prove the rule. Nothing more need

be said about the roller blind, but there is yet another

arrangement in which cloth, or at any rate, a textile

fabric is used, viz., the "festoon blind" This, though

more common in some parts of the continent than in

this country, is becoming increasingly popular with

us, so that a little space may be devoted to some
description of it. It is quite possible that some readers

in out of the way districts may not be acquainted

with this form of blind, but the accompanying illus-

tration, Fig. 27, will enable them to form some idea

of its general appearance. It will be seen that the

cloth, instead of hanging straight, is gathered up at

intervals, so that the " festoons," whence the blind

takes its name, are formed. Some care is required to

make this kind of blind properly, and the assistance

of deft female fingers will have to be requisitioned,

otherwise, success is more than doubtful. It must be

understood that a festoon blind may either be a

clumsy, unshapely bundle, or a highly ornamental

addition to the window decorations, according to the

taste and skill of the worker in arranging it. For the

sake of those who have no notion of the action of the

festoon blind it may be said that it is similar to the

Venetian, the cloth being drawn up by cords working

over pulleys, instead of being wound round a roller.

This much being said, there will be little difficulty in

understanding the following instructions : A stiff

material is not suitable for these blinds. It should be

soft and limp, in order that it may form well into

pleats, hence it will be seen that such a substance as

the Lancaster blind cloth will not do, and, as a rule,

the same may be said of glazed fabrics. Any of these,

however, may be rendered suitable by washing or

soaking them to get rid of the size, so that the choice

of material is not nearly so restricted as it may at first

appear to be. Of course, as so much of the cloth is

required for the pleats, due allowance must be made
for this in measuring off. The quantity varies con-

siderably, according to the fulness of the pleats de-

sired, but not less than half the length of the blind

should be allowed for these, i.e., if the blind is two

yards deep, another yard should be allowed for pleat-

ing, so that a length of three yards will be required.

Mind, this is the least that can be used with effect,

though the quantity may be largely increased with

advantage. Something depends on the material, for

it stands to reason that a very thin one will allow of

more being used than a thicker, coarser substance.

Some upholsterers, whose opinion is deserving of

respect, recommend a surplus for pleating equal to

double the drop or length of the finished blind, others

again regard anything over a surplus of one length as

unnecessary. It will thus be seen that there is plenty

of range. Much, no doubt, depends on the skill of the

worker in arranging the pleats, but for all practical
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purposes, a cloth double the length of the blind may
be considered sufficient. I trust I have made the

meaning of this clear, and as it is of some importance
that it should be understood, let us suppose that

the length of the blind is to be 2 yards, that is,

when drawn down it will measure from the top

to the bottom 6 feet ; well, allow an equal quantity

for the gathering up into pleats, so that the length

of blind cloth to be cut off will be 4 yards, or

double the depth of the blind when made. Although

I believe not always done, some fulness should be

allowed in width, or the festoons (?) instead of forming

graceful curves, will be found to have degenerated

into a series of straight wrinkles across the blind.

The action will not suffer, but the appearance will,

and the same may be said if the fulness is excessive,

for then the festoons will have a loose, baggy look.

Where it is evident that so much depends on the

nattiness of the worker, it will easily be understood

that definite directions for quantity might be mis-

leading, and it will be sufficient to say that from one

to two inches' fulness for each foot in the width of the

blind may be taken as approximate. Some up-

holsterers allow considerably more, but I do not think

it advisable to do so unless, indeed, there is a great

width between the tapes. Still, all these points, like

a great many others in upholstery work, are merely

matters of opinion, and I by no means wish it to be

understood that those who differ from me in any
detail are to be considered in the wrong, so that if

any reader has a practical friend who can assist him
in any work he may have undertaken, he will do well

to avail himself of any hints, although they may not

be quite the same as mine. Even though one may not

altogether agree with them, nay, even however much
one may differ from them, the remarks of a practical

man in any craft are worthy of consideration, and as

these papers are drawing to a close I may be per-

mitted to express my thanks and obligations to those

upholsterers who have favoured me with their criticism

since I began writing on the subject, which, as I think

I said in the opening chapter, I did with much hesita-

tion. I can only hope that my readers have learnt as

much from my instructions as I have from the numer-

ous hints and casual remarks made to me by more
than one upholsterer with whose opinions I may
nevertheless have been unable to agree.

Having decided on the fulness to be allowed for

any particular blind, and cut the cloth accordingly,

the pleating and sewing on the tapes may be gone on
with. By tapes must not be understood those which

are used for Venetian blinds, but ordinary tapes, such

as used for domestic purposes. Fancy bandings of

similar character may be substituted if preferred. The
tapes must be cut to the length of the finished blind,

and be fixed to it at intervals of from 8 to 10 inches.

The tapes, it must be understood, run from top to

bottom, and the cloth be pleated and fastened to

them, so as to work out to the length required. On the

way in which the pleating, or what I believe women
call " gathering" is done, a great deal depends, so too

much pains can hardly be taken to ensure its regu-

larity. A tape must be fixed down each edge of the

cloth, and, of course, care must be taken that all of

them are parallel. A number of small rings must be

sewn to each tape for the cords to pass through.

They should be of the kind known as wire curtain

rings, and not over inch size. As in other details,

there is no fixed rule to go by in determining the

distance between the rings, but 3 to 4 inches may
be taken as a fair average for ordinary blinds. The
closer they are, the more compact the blind will be

when drawn up. The cords pass through these rings

from the bottom rod, which in this case should be

heavy, so that a wooden lath, as in roller blinds, will

not do. An iron bar, cut to the required length, does

very well, but some prefer to use shot instead. In

this case they are simply sewn into the broad hem,

but it will be seen that the same rigidity cannot be

obtained by this means as with a rod, which is, there-

fore, generally preferable. The cloth at the top is

fastened to a pulley lath, similar to that used for

Venetian blinds, each cord having a pulley or wheel.

Indeed, with the exception of a greater number of

these being required for a festoon blind lath, there is

no essential difference between it and a Venetian

pulley lath, so that the reader may be referred to the

chapter in which these are treated of for any further

particulars he may require.

In a former article allusion was made to carpet-

planning. Much might be said about this— indeed,

to go fully into the subject would require more space

than can be accorded to it at present. A few hints,

however, may reasonably be given, leaving fuller con-

sideration of carpet-planning, cutting, and making for

some future opportunity. As is well known, it is not

considered necessary now-a-days for a carpet to fit

all over a floor, the so-called " art squares,
-

' woven in

one piece, being preferred by many for both economi-

cal and sanitary reasons. They are made in various

sizes, and the only thing that need be said is that

about 18 inches is a fair width of flooring to allow as

a margin. Thus, for a room' measuring say 1 5 feet

by 12 feet, the square should be about 12 feet by 9

feet. Of course, these measurements are only ap-

proximate, as the " square " carpets are generally

obtainable only in certain stock sizes. Occasionally the

squares are made up from ordinary widths of carpet-

ing, such as Brussels, Kidders, etc., when they can

be worked to any dimensions desired. The measur-
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ing for square or centre carpets is a very simple

matter; but when it comes to making a carpet to fit

close or all over a floor, much care is required, and it

is rarely that the amateur succeeds in giving such

measurements as enables a carpet-planner to cut to an

exact fit. 1 know from experience that the amateur

measurer can seldom be convinced that the fault lies

with him instead of the carpet-planner. I trust that

those who may find that carpets made to these mea-

surements, but which, on being laid, do not fit, will

excuse me telling them that the cause lies with them-

selves in almost every instance, and that the carpet-

cutter is rarely to blame. I would like to write a lot

on carpet-planning for amateurs, for it would save

carpet-dealers much annoyance. Yes, I speak feel-

ingly of that which I do know, but at present I must

content myself with saying that anyone who measures

for carpets must observe the utmost nicety in mea-

suring. First of all, draw a plan of the room; measure

each space not merely along the walls, but from angle

to angle, not omitting the smallest projection or re-

cess. This plan is afterwards drawn out full size in

the carpet-planning room, and the carpet cut to it.

It will thus be seen, that unless the amateur has

space enough, he had better not attempt actual

making. In case he has, the various pieces of carpet

must be sewn together with strong carpet thread, and

the seams pressed down by " flat-ironing.'' The
edges, where necessary to prevent fraying, should be

turned under and "herring-boned,'' except, perhaps,

at doorways and under fenders, when it is better to

finish them with carpet binding made for the purpose.

Laying is a somewhat laborious process, especially

when the carpet is new, as it must be tightly stretched

before tacking down. I do not recommend the old-

fashioned plan of fixing by rings, for, though some
prefer it, it is generally better to tack down. Stair

carpets should be cut full length, so as to allow the

position to be changed whenever signs of wear are

perceptible on the edges of the treads. As stair

carpets always wear out first at these places, those

who have regard for economy will do well to change

the lay of the carpet frequently, and for this purpose it

is necessary to allow a good surplus. In measuring

for stair carpets, all that is required is to measure the

height and the tread of the step, add the dimensions

together, and multiply by the number of steps.

Measuring for floor cloths, whether oilcloth or

linoleum, is very similar ; but the actual cutting may
be done while laying. Floor cloth should be tacked

down, but linoleum is frequently cemented, especially

to stone floors. A special cement is made and sold

for the purpose, but a very good one, preferred by
some to the orthodox preparation, may be found in a
mixture of ordinary flour paste, glue, and resin. I

have only been able to touch very briefly on this

branch of " Upholstery at Home," but space is ex-

hausted. I trust the same cannot be said of the

readers' patience, but that in time to come I may

have the pleasure of again endeavouring to explain

details of upholstery work which have not been

touched on in the present series of articles. Mean-

while, good friends, adieu.

— ?

—

THE FORMS OF TOOLS.
By A FOREMAN PATTERN-MAKER.

XII.

—

Measurement—Conclusion.

HE tendency of modern mechanism is

ever towards more refined methods of

measurement. The writer, though

scarcely middle-aged, remembers the

time when ~ in. or -£z in. "full," or

" bare," was about the limit of accuracy in the shops,

when Whitworth gauges and surface plates were

curious novelties, and when the use of templets was

quite exceptional. These things are changed now,

and in the more advanced shops, at least, no expense

is spared to replace rough and tentative adjustments

by accuracy of almost mathematical precision.

Measurement with the rule is the commonest, as

it is also the most inaccurate method. Rule measure-

ment cannot be accurate, since the unassisted eye is

the arbiter, and that is far more liable to error than

methods involving contact of surfaces and the sense

of touch. The divisions on a rule must needs have

sensible thickness, and such terms as " about,"

"nearly," "full," "bare," testify to the absence of

strict precision in reading off and working to rule

dimensions. It is a rough and ready tool for doing

rough and approximate work, hence the need of the

other and more refined methods of measurement for

high class work.

If we divide dimensions and measurements into

the two main classes of " centres," and external or

"contact" measurements, we shall then have at once

a corresponding division of measuring instruments,

for the first of which the compass may be taken as a

type, the other being represented by the caliper and

gauges. When we want to mark off dimensions and

centres with accuracy we employ tools of the compass

type, but when we want to check the accuracy of

work in progress and when near and at completion,

we use the caliper and gauges. Tools of the first

type embrace, perhaps, a dozen kinds of compasses,

dividers, and trammels ; those of the second type

embrace several kinds of calipers, and male and

female and other gauges, and measuring machines, an

immense number, all employed more or less in
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engineer's and optician's work. Without attempting

to describe all these kinds in detail, most of which

are quite familiar to our readers, we will briefly note

some of the principal and more essential features by

which they are characterised.

All compasses, dividers, trammels, and scribing

blocks should possess stiffness, freedom from spring

and elasticity of parts, so that the slight resistance of

the material upon which they work will not cause

them to bend or yield in the least degree. After this

eomes the capacity both for rapid and for delicate

adjustment. The want of stiffness is an evil that is

very common, and its remedy depends on good pro-

portioning and fitting, which can readily be tested by

trial. Rapid and delicate adjustment is variously

effected. In the case of common measurement, the

tightness of fitting of the hinge joint and the tentative

adjustment of the legs by the hand and eye, as in the

case of draughtsman's compasses, and the commoner
kinds used by woodworkers suffices. The wing com-

passes are pinched after such adjustment ; but in the

best wing compasses,

in the spring divi-

ders, and in the

draughtsman's spring

bows, the screw af-

fords means of much
more minute adjust-

ment — an adjust-

ment beyond the

ability of the eye

to detect, the for-

ward motion of a nut which corresponds with a

fractional portion of a revolution on a thread of fine

pitch being extremely minute. For large circle arcs

the trammels or beam compasses are employed, and

since the pinching of the trammel heads on the beam
by means of the set screws do not permit of very

exact adjustment, many of the best trammels are

often made with an extra leg adjustable with a set

screw, after the head is pinched on the beam. These

are all so well known that I need not extend my
remarks thereon.

Though these are sufficiently accurate for the

marking of lines and centres, yet for the checking of

the dimensions of work approaching completion

something more delicate is required, and this is fur-

nished by the sense of " touch :
' and of " contact."

After we mark a line on a piece of wood with a gauge

we never think of making the planing down to that

gauged line, as evidenced by the eye, the final test of

precision, but we use squares, straightedges, some-

times calipers, as absolute tests. For metallic sur-

faces we use the same tools, with the addition of sur-

face plates. For circular work the simple calipers

afford a means ot measurement by the sense of touch,

but there are several reasons why these are not

adapted to the utmost accuracy of results. The
bearing surfaces of the points are so narrow that a

slight movement of the calipers diagonally will vitiate

the accuracy of results. Then there is the spring in

the legs, which renders much care necessary to take

the measurement where the calipers are barely felt to

touch. The exercise of moderate pressure only, will,

by reason of their elasticity, cause them to yield,

slightly it is true, but quite sufficient to give a false

reading. Caliper dimensions are mostly tested by the

rule, and here, also, accuracy is not easy of attain-

ment, partly because the rule dimensions are too

coarse in themselves, partly because of the difficulty

of detecting the exact coincidence of caliper points

with rule divisions. Actually, then, for the finest work

common calipers are not sufficiently exact, especially

when portions have to be fitted to one another and

duplicated ; hence the reason for the employment ot

the various fixed gauges and micrometer calipers

The first are em-

ployed for work of

definite dimensions

of standard and re-

|
petition character,

the latter for obtain-

ing or verifying

precise dimensions

for temporary pur-

poses. Of the first

there are many

kinds, as the " horse-shoe," the " plug and collar," the

" stepped," and the " wire " and " sheet metal
"

gauges. The horse-shoe gauges are fixed external

calipers, broad at the points, so that they afford more

bearing surface than the common calipers. They are

useful when turning large numbers of shafts, rods, and

studs which are required to be alike in dimensions.

The points are properly hardened and ground to size.

Internal caliper gauges are made to correspond in

size with the external, or horse-shoe, either forming a

solid portion of the same tool or as a separate piece.

The plug and collar gauges are now so common

that I need do no more than point out their extreme

utility in the workshop, where, by their use the fitting

of circular pins, shafts, etc., into bored holes is so

much simplified. Being parallel, and forming a com-

plete circle, they are immensely superior to inside or

outside calipers for trying the parallelism and the

circular section throughout. As they become worn,

their original accuracy becomes vitiated, the collar

gauge becomes enlarged, the plug gauge diminished

in size. I have seen, and think it is a somewhat

common practice, to heat the collar gauge, and then

FIG. 143.

—

MICROMETER
CALIPER.
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quench it in cold water. This repeated two or three

times will make it fit tightly on the plug gauge, and

allow a trifle for lapping out. It is better, however, to

keep the original accuracy intact as long as possible,

and this can only be done by exercising care in the

use of these tools. They should not be forced roughly

into rough holes, nor over roughly turned shafts. They
should be wiped over frequently, and a little oil rubbed

on them with the finger previous to use. The stepped

gauges are kept as correctives to the others, being

used as standards of reference, rather than for the

actual work of the shop.

The wire and sheet metal gauges are not used for

checking work while in progress, but specially for

gauging the sizes of wires and sheet metals manufac-

tured. We could not in the spice of a few lines

attempt to harmonize the almost hopeless dissimilarity

between the Birmingham, Lancashire, Holtzapffel's,

Whitworth, and the new legal standard wire gauges.

On the whole, the ordinary B. W. G. is the most ser-

viceable and is still mostly in use, while for more

refined work, such as electricians, where sizes are of

great importance, it is best, in order to avoid confusion,

to employ decimal fractions of the inch, or fractions

of the metre, each of which can be measured by suit-

able gauges or by micrometer calipers.

The micrometer instruments now constitute a large

class, and are for very many kinds of delicate work in-

dispensable. Based in principle on Sir Joseph Whit-

worth's celebrated measuring machines, it is not to our

credit to note that by far the largest number of these

beautiful little instruments are manufactured in America.

Their general appearance and construction must be

familiar to most of the readers of Amateur Work.
The commonest form is that of the micrometer caliper.

Fig. 143. Here the screw, A, is cut with a thread of

40 to the inch, and therefore being revolved once by

the handle, B, of which it forms a portion, indicates a

linear measurement of
-J,. ;

inch, or, dividing the inch

into 1000 parts, -\%° inch = T || s inch. The bevelled

end of li is graduated into 25 parts, hence turning d

through one of these parts moves the screw exactly

to'oo inch. Dimensions less than this can be measured

by taking one half or one quarter only of the divisions

on li, estimating them, of course, by the eye alone.

The boss, c, is a portion of the horse-shoe itself, and

is marked with a horizontal line by which to set the

divisions on B. It has also divisions at right angles

with this, corresponding with the pitch of the screw.

The screw, e, may be tightened to take up the wear

of the micrometer thread, and the screw, d, allows of

precise adjustment to make the bevelled edge of B

correspond precisely with the zero divisions on the

boss, C.

There are several measuring instruments made to

a greater or less extent on this type and having divers

uses. They are expensive, and their employment is

limited to those trades, or sections of trades, where

the utmost accuracy is essential. They are also

largely employed in the testing of materials. Vernier

calipers for taking inside and outside dimensions and

reading to 1-5V0 mcn are made. Some of these

instruments are also used for reading the amount of

elongation and deflection of bars in testing machines.

Surface plates, straightedges, and squares, are of

the nature of gauges, not for dimensions, but for sur-

faces and edges. I need, perhaps, scarcely remark on

the essential fact that to originate a true surface, three

surfaces must be brought into mutual and interchange-

able contact, and that such perfect contact is at length

only discernible by the thinnest possible application

of red lead and oil, or by that of contact of a series

of surface points alone, as indicated by the polish of

slight frictional contact.

A notice of the refinements in measurements,

which are a growth mainly of the present century,

may well conclude our description of the forms of

tools. In our admiration of measuring machines we

are apt to forget the earlier crude determination of the

inch as being equivalent to the length of three barley-

corns " round and dry, placed end to end," which was

enacted by the Statute 17 Edward II., a.d. 1324.

The earliest measurements were derived from portions

of the human frame, as the cubit, equal to the distance

from the elbow to the end of the middle finger, and

this was equal to six " hand breadths." The " span,"

the " finger," the " foot," are self-explanatory.

Huyghens, about 1678, proposed to use the length

of a pendulum beating seconds as a standard of length.

The idea was subsequently discussed by others, but

the fact that the lengths of pendulums vary slightly

with latitude was even then deemed objectionable.

The metre, as is well known, owes its origin to a

commission of French savants, who determined the

length of a quadrant of the earth's meridian, and

divided it into 10,000,000 parts. One of these parts,

the metre, is equal to 39/3707 English inches. By a

law of the French Republic, made in 1795, this metre

is defined as the distance between the ends of a certain

rod of platinum alloy made by Borda, when at the

temperature of melting ice. This is now, therefore, a

constant dimension, even if the original measurement

of the earth's quadrant is incorrect, and its permanent

value depends on the decimal divisions thereon and

the weights and measures deduced from it. These

are now so familiar that it is not necessary to sum-

marise them.

Although our standard yard was made by Bird in

1760, it was not actually legalised until June 17th,

1824, when an Act was passed to the effect that " the
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straight line or distance between the centres of the

two points in the gold studs in the straight brass rod

now in the custody of the clerk of the House of

Commons . . . the brass being at the temperature

of 62 degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer, shall be,

and is, hereby denominated the ' imperial standard

yard."' Then follow certain directions fc r making a

new standard yard in the event of the original be-

coming lost, destroyed, or defaced ; for which purpose

the length was defined as being the proportion of

thirty-six inches to thirty-nine inches, and one

thousand three hundred and ninety-three ten

thousandth parts of an inch, this latter being the

length of a pendulum beating seconds of mean time

in the latitude of London, in a vacuum at the level of

the sea. Ten years afterwards the bar was actually de-

stroyed by fire. On attempting to restore the lost

standard by reference to the pendulum as defined in

the Act, so many errors in the conditions necessary

to the determination of the length had become ap-

parent that the purely scientific method was

abandoned, and the bar was ultimately restored, not

with reference to the pendulum, but by comparison

with five yard bars still in existence. The standard

bar is of Baily's metai,* measuring 38 inches by 1 inch

by I inch, and the graduations are upon gold plugs

inserted in holes therein. Copies of this have been

made and deposited in places of security for reference,

both at home and abroad.

It would take us too long to detail the methods by

which standard lengths are tested and transferred to

new measuring instruments. The utmost care, pre-

caution, and requirements of scientific method are

necessary in the construction and use of the " com-

parators" employed, and the co-efficient of expansion

of various metals and alloys has to be strictly

determined in order to equate the lengths of bars

and measuring instruments made in those metals

and alloys with those of the standards themselves at

the temperatures at which their length is standard.

From the elementary tool forms which we have

considered in these articles, to the modern high class

machine tools, is a long stride. The fact that whole
classes of machines, complex in character, are de-

signed for assisting, perfecting, multiplying, the

operations of simple tools, must, if we duly consider

it, enhance the importance of our subject. The
human hand and eye are liable to error, and are

limited in power ; but in the machine slides, the

screws, the spindles, the gauges, errors are practi-

cally eliminated, and results rendered rapid and
uniform. The weary fingers are superseded by the

tireless forces of nature, and the only limit to speed of

operation and accuracy of results is that which is

* 16 parts copper, 2J parts tin, 1 part zinc.

I

imposed by the physical properties of the materials

j
themselves. Analysis will remove the mystery which

to many encircles our high class machine tools, and will

enable one to understand and clearly appreciate the

essential and fundamental character of their opera-

tions. If I have succeeded in awakening an intelligent

interest in, and appreciation of these matters, I shall

be satisfied. (Concluded.)

NOTES ON NOVELTIES.
Bv THE EDITOR.

70. Ward and Lock's Technical Dictionary of
Architectural Design and Building Construc-
tion. 71. Messrs. J. H. Skinner and Co.'s

Cameras and Drop Shutters. 72. Messrs. J. H.
Skinner and Co.'s Appliances for Fretwork.

ARD AND LOCK'S Technical Dictionary

of Architectural Design and Building

Construction.— I once heard a writer,

who is deservedly popular as much

for his books for children as his

weightier and more important productions, say that if

he were a young man again, and had to gather together

a small but select collection of books for his own use, it

would be formed chiefly, if not almost wholly, of diction-

aries. Could he have carried out his idea under the

conditions named, I am sure he would have placed on his

shelves Ward and Lock's "Technical Dictionary of Archi-

tectural Design and Building Construction," a handsome,

clearly-printed, and well-bound octavo volume of nearly

three hundred pages, compiled by the Editor of "The
Technical Journal," another valuable work on the arts and

sciences involving manual labour, which, with the Dictionary

under notice, I can cordially recommend to the notice of

readers of Amateur Work. In the Dictionary, which is

offered at the very moderate sum of 5s., certainly the most

important, if not all the terms in use in architecture and the

building trades, are given, and the objects and subjects to

which they apply are clearly defined and explained, and

their synonyms in French and German, and, when possible,

in Latin, with the pronunciation of the foreign words are

also given, and the derivation. The following will afford a

good example of the mode of treatment :

—

"Discharging Arch in Masonry and Brickwork.

An arch turned over an opening in a wall, as over lintels,

to relieve the part below from the superincumbent pressure.

Der., from the French, Decharger, to unload. Syn. Fr.

Arc en decharge—Tpron., ark ahng deh-sharj ; Ger., Entlas-

lungsbogen (Entlastung, discharge, and Bogen, an arch)—
pron., ent-lass-tungs-boh-genn."

I am only acquainted with one dictionary, and that a

medical dictionary, that has been treated in the same able

manner—sufficiently, and yet with brevity, and in a way so

eminently calculated to remove difficulties of pronunciation

when the reader happens to be unacquainted with the

French and German languages.

71. Mcs:rs. J. If. Skinner and Co.'s Cameras and Drop
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Shutters.—The enterprising firm of Messrs. J. H. Skinner

and Co., East Dereham, Norfolk, hitherto chiefly known to

the readers of Amateur Work for timber and tools of all

kinds, and especially for appliances and designs used in

fretwork, have lately taken a new departure in the pre-

paration of cameras, dark slides, and other things, needful

for the practice of the pleasing and useful art of photography.

These, it may be said, speaking of them generally and col-

lectively, are supplied at prices, whose wide range renders

them as well suited for the beginner as for the man of slender

means as for those whose pockets are better lined, and who,

in consequence, are better able to indulge in articles which

are more costly, and which present an appearance wholly in

keeping with their cost. To begin at the beginning, there

stands at one end of the long line of cameras which Messrs.

Skinner and Co. offer for sale, the " Eclipse" Camera Set,

which comprises a polished mahogany s'iding bellows,

quarter-plate camera, suitable for carte de visiles, etc., with

focussing screen, dark slide, lens with brass fittings, de-

veloping and fixing solutions, a packet of dry plates with

the necessary instructions for use, for 3s. 6d., or 4s. post

free. Add to this a hardwood folding tripod stand, a

focussing cloth, and a photographic printing apparatus con-

sisting of hardwood printing frame, with brass spring back,

sensitized albumenized paper, gold toning bath, fixing solu-

tion, glass rods, and cards for mounting, and you have the

Complete "Eclipse" Photographic Outfit, for which no
more is asked than 7s. 6d., or 8s. 6d. if sent post free. Next

in order, in point of price, comes the "Half- Guinea " Camera
Set, of better quality, including an achromatic lens, a

mahogany dark slide, and fittings generally of superior

description, and this with the addition of a well made tripod

folding stand of polished ash, and other adjuncts forms the

Complete " Guinea " Outfit. In this outfit it should be said

that the camera is reversible, and thus fitted for taking either

views or portraits It possesses, moreover, a side-screw

adjustment, and the mahogany dark slide is double, and

will, therefore, carry two plates. This set is enclosed in a

polished box with sliding cover, fitted with a strong black

lerther strap, which at once secures the cover, and renders

the box convenient for carrying. The tripod stand that

accompanies this set is remarkable for rigidity when placed

in position to receive the camera. Without saying that there

can be nothing better in the market, it is fair to point out

that in both these outfits very good value is given for the

m jney asked for them, and if they may be equalled, it would

certainly puzzle anyone to beat them, however able he

might be as a maker and contriver of photographic outfits,

in which every thing necessary is gathered together in one

and the same collection.

Beautiful specimens of cameras of a better class,

excellently put together, and furnished with the best fittings,

were shown me by Mr. James Mothersill, 60, HoUoway
Road, London, N., who acts as Messrs Skinner and Co.'s

London agent, and will gladly show any of Messrs. Skinner

and Co.'s specialties to anyone who may desire to see them,

and judge from actual comparison of the cameras offered for

sale, which might be best suited to his individual require-

ments. These, as far as I can remember, are (1) the

" Marvel," quarter-plate Camera, with meniscus lens, one

mahogany dark slide, and folding ash tripod, at 21s.; (2)

the " Norfolk," horizontal, for plates 45 inches by 3} inches,

with folding tailboard, fixed front, screw adjustment at side,

hinged focussing screen with special bellows of new patent

waterproof material, warranted not to crack in any climate,

solid double slide, and superior meniscus lens, in brass sliding

tube, complete, at 21s. Similar to this, but having a winch-

screw adjustment, is the " Speke " Camera, offered at 30s.

A still better camera is to be found in the " Raleigh," made

in three sizes—4^ inches by 3; inches, 6J inches by 4:! inches,

and 8| inches by 6£ inches, offered at 35s., 47s. 6d., and

70s., respectively. This camera is fitted with reversing

frame, reversing front, with side wing, and rack and pinion

adjustment. The best, however, and the most costly, is the

" Livingstone," a handsome polished mahogany camera, of

long focus, with conical leather bellows, reversing frame,

double swing, double action front, rack and pinion, and one

leather-hinged, double slide, wilh six flexibles. This fine

camera for quarter-plate size, is supplied at 75s , or 90s ,

with extra brass binding. It is made also in half-plate and

whole-plate size, and for plates 10 inches by 8 inches, and

12 inches by 10 inches. For excellence of workmanship

these cameras are certainly distinguished.

Messrs. Skinner and Co. also supply two very good

forms of drop shutters, the "Marianne," in ebonised

mahogany, having a slide released by touching a brass

catch, and the " Advance" Instantaneous Shutter, which is

actuated by a clever pneumatic arrangement. These are

made with apertures varying from I \ inch to 2\ inches in

diameter, and in six sizes, the price of the "Marianne"

ranging from 3s. to 6s. 9d., and that of the "Advance"

from 6s. fid. to 15s.

72. Messrs. J. H. Skinner and Co.'s Appliances for

Fret-work.—With regard to fretwork materials, Messrs.

Skinner and Co. still supply their Complete Outfit for

beginners, post free for 3s. 6J.. and the " Eclipse " Boxes of

Tools and Materials, at 5s. 6d. and ios., or 6s. 3d. and

lis 3d., carriage paid. In these will be found every re-

quisite for beginners, even to designs for cutting, and wood

whereon to commence work. Messrs. Skinner and Co. send

me the " Eclipse" Shilling Book of Fretwork Designs, con-

taining twelve sheets of patterns, of pleasing character, and

well suited for beginners ; the Shilling Book of Wood Carv-

ing Designs, containing fourteen lithographed patterns, most

of which are good, and likely to be helpful to anyone taking

up carving tools for the first time, and the " Eclipse " Book

of New and Original Fretwork Designs, issued at 2s. 6d.,

and containing twenty large sheets, some of which, for

example, the Shaving Glass, Finger Plates, and Standing

Cabinet Front are fairly good, and others more ambitious,

and certainly less attractive. Of the new additions to the

" Eclipse " Series of Fretwork Designs, No. 191, comprising

four finger plates, emblematic of Spring, Summer, Autumn,

and Winter, are decidedly the most attractive, but the

tracery is so delicate that the fretworker who begins them,

and successfully brings them to a finish, may indeed be re-

garded, and regard himself, as a most skilful and most

fortunate fretsawyer.
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For " Instructions to Contributors and

Correspondents" see page 45 of this

Volume, or Part 72, page 45.

*«* Readers of this Magazine are re-
quested to note that the FIRST SERIES
of AMATEUR WORK, ILLUSTRATED,
is completed with this Part, Part 84.
The First Series, therefore, is comprised
in Seven Volumes (Vols. I to VII.), or
Eighty-four Parts (Part 1 to 84) ; the
Parts and Volumes are always kept in
print and may be obtained through any
Bookseller.

The next PART. bearing date
December, 18S8, will be the commence-
ment of a New Series, and will be
issued as PART 1 of VOL. I., NEW
SERIES.

Phonograph.
"" W.—There is no phonognph of pat-

tern given in the market, as it was designed
especially for Amatecr Woks. Any handy
mechanic, however, coull construct one
from the drawings and description. I
thiuk one of the ordinary type can be ob-
tained from Caplatzi, Chenien Street, Tolten-
'""" Court Road. A year or two ago I had
occasion to borr-o" one for an exhibition,
and got it from him. I think they cost,
second-hand, from £3 or £4 ap, according
to finish and condition.—O. B.

Patterns for Tin Ware.
H. J. W. (Chicago).—3 will bear in mind

your wish to koow how to cut "an oval
taper pittern," and "standard sizes for
bodies of tea bottles, milk cans, dripping
and bread tins," but at present 1 do not see
how far it will be possible or practicab'e to
give "a folding sheet of standard sizes for
cutting different tin goods." I have seen
an Ameiican trade serial, in which some-
thing of this kind -*as done. It was called
"' The Metal Worker." I h 3.ve before me as
I write a pattern sLeet of this publication,
in which patterns ire given for six sizes of
Grocers' Tea and Candy Scoops. Write to
the publisher, Mr. David Williams, 83, Reade
Street, Hew York, and he will, doubtless,
send you a list oi pattern sheets in stock.
I may say that this was Mr. Williams' ad-
dress in 1882, but "The Metal Worker"
will be known in Chicago, and if he has
changed his address you will learn this
from current issues. I am glad to find
from your reminder that you used to write
as"H. J. W. [tffcnwrt, Man.) ", that you
have reached the otLer side of the Atlantic
in safety. I trust jou will do well in the
States.

American Organ.
W. G. (Bristol).— (1) I cannot state the

f bellows required for ten sets of

reeds, as my experience has not been with
so large an instrument, but I should think
th.it if the bellows were made as large as

the case wonld allow you would not be far

wrong. (2) The springs used in American
organs are very similar to those used in

harmoniums, but the organ springs are
rather longer, and the point is bent at

right angles to the spring and is inserted

into a small hole in the middle of the

pallet, which is not hinged, as in the har-

monium, but has a slot at each end and
works on two guide-pins, (o) The reeds

are pirobably pressed into the blocks, and
want properly setting. Try raising them
until the tongues stand slightly above the

blocks, and see how they behave. Be
careful with them; if not successful send
them on to me and I will examine them.

—J. A. H.

Model Launch Boiler.

W. M. W. (Batter*™).— A horizontal

boiler about -H inches diameter and 6 inches

long will suit your model. The engine, if

sing'e cylinder, should be about 1 inch

diameter by | inch stroke. The vapour
engine is too complicated for model pur-

poses. I presume you refer to Yarrow's

engine. Spiel's and the Shipman engine

also work by the aid of petroleum, but

either are unsuitable for your require-

ments.— Olla Podrida.

Jointing Boxes.

J.M. (Wi&nes).—I am sorry to contradict

yo i, but the construction to which you
object as being " quite wrong " is correct,

and while thanking you for directing at-

tention to anything which you think au
error, I may be pardoned for saying that

as the method you suggest is opposed to

all practical experience it is hardly likely

to be the better way. You write strongly

and emphatically, but, I fear, without any
knowledge of the subject, so let me direct

your consideration to the fact that the

keys of veneer, when put in correctly, form
a much stronger joint than when put in

straight, as yon propose. In theory your
remark about the short bits of wood break-

ing off may be correct, but in practice this

does not happen. If you have made similar

joints and found the wood break I am
afraid you must look upon want of skill as

the cause. Of course, you must take care

not to make the slant too great, but the
cuts certainly should not be as you say
" parallel with the top and bottom of the

box." You will thus see that I cannot

agree with your opinion that the veneer

holds better when straight, nor c'o I tbink

iou will find anyone who will, among prac-

tical men. Possibly iu inexperienced

hands straight cuts may seem to have

advantages, though I hardly think so, but

if they were really superior you nuy be

sure that cabinetmakers would not follow

the other course. You will generally, if

not always, find that the methods pursued

in any branch of labour by professional

workers are those best adapted for the pur-

pose, though the reasons may not be ap-

parent to others not possessing the same

amount of experience.

Management of Gas Supply.

A WaM'FRtr-You ask my opinion re-

lative to the management of the gas supply

—whether or not to turn off the gas at the

meter the last thing at night. My own
practice is to turn off the gas when the

members of the household within doors

are ready to go to bed, and to leave small

lamps burning on the ground floor aud first

floor for the benefit of wanderers who may

not have put in an appearance at the

normal hour of retiring to rest. If, how-

ever, there is a chance that light may "b s

wanted at short notice during the night,

the gas is left turned oh. I think you will

find it to your advantage to do as I do. To
find out how far the gas need be turned on

at the meter, turn the gas on full then light

up, and as soon as all the burners, also

turned on fall, are blazing and flaring

away at full swing, turn off at the meter

until there is just sufficient pressure to

maintain an equable steady light. I have

no regulator, and the gas is turned on aud

off from, the kitchen by means of a long

key, one end of which fits on to the tap of

the meter and the other is just level with

the kitchen floor, appearing through a

circular brass plate. The key, which is

virtually a prolongation upwards of tho

metfr tap, is turned by another crutch-

headed key, and the meter tap, as a matter

of course, is turned with it. 1 may say

that I prefer light from petroleum, in one

of Defries' Safety Hanging Lamps, to gas-

light, and feel inclined to use petroleum

entirely, instead of gas. The convenience

in rapid lighting up is the chief merit of

gas to my mind. As you seem to be in-

terested in gas lighting, enclose 2Jd. iu

stamps to Messrs. Houlston and Sons,

Paternoster So/u,are
s
London, E.C., and ask

them to send you "The Gas Consumer's

Guide," by Altruism. It is a pamphlet

which everybody ought to have who burns

gas.

Drafting from Origin xl Model.

Bob Stat (Rangoon). — Your query is

somewhat indefinite and perplexing, but I

take it that you wish to make a drawing of

an existing model. Your request for a paper

on this subject shall be borne in mind.

Meanwhile, with regard to queries pro-

pounded in your postscript, the following

may be of use:—1. The places of sections

are determined by convenience, the more

the better, within reason, starting from the

first perpendicular forward and finishing at

the last aft. For your model about 2 inches

apart would suit. You can always make a

half-section between, if necessary. These

sections are marked by squaring from

L.W.L. and M.L. of model, and afterwards

numbered. 2. You had better make tem-

plets or moulds to the body at each section

marked, and trace these on paper, after-

wards reducing or enlarging by parallel

lines. Each section can be checked by

girthing the model at each station. 3. Set

up the sheer or sheer plan by measure-

ments from the L.W.L. at each section or

station. All these curves must be drawn

and " faired " by baud, assisted by French

curves and splines or battens. A scale of

one-fourth is easily worked. Every i inch

represents one inch, therefore 1^, equjls

$ and B*j of an inch.

Photographs for Colouring.

Photo writes:—"I should like to meet

w-.th a few good photographs (landscapes,

unmounted, preferred), just for colouring

purposes. I am quite sure some of ' ours '

have taken a snatch or two during this last

summer when out for an holiday. If any

of ' ours ' have one or two to spare, please

name price, etc. If you can insert uiy
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wants in 'Amateurs in Council* shall be

obliged to you. I may conclude by saying
that owing to Amatkur Work I have my
spare time fully occupied with painting,
and picture framing, and sundry jobs in

carpentry. Having gone to the expense of

lathe, circular saw, and other tools, I am
never at a loss to find work for spare mo-
ments, having been a subscriber from the
very first number."

Puzzle Box.
H. J, "W. (Chicago).—There doe3 not

seem to be any difficulty in reference to

the opening of your puzzle box. The two
parts of the cover turn on juiis passing

either through the box from bottom to

top, or through a piece of metal forming a
semi-cover to the box, and soldered to the
box itself. Possibly the latter mode is

adopted, and the interior of the box is thus
clear throughout. In Fig. 1 tbe box is

shown with the covers riveted on at a

and b. The part a turns on the rivet, so

that the point c comes to Cf
, in the direc-

tion indicated by the arrow. The part n

turns on the rivet, so that the poiut d

comes to d', in the direction of the arrow.

The positions of the covers, when tbe box is

open, is shown by the dotted lines. Fig. 2

will serve to show how semi-covers that are

hidden by the revolving covers, and are of

tbe form indicated by a and b, may be

soldered over the ends of tbe box, leaving

the shaded part of the interior, C, im*

FIG, i.

—

COVERS OF BOX

SHOWING MODE
OF OPENING.

A
I

FIG I

FIG. 2.— /
PLAN OF TOP OF

j

BOX WITHOUT
COVES. d'--<r -««-"'

covered, the livets beiog passed through
the holes shown in a and b, and then
through holes punched in the actual covers,

shown in Fig 1. The line c d in Fig. 1, in

which the two parts of the cover meet,
must always be a tangent to the circles,

formed partly by the solid lines and partly
by tbe dotted lines in Fig- 1, and will, of

course, differ in inclination to the straight
line passing through centres of rivets, a

and b, according as the circles are nearer
to or farther from each other, or according
as the box, comparatively speaking, is phoit
and broad in furru, or narrow and long-

Electric Clock.
W. P. (Connah's Quay) writes:—" Think-

ing many readers of Amaieur Womk may
be deterred from attempting the construc-

tion of an electric clock, on account of

cost, or difficulty in procuring wheels to do
so, I trouble you with the annexed illus-

tration (one-fourth size) of the one I have
made, which works well and keeps pretty

good time. Please notice that 1 have
brought spindfe of seconds wheel through
dial ; unfortunately the hauds go round in

the opposite direction to those of an ordi-

nary clock, also that there are only three

wheels in the clock, all ratchet wheels (I

have not shown the teeth all round in the

drawing), which I cut myself with a three-

divisions, or anything else that may be
asked for.

Cabaret Battery.

W. P. (Connah's Quay) writes:—" Be

Cabaret Battery fur driving Electric Clock.

While waiting for an answer to my in-

quiries to above, I put an additional magnet,
as shown in illustration of Electric Clock,

when 8 cells would woik it all right, but

8 cells seemed too many. I re-charged

4 cells, using sulphate of zinc, when 2 cells

are quite sufficient to keep clock going all

right. On opening cells to re-charge, found
lead tube coated with copper, more espe-

cially at the lower part of it, zincs thickly

coated with some dark-coloured dirt, and
slightly wasted on cleaning them to amal-
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Electric Clock.—Fig. 1.—Front ; A, Opening in Woodwork; B, C, Palls; D, Spring;
E, Hours Wheel, 48 Teeth; F.Cam; G, Minutes Wheel, 60 Teeth; H, Seconds Wheel,
60 Teeth Fig. 2.— Side View ; A, Woodwork ; B,C, Palls (not shown) ; D, Armature;
E, Pendulum Wire, bent to clear Magnet. Fig. 3.- Back ; A, Spring; a, a, Binding
Screws fixed to Bottom of Clock Case and Battery connected.

cornered file. The small wheel with 48

teeth is for hour hand, which is moved
every quarter of an hour by the four-

cornered cam which is fixed tightly on
minute spindle, and acts upon the lever

and pall shown in tracing, I think that on

looking at tracing you will be able to

understand it. The rounded sides of cam
are so that only one tooth is taken at each
movement of lever, which is kept in contact

by the spring, roughly shown. The draw-
ing is full size. The seconds and minute
wheels, which have 60 teeth, are larger

than the diameters given in Professor

Marissiaux's instructions. As I had two
discs of brass sheet already cut to the

size shown, I made them do ; the wheel
with 48 teeth was the only piece I had at

the time, so I used it. I think it would be

better if the seeouds and minute wheels

were size of Marissiaux's instructions, as

it would shorten the lever which acts upon
seconds whe*d." I shall bo glad at any
time to explain any part that readers may
not precisely understand, and show how I

set the whtels out for cutting teeth, how I

made the clock case, glass dial, and holes

where spindles come through. Also how
to mark and set out figures and minute

gamate anew, also what looked like grains

of copper at bottom of cell. I re-charged

with a solution of zinc Bulphate (4 oz. to

2 quartB water) which I put in cells so as

to come 1 inch up zinc cylinder, and filled

lead tube with lumps of copper Bulphate,

and when connected to clonk it worked it

at once, 2 cells being quite sufficient to do
so. My fiiling to get cabaret battery to

do so at first was not owing to scarcity of

copper sulphate, neither could it be from
the mixing of the two solutions, as it ad-

vised not the use of sulphate of zinc I did

not do so (see instructions, page 191, Vol.

V., or Part 50 of Amateur W<rf). What-
ever the cause was must say it is very

satisfactory since I charged using zinc

sulphate, and took extra precautions not to

agitate battery after putting solution in

cells"

Curing Skins.

A. A. B. (Church Strclton) writes :—" Lay
pkins on aboard, tacked down, or stretched

on frames, dissolve two ounces of alum in

one pint of water, with sponge dipped in

solution moisten or wash raw sui face all

over : repeat twice a day for three days.

Let it dry ; when quite free from damp
take out tacks, and rolling up loosely, the



hair being inside, draw it quickly back-

wards and forwards through a smooth
ring, then roll contrary way and repeat

operation."

Buildinr Ginoe.

G. A. H. (Birmingham).—If you will buy
Parto of Amatkur Work yon will find in

"Boat Building Wale Easy" full instruc-

tions for building a canoe suitable f.-r

sailing and paddling, anl instructions

respecting material, etc. The cost of a

honi^-built canoe is from 25s. to 30s.

Tin Plates, etc.

A. W. S.—Tin plates are made of several

sizes, bat those most used are 14 in. by
20 in., and 20 in. by 28 in., and the quality

is known as X foni cross), XX (two cross),

etc., etc. The plate? may be purchased
from any ironmonger in town or country.
The best man I know of for tinman's tools

is G. Kendrick, 340, Bradford Sfrwf, Pir-
'--'<.,. Ke will send a list, etc., on

application, but if you only want a fcw tools

you can get them try giving your order to

an ironmonger. If you require any further

information, please write again.

Change of Address.
J. M. (Irenes).—Ales. Mathiesou and

Son have removed from Church Street to

10, Dale Street, Liverpool. There is a very
good firm in the same line of business,

Aird and Anderson, 12, Whilechapel, close

by Church Street. This neighbourhood may
he more convenient for you, and if so, I

confidently recommend Aird and Anderson
for anything in the tool way.

—

Dicky S.vsr.

Insects Jn Wood.
W. A. [Torquay'.—The insects may be

destroyed bv washing benzidine or naphtha
into the worm-eaten parts of the furniture,

bat in doing so yon may possibly injure the

poliah, if there is any on the article. If

yon had given fuller particulirs I might
hive been able to give you more specific

advice. When <mce the wood has been
fairly attacked it is doubtful whether there

is any really permanent cure, but the plan

named i* generally adopted. I am sorry I

cannot give you any information about the
insects beyond saying that they seem to be
generated in the wood they attack.— D. A.

Copying- Press.

G. W. {Colchester).—An endeavour shall

bemadeat some future, bat no very distant,

time, to comply with your request.

Instantaneous Shutter.
Hassas. — Instrurtio s tor making a

Pneumatic ShutKer for Camera, of a simple
character, are given in Vol. VII

,
page 529,

otherwise Part 83. You will also find that

a paper on a "A Simple Instantaneous
Shatter " is included in the list of subjects
for Vol. I. of the New Series.

Ornamental Leather Work.
I. C. I. —Your request for some articles

on Ornamental Leather Work of some
kind is noted here. Doubtless some cor-

respondent will take the matter up and
show how leather work may be made sub-

servieot to the ornamentation of articles of

furniture of different kinds.

Brazing Seams of Model Boilers.

G. W. { f.'-r. 'ei).—l advUe you not. to

attempt brazing the, Beams of your boiler.

AMATEURS IN COUNCIL.

With thin copper it becomes difficult, even

in th hands of a professional. The copper

is very liable to be " burnt," and this, if it

occurs even slightly would be an element

of danger, as copper when it has been

overheated loses a great deal of its strength

and ductility. I have tried brazing seams
and cross tubes but have never been satis-

fied with it, even when done by an expert.

I would strongly recommend a riveted

joint as follows : First clean and tiu the

faces of the joints, then put together,

drillholes and rivet xip afterwards, wash?

ing each joiut thoroughly with solder.

I have trie! this method which our friend

G. E. refers to, and find it excellent for

pressures up to 60 lbs. ou the square iuch.

The rivets need not be closely spaced, and
the boiler ends should be designed so that

the rivets can be inserted and closed up
from the outside. Copper rivets would, of

course, be used. In conclusion, I would

repeat that brazing is unsuitable for thin

work, and especially in the bauds of au

amateur without previous experience.

When you turn your hand to this work it

would be well to experiment on scraps and

common work until a fair proficiency has

been attained, and even then I would not

put it on boiler work. I have seen serious

accidents ociur through the sudden giving

out of what seemed good braziog, and my
experience says " vote for rivets."—Olla
Podrida.
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INFORMATION SUPPLIED.

Device for Slab over Porch.

Fal writes iu reply to Evklyn, page 5-8 :

—" The first device that occurs to one's

mind is the Roman ' ave '—independent of

its being very hackneyed one does not

re illy feel disposed to 'hail' the approach

of rvnjlrxhj, say, fur instance, the tax-

gatherer, so I think we may reject this at

once. As a legend of some kind would be

suitable, how would the owner of the house

like boldly to hoist his flag and write over

his doorway, ' Except the Lord build the

house their labour is but lost that build it,'

or better still, ' As for me and my house

we will serve the Lord.' In these days

when 'nothing is sacred,' from the Al-

mighty's Sabbaths to Holy Matrimony, it

is well that we should boldly declare

' whose we are and whom we serve.' Last

year, during my peregrinations after

Agaritiut ca/mpestris, I came upon an old

farmhouse, where, by-the-by, I, an absolute

stranger, was very hospitably entertained.

Before leaving the old farmer pointed out

to me, with much pride, the legend over

his door, ' Io God is all.' Along the front

of an old half-timbered farmhouse, on the

borders of Cheshire, is inscribed ' Walke,

knave, what lookest at?' It is, however,

not. improbable that Evelyn, being a lady,

might object to this. If letters are used I

should not put them on a ribbon, but cut

them in a compact form iu black letter,

with a handsome capital richly ornamented

in the foui teenth century style. Of course,

I do not mean that the letters themselves

are to be black, but that they should be of

the style called ' black letter.' The father

of a late frieud of mine saved the ship he

commanded in the French war, when pur-

sued by an overwhelming force of the

enemy, by adroitly taking his ship into

Falmouth Harbour, through a narrow and
dangerous passage between the Manacle
Rocks and the mainland. When he retired

from the Navy he coinuieru or.i.ted this ex-

ploit by carving the likeness of the ship,

The Madhorovgh, in stone over his door.

Perhaps the owner of the ho.ise in question

might like to do something of the same
kind. A handsome quaint or somewhat
grotesque head, carved in high relief, would
also look exceedingly well, keeping watch,

as it were, over the portal. I would let

the head be clear, or nearly s>, from the

background, and part of the bust showing"

Whatever is done should be bold and effec-

tive, aud all meaningless Arabesque scrolls,

etc., avoided. By-the by, how can a red

brick slab be c-trved? It would be much
better every way to insert a piece of stone

for the purpose Last, aud not least, I

would advise Evelyn to consult Harry
Hems, E.vettr, he is a very nice niau, and

his work admirably artistic and good." [I

thank you iu Eyelyik's name for your

valuable suggestions. Evelyn1

is not a

woman, but a man to whom, I am sure,

your reply will be doubly welcome for the

anecdote of the gallant Captain of H.M.S.

Marlborough.—Ed.]

INFORMATION SOUGHT.

Repairs of Musical Box.

I. H. B. writes :

—" I have a musical box,

which plays eight tunes. The brass roller

is Hi inches in length It has not gone

well lately. The fault is that when it is

playing there is a great deal of rubbing and

squeaking noise, as if oil was wanted. {It

goes perfectly smooth, without any noise

whatever, in between the tunes.) I took it

to a watchmaker, who said that the noise

came from the teeth in the comb. This I

found to be just as he had said, but, how-

ever, he was unable to put it to rights. He
oiled all the working parts, but nothing

would stop the noise. I have tried to find

it out several times My last tug was to

place a piece of soft cloth loosely on the

comb, thus making it sound muffled. I was

then able to tell that the noise did not come

from the small teeth, but came from a

few nearly at the bottom of the comb.

(Some of the teeth have lost the small

spring that is just underneath.) What
niuot I do ? Where could I get it repaired ?

What might it cost ?
"

Roll Holder.

Hassan writes: —" If any reader of Ama-

teur Work uses the roll holder for negative

paper I should like to have a description of

its general construction and working, with

drawing."

Waterproofing Cloth.

A. A. B. {Church Stretton), would be glad

of any reliable recipes for waterproofiug

calico and other textile fabrics.

LETTERS RECEIVED UP TO OCT. 10.

Ltmden ; H. A. H. McG. ; A. A. B. {Church,

Stretton); A. B. C ; J. J. M. (Holywood)
;

H. S.; H. L. F. (Gorl n, Bft chest r).
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.ffiolian Harp, A Double Acting. (With
Five Illustrations) 372

Air-Brush, The. (With Four Illustra-
tions) 507

Amateur Photographers, Some Sug-
gestions for ... r.02

Amateur Photographers, A Photo-
Enlarger for. (With Five Illustrations) &>

Amateur's Fret Machines, An.—See
Fret Machines, An Amateur's.

Amateurs, A Handy Tool Chest for.

[With Five Illustrations) 127

Amateurs, Electrotyping for. — See
Electrotyping for Amateurs.

Amateurs, Pattern Making for,— S^e
Pattern Making for Amateurs.

Amateurs, Practical Scene-Painting
for.—See Scene-Painting, Practical,
for Amateurs.

Amateurs, Stereotyping for. — See
Stereotyping for Amateurs.

American Clocks and Timepieces:
How to Clean Them 2'ji

Another Cheap Microscope. (With
Ten illustrations) ss

Apparatus, Dry Plate Changing and
Developing. (With Eighteen Illustra-
tions) 512

Aquarjum, How I Made My Marine.
( With Four Illustrations) 410

Aquarium, How to Make an. {With
n, . in a ttrations) 80S

Artificial Christmas Trees : How to
Make Them. (With Three Illustra-
tions) 50

Attachment,A Stereoscopic, for Single
Cameras. (With Five Illustrations) ... na

Aviary, A Parlour. (With Four ITIus-

' rations) 5SJ

Banjo, The, How Made and How
Played.

I. Popularityofthe Hanjo—Six Stringed Banjo re-

commended—Dimensions of Handle— Man-
ner of Making the Hoop— Band— Rim—
VeUara or Parchment—Brackets—Tail-piece
—Bridge—Pegs — Fret*—Stringing—Tunin.f„«.
—Playing. (Witt Ten Illustrations) V*

H. Handle— FacloK— Manner of Fixing It —
Br die—Hoop— Band— llrnrkets— Tai'.-j leca
—Pegs—Fret*—Po-Hians— Banjo Case—B^n-
jo Tutors—Five and Seven Stringed Instni-
rn^ntu — H'nts on Playing — Couc.usiun.
(U',th Ten ItUttratiQns) 151

Barrows for Table Use and Decora-
tion. (With Eight Illustrations) 5:0

Bookcase, A Cabinet. (With Ten lllus-
t rational 57i

Book-Rest, A Simple, for the Table.
(With Tvo Illustrations) 131

Box. A Continuous. {With Seven Il'us-
tra'ions) „ ... 133

Bracket Shelf, An Indian, for the
Drawing-Room. (With Fig*. 1—3 in
folding Sheet, and Figs. 4—7 in Text) ... 2S9

Brackets and Taper Stands. (With
Four Illustrations) 5«7

Brackets, Economical. (With Si* Illus-
trations),., ... bos

Cabinet, A Handy Type. (With Seven
Illustrations) 182

Cabinet, A Hanging Wall. { With Nine
Illustrations) 200

Cabinet Bookcase, A. (With Ten Illus-

trations) 578

Camera, Pneumatic Shutter for. (With
an Illustration) 529

Cameras, Single, A Stereoscopic At-
tachment for. (With Five Illustration*) 328

Canterbury, A Music. (With Fourteen
Illustrations in Folding Sheet) IS

Cart for the Country, A.
I. Introduction—Body of Vehicle—Materials-

Sides — Setting Sides at Proper Angle —
Floor—Fiot.t or Footboard—Supplementary
Sidfp— Falling- Footboard at Back— Hooks
lor Chuius— Lock for Footboard—Front Seat
—Support for Back — Iron Stays for Back
Seat. etc. [Figa. 1—17 in Folding Sheet) '

... 114

II. The Shafts—Transom or Cross Bar—Straps-
Steps — Splashboard — Lamps—Springs and
Axle—Wheals—Wings— Hind Step—Painting
mid Varnishing1—Leather on Shafts—Tin?
Sti.pa — Upholatery and Cushions — Mat.
(Figa. 18—§5) 162

Chain, Driving, for Lathe. (Tfith Two
Illustrations) 837

Chains Cut Out of Solid Wood. [With
Sight Illustrations) G7

Chair, Occasional, with Fretwork
Decorations. (With Illustrations in

Folding Sheet) 4S3

Changing and Developing Apparatus,
Dry Plate. (With Eighteen Illustra-

tions) 542

Cheap Microscope, Another. (With
Ten Illustration*) 83

Child's Cot, A, in Ornamental "Wood-
work. (With Eight Uluatrations) ... m

Christmas Trees, Artificial, How to
Make Them. (With Three Illustra-

tions) 5S

Clocks and Timepieces,
How to Clean Them ...

American,

Clocks, English, How to Clean Them 513

Coffee Table, An Egyptian, in Turned
Lattice Work. [With Eight Illustra-

tions) 1

Colouring Marble 38

Continuous Box, A. (With Seven Illus-

trations) 198

Country. A Cart for the.—Set- Cart for

the Country, A.

Box, ATriple. [JFith Eour- Illustration*) 43 Cut an Index, How to

PAGE
Cutter, A Vertical and Horizontal.

( With Six III ustrations) 582

Designs, Some Simple, for Wood
Turners. ( With Four illustrations) ... 130

Double Acting .ZEolian Harp, A. (
With

Five Illustrations) 872

Draughtboard, An Ornamental Glass.
(With Four Illustrations) 513

Driving Chain for Lathe, (WithTwo
Illustrations) 337

Dry Plate Changing and Developing
Apparatus. (With Eighteen Illustra-

tions) 542

Economical Brackets. (With Six Illus-

trations) - 522

Egyptian Coffee Table, An, in Turned
Lattice Work. (With Eight Illustra-

tions) l

Electric Lamplighter, An.
(
With

Twelve Illustrations) 347

Electric Thief-Detector for Safes, etc.

(With Two Illustrations) 577

Electro-Gilding at Home 453

Electro Nickel-Plating at Home.
I. Materials Required—Making the Vat, Anodes,

Battery and Solutions—Working the !>olu-

tion—Dipping Vessels. (Figs 1—S) *»3

II. Making the Scouring Tray—Scratch Brushes,

Bobs, and IiuHs-PreparlngtheWork, Brass,

Copper, Iron, Steel, etc.—IMi&hiDg the Vvora 501

Electrotyping for Amateurs.
I. Introduction—The Single Cell Process—Gutta

Percha Moulding Material—Fusible Alloy-
Plaster of I'-ris — Beeswax Compounds —
Elastic Mould—Plumbago-Sulphate of Cup-

per— Stopping-off Varnish—Barking Proeeos

—Finishing; Busts—Tinning Metal—Backing
Metal. (Figa.l—b) °

II. Definition of Electrical Terms—DanielPs Bat-

tery— Iiunsen's Batiery— Sinee'a Battery—
Platinising the Silver Plate-Zuics for Bat-

teries—Amalgamation of the Zinc Plates-
Porous Cells—Terminal f»>r Carbons—Ter-
minal—The Separate Current Process—The
E ectrolytic Vat - Conducting Fittings.

[Fiya.fi—20) °0

III. Cheap Electrolytic Vats—Solution for the

Electrolytic Vut - Working the Separate
Current process—The Anode Plates—Gutta
Percha Moulding Composition— Plumbaeo-
ins the Mould—Mouldiug from Fusible Alloy

—Moulding in P.us er of Puns—Moulding in

Beeswax—Elastic Moulding. [Figa. 21—28)... 121

IV. Plating aBu=t—E astic Moulding—Moulding
in Halve— Kleoirntyping a Statuette— I- lec-

trotjpinga rish— Electrotyping a Leaf—Plat-
ing Ltavea, PI wera, etc. —Deposition on
Class—A Metallic Mummy—Faults, Failure.-',

Hints.etc. [Figa. 29—34); 104

V. Colouring the Electrotype — Electrotyping
Set-up Type—Preparation of the Forme—
Plumbagoing the Forme—Moulding Com-
position— Moulding Tray—Taking tlio Iin-

ErebBion — Building — Plumbagoing the

[ uid—Trimming and Backing the Electro
—Finishing—Mounting—Correcting. (Figs.

86-40) 2S8

VI. Metallising the Mould — Voltaic Etching—
A Lift—Deposition of Copper upon Iron—
Preparation of the Alkaline Solution-
Facing Busts, Meda"s, etc., with Brass—
Watts's Braising Solution. (Figs. 41

—

VI) ... 307

VII. Electro-brassing Zinc, Iron, Lead, Pewter,
and Tin—Bronzing—Antique Bronze—French
Biunze—A Warm Bronze—Concision ... 3*(
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PAGE
Elizabethan Furniture, with Practical
Hints for its Construction.

Till. Some pood old Specimens of Carved
w^rk— Settle—Crner Cupboard—Cabinet—
Conclusion. (Figs C6—68) 80

Engine-Making, Model.

—

See Model
Engine-Making.

English Clocks, How to Clean Them 513

Fancy Tables, Two. [With Ten Illus-

trations) SCO

Fault in Lathe Construction: Run-
ning on Points or, A, and How to
Remedy It. {With Tiro Illustrations) 4

Few "Words, A, on Water-Colour
Drawing *... 396

Forms of Tools, The.
J. Introduction — Toils of Chisel Type — Me-

chanical Principle—Diversity of Operation—
Cl»ssi8caiion of Tools of Chisel Type—
Earliest Known Forms as Found in Fl.nc
Implements —Tools of Palaeolithic Ape —
Tools ol Neolithic Affe. {Figs. 1— 17) 68

II. S?one. Brot ze, and Iron Ages—Copper Age-
Copper and Bronze Chisels—F at Celt>

—

Palstaves —Tanked Chisels — Celts of Cast
Bronze—Points of Difference in d anl New
Forms of Tools — Introduction of Steel.

{Figs. IS—27) IS

III. Bottom Rake or Angle of Relief-ToM Angle
—Classes orTools of Chisel Type—Adze, Axe,
and Hatchet— Handling— Ldse of Adze

—

Percussive Tools— Smith's Chisels — llill-

vrr\£\\\'s Parine Chisel — Turning Chisel—
Carver's Caisels—Timber Scribe—Gouses—
Gouges of 1 arvers and Turners—Handling
Chisels an 1 liougrs. [Figs, 23-47) 150

IV. Boring Tools — Brace Bits — Centre Bit —
Gimlets— Au--ers — Gilpin's Bit— Jenning's
Bit—DrHIs—Morse Drills— L> Bit—Pin Drills.
(Figs. 13-60) ... 223

V. Pianes—Why Planes will not Work p-operly
— Treatment of Planes — Bench Planes —
"Wood Planes — Iron Plane3— Spokeshave.
F<Ht. f2-66) 207

VI. Screwing Tackle — Taps and Die*— Whit-
worth's" uuide " Screw Stock—Handwork ing
Taps — Mauds'aj's Screw Threads. (Figs.

67—S:) 302

Til. Metal Turning Tools — Typical Tool f..r

Metal Turning—Requirements in Turning
Tool—Top Rake Cranked Roughing Tool

—

Planing, Shaping, and Slotting Machine
Tools—Hetl'iojl—Slide Rest. [Figs. S3—101) 354

VI I I. Scraping T00I3 — Value of Scrape— Metal
Scrape — Scrape3 for Haid Wood — bras*
Tumi ng Tools— Reamers — Eo?e Bi t or
Reamer— Shell or Hollow Reamer — Tools
used with Boring Dare— Doub e Cutters
—MilliDg Cutters. (Figs. 103—US] 40;

IX. Saws—Ancient Saws—Modern Saws—HaDd
S*ws—Back Saws—Forms nf Teeth of Saws
— Bind Saws— Hack Bans— Setting and
Sharpening Saws. [Fig*, lift—12?] 4CS

X. Files—Definition of Pile— Teeth •f Piles—
Varieties ol Files—Action of Files—Coare°-
pc-ts of Teeth, How Denoted — Engineei's ., j
Files — Manufacture of Files — handles — 1
Carving Files— Durability. {Figs. 128— 136) Vei

XI. Shears—Panches—Hammers. \Figs. 137—14!) 63<

XII. Measorement—Co-'clusion. {Fig. 143 j ... 61;

Fret Machines, An Amateur'3.
I. Mv Best and Moat Effective Machine. {With

Illustration* in Folding Sheet) 20:

II. My Fi--st and Mo-t Simple Machine. {With
Illustrations in Folding Sheet) 5S!

FretsawWork and Marquetry Cutting.
I. Introduction—Advantage ol Fret working—A*»

an Industrial Recreation —A* a Ileal
Sloney Making—Professional Fretwork BT*nf
C-lebrity — Value of Knowledge of Frec-
cutilng to Professional Woodworkers „ 74

II. Antiquity and Modern Practice of the Art ... 103

III. Tool, and Appliances—Saws—Saw Frames

—

SawCiamps— Driiis. FtgsA—11) 175

IV. Tools and Appliances (continued) — Files

—

•| aper—Scrape:—Planes—lilae. {Figs.
12-10) 227

V. Fretwork Machines— Hand Machines— Le
3IeUe's Machine— Lest-r Improved — Fleet-
wood— Challenge— Dexter— IfnCannU Co.'s
N> 7—Goodali I>athe and Fret Haw—Cricket— Improved Roger*' or Windsor— Empire,
Victor and Barnes' Machines. '..Figs, z'i-21, B70

VI. Materials—A:-h— Beeeh—Birch—Chestnut—
Holly—Lime-treeWeed—Bass—Maple—By/ca-
more—Suquoia—Pine—P1u.l1 pine—Ms—Cedar—Wain ot— Oak—Bosewood—Ta»so

—

American White Wood — Kb ny — Fancy
Wood*) — Metal Sheets— Ivory— Celluloid-
Vulcanite—Tortoise; he J I—Mot her-of- Pearl 209

VII. First Lessons inCntting. (Figs 2'.—33) ...874

"V ill Execution of Piece of Heal Work. 'Figs.
31-57 411

Fretsaw Work

—

continued.

IX. How to Make Up an Article in Fret-work—
Multiplication of Design. {Figs iS—10J ... 409

X. Multiplication of Designs bv Photography,
etc.—M 'iking Up Work and Fit ting Together.
{F:.gs. 41-45) 401

XI. How to Cut and Make Up Inlaid W rk—
Donkey for Marquetry Cutting. (Figs. Hi—H7) 588

XII. Polishing and Finishing. (Fig. 5S) 58J

Fretsawing Machine, A, for Large
"Work. {With Two Illustrations) ... ieO

Furniture, Elizabethan, With Practi-
cal Hints for its Construction.

—

See
Elizabethan Furniture.

Furniture, My Kitchen.— See My Kit-
chen Furniture.

Geneva Watch Cleaning 212

Hammocks, and How to Make Them.
(
With Twenty-one Illustrations) 215

Handy Receptacle for Spicery, A.
(With Twelve Illustrations) 510

Handy Tool Chest, A, for Amateurs.
{With Five Illustrations) ... 127

Handy Type Cabinet, A. {With Seven
Illustrations) 132

Hanging Wall Cabinet, A. (With Nine
Illustrations).. 200

Heraldry : its Application to Decora-
tive Purposes.

I. Preliminary Remarks—An Amateur Ilera'dic

Chandelier — An Armorial Cornice. [Figs.

1—8) 22

II. Emblazoning from Drawings, or from Verbal
Desciiptions of Arms — Terms Explained.
(FijM.9—17) 63

III. Hint* and Ru'es for Emblazoning. {Figs.

4S-S3) 103

IV. Heraldic Emb'azoned Decoration on Wood-
Preparing and Pa«nt-i"g—Hera'dic Curving
in Wnod, Stone, etc.—Heraldic Tiles. {Pigs.

Si—93) 107

V. Heraldic Work on Silk and other Textile
Fabrics— Hanner Painting—A replication to

Home Decoration- Leather Mosaic. (Figs-

09-101) 204

VI. Hera'dry app'ied to Decoration in Metal-
Pierced Work—Vanes. Palisades—Heraldic
Cabinet Furniture. (Figs.105—114) 275

VII. Modelling for Heraldic Castings in Metal

—

Acid Work. (Figs. 115—HO) 205

VIII. Heraldic Work in Glass— Heraldic Sten- —__—
cilling. (Figs. 120—129) toff;

IX. Emb'azoning upon Paper and Vellum— ~\y
Working on Paper—Working on Vellum— "

Heraldic Accessories. (Fig. 130) 420

X. Finding Arms and Tracing Pedigrees —
Sketching Arms—Conclusion. (Fig. 131J ... 4J2

Home-Made Washing Machine, A.
I. Introduction—General Description— Details

—

Tub— Legs — Vertical Spindle — Revolving
Healers. (With Illustrations, Figs. 1—11, in
Fnhhng Sheet) CO

II. Fixed Beaters — Cross Piece — Bearing* —
Spindle for Driving—Handle— Mitre Wheel*
— Alternative Form ol Tub — Conclusion.
\Figs. 12—19) IW

Home-Made Wringing Machine, A.—
See Wringing Machine, A Home-
Made.

How I Made My Marine Aquarium.
(Wixh Four Ulusiratwna) 400

How It Was Managed.
XL. Engraving on Metal. [With Tico Illustra-

tions) ... . 2,5

XLI. frank Shafts for Model Engines. ( With an
Illustration) 279

XLII. Indexing Steam Gauge Dial. (With Four
Illustration*) .- 2/9

XLHl Mortising Machine for Light Work with
Rising and Falling Table. (With Fire Illus-

tration*, 2«0

XLIV. A New Departure in Brazing and Weld
iog 426

XLV. Stand for Organ-Acordion. (With Fire

Illustration*] 4Sfi

XT.VI. Beale'sChoreutoseope. [With Three Illus-

t rations) 42"

XLVII Stand (or Cocoi Nut. (WUh Three Illus-
tration-) .., 570

XLVIII. A Handy Sawing Stool. ( With Two
Wusti^tiona) 570

XLIX. A EedTaWe. {With Three Illustrations) hlO

PA^E
How to Cut an Index 81

How to Make a Piano.—See Piano,
How to Make a.

How to Make an Aquarium. (With
Six Illustrations) M

How to Make Smoke Pictures. {With

Two Illustrations) H7

How to Take Photos After Dark.
(With an Illustration) 4 i

Index, How to Cut an Si

Indian Bracket Shelf for the Draw-
ing-Room, An. {With Figs. 1—3 m
Folding Sheet and Figs. 4-7 in Text) ... 2S9

Inductorium, An, How to Build It.

I. Introducli-n— Essential Parts — Fascicuhc—
Primary Coil—Insulating Tube—Secondary
Coil- (Figs. 1—9 in Folding Sheet) 1*J

II. Secondary CjH (toiifmweti)—Mounting Instru-

ment— Contact Breaker— Condenser— Dis-

chargers—Standards—Qilvanonieter - '!

Irish Bog Oak, Wood Carving in.—See
Wood Carving in Irish Bog Oak.

Kitchen Furniture, My.—See My Kit-

chen Furniture.

Lampli ghter, An Electric. ( Wi l h

Twelve Illustrations) „ ... -47

Large Work, A Fret-sawing Machine
for" (With Tito Illustrations) 13G

Lathe Construction, Running on
Points ; or, A Fault in, and How to

Remedy It. ( With Two Illustrations) 4

Lattice Work, Turned, An Egyptian
Coffee Table in. (With Eight Illus-

trations) — - !

Machine, A Wire Covering. {With

Thirteen Illustrations) l^

Marble, Colouring 33

Marquetry Cutting, Fretsaw Work
and.—See Fretsaw Work and Mar-

quetry Cutting.

Marine Aquarium, How I Made My.
(With Four Illustrations) i-tf

Mioroscope, Another Cheap. (With
Ten Illustrations) 63

Model Engine-Making.
XIII Murine Eneine—SteamBlock—Cylinders-*

Pillars—Crunk Shalt and Crank Hearings—
Pinon Rod Head—Paddle Wheels. (Figs

132-147) "°

XtV Mr.del Locomotive—Its Parts and Con.

struction. [Fig*. 148-178) ... HO

XV. Steam Taps— Steam Whistles— Un'ons—
Safety Valves—Governors—Screw Shaft and
Siufli'02 Box — Pump — Conclusion. (/';/>•-

170—192}... -''

Mounting Ostrich Eggs. {With Three

Illustrations) l'"'

Music Canterbury, A. [With, Fourteen

Illustrations in iolding Sheet) '8

My Kitchen Furniture.
I. My Dresser: Its Shelves and Drawers a:id

Pot Board (Figs. 1—9)
'

II. My Kitchen Table [Fig*. 10—14) In

III. My Comer Cupboard (Pigt. 15-21) -it/

IV. Mv Handy Stool f r the Kitchen,— My
Washing-up Board {Fig*. S3—SI) 530

New Tricycle Jack, A. {With Nine
Illustrations) 438

Notes on Novelties.
1 T. Sniith and Sons' Pine AH Exhibit n. 2

Chase's Liquid Glue. 3. "Journal of Micm-
frcor.V and Natural Science." 4. Gawthorp'a
Designs fur Repousse Work. 5. Chimin l\

Free StCEChiotogicnl Dit-pen^ary for Con-
fumption. 8. Melhui-h's KfetJing Hand
T<>ol [with nn Illustration), 7. Melhuisli's
Composite Pliers (u-i-h an Illustration'. 8.

Melhuish's New Sciewdrivers 42

9. Mali m. and Co.'s Universal Ten per cent.

Developing Spt. 10. Zillee* |iesi--ns for Fur-
niture. 11. Zlllfs' Fan Wnod. 12 Ami and
Anriers'in'a Piice List. IS. The Decoratoi-'d
Assistant, it. The Pattero-Miikero' Hand;
Book. IS. The Brass Founder's Manual ... 01

16. The BrBann'a Company's New Wnnfl Turn-
ing Lathe, No. lu (with an Illustration) ... ISO
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PAGE
Notes on Novelties—continued.
17. The Britannia Company's LinkSp-innpr and

Pipe Wrench [with Tto , Illustrating). 18.

Britannia Clnnip*ny's **ew Cheap Die Chuck
i with an Il'ustration). 19. The Britannia
Company's Imprnved Fan Foreep. 20. Ann t-

tagesNeff lunis.-rew (with an Illustration).
21. Smith's Tables and Memoranda for
"lagineers. 32. Pattern Making. 2-1, " The
Vnu'eir." 24. Bep"iisse Brass Work ..,164

25. Tie "Gehhardt" Patent Drswine Board
K with T>fo Itlustr/.tion*). 2^. Harger'aPalei t
Adjust ib'.P Bench Strip (with an Illustration).
27. Messrs Haraer Brothers' New Price List
a d Deigns. 28 Messrs..!. H. Skinner nnd
Co.'w Now Price Li- 1. 29. " lidIpse Shil-
ling Handbook of Fretwork Designs." 30.
Fretwork' r's Handbook and w orkshop
Guide. 31. Ziiles* 'Amateur." 82 " De
'oration. 1

' S3. English Africa KS
34. The Art Designer. S5. Practica' Amateur

Photography. 86. Practical Guide to Photo-
graohy 87. Price i ist of the Ph< t graphic
ArH«tH* Supply Association- ss. A Quutette
of Pruni-al Guide H'.-ks. 39, Th« HHian-
nia Compmy's New Frets iW, S'. 8 (with an
Illuttratton) ... 28:

I i. Turning Lather. 41. Combined Boxwood
Rule und Le t -r Opener. -12. Coal (Sail as a
Labour Saving Agent in the Mechanical
I rades. 43. The Increase of Cancer in
England, 44 Phot.. (f rap- y Simplilied. 45.
DiCI ary of Terms used in Mechanical
Engineering. 40- Mathematics] NistTU-
ment*. i,\ I he Irish Exhibition in London 330

43. The .! u-iuil of Decorative Art. 49. Met-
h dish's New Combined Tool Cabinet ami
Work Bench {with in Illustration)

-'0. Gillingham's Price List. 51. Management
of accumulators. 52 Klectrlcul Instrument
Making for Amateuis. S3. M teham's Ami
teur French Polisher's Cauinec and Tout
Chest Companion 4^0

51, Colllna's Fretwork Pali TIM, elc. 35. Lehonr'ii
I'encen* in Wood Mosaic. 58 Ewer's Plate-
!. t in.' Frame (wit A •>•, lUmstration) ... i;,j

5,' Tue "Lukin" Lathe, cm .m. j( i, i Engine
Making. M W\er .' Photo^tupliic Spmlul-
ii^b. CO. Con] tied as a Labour-saving hgc r

in ihe Mecluiiiical Trades. 61. Britannia
panv a Cheap Gas Enxine wttk an ///».-

Hon] „ 5>(J

0j Camping Out. <>3. Electricity etrtut c-.i-.

ill. Klectio I'.uliti^-. uri. 1 he Mechanics'
\V rkslmp Hands Ho..k 66 The Jimrniil
of .Mi.tom'»[i.v and Natural s.i.'h,.* 07. The
AtnAteur iihographer (with •>« lllu f-at-on],
i -. Uelbulsh'c New luck Saw unrh an Il-
lustration^ 00. Brarhen Patent Winer Di*.
mi.-i [ifiith •"• liif.init, m) ... 57a

70. Ward an l Lock's Technical Dlctlonari ol
Architectural Design and Building Con tru
tlon. 7i. Mwsrs. .1. H. Skinner and Co.'s
Cameras and I'mpShut li-r. 72 Me«sr».J. 11,

Skiuncr sndCo'tf Appliances for Fretwork ei.i

Novel Wind Instrument, A. (With
Three JJXuetraiioHS) 535

Ocoasional Chair, with Fretwork De-
coration. [With rUustrariona in Fold.
trio ShMt) 4S0

Ornamental Glass Draughtboard, An.
(Withffaur WusirotionaJ 518

Ostrich Eggs, Mounting. [With Three
I Hunt ratiotin) lta

Parlour Aviaiy, A. ( With Four Illus-

tration*) 650

Pattern Making for Amateurs.
VI 1 1 A Plummer Block on Pedestal Bearer—

Pede»tal-Ccire Box— tiail Hearing—Fla'e.
1/ vi liO IM) 11

IX. * llane*r fur Overhead M-<tion—Eatimatime
the Uenrlit ol Ci-tioc; tVom the Pattern
made. {F-t/s. 135—111) 402

Phonograph, The : Its Construction
and Use. (W Uh Hlutt rations in fold-

ing shed) 383

Photo Enlarger, A, for Amateur Pho-
tographers. [With Five Illustration*) 33

Photographers, A Photo-Enlarger for
Amateurs. {With Five llhisl ruions) ;r,

Photographers, Some Suggestions for
Amateur 502

Photographio Printing Process, Rapid 394

Photos after Dark, LIow to Take.
(With an Illustration) in

Piano, How to Make a.

I. Intro .lucu-n—N-'ce-sarv T ^.s— Drill ^tock
11 Bow I'rum- Saw Heel Plane—

1 ran -,> Hand Screwa—Tools—Belly B>>ard

{FSgrn. l-li ... .. 1?2

II The Back -Process to be Followed in Makii K
2iy

PAGE
Piano, How to Make a —continued.

III. t'he S. ale—The Squaie—Setting out Scale—
Striking Line—-Forat— Bridtres— Bass Plate
— Bent Mile GaiiKCs—

w

: eat Pin S> ale—Hake
Gnuge—Bridge Moulds (Ftpt. 2—13.- 251

IV. Belly and Marking off—The Belly—Bridee—
Bars — 81'ps — Abutments— Brats Plate —
Fixiiu Sound Boaid— Varnishinp— Marking
orr-Pinninp-Pittii e Bans Plate—Screwing,
etc. lP«V». 14—18) 314

V. Fitti -k up— Key Bottom — linds — Ch°eks—
Boin.m Board—Plinth—Lock Board—Doors
— F^ll— Flaps — Top — Striii R io ff-Chippin;r
up (Figs. Ifl-22) 3iS

VI. Fini-liiniT—Various Actions and Principles
There"!—Sticker—Tape— ^lolyneiux—Block*
—Setting-up Action— Fitting IlammerslFiy.
23—25 '« Folding Sheets. Figs. 20— 2SI in Text) 38G

VII. Key I.eve'S—Hammer Rest—l>amper Rail
—Dampers—Lift— Ke>s—Damper Wires ... 438

VIII. Side Block*— Pedalling — Loud Pedal —
Celeste Pedal — Beeulatiuir— luning — Fly
Finishing—Conclusion IFigs.'dU—84J 5)0

Pneumatic Shutter for Camera. [With
nn Illxu.trat ion) ... 523

Points, Running on: or, A Fault in
Lathe Construction, and How to
Remedy It. (tfvh Two Illustration*) 4

Practical Lesson in Wood Carving, A..

{With Three IlUst ration*) aS7

Practical Scene -Painting for Ama-
teurs.—Sei Scene -Painting, Prac-
tical, for Amateurs.

Practical Tin-Plate Working.—See
Tin-Plate Working, Practioal.

Printing Processes, Rapid Photo-
graphic .. 5Q4

Pure Repouss^ Work, and How to Db
It.

v. S une llestgns for Amateur Repousse" Workers
— Flat Ciudlet.Ut.-k— Crumb Knife — Ca-d
Ksck—Paper Holder—Conclusion,

i Viga.1—8j 11

Rapid Photographic Printing Pro-
cesses 501

Repousse" Work, Pure, and How to Do
It —See Pure Repousse* Work, and
How to Do It.

Running on Points ; or, A Fault in
Lathe Construction, and How to
Remedy It. ( With Tvo Illustration*) i

Safes, etc., An Electric Thief-Detector
for. ( With Two Illustration*) 577

Scene-Painting, Practical, for Ama-
teurs.

XXIV. Stieet Wings—The Painting of Interiors— Hut Scene. {Figa. 137—130) i;,k

XXV. Pounces and Pouncing— |irak*giiiR—Glaz-
jh„'—Recipe lor Glazing Size—How lo Lay
out and Draw a Simple Interior Cloili.
(Ftg». 131-133) 205

XXVI. Designs lor Interiors—How and Where
10 Obtain Appropriate Drawings — The
"W*.st" Collection in the Briti-h Museum—* Decoration." iFiy. 134—130) 310

XXVI I. Stage Perspective. (Ftai. i37—Ul) ... 307

XXVIII. Stage Perspective (continued). (Figs.
143-1*8) 415

XXIX. The Oxf.Td University Dramatic Society
and its Scmer_\—A Model Society— Scenes
used in " l'he Merry Wives of Windsor"

—

Booms in the ' -Garter" Ian and Ford's
House—Oaken Chamoer Scenes— Built Ditto
—Picturesque Interiors, Prisons. Hovels,
Vaults, Bu=lle Interiors. (Figs. H'J-151) ... 503

XXX. Modern Stage Decoration, Furniture, and
Upholstery— Painting Drapery— Repaint 1 tig

and Reviving—General Hints on Interior
fainting— Decoration iu Various Styles;
Renaissance, Moorish, Japanese, Egyptian,
Ureciau. Iriga. 162, 15;ij 550

XXXi. Transparency Painting— Figure and
Statuarj Pa'Mii-g—Scenery at tne Lyceum;
Uood .Model to loiiow—Uoncluding Hints oil
Paiutin- Scenery in General—The Lighting
of the Stage and Auditorium—Adieu—Cur-
tain. I

Fig*. 151—1BBJ 6S/7

Scene-Painter's Table oi Tints fC2

Shutter, Pneumatic, for Camera.
' With un Illustration) 52a

Simple Book-Rest for the Table, A.
(M ith Two Illustrations) „ 4^

Solid Wood, Chains Cut out of. ( R'ith

£ia*t Alt >< -trttii '*?'(>
v-7

Smoke Pictures, How to Make. (With
Two Illustrations) U7

Some Simple Designs for Wood Tur-
ners. ( With Four illustrations) 130

Some Suggestions for Amateur Pho-
tographers 502

Spicery, A Handy Receptacle for
(With Twelve Ulunti utioim

)

540

Stereoscopic Attachment, A, for Single
Cameras. (With Jfioe Itluxtration*) ... 328

Stereotyping for Amateurs.
I- How to Construct the Apoaratus—Castiir;

Box — Standards— Clumps — Ai tides lo be
pm chased. {Figs. 1—3) ... 241

II. Making- the Matrix—Casting and Mounting
the Plate. (Fig.'Ji 324

Table, A Simple -Book-Rest for the.
(With Two Illustration*) 481

Table, An Egyptian Coffee, in Turned
Lattice Work. ( With Eight Illustra-

tions)
,

1

Tables, Two Fancy. (With TenlUue-
trations) 3<j0

Taper Stands, Brackets and. (With
l?ow Illustrations) r T-07

Thauma Illusion, The. ( With Eight
Illustration*) 21ti

Thief-Detector, Electric, for Safes,
etc ( W""it)i Two Illustrations) ..-. ... 077

Three Violin Cases, and How to Make
Them.

(
WithSeoenteen Illustrations) ... 449

Tin-Plate Working, Practical.

I. Introduction—Tools and A| piianres—Copper
Bit—Snip's— Pliers- Flux or Spirits—Solder
—Box wood Mallet— Llusel—Punches—Bo sti-r

—.Mending fietlle—New Sp ut to Teapot

—

New Uotti.m to Teapot or Kettle (Figa. 1—
23) 26

II. New Lid lor Saucepan—Flat Lid for Copper
Saucepan—How to Tin Copper, Brass, etc.—
Funnel—Fish Slice—Fish Strainer—Repair- _/
ing uoal Hod {Figs. 24—40) jU

III. Patting New Handle to Ju*£—Useful Grid-
iron—Another Form of tniuiion—Toasting
Fork—Gridiron of Bar Iron— Spirit Biush—
Oil Tin with Tin —Vem-tinn Ash Pan—Coni-
cal Beer Warmer—Coal Shove—Fiour Scoop
—Zinc Spouting {Figs, 47—70) 118

IV. Coffee P..t—Tin .lug— Draw Plate—Dust Pie-
venter—Range Ash Pan—biuall Move—Stove
Pip*—Gas Shade—Baking Tins (Figa. 02—
12«) 207

V. The Blowpipe and its Use— Paraffin Bottle—
Repairing w»ier Pot—Rose to Water Pol—
ToImcco Filler— I.arile—Tin Hinges—Strainer
— How to Strike Out Conical Forms—Japan-
ning Tinware—Mending Earthenwaie Tea-
tot(Fifff.7?-91) 251

VI. Home-made Stnve — Strainer— Steamer—
Paltry Cutters—Foot Warmer—Dust Pan—
Gulttring-Paruffln Measuie (Figs. 130— 155J 82S

VII. Hinges for Can—Range Kettle—Dutch Oven
'_ Dredger— Hand Bowi — Candle Box-
Square Scoop — Fastening Lamp Burner
(Figs. 156— l«Jj 423

Vll 1.

—

Btiainer or Sieve—Fire Pot— Horse—
(Jravy strain-r—Wooden Handle for Teapot
—Oil Cisteru—Fiour Scale—Strioes— Bill File

—Iron Box—Baki.'gTin lor Buns, etc. [Figs.

181-218) 473

IX. Joint Making—Fixing a Pendant—Speaking
Tubes — Some Minor Repairs — Repairing
Sieve or Riddle—Coffee Urn—Shop Spiinkier
— Spill Cup— Toilet Can— Cork Extractor
[Figa- 219—240) 4'J'J

Tool Chest, A Handy, for Amateurs.
(With Five Illustrations) 127

Tools, The Forms of.—See Forms of
Tools, The.

Tricycle Jack, A New. ( With Nine
Illustrations) 4^3

Triple Box, A. (With Four Illustrations) 49

Turned Lattice Work, An Egyptian
Coffee Table in. ( W ttk Eight Illustra-

tions) - 1

Two Fancy Tables. (With Ten Illus-

trations) 890

Type Cabinet, A Handy. (With 8*vev
lUustrations) isa
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Upholstery at Home.
VH. Small Chair with Buttoned Seat—Marking

reunion of Hattons oi» Seat— Mjrl.ii g Po^i-
lion of Buttons on Covering — Fastening
Bustons—Pleating. (Fitjt. 39—43) 5S

Till. Seats with Write! Edges and Corded
EJges- [Figs. 43,14; 10$

IX. Small Chair Bicks—Stuffing1 Rails—Casters— Simple Stuffing— Projecting Padding—
Bur toned Backs— Piped Hacks— Stuff over
Hack*. (Figs. 45, M) 210

X. Haw to MafceaSpringMattress. (Ftps.i—12) S19

XI. P-diiasses—Stuffing—Cases—Tufts—Mattress
and Bed Ticks. (Fig. IS) ... ... 33S

XII. Beds, Pillows, Bo'ster=, Feathers—Purifica-
tion of Feathers—Quantities—Down Quilts 894

XIII. Bed Haneines— Base Valanees— Uphols-
tered Head Eoos—Frame—Pieated to Centre
(Fig: 14-101 434

XIV. Hoar-Glass Head. (Figa. 17—19) 51(1

XV. Venetian Blinds and Fittings. ( Figs. 2ft—26) 658
XVI. Fe.-toon Blinds, Carpets, etc. (Fig 27) ...607

Vertical and Horizontal Cutter A
(With Six Illustrations) 5S3

Violin Cases, Three, and How to Make
Them. ( With Seventeen Illustration*) 413

Wall Cabinet, A Hanging. ( With Nine
Illuxtrafionii) ... _ 050

Wall Shelves in Turned and Fretted
Work. (With Fiq*. 1-15 in Folding
Sheet, and Fijs. 16—28 in Text) 454

Washing Machine, A Home-Made.—
See Home-MadeWashing Machine,A.

Watch Cleaning, Geneva 242

Water-Colour Drawing, A Few Words
on 309

Wind Instrument, A Novel. ( With
Three Illustration*) 355

Wire Covering Machine, A. (With
Thirteen Illustration*) ... 134

Wood Carving, A Practical Lesson in.
(With Three Illustrations) 48

Wood Carving in Irish Bog Oak.
VI. Bng O.ik Crosses (continued)—Finishing the

Plain Cross—Ornamental Crosses—The Mal-
tf»ee Cross—Anlique Cross—Round Tower
Wateh-Stund—Forming the Tower — Form-
ing the Si and (Figs. 25— 2!)| 72

VII. Carving a Round Tower "Watsh Stand-
Forming tlie Stand [continued)—Bog Oak
Bracelets— uog Oak Kings—Conclusion ... 822

Wood Turners, Some Simple Designs
for. (With Four 1 1Lustrations) 130

Wringing Machine, A Home-Made.
I. Introduction—General Description—Materials
— Tools Required — Method of Procedute.

( With Figs. 1, 2 in Folding Sheet) 5C2

II. Details of Frame—Bearing?—Cross-Bar—Dis-
tance Pieces—Spring—Rollers and SpinnVs
—Handle — General — Conclusion. (Figs.

3-H) 004
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J8T When an Asterisk (*) follows the Pagination, it denotes that the Article to which reference is made is Illustrated.

Accordion. Bellows of, 19)
Address, Mr. O. Busschotts. 831
Addresses 526
Adjustaole Shooting Board, 431 *,

Advertising Clock, 240
J£jU*n Harp, Double Acting, 4,0
Amateur Carver's Work, An, 430

Mechanics, Finsbury School
of, 528

Shoemaklng, SS2 (•)

AMaTECR WORK, A New Zealand
Joiner's Opinion
of, 334

, „ and '" Every Man
Bis 0*n Me-
chanic," 93

„ „ Binding, 284

„ „ Subjects in, 43

Supplement to, 575
Utility of, 143, 435,

2 54, 345, 330

Amateur's Fret Machine, An. 286, 330

Amateurs. Stereotyping for. 93

American Clock Cleaning. 431

Clocks and Timepieces, Er-
ratum, 380

Organ. 47S, 617

„ „ Keeds for, 479

Answers to Correspondents, 381

Apparatus, Ruober St >mp Making, 1 42

Appliances for Boot Making, 45

"Aptos" Finder and View Meter, 478

Aquarium, 35-1

Art Subjects, Photos of, 570

Attlo Chamber. Roof or, 333

Back Gear, Internal, 478 (•)

Bag. Oxygen Gas, Repairing, 4?, 144
Bagpipe, Irish, -3*4, 432. 52s
Buijo.The, Ho* Made ai^d How Played.

189
B+«*rteij. Storage, 2:17

Battery, liottle Bichtomate, 48

Cabaret. 3*1,618

,, Constant, for Water Electro-
lysis. 380

Bath, Re-painting, 430
B-ah-Heater. Wfc 433, M
Beale'* Choreutoecope, 48, 144. 239 [*,,

287
Bee Hives and Bee Furniture, 47
Bellows of Accordion, 192

Bella, Electric. 237
Belmont Amateur Workshop, 230
Beit Varnish for Cycle?, V»i
Bichromate Battery. Boule, 318
Bicycle versus Tricycle, ISO
Blrmlngh*m, Good Fools in, 334
B-t, Wood- Boring, 111 ("j, ISO, 281
Bite. H*U- Round, 245
B.«cK Copying M c-dne, 183
Lla-K Varuuu, 479

„ „ Cheap, fl5

Bleaching Pianoforte Keys, 90
Blinds, Venetian, etc., 575
Blowpipe, 33a
B.oinx Steel 575
Bo*rd. Shooting Edge of, with Iron '

Plan-?, 13

Boat. Water Line of, 61 (*,

Boat- Building, 236, bio

, t Nails, Fittings, and Var-
j

nishes for, 180

Boiler, S'i3

„ Brass. Furnace for, !4l, 287 I*)

,, Copper, 95
,, Engine, 381
,, Liur.ch Engine, 143
„ Making, 19U

„ Model Vertical. 333

,, Refined Petroleum for, SS0 (•)

Brjileis, Copper Ends of, 94

, Model, Brazing seams of, 575
Bone Setting, ill

Bookbinder's Laying or Cutting Press,
183

Bo>k Binding, 381
B->jK Ca-e and Hat Stand, 93
Boot and Shoemaking. 47, 143
B joim iking. Appliance- for, 45

Boot- Repairing, 383, 528
Bore of Flute, 48, 191
Bottle bichromate Battery, 48
Bourdon Gauge-*. Tubes of, 23'J

„ Presimre Gauge, 17

„ Frinclple, MoflelSceam Gauge,
on, 187 I*)

Box, Changing, 479
Brass, Crucibles ior Smelting, 333

,, Plate Engraving, 432

,, Casting*, S3:)

,, Castings, Sm±ll, 93
Brazing and Soldering, 235

„ Seams of Mooel nailer*, 575, 619
Breech Loaders, DoubiC- Barrelled, 2\8,

384
Britannia Company's Bick Geared

Lathe, N". 3, a*7

„ „ iNewFourGuinea
louche, 111

Brooch Pina, 431
Broken Pots, Kiveiing, 431

Building 'an'.-", Bill

Ralru,-hes, Preserving, 381, 433
Burnisher, Vevers', 113
Busscnotts', Mr. G., Address, 381

Cabaret Battery, 830, «1S
Camera, New, IBS
Canoe, Cai.vaa-Covtjred, 4S, HI, 100
Carpenter's Toole, r>27

Carving in Bvme, B5
Cadb, l.oai, 52tJ

Castings, Smali Brass, 93
Casta. Plaster, of Coins, 331
C italogus, A Useful, 576
Caustic Soda, 142

„ ,, for Soap Making, 43
Cement for Oil Stones, 48
Chrtir Making, 284, 430
Change of Address, 619
Changing Box, 479
Cheap Black "Varnish, 95
Chin*, Rive-.lng. 381
'.noreutoscoje, Beale's, 43, 141,239 (*),

237
Circular S*w Sharpening, 285 (•)

., „ Speed for small, 285, 333
Circular Saw-*, . „7

„ „ Cu;ting Teeth in, 94 (•),

237
Clay, Modelling in. 237, 576
Cleaning of Map?, £38
Click, Eight Day. 528

„ Irregular Striking of, 95

„ Making, 527

Clock-, Trampetev, 66

„ Case, 2S8, 383

„ Cleaning, Amiiiem', 111

„ Dial, Silvering. 48,86
Clocks, Eieotric, Ii regularities of, 91 (*)

„ Hall, 236
Clog and Sole Cutting, 90
Coffin Making and Mounting, 48, 143.

190, 340
Coil for Telephone Carbon Transmitter,

380
Coins, PUster Casts of, 334
Colouring Plaster of Paris, 3S4
Condenser, Single, for Magic Lantern,

281
Contact, Electric Bell for Doormat,

382 K'i

Co,-per Boiler, 95
„ Boilers, Ends of, 94

,, Saucepan, Tinning. 217, 230
Urn, Stiffening. 288.353

Copying Machin-, Black, 133

„ Press, 019
,, Printing Machine, 95

Correspondents, Answers to, 3S1

Cotton Reels, Empty, 96, 190, J40 (*)

Crank. How to Turn a, 44 (*)

Creel, FUliing, 527
Crucibles for Smelting Biass, 333
Turing Skins. 618
Cutting and Polishing Pebbles, 47

„ Screw Threads In Lalhe, 432

,, Teeth in Circular Saw?,9l [•),

237

Cycles, Best Varnish for, 2S6
Enamel for, 48, 144 210

,. Parts of, Where to Obtain, 210
Varni"h and Lubricating Oil

for, 90, 191

Dark Room, Portable, 01

„ Tdnt, 331

Design for Fern C isp, 236

Designs, Japanese, 1»8

Device for Slab over Porch of Country
Hou-e, 528,nl9

Dlses for Sp culum, 281

Dog Carl, Pulnting, 47
Dolls' Furniture, 112

Door Mat, Electric Bell, Contact for,

332 (•)

Door Places. Eneraving, 132, 287

Double Acting .Eo.ian Harp, 479
Double- B.irrelletl Breech Loader, 283,

3)4
Dovetailing, SUp, 04 (

)

Wood Mould for, 330 (*)

Drafting from Original Model, 617
Dragon's Blood, 235

Drawers. Securing St-t of. with One '

Lock and Key, 192 283, 383
Dreh>tuhl, 286, 381 t*J

Desk Making, 574
Drilling GlaJS, li

Drills, Twi-t, U i

Drop Flap Shu ter, 237 C)
Dubbing, 93

Earns' Knamelllne, 93
Kar Trumpet, 528
Ed«e of Board, Shooting, with Iron '

Plane, 45

Eight-Day Clock, 528
Elejtric Bell Contact for Door Mat,

3S2 (•)

„ Bells, 287
Clock, 018 (*)

,, Clocks Irregularities of, 91 (*)

„ Launch Motor, Molel, 4G

„ LightP, 575
Pen, 9 i

„ Telegraph, 0-3

Electrical Locomotive, 96
Electrolysis, Water, Constant Battery

for, 380
Empty Cotton Reels. 96, 100, 240 (*)

Enamel for Cycles, IS. 144, 340
Enamelled Cards, Gold ^ 1 eking on, 192
Enamelllne, Ea-ns'. 93
Ends of Copper Boilers, 94
Engine, Horse Power of, 2S/

Boiler, 384

„ „ Launch, 143
Mod^l „ 237

„ Making. Model, 833
Engines, Maintenance of. 210, 2S7

,, Management of. 33

i

Engraving, Brass Plate, 432

„ Door Plates, 192, 237

,. on Metal. 192, 432, 5-6

Entrance of Rain through Fre.icb.

Windows, 93
Errata, Aui.-riem Clocks and Time-

pieces, 380

„ Hammocks and How to Maks
Them, 333

Ethoxo Lime Light, 48
" Every Man His Own Mechanic."
AMATEUR WO^K, and, 91

Example for Other*, An. 1 12

Exhibition of Repousse Wi.rk, 142

Experiments with Wimshursi'o Indu:-
tion Machine, 15

Fat Oil Varnish, 46.142
"Feet "in Harmonium lli?ed^, 3S2,

Felt, Trimming, for Pianoforte, 576
Fern Case, Design for, 23j
Field, Fowl House in, 332
Filings, Brass and Iron, Magnet Sepa-

l-ator for, 336, i>?G

Filling for Wood, 527
Finsbury School of Amateur Mechanics,

520
Fishing Creel, 527

„ Hooks with Swivels. 283, 3SS
Taokle, 627

Fittings for Boat Building, 280
Fixing Harmonium Reeds, 5.0
Floor, Skirting Parted from, 334, 431 (•)

Flour Mill, Hand Power, 143
Flute, Bore of, 48. 191
Focal Distance of Lenses, 236
Fountain, Self Acting, 179

onT*ble,523
Fowl House, etc., 330

„ „ in Field, 332
French Polishing, 284

„ Window, Entrance of H un
through, 96

Fret Cutting, 430
Fret Machine, an Amateur's, 286, 333

11 ,. for Lai ge Work, 332
„ Saw, 281

11 „ on Sewing Machine Tablp,
575
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Fret Saw Work and Marquetry Cut-
ting, 188

Fretwork, 190
Milan Cathedral in, 576

Furnace for Brass Boiler, 144, 287 (*)

Furniture, Dolls', 142
(i-<ilvanoineter, 334
lias. Making Oxygen, 93 t*)

.. Kngine, 334
Giuge, Bourdon Pressure, 47
uauges. Pressure, IB?

, , Steam, 3J5
Gelatine Mould*, 233
German Glass Photograph Stands, 528
C lass, Drilling, 4G

,, Silvering, 47
Painting, Silicone, 113

Glaze, Polishes" and, 95
„ Wheels f*-r Polishing lion. Steel,

and Metals, 141
Gluten, 192
Good Tools in Birmingham, 331

„ ,, Leedfl. 237
„ White Poilsh, 335

Gold Blocking on Enamelled Cards, 102
Grain Tin, Wheie to Get it, 143
Greenhouse, Heating, 576
Giindery, 131
Grinding, Tool-Holder for, 430 (')

Guitar, Construction of, 192
Half- hound Bits, 886
Hall Clocks, 210
Hammock Making. 813
Himraocks and Huw to Make Them,
Errata, 333

Band- Power Flour Mill. 1 13 .
Handicapping Model Yauhts, 391
Harmoniums, 237

New Valve to, 333 (•)

Building, tSU
Reedc, "Feet" in, &S2

,, Fixing, 528
Harness Fittings, Re plating. 239
Jl ii-p, vEolian, Double Actnxr. 179
Hat Stand, Book Case and, !>J

Heating Greenhouse, 67(1

;h ight of Workbench and Via
II. lp for Tricyclics, A, 38S ( j

Heraldic Painting. 332
Hint, A Useful, 431

„ to Turners, A, 335
n*pped Boof, 170
Hums, Polishing, is, 141, 111, 102
Ho bb Power of Engine, 2h7
Horseshoe Mugnets, 330
Housebreaking, 05
Ho* to Turn a Crank, 40 (•)

Hvuo Bath, Silver in, 192,888
Indexing Steam Gauge Dia", 102,287
Induction Machine, wirnshuret ,141, 158
Inking Rollers, Printers', Ill
Inlaid Veneers, 95
In-ects in Wood, 019
Instantaneous Slimier, oio
,1'tKtrument Caeee, lied Colour for. 102
Instruments, Telegraph, 880
Internal Rack Gear, 178 (•)

Ir.tguiarities of Llectric Clocks. 91 I*)
Irregular Striking Of Clock, OS
ln-h Bagpipe*, 351, 182,680
lioi. Costings lor Model Engines, 1(0.

367
„ Foundry Work, 384
,. Plane, Shooting Edge cf BJard

wiili, 16

„ Steel, and Metals, Gia/.e Wheels
tor Pollshiuir, in

Jaranese Designs, IBS
Jointing Jinxes. iu7
w.i eldoiccpe, lit, 284
Kr.VS, Piano, KltHi.-hii.il, 00
Ladder, Section, w, 100
1 :» up for Magic Lantern, 183
L ti lent, Ue-sUvertng Reflei tor for. 284

Slide* in Transfer, 111, 940
Lathe, Cutting Screw Threads in, 182

,. "Multumin Parvo,'*380
La. he-Bed, Pattern for Seiew-Cutting,

285
Launch Engine II iller, 14:1

Mode'. 287
Launch M.iioi-. Mudel Electric, 16
Lead Lights, ft76

I

'.. Good Tools in, 237
Lenses. Focal Di8tnn< e i

L-^cans In Turning, 648
Jar, 188

1. shrs, Kleclrle, 675
. <'.. Gthoxo, is

Lithography, 17

Locomotive, Electrical. 08
M iik-L 331

J OSt Making, 1 1J
I st Cash, vjii

Lubricating ui'. Varnish and, for CvHcs,
00, 191

Luwage B.ig for Trlcvcle.SSO
M ichlue, Copying Punting, y>
Magic Lantern, 190

.» ii Lamp fo-, 183
,. „ Single Condenaer for,

M-gnet Sernrator L>r Braa» and Iron
Filings, 830. 57

Magnets, Horseshoe. 350
„ Kound bar, .'4, 523

Maintenance of Engin. •, Jw, 137
Makiog Oxygen Gas, 93 1*)

Paint, 479
Management of Engines, 385
Management of Gas Supply, 617

Marine Engine Models at Glasgow In
temational Exhibition, 5^7

Marine Engineer, Opening ar

, 48

2SS, 881,

480

23G

Market for Uncut Stones
Maps, Cleaning oi, 'i38

Marque Lry in tbe Solid, 4^il

Mesmerism, etc., 12iS

Metal, Engraving on, 192, 432. 526
Microscope. Single and Compound
"Middlemiss" Camera, 230 (*}

Milan Cathedral in Fretwork, 570
Mitring Moulding, 382 (')

Mcdel Boilers, Brazing Seams of, 575

„ Electric Launch Motor, +0

„ Engine Making, 333

„ Engines, Iron Castings for, 102.

287

„ Launch Boiler, 617

„ Launch Engine, 237

„ Locomotive, 334
„ Steam Gauge Makers, 1«7

„ „ on Bourdon Prin-
ciple. 1S7 {*)

„ Verlical Boiler, 338

„ Yachts, llandicarjing, 381

Modelling in Clay. 237, 570
Wax, 237

Modification of Slide Rest for Shapine*.
40

Money Box, SafeeMiard foi, 237
Mosaic Veneera, 191, 192, 285

Motor, Modem Electric Launch, 46

Sprint; or Water, 526
Mould, Wood, tor Dovetailing, 333 I )

Moulding in Piaster. 383
Mitring.3S2C)
Ogee, 527 C

I

Moulds, Gelatine. '238

Mouldings, Sma'l, 333
Mounting Polished Pebbles, 10,2

Mounts and Mouot-Cutting, *7
• Multum in Parvo" La-'lie, 3S0

Mails for Boatbuilding, 280
N axos Union Company, 05
Negative Varnish, 286
New Camera, 188

,, Valve to Harmonium, 333
News of an Old Contiibutor, 527

Night Lines, 238 1*)

Ogee M. ulditig, 527 t*)

Oil Stones. Cement fur, 48
niii Contributor, News of an, 5-7
Opening as Marine Engines, 288,381.

480
Organ, American, 17$, 017

Water Motor for, 576
Organ Building, 113, 1*5, 235, 283, 3S3,

570
Ornamental Leather Work, 6.9
Overhead Motion, 332 (')

„ Utility of. SJ0
Overmantel, 1 1

oxygen Gas Bag, Repairing, 43,111
„ Making, 93 (*)

Pfliut, Making. 479
Painting Dog Cart, 47

Heraldic, 332
Paint*, Varnitthes, etc , 112

1'Hiiels for Screen, 93

Paper, sensitising, .*so

„ WiUesden, 142

PatW of Cycles, Where to Obtain, 2i0
Pattern lor S-.rew-eutting Lathe Bed,

•285

Pattern Making, 238
Toothed Wheel, U

Patterns for Tinware, 617
Par terns for Turning, 335
Pebbles, C tiling mid Polishing, 17

Pedals to Piano, 2S5
Pen, Electric,
Petiolcum, Kr lined for Boiler, 350 (*)

Print ograph, 017
Photograph Stands. German Glas->, 528
Photographic Use, Scales lor, 286
Photographs, 48u
Photography, tt hite Sky in, 43o
Photographs lor Colouring, 017
Photos ft Art Subject-. B7B
Piano, Pedals to. 285

Touch of, 381
Pianoforte Keys, Hleiching, 90

„ Making, 47

„ Triminiijg Felt for, 570

„ Tuning. 114, 2tf8

Pianos, Transposing, 2HS
Pipe Cieaner, 114 [*),1B8 [*J
Pipes (Orgai ), not Speaking, 383
Plaster Cas^o . f Coins, ^4

Moulding in, 883
,, of Pari*, Colouring, S8I

^.ile Glass, Silvering. 384, iSJ, ISO
Polish, Good While, 85
Polished Pebbles, Mounting, 192
Poliihiug Horns, 48, 141,244.292

„ lion. Steel, and MeluL-, Glaze
Wheels lor, 141

Polishes and Clize, 95
Portable Oark Koum, 03
frccautions. Sauitary, 478
Preserved Skins, Sodening, 43
Preserving Hu, rushes, 384, 432
Press, UookbiodT'e C.ttmg or Lnyln?,

18i
1

„ Pnnt'ne, 4S0
!
Piessute Gauges, 187

L Bourdon, 47
1
Printers' Inking Rollers, 141
Printing Machlue, Copying, t'B

i, l'rebs,4»j

Puzzle Box. 018 (•)
Qiestions, Replies to, 333
Racquet, Tennis etc.-, 575
Rain, Entrance of, through French Win-
dows, 96

Re*bronziiig Urn, 288, 384
Re-pait.tmg Bath, 430
Re-plating Harness Fittings, 2; 8
Re-silvering Reflector for Lantern, 281
Ue-varnishing Violin, 330
Red Colour for Instrument Cases, 192
Reduction of Sulphide of Silver, 192.

288
Reeds for American Organ, i~'J

,, Harmonium, Fixing, 526
Reels Empty Cotton, 99. 190, 240 (')

Refined Petroleum tor Boiler, 33u (")

Refining Silver, 188
Reflector for Lantern, Re-silvering, 281
Repairing Oxygen Gas liae, 48, 144

Repairs of Musical B >x, 619
Replies to Questions, 333

Repousse" Work. Exhibition of, 142
Riveting Broken Pots, 431
Roll Holder, 619

China, 381
Rollers, Printers' Inking, 141

Roof, Hipped, 479 {'}

„ of Atlic Chamber, 333
Rope Making, 142
Round Bar Magnets, 384, 523
Rubber Stamp Making Apparatus, 142

„ Tobaeco Pouches, 3t\4

Saddlebags, 265

Safe Guard Tor Money Box, 237 t*)

Salicional Slop, 382
Samples n( Wood, Skinner's, 93 (*)

Sanitary PrecnulioiiB, 478
Saucepan, Copper, Tinning, 237, 286
Saw Bench, 288.335

,. Blade, Tightening, 4G (•)

Sajvs, Circular, 527

„ Cutting Teeth in, 01 (*).

237
Saw?, Sha-pening, 111
Scales for Photographic Use, 236
Scene Paintintr, 190, S32
Scene-graph, 528
Screen, Panels for, 03
Screw-cutting Lathe Bed, Pattern trr,

185
Screw Pencil. Scriber and, 333 (*)

Screw Plate, 384, 432
Screw Plates, etc., 528
Screw Taps, Turning, 332
Screw Thre.id-;, Cutting, in Lathe, 432
Scriber and Screw Pencil. H33 ( )

Seams of Model Boilers, Brazing, 575
Se. tion Ladder, 96, 100
Securing Set of Drawers with One Lock
and Key. 192, 288, 38S

Self-acting FoumaiD, 470
„ on Table, 528

Sensitising Paper, 380
Separator, Magnet, for Brass and Iron

Pilings. 880, 570
Sewing Machine Table, Fret Sa;v on.

575
Sharpening, Circular Saw, 2S5 (

4
)

„ Saws, 111
Shaping, Modification of Slide R'st for.

40. 238
Shoemaking, Amateur, 3S2 [*)

Shooting Board, Adju^iaVe, 4W ()

„ Edge ol Board with Iron
Plane, 45

SilforneGlass Painting, 143
Bilk Manufacture, 384
Silver in Hypo Bath, 192, 233

,, Refining, 188
Silvering Clock Dial, 18, 96

Glass, 17

„ Plate Glass, SSI, 132, ISO
Simplex Type Writer, Universal, 4*0,

576
Single and Compound Microscope, ?36
Single Condenser lor Magic Lantern, 231
"Sirene," The, 336, 4801*)
Skinner's Samples of Wood, 93 (•)

Skirlins Parted from Floor. 831, 4ol ('}

•"kill*, Softening Preserved, 48
S ab over Porch for Country House, De-
vice for, 528

Slide Rest, Modification of, lor Shaping,
46, '23i

Slip Dovetailing, 91 (")

Small Ida's Castiinf-, 03
Small Mouldings. 335
Smelting Brass, Crucibles for, 333
Sujp Making, 382

,, „ Caustic Soda f..r, 40
Soda, Caustic, 142

for Soap Making, 16
Softening I'resened Skins, 48

1

Solder, 93,143
;

Sole, Clog and, Cutting, 98
Speaking 1 ubes,191

1
Speculum, 528

,, Di^cs for.281
. Speed Tor Small Circular Saw, 285, 3?5
! Spring «ir Water Motor, 626

I
„ Vehicle Moved by. 141

Staining and Sizing W nod, 527
sturhpMaldng Apparatus, Rubber, 142
Steam Jauge Dial, Indicating, 192, 287

,, ,, Moael, Makers, 18/
Sr .am Gauges, 40 [*), 335
Steel, Bluing, 575
Stencil Plate Cutting, 48
Stereotyping for lumteurs, S3 =*

Stiffening Copper Wire, 288, 3S3

Stone, Carving in, 93
Stones, Uncut, Market for, 18

Stop, Salicional. i>2
Stirave Batrei ies, 237
Sinking, Irregular, of Clock, 05

Sulphide of Silver, Reduction of, 192.
288

Swivels, Fishing Hooks with, 288, 3*3

Tabic, 8elf- A cting Fountain.on, 533

,, Sewing Machine, Fret Saw on,
575

Teeth, Cutting, in Circular Saws, 94 (*),

23?
Telegraph, Electric, 93

Instruments, 380
Telephone, 287

„ Carbon Transmitter, Coil for,

£80
Telephones, 528 (*)

Te'escope Making, f 5, 520

„ Tobacco Box, 833 (*)

Tennis Racquet, etc., 575
Tent, Dark, 881
Thauma, 47
Tightening Saw Blade, 46(*1

Tin Platen, etc., 019
Tinning Copper Saucepan, 237, 2S0

,
Tobacco Box, Telescope, i'8S (")

„ Pouches. Rubber, 384
Tool Holder for Grinding, 430 (*)

Tools, Carpenter's, 527
Good.i n Birmingham, 334

I „ „ in Leeds, 237
: Tombstone, 430
Toothed Wheel, Pattern Making, 10

' Touch of Piano, 381
: Transfer, Lantern Slides in, 141, 240

I Transmitter, Telephone Carbon, Coil
for, 380

Transposing Pianos, 285
Tricycle, Luggage Bag for, 8:50

Tricvchsts. A Help" for, 382 (•)

Trimming Felt for Pianoforte, 576
Trumpeter Clock, 96

Tubes of Bourdon Gaugee, 230

,, Speaking. 191

Turn a Crank, How tf\4G I*)

Turners, A Hint to, 335

Turning, Les-ons in, 528
Patterns for, 835

„ Screw Taps, 332

Twist Drills, 90

„ „ "Catch in," Why do, 2:9
Twisting Wire, 3^2

I Typri Wash, 288

Type Writer, simplex, Universal, 480.

676
1 Uncut Stones, Market for, 48

Universal Simplex Type Wiiter, 480,

576
Upholstery at Home, 478 (*)

Work on, 189

! Urn, Copper, StitfViiinp. 238,883

„ Re-bronzing,2K8, 381

Useful Catalogue, A, 5/6

„ Hint, A, 431

Utility of Overnead Motirni, 236

Valve. New to a Harmonium. 3S3 [•)

Varniah and Lubricating Oil for ( ycl =,
9 , 191

Best, for Cycles, 286

„ Black. 179
„ Cheap Black. 05

Fat Oil. 46. 142

„ Negative, 230
Violin, 235

Varnishes for Boat Building, 233

„ Paints, etc.. 142

Vehicle Moved by Spring, 141

Veneering, 330
Veneeis, Inlaid, 95

Mosaic, 101, 192, 2E5
Venetian Blinds, eic., 575
Vertical Boiler, Model, 333
Vevers' Burnishe r

, 143

Vice. Workbench and. Height of, 2J6
Violin Making. 2;-5, 287

„ Re-Varnishiug, 336
Varnish, 235

Violoncello, 238

Water Electr.i'ysij, Constant Battery
fjr, 380

„ Lineol" Boat, 91 {•)

,, Moti-r, for Organ, 5"6

,. „ Spring or, 526
Waterbury Watch, 575
WatermoofingClo'h, 019
Wax, Modeling, 237
Weai her Glass, 576
Westward Ho, 360
While Polish. Good, 335

„ Skv in Photography, 430
Why do Twist Drills "Catch in"? 239
Willesden Paper, 112
Wimbburst Induction Machine, Ml, 1*8

„ „ ,, h\, en-
men s with. 45

Windows, French, Entrance of Ram
th:oueh, 06

Wire, Twisting, 332
Woud Boring Bit, 111 {*), 189. 284

I Wood-Carving, 528
i Wood, Filling for. 527

„ Mould lor Dovetailing, 83« ;*)

„ 8kinner's Samples of. &8 (*)

„ Staining and Sizing, 52>~

Workbench and Vice, Height of, 236

Yacht", Model, Handicapping, 384










